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PREFACE 
The late S. Everett Gleason supervised the initial planning and com- 

pilation of this volume. His successors as editor of Foreign Relations, — 
Fredrick Aandahl (from 1972) and William Z. Slany (from 1975), | | 
directed the process of declassification and review and made the final 
editorial decisions. On i 
_ Herbert A. Fine prepared the greater portion of the volume, in- 
cluding the sections on multilateral relations in the Near East and on _ 

_ Egypt, Iran, Israel, Kuwait, and Syria. Other members of the 
Historical Office also prepared sections: Mr. Slany (Greece, Turkey, | 
and the Union of South Africa); Lee H. Burke (Saudi Arabia); and 
Mr. Aandahl, David H. Stauffer, and Frederic A. Greenhut (South 

| Asia). Paul Claussen provided subsequent research, and Mr. Stauffer 
coordinated declassification and clearance. Margaret G. Martin and 

| Ruth M. Worthing supplied editorial assistance. The technical editing 
of the volume was done by the Publishing and Reproduction Division | 

_ (Willard M. McLaughlin, Chief), and Francis C. Prescott prepared 
theindex, © oe a | | 

_ _ Historians of the Department of Defense, including those of the | 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, gave useful assistance which the editors acknowl- 
edge with appreciation. They also wish to recognize the cooperation 
of the National Security Council, the Department of Defense, and. | 
the Central Intelligence Agency, all of which facilitated declassifica- 
tion of papers for release in this publication, = | , 

Prk te SE een, Davin F. Trasx | | 
CE te ee ge Lhe Historian, Historical Office | | | BS Bureau of Public Affairs | 

PRINCIPLES FOR THE CoMPILATION AND Epivtine or “FoREIGN 
— ce - Renations”? oe EG | 
_ The principles which guide the compilation and editing of Foreign — 

_ Relations are stated in Department of State Regulation 2 FAM 1350 
_ of June'15, 1961, a revision of the order approved on March 26, 1925, | | 
by Mr. Frank B. Kellogg, then Secretary of State. The text of the | 
regulation, as further amended, is printed below: | 
1350 Documentary Recorp or AMERICAN Diptomacy _ a 

1351 Scope of Documentation | a | |



IV 7 | : PREFACE | 

The publication Foreign Relations of the United States constitutes 

the official record of the foreign policy of the United States. These 

| volumes include, subject to necessary security considerations, all docu- 

| ments needed to give a comprehensive record of the major foreign : 

— policy decisions within the range of the Department of State’s respon- 

| sibilities, together with appropriate. materials concerning the facts _ 

| which contributed to the formulation of policies. When further mate- 

a rial is needed to supplement the documentation in the Department’s 

| files for a proper understanding of the relevant policies of the United 

States, such papers should be obtained from other Government — 

_ agencies. | | So Be 

(1352 Editorial Preparation | an oo 

| "The basic documentary diplomatic record to be printed in Foreign 

| _ Relations of the United States is edited by the Historical Office, Bureau 

of Public Affairs of the Department. of State. The editing of the | 

record is guided by the principles of historical objectivity. There — 

may: be no alteration of the text, no deletions without indicating 

where in the text the deletion is made, and no omission of-facts which 

were of major importance in reaching a decision. Nothing may be 

omitted for the purpose of concealing or glossing” over what might 

be regarded by some as a defect of policy. However, certain. omissions 

- of documents are permissible for the following reasons: | 

. . a. To avoid publication of matters which would tend to impede 

| current diplomatic negotiations or other business. | 

a . §. To condense the record and avoid repetition of needless details. 

| | . € To preserve the confidence reposed in the Department by _ 

_.. individuals-and by foreign governments. a | 

| .  d. To avoid giving needless offense, to other nationalities or 

. He individuals. ee 

| oo - 6 Ro eliminate personal opinions presented in despatches and 

: ‘not acted upon by the Department. To this consideration there 

| is one qualification—in connection with major decisions itis 

» +. desirable, where possible, to show the alternatives presented to 

- . “the Department before the decision was made. 

| 1353 Clearance ore ee : 

-To obtain appropriate clearances of material to be published in — 
Foreign Relations of the United States, the Historical Office: - | 

_. a. Refers to the appropriate policy offices of the Department and 

“of other agencies of the Government such papers as appéar to — 

|  - yequire ‘policy clearance. 
| “~~ §, Refers to the appropriate foreign governments requests for 

| Si permission to print as part of the diplomatic: correspondence 

of the United States. those previously unpublished documents. 

which were originated by the foreign governments.»
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- Eprror’s Nore.—This list does not include standard abbreviations in common a 

usage; unusual abbreviations of rare occurrence which are clarified at appropriate 

points; and: those abbreviations and contractions which, although uncommon, 

“are understandable from the context. | | | | eo | 

A», airgram a BNA, Office of British Commonwealth 

| Actel, series indicator for telegrams and Northern European Affairs, 

from .Secretary of State Acheson — Department of State ae 

while away from Washington CC, Conciliation Commission (for | 

ActSec, Acting Secretary of State ~ Palestine) eS ee = 

- AEC, Atomic Energy Commission - CFM, Council of Foreign Ministers | | 

| agam (agram), airgram | CFP, designation for memoranda on — 

agit-prop, agitation and propaganda combined forces planning = — 

| section of a Communist party | CFTC, Conjédération Francaise _ des o 

- -ATOC, Anglo-Iranian Oil Company Travailleurs Chrétiens (French Con- | 

AL, Arab League — s—s—s federation of Christian Workers) 

AL, Arab Legion (Transjordan) CGT, Confédération Générale du Tra- | 

| AMAG, American Mission for Aid to. vail (General Confederation of Labor . 

Greece; also Amag, series indicator  =—in France) sits _ | 

for telegrams from the Mission — CIA, Central Intelligence Agency — 

Amb, Ambassador pt -CIGS, Chief of the Imperial General 

Amceits, American citizens - Staff (British) oe 

-AmEmb, American Embassy - C-in-C, Commander in Chief > ee 

~AMINCO, American Independent Oil §CINCME, Commander in > Chief, | 

Company oh Middle East : 

| ANE, Office of African and Near © CINCMED, Commander in Chief, 

Eastern Affairs, Department of British Naval Forces in the Medi- 

State ee terranean wes eo ) 

“AP, Associated Press CINCNELM, Comniander in- Chief, | 

-ARAMCO, Arabian-American Oil ‘United States Naval Forces, East- 

“Company | a ern Atlantic and Mediterranean — 

ArMish, American Military Mission CIO, Congress of Industrial Organiza- 

with the Iranian Army : - tions ne ns 

ASYG, Assistant Secretary-General of cirtel, circular telegram | 

the United Nations -.- Combal, series indicator for telegrams 

| ‘BalCom, United Nations Special Com- — from the United States Representa- 

7 ~~ mittee on the Balkans (see also tive on the United Nations Special | 

UNSCOB); also Balcom, series Committee on the Balkans | 

| indicator for telegrams to the United - Cominform, Communist Information : | 

| States Representative on that Com- Bureau a ) 

mittee | Comkas, series indicator for telegrams 

| - BBC, British Broadcasting Corpora- ‘from the United States Representa- 

| tion re tive on the United Nations Com- 

| - BC, Division of British Common- mission for India and Pakistan - 

wealth Affairs, Department of State ConGen, Consulate General | : 

| BMEO, British Middle East Office Congram, Consulate airgram | 

-BMM, British Military Mission Contel, Consulate telegram _ , 

a ne | vi
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| VIII LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS | 

_ COS, Chief(s) of Staff (British) Embtel, Embassy telegram oe 
| CP, Communist Party — ERP, European Recovery Program 

. CP, Division of Commercial Policy ESM, United Nations Economie Sur- _ 
. (after October 3, 1949, Commercial vey Mission | os 

Policy Staff), Department of State EUR, Office (after October 3, 1949, CPG, Communist ‘Party of Greece... .. Bureau) of European Affairs, De- 
. CPY, Communist Party of Yugoslavia partment of State. 7 _ ~CRO, Commonwealth Relations Office Exim (Ex-Im Bank), Export-Import 

| ~CSGID, Ground Intelligence Division, | FAO, Food and Agriculture Organiza- General Staff, Office of the Chief = tion © 
: of. Staff, United States Army .. _.- FBI, Federal Bureau of Investigation, - 
_DAB, Dhahran Airbase . Department of Justice. | | | _ DAF, Dhahran Airfield = _ FBO,. Division of Foréign Buildings = | ~-DEF, Department of Defense. .: Operations, Department. of State | _ Delga, series indicator for telegrams | FN, Division of Financial Affairs, 

from the United States Delegation Department of State. 
. at the. United Nations General FO, Foreign Office. oo 

| Assembly 0 ‘FonMin, Foreign Minister 
~Depair, Department of State airgram  FonOff, Foreign Office 4 -Depcirgram, Department of State For See, Secretary of State for Foreign 

circular airgram: Affairs (British) 9. 
- Depcirin, Department of State circular FY, fiscal year Gb day 4 Roe - instruction = ss |. FYI, for yourinformation | 

| Depcirtel, Department of State circular G,.Deputy Under Secretary of State 
telegram GA, General Assembly of the United 

Depinfotel, Department of State infor- Nations _ wb ep 
| mation telegram st GAA, General Armistice Agreement. | 

Depintel, ‘Department of State cir- — GADel, United States Delegation at 
| cular information telegram = -  ~—-_. the United Nations . General. As- 

_ Depreftel, Department of State refer- sembly: also Gadel, series indicator 
“ence telegram os -. for telegrams to the United States 

_ -Deptel, Department of State telegram Delegation . a 
_ DG, Director General —— Gama, series indicator for telegrams to _ | 
DP, displaced person. = the American, Mission for Aid to 
- DRN, Division of Research for Near Greece, oe 

East and Africa, Department of GA Res, United Nations General => 
. State - 7... Assembly Resolution os | 
EAM, Ethnikon Apeleftherotikon Meto- GATT, General Agreement on Tariffs - 

pon (National Liberation Front), - and. Trade a coe 
| = & resistance group controlled by GCA, ground control approach = 

__ the Communist Party of Greece | GENMISH, United States Military 
_ ECA, Economie Cooperation Admin-. Mission with the Iranian Gen- 

istration  darmerie | 
_ ED, Division of Investment and  G@GS, Greek General Staff , 

_ Economie Development (after Octo- GNA, Greek National Army as 
- ber 3, 1949, Investment. and Eco- GOI, Government of India : 

| -- nomic Development Staff), Depart- _ GOP, Government of Pakistan Co 
- mentof State - - GTI, Division (after October 3, 1949, 

| EFFINDI, Economic and Financial. Office) of Greek, Turkish and 
Development Institute of the Near Iranian Affairs, Department of 
Hast a State oss | : _ Embdes, Embassy despatch | HICOM, High Commission(er) for 

Embreftel, Embassy reference tele- - Germany — Oo Oo 
| - gram  HMG, His Majesty’s Government



| LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS: AND: SYMBOLS. x | 

HSO, Highest Staff Officer Mid, series indicator for telegrams” 

IBI, Imperial Bank of Iran - -from the Military Attaché in Greece : 

| IBRD, International Bank for Recon- MilAd, Military Adviser (of the United 

‘ struction and. Development =~. - Nations Commission for India and. - 

ICAO, International Civil Aviation Pakistan) = _ 

Organization. © - MinFonAff, Ministry for Foreign Af- 

| ICJ, International Court of Justice fairs ke 

ICRC, International Committee of the Mistel, Mission telegram ~-- | 

Red Cross a MP, Military Police PPaheh og. 8 

ICS, Isracli Chief of Staff © MR, map reference, involving a grid 

ILO, International Labor Organization . overprinted on maps to show | 

IMF, International Monetary Fund. jocation = eS ME ad oo 

IMRO, Internal Macedonian Revolu- MRP, Mouvement Républicain Pop- 

, tionary Organization . ulaire (French political party) 

| infotel, information telegram .— NAC, National Advisory Council on” 

intel, circular information telegram: International Monetary and Fi- . 

IPC, Iraq Petroleum :Company | nancial Problems Bes FT 

IRO, International Refugee Organiza- NAC, North Atlantic Council _ Cb o 

tio NAP, North Atlantic Pact == 
TRO, Internahon® Trade Organiza- N ATO, North Atlantic ‘Treaty Or | 

+ . | ganization ey 

a Me Lie Jammu wed Koshinir yO NDC, National Defense Corps (Greek) | 

JCS, Joint Chiefs of Staff NE, Division of Near Eastern Affairs, - 

Jlem, Jerusalem | a Department of State; or Near East. 

JUSMAPG, Joint United States Mili- NEA, Office of Near Eastern and. | 

tary Advisory and Planning Group African Affairs (after October 3, | 

| JUSSGSA, Joint United States Survey | 1949, Bureau of Near Hastern, a 

’ Group to Saudi Arabia a South Asian, and African Affairs), — : 

- Kascom, series indicator for telegrams _ Department of State - . 

-. to the United States Representative NEDA, .Near East Development — | 

on the United Nations Commission Agency © : | 

for India and Pakistan — _ -NEDI, Near East Development 

_ -KKE, Kommounistikon Komma Ellados Institute Cp 

(Communist Party of Greece) = 8 =NERWA, Near Hast Relief and Works — 

KOC, Kuwait Oil Company — a Agency rae 

L, Office of the Legal Adviser, Depart- | NESDA, Near East Settlement and : 

~mentof State a Development Authority = 

L/P, Office of the Assistant Legal Ad- —njact, night action, communications — 

viser for Political Affairs, Depart- indicator requiring attention by the o 

mentofState = recipient at any hour of the day or. 

-Legtel, Legation telegram ‘night uo | re | 

MA, Military Adviser (of the United © NME, National Military Establish- — 

| - Nations Commission for India and ment. | | — | : 

| | - Pakistan) Be SO ye da oes. NOF, - Narodnoosloboditelniot front 

: MA, Military Attaché = (Macedonian National Liberation | 

. | MAC, Mixed Armistice Commission Front) §~- ° > OUR | 

| MAP, Military Assistance Program _ NSC, National Security Council ©. 

. Martel, serics indicator for telegrams § OCI, Overseas Gonsultants, Inc. ~ 

from Secretary of State Marshall OEEC, Organization for European 

while away from: Washington - -Heonomiec Cooperation CRs 

MD, Munitions Division, Department OFLC, Office of the Foreign Liquida- | 

| of State a rr ere tion Commissioner, Department of - 

| ME, Middle East State | | 

: - |



| x LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS > 

OIR/GE, Special Adviser on Geog- _—S/, designation for documents issued raphy, Office of Intelligence Re- by the Security Council rr search, Department of State _ __S/CFA, Coordinator for Military As-' _ PA, Plebiscite Administrator a sistance Programs, in the Office of Palun, series indicator for telegrams _ the Secretary of State , oe 7 | from the United States Delegation S/P, Policy Planning Staff, Depart- _ on the Conciliation Commission for __ ment of State . , Palestine - a _ S/S, Executive Secretariat, Depart- | PCC, Palestine Conciliation Com- ment of State , | Mission (United Nations); also series SAG, Saudi Arabian Government : _. indicator for telegrams from the SANACC, = State-Army—Navy-Air. United States Delegation on the ‘Force Coordinating Committee | . Conciliation Commission for SC, Security Council of the United co 
‘Palestine , - Nations a _PED, Petroleum Division (after Octo- SE, Division. of Southern (after | ber 3, 1949, Petroleum Policy = March 14, 1949, Southeast) Euro- Staff), Department of State _ pean Affairs, Department of State PG, Persian Gulf _ | eo SOA, Division (after October 3, 1949, . PGI, Provisional Government of Israel Office) of South Asian Affairs, De- PL, Public Law ss partment of State | _ PlebAd, Plebiscite Administrator | SYG, Secretary-General 

PM, Prime Minister — TA, trade agreement : | 
— POL, petroleum, oil, and lubricants _Tapline, Trans-Arabian Pipeline Com- PolComn, Political Committee a — - pany 

POW, Prisoner of War | yy TC, Truce Commission (in Palestine) _ | PPS, designation for documents by TC, Trusteeship Council of the United. the Policy Planning Staff, Depart- 2 Tusteesnip Vouncu of the Uni ee | -:ment of State : | Nations Oey Cee Lae oe PriMin, Prime Minister Telac, series indicator for telegrams to 
PWOC, Pacific Western Oil Company Secretary of State Acheson while | RAF, Royal Air Force (British) away from Washington - a reDeptel, regarding Department of TJ, Transjordan — 

. State telegram Fo Telmar, series indicator for telegrams | 
reEmbair, regarding Embassy airgram to Secretary of State Marshall reEmbtel, regarding Embassy telegram while away from Washington : _ refagram, reference airgram _ _ ‘Torep, series indicator for telegrams 
refDeptel, reference: Department of — to the Special Representative in 

State telegram Europe for the Economie Coopera- 
refLegtel, reference Legation telegram — tion Administration a oe | reftel, reference telegram TvA, Tennessee Valley Authority = | 

_reMistel, regarding Mission telegram U, Under Secretary of State 
_ Repto, series indicator for telegrams | U/FW, Special Assistant to the Under _ _. from the Special Representative in. Secretary of State for Fisheries and 

_ Europe for the Economic Coopera- ‘Wildlife = / oe tion Administration = oe UGTT, Union Générale des Travail- | 
__Feurad, regarding your radio message leurs Tunisiens,. a large Moslem 

| RFC, Reconstruction Finance Cor- Federation . | a a poration = | -  UKG, United Kingdom Government 
_ RHAF, Royal Hellenic Air Force _ UNA, Office (after October 3, 1949, , 

RWRA, Relief and Works Agency for Bureau) of United Nations Affairs, 
Palestine Refugees in the Near Department of State _ 

_ East (United Nations) — , - UNCIP, United Nations Commission 
S, Office of the Secretary of State for India and Pakistan | _—



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS XI | 

UND, Division (after October 3,1949,  UNSCOP, United Nations Special | 

| Office) of Dependent Area Affairs, Committee on Palestine 

Department of State _ UnSecy, Under Secretary of State | 

UNE, Division (after October 3, 1949, urdesp, your despatch 

- Office) of United) Nations Economic urinfo, your information | 

~ and Social Affairs, Department of urtel, your telegram _ 

State 7 USAF, United States Air Force | 

_ UNESCO, United Nations Educa- USDA, United States Department of 

tional, Scientific and Cultural Or- Agriculture 

ganization USDel, United States Delegation 

UNGA, United Nations General USG, United States Government 

Assembly USGADel, United States Delegation a 

UNICEF, United Nations Interna-_ at the United Nations General 

tional Children’s Emergency Fund =~ Assembly | : | 

UNP, Division of United Nations USIE, United States Information and 

| Political Affairs (after October 3, Educational Exchange Program 

1949, Office of United Nations USIS, United States Information | 

Political and Security Affairs), De- Service 

partment of State USMC, United States Marine Corps 

Unpal, series indicator for telegrams USUN, United States Mission at the . 

to the United States Delegation United Nations . | 

on the Conciliation Commission for USUNDel, United States Delegation 

Palestine —— | at the United Nations a 

| UNPCC, United Nations Palestine V-J day, the day of Japanses capitula- 

Conciliation Commission tion (September 2, 1945) | | 

--UNRep, United Nations Representa- | VOA, Voice of America ) 

tive | | “WAA, War Assets Administration 

UNRPR, United Nations Relief for Weeka, weekly, inter-agency, sum- 

Palestine Refugees | mary analysis from United States 

- UNRRA, United Nations Relief and | diplomatic missions | | 

Rehabilitation Administration WFETU, World Federation of Trade 

UNSCOB, United Nations Special - Unions | | 

- Committee on the Balkans | WHO, World Health Organization 

| 

| 

| | |
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CONSIDERATION OF BASIC UNITED STATES SECURITY © 

INTERESTS IN THE NEAR EAST AND SOUTH ASIA*  — 

840.20/10-1148 Bek ee os 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and | 

— Iranian Affairs (Jernegan) to the Assistant Chief of the Division 

of South Asian Affairs (Thurston)? thse UR ag 

SECRET [Wasnineron,] October 11, 1948. | 

ss Last week Ray Hare ® suggested to me that it would be well for us oe 

te formulate our thoughts with regard to the assistance we are furnish- 

ing or may furnish to Greece, Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan.* He_ 

pointed out that there is a tendency on the part of each of these four 

countries to compare itself with the others and to argue that because a 

-each is exposed to Soviet attack, it should receive substantial assistance 

| ‘from the United States of the same type and magnitude as that being 

provided one or more of the others. In particular, the Iranians insist 

that their country is at least as important as Turkey, strategically 

and politically, and should be aided on the same scale and in the same 

| sway, while the Afghans point to assistance allegedly being furnished = 

‘Tran and argue that they should be treated on an equal basis because 

they, too, are a link in the chain of defense. © oe a 

_---' The attached rough draft is my attempt to compare the three GTI © : 

- gountries and to explain why all three are not receiving the same sort 

“of aid and support from the United States. I think it would be useful 

~ for SOA to add a similar appreciation of the position of Afghanistan, __ 

after which we could sit down together and go over the whole thing 

‘to see whether it hangs together and would be of assistance in discus- 

sion with the countries concerned or in formulating future policies. | 

| _ 1 ¥or documentation on overall -aspects: of United States. national. security | 

policy, see vol.1, pp. 249 ff. | a 

| ” # Addressed also to Richard 8. Leach of the Division of South Asian Affairs. 

1 The text as typed included various passages that were subsequently crossed out. 
| These and other drafting changes are not indicated here. — . cog 

| -”.® Raymond’ A. Hare, Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs. | 

! See For further documentation on the question of aid to Greece, Turkey, Iran, 

and Afghanistan, see pp. 227 ff., 1638 ff., 471 ff., and 1777 ff., respectively. 

po | | |
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| [Annex] © —— | | 

SECRET Le | _[Wasuineton, undated.] 
Subject: Analysis and Comparison of United States Policies with | | Regard to Aid to Greece; Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan | a 

_ Fundamentally, American policy with respect to all four countries 
is the same. It is to support their independence and integrity, which 

__ is presently threatened by the Soviet Union and its satellites, and to _ 
a further their economic and social development. However, the situation 

of each country differs in some respects from that of each of the others, | 
and for this reason the implementation of our fundamental policy 
is different in each case. The following is an attempt to analyze the 
reasons for extending aid to each country and for the differences in 

: the aid furnished toeach, , oe | 
Greece: During the period from 1944 to February 1947, Greece 

_Wwas kept alive only by the very large UNRRA supplies and the 
_ direct logistic support of the Greek forces by the British Govern- 

a ment. On February 24, 1947 the British Government informed the 
United States that it could no longer continue to support the Greek 

| forces.’ At about the same time the end of UNRRA operations came __ 
in sight. Without some substitute for these two supports, the Greek 
state would have collapsed completely, and unquestionably would 
have fallen under Communist control. The only possible source from 

| which assistance on the required scale could have come was the United - 
States Oo Ra ee ge 

__ The Department recognized this situation and further realized that 
to allow Greece to fall behind the Iron Curtain would be a political 
disaster of the first magnitude. The decision to furnish aid was taken _ 
as an emergency measure for purely political reasons. _ 

| Because of the dire economic straits into which Greece has fallen _ 
and because of the magnitude and persistence of the Communist-led _ 

a guerrilla movement, it will be necessary to continue large-scale aid 
| to Greece for a considerable period of time. This will be done onthe —_— 

economic side through the European Recovery Program, in which : 
Greece is a participant by virtue of being a European state. Had it 

a not been possible to include Greece in the ERP, it would have been _ 
necessary to continue the original special economic aid program, since 
Greece simply could not borrow or otherwise obtain the necessary — 
funds from any other source. Special military aid to Greece (outside _ 
ERP) is being continued because the military threat to the economy 

, of Greece and to the existence of a democratic government in Greece 
has not been removed. However, there are no plans for making Greece _ 

°For the text of the British aide-mémoire of February 21, 1947, handed to 
the Secretary of State on February 24, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 32.
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into a military bastion against Soviet aggression. It is our under- 

standing that American military authorities do not consider it pos- 

sible to strengthen Greece sufficiently to resist full-scale attack, no_ 

‘matter how much assistance might be provided. Consequently, direct a 

military aid to Greece on any substantial scale will probably be 

terminated as soon as large-scale guerrilla activity is ended. —- 

Turkey: The British decision to end aid to Greece was accom- 

‘panied by a decision that the British Government could extend no ee 

assistance to Turkey. This did not have the same significance as In 

the case of Greece, because there had been little British aid extended — 

to Turkey since the end of the war and the British plans for future 

‘assistance to Turkey were comparatively modest. The Turkish state 

could have maintained itself without special foreign aid. However, | 

during the period preceding February, 1947 Turkey had been under | 

severe Russian pressure ® and its government and people were justly 

afraid of becoming the object of even stronger pressures. They were 

therefore maintaining a large and costly but inefficient army which — 

the nation could not afford if it were to progress economically and - 

socially, EE ad Pus 

_ The American program of aid to Turkey was designed to fulfill = 

-threepurposes: oy REE OSS oo 

(1) To reassure the Turkish Government and people of the concrete 

determination of the United States to support Turkey against the 

Soviet Union and to prevent any feeling on the part of the Turks that 

they were being abandoned, such as might have been produced by the 

knowledge that British aid was not to be forthcoming and that there 

| would be no substitute foritfromanothersource. 
- (2) To improve the combat efficiency of the Turkish armed forces 

in order to deter the Soviet Union or its satellites from aggression — 

against Turkey: At the same time, the strengthening of the Turkish | 

| forces was designed to increase the confidence of the Turkish people - 

| in their ability to defend themselves and so to increase their deter- 

mination to resist the pressures short of war being brought against | 
them by the USSR and its satellites. SO 

| | (3) To release badly needed man power from the armed forces by _ | 

| increasing the mobility and fire power of those forces, thus enabling 

| a smaller number of men to provide an equal or superior defense. 

| The objectives indicated have been achieved to a greater or less 

| : degree in each case. It is improbable that large-scale military aid to 

| Turkey will be continued for very much longer. However, to avoid 

| losing the benefits already gained and adversely affecting the morale 

| of the Turkish people, it will probably be necessary and desirable to 

continue to provide military assistance on a small scale and to continue 
the military missions in Turkey for an indefinite period. - 

| *For documentation on the ‘demands of the Soviet Union for the revision of : 
: the Turkish Straits régime and on other matters affecting Turkish-Soviet re- | 

lations, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vil, pp. 801 ff.
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| - No program of direct economic aid to Turkey has been undertaken, 
- because the Turkish economy has been in reasonably good shape and 

is in no danger of collapse. However, the need for economic develop- 
ment is plain, both to improve the standard of living of the people 
and to increase Turkey’s powers of resistance in the event of war. Any _ 

_ reduction in the present low standard of living of the Turkish people 
_ might create internal political stresses which would weaken the 

_ hitherto firm structure of the government and open the way to Com- 
‘Inunist penetration of the sort which has proven so dangerous in 

| Greece. Turkey has been included in the ERP and will receive modest | 
-eredits from that source. It can probably also obtain credits from the | 
International Bank, as it has in the past from the Export-Import 

- _ Bank, and the United States will support its requests for credits in all 
cases where the projects involved seem economically sound. It is not — 
considered that the economic needs of Turkey are sufficiently serious — 

to warrant outright grants for economic purposes. __ So 
| _ Iran: American aid to Tran to date has consisted entirely of rela- | | tively small credits for the purchase of surplus military equipment, 

| surplus merchant vessels, and similar items, plus technical advice _ 
furnished by military missions and civilian advisers. The Iranian 
Government has never requested aid of any other type, although the 
Shah and certain other individuals in the Government and outside it 
have expressed a desire to obtain military assistance of the same type 7 

- as that being furnished to Turkey. The Iranian Ambassador has 
recently indicated that the Iranian Government may make a direct | ‘Tequest in the near future for special assistance on the Turkish model. — 

_ The Iranian economy is extremely backward and. needs improve- 
ment in virtually every direction. However, it is not.in a-state of crisis, 

: being probably about as stable as at any period in recent years. There — | 
_ 1s, therefore, no need for urgent economic assistance of the type being 

provided to Greece. Furthermore, the Iranian trade situation and 
the financial resources of the Iranian Government are such that the 
country should be able to borrow from the International Bank and «| 
the Export-Import Bank as much capital as it could effectively utilize 

_ for economic development during the next few years. We are en- 
_couraging the Iranian Government to approach those sources and . 
have assured it of our support for any properly justified requests 

__ At the present time, Iran is probably even more seriously menaced 
, _ by the USSR than is Turkey. It has shown commendable firmness in — 

the face of this menace. The Iranians who advocate direct military 
: assistance to Tran by the United States point to these political facts __ 

7 in support of their argument. Superficially, an excellent case could 
| -be made for building up the Iranian armed forces through a program
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‘of American military assistance. There is no doubt that if Tran were | 

| to fall under Soviet control, the consequences would be nearly as | 

- -gerious as those which would be produced by the fall of Turkey. ‘The a 

whole of the Middle East and India would be exposed to Soviet a 

attack while the greatest oil reserves in the world would either be a 

in Soviet hands or very gravely exposed. So Oo ce 

- Nevertheless, there are reasons for refraining from any attempt 

to build up large-scale military forces in Iran. These reasons include: 

- (1) The poverty of the country, which would make it economically 

impossible for the Government to support an army resembling that oo 

of Turkey, even if the external costs of equipment were borne en- _ | 

tirely by the United States. _ | - Pee | , 

- (2) The unstable character of the political situation in Iran. Kiven 

though most Iranian political leaders are favorable to the western 

powers and opposed to the policies of the Soviet Union, the deter- | 

Jnination of the Government to resist the USSR in a crisis could not | 

betaken forgranted. | a oS | 

_ (3) The relative remoteness of Iran from the United States would | 

make it very difficult to support the Iranian Army in time of war. This 

being the case it would probably be a waste of our resources to make | 

a heavy investment of them in time of peace and in an armed force | 

which would have to be abandoned to its fate in time of war, | 

| (4) It is understood that the greater part of our military resources 

will have to be concentrated on the strengthening of the western — | 

European countries, whose fall would be an even more serious blow 

to our security than the fall of Iran. It is more than doubtful that 

| any large quantity of military supplies could be spared for Iran during 

- ¢he next two orthree years. ee on ee 7 

(5) The relatively backward state of technical knowledge in the 

| Iranian armed forces means that an enormous expenditure of time 

and effort, including the services of a large number of American mili- 

tary personnel, would have to be expended to train the Iranian forces - 

| in the use of modern weapons and equipment such as jet planes and | 

radar. - oe | | 

_ * (6) There is some reason to fear that a greatly strengthened army | 

would be used by the Shah or. ambitious military leaders asa means ~ 

| of imposing a dictatorship on the country. This fear is strong in some | 

|  Tranian circles and contributes to the unfortunate political instability. 

: Consequently, it: is our present belief that the best measures: to 

: assist Iran are to provide only sufficient military aid to insure the 

- maintenance of internal security together with encouragement and | 

assistance in sound. projects of economic development which will im- 

ss - prove the condition of the people and consequently the stability of the 

| ~ government. Our objective is a limited one: to make Tran sufficiently | 

| - strong to prevent its collapse through Soviet penetration or pressures 

| short of war. We do not believe that Iran could be made sufficiently 

| | strong to protect itself against open attack nor that the benefit to be 

realized from any delay which the Iranian forces might impose on | 

501-887—77——2 
| |
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, a Soviet march through Iran would compensate for the diversion of 
American resourcesfromotherneeds. == a 

_--~ Afghanistan:* To date the United States has extended no direct - 
aid to Afghanistan, on either a loan or a grant basis.* The Afghan 

| Government, long desirous of receiving financial assistance from the 
_ United States, is only now preparing its request for a loan of some<. 

| thing like forty-one million dollars from the Export-Import Bank 
for construction and development work. _ a a 

A preliminary request for limited military assistance has recently 
: been made. Action on this request must await the receipt of additional 

specific information concerning Afghanistan’s present military re- 
| sources and future needs. Afghanistan’s military requirements were 

‘formerly supplied by the UK and the Government of India. Since — 
partition, the Indian Government, while ostensibly honoring the pre- 
partition arrangement, has furnished only a fraction of the normal 

| annual quota of military supplies to Afghanistan. ee 
_. The Afghan economy is undeveloped, almost totally lacking in in- — 

dustrial plant, with no railroads whatsoever and only rough road- 
ways connecting the major cities and towns. The country is very 

| mountainous and largely arid; development opportunities, while they 
indeed exist, are limited to improvement of transport and communi- 

| cations facilities, agricultural development (including irrigation), 
| _ mineral exploitation and relatively small industrial plants. 

Any extensive program of economic and military assistance to 
Afghanistan at this time is considered inadvisable for the following 
reasons: = sess ep 
--(1) Owing to limitations in man power and productive potential — in the event of war, it is only on the basis of regional cooperation _ between Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan and India that Afghanistan 
would be able to offer more than a token resistance to invasion from ; the North. The prospects for cooperation among these four countries : | at the present time are not promising. _ - es | (2) The undeveloped condition of the country and the lack of 

_ general education would make the equipping and training of a truly 
effective army, even a small one, for defense against external aggres- 
sion expensive and difficult beyond the utility it would have as a delaying force, and beyond the Afghan Government’s ability to main- _ 
tain it. oy Oo SO - oo 

"The pages on Afghanistan, | numbered separately, were presumably added by | the Division of South Asian Affairs, as recommended by Mr, Jernegan in the covering memorandum. . ee cee : : *In two cases prior to July, 1947, small grants-in-aid were given to American teachers in Afghanistan. [Footnote in the source text. ] a Rey a
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(3) The need for allocating our not unlimited resources to the first 

fine of defense, i.e., Western Europe. | - a | 

~ (4) Unlike Iran, Afghanistan is not now being subjected to overt 

political pressure from the USSR. The Soviet position seems tospring _ 

from a not unjustified confidence that Afghanistan could be occupied 

by Soviet troops within two weeks, and the preliminary “softening 

up” would be an unnecessary expense and provocation. . 

(5) The present government has maintained its stability for seven- 

teen years. Although the country 1s faced with problems of inflation | 

and great poverty, the economy is not in a critical condition andthere | 

is not yet a grave internal threat to the stability of the government. | | 

‘For these reasons it is considered that assistance beyond a small. | 

Joan for development purposes and assistance in. buying military — 

equipment to. assure the Government’s ability to maintain internal 

order is not advisable at this time. Limited financial assistance through 

the Export-Import or World Bank would have the Department’s 

support. | Be ep 
In connection with assistance to Afghanistan in buying military = 

- equipment in the United States, the training of Afghan personnel | 

to operate any equipment so acquired could most advantageously be 

given by the American firms supplying it. The Department should 

recommend that provisions for training be made a part of the pur- 

chase agreement. _ - ogee ne 

- A U.S. military mission to Afghanistan is considered inadvisable. 

The presence of such a mission would proclaim Afghanistan’s alli- 

‘ance with the West and its latent antagonism to the USSR to a degree 

which might well provoke overt action by the latter, and which would 

jeopardize present correct relations between the two countries. sy | 

| To attempt to train Afghan personnel in U.S. service training 

schools is considered impracticable owing to the considerable lag be- | 

tween the Afghan’s general knowledge of motorized equipment and 

| that of the average American trainee. ca a 

| Afghan officials repeatedly stress the thought that stability and | 

_ national morale require some recognizable indication that Afghanistan | 

ig not isolated from United States interest in the area; they point out | 

2 that with changed conditions on their eastern and southern borders _ 

: the government is less than ever able to cope with internal disorders | 

: on two or more fronts. They assert that they have definite proof that 

their integrity and independence are threatened. aoe | | ee 

| ‘The evidence and the views of Afghan leaders indicate that arms 

supply sufficient for the assurance of internal order would go far to | 

meet a definite hazard to security and to offset the persistent feeling 

among Afghans that United States strategic interest stops at their a 

| |
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frontiers. Deterioration in economic conditions which might enhance © 
| the opportunities for Soviet penetration may be checked by relatively 

| modest financial assistance. | , ee Eoeee | 

an | Editorial Note - a a | 

In the final months of the negotiations between the United States — 
and various Western European countries that culminated in the sign- 
ing of the North Atlantic Treaty on April 4, the question arose of 

: United States support for the security of Greece, Turkey, and Tran. 
_ As early as January 25, the Department of State had informed the 
Iranian Ambassador that it recognized that the United States must 
avoid giving a false impression that, by the commitment to Western | | Europe, it was abandoning Iran (see telegram 86, February 1, to 
Tehran, volume TV, page 62). | one | _ Consideration was given to issuing a formal United States declara- 
tion supporting the security of the three Near Eastern countries. On _ 
April 2, however, the Department informed the American embassies 

| concerned that it had decided not to issue a formal declaration but. 
_ to rely instead on previous and future public statements by President | | Truman, Secretary Acheson, and Foreign Secretary Bevin to reassure _ 

‘Greece, Turkey, and Tran of continued American and British interest 
in their security (see circular telegram of April 2, ibid., page 270). — . Several additional documents bearing on the proposed declaration 

| ‘are printed in volume IV, between pages 62 and 270. Related docu- ) mentation is also found in Department of State files under 840.20. 

_ SWNCC Files: Lot 52M451 2 US |S PES og, ce 
_ Report by the SANACC Subcommittee for the Near and Middle East? | 

| TOP SECRET [Wasuineron,] 19 April 1949. 
SANACC 860/14 oe GR : 

Oo APPRAISAL OF US. Nartonan Inreresrs in Sourn Asia | 

| 1. To re-examine U.S. national and strategic interests in the coun- , | _ tries of South Asia (Afghanistan, Pakistan, India,* Burma, Nepal and 

4 Lot 52 M 45 is a comprehensive collection of documents, | minutes, agenda, memoranda, and related correspondence of the State-War-Navy Coordinating | Committee (SWNCC) and the State-Army-Navy-Air Force ‘Coordinating Com- | mittee (SANACC) for the years 1944-1949, | _ ?Prepared in collaboration with the SANACC Subcommittee for Rearmament. * For documentation on United States interest in efforts to resolve the dispute between Pakistan and India over Kashmir, see pp. 1686 ff. nn .
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Ceylon), and to determine the measures which should be undertaken 

in the implementation of established USS. foreign policy for cooperat- 

ing with these countries. SU EER eh : - 

 RAGTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM = 

9. See Appendix “A”. oe me 

Bo ~ pigcussION, 
| _8. See Appendix “B”. | - | oo 

co - MEMORANDUM FROM JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

4, See Appendix“C”. we By yt 
oo CONCLUSIONS. ct | 

— (The Joint Chiefs of Staff have expressed general agreement with 

the following conclusions which have military implications, Le. 5.0, | 

c and d (2). Paragraph 6. adopts essentially the J CS statement of 

our basic strategic. objectives in South Asia. See Appendix "O”.) | 

_5. The political, economic and strategic importance of the emerging 

South Asian countries to the U.S. is such that our national interests 7 

require: a — a, ee 

a. The orientation of South Asia toward the U.S. and.other West- 

ern democracies, and away from the USSR. To this end we should 

endeavor, through diplomatic channels and through the media of our _ 

cultural and informational programs, to convince the South Asian 

| governments and peoples that our international objectives are com-. 

- patible with their national interests and worthy of their support.We 

should also, whenever possible and consistent with our global policies, 

| endeavor to cooperate with the South Asian governments in the | 

achievement of their legitimate international objectives. Oo | 

- }, Economie development in South Asia of a type which would 

| not only help to provide foundations for more stable and democratic | 

| governments, friendly to the U.S., but_also assist these countries to. 

| contribute to economic recovery in the Far Hast and throughout the — 

7 world. To this end we should ascertain, as specifically as possible, and — 

as contemplated in point four of the President’s inaugural address, 

| the economic needs of South Asian countries and the extent to which 

/ our economic, technical and financial assistance to them can or should 

be broadened, with particular reference to increased food, production, 

| improved transportation facilities and additional exports of goods 

| required for U.S. strategic stockpiling or to meet requirements for 

commodities in world short supply. a 

| “¢, The maintenance of internal ‘security within the countries of 

| South Asia and their freedom from Communist domination. ‘To this 

end we should re-examine our capabilities of providing military : 

matériel to South Asia in the light of over-all requirements for U.S. | 

, military assistance. At the minimum we should endeavor to meet the . 

legitimate requirements of spare parts and replacements for mili- | 

. tary equipment of U.S. origin already possessed by South Asian coun- 

| tries. See JCS comments contained in pars. 2 and 8, Appendix “C”. _ 

| | | | 

| |
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d. Collaboration with the British in South Asia. To this end after _ 
determining our capabilities to extend economic and military assist- 
ance to the South Asian countries, we should discuss with the British 

| , (1) The economic position of South Asia, and the desirability 
| and practicability of co-ordinated U.S. and U.K. economic poli- 

cies with respect to the area, it being understood that no de- 
limitation of spheres of influence or division of markets is | 

7 contemplated. = = = | | 
(2) The military requirements of the South Asian countries 

for the maintenance of internal security, the extent to which the __ | 
| British can meet such of these requirements as must be provided 

| | _ from outside the area, and the implications for U.K. strategic 
interests in ‘South Asia of possible U.S. military assistance to the 
countries of the area. | oe — | 

| é. Cooperation among the nations of South Asia for constructive | purposes. To this end U.S. assistance which may be extended to the _ 
South Asian countries should be utilized as far as practicable as an 
instrument to effect cooperation within the region, and we should 

_ endeavor to guide any regional or Asian movement which may de- 
| velop in the direction of constructive participation in UN activities. 

| 6. The basic strategic objectives of the U.S., with respect to the — 
| South Asian countries are: Joe ae bg SS ge , 

a. ‘To prevent Soviet encroachment or domination;  —_ Oo 
: 6. To prevent the USSR from obtaining military support or assist- 

| ance from these nations either directly or through the use of their | 
| facilities. (The problem of Soviet access to strategic resources in the =| 

area requires further study on a global basis) ; Oo Oo 
¢. ‘To develop, without commitment to military action on our part, | 

a cooperative attitude in these countries which would facilitate ob- 
| taining the use of areas or facilities which might be required by the 

| ‘Western democracies . . . for military operations against the USSR 
in the event of war; and fe fet Oe SPE Ce | 

_ d. With reference to Pakistan, to favor commercial arrangements 
which would in emergency, facilitate development for operational 
use of base facilities in the Karachi-Lahorearea. = ee 

ce | | RECOMMENDATIONS , 

‘7. It is recommended that SANACC approve the foregoing con- 
| _ ¢Clusions and transmit them to the National Security Council for 

consideration, = : oS a 
- _ 8. It is further recommended that the conclusions of this study __ 

be considered in conjunction with similar appraisals of U.S. national _
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interests in other areas related to South Asia, particularly Southeast — 

Asiat = Co Oo 

Tc oe as Appendix “A” = oe | 

Seg Me Facts BrarIncoNTHE PROBLEM 

1, Until very recently the military and other requirements of the 

South Asian countries were either the direct or indirect responsibility — 

| of the British Government. Direct British control of most of these 

countries assured the British Commonwealth of Nations of access. 

to the military potentials of the area, and the British-controlled In- . 

dian Army provided for its defense. Soviet influence was negligible _ 

in all the countries of South Asia, and U.S. national and strategic | 

interests in the area were in some measure safeguarded by our close 

- yelations withthe British, ee 

. 9, With the transfer of British power to independent regimes in | 

India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon during the past year, direct | 

British control of, and responsibility for the South Asian countries 

_- was eliminated. However, through the continued membership of India, | 

Pakistan and Ceylon in the Commonwealth, through specific defense Lo 

-_ provisions in the Anglo-Burmese treaty of October 1947 and through | 

manifold economic and cultural contacts, the British continue to 

play an important role in South Asia. Since the reduction in British _ 

| control and the consequent weakening of the safecuards upon which _ 

4 By informal action of May 31 SANACC approved the conclusions of SANACC : 

| 360/14 with certain amendments that are incorporated in the text printed here. 

The record of actions by the National Security Council, dated June 16, states that 

the paper, together 'with amendments proposed by the Secretary of Defense, was 

referred to the NSC staff for use in the preparation of a study on United States 

| ‘policy toward Asia (S/S NSC (Miscellaneous) Files, Lot 66 D695, Record of . 

| Actions). : ce - | | | | | 

| In a memorandum of June 17, the Executive Secretary of the National Security 

Council (Souers) circulated to the Council the amendments proposed by the 

‘Secretary of Defense; neither printed (S/S NSC Files, Lot 63 D 351, NSC 48 file). 

Lot 66 D 95 is a collection of administrative and miscellaneous National 

Security Council documentation for the years 1947-1963, .as maintained by the — 

| Executive Secretariat-of the Department of State. Lot 63 D 351 is a serial master 

| file of the National Security Council documents and correspondence and related 

_ Department of ‘State memoranda for the years 1947-1961, also maintained by the | 

| Executive Secretariat. as | | oO 

The NSC staff study in the form of a draft report on “United States Policy | 

| toward Asia,” dated December 23, 1949, was circulated in the Council as NSC 48/1. 

po The report included several sections. on South Asia, particularly paragraphs 

numbered 19 through 22. The text of NSC 48/1 is printed in Department of. 

Defense, United States—-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967 (Washington, Government | 

 - Printing Office, 1971) Book 8, p. 226. | 

.. After discussing NSC 48/1, the Council sent to President Truman a report i 

numbered 48/2 and dated December 30, consisting solely of the conclusions of 

NSC 48/1, as amended and approved by the Council. The President approved 

| the report the same day. For text of the report, see vol. VII, Part 2, p. 1215.
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the U.S. formerly relied, Soviet influence has increased.in these coun-- 
tries and the USSR is offering some of them opportunities of purchas- 
ing light industrial equipment and arms from Czechoslovakia. a 

8. Although the South Asian countries would like to maintain 
: strict neutrality as between the U.S. and the USSR, the hard fact of 

- Soviet inability to give them substantial material aid has caused them | 
to look to the U.S. for economic and military cooperation. They have 

| made numerous informal requests for our assistance, and although — 
their wants are huge, their informal approaches, with some exceptions, 

| have been realistic. We have at present ‘an unusual opportunity to: 
_ ‘Maintain and strengthen the immediate outlay of U.S. resources. We 

must recognize that, should we not provide at least the minimum 
assistance deemed essential by the countries of the area, South Asia 
might give eflect to its predilection for strict neutrality’ visa-a-vis 

a the U.S, and the USSR or, at worst, it might fall into the Soviet orbit. 
In either event we should find it difficult to prevent the countries of 
the area from developing political and economic principles incom- 

_ patible with our own, and should war come, we might find ourselves 
_ denied access to the raw materials, manpower, limited industrial ca- 

| pacity and possible basesof South Asia, = 
_ 4. We have accordingly recognized that the orientation of the gov- 

_ ernments and peoples of South Asia toward the U.S. and away from 
the USSR is an essential element of our political and economic ob- 

_ jectives with respect to the area, and we have formulated, in general 
terms, a policy of economic and political cooperation with the South 

5. (Deleted in view of paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 of Appendix “C”, | 
_ Memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of Staff. See also paragraph 6 

| under Conclusions. and section headed “10. Joint Chiefs of. Staff 
Summary of Strategic Considerations” in Appendix “B”, Discussion.) _ 

6, Recent developments in China, which point to the probability = 
that the greater part or even the whole of China may fall under the 

| domination of the Chinese Communists, increase our interest in and 
| possible future dependence on South Asia, particularly India and 

Pakistan. If we are to lose access to Chinese territory, it isthe more _ 
important for us to prevent the extension of Soviet influence in South 
Asia and to retain this area as a Western salient on the Asian continent. 

| _¢. India’s convocation of ‘an Asian. conference on Indonesia held 
- in New Delhi in January 1949 ° may prove to be a significant step in , 

the oft-rumored formation of an Asian bloc. Although sucha bloc | 
would: provide a medium for the expression of opinions of a type 

| "Some documentation on this subject is included in vol. vit, Part 1, pp. 119 ff. |
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subject to exploitation by Moscow and apt to exacerbate existing dil-— | 

ferences between, the Orient and the Occident, attempts on our part | 

to prevent its formation-would probably be ineffective and would cer- | 

tainly intensify anti-U.S. sentiment in Asia. Our efforts would be 

more fruitful if directed toward impressing upon India, now in the _ 

leading position, and the other Asian nations the importance of act- 

ing within the framework of the UN and of avoiding immoderate_ _ 

emphasisonallegedracialissues. have 

| Sega gh fa Tee ee Discussion: - os - - —— . 

og BEFROTS OF THE BRITISH WITHDRAWAL » | ay 

- The deep-rooted political. uncertainties which effected the British 

_ withdrawal of power from the South Asian countries have led to.an | 

over-all situation of near-chaos In many parts of the area. Burma 

is presently embroiled in civil strife. India and Pakistan have just | 

‘passed through unparalleled communal disorders.and are still engaged 

‘in undeclared warfare in Kashmir. Pakistan has inherited responsi- | 

: bility for the defense of the strategic North West (Afghan and Iran- | 

| ian) Frontier, but is without the military means of providing an | 

| adequate defense. Afghanistan, whose position has always rested on oe 

| the balance of Russian and British power, has been left isolated on 
thé Soviet frontier without the counterbalance of British power be- | 

| hind it; while at the same time Afghan leaders have raised issties 

! regarding the status of the North West Frontier tribes which have | 

: adversely affected relations with Pakistan. ... | 

_ In the process of this political upheaval the economies of these } 

: countries have been seriously set back, recovery is handicapped by the | 

| resulting trade dislocations, and the need for outside assistance In 

| many fields has become strikingly apparent. - | as 

Concurrently with this political and economic deterioration the | 

| - nationalist movements in the, South Asian countries have grown 

| strong enough to make it clear that the British will probably never 

| again attempt to impose their will by force. In a negative sense, | 

therefore, these nationalist movements must be considered the military 

equals of British. power within this area, since they can deny access 

| to. their territory and resources. Whether the present membership | 

| of Pakistan and, more particularly, India, in the Commonwealth will 

continue remains to be ‘seen : but in any event this new balance of | 

| power is leading to new political and economic patterns and possibly 

: to tacit military alliances outside the Commonwealth. Old values are 

being changed and new ones sought. New friendships are being formed. | 

| The new political leaders are seeking assistance and support, and-it is
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largely on the basis of the responses which they receive that friend- 
| _ ship is being measured, ‘and that new alliances will come into being. 

Some of the leaders of the South Asian countries have assumed, un- __ 
realistically, that their power to force the British to negotiate with __ 

| them was proof they could stand alone as independent states and dis- 
_ charge all their national and international obligations. The past year 

a has shown, however, that they must of necessity either turn for 
assistance to the Western powers, of which they now accept the U.S. 

_ a8 leader, or that eventually they might be drawn into the Soviet orbit. _ 
| _ Even if they were to create the regional bloc for which there is some _ 

. popular demand in South Asia, and attempt to adhere to a neutral 
course between the U.S. and the USSR, such a regional organization 
would probably in time be drawn into the orbit of either the Western 
or. the Soviet power groups. As in other areas of the world, therefore, _ 

| whether we will or not, we are here becoming engaged in a competi- 
tion with the USSR for the favor and resources of South Asia. The 
leaders of the South Asian countries are presently looking in both 
directions. It is in the light of these developments, and of the very con- 
siderable economic and military importance of South Asia, that U.S. 

| national and strategic interests in, and policy towards these countries 
should be critically re-examined. The concentration of power in the 
hands of inexperienced leaders in these countries demands of us the 

| greatest wisdom and forbearance in dealing with them. The great 
danger to us is in not taking and implementing positions that will. 

| enable us to achieve our objectives and will assure us of their friend- 
: ship and support. | Oe | 

| 2. SOVIET INTERESTS IN SOUTH ASIA 
oe In telegram No. 3304 of December 1, 1947 the Embassy in Moscow, 

in discussing a lengthy lead article in the important Soviet publica- 
‘tion “World Economics and World Politics”, highlighted the possi- 

| bilities with respect to Soviet interests in India and South Asia as. 
follows: | | 7 | — ee | 

. “This authoritative restatement of Communist doctrine may well 
) portend a shift in major Kremlin efforts towards the East. It seems 

to reflect loss of confidence in imminence of an economic crisis in USA 
and in possibilities of further Soviet gain in Europe in the face of 
Marshall Plan developments and growing European antagonism to 

_ Soviet aggressive tactics. If Europe.can indeed be held firm and if we 
become deeply committed on the continent in the process, we may then 

_ See the Kremlin turn to direct development and exploitation of what 
| Stalin termed the ‘great reserves of the revolution in the colonies and 

dependent countries’.” ¢ | a | | | 

. . vane full text of telegram 8304 is printed in Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. tv, | 
| -p.624,0 oe a os
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More recent developments indicate that the Kremlin is at least 

_-preparing the way for greater Communist activity in South Asia. 

Within the past year the USSR has established an Embassy in New | 

| Delhi which is reported to have become a focal point of contact with = 

subversive Communist elements in India. The Soviets have entered | 

into agreements to establish diplomatic missions in Pakistan and 

- Burma, and continue to maintain an active Embassy in Afghanistan. | 

Soviet provocateurs have been intermittently active in northern Af-— 

ghanistan, and agents of the Soviet Embassy in Kabul reportedly have 

been in contact with the Afghan tribes of the North West Frontier. | 

In recent years Soviet trade with South Asian countries has been — 

- gonfined to imports of such products as jute and jute manufactures, 

shellac, graphite, wool, tea and peanuts. T'wo trade agreements have | 

been concluded between the USSR and Afghanistan since the war,and | 

India and Pakistan have entered into commodity barter arrangements 

with the Soviets. The USSR has attempted, thus far without success, 

to make an agreement with Ceylon for the bulk purchase of that 

- country’s rubber production. A Czechoslovakian technical commis- | 

‘gion has visited India, Pakistan and Afghanistan to arrange forthe 

_-- getting up of Czechoslovak industries; a number of Czech nationals 

have recently been employed in Afghanistan and Pakistan; and there 

are indications that the South Asian countries have been encouraged 

to think that arms, ammunition and the machinery for their manu- | 

| facture might be available from Czechoslovakia. Yugoslavia, Hun- 

| gary, Poland and Rumania are other satellite countries which have 

, shown an interest in developing diplomatic and trade relations with 

| South Asia. hh ENE © UES epee ag 0S | 

| In various organizations of the United Nations, Soviet representa- 

| tives have attempted, often with a degree of success, to create an 

| alignment between the USSR and the South Asian countries on vari- ) 

| ous UN questions pertaining to racial discrimination, imperialism, | 

| trusteeship,ete. a eS OE 

| ~~ Through its instruments, the various Communist Parties in the | 

| South Asian countries, the USSR has concentrated its efforts inSouth | 

| Asia on a campaign of virulent anti-Western propaganda aimed par- 

| ticularly against the U.S. and Great Britain. This propaganda is 

widely circulated in South Asia and appears in various expressions . 

| of public opinion, ranging from the extreme left to considerably right — 

| of center. All possible means have been utilized to build up popular 
1 support among workers, peasants, and communal refugees to achieve 

: Communist objectives and discredit political leaders not amenable to 

| Soviet aims. In India, industrial strikes and unrest, coupled with | 

| increasingly hostile attacks on the Nehru Government, have been 

| -_ manifestations of Communist activity; while in Burma the Commu-
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| nists are engaged in. open insurrection against the Government of 

_ . The Soviets have advantages over us in this developing struggle 
for South Asia. The political foment and economic distress obtaining 
inmost of the South Asian countries, combined with their weak mili- 

_ dary defenses, make this area particularly susceptible to Communist 
a penetration. Soviet authorities are keenly aware of the issues involved 

and of the anti-foreign and anti-imperialist temper of the people | 
which predisposes them to suspect the motives and objectives of the ____Western. powers, Since there was no direct Soviet contact with any _ 

a of these countries, except Afghanistan, prior to the withdrawal of the 
British, no disillusion or suspicion of Communist doctrine has matured — among the people. To most of these people, therefore, Communist propaganda still glitters untarnished and attractive. 

_. We. also have advantages over the Soviets. Among the more 
| enlightened. of these peoples our traditional sympathy for dependent —__ 

| countries has left a legacy of trust and good will, though the posi-. __ tions we have until very recently taken with respect to national move- 
| ments in. Indochina and Indonesia have weakened the effectiveness 

__ of this legacy. Among the educated classes, particularly in India, many 
of the younger leaders were educated in the U.S. and have retained 
an affection for this country. The U.S. is at present the outstanding 
or only source of the capital goods, technical know-how and financial 
support which these countries desire for their economic development. 
In the military sphere the principal armies of South Asia are now 

| equipped largely with British and U.S. material, thus having effected 
| | military standardization with the Western democracies; and so long | 

: as they remain dependent upon us for their continuing requirements 
it is unlikely that they would or could turn against us. Due to their 

a traditional religious-social order, which is the antithesis of Commu- 
nism, many of the peoples of South Asia are naturally resistant tothe  __ 
Communist doctrine. This influence is being revealed in India where 
some of the: provincial governments have declared the Communist — 

_ Party illegal and arrested Party leaders, Ce 

| 8, IMPORTANCE OF SOUTH ASIA TO U.S. NATIONAL INTEREST 
| _. While it is beyond the scope of this paper comprehensively to. 

estimate the economic and military potentials of the South Asian 
| countries, we believe that their magnitude is such that the loss to the 

US. of access to the raw materials and present and possible produc- | 
tive capacity, manpower and military bases of this area,or Commu- | 

| nist control of the area and its vast population, would gravely affect — 
the security of the U.S. Such an eventuality would prevent the devel- 
opment in these countries of political and economic principles com- |
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patible with our own and would thus adversely affect our future trade 

4nd investment relationships with these countries. Moreover, any 

substantial decrease in South Asian exports to Europe might also 

have an adverse effect on the European Recovery Program. The fol-_ 

lowing facts appear to support thisgeneralization, == | 

a. Strategic importance 
The geographical position of South, Asia is. such that, if the eco- 

nomic and military potentials of the area were more fully developed, 
4 could dominate the region ot the Indian Océan and’ éxert a strong 

influence also on the Middle East, Central Asia and the Far East. | 

‘The Indian subcontinent, with its several good ports in India and. | 

Pakistan, is readily accessible to us. by. sea: The sea lanes leading to. 

these ports are through waters which are-presumed to be fairly safe 

to us from attack by Soviet air or naval forces. The best rail, motor 

| and air transport system in Asia leads from these ports and serves. 

the zone of the interior. The defensive position of the interior, against 

ground movement of Soviet forces from Central Asia, is favered by 

mountain ranges which form one.of the most formidable. natural 

- arriers on earth. The strategic. passes through these mountains, 
most of which occur in Afghanistan, are -presently controlled by an 

| armed population which alone is capable of creating some delay 

| against Soviet military penetration. During the recent war the air | 

__-bases of eastern India and Burma proved of importance in carrying 

| the war to the enemy in the Far East; and. so long as the defetise of 

the Afghan frontier remains secure to us the air, bases at Karachi, 
Lahore, Rawalpindi and Peshawar might prove equally important in 

| conducting air operations ‘against the ‘industrial areas of the Soviet 

| Heartland, or in defending Middle Kast ou. ee | 

¢Manpower). Potential” and “Economic Potential”, respectively.] _ 

| 4, PRESENT! ECONOMIC’AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS OF SOUTH ASIA. - 

"Phe hope of economic progress int the countries of South Asia is 
| generally related to their ability to maintain, or in the case of Burma 

__ restore, law and order, and to mobilize their own resources, and to 

their further needs for capital goods, technical skills and dollars. 

These needs cannot yet be described in detail in terms of the volume 

| —_ Of imports or of the outside financing required. The hopes and plans 
|. of these countries appear greatly to exceed the realities of early ac- 

complishment. ‘More investigation and evaluation would be necessary __ 

| efore the economic desires prevalent in South Asia could be for- 
| inulated in terms of individual needs and proj ects arranged in accord- 

| ance with practically conceived plans. Some assistance in this task 

| may be provided by various working parties of the Economic Com- 

| mission for Asia and the Far East, of which the U.S. is a member. 

Until this and related work is completed, there are inadequate ‘bases 

for appraising the magnitude of the economic and financial require- - |
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| ments of the area in realistic terms. Furthermore, such an appraisal 
- _ must include consideration of the practical bases on which economic. 

cooperation can be carried forward, as the fear of foreign economic. _ 
_ “domination” is widespread in this area, where U.S. private capital — 

has found few favorable conditions for entry. | | 
In the case of India, in addition to the primary need for capital . 

goods, the most serious problem impinging directly upon economic 
relations with the U.S. is the deficit which the Indian economy is 

_ experiencing in its transactions with the dollar area. Although his- 
torically India has exported more to the U.S. than it has imported 
from the U.S., the post-war demand for consumer and capital goods 
has reversed the pre-war trade pattern to the point where India suf- ~ 
fered an adverse balance of payments with the U.S. in 1947 amounting. 
to approximately $200,000,000. India has attempted to meet thisprob- 
lem by restricting imports, by drawing on the central dollar reserves 

| of the sterling area, and by drawing against its International Mone- 
tary Fund quota of $400,000,000. Of these practices a severely re- 

| stricted import’ policy is counter to our concept of. expanding — 
_ ‘multilateral trade, and substantial drawings on the central dollar 

reserves of the sterling area are opposed to our desire to maintain the 
financial stability of the U.K. EYE _ 
In Pakistan, as in India, dollar requirements are met out of earnings 

| plus drafts on the sterling dollar pool. In its trade with the U.S., 
Pakistan is presently earning a small dollar surplus; but this is due 
to import restrictions on all non-essential goods, and this. surplus | 
would soon turn into a serious deficit should Pakistan purchase more 
of the capital goods so badly needed for essential development. As‘in| 

_ the case of India, the practice of restricting imports and substantial 
| drawing on the sterling dollar pool is contrary to our concept of 

expanding multilateral trade and: maintaining the financial stability 
of the U.K. Pakistan’s requirements differ from India’s in that Paki- | 
stan is primarily agrarian and its basic industry has yet to be estab- - 
lished. Pakistan’s need for capital goods, therefore, is proportionately _ 

_ greater. This, plus its military requirements, and the urgent desire 
| to place their new country on a firm over-all financial footing was the 

basis of the Pakistan Government’s informal request in late 1947 
_ for a U.S. Government loan 7 of some, 2,000,000,000 [200,000,000 ?] oe ee 

__ Pakistan’s economic position, being unbalanced as between industry 
and agriculture, also more clearly emphasizes ‘the need for inter- 

| regional cooperation and especially for Indo-Pakistan economic — 
cooperation. | ee CO , EO 

Kor documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. mu, | pp. 172-174 ff, acne as | :
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- -In Afghanistan, also, there is the problem of financing the essential _ | 

imports of consumer goods and military stores while proceeding with — : 

development plans. Afghan consumer goods are normally imported | 

largely from India and Pakistan, where they are now being procured. | 

and balances settled through the sale of dollars because poor transport = 

‘and marketing facilities have recently impeded the sale of Afghan : 
- products and the accumulation of adequate rupee exchange. Present. | 

- development plans call for an increase of agricultural output, estab-. : 
lishment of light: industries, development. of natural resources and. an 

improvement of communications and transport; several projects | | 

have already been undertaken by an American firm which requires ; 

dollar payments. Nearly 95% of Afghanistan’s dollar earnings is | 

derived from the sale of Karakul furs in the U.S., and this fluctuates | 
with the fur market. In 1946 they received from. this source 

~ $34,000,000; in 1947 less than $2,000,000; and in the first. half of 1948 | 

about $29,000,000. Their main economic requirements, therefore, are | 

for better inter-regional economic cooperation to provide the rupee 

exchange necessary to obtain consumer goods in India and Pakistan _ | 

with local currencies, and for some U.S. financial assistance to insure 
completion of their-development projects. It is mainly for this latter 

purpose that the Afghan Government has approached us to determine ~~ | 

the prospectsofaU.S.loan, Be | 

Since. Burma has become so embroiled in civil strife, the trend in 
that country has’ been. more toward economic. disintegration and a 

requests for military supplies than for the means of. economic re-. | 

habilitation and development. Pending the outcome of this conflict, 
therefore, an appraisal: of Burma’s. economic and financial require- 

- ments, and of our interest in furnishing them, cannot well be made. 

As a member of the sterling area Burma now obtains most of its | 

dollars from the central reserves of the U.K. Since Burma is normally —— 

the largest. world exporter of rice, and may again become an im- : 
portant world source of tungsten, tin, lead and zinc—all of which are | 
now in short supply—Burma might obtain additional dollars if the | 

U.S. were to purchase these materials. - _ 
Nepal has announced its intention to develop local industries and 

agriculture, and is negotiating with American firms for an economic : 
survey of the country as the first step toward such development. 

- Nepal’s principal economic requirement is for the dollar exchange. 
needed to carry out this program. Currently, Nepal is dependent on - 
India for such limited dollar exchange as it obtains; and Nepal now | 
wishes to enter into an arrangement whereby all foreign exchange 

arising out of the export of Nepalese products through India would 
aecrue to Nepal. % CP Be ENTE DC a ne : ae
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| --Ceylon’s present dollar position is comparatively good, and this 
| country has requested several types of U.S. technical-assistance. = 2 

In accordance with our general policies of promoting an expanded 
multilateral world trade, of recognizing the world-wide need for 
accelerated economic development and of upholding the principles 

- of international cooperation, this Government desires, within the | 
- limits of its resources, to assist the countries of South Asia to raise: 

their standards of living and to increase their productive capacities. 
| This desire is consonant with one of thé principal elements of our 

objectives in this area: to maintain the orientation of these countries — 
| towards the U.S. and Western democracies and away from the USSR.. 

-. Jt is likewise consistent with our interest in obtaining, within ‘the — 
, next few years, maximum supplies of strategic materials from. South 

Asia, and it reflects the belief that capital exports to these countries 
- @an in Some measure prove to be a stabilizing influence on the level 

_ of U.S. production and employment by increasing or retaining foreign’ 
| _ marketsfor U.S. goods, a Oe | 

oo As yet we have not included the South Asian countries in that | 
limited group: to whose needs we are giving specially favorable con- _ 

sideration, because the developmerit néeds of all areas now carry a 
lower priority for short supplies than do reconstruction and rehabili- 

7 tation needs. Until now we have held that -private invéstnient should 
| be the principal means of U:S. financial assistance to these countries 

for the further development of their economy. We-have held that, __ 
when private capital is not available, we should lerid support to their 

_ applications for loans from the International’ Bank or the Export- 
_ Import Bank for individual development projects, but that: our in- 

| _ terests in South Asia, in view of our broader commitments:in other 
theaters, do not warrant special treatment with respect to the supply. 

| of capital goods or direct’ U.S. Government credits: which require 
- - Congressional approval. We are endeavoring, however, ‘to assist the 

South Asian’countries by making available, from public and private | 
sources, technical assistance-for the improvement and rehabilitation 

‘ It is present U.S. policy to-permit ‘the export of goods subject to 
official quotas (none of which represents an obligation on suppliers) —_| 

 in‘the largest possible quantities consistent with the effective func- 
a tioning of our domestic economy. The Secretary General of the Eco-. 

| nomic Commission for Asia and thé Far East has been informedof 
oo this policy, in answer to’the recent appeal by-a majority of the Com- 

mission to make available to Asian countries “an adequate share”-of 
our production of capital goods and:basic materials. Furthermore, an. 
increased world production of essential commodities (including ¢api-- _ 
tal goods) is expected to result from the rehabilitation and recovery —
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of Europe and certain. Far Eastern countries, to which the U.S. is. | 
now contributing an unprecedented volume of financial. assistance, | 
and such an increase will materially help to establish the basis in | | 

South Asia for economic progress. This progress, in turn, may result 
in improved conditions that will provide foundations for stable demo- 
cratic governments, friendlytotheU.S.. | 
Meanwhile, as U.S. resources are limited, it is urgent that we Te- , | 

appraise the existing financial and other. means at our disposal and | 
explore the possibilities of utilizing additional.methods of economic, _ | 
assistance to the area, in order to determine the extent.and character _ | 

of the aid which is consonant with our own interests. == | 
In formulating and carrying out any such assistance, we should. | 

avoid adopting procedures or imposing conditions which would afford 
our critics in and outside the area a basis for charging us with at- | 
tempts at “economic domination”. We should utilize to the-fullest — | | 
possible extent the facilities of the 'U.S. Information Service to ex- | | 
plain to the people of South Asia the nature of our programs and | 

: BE PRESENT MILITARY REQUIREMENTS OF SOUTH. ASIA — i: | | 

- Out of a total population of more than 440,000,000 the total strength | 
of the ground forces of all the South Asian countries has recently — : 
stood only at about 602,000 regular troops, plus various irregular secu- | 
rity forces. By countries these forces are distributed approximately as | 

Oo ee Ground 
ae - | Oo Population =—- Forces — 

Afghanistan’ | | 11,000,000 = 72,000 | 
Pakistan | a +75, 000,000 137, 000 
India 817,690,000 = *310, 000 
Burma | | —- 15, 000, 000 134, 000 | 
Nepal | — a | 8, 600, 000 — 45, 000 a 
Ceylon 500,000 Ss 4, 000 _ 

‘Due to the political unrest which now pervades the area and to the: | 
_ presence of militant forces within the area (Afghan tribal forces, 

Indian States forces, Gurkha warrior castes, etc.), which are not yet. | 
fully welded to the merging national authorities, these military forces. 
of the South Asian countries are barely sufficient to meet existing _ i 
demands for the maintenance of internal security. It should be real-. | 

ized that a collapse of law and order throughout the area, similar to. | 
that already evident in large parts of Burma, would seriously affect 

| *Does not include princely state forces numbering some 110,000, and Terri-- 
forials (National Guard) numbering approximately 120,000. [Footnote in the 
source text.| > iba OS ee Oo ee ee ! 

| *Does not include police levies, numbering some 18,000, raised by the Burma | 
Government from its Socialist adherents. [Footnote in the source text.] | : 

501-887—77—_8 | | | | 

| | |
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our national interests. Exports of strategic materials might be 
- drastically reduced or stopped altogether. Trade in general would be 

- eurtailed,-and foreign investments in South Asia would be jeopard- __ 
ized. Progressive economic and political development in the area 

| would cease, and the stage would be set for the seizure of power by 
extremist elements of the left or right. The impact would be felt not. 

| | only on our own economy and strategic considerations, but also in ~ 
the countries of the Commonwealth and Western Europe. Law and 

- order need not collapse if the South Asian governments, which enjoy 
_ solid bases of popular support, have the military means to put down 

— Joeal disturbances and contain existing subversive elements and tribal 
| groups. We should weigh carefully the possible consequences of with- 

holding from these governments the minimum essential supplies of 

foreign military matériel required for the maintenance of internal . 
security. ce | CN 

| We should consider also the position of the South Asian countries __ 
- vis-a-vis powerful aggressors from outside the area. It is evident that 

| _ these countries, singly or jointly, could not in the foreseeable future 
effectively resist a full-scale invasion by the USSR. However, in | 

| view of the natural strategic advantages of the area, the military 
strength of Afghanistan, Pakistan and India might be built up to 
a point which would enable them to contain a small-scale attack 
designed to seize certain key points such as the port of Karachi and the © 

| airfields of northern Pakistan. This would have the negative virtue — 
of requiring the USSR to make a major effort to achieve its objectives. _ 

| In the light of the existing commitments of the U.S. and the U.K.,. 
| and the strained relations among Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, © 

| it would be unrealistic to propose the necessary strengthening of the 
armed forces of the three South Asian countries at present. The possi- 

— bilities should, however, be noted. | Oo 
The considerations set forth in the two preceding paragraphs not-. — 

withstanding, the present trend, owing to the lack of replacement — 
equipment, spare parts, etc., is toward a decrease of either the efficiency © 
or the strength of the military establishments ofthe South Asian 
governments. None of the countries in the area is yet able fully to _ 
supply its own armies with equipment of its own manufacture. All 

| . are presently equipped with matériel formerly obtained from British _ 
and U.S. sources. To maintain their present strength, as their stores 

| become exhausted, they are now turning to the U.S. as a primary 
source of supply. To the extent.that the South Asian countries seek 
spare parts for and replacements of matériel of U.S. origin, their 

_ réquests merit careful consideration in the light of SANACC 360/5, 
approved July 26, 1948, which points out the importance of recogniz- 

| * For text, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol.3, Part2,p.507. mo
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ing the continuing spare part and replacement needs of countries | 
_ which have obtained U.S. matériel. Should the cost of such spare | 

parts and replacements be so great as to constitute a serious diversion | 
from the recipient country’s funds for economic development it might | 
be necessary, as also contemplated in SANACC 360/5, to give con- _ | 
sideration to extending U.S. financial assistance to the countries so | 
affected. — | | | | oa Us | 

6. REQUESTS OF SOUTH ASIAN COUNTRIES FOR U.S. MILITARY MATERIEL | 
| | ae AND ASSISTANCE | | | 

_ Requests thus far received from the countries of South Asia for — | 

U.S. Military matériel and assistance, and the action taken thereon, | 

areasfollows: Ce : | 
a. Afghanistan —_ et, , | | 

_ For all practical purposes Afghanistan is almost totally dependent | 
on foreign sources for its military requirements, Up to now the | 

- Afghan Army has obtained from the U.S. only surplus hospital and 
non-combatant. equipment, through the purchase for cash of U.S. 
surplus property in India in 1945. In June of 1946 the Afghans : 
approached the U.S. for other military supplies. A further approach _ —— 
was made in 1947, ... In April 1948 they informally requested a | 
U.S. loan of $100,000,000 to finance a 12-year economic development 
program and to provide for their military requirements, and although 

. this figure has since been reduced, the request is still pending. As to 
their military requirements alone, they informed our Embassy in 
Kabul on July 29, 1948 that for internal security they were presently | 
in need. of approximately 24 to 36 light tanks, 120 4.2 inch mortars, _ 
40 AT-6 type aircraft, and matériel to equip one motorized division 
of 4,000 to 6,000 men. Since none of these Afghan requirements has | 
yet been presented to us as formal requests, no positive action has been 
taken on these approaches. _ cay | ee 

—bIndia Oo a | | | 

At present India is able to produce large quantities of small arms | 
and ammunition, uniforms and leather equipment, but is largely de- 

_ pendent on foreign sources for planes, tanks, ships, heavy ordnance, _ 
ete. Of these latter categories the Indian Army is partly equipped _ 

with U.S. lend-lease and surplus property material. During 1948 oe 
_ the Indian Military Attaché, Col. Kaul, approached the Departments | 

_ of State and Army to obtain medium bombers and other military | 
_ equipment for the Indian armed forces. He wished to order 12 B-25 
_ Mitchell bombers for delivery in May 1948 and 31 additional ‘B-25’s | 
_ for subsequent delivery. He also informally indicated the interest. of 

the Government of India in long-term military collaboration between 
_ Indiaand the U.S. - DURA Ey be ied a | - 
_ | At the time of Col. Kaul’s approach the Department of State was 

in the final stage of reaching its determination, subsequently ap- 
proved by the President, that in view of the threat of war between | 

_ India and Pakistan over Kashmir it was not consonant with the for- | 
eign policy of the U.S., while this issue was under review by the UN, | 

| to authorize the sale or transfer of combat matériel, which would
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increase existing military strength, to either India or Pakistan * pend- 

| ing a clarification of the situation. At the same time the Department 

of State was advised by the Department of the Air Force that no 

medium bombers of the type desired: by India: were then available 

| as surplus to the needs of the U.S. military establishment. It was 

accordingly decided to discourage Col. Kaul from making further 
requestsofthisnature = | a 
On April 2 the Deputy Foreign Minister of India, Sir Girja Bajpai, 

ealled at the Department of State ?° and stated that, with the full 

- knowledge and authority of Prime Minister Nehru, he would like to 
propose the sending of an Indian military mission to the U.S. at an 

| early date to explore the possibilities of obtaining military equipment 

in this country. In making this request he gave assurances that the 

: principles for which the U.S. and India both stand are identical and 
that India would under no circumstances align itself with the Soviet 

Union in a war between that country and the U.S. Sir Girja was | 

informed that the proposal would be considered ; but he was. reminded 
that, not only because of the present U.S. arms policy with respect to, 
India and Pakistan but also because of our own present arms require- 

a ments, it might not be feasible to. do very much for India.™__ | 
Recently members of the Indian Embassy, including the Indian 

Military Attaché, have informally approached the State Department: 
to express a desire for a greater exchange of military information 

: between the two countries. This problem has been partly met by: 
(1) having India classified upwards to the category of countries re- 

|  eeiving “restricted” U.S. military information; (2) making a de- 
liberate effort to furnish the Indian Military Attaché here with rela- 

tively harmless but somewhat impressive military information; and 
, (3) urging the U.S. Army to continue Indian officer students in U.S. 

, Army ServiceSchools, 
On June 7, 1948, Mr. Chopra, First Secretary, Embassy of India, 

- requested informally the probable reaction of the U.S. Government 
to a formal request from India to import arms and ammunition from 

the U.S. to be used exclusively in the Indian military training pro- 
gram.” He stated that the Government of India would be prepared 
to give formal assurance that the arms and ammunition imported 

, would in fact be used for training and would under no circumstances 
be employed in Kashmir. The items requested included: = 

7B mm. HOW. oe cee eee ee eee eee ee eeeeees 209,000 rounds 
— TEMM. SUN oe ee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee = 100,000 7 

75 mm. gun, smoke. ..........00...02008 46,000.” 
| ~~ 87mm. HES... eee eee cc eeeeee = 150,000 77 

- - 87 mm. Cannister ..........6...00200008 82,000 7 
- 30 cal. Browning (mixed belts). .....,..... 12,000,000 

| Grenade, rifle, practice.......i.s........ 17,000” 

|  ®See Secretary Marshall’s’ memorandum of March 11, 1948, to President 
Truman, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 496. __ | ee 

- 0 For the memoranda of conversations, see ibid.; pp. 501-and 506. - : 
"Wor the discontinuation of the embargo en the shipment of American arms to 
India and Pakistan and the limitation placed on future shipments of arms to. 
these countries, see telegram 264, March 31, to New Delhi, p. 1696. 2 

2% Memorandum of conversation, not printed ; but see footnote 1, Foreign Rela- | 
| tions, 1948, vol. v, Part1,p.518. = | Pot Es .
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~The Department of the Army has determined that these quantities | 

are completely reasonable and that they represent on a per capita 

basis approximately 75% of the amounts normally required by U.S. — | 
troops. for training purposes. In reply to this request representatives | 

of the Indian Embassy were informed on J uly 29 that the supply _ | 

of this ammunition from U.S. sources could not be approved because | 

it would be in violation of the U.S. policy not to supply warmatériel = | 

to either India or Pakistan until the situation in Kashmir had | 

“On July 30, 1948 the Indian representatives inquired whether the | 

U.S. included spare parts for out-dated Stuart tanks among those | 

items which were excluded for export from the U.S. to India. They | 

were informed in November 1948 that the export of spare parts for | 

equipment of U.S. origin was not precluded.** The Indians have stated 

that while the Government of India understands the U.S. position 

with regard to such temporary situations as the Kashmir problem, : 

it was also faced with long-range as well as short-range military plan- | - 

ning, and the time was coming when India, in order to evolve its 

long-range planning, would have to know “where it stood” with the | 

U.S. Government in the over-all evaluation of what international — 

contribution might be made by India in the event of further de- | 

terioration in international relations in general. fo a 

¢. Pakistan | | Co a BS Toe | 

‘The new Government of Pakistan, which came into being with 

no munitions industry and only a modicum of equipment from Indian | 

stores, approached the Department of State in October-November 

1947 with the request for U.S. financial aid over the next 5-year period 

to include, inter alia, the following deiense items: OO 

—... Army—$170,000,000. To provide for a regular army of 100,000 

-. to consist of one armored division, five infantry divisions partly 

- motorized, and a small cavalry establishment; and to provide for | 

replacement and remodeling of existing arms and equipment, a 

supplies and ammunition, equipment for ordnance factories, raw 

- materialsand payment of personnel. : 

Air Foree—$75,000,000. To provide for twelve fighter squadrons — 

- .(150 planes), four fighter reconnaissance squadrons (70 planes), 

three bomber squadrons (50 planes), four transport squadrons - 

(50 planes), four training wings (200 planes), together with | 

necessary replacements, ground facilities, and payment of 

personne oo 

—-” Nawy—$60,000,000. To provide for four light cruisers, sixteen 

| destroyers, four corvettes, twelve coast guard gunboats, three 

submarines, 120,000 tons miscellaneous facilities with necessary 

| - ammunition, base equipment,etc. eat cio sng oe 

_ It was obvious from this approach that Pakistan was thinking | 

| in terms of the U.S. as a primary source of military strength, and 
that this would involve virtual U.S. military responsibility for the 

new dominion. Since no legal authority existed for granting U.S. 

18 Wor the Department of State’s decision on this matter, see Mr. Satterthwaite’s 

| memorandum of November 10, 1948, to Mr. Lovett, Foreign Relations, 1948, 

vol. v, Part 1, p. 519. 

| , 

|
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financial aid to Pakistan for this purpose, and since the time was not | considered opportune for seeking such authority, our reply to this _ Pakistan request was negative. Furthermore, it was not yet clear a what role the British were to fulfill in the military affairs of the 

_ Rew dominions, nor what U.S. military policy toward South Asia | 
| would eventually be. Of the other requests received at that time | for financial aid, however, a WAA credit of $10,000,000 was granted _ Pakistan for medicine and other material for refugee relief, = 

_, Since that time we have received requests from the Pakistan Em- 
| bassy for 30—AT-6 training planes, spare parts for AT-6 planes - 

already possessed by the Pakistan Air Force, and for information 
regarding sources in this country where the Government of Pakistan. | _ might obtain maintenance spares for Stuart tanks, Sherman tanks, and tracked carriers which are now possessed by the Pakistan Army. 

_ After considerable deliberation, it was finally determined that, pro- 
vided suitable guarantees were given, the sale of training planes and 

_ parts of the type requested was not Incompatible with the informal 
| embargo mentioned above in connection with India, and accordingly 

the Department of State has approved export licenses for these items. _ | The Pakistan Embassy was informed in November 1948 that the oo _ exports of spare parts for equipment of U.S. origin was not precluded. OO in May 1948 the British Government requested that the U.S. | 
- approve the transfer, from British lend-lease stores to the Government 

of Pakistan, of 5,198,000 rounds of .80 caliber and 1,091,000 rounds 
of .50 caliber ammunition. This request was refused because it was 

a considered that such a transfer would violate the informal arms em- 
| _ bargomentionedabove. =| OB Ct 

_ Burma has no munitions industry, and the Burmese Government 
recently found itself lacking adequate supplies of automatic weapons, 
‘small arms, ammunition, communications equipment and aircraft for 
‘its campaign against insurgent Communists. In his telegram No. 130 

| “of April 3, 1948,* Ambassador Huddle informed the Department of 
_ State that the Burmese Foreign Minister had requested U.S. assist- 

| ance to the extent of providing six fighter bombers, 400 field wireless 
sets, 1,000 Thompson sub-machine guns or Sten guns and 30 armored 

. cars. The Ambassador suggested that the Foreign Minister try to ob- — 
a tain these supplies through the British Defense Mission before calling 

| _ upon the U.S. for aid. The Foreign Minister followed this advice an 
7 was successful in obtaining some of this equipment, at which time, 

also, we consented to the British request to retransfer to Burma 
12,000 rounds of .50 caliber Lend-Lease ammunition. Since then, 
however, our Military Attaché in Burma reports that on August 18, 
1948, our Embassy in Rangoon was again informally approached by — 

| the Burmese with the request that the U.S. supply the Government 
of Burma immediately 10,000 carbines, 1,000 light. machine guns, 1,000 

- Bren guns or equivalent, 1,000 light machine guns, and 300 heavy 
machine guns. The British were also being asked at that. time to © 
supply additional arms and equipment. On September 4, 1948, in an 

. _ Not printed. | a |
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official note to our Embassy in Rangoon, the Government of Burma | 

requested to buy from the U.S. 5,000 carbines. with 2,250,000 rounds 

| of ammunition and 150 jeeps, stating that of their long list of essen- 

tial needs these items were available only from the U.S. and that | 

| most of the other items were being supplied by the British. The Brit- 

ish Ambassador supported this request. Our Embassy at Rangoon, — | 

on September 20, 1948, informed the Government of ‘Burma that | | 

although we approve its efforts to quell the insurrection, we cannot | 

supply the desired military equipment owing to the heavy require- | 

ments of the U.S. Army and previous commitments elsewhere. The 

_ Embassy mentioned that the desired equipment or suitable substitutes | | 

might be available by purchase from U.S. commercial sources, but 

pointed out that the issuance of export licenses would depend upon | 

world conditions prevailing at the time the equipment might be ready 

for shipment. a aie — | | 

e. Nepal and Ceylon So | : 

There have been no requests by either Nepal or Ceylon for military | 
assistance from the U.S. | ane - 

7, DESIRABILITY OF CONSULTATION WITH THE BRITISH = | 

- ‘The. U.K. does not at present possess sufficient economic or military | | 

resources to supply South Asian countries with either substantial _ : 

amounts of the capital goods and technical skills needed for their a 

economic rehabilitation and development, or all the military equip- | 

ment needed for the maintenance of their internal security. Despite | 

- this situation and a concomitant drastic reduction of British responsi- — 

bilities in the area, British commercial and financial interests still | 

constitute the leading foreign element in most of the economies of 

South Asia, and British advisers on military matters occupy im- 

portant, though temporary, posts in former British possessions. 

Accordingly, it appears that an effective and economical U.S. policy | 

: should take into account the position of the British and that some 

. form of consultation with them, on political, economic and military | 

. matters, should precede our own decisions. We have had informal | 

indications from the British that they are interested in such. 

| discussions. _ ee 7 res 

| ~ Consultation on economic matters appears premature until we have 

| completed a re-appraisal of our ability to contribute to the economic 

: and financial needs of the area; it should, of course, not leave the 

2 impression that we wish to de-limit spheres of influence or to divide a 

_ markets with the British. Meanwhile, we should continue to keep 

, abreast of developments affecting the area with respect to balance 

of payments problems, sterling balance releases, the effects of Kuro- | 

pean recovery on South Asian trade, prospective treaty relations with | 

| the British, and British ability to furnish technical advice to these. 

| countries. . a oe 

Not printed. = cer Leet
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* In the military sphere, we should wish to’explore with the British 
| the extent to which they can continue to assume responsibility for — 

meeting the. military requirements of the South Asian area. Bearing 
| in mind our commitments elsewhere, it would appear to be in our 

interest for the British to bear as great a share of this burden as 
they possibly can. Moreover, we should wish to make certain’ that 

| matériel supplied by the U.S. and the U.K. would be complementary 
_ and related both to the specific justifiable needs of the area for internal 

| security and to the broader requirements of global strategy. 

sss 8, ‘NECESSITY FOR REGIONAL APPROACH BY U.S. 
We may defeat our. own purpose if by extending assistance to any 

one country in this area we alienate the friendship of one or more of 
_ the other South Asian powers. Certain of these countries, particularly 

India and Pakistan, do not. yet enjoy good relations with one another. 
If U.S. assistance is made available to one the others will increase — 

; their pressure for comparable aid. In considering any program of 
ae _ assistance to the area, therefore,-a regional approach is necessary, 

- keeping in mind, of course, that internal conditions jin Individual 
| countries must always be taken into account. == a 

On the other hand, India is the natural political and economic cen- 
ter of South Asia and aid given to: the peripheral countries would 

| haveto be adapted toconditionsinIndia.. = . «© | | 

OO 9. DESIRABILITY OF REGIONAL COOPERATION _ 
_ Even if U.S. aid is extended to the South Asian countries on a 
regional basis there remains the possibility, due to continuing internal 
and inter-regional conflicts, that the combined power potential of 

| South Asia may never develop in the ‘foreseeable future if the in- 
dividual countries are left to their own devices. U.S. assistance to these 

_ countries may not contribute to our own national interest unless it 
contributes to the improvement of their internal stability and better 
relations with each other. Due to the momentum of movements which 
are already set in motion in South Asia, a period of internal and inter- 

_ regional conflict is perhaps inevitable. Whether this will eventually 
lead to greater regional cooperation or greater chaos remains to be _ geen. The possibility of its leading to greater chaos irust now be ae. 
cepted as a calculated risk. To minimize this risk and thereby promote 

_ our own objectives, any plan for U.S. assistance should be used as far 
OO as practicable as an instrument to effect cooperation within the region. 

| 10. JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF SUMMARY OF STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 
_ Attention is invited to the Joint Chiefs of Staff summary of stra- 
tegic considerations with respect to South Asia, as set forth in para- __ 

Oo graph 5 of Appendix “C”. In this connection, it is observed that the __ 
effective use of the Karachi—Lahore area in Pakistan might. well de- _ 
pend upon access to facilities in India as well as Pakistan.
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re te OP te CO Appendix “Or ne : oo 7 ~ 7 ee . | | 

 Memoranpum From re Jour Carers or Srarr*® | 

es  PWasatneton,] 24 March 1949. — | 

Subject: Appraisal of United States national interests in South | 
Asia | | 

1. As requested in your memorandum dated 8 February 1949, the 4 

Joint Chiefs of Staff have reviewed the report forwarded therewith | | 

entitled “Appraisal of United States National Interests in South | | 

Asia” (Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Burma, Nepal, and Ceylon), | 

and submit the following comments from the military point of view: — | 

- With reference to those’conclusions in the basic paper having mili- | 

tary implications (briefed below for convenience), the Joint Chieis 
of Staff are:in general agreement that the following would be in our 

nationalinterests:) ! 

qa. Orientation of South Asia toward the United States and other | 

Western democraciesandawayfromthe USSR; ss | 
_. §, An endeavor by the United States to meet the legitimate require- | 

ments for spare parts and replacements for military equipment of | 

United States origin already possessed by South Asian countries to | 

assist those countries in the maintenance of internal security and | 

freedom from Communist domination; and 6 sss 
c. United States collaboration and.consultation with the British to 

determine the military requirements for internal security, the extent — | 

to which the British can meet such requirements, and the implications: 
to British strategic interests in South Asia if United States military 

assistance were provided tothe countriesofthatarea, © 

2. In agreeing that the furnishing of military equipment for main- 
| tenance and replacement of items of United States origin now in the | 

| hands of’ the South Asian countries would ‘be in the United States 

| interest, the Joint. Chiefs of Staff would point: out that such equip- 

ment, if provided, should preferably be made available-on a re- 
| imbursable basis and, further, that. such aid ‘must be considered in 

connection with over-all requirements for United States military 

| assistance. 8 Pt RS OO 

8. Current United States policy with respect to Western Union 

| and the proposed North Atlantic Pact 1’ can be expected to result a 

| in heavy demands on the United States for military strengthening of 
the Western ‘European countries. These, together with current com- 

| mitments designed to counter active Soviet encroachment in other 
areas, will have high priority and will probably tax United States 

: *The addressee of this memorandum is not indicated in the source text; 
presumably it was the State-Army—Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee. | 

1 For documentation on the participation by the United States in the North © | 
| On aie Treaty Organization and in efforts for European integration, see vol. Iv, : 

| 1 ff. | } 

| | 

| 
.
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. capabilities to the utmost. Any provision of military aid to countries — 
of South Asia would, therefore, of necessity be extremely. limited. — 
Policies and priorities for the implementation of foreign military as-_ 
sistance programs are in process of formulation by the Foreign As- | 

| sistance Correlation Committee (FACC) which, when approved, will 
govern. a - a Ee 

| _. 4 Paragraph 5 of Appendix “A” of the basic study states, “Our 
basic strategic objectives with respect to South Asia have, however, 

| not been clearly defined, and we have yet to make basic policy de- 
cisions on the desirability and. practicability of military cooperation 
with the countriesofthearea.” ts . ma 

5. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, therefore, submit the following brief 
_ summary of strategic considerations and a statement of basic military 

. _ strategic objectives applicable to the countries of South Asia: _ | 
From the military point of view, the countries of South Asia ex- 

_ cepting Pakistan have, under present and prospective conditions, _ 
little value to the United States. Their remoteness from the United 
States, their difficult terrain, and the lack of communications and other 
essential facilities required by modern combat forces would pose a ~ 
difficult logistical problem if military operations of consequence by 
either Western or indigenous forces were to be supported in the South 

_ Asia area, particularly in the light of probable heavy commitments 
elsewhere. The South Asian countries contiguous to the USSR, how- 

| ever, do offer the possibility of ideological and intelligence penetration 
| of the USSR because the peoples of Soviet Central Asia have national 

and personal affinities with the peoples of the South Asian countries _ 
and those of the Near and Middle East rather than with those of the 

_ The Karachi-Lahore area in Pakistan may, under certain condi- 
tions, become of strategic importance. In spite of tremendous logistic 
difficulties, this area might be required as a base for air operations | 
against central USSR and as a staging area for forcesengaged inthe 
defense or recapture of Middle East oil areas. 7 aa pe 

While the countries of South Asia, excepting Pakistan, are of 
— negligible positive strategic importance to us, encroachments by the 

| USSR would endanger our national policy of Communist contain- 
_ ment. Furthermore, domination of the area by the USSR would deny 

to us and make available to the USSR certain sources of raw materials 
and would threaten sea routes which are now. relatively safe. On the 7 

: other hand, the inaccessibility of the area from the north and the fact 
that more remunerative objectives exist in Europe, the Middle East, 
and the Far East, make it unlikely that, in the event of war, the — 
USSR would expend any substantial military effort in South Asia,
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particularly if these countries had the means to maintain their in- 

ternal security and stability. _ os | _ | 

6. In the light of the above: considerations, our basic strategic ob- 

jectives relative to South Asian countries are as follows: = | | 

a, Prevent Soviet encroachment ordomination; = Oo | 

_. 6. Prevent the USSR from obtaining military support or assistance. 

from these nations either directly or through the use of their | 

facilities; | on, Oo oe | 

c. Develop, without commitment to military action on our part, a | 

cooperative attitude in these countries which would facilitate obtain- | 

ing the use of areas or facilities which might be required by the West- | 

ern democracies .... for military operations against the USSR in | 

the event of war; and Cerne es es ee - 

_ d. With reference to Pakistan, endeavor to make commercial ar- — 4 

-rangements which would, in emergency, facilitate development for 

operational use of base facilities in the Karachi—Lahore area. © : 

PPS Files, Lot 64 D 563, Record Copies a _ | 

M emorandum by Mr. Gordon P. Merriam o f the Polacy Planning Staff | 

TOP SECRET 7 [Wasuineton,] June 13, 1949. | | 

| The Problem OO a eae Sy co | | 

; 1. To determine whether the North Atlantic Treaty should be 

extended to include Middle Eastern countries, and the possibility of | 

creating one or more additional Article 51 treaties embracing the | 

_. MiddleEast 2 2 22 7 a . 

Analysis — - OB | | a 

, 2. The countries considered for the purposes of this discussion are 

Greece, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan, Egypt, the Sudan, | 

Eritrea, Ethiopia, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan | 

| and India. | | | a ee 

| 8. The basic security considerations are summarized in the Annex 

| attached. . a a | 

| _ 4. It is clear from the material quoted in the Annex that the Eastern 

a Mediterranean and Middle East areas are regarded as of importance 

| to the security of the United States to the extent that any potentially a 

| hostile power should be denied any foothold in these areas. Moreover, 

! the U.S. should, as a matter of policy, assist in maintaining the terri-_ | 

yo torial integrity of Italy, Greece, Turkey, and Iran and be prepared 

to make full use of its political, economic, and if necessary, military | 

| power for this purpose. The loss of Turkey would critically affect 

| U.S. security interests in the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle 

| East areas. Our security requirements and interests in these areas -
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| are similar to those of our potential allies and closely interwoven 
with those of Great Britain. | | es 

5. The foregoing paragraph must be consideréd in the light of 
the fact that the primary security interests of the United States out- 
side the western hemisphere lie in the North Atlantic area. This fact 
is reflected by the: North Atlantic Tréaty. Nevertheless, the political 
and territorial integrity of the Middle East area’as a whole, and 
particularly of certain countries in that area, are of such importance: 
to U.S. security-as to justify strenuous efforts in the political field, 
and such efforts in the economic and military fields as overall circum-_ 

| _ stances, and the situation affecting each country, justify and permit 
ST and asarenon-provocativeincharacter, = re 

6. It has been decided that, for the present, it would be unwise — 
either because of the limitations of our resources, or because of the 
provocation which would be caused to the U.S.S.R., or both: | 

a. To send U.S. Forces to Greece, even as token forces; _ . 
a 6. To construct medium bomber and fighter fields in Turkey with — 

aviewtouseby U.S.Foreces; se os 
c. To stock existing Turkish airfields with aviation gasoline to be 

held for use by U.S. Forces. - nn. Be 

7. On the other hand, it is considered desirable to construct a suit- 
| able airfield in the Suez area, which could be used by U.S. bombers. 

8. The U.S. has had operating and access rights to Dhahran Airfield 
. im Saudi Arabia.’ The agreement providing for these rights has ex- 

___ pired, but it is being extended on a month-to-month basis during 
negotiations for its extension. Because of the arms embargo and the 

Inability of the U.S. thus far to provide a guid pro quo by making 
available arms and equipment desired by Saudi Arabia, a long-term — 
extension of U.S. rights at Dhahran'is unobtainable at this time, and 
an endeavor is being made to secure a one-year extension pending __ 
further developments. nae 

| _ 9. The U.S. has no rights, but experiences no difficulties, in the 
use of air and naval facilities in Greece. _ re 

10. The U.S. has access to the British-controlled Mellaha airfield 
| near Tripoli, to the air facilities on Cyprus and in the Sudan, would 

_ presumably be able to use British-controlled facilities in Cyrenaica 
and Jordan in the event of hostilities and will probably have no dif- 

| ficulty in continuing to maintain and operate the communications 
| eenter at Asmara in Eritrea. However, long-term ability of the U.S. 

to use military facilities in Tripolitania, Cyrenaica and Eritrea 
depend upon the ultimate disposition of these territories. Oo 

oo 1 For documentation on this subject,seepp. 1573 ff. = on



11. Existing political circumstances. make it. impossible at this | 

time for the U.S. to obtain military rights or to make military use | | 

of Egypt, Israel, Syria, Lebanon or Iraq: However, Syria:and Jordan a 

do not object to the U.S. Air Force overflying their respective terri- : 

tories for the purpose of servicing Dhahran. In the event of serious | 
trouble with the U.S.S.R. it is not entirely certain that the US. | 

could, on the basis of the consent of the countries concerned, make = | 
military use of Egypt, Israel, Syria, Lebanon or Iraq. Egypt and | 
Iraq, however, could probably be used by the U.S. through the Brit- 
ish, provided the latter succeed in maintaining their military rights | 

-inthesecountries | 
_ 12. All of the countries of the Middle East area above-mentioned 

have indicated at one time or another a desire to enter into a military | 
alliance or other military arrangements with the U.S. or with both | 
the U.S. and the U.K. The political and military realities of the U.S. . 
situation prevent, the negotiation of such arrangements. Moreover, | 
with the exception of Saudi Arabia, none of the Arab governments | 
could enter into an alliance with the U.S. at this time due to the = 
deterioration of relations resulting from the Palestine question? = | 
_. 18, Although the United States has exerted. in the past, and will | 
‘exert in the future, strenuous efforts to counter Soviet Russian ex- 

-pansionist ambitions in the areas by diplomatic means both within | 

and without the United Nations, and by such economic and military 
aid as is justified by the circumstances and by U.S. capabilities, it is —_ 

- ¢lear that so long as the policies of the U.S.S.R. remain essentially 
unaltered, the security situation of the area will remain. precarious 

unless further steps can be taken to safeguard it. So long as a pre- 
carious security situation exists, or is, felt to exist by the countries | 
in the area, economic and social progress will be slow and uncertain 
and they will be promising subjects for revolution and for communist 

| domination from within. ©. | | | a 

| _ 14. Further steps could take one or more of the following forms: 

| +a, Continuing along present lines, ie. by unilateral. diplomatic, 

| economic and military support as determined by us on the basis of 

| ad. hoc need. and availabilities, but. refraining from any mutual com- : 

_ mitment except as. provided by the U.N..Charter, with such assist- 
ance and cooperation as other like-minded nations, particularly the ) 

U.K.,canand willprovide, = ne | 
| 6. Extension of the North Atlantic Treaty to include certain 

selected countriesinthe area.) 00 60 bo 

: -_¢,. Creation of a regional pact, pureandsimple. . - 

_._ d. Creation of a regional pact linked to the stronger members of the 

_ North Atlantic Treaty system, ee 

| — 2 Ror documentation on this subject, see pp. 594 ff. - , | 

| | |
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e. Creation of a regional pact having some kind of association, or 
possibility of association, with the North Atlantic Treaty. 

| . f. Creationofanew U.N. procedure. “ mi 

| 15. Continuing along present lines has the advantage of simplicity. _ 
Be The U.S. can select those countries in the Middle East it wishes to_ 

aid, and can control the nature and amount of aid it supplies to them... _ 
| It has the disadvantage that our security measures and planning for 

the area cannot be intelligently or logically worked out on an ad hoc, — 
: country by country basis, but should be considered on an area basis. __ 

More specifically, adequate provisions for military use of a forward — 
area such as Turkey cannot be made unless we are sure of facilities — 
in depth to the south. This is particularly true in view of the fact 
that the establishment of adequate military facilities in the forward 
areas, prior to the actual outbreak of hostilities, would be provocative. ... 
South of Greece, Turkey and Iran we now depend upon sparse and 

- tenuously-held British facilities. The acquisition or construction of 
sf adequate facilities to the south in countries under Arab sovereignty 

os will be extremely difficult if not impossible so long as the U.S. main- _ 
tains a policy of favoritism in regard to Israel, because of the un- 

_ friendliness and spirit of non-cooperation which that policy engenders 
in the Arab countries. — 7 ee 

| - In sum, the circumstances require an area approach, the pre- 
_ requisite of which is relations with all of the countries of the area — 

_ which are characterized by friendship, trust and cooperation. This 
relationship formerly existed with the Arab countries but has suffered _ 

severe though not irreparable damage. Until the damage has been 
_ repaired, our task of supporting the integrity of the three northern 

- countries of Greece, Turkey and Iran will be that of holding up an 
arch which lacks foundations. Furthermore, the relations between the © 

_._- various countries of the area must be on a sound basis. The Palestine - 
' question has caused the contrary effect. oe 

16. a. Extension of the North Atlantic Treaty to include selected — 
- countries in the area, a development ardently desired by Greece and 

| Turkey, is an idea which is worth careful consideration. Asan immedi- 
| ate possibility, however, it is necessary to reject it for two reasons: 

(1) By the inclusion of Norway and Italy, it is possible that the 
| Treaty already takes in too much territory, existing circumstances — 

| considered; (2) The inclusion of Greece would throw the question 
of aid to Greek guerrillas into the NAP framework and risk magnify- 
‘ing the question into a crude and primary power issue. No NAP 
country can now afford to contribute actual power to this issue except 
the U.S. which is already doing so. Therefore, inclusion of Greece 

| in the NAP would saddle the group with a problem with which it
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is not, as a group, capable of dealing at this time. It would be un- 
realistic to include Turkey if Greece were not included. = | 

>. Looking ahead, however, it is possible that the NAP group | 
will take a strategic view of the Middle East essentially in accord _ | 

- with that now taken by the U.S. and U.K, and. feel sufficiently strong = | 
in relation to.the U.S.S.R. to implement that view by bringing selected | 

countries into the NAP system. The countries selected might be limited | 

to Greece and Turkey and in any case would almost certainly include | 

them, and conceivably Iran. The forthcoming membership of Greece | 

and Turkey in the Council of Western Europe may point inthis 

direction. rr OC oo | | 
_¢. It would be unwise to include any Middle Eastern country in 

NAP unless Germany, or Western Germany, is friendly to the West. 
The NAP countries could not be under an obligation to rescue Greece 
or Turkey with an unfriendly Germany on their flank. It follows — 

that any extension of the NAP system to the Middle East requires | 

as a precondition, that Germany not be or become a major security — | 

17. a. Two regional pacts already exist in the area. One is the | 

Saadabad Pact (July 8, 1937) between Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq and . | 
Turkey. This Pact provides for non-interference, non-aggression, and. 7 

- consultation regarding all international conflicts affecting the mem- 
- bers’ common interests. The other is the Pact. of the League of Arab a 
-- States * (March 22, 1945) between Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, 
- Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen. It provides methods for settling dis- 
| putes between the members and for their cooperation in political, eco- 

nomic and social matters. The weakness of the key provisions of both , 
PO Pacts reflects the weakness of the members, singly or in combination. — 
| It follows that no important results for the security of the Middle 

| East from external aggression can be expected to flow from the exist- | 
| enceofthesePacts = a | 
| b. The creation of a regional pact, pure and simple, similar to the 
: NAP, of the Middle Eastern countries offers no solution, not only = 
| because of the discord among them which has been created by the 
| _ Palestine question, but also because of deep-rooted suspicions which 
__ antedate that question and have been intensified by it. Moreover, and 

this is a fundamental difficulty, the area lacks a’ power center on the 
| basis of which a pact could bebuilt. a | a | 

a 18. a. The creation of a regional pact in the Middle Eastern area | 
linked to the stronger members of the NAP—the U.S. and the U.K. 
in present circumstances—would place too heavy a commitment on _ 

| those two countries, which must be entirely free to be the judges of a 
| secrete erreneeeenremne ; 

| : * For documentation on the establishment of the Arab League, ‘see Foreign , 

| Retations, 1945, vol. virt, pp. 25 ff. | | , | 

| | | | 
| | 
| |
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| what, If any, resources they can deyote to the security of the-area,and 

toselecttherecipientcountries. 
_&..Turkey and Greece would both dislike such.an arrangement, 
believing that. it would result in a. diminution, through dilution, of 

_ the aid now being received from the. U.S. They-also fear that this 
- arrangement would inject them into the Palestine imbroglio, and that 

their policy in. this matter might, well be in opposition to that-of the _ 
_ US., which would be.a highly embarrassing and worrisome situation, 

| However, they, might be willing to run these risks in.return fora 
U.S.commitment. Oy 7 

| _ ¢. The Arab countries, while having a pervading fear of the 
| U.S.S.R., have.a closer and more immediate problem in Israel. They 

| feel, in fact, that: they require protection from threats from three 
- Sources: the U.S.S.R., Israel, and each other. Moreover, protection by _ 

| the U.S. and the U.K. applied. with respect to Isracl, and tothe Arab 
countries, in, their relations with one another, would, in operation, — 
probably. run. afoul ofa basic difference in outlook, if not in policy, 
between the United States and the United Kingdom. The U.S. has 
supported-and fayored ; Israel, and endeavored at the same time to 

: remain on. friendly terms with the Arab states. The U.K., on the 
ss eontrary, places. Arab relations ahead. of relations with Israel, and 

a has temporaily departed from this policy only when. necessary in the 
interest of Anglo-American relations, ss 
_d. Israel seeks: to foHow a middle course in the. West-East situa- 

tion. While it desires assurances against Arab aggression, it would 
not. at. the present. time accept them if it involved an anti-Soviet 
orientation; 

-—-«@ Tt is evident, therefore, that. a regional pact. linked to the U.S. 
_ and the U.K, would run into strong cross-currents and there is serious 

risk that.it would end in becoming unmanageable. 
7 19. Creation. of a regional pact having some kind of relationship 

or possibility of- association with the NAP, like the extension of the 
NAP to selected Middle Eastern countries, is not immediately prac- 

_ ticable due to the lack of harmony and singleness of purpose in the — 
Middle East:described in paragraph 28 [18 ?] above. Ata suitable stage 
in the future, however, when Western Europe is stronger and Germany 

_ or Western Germany is dependable and cooperative, and if the Middle 
Kast can be sufficiently pulled together, this formula offers interesting 

a. The two regional groups.could be associated, or association made 
possible, in a way which would result in a far less rigid structure than 
would the case if the ME countries, or any substantial number of 
them, were included in the NAP. | | 

6. The association would not occur before the Middle East pact 
came into existence, which would place the onus and necessity upon
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the Middle Eastern countries to get on with the job of settling their | 

own differences; ge | 
_¢. There being no power center in the Middle East, the pact of itself | 

would’ be non-provocative as far as the capabilities of the members 

weré concerned. It could, however, contain phraseology -visualizing 
and permitting, butnhot requiring, assistance from like-minded nations 

or groups of nations to ward off attack and danger thereof, This | 

would.also be non-proyocative, since action would be taken only,in | 
case of provocation from the other side of the curtain, | 
_d. The association would permit full discretion on the part of the | 

- NAP group and members thereof, as to assistancé‘to be furnished the | 

Middle Eastern group. 9 | 
 e. The NAP and :Middle Eastern -groups. could be separate and 

distinct, ‘or, depending on, circumstances, certain. countries such as 
Greece and Turkey and perhaps Iran, could be members of both 
roups. oe me _ oe 

° fe tt would be easier for some Middle East' countries to invite out- 

side’ assistance through’a regional group than individually, though 

| individual requests would not necessarily be excluded. Furthermore, — 

the requests of individual countries would probably .be moderated as a 
the. result of group consideration. There would also be advantage in 
 group-to-group requests, i.e. by.the Middle East group to the NAP | 
‘group, or vice versa, thereby taking the onus off both the requesting _ | 

and responding countries. Here again, if the NAP as a group did not | 

see fit to respond favorably, it would be.open to an-NAP member to. | 

do so if it considered its interests vitally affected... 0 0 a 
_ g. Ehe membership of a,Middle East: regional pact presents difi- | 
culties. Inclusion of India would probably make the group too large 
and unwieldy. On the other hand it would be unrealistic to include 
Afghanistan and Pakistan without India since the usefulness for 
security purposes of Afghanistan and Pakistan depends very largely | | 

en the facilities in. depth to be found in India. Since Iran has obvious 

connections with Afghanistan, Pakistan,.and India, two regional 
croups—Middle Bastern and South Asian—might be formed, Tran 
beingincludedinboth, 6. se | 
© h. Even if it should not prove possible to form one or more pact _ 

| groups in the Middle East-South Asia areas, the effort would have 
valuable by-productsin the following ways: 0 

| <1) It would tend to: bring about a composition of the dif- 
: - ferences between the nations of the areas.and so enable them to 
| _. gain strength, particularly in the economic and social fields, to 

_. combat the internalcommunistthreat. | 
(2) It would, tend to unify the main lines of policy of the | 

’ Western Powers which have important interests in the areas and 
| avoid the danger of their working at cross-purposes. 

20. There remains the possibility that existing machinery of the 

| United Nations, not subject to veto, might be harnessed, consistent | 

| with the Charter, to contribute to general international security in- _ 

| cluding the security of the Middle East. The suggestion is that the | 

| General Assembly.might now, in advance of the outbreak of any- | 
| major armed conflict (perhaps at the Assembly’s Fourth General | 

! 501-887-774 | | 

| —— , |
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Session in 1949), adopt a resolution which (1 ) declares the concern’ 
of the United Nations for observance of the law of the Charter, (2) 
recalls to the member states that the fundamental substantive obliga- 
tions undertaken in the Charter do not lapse upon the inability or 

| _ failure of the United Nations machinery to operate with full effective. 
ness, (3) reminds the members of their duty to support.and defend | _ 

_ the purposes and principles of the United Nations, (4) resolves that 
it is the sense and intention of the Assembly that, in the event of 

: any member communicating to the Secretary General an assertion — 
that an armed attack has occurred, a special session of the Assembly 
under Article 20 of the Charter will at once be called upon agreement 
of a-majority of the members of the United Nations,* and (5) ree 

| solves that if the Security Council, concurrently meeting in continuous __ 
session,-does. not. promptly*take action’ to: maintain ‘or ‘restore ‘inter-~ 
national peace and security, the General Assembly will make appro- — 

_ priatefindingst = 2 © © ee 
—- _ The purpose of such action by the Assembly would be to make — 

| _ Clear in advance that there can and will be a judgment of the inter- 
| national community on the facts of any situation in which-armed 

attack is alleged and the Security Council fails to. take adequate meas- 
ures, Such a judgment would give guidance to the individual members 

| of the United Nations as to whether armed attack has really occurred 
| and who is the aggressor. The effect of such a judgment would be to 

marshal the’ moral and political strength of the United Nations in 
defense of the victim and in support of the law of the Charter. Pur- 
suant to such a judgment, members of the United Nations would take _ 

- appropriate action to restore international peace and security, per- 
haps having already consulted to coordinate their activities. In the 
event of armed attack which called into operation the provisions of 

, the North Atlantic Treaty, or of a Middle East pact, or both, the _ 
' deliberations of the General Assembly would be concurrent not only 

with those of the Security Council but also with those of the council __ 
: established by Article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty, or with pro- 

| cedure under a Middle East pact..This concurrence would have the _ 
advantage of affording to the Atlantic and Middle East Treaty states 
an accurate reading of general international opinion, and of indicat- | 
ing what action taken pursuant to the Treaties would command maxi- 
mum supportamongthe United Nation = 

_*The General Assembly’s Rules of Procedure would require amendment to | 
shorten the interval between the call for a special session and the first actual 
meeting of such a session. [Footnote in the source text.] Bo 

_ fThe action of the General Assembly, particularly any recommendations which 
it might decide to make, would come after the Security Council had eompleted 
its futile consideration of the case and voted to remove it from the agenda. See 
Article 12 of the Charter. But the Assembly could discuss during the Council’s | 

| deliberations, [Footnote in the source'text.]. re
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‘This proposal is believed entirely consistent: with the Charter. Of , | 

necessity, the actions of the General Assembly would be general in | 

character, and a good deal of freedom would be left to the member a | 

nations. The proposal appears practicable at the present time. It. | 

could make a significant political contribution to security as a deter- — 

rent, particularly in regions outside the Western Hemisphere and the 

North Atlantic area. | ee | | 

oo - oe SumMaRY or Bastc Securrry CONSIDERATIONS: | | | 

L The National Security Council has concurred in the following | 

(NSC 5/2) 
| | The security of the Eastern Mediterranean and of the Middle. ~ ! 

East is vital to the security of the United States. | 

“ . , The security of the whole Eastern Mediterranean and of the , 

Middle East would be jeopardized if the Soviet Union should succeed 

in its efforts to obtain control of any one of the following countries: | : 

Italy, Greece, Turkey, or Iran. In view of the foregoing, it should be 

the policy of the United States, in accordance with the principles 
and in the spirit of the Charter of the United Nations, to support | 

the security of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East. As ! 

| a corollary of this policy the United States should assist in maintain- 

| ing the territorial integrity and. political independence of Italy, 

[ Greece, Turkey, and Iran. In carrying out. this policy the United — 

| States should be prepared to make full use of its political, economic, | | 

| and if necessary, military power in such manner as may be found most 

| effective. . .. It would be unrealistic for the United States to under- 

| take to carry out such a policy unless the British maintain their strong 

| strategic political and economic position in the Middle East and 

| Eastern Mediterranean, and unless they and ourselves follow parallel 

policies in that area. - a ees | 

| “One of the greatest dangers to world peace may be the failure 

of the Soviet Union to understand the extent to which the U.S. is | 

: prepared to go in order to maintain the security of the Kastern Medi- 

| terranean and the Middle Kast. It should, therefore, be the policy of 

| __ this Government to make evident in a firm but non-provocative manner _ 
__ the-extent of the determination of the United States to assist in pre- 

| serving in the interest of world peace the security of the area.° 

Ps “Footnote: — BE oo ae 

| “Approved by the President on November 24, 1947. Adopted by 
the NSC by memorandum approval as of November 21, 1947. NSC 

| Action No. 18. The Secretary of the Army approved subject to a, a 

| 4 Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. rv, pp. 46-47. Oe ee - . we 
| © For the full text of “The American Paper”, from which these extracts were 

taken, see ibid., 1947, vol. v, p. 575. The American Paper was prepared. in the 

| Department of State in connection with “The Pentagon Talks of 1947” between 

the United States and the United Kingdom concerning the Middle East and the 

Hastern Mediterranean. The talks took place in October 1947,
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| similar British commitment, particularly as to military. features, 
__ being. simultaneously made, and.b, the policies outlined; being first. 

/ discussed and if possible cleared, with the Chairman of the Armed 
Services Committees of the House and Senate and with the Chairmen 

_ of the Foreign Relations Committee and thé Foreign Affairs Commit- _ 
tee. This is a ‘U.S: position,.no implementation for which was directed 

| pending parallel action by the-British Government.” Sn teas 

2. a. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a memorandum dated Novem- 
ber 24, 1948 (NSC42/1) stated: | a 

| “From the military point of view,.the Joint Chiefs of Staff are of 
— the opinion that, as long as the U.S.S.R. pursues its expansionist. 

policies, the security of the Eastern Mediterranean and: the Middle _ 
East is of critical importance to the future security of the United 
States.” * — ’ eee ee Jobin eee oo | . OE - : 

b. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in reaffirming the view expressed in 

| “The stability, of the Middle East, including assurance that the 
peoples of this area will not turn to the U.S.S.R. and.against the 
United States, is a vital element iri United States security.” 

8. The National Security Council has concurred in the following 

| _ “ ., the United States has greater long-range strategic interests 
_ an the military establishments of Turkey than in those of Greece. 

Nevertheless, highly adverse psychological and political results would 
oceur at this time if the communist [political] warfaré being con- 
ducted against Greece should be permitted to succeed. Should Turkey _ — come under Communist domination, U.S. security interests in the 
Middle East and Eastern Mediterranean areas would be critically affected” == ae 

| 4. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a memorandum dated August [5], 
1948 (NSC 19/8 *). containing an appraisal of U.S. security interests 
in the entire Middle East area, set forth the following strategic 

— “a, Denial to any potentially hostile power of any foothold in this 
area. PR RED Es aS) ES 

_. “6, Maintenance of friendly relationships which can be promoted 
by social and economic assistance, together with such military assist- 
ance as may be practicable, to insure collaboration by the indigenous - , 

‘The full text of the memorandum by. the Joint Chiefs of Staff, from which this 
| extract is taken, is printed as SANACC 3858/8 in Foreign Relations, 1948, vol Iv, 

_-p. 191. Por NSC 42/1, a report of March 22, 1949, by the National Security Coun- 
cil to President Truman, seep. 269. RE pe 

_; Dated May 16,p.1009° . tg ES 
- § Foréign Relations, 1948, vol. IIT, p. 933. ee a
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-g, Development of the oil resources in this area by the ‘United - | 

States and such other countries as have and can be expected tohave 

a friendly attitude toward the United States. | 

“gd. Assurance of the right of military forces of the United States 

to enter militarily essential areas upon a threat of war. | | | 

 e, Assurance of the right to develop and maintain those facilities | 

which are required toimplementdabove: oe oS | | 

“The above requirements take into consideration our overall require- - | 

ments within the framework of our global strategy. Moreover, these | 

| requirements have not been determined from the standpoint of United — 

States security interests alone but also include consideration of the | 

security interests of our potential allies, particularly Great Britain. 

~The Joint Chiefs of Staff would emphasize that the interests of the 

United States and Great Britain in this entire area are so inter- | 

related that they must be considered asawhole” 
| 

| 5. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a memorandum dated March 24, — 

1949,° stated the following with respect to Pakistan: | 

Fyrom the military point of view, the countries of South Asia | | 

excepting Pakistan have, under present and prospective conditions, | 

little value to the United States. | OO | | 

“The Karachi-Lahore area in Pakistan may, under certain con- | ! 

ditions, become of strategic importance. In spite of tremendous logistic | | 

| difficulties, this area might. be required as a base for air-operations _ | | 

| against central U.S.S.R. and.as’a staging area for forces engaged m 

| : the defense or recapture of Middle Kast ollareas” = | 

6. The National Security Council has concurred in the following a 

March 22-93,1949)2 
—  - &  the Joint Chiefs of Staff offer the following definition of 

| United States long-range strategic interests in the military establish- 

| mentsofGreeegand Turkey: 

| ta, Greece: A Greek military establishment capable of main- a 

| taining internal security in order to avoid the communist domina- 

| - tionof Greece. | ee 

| Turkey: A Turkish military establishment of sufficient 

' size and effectiveness to insure Turkey’s continued resistance to 

_-.. Soviet pressure; the development of combat effectiveness to the” 

i extent that any overt Soviet aggression can be delayed: long | 

| enough to permit the commitment of U.S. and allied forces in 

Turkey in order to deny certain ‘portions of Turkey to the 

| USSR | 

-'The most recent expression of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the sub- _ 

| ject of U.S. strategic interests in specific countries of the Eastern 

| Mediterranean and Middle East areas (apart from their memorandum 

See Appendix C to SANACC360/14,0.299 
| 

” This reference is to NSC 42/1, March 22, p. 269. | Suga
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on Pakistan above-cited)’ is contained in its memorandum of 
_ March 14, 1949," from which the following is quoted: ~~ — 

| “The preservation of Turkey’s independence and the maintenance _ | of her status as a buffer against expansion of the Soviet Union into 
_ the Mediterranean and Middle East is of critical importance to the 

security of the United States. Soviet domination of Turkey would 
not only jeopardize United States interests in the Near and Middle _ | 
Kast, but would also make the communications facilities and military | base sites throughout that area and in the Mediterranean basin more ~ 

_ vulnerable to Sovietattack, = 8 8 = ne 
_ “It is considered that the program as agreed to by the Joint Chiefs _ 
of Staff and set forth in the memorandum forwarded to the Secretary 
of Defense, dated 20 December 1948,22 adequately carries out the U.S. 

_. policy. towards military assistance to Turkey which calls for ‘ . . 
: military assistance to Turkey which will contribute towards modern- 

ization of the Turkish armed forces without undue strain on Turkish 
resources, release of manpower for productive work, and increase _ 

| _ Turkish confidence in her ability to resist Soviet pressure.’ So 

| “Greece | | Ho ee - 
| “If the U.S.S.R. should gain control of Greece either directly, 

through the satellites, or through a Greek puppet government, it 
would complete Soviet domination of the Balkans and pose an active _ 
threat to both the Aegean and the Eastern Mediterranean, thereby | 
outflanking the Dardanelles and the Suez Canal. In addition, failure 
to prevent Soviet control of Greece would weaken U.S. prestige and 

_ offer encouragement to further Soviet political and military aggres- 
sion in the Near East and in Western Europe. The United States, 
therefore, has a vital security interest in seeing that Greece remains | 
a free and independent country. Although Greek military forces could | 
not withstand a direct, open attack by the U.S.S.R. or its satellites, 

a Greece’s position depends upon the. ability of the Greek government, 
| with United States aid, to eliminate the guerrilla forces. | 

“The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a study on future United States 
| support to the armed forces of Greece, dated 7 October 1948,'2 noted 

| in the conclusion of that paper that, ‘Although there would be con- 
siderable military advantage to the United States if Greece could be 
supported militarily to such an extent that she could resist all forms 
of communist aggression, it would be. impracticable, in view of the 
strategic realities and of other and more important commitments 

_ Made by the United States, to extend military aid to Greece beyond 

- “Not printed; it dealt with the preparation of a foreign military assistance 
| program for fiscal year 1950. It noted that $100,000,000 of military assistance _ 

for Turkey and $200,000,000 for Greece had been approved by the Joint Chiefs : 
‘Of ~Staff on December 20, 1948; that Iran was receiving military equipment 
valued at $54,000,000 through a dollar loan to purchase surplus military property ; 
and that the shipment of military equipment to Saudi Arabia was precluded by 

| Uyted Sane cunerence to the Security Council Resolution of May 1948. _ |
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that required to eliminate guerrilla activity . ..’ and that thereafter, | 

 Snilitary aid will be reduced to that sufficient only to maintain Greece’s 

Internal security’? = ee ee ee mo | 

Sram ce : a | 

“The geographical position of Iran make her of strategic importance | | 

in the event of a war with the U.S.S.R., and because of this position, | 

+t is desirable that the United States maintain friendly relations, with — 

a view towards strengthening and further stabilizing the Iranian gov- | 

ernment as a means of combatting communist encroachment. 

“Therefore, the long range security objective of the United States 

_ should be to supply the Iranian army with sufficient equipment and 

support as would reasonably insure maintenance of internal security, — 

a stabilized government, and the prevention of interference from out- 

side forces, other than direct invasion. i | ea | 

“Saudi Arabia | : 

_ “From the military point of view, it is considered that: ee. | 

(1) Saudi Arabia is highly important to the future security 

of the United States. So : | | | 

po (2) Present estimates indicate that the regaining of Middle | 

_--- Bast oil is not vitalf but will be highly desirable. Regaining these | 

| - yesources by the end of the second year of war will provide 

| - Insurance. against the adverse effect of presently unforeseeable | 

factors. This applies only to a war commencing in the immediate 2 

| ' future (not later than 1949)§. | | 

'  . —- (3): It is of utmost importance that Middle East oil be denied 
the U.S.S.R. during the period prior to the outbreak of war. 

| (4) Even though it is estimated that the U.S.S.R. now has the 

| - eapability of occupying Saudi Arabia, it is not. necessarily a 

| correct assumption from the long-range viewpoint that Soviet 

| - eapabilities with respect to occupation. of Saudi Arabia, par- 

ticularly with improvement in the military posture of the United me 

|. States, will remain unchanged. ne | 

| “Tn light of the above opinions and in furtherance of our present , 

national policy, it would be a significant contribution to our national © 

security for the United States to make such commitments as may be 
practicable in order to retain our present position in Saudi Arabia 

[ and maintain our friendly relationsthere.... | | 

| 4%, The Joint Chiefs of Staff have concluded (NSC 47 *) that U.S. 

security interests with respect to the new State of Israel are: _ | 

: “(1) That Israel should be oriented towards the Western Democ- 
_-» racies and away from the U.S.S.R. ; ee 

| _. £8ubject to confirmation by responsible government agencies. [Footnote in the | 

| source text.] | | | 
| § Preliminary studies indicate that in a more remote war, Middle Hast oil 

__ inereases in importance and in ten years may be needed from D-Day on. [Foot- | 

note in the source text.] | | ST | an 

8 Dated May 16,p.1009. | / BS 

|
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—“(2) ‘That Communist infiltration should be blocked and domina- 
| tion of Israel’by the U.S.S.R. should be prevented; === 7 

| (3) That the differences between the new Israeli state and. the 
| neighboring Arab States should be reconciled at least to the extent 

that Israel and the Arab states would act in concert to oppose Soviet 

_ “(4) That from the United States military point of view.it would _ 
| be advantageous if British relations with Israel were such that a 

: common approach could be taken by the United States and the United 
| Kingdom in achieving mutual objectives with respect to Israel.” 

_ 8. The Secretary of State stated on March 23,1949:* 

, “During the drafting of the North Atlantic Pact, we were aware 
of the possibility that.our formal expression of serious interest inthe 
security of countries in the North Atlantic area might be misinter- 
preted as implying a lessening of our interest in the security of coun- 
tries in other areas, particularly the Near and Middle East. 

_ “In my radio discussion of the North Atlantic Pact last Friday 
night, I tried to make clear our continuing interest in the security | 

oe _ of areas outside the North Atlantic community, particularly in Greece, 
: Turkey and Iran. I will repeat the portion of my speech bearing upon 
: _ this subject : ‘In the compact world-of today; the security of the United. _ 

States cannot be defined in térms of boundaries and frontiers. A 
serious threat to-international peace. arid security anywhere.in the 
world is of direct concern:to this country. Therefore; it is our policy 
to help free peoples to maintain their integrity and independence, not 
only in Western Europe or the Americas, but wherever the aid we 

_ are able to provide can: be effective. Our actions in supporting the 
integrity and independence-of Greece, Turkey and Iran are expressions 
of that determination. Our interest in the security. of these countries : 

| has been made clear, and we shall continue to pursue that policy.’ | 
“T think that should speak for itself.” = , 

_. 9. The President stated on April4,1949:2@ 

| “Yet the [Atlantic] Pact will be a positive, not a negative, influence 
| for peace, and its influence will be felt not only in the area it-specifi- 

cally covers but throughout the world. Its conclusion does not mean > 
a narrowing of the interests of its members. Under my authority and 
instructions, the Secretary of State has recently made it. abundantly | 
clear that the adherence of the United States to this Pact. does not | 
signify a lessening of American concern for the security and welfaré 
of other areas, such-as the Near East. The step we are taking today 

- _ should serve to reassure peace-loving peoples everywhere and pave 
_ the way for the world-wide stability and peaceful development which 

10. The National Security Council has concurred in the following 

(NSC20/4) 37 sb esuin gt 7 tog caine to o 

-“Athispressconference.. = 
| * For the text of Secretary Acheson’s radio address on March 18, see Depart- 

_ ment of State Bulletin, March 27, 1949, p. 384. | a , | 
“ae full text of President Truman’s address is printed ibid., April 17, 1949, 

P ™ Dated November 23, 1948, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 1, Part 2, p. 662. .
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_ “We should endeavor to achieve our general objectives by methods 

- short of war through the pursuit of the following aims: = | 

' «gd. To create situations which will compel the Soviet Govern- | 
ment to recognize the practical undesirability of acting on the 

basis of its present concepts and the necessity of behaving in ) 

- ‘ageordance with precepts of international conduct, as set. forth | 

in the purposes and principles of the U.N. Charter’ = © | 

“Attainment of these aims requires that the United States: | 

4d, Strengthen the orientation toward the United States of the . 

- non-Soviet nations; and help such of those nations as are able 2 
- and willing to make an important contribution to U.S. security, — 

- to increase their economic and political stability and their mil- 
—-tarycapacity’? ee BEE 

| “11. Senate Resolution 239, approved on J une 11, 1948, reads | in | 

_.& , , this Government, by constitutional process, should. particu- ! 
larly. pursue the following objectives within the United Nations | | 

Charter: = |... a . ee eee | 
| _ “Progressive development of regional and other collective arrange- | 
| ments for individual and collective self-defense in accordance with 
: the purposes, principles, and provisions ofthe Charter, | | 

| _ “Association of the United States, by Constitutional process, with 

such ‘regional and other collective arrangements as are based.on con- 

_ tinuous and effective self-help and mutual aid, and as affect its na- | 

| tional security, 4 2 2 Be ! 

| . “@ontributing to the maintenance of peace by making clear its — 

determination to exercise the right of individual or collective self- 

defense under article 51 should any armed attack occur affecting its 

| national security.” . oe oy aoe acgd es gle coe 

! 890.24/8-1649 _ ee 
, Memorandum. by the Assistant Secretary of State.for Near Eastern | 

: and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Coordinator for Foreign Mili- 

tary Assistance Programs (Berkner)y © 

| -  SECREF a _ [Wasuineron, | August 16, 1949. 

| Subject: Military AssistanceforNEAcountries - © © | 
The revision of MAP legislation eliminating the provision which 

authorized the extension of military procurement assistance on a re- | 
: imbursable basis.to other than Title I, II and III countries? and those | 

fo +In his position as Coordinator, Lloyd V. Berkner served.as Special Assistant to 
: the Secretary of State. | 

4This reference is to various Titles of the legislation that became known as the 
Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949 on its enactment-on October 6, 1949, As , 
enacted, Title 1 covered the North Atlantic Treaty countries; Title 11, Greece and 

: Turkey; and Title m1, Iran, the Republic of Korea, the Philippines, and China. |
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countries with which we have collective defense and regional arrange- | 
ments, comes as a serious blow to our relations with certain NEA 

| countries, particularly India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Saudi 
Arabia. | ee i 

| With reference to the SOA countries, all recent policy studies have _ 
| clearly recognized the importance of giving favorable consideration — 
___ to requests for military assistance as a means of achieving our national _ 

political objectives with respect to these countries. SANACC 360/145 
states explicitly that the political, economic and strategic importance _ 
of the emerging SOA countries to the US national interests require | 
the maintenance of internal security within these countries and their 
freedom from Communist domination, and that at the minimum we — 

- should endeavor to meet the legitimate requirements of spare parts 
and replacements. for military equipment of US origin which they 
already possess.  tsts—‘—s - | 

_ As you know, both India and Pakistan have attempted to meet _ 
_ their security requirements by utilizing matériel of US origin which 

was acquired under Lend-Lease or from US surplus property dis- — 
: posals. Much of their armor and many other items were so acquired. | 

Therefore they are necessarily dependent upon the US for maintenance _ 
| spare parts and replacements for this equipment. Since the informal — 

| embargo on the export of military matériel to India and Pakistan 
. was removed last March, both countries have sent high level military 

missions to the US to seek an assured source of future military supplies _ 
in this country. In seeking these supplies they have made clear their 
desire to associate themselves closely with us in matters pertaining 
to long-range military planning. The advantages to us of such an 

| association are obvious. In response to their approaches we have told 
_ them that we were sympathetic to their needs and desired tobehelpful. 

: __ For over two years—since the withdrawal of the British from 
India—the Afghan Government has been seeking from us the means - 

| of internal defense. The Afghan Government has even suggested that — 
in return for military aid it might abandon its traditional neutrality | 
and openly pronounce Afghanistan’s association with the Western 
powers... . OO oe | | | 

| ‘In view of these and other considerations, our failure to extend some | 
_ form of procurement assistance or token aid at this time would very __ 

seriously jeopardize our efforts over the past two years to orient these 
countries to the West and away from Communism. | | a 

| In the case of Saudi Arabia, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have ex- 
pressed an interest in the maintenance and expansion of U.S. facilities | 
at the Dhahran air base. For the last two years King Ibn Saud has 

_ *Dated April 19, p. 8 | a Oo
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been asking for military equipment in sizeable quantities and has | | 

~ assured us that such equipment would be used only for internal secu- 
rity and for protection against aggression. While our rights to use 
the Dhahran air base have been temporarily extended for one year, | 

there is no doubt that the King will only consider any long-term ex- | 

tension in return for military assistance. A survey party of U.S. mili- | | 

_ tary officers is proceeding to Dhahran for the purpose of estimating | 

our requirements in connection with a long-term extension of the : 

Dhahran. air base agreement and to make a survey of Saudi Arabian | 
defense needs. When this party makes its recommendations we will | 
be faced with the problem of what military assistance can be extended __ | 

in return for long-term rights, and unless there is legislative au- 
thority, we may find ourselves unable to secure an extension of our | 
rights atthisimportant base. __ ee | 

- In these circumstances T strongly urge that every effort be made to i 

amend the present legislation for the purpose of authorizing the ex- 
_ tension of reimbursable aid to India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and | 

Saudi Arabia. I wish to strongly emphasize the deterioration in our | 

relations with these countries as well as the possible loss of strategic | 
objectives that may result should we not be in a position to provide 

military procurement assistance for supplying reasonable quantities 

of military equipment tothesecountries. Bn | 

| 840.20/8-1649 . a chee See | 

The Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and African 
| Affairs (McGhee) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Congres- | 

sional Relations (Gross) — OO = oc | 

 seorpr ———s F'Wasurneron,] September 21,1949. — 

Subject: Military Assistancefor NEA Countries = 

| Tm recent discussions with Dr. Berkner, S/CFA, this office has been | 
| informed that legislation could be submitted to the next session of 
| Congress for the purpose of obtaining authority to extend military 
: assistance on a reimbursable basis to certain NEA countries. Presum- 
| ably, the request for such authority would be proposed in legislation Be 

| supplementary to the Foreign Military Assistance Act of 1949. ; 

- As you may recall, the MAP legislation, as originally introduced | 
| by the Administration, contained a provision which would have made 
| it possible for the President to provide aid on a cash-reimbursable 
| basis to any country associated with us in a collective or regional — 

defense arrangement, or to any other nation whose increased security 
| was in the national interest of the United States. The latter part of a 

this provision was omitted from the legislation by the Congressional = 

| |
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Committees and the omission was approved by the Secretary and the 
Secretary, of Defense since it was considered that insistence on its 
inclusion might jeopardizetheentirebil, = 
_At the request of S/CFA,.this office is currently preparing defini- 

__ tive statements as to thé need for military assistance by certain NEA 
_ __. countries to be used as a basis for preliminary work with the Con- 

gress to assure that supplementary legislation, when requested, will 
not again be thesubjectofmisunderstanding, 

_ As indicated in the attached memorandum of August 16 to Dr, 
: Berkner, it is extremely important that supplementary legislation _ 

be obtained in 1950 both as regards our foreign relations with certain 

_ of the NEA countries and as to certain US strategic objectives we 
-areseekinginthesecountries 4 | 

_ In connection with action which NEA is urgently planning, it 
would be appreciated if you will advise this office whether the Secre- 
tary’s agreement to eliminate the above mentioned provision from 
MAP legislation currently being considered in the Congress has any 

Rearing onthe Department's plans to seek supplementary legislation 

 4Mr, Gross replied to Mr. McGhee in a memorandum of October 8, in which 
he stated: “It does not seem to.me that the decision of the: Administration: 
to restrict the reimbursable aid provision in the Military Assistance Bill this: 
year precludes the Department from proposing an amendment to the Military 

. Assistance Legislation when it is submitted next year for a new authorization.. 
“Before the Department goes back next year for a further authorization for 

the Military Assistance Program careful consideration must be given as to 
whether any additional countries should be added to the Program and, if so, on — 

: . what basis: Any such determination ‘would need to-be based. upon .a careful 
| _ analysis of specific proposed programs of the type which NEA is presumably 

| _- preparing.” (840.20/8-1649) | | Looe 0 
. A marginal notation by Carl Marcy, the Assistant Legislative Counsel, states. 

- that Mr. Gross’, memorandum. was.“Not*sent formally but copy given Robertson 
as setting forth our views.” David A. Robertson was Politico-Military Adviser 
in the Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs, =; oe 

8 Editorial Note 

| _ The Staff of the National Security Council, on December 23, pre- 
pared a draft report entitled “The Position of the United States with — 

Respect to Asia”. The report, numbered NSC 48/1, was prepared with = 
the advice and assistance of representatives of the Secretaries of State 
and, Defense and of other high officials of the United States Gov- 

: ernment. Parts of the paper dealt with the political, economic, and 
security interests of the United States in South Asia. The text of the | 
Yeportis printed in Department of Defense, United States-Vietnam _ 

Relations, 1945-1967 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 
7 1971), Book 8, page 226. - a
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The National Security Council discussed the draft report and, on | 

December 30, sent to President Truman a report identified as NSC | 

48/2, bearing the same title as the draft report and consisting solely 

of the conclusions of NSC 48/1, as amended and approved by the | 

Council. The text of NSC 48/2 is printed in volume VII, Part 2, | | 

| 
oo L | 2 

| | 

oe



TALKS AT WASHINGTON BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES 
AND THE UNITED KINGDOM ON POLITICAL AND ECO- | 
NOMIC SUBJECTS CONCERNING THE NEAR EAST? > | 

890.00/4-449 | oe : : a! 
Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Secretary of State? : 

‘TOP SECRET . BS [ Wasnineron,| April 4, 1949. 
Subject: Talk with Mr. Bevin® about the Middle East and South- 

east Asia, April2,3:00p.m. 
Participants: Secretary of State | | 

— Mr. Bevin — | oan | 
— - The British Ambassador — | 

Dr. Jessup,‘ State etl | 
a _ Mr. Barclay, British Embassy ® | | | 

| | Mr.Beam,State = = | | 
- Mr. Bevin outlined his concept of present world geographical- 

political factors. Since 1945 he had been thinking along the following 
lines. It was to be expected that Soviet Russia would succeed in _ 
expanding in the agricultural areas of the world. The Western world 
must hold the “outer crust” extending from Scandinavia to Turkey _ 
and including the Middle East. At Potsdam * he had opposed Four- 
Powered Ruhr control since this was an industrial resource which 

__- must be preempted for the West. The presence of U.S. troops in Eu- 
rope was an additional reassurance. So far we have done well in — 
Europe. Some day Western Europe will overcome the obstacles of 

| Nationalism and will develop a multilateral system. This was the con- 
- _ cept the British Cabinet approved in 1945 by taking the “terrific de- _ 

cision” to get the UK into Europe. | | 

* Previous broad conversations of this character, known. as the “Pentagon Talks 
| of 1947”, are documented in Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 485 ff. oe 

* Drafted by Jacob D. Beam, Acting Special Assistant in the Office of German . 
and Austrian Affairs. | cee a — a 

*Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. oe 
| * Philip C. Jessup, Ambassador at Large. | ES | 

_* Roderick E. Barclay was Private Secretary to Mr. Bevin; he was not attached 
to the British Embassy. _ | ge ae | | a 
“For documentation on the Potsdam Conference of 1945, see Foreign Relations, 

. The Conference of Berlin (The Potsdam Conference), 1945, volumes 1 and 1. | 
: 50 oo :
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| _ Mr. Bevin said we should now look ahead to the primary producing . | 

countries. He had nothing against the Jews but he was trying to hold 

the Arabs in line, since he was convinced that the 100 million Moslems | 

were one of the biggest potential forces in the world. The UK was | 

the best window toward this area. Mr. Bevin did not favor the elabora- | 

tion of joint military pacts for this sphere, but thought the US and | 

UK should adopt a common line for the development of the great | 

potential resources needed for our defense, particularly oil. More- | 

over, he foresaw an industrial recession may eventually occur and it 
was advisable now to plan for the creation of new capital goods. - | | 

Mr. Bevin said that once the Palestine question is out of the way, | | 

he hoped to concentrate on two or three great potential developments | 

in the Middle East, which he proceeded to enumerate. There were | 

the Lake Victoria and Lake Tana water schemes and furthermore 

a project for the growing of jute in southern Egypt. The Euphrates. 

scheme offered the possibility of establishing, under good living con- | 
/ - ditions, a five or six million population who could withstand Soviet | 

pressure. Afghanistan, and particularly Persia, also offered many | 

possibilities and it was desirable to finish the oil ptpeline south of — 
| Aqbar. The Arab refugees from Palestine were a problem, however, 

which was being studied. Some 40,000 could be resettled on the slopes, | 

| . of the Jordan and he was putting pressure on the Syrian government, 

| for the settlement of between 200,000 and 800,000 in northern Syria. 

| _He hoped the rest could be absorbed in Transjordan. Oo : 

| _ As regards Arabia and this general area, Mr. Bevin favored an ~ | 

| economic drive by the Western countries which would not be military : 
| in character, nor even primarily political. Development was impor- | 

| tant for the capital goods market and also for the production of food.. | 

| On the whole, the Moslems were sensible people and he hoped that we. 

! can hold these. 100 million for the West. He would like a US/UK. | 
: working party set up for the coordination of plans. Sn | 

| With respect to India, Mr. Bevin mentioned that the Prime Min~ | 
| ister had written the President. Coordination was necessary here | 

also, since haphazard planning could lead to needless irritations. _ | 
With respect to Southeast Asia, Mr. Brvin mentioned the Dutch 

seemed to be coming into line but we must tell the Republicans they __ : 
| must play, too. He was upset by a proposal made in New York that | 
2 the Republican government and Army return to Jogjakarta. The. 

government had no civil service and chaos might result if the situation _ 
: is not rightly handled. It is time for us to tell the other side, namely 

the Republicans, what wewant. eee 
| _ According to Mr. Bevin, 60 percent of the people in Southeast Asia, 

_ are Moslems and Russia has an opening here. The UK could exercise. | 
| influence through Pakistan but hoped for U.S. help. The UK was. — 
| | 

| 
| . |
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moving slowly in Malaya but was broadening the basis of self gov- 

| - ernment. With general reference to Indonesia, Burma, and Malaya, 
he would like to see‘a sort of Southeast Asian conference arrangement 

_ in which the US, UK, Australia, and New Zealand could cooperate 
for economic and political purposes, as distinct from a military under- 
standing or pact for this area which should not be considered now. I 
interposed we might like to set up a kind of “Caribbean Commission” 

7 Mr. Bevin said that China seemed to be lost to us. He had fur- 
| nished the U.S. with a documentary survey and would liketoexchange 

opinions with us. As regards Hong Kong, he said the UK intended 
to stand firm, making it, if necessary, a sort of “Berlin of the East”, 
which could be used to influence the Chinese situation whatever might eventuate. The UK would assert its rights and he doubted if they 
would be challenged. (In reply to Mr. Bevin’s question, I said that the 
thought of another Berlin, if this involved another airlift, filled me 
with considerable distaste.) 7 

_ Summing up, Mr. Bevin said the next big step was to proceed vig- 
orously with economic, as distinct from military, development of the 
Middle East. India should be helped to reduce famine, Southeast Asia 
should be cleaned up in a kind of “conference arrangement”. He 

| wished to be informed about U.S. policy in Japan and he would like 
_ to examine the Chinese situation with us so that there might be joint 
understanding, 

In reply, I told Mr. Bevin that the President was greatly interested _ 
in the development of the Middle East which he regarded as the other 
Side of the medal of Western European recovery. = 

As the President sees the problem, if no new markets are devel- 
oped after the termination of ERP in 1952, friction will occur and 
an unbalance will take place in the bargaining position of the West _ 
with the East. The Eastern countries would be in a strong position 
to exploit barter arrangements by their rigid production controls, but 
if there are other places than Europe to which the Western Euro- 

| pean countries can look, they will be in a better position vis-d-vis the 
East.."The President was extremely interested in the Euphrates _ 
scheme. He wished, however, to concentrate on development problems — 

I said we wished to proceed on an international front and would 
like to find some instrumentality, sich as the International Bank or 
other agency, through which ‘we could act. Because of budgetary 
deficits, we did not see our way clear to using U.S. Government 
financing for the development of Point IV of the President’s Pro- 

/————_ gram, and we thought the Intemational Bank is the appropriate and 
competent organization for this purpose. Mr. Brvin said he will
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examine the list of international agencies which might be of help, but => 
he pointed out that some of the schemes may not be sufficiently 
definitetobe handled inthiswayatthistime. = 2 2 | | 
- I said we were doubtful about India and that so far our thinking © 
had only been along vague lines. Mr. Bevin suggested wesendexperts = =| 
to get in touch with planning groups who have been working on India | 
and Africa under Sir Stafford Cripps.’ — EE ue 

_.. With respect to Indonesia, I recognized the situation could go to | : 
pieces. The Dutch had stupidly delayed many obvious decisions. I — | 
had urged the earliest dispatch of Van Roijen ® to that area and had | 
assured. the Dutch that Cochran® will work with him. The main _ | 

- thing is to get the Dutch and the Republicans talking together. _ | | 
_ I said we had given a great deal of thought to China, The National- | 
ists seem to be washed up and the Communists able to go where they | 

wished. The Chinese are tired and disillusioned. Help to the Na- © | 
_ tionalists can have a contrary effect, since the Chinese might take the 
_ -view it is only prolonging a war which must end. We had abandoned | 

the idea of supporting the regime and were only extending toJune2 
a further 58 million dollars under the China Aid Act. Wethoughtthe = =, 

- Moscow-trained Communists will be diluted, and that Chinese inertia | 
and the corruption of the civil service will overcome them. After all | 
the Chinese Communists must deal with the West to a certain extent, - | 

| since Russia has no. resources to offer. It had been difficult in this _ 

-- country publicly to withdraw support from the Nationalists, but the | 
| extreme supporters of Chiang Kai-shek in Congress were gaininga | 

better appreciation of realities. ‘Fhe U.S. henceforth will pursue a | 

- morerealisticpolicyrespecting China. 5 - | 
_ As regards Japan, I said the Far Eastern Commission had become | 

| useless, since it had, become a forum for Soviet complaints. However, | 
| we will let it go its way. Since the U.S. is spending about 900 million | 
| dollars'a year.in Japan, MacArthur”. has been told to take more | 

| wigorous steps toward. recovery. While reparations in themselves are sid 
not much of a drain, they are a confusing factor in the Japanese | 

| economy and we shall let them fall into oblivion. There was small | 
| chance of a treaty being concluded, and as far as I knew, no work was _ 
| being done along these lines at present. | | | 8 
| As regards the parts of the world we have discussed, Mr. Bevin a 
_ Said we seem to agree we should try to clean things up, leaving Japan 
| out of account for the time being and also China, which appeared to 
|. be lost. While we had suffered a terrible blow in China, he wasnot too | 

| "British Chancellor of the Exchequer. ne es 
: * J. H. Van Roijen, Netherlands Representative at the United Nations. a 

_ *J. Merle Cochran, United States Representative on the United Nations Good 
Offices Committee in Indonesia. _ Veo | | : 

lo. “General of the Army Douglas MacArthur, Supreme Commander, Allied | 
- Powers, Japan. . | | | 

: 501-887—77——5 |
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pessimistic and thought: we could get.along without it. Many of the 
Chinese would still be on our side, and after all, Great Britain had 
got along by letting the U.S. go itsown wayinearliertimes. 
_ At the end of our talk, which lasted an hour, Mr. Bevin left with 
mea Top Secret memorandum on Southeast Asia.4 _ Oe 

' Dated April 2; for text, see vol. vit, Part 2p. 1135. So 

(T14.90/10-2449 | ie 

‘The Assistant Secretary of State for Near Lastern, South Asian, and 
oe African Affairs (McGhee) to the British Superintending Under 

_ Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Wright), at Londont 

| SECRET= == Wasuneron, October 24, 1949. 

: ~~ My Dear “Micwarn: I often recall the helpful discussions which 
) we had in London on my return from the Near East this past spring. 

Since taking over my new functions? I hhave also heard-frequent 
— ~ yeference to thé important part you have played in the development 

. of the present effective collaboration between the Foreign Office and 
the Department in Near Eastern matters, particularly in the impor- 

| tant conversations during the fall of 1947. A great deal has happened 
since your visit here in 1947 and, in fact, there have been a-‘number — 

| of new developments since our meeting in London, which laid the 
foundation for the Economic Survey Mission.? Since Mr. Bevin did | 
not bring a Near Eastern expert with him during his recent visit,? _ 

7 | there was not much opportunity for detailed discussions on this area. 
In these circumstances, the thought occurred to us that it would 

- be helpful to both of our governments if we could meet with you 
again to discuss matters of common interest in the Near Eastern. 
area, particularly in the political and economic fields. Roger Makins* — 
agreed to take the matter up with you on his return, and’ I was | 

: pleased to hear today from your Embassy that the idea appealed to 
you and that you would be able to‘come. I have had in mind for the | 

. meeting something of a rather informal character, more or less along _ 
the lines of our conversations with Mr. Dening ® when he was recently 
here with Mr. Bevin. I have no precise agenda in mind, but we would 
obviously find it of interest to discuss the activities of the Economic _ 

- * Enclosed in Mr. McGhee’s letter ‘of October 24 to the Second Secretary of 

: Embassy in the United Kingdom (Palmer) for transmittal to Mr. Wright. 
a *Mr. McGhee became Assistant Secretary of State on October 3. 7 — 

7 ® For documentation on this subject, see pp. 594 ff. a ee 
| *Sir Roger M. Makins, Deputy Under-Secretary of State in the British Foreign 

| | Maer BH. Dening, Assistant Under-Secretary of State in the British Foreign ce “= PETE ae eee |
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: ° e . a : ° <a 4: . fe : | Survey Mission, whose preliminary report will be available at that | 

time, and the longer range development proposals which we under- _ 
stand you have been preparing, as well as such political: questions | 
as the Syrian-Iraqi union movement,* and the status of the Arab — | 
League. We will, of course, be glad to receive any suggestions which | 

_ you may have as to suitable topics for discussion. Unless you feel | 
strongly, we would prefer not to deal with military or strategic prob- | 

_ lems as such, except insofar as they may bear on other topics. We will | | 
_ also be glad to discuss with you if you likeany othercommon problems | | 
_ within your area of responsibility, such as the Italian Colonies ques- | 

tion, -however, we would. like to focus our discussions on the Arab | 
-worldandIsracle © ee ee ee | 

_ «+ Your suggestion of November 15 as the date of your visit is fine. I _ Oo 
will be back by that time from meeting with our Chiefs of Mission —__ | 

_ tothe Arab ‘States and Israel now scheduled for around November 10.7 - 
_ We had previously considered having this meeting later, in which a | 

ease your visit would have come first, however I believe the other 
_ sequence will probably be preferable. Mid-November will also be an 
| opportune time to discuss any UN problems which might be awaiting 
| action in the General Assembly. There is some slight competition at _ 

this time from the Shah of Iran, who will be in Washington between | 
_ the 16th and 19th, however, he will not take much of our time and 

_ you will be wanting to see other people in your Embassy, the De- | 
| partment, and the government who will not be involved with the — | 
_ Shah. We will be glad to have you stay as long as you like. Our Near | 
| Kastern talks should, however, not occupy us more than four to five | | 

| _ I would appreciate having your comments on the foregoing. IT | 
_ look forward to seeing you here, and feel sure that a frank and in- | | 
_ formal discussion between us will be helpful to us both.® Oo ! 
_. With kindest personal regards, Po Doe Ee | 
| Sinecerelyyours, GrorceC.McGure 

| ‘For documentation on this subject,seepp.180f. 7 : 
| ™The Conference was actually held from November 26 to 29; for relevant 7 
: documentation, see pp. 165 ff. _ . ce oe - | 

“The genesis of the McGhee—-Wright conversations may be traced back to | | discussions at Paris between Secretary Acheson and Ernest Bevin, British Secre- " 
| tary of State for Foreign Affairs. Mr. Acheson, on June 1, informed the Depart- | 
' ment that Mr. Bevin had inquired of him “whether we think it would be useful 
| for Wright to go to Washington ... with view to further discussion Near _ | 
|  Hastern questions.” (Actel 30) The Department responded the same day, ad- | 

vising the Secretary that a visit by Mr. Wright “would be helpful.” (Telac 38). 
| The two telegrams are printed on pp. 1081 and 1082. | a | | | 
|. Later in June and until the talks got under way in November, the Department _ | 
| exchanged letters and telegrams with the Embassy in the United Kingdom on. 

| the timing of the talks, the agenda and the like. These papers are filed under | 711.41 and 711.90. Ce ore ess : ; 
Additional information on the origins of the talks is included in Mr. McGhee’s 

memorandum of October 7, p. 165. _ : | : - |
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Memorandum by the Politico-Military Adviser in the Bureau of Near — 
 Fastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Robertson)) | 

- TOP SECRET . [Wasurneton,]: November 14, 1949. . 

US. Srrarrcic Posrrion in THE Eastern MEDITERRANEAN © 
oe ND Mippre East ee 

Since the adoption of the United Nations Charter in 1945 it has 
been a basic objective of foreign policy to maintain world peace in 

-- aeeordance with the Charter’s principles. The development of any a 
| ‘situation which might lead to widespread armed conflict. would ac- 

oe cordingly be a matter of concern to this government. An area in which _ 
| such situations exist is the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East. 

For the purposes of this discussion this area is comprised of Greece, | 
Turkey, Iran, the Arab states, Israel and Libya. The security of the 
Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East is of critical importance to 
the security of the United States. The security of this area would be 

- jeopardized if any potentially hostile power gained a foothold therein. 
a It should be U.S. policy in accordance with the principles and in the 

spirit of the United Nations Charter to support the security of the 
__. Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East. As a corollary of this policy _ 

| the U.S. should assist in maintaining the political independence and 
| territorial integrity of Greece, Turkey and Iran. In implementing 

| this policy the U.S. should be-prepared to make full use of its political, | 
oe economic and, if necessary, military power in such manner as may be 

| = found most effective. Political and economic means should be ex- 
----_- hausted, including recourse to the United Nations, before resorting to 

wo force. Any resort to force should be in consonance with the Charter 
oe of the United Nations and in cooperation with like-minded members 
a of the United Nations in so far as possible. ~ Poe Be 

_ In the case of Greece we have defined the strategic interests of the 
a United States as favoring a Greek military establishment capable of 

| maintaining internal security in order to avoid communistic domi- 
_ nation of that country. To this end military equipment and training — 

have been provided over the past few years with the result that the _ 
_ Greek National Armies have successfully destroyed the major ele- _ 

ments of the communist supported guerrilla forces in Greece. We have _ 
expressed our interest in continuing our support of Greece in the face _ 
of any renewed communistic efforts to dominate or overthrow the duly 

| - constituted government. - a 

+ Prepared, presumably, for the use of Mr. McGhee in connection with his talks | with Mr. Wright. rani
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The United States has greater long-range strategic interests in the _ | 

military establishments of Turkey than in those of Greece. Turkey 

is strategically more important since it dominates major air, land 

) and sea routes from the U.S.S.R. to the Cairo-Suez area and to the | | 

Middle East oil fields. U.S. policy on military aid to Turkey should | 

be based on the necessity of supporting and strengthening Turkish ae 

efforts to oppose communistic pressure and on possible utilization of 

Turkey for U.S. strategic purposes in the event of conflict with the | 

_ The long-range security objectives of the U.S. in Iran should be sid 

to supply the Iranian Army with sufficient equipment and supportas 

would reasonably ensure maintenance of internal security, a stabilized | 

- government, and prevention of interference from outside forces, other | | 

than direct invasion. If Iran fell under communistic influence its _ 

independence would cease, and its strategic oil supply could no longer 

be counted on and security of the Middle East as a whole would be - 

- jeopardized. SR OE Hp Prep a e | | 

|. Our policy toward Israel and the Arab states will bean important = 

|  factor-in determining whether they can be ‘stimulated to constructive | 

| action in their own. behalf to provide the basis for a stable'and pro- _ | 

gressive political stricture and: a balanced and viable economy. If 

| - either Israel or the Arab states fail to take such action, the security — | 

| of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle Hast and U.S. national | 

| interests therein will be. jeopardized. If Israeli policy develops along => | 

| expansionist. and aggressive lines, the security of the area and the ss 

United. States national interests therein will be endangered. In view _ 

| of the strong passions which have been: aroused, it will be many ee 

| years before relations between: Israel.and neighboring.countries can 

become sufficiently stable-as to. be proof against sudden and violent ; 

| eruption. Accordingly our policy toward Israel and the Arab states 

should be based on the fundamental propositions that (@) The politi- | 

cal and economic stability and security of the Eastern Mediterranean | 

and the Middle East.are:of critical importance to the security of the | 

: United: States (b) It is in the U.S. national interest to have the re- | - 

spect and good will of all the peoples of the area, Jews and: Arabs. 

| alike, and their orientation away from the Soviet Union (¢) The | | 

differences. between the new Israeli state and the neighboring Arab 

| states should be reconciled at least to the extent that Israel and Arab — 

| states would act in concert to oppose Soviet aggression (d) ‘The fore- 

| going can_best..be achieved. by asserting leadership in the solution of 

| the economic, social and: political problems of the area, and on an 

| impartial basis (e) There.should be close United States-United = 7 

: Kingdom collaboration wherever possible to achieve the basic objec- 

tives. In light of the Security Council Resolution of August 11,1949 

| | | a |
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| Temoving the embargo on export-of ‘war material to. these countries po and in order to promote internal security as a basis for general secu- . rity in the area, we should permit the export of reasonable amounts of. military material to Israel and the Arab states limited to such — arms as are within the scopé of legitimate security requirements, 

dn a study concerning the Persian Gulf it has been pointed out that -. In the event. of hostilities the oil resources and facilities must be denied to the enemy. Accordingly plans must be developed for the neutraliza- _ : _ tion of the facilities. It is emphasized that these plans are to be-im- | | plemented only as a last resort and after it is determined that there - | is no reasonable probability of keeping any particular field out of the possession of the enemy. It-is concluded in this study that (a) Plans for neutralization of Middle Eastern oil facilities are in no way _ to be construed as lessening the importance of holding the Middle | Eastern oil areas if such:action be feasible -and in accordance with | accepted strategic concepts, and (6) In view of the essential hature | _ of Middle Eastern oil to the United States, neutralization plans for _ the Middle Eastern oil fields shall be implemented only as a last - _ resort. (Comment: As a precautionary measure it might be advisible _ , that Ambassador Childs 2 be requested not to enlarge on any discussion a of this subject on the occasion of your presentation.) = | - __ An appraisal of U.S. security interests in the entire area of the | Middle East and Eastern Mediterranean indicates the following stra- _ tegic requirements. We should deny any foothold in this area to any | _ potentially hostile power. We should maintain friendly relationships __ with the countries concerned promoting such relationships by social _ | _ and economic assistance, together with such military assistanceasmay _ be practicable, to ensure collaboration. by the indigenous peoples in ee the common defense of the area. The oil resources of the area should , be developed by the U.S. and such other countries as have and can be expected to have a friendly attitude toward the U.S. We should take such proper steps as would assure the right for U.S. military forces — | , to enter militarily essential areas upon a threat of war. a | _ In accordance with these strategic requirements we should be in a - _ position to secure air base facilities in the Dhahran area sufficient. for | _ the operational use of all types of modern military aircraft and for 
| a US. military mission so expanded that: it, in conjunction with 

Saudi nationals, could defend U.S. ‘military installations in the 
- Dhahran. area. The U.S. Air Force has in the course of nearly four | years become increasingly dependent on this base for its Near Eastern 

operations and for the maintenance of transport and communications | between the occupational forces in Europe and the Far East. Our 

| | 2 J. Rives Childs, Ambassador to Saudi Arabia. ee OOS | a
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world-wide strategic position would be greatly improved, if in the | 

event of war the means could be developed to defend successfully 

and to conduct sustained air operations from the Dhahran airport. A 

similar observation might be made regarding the U.S. Air Force _ , 

facility at Tripoli, Libya. It is highly important that we be able to_ | 

work out satisfactory arrangements for continuing our rights to use | | 

this important airbase when a solution in the UN has been attainedas | 

regards disposition of the Italian Colonies. | | as | 

~ We have already undertaken and should continue to coordinate the 

handling of our common strategic interests in the area with the © | 

British as it would be unrealistic for the United States to undertake | 

to carry out its policies unless the British maintained their strong | 

strategic, political and economic position in the Middle East and | 

‘Eastern Mediterranean and they and we follow parallel policies in | 

that area. The desirability for a common approach to problems and | 

- eollaboration wherever possible has been clearly demonstrated by the 

useful results of our cooperation to date particularly since the out- | 

break of World War IT. a pe | 

| PPS Files, Lot 64/D/563, Libyat | EE 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office = 

of African and Near Hastern Affairs (Moose) OO : 

| TOR SECRET : [Wasuineton,] November 18,1949. | 

| Subject: United States Military. Requirements in Tripolitania — Oa | | 

: Participants: British Foreign Office: My. Michael Wright _ | | 

| | - ANE—Mr. Moose - ee | 

po  ANE—Mr. Kopper ? ; | | 

: | ~ London Embassy—Mr. Palmer | | | 

| Mr. Wright, adverting to his conversation of November 15, 1949,? | | 

: with Assistant Secretary McGhee, inquired whether or not the Depart- 

| ment had been able to obtain confirmation of the continuing desire of | 

the United States Government to secure air base rights in Tripolitania. | 

| Mr. Moose replied that an oral inquiry had been addressed to the 

| competent officer in the Department of Defense, and that the reply | 

had been in the affirmative. When Mr. Moose had asked for an indica- 

| tion of the extent of the rights desired, he had been informed that | 

| the rights contemplated by the Defense Department consisted of rights | 

I 1 Lot 64 D 563 is the master file of documents, drafts, records of meetings, 

] memoranda, and related correspondence of the Policy Planning Staff of the © 

| Department of State for the years 1947-1953. | | | 

2 Samuel K. GC. Kopper, Assistant Chief of the Division of African Affairs. _ oe 

8’ See Annex 6, p. 71. | 

| 

| 7 
, 7
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: _ to an “airbase and supporting facilities”, Included in that phrase are _ 
1) the right to develop, operate and maintain the present base; 2) the _ 
right to develop, operate and maintain the present. oil pipeline (or 
other pipelines) from the port of Tripoli to Wheelus Field; 3) the 
‘tight to develop, operate and maintain fuel and ammunition storage — 
at. Wheelus Field as well as in dispersed localities; 4) the right to de- 

_---velop,- operate and maintain necessary communication facilities, _—— ineluding the present radio station;.5) unrestricted access to and _ | | _ between the facilities enumerated, including the use of the Port of 
Tripoli or other ports; and 6) the right to station such personnel in _. _Tripolitania as may be needed for the operation and protection of the 

_ facilities. The rights described above, said Mr. Moose, are indicative _ 
of United States needs, but are not necessarily comprehensive. 
Mr. Wright observed that he would like to have some kind of 

| “written record of the foregoing points so the British provisional. ad- ___ ministration in Tripolitania could keep them in mind as an objective. ___ Mr. Moose replied that he did not imagine there would be any objec- tion, though he was not sure how this information should be — 
oe _ transmitted. ne a 

, Mr. Wright asked how firm.the United:States military authorities — 
7 are in their desire for air base rights. He added that it would. be _ _ embarrassing if the. British were to make arrangements for such __ | rights to be granted to.the United States, only to find that they were | _ no longer desired. Mr. Moose replied that the officer in the Department | _ of Defense to whom.he had talked; had indicated that the Department 

_ was firm in its desire for the base rights. ‘The officer had indicated 
_ no wavering in the official desire for the rights, although observing 

co that further planning and budgetary conditions would of course 
_-_.. govern the use which might be made ofsuchrights. Oo 

| 611.41/1-2550_ OSE Oh ee ge 
| Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near _ 

5 _. Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Hare) to the Deputy 
| Under Secretary of State (Rusk) oe I 

—  SEOREP _[Wasuineron,] December 19,1949. 
| _ [am attaching for your. information informal summaries of the 

- discussions ‘which. were conducted with Mr. Michael Wright of the | 
a _ British Foreign Office (Tab A ?). Mr. McGhee and Mr. Wright held : 

 ANotprinted, ee ,
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the talks between November 14 and 17 and I continued them on | 

- November 22. There is also attached for reference the full record of ~ | 

the meetings (Tab B) as agreed with the British? = = | 

As was brought out by Mr. McGhee is his introductory remarks = 

at the first meeting with Mr. Wright, it is clearly understood by both | 

parties that the conclusions reached did not constitute binding agree- | | 

‘ments but that the talks were designed to afford an opportunity for | 

finding areas of agreement subject to further examination and to the : 

obtaining of higher approval as required. _ it CE ieee 

A summary of the conversations with Mr. Wright on the former | 

 Ttalian Colonies (included here as part of Tab B) was sent to you | 

- geparately under cover of my memorandum of November 29, 1949.5 

- Copies of this record have been furnished S/P and EUR, both of | | 

which were represented duringthetalks” | 

ee _ | | — fAnnex 1] wae tee o - | ; | 

- Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups choos | 

SECRET -.. [Wasuineton,] November 14, 1949. | | 

—  Irrropuctory Discussions — Pe | 

_ ‘In his introductory remarks, Mr. George McGhee said that such — 
intimate discussions had now become a normal aspect of Anglo-— | 

_ American relations. It was clearly understood by both parties that : 
the conclusions from the talks constituted no binding agreements on | 

| the parties concerned and that the purpose of the exchanges of view __ 

was to find areas of agreement. In the case of the United StatesGroup - 
"the opinions expressed and conclusions reached. were tentative until 

| the conclusion of the conference of American representatives in the | 

Near East which was opening in Istanbul on November 26th. (Fol- | 

lowing the conclusion of this meeting it would be necessary to spell _ | 
out the discussions and obtain higher approval for more precise defi- 

nition of policies.) on Sag cade 
|. Mr. Wright confirmed Mr. McGhee’s view of the status of the talks 
| and pointed out that conclusions reached on the British side would - 

| also be for. approval by higher. authority. He hoped that. the talks | 

| would lead to agreement on the same set of principles for tackling _ 

problemsintheMiddleEast. 
oes | 

? Printed below as annexes 1-12. _ we Oe es | 
2 ® Memorandum of November 29 not printed; for documentation on the position | 
| of the United States regarding the disposition of the Italian colonies, see vol. Iv, 

pp. 526 ff. , a | | |
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_ Mr. McGhee said he had considered carefully Anglo-American 
relations in the Near East and had come to the conclusion that the 

, objectives of the two countries in the area were identical, although 
| there might be a difference of method in seeking to attain them. Both 

- countries attached high importance-to the area from a security point 
of view. American interests were parallel and not competitive and 
both countries shared a common desire for the stability of the area 

| and its orientation towards the West. The difference in methods might 
| arise from the fact that the influence and material interests of the 
--- United Kingdom and the United States were not the same in each 

country. Points of asymmetry, therefore, were only superimposed on 
an area of broad agreement. He emphasized that the United States _ 
Government had no desire to compete with or to hinder the United 

_ Kingdom in carrying out its policy in the Middle East. The United 
| States policy was, however, governed by the limitations imposed by the 

nature of the United States Government, its policy of non-interference, 
-.. and the difficulty of securing ad hoc treatment. oe oe 

po _ Mr. Wright agreed in general with the above analysis. He said that _ 
a in the United Kingdom view the Middle East wasa key tothestruggle 

with the Soviet Union. If Western influence was removed from the 
| Middle East, either voluntarily or by force, Communism would cer- | 

tainly fill the vacuum left. The Middle East. under Communist control 
would bring alarming results. It would affect the whole United King- 

| _ dom relationship with Asia. It would prejudice the future of Europe 
-and would pave the way for Communist domination in Africa. The 

, triumph of Soviet ideology in the Middle East and Africa would 
. secure a tremendous strategic prize for the U.S.S.R., the possession of 

| which would in other circumstances cost her a great expenditure of 
blood and treasure. With this prize, the U.S.S.R. might be emboldened 
to take further aggressive action. The loss of the Middle East to Com- 

| munism would have a devastating economic effect on the United King- 
SO dom. Post-war recovery would be prejudiced and, deprived of Middle _ 

East oil and to a lesser extent, cotton, the United Kingdom economy 
ae would be irretrieveably damaged. It was to our common advantage 

| that the United States Government should increasingly concern itself 
a with the Middle East. The United Kingdom Government had no © 

: desire to persuade the United States Government in this matter. It was 
_. entirely a decision for the United States Government but he wished to — 

Oe make it clear that the presence of the United States in the Middle East. 
was considered by the United Kingdom to be to the common 

advantage Be
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Mr. McGhee replied that the importance of the Middle East to the _ 
- -‘United States Government was determined to a considerable extent _ 

by its importance to the United Kingdom Government. The Ameri- — 

cans had no comparable position in Africa and Asia to protect and, | 

~ in the matter of oil, was not so dependent as the United Kingdom on _ | 
Middle East supplies. Nevertheless, American oil interests were large. | 

and the area was important from the point of view of strategic posi- | 

‘tion and air communications. For the United States to take an in- 

~ creased interest in the Middle East was the assumption of a new | 

-_yesponsibility. In these discussions the pervading problem from the | 

American side was how far to go in accepting new responsibilities and | ‘| 

_ in taking a more positive role in the area. It was not sufficient just to | 

ward off Communism in the Middle East, it was essential to assist the _ : 

peoples of the Middle East to improve their living standards and 

social and political institutions and to acquire self respect and their | 

proper place among the nations of the world. The United States : 

Government had found it advantageous to back nationalism against | 

a communism. But nationalism was not necessarily friendly to British 

and American interests. We should aim at putting the Middle Kast | | 

- countries on their own feet and persuading them voluntarily to turn | 
toward the West. The United States was in the process of deciding | 

| how far it should and could go in a positive approach to the area to _ | 

achieve the foregoing objectives. ee | | 

| _ -Mr. Wright agreed that support of nationalism could be used effec- | | 

| tively against the spread of communism. But nationalism and com- | 

| munism could not be fought together. It should be our objective to : 

| convert the nationalism of the Middle East countries into a friendly | 

force. France, Belgium and Holland did not yet wholly share this: | 
view. The preoccupation of the youthful countries of the Middle East _ | 
with political problems made it very difficult for economic progress . ! 

| to be made. It was, however, the view of the United Kingdom that the oy 
| effect. of the Palestine problem was fading and the moment for more _ 
| constructive action by the United Kingdom and the United States | 
| was approaching. = 2 eee ae ng | 

| _ The conclusions drawn from the above discussion are as follows :— 7 

| | (a) The general objectives of the United States and United King- 
dom Governments in the Middle East are basically the same. | | | 

_ (6) The maintenance and extension of a friendly attitude on the | 
part of the Middle Eastern countries to the United Kingdom and | 

- United States influence is a vital factor in the security of the Western — | 
| Powers. The denial of the area to Communist influence, in peace no a | 

_less than in war, is essential. | - ee
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Oo (c) The United States has no desire to compete with or hinder the ~ 
United Kingdom Government in its activities in the Middle East 
area but onthe contrary both have a desire to reinforce the general 
position of the other. - | TS os 

Oo _  (d) Should the United States Government choose to assume a 
greater responsibility in the area, such a decision would be welcomed 

a by the United Kingdom as being to the common advantage. = 
(e) It must be our common aim to align the forces of nationalism 

sn the Middle East against communism and to guide them into chan- 
_ - nels friendly to the Western Powers. | Oo a ed 

| _(f) With the bitterness of the Palestine problem receding the mo- | 
ment for United States and United Kingdom to take more constructive _ 

oe action to achieve common objectives is at hand. The United States 
Government is at present considering how far it can goin making a | 
more positiveapproachtothearea* = © 

_ Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups — 

— BEORET sd PW toton,] November 14, 1949. 

- _: Discussion on A PatesTine SETTLEMENT ® = 

a Mr. Fraser Wilkins of the State Department drew: attention to 
_. four points outstanding in the Palestine settlement arising directly _ 

| from the Resolution of December 11, 1948. These points were: 

(1) What was to be the future of the Palestine Conciliation 
Commission 

. (2) Could the scope of present discussions be extended to lead 
ss: towardsasolution of the boundary question? © =. : 

Oo _(8) What was.to be the future of the Jerusalem area? =. 
(4) What was to be the decision on the right of the refugee to 

- ---return—repatriation and settlement? =. oe 

: Mr. McGhee said that it was the United States policy to keep — 
the solution of the Palestine question in a United Nations framework 
and not to intervene on a national basis. The United States Govern- 

- _ ment had decided that it was neither desirable nor possible for the 
United States itself to propose any overall solution. It was not con- 
sidered that the United States had sufficient influence on the countries 

| _ concerned to persuade them to accept such a solution, and the result 
| _ would only be to create bad relations and impair the position of the 

__- United States in assisting the United Nations or the states concerned. 

inarrivingatanagreement. 22 

| ‘This paper was approved by Messrs. McGhee and Wright on November 20. _ 
: ° ¥or documentation on this subject, see pp. 594 ff. . oo |
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It, therefore, supported the continuation of the work of the United | | 

- Nations through the Palestine Conciliation Commission. In Mr. | 
‘McGhee’s view there was no quick solution and the Conciliation ! 

Commission had a long pull before it. Its affairs appeared at the | | 

moment to be in a critical state as a result of the Israelis’ refusal to a 

utilize it for indirect talks, and the Arabs’ unwillingness to talk direct | 

to the Jews. The United States delegate to the P.C.C. would, how- __ | 

ever, urge the Commission to seek a solution in every way possible, | 

- including encouragement of direct talks. If acceptable to both parties, | : 

the Commission would mediate betweenthedisputants. = = | | 

Mr. McGhee wished to keep the Commission entirely divorced from : 

the relief and development program. In his view coordination between | 

the two could be achieved outside the area by the governments repre-. 

sented in them. In the United. States view, the Commission should | 

continue with its existing terms of reference as it appeared desirable 
not to risk raising the question of modified terms of reference inthe | 

General Assembly and thus precipitate general discussion of the 
Palestine problem. — | | os | | 

‘Mr. Wright of the Foreign Office generally shared these viewsand 
was anxious to avoid a debate in the Assembly, and he considered it 

inadvisable to tamper with the present terms of reference of the = 
- Commission. ©. ee ee ee C | 

- Mr. McGhee ‘pointed out that the Jerusalem settlement and the: | 
report of the Economic Survey Mission must necessarily be fully i 
debated. If the United States is to take a positive role in the economic ; 

development of the Near East, it is necessary that this development = | 

be associated with the solution of the Palestine problem. No other | | 

policy or legislative basis for United States participation in the _ | 

development of the Middle East exists at present, except for the | 

Point Four program, which is limited to technical assistance. The _ | 

United States desired the United Nations to continue to assume re- | 

sponsibility and to provide the machinery through which the parties = | 

gould solve the Palestine problem themselves. The United States | 

wished to avoid further general statements which might serve to post- | 

| pone the parties coming to grips with the problem, rather than assist _ : 

them. a ee Se ee | 

- Mr. Wright drew a distinction between private and public advice | : 

' on a settlement and cited cases in which the U.K. Government con- 
sidered that informal action could facilitate settlement. ee . | 

_ Mr. McGhee agreed, but emphasized that the parties must them- 7 

selves come to grips with the problem. _ | Dn . 

On the question of Jerusalem Mr. McGhee said the United States | 

supported the P.C.C.’s proposal. The United ‘States would not wish | 

| | | |
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_ to take the initiative:to amend the proposal in the General Assembly, 
but would be prepared to consider the amendments of others on their 
merits and if they appear to contribute to obtaining agreement. The 

| _ plan was in their view a good compromise proposal. It wasthe general _ 
| view of the meeting that it might be desirable to get.a Sub-Committee 

appointed after the discussion of Jerusalem in the ad hoc Political 
| Committee. This Sub-Committee could, under the supervision of the 

- P.C.C. try to work out a plan based on the amendments presented. It _ 
_._-— -was agreed to consider the Jerusalem problem further on the arrival — 

of Mr. Sheringham from the Foreign Office. | ce 
Mr. Wright then raised the question of the incorporation of Arab 

_--- Palestine in Jordan. The Foreign Office considered the. present state 
of uncertainty was bound to introduce an unnecessary element of in- | 

| stability into the area. The incorporation of Arab Palestine into Jor- 
dan, besides removing a cause of instability, would be a material fac- 
tor in solving the refugee problem. The Arab League appeared to be | 

a reconciled to the step and it seemed unlikely that the Israelis would | 

- object. pe | | | — mS 
Mr. McGhee replied that when the Secretary of State, Mr. Bevin, _ 

had raised this question with Mr. Acheson, the U.S. considered that _ 
a the moment was not ripe for incorporation. It was pointed out at that 

a time that this might lead to similar declaration by Israel with respect 
| to her occupied territory, and might be resisted by the other Arab 

| states. New factors had now been introduced. Israel had asserted title 
to the territory already occupied by them and had stated there would | 

— ‘benocessionofit, a cee 
The United States Government accepted the principle of incorpora- _ 

tion of Arab Palestine in Jordan and was concerned only with. the 
questionoftiming, 2 © . - 

- -Mr. Wright suggested that some time after the General Assembly - 
Jordan should, by proclamation, incorporate the area. The U.K. would _ 
raise no objection and he hoped that the United States would follow 

/ suit. The Anglo-Jordanian Treaty would automatically be extended to — 
the enlarged area. He agreed with Mr. Hare that the move would in- 

_ practice mean the liquidation of the greater part of the outstanding 
territorial settlernent and would be a marked step forward. © 

Mr. McGhee agreed to discuss the point with the United States 
Oo representatives at the coming meeting at Istanbul and reaffirmed the _ 

| United States Government’s agreement to the step in principle. He 
oo said that the U.S. would consider the matter further after the Gen- | 

eral Assembly.® | - - Oo | 

_.  *'Thig paper was approved by Messrs. McGhee and Wright on November 20.
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Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups | 

SECRET So [Wasuineron,] November 14, 1949. | | 

Pornts ARISING FROM THE Discussion on Lone Ranex DEVELOPMENT | 

ae | In Tae Mippte Hast - | ; 

1. The U.K. considers that positive action is now essential in the | 

area on two lines. —_ oe | | 

(a) Actual worksmeasures. | ; oe o | 

(b) Drive for the improvement of social conditions. : 

As far as (a) was concerned it is considered that the survey period — | 

ig now over and that a number of schemes are now ripe for execution. — 

A priority list of projects has accordingly been drawn up in con- — 

sultation with Departments in London and is now communicated to | 

U.S. Government for their consideration, and in hope that they would | 

support its proposals. a - | a | | 

| 9, The U.K. feels that the cost of long range development in the | 

‘Middle East is of manageable proportions and will yield substantial | 

| results. ok: oe Be a | 

| 3. The U.K. had no feeling of reserve or antagonism towards the | 

| _-United States taking a more prominent role | a | 

4. Tn the view of the U.S. Government and the U.K. the Arabs must 

! take the major responsibility for carrying out development work. For | 

| this reason and in view of national susceptibilities it would be profit- | 

able to work through Development Boards set up in the Middle East 

- countries themselves. Any regional development organization arising | | 

! out of the ESM report could assist those Boards in technical matters 

| and coordinate outside assistance forthcoming as a result of the ESM 

report. BS Oo 

| 5. From the U.S. point of view the Point Four and any long range | 

development. programme must be coordinated with the Clapp report.’ 

! It is important that the Clapp report lay the basis for longer range | | 

development programs. The Foreign Office proposals (see 1. above) 

: might be communicated to Clapp on a personal basis. _ | 

| 6. U.K. and U.S. Government agreed that the area should not be | 

poe parcelled out into “spheres of influence”. It was also agreed that it | 

| would be desirable to approach long range development plansona | : 

| country tocountry basis. > | : | 

| 7. In general private capital was not attracted by the type of project — | | 

| - envisaged for the Middle East countries. The U.S. Government em- | 

| 7 For information on this report, see editorial note, p. 1472. - — a | 

a ——
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| phasized that Point Four program did not involve direct financial — 
assistance and that other countries must be prepared to contribute to 
development programs. | a SS 

: | a | oO [Annex4] es | 

Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups 

SECRET - [Wasuineton,] November 14 and 15, 1949. | 

7 _ Pornts Aristne From a Discussion or THE Report or THE Economic —__ 
| Survey Mission = | ce 

1. The proposal of the Economic Survey Mission to set up a new 
agency for the administration of relief and relief works projects was _ 
exhaustively discussed. In approaching this problem the Foreign _ 

| Office said that they hadsevencriteria: ce a 

(a) That the transition from relief to relief works be made as soon 
as possible. a | ’ | 

oe (6) That any new agency set up should not be administered or 
+. controlled by the secretariat of the United Nations.  —_ Pee 

- _ (ce) That the new agency should not include Slav or other undesir- | 
_ able membership; and should, if possible, be composed of British, 

| American, French and Turkish representatives, i.e. the same member- 
ship asthe Economic Survey Mission. © = ee 

- | (@) That the local governments should be associated as closely as 
possible in responsibility for theexecutionofthe program. =. 

_. (e) That the new agency should not, at this state [stage], be made 
responsible for all development in the Middle East ‘Area as a whole. 

_. (f) That the proposed arrangement should not involve any gov- 
- ernment directly in the responsibility of handling relief funds raised __ 
under U.N.auspices. 

ee (g) That the U.K.’s contribution could be in non-convertible ster- 
~ imgonly. - ee | OS 

2. The United States Government agreed with the above criteria 
a and emphasized their anxiety to avoid national responsibility for the 

distribution of funds derived from international sources. From their | 

point of view, it is essential that the Clapp Report lays the basis for 
long-term development program as the situation arising from the war 

: in Palestine was the only basis on which funds for development inthe 
Near East could be requested from Congressatthistime. 

| _ 8. In considering national contributions the U.S. representatives 
ss Saw_ no reason why the U.K. £1 million interest-free loan to Jordan 

_ should not be considered (for “matching purposes”) as part of the 
U.K. subscription, the extent of which would have to be considered ; 

- hig paper was approved by Messrs. Wright and McGhee on November 20.
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further in London. The U.S. Government indicated that it was notits | 
policy to consider extending loans to countries not fully credit-worthy. | 
4, Asa result of the discussions, agreement was reached on the at- : 

tached draft resolutions and the supporting State Department memo- | 

randum subject to drafting amendments. (Also attached is a revised | 
_draftoftheresolution.)® | 

Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups — | 

SECRET. a _ [Wasutneron,] November. 15, 1949. | | 

— Discusston on AraB UNITY sis” | 

-- Mr. Wright said that in the British view one of the reasons for | 
_ Arab. bitterness against Western countries was the territorial settle- | | 
ment after World War I. This settlement, in the Arab view, created | 
artificial territorial divisions which have been continuously resented. — | 
There existed amongst the Arabs a deep-seated desire for some sort | 

_ of union and this desire was a potent factor in their politicalthinking, 
It had so far found expression only in the Arab League, whose record = | 
was on the whole unsuccessful. The policy of the Arab League had — | 
been one of extreme nationalism orientated against the western powers. - 

_ This policy had to a large extent now been discredited. He felt that | 
if every move towards closer union between Arab countries was | 
blocked by Western Countries the Arabs would fall back again on _ : 

_ the extremism which had characterised the first stage of Arab League _ | 
development. There was in the Middle East countries a strong desire : 

for some change and in Arab minds social, economic, and political — | 
reform or change were linked. However illogical it might appear to | | 
the U.K. and the U.S., any attempt to block political change in the = 

_ Middle East was automatically interpreted as an attempt to block | | 

economic and social change. The U.K. attitude towards any move-. | | 
ment for closer union in the Middle East, was based on the foregoing | | 

_ analysis. The U.K. was opposed to change by force but had decided : 
| that it could not oppose change brought about in a peaceful and con- | 
| stitutional manner. The U.K. could not share the French desire for — | | 
| retaining the status quo atallcosts. — nee | 

° This paper was approved by Messrs. Me@hee and Wright on November. 20. - | 
The papers referenced at this point were draft resolutions for the implemen- 
tation of the Interim Report of the Economic Survey Mission and for assistance | : 
to Palestine refugees, and a draft statement on the Near East Relief and Works. | 
Agency. The draft resolution for assistance to Palestine refugees is printed on ot 
Dated (see particularly footnote 1 to that draft) ; the remaining papers are not | 

501-887—77——6 a a | |
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_. Mr. McGhee replied that the U.S. Government was in general 
| | agreement with this analysis. There could be no doubt that the in- 

| stability of the area was increased by the existence of several small 
states which were not viable either politically or economically. He | 

- believed a more stable situation would exist if the states could get 
: together in some way. The U.S. Government did not seek to maintain ~ 

the status quo but in the case of the proposed Iraq-Syrian Union 1° 
had not considered that the moment was ripe nor the auspices correct. _ 

| It had therefore counselled caution and careful consideration. He 

thought that the attitudes of the U.S. Government and the U.K. were 
close on this point. 7 oe _ 

Mr. Wright said that the proposed union in its extreme and immedi- . 
ate form would undoubtedly cause serious difficulties with neighbour- __ 
ing Arab states. ‘The U.IX. had felt, however, that it could not come 

| out against it. It was possible that the idea would in fact now come 
to nothing. He noted with interest that the states had been considering — 
steps short of complete union. — . a be. 

| It was agreed that much of the instability in the area arose froma : 
feeling of insecurity in the countries concerned. There was a general © 
discussion on how far this insecurity could be removed from which 

| _ the following points emerged :— oe | Do 

-1. The Egyptian proposal for a general Arab collective security 
_ pact was in'too elementary a stage for judgment to be passed upon 

it. The U.K.-U.S. attitude should for the time being be non-committal. 
_ 2 A Middle East pact on the Atlantic model was excluded by the | 
present policy of the U.S. Government and, in any case, such a pact 

| did not by itself meet U.K. strategic requirements. Bilateral treaties 
a between the U.K. and Arab countries were necessary and their | 

| _ stabilising effect was recognised. " oS | | 
| 8. As a result of the existing Palestine situation it was necessary 

for U.S. Government to seek to maintain a balance ofits favours 
between Arab states and Israel. a poe 

| 4. U.S. Military Assistance Programme could not be extended to 
| Near East countries other than to Greece, Iran and Turkey with the _ 

possible later exception of S[audi] A[rabia]. a 

_ 5. The-approval of the U.S. and its influence on the side of the 
Oo maintenance of existing U.K. Arab treaties would be of great assist-_ 

| ance to the U.K. Government and would increase the stability of the. _ 
area. : oe ce a . 

6 The United States would examine its attitude toward the exten- 
sion of U.K. treaty obligations to additional Arab countries, although 

| _... such an extension did not at first glamce seem attractive to, Foreign 
. Office representatives. The maintenance of the U.S. air base at 

- Dhahran wasastabilisinginfluencen | Be 
- 4% A revision of Arab League activities leading to more concern 

with economic development should be encouraged. | | 

| Wor documentation on this subj ect, see pp. 180 ff. | |
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8. Both U.S. and U.K. Governments are opposed to political change _ | 
by force but would not obstruct change brought about in a peaceful _ | | 
and constitutional manner.+ ne | | 

Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups . 

SECRET CR [Wasuineron, | November 15, 1949. | 

| _-.. _ Discusston on THE Former Iratran Cotonres® - 

1. Mr. Moose opened the discussion by saying that he had hearda =| | 
suggestion to the effect that the United Kingdom Delegation to the © | 
United Nations was considering moving, in a plenary session, an : 

amendment to the First Committee’s Resolution on the Former Italian | 
Colonies in so far as it affected the Commissioner and the Advisory - 

~ Council. He understood that the United Kingdom Delegation was , 
| thinking of trying to get the resolution amended in a plenary session | 
/ to provide for the earliest possible turn-over to the Italians of the | 

administration of Italian Somaliland. While the United States was 
| in full sympathy with the British aims in these respects, they saw | 

some danger in re-opening these issues in a plenary session. Although 
the Resolution had been carried in the Committee by 49 votes in favor | 

| to one against, with eight abstentions, it would be a pity to endanger | | 
| its passage through the plenary. a | | en 

| 9. Mr. Wright began his remarks by saying that only the adminis- | | 

tering power could appreciate the difficulties of trying to run aterri- | 

| tory satisfactorily from the point of view of its inhabitants, to | : 
| safeguard long-term British interests, and to keep in step with the | 
| U.N. If the United Kingdom had at. times seemed hard to please, it 
| should be remembered that they alone had all these difficuities to 
- contend with, an ee | 
| _ ITALIAN SOMALILAND | Syke ee Pl 

: 3. Mr. Wright said that the United Kingdom had never been really = 
! happy that an Italian return to Somaliland was the right policy from | | 
: the point of view of the future of the territory but the United King- _ | 

| dom had agreed to support an Italian return as the lesser of several 
| evils. The major danger attaching to it was that the Italians might | 
| run into serious trouble when they got back to the territory. Whether = | 

they did or not would depend largely on their behavior when they re- | 

: 41This paper was approved by Messrs. McGhee and Wright on November 20. | 
4 See also the memorandum of conversation of November 18, p. 59; for further | 

| documentation on the position of the United States regarding the disposition of ot 
| the former Italian colonies in Africa see vol. Iv, pp. 526 ff 2
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oe turned and on the kind of officials they took with them. The United __ 
| Kingdom was anxious not to see any trouble develop, particularly 

before British troops had withdrawn. From the British point of view, 
therefore, the sooner the Italians took over, the better it would be. 

_ Details of the hand-over had already been planned under the title _ 
ce “Operation Caesar”, as suggested by the Italians. It was expected _ 
a that the hand-over would take two months from the commencement 

of the operation. The British authorities would do everything possible | 
to help the Italians before and during the hand-over but they would _ 
leave no one behind after the hand-over period. The United King- | 

oo dom would like the hand-over to take place in February or | 
| March at the latest, so that it could be completed before the monsoon 

season. The United Kingdom would therefore be very grateful for the | 
assistance of the United States Government in getting a trusteeship 
agreement for Italian Somaliland approved as soon as possible. In ~ 
response to an American question, Mr. Wright indicated that the 
paragraph in the Committee resolution for the transfer of adminis- 
tration to the Italians was satisfactory. bs 

_ 4, Mr. McGhee asked whether Mr. Wright. thought. the United 

ee Nations Council would work satisfactorily. Mr. Wright replied that, 
| _ in his opinion, it would be extremely difficult to make the United — 
oe _ Nations scheme work satisfactorily. The United Kingdom would never 

OO have agreed to administer a territory under such terms, but as the 
| _ Italians had agreed to it, it would be their problem. It was asked on 

: the United States side whether the Italians had a draft trusteeship __ 
a agreement ready since it was felt that this would save a good deal of. 

_ time. Mr. Wright said that he was not certain whether a draft agree- 
ment had yet been worked outbytheItalians = 

NE re cee 

5. Mr. Moose mentioned that the Commission to be sent by the — 
United Nations to investigate the situation in Eritrea was composed, _ 

| as at present, of representatives of Pakistan, Norway, Burma, Guate- 
- mala and South Africa. Mr. Wright said that there seemed nothing 

_ to be done but to wait and see how the Commission did its work. 
If the Commission was objective, it would probably have to recom- _ 
mend something more or less similar to the U.S.-U.N. proposals. 
Mr. Wright mentioned that he had heard a rumour that the United __ 

, States Delegation was considering re-introducing its proposal for the 
oe federation of Eritrea. with Ethiopia. The United Kingdom would - 

at this stage prefer to let the present proposal for a Commission go 
through. Mr. McGhee said that since the United Kingdom would have _ 
to bear the burden of another year’s administration of Eritrea under 

: the proposal for a Commission, it was for the United Kingdom to _
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say whether they preferred to bear that burden rather than try to | 

get a solution involving personal union under the Emperor. Mr. © : 

McGhee agreed to find out what the United States Delegation had | 

in mind. | nes | | een | 
eS BA | | | 

6 Mr. McGhee asked. what the United Kingdom intended to do _ | | 

regarding the possibility of amending the First Committee’s Resolu- : 

tion. Mr. Wright replied that. the United Kingdom Delegation had at | | 

present merely reserved the right to raise the matter in a plenary | 

session. Meanwhile the matter had been referred to London. He felt — | 

personally that the United Kingdom Delegation wasunlikelytomove | 

- anyfurtheramendments. eee | 

7. Mr. McGhee asked what objections the United Kingdom had to | 

| the Committee’s proposal for a U.N. Commissioner and a Council | 

Mr. Wright replied that the only ‘workable principle was that one an 

authority alone should be responsible for the administration of a ter- | 

ritory, He understood that the United Nations had now decided to Oo 

omit the word “advisory” which had previously been used to qualify = 

the Council. Mr. McGhee pointed out that the Resolution provided | 

that the Council would “aid and advise” the Commissioner. But he | | 

agreed that some of the functions laid down for the Council dealt | 

| _ with matters such as the setting up of a constitution which closely _ 

| affected the administration of the territory. BT | 

, _ 8. The problem of where the Council would sit was also discussed. — | 

| _ Mr. Wright said that this point had not been made clear in the resolu- | 

| tion; but if the Council were to sit in the territory itself, immense | 

| difficulties would arise. A Council of ten people sitting, for example, © | 

| - in so small a place as Tripoli would be quite out of balance, even if — | 

| the Council were harmonious. But in fact the Council was unlikely to 

be harmonious, since so many different national interests and aims | 

| would be in play. Mr. Moose recalled that the U.S. favored having ss | 

| the headquarters of the Council outside of the territory. He added i ssid 

| _ that Geneva had a good deal to commend it for the seat of the Council. | 

If the Council resided in the territory itself, they would have con- : 

| stant appeals from the local inhabitants to intervene in the admin- | 

istration. Mr. Wright said that the British authorities had been told | 

| both by Tripolitanian notables and by the Emir of Cyrenaica that | 

they did not want a United Nations commission. With regard to the | 

Commissioner, it was agreed that the personality would be of great | 

| importance. Dr. Bunche and Dr. Padilla Nervo had been mentioned. | 

- 9. Mr. Wright then recalled that the Interim Committee was to | 

: consider the procedure for the delimitation of frontiers. There were | | 

three main problems:— eee Mg
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| (a) The frontier between Cyrenaica and Egypt where the Egyp- _ | tians wanted and the Emir seemed disposed to concede some rectifi- 
cation near the Sollum Plateau. | Oe 

___ (6) The frontier between Cyrenaica and Tripolitania where the | _ Emir wanted some minor rectification in his favour. — | 7 
(c) The frontier between Italian Somaliland and Ethiopia which 

presented by far the most serious problem, The Ethiopians were _ aggrieved at the behavior of the United Nations in respect of Eritrea 
and Italian ‘Somaliland and were angry with the Italians because of | the means they had employed to arouse a movement in Eritrea in | - favour of independence. The undelimited frontier between Italian | Somaliland and Ethiopia could provide endless opportunity for the a Kthiopians to make trouble if they wished. OS 

| 10, Mr. Wright then raised the question of future developments 
in Libya. This was the most important outstanding question. If the _ 

_~ United Nations Resolution was passed, the United Kingdom would | 
, like, within a fairly short time, to see Cyrenaica fully independent 
and to sign a Treaty with her. The Emir had long been asking the ~ 

_ British Government to do precisely that, especially because he was 
- _ afraid of an Italian return and of Egyptian intentions. Mr. Wright 
— asked whether the United States Government were satisfied that if — 

| the United Nations Resolution as it stood at present were passed by 
the General Assembly, that the United Kingdom would be able to 
go ahead in this way. Mr. McGhee replied in the affirmative but 

_ Said that it depended on the method which was adopted. oo 
| | 11. Mr. Wright said that one of the British difficulties was that 

it was not possible to make a Treaty valid in international law with _ 
a country which was not independent. It was therefore impossible 

| for the United Kingdom to sign a Treaty with Cyrenaica until the 
_ territory had been. made independent. The Foreign Office were con- | 

__...Sidering three alternative methods on which they would welcome the 
| views of the United States Government. These alternatives were :— 

(a) The United Kingdom, as administering power, would declare 
| _ Cyrenaicatobeindependent. = = | Oo _ (6) The Emir would himself declare Cyrenaica to be independent. | _ and the British Government would recognize that independence. 

_» (¢c) The United Kingdom would conclude a Treaty with Cyrenaica | 
- which would contain both an. alliance’. and a declaration of | Independence. - | a fe 

_ 12.°Mr. Moose asked whether it would not be possible to make a | 
Treaty dealing with defence alone and avoiding the subject: of In- 

- dependence. Mr. Wright said that this would not be possible for two 

| _ (a) The Emir would not. sign a Treaty unless it gave him in- | 
_ dependence, and oo a -
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- (b) The Treaty would not be valid if Cyrenaica were not independ- | 

| ent at the time when it was signed. en | ae | 

18. In reply toa question, Mr. Wright said that the United Kingdom 

wanted a long-term Treaty of, say, twenty years’ duration, perhapson | 

the lines of the Treaties with Iraq and Jordan. It wasalsoaskedonthe = = 
American side what would happen to the Treaty when the Union of : | 

Libya came about. Mr. Wright replied that this was one of the ques- 

tions which had caused the British uneasiness about the wording of = 

‘the Resolution: It might be necessary to revise the Treaty or renego- | 

tiate it with a central Libyan government in respect of Cyrenaica. 

The British Government had decided that it was unwilling to make a | 

Treaty which would commit them to the defence of all of Libya. 

Mr. McGhee said that there was an agreement on the objective which — | 

the United Kingdom had in mind and the United States must accept | 

the British decision regarding the size of the territory of which it was — 

prepared to undertake the defence. It would be desirable to discuss | 

| in future meetings what could be done to further this objective. | 

Mr. Wright said that if the United Nations Assembly wanted to ot 

| withdraw Cyrenaican independence once it had been granted by the | 

| administering power, the Assembly would find itself engaged in an | | 

unpleasanttask, | a Oa EE | | 

| 14. Mr. Wright then said that the United Kingdom planned to | 

begin setting up a Tripolitanian administration and to start turning © _ | 

| over powers to it in a manner similar to what had been done in : 

| _ Cyrenaica. He understood that the United States had defence inter-— | 

| ests in Tripolitania and it would be helpful to the British authorities | 

| in trying to further these interests if they could be informed of the | 

| United States desires in this regard. As long as the United Kingdom 

remained the administering power in Tripolitania everything would | ! 

: be done to safeguard United States interests. But the question re- | | 

| mained as to what would happen once independence was achieved ? | 

3 Did the United States Government intend to conclude a Treaty with = 

| ‘the authorities that would become responsible for Tripolitania ? 

Events might move quickly and it would not be safe to assume that | 

: independence would not come until 1952. Mr. McGhee replied that | : 

the United States did wish to maintain its base rights in Tripolitania, 

| _-but he promised to check with the United States military authorities | 

| what their requirements were. Mr. Wright said that it might be pos- | 

sible for the British authorities to give ahelping hand aseventsmoved => 

: along and that they would be anxious to do so. But this would depend 

| on their knowing what U.S. requirements were in the area. Mr. McGhee | 

| expressed appreciation and said that the United States member of | 

the U.N. Council for Libya might also be able to keep aneye onthe 

United States interests. ee, oo a
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| 15. It was pointed out on the United States side that there was no 
tribal system to build on in Tripolitania as there had been in Cyre- 

_ haica, It was thought that Boshir Bey Saadawi was satisfied with the 
_ present United Nations resolution and might form one of a group of 

notables who would be willing to cooperate in setting up an 
administration, Co I gp | 

16. The discussion then turned to the Fezzan. Mr. Moose said that a 
| the Fezzan had always been regarded by the United States asade- __ 

| pendency of Tripolitania. Independence for the Fezzan alone was not — 7 
feasible. Mr. Wright said that the problem of the Fezzan was par-_ 
ticularly difficult because of the French attitude. The French had 

| __ always been opposed to progress in Tripolitania. Otherwise the United _ 
| Kingdom would have probably pressed faster with the constitutional _ 

_ development in that territory. The French were also suspicious of the 
| Senussi and worried about the future of their own North African 

territories. | oo el 2 4 oes SR a Bae eo 
_ 17. Mr. Moose said that the present United Nations Resolution — 
would seem to preclude the French from taking over the Fezzan. Mr. 

- _ McGhee added that the United States was interested in the stability | 
- of French North Africa for strategic reasons but was not too happy © 

_ about French policy there. In fact, the United States had urged the 
| _ French to allow the local population a, greater share in the govern- 

ment of those areas. He wondered whether it would. be possible for 
_ the United States and the United Kingdom to keep up a gentle pres- 

sure on the French with regard to their North African possessions. 
Sir Derick Hoyer Millar** pointed out that the French were very — 

| touchy about this matter and that it was very difficult to give them 
advice in such a way that they would not resent it. Mr. Wright said 

| | that the United Kingdom was ‘not at present prepared to approach 
_ the French in this matter. Experience showed that this was only likely 
_ todomoreharmthangood# = = ee Pope ; 

ae Oo REE OS Sa [Annex 7] oe ee 

_. Statement by the United States.and the United Kingdom Groups 

_ SECRET sss Ss EWassarneron,] November 17, 1949. | 

| Discussion on  Lone-Term Economic: ‘DEVELOPMENT IN THE | 
_-- Mipprz East Basep on Pavers Susmrrrep py Forrien OFFiceE 

| ReprEseNTATIVE = CP ae ne 

| -1/ Mr. McGuzz said that he had carefully read the Interim Report 
| of the Middle East (Official) Committee on Economic and Social | 

) * British Minister in the United States. = 
7 “This paper was approved by Messrs. McGhee and Wright on November 20.
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Development ** and found himself in general agreement with the 

policy outlined therein. This policy was consonant with President | 

Truman’s Point Four Statement and also with the statement which — 

he issued at the time of the establishment of the Economic Survey | : | 

Mission. The Interim Report of the Economic Survey Mission did 

- not cover Egypt and Iraq but with this difference the two reports _ | 

fitted in well together. Any differences in the United States’ thinking : 

were mainly matters of emphasis, e.g. the United States connected | : 

the problem of economic development with that of the Palestine | 

refugees generally more closely than was the case in the M.E. (0.) gy 

—  G.reporte eg eee 

9, Mr. McGusz said he wished to consider the question of technical = 

assistance to the Middle East under the Point Four program, particu- 
larly the impact of the large number of American experts who would — | 
be available, both on the British position in the Middle East and on 
the Middle East countries themselves. Around five million dollars - 

| would be ayailable for the Near East under the Point Four program 
| and this represented a very large number of experts. The availability = 

of technicians would, in all probability, be the limiting factor, not 
funds available. There was the possibility that in exceptional cases 

| Point Four funds might be available to pay the salaries of suitably = 

experts might be very considerable in comparison with the eight =| 
or nine experts at present employed by the B.M.E.O. The problem 
of coordinating the British and American effortsinthe technical fied | 

| -8, Mr. Wrrcur said that he warmly welcomed any effort which the | 
| United States Government felt it could make in the technical field in | 
| the Middle East. On this subject, the United Kingdom Government — | 

| had absolutely no reservations,:He pointed out, however, that a great _ 
| deal of survey work had. already been done in the Middle East and | 

| that what was generally required was not fresh surveys and “winter 7 

| visitors” but the selection and execution of projects which had already: 

been worked out. This did not, of course, mean that no survey work 

was required—Mr. Wright referred in particular tothe need for water 
| surveys in Cyrenaica and Tripolitania. In general, however, the need | : 

| was for the early execution of projects. He also pointed out that there | 
was a great need for education, particularly in the technical field, 

| _ which many competent observers. thought was the. ultimate key to | 

| the problem, As regards the coordination of the British and American _ | 
| effort, Mr, Wright. said that he had given thought to the possibility 

of a joint Anglo-American Middle East Office to replace the existing 

4 Presumably a paper handed to Department of State officers by Mr. Wright; | 

copy not found in Department of Staite files. : cee
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| B.M.E.O. There was, however, the danger that such an effort would — 
| incur the charge of Anglo-American imperialism and it might be 

preferable to leave the British Middle East ‘Office as it was, provided _ 
' inks could be created to prevent overlapping between British and 

American technicians. Alternatively, the Americans might establish 
- an American Middle East Office parallel to the B.M.E.O. but here 

_ too there was an inevitable risk of duplication. a 
4, Mr. McGurx said that such arrangements might be neat and tidy 

from the organizational point of view but there was the danger that 
7 the Middle East Governments would consider them as an attempt to 

| develop the Middle East from the West and they would consequently — 
sO ‘resent it. In the diplomatic and political field the United States had — | 

| no coordinating mission in the Middle East. Coordination was effected — 
in Washington and Mr. McGhee thought that in the field of technical 

| assistance the coordination of American effort throughout the area 
a might best be effected in Washington. This was the case as. regards 

South America and effort there was coordinated. by the Institute 
of Inter-American Affairs in Washington. He agreed that it might be 

| preferable not to embark on any new organization in the field as the 
risk of any charge of imperialism would in this case be less and there _ 
was also the point that communications with Middle East capitals were 

Oo easier from Washington than from any point in the Middle East. Co- 
_ ordination between the British and the Americans could best be 

| achievedinLondonand Washington. = | 
| . As regards Point Four assistance in the educational field Mr. Mc- 

| Guex said that American experience in Latin America was that assist-_ | 
ance on the primary and secondary level was likely to raise political, — 

| religious and social difficulties. Technical or vocational training on _ 
- what was known as “basic education” was on the other hand a field — 

in which the Point Four assistance might play a part. In connection _ 
with water surveys for Cyrenaica and Tripolitania, Mr. McGhee said 
that the Point Four budget had not yet been worked out in detail and 

_ that American representatives in the countries concerned and the local _ 
_ governments would need to be consulted. He recognized the need for | 

: the execution of projects already surveyed rather than for new surveys 
_. but the difficulty was that Point Four legislation as at present pro- — 

_ posed only provided funds for the salaries of experts and for limited 
_ technical equipment. — ey EE eh rsh 

6. Mr. Wricur handed Mr. McGhee as background information to 
| _ the recommendations contained in the M.E. (O.)C. Interim Report 

_ copies of reports on economic and social development in Egypt, Iraq, 
ss Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Aden and ex-Italian colonies. _
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Mr. Wright agreed that the United States should send copies to the | 

_ American representatives concerned on condition that they should not ! 

discuss the reports with the local governments or give any publicity 

to them in the press. — | oe oT 

4, Finally, Mr. Wricur said that he had been authorized to discuss | 

with the International Bank the recommendations contained in the So ! 

interim report, and also a suggestion for the establishment of an Inter- | 

~ national Nile Waters Advisory Board. He inquired whether the State = | | 

Department would care to send a representative to be present at the = | 

talks. Mr. Wright explained that the membership of the International — 

Board would be confined to the principal technical advisers of the | 

government concerned though it might be attended by a representative Soe 

of the International Bank as an observer. It was intended that the . | | 

| Board would serve as a link with the International Bank and that = ) | 

| it might serve as a pattern for similar organizations in other areas. | : 

| He emphasized that it was important in order to avoid any possibility 

| of Slav intervention that Nile waters development should not be | | 

dependent on the United Nations. The International Bank: was, of , 

| course, another matter and the proposed Board might also call on | ; 

United Nations’ technicians under the expanded program of technical _ ot 

assistance. He emphasized the great experience which the Egyptians = 

| had in the control and utilization of Nile waters and pointed out that it 

| was important to encourage local responsibility in this field. 

8. Mr. McGuex said he thought it would be preferable for the dis- _ an 

| eussions with the International Bank to be conducted without Ameri- | 

ean representation but added that he would, of course, welcome any | 

| indication which Mr. Wright might feel he could give him regarding ! 

| their outcome. | a - ae as | | 

| 9, The following general conclusions emerged from discussion :— | 

| (i). There was general agreement on the program of Economicand = : 
| Social Development outlined in the M.E.(O.)C. Interim Report. | 

| - (ii) The United Kingdom would welcome any measures which the : : 

| United States felt it could take in the field of technical assistance. _ | 

| (iii) The coordination of United States and United Kingdom effort | 
in the field of technical assistance could best be achieved in London _ 

| and Washington. This matter would be further studied in London and 
, at Conference of United States representatives at Istanbul, = 

- (iv) It was recognized that great progress had already been made in © | 

| surveying the economic resources of the Middle East and that what — | 

was most required at the present state was the execution of selected 

projects. ** | | | - | . 

* This paper was approved by Messrs. ‘McGhee and Wright on November 20.
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_ Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups 

SECRET _. [Wasutneron,] November 17,1949. 

SS oe Discussions on THE Hatra Rerinery 17 ue 
| _ Mr. Wright said that the aim of the U.K. Government was to get. : 

_ the refinery working at full capacity as soon as possible. It had been 
_ estimated that failure to reopen the refinery would represent a drain 

_ on the U.K.’s dollar resources amounting to $50 million a year. Every 
- effort had been made to induce the Iraqi Government to allow oil to 

| flow again through the pipeline. This was undoubtedly to the economic 
advantage of Iraq. The U.K. Government had, however, failed and 
‘it was'a case where economic arguments darried no-wéight against 
political. considerations. The Iraqis would only reopen the pipeline 

if the Egyptian Government first allowed oil tankers to pass through 
_ the Suez Canal. The U.K. Government had also exerted, pressure on 

a the Egyptian Government: with'a view to their permitting the passage 
, of tankers. The Egyptian Government had relaxed their restrictions 

7 on shipping but the relaxation did not extend:to tankers. Both thé 
_ Egyptian and the Iraqi:Prime Ministers were afraid to take the first 

| _ step and-to:incur the charge of being the first to break the boycott. 
| _ Attempts to arrange for action simultaneously by the Egyptians and 

Iraqis had also :failed. The most recent development. was: asuggestion 
_ by the Iraqi Prime Minister that a tanker should take oil from Tripoli ~ 

(Lebanon) to Haifa ‘and the Lebanese Government was being ap- 
proached ‘in ‘this connection. No reply had yet been received. Mr. 
Wright inquired whether the State Department would consider the 
desirability of instructing its representative in Beirut to support our 

po _ Fepresentations to the Lebanese, Government.* There was also the 
possibility that the Israelis would raise in the Security Council the _ 
question of Egyptian refusal to allow the free passage of tankers in 

a the Suez Canal. This might have the unfortunate result of making 
the problem a purely Israeli-Egyptian issue. In all the representations 

| to the Arab Governments the U.K. Government had emphasized that. 
Oo the reopening of the Haifa refinery would be to the benefit of the 

__U.K. and Europe and that the advantage to Israel would be relatively _ 
small. There was also the point that such action would give rise to _ 

ss & debate on Palestine in the Security Council. The U.K. Government 

a ” For additional documentation on this subject, see pp. 91 fe. 
Ho % For Departmental action on this request, see telegram 716, November 28, to 

Beirut, p. 156. | a | | :
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was as anxious to avoid this ‘as to avoid a general Palestine debate in 

“theGeneral Assembly. 
2, In the course of discussion Mr. Wright said that consideration 

had also been given to a suggestion that the hand of the Egyptian | 

Government should be forced by routing a tanker through the Canal. ) | 

This had not been proceeded with as it was anticipated either (i) the | 

Egyptian authorities would stop the ship in which case it would | 

have to be sent back or (ii) the ship would have to be provided with . | 

armed guards and this would result in a major Anglo-Egyptian clash ) 

or (iii) if the Egyptians stopped the ship the matter might be re- | 

_ ferred to the Security Council which was also undesirable. ... Mr. — | 

Wright said it was hoped that U.S. representatives in the capitals | 

bo concerned would continue to support our representations and enquired 

| whether the State Department had any suggestions to make.. | ee! . 

8, The United States views as they emerged from discussion are | 

as follows:— ree ere cae ee | 

fo Unlike the U.K. and France the U.S.A. was not directly concerned | 

| in the reopening of the refinery and the representations which the oe | 

| U.S. Government had already made in Iraq and Egypt had been in © 

the nature of a supporting action. 'The U.S. Government fully agreed | 

. regarding the desirability of reopening the refinery at the earliest = 

| possible date and also regarding the need for continued pressure on = : 

: the Governments concerned. Pressure should not, however, be made | 

| to the extent of bringing about a major clash as the risk to oil | 

| investments generally would be too great. Anglo-Kgyptian - rela- 

| tions might be gravely prejudiced and the United States strategic. 

| position in the whole area might be seriously impaired. The reaction 

| in Iraq to shipments of oil from Tripoli to Haifa under U.S.-U.K. a 

| encouragement might be serious. It was also felt. that the adoption 

| of the “switching” device suggested by the Egyptian. Prime Minister | 

| involved considerable risks. The proposal for establishing a free port — 

under international control at Haifa was not considered a practical 

| suggestion. Israel had indicated that as part of a general settlement, 

| she would be prepared to give the Arab states free zones in the port a 

| of Haifa but this was another matter. It was thought possible that a 

| the operation of the refinery on the basis of oil imported from the 

Caribbean was a profitable proposition under existing world oil prices. | 

| American companies found it possible to ship crude oil profitably 

from the Persian Gulf to Philadelphia; the distance from the Carib- 

| bean to Haifa was less and although profits might not be as great | 

as in the case of oil routed through the pipeline there should still be | 

’ a margin and less risk would be involved. If the Arabs were shown — 

| that the refinery was a going concern they might in due course relent — 

i and lift restrictions. Finally, it was suggested that if oil production 

| in Iraq were speeded up, for example by the early start on the 30” 

| pipeline, the Iraqis might be less intransigent. Reports that. the 

oil companies were considering the postponement of the 30’ pipeline | 

| were disturbing. — 7 | en oS |
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| “4. ‘The conclusions. which emerged from the discussion were -— aan 
1. It was agreed that it was most desirable that the refinery should. be reopened at the earliest possible date. — Ee 

| _ 2. That pressure on the Governments concerned should be main- a _ tained but a major clash should be avoided. rE 
__ 3. The United States would continue to instruct its representatives 
In the capitals concerned to make appropriate supporting representa- a tions to the governments concerned.*® ee ee 

| Oo - So : / cA [Annex 9] Sn | | 

ss Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups 

© SECRET -[Wasuineron,| November 22,1949. 
OS _ Discussion on-tum Perstan Guur22 0 a 

Mr. Hare began the discussion by saying that we approached the 
question of the Persian Gulf on the basis that the United Kingdom 

| has not only oil interests in the area but also a primary political in- 
_ terest as well. The United States likewise has oil interests and of. 
_ course also has an interest in connection with thé maintenance of peace 

: _and stability in the Persian Gulf area. _ re 
a Referring to the question of development of off-shore oil, Mr. Hare 

_ observed that British and American representatives had conferred _ 
__-— at_ great length on that subject in Washington early this year and _ | that the idea of working out some sort of master plan for orderly 

| _ development in the matter had been explored. However, in going into 
greater detail, it had been found that so much uncertainty existed 

ae regarding basic questions such as the determination of land frontiers | and the ownership of islands that it seemed preferable to adopt a less _ | _ comprehensive approach and to proceed on a more or less ad hoc basis. 
Subsequent developments would seem to have j ustified the wisdom . , of this course of action and proclamations had been made by prac-. 

. tically all of the littoral countries of the Persian Gulf without result- 
_ Ing in the serious repercussions which some had feared. On the other 

hand, it was clear that we were only at the beginning of a long diffi- 
| cult. road and that much patience and diligent endeavor would be 

| required in order to reach final settlement. ee oe . 

_ This paper was ‘approved by Messrs. McGhee and Wright on November 20. - . 0 The Department, on November 4, had suggested to London that this subject _ be placed on the agenda because it was “increasingly concerned over possibility serious incidents . developing from land and sea boundary disputes. between , Persian Gulf States and their respective oil interests.” (telegram 3981, 711.90F/ 11-449) London, on November 7, reported Mr. Wright’s agreement (telegram 4460, 890.0145/11-749). For additional documentation on this subject, see pp. 91 ff. |
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_ Mr. Funkhouser *! stated that there appeared to be ten major points od 

of conflict in the Persian Gulf, He enumerated themas fellows: __ 

1. Trucial-Oman Boundary. - ee - | 

9. Submerged areas off the Trucial coast. _ | — | S| 

8. Qatar Boundary. | So | 

4, Submerged areas off Qatar Peninsula. : 2 

5. Abu Saafa problem. oe . | | 

6. Boundary between the Arab Sheikdoms. | 7 : | , | 

_%. Island controversies. _ _ _ : : | 

_ 8 Submerged areas off Kuwait neutral zone. | | 

- 9. Southern boundary of Kuwait. a we | 

10. Mechanical determination of boundaries. _ a | | 

_ Mr. Funkhouser briefly described the status of the above issues and | | 

stated that any comments on the issues described or any agreement 

| or differences of opinion as to the disputes involved would be welcomed _ 

fromthe United Kingdom. a ot 

: Mr. Wright said he thought it was desirable to handle these in- — | 

volved questions as in the past either in London or in Washington | 

| or through the people on the spot rather than to consider them in | | 

| any great detail in the present discussions. He said that the United — | 

! Kingdom approached these questions on the basis of showing im- : | 

| partiality toward oil companies involved whether. American or | | 

| British. In this connection he pointed out that in various negotiations | 

| the United Kingdom had made particular effort to make sure that | 

2 American oil companies were not discriminated against vis-a-vis | 

| British oil companies. oe / Ce | 

- Mr. Wright indicated that with respect to the boundary negotiations | 

with the Saudi Arabian Government this question had been discussed | 

| in Jidda at the end of August and the United Kingdom had en- _ | 

| deavored to persuade the Saudi Arabian Government to state its | | 

| claims. It was not until the middle of October before these claims | 

| which appeared to be extreme were submitted. The United Kingdom | 

| -would prefer to settle this matter with the Saudi Arabian Government 

| by direct negotiations rather than by arbitration in view of the special | 

relationship which the United Kingdom has with the Sheikdoms. He | 

thought the situation could be handled successfully provided that the 

| ‘United Kingdom and the United States maintain cooperation. He | 

- feared that a most difficult situation would arise if the Saudi Arabian 

Government felt that the United States was supporting all of its oe 

claims. pe - : Se 

| Mr. Hare replied that the United States would like to stay out of | 

this question as much as possible but of course the possibility that _ | 

 # Richard Funkhouser, International Economist in the Office of African and oo | 

_ Near Eastern Affairs. | | . ee | 

r 

a -
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the United States might be brought into the picture by the claims of 
_ certain American oil companies could not be excluded. He said that 

in the case of the controversy over islands off Kuwait neutral zone, 
_ the American Company involved had been more than satisfied by _ 

| the support given by the United Kingdom. OE 
--s Mr. Wright said he hoped the United States in approaching these __ 
a questions would adopt the same principle as that adopted by the — 
ae United Kingdom in considering the claims of the British and Ameri- 

_ can oil companies. He felt it would be better to support the claimson __ 
| the basis of their merits rather than on whether they were submitted _ 

_ by American or British oil companies. eS 
Mr. Hare suggested that it might be useful to discuss various ques- 

| tions with the oil companies at top level in order to persuade them to | 
be as helpful as possible and to take the initiative themselves in mini- 

| | mizing the areas of conflict. In this connection he referred to the fact 
_ that. there were cross interests. involved. Mr. Funkhouser indicated. | 

| ‘that although it was highly desirable to talk with the oil companies __ 
- involved in the disputed areas in order to minimize chances of serious 

= conflict, parent companies customarily defended the position that 
--—-: partially-owned subsidiaries acted [took?] independently,  —-— 

| | Mr. Hare said that he thought that both the United States and 
- United Kingdom were hunting for reasonable solutions of the ques- 

a tions, although it was difficult at times to know what a reasonable _ 
; solution constituted. However, he felt that the United States would | 

| not support ipso factotheassertionsofclaims. © || ke 
— Mr. Wright then adverted to his previous statement that the United | 

| Kingdom has an open public policy regarding the equality of treat- 
7 ment for British and American oil companies and expressed the hope 

that the United States could adopt the same attitude. _ ee 
__. Mr. Hare said that the United States’ position was not quite com- 
___ parable with that of the United Kingdom which had political primacy 

| in the area. Consequently, as both Mr..Hare-and Mr. Funkhouser — 
a pointed out, there would be many issues not. involving American 
oo interests on which the United States would have no particular position. _ 

Mr. Hare stated that the United States-United Kingdom positions / 
7 were often parallel and cited the recent instructions to the American __ 

Embassy in Jidda taking exception to the Saudi Arabian claims on the 
six-mile territorial limit. = = teh og OE / 
‘Mr. Funkhouser, referring to the previous remarks on the United _ 

ee Kingdom-—Saudi Arabian boundary negotiations, asked whether’ it 
| - might not be possible for the United Kingdom to proceed with negotia- 

See instruction 60, November 80, p. 157. The instruction was drafted on 
| a November 21. | oe a oe
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Sheikdoms with United Kingdom Treaty relations. Resolutions by the | | 

United Kingdom of such issues might establish a basis for settlement _ | 
of the more complex boundary problems. Mr. Wright said that he | 

would follow this question up upon his return to London. | ; 

On the subject of the current Abu Saafa dispute, Mr. Greenhill *° | 
stated that the United Kingdom was likely to accede to Saudi Arabian | : 

demands that all oil operations in the disputed area be stopped but | 

added that in the case of the Bahrein Petroleum Company radar in- | 

stallations on Arabi Island which involved no Bahrein territorial _ | 

claim, company operations should be permitted. - ee | 
- Mr. Funkhouser asked if it would be practicable and desirable to | 

| seek to prevent oil companies from operating in disputed areas by a a | 

| mutual call for restraint. Mr. Wright said that he would also look into | 

| this question in‘London.* —— 
CS SEES | 

| Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups | 

| SECRET _ [Wasuineron,] November 22, 1949. 

_ Discusston on Tue EstaBLisHMENT OF AN AMERICAN CONSULATE IN | | 

| Mr. Wright said that the United Kingdom was awaiting a reply | 

- from the United States Government on the question which the United | 
_ Kingdom had raised several months ago regarding the establishment | , i 

_ ofaconsulateinKuwait. | | | 

| Mr. Clark ** described briefly the background of this question and — | 

| said that one ofthe main points was the British concern regarding the — | 
| political effects which the establishment of the Consulate might a 

| | have in Kuwait. Mr. Clark said that the Department wished to raise. 

| the question whether the establishment of the Consulate would neces- , 
| sarily alter the situation and result in serious political repercussions. 

|. Mr. Wright said that while he repeated that the United Kingdom | 

understood the needs of the United States Government it did not in 
| fact see how it would be possible to avoid the appointment of consular — 
|. representatives from a number of other countries if United States 
| consular officers wereappointed. =” - re 

Stns A, Greenhill, First Secretary of the British Embassy in the United 

. x This paper was approved by Messrs. Hare and Wright on November 25. | 
: * For further documentation on this subject, see pp. 1566 ff. oe 

*Harlan B. Clark, Officer in Charge of Lebanon-Syria-Iraq Affairs in the 
Office of African and Near Hastern Affairs. | 

501-887-777
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Mr. Clark observed that the United States had greater interests in 
Kuwait than other countries in view of the number of American 

. citizens connected with American oil companies operating in Kuwait. — 
| - He indicated that there were certain legal questions involved and 

that the Foreign Office had requested the United States Government 
toconsiderthefollowingthreepoints: 

‘Ll. That. the-exequatur be issued by the United Kingdom; ss 
» 2. That the United States should respect the jurisdictional respon- 

| sibility of the British political Resident;and ee 
| 3. That the United States should recognize provisions of existing 

concessions agreements regarding political matters. | | | oo a | 

Mr. Clark felt that there would be no difficulty on the last two 
| points, although the United States would probably..wish.to. include 

observations of a minor nature in its reply. However, the question 
of exequatur was a most complicated one. It had occurred to the 
United States that it might be possible to have the exequatur signed 

_ both by the Sheik and by the United Kingdom Government. In other 
_ words the exequatur would represent not only the authority flowing 

_ from the Sheik himself but also would take into account the special 
relationship between the United Kingdom and the Sheik under the 
1899: Treaty. ‘There was also'a discussion on the legal necessity for 

~havinganexequatur, | oo 
Mr. Wright said that he would look into the matter of a double 

| signature upon his return to London. Mr. Clark said that he believed 
| the Department’s reply to the points raised by the Foreign Office would 

| COR ee ee Annex WJ a 

_ Statement by the United States and the United Kingdom Groups 

SECRET = ti F Wasson, ] November 22, 1949. 

Discussion on Eratopta 7” 

-1,.Mr. Wright: suggested that,the discussion turn to Ethiopia and 
Mr..,Hare said-we would be-happy to discuss any. points which Mr. 
Wright might bring up. Most important points raised are summarized 
inthe following paragraphs. 0 

2. Mr. Wright said that the British Ambassador in Addis Ababa 
and the Foreign Office were particularly concerned about the general 
decline of the political and-economic conditions-in Ethiopia. A recent 

| — incident which raised a matter of principle was the abrupt dismissal 

This paper was: approved by: Messrs. -Hare and Wright on November 25
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of a British judge, Mr. Abbott, of the Ethiopian High Court. Mr. | 
Wright said that it was clear that-a clique in the government close — 
to the Emperor had forced the firing of Judge Abbott because he | 
had insisted on taking impartial judicial decisions even when the 

results were contrary. to the desires of the clique. Since the independ- 
ence of the judiciary was essential to the advancement of any country, | 

_ the Foreign Office was considering whether they should agree to the | 
| nomination of any other Britishers to the vacant posts on the Ethio- | 
' pian High Court unless they received assurances from the Emperor _ 

_ that the operation of the judicial system would not be interfered with 

by other branches of the government. While no formal American | 

view had been formulated on the matter, it was agreed that everything | 

possible should be’ done to maintain and improve the standards of _ 
2 the judicial system in Ethiopia. It was recognized by those present | 

that if British judges are not supplied for the High Court, the situa- 

| tion might become worse than it is now. Mr. Hare said the Depart- | 

| ment would consider the matter further and let Mr. Wright know 
| further of any views wemighthaveonthematter, = = = — | : 

| 8. Mr. Wright inquired if the Ethiopians had tried to obtain arms od 
| from the U.S. The answer was that, while the Ethiopians had re- 

| quested military assistance in obtaining military equipment from the 
| U.S., they had not been granted any credit or priorities for the pur- | 
| chase of such equipment and, in “practise, had obtained: practically | 

| nothing. Mr. Wright said that when the Ethiopians had not been able | 
to obtain as'much as they wanted from British sources, the Ethio- — | 

_ pians had gone to the Czechs, from whom they had purchased a small | | 
arms plant. The British Government were somewhat concerned over _ “ | 

the possibilities of Czech, and therefore Communist, infiltration into | 
| Ethiopia via this particularly obnoxious means of military assistance, 
| Mr. Hare agreed that the U.S. is equally concerned about the matter 

but pointed out the difficulty. of our doing anything about it unless 
"means could be found for giving greater assistance than had hitherto 

been the case. In this connection, he mentioned the. possibility of the 
| amendment of MAP legislation to restore the originally included pro- 
| vision for arms procurement on a cash reimbursable basis. However, 
| no predictions in that regard could be made at this time, It was agreed 
| to keep in close touch on developments in this matter. 
|. 4, Mr. Moose asked if the Foreign Office had any information indi- 

cating Ethiopia was being used as a center for training Communist _ 
agents and for spreading propaganda through central Africa. Mr. 
Wright said that they, like the State Department, had received such 
reports but had failed to obtain confirmation thereof. = 

| 5B, An American question concerned the present status of negotia- 
tions for a new Anglo-Ethiopian treaty and the proposed Zeila-Haud 

| |
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exchange of territory between British Somaliland and Ethiopia. Mr. 
‘Wright said these negotiations had been delayed pending a General 

_ Assembly decision on Eritrea and Italian Somaliland and the return 
to ‘Addis Ababa of the- Ethiopian Foreign Minister, Mr. Aklilou. He 

a reaffirmed, however, that if the proposed Zeila-Haud exchange were | 
_ effected, it would be subject to Ethiopia retaining full sub-soil rights 

_ to that part of the Ogaden Province (Haud) annexed to British 
Somaliland. He added that further conversations concerning'the Lake 
Tana project were also dependent on the return to Addis Ababa of 
Mr. Aklilou. Do MERGERS + ee Cee ES 

_ 6 Mr. Wright observed that: one of the most serious problems | 
| confronting the British administrations of Eritrea and Italian , 

Somaliland was the maintenance of order along the borders of those 
territories with Ethiopia. He:feared serious disturbances when the. 
Italians returned to. Italian Somaliland and predicted continued agi- 
tation in Eritrea for at least as.long as the UN Commission of Investi- 

| gation remains in that territory. Mr. Hare agreed that these were very 
real problems and it was agreed that the Foreign Office and State 

_ Department would keep in close touch on them.2. oe Bae 

mex 127 CB 
a Statement by the United States and the United K ingdom. Groups 

SECRET Fa  [Wasurneton,] November 22, 1949. 
| | Discussion. or Kine Inn Savn’s”* APPREHENSIONS REGARDING THE 

OM PONE Se Hasnemites®® Se 
oS ‘Mr. Hare said that over a period of time the United States had 

_ received appeals from King Ibn Saud for guarantees for the security 
| of his kingdom. The King feared particularly the fact that he was _ 

_ surrounded by the Hashemites. While on frequent occasions the — 
| United States has informed the King that we had counselled modera- 

tion and restraint both in Amman and in Baghdad, the King con- _ 
stantly adverted to his apprehensions. The United States had noted 
in the most recent expressions of concern made to our Ambassador 
by the King that the emphasis was slightly different than in previous 
appeals. . . . This time the King had referred to the fact that he was 

7 _ surrounded by the Hashemites as well as by the Persian Gulf Sheik- __ 
| doms with whom the United Kingdom had special treaty relations and 

This paper was approved by Messrs. Hare and Wright on November 25, | | 
” Abdul Aziz ibn Saud; King of Saudi Arabia. — oO | 7 | ® For further documentation on this subject, see pp. 1573 ff. | | |
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he seemed to believe that these countries harbored ill-intentions to- | 

wards Saudi Arabia. He also appeared to believe that the United King- | / 

dom was not. exercising a restraining hand. Mr. Hare wondered | 

whether it might not be possible for the United Kingdom, in the | 

framework of its present discussions and negotiations with the Saudi 

Arabian Government, to take the opportunity to reassure the Saudi - | 

| Arabian Government that the United Kingdom was deeply concerned | 

| with peace and stability in the area and would not countenance any | 

| action by any country which might disturb peaceful conditions. — | 

: Mr. Wright said the United Kingdom had also received similar | | 

expressions of apprehension on several occasions and that several | 

| years ago the United Kingdom had offered to negotiate a treaty with 

| Saudi Arabia similar with those which it has with Jordan and Iraq. | 

| While the United Kingdom realized at the time that King Ibn Saud 

| might not wish to conclude such a treaty, it nevertheless had offered 

| it to him in the hope that it might calm his fears. He expressed the | 

| belief that the United Kingdom would probably not be inclined to | 

| offer such a treaty at this time. Mr. Wright said it had been hoped 

| that the sending of the military missions would be a steadying 

| influence. | | 

| Mr. Wright stated that the United Kingdom was constantly en- | | 

| deavoring to allay the fears of Ibn Saud and that the British repre- | 

| sentatives in Amman and Baghdad had on frequent occasions dis- 

| cussed the situation with Jordanian and Iraqi statesmen. Mr. Wright : 

| said he would have no objection if the United States Government | 

| wished to inform Ibn Saud that the United Kingdom was exerting a — ! 

| restraining and moderate influence on Jordan and Iraq and had no 

desire to disturb existing conditions. | | | 

| —__—_ | | 

| 2 This paper was approved by Messrs. Hare and Wright on November 25. 

| 790.00/1-550 : Telegram | Oo | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 
| | 

| SECRET | | _ Wasurneron, January 5, 1950—9 p. m. 

) 51. Re Embtel 5148, Dec 29.1 Pls convey fol to Wright from McGhee. 

| ‘We have given careful consideration to suggestion of joint talks 

| on NE by US, UK and France and have following comments: We 

ae : : 

| 1 Not printed; it reported that Mr. Wright recalled to an Embassy officer that 

“during his conversations Washington he had raised question joint talks on 

| NE by US, UK and France. Assistant Secretary McGhee said Department would 

! look into matter and let Wright know after Istanbul conference whether US | 

agreeable such conversations.” Mr. Wright also informed that the “French 

were frequently pressing Foreign Office to ascertain whether UK and US willing 

participate.” (890.00/12-2949) | 

| | | 

| | | |
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believe informal talks between any two of three powers at frequent 
| intervals have become routine development as continuing procedure 

and are no longer subject of widespread publicity and speculation. _ 
On the other hand we feel that talks between three powers at this 
time wld receive full spotlight of publicity,. thereby removing any 

_ possibility of talks being kept quiet and increasing security hazards. 
- They wld also give rise to unfortunate misapprehensions in various 

quarters, particularly in view of recent developments in NE, and 
provide ready-made propaganda for Sov use in NE. On-balance we 7 

| believe that it wld be preferable and more advantageous to all con- 
cerned for three powers to continue helpful bilateral conversations for 

_time being. However, we will bear matter in mind shld situation at. 
future date appear to make tri-partite talks desirable. This of course _ 
does not preclude tri-partite discussion on ad hoc basis such: as took 

. place in ESM activities, ee ee 
_ In connection foregoing and as indication our interest in maintain- 
ing close relations with Francé on NEA matters,. Wright may be | 
interested to know of recent assignment of Utter 2 to Paris in capacity 
similar thatof PalmerinLondon.[McGhee.] = 7 

- | ae OC | ACHESON _ 
| -#John BE. Utter, Second Secretary of Embassy in France. be oe,
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PARTICIPATION BY ‘THE UNITED STATES IN THE DE- | 

VELOPMENT OF THE PETROLEUM RESOURCES OF THE | | 

| g90.0145/1-549 —— | , | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the | 

| Division of Near Lastern Affairs | 

| SECRET aT seENGrON,] January 5, 1949. | 

| Subject: Review of Mr. Boggs’ Trip to London on Subject of 

! - - Persian Gulf Offshore Boundaries 7 ae 

| Participants: OIR/GE—Mr. Boggs” GTI—Mr. Kitchen® _ | | 

— NE A—Mr. Hare ® L/P—Mr. Furman ° | 

| — NE—Mr. Sanger PED—Mr. Moline”. _ : 

. Mr. Hare welcomed Mr. Boggs back from the trip to England and | 

explained to him that Ambassador Wiley * was now in the United 

| States. He said that Mr. Wiley felt it was all right for us and the 

| British to proceed with our plans provided (a) the central division — 

of the Persian Gulf was not called a “median line”, and (6) that — 

no proclamations or publicity were put out on this subject. On the | 

other hand, Mr. Hare told Mr. Boggs that Minister Childs at Jidda 

had sent numerous telegrams to the Department urging us to stop 

_ “backing and filling” because the Saudi Arabian Government would 

| not wait indefinitely for our advice on what position it should take on 

its Persian Gulf offshore boundaries. > re 

| Mr. Boggs then described his trip to England in detail. He spoke | 

most highly of the help he had received from First Secretary Lewis. 

Jones. Most of Mr. Boggs’ work was with Commander: Kennedy at, 

the Hydrographic Department of the Admiralty in London, from the 

| period November 23 to December 16, 1948. The American data had | 

| 4 Continued from Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part Lpp4f. 2 | oo 

| * Samuel W. Boggs, Special ‘Adviser on Geography in the Office of Intelligence 

aayniond A. Hare, Deputy Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African | 

: “Harlan B. Clark of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs. Ce : 

5 Jeffrey C. Kitchen of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs. 

6 John P. Furman of the Office. of the Legal Adviser. (Political Affairs). | 

| 7 Edwin G. Moline, Assistant Chief of the Petroleum Division. — 

| 8 John C. Wiley, American Ambassador to Tran. | . 

| | | | | | 91 ) 

.
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been based on American aeronautical charts but it was mutually agreed to do the work on British hydrographic charts. In this connection 
_ Mr. Boggs was surprised that in several important areas in the Gulf 

the British have made no new hydrographic surveys, since 1820's, _ 
. Mr. Boggs went into considerable detail about the technical side 
of the work, pointing out that he and Commander. Kennedy had _ decided to fix the northern end of the median line at the 29th parallel. _ 
Commander Kennedy worked out the lower Gulf and Mr. Boggs | worked out the complicated problem of running transverse boundaries 
for the Saudi Arabian [-Kuwait?] N eutral Zone, Kuwait, Iraq and . Tran. For the most part these were approximately at right angles to — _ the coast line, a procedure which was discussed at some length in 
the meeting. Mr. Boggs noted that this procedure resulted in placing 
a certain number of islands which were claimed by one country in the waters of another, and he made it clear that he felt the solution as _ Proposed would not be accepted without questioning. oo _ Several maps were presented by Mr. Boggs along with a draft of a 
report * which he and Commander Kennedy are to complete. It will 

_ then be submitted to the British and American Governments for com- 
ment and approval along with two detailed appendices. | | 

Mr. Hare thanked Mr. Boggs for his careful and skillful labors in 
London and said that the Department was now faced with the prob- 
lem of (1) going ahead with the overall “median line” scheme covering all the countries of the Persian Gulf as contemplated last autumn, or _ (2) endeavoring to work out the’ problem on an ad hoc basis using _ the work-done by Mr. Boggs and Commander Kennedy as a basic concept. © nog BS MOET te Ep oe he ae 

| _ It was agreed that the immediate problem was the sending of an answer to the Government of Saudi Arabia on its request for guid- 
-— @ee 7° in regard to the extension of its jurisdiction and control of the _ sea bed and natural resources of the PersianGulf. = oe 

_After a certain amount of discussion, it was agreed that Mr. Hare 
| would ask Mr. Bromley * to call at the Department on Thursday, 

January 6. At that time he would be notified of the United States’ _ 7 plan to (a) approach the Saudi Arabian Government giving certain 
advice which had been requested by that Government and asked about 
(6) British acceptance of the Saudi Arabian-Bahraini lateral line _ and the Saudi Arabian-Kuwait Neutral Zone lateral line. In view of - | _the fact that there was pretty general agreement about the median 

8 Copy not found in Department of State files, | | | oe | oe | .. *® See telegram 164, March 29,. 1948, from Jidda, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, 
7 verona E. Bromley, First Secretary of the British Embassy. SO |
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| line (other than general agreement not to call it a median line) British | 

~ aeceptance of these lateral lines would enable us to give Saudi Arabia | 

the advice she has requested about her Persian Gulf offshore bound- | 

aries. It was emphasized that, whereas recommendation in respect of | | 

the median line could be specific and based on certain principles, 

- suggestions regarding lateral lines would be subject to negotiation by | 

| the ‘authorities concerned and would also probably require final de- 

_ limitation on the spot in view of the apparent inaccuracy of available . | 

| charts. | | ee | 

| g90,0145/1-1749: Telegram _ ates e | | 

| The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary of 

Pe Pe State | | | 
- [ 

] . : 
7 

: | ye | | 
SECRET | Lonpon, January 17, 1949—7 p .m. 

| 206. 1. Chadwick? said today that Foreign Office comments re . | 

| median line (generally in accord paragraph 2, Embassy’s 166, Jan- | 

| uary 137) were put to Bevin * over weekend and that latter returned | 

| - same with comment that he is not prepared to commit himself to any | 

| concerted action at this time. Consequently Foreign Office is tele- : | 

| graphing to British Embassy Washington today its views re Depart- | 

| ment’s ideas (paragraph 2 Embassy’s reference telegram) with state- | 

| ment that if USG feels it must do so, UK would have no objection 

| to US advising SAG. However, telegram will express hope that US | 

| will be willing to wait a “little longer” because Eastern Department | 

- does not despair of obtaining Bevin’s approval to median line scheme 

| very much in its original form. Receipt of legal opinions (paragraph | 

| 5 Embassy’s reference telegram) will probably offer suitable 

occasion, | | | 

2 2. Chadwick said that if SAG does produce proclamation, it is a 

| likely UK will have to give similar advice sheikhdoms (paragraph 2 

_ Embassy’s reference telegram). | — So 

1 John E. Chadwick of the British Foreign Office. | Oo | 
*Not printed; paragraph 2 reads in part as follows: “Chadwick said. trend 

| Foreign Office thinking after careful look at Department’s ideas ... is that in . 

| principle original plan is best and only one which will keep US and UK out of 

serious trouble in Persian Gulf. Officials are inclined to believe that if SAG | 

and Kuwait should be advised quietly to grant offshore oil concessions . ... news 

: of this would rapidly leak and HMG would have to give same advice shortly | 

thereafter to sheikhdoms. Consequently ... it would be better to ‘hold back 

every one’ for a limited period of between six and twelve months: i.e., continue 

4 to advise all states including SAG, Kuwait to refrain from granting concessions 

and all oil companies to refrain from asking for them.... Chadwick said that 

| if SAG issued proclamations other sheikhdoms would have to follow suit fairly 

quickly.” (890.0145/1-1849) 
| * Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. - | 

| . _ 

| | | |
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| __ 8: Embassy understands Bevin’s. unwillingness to commit himself. 
- (paragraph 1 above) is occasioned not so much by merits median line, as by fact that he is already deeply involved personally in Palestine controversy and consequently does not relish taking any steps which 

might involve him in another ME controversy, 8 89» oe 
| ‘Sent Department 206, repeated Jidda 5, Tehran 5. _ vag hee oe | 0 EMA GR re Horns 

890B.6368/1-2549 ey 
Memorandum by Mr. Harlan B. Clark of the Division of Near Eastern 

Affairs to Mr. Gordon H. Mattison, Chief of That Division 

DE - [Wasutneton,] January 25, 1949. 

a OF Oe £ Be Discussion = 7 

| ~ , DEPARTMENT’S POSITION. _ Oe 
~ Recent telegrams from London in regard to views of the British 

- Government on the 3 islands of Qaru, Kubbar and Umm al Maradim 
: contended by the American Independent Oil. Company (AMINCO) | 

| to be within its concession area,’ as well as the opposing views of 
a Kuwait Oil Company (KOC)? in that regard, emphasize the correct- _ 

- ness of the Department’s position that its attitude must be one of 
complete neutrality with respect to the opposing claims. As appears 

_ below, the interests of at least 3 and possibly 4 American companies 
| will possibly be affected by any decision that is made in the dispute 

_ and any endeavor to influence its settlement in favor of one or the 
| other parties would clearly be out of place. It nevertheless is the duty 

of the Department to ensure that neither the British special treaty 
position in Kuwait nor its controlling interest in the British company 
which owns a one-half share in the Kuwait Oil Company does not 

| operate to the disadvantage of American interests in general, or result 
in discrimination against the American Independent Oil Company 

| _ in particular. It must be kept in mind that a delay in settlement of the 
- dispute may operate to the advantage of the British, possibly by em- 

barrassing AMINCO in its relations with the Shaikh of Kuwait or 
even in producing a de facto breach of its concession agreement should _ 
exploratory operations required thereunder to be commenced on or 

| 1 Regarding the concession granted by the Shaikh of Kuwait to AMINCO cover- 
ing his undivided interest in the Saudi Arabian-Kuwaiti Neutral Zone, see tele- 
gram 2221, June 14, 1948,-to London, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, -p. 19. 

* The Gulf Oil Corporation had a 50% interest in the Kuwait Oil Company ; the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company held the remaining interest. — re
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before March 28, 1949 be postponed beyond that date. On the other | 

- hand,.it may be that in the long run the delay may work to the 

advantage of AMINCO if in the meanwhile (a).the Shaikh agrees | 

that such delay in exploratory operations was due to force majeure 

| and therefore does not constitute breach of the contract and (0) a | 

concession is granted by SAG for its undivided half interest in the | | 

Neutral Zone and the way is thus cleared for AMINCO to make suit- _ 

| able arrangements with the SAG concessionaire to commence opera- | 

| tions in the on-shore areas of the Zone. a : | | 

_ FF, PROPRIETY OF BRITISH ADVISING SHATKH | 

- Jn directing our attention to the question as to whether there has 

been undue interference by the British in the relations of the Shaikh 

| with AMINCO, we must examine their cogent arguments, as pre- | 

: sented in London’s 267, January 21,7 p. m.,? that the British Govern- __ 

ment is justified in giving advice to the Shaikh because such advice | 

| (a) has regard for his best interests and (b) involves the conduct of 

| his foreign relations with the King of Saudi Arabia. In paragraph 3 

| of this telegram the point is made that the inclusion of the 3 islands) _ : 

| in the Neutral Zone concession might encourage Ibn Saud or his con- | 

cessionaire to claim half interest in them as belonging to the Neutral 

| Zone. According to statements made by Manley Hudson, George Ray 

| and Richard Young, Legal Counselors for ARAMCO, to officers in 

| the Department today the possibility in fact exists that SAG may 

' at some future date extend claim to the two islands of Qaru and 

Umm al Maradim as appertaining to the Neutral Zone. ‘These state- 

| ments lend considerable substance to the British contentions and it 

| would seem that the Department must recognize that British advice 

| to the Shaikh regarding the status of the islands may well be in his" 

| own best interest and also have a direct bearing on his relations with | 

_ theKingofSaudiArabia. oe — 
“This fact, of course, does not in any way diminish the propriety of - 

the Department’s action in insisting that such advice should not 

| operate to discriminate against AMINCO’s interests or preventitfrom 

| having direct access to both the Shaikh and the British authorities. — 

| We should also continue to ensure that AMINCO has recourse to all 

| legal remedies, unhampered by political interference. _ re 

| - THere follows Section III of the memorandum, dealing with | 

_ “AlternativesOpentoAMINCO”J 
* Not printed. 7 ee oe - - ae / 

|
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890F.6368/1-2549 a eg 
_ Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the 

a ° Division of Near Eastern Affairs oo 

| SECRET _ [Wasuineron,] January 25, 1949. 
Subject: Further Proposal by Judge Hudson and ARAMCO Offi- | cials Regarding Offshore Oil | | : 

| Participants: Judge Manley Hudson—Retained by ARAMCO for 
: Legal Advice - : | Lee 

Mr, Richard Young—Ass’t to Mr. Ray—Legal Coun- 
| —. sel for ARAMCO Oo | Se 

OO Mr. George W. Ray—Legal Counsel for ARAMCO a 
- Mr. Terry Duce—Vice President ARAMCO oe 

| | Mr. Philip Kidd—Ass’t to Mr. Duce __ 7 | - PAR RS Ty SES ‘Srare DEPARTMENT | - 
NE A—Mr. Hare = OIR/GE—Mr. Boggs | 

| ee er L/P—Mr. Furman NE—Mr. Mattison? = a 
GG TI—Mr. Dunn? NE—Mr. Clark a 

| oe GT I—Mr. Kitchen NE—Mr. Sanger | 
a PED—Mr. Eakens 2 | | 

_. Mr. Geo. Ray read a statement to the effect that he saw no objection, 
from the point of view of ARAMCO, to the declaration such as that 
drafted. by Judge Manley Hudson. In his statement (a copy of which | 

_ is attached)* Mr. Ray indicated that ARAMCO could not evade the 
| necessity of offering some suggestions to the Saudi Arabian Govern- — 

tment. Furthermore, only “notoriety” regarding the action taken by 
| the Saudi Arabian Government with reference to the submarine areas 

of the Persian Gulf would furnish the needed protection to ARAMCO. | __ Mr. Ray went on to say that replies to the questions asked ARAMCO 
on December 6, 1948 by Ahmed Bey Taufiq, the Legal Advisor of 
SAG, had now been formulated and that unless the Department 
interposes positive objections ARAMCO wished to communicate these | replies as soon as the Company had given final approval. a 

_ Judge Hudson then read over the pertinent passages of the replies | to Ahmed Bay Taufiq’s questions. The Judge pointed out that in — 
preparing these replies -he had not wished to prejudice the position 

| which it was understood the Government of the US would take in 

* W. Clyde Dunn, Assistant Chief of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian 

a ponent H. Hakens, Chief of the Petroleum Division. | 
* Gordon H. Mattison, Chief of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs. . / * Not found attached. | | “
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giving advice to the Saudi Arabian Government. In fact the proposed . 

ARAMCO replies led up to a situation in which the proposals of the | 

US Government to the Saudi Government would fall on hospitable 

ground. | os oo Be | | | 

" Judge Hudson discussed Annex 1 “Draft Decree Concerning Cer- | | 

tain Islands in the Persian Gulf”. Various questions were raised by 

Mr. Dunn concerning this Annex, including the use of the words | | 

| “Noting” and “appertain to”. With reference to the islands off the | | 

| Neutral Zone Judge Hudson said that Mr. Young did not reach any | 

final conclusion regarding ownership and he believed the Government | 

| of Saudi Arabia was undecided in regard to that. Judge Hudson stated 

| he felt that that there was little or no’doubt about the ownership =~ | 

| by Saudi Arabia of the 13 islands mentioned in this Draft Decree. 

| “The Judge then discussed Annex 2, “Draft Decree on the Terri- | 

torial Waters of Saudi Arabia”, a highly technical document which 

he said had been prepared after careful study of the Norwegian, | 

po Dutch and other comparatively recent Legislation on this subject. . 

| . Judge Hudson then referred to Annex 3, “Draft Decree Concern- 

| ing the Policy of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with Respect to the 

| Sub-Soil and Sea Bed of Areas in the Persian Gulf Contiguous to 

| the Saudi Arabian Coast”. He explained to those present at the meet- 

ing the next to last paragraph of this Statement whichreadsi— 

| “The Sub-soil and sea.bed of those areas of the Persian Gulf which, | 

: though outside the inland waters and the coastal sea along the shores 

of Saudi Arabian territory (including islands), are contiguous to the 

| coasts of Saudi Arabia, are declared to appertain to the Kingdom a 

| of Saudi Arabia and to be under its jurisdiction and control. Where . 

“such areas extend to the shores of another State, or are shared. with 

another State, boundaries. will be determined. by Saudi Arabia in 

| agreement with the State concerned in accordance with equitable prin-. 

| ciples. The character as high seas of the waters above such areas, the | 

right to the free and unimpeded navigation of such waters, the tradi- 

| tional freedom of-the pearl banks in the Persian Gulf and access to | 

| such banks by the peoples of the Gulf, aren no way affected.” | 

| - According to the J udge such an inclusive program as envisaged in 

| thesé’three Decrees would. go a long way towards helping an orderly 

| development of the Persian Gulf. It would allow parallel programs 

to be put into effect by other States, but it would leave the question _ 

: of conflicting water boundaries open and did not prejudice the sug- 

| gestions which the Department of State was expected to present soon 

_ to the Government of Saudi Arabia. He concluded by saying” that if 

| we
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the Board of Directors of ARAMCO approved it: was planned to make these replies. to -the. four questions asked by Saudi Arabia and sug- | _ gest that that country put out the three Decrees referred to aboveas _ Annexes 1,2 and 3. 7 | | 2 Es ee | Mr. Ray thereupon::said: that Mr. Spurlock the ARAMCO ‘senior _ legal representative -in Saudi Arabia was now inthe US. Mr. ‘Ray. planned to go over these four replies and three proposed ‘Decrees with. him so that he would be completely familiar with them when: he reé-’ turned to Saudi Arabia nextmonth. ee | > Mr. Hare replied thatthe program. as suggested by Judge Hudson. . covered: not only a, proposed decree concerning Persian Gulf subsojl | and sea bed: but also decrees ‘concerning islands in the Gulf and the. territorial waters of Saudi Arabia. He pointed out that these last two. | points had not been studied by the Department up until now and that — | the Department might have to remain silent in-regard:to them. ___. Mr. Ray explained-that.the Government of Saudi Arabia had asked . _  ARAMCO for advice on. all: pertinent subjects relative to offshore | waters and. that it therefore seemed best to present a complete: line | | of action which SAG might follow Including: positions: regarding - islands and territorial waters, eg oo _ Mr. Hare said that the draft decree concerning subsoil and sea bed of the Persian Gulf, Annex 8, appealed to him personally. = Mr. Dunn suggested that the phrase “by competent experts’? be omitted from paragraph 2 of Annex 8 and this was agreed to. Healso suggested that. the term “and are hereby: placed under its jurisdiction and‘control” (line 5. and 6 page 19) be changed to read “and to be - under its jurisdiction and control”. YP Eee [pF _ It was noted with approval that no mention of Bahrein Island was contained in any of these documents and Judge Hudson pointed out that if any question was raised regarding Bahrein it would, ander the terms of Annex 3, be ‘settled “in agreement: with the state con- cerned in accordance with equitable principles”. (page-19) 

| _ Judge Hudson repeatedly teferred to ‘the fact that the Saudi Oo Arabian Government had a high regard for the Truman Proclamation regarding the American continental shelf ° and that he had therefore. relied heavily upon that document in drawing up these Decrees, _ an , _Mr. Ray said that the actual result: of Saudi Arabia proclaiming these three Decrees would be to bring the Saudi Arabian Legislation _ uptoa point where Iranian Legislationwas. a ee 
_ ° President Truman issued two proclamations on September 28, 1945, concern- ' ing United States jurisdiction over natural resources in coastal areas and the 3 high seas; see the press release of: the same date issued by the White House, | Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. 11, p. 1528. - ee | oe
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On being asked by Mr. Clark if the three draft decrees should follow 

each other in timing Mr. Ray said that he felt the safest and best 

~ thing was to settle all these problems at the same time. 7 

Mr. Duce discussed the geology of the Persian Gulf briefly and oe 

 gaid*he did not expect ARAMCO’s explorations to go as far east en 

| as the center of the Persian Gulf for a long time to come. | 

| Judge Hudson agreed with Mr. Hare’s statement that the subject 

| matter of the decree on islands and the decree on territorial waters — | 

| had not been specifically studied by the Department of State and | 

| said that he and Mr. Young would be glad to review these draits with 

| Gnterested officers of the Department. He said that he feltthat Annexes | 

i and 2 were outside the area of advice to be given Saudi Arabia by | | 

| the Government of the US. He hoped that the Department would not | 

object to these, ARAMCO’s, suggestions in the field of islands and | 

territorial waters. He said that ARAMCO did not ask Departmental | 

approval of Annexes 1 and 2, but hoped that we would shortly be : 

able to say that we had no objections in regard to them. a : 

_. Mr. Hare told the ARAMCO representatives present that we are ; i 

now disengaging ourselves from our previous close working arrange- 

ment with the British in regard to this matter, and that the Depart- 

_ ment hopes to be able to go ahead alone and give the Saudi Arabian 

| Government the advice which it has requested. He pointed out, how- 

ever, that the Department and. ARAMCO should not submit compet- 

| ingdrafts Oe ene pe Se 

| Judge ‘Hudson reminded everyone present that ARAMCO felt it 

| must submit one or more proposed proclamations to SAG soon inorder 
_ to forestall unwise action by SAG and to retain the good will of that 

po Mr. Hare replied that he felt it would be desirable if there could 

bea similarity in the proclamations suggested. to Saudi Arabia by 

_ the Government ofthe US andby ARAMCO. ee 

| When Mr. Eakens suggested that they should be identical Mr. Ray | 

agreed, providing Saudi Arabia knew of the talks which had been | 

going on between ARAMCO and the Department of State on this 
! subject. poo pe ; 

| Tt was agreed: that the. ARAMCO. officials would confer with 

_ Mr. Boggs that afternoon, January 25th, that the interested officials oe 

| of the Department after talking with Mr. Bromley at 10:30 a.m. on 
_ January 26th, would ‘confer among themselves regarding the 

_  ARAMCO proposals, and that the present group would reconvene in 

| Mr Hires fice on Thonsday, Janoary 27h ab 3:00 pem,
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890F.6363/1-2749 wg 2 ee 

oo _ Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the 
Division of Near Eastern Affairs — ne 

— gRoREr 7 ss FWasurneton,] J anuary 27, 1949, | Subject: Departmental Reaction of ARAMCO Proposals Regarding _ Advice to be given SAG on Offshore Oil — Co eS, 
| Participants: Legis -. ARawtco’. | a 
oe a Judge Manley Hudson (retained for legal advice). | -. Mr. Richard Young—Ass’t to Hudson og a Mr, George W. Ray—Legal Counsel |. | Mr. Philip Kidd—Washington Representative = : ee er ye a 

—  NEA—Mr. Hare = PED—Mr.Hakens 
USER GTI—Mr. Dunn. NE—Mr. Mattison ee —  GTT-—Mr. Kitchen = soN H—Mr.Sanger = Sees — L/P—Mr. Furman. _ NE—Mr.Clark 

| _ Mr. Hare pointed out that the Department had given careful study — to the draft of replies to the questions put to ARAMCO by Ahmed | Bey Taufiq at the conference in Jidda on December 6, 1948 and that. | he wished to discuss the three Annexes separately, we Pee | __ In regard to Annex 1 entitled, “Draft Decree Concerning Certain Islands in the Persian Gulf”, Mr. Hare pointed out that this did not fall within the scope of previous discussions. He said the Department. was not in @ position to determine the ownership of islands in the Persian Gulf and was therefore worried by the prospect of ARAMCO | presenting to the Saudi Arabian Government the recommendation oo _ of a proclamation covering. sovereignty to islands outside territorial . waters. There were various reasons for this anxiety on the part of the US including the following Oe 
.(1) Such a: proclamation would undoubtedly raise the problem of Iranian claims to various Islands +s Bre (2) Tf, as ARAMCO. contends, this is a conservative list then it _ Inight well be that such conservative claims by Saudi Arabia to certain islands in the Gulf would be followed by extreme claims to the same | or other islands in the Gulf on the part of other countries. 

_ These and. other possible problems which might be raised by the propose! Decroo were such that, although the Department ened we Oo, ask ARAMCO to refrain from presenting the Decree, it felt obliged — to record its positive objection on political grounds, a _ Judge Hudson replied that ARAMCO was putting up a great deal oe of money in connection with the development of Persian Gulf oil and



— 
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would like a clear legal foundation on which to do its offshore drill- | 

ing. He reminded those present at the meeting that the list of islands 

- mentioned in Annex 1 was very conservative and did not include any 

controversial islands. | | 

_ Mr. Ray said that, although the. list. was conservative, he did not | 

think the ownership of any island in the Gulf was clear cut. When 

| drilling starts off shore, various operations such as storage must be — | 

, done on these islands which make them important from a practical 

| point of view. He felt that for SAG to say nothing about itsownership | 

| of islands in the Gulf was merely postponing the day of conflict, if | | 

any conflicts are to arise. SAG insists on knowing what it owns in | 

the Gulf and he felt this list was the limit of ARAMCO’s knowledge 

| onthatsubject. oy et: re | 

| - When Mr. Dunn. suggested that the result of putting out this con- | 

| - gervative list might well be to encourage other littoral states to lay © | 

| claims to islands off the shore of Saudi Arabia not included in the 

| list, Judge Hudson replied that in the opinion of ARAMCO some | 

| advice must.be given to SAG on the subject of islands, and this: seemed | 

 thesafest coursetofollow, = 
as 

| When Mr. Eakens pointed. out that he thought a conservative list 

| might not help but might actually hurt SAG?’s position in the Gulf 

| because it was an invitation for other Gulf states to push inand make 

: claims, Judge Hudson replied that the matter would have to be worked | 

! out on the basis of facts as they developed. Le pe 

! Mr. Ray stated that as a Company ARAMCO felt that when its 

| advice was sought it had to give the best information that it could 

| on all phases of whatever problem was under discussion. In this case, 

| he felt that it was possible that SAG might wish to change the list. 

! "Mr. Hare asked if it was true that the islands listed were not contest- 

able because of their proximity to Saudi Arabia. Mr. Ray replied that 

| already.a.conflict has developed over some.of the islands of the Neutral 

| Zone, in spite of their being close to the mainland and that in his 

| opinion there was no such thing as an island in the Persian Gulf — 

| -whose ownership might not becontested. = | 

| When Mr. Dunn asked him what: reaction he expected from the | 

| British, Mr. Ray said that the Department of State looks at this from 

a political. point of view, whereas ARAMCO looks at-it simply from 

the point of view of giving advice to SAG that has been requested. 

in ‘Tare said that the Department had to consider both the general 
interests of the US in the Persian Gulf area as well as-the specific 

 interestsofARAMCO. re 

Mr. Young said that all but three of the islands mentioned in Annex 

| 1 were uninhabited and that the government of Saudi Arabia had 

| 501-887—77-—_8 
|
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asked help from the Oil Company as to how it could prove ownership oftheseislandsin spitecfthisfact. =P 
Mr. Dunn pointed out that these ends could be achieved by the rais- | 

ing of a flag, setting up of markers, or even by initiating prescriptive _ | action in the’form of actual drilling operations. To this Mr: Ray replied that ARAMCO had been asked for a decree and the compatiy | felt it must put its reply into decree form as far as Annexes 2 and'3_ | were concerned. = BO re Mr. Hudson: said that he did not see any reason why the Department _ of State should object to ARAMCO presenting the decree in: Annex 
1 to the Saudi Government. The presenting of advice in that form | would not conflict with past or future actions of the Department or — _ with policies of the USG. He said that it was not enough merely to | | suggest that the Government of Saudi Arabia apply the Truman 
Proclamation: of ‘September 28, 1945 to the waters around Saudi : Arabia; that country must be given a complete ‘program it could _ | follow in the development of its offshore oil. | NERS a ns ne Mr. Ray added to’this that Saudi Arabia should be given certain _ a basic principles it could follow; and that the safest way to start apply- _ Ing these principles would be to proclaim ownership of what they, SAG, believed belongedtothem. = 
_ In regard to Annex 2, “Draft Decree on the Territorial Waters of Saudi Arabia”, Mr. Hare felt that this Annex is essentially different _ from Annex 1, It was, so to speak, not in the Department’s terms of _ reference and there was no question-of going over it substantively.He _ pointed out that the principles enunciated by ARAMCO in Annex 9 

_ regarding territorial waters did not coincide with the principles , generally followed by the USG. If SAG requested our views we would 

ss Judge Hudson: questioned whether or not the US had a policy in regard to high sea areas and said he knew of eleven different kinds of _, Tulings on this matter running out as far as 50 miles, which made any __ ‘Smilelimitanémachronism, 
| _ Mr. Furman agreed that there were many interpretations out but that the US Government’s basic’ position was the one reaffirmed in | 1930 based on a3 mile limit. SP Ge oO _ Mr. Ray said that in view of the history of the Persian Gulf, with ; | _ various claims of six and more miles having been made there in the _ past, he did not see how ARAMCO could advise SAG to hold fast to | 

_ Judge Hudson asked whether the US had protested the six mile _ claim of Iran some years ago and it was agreed that the US had not |
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| Mr. Hare summed up the Department’s position regarding Annex 2 

-. by saying the Department did not have any objection to ARAMCO 

presenting this Annex to SAG but it should be understood that this _ | 

position did not preclude any future comments on this subject which 

| might be made by the Department. © 9 SOR aie! | 

: Proceeding to the subject.of Annex 8, “Draft Decree Concerning the. | 

| Policy of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with regard to the subsoil and | 

| sea bed of areas in the Persian Gulf contiguous to the Saudi-Arabian | | 

| Coast”, Mr. Hare said that careful consideration had been given to 

| this document by the Department during the last two days. Although 

| we were in general agreement, we had reservations as to some points. | 

| Variotis changes in the wording of Annex 3:-were then discussed and | ! 

the Department’s suggestions noted by the ARAMCO lawyers. | 

| _-On being asked for the plans of the Department, Mr. Hare said that | 

| we planned to proceed with a proposal on this subject to SAG not 

| involving simultaneous action by other states of the Persian Gulf: > | 

| --Mr, Ray said that he felt the only divergence of views remaining 

| between the Department and ARAMCO, other than minor matters 

| of wording in Annex 3, concerned the Saudi Arabian islands covered 

in Annex 1. Although ARAMCO preferred the issuance of adecree 

| on the subject of islands, he thought that the ARAMCO recommenda- | | 

| tions to SAG might be put in the form of a memorandum setting forth 

| a program for marking these islands. At the same time, ARAMCO. 

| _-would suggest that SAG issue a decree on territorial waters. Because 

it was undesirable to have a difference of views. between an American. — 

| company and the Department of State, the ARAMCO lawyers said 

they would give careful study to the Department’s suggestion con- 
cerning establishing sovereignty overanyisland. == | or 

/ Judge Hudson agreed and said that he would try to improve on the a 

_  ARAMCO draft of the papers submitted, after which they would 

like to have a further talk with the State Department before instruct- 

ing the Company’s lawyer, who would shortly ‘go to Saudi Arabia, — oo 

Mr. Spurlock. BS | 

| . Mr. Hare brought up the fact that we had worked closely with the | 

| British on this subject and that we would like to be as frank as 

| possible with them about the action we plannedtotake.- 
oe 

_” ‘To this Mr. Ray replied that he saw no objection if the British were — 
| informed regarding the contemplated US action, but that ARAMCO’s 

advice to SAG should not be revealed to the British at least until | 

after ARAMCO had submitted ittoSAG.- Oe ats 

iF It was decided that ARAMCO officials would review the three 

| documents under discussion. and return to the Department for a meet- | 

Ing with the same group of Departmental officials at 10:30 Monday | 

| morning. oo oes se 7 haa Pe RET
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| The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabiat = 

| SECRET = PRIORITY _ Wasuincron, January 28, 1949—7 p. m. 
«83. Urtels 622, Dec 28 and 4, Jan. 3.2 Dept agrées: ur estimate de- __ Ssirability early advice SAG re offshore problem. OBR aa ‘Brit Emb has informed Dept doubts on part of Bevin FonOf legal _ experts, and UK Treas re appropriate action make prospect. Brit agreement uncertain; in circumstances UK has no objection US Govt. ‘proceed with reply SAG request fot ouidance. me ” ‘Recent: discussions with Amb Wiley, Brit and ARAMCO have re- a sulted our abandoning median line. plan and probable substitution — | transmittal to SAG text Truman Proclamation with explanation __ | - pertinent principles applicable SAG offshore area, with indication we-perceive no objection to ARAMCO draft embodying those prin- ciples in suggested decree. ARAMCO draft would have SAG declare its jurisdiction and control over submerged areas of Persian Gulfex- tending seaward beyond territorial waters Saudi Arabia, boundaries __ to be determined as occasion arises on equitable principles by SAG _ in agreement. with states having jurisdiction: over. adjoining sub- — | | merged areas. Pe 7 Ee an a Le _» Series conferences with ARAMCO officials and their lawyers J udge 

Hudson and. Young ‘expected terminate early next week after which Dept. hopes wire you instructions re substance and procedure. US 
— advice through you'to SAG oe | PE Lee ee a  NOHESON | 

+ This telegram was repeated to Cairo, London (as No. 824), and Tehran. _ _ * Neither printed. SRE EE — FNot printed. | cE ARE yh BO 

BOR 3/1-2049 Sipe Paty a 
‘Lhe Officer in Charge of the Embassy in Egypt to the Secretary | weg By ee of State : a ves | 

7 SECRET © ' -- Catro, January 29, 1949. No. 100 ee ONE Rag beh 8S us 
| . The Officer in Charge of the American Embassy at. Cairo has the ___ honor to enclose herewith a copy of a lotter agreement between Pacific | _ Western Oil Corporation and the Saudi Arabian Government + which ) is to supplement the concession contract covering the oil rights.of the : Saudi Arabian undivided half of the Kuwait Neutral Zone. 

| 2 Not ‘printed ; the file copy bears no date. J idda, on ‘March 1, reported advice : from Saudi authorities that the concession was signed at Riyadh on February. 24 (telegram 143, 890F'.6363/3-149) . - Oo EE es |
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‘This letter agreement deals with the very critical relationships to | 

-_-be established between the companies and governments interested in 

the oil development of the Neutral Zone. The letter states that the | | 

Saudi Arabian Government undertakes to guarantee that Pacific | 

| Western will have no interference from any other power, ie., the : 

| Sheikh of Kuwait, British Political Resident, in the pursuit of their 

oil business. The letter agreement further states that the company will | : 

| be allowed to commence work promptly after the concession contract | 

| is signed, that the company will be able to purchase Saudi Arabian 

| eurrency in the open market, that the concession contract and this 

| letter will be kept “secret and confidential.” | | . 

|. Pacific Western representatives stated that American Independent 

| Oil Company (AMINCO) did not possess a guarantee on the partof 

| the Sheikh of Kuwait that the Saudi Arabian Government would not 

| interfere in AMINCO’s operations and that for this reason the com- | 

pany had been unduly delayed. | : | 

| s00F.6368/1-8149 
: cone | 

| Memorandum of C onversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the 

Division of Near Eastern Affairs | 

| SECRET [ WASHINGTON, | January 31, 1949. | 

| Participants to — ARaMcO | Mare a 

| Mr, George W. Ray—Ass’t to Mr. Hudson (retained 

| vos PEt ay for legal advice) eS oe | 

| re Mr. Richard Young—Legal Counsel oe 

| | Mr. Philip Kidd—Washington Representative (Ass’t 

; _.toMr.Duce) Cee 

| Be a Ets | STATE ; oe | 

| : NEA—Mr. Hare NE—Mr. Mattison _ 

| ret arr .  PED—Mr. Eakens —Mr. Sanger | | | 

| ey GTI—Mr. Dunn —Mr. Clark | - | 

| LL /P—Mr. Furman a had —_ | : 

| Mr. Ray said that careful consideration had been given to the 

| Department’s reactions as expressed at the meeting on January 27th 

| regarding the advice which ARAMCO proposed to give to the Saudi 

| Arabian Government on the subject of offshore oil, and that every 

| effort had been made to meet the Department’s informal suggestions. | 

: _ In regard to Annex 1, “Draft Decree Concerning Certain Islandsin _ 

| the Persian Gulf”, although ARAMCO preferred to submit this in | 

| the form of a decree it accepted the Department’s suggestion that it be 

presented in the form of a memorandum advising the marking of these 

| | 

| 
OO
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islands. ARAMCO felt it must. recommend that: SAG claim. only islands whose ownership was not likely tobechallenged.. © 
_ Mr. Ray pointed out that Annex 2,“Draft Decree on the Territorial Waters of Saudi Arabia” was unchanged inthe new version. The _ 
Company recognized the position set forth in Annex 2 was not that of the US but felt it could not restrict its suggestions to the principles ofa8milelimit, © | a ee | In reply to Mr. Hare’s inquiry as to how questions regarding lights, access to harbors,-ete., which might arise under this Annex would be | settled, Mr. Young pointed out that any disputes would be settled by. -hegotiation. It was pointed out that the Persian Gulf Lighting Service is really a private organization and that at a recent meeting this | organization adopted a resolution to the effect that its activities would in the future be limited to lighting the main routes through the Gulf and would. be conducted without prejudice to territorial claims of | littoral states, a ee _ ‘Mr. Dunn observed that in Hine with the suggestions offered at the | last meeting, Annex 3 (“Draft Decree Concerning the Policy of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with respect to the Subsoil and Sea bed — _ of Areas in the Persian Gulf Contiguous to the Saudi Arabian Coasts”) , had been in several respects revised and a discussion of these changes ensued. An ARAMCO. suggestion that the term “existing | _ fishing rights” be used was checked by Mr. Dunn with Mr. Looney of | U/FW, who indicated that the term “fishing rights” was preferable. _ In summary, Mr. Young said that ARAMCO and its lawyers be- lieved they now had a draft of a proclamation which could be adopted. by other Persian Gulf states as well as by Saudi Arabia, without con- flict of interests, ee | yoo. The question was raised as to ‘when, where, and to what extent the British should be informed regarding the advice which the US and : ARAMCO were planning to give to Saudi Arabia. Mr. Ray stated — | that it would be most unfortunate for the relations between ARAMCO _ and the King, if the SAG should learn of the advice ARAMCO pro- "posed to give from the British (which might be the case were the British informed in advance of ARAMCO’splans). oe | _ Mr. Hare pointed out that the Department had been working on this - | problem with the ‘British for over’a year and that it was planned to keep them informed as to. the general principles on which the USG _ Was advising the Government ofSaudiArabia. a _ ‘He agreed, however, that the US should not inform the British about: ARAMCO’s ‘proposed advice, other than to state that - ARAMCO was planning to give certain advice to SAG and that _ _ further information could be obtained as the matter progressed by consultation in Jidda. |
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On being asked for the US Governments plan of action, he said 7 

| Mr. Childs? would be instructed to give the Government of Saudi | 

| Arabia copies of the Truman, Proclamation along with a summary of 

| principles.drawn from that. proclamation which will be applicable to | 

, the particular problems of the Persian Gulf. We would also inform 4 

| the Government of Saudi Arabia that ARAMCO had consulted with . 

| he Department regarding the draft proclamation which it had pre: 
pared, and that in general the principles. contained therein were in : 

| accord with the principles of the Truman Doctrine = ° | | 

Mr. Ray asked what ARAMCO’s position should be if the Govern- | 

! ment of Saudi Arabia asked. what the US Government felt about 

| Annexes 1 and 2. | - ee oo 

| Mr, Hare replied that the Government of Saudi Arabia could be 

informed provided it were furnished the whole story regarding the | 

informal discussion on Annexes 1 and 2, that we took no responsibility 

| for them, and that the views presented represented only the sugges- 

 tinsof ARAMCO, 
| Mr. Ray. said that the ARAMCO representative in Saudi Arabia | 

| will be instructed to discuss this whole matter with Mr. Childs, and - 

that Mr. Spurlock, the Company’s lawyer, in Saudi Arabia, will prob- 

: ably soon be going to Arabia. It is planned that he will take with 

! him the text of the answer to the four questions, together with the _ 

| threeannexes. sts oO a a a 

| 1 J, Rives Childs, American Minister to Saudi Arabia. | - we 

| 390.0145/2-249: Telegram a Be aa, | 

: The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

| SECRET oe -Lonvon, February 2, 1949—7 p. m. 

: 396. Embassy’s 166, January 13 paragraph 5." Chadwick said today | 

legal opinion regarding Median ‘Line has- been. received. Attorney ® — 

General has ruled that proclamations would be good in international 

! law “provided. they are followed by effective occupation.” — - 

L 9. Bevin told officials today that he wished to settle this question | 

| goon and instructed Eastern Department to prepare for submission 

| to British Cabinet at early date various possible alternatives so that 

| Cabinet can choose between them. Among other alternatives Eastern 

| Department paper will include original Median Line plan which 

| eet Not printed; paragraph 5 read as follows: “Asked whether Attorney General 

and other legal officers had made pronouncement Chadwick explained that this © 

| is still being ‘worked upon but Foreign Office legal adviser considers that risk in 

| going ahead ‘would not be great and has so advised Attorney General and sought 

po his concurrence.” (890.0145/1-1749) . Ne Pe a | 

' , .
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: _ Eastern Department still considers mechanically easiest. Against plan - _ are combined views British and American Embassies Tehran where 

“political situation is undoubtedly unpropitious.”. ne | 8. Chadwick could not say definitely when Cabinet would act | but he believes this not later than week ending February 12. Con-— . | sequently while recognizing that US might feel impelled to go ahead - _ along lines Department’s 324 J anuary 28 ? (Embassy’s 206, January 17 
paragraph 1), Chadwick hoped that in view imminence British Cabi- 
net decision Department. would take advantage of any reasonable 
opportunity to delay definite action before end next week.® ; , 

Sent Department 396, repeated Tehran 8. Passed Jidda as 10 from 
London — | ae 

* This was a repeat of telegram 88 to Jidda, p. 104, | OO * London advised, ‘on February 18, that “While Eastern Department has not seen test Cab decision February 17 re median line Chadwick said today that he - understands it to be that Foreign Office authorized take same action with Sheikhs | as US now contemplating with Ibn Saud. Chadwick understands Cab idea is that . oe | timing UK action should be coordinated with that US.” (telegram 623, 890.0145/ : _ 2-1849) Abdul Aziz ibn Saud was King of Saudi Arabia. ae - 

890F.6363/1-2149 _ —_ | oe ; | 
© he Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United K- ingdom + 7 

CONFIDENTIAL = ==——s— Ss Wa sINGTON, February 8, 1949—92 p.m. _ 
451. Embtel 267, Jan 21.2 a 
(1) Dept agrees possible contest by foreign Govt such as SA of 

Oo Shaikh’s claim to exclusive ownership of islands wld raise question 
on which Brit - advice to Shaikh wld be proper. However, Dept is 
gratified to note that once advice given, UK wld not endeavor influence _ | his course of action. It also notes with satisfaction UK wld not with- 
hold consent new contract covering islands. oO | (2) Qualifications of FonOff on above assurances wld seem to fall ‘in different category on which US might not be in agreement. E.g., 
for Brit to block Shaikh from making separate contract re islands — _ until any difference of opinion with concessionaire settled wld seem interference of sort envisaged in Deptel 182 Jan il? oe oe 

* This telegram was repeated to Baghdad, Cairo, Basra, and Jidda. ae "Not printed. Co | oo a me * Not printed; it expressed the hope of the Department that “in the spirit of. | the Anglo-American informal conversations on Social and economic affairs in Middle East in Oct 1947 Brit Govt will not interpose through political channels objection to independent decision of Shaikh on this matter. Should that decision be contested by one or other concessionaire Dept believes matter could then be settled by methods prescribed in concession contracts.” It also requested, “In your , discretion”, that the substance of the telegram be conveyed to the Foreign Office : (880F.6363/1-649). For the “Summary Memorandum of Informal Conversations Relating to Social and Economic Affairs in the Middle East” that took place ~ in October 1947, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol v, p. 614. | | |
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_ (3) AMINCO has decided request Shaikh clarify status islands _ \ 

by letter, in such form as remove basis any fears concession might 

open claim by outside power to islands. In AMINCO’s draft of pro- 

| posed letter Shaikh wid affirm its right undertake operations in / | 

| islands subject only any claims which KOC might advance. AMIN- | 

| | CO instructing Stevens request. Brit inform him in writing they wld | 

| not object Shaikh clarifying in writing his intentions re oll con- | 

| cession rights for Islands. AMINCO says such letter necessary since | 

| - Shaikh would not otherwise write letter while matters still pending 

| in London. — age 8 Sele canes | 

| (4) Pls inform FonOft foregoing and state Dept hopes Brit will | 

| find AMINCO suggestion satisfactory. In this event, AMINCO pro- — | 

| posal wld both meet Brit argument re possible SA claim and place | 

| dispute on normal basis as between interested companies. Dept wld | 

! be prepared support similar request from Gulf Oil.* es | . 

L __ (5) Pls continue facilitate Stevens access to Brit authorities. 

| (6) For urinfo AMINCO reports pol agent recently told Shaikh 

| he wld soon receive a letter re islands from FonOff and discussed 

| nature reply he shld make, implying Brit may have endeavored in- 

! fluence such reply. (Emb London and Cons Basra shld continue watch 

| negots and report any. development not in line with Brit assurances | 

: Sage hoe — an, =, ACHESON 

Tina letter of February 8 to C. W. Hamilton, Vice President of the Gulf Oil 
| Corporation, Mr. Mattison informed him that “the representations made by the 

Department [concerning the islands] have been confined to ensuring that one 

of the parties of interest had free access to the British officials concerned and the 

Shaikh of Kuwait. Should the Gulf Oil Company experience any difficulties of | 

| such nature the Department would be prepared to invoke similar representations 

| on its behalf. The Department has taken no position regarding the merits of 

| the claims involved.” (890.6363/2-849) _- noes oe ne 
A new agreement was signed at Kuwait on September 22 by the Shaikh of 

| Kuwait and AMINCO, which gave the company concessionary rights on the 

| islands. A copy of the agreement was transmitted to the Department by Basra in 

| despatch 97, December 28 (890G.6363/12-2849) . , a re ae 

| ee | Editorial Note — , 7 

! Damascus reported, on February 14, that the agreement covering 

| _ the concession of the Trans-Arabian Pipeline Company (TAPLINE) | 

| had been approved by the Syrian Cabinet early the previous week. 

| President Shukri al-Kuwatly was said to have informed ‘Minister 

Keeley that he was sanguine concerning Parliamentary ratification of | 

| the agreement and that such action. was “a necessary first step in our | 

2 desire for economic and political collaboration with the West” (tele-_ 

| gram 59, 890D.6363/2-1449), ES ae | 

PS | |
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| _ Various disagreements arose thereafter between the Syrian Govern- 
. ment and TAPLINE and anti-TAPLINE student. demonstrations 

_ erupted. The Syrian Government thereupon postponed consideration 
_ of the agreement by Parliament (telegram 114, March'8,2p.m., from _ 

The Syrian Government was overthrown on March 80 in a coup led a _ by Colonel Husni Zaim; for relevant documentation, see pages 1630 ff. 
The Husni Government: approved the TAPLINE agreement and it 

_ was ratified by Legislative Decree No. 74 on May 16 (telegram 284, _ 
May 17, 8 p.m., from Damascus, 890D.6363/5-1749). re 
An internal weekly summary report of the Department of State, 

entitled Current Economic Developments, noted that Syrian ratifica- tion of the TAPLINE agreement “removes the last major barrier to 
the building of the long pending Trans-Arabian pipeline. ... The | project is now due for completion sometime in 1950—about a year _ 
behind the original schedule. Approval of the transit agreement was 
delayed by the Syrians for many months partly in disapproval of the ___US position regarding Palestine. The matter was further complicated 
by the political coup in Syria during March. .. .- re 

“The recent approval by the inter-departmental. Export Review 
Board of the first and second quarter steel exports for 1949 removed _ 
another impediment to construction of the. pipeline. Export licenses 
had been suspended for almost a year because of disturbed conditions 
im the Middle East. When completed, the Tapline is to have a capacity 
of 300,000 to 450,000 barrels a day-and will extend for almost 1,100 

| miles from Saudi Arabia, to the. Mediterranean port of Sidon in Leba- | | non.” (Page 6 of summary Teport 203, dated May 23, 1949. It was 
_ prepared by the Policy Information Committee of the Department and | is found in the files of the Foreign Reporting Division of the Bureau 

of Economic A ffairs, lot 7 0-D467.) Ee 
| _ A second pipeline company, the Middle East Pipeline Company 

(MEPCO), entered into negotiations with the Syrian Government _ early in 1949. The pipeline was planned to extend from Abadan, Iran, | 
toan Arab city on the Mediterranean, to move oil owned by the Anglo- 
Iranian Oil Company and the Kuwait Oil Company to be sold tothe 
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey and.the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. The negotiations, like those involving TAPLINE, were | not successful. until the accession to power of Colonel: Husni. Appar- 

, ently it was early in J une that the Syrian Government signed anagree- 
_ Ment with MEPCO (telegram 2247, June 10, 6 p.m., from London, | —890D.6363/6-1049), on me : | A MEPCO official, on November 22, informed officers of the Depart- 

ment that his company had postponed orders for “34-36 inch pipe” 7
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until the third quarter of 1951, a one-year delay, because of its inability 

-. to secure an agreement with Iraq. The Department was informed — | | 

| that Prime Minister Nuri “had assured MEPCO officials that traq 7 | 

| would grant MEPCO transit rights as soon as IPC difficulties were | 

out of the way. Unfortunately the Traqi Government did not wish to | 

| carry on negotiations with the IPC until the results of the Anglo- | 

_ Iranian concession contract negotiations in Iran were completed. Since 

| no progress toward breaking the AIOC-Iranian impasse was apparent, _ | 

| MEPCO officials decided on the one year postponement.” The Depart- 

| ment was also: informed that the terminal of the MEPCO pipeline 

| would be Tartous, in Syria, and that the pipeline would move | 

1,000,000,000 barrels of crude oil over a period of twenty years (memo- — | 

| rvandum of conversation by Richard Funkhouser of the Office of a | 

| African and Near Eastern Affairs, 890.6363/11-2249) . For documenta- | 

| tion on the agreement between the American companies and the Anglo- 

| Iranian Oil Company, see Foreign Relations, 1946, volume VII, pages 

18 ff. oe | ou io hoe: 

| “The “IPC difficulties” referred to in the paragraph immediately | 

| above concerned the Iraqi desire to renegotiate the oil concession 

agreement of the Iraq Petroleum Company; for the Iraqi desire to 

| initiate such renegotiations, ‘see airgram 241, August 23, 1948, from 

| Baghdad, ébéd., 1948, volume V, Part 1, page 39. | OO | 

| 890.0145/8-249: Alrgram re Se | | 

The Secretary of State to the Legation m Saudi Arabiat 

-  SEOREP Wasutnerton, March 2, 1949. 

| A-28. Deptel to Jidda 38, Jan 28. Fol summarizes recent discussions 

with ARAMCO relative to SA offshore oil and gives. Dept reaction to 

| the several .proposals. which ARAMCO intends to make to SAG. 

| The final paras constitute Dept’s instr to you on the way in 

| which you should reply. to long standing request for advice on manner 

_ in which SAG’s claim to offshore oil rights should be asserted, | 

_ In initial mtg with ARAMCO officials they revealed that Ahmed 

_ Bey Taufiq had propounded four questions on Dec 6, 1948. The ques- 

| tions and the replies which ARAMCO (as advised by Manley Hudson = 

: and Richard Young of Harvard Law School who were especially — 

] —_—_—————_—_— 

| ipThis airgram was drafted on February 8. Department spokesmen discussed | 

| the proposed advice to the Saudi Arabian Government with officers of the De- | 

partments of the Navy, Justice, and the Interior, beginning on February 18. These . | 

| officers, at the conclusion of the discussions, concurred or made no objection to 

| the proposed advice (Mr. Furman’s memorandum of February 21 to Mr. Hare, 

' 890.0145 /2-2149 ; Mr. Hakens’ memorandum of February 23 to Mr. Hare, 891.6363/ 

99349: and Mr. Eakens’ memorandum of February 23 to Paul H. Nitze, 

890F.6363/2-2349 ) . Mr. Nitze was Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of State for 

Economie Affairs. | | 

| 
|
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| _ retained to work on this problem) proposed to make are summarized 

oe Question One te ee So 
a _ “Should HMG issue a proclamation along the lines of President _ Truman’s proclamation of Sept 28, 1945”, | | ON 

—feply OS 
-ARAMCO quotes certain pertinent portions of the Truman Procla- 

mation; reviews litigation between USG and State of Texas,:in 
which USG contends for domestic purposes that it has complete 

| ownership, jurisdiction and control over subsoil and sea bed of the ~ 
continental shelf within boundary of State of Texas; points out that. | _ nr of Latin American States have followed President Truman’s 

| Proclamation with similar proclamations and states that on basis this — 
a _ history ARAMCO feels that SAG would be fully justified in issuing | declaration along the lines of Truman’s Proclamation adapted to suit a conditions in Persian Gulf. | ee 

Reply suggests that SAG give careful consideration to the geo- 
graphic and economic features of offshore area in which water bound- 
aries have not been drawn and where they can be drawn definitely - only in agreement with neighboring states. Particularly, it is pointed 
out that there is no true continental shelf in the Gulf but rather a _ | continental depression and that a proclamation referring to a con- | tinental shelf would have no clear meaning. The risk of controversy | with SA’s neighbors is balanced against advantage gained by an early — 

7 pronouncement. .- : ee Ss 
ARAMCO then concludes that it would be desirable for SAG to _ have an integrated program to cover all aspects of territorial waters, 

islands, subsoil and sea bed resources. Such a program would deal 
withthe fol points: eS a 

) — (1) the estab of SA’s sovereignty over certain islands in the Gulf; - (2) the delimitation of SA’s inland waters (within bays and shoals, | _ and between the mainland and offiying islands) ; and the fixing of _ the extent of SA’s coastal sea outside the inland waters; | | » (8) the extension of SA’s j urisdiction and:control. over contiguous submarine areas; and. ss . | oo: aS (4) the establishment of water or sea bed boundaries by agreements — | with the neighboring states. = Re 
Question Two oe - | mo 
_ “T£ so, when is the best time to publish such a proclamation”, | 
Reply CaN ae a a = —— According to. ARAMCO a declaration might be made as soon.as | 
His Majesty’s Government is- prepared to act upon the program as a
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Question Three ER Bs | | 

| -“T£ such a proclamation is issued, is a ‘confirming proclamation’ : 

| from the ‘American State Department necessary to protect American | 

| interests”. : nega OO | 

— Reply Se | a | 

| Jn ARAMCO?’s opinion a declaration by His Majesty’s Government 

would have the effect of clarifying SA’s legal position and would re- | | 

| quire no confirmation by any other Government. It seems probable, | 

| however, that, the Government of SA would wish to have previous | 

consultation with the Government of the US before issuing such a | 

declaration, = 
| Ss 

Question Four ee | 

| ~ «Tf a “confirming proclamation’ is necessary can it be obtained”. | | 

| On this pt the ARAMCO lawyers feel that because the reply tothe 

third question indicates that no ‘confirming proclamation’ is necessary 

this question does not arise. ot Tp oo 

| _ Inits proposed reply ARAMCO further suggests that 1f a program | 

| of this sort should prove to be acceptable to the Government of SA 

| it may wish to give consideration to three annexes which cover prob- 

_ lems1,2, and Zoutlinedabove. a pe 

| Annex One: This is a memorandum listing 13 islands which to 

| ARAMCO seem quite clearly to.be under the sovereignty of SA and 

referring to other islands which His Majesty may wish to place in this 

_ eategory. It stiggests that SAG may wish to proceed immed with the , 

erection of suitable markers on the islands over which it claims sov- 

ereignty for the purpose of giving “notoriety” to itsclaims. . |. 

| Annex Two: Thisisa draft of a Decree ‘concerning the territorial | 

| waters of SA covering both inland waters and the coastal sea. It was. 

prepared with reference to the laws of various other countries and the 

| suggestion of six miles as the width of the coastal sea follows action 

_ taken in the Persian Gulf by the Ottoman Empire in 1914 and by Iran | 

| in 1984. It takes the position that there is no general agreement on the 

proper width ofcoastalseas. =, yg 

—  - Annea Three: This is a draft of a Decree concerning the policy 

| of the Kingdom of SA with respect to the subsoil and sea bed of areas | 

/ in the Persian’ Gulf contiguous to the Saudi. Arabian coasts. The , 

__ Janguage of this draft is borrowed for the most part from President 

_ ‘Truman’s Proclamation of 1945 but it also takes account of develop- 

_ ments since that date both in the US and in other countries. 

| ~The text of the proposed proclamation is as follows — 

“Aware of the need for the greater utilization of the world’s 

natural resources, and of the desirability of giving encouragement 

to efforts to discover and make available such resources, | | a
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| Recognizing that valuable resources may underlie parts of the Per- | sian Gulf off the coasts of Saudi Arabia, and that modern technology makes it increasingly practicable to utilize theseresources, = =” _ Appreciating that recognized jurisdiction over such Yesources is - | required in the interest of their conservation and prudent utilization _ when and as development is undertaken ; Se _ -Deeming that the exercise of jurisdiction over such resources by the — contiguous nation is reasonable and just, since the effectiveness ‘of measures to utilize or conserve these resources would be contingent upon. cooperation and. protection from the shore and since self- protection compels the coastal nation to keep close watch Over activi- ties off its shores which are of a nature necessary for the utilization ofthese resources;and aes 
. Considering that various other nations now exercise jurisdiction | over the subsoil and sea bed of areas contiguous to their coasts, Declares the fol policy of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with - a Tespect to the subsoil and sea bed of areas of the Persian Gulf con- tiguous to the coasts of Saudi Arabia: | | _ The subsoil and sea bed of those areas of the Persian Gulf seaward from the coastal’sea of Saudi Arabia but contiguous to its coasts are | — declared to appertain to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and to be. sub-: oe ject to its jurisdiction and control. The boundaries of such areas will | be determined.in accordance with equitable principles by the King- | dom of Saudi Arabia in agreements with other States having juris-_ | diction and control over adjoining submerged areas. ‘The character as | high seas of the waters of such areas, the right to the free and un- | impeded navigation of such waters and the air space above those | waters, fishing rights in such waters, and the traditional freedom of | Pearling by the peoples of the Gulf are in no way affected. | this Decree’ shall be published in Umm al Qura. English and | French translations will be published simultaneously”. 

| . The Dept and ARAMCO have engaged in lengthy discussions on 
— the subject. ARAMCO has made a number of modifications in its 

presentation in response to the informal suggestions of a working 
group within the Dept.:The Dept’s official position with regard to 
the various points raised aboveisasfollows:— = =» ~:~ Ey, 
ul. Reply to the four questions : “Having been requested by SAG to. _ furnish answers to the questions, and having obtained the advice of competent international lawyers, it would seem proper that ARAMCO | _ submit replies.to.SAG. The Dept feels that it is not in a position to — | interpose objections to ARAMCO making replestoSAG. 

With regard to the Annexes the Dept’s position is as follows:— 
Annex 1: This represents a new subject: on which the Dept has — not been requested to give advice by the SAG. Originally ARAMCO had prepared this Annex in the form of a draft decree, but in response to the Dept’s informal suggestions has changed: it to a memorandum | supporting the erection of markers on islands to which SAG hasan _ | _ absolute claim. The Dept had positive objection to a public proclama- __ tion, mainly on the ground that the ceremonial drama of royal procla- mation (as opposed to quietly erecting a derrick or a marker) would
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2 probably evoke a rash of counterclaims by other Persian Gulf States. 

| It does not feel that it can jnterpose positive ob] ections to submission | 

of this memorandum by ARAMCO, but if its advice is requested by | 

_- SAG it will feel obliged to stateitsreservations. = | 

| Annee 2: This again is a matter in which the advice of USG has 

| not been. requested. by SAG and to which USG therefore does not | 

| feel it can properly interpose positive objection. Some of the prin- | 

ciples contained therein ‘are not those recognized by the USG. If 

| SAG should ask advice of USG it would be forced to state its reserva- 

; tions, and if such a proclamation is issued it would probably. be neces- 

sary for USG to make known its own position. a = 

|  . Annex 3: ‘The proposed proclamation is based essentially upon 

the Truman Proclamation as modified to apply to the Persian Gulf : 

and closely conforms to Dept’s position on subject. — arn | 

| ‘The fol course of action has been decided upon by the Dept; and 

‘unless you perceive serious objections you shld follow procedure out- 

| lined belowsx— Oo mg | 

| (1) In response _to SAG?’s long standing request for USG advice . | 

you shid present SAG with copy Truman Proclamation (Depcirin 

| Oct 17, 19452). You shld also present the fol set of principles-drawn. 

| from the Truman Proclamation which in Dept’s view apply to Persian i 

ie Gulf. You shid then emphasize Dept does not feel it could properly 

| present to SAG the draft of a proposed proclamation but that it has 

! seen the draft which ARAMCO proposes to present to SAG and feels 

| that this generally conforms to principles set forth below:— | 

| 4, It is desirable to give encouragement to any efforts which 

poe will bring about a greater utilization of the world’s natural 

: resources. | eSB OE EES | 

| “= 9 Valuable resources may underlie parts of. the Persian Gulf | 

| off the coasts of SA and it is becoming increasingly: practicable | 

| to utilize such submerged resources. 

| . .. 8. Itis necessary that the littoral state exercise jurisdiction over 

: these resources in order to conserve and control the utilization of 

: -‘sguchresources. Me oe 

| ~ -42-'The practice of other nations in exercising jurisdiction over 

Lo - the subsoil and sea bed of areas contiguous to their coasts might | 

‘be taken as precedent. for SA in asserting that the subsoil and 
sea bed of those areas of the Persian Gulf contiguous to its coast — 

-—‘Appertain to the Kingdom of SA and are subject to its jurisdiction 
—andeontrol. 

nas 

| 9.5, Whenever it might become necessary to.define more precisely | 

» . the boundaries of such submerged areas, they should be. deter- | 

“ mined in accordance with equitable principles by the Kingdom 

of SA in agreements with other states having jurisdiction and 

| control over adjoining submerged areas. = | 

| 6, Assertion of jurisdiction over submerged areas beyond the | 

| coastal sea should not affect freedom of navigation of the waters 

of such areas, or the air above such waters, or fishing and tra- , 

-. ditional pearling rights in the Persian Gulf. ee
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The fol timing of presentation has been decided by ARAMCO :— 

_ Spurlock or substitute will shortly. proceed to Jidda with full 
documentation of ARAMCO reply. Upon his arrival he has been _ instr to confer with you in light of these instructions, in order that 
you may be fully acquainted with ARAMCO proposals. You shld then — —spresent copy of Truman Proclamation and set of principles to SAG, 
making clear that Dept’s advice is limited solely to offshore submerged — area questions upon which SAG had requested advice USG and make 4 , clear Dept’s position as stated in (1) Reply to four questions Annex —s_ 2 above. Fol your presentation Spurlock will be free to present _ ARAMCO reply to Ahmed Bey Taufiq’s questions. ee 
At the time of presentation Dept’s views you shld make available _ 

| to Brit copy of principles submitted to SAG. As matters presented 
in Annexes 1 and 2 concern questions which have been raised solely | between SAG and ARAMCO, Dept does not feel it would be proper 
for you to advise Brit in advance regarding these proposals. However, _. after Spurlock has made presentation Dept perceives no objection to _.-—- your informing Brit Amb- that it is your understanding that | ARAMCO has been asked for and given advice on matters other than 

: _ offshore features. — ER ES - | Tt is quite possible that fol ARAMCO presentation SAG will | | request USG. advice on proposals contained in Annexes 1 and 2. You may then state that. this is a new and complicated subject on which 
_ SAG has not, previously requested advice, and that you will have to _- request further instr on these subjects. pe | 

Dept hopes that SAG will not give undue publicity to their claim 
to islands or submerged areas as this might well provoke undesirable | _ . counterclaims and disputes from other Persian Gulf states, eo _ Dept fully appreciates that. procedure outlined above is not ideal, but feels that in view of complicated relationships vis-i-vis USG, 
ARAMCO and Brit Govt that. course suggested will best avoid diffi- ee | - culties inherent to the whole problem, 2 | Copies of memoranda covering recent conversations with ARAMCO _ are going forward by air-mail pouch. The contents of these and other _ Memoranda which have been furnished ur off during recent months | _ may be used discreetly as background info in explaining the difficulties | os 
and delays which have occurred in preparation of a-reply to the SA. 
Govt, Oc 
Jidda is requested acknowledge receipt this airgram by telegraph.* | 
i bane  Acurson 

8 Thig airgram was repeated to Baghdad, Cairo, London, and Tehran. Jidda advised, on March 14, that airgram 23 had been received (telegram 188, 8§80.0145/ | 3-1449). Two days later, Ambassador Childs reported an interview with several ARAMCO officials, who anticipated making the company’s views known to the | Saudi Arabian Government after various documents were translated. He then | , communicated the content of airgram 23 to the Minister of Finance who “ex- | — pressed great thanks SAG” (telegram 201, 890.0145/8-1649). |
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| $90F.6368/2-2349: Telegram Oe ge a Oo | 

| The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabiat | 

| SECRET.  . |... .... Wasutneton, March 3, 1949—12 noon. | 

79. A[ir] gram going forward today * summarizing recent conver- 
_  sations ARAMCO and giving you detailed instrs on manner in which | 
_ advice shld be given SAG re offshore oil. Subject too lengthy for | 
| telegraphicinstr, 4 £2 2 Se 
to While this action independent of overall approach previously con- 
_ templated with Brit, advice in no way conflicts with principles evolved 
_ for such approach. Dept feels that it can no longer delay advice to 

| §AG and that certain advantages wld accrue from gradual evolu- 
| tion of problem rather than concerted proclamation. Although specific 
_ mention of median line not made, it is inherent to principles involved 
| but Dept believes it is undesirable at present to give publicity by 

| proclamation or otherwise to this principle Se 

_  RefAgram also instructs manner in which your Brit colleague shld | | 
| be advised, and Dept prefers that you not discuss matter with him 

| untilagramrecd. = cE CG EE 
|‘ Dept feels matter now too far advanced to follow course suggested | 

© in London’s 670 Feb 23.200 
ae ha oae 

ot Repeated to London and Tehran. 2 pomee Be shee rete 
: 3 No, 28, p. 111, is actually dated March 2. | ge tee : . 

-& Not printed ; it reported that the Eastern Department of the British. Foreign 
| Office had prepared draft instructions to the British Embassy at Washington “to: _ 

4 put to Department idea that if Department plans speak SAG along lines under 

i consideration UK would like to join US in giving same advice SAG and also to: 

| UK protected Sheikhs.” (890.0145/2-2349) 

: 890F.6368/3-1249 : Telegram Se rae enneeene 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Legationin Saudi Arabia 

i secrer- . ————~———,:SCs Waasseon, March 12, 1949—4 p.m. | 
96. Six principles regarding application relevant Truman Proc-. | 

| lamation concepts to Persian Gulf, pages 8 and 9, A-23,1 given Brit. 
} Emb here Mar 10. Because these-principles.en route Jidda by airgram, 
+ Dept has requested Brit Emb not telegraph them their Emb Jidda : 
, which will shortly receive copy from you. | | | | 
: Dept also reminded Brit that ARAMCO has obtained advice from : | 

_ international law experts, which is being passed SAG. Dept stated 
* this advice private concern ARAMCO and SAG until acted upon, . 
» but assured Brit offshore proclamation proposed by ARAMCO for — 

Dated March2,p.1110,00 i 

501-887—77—_9 | | |
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| issuance by SAG corresponded closely six principles mentioned | 
_ above. (Lontel 862,Mar87) = oe a | 

Brit Emb was informed Dept saw no reason for and did not wish 
| publicity on fact USG had advised SAG re offshore oil. Shld necessity 

| arise Dept plans merely say SAG asked US views development re- 
sources offshore areas and was informed principles Truman | 

| Proclamation, = = oe og 
Brit Emb further informed question whether or not Brit.advise _ 

SAG regarding offshore oil entirely up to them, but we frankly saw 
no. compelling reason therefor. Because treaty relations Sheikhdoms, 

oe Brit plan advise Gulf Sheikhs of SAG proclamation and what action — 
they should take. Brit believe 1930 Treaty with Iraq requires UK 
info Iraq re proposed action Kuwait. a 

| - Question informing Iran discussed at length. Possible alternatives 
_ mentioned: (1) Await Iran inquiry SAG, UK or.US after routine 

publication proclamation SAG press and give straightforward answer, 
(2) SAG furnish copy public proclamation to all Persian Gulf lit- 

| toral states, including Iran, and. (3) Supplementing “2” above with 
reassuring explanation that should in future it possibly become neces-. 
sary define boundaries submerged areas more precisely this will be — 

_ done through agreements with other states involved. Plscomment these | 
and other possible alternatives.? _ Ce 

- So / ACHESON 

? Not printed. | eee a 
* This telegram was repeated to Baghdad, Cairo, London, and Tehran. Jidda _ 

commented, on March 15, that “While SAG would probably prefer alternative 
(1) feel they can be prevailed upon accept (2) which would presumably assist 
Embassy Tehran in counseling against immoderate action by Iranians.” (telegram 
193, 890F.6363/3-1549). Baghdad, on March 18, pointed out that “Because special | 

oO treaty relationships with Iraq and Kuwait, British Embassy feels desirable for 
British alone make representations. Baghdad ion off-shore oil. We concur and 
believe preferable for US take no action unless Iraqis initiate discussion re US 

| advice to SAG.” (telegram 119, 890.0145/3-1849). Cairo advised, on March 14, 
that “Third alternative favored unless entails delay.” (telegram 251, 890F'.6363/ — 
3-1449) Tehran suggested on March 16, that “SAG and ARAMCO can go ahead 

| _ with their project (alternative one... ) without repercussions in Iran where _ 
_ Sovereign authority. of Ibn Saud is not contested. This may not be case with — 

_ Sheikhdoms. It seems highly advisable (1) make every effort avoid appearance | 
concerted. Anglo-American action; (2) prevent raising of any general question of. 

. principle; and (8) approach whole matter on an ed hoc basis.” (telegram 297 , | 890.0145 /3~1649) i 
The Department, on March 23, informed Baghdad of its concurrence with the 

latter’s telegram 119 (telegram 107, 890F.6363/3-1849). | | : ee 

oe | Editorial Note | po | 

_.  Chargé Dorsz reported from Baghdad on March 12 that H. H. | 
Wheatley, the second ranking officer of the Iraq Petroleum Company, _ 

| had arrived at Baghdad on February 21 to undertake renegotiation |
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of the company’s oil concession agreement. The Chargé advised that 

Mr. Wheatley “was prepared to demand reopening Haifa pipeline, — 

port and refinery as a corollary to renegotiation oil conventions on , 

his own terms.” He-also offered to raise the royalty rate from the cur- | 

rent eight shillings per ton of crude oil to 18 but the Iraqis scorned | | 

the offer. | | 7 oe | oe 

_ Mr. Wheatley returned to London ‘on March 12 for consultations | 

with his Board of Directors concerning the high terms demanded by 

the Iraqis. Prior to his departure “Wheatley said that chances re- oe 

‘opening southern pipe[line] much before June or J uly seemed remote 

and that policy of even suggesting to Iraqis that their crude might — 

be used to supply Haifa refinery was out of the question at this time.” | 

(airgram 108, 890G.63863/3-1249) | On | 
- The IPC pipeline bifurcated at Haditha, Transjordan, the “south- | 

ern pipeline” continuing through Arab Palestine and Israel to Haifa. 

The northern section continued through Syria and Lebanon to 

‘Tripoli, cag EE | — | | | 

890.0145/3-1649 : Telegram ae ee - an : | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia | 

SECRET — - Wasuineron, March 16, 1949—7 p. m. | 

99. Fol for ur background use in discussions with SAG and 

/ ARAMCO. It deals with relatively minor differences between Dept > 
and ARAMCO re recommendations SAG. | ee | 

Although officials Interior approved in general text proposed proc- 

lamation ARAMCO plans recommend SAG (pages 5 and 6, A-23),? _ 

they felt para 3,? page 6, cld be improved and clarified make clear. 

territorial waters (coastal sea) not affected by decree. If, for example, | 

“such areas” in third sentence of para. were interpreted as including 

coastal sea proclamation seems suggest coastal sea has character of a 

| high seas and subject free navigation, etc. | og | : 

Whereas line 3, para 3, page 6, proposed ARAMCO draft begins _ 

“to its coast”, Interior officials suggested this shld read “to that coastal : 

sea”. Whereas line 9, para 3, page 6 proposed ARAMCO declaration 

begins “of waters of such areas”, Interior officials felt clearer “of 7 

_ waters of areas of Persian Gulf seaward from coastal sea of Saudi oe 

— Arabia’ Se Lo 

| Dept agrees with Interior that above suggested changes wld clarify __ 

proclamation. | oo, 

. 1 This telegram was repeated to Tehran and Dhahran and was sent by air to | 
Baghdad, Cairo, and London. | ee a | 

| 7 Dated March 2, p. 111. . oO - — | | 

, *This paragraph begins with the words “The subsoil and sea bed of those areas : 

| of the Persian Gulf”, p. 114. = Oo |
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_ Manley Hudson, expert engaged by ARAMCO for advice offshore 
oil wld not accept these suggestions. Regard first change, he said area 
he had in mind was contiguous to coast and not to coastal sea. Second 

, change he felt redundant. Accordingly, A~23, Mar 2 went forward _ 
without these proposed changes. __ : | rn re 

Dept not considered Annex 2 in detail and therefore did not discuss 
| thoroughly with ARAMCO lawyers. However, seems clear if Dept 

were do so and were consult fully other Govt agencies on subject, at 
| | least fol objections wld bemade: | SO 

| _ 1) Decree uses 6-mile rule where US and UK have always insisted 
= 3-mile limit; — CS ae he es 

| - 2) Manner drawing. lines around islands. and shoals seems extend 
claims unduly, given configuration and shallowness Persian Gulf; and | 

___.8) Assertion 12-mile zone beyond coastal sea takes form which 
| differs from US handling analogous problem in enforcing customs 

and prohibition laws, = | De 

Dept notes that in discussing “territorial waters” with PWOC 
_  (urdesp 42, Feb 18, 1949+) Tawfiq suggested 3-mile limit presumably 
. because 3-mile rule wld give SAG greater area to offer bidders for 

offshore rights neutral zone. If Leg aware other SA precedents for 
| use lessthan 6-miles,adviseDept. = =” ee | 

| _ Renew suggestion you caution both SAG and ARAMCO that pre- - 
_-—s ¢ipitate action in making any pretentious seaward claims might pro- _ 

. duce polit repercussions from Iranian side which shld if possible be | 
avoided. 
coat Po oe ee ee AciEson 

| Not printed, 

| ——« 891.6868/4-749: Telegram = en - 
| --. Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran* ae | 

- SECRET _. Wasuineron, April 14, 1949—6 p. m. | 
. - 342. Conversations with reps Brit Emb? re offshore oil reveal fol 

agreed points: = = ee eR 

. 1, Brit agreed [with] principles US has passed to SAG. If SAG 
ask Brit for opinion, Brit will indicate agreement. Brit desire be 

| | informed earliest possible by Amer Emb Jidda or Dept (1) text of 
_ proclamation when known and (2) proposed release date. Emb Jidda 

_ shid, of course, provide info release date all addressees this cable. . | 

* This telegram was repeated to Jidda, Baghdad, Cairo, and London. _ 
| * These conversations were held with E. E. J ones, the Petroleum Attaché of the 

British Embassy, on March 28 and April 4 ( memoranda of conversation by Mr. . 
Kitchen and Mr. Sanger, 891.6363/3-2849, 890.0145/4-449). | ee
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9, Tran: Amb Wiley will speak informally to Tranians as soon as : 

release date Saudi Arabian proclamation known. Brit do not wish to. 

exclude possibility, Amb Le Rougetel speaking to Iranians fol Wiley. a 

Le Rougetel must be prepared to answer Iran’s questions and wld 

reply along lines taken by Wiley. He will not volunteer advice or | 

comment. If IranGov inquire directly whether US and UK discussed. 

question in advance, reply will be affirmative and refer to obvious’ 

interest Brit-protected Sheikhdoms touching SA mainland. Agreed 

both Ambs must seek middle ground between (1) implication to. 

Iranians of US-UK collusion for purpose imposing plan upon other 

littoral states which wld either commit Iran to precedent or affect 

adversely Iran interests now or in future, and (2) implication of rift | 

or possibility thereof between US and UK which might be capitalized | 

- bysomeelementsinIran, ae | 

8. Kuwait, Bahrein and Qatar will now be informed confidentially 

by Brit that Saudis expected act shortly and that Sheikhdoms will | 

be advised when to issue own proclamation. Brit propose latter date | 

be approx three days fol SAG action.. Oo | | 

4, Re Iraq, agreed Brit will inform Iraqi forthcoming proclamation. 

but will not make ref, unless asked directly, to US Govts advice to 

SAG. US Amb Baghdad will only answer specific questions by Iraq 

Govt (Baghdad’s 119, Mar. 18:-and Deptel 107 , Mar. 23).2 Brit Amb 

will be instructed inform Iraqi soon as Brit have firm info date on | 

which Saudis will act. On Dept suggestion, Iraqi will not be informed oe 

earlier than one week before Saudis issue proclamation since longer 

period wld provide interval for rumors to develop in Iraq and for | 

tension to develop between IraqandSaudis. 

| 5. Brit will inform Sultan of Muscat generally re developments 

_ when Brit Polit Resident Bahrein next Dhofar. Brit will make clear _ 

__US interest in Sultan’s being informed. Remaining states having spe- 

cial relations with UK will be informed after SAG issues proclamation — 

and will be advised later action they shld take. 

a Re ne oe A OETESON 

* Neither printed ; but see footnote 3, p.118. BS | 

. 891.6363/4—1449 : Telegram oo oe . . 

| —. ‘Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran* 

SECRET = _ Wasutneron, April 14, 1949—6 p. m. | 

848. Ref Deptel 342, Apr. 14, re offshore oil. In conversations with 

_ Brit Dept took position based on Embtel 297, Mar. 16? that since” . 

Iranians aware discussion you shld approach Iran PriMin as soon | 

as release data SAG proclamation known and explain Saudis, moti-. | 

vated by urgent, practical consideration—namely, bids offshore con-_ 

cessions—asked for US advice and were given copy Truman 

- +This telegram was repeated to London. | 
3 Not printed. | |



| Proclamation together with statement certain its principles which __ 
_ might be applicable to submerged areas PG offshore SA. Amer Govt, 

oe therefore, understands SAG will make announcement embodying ref 
___- principles. You shld point out that Saudis will probably and logically 

_ refer to seaward extension their jurisdiction and control, limits of 
| which will not be established until need arises, therefore Saudi ex- _ 

tension wld not have immediate bearing upon possible future exten- : 
sion Iran assertion jurisdiction adjacent submerged areasGulf. 

oe Specifically, it is expected that conversations will be held between | 
| neighboring littoral states regarding transverse lines as need might __ 

a _ arise in near future. You shld state understanding SAG will base 
__. proclamation on reasonable and stable principles and that it may be 

assumed any problems of specific delineation between littoral Govts _ 
will be worked out amicably as occasion arises. : 

Refer Deptel 1025, Nov. 1, 1948 ® numbered paras 2 through 7 info. 
possible pertinence present situation, especially Bahrein, ; 

| — ee Be ye — AcHESON 
: * Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Parti1,p.57. a OO | - 

S90F.6363/4-2249 Oe es hg 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the | 
| Division of Near Eastern Affairs — 7 | 

| SECRET | [Wasutneron,] April 22, 1949. 
Subject: Problems Arising from ARAMCO Activities in Disputed : 

, Border Areas between Saudi Arabia, the Qatar Peinsula, and _ 
: _ the Sheikhdoms of the Trucial Coast. | | 

Participants: Mr. T. E. Bromley—First Secretary, British Embassy 
| Mr. E. E. Jones—Petroleum Attaché, British Embassy 

| | Mr. Jernegan—NEA (Acting Deputy Director) | | 
| Mr. Moline—PED | oa | 

| Mr. Sanger—NE | Ss | 
Mr. Bromley said that. London was worried by reports which it | 

had received during the last few weeks that ARAMCO surveying _ 
| parties were operating in the south west corner of the Qatar Peninsula, 

| in the area between Salwa and Jebel Nakhsh. Word had reached 
London that engineers for ARAMCO had erected cairns along the 

_-- road joining these points and as far north as the 25th. parallel. 
Apparently the intention of the ARAMCO engineers was to core drill 

| alongthisroad,
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‘Disturbing reports have also reached London regarding ARAMCO’s a 

~ actions along the border between Saudi Arabia and the Trucial Coast. 

Company engineers were reported to have put up a beacon on the 

promontory of Ras al Hazra and on Ghara island on the Gulf. 

- Mirfaha (Mirfa) and Jebel Dhanni had also been visited and six = 

- ARAMCO vehicles were reported to have advanced into the Trucial | 

Coast as far as Jebel Ali. This represented an advance b&nd the - | 

| previous Saudi Arabian claims in this area. | | | Oo 

‘Mr. Jones sketched in the history of British-American talks on these 

| frontiers, which he said went back to informal discussions which 

were held in London in November of 1946, in which Dr. Loftus and 

Mr. Levy took part. The upshot of these talks was that the British 

and American Governments agreed to consult their respective Oo 

| nationals who had oil interests in the disputed area between Saudi 

Arabia and Qatar, and Saudi Arabia and the Trucial Coast. It was | 

the opinion of those taking part in these talks that a “no man’s land” | 

- ghould be set up temporarily along these boundaries pending settle- . . 

ment of the problem. Following these talks Dr. Loftus discussed the 

‘matter with ARAMCO. The views of the oil company on the dispute, 

asset forth in February of 1947, was that ARAMCO must look to © | 

Saudi Arabia for the delimitation of territory in which it drills. 

While ARAMCO intended to keep the Department of State informed 

on its plans and actions in this area, such action was not to be con- | 

strued asa request forclearance. = | | | 

The Foreign Office decided not to take action in regard to this 

~ ARAMCO position, particularly in view of the fact that in 1987 the 

Government of Saudi Arabia had told the British Government that : 

| there was no reason to fear that drilling would be started. in these 

disputed areas. ee gE Le eye 

Mr. Sanger with the aid of a CIA map of the Arabian Peninsula. 

(No. 10738, October 1947), and a map from the Department of State 

| Map Division (No. 10659, April 1947), entitled “Qatar and Bahrein 

| Territorial Problems”, explained something of the background of 

| these boundary disputes. He mentioned the line drawn in the Anglo- | 

Turkish Agreement of 1913-1914, which comes out on the Persian | 

Gulf in the Khor Zakh Nuniya, just east of Ain Abwab, and the line 

proposed by the British in 1937, as the south eastern boundary of Saudi | 

‘Arabia which starts at the bottom of the Bahr Salwa and goes from 

: there to 52°E-23°N to 55°H-22°N thence down to 55°E-20°N. Also 

the boundary proposed by the Saudi Arabian Government in 1937 

| 1Wor the “Record of Informal Anglo-American Oil Talks, November 1946”, see _ 

Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vit, p. 44. At the time, John A. Loftus was Chief of — 

the Petroleum Division and Walter J. Levy was Petroleum Specialist in the | 

Division of International and Functional Intelligence. |
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- which cuts across the base of the Qatar Peninsula from the middle of —- | _ Jebel Nakhsh to a point on the Persian Gulfa little north of the Khor 

al Odaid and then follows the coast line to the bottom of the Khor ed _ | ‘Dhuwaihin whence it goes in a direct Line to a point in the Sabkhat | Mutti near the Sufuk Wells and thence to 56° R-22°N, Me gS 
On being asked by Mr. J ernegan if the Foreign Office requested , action @om the Department of State in regard to the moves being | made by ARAMCO in these disputed areas, Mr. Bromley replied in the affirmative. He said the Foreign Office does not at present want to _ | raise the question of these boundaries with the Government of Saudi Arabia but inquired if the Department of State would be prepared to ask ARAMCO to restrict its activities in these areas. The F oreign | Office would meantime speak to PDQ (Petroleum Development Qatar) | and suggest that that company try to work out a gentlemen’s agree- | ment with ARAMCO to leave the disputed areas alone for the present __ | without prejudice to either party. a es _. Mr. Sanger ‘sald that about three weeks ago ARAMCO had told | him that it was sending some survey parties into this general region | and that in doing so it was adhering to the position which it expressed . | In 1947, to the effect that it was Ibn Saud’s agent in such matters and | | drilled in whatever areas he said came within his boundaries. - : . Mr. Jernegan said that he thought the basic question involved the : exact instructions which King Ibn Saud had given to the oil company as to where it should drill. If the instructions given to ARAMCO by _ the Saudi Arabian Government were general then ARAMCO would | be in a position to withdraw its crews.. If, however, the instructions given were specific as to the exact location the King wished surveyed | then ARAMCO would not be in a position to withdraw and the ap- proach would have to be made to the Saudi Arabian Government. _ _ A-445 of April 162 from Cairo was then discussed and it was felt that this action on the part. of ARAMCO might be connected with | _ Tewfik Bey’s idea of drilling in controversial areas in order to bring _ a boundary problems to the active attention of all concerned. - - , _- In conclusion Mr. Jernegan said that the Department would inquire | informally of ARAMCO regarding the nature of the instructions on which it was working along the boundaries of Qatar and the Trucial 

Coast. He suggested that perhaps ARAMCO’s actions mighthavebeen | caused by moves to the southward on the part of PDQ, and he said that he did not feel we would be justified in taking further steps vis- _ a-vis the company or the Saudi Government until the exact nature — _ of ARAMCO’s instructions had been ascertained. ce 

_ * Not printed. | | a ee ee " -
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—-990,0145/4-2749: Airgram ee Be 

. The Consul at Dhahran (Meloy) to the Secretary of State’ 

SECRET. | ... Duauran, April 27, 1949—5: 51 p.m. 

-. A-83. The Consulate has learned from a reliable source that the — 

“Arabian American Oil Company, acting for the Saudi Arabian Gov- 

ernment, is preparing markers to be placed on certain islands, pre- 

‘sumably unoccupied, off the east coast of Saudi Arabia in the Persian _ | 

: Gulf. These markers are for the purpose of establishing Saudi a 

- Arabian jurisdiction over the particular islands on which they are | 

get up. Although this action is ostensibly being taken by the Saudi 

Arabian Government, the oil Company is actually designing the | 

| markers and will “assist” the Saudi Arabian Government in their _ 

- gonstructionandemplacement. | So Bo 

---:<Jn addition, ARAMCO acting for the Saudi Arabian Government is _ | 

| reported to be secretly engaged in dragging a road across the base 

_ of the Qatar peninsula, eastward from Selwa, with the intention that — 

this will be the boundary line claimed by the Saudi Arabian Govern- 

ment. Further details will be reported as they are learned. — 7 a 

This airgram was repeated to J idda and London. - PP es Se | 

$91.6363 AIOC/4-2849: Telegram 7 er, ae os 

| _ The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State _ 7 

| CONFIDENTIAL «=—Ci(<té‘éWt!”—. Tern, April 28, 1949—6 p. m.. 

_ 578. Long protracted negotiations revision concession. ATOC have | 

now been actively resumed. Representatives AIOC have recently. 

| returned and Sir William Fraser, chairman board, expected to arrive 

tomorrow. British Ambassador tells me, most privately, that nego- 

tiations, however, are difficult and that on Tran side there is no one ~ 

truly competent from technical point of view to represent Tran 

‘Government. — oo oe 

_ [Here follow observations by the British Ambassador in Iran con- 

| cerning the Iranian petroleumdelegateatLondon.J | 

1 Regarding the initiation of these negotiations on September 30, 1948, see | 

editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 49. For the text of the - 

a Convention concluded at Tehran on April 29, 1933, between the Iranian Govern- 

| ment and the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (as the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company was 

then known), see British Cmd, 8425, Persia No. 1 (1951) : Correspondence between 

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom and the Persian Government, | : 

and Related Documents concerning the Oil Industry in Persia, February 1951 to 

September 1951, p. 9. | | a |
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British Ambassador states AIOC production is at peak level and 
- Iran Government is devising every possible means to cash in. It has 

-Inade some 20 to 25 specific demands, including Iranization and 
‘modification of arbitration clause. Moreover, Iran Government de- _ 
sires 50% gross profits. British Ambassador states that so many ele- | 

. -Ients enter into gross profits that this presents an ‘impossible condi-— 
_ tion. Moreover, he says, Board of Directors ATOC almost entirely 

Scotch and will, under no circumstances, accept conditions which > 
would deprive them of control. British Ambassador says way things 
now stand Company is prepared raise royalties and make other con- 

| cessions which would substantially double under present circum- | 
oe stances Iran revenue from ATIOC. AIOC is in fact. subject to very 

| _ exacting regulations by British Government. For example of its profits | 
last year 11 million pounds have had to be turned over to Treasury 
as reserve. This is source of lively complaint on part Iran Government. 

| But, says British Ambassador, AIOC is ready hereafter to turn over 
- _ whatever part of reserves accrue to Iran Government in accordance 

| _ with contract. British apparently hope that negotiations will be con-- , 
cluded within next fortnight, but: ~ ae 7 ee To 

_ - Thoroughly competent and entirely reliable American source in- 
| _ timately acquainted with course of petroleum matters here has in- - 

formed me as follows: informant believes that one might mistake 
: tactical moves on Iran’s part for objectives actually sought. For. - 

example, according to informant, the 25 specific demands cited repre- 
Sent only catalog of sources of dissatisfaction for discussion. Also he - 
believes that Iran has no present intention demanding Iranization 

| of Company. Also that Iran does not demand 50% gross profits but _ 
| insists only that principle of equal division of benefits established 

| _ Venezuela 1942? be used as criterion here in appraising equitability _ 
of revised royalty. Iran negotiators have insisted that this principle | 

| be accepted before any discussion other issues and until accepted have — 
a _Stubbornly refused yield on any point. Informant believes Iran pre- 

_ pared accept 214 to 3 times present revenue per ton as representing 
equitable share on Venezuelan basis continuing same simple-type 

| formula as in past and providing for rescision if warranted by either 
a party after 5 years. AIOC negotiator, Gass, has apparently not been © 

authorized make such settlement hence dispute has been confined to 
subsidiary issues without progress. Chairman Fraser’s arrival to- — 

| _.2 For documentation on discussions between the United States and Venezuela | . 
regarding proposed legislation for control of the petroleum industry in Venezuela, : 
see Foreign Relations, 1942, vol. v1, pp. (43 fh He an
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morrow may open way for resolving this basic issue which informant 

- ga.vs involves no technical problem.? | fee a - 

a | WILEY © 

V3 London, on: April 30, advised of information from the British. Foreign Office 

that Mr. Bevin bad informed the Iranian Ambassador that the negotiations be 

ween Iran and the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company were “between company and Iran | 

- Government. He said HMG could not negotiate with Iran over head of company | 

and could not put pressure on company to increase its present offer.” (telegram - 

1675, 891.00/4-3049) * : , a a : 

London reported further, on May 17, that the “Tranian Finance Ministry is. | 

unwilling accept terms offered by Fraser. AIOC, which is secretive even with © 

_ Foreign Office, indicates that it has made its ‘final’ offer which is ‘better than — 

terms any other oil company in ME except Kuwait neutral zone concessionaires’.”” 

(telegram 1940, 891.00/5-1749) | | a | | 

———--890.0145/5-349; Telegram — a | | eg BEES - 

The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET. 7 : Jippa, May 8, 1949—1 p. m. a 

326. Following conversation with Prince Faisal* re proclamation, 

Foreign Office telegraphed Riyadh and has received following reply. | 

“Subject still under discussion. No action will be taken until return —_ 

| Finance Minister”. _ Co a 
- Tasked if anyone other than Finance Minister knew when he would 

return from Cairo. Jocular reply made doubtful even he knew. 

Said I wished express certain personal views and while I thought | 

| they reflected views US Government, I emphasized were made on 

| my own responsibility. | 

| (1) There was distinct danger that if offshore oil proclamation 

went beyond very general terms such as we had indicated in our gen-— | 

eral principles there might be serious problems raised. for which there 

_ were no ready solutions. USG had given subject. most extensive and | 

intensive study. Extreme caution was therefore desirable that procla- _ 

mation should not venture into uncharted fields. | | 
(2) On other hand there was, in my personal view, danger of undue 

delay in issuance. I mentioned possibility ill-considered action by | 

other governments which might provoke those complications we had — 

in mind avoiding, when offering our advice SAG. | | a, 

Foreign Office assured me my personal views would be greatly wel- 

comed Riyadh and indicated the logic of them would be understood. 

Sent. Department 326, repeated London 57, Tehran 15, Cairo 73. 

ee Se —  CHIEDS 

* Saudi Arabian Minister for Foreign Affairs. | | | ,
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890.0145 /5-849: Telegram cone 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom? 

SECRET _ Wasutneron, May 6, 1949—7 p.m. — 
. 1558. In light info Tehran’s 6038, May 4, Dept believes may be 

7 _ desirable for Wiley approach Iran PriMin shortly for conversation _ 
along lines instructions contained Deptel 1304, Apr. 14.3 Such ap- 

_. proach wld be altered to fit possibly Iran proclamation may actually 
ss 'precedethatofSAG. a 

- | Ivan draft bill appears to take very favorable line. Under circum- _ 
stances, Dept believes might be useful if Iranians did act shortly, 

| since this wld undoubtedly push SAG into early action and thereby 
tend to prevent dangers pointed out by Childs in Jidda’s 326, May3. | 

| Before instructing Wiley to make approach, Dept requests Emb 
London ascertain and report views Brit Govt and desires Amb Childs’ 

| _. views desirability such action. : | | oe 
| CUPS TE a _ ACHESON | 

- a This telegram was repeated to J idda, Dhahran, Tehran, and Cairo. 7 
' ?Not printed ; Ambassador Wiley reported information that “Council Ministers 

| has been given for consideration ‘draft bill dealing with Iran rights in subsea 
Persian Gulf beyond territorial six mile limit. Bill .. . is said to follow closely | Truman Declaration, asserting Iran’s. right to control development of any oil | , or other riches in subsea beyond six mile limit and extending as far ascontinental _—j oo Shelf extends. In event continental shelf extends into jurisdiction of neighboring 7 _ country, division is to be determined by mutual agreement among countries | concerned.” (890.0145/5-449) aa 

_ * This was a repeat of No. 342 to Tehran, p.120. 0 ae, ae 

7 a 890F.6363/5-1049 : Telegram Oo - ce one 
: ‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

| SECRET —  WAsHIneton, May 13, 1949—2 p. m. 
| 184. Re Dhahran tel 153, May 10.1 There is increasing evidence Per- 

_ sian Gulf boundary questions will rapidly come to fore, especially as | 
_ Various states make offshore proclamations. — ee 

| _ In response Fuad’s specific question you may reply USG hopes ques- 
tion may be settled by direct and amicable negots between parties - 
concerned. If matters come to impasse it wld seem logical that both | 

~ 1Not printed: this message from. Ambassador Childs stated that Fuad Hamza | _ had referred to “recent frontier dispute with British over activities ARAMCO 
: exploratory party in vicinity southeast coast. . . . He said SAG would like to a know if matter came to impasse in discussions with UK .in what way might 

US help. Fuad made interesting statement territory dispute was of considerable | | extent and of great value for oil and if SAG were pushed too hard it might 
_ even go so far as to challenge right British to speak in behalf of Arab Sheikhdoms | : concerned.” (890F.6363/5-1049) Fuad Hamza was Saudi Arabian Minister of 

State. : | : - a
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parties agree to appointment of a neutral boundary commission to. oe 

decide question by arbitration. USG wld be prepared suggest this 

to both parties? — ee ae | 

ye a ACHESON | 

2 Ambassador Childs, on May 18, advised that the previous day at Bahrein | - 

he had lunched on ‘invitation with Lt. Col. Sir Rupert Hay, British Political 

Representative at Bahrein, and Bernard A. Burrows, Head of the Hastern De-— 

partment in the British Foreign Office. The British officials were said to have : 

“stated UK Government prepared enter into direct negotiations SAG regarding 

--poundary conflicts subject recent SAG note. Neither was optimistic early agree- | 

ment.” (telegram 163 from Dhahran, 890F.6363/5-1349) = ar 

. The Ambassador, on May 25, transmitted information from the British Chargé | | 

that a note had been sent to the Saudi Arabian Foreign Office “re reported. | 

intention SAG claim sovereignty over Farsi-Arabi group islands Persian Gulf 

suggesting in view Kuwait claim to same group issue not be.raised publicly.” 

(telegram 362 from Jidda, 890.0145/5-2549) on Oo 7 

890.0145/5-1649 of: " 2 | 7 a me | | | : 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia | 

SECRET WASHINGTON, May 19, 1949—2 pm 

190. Jidda tel 348, May 16.1 Dept agrees Jidda’s. reasoning that — | 

| first offshore proclamation shld be by sovereign state rather than . 

sheikhdoms. Also considered highly desirable its terms conform points | 

of US proclamation already presented SAG as applicable Persian 

Gulf. In view possibility contemplated Iran proclamation may not = 

adequately conform (Jidda [Dhahran] tel 165, May 14*), Dept be- 

lieves Emb Jidda shld strongly urge SAG take action quickly. Emb — a 

shld in ‘its discretion inform SAG US understands Iran planning | 
~ action and that it would seem in best interests SAG to take first action. 

_If.SAG reply indicates it will take action soon, then program for 

approaches to Iran by US followed by UK and to Iraq by UK as previ- 

ously contemplated cld be followed. Although we believe SAG will see | 

- advantages of its enunciating acceptable principles for PG prior to” 

any other littoral state, nonetheless if reply indicates SAG unable or : 

unwilling act soon, consideration may have to be given by US & UK to 

advisability approaching Iran independently of SA’s-plans for pur- 

pose - encouraging Iran adopt equitable principles in any action it 

| | a A CTESON™ | 

_-_-- Not printed. : OS — oe 
*This telegram was repeated to Tehran, Cairo, London, and Baghdad. Am- 

bassador Childs reviewed the situation with the Saudi Arabian Foreign Office | 
in the light of telegram 190. He emphasized “again danger of delay, advantage _ 
initial action being taken by SAG and possibility untoward action [by] Iran’. 
The Ambassador was given copies of draft decrees representing the latest 
versions of ARAMCO annexes 2 and 3 as set forth in airgram 23, March 2, to 

Jidda, p. 111 (telegram 357, May 21, 5 p.m, from Jidda, 890.0145/5-2149).
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— = 990.0145/5-2449 : Telegram ake | ey ; a Co 

oe The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

PLAIN _ oO - | om : TEHRAN, May 24, 1949. 

691. Following is text of bill regarding Persian Gulf subsea re-- 
sources approved by Council of Ministers and submitted Majlis 

- May19: Rg oo 

“The importance of natural resources lying at the bottom of the 
a ‘sea and under the seabed in the vicinity of Iranian territories neces- 

 sitates action on the part of the Iranian Government to signalize its __ 
| rights to the said resources. In addition to the law of 24th Tir 1313. _ 

(15 July 1934) concerning the coastal waters of Iran and in view of. | 
ss Anternational regulations passed recently on the subject of natural. 
resources, especially oil resources lying in the continental shelf of 
countries, 1t is considered necessary by the Iranian Government, on 
whose continental shelf important natural resources are available, 
to make new regulations and declare Iran’s proprietary rights with | 

| respect to these resources. In consequence, this bill is submitted for: 
| _ approval. — Cee | | a | a | 

--- *1, The natural resources existing at the bottom of the sea or — 
under the bottom of the sea up to the limits of the continental 

| shelf of the Iranian coasts in the Persian Gulf and Oman Sea : 
~ belong to the Iranian Government. a 

“2, Should the continental shelf of Iran extend to the coasts 
| __ of another country or be common with another adjacent country, 

) ‘the limits of the interested countries will be fixed equitably be- 
_ tween the interested governments with respect to the natural 

| _ resources of the continental shelf. Pe ge de ae 
| “83. This law does not alter the situation of non-coastal waters 

| on the continental plateau and free shipping rights in said waters _ 

| . Wwillremaininforce.  _ : Soe ee 
| _ _ “4, The provisions of the law of 24th Tir 1313 are not changed 

| | hereby and will remain in force”.t - oe ne 

7 Sent Department, repeated J idda 7, Baghdad 61, Cairo 29, London. : 

: 118, Dhahran 60. | Oo a OS 

: “4The Department, on May 28, notified Jidda that this legislation had been | 
introduced into the Majlis, the Iranian Parliament (telegram 195, 890.0145/ | . 

_ +§-2349). Jidda, in reply on May 27, stated that it had given a copy of telegram 
- 691 to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and had “lost no occasion to keep question. 

alive.” (telegram 372, 890.0145/5-2749 ) oe — oe | | oe
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890.0145/5-2549 : Telegram Se 
a 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran* 

- CONFIDENTIAL «=o US URGENT. = Wasurneton, May 24, 1949—7 p.m. | 

/ 474, [Here follow two paragraphs concerning a broadcast on | 

May 20 by Radio Tehran which gave the text of Iranian legislation - 

dealing with ‘subsea resources, along the lines of telegram 691 from 

Tehran, supra. | ee OR — 

| Dept believes Iran action, if verified by you, makes it imperative = 

Emb approach Iran Gov earliest with view achieving purpose set for 

~ ‘Para 2 Jidda’s [Dhahran’s]| 165, May 14? (to Tehran as 58). Conver- _ 

gation wld be based on Dept’s A-23, Mar 2 and subsequent. communi- 

cations setting forth desirable principles. = Be 

‘ - Dept is concerned lest ambiguous wording Tran bill (such as “riches 

in the sea” which cld be interpreted as not referring to minerals under | 

the sea but including fish) set undesirable precedent in regard to both | 

toneand content. Be se 

- You shld inform Brit Amb this instr and discuss desirability Brit 

following action in light Emb London’s 2006, May 23° (to Tehran | 

as 61). Emb London shld inform Brit Govt Dept believes impending | | 

Tran action makes immediate approach necessary. 7 

- Dept hopes you can influence Iran Gov to amend bill to set forth © 

- elearly principles contained ‘Truman Proclamation Sept. 28,1945. | 

| i The telegram was repeated to J idda, London, and Cairo. a 

2Not printed; this paragraph read as follows: “Most important consideration 

believed to be issuance initial proclamation which follow most closely lines 

Department general ‘principles and in general pattern laid down after extensive 

consultation of Department with various. interested authorities and parties.” 

. — (890.0145/5-1449) : a ve oe , 

PNotprinted. - | 

$90.0145/5-2049: Telegram. a re 

- -. The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran* Oo 

«CONFIDENTIAL | “Wasutnoton, May 27, 1949—7 p. m. | 

487, Embtels 691, May 21 [24]; 708, May 26.? Scrutiny text Tran 

Gov bill re P.G. subsea resources has partially allayed Dept’s concern , 

--re possible ill effect ambiguous and incomplete proclamation. Gen- | 

| erally draft law apparently attempts fol Truman ‘Proclamation 

principles. _ ce a Re 

| 1 Repeated to London and Baghdad and by air to Cairo and Jidda. a 
.  *Latter not printed. _ | a a
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po _ We believe it desirable, however, for Emb, in addition to transmit- a _ ting gen principles as requested Deptel 474, May 24, to draw Iran 
__ attn to several specific points. Draft bill refers to “Internatl regula- | 

tions”. Emb might point out that several countries unilaterally have 
issued. proclamations and that precedent has thereby been established _ 

a which apparently is receiving gen acceptance. However, to our 
| knowledge, no internat] body has approved such procedure thereby 

| 7 giving proclamations stature internatlregulation.. = 
. Para 5. Dept’s A-28, Mar. 2 indicates undesirability use of. phrase 

. “continental shelf” in connection Persian Gulf. If portion seabed | _ “Qman Sea”, to which Iranians might lay claim and which wld extend — 
_ -to-areas which might also be claimed by Sheikhdoms, is not deeper 

| than 100 fathoms (generally accepted that land which is covered. by —_ no more than 100 fathoms water is considered continental shelf) ‘same _ 
reasoning wld seem to apply. While Dept does not wish influence any | 
littoral state in delimiting its claims, you might suggest that adherence _ 
to phrase “continental shelf” might be interpreted, if applied to con- 

_--_—-- tinental ‘depression P.G., as extending Iran claim only to deepest _ 
- “water of gulf (which liesclosestIranshore), = = | me A | 

— ' Dept questions clarity and desirability use word “rights” and | 
____ phrases “proprietary rights” and “belong to”, Dept also recalls difficul- 

| ties re high seas and fishing encountered by South Amer states which 
| perverted US proclamation by employing phrase “sovereignty’”. in _. Similar proclamations. You may inform Iranians that great delibera- 

_ tion preceded decision to utilize word “jurisdiction” and suggest Iran 
_ Gov may wish consider substituting “jurisdiction and control” in 

Dept believes it desirable for Brit Amb Baghdad to approach Iraq 
Govt as suggested London’s 2058, May 26* May 24 Brit Emb Wash 

7 _ transmitted a letter to Dept‘ stating that in view delay issue Saudi 
proclamation FonOff have instructed Polit Resident, P.G. to inform oe 
P. G. Sheikhs they “will be free” to grant conditional concessions or | 

— give “Ittrs of Intention as from the fourth J une”, Lttr indicates Polit 
_ resident is to make clear to Sheikhs number of points including one 
_that gen principles embodied in drait proclamation forwarded to | 

/ Polit resident shld not be violated. In. view foregoing, Dept requests 
| amplification Para4LondonEmbcable® = 

| Nobile CE fee oo 
* Letter No. 29/106/49 from Mr. Bromley to Mr. Sanger, not printed. A partial _ text of this letter was transmitted to Dhahran in telegram 164, June 1,6 p. m., and notice given that ARAMCO, AMIN CO; Pacific Western, and NE Development had _ been notified (890F.6363/6-149). Oe Eg BO . ° Paragraph numbered 4 of London’s telegram 2058 stated that “Foreign Office | which is still awaiting Saudi draft does nof plan approach Sheikhdoms at this time.” (890.0145/5-2649) | re
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—-§90.0145/5-2849 ; oe oo | 

The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = a i ss — ‘Juppa, May 28, 1949. 

Sir: Ihave the honor to refer to my telegram No. 357 of May 21, | 

19491 as well as to the Department’s A-23 of March 2, 1949 and to — 

transmit herewith the text of the proposed Saudi decree on territorial — | 

waters of Saudi Arabia (Annex IT) as well as the proposed text of a 

Royal Pronouncement governing off-shore oil (Annex TI)? © 

. These annexes are those contemplated in the Department’s A-23 0f 

March 2, 1949; regarding Annex | which would establish a public | 

claim by the Saudi Arabian Government to certain islands in the : 

Persian Gulf, the Department will have observed from my telegram — 

No. 362 of May 25, 1949* that the British Embassy in Jidda, acting | 

under instructions, has expressed the hope the Saudi Arabian Gov- 

ernment would not make such a public claim over islands to which it — | 

ig understood the Shaikhof Kuwaitlaysclam. = ce 

| [I am informed by Mr. Garry Owen, Jidda representative of os 

- ARAMCO that Mr. Floyd Obliger, Vice President of ARAMCO | | 

was assured in Cairo by Shaikh Abdullah Sulaiman, Minister of 

Finance, who has been spending some time there, that the Royal Pro- | 

nouncement regarding off-shore oil was intended to be published in 

: the official newspaper, Umm al-Qura, on May 20, 1949. As yet, how- 

ever, there has been no publication and it seems unlikely there willbe __ 

until the return of Shaikh Abdullah from Cairo which is still being 

-. awaited. With the recent departure of Fuad Bey Hamza, one of the 

_ King’s principal advisers who has left for Beirut for reasons of health, 

and in the absence of Shaikh Abdullah and Shaikh Yusuf Yassin, © | 

Deputy. Foreign Minister, there is an almost complete dearth of those | 

on whom the King customarily relies for advice in foreign affairs. = 

- Respectfully yours, a J. Rives Cunps | 

-2Not printed; it advised that the head of the Saudi Arabian Foreign Office _ | 

had handed to Ambassador Childs on May 21 draft decrees representing the latest _ 

versions of ARAMCO annexes two and three as set forth in airgram 23, March 2,. 

to Jidda. The Ambassador concluded that the “Proposed proclamation or pro-— | | 

| - nouncement appears conform our suggested general principles.” (890.0145/ | 

o Neither printed. | — . a / | 

| 8Not printed. Ss Ree pee 

‘Jidda, on June 1, requested the Department to add to the English texts, 

transmitted in despatch 142, “the date of the promulgation of the proclamation, | 

May 28, 1949.” (despatch 147, 890.0145/6-149) The texts were published in a | 

special edition of the official Government newspaper Umm al-Qura on May 29. | 

(telegram 374, May 29, 11 a.m., from J idda, 890.0145/5-2949). | - 

501-887—77——10 | | 7 |
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a 890.0145/6-149 : Telegram | oe os one oe ne 

_ - The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET ce | | Trsran, June 1,1949—8 a.m. _ | 
| 726. Jidda 374, May 29 to Dept, 286 Cairo, 270 London.’ Since ap- _ 

| _ proach to Iran Government in accordance instructions Deptel 782 _ 
[487], May 27 (repeated London 1859, Baghdad 226) would now be — 
“after the event” rather than before as contemplated by Department I 
would appreciate receiving any revisions in instructions Department 

_. considers advisable. For example, if asked why Iran Government was _ 
not informed before I could no longer reply that we felt obliged to 

| _ reply to SAG before informing other states (Deptel 1025 November1?2 

~ As we would now be in position of informing Iran Government of | 
| - fait accompli taken by another state I question whether any useful » 

purpose 'will be served by saying anything at this time. If any questions 
| are asked I can emphasize that advice given [Saudis] was carefully 

ss designed to avoid offenseto any otherriparianstate. = === 
| _ Moreover, as we have not seen fit to inform Iran Government what 

we were doing even though they had a general idea of what was going 
_ onandas Iran Government has independently sought expert counsel in 

_ drafting its own bill (Professor Gidel) , I question whether it is good 
| _ diplomacy at this moment gratuitously to suggest to Iran Government 

_ a number of changes in their bill which are of a highly technical 
| nature (Deptel 7 82 [487]). In view of Department’s reaction that Iran 

- bill takes a “very favorable line” (Deptel sent London 1558,2 repeated. 
__ Jidda 179, Tehran 419) and similar reaction from Foreign Office 

__ London T suggest that we should avoid raising any objections unless 
_ theyareofasortreallybasictoourinterests. = : 

_ Sent Department 726, repeated Jidda 10, Baghdad 62, Cairo 31, 
| London120,00°° 2 2 Bee 

Co - | a WILEY 

~ 4+ Not printed ; but see footnote 4, p. 133. ce, Sot. a : a 7 
_ ? Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 57. 7 os | . 

. * Dated May 6, p..128. | | ; Sg So 

| 890F.6368/6-1049 : Telegram | a ree 
_ Lhe Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

og Ee of State re 

--s CONFIDENTIAL | | Lonpon, J une 10, '1949—7 pm 
| | | 2249. Embassy’s 2130, June 1.1 Re offshore oil Chadwick said today | 

_ Sheikhs of Bahrein, Kuwait and Qatar issued their proclamations 

| | 1 Not printed. | - | a | | : - oe
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on or about June 4 and that remainder would be out soon in standard | 

form. British Ambassadors Tehran and Baghdad have informed two a 

Govts re proclamations. Iraqis inquired who had put Saudi Arabian _ 

Govt up to issuing proclamation and were told by British Ambassador a 

that he understood it drafted with assistance ARAMCO, =. 

_ 9, Chadwick said he knew of no letters of intent for offshore oil 

having been granted by Sheikhs.’ Sb dads Pua Oba ideen 

— Sent Dept 2249, repeated Baghdad 48, Jidda 48, Tehran 69, — | 

_ Dhahran 8. | oo Ba Sg - 

a a ee HOTS 

: 2 Dhahran, on July 23 and. August 8, transmitted to the Department the Arabie — 

 ¢exts and the English translations of the geabed proclamations issued by Bahrein, 

| Qatar, and the Trucial Sheikhdoms on or about June 5. (despatches. 106..and : 

116, 890.0145/7-2349,/8-849) - The earlier despatch noted that the proclamations 

were issued in Arabic but were ‘translations from the original English prepared 

in uniform language by the British Government. The Political Resident in 

- Bahrein had translations made into Arabic at the Residency in Bahrein.” 

| Dhahran, on August 10, transmitted the original text in English used by the 

Political Residency as a model in preparing the proclamations (despatch 117, 

890.0145/8-1049). 

| - $90.0145/6-149 : Telegram Be - oe 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy inIran* - 

‘SECRET a Wasuineron, June 11, 1949—2 p. mo 

| 594. Embtel 726, June 1. As submission bill re subsea resources to | 

Iran Majlis and ensuing radio commentary by radio Tehran had. 

effect announcing to world Iran intentions and gen thinking on subj, 

Dept did not intend that Emb’s approach to Iran Gov wld be based 

on either Saudi Govt’s action or fact US had advised SAG. Instrs | 

and timetable outlined in Deptels 342 and 343 Apr. 14 were considered _ 

_ modified by possibility Iran rather than SAG might issue first formal 

‘statement. In view fact SAG issued proclamation in manner not per- | 

mitting advance notice Tehran, Emb is relieved obligation adhere to 

original instrs. _ | Oo a ne | 

‘Dept believes our views re desirable gen principles might be given | 

Iran Gov based solely on public knowledge text Iran Gov bill. Emb 

a might state that since Tran Proclamation appears to have been drafted 

in light of Truman Proclamation 1945 (Dept Cire instr Oct. 17, 

1945 *), US Govt believes it appropriate to mention to Iran Gov some 

- of considerations and thinking which prompted US Govt utilize exact 

| wording particularly with regard to navigation and fishing, employed | 

| Truman Proclamation (see paras 8 through 6 and para 8 summary 

memo Oct. 21, 1948;* numbered paras (2) and (5) Deptel 1025, 
- Nov. 1, 1948;* para 3 page 6 Dept’s A-23 Mar 2 and Deptels 474, | 

‘Repeated to London, Jidda, Cairo,and Baghdad. oe 
7 Not printed. 7 . 

® Not printed; but see footnote 1, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 59. | 

| “Tbid., p. 57. i _ , , |
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May 24 and 487, May 27). Emb cld even suggest that if such words __ 
| as “proprietary rights” (para 4 Deptel 487) were retained in procla- 

| mation this Govt might not be able to recognize. validity proclamation _ 
since such phrase appears to be contrary to established internat] law. _ 

. This Govt was forced to serve notice that it reserved its position -_ 
against claims made in. proclamations by several.South Amer states - 

| which used wording which appeared be contrary such law. However, 
a Dept leaves’ entirely to Emb’s discretion whether foregoing views shld 

be made known Iran Gov. Pe | ee 
- "This and preceding tels this ‘subject have been discussed with a 
Wagner.’ | RE RS a Oo a 

_. ® Marcel BE. ‘Wagner, President of the American Eastern Corporation. 

800.014/6-2149 a - a: oS 
_ Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the 

| | Division of Near Kastern A fairs a 

SECRET _ - sd [Wasuineron,] June 21,1949, 
| _ Participants: Mr. Thomas Bromley—First Secretary, British © 

. Mi Sanger—-NE °° Ee 
| _ Mr. Bromley said that the British had decided to negotiate with  —_— 

the Saudi Arabian Government regarding the ‘boundary disputes. _ which affect that country and the sheikhdoms of the Persian Gulf — ; which are in treaty relations with Great Britain, and that the British 
| Chargé had gone to Riyadh for this purpose. In this connection, ho | _ Said the Foreign Office hoped that the Government of Saudi Arabia _ 

would not turn to the United States for support in these disputes, 
and that if that did happen the United States would not encourage 

_ the Saudi Government to believe that it would receive U.S. support. — = _ Mr. Mattison replied that the Saudi Arabian Government had | | already put out a feeler on this subject and that the American Am- | bassador at Jidda had been instructed, on May 18th, to inform the 
Saudi Arabian Government that the United States Government hoped _ that the various Persian Gulf boundary disputes may be settled by 
direct. negotiations between the parties concerned. However, if such | a solution is not possible it was suggested that the interested parties 
consider the appointment of a neutral boundary commission to settle 
the question by arbitration. It was further pointed out that the U.S. | 
Government was ready. to suggest this to both parties. Under these
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circumstances Mr. Mattison felt that we had already indicated to the 

Saudis that we were not interested in being brought into the dispute. 

Mr. Bromley said that London would be pleased to hear of the 

- - United States position. He said the British envisaged three types of - 

disputes. The first would be between two of the British protected ee 

sheikhdoms, and thus to be handled by British officials representing 

both parties to the dispute. The second would be between a British | 

protected sheikhdom and an independent country such as Saudi as 

Arabia. The third would be between two independent countries such 7 

—asSaudiArabiaandIrant . | 

our, Sanger, on J uly | 22, had a further conversation with Mr, Bromley on | 

the question of frontier negotiations affecting Saudi Arabia. The latter advised 

that King Ibn Saud would welcome a British delegation to discuss the subject | 

. but that the Saudi Arabians _ wished to delay talks “until after Ramadan | 

(July 27)” (memorandum of conversation by Mr. Sanger, 890.0145/7-2249).. 

2A, oo | ; ee Editorial Note ee _ ae 

es The Iraq Petroleum Company completed a 16-inch’ pipeline to a 

Tripoli, Lebanon, presumably in the summer of 1949. The first flow of 

, crude oil through the pipeline reached the Mediterranean seaboard on | 

or about July 9 (airgram 384, August 10, from Beirut, 890G.6363/ | 

8-1049), 
BR | 

-§01.BB Palestine/7-1249 a | wee 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Near E astern Affairs | 

| (Mattison) to the Deputy Director of the Office of Near Hastern © 

and African Affairs (Hare) ao | 

Wasco, ] July 12, 1949. 
In exploring the files, the following appear to be the main threads _ 

of negotiations regarding the Haifa Refinery and pipeline :* 7 

_ 1, April 18, 1948 (Cairo’s teleg. no. 416, April 24, to Department 2). | 
Strike by Arab workers forcesshutdownofrefinery. | 7 

9, April 24, 1948. Pipeline temporarily closed, following refinery 

shutdown, 
a 

| 38. May 4, 1948 (Cairo’s teleg. no. 462, May 4, to Dept?): Iraqis 

cut pipeline following failure of British negotiations in reaching ~ 

Jewish-Arab accord toreopen Haifa Refinery, = | 

--- Anpe references are to the Consolidated Refineries, Ltd., a British-owned 7 

company. operating at Haifa, and to the pipeline of the Iraq Petroleum Company 

running from the Iraqi oilfields to the Mediterranean, with one of its terminals | 

atHaifa. _ | - Sa | 

Not printed, ot ee |
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4. June 18, 1948 (teleg. no. 2702, from London *). British express: | 
views to Mediator, suggesting possibility getting Arabs and Jews to: - agree to establishment of Haifa as international port under Mediator’s , | or UN auspices. 7 | a 

). August 7, 1948 (Baghdad’s teleg. no. 480 to Dept‘). Traqi Direc- | 
| tor General of Economics said Iraq would resume pipeline exports. 

_ only if Haifa under international control, and under the following” 7 conditions: =e | ee oe oo 
— (1) Not one drop of oil must pass to Zionists ; | Oo | 

(2) Arab States must have sufficient guarantees in this respect.. 
a 6. August 9, 1948 (London’s teleg. no. 3598 *). Shertok® says PGI 

| . would not accept anything in the nature of international control over: 
the Haifa Refinery or pipelineterminals, ee : 

7, August 17, 1948 (London’s teleg. 3739 to Dept). Goldmann® 
states informally that PGI willing to establish free zone Haifa for 
Arab use in future, but this to be a bargaining point when talks with 
Arabs begin. | Be oe , | 

| 8. Sept. 18, 1948. Bernadotte plan 7 announced containing recom- — | 
_ Mendations that a free zone be established to include the Petroleum 

_ -Works at Haifa (see UN Document A/648, Paragraph 4 (¢c)):_ 
“(c) The port of Haifa, including the oil refineries and ter- 

minals, and without prejudice to their inclusion in the sovereign: | _ territory of the Jewish State or the administration of the city. , _ of Haifa, should be declared a free port, with assurances of free 
access for interested Arab countries and an undertaking on their | : _ part to place no obstacle in the way of oil deliveries by pipeline 
to the Haifa refineries, whose distribution would continue on the 

| basis of the historical pattern.” CB a 
_.. . The Bernadotte Report was rejected in toto by both the Arabs and 

Israelis, but our files reveal no specific rej ection of the Bernadotte __ 
free port proposal per se, either by Israel or by the Iraqi government. 

7 Neither, however, were favorable reactions reported, the French 
_ partners in the IPC having indicated they had sounded the Israeli 

Government on this matter and met with a negative response on the 
| free zone idea. Meanwhile the French Government broached a new | 

| approach for reopening the Haifa pipeline for export of crude only. 
_ The principal developments of that approach were as follows: | 

(1) Oct. 18, 1948, following tripartite discussion in Paris, the | French. presented an aide-mémoire* to the US containing details of | a proposal that Baghdad be approached with a suggestion that the 

® Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p1122 | - a _ “Not printed. | : | oo -® Moshe Shertok, Israeli Foreign Minister. a eres | | -°Nahum Goldmann, in 1948, President of the Executive Committee of the : | World Jewish Congress and representative of the Provisional Government of | Israel at London. SO oo we | OO : 7™¥For the conclusions of the Bernadotte report, see Foreign Relations, 1948, 
vol. v, Part 2, p. 1401. _ a | .
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Haifa pipeline be reopened for export of crude oil only, appropriate — 

observers to be stationed at check points to assure that none of the | 

oil from. the pipeline would be allowed to fall into Israeli hands. 

Israel, however, was to be supplied with essential refined products 

based upon an “historical pattern” from other sources. Tf Iraqi agree- 

ment was obtained to this proposal, Israel would then be similarly | | 

approached. — OS — ee, , er 

(2) Oct. 27, 1948 (Dept’s 890 to Baghdad *). Embassy at Baghdad 

instructed to indicate support of French and British colleagues who — 

will initiate discussions with Iraq along lines of the French “for ex- 

port only” proposal, later approach by the US to Israel to be con- 

tingent upon favorable response fromIvraq. | : 7 

(3) Nov. 28, 1948 (Baghdad’s teleg. no. 723 to Dept *). Prime | 

Minister Pachachi seems. favorable but wants to discuss with Council | 

of Ministers, with Regent, and with IPC (latter concerning safe- 

guards that oil will not reach Israelis). an 

—— (4) Dec. 8, 1948. Representative Wheatley, who has been endeavor- | 

ing to reopen pipeline, leaves Baghdad confident that he can “close 

deal” when he returns six weeks hence. Ss 

(5). April 12, 1949 (Baghdad’s teleg. no. 177 to Dept 8), Wheatley 

returns, sees Prime Minister (Nuri Said) who seems interested in the | 

proposal for export of crude only, but does not see how he can take 

| action in view of Iraqi public opinion; threatens to break off nego- | 

. tiations if Wheatley presses matter of shipment of IPC oil for use 

at the Haifa Refinery? 
So 

| (6) May 5, 1949, British propose approach PCC reverting to | 

- Bernadotte free zoneidea.” . ee ee . 

| - It appears that neither the Traqis nor the Israelis have ever olven 

a categoric rejection to either the Bernadotte free zone plan or the | 

French “export only” plan, but it is evident that the Government of — 

 Traq has evaded a decision on all proposals (save internationaliza- 

| tion of Haifa, which the Israelis rejected) in order to assure the 

Iraqi public that no oil was to flow through the pipeline to territory 7 

controlled by the Israelis. a ee | ) 

 8Not printed. os : 

°Telegram 177 from Baghdad also noted that “Israel not disposed agree open- . 

ing line solely for export as Israel is expected insist on obtaining IPC erude 

for Haifa refinery.” (890G.6363/4-1249 ) a | - . 

© At a conference with Department officers on May 5, Thomas E. Bromley, First | 

Secretary of the British Embassy, and E. B. Jones, Petroleum Attaché of the 

British Embassy, brought a draft of a proposed note to be ‘submitted jointly to 

the Palestine Conciliation Commission by. the United States, the United King- 

dom, and France, regarding the opening of the Haifa refinery and the IPC 

pipeline. The proposed note concluded “with the suggestion that a free-port 

area be granted to the Arab countries at Haifa to include the refinery. In the a 

British view such an arrangement need not in any way derogate upon Israelé 7 

sovereignty over the area should that form part of the political settlement. It o 

might, however, make it politically easier for Iraq to agree to satisfactory 

arrangements for the refinery.” (memorandum of conversation by John R. 

Barrow of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs, 867N.6363/5-549) For documen- 

tation on the activities of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, See pp. 594 ff. | 

: The draft of the proposed note is dated April 29 and is filed under | 

| 867N.6363/4-2049. 
|
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: It is just possible, however, that enough time hag elapsed and 
- enough royalties have been lost (especially since IPC appears willing 

_ to double the royalty rate if the pipeline question can be solved) to 
cause the Iraqis to accept the free port alternative to full 

- internationalization, ge a ae | __. _London’s 2598, July 5, reports that the negotiations which IPC 
is currently conducting in London with the Traqi Minister of Na- 
tional Economy are “thoroughly stuck” and the Economy Minister _ oe has come to the Foreign Office for aid vis-a-vis the IPC.” a 

_. dt is my belief that in view of the above the free port proposal _ 
should again be tried, but in the light of the difficulties of working — 

| through the PCC I believe direct representations are the most feasible. | It is suggested you send the attached telegram to London.® 

| “Not printed. st” ee _™ Baghdad advised, on May 5, that the IPC group had left empty-handed for London the previous week (telegram 249, 890G.6363/5-549) and on July 5 that | _ the negotiations had been transferred to London late in June (despatch 219 — _ and enclosure, 890G.6363/7-549). - es Be | * Not found attached; the reference is possibly to an early draft of telegram 2515, July 20, infra. a re 

| -501.BB Palestine/7-2049 : Telegram | oe 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasurncton, July 20, 1949—6 p. m. 
2515. Ref Deptel 2232, June 29.1 Dept’s views re renewed effort — | reopen Haifa refinery and pipeline on basis free port proposal asfol: 

| _ While in principle no objection perceived channeling proposal __ 
_ through PCC scope Lausanne talks likely be limited immediate future | oe questions refugees, territory, and Jerusalem. Ethridge’s? favorable | 

response to idea PCC approach made at time when it was hoped ini- | 
tiate discussions economic problems but efforts by PCC this direction 
proved fruitless at least for time being Arabs not having sent economic : 
‘specialists Lausanne and Israelis having withdrawn theirs, | 

PCC approach furthermore cumbersome and likely ineffective in | | view Iraqi non-participation Lausanne discussions and current refusal : be associated with PCC in any manner, Thus, though possible ap-_ 
proach Israel through PCC, Iraq must be contacted through regular ) 
diplomatic channels by three Govts. — BS cee 

In light above Dept: believes direct approach by three Govts Israel 
followed by similar representation Iraq likely bring best results. Such 
discussions might be held London where all parties represented: _ 

—  ENotprinted, Oo ?Mark F. Ethridge, United States Representative on the Palestine Conciliation, | Commission. , ; | -
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You are authorized communicate this view FonOff and to your Fr 

colleague and if they concur to discuss with them terms in which. 

direct representations might be framed. Suggest you obtain additional 

views re free zone proposal for oil installation since Brit approach on. 

subj fails cover physical or polit practicability. Furthermore accord- | 

“ing urtel 2715 July 12% wld appear increased royalties possibly con- -— 

trolling factor oe EE ee see | 

re a a ee ACHESON . 

-. ®Not printed; it advised of information from the British Foreign Office that 

the IPC negotiations continued deadlocked, that the Iraqis had nearly broken 

off negotiations and that they had been dissuaded from returning home, in order | | 

to continue negotiations (890G.00/7-1249). - __ | at | 

4 his telegram was repeated to Paris and Bern (for the American Delegation 

‘at Lausanne) and sent by air to Baghdad and Tel Aviv. London, on July 22; © |. 

reported the preliminary reaction of the British Foreign Office to. the Depart- 

ment’s views. The Foreign Office was said to be “considering following alternative | 

. course of action with Iraq, which... would require eareful handling and | 

timing; now that Syrian armistice agreement has been concluded, time is | 

approaching when it may be propitious lift arms embargo... . At such time | 

as lifting embargo appeared imminent (or perhaps after actually lifted), British | 

| would point out to Egyptians that Britain would be more amenable shipment — 

arms if Egypt permitted passage tankers through Suez with Persian Gulf Oil 

for Haifa. If Egyptians agreed permit such shipment, Foreign Office feels Iraqis 

might then agree reopen pipeline since they could point to Egyptian action aS — 

deciding. factor,- thereby saving own. face.” (telegram 2894, 501.BB Palestine/ 

7-2249) For documentation on the Syrian armistice agreement and the arms em< — 

bargo, see pp.594 ff. ty: ge! | 

Se 891.6363/7-2149 : Telegram | a — Oo | 

—.. The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State | 

| PLAIN | os TrnRAN, July 21, 1949.. | 

_. 935. Tranian Government has now released to press Persian text of | 

agreement concluded July 17 with AIOC representatives 1 for revi- | 

sion AIOC concession terms. Agreement was submitted to Majlis - 

July 19. Under agreement additional payments will be due from 

_ ATIOC to Iranian Government within 30 days after agreement be- | 

comes effective amounting to just under 15 million pounds, made up 

as follows: ae oo . a — | 

~ (a) Royalty rate per ton production increased from 4 to 6 shillings 

gold, retroactive to January 1, 1948. Additional payment for 1948 1s 

| 3,364,459 pounds; | | : | 

ss For the text in English, see British Cmd 8425, Persia No. 1 (1951), p. 19. 
Tehran, on July 18, reported information from the British Ambassador that 

final agreement had been reached on all points except Article 16 of the con- | 

cession agreement “relating to the gradual reduction in the proportion of non- 

Tranian employees. Iranians have now agreed to accept basic principle of : 

| British proposals on this article but since agreement could not be reached at | 

once on exact wording it was decided to go ahead with conclusion remainder 

. of. agreement, ‘since changes relating to royalty payments require approval of 

Majlis which will be dissolved next ten days.” (telegram 926, 891.6363/7—-1849 ): |
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(6) Tax payment to Iranian Government per ton production re- 
_ adjusted to one shilling per ton oil production, from J anuary 1, 1948. 

Additional payment for 1948 is 312,900 pounds; 7 oo 
_ (¢) AIOC agrees to pay to Iran, as its share of general reserves _ 

, outstanding at end of 1947 a sum of 5,090,909 pounds; , 
_ _ (d) A formula has been agreed upon whereby the Persian share 

_ of the reserve is calculated only on the gross allocation to reserve, and. 
not the net after reduction of income tax, with a provision that annual __ 
payment under this formula shall not fall below 4 million pounds. 
Payment due for 1948 amounts to approximately 5,900,000 pounds. _ 

| Parliament is expected to give necessary approval to agreement 
| before its dissolution on July 26. New arrangements bring total 

Iranian Government revenue for oil revenue for 1948 to approxi- | 
| mately 18,750,000 pounds. According unofficial Iranian estimates cor- 

; responding revenue for 1949 expected amount something over 17 
million pounds? Lo So | 

Repeated London 140. | —_ _ 
VERO ge a |  Wirry 

oo 2-The fifteenth session of the Majlis came to a close on July 28 without.a vote 
on the oil agreement (telegram 965, July 28, from Tehran, 891.6363/7-2849). 
Tehran, on July 31, gave its “impression on basis conversations with important 
Iranians as well as general press comment that there is increasing consensus 
opinion among Majlis deputies and other public personalities that the bargain 
was not nearly good enough.” (telegram 973, 891.6363/7-3149) . 

a 501.BB Palestine/8-1549 : Telegram | ee | | 
, The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

oo oo of State - Oo 

| | SECRET | Lonpon, August 15, 1949—7 p.m. 
8224. Embtel 8074, August 5. At request Foreign Office, meeting 

_ held today in Burrows? office re Haifa refinery and pipeline. Pres- 
| _ ent were Burrows and Sheringham, Foreign Office; Boudet, French 

_ Embassy; Willoughby, ECA; and Palmer, Embassy. 7 
| Burrows apologized for long delay in giving Foreign Office’s re- 

| actions suggestion US-UK-French approach Israel and Iraqi Govern- 
ments. He attributed delay to (A) question of lifting arms embargo, . 

oe and (B) prior conversations with IPC and Iraqi Government. _ - 
Burrows stated Consolidated Refineries has now indicated it wishes | 

_-Fesume operations at Haifa at earliest possible date, and that it feels - 
- best way to break ice is to start refineries with tanker oil. Burrows __ 

_ stated Foreign Office agrees this point of view. New Foreign Office 
_ proposals contemplate following steps: | 

—*Not printed. gn 
| ome A. Burrows, Head of the Hastern Department in the British Foreign
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_- (A) One tanker of Western Hemisphere crude would be sent to | 

“Haifa to get refinery going. At about same time one or more tankers 

svould be sent from Persian Gulf via Suez. British hope Egyptian 

Government would permit passage tankers, but if not, appropriate 

pressure would be brought upon Egypt. — , 

~~ (B) Simultaneously with foregoing, US, UK, and French would 

urge Iraqi Government not to discourage Egypt from permitting 

passage tankers through Canal. At same time Nuri would be reminded 

| of his statement that 1f tankers could be put through Canal, it would 

provide excuse he required and that he could then reopen pipeline. 

{This is more positive statement Nuri’s attitude than that given by 

Chadwick: ?see Paragraph 4 Embtel 3180 August 12.° a | 

| (C) US, UK and French would meanwhile approach Israel Gov- 

ernment and urge it make statement re its intention establish free | 

- port at Haifa. If Israeli Government concurred, this statement would — 

he timed to coincide with arrival tankers Suez and would, Foreign — | 

Office believes, make it easier for Egyptians permit passage. Burrows | 

said if Israelis refuse make statement, Foreign Office would still - 

| wish go ahead with steps (A) and (B),paragraph2. | 

| ~ Burrows gave following additional amplifying details: | | 

oe (a) It would be possible operate Haifa refineries indefinitely 

on Western Hemisphere oil which is expensive and of wrong type, — | 

but “pump-priming” with crude from this source would demon- 

| strate to Egypt and Iraq that refineries can be operated without 

- Traqi and Persian Gulf crude. nae wo 

: (6) With. regard prospect getting tanker through Canal, 

_. Burrows stated there has been some loosening by Egypt on re- 

| _ _ strictions some goods passing through Canal en route Israel. For- | 

-° gign Office had thought at one time of discussing question of , 

ss passage of tankers with Egypt in advance, but had dropped this 

| idea since it was afraid that it might constitute tacit recognition 

of Egypt’s right stop tankers which British do not admit. 

-. (e) Nuri has stopped insisting on complete international- — | 

| ization Haifa and has told Foreign Office that if refineries re- 

open he would not ask what was happeningtooil? | | | 

-. (d) Foreign Office believes details re free port at Haifa should 

; _ be left for negotiations between Israel and Arab States, perhaps 

through PCC. Foreign Office does not suggest details should be | 

worked out at. present time in connection approach to Israel 

«8 John B. Chadwick of the British Foreign Office. 
‘Not printed. _ , oe os _ | ee 

| _® Baghdad, on August 24, reported the belief of the British Chargé that the | 

Foreign Office must have. misunderstood the position of Prime Minister Nuri. - 

The Chargé was said to feel that “supplying Iraqi crude to Haifa refinery is 

oo such explosive issue that Nuri’s presently weak government would hesitate - oe 

| considerable time before taking risk agreeing this. Nuri might prefer resign 

rather than risk consequences such as befell Saleh Jabr in January, 1948 when 

Portsmouth Treaty, like Haifa. refinery question now, was ready-made issue 

| around which most Iraqis united.” (telegram 508, 501.BB Palestine/8-2449) 

For documentation on the proposed treaty to revise the British-Iragi Treaty 

: of Alliance of 1930, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, pp. 202 ff. - | 

| London reported, on September 14, that an Iraqi spokesman had “argued 

that for ten million dollars, Haifa refineries could be moved Syria and pipeline 

diverted. Foreign Office told him figure ridiculous ‘and that it would be very - 

much more expensive proposition.” (telegram 3702, 501.BB Palestine/9-1449) .
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__. which, as previously stated, would merely be asked to make state- 
| _ ment of its preparedness set up free port. Re timing Burrows 

_. stated it would take three or four weeks to get tanker from Western 
_ Hemisphere to Haifa, and approaches would be made to gov- -  ernments of Israel and Iraq before that time. He suggested 

_ approaches be made verbally with aides-mémoire and that they — 
be made as concerted démarches rather than as joint démarche. 

. Both US and French representatives said they would pass fore- 
| going on to their governments with request for urgent reply thereto. _ 

‘Sent Department 3224, repeated Baghdad 71, Cairo 111, Paris 628, 
pouched Haifa unnumbered. | OO o: _ | oo | , Dosa 

501.BB Palestine/8-2049 tits rs 
Memorandum by the Chief of the Petroleum Division (Eakens) to 
_ Mr. John R. Barrow of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs 

| CONFIDENTIAL. _ [Wasutneron,] August 19, 1949. 
Subject: Attached Cable on Reopening of Haifa Refinery. 

| _ As you and I discussed yesterday, the attached cable deviates con- _ 
siderably from the general agreement which you, Harlan Clark? 
and I previously reached on -what should be said in the cable. | 

_ As I have indicated to you in our discussions of this problem, it — 
seems to me that the primary interest in the reopening of the Haifa 
‘refinery is British and not ours. I therefore feel that it is up to the 
British to take the lead in this problem and that it should be clear 

| at all stages that we simply support the action. As I have indicated 
before, I believe the British have not been too interested in reoperfing 
the pipe line for the export of crude oil unless this could be used to 

_ get the refinery reopened. The French are of this opinion also, yet 
_ our primary interest as well as that of the French is in the reopening 

| of the pipe line. It seems to me from an oil and an economic standpoint ; 
that such interest that we have in the reopening of the Haifa refinery 
stems primarily from this fact. oe | oo 

L What I do not understand in the attached eable is the indicated 
_ interest in supporting the British in getting the refinery and ancillary - 

_ works set up if [in?] a free trade zone. It seems to me that this 
| does not have anything to do with the reopening of the pipe line for 

| the export of crude oil and the reopening of the refinery-on the basis | | of tanker shipments. I therefore strongly believe that we should leave | the question of whether Haifa is to enjoy a privileged position which 
_ May well not be enjoyed by any other refinery in the world to the 

— 1No.2987to London, infraa | a | | | * Of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs, BC |
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_- British to work out if they wish to try to do so since the refinery is — 

| 100 per cent 2 British-owned facility, .. 

_ Another thing which we should bear in mind is that the reopening | 

- of the Haifa refinery may give rise to more problems for us than its 

reopening solves, if there are any it does solve. Today one of our : 

| greatest problems 1n regard to oil is in the threat that British oil pro- 

duction is going to make it impossible for American companies pro- 

ducing oil in the Middle East to sell their output. The reopening of . 

the Haifa refinery is going to make it more difficult for ARAMCO to. 

maintain its production in Saudi Arabia than is now the case. While 

| we do have a secondary interest in the reopening of Haifa to the extent: 

that it may contribute toward an improvement in the British balance | 

of payments, our interest in helping their balance of payments prob- _ 

lem cannot go so far as to wreck American oil operations inthe Middle 

East. I believe the maintenance of those operations is of greater im- | 

portance to us than going much further in regard to oil in helping 

| ‘to improve the British balance of payments. ee 

In brief, therefore, my view in regard to the attached cable is that | 

‘t should be clear throughout that we support the British and French | 7 

in regard to this problem, that our interest.in reopening Haifa 1s | 

secondary, and that as far as we are concerned whether or not the — 

| refinery is set up in a free zone is irrelevant.to the question of reopen- 

- ingthe refinery. | a - 

_ §01.BB Palestine/8-2049 : Telegram | 

- ‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United K ingdom * | 

CONFIDENTIAL =—ssC§s§$s<sSCié<S« Wasco, Aruagustt 90, 1949—1 p. m. 

- 9987. Dept’s views re procedure outlined by Burrows urtel 3224 oe 

(1) Dept concurs steps outlined para 3-A which urtel 3256 Aug 17” | 

indicates already being implemented. As Brit aware Dept has handed — | 

Egypt note® re lifting shipping restrictions and hopes there will be 

no difficulty getting Persian Gulf crude Haifa. Re Embtel 8256 while | 

Dept appreciates receiving full info on subject it feels matter is of - 

primary concern to Brit and it is therefore not in position to express 

any opinion re desirability or non-desirability movement of tankers 

_ from Western Hemisphere. Re para 3-B + Dept suggests this might best 

be handled informally with Nuriin London. _ SO a 

1 pig telegram was repeated by air to Paris, Tel Aviv, Baghdad, and Cairo. | 

_ *Not printed; it reported that the British Foreign Office had “told Consoli- 

dated Refineries end last week proceed with bringing tankers from western 

hemisphere and Persian Gulf.” (501.BB Palestine/8-1749) | oe 

: ® Dated August 12, p.1304.. . pO | | a 

| ‘ Of telegram 3224,p.142, 0 oy, oo, | :
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(2) Nuri’s statement para 4(c) Embtel 3224 wld not. necessarily 
seem indicate offer of free port sine qua non reopening pipeline since 

_' prior resumption refinery operations by “pump priming” with non- 
Iraq crude plus question IPC royalties and loan probable controlling 

| factors Iraqi attitude. While Econ Survey Mission ° (para 3 below) 
may well find it desirable recommend establishment free trade area 

| Haifa for export-import general merchandise, Dept feels no advantage. 
_ Inclusion refinery and ancillary works in proposed free trade zone 

unless this step necessary and likely be successful persuade Iraqis 
reopen pipeline. Dept also inclined doubt practicability proposal in | 

) view likelihood negative Israeli attitude. However, Dept wld be pre- 
pared reconsider if convincing argument to contrary elicited in dis- 

_ cussions with Brit and Fr. RS AE | Se oe 
(3) Dept believes negots at this time through PCC re details free 

zone impractical in light analysis Depcirtel Aug 16.¢ On other hand 
| Haifa question wld seem appropriate problem for study and recom- 

_ Mendation by Econ Survey Mission and wld be in line with rec- 
ommended shift to economic approach gen Palestine problem (para 6 | 

_ cirtel under reference). I 

. Pls communicate foregoing FonOff and French colleague. | - - , eg . ACHESON 

° For documentation on the Economic Survey Mission, see pp. 594 ff. | | a | — §See p. 1817. oo re oe Oo | 

| 867N.6363/8-2349: Telegram _ ca Be 

_ ‘Lhe Ambassator in the United Kingdom: (Douglas): to the Secretary 
| of State | SO 

SECRET _ -Lonpon, August 23, 1949—1 p.m. 
a 3333. Deptel 2987, August 20. Department’s reactions British pro- 

| gram for reopening Haifa refinery and pipeline communicated Bur- 
- rows August 22. During latter part of conversation, Le Roy of French | 

Embassy joined meeting and gave following comments his | 
so government: tn Eee a 

a (a) French Government dubious re likelihood Israeli Government 
making statement free port proposal for Haifa. Oe _ 

(6) In view foregoing, French Government feels it would be mis- 
. take to make approach to Iraqi Government. conditional on Israeli 

_ statement. (Burrows pointed out Foreign Office did not proposemake 
approach to Iraqis conditional on Israeli Government making pro- 

| posed statement and had in fact indicated that even if Israel not a willing make such statement, Foreign Office would wish proceed. with 
rest of program—see paragraph 3( C) Embtel 3224, August 15.) ~ | (¢) In event Israeli Government were willing make statement. re free port, French Government did not feel British Government should. approach Egypt on basis that since Israeli Government had stated | | willingness establish free port, Egyptian Government should permit = = | passage tankers. French Government felt that such an approach
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would constitute British recognition Egypt’s violation of 1888 Suez | . 

Canal agreement. (Burrows pointed out he had not proposed the two | 

questions should be tied up in this fashion. Foreign Office would : 

‘merely rely on publicity value of Israeli statement, hoping it would | 

- make Egypt more amenable permit passage tankers.) — ve | 

9, Burrows stated that in light US and French views re unlikelihood 

any success persuading Israel make statement for free port proposal, - 

Foreign Office would wish reconsider this aspect of problem and would 

give us its views later. Meanwhile, Foreign Office and company pro- | 

ceeding with remainder of program. First Western Hemispheretanker 

due arrive Haifa about September 18 and plans are proceeding load 

‘Persian Gulf tankers which are now scheduled arrive shortly before 

that date. Foreign Office looking into this question in order arrange 

simultaneous arrival as originally planned. | eo / - 

8. Burrows attention was directed to numerous recent articles in a 

British: press emanating from Tel Aviv to effect Israeli Government — 

applying pressure on company to reopen refinery, with attendant _ a 

threat take refineries over and operate them itself in event company 

‘does not do so. Burrows stated that UK chargé Tel Aviv has been - 

told by Israeli Foreign Office to take no notice these press statements. 

Burrows admitted, however, press statements are worrying him since 

now it will appear that HMG has been forced take action by Israelis. 

‘Sent Department 3383; repeated Baghdad 77, Cairo 118, Paris 645, 

pouched Haifa. coe | | TS 

Pe | | a — - Dovenas 

_ 501.BB Palestine/9-949 : Telegram — oe | ae a | 

| The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary | } 

of State | Oo 

SECRET | - Lonnon, September 9, 1949—7 p. m. 

8648. Embtel 8607 September 8.’ Sheringham? said today Foreign : 

Officer has decided approach King Farouk in advance regarding 

passage tankers through Suez. Decision pursue matter this high level 

occasioned by fact it was King who decided against admission Israeli 

pe member WHO and who might, therefore, be deciding factor this 

a case. - a oo 

- Approach will stress following factors: - : 7 | 

1. West Europe requires products Haifa refinery to hasten recovery. : 

— «ANot printed. = | | 
23. G. T. Sheringham, desk officer in the British Foreign Office for Israel and 

: Arab refugee matters. . eae Eons Ce 7 a | 

2Telegram 3607 noted that the Egyptian cabinet had divided on the question | 

of visas for the Israeli Delegation to a regional conference of the World Health 

| Organization. (501.BB Palestine/9-849). — oe - po ee |
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2. Future of Haifa refinery is important to long term strategic , plans for NE. oo i Oe Sg 
, _ 8. If dispute arises as result Kgypt’s unwillingness permit passage tankers through Canal, it might be necessary in accordance Suez Canal convention to convene meeting of. signatories, which would include  USSR,butnotUS. | oo 4. Egypt refusal permit passage tankers would be contrary spirit Egypt armistice agreement on which SC based its action in lifting arms embargo. Under these circumstances H{MG could hardly furnish Egypt arms if Egypt refuses permit Israel obtain ou. | 5. If Egypt refuses permit passage tankers, Israel might raise ques- tion before SC. In these circumstances UK could not support Egypt. _ Moreover, Egypt’s action would have adverse effect on British public opinion, due to effect it would have on suppiles of petrol for British motorist. 7 eG Se 

_ 6. In any event, HMG can not discourage company from attempt | . to send tankers through Canal. BO | _ 
_ Sheringham said approach to King will probably be made in next 

- day or two. Meanwhile, departure of tanker from Persian Gulf has 
‘been postponed for approximately one week and-is-now scheduled | | arrive around September 25. If no answer received within reasonable 

a time, tanker will be started on its way, since, without threat of immi- 
nent arrival, Egyptians may procrastinate. 9 re 

Sheringham also said HMG has now asked Nuri Pasha not to make | 
any public statements pipeline without consulting UK.. At same time, 

| they suggested Nuri begin preparing public opinion in Iraq, pointing 
_ out to him that Iraq is chief sufferer in present situation, with West _ Europe next and Israel hardly -affected at all. Effort is to convince 

Nuri that continued intransigence his part will not materially harm 
| Israel but will harm Traq which badly requires royalties* = 2 

: Sent Department 8648, repeated Baghdad 90, Cairo 130, Paris 688, 
| Tel Aviv 55,HaifaY, Oo | | a Oo ea | | | Hotmxs 

- ‘Cairo advised, on September 15, of information from British Embassy sources | that. “the Hgyptians insisted on banning munitions of war destined for Israel | and that among. these articles of absolute contraband were ‘combustibles’.” It | also advised that the British Embassy had requested an audience with King _ oo Farouk to discuss passage through the Suez Canal of tankers bound for Haifa and that the British ‘approach was to place the “petroleum problem as an __ | | element in the over-all strategy of military cooperation in which His Majesty : had shown an interest in connection with the top secret military talks which had been intermittently earried on. from some months ‘past. It seemed to the — . British important to alert the King to the possibility of the situation before , _ ‘the first British tanker, new en route, attempted to proceed through the Canal, | Since otherwise the King might be placed on the spot in the absence of time for personal reflection and preparation of both government and publie.” Should | | this approach be unavailing, “the question of freedom of navigation through | the Suez Canal before the Security Council might be. raised as a means of _ encouraging the King to adopt a view of international commerce more in accord with the prescriptions of the Suez Canal Convention of 1888 than the Egyptian oo authorities, civil and military, had hitherto been disposed to accept following athe outbreak of Palestinian hostilities.” (airgram 976, 501.BB Palestine/9-1549)
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—  ditorial Note | 

| ~ Cairo, on September 10, reported information from British Embassy 

~ sources that tankers from Venezuela had already arrived at Haifa but | 

that the “Critical tanker” from the Persian Gulf was not due until oe 

the end of September (telegram 902, 501.BB Palestine/9-2549). | 

-. Cairo advised, on September 27, of further information from British — | 

Embassy sources that the coming of the critical tanker had been de- 

ferred (telegram 910, 867N.6363/9-2749). | 

-- g91.6863 AIOC/9—-2049 : Telegram 
| 

| The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State — : 

SECRET -... "Tran, September 20, 1949—10 a. m. | 

1166. British Chargé Lawford informs me that.there has recently | 

| been much activity regarding AIOC agreement unratified by last 

Majlis. Lawford stated that before British Ambassador Le Rougetel 

left for England on leave he was given most categoric assurances by a 

Tran Government that there would be no question of attempting to 

renegotiate agreement which would be submitted as is to new Majlis | 

when it convenes, that Iran Government would stand or fall on issue. 

| ‘Lawford explained that recently Iran Government has been blowing 

‘hot and cold on prospects of Majlis ratification. One day British Em- _ 

bassy would be assured that agreement would certainly be ratified but 

the next day British Embassy would be warned that agreement had 

no chance of ratification and so it- has been going. The question of an | 

advance from ATIOC has been presented acute question. AIOC, as_ 

- previously reported, has offered 5 million pounds out of royalties but 

Iran Government has tried to insist on 6 million pounds out of un- | 

divided surplus. Lawford has taken firm position, on instructions, that | 

- this was not feasible. Iran Government has retorted that originally 

ATOC had offered 6 million pounds advance out of surplus. Lawford 

has answered that this offer was re] ected by Iran. Government, which 

insisted on renegotiation of entire concession. AIOC was adamant that, 

under present circumstances, no such advance could be made on the 

basis of an agreement which had not been and might not be ratified. — 

The Iran Government finally decided to accept 5 million pounds 

advance provided no interest be paid. ATOC insists upon interest — 

- payment. The advance in question would have to do with royalties due — 

next February. Some 4 days ago Minister Finance Golshayan received — 

Hobson of AIOC and stated in substance that it would be necessary | 

| 1 In telegram 1123, September 13, noon, not printed. - 

501-887—77—-—11 

oo 

| 
|
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to renegotiate the new agreement in order to obtain ratification. He 
_ proposed that negotiations for this purpose be held secretly in London 

and that the British should at once study question of making further _ 
— concessions. He went on to say that the IPC terms now being negoti- — 

ated would be much more favorable than those accepted by AIOC. 
Iran Government would insist on terms equally favorable. | 

[Here follow two paragraphs detailing Mr. Lawford’s conversa- 
| tions with high Iranian officials.] | | 

In any event Lawford has been reassured that government would | 
__ stand by agreement and would submit it to Majlis. Lawford’s forth. | 

| right handling of matter has received full approval his Foreign Office. 
Please pass to Armed Forces. | 
Sent Department 1167 [7166], repeated London 153. oe a 

| | 7 | Me : | a WILEY | 

| 891.6868 AIOC/10-2049 : Telegram Oo | | 
_ Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary _ Oe of State : | | 

SECRET ee | Lonpon, October 20, 1949—6 p.m. 
4222. Tehran’s 1309, October 14 to Department. Burrows said today 

[Iranian ] Prime | Minister Saed’s visit to UK entirely unofficial. 
He has, however, had talks with Foreign Office during which he raised 
question ATOC agreement and reiterated usual complaints re lack of assistance by West since war. | a | a 

2. Saed stressed difficulties getting ATOC agreement through | Majlis unless it is found possible make it more palatable. Since Saed , somewhat vague, British suggested he commit his points to writing 
and said they would be glad consider them. We gathered, however, 

there is little if any chance British agreeing any substantial changes. | | 3. Asked if Iranians still pressing for renegotiation because of 
_ devaluation,? Burrows replied affirmatively but added that Iranians 

| _ have no grounds for complaint on this score. Royalties under new | | agreement are based on sterling price of gold and therefore unaffected, | while AIOC could not reasonably be expected increase Iran’s share | | of profits to compensate for devaluation. _ 7 | | 
Sent Department 4222, repeated Tehran 87. | 

| ce | _ Dovetas 
‘Not 

printed. 
_ 

es 
oe 

| 
“ 

Oo 

* Of the British pound sterling. aa |
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890.0145/10-2049 : Telegram | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy m Saudi Arabia* 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineron, October 21, 1949. | 

414. Reurtel [Dhahran’s] 302 Oct 20? BAPCO informing ARAM- 

CO and Sheikh, Bahrein, that they have ordered immediate termi- | 

nation operations plus removal of equipment on Fasht Abu Saata 

without prejudice Bahrein claims. BAPCO states Arabi installation | 

temporary, no claim involved, permission for temporary use granted - 

by Brit polit Agent. BAPCO admits issue must be settled between 

Bahrein and Saudi Arab authorities and will abide by their decision. 

BAPCO fears, however, Sheikh Bahrein may possibly insist on 

operations continuing? — | | : 

Dept contacting Brit on advisability earliest discussion Bahrein 

| Saudi Arab boundaries. Does Emb consider issue eld be added to cur- 

rent boundary negots? If so, suggest informal approach SAG and Brit 

Emb urging this procedure. Dept has already informed BAPCO and 

- ARAMCO such incidents between cos with same parents shld not 

arise, that Dept shld be adequately forewarned of co plans for dis- 

puted areas and that cos use this opportunity to urge respective Govts 

to earliest discussions possible. ae 

7 me pe | oe ACHESON © 

1 This telegram was repeated to Dhahran. | | vor - — 

2 Not printed. Dhahran, on October 7, had reported that the Bahrein Petroleum 

Company (BAPCO) was operating temporarily a triangulation station on Arabi | 

, and that for the past three weeks the company had undertaken structural 

drilling on and around Fasht Abu Saafa. shoals, an area claimed by the Sheikh : 

of Bahrein (telegrams 292 and 293, 890F.6363/10-749 and 890.0145/10-749, re- 

spectively). Dhahran’s 302 advised of the landing of a party of armed Saudi 

Arabians on Arabi on October 17. The “Behavior visitors entirely cordial and | 

| no threat of violence made”, although their leader “pointedly asked whether 

. BAPCO personnel aware this Saudi territory. Evasive answer given. ... Land- 

ing party left after one hour making no further comment.” (890.0145/10-2049) - 

’ Much of the information contained in this paragraph was based on a memo- 

| randum of October 20.by Richard Funkhouser of the Office of African and Near | 

Hastern Affairs, covering his separate conversations with ARAMCO and BAPCO 

officials. The ARAMCO official at one point had expressed the hope that 

‘the State Department would supply “a restraining hand’, ie, have a 

United States naval vessel on duty in the Persian Gulf visit the sensitive area. 

- Mr. Funkhouser records that “Dispatching a U.S. Navy vessel to the area of . 

dispute for the purpose of exhibiting ‘a restraining hand’ would not be considered | 

| by the U.S. Government. The British dispatched units of the British fleet to the | . 

Persian Gulf when their AIOC concession was cancelled in 1933, but for settling | 

oil company arguments such tactics were, if not outdated, certain to compound 

the difficulty.” (890.0145/10-2049) 7 oe
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§90.0145/10-2549 : Telegram es oe 

Lhe Chargé in Saudi Arabia (Hill) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET rh rs Jippa, October 25, 1949—1 p. m. 
- 626. At my request, Hilts has drafted following views regarding 

_ query contained Deptel 414 October 21,in which I concur, 
| Embassy considers it inadvisable include Bahrain-SA_ boundary 

problems in present British-SAG negotiations. We do believe, how- 
| ever, that such discussions might well be undertaken with British 

concurrently but independently. Choice of including above in talks 
a | how underway would seem lie entirely with SAG. British Embassy 

: has frequently pointed out that present negotiations initiated at in- | 
: vitation SAG and that British Government has at very outset indi- | 

| cated its willingness arrive at overall settlement outstanding boundary 
_ problems in area. Hence, if SAG were to request inclusion above, its 
request would presumably be given every consideration within frame- 
work aforementioned instructions. =’ Oo es 

| - ARAMCO. legal offices, who sounded out on question, strongly 
| oppose any such inclusion since they fear, and in our view justifiably 

so that if PG isle-mainland claim controversies all lumped together in — 
single negotiation, British will have opportunity play off one against 

- _ the other, a development which might tend to work to disadvantage 
: of SAG. ARAMCO has emphasized to SA Finance Ministry, however, 

| desirability instituting early Bahrain-SA boundary talks. (In this 
connection, any such talks would presumably include Arabi affairs. 
Owen, ARAMOO, quotes statement attributed to BAPCOthat Shaikh | 

| _ Bahrain has verbally disclaimed any interest in Arabi on grounds 
that it too far removed from his own domains, although no such dis- 
claimer officially communicated to SAG.) - | 

_ As Department aware, SAG has to date preferred confine present 
negotiations to Qatar-Abu Dhabi frontiers. Following ARAMCO’s 
recently informing SAG of BAPCO’s PG moves, however, King 

| immediately appointed special committee, headed by Amir Faisal, to 
look into NE situation involving Bahrain. Committee has now drafted 
note which it plans send British shortly inviting discussions on 

| _ Bahrain-SA boundary problems in accordance Article VILIT King’s 
recent territorial letters proclamation. Owen, who has been given _ 

| copy of note and believes it to be somewhat inconclusive, proposed 
that it be held up for few days pending receipt of advisory opinion on 
wording thereof from Judge Hudson, a suggestion to which SAG | 

, readily agreed. Owen wiring Hudson today. ARAMCO belief that _ 
negotiations should be undertaken directly with Shaikh Bahrain 

_ *Hermann F. Eilts, Third Secretary of Embassy in Saudi Arabia.
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rather than British rejected by King, who very wisely apparently — | 

deems such tactics unnecessarily offensive atthistime. => | 

‘Tn view foregoing, Embassy believes no prompting necessary at = 

~ moment since wheels appear to be already in motion. oO | 

Sent Department, pouched Dhahran, BT 

890.0145/10-2549 : Telegram | . | . | 

| The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saude Arabia — | 

SECRET - Wasuineron, November 1, 1949—6 p.m. _ 

421. For your info Dept disturbed peremptory nature notes drafted — - 

by Hudson for transmittal by SAG to Sheikh Bahrein and BAPCO 

re jurisdiction dispute Abu Saafa. Duce showed drafts Dept after 

their transmittal Jidda. Dept believes inadvisable ARAMCO submit 

Hudson drafts SAG present form and so advised Duce. Dept ex- 

pressed specific objections (1) ultimatum, (2) demanded disavowal | 

of BAPCO claims, (3) truculent phraseology, and suggested ARAM- 

CO modify notes to create atmosphere most conducive earliest . 

amicable settlement claims, or, if drafts already delivered, express to 

SAG same objections described above and urge phraseology more | 

suited to friendship existing between Ibn Saud and Sheikh Bahrein a, 

and more appropriate to Arab traditions. Duce unwilling modify on 

fiction Hudson acting directly for SAG not ARAMCO. | | 

Dept gratified learn (re urtel 626, Oct 25) of moderate attitude 

Feisal Comite, but disturbed over apparent ARAMCO pressure for 

moredrasticaction. = ©. | | Puggle” a | 

Further developments include: (1) SAG claims to six-mile margi- | 

nal sea which affect area current Abu Saafa operations open serious a 

| question within Dept. and (2) BAPCO structural drill operations Abu | 

 Saafa shoals completed Oct 28 and moved to another shoal. Sheikh | 

-Bahrein instructed BAPCO continue operations in area but stated 

prepared order suspension operations and discuss claims if SAG (not 

ARAMCO) so requests, | Se, | 

Unless you perceive objections, informally advise SAG and | | 

ARAMCO of Sheikh’s tractable position pointing out that it appears | 

that difficult problem can be solved by simple request of SAG to 

~ Sheikh of Bahrein. oe weeds a , ae 

| Po | ACHESON 

| 1 This telegram was repeated to London and Dhahran. — — 

| :
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: 890.0145/11-349 : Telegram . ah oe oe 
Lhe Chargé in Saudi Arabia (Hill) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Jmppa, November 8, 1949—6 p. m. 
_-- 642, Embtel 626, October 26 [25]. ARAMCO informs that following 

| _ receipt by SAG of Judge Hudson’s drafts re Saudi Arabian-Bahrein 
claim controversy King’s special committee drafted new communi- 
cation. In place four separate notes as proposed by Hudson, however, 

| SAG prefers send only two, one each to Bahrein and BAPCO. Each 
| note will incorporate statement re both Arabia [Arabi] and Fasht 

| Abu Saafa trespassing incidents. Saudi Arabian Government under- 
stood have questioned desirability including Arabian [Arabi an]| note 
after being advised of Shaikh Bahrein’s alleged verbal disclaimer of 
ownership but finally prevail upon by ARAMCO include same. 

| - New draft generally follows lines Hudson’s drafts which Embassy 
assumes have been shown to Department by ARAMCO. Only major 

_ difference to date is that instead of impersonal note between govern- 
ments new communication is to be personal letter from King to Shaikh _ | 
Bahrein which will be delivered through British Embassy Jidda. 

| | After usual expressions esteem and community interests both parties, _ 
note adroitly reminds Shaikh latter is trespassing on Saudi Arabian- _ 

. - claimed territory and cites instances mentioned above, but indicated 
: preparedness negotiate question in accordance Article 8 his territorial 
----waters proclamation. | Pee tal 

Second note is to be addressed to BAPCO and is similar in content, 
but to be signed by Bin Jiluwi rather than King. ee | 

| Both drafts are now before King awaiting his final approval. 
_ Sent Department 642, repeated Dhahran 192, - 

* Amir Saud bin Jiluwi, Governor of Al Hasa province of Saudi Arabia. | 

-890.0145/11-849 : Telegram | BS 

_ Lhe Chargé in Saudi Arabia (Hill) to the Secretary of State 

: SECRET —- PRIORITY | _ Jippa, November 8, 1949—11 a. m. | 
| 653. ARAMCO official informs Eilts in conference that King’s : 
- note to Shaikh Bahrain re boundary problems delivered to British _
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Embassy, Jidda, on November 5.* No changes from text as sketched 4 

-_Embtel 642, November 3. Letter to BAPCO approved November 6 and 

has now been forwarded to Bin J iluwi for signature. a 

| Re Deptel 421, November 1. It would appear, therefore, that despite _ 

— ARAMCO truculence and pressure for drastic action, SAG has on 

its own initiative most wisely preferred despatch relatively temperate 

communications to both Bahrain and BAPCO. In latter instance, SAG — a 

has even seen fit remove any reference to a terminal date by which 

| BAPCO would be required cease all operations in disputed territory | 

as had initially been proposed by Hudson. | | Oo oe 

- _However, despite this apparently favorable development due largely 

to SAGs tact, Embassy will nevertheless informally advise SAG | 

of US Government’s hope that outstanding SA-Bahrain boundary 

matters can be solved in an amicable fashion by friendly discussion _ 

between parties concerned, but would prefer to do so when Yusuf : 

Yassin 2? returns, in view of the hopelessness of accomplishing anything | 

- at the Foreign Office while it is in charge of Khairradin Bey.’ Oe 

| Sent Department 653, repeated London 90. Pouched Dhahran. 

a | 
Hina 

| 1A British note of November 2 to the Saudi Arabian Government stated that | 

Fasht Abu Saafa and Arabi were claimed by the Shaikhs of Bahrein and Kuwait, 

respectively. It suggested that should the Saudi Arabian Government wish to — 

claim these areas, the matter be made one for negotiation between the interested 

parties, which might best be undertaken after the present boundary talks were 

concluded. In the meantime, the hope was expressed that there would be no » : 

objection to continued BAPCO operations, pending settlement of the controversy. | 

| The Saudi Arabian Government replied on November 8, confirming its claim 

to both areas but expressing willingness to negotiate a settlement and a desire 

to conduct the negotiations immediately but independently of present boundary 

discussions. It also insisted that the BAPCO cease its operations in the disputed _ 

areas pending settlement. The note made no reference to the Kuwaiti claim to 

Arabi but spoke only of talks with Bahrein (telegram 656, November 12, ila.m., 

from Jidda, 890.0145/11-1249). | | 

-? Saudi Arabian Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs. : 

oe ®In reply on November 21, the Department stated in part: “In event BAPCO 

fails comply cessation [it] is hoped Bin Jaluwi had King’s instr not.resort force- | 

| ful measures to which previously inclined.” (Telegram 447, 890.0145/11-849) 

On November 22, Jidda advised of information from Garry Owen of ARAMCO 

| that the Saudi Arabian Government had received two replies from BAPCO, The : 

| first note observed that the Saudi Arabian Government’s protest concerning the 

Fasht Abu Saafa shoals had been passed to the Sheikh of Bahrein for his con- , 

sideration. The second note emphasized the temporary nature iof the BAPCO | 

| installation on Arabi and contended that “the island was found to be uninhabited _— 

and that since the Sheikh of Bahrein did not lay claim to it, BAPCO felt no | 

permission was required.” The Company disclaimed “any rights for itself re the 

island or any minerals which may be thereon as well as any attempts to infringe | . 

: upon the rights of the legal ruler of the island, whoever he may be.” (airgram ; 

441, 890.0145/11-2249) So
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ee | | Editorial Note a 

| _ Dhahran advised, on November 15, that “SAG-ARAMCO island 
marking has been underway since November 3. Islands so far marked 
include Farsi, Arabi and Harkus. To be marked are at least 20 

_ more. ... I believe most of these islands unquestionably in Saudi 
| waters but some lie in disputed areas. Work is proceeding full 

_ speed. ... In each case reinforced concrete pillar weighing 17 tons 
set up holding twin brass plates carrying legend composed US under 

| Judge Hudson’s direction. One plate Arabic, other English. ... 
_ Saudi guards make first landing in every case, ARAMCO men follow- 

ing to direct manual labor.” (telegram 318, 890.0145/11-1549) | 
_ Jidda reported, on December 29, that markers had been placed on 

| 18 islands, completing the program (despatch 263, 890.0145 / 12-2949). 

_ 867N. 6368/11-2349 : Telegram | 7 | 

Pe Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon ae 

CONFIDENTIAL — | Wasuineton, November 23, 1949—5 p. m. 
_ 716. Unrinfo only. During current conversations here Wright of 
FonOff* has emphasized importance to UK of reopening Haifa Re- _ 

_ finery on Iraqi crude stating one semi-official estimate annual dol loss 
_ UK due non-operation refinery amounts to $50 million. Dept officials 

agreed US shld continue give ancillary support UK efforts resume 
supply Near Eastern crude Haifa. [ae 
__ During Arab League Polit Comm meeting Cairo Sirry Pasha stated. 
Egypt unable permit Persian Gulf tankers en route Haifa transit Suez 
Canal unless Iraq reopened Kirkuk Haifa pipeline, Nuri Said declared __ 
he presently unable agree opening pipeline but hinted to Brit Emb 

, Cairo he perceived no objection shld oil companies service Haifa re- 
finery with tanker crude from Tripoli. er | 

Brit Emb here advises Brit Min Beirut under FonOff instrs re- | 
quested Leb PriMin Nov 10 agree proposed movement tankers carry- 
ing Iraqi crude from Tripoli to Haifa. PriMin recd proposal calmly — 
but expressed opinion he cld see no advantage this procedure to Arabs. | 
However, he wld submit proposal Leb cabinet and ‘if it agreed he 

| _ 1¥or documentation on these conversations, see pp. 50 ff; see particularly 
_ annexes 8 and 9 in the form of statements on Near Eastern oil problems by the 

| United States and United Kingdom Groups, pp. 80 and 82. —
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wld consult with other Arab ‘States and obtain their reaction. Brit 

Emb has received no further info this regard. End info. | 

In ur discretion after consultation with ur Brit colleague pls ap- 

proach Leb Govt informally as fol: USG concerned over failure 

resume full scale production Haifa refinery in ECA countries and | 

exploring all practicable means reduce UK dol drain. US understands | 

UK making specific proposals supply Haifa Refinery with Near Hast 

| crude and has requested Leb Govt cooperation. View US gen interest a 

‘this question as outlined above it wld welcome any assistance Leb 

Govt can appropriately extend facilitate reopening refinery.” 

a a a | _ Wee 

| 2mhis telegram was repeated to Baghdad and London and sent by ‘air to Paris | 

and Cairo. The Department, by circular telegram of December 1, 7 p. m., author- 

ized Cairo, Baghdad, Damascus, Jidda, and Amman, “In ur discretion after con- 

: sulting ur Brit colleague pis informally approach Govt to which you are - 

| accredited stating USG favors UK proposal for reasons outlined Deptel 7 16 to 

| ‘Beirut, and hopes Arab states will not oppose it. Amb J idda shld not approach 

SAG unless Brit Amb has done go, Ambs Cairo and Baghdad shld inform Egypt i 

and Iraqi Govts respectively USG ‘concurs UK view re desirability lifting 

restr[iction]s on passage thru Suez Canal tankers pound for Haifa as well as 

reopening Haifa pipeline. US believes such action wld benefit primarily oil 

producing Arab states and consumers in Europe, and that continuation restrs 

“unjustified.” (867N.6363/12-149) 
| | 

890.0145/6-149 eg Ba oe Ss 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Saudi Arabia 

SECRET os --Wasutneron, November 30, 1949. 

No. 60 oe , oo | oe | 

p Sir: Reference is made to the Embassy’s despatches Nos. 142 and : 

147, dated May 28 and June 1, 1949,1 respectively. | | 

| Saudi Arabian Decree No. 6/4/5/3711 of May 28, 1949 regarding ~ | 

the territorial waters of Saudi Arabia has been under consideration 

in the Department with’ a view to determining the desirability of — 

United States reservations thereto. Certain of the legal aspects of 

the then proposed Decree were pointed out in the Department’s tele- 

| gram No. 99 of March 16, 1949. Since the Decree proceeds upon legal 

principles at variance with those traditionally supported by the 

United States it is considered necessary to interpose reservations 

|. thereto on behalf of this Government to the extent that the Decree | 

| contains provisions which are not supported by accepted principles | 

: 1 Latter not printed ; but see footnote 4, D. 133. | | | | |
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| of international law. Accordingly, it is requested that you forward to the Foreign Ministry a note setting forth the following | reservations : 2 | | a re - 
“The United States has taken note of Decree No. 6/4/5/3711 issued | by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia on May 28, 1949, concerning the territorial waters of Saudi Arabia, and finds itself compelled to take exception to certain provisions thereof, deeming such provisions to — be unsupported by accepted principles of international law, and to | 7 reserve all its rights and the rights of its nationals with respect | _ thereto, namely: | | 

1. All provisions to the effect that the inland waters of. the Kingdom include waters outside of ports, harbors, bays, and : _. other inclosed arms of the sea along its coast; and | 2. All provisions to the effect that the coastal sea, 1.e., the mar- _ ginal’sea, of the Kingdom extends seaward of a belt of three _ nautical miles along its coast or around its islands.” 
_ You will note that these reservations are specific enough to cover all — the legal principles which are unacceptable to the United States but at | the same time are sufficiently general to leave for future determination, _ as the need arises, the question of specific rules of base line measure- | ment. The Department prefers to avoid, as unnecessary in connection : with the United States reservations to the Decree, the stipulation of the particular principles of international law applicable to the deter- mination of base lines. The Department will, however, be prepared to | furnish advice in this respect should the Saudi Arabian Government require it. It is suggested that any questions in this regard be for- _ warded to the Department for instructions. a | | ' The following is offered for the Embassy’s background information | a in respect of the considerations underlying the United States reserva- | tions to the Decree. | a | | 

Among other things, the Decree establishes a six-mile coastal sea —, (marginal belt) as opposed to the three-mile zone uniformly supported 

/ * The suggestion to enter reservations to the Saudi Arabian decree on territorial | waters seems to have been raised for the first time in the Department in a memo- randum of September 15 from Warren F. Looney, of the Office of. the Special . Assistant to the Under Secretary of State: for Fisheries and Wildlife (U/FW), to Mr. Sanger. The latter’s replying memorandum of October 18 supported | Mr. Looney’s suggestion. Both papers are filed under 890.0145/6-149. Of further a interest is a memorandum of October 26 by Wilbert M. Chapman of U/FW to Frederick H. Awalt of the Office of African and Near Eastern Affairs (890.0145 / | 10-2649). The Department’s position on the situation was conveyed to Denis A. - | | Greenhill, Firgt Secretary of the British Embassy, on November 2 (memorandum of conversation by Edward G. Platt, Jr., of the Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs, 890.0145/11-349) and to London on November 30 (airgram 1235, 890.0145/6-1049). The airgram noted that “The Department is . informing the British Embassy in. Washington of its proposed action and that it . | is considered advisable for this action to be taken independently of the British protest, in order to avoid the appearance of American-British collusion.” |
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by the United States. It provides for a zone of inland waters extending : 

twelve miles or farther seaward from the mainland, and implies that 

all bays are inland waters regardless of headland width. Moreover, 

the proviso in Article 9 implies a fisheries control of unspecified area | 

over the highseas. | | | | 

: A number of world-wide interests of the United States would be | 

. affected, were the United States to be considered, through inaction, as _ 

having acquiesced in all the provisions of the Decree, e.g., fisheries, | | 

air commerce, shipping, and naval. In this connection it should be | 

noted that under international law there is no right of innocent passage 

| accorded to foreign vessels in inland waters ; and no right of innocent — | 

passage accorded to air commerce in the air space above inland or 

territorial waters. The effect upon our fisheries alone of closure of : 

| coastal waters in the western hemisphere of a belt of from six to 

~ eighteen miles would be considerable. It is apparent, therefore, that the | 

importance of United States reservations to the Saudi Arabian Decree | 

lies not only in this Governments specific interests off Saudi Arabia 

but also in the fact that, otherwise, the United States would lend _ 

| encouragement to the use of the Decree as a precedent by a world | | 

in which a veritable epidemic of claims over the high seas has occurred 

since 1945. | | 

~The United States has been attempting to hold the line for the three- 

mile limit and to this end it recently reserved all rights in respect of _ 

| high seas claims of other states'as follows: ee | | 

a) Mexico—1948 (9 mile claim) | | 

6b) Argentina—1948 _ (epicontinental sea claim) | 

— e) Chile—1948  ( an | | | 

— ad) Peru—1948 © | poe mile claim) . | | 

e) Costa Rica—1948 SC a Ce a 

- Moreover, on April 22, 1935, the United States formally protested 

. the Iranian law of July 15, 1934. which purported to establish a six- — , 

mile territorial waters zone. Acquiescence by the United States in 

the Saudi Arabian Decree would not be readily understood by these | 

| - states. ee | a | | 

In June, 1949 the Department was informed by the American — 

| Embassy 1n London 2 that the British Foreign. Office was preparing 

| to protest this Decree. It would seem that the British must necessarily 

protest it in order to avoid prejudicing the case against Norway they 

are now bringing before the International Court of Justice which in- | 

volves the validity of Norwegian claims based upon principles similar 

in some respects to the base line measurement provisions of the Saudi | 

. ~ 8In telegram 2248, June 10, from London, not printed. | - . |
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Arabian Decree. The Department has informed the British Embassy 
: in Washington and the American Embassy in London of our intention 

to enter reservations to the Decree and of the text of the reservations. 
a You may, in your discretion, discuss this matter with the British 

| Kmbassy in Jidda. It has been decided, however, that the United 
States action should be independent of that to be taken by the British | 
in order to avoid the impression of American-British collusion. 

| Please inform the Department by telegram when the Embassy’s 
| note has been delivered to the Foreign Ministry.* It is also important 

that the Department be promptly informed of all developments. _ 
Very truly yours, . | For the Secretary of State: - 

| Cus esi ae - Raymwonp A. Hare 
| 4 Ambassador Childs presented an appropriate note to Yusuf Yassin on Decem- | ber 22. The latter indicated that “as three-mile limit principle had not been universally accepted Saudi Arabian Government would probably follow example of other states which had departed from it... . I remarked I had thought our relations with Saudi Arabian Government somewhat closer than some countries which had departed from three-mile principle and I wished to raise question whether in view our extensive maritime and other interests which ran risk of being adversely affected Saudi Arabian Government wished to follow principle which might prejudice these US interests... . Yusuf said Saudi Arabian Gov-— _ ernment wished to cooperate with US to greatest extent possible which might _ not prejudice its own interests.” (telegram 740, December 22,2 p. m., from Jidda, | 890.0145/12-2249) - oe 

| . 

—s: 890F..6863/12-649 : Telegram a } : | 
The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | _Jtppa, December 6, 1949—9 a. m. 
704, Embtel 671, November 18.1 Owen, ARAMCO, informs His 

Majesty has despatched note, dated November 26, but apparently only 
delivered to British around December 1, to Shaikh Kuwait re Persian 
Gulf isle, Arabi. Contents similar to that sent Bahrain. | : _ After preliminary expressions friendship and community of inter- 

__ est two rulers, King states he informed Shaikh Kuwait has given. 
_ BAPCO permission one isle. (This incorrect since BAPCO never ap- 

proached Kuwait but had permission forced upon it by Political Resi- 
dent Persian Gulf.) Since Arabi belongs Saudi Arabia on historical | | and geographical grounds, His Majesty has ordered BAPCO cease _ _ operations thereon and withdraw. Note concludes by expressing will- | : _ “Ingness discuss matter with Shaikh Kuwait in order arrive at amicable | settlement. | OE 

At Foreign Office this a.m. Shaikh Yusef said he had been busy 
with frontier question since his return. He showed me British. note. - 

| “Not printed. . oe a .
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of May 23, 1949 requesting SAG take no action re disputed isles, 

including Arabi, in Persian Gulf which might in any way prejudice | 

status. (This seems be “missing note” referred to our A442, Novem- | 

ber 222 which SAG previously unable locate in its files.) Yusef 

Yassin remarked he had learned on his return markers had just been = 

placed on these isles by SAG with ARAMCO assistance. Yusef Yassin | 

has wished indicate this situation thrown into his lap without his Ss 

being consulted. Department will recall that, in absence both Yusef 

Yassin and Fuad Hamzah, isle controversy entrusted to Feisal com- | | 

mittee which worked in conjunction with Finance Minister. oe Se 

| Sent Department, pouched London Dhahran. | oo . a 

| SO _ Camps 

2 Not printed. 7 | | Se | 

890F.6863/12-649: Telegram | _ Se | 

ee The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

SECRET a Wasutnaton, December 17, 1949—2 p.m. | 

462, Urtel 708, Dec 6.* Dept appreciative of difficulties which SAG ) 

finding in attempts settle outstanding boundary questions, and wishes 

in this as in other questions to be as helpful as possible. However - 

there are natural limits to what we can do particularly in matters 

which involve intervention with other govts and in which different 

American companies may well have conflicting interests, =| | 

| For above reasons Depts position must remain basically as outlined 

Deptel 184, May 13. In circumstances, and in order to avoid creating a 

impression with SAG that US willing to go further than already 

indicated, Dept desires that in accepting detailed report from SAG | 

you make clear that this not a question in which Dept can give dis- , 

interested advice such as off-shore question which concerned basic 

principles rather than specific boundaries which involve other govts. _ 

Dept believes it desirable therefore that SAG continue with negotia- 

tions rather than awaiting comments which USG may or may not be | 

| able to make. , | a | | | 

| | | eer cs ACHESON ; 

4Not printed; it advised that Yusuf Yassin had shown Ambassador Childs the | | | 

British note of December 4, “stating unless SAG willing recede its unreasonable 

: position last note Britain would have to go back to 1913 claim.” The Acting | 

2 Foreign Minister stated that the King wished the Ambassador’s advice as to how 

—to proceed. The Ambassador referred the matter to the Department, commenting 

7 that “In view our relationship to SAG and SAG's usual tendency to lean on us for | 

disinterested advice, I feel we should do everything we consider appropriate to 

assist it in consideration problem” (S90F.6363/12-649). oe 

i 2The Department instructed further, on December 29, that the “Emb shld | 

: avoid making any commitment SAG re part US may be expected play in problem.” 

| (Telegram 471, 890F.20/12-1949) | : - |
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| 891.6363 AIOC/12~2949: Airgram | oo 
Lhe Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

ne | — of State — | a | 

oe CONFIDENTIAL | Lonvon, December 29, 1949. 
| A~-2464. According to Leavett, who handles Iranian affairs in the 

Kastern Department of the Foreign Office, Iranian efforts to have the 
- _ Anglo-Iranian Oil Company agreement renegotiated were unsuccess- _ 

ful and the Iranian Government is now prepared to submit again the 
_ Same agreement on which the Majlis failed to act at the last session. 

(See Embtels 3913, Sept 29 and 4128, Oct. 12). 
Leavett thought it unlikely that the Majlis would get around to _ 

debating the agreement before March at the earliest although the item 
occupies a high priority on the agenda. There will probably be con- 

_ siderable delay in connection with the procedure of seating members 
of the Majlis as well as with the continuation of debate on constitu. 

| tional reforms which is expected to follow. Leavett believes that the 
_-—-—- ATOC agreement will be the first point of business to be discussed 
a thereafter, | | Oo | 

, . Leavett was uncertain how hopeful the Iranian Government is of 
_ Securing parliamentary approval of the AIOCG agreement but thought 

| it of some significance that the Government had _ at least dropped the 
- _ idea of renegotiation and was prepared to sponsor the agreement again 

in its present form. — | a : | | 
It is clear from conversations with local representatives of Ameri- 

can and British oil companies in the Near East that a great deal of 
interest attaches to the outcome of the Anglo-Iranian agreement, since 
it will help to set the pattern for other concessions in that partofthe — 

_ world. It is believed that further progress in the negotiations between 
_ the Iraq Petroleum Company and the Iraqi Government for a revision 

a of the terms of IPC’s concessions in Iraq will await the result of the 
| Majlis’ action on the Anglo-Iranian agreement. a a 

| | | - -Hotmes | 

IN either printed. _ a | | | , 

867N.6363/12-2849 : Telegram | Oo | 
- ‘The Secretary. of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

- SECRET _ Wasuineton, December 30, 1949—6 p. m. 
| 4648. Dept comments F YT. In view current Traq attitude re Haifa 

| pipeline, Iraq control of situation due ownership source of oil, and -
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premature French approach to Traqi officials with diversion scheme,* | 

- Dept considers problem reopening IPC pipelines through Israel in- | 

creasingly difficult. Dept feels reopening must await either gen Iraq- | 

| Israel rapprochement, considerably greater inducements by Israel or 

IPC offer of attractive guid pro quo. Since first two contingencies not a 

at hand, Dept feels diversion proposal worthy consideration. It offers 

definite opening 16-inch line, continued pipeline operation outside in- _ 

fluence of changes Arab-Israel polit situation, possible means of 

, impressing Israel with need for negotiating differences with Iraq and | 

opportunity, admittedly slim, for reopening Haifa 12-inch line. 

Diversion further warrants study by companies since Iraq already | 

approached and may now refuse consider reopening southern lines , 

without diversion? | Oo 

However, unlike Brit and Fr Govts, US Govt not involved in IPC * 

and thus even more reluctant than UK (ref London 5112 Dec 23 *) to a 

urge any course of action on US companies, Brit, Fr or Near Hast 

Govts in this matter. Dept appreciates significance to Brit and Fr 

of southern line operation but with oil no longer in critical short | 

| supply as in 1947 and 1948 and with ECA considering action to cut | 

back European overexpansion of oil facilities, Dept’s active partici- 

pation lessurgent. | ee | 

US companies expressed preliminary objections to diversion on 

polit grounds but have not requested Govt intervention. They in- 

formed Dept that Fr, with possible Iraq financial support, consider- | 

ing proceeding unilaterally. Under terms IPC Group Agreement, 

each partner allowed finance own oil requirements. Anglo-Iranian re- | 

| ported considering legal action if Fr proceed. a | 

Re Paris 5356 Dec 21, Dept not prepared support principle pro- | 

| ducing countries have no voice in determining end-users of national _ 

1 Ag explained in telegram 5356, December 21, from Paris, the scheme involved oe 

diversion of the 16-inch pipeline terminal from Haifa to Sidon, in Lebanon. The. 

French anticipated that with such diversion, the Iraqis might be persuaded to : 

reopen the 12-inch pipeline to Haifa. The British group in Iraq Petroleum Com- 

- pany were said to be cool to the French proposal “as’ plan would only increase ° 

| sterling oil surplus.’ The American group 'was also said to be in opposition on the : 

| ground that “diversion would constitute submission to Iraqi pressure and viola- 

7 tion principle that no government has right to dictate where crude oil shall go | 

| after domestic requirements met. They fear that diversion would set dangerous 

precedent not only in Middle East but possibly elsewhere.” (867N.6363/12-2149) 

~ —— ?: London, on December 14, had reported that the Iraq Petroleum Company had 

recently discussed the French suggestion. “French interests IPC were for it, but | 

US and UK interests opposed, not on economic but on political grounds, since . 

it was thought that diversion of pipeline would be interpreted as un-neutral act 

favorable to Arabs. IPC has therefore shelved proposal for present.” (telegram » 

| 4952, 867N.6363/12-1449) | —— | | oo | 

3Nhis reference is to the absence of any direct interest in the Iraq Petroleum | 

Company by the United States Government. Private American interests owned : 

2334 % of the company’s capital stock. | 

| * Not printed. — : , | |
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resources as stated by US companies, since inconsistent with US 
action re export controls. Fail understand reported Brit view ex- | 
pressed Paris 5356 that they regard surplus undesirable since Brit 

| claim in current oil talks ® surplus vital in reducing UK dol drain. 
| Dept does not understand reference para 4 Paris cable as basis Brit 

| opposition. Dept assumes Brit opposition principally due interest in _ 
Haifa refinery. | te, | 
Assume Israeli officials wld be approached by company before news _ 

| diversion plans recd from outside sources in order avoid provoking 
_ Israel into precipitant action. If Israeli react to plan with threats — 

against refinery, cld Brit interests remove themselves from role in 
diversion leaving responsibility to Fr? In any case, Dept feels that 
Israel objections and/or reprisals might best be avoided by maintain- 

| ing Haifa operations on Caribbean crude until Iraq crude available. 
Recent shutdown refinery considered unfortunate, particularly since . 
US oil company informs Dept that at current prices Haifa shld op- 
erate profitably on Caribbean crude. Shutdown may convince Arabs 

| blockade worthwhile and make solution more difficult. = 
_. Dept agrees that prospect of Iraq firmly committing themselves 

reopen Haifa line dubious. However, in view great attraction diver- 
sion presents Lebanon and Iraq, company might gain success by bar- 

| gaining successively for (a) Iraq commitment reopen Haifa line, (d) 
Lebanese commitment permit tanker movement Haifa, (c) tacit 
agreement with Iraq and Lebanon overlook destination Lebanese 
tanker movements. Wright suggestion that Iraqi might agree to 

. scheme if Brit imported Caribbean crude to cover Israeli consump- __ 
a _ tion might also be worked in with this proposal since 12-inch line wld 

only half fill refinery capacity.* | a Ce | 

rs So ACHESON | 

* According to a memorandum of October 14 by the Director of British Common- 
wealth and Northern European Affairs, the twin objectives in these talks of the 
United States agencies concerned, except for the Treasury Department, were to 
reduce the dollar drain on the sterling area and to protect the United States — 
national interest. The text of this memorandum is printed in vol. rv, p. 845. . 

| ° This telegram was repeated to Paris, London, on December 30, reported that 
Alan M. Williams, “who handles Iraq in Eastern Department, said today Foreign | 
Office felt. it had gone as far as it could in efforts solve Haifa pipeline and re- 

_.  fineries problem without resort to ‘big stick’ and danger upsetting political bal- 
ance in countries concerned, which it does not wish to risk. Foreign Office adverse 

. -mInaking further representation to recalcitrant governments, at least until elections 
settle new administration in Egypt and strength and attitude recently-formed 
cabinet Iraq better known. In replies to proposal for shipping oil by tanker from 
Tripoli [Lebanon] to Haifa (Embtel 4952, December 14) Arab governments unani- | 

-mously opposed this measure. Foreign Office feels that for moment nothing fur- 
ther can be done to overcome Arab resistance to flow of oil to Haifa.” (telegram 
5157, 867N.6363/12-3049) Telegram 4952is not printed. = |
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CONFERENCE AT ISTANBUL, TURKEY, OF AMERICAN. 

| CHIEFS OF MISSION IN THE NEAR EAST, NOVEM- | 

BER 26-29, 1949 OO 2 

-$90.00/10-749 | a | —_ 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Hastern, 

South Asian, and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Under Secretary 

of State (Webb)? oe | | 

TOP SECRET _-- [Wasurneton,] October 7, 1949. | 

Subject: Proposed Plan for Development and Coordination of US. | 

Near East Policies and Coordination with the U.K. | | 

Discussion: re ars oe | 

~ At the present time the US and UK and to a lesser extent certain 

| other powers face separately and together a number of specific prob-. . 

| lems in the Near East. Important military, economic and. political a 

developments are taking place which necessitate careful and con- 

| tinuous study and a high degree of coordination not only between 

| the Department and its representatives in the Near East, but between 

theUSandtheUK. = | | | 

-Mostimportant problemsare: an 

1. Activities of the Economic Survey Mission: A preliminary 

report will be submitted by the Mission to the UN through the PCC 

~ about November 10.’ Largely because of the importance which the 

US attaches to this Mission, it is proposed to arrange a meeting of 

American Chiefs of Mission in the Near Hast for the purpose, among 

-_. others, of discussing the preliminary Clapp report, ofadvising Clapp © 

‘with respect to his longer-range report scheduled for completion | 

about the first of the year, and of determining how most effectively 

| to support the carrying out of Clapp’s recommendations. The meeting 

| should be held shortly aiter the submission of the preliminary Clapp 

report. The Chiefs of Mission, whose views have been requested, are 

in general agreement as to desirability of this meeting. (See telegrams 

| attached.)® Be | | | 

— -g. Joint US-UK Strategic Planning: It is understood that the 

US and UK military establishments have been working on combined | 

! strategic military plans for the Near Kast for the past year and a | 

2 1 Addressed also to Dean Rusk, Deputy Under Secretary of State. — - an 

: 2 Wor information on this report, see editorial note, p. 1472, Oo : 

| ‘Not found attached. a | | | | 

a | 165 | 

| 501-887—77——-12 an |
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_ half under the direction of Admiral Conolly,* and that specific plans — have been developed. It is also understood that during a recent con- ference in London of British Chiefs of Diplomatic Missions from the | | Near East each Chief of Mission was briefed as to how his country | would be affected if it should be necessary to implement the joint US-UK strategic military plans. Tt is believed that appropriate De- __. | partment officials and chiefs of Mission should be similarly informed, | and that advantage might be taken of the meeting proposed in 1. for this purpose. | | - 3. Proposed Iraqi-Syrian Plan of Union:® The British Embassy _ informed the Department during the past week, confirming reports ao received from U.S. Missions, of plans which the governments of Iraq and Syria are developing for a union of their two countries. These plans may have widespread internal and external repercussions in the _ Near East. The United States is presently studying these plans for : the purpose of crystallizing its views. Unless solution has been reached this would also be a suitable topic for discussion at the proposed meeting. ~ / OC 7 
| No high level consultations have been held with the UK on Near 

Kast questions since the meetings October 16 to November 7, 1947.6 
There was discussion that Mr. Michael Wright, Chief of the Middle 
Kast Section of the Foreign Office, might come to the U.S. in the 

| summer, but nothing materialized.” Mr. Bevin 8 did not bring a Near 
East expert on his recent visit. It is considered desirable to bring the 
1947 talks up to date, and to exchange views on the problems enu- 
merated and other current problems, in order to coordinate US-UK 

_ policies in the Near East and as a background for the proposed meet- 
_ ing of the U.S. Chiefs of Mission. | oe | 
fLecommendation: | 

It is recommended that you approve the following course of action: 
1. A meeting be held of the American Chiefs of Mission in the Arab _ countries and Israel on or about November 292 on board a suitable . US Naval vessel available in the area, with Admiral Conolly, myself: and possibly other Departmental officers attending. The vessel be boarded at Cyprus and not at any Arab or Israeli port. Admiral Conolly advises that arrangements for the vessel are possible; if not : the meeting be held at Cyprus. : | 

“Rear Adm. Richard L. Conolly, Commander in Chief of U.S. Naval Forces in the Hastern Atlantic and Mediterranean. For further documentation on com- : _ bined strategic military plans for the Near East, see pp. 186 ff. | oe . ° For documentation on this subject, see pp. 180 ff. 
. 8 me eo cumentation on these meetings, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, 

| ae For documentation on the talks of Mr. Wright with officials of the Department of State, which took place in November 1949, see pp. 54-90. | * Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
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9, Admiral Conolly be authorized to inform the American Chiefs 4 

of Mission and Departmental officers present of the impact on their | 

- countries of the US-UK strategic military plans for the Near Kast. 

3. Following the meeting of the American Chiefs ot Mission, | 

Admiral Conolly be authorized to proceed, with as little publicity _ | : 

as possible, to Athens and Ankara for the purpose of informing Mr. 

Grady and Mr. Wadsworth,’ respectively, regarding US-UK stra- | | 

tegic military plans for their areas. | | | 

4. Following submission of Clapp’s report about November 10, and : 

before the Chiefs of Mission meeting, Mr. Michael Wright be re- ; 

quested to visit Washington for consultation.° | 

| [Here follow concurrences. ] | | | 

° Henry F. Grady and George Wadsworth, Ambassadors in Greece and Turkey, : 

: respectively. | 

10 Tn an attached memorandum of October 11 to the Secretary, Mr. Rusk stated: 

“T approve of the recommendations listed in the attached paper with the excep- | 

tion that I do not believe that Admiral Conolly should brief our Ambassadors in | 

the Near Hast on our strategic planning unless and until you and the Under 

Secretary aS a minimum have been carefully briefed on such plans here. 

“T suggest that you approve only the first recommendation of this paper. We | 

, will attempt to work out the problem of briefing on strategic military plans. If 

we are not able to reach a satisfactory solution of this problem before the sched- — , 

uled date of the meeting of the Chiefs of Mission, the meeting can profitably be 

held even though Admiral Conolly does not brief the Ambassadors on the strategic | 

plans of the area.” a | | 

In another attached memorandum of October 13, Mr. Rusk informed Mr. Mc- 

Ghee that “The Secretary has approved your desire to have a meeting of Ameri- 

ean Chiefs of Mission in Arab countries [and] in Israel in the latter part of 

November in Cyprus or, alternatively, Turkey. The other matters in the attached a 

| memorandum can be handled by you.” . , 

- Recommendations 2, 3, and 4 in Mr. McGhee’s memorandum bear marginal . 

notations by Mr. Rusk, each stating “not yet”. Bo | 

| _ Statement by the Department of State+ | 

The Chiefs of United States diplomatic missions in the Near East | 

-will meet in a conference under the chairmanship of George McGhee, | 

Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and Afri- — 

can Affairs, on November 26 at Istanbul, Turkey. — | 

| + Released November 10; reprinted from Department of State Bulletin, Novem- 

ber 28, 1949, p. 835. Mr. McGhee, on November 15, invited Gordon R. Clapp, 

Chairman of the Economic Survey Mission, to attend (telegram 696, identified also 

as Esmis 34, to Beirut, 501.BB Palestine (HE) /11-1549). , | 

The Department, at the outset, intended to hold the conference at Cyprus, but | 

was informed by London on November 1 of the Colonial Office’s concern that | 

“such meeting would intensify Communist activity in Cyprus where party line 
active on theme Anglo-Americans have imperialist designs on MH. Presence con- 

| ference might add fuel to fire and give local party and its sympathizers oppor- | 

tunity to conduct agitation which might also be embarrassing US.” The Depart- 
ment the next day undertook to have the conference held at Istanbul (telegrams 

4370 from London and 3954 to London, both filed under 120.8 Conferences/11-—149).
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The conference is part of a routine series of meetings being held 
with the chiefs of mission in various parts of the world. a 

— Burton Y. Berry, newly appointed Director of the Office of African 
and Near Eastern Affairs, and Gordon H. Mattison, Deputy Director 

| of the Office, will accompany the Assistant Secretary to Istanbul. | 
United States diplomatic representatives who will attend the con- 

ference include the American Ambassadors from Cairo, Jefferson 
_ Caffery; Athens, Henry F. Grady; Tehran, John C. Wiley; Ankara, 

George Wadsworth; Tel Aviv, James G. McDonald; Baghdad, 
_ Edward S. Crocker; Jidda, J. Rives Childs; the American Ministers 

from Beirut, Lowell C. Pinkerton; Damascus, James H. Keeley; the __ 
American Chargé d’Affaires a.i., at Amman, A. David Fritzlan; and 
the Consul at Jerusalem, William C. Burdett, Jr. _ | mo | 

| S67N.01/12-2849 | 

a Agreed Conclusions of the Conference of Near Eastern Chiefs of 
| | Mission Held at Istanbul, November 26-29, 1949 | 

SECRET - [Isranpun?, undated. ] 

| After hearing the reports from each Chief of Mission, the Con- | 
| ferenceagreed that: , a | ) | 

1) General policy consideration | - so | 

| The basic objective of U.S. foreign policy in the Near East must 
- _ be the maintenance of peace and the development of area political 

and economic stability and security ; the enhancement of U.S. prestige; 
and the orientation of the area to the U.S. and the Western powers _ 
and away from the USSR. | | 

2) Need of impartiality in dealing with Arab States and Israel 

In order to achieve United States objectives in the Near East we — 

| must maintain a policy of active interest within a framework of strict 
impartiality between the Arab statesand Israel = | oe | 

8) Collective security pact proposed by the Arab Leaguet —.. 

The proposed collective security pact would in all probability not 
have any significant effect on relations between the Arab states in 

| military affairs and does not therefore necessitate the taking of a 
definite position by the U.S. The U.S. should, if queried, reply as 
Ambassador Caffery has already replied, that we favor any arrange- 

| 1 Wor text, gee p. 1506. 7 a os a a |
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ment in the Near East which tends toward bringing stability, peace, : 
prosperity and general well-being tothe area.? _ | 

4) Means of obtaining U.S. objectives in “cold war” period ; 

The primary United States objective during the cold war period is | 

to prevent the USSR from gaining control of any of the Near Kast | 

| countries by subversion or by any other means short of actual war. : 

a) In the case of states bordering on the USSR this can be achieved | 
by extension of military aid and, where necessary, by economic aid : 

and by encouraging the states to build up strong popular resistance | 

to Communist aims. | vs | | 

0) In the case of countries not contiguous with the USSR military | 

preparedness, except that required for internal stability, is not an 

important factor in the cold war. The technical and financial assistance 

required to achieve political and economic stability should be extended a 

to these countries. | | Oo | 

| We must bear in mind that it is essential that all countries con- 

cerned keep their military forces and expenditures to the minimum a 

consistent with the successful prosecution of the “cold war”, in order 

to avoid an unnecessary drain on their resources, recognizing that 

ultimate security can best be based on a healthy and viable economy. 

This point should be consistently urged upon the States concerned. | a 

5) Security pacts between the United States and the Near Kastern | 
_ States | Se , 

The United States should not attempt to negotiate multilateral or | 

bilateral security pacts with the Near Eastern States, at least until 

- such time as it is prepared to commit military forces required tocarry = 

out the guarantees given. In the meantime, the Chiefs of Mission 

should do everything possible to prevent requests for U.S. considera- | 

tion of any such pact, or for joint staff talks, being made by the Near 

Eastern States. This policy should be reviewed at such time as it 

appears that such pacts will be necessary in order to achieve United | 

States objectives in the “cold war” period. a | 

6) Saudi Arabia oe oo | | 

It should be the continuing aim of the United States to develop | 
particularly close relations with Saudi Arabia. Cognizant of Ibn 

2 Ambassador Caffery had informed Hassouna Pasha, Under Secretary of State 

in the Egyptian Foreign Office, along these lines on October 22 (telegram 986, | 

October 23, 9 p..m., from Cairo, 890B.00/10-2349). The same message reported — 

| that at the meeting of the Arab League Council on October 22, a resolution was 

adopted “calling for the conclusion of a collective security pact among all the 
Arab states.” The purposes of the proposed pact were “to sidetrack Syrian-Iraqi | 

- unification and to present stronger front to communism and (although not men- 

tioned) to Israel.’”’ Documentation on the proposed Syrian-iraqi unification is 

printed on pp. 180 ff. . a |
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Saud’s ? complex about encirclement we should reassure him on this 
score. An invitation to visit the United States would have a good 
psychological effect both on him and his neighbors, and, if approved _ 

_._-by the President, should be extended to him.‘ It is also felt that our 
Ambassador at Jidda should be able, on his return, to indicate that ~ 
itis U.S. and British policy to discourage any form of, or tendency 
toward, aggression in the Near Eastern area, and that our Chiefs of 

| _ Mission in the Near East.should work actively to that end. 

- 7) American military missions in the Near East : ae 
American military missions in the Near East are desirable adjuncts 

to any policy of supplying Near Eastern states with arms; and it | 
| | would be definitely undesirable to supply arms to countries in the areas 

| _ unless instructors were sent to ensure that the military forces of the 
countries concerned were adequately trained in their use. Military 

| missions should, however, be reduced when it becomes apparent that 
local military forces are sufficiently trained in the use and care of 

- American weapons. It is believed that first priority should be given 
Oo to training and that as many trainees as possible, highly selected, 

should be sent to the United States, not to Germany. | a 

_ 8) Prospects of extension of Communism in the Near East 
| Communism is striving to spread in the Near East with the general 

- objective of dominating states in the area through subversion. Eco- 7 
: nomic and social conditions, particularly among the Palestine refugees, 

| are ripe for such a movement; however, the situation at this juncture 
_ seems well under control by most governments through police and 
other repressive measures. It must-be recognized that the refusal of — _ 

| _ the older political cliques to permit the introduction of young, liberal 
| elements into the governments may induce such elements to listen 

to and be influenced by Communist propaganda. Notice should be 
taken of the Soviet technique of playing upon the nationalist feelings © 

| of tribal and other minority elements, as for instance the Kurds, to 
create trouble. In Iran, where organized terrorism appears to have 

, Communist connections and is being carried out for political ends, 

there is grave danger of chaos if an attempt on the life of the Shah 

and other leaders should succeed. | Oo 7 | 

9) Current Israeli-Jordan peace negotiations and annexation of Arab | 
| _ Palestine to Jordan Ce  , Oa | 

Negotiations leading to a possible peace settlement between Jordan 
| and Israel are in progress. Although it is in our interest that these 

 § Abdul Aziz ibn Saud, King of Saudi Arabia. oe oe 
. * Marginal notation by Secretary Acheson : “Not for 1950.” _ | :
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negotiations should succeed, the U.S. should take no direct part in | 
the discussions. oe oe | 

Noting that it has been the Department’s policy that Arab Palestine | 
- should eventually be incorporated into the Jordan Kingdom, it is felt | 

_ that the time has come for the U.S. to indicate to the British that | 
no objection is perceived to the early incorporation of Arab Palestine . 

into Jordan, subject to the condition that annexation should be ac- : 
companied by appropriate steps which would ensure fair representa- ! 

_ tion of Palestinians in the Jordan legislature. We should also indicate | 
our willingness to convey this information to King Abdullah, jointly | 
with the British and at a time mutually agreed. The automatic exten-_ | 
sion of British treaty provisions following union of the two territories | 
would contribute to the stability of the area.° oo | | 

10) Cyprus Ms | | | 

_ In view of the strategic position of Cyprus, it is in the interest both | 
_ of the United States and Great Britain to do everything possible to 

promote stability in the Island. | | . | ; 
There was a general awareness that Cyprus is complementary to ee 

Turkey in a military sense and that its security is extremely important | 
in case of aggression against Turkey. co 

‘In connection with the existence of a strong Communist group in 
Cyprus, it is felt advisable to indicate to the British, at. an appro- 
priate time, our concern about the situation and our hope that they — 

__-will increase their efforts to promote security there; the Conference 
also believed that our policy of discouraging Greek desire to acquire 
the Island for nationalistic reasons was the correct one to follow. At — 

the same time it was felt that we should make clear to the Turks 
that we had no intention of supporting any Turkish claim to the _ 
Island and our belief that irresponsible and inflammatory statements | 

by the Turkish press and certain Turkish organizations serve only 
to keep the pot boiling. a | - oe 

11) Foreign service morale in the Near Hast | | 

The efficient operation of the U.S. Foreign Service in the area is 7 
_ of primary importance to the pursuance of our foreign policy objec- - 

tives. It was the opinion of the conferees that a factor adversely affect- , 

> Marginal notation by Secretary Acheson: “Is this correct so far as Israeli : | 
reaction is concerned?’ Mr, McGhee, in a memorandum of December 28, replied : 
“It was the feeling of the Conference that the automatic extension of British. | 
treaty provisions following the union of Arab Palestine with Jordan would con- | 
tribute to the stability of the area in that it would help to remove the Arabs’ 
fear of Israeli expansion to the east. It is probable that Israel would not like | 
the automatic extension of the British treaty provisions, but would accept it in 

_ the interest of obtaining a final settlement of outstanding questions between 
| Israel and Jordan.” (867N.01/12-2849 ) |
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ing the morale of the Foreign Service and its ability to carry out 

U.S. foreign policy, was the housing problem and the difficulties and _ 
| _ inordinate delays in F.B.O.’s implementation of its program. 

12) Vesits of Chiefs of State of the Near Kast totheUS. 

_ With the exception of the proposed visit of Ibn Saud, no other 
visits of Near East Chiefs of State seemed necessary or desirable 

| during 1950. It was felt that Chiefs of Mission in the Near East should 
, _ do everything possible to discourage additional visits. Such visits, it 

was agreed, while capable in individual cases of doing good, must 
continue to be carefully timed and separated in order to bring the 
best results. it : 

| 18) Hatension of military assistance to other Near Eastern States 

It is not considered necessary or desirable to extend military assist- 

, ance to Near Eastern States not now included in the present Military 
| Assistance Program, except to extend the right to Saudi Arabia to 

| obtain arms on a reimbursable basis, when authorization can be ob- 
tained from Congress. It may be desirable to send military training 
missions to certain states, such as Syria, on request, as a means of 
increasing the discipline and efficiency of the army and in recognition 

| of the proper role of the army in assisting regularly the constituted 
government to maintain security and reestablish public confidence and | 
stability. Care must be taken to observe strict impartiality as between 

Israel and the Arab States in fulfilling requests for military training 
missions and for places for trainees in the United States. — 

14) The McGhee-Wright talks = ; 
_--' There was general agreement with the conclusions reached in these 

oe taiks, and it was felt that we should continue to maintain close co- 
operation and consultation with the British on Near Eastern matters. 
It was recognized that closer cooperation should be obtained from 
some British officials in the field along common lines; however, it was 

- agreed that we would and could work out any such problems, if not . ~ 
locally by referralto Washingtonand London. == = © | 
With regard to the country papers® handed to Mr. McGhee by 

Mr. Wright, the policies represented were in general approved, how- 
ever, it was the general opinion that they were collections and 
descriptions of projects more than comprehensive plans and were 

| inmany instancesoutdated. ) oo 

, 15) Proposed creation of Institute of Near Eastern Affairs | 

An institute, along the lines of the Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs, should be set up in Washington under the State Department 

| ¢ Not found in Department of State files. = a
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to coordinate all of United States economic and cultural efforts in the | 

Near East, including those through the United Nations and those 

jointly sponsored with the British. No regional office should be set up 7 

in the area for this purpose, coordination with the United Kingdom | | 

being effected between London and Washington. . | | 

16) Treatment of minorities in the Near East Se | ) 

Whenever necessary, our representatives in the Near Hast should = 

take the occasion to stress United States interest in the fair and reason- | | 

able treatment of minorities, and should endeavor to ease the situation 

of minorities when it is found that they have been the subject of : 

discrimination. | | / | : 

At the same time it is of great value for the Department to have, | 

as promptly as possible, any information which would indicate that | | 

allegations of mistreatment of minorities are being circulated for | : 

political or otherreasons. = a | | 

17) The ESM report = oe 

‘The ESM interim report displays excellent workmanship and grasp | | 

of the situation and is heartily endorsed. Implementation of the re- | 

port, particularly with respect to carrying out of the pilot projects, 

may be handicapped at the start in certain states because of ESM’s | 

connection with the PCC and the Palestine problem. The draft setting 

up the proposed United Nations Work and Relief Agency recom- 

mended by the Interim Report is approved. It should in no way be | 

connected with the PCC and every effort should be made, consistent 

with United States objectives, to separate, in the public mind, the | | 

carrying out of pilot projects from refugees, Palestine, the PCC and | 

the ESM. | oo pe we a 

18) Position on U.S. standard treaty form | | | 

’ The Conference was of the opinion that the Department’s standard - 

. form for a treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation could — | 

not be advanced in every case; that it was much too complex for some mo 

areas, such as Saudi Arabia, where a simple form of treaty would 

suffice, if needed. In other areas, such as Lebanon, the standard form 

of treaty would be useful and can be negotiated. It was felt that an | 

individual approach to treaty problems was essential. a oe 

19) Point IV . no 

- It was the consensus of the Conference that the Point IV program a 

is admirably adapted to the furtherance of US. policy in the N.E. 

and the development of the resources of that area for the benefit of = | 

its peoples. However it was felt that the program must be flexible 

and adapted to the particular needs of each country; and in no case 

should Point IV technicians be proposed until requested by the re-
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| _ ceiving country and evidence produced that the assistance would be 
effectively utilized. nae, | 

20) U.K. treaty system | _ 
| The United States should not encourage the extension of the U.K. 

treaty system to other countries. - : oo, 
| 21) Lhe United Nations — oe 

We should make every effort to restore and increase the prestige of 
the UN in the Near Eastern area. We realize that our task in thisarea 

_ has been considerably lightened by the existence of the United Nations. 
and its related agencies such as UNSCOB, PCC and ESM. | | 

| 22) Negotiations between Israel and the Arab States . ; 
| _. The U.S. should encourage direct negotiations between Israel and _ 

_ the Arab States, but should not abandon publicly its principles on 
refugees and territories. It should refrain from suggesting the nature 

| of any. settlement, leaving this to be determined by the relative bar- 
gaining positions of the parties. oO Co 

_ The conference concurred in the statement of U.S. policy on Jeru- 
- salem made before the General Assembly. , | 

23) Lole of U.S. cultural institutions and commercial interests in N.E. 

The great importance of United States cultural and commercial 
| _ Interests in the area is recognized and our representatives should con- 

| tinue vigorously to support them. The training which our cultural — 
institutions have provided, and the fair practices which are character- _ 
istic of our commercial enterprises, are accepted as a most important 
aid in restoring good will for the United States in the Near East. | 

24) Hffects of U.S.LE. program | | oe 
| The Conference felt that the U.S.LE. program, as presently con- 

a ducted, is an excellent means of making American ideas known, and 
| of giving a correct impression of the United States and its people 

to the N.E. It is also very effective in counteracting the effect of __ 
| Communist propaganda and that of other undemocratic ideologies. 

25) Syrian-[ragi Union? | - | 

The idea of union is presently dormant but not dead. Syrian and 
Iraqi political and economic difficulties at present militate against it, 

| and the proposed Arab League Security Pact seems to have diverted __ 
attention from the Union for the time being. _ ee 

. 7 For documentation on this subject, see pp. 180 ff. — |
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The feeling in both Syria and Iraq, however, is that a Pact as 
projected would not prevent Union. So far as Syria is concerned, pres- : 

gure for the solution of her economic difficulties, or any acute aggra- | 

vation of the fear of Israeli expansionism, is likely to see a return | 

of active interest in Syrian-Iraqi union, or at least the development of | 

much closer economic and military ties. = - : 

In the case of Iraq there is reason to believe that the economic, : 

social and cultural bases for union which are commonly advanced by : | 

Iraqi politicians are far outweighed by and in fact used as a cloak : 

for the advancement of Hashemite * ambitions. | | ; 

96) Irag - | | | oe | 

- With respect to the possibility of extending the technical assistance — : 

program to Iraq, now unduly restricted by privileged-position pro- | 

visions of the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of 1930, we would like to see an | 

understanding concluded with the British on Washington—London ae 

level, envisaging, as regards American Point 4 and other experts, 7 

that such special position will not apply. We need not query the 

propriety of.such demands because, by signature of the Portsmouth 

"Treaty, Great Britain has already recorded its position to relinquish ; 

its exclusive rightsinthisregard. _ | - | oe 

27) American leadership in the Near East = 

Our Representatives in Near Eastern countries should, as far as , 

possible within existing conditions, endeavor to assume a positive role 

in urging those countries to develop more representative and demo- / 

cratic forms of government and to adopt foreign policies consistent ~ , 

with U.S. objectives. - : | eee 
It was recognized, however, that the rate of progress toward these 

ends would be conditioned by distinctive factors in each country such | 

as, for example, the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty and pending election in _ a 

298) Conclusions | - | 

On the basis of experience gained during this Conference, the De- _ 

partment should encourage the Assistant Secretary to visit the area 

more frequently. The Department should authorize and encourage 

visits between Chiefs of Mission in the area. Advance notice should | 

be given the Department when possible, but it would be left to the 

| individual chiefs of mission to determine when they might be able 
to leave their posts for such visits. Weekend trips were suggested, 
and tentative boundaries of New Delhi, Addis Ababa, and Athens | a 

were proposed. > 7 | | a 

 §The ruling dynasty in Iraq and Jordan. . |
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Ankara Embassy Files, 1949, 120 Chiefs of Mission Conference we Oo | 

a fecapitulation of Conclusions for Confidential Guidance of Chiefs of 
| ey _ Mission in Oral Presentation to Governments — ee 

CONFIDENTIAL —is -—- [Isransun ?, undated.] — 
The principal purpose of the Conference was to exchange views | 

, and make recommendations to the United States Government concern- 
ing measures to safeguard and enhance security, promote political _ 

| stability, and improve the economic position of the individual coun- 
tries of the Near East and of the region as a whole. The consensus _ 

| of opinion was that acts, not words, would constitute the best proof 
| of the continuing interest of the United States in furthering these 

objectives, Bee | | 
| _ With regard to security matters, it was felt that the American _ 

- program of military assistance to Greece, Turkey and Iran is the 
| clearest possible evidence of United States’ concern in the preservation 

of the territorial integrity and independence of these countries and 
7 of all the nations of the Near East. It was the consensus, however, 

that all the states in the Near East would be well advised to keep mili- 
_ tary expenditures to a minimum commensurate with security require- 
ments so as not to place too heavy a burden on their national economy. 
While approving in principle any regional pact formed within the 

framework of the United Nations and designed to enhance the peace, 
_ prosperity, stability and general well-being of the whole region, the 

Conference was of the opinion that it would be premature for the 
_ United States to consider associating itself with any possible regional 

| grouping in this area. In this connection it was pointed out that | 
American adherence to the Atlantic Pact constituted radical departure 
in the foreign policy of the United States and that any additional 
American commitments of like nature should not be undertaken with- _ 
out the most careful examination of all the factors involved. — oo 

It was believed, taking the long-range view, that security in the 
- region could best be attained through the improvement of the eco- | 

nomic and social position of the individual countries of the region and | 
| of the area as a whole. In this field the Conference devoted particular 

attention to the application to this region of the Point IV Program 
, of President Truman, the studies and recommendations of the Eco- _ 

| nomic Survey Mission of the Palestine Consultative [Conciliation] 
Committee and the development of mutually profitable trade and 
Investment relations in the area. In this connection consideration 
was given to the possibility of negotiating treaties of peace, commerce,
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navigation and friendship between the United States and those coun- | 
tries of the region with which the United States presently has no such 

_ treaty relationships. | a 
In the particular cases of Greece and Turkey, the operation of the 

European Recovery Program in these countries was examined and — 
certain general suggestions advanced for more effective application. 
It was a general conclusion that in all the countries of the area.as : 

in the ERP countries, such aid and assistance as the United States | 
might be able to furnish must be devoted to the external costs of | : 
technical assistance and economic development and in no case should a 
be utilized for bearing internal costs. | Ss | 
The Conference was particularly impressed with the explanation _ : 

_ furnished by Mr. Clapp concerning the methods, principles, pur- | | 
poses and objectives of the recommendations advanced by the ESM | 

. and felt that these recommendations provided hope of ameliorating | 
the lot. of the Palestinian refugees and pointed the way to more long- | 
range economicimprovement ofthearea. = are me | 

In regard to the special problems of the area arising out of Arab- | 
Israeli relations, the conference believed that the United States, while 
maintaining strict impartiality and continuing to support the PCC 
and the ESM as means of solving outstanding issues, favors direct _ 
negotiations as offering the best possibility of obtaining agreement 
between the parties concerned. a : | 

- With reference to Jerusalem, the Conference saw no reason to 
recommend any change in the American position : internationalization . 
in accordance with the draft resolution, before the General Assembly, 
incorporating the PCC statute for Jerusalem. | | 

In regard to current movements towards the merger of Arab States, 
_ the Conference agreed that no change from the position previously _ | 
announced by the United States was necessary: the United States 

_ while neither opposing nor favoring the merger of Arab States, was 
‘convinced that such union should be in accordance with the freely | 
expressed wishes of the people concerned and not as a result of force - | 

_ oroutsideintervention, = = = | 7 
Finally, the Conference concluded that the safeguarding of security _ 

‘and the improvement of economic and social conditions in this area | 
are closely connected with maintenance of political stability in all 
the countries concerned. It appears obvious, therefore, that the United _ 
States should continue to take an interest in every activity contribut- 
ing to increased stability and peace, as well as the prosperity and | 
well-being of the Middle East. a | en
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_ Ankara Embassy Files, 1949, 120 Chiefs of Mission Conference — | | 

Statement by Assistant Secretary of State George C. McGhee — 

: _[Isransut ?,] November 80, 1949. 

Today the Istanbul Conference of the United States Chiefs of — 
| Missions in the Near East has ended. The general nature of our dis- 

cussions was announced to the press on Monday. Oo 
_ As we close, I wish particularly to emphasize that the primary ob- 

| jective which we have sought has been to elaborate a program for 
. the effective implementation of the basic policy directive voiced by | 

President Truman when announcing two months ago the appoint- 
ment of Mr. Gordon R. Clapp as Chairman of the United Nations 
Survey Mission to the Near Kast. . OC 

. ‘On that occasion the President saidin part: => a | 

: “Traditional American cultural interests in the Near East have | 
—— in recent years been reinforced by expanding economic and commercial 

ties and by recognition of the important role of that historical cross _ 
roads between three continents in the maintenance of peace and se- — 

: curity of the world of today. - | | 
_. “This steady expansion of our relations with the Near East has 

given rise to a natural interest on the part of this government in the 
welfare of the governments and peoples of that area. | | 

| “In so saying, I wish to emphasize that now as in the past we have 
| no axe of special privilege to grind. | | | | 

“We do, however, have an obvious community of interest with the 
| countries of the Near East. a a | 

: “Tt is proper that we should give that relationship the careful and 
understanding consideration which it merits.” _ eee | 

, A major theme of the Interim Report which the Economic Survey 
Oo Mission has submitted to the United Nations has been that through 

| economic and social development lies the most promising path to area 
stability. oo Oo | | » 

| With this view we are in full accord ; appreciating in fullest measure 
the differences which exist and which have deep and ancient roots | 
tending to inhibit essential unity of constructive purpose. Oo | 

In no country of the Near East is the realization of such purpose 
- estopped or even seriously impaired by Communist agitation or propa- _ 
oe ganda. Again to quote the President: “These states have become their 

own masters.” een cae | | . 

: We feel that application of the President’s Point 4 Program, notably 
| for the extension of technical assistance to underdeveloped areas, __ 

would be of material assistancetothisend. oe | 
| To answer a question frequently posed, we perceive no present need | 

for American association in any regional military or mutual defense | 
pacts designed to assure greater protection against aggression. _
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We emphasize the desirability of persisting in the policy which - 
has guided American efforts in this area during recent post-war years, = 
Le, the Truman Doctrine supplemented, as need be, by the programs _ | 
for European Recovery and for Military Assistance.1 _ a | 

* Assistant Secretary McGhee exchanged visits with various political figures | 
in Turkey and with Athenagoras, Archbishop of Constantinople and Ecumenical 
Patriarch, during and after the Istanbul Conference; for information on these 

_ Visits, see editorial note, p. 1685. . : ,



ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED STATES TOWARD THE 

PROPOSED POLITICAL UNION OF SYRIA AND IRAQ* — 

| Editorial Note © | a 

| | Baghdad, on June 13, expressed concern that Iraq might intervene 

| by force of arms to unseat the Government of Colonel Husni Zaim 

which had taken power in Syria as a result of a coup d’état (telegram 

| 335). The Department received this message on June 15 and the fol- 

| lowing day instructed Ambassador Crocker to “caution FonMin at 

convenient opportunity against intervention in Syria, pointing out — 

that US and UN opinion wld be strongly opposed use of force. Like- 

| wise such intervention might have serious repercussions which wld 

endanger peace in NE.” (Telegram 252 was repeated to Damascus 

/ and London. Both telegrams are filed under 890D.00/6-1349.) - 

| On August 14, the Zaim Government was overthrown in a military 

coup. The same day the Department informed Amman that “if there 

| is any indication that govts to which you are accredited contemplat- 

) ing precipitate action as result Syrian coup you are authorized in 

_ your ‘discretion emphasize desirability restraint in existing circum- 

| stances.” (telegram 128, which was repeated for action to Baghdad, 

- Beirut and Tel Aviv). At the same time the Department directed Lon- _ 

don to inform the British Foreign Office of its instructions to these 

Near Eastern posts and to suggest that “If FonOff has not already 

| taken similar action you may suggest it may care to do so.” (telegram _ 

2891) (Telegrams 128 and 2891 are filed under 890D.00/8-1449.) The 

| Department advised ‘Cairo, on August 23, that the British Govern- 

ment had taken similar action vis-a-vis Iraq and Jordan (telegram 

| 831, 390D.01/8-2349). The message also stated that “Dept has no 

. information which wld seem warrant fears for Syrian independence 

‘and both Iraqi and Jordan Govt officials have assured US they do _ 

not contemplate intervention.” ) | , 

For documentation on the various coups in Syria, see pages 1630 ff. 

: 1 For previous documentation on the attitude of the United States toward the 

. question of Arab unity, see Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. vi, pp. 25 ff. For dis- 

| cussion on November 11 of the proposed political union by the Secretary of State 

. and Ernest Bevin, the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, see the 

memorandum of their conversation, p. 1482. — | 

180 a |
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—-- 790D.90G/10-649 © Ss oe ae pM | | 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the President — | | | 

TOP SECRET = ~—~—~—._.-. . Wasutneton, October 6, 1949. | 

Subject: Proposals for Union of Syria with Iraq under King Faisal, | 
_ JI Hashemite Rulerofirag.::. 0-0 : 

I wish to inform ‘you that-on September 29, 1949, acting under | 
instructions from ‘the British Government, representatives of the | 

_ British Embassy in Washington informed officers of the Department 
of State that the governments of Iraq and Syria had approached the | 
British Government for assistance in negotiating a political union | | 

of these two countries under King Faisal TI, Hashemite ruler of 
_ Iraq: The British representatives stated that this information was_ : 

being communicated confidentially to the Department on the assump- | 

tion that the United States Government would not disclose it to any . 
other government. While the plans put forward by the Iraqi and — : 
Syrian governments vary in detail, they have declared their intention _ | 
to resolve these differences by referring them to a mixed commission _ 
of experts. The resultant. organic plan of union would be submitted = : 

_ to the parliaments of Iraq and Syria for ratification, in accordance 

| with constitutional procedures. a OO 

‘The two governments are likewise reported to have signed an agree-. | 

ment on September 27 outlining the procedure they would followin 
achieving unification. This agreement provides, among other things, 

that should the two governments learn through the British Govern- e, 

ment that the United States Government is favorably disposed, they _ 
will approach. the United States and British governments directly __ 
for advice as to the degree of unification they should endeavor to 

.The British Government states that it has scrupulously refrained | 
from expressing any opinion’ about the form which the proposed 
closer relations between the two governments should take, except in 

so far asthe Anglo-IraqiTreatymightbeaffected. = 2 

a The Iraqi plan “envisaged. the federation of Iraq and Syria under a single 
crown on a ‘commonwealth’ basis. The two states would retain their identity in - 
the federation and would even have separate armies, separate legislatures and _ 
separate representation in the United*Nations, but would ‘for purposes of .con- a 
venience’ be represented-in foreign countries by a single diplomatic mission. _ | 
“The Syrian counter proposal..was that a more centralized administration 

should be established witha single Iraqi and Syrian parliament in which the two 
countries would have equal representation: and which would convene alternately 

| in Baghdad and Damascus every six months.’ A federal council would be elected 
to. draft. a federal constitution. King-Faisal-would remain in Baghdad but would oo 
be represented in Damascus by a viceroy (not named). Appointments to the posts . 
of Prime Minister, Minister of Defense, Foreign Affairs and Economie Affairs 

| would be by the King’s commission.” (memorandum of September 29 by Harlan | 
B. Clark ofa conversation’ with British Embassy officials, 790D.90G/9-2949). — 

7 Mr. Clark was Officer in Charge of Lebanon—Syria—Iraq Affairs. | | 

os 501-887—77——13 ae ae | | a
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| Officers of the Department received this information without com- 
__ ment, emphasizing the gravity and importance of the problem and 

the necessity for careful study. They also stated that pending such 
study the absence of a formal reply should not be regarded as. 

~~ aequiescence in or approvalofthe proposals. a 
a The Department immediately telegraphed our Missions in London, _ 

_ Paris and the Arab capitals, requesting their appraisal of the con- 
7 sequences in the area should the unification plans be implemented. 

| Replies have not yet been received from most of the Missions to which — 
| the Department’s telegram was addressed. Appropriate divisions in- 

_ the Department and officers of the Central Intelligence Agency are 
making a comprehensive and coordinated study of all factors bearing — 

| on the situation in order to determine what attitude this Government 
| _ shouldadopttowardthe proposals | 

I shall inform: you as to the results. of this study before a final 
| decision isreached, - 7 eee os 

—790D,90G/10-1449, eA te 
 «. Memorandum. by the Secretary of State to the President. 

| - TOP SECRET | _ Wasurneron, October 14, 1949. | 
| _The Department of State has completed its preliminary study of 

_ the proposals. being put forward by the Governments of Iraq and | 
Syria for closer relations between their countries. It finds that its 

_ conclusions are concurred in by the Central Intelligence Agency and. 
_ the Department of Defense which have been consulted on an informal. 

| basis, ae 
: These conclusions are as follows: EE an - 

(1) The overall United States policy objective in the Near East 
is to promote area peace and stability. In keeping with this objective | 
the United States should continue to look with disfavor upon any ‘ 
attempt to modify the status of the Near Eastern countries by ex- 

_ ternal intervention or force. However, since it is a cardinal principle 
of American policy to respect the right of peoples. freely. to choose 

| their own form of government, this Government should not oppose 
unions of peoples brought about by the freely expressed will of these — 
peoples. a | egg a ay 

P (2 ) The Department recognizes the existence of a genuine feeling __ 
among the Arab peoples in favor of the principle of Arab unity, 

- and believes that eventual union of Syria with one or more other 
| Arab countries might promote long-range economic and political 

stability in the area. There is insufficient evidence, however, to indi- | 
| , cate that, in existing circumstances and under present auspices, the 

proposals at hand correspond to the will of the Iraqi and Syrian 
peoples. The possibility exists that the ultimate popular reaction may 

| not be sufficiently favorable to ensure the orderly formation of a
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federated Hashemite monarchy without prejudice to the stability of | 
Syria and Iraq, and-concomitantly to the stability of the Near Kast- _ ! 
ern area as a whole. A political union of this form and under these _ | 
auspices may, for example, be associated locally with the so-called 

| “Fertile Crescent” or “Greater Syria” schemes + which have acquired | 
_ a reputation in the Near East as being of “imperialistic” inspiration. | 

A determined opposition from sizeable nationalist elements in both — | 
Syria and Iraq could develop around the anti-imperialist theme. There _ : 
are also reports of opposition among factions of the Syrian Army | | 
who may be in a position to make the transition to political union =~ | 
turbulent. er ee oo | 

—_ (8) It is already evident that the movement for political union of | | 
Iraq and Syria is a matter of considerable concern to the remaining 

| Near Eastern States and certain other powers. The King of Saudi | 
_ Arabia is apprehensive that a Hashemite-dominated grouping of Arab | 
states may in time endeavor to restore a Hashemite monarchy in the ~ | ! 

- Hejaz, and may likewise interpose obstacles to the construction or | | 
| operation of the Trans-Arabian pipeline which will run through | : 

_ Syria, especially since Iraq is anxious to expand oil production from 
its own vast petroleum reserves. The Government of Lebanon believes © | 

_ that implementation of the proposals will disturb Lebanon’s economic 
relations with the Arab hinterland, and fears that the larger Moslem 
state will have irridentist designs on Lebanese territory and endeavor | 
to disturb Lebanon’s pro-western and Christian orientation. King | 
Abdullah of Jordan is reported to be opposed to the present proposals 
because he is excluded from the leading role. in the formation ofa 
“Greater Syria”. King Farouk of Egypt is also known to be strongly | a 
opposed to the creation of a larger grouping of Arab states dominated 
by the rival Hashemite dynasty. There is no doubt that one of the | | 
chief motivating. factors behind the unification move is fear of Israel, 
and it may therefore be expected that Israel itself will, in turn, con- 
sider the union of Syria and Iraq as a possible threat to its political | 
andeconomicsecurity, © | 

_ The Government of France is known to be strongly opposed to the 
unification move, and to regard the United Kingdom as the power | 
behind it. The USSR may likewise oppose this move as it would oo 
strengthen the power of the Hashemite family, which it regards as | 

, under British control and sponsorship. In view of Iraq’s intransigent _ 7 
attitude toward the United Nations efforts to achieve a settlement of 

_ the Palestine controversy and the refugee problem, it seems reasonable 
to believe that the proposed union may further retard settlement of | 

thesetwoquestions, a Le LR ns 
(4) In these circumstances, the Department of State plans, if you — 

approve, to inform the Government of the United Kingdom along 
_ the lines of Annex A.? This procedure has the merit of testing the 
genuineness of the proposal without disapproving it and of placing the 

_ responsibility for the proposal with the Governments of Syria and_ 

* For previous documentation on the desire of Transjordan for a Greater Syria, 
: see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 538 ff. | | | | se 

* Presumably the Aide-Mémoire handed to the British Embassy on October 18, | | 
infra. It was drafted on October 12-13. | So |
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‘Iraq rather than with the Governments of the United States and 
the United Kingdom. At the same time it is intended to inject a note 
of caution by reference to our feeling of concern on the basis of such 

| information as has become available? ~ 7 SS | 

- - * President Truman, ina memorandum of October 17 to Secretary Acheson, 

stated he had read the Department’s memorandum and Aide-Mémoire and 

- thought “the matter is being approached in. the proper manner.” (790D.90G/ 

10-1749) 2 ts” Cg aera 

| 790D.90G/10-1849 | ae a ae 

—- «The Department of State to the British Embassy Oo 

| TOP SECRET Oo ee GD a | | 

| ee Ape-MMorrE | oo a 

- 1, The Department of State refers to.the information orally com- | 

municated to Mr. Hare t on September 29, 1949, by Mr. Allen ? regard- 
ing closer relations between Syria and Iraq and the further oral dis- | 

cussion of the subject with Mr. Wilkins * and Mr. Clark on Septem- | 

; ber 30. These discussions were initiated by the British Embassy at the 

| request of the Governments of Syria and Iraq. The Department has 

7 carefully observed the strictures as to secrecy imposed by the British 

‘Government in communicating this information. Ss 

— 9, The United States Government recalls its previously expressed 
: position that it would look with disfavor upon any modification of the 

status of the present sovereign entities of the Near East accomplished _ 

| by force or external intervention. However, since it is a cardinal — 

| principle of American policy to respect the right of peoples freely to 
ss choose their own, form of government, this Government would not — 

/ oppose unions of peoples brought about by the freely expressed wish 

| ofthepeoplesconcerned. = ss a 

| - 8. The Department has carefully studied the information communi- 

| cated to it by the British Government and that available from other _ 

| sources, and has reached the conclusion that the United States Govern- 
_ ment should not, at this time, adopt an attitude either favoring, acqui- 

escing in or disapproving these proposals because : cS s 

| (a) There is insufficient evidence on which to base an opinion as to 
_ the degree of popular support, such a union would find in both coun-  _ 

, tries and the overall effects of the proposed action on the peace and 
stability of the area. Such information as is available, however, gives 

. this Government certain ground forconcern, 

| Raymond A. Hare, Deputy Assistant Secretary of. State for Near Eastern, 
_ South Asian, and African Affairs. 2. rr Oo 

| 2 William Denis Allen, Counsellor of the British Embassy. — — | 
_ * Fraser Wilkins, Officer in Charge of Palestine—-Israel-Jordan Affairs. |
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| (b) The United States Government considers that it should not, in > | 

any event, express an opinion in advance of consideration of the pro- , 

posed move in an open and constitutional way within the two coun- > : 

tries, which might in itself influence such consideration, and before | 

the Governments of Syria and Iraq have consulted with other coun- | 

tries which may feel themselves affected. | : | 
- (e) In view of this Government’s concern, the United States would, | 

furthermore, before expressing any judgment on the proposals, expect | | 

assurances by Syria and Iraq that the proposed union would safe- | 

guard legitimate interests of the United States; that it would carry : 
out existing international obligations of the two states; and that it : 

would undertake to respect the independence and territorial integrity 

_ of neighboring states. . 7 | | 

4, The United States Government has no objection if the Govern- | 

ment of the United Kingdom wishes to communicate the substance of | 

the foregoing information to the Governments of Syria and Iraq. _ oe 

| Wasuineron, [no date indicated *]. Po 7 So 

| “This Aide-Mémoire was delivered to Mr. Allen on October 18. | 

-——-- g90D.00/12-2249: Circular telegram | : cg ee Ce 

| The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices? = 

SECRET - -Wasurnaron, December 22, 1949—8 a. m. — 

| View opinion expressed Damascus 727 Dec 20? rptd you possibility | 

exists more violent developments may occur in Syria giving rise to . 

| threat of outside intervention, you shld, of course, counsel Govt to | 

which you are accredited refrain from any precipitous action and — | 

fol policy complete nonintervention, if in ur judgment situation war- 

rants. You shld exchange views this regard ur Brit colleague. 7 

| a | | | _ ACHESON 

1At Baghdad, Tel Aviv, and Amman for action; and at London, Damascus, Se 

Jidda, Cairo, Beirut, Paris, and Jerusalem for information. coe Ce 7 
2Not printed; it noted the possibility of more violent developments in syria 

, because of ‘the involved political situation in the country and spoke even of the | 

entry of the armies of Jordan and Iraq “to restore order” (890D.002/12-2049). 
| 8 The Department, on December 22, directed London to convey the substance of 

| the circular telegram to the Foreign Office and to suggest that the Foreign Office 
might wish to give similar authorization to its representatives at Baghdad, 
Amman, and Tel Aviv (telegram 4575, 890D.00/12-2249). : oe ee



INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE REVISION OF THE ANGLO- 
EGYPTIAN TREATY OF AUGUST 26, 1936, AND THE FUTURE STATUS 

7 OF THE SUDAN; THE ISSUE OF EGYPTIAN PARTICIPATION IN STAFF 
TALKS BY UNITED STATES AND UNITED KINGDOM MILITARY | 

| OFFICIALS CONCERNING THE DEFENSE OF THE NEAR EAST* 

_ -883.00/1-449 : Telegram | | ee = ; , | | : 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

_ RESTRICTED © | a | - - Carro, January 4, 1949—7 p. m. 

| 6. Prime Minister Abdul Hadi Pasha in declaration new govern- 
_.. ment’s? policy to Parliament. yesterday, stressed evacuation foreign 

- _ troops from fatherland and unity of Sudan with Egypt under 
- Egyptian Crown as Egypt’s supreme objectives. Pledged cabinet with _ 

| support of Parliament would do all in its power to realize such de- 
mands which had “become creed sacred to all sons of Nile valley”. 

Praised “valiant and victorious” Egyptian army in its struggle to 
_ liberate Palestine * which was national and humanitarian action and 

an expression of Egypt’s sincerity in fulfilling her undertakings. _ 
Hoped Egypt’s honorable action in Palestine would be followed by 
all Arab states. Se oe ee en 

_ After declaring Cabinet was already bringing about King’s desire 
for political unity, he stressed, as among new government’s duties, 
maintenance of public security, reduction high cost of living, and in- __ | 
auguration of reforms. | | | 

Preliminary reaction to statement is still “wait and see”. Meeting _ 
| of Wafd* executive called for January 5 to consider participation = 

new government. — ) | Sos rs 
: ts 7 | a — . Parrerson 

-1Continued from Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, pp. 85-86. Further 
information on combined strategic military plans for the Near Hast by the United __ 
States and the United Kingdom is included. in Mr. McGhee’s memorandum of 

- October 7, p. 165. a coe Ee 
? Nokrashy Pasha had been Egyptian Prime Minister at ‘the time of his assassi- 

nation on December 28, 1948. Hadi Pasha was designated his successor within 
| | hours of the assassination. So ate ae , 

: * London advised, on January 4, of information from George L. Clutton, Head | 
: of the African Department in the British Foreign Office, that the Egyptian 

Government had not requested of the British Government aid in the form of 
_ either men or arms under the 1936 treaty since Egypt did not consider the treaty . 

valid (telegram 30, 883.00/1-449). oe | ae | 
* The leading opposition partyin Egypt. © | | 

186 | | oe 7 a



883.00/1-749 : Airgram | | pee ee 

‘The Chargé in the United Kingdom (H olmes) to the Secretary | 7 
| oe ft State —_ che | 

‘SECRET 08 -. Lonpon, January 7, 1949. : 

Subject: Revolution in Egypt _ | TE | 

~ A-29, Following for US eyes only. In a private and personal con-  _ | 

-versation recently a responsible official of the British Foreign Office, | 
who deals directly with Egyptian affairs, remarked to an officer of : 

this Embassy in a mood-of deep gloom that “from the way things are | | 

‘going from bad to. worse in Egypt it seems to me that a revolution : 

thereisinevitable” 
- Expanding this thought, the official said that the economic and an 

social problems of Egypt, which were already bad, had been aggra- 

vated by the war in Palestine and that instead of Egyptian leaders 
endeavoring to take remedial steps they seem to be vying with one | 7 

another to scramble to the top of the manure pile out of reach ofthe = 

rising sea of discontent, hunger and despair. He opined that the only = 

untried force, which conceivably might be for the good, would be 

enlightened intervention by Farouk + but this young man appears to 

share the outlook of the reactionary landowners and other vested = 
interests. In the present circumstances the official could foresee only 

a struggle between the “haves” and the “have-nots”, the plight of the 

latter in Egypt being far worse than in most Arab countries owing | 

to population pressure and land shortage. The official did not know - | 

how long the patient “have-not donkey” would support. the heavy 

burden of the unenlightened “haves” but he “imagined that it would 

kick before long”. ee — | 

The official said that if a revolution should occur in Egypt it might _ 

be just as well that the Wafd is not in the present government because 

- there would be “someone to take over”. He presumed the King would | 

go (“possibly feet first”) and Nahas? wouldmovein. | 
_ Asked re the character of such.a revolution the official said it would | 

- probably be “typically Egyptian” starting with more assassinations, 

looting and mob violence but at no time involving very considered or , 

, very widely held political objectives. The latter would emerge from ae 

the men who “took over” the revolution and turned it to their own 

“purposed oe (SON Ve ee | 
- The official felt personally that the future prospects for Egypt are 

gt 

1KingofEgypt. 7 | oe re 
? Mustafa Nahas, leader of the Wafd. — | a |
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| 811.2383/1-2549 | - EEE tage oo tnt ee 

7 Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor (Bohlen) | 

a TOP SECRET _  [Wasurneton,] January 25, 1949. 
| Subject: Assignment of U.S. officers to British GHQ at Fayid 

The British Ambassador? called on me at hig request this afternoon. 
7 He said that. his instructions were to. take it up with the Secretary _ 

: but that as it was a relatively simple matter he did not wish to bother 

The Ambassador said that following the designation of Admiral _ 
| Conolly? to be the U.S. planner for the coordination of Mediter- 

| ranean defense plans the British Middle East Command had sug- 
- gested that a number of American officers from Conolly’s staff should 

be attached to GHQ Fayid in Egypt. Mr. Bevin? saw no political | 
objection to this course but wished to have confirmation from the 

_ Secretary that the U.S. Government likewise saw no objection. The 
second point was the manner in which the Egyptian Government. 

_ should be approached in connection with the assignment of these of- 
ficers to the GHQ at Fayid ; that is to say, whether permission should 
be requested of the Egyptian Government or the Egyptian Govern- 
ment should be merely informed on a confidential basis without spe- _ 
cifically requesting permission. The British Government also wished __ 

| to avoid the possibility in dealing with the Egyptians that the latter 
would use this request as a bargaining point in their constant desire 
toobtainarmsfromGreat Britain 84 2 sts | 

| _ I told the Ambassador I would endeavor to obtain a reply for him | 
_ a8 soon as possible; that I had seen some messages from Egypt on 

this subject,’ and that I felt that if the Secretary’s decision was ) 
oe _ favorable in principle, our views were very much together as to the © 

| _ desirability of doing it as discreetly and as confidentially as possible. 
The Ambassador would like to have (and I promised to let him 

know tomorrow) confirmation from the Secretary that there is no 
_ political objection in principle to having some American officers of __ 

_ Admiral Conolly’s staff assigned to British GHQ at Fayid. 
mo ee ae Cartes BE. Bonten 

| 1 Sir Oliver Franks.: - a | | es a 
| ® Richard L. Conolly, Commander in Chief of U.S. Naval Forces in the Eastern 

Atlantic and Mediterranean (CINCNELM). | So | 
- *Hrnest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. = = 

“For references to documentation on the embargo of shipments of armaments 
to the Near East, see index entries in this volume under Palestine, Arms Policy 
for Palestine, and the Near East. | re 

® Kor the nature of these messages, see the memorandum of January-25, infra.



811.2388/1-2449 od 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 
African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Director of the E'xecutive oe 
“Secretariat (Humelsine) = re 

TOP SECRET i wt | [Wasuineron,] January 25, 1949. | 

| Subject: Proposed Visit of Naval OfficerstoFayid,Egypt. = 

The following summarizes action taken to date on the above subject: — | 
On January 21, 1949 the Department received a request from Ad- 

miral Conolly through the Navy Department to make arrangements = 
for the clearance of up to a maximum of 12 officers of the Armed. | 
Services of his staff to enter Fayid via Farouk Field, Cairo for a period — fe 
of from 3 to 4 weeks beginning January 27 in connection with Com-_ | 
bined Planning. The officers would wear civilian clothes. It was re-_ | 
quested that they should not be represented to the Egyptian authorities _ 
as members of the Admiral’s staff. Instead he suggested that it be — - 
stated that they were detailed from Washington in a program of. | 

- exchange of officers for their instructions in staff methods ona large 
- command staff, The telegram further stated that CINCMED had sent _ | 

a similar despatch to the Admiralty urging that the British Ambassa- 
dor in Egypt be instructed to assist our Chargé in any way possible. He _ 
further recommended that this be handled in Cairo only on the highest _ | 
government level, preferably through the King in person. He empha- | . 
sized that it was most. important for these officers to spend the newt _ 
three weeks in Fayid and later to have the Combined Planning team = 
assembled at Tobruk fortendaysintensive work, = = 

| This telegram was sent to Cairo? with instructions to Mr. Patterson, _ | 
the Chargé d’Affaires, to endeavor to comply with the Admiral’s — 
request unless the Chargé perceived some serious objection. The Chargé. | 
immediately replied? to the effect that if these 12 officers possessed. 
valid Egyptian visas he perceived no occasion for employment of the — 
unusual procedure suggested by Admiral Conolly, since such officers — 
should encounter no difficulty or Egyptian obj ection to travel from a 

_ Cairo to Fayid. The Chargé felt that to raise the subject with the 
_. King or Prime Minister in the absence of factors possibly not revealed 

to the Embassy might jeopardize the entry of the officers into Egypt — 
and might prove embarrassing to the Egyptian authorities by obliging — 
them to take a specific position..He further felt that it would be | 
unnecessary to take up the matter with or to ask the cooperation of the | 

British Embassy | | Bn 

1 January 21, as telegram 87, not printed. — . ON | 
7 On January 22, in telegram 85, not printed. . a |
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The above mentioned suggested procedure for the entry: of the 12. 
_ Officers into Egypt. was relayed by the Navy to Admiral Conolly last 

night, January 24, after clearance with NEA. We concurred with our 
| _ Chargé’s recommendations, particularly since no question of a perma- 

nent assignment of these officers to Fayid was indicated. No reply has 
- as yet been received from Admiral Conolly. Should it develop, how-. 

ever, that this assignment is not as temporary as indicated (3 to 4 
weeks), the Department might wish to suggest, because of Egyptian 

| sensitivities and because a prolonged assignment might conflict with 
| the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of Alliance, the feasibility of holding | 

_ the meetings with the British elsewhere than in Fayid, for example, in| 
Malta, CyprusorCyrenaica, BO | a 

| _ In his telegram of January 24* our Chargé reported a conversation — 
_ which he had with British Minister Chapman-Andrews who stated 

that King Farouk, during a recent call at the British Embassy, had — 
_ expressed discontent over his understanding that the British and 

Americans in Egypt were consulting together regarding the role 
7 Egypt might play in case of hostilities. The King indicated his dis- _ 

satisfaction over being thus by-passed. Mr. Chapman-Andrews ex- 
pressed the belief that any prolonged talks lasting a number of weeks 

_ or months would differ essentially from individual conversations. | 
_ which had briefly taken place between the American and British | 

_ Officers in Egypt in the recent past. He accordingly felt that it would 
be well for the British and American Embassies in Egypt to consult 
with a view to determining the attitude which should be adopted _ 
towards the Egyptians, who would certainly be aware of the present _ 
purpose of a prolonged residence in the Canal Zone of a group of 
American naval personnel. Although he thought it might be unwise 

| to approach the Egyptian Government, it would be desirable, in view 
| of the King’s above mentioned feeling, to apprise him of the situation. 

| _ Our Chargé replied that he had informed his Government of his belief. | 
| that if these officers possessed Egyptian visas valid for entry into the 

, country they could proceed without hindrance to the Canal Zone. He 
also stated that he would be glad to confer with the British Minister 

_ regarding American military or naval personnel who might come to 
. | Egypt for the purpose of having conversations with their British | 
| colleagues stationedinEgypt. = ae | 

Recommendation: With specific reference to the request of the 
- _ British Ambassador for advice whether such an assignment would be | | 

| politically unobjectionable to this Government, I would suggest that — 

: _ *® No. 92, not printed. | an Cy
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the Ambassador be told that this question had been raised with the — 
Department as a visit of only several weeks duration and that we oe 
had accordingly felt that it could be handled as a routine matter fol- _ 
lowing the precedent of previous visits by American military person- 
nel to Fayid for consultation purposes. | SoS oo 

On the basis of the Ambassador’s remarks to Mr. Bohlen, however, | 
_ it would appear that the assignment may be of a more formal nature | 

and longer duration than we had contemplated, and in such event a 
serious question might be raised regarding the regularization of the 
status of American officers in a situation which is already complicated. , 
by Egyptian challenging of the position of British troops in the Canal | 
area. If the Egyptians are sensitive regarding British troops despite = 
the provisions of their 1936 Treaty with Great Britain, it is obvious 
that even greater difficulty might arise in the case of the stationing | 
of American officers on Egyptian. soil without benefit of specific | 
agreement. = eye | | Be | 
- The Department of State is pursuing this matter with the Navy | 

Department and will communicate with the Ambassador further when 
more complete information has been received.* ae - 

_*Bromley K. Smith, Assistant Director of the Executive. Secretariat, sent 7 ae 
My. Satterthwaite’s memorandum to Secretary Acheson on January 26. His trans-  _ 

| mitting memorandum endorsed Mr. Satterthwaite’s recommendation. Mr. Bohlen’s | | 
concurrence is indicated in a marginal notation on Mr. Smith’s memorandum _ | 

— (811.2888/1-2549). a | 

 «ginesss/i-2549 Be 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Counselor (Bohlen) 

TOP SECRET | [WasHiIncton,| J anuary 28,1949. | 
_ I see no political objection to having some of Admiral Conolly’s 

staff visit GHQ Fayid in Egypt for three or four weeks. They should | 
not be detailed or assigned in any way, nor should they be attached to 
this British staff. Handled as a routine visit, I see no political objection a 
to their working with the British staff in an advisory or consultative 
role. ee E Be - - | 

I agree with Satterthwaite’s views in the event the visit is to be | - 
prolonged. Please have appropriate action taken in accordance with 
theabove st” oo Ut | 

Dean] A[coeson]
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| /-811.2888/1-2549 yy BER er | 

, ~~ Memorandum by the Counselor (Bohlen) to the Ewecutive. 
NS oe - Secretariat? . Bg Se 

TOP SECRET > -. [Wasuineron,] January 29, 1949. 

Subject: Visit of U.S. officers to British GHQ Fayid. oe 

I called the British Ambassador in the sense of the Secretary’s 
~ memorandum of January 28 (file attached) to inform him that we saw 

' no political. objection to some of Admiral Conolly’s staff visiting 
GHQ Fayid in Egypt for three or four weeks. I emphasized that: we 
regarded this as a visit and not as an assignment with indications of © 

_.- permanency. I said that at the end of the three or four weeks period 
ps we would have to consider the matter further if the visit was to be 

extended. I told the Ambassador that our Navy Department had been 
working on the basis of a three or four weeks visit and that in that 

--way it could be handled as a routine matter vis-4-vis the Egyptian | 
| Government. ~ a : 

The Ambassador said he understood and would so inform his 
| Government.? © - 7 a Oo 

1 Addressed alsoto Mr. Satterthwaite. = | , | 
: * The Department, on February 3, notified Cairo of its position and of Mr. Bohl- 

en’s conversation with Ambassador Franks. It concluded that “Idea Egyp partici- 
pation introduces new element about which Dept has insufficient info and strongly 
feels no action shld be taken pending further review. ... Confer Bolger 

_ promptly re his instrs from Conolly particularly re nature and duration visit | 
and Hgypt participation or notification.” (telegram 130, 811.23883/1-2449) Rear 7 

. _ Adm. Joseph F. Bolger was on the staff of Admiral Conolly. | ae 

- 883.20/2-149 : Telegram Ce - | a 

oe | The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET =§- NIACT - _ Carro, February 1,1949—5 p.m. 

125. ReEmbair 23, January 7.1 Naval Attaché informs Admiral 
_.- Bolger and party due Cairo February 8 and arrangements completed 

with Ministry of Defense without unusual interest or inquiry on part 
_ of Egyptian liaison office. Party proposes to drive immediately from 

_ airport to Canal Zone. rr sore eS 
I informed British Ambassador of foregoing arrangements con- 

| sequent upon request for a meeting this morning on subject of pend- 
ing Anglo-American military-naval conversations at Fayid. (ReEmb- 

_ “Not printed. a Oo |



| | | | | ' 

tel 104, January 26.2) I pointed out that on occasion of very recent _ 
passage through Cairo I had introduced Admiral Bolger to Foreign a 

_ Minister while Defense Minister had declined to give him an appoint- | 
ment. I felt, accordingly, that consideration of civility toward Egyp- 
tians had already been adequately handled in Cairo. oO Oo 

| (On Ambassador’s mentioning thrice expressed interest by King = 
Farouk in past conversations this nature I remarked that HM had 
not raised the subject in recent conversation with me. Since, however, | 
the British were in a sense acting as hosts and under 1936 treaty en- 
joyed a special relationship to Egypt we could hardly prevent British _ 

_ Ambassador or other British authority from notifying HM of initia- 
tion of proposed talks, should British deem desirable. 7 

| To this Ambassador agreed adding, however, that while King | 
| Farouk had not in so many words requested that Egyptian officers _ 

_ participate in the Anglo-American talks he felt certain that this re- 
quest would arise as soon as Egyptians found out about the talks, as _ 
they were bound to do. It was important to do everything possible 

to preserve Egyptian goodwill and to avoid, in case of eventualities, 

being confronted with a hostile government or populace. =” Oo 
I concurred in this observation but stated that Ihad noidea whether _ 

| my government would view with favor Egyptian participation in 
what I understood to be high level conversation of equally high - 
secrecy. - a a SR gh | 
The Ambassador and also Minister Chapman-Andrews, who was | 

-_-present during our talk, indicated that possible Egyptian participa- — | 
tion would be formal and not involve revelation of highly confiden- 
tial plans or projectstoEgyptians. = Be Po 

In reply, I stated that I had absolutely no information concerning 
attitude which my government would adopt toward even formal | 
Egyptian participation in proposed conversations. The problem 
seemed to involve question of policy for decision at Washington. To .— 

_ this end I would, however, immediately telegraph in the hope that =| 
a decision might be communicated to London and this Embassy by 
the time of arrival in Egypt of Admiral Bolger and his associates, 

* Not printed; it advised that “British civil or military authorities in Egypt 
are always in position (and we could not prevent them) to notify Egyptians an 
of proposed participation by American officers in extended and important con- 
versations to be held on Egyptian territory.. His Majesty, it will be recalled, | 
approached British Ambassador to indicate annoyance over not being consulted 7 
in respect of military conversations having apparent. bearing on Egypt. HM | 
did not consult me despite my having been received in audience subsequent to — 

- his comment to British Ambassador.” (883.20/1-2649) : | |
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‘ _ or at any rate soon after the appearance of such officers on Canal 

Ambassador thanked me for this offer stating that it was important 
in his view that Egyptians should feel they had been let in on ground | 

| _ floor of talks so that early word would be highly desirable if maxi- 
| _ mum beneficial effect. were to be gained. There will probably be a 

series of such talks which could best be held on the ground rather — 
than on someneutralspot.. | a ) 

| Request Department’s urgent telegraphic advices with view to my 
communicating further with British Ambassador, = = | 
tg _ Patrerson 

—-814,2388/2-1749: Telegram _ a | | - 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

- TOPSECRET ‘Wasuineton, February 17, 1949—4 p.m. _ 
563. Re Deptel 87 Jan 211 Cairo rptd London 234 and various tels __ 

_ from Cairo indicating opinion Brit Emb Cairo that projected visit. 
Fayid several officers Adm Connolly’s staff involved assignments of 

, more than temporary duration Dept informed Emb Cairo and Brit | 
Emb here with concurrence Navy it saw no political objection having 
some of Conolly’s staff visit GHQ Fayid short period but they shld 
not be detailed assigned or attached Brit staff in any way. Brit Amb 

: said he wld inform London. Subsequently Emb Cairo reported Brit. 
) Emb there had also suggested desirability participation Egyptians 

in some phases these mil discussions. Both Dept and Adm Conolly 
_ strongly opposed such tripartite discussions? ~ ey GE | 
_ In view complications arising out foregoing which apparently 

| stemmed in no small degree from extraneous factors injected by Brit 
oe Emb Cairo Fayid visit called off and meeting arranged elsewhere but 

| . Adm Conolly foresees necessity future talks at Fayid and desiresavoid _ 
difficulties type described above. Conolly arriving London Feb 21 and 

_ will give you full picture. You are authorized following discussion _ 

* Not printed, but see second paragraph of Mr. Satterthwaite’s memorandum of | 
| January 25, p.189. . oo me ge : | 

* Admiral Conolly and Vice Adm. A. D. Struble, Deputy ‘Chief of Naval Opera- 
tions (Operations), conversed with Raymond A. Hare, Deputy Director of the. 

| Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs, and Gordon H. Mattison, Chief of the 
Division of Near Eastern Affairs, on February 7. Mr. Mattison’s. memorandum 

. covering their conversation (811.2383/2-749) sets forth Admiral Conolly’s sug- 
7 gestion that four points be made to the British. Except for minor changes of - 

language, they were incorporated in the four numbered paragraphs in Secretary 
Acheson’s letter of April 7 to the Secretary of Defense, p.2038. =~ : 

| | : | |
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with him take up matter with For Off in order avoid further 

| vambiguities® - | 

oe eg pa Ne ACHESON 

8S nis telegram was repeated to Cairo as 181. Admiral Conolly spent one 

working day (February 21) in London before departing for Tobruk. Part. of 

the day was spent with G. Lewis Jones, First Secretary of Embassy in the a 

United Kingdom, and Michael Wright, Superintending Under Secretary in the 

British Foreign Office. On this occasion, Mr. Wright stressed to Admiral Conolly 

“the fact that Britain’s primary interest in the Middle Hast is strategic and ee 

| that British Foreign Policy in that.area is only the handmaiden of British a 

| strategic planners.” (letter of February 28 from Mr. Jones to Mr. Satterthwaite, | 

811.2383/2-2849) BEE ET Rat en aE 

883.812/3-1049: Oe se ge ee ae reaee . 

Memorandum by Mr. Carroll F. Conover, Economic Assistant at the 
- Embassy in Egypt to the Counselor of Embassy for Economic 

Affairs (Howard)t | oe en RS 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [Carro,] March 8, 1949. 

‘Subject: Suez Canal Agreement with Egyptian Government. ren 

~The morning papers carried stories announcing the signing of an | 

agreement between the Suez Canal Co. and the Egyptian Government, 

and the supposed text of the agreement. I had a long talk with M. 

Daynac just now (he is No. 2 man in the Canal Co. in Cairo), and he 

| ‘says the company is very pleased with the outcome of the negotiations, | 

-- The papers do not give the full text of the new agreement, and he has _ 

promised to send me the full text tomorrow, when copies of the actual 

sisned paperswillbeready. 89 | 

The Company feels that the Egyptian Government by entering into 

this agreement (which they state has every chance of being approved | 

by Parliament and the King, and thus becoming law) has recognized 

the special and international character of the company, its freedom | 

from existing or future Egyptian legislation, which may run contrary 

‘to the new agreement, and in general has assured the company of a a 

‘sound and unchanging policy during the life of its concession. While 
the agreement does not specifically state that the company is not 
subject to legislation, such as the Company law, yet by setting up _ 
operational standards which are in disagreement with that law, the oe 

‘Government has actually agreed that the company is outside the law. 

The new agreement, as far as the Company Law is concerned, calls for | 

the Canal Co. to reach in 20 years (end of its concession) the same pro- | 
portions of Egyptian employees that are required in 3 years under the | 

 -t7ransmitted to the Department ‘by the Embassy in ‘Cairo in despatch 988,
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_ Company Law. It is worthy of note, that the agreement does not call 
__ for changes in the existing proportion of Egyptian workers, but rather / 

“requires that in future certain percentages of new employees will be 
Egyptian. a . - | Se 
_ The agreement to pay the Government 7% of total [gross] profits, 

_ in place of the fixed sums which were formerly required, will add some 
a 500,000 LE per year to the sums the Company must pay the Govern- _ 

ment. However, M. Daynac states. that this is no serious loss, as the __ 
Company will save close to this sum, through. savings. made possible _ 

_._ under certain of the clauses and agreements regarding the handling 
- of labor questions. The clause granting free transit rights to ships of 

7 under 300 tons capacity (ocean going ships are all over 300 tons) is 
oo actually a concession to Egyptian coast-wise trade, and a great talking . 
oe point for the Government, but the revenue received from such trade has 

_ been very small, less than 1/10 of 1%, and is no great loss to the — 
company. A clause in an annex to the agreement, limits this right 
strictly to coast-wise trade, and does not permit a small Egyptian 

| ship (under 300 tons) to take cargo that may arrive at Suez, for 
a example, carry it through the canal free, and load it on a ship at Port 

‘Saidbound foraforeigndestination, = oe 
| At the present time the Canal Company has aboard of 32 directors. 

| Two of these are Egyptian. Under the Company Law 40% of the 
board must be Egyptian before the end of three years (1951). The 

| -.agreementealisfor 2 

1949 Present Egyptian directors 2 to fill existing vacancies. 
oe 1949 New ” ”” 2. present French vacancies _ 

| oR New 8 =”. Ss A next English vacancy | 1959 New =” ‘1 next Vacancy oe | 
1964 New 7? 1 next vacancy — 

_ . Thus within 15-20 years the company will have 7 Egyptian direc- _ 
_ tors—25% of total, as against the 40% at end of 1951 as called for — 

| undertheCompanyLaw. = 
_., The conversation turned to the future of the canal. I asked if M. 
Daynac thought that the Company would be able to. negotiate an — 

/ extension of their concession, after present expiration date. He said ; 
| _ the question has been talked over during the discussions with the 

Government. Under the present regulations of the Company, stock- _ 
holders rights end with the present concession. It might be simpler __ 

| to form a new company with the right to operate the canal attributed 
| to it by the Egyptian Government. Present. Egyptian thinking did 

_ not seriously contemplate the Egyptian Government itself operating — 
, _ the canal. The Government officials agreed with the Canal directors | 

: that the strictly international character of the canal, which was never
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questioned during the last two wars (German ships were perfectly a 

free to use the Canal) has undoubtedly been the decisive factor in a 
keeping Egypt out of the wars. Under a purely Egyptian Govern- 
ment operation such neutrality would be impossible, and a new operat- 
ing company, if formed, might well be international in character and _ | 
commitments. - a | _ 

_. M. Daynac also remarked “Allah had been good to the Company” 

adding that if Nokrashi Pasha had lived the present agreement would __ | 
never have been reached, and that also the Palestine War results had | | 
done a great deal to bring the Government to a more conciliatory 
frame ofmind.?2 | | ~ | me - 

[Here follows a postscript concerning the writing of the Conven- _ | 
tion in French rather than in Arabic. | | | 

4 Cairo, on March 8, advised that a tentative Convention had been reached that __ 
same day (despatch 214A, 8838.812/3-349). Despatch 238, March 10, and despatch | 
266, March 19, transmitted copies of the formal Convention and annexes, signed 
on March 7 at Cairo by Mamdouh Riaz, Egyptian Minister of Commerce and | 
Industry, and by Francois Charles-Roux, President of La Compagnie Universelle | 
du Canal Maritime de Suez (883.812/3-1049, /3~-1949). Cairo concluded, in ce 
despatch 238, that the Convention might be “construed according to the interests | 

: of the parties in two ways. The Government may claim that the requirement 

that the agreement be ratified by Parliament is a recognition of the existence of 
: its sovereign control over the whole matter. The Company may on the other 

hand claim that the solution has merely followed the precedent of a general — 
discussion and agreement and exchange of letters as in the case of the 1936-1937 | 

- negotiations; and that the acceptance by the Government of a basis for the fixing — 
of the proportion of. foreign employés, well under the requirements of the 
Company law, is in itself a recognition of the special position of independence 
enjoyed by the company.” . - | ms | | 

883.20/8-1749: Telegram 
| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

| a of State | 

TOP SECRET — - | _ Lonpon, March 17, 1949—6 p. m. os 

1030. Embassy’s 5023, November 27.1 Clutton brought Embassy up 
to date for Department’s information only regarding cooperative | 
arrangements for Egyptian defense, stressing top secret character | 
information, = SO i a | 

_ 2. Plans envisaged paragraph 5 Embassy reftel? were delayed by 

«4 Not printed: but for summary, see editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. oe 
 y, Part 1, p. 85. | re ee - 

?This paragraph read as follows: “Future program is that talk will take place 
between King and British Ambassador followed by talks between Nokrashy and 
British Ambassador. If these go well, British CINCME and Egyptian military 

_- experts will start at once technical discussions at Fayid along lines sketched by 
Bevin.” (741.83/11-2748) | — | 

501-887-7714 | 7 |
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Co ‘worsening Palestine situation and assassination Nokrashy. However, 
. “about two weeks ago”, Farouk again raised with British Ambassador 

Cairo idea initiating UK-Egyptian technical talks regarding defense _ 
matters (paragraph 4, Embassy reftel *). Egyptian Ambassador Amr _ 

| called on Bevin March 16 to reiterate King Farouk’s interest in these 
talks. With idea starting talks off properly, General Slim CIGS ¢ will 
discuss them with Farouk today. | a 

_ 8, Clutton again went over Bevin’s idea regarding defense coopera- 
| tion (Embassy’s 4556 October 20*) he thought personally, although | 

- no agenda has as yet been prepared, informal talks with Egyptians 
at Fayid would begin with general appreciation world political situa- 

, tion followed by taking up easiest questions first. He hoped that as 
_- progress was made, the talks would gradually extend to such subjects 

| as maintenance joint fighter bases, joint radar screen, and similar __ 
- ‘practical developments which in effect would, with full Egyptian co- 

operation, go far beyond 1936 treaty which is “quite inadequate for 
our needs”. Regarding treaty inadequacy, Clutton pointed out that 

a it made no provision for use naval facilities or for maintenance Brit- _ 
ish naval personnel in Egypt where, according to present thinking, 

| some 800 naval officers and ratings will be required. Oo 
| _ 4, Regarding visits US personnel to Fayid (Cairo’s A-290 March 8 

and A-301 March 9*) Clutton said problem of British Ambassador 
Cairo was reply he could make to direct questions from Farouk as to 
what Americans were doing there. It was difficult on one hand to be _ 

_ working out close UK-Egyptian defense cooperation under Farouk’s 
aegis and at same time to be unable to confirm to Farouk even in 
general terms what he already knows or suspects. Embassy office re- 
iterated Admiral Conolly’s views (Embassy’s A-390 March 17) and 

: Clutton appeared to acceptthem. oO 
| | | | Dovetsas 

| _* This paragraph read as follows: “Amr reports success in selling Bevin’s __ 
defense cooperation idea to King. Question then arose as to role Nokrashy (since 

SF King would not have Nahas). King told Nokrashy he wanted technical talks 
to begin at once and inquired Nokrashy was agreeable to handle question. 

: Nokrashy asked for 24 hours to think matter over and then agreed.” Abdel Fattah 
| Amr was Egyptian Ambassador in the United Kingdom ; Nahas Pasha was leader 

| of the Wafdist Party. ~~ re oo : 
“Field Marshal Sir William J. Slim, Chief of the British Imperial General 

SE Not printed; but for summary, see editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 
| v, Parti, p.85. eg ESS EAE Sah gae, oT 

| , *° Neither printed. : OE Se a 
"Not printed. | Dee EE BRIE i oe oo 

| |
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——-888.20/3-2249: Airgram ae 7 | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
oe of State . Ee 

TOP SECRET Lonvon, March 22, 1949. 

Subject: Talks of Field Marshal W. J. Slim with King Farouk and 
Members of Egyptian Cabinet re UK-Egyptian Defence 
Cooperation. => | a , 

- A-561. M.N. F. Stewart, Acting Head of the African Department . 
of the British Foreign Office, on March 21 read to an officer of this 

| Embassy two telegrams addressed by Field Marshal W. J. Slim, | 

_ C.LG.S., to the Defence. Committee reporting on his conversations __ 
with King Farouk and members of the Egyptian Cabinet regarding - 

_ UK-Egyptian Defence cooperation (see Emb’s 1101, March 21,1 and | 
‘Cairo’s 274, March 197). a ne a | oo 

_ 2. The first message (dated March 17) stated that Farouk was 
“cordial and forthcoming”’.? When Slim spoke of good relations exist- 
ing between British and Egyptian troops Farouk said he wasawareof 
this and hoped relations would improve even more. Slim and Farouk | 
then discussed intentions of the USSR in the Middle East. Farouk = 
said he agreed that Egypt must prepare to play its role in general 
Middle Kast defence. Slim expressed the personal opinion that power- 
ful as the USSR is today it is “not so formidable as Germany was in | 
1939”. Farouk said he was convinced that the USSR would not only _ 

attack Europe but that it would also attack the Middle East and agreed | 
with Slim that Egypt would be the main target. Slim took this _ 

| opportunity to introduce the idea of staff talks. The King said he — | 
agreed that such talks were necessary and desirable; that the Prime 
Minister with whom Slim would speak that evening “knew his full | 

__ - mind”; and that for the purpose of the staff talks the King “would — | 
appointhisbestman”, 

7 Not printed. ee | a | _ | 
* Not printed; it conveyed information from an officer of the British Embassy 

that Marshal Slim’s visit to Egypt had cleared the ground for Anglo-Egyptian 
staff talks on military problems, projected the previous November during the 
talks between Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, | 

. and Ahmed Khashaba, Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs (741.838/3-1949).. 
| Regarding the Bevin-Khashaba talks, see editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, | 

-- Wol. v, Part 1, p. 85. — | a = os ce, ; a 
_* Cairo, on March 25, advised of information from the British Ambassador that - 

‘King Farouk had taken the initiative in proposing Anglo-American military talks 
(telegram 292, 883.20/3-2549). - Do | |
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3. According to Slim’s report Farouk on several occasions mentioned _ 
_ his intelligence sources which, among other things, had made him 
aware of US defence preparations in the Middle East such as “under- 
ground US airfields in Saudi Arabia”. | | : 

4. Farouk also mentioned the threat of Israel to Middle East 
a security and expressed pleasure at the decision of the British Gov- 

ernment to send troops to Akaba. This move he described as the “one 
— good thing which UK has done in the Palestine affairs.”* 

5. Farouk said that he had sent Egyptian forces to the corner of 
7 Sinai nearest Akaba in order to prevent Israeli penetration of Sinai. 

| _ 6. Slim reported that at this juncture Farouk mentioned the fact 
_ that his “counter-espionage sources” had given him complete informa- 

tion regarding UK’s military and strategic needs in Egypt in the - i 
event of war. On the basis of this knowledge Farouk said he had 

_ already instructed Egyptian officers in the particular areas concerned 
_. . to be prepared to evacuate “so that there would be no clashes when 

| British reinforcements arrive”. eee 
7. At this juncture Slim spoke of desirability of advance staff talks | 

7 to prevent such clashes, the King said he had made up his mind in 
| _ favor of such talks and closed by reiterating his warm friendship for. 

the UK. Se | os en 7 
oe _ 8. Second telegram (March 18) from Slim to Defence Committee | 

: reported a conversation March 17 with the Egyptian Prime Minister, 
War Minister and the Acting Head of the Royal Cabinet. | : 

_ 9. PriMin opened conversation by saying that he was in favor of 
| a closer ‘understanding between Egypt and the UK and that he ac- 

cepted the idea that Egypt will be a base for any military operations __ 
| in the area. He said that he was adverse to talks beginning at a purely 

| military level (the initial British idea, see Embs 1030, Mar 17). He — 
| _ said that he wanted to receive at once the “whole broad picture” so 

| that he could study it and give the necessary orders to the Egyptian 
_ military (see para 15 below). | | Be 

10. Slim, with the approval of the British Ambassador, who was | 
| present, agreed to follow this method of approach. He said that 

os General Pyman, of General Crocker’s* staff, would prepare for the 

| 4 or documentation on the sendirig of British troops to Aqaba in January 1949 | 
after the Israeli shooting down of five British planes, see pp. 594 ff. 

| Torn Sir John T. Crocker, Commander-in-Chiet of British Middle Hast Land
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_ PriMin a paper giving the “broad picture” with regard to British | 

requirements for | 

(a) landing grounds; | OB a 
| (6) when war becomes imminent.® : ok eee 

(¢) port facilities, © . 2 he wo 

each topic being broken down into requirements a oo 

(a) now,and | , oe 
(6) when war becomes imminent.® | | flees | 

11. PriMin said that after he has studied and agreed to this paper 
it would be passed on to the service level. PriMin said he would also | 
like to know something about British plans for general Middle Kast 
Defence: e.g. plans for British-Turkish cooperation, and whether 
Egypt would be on the ist, 2nd or 8rd line of defence. Slim said he © 
hoped very much Egypt.“would not be on the First Line of Defence.” _ | 
He said distance enemy would be held from Egypt would depend | - 
greatly upon what UK had there in way of bases. I | 

12. Slim remarked that UK wanted to see Egypt militarily strong 
and to this end would give all possible assistance although needs of 
Western Union might limit the amount of equipment UK would be. | 
able to provide. oo | oe | 

8 The completed paper covered the following: “(1) The strategic aspects of | | 
the Middle East in the event of war with Russia. The strategie importance of 
Egypt would be emphasized. It would be pointed out that Russia in the event 
of war would undoubtedly strike for the Delta, the control of which would be 
essential to Russia. It would be thus indicated that the presence of the British | | 
in the Canal would not be the reason for Russian attack, but that on the other 
hand, the presence of the British in Egypt would be an asset in its defence. 

| (2) The role which Egypt should play in the defence of Egypt. This section 
concerned itself with suggesting the needs for training and organization of the “ 
Egyptian forces, together with proposals as to how this might be accomplished. 

“(3) Requirements of Great Britain now and in the imminent threat of war. 
The number of troops would not be stressed but rather the organizational set-up. 

_ | Thus, a headquarters staff, probably rather large, would be required; a certain : 
amount of troops, organized on a skeleton basis with adequate administrative | - 
staff; certain technical troops, by which it was understood he meant technicians 
in radar, radio, and other fields. There would also be an expanded RAF instal- 
lation with enlarged administrative set-ups. Expansion of installations slightly 
outside of the Canal Zone might be asked in order to provide for the new arrange- , 
ments. The creation of airfields outside would also be suggested. oe 

| “(4) The creation of a liaison group of Egyptian and British officers to carry 
out any program which might be agreed upon, to discuss differences of opinion 
and to plan in case of future developments, including wav.” (airgram 373, 
March 30, from Cairo, 883.20/3-3049) | a . oo 7 

The “he” cited in paragraph numbered 3 was Donald D. MacLean, Counselor 
of the British Embassyin Egypt. 2 = | |
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13. FonOf Comment: Stewart advised Embassy Officer that allow- 
ing time for: consultation with the British Ambassador the paper — 

| promised to the Prime Minister should be ready “in about ten days”. 
He said the Foreign Office is anxious to assure that the British Am- | 
bassador will be jointly responsible with the British military for this 

. paper. NRE | | an oe ree 
_ 14. Stewart said that the British Ambassador thinks the PriMin 
will again ask for more information regarding the general defence 
plans in the Middle East: if so it has been decided that he will be | 
told that the plan is to defend Egypt as far forward as possible—how | 

_ far will depend upon the efficiency of British bases in Egypt. No | 
specific line would be mentioned, but discussion of the probable direc- 

| tion of Soviet attack would give an idea in this connection. _ 

15. Stewart said Foreign Office was at first alarmed by idea of | 
_ putting everything down on paper at. the outset (para 9 above) but. 
that the British Ambassador in reply to a Foreign Office query inthis 
regard indicated that although the course suggested might be some- 

a what rash it was a fact that Egyptian military authorities in any case 
| would have to turn to the Prime Minister at every stage of the talks, 

and that there was an advantage in obtaining his broad clearance at 
an early stage. The Ambassador also commented that he was struck _ 
by the fact that the PriMin said flatly that he favored Anglo- 

| Egyptian military cooperation and spoke of British bases in Egypt > 
as a matter of course. The Ambassador said he could not guess what 

_ reservations, if any, were in the mind of the Prime Minister. = 
16. EmbOff put to Stewart substantially the same question de- 

| scribed final para Cairo’s 274, Mar. 19.8 Stewart replied that the 
| _ British Ambassador believes that the important thing is having both 

oe the PriMin and the King working together because on this basis the 
_ talks “probably could get through”, BS a 

| _ (Wote to posts: Above information supplied for Department only: 
consequently knowledge of its repetition to posts should be withheld 

_ from British Missions. ) re 

| eR oo re ~Dovenas: | 

® This paragraph read as follows: “In reply to question [by an officer of. 
the American Embassy] if British Embassy was not afraid to push conclusion. 
of such arrangements with Abdul Hadi lest it be repudiated by Wafd if it came | 
into power after elections he [British Embassy Counselor MacLean] replied. 
that important fact was now that King and Prime Minister were in agreement. 

: | Believed this advantage should be pressed home. He promised to keep Embassy _
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The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Johnson) — 7 

TOP SECRET oe Wasuinoron, April 7,1949. 

My Dear Mr. SrcreTARY: The Department has received from the 
British Embassy the draft (Tab A) of a communication + which the 

| British Government would like to instruct its Embassy at Cairo to | 
, convey to the King of Egypt relative to the Anglo-American staff talks 

_ which it is contemplated will take place from time to time at Fayid, 

~The question of these planning talks at Fayid has been the subject. 
of informal conversations between officials of the Office of Near Hast- 
ern and African Affairs of the State Department and Admiral Conolly - 
and officers of the Office of Asssistant Chief of Naval Operations for 
International Affairs. These conversations resulted in agreement that. | 
there was no political objection to visits of members of Admiral 
Conolly’s staff to Fayid for a short time, but that they “should not 
be detailed or assigned in any way, nor should they be attached to the | 
British staff” _ Gee ES oe 

In his conversations with the British in London subsequent to the 
_ abovementioned discussions, it is understood that Admiral Conolly | 

hasmaintained that: OE hs a 
1) The case of the visit of officers of his staff to Fayid should be - 

considered on its own merits; ae | 
__-2) No tripartite military conversations to include Egyptians will | 

be entered into oreven considered; a | 

‘Not printed; the updated draft was left with Mr. Satterthwaite by William 
Denis Alien, Counselor of the British Embassy, on March 21. It proposed that | 
the British Ambassador speak to King Farouk along the following lines: (1) the 
British Government was considering preparations to meet Soviet aggression ; 
(2) the British and United States Governments have been keeping in close  _ a 

| communication regarding defense questions; (8) the United States Government. . 
recognized the special interests of the United Kingdom in questions of Middle - | | 
East: defense but was: greatly concerned with arrangements for the defense of 
the area; (4) the contacts on defense measures by the British Government 
with the United States. Government must be: kept private; (5) the British | | 

: Government suggested that the British and Egyptian Governments discuss 
measures for the defense of the Suez Canal and Delta areas as they would be | 
key objectives of Soviet aggression, and the British Government would be in 
close communication with the United States Government to link plans for the | 
defense of Egypt with plans for global defense; and (6) since the British 
military authorities in the Middle East required liaison with. United States 
authorities, the British hoped that the king would agree to the visit to 

| Fayid from time to time of a small number of United States officers. The hope — 
was also expressed that the King would agree to the initiation of technical | 
defense discussions between British and Egyptian defense authorities on a basis. | 
of absolute secrecy (811.2383/3-2149) . ee - Oo |
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8) The explanation of the presence of US officers at Fayid be ex- 
plained by British only and should not include admission that war 

_planningisbeingconducted;and 
_ . 4) UK-Egyptian bilateral planning for local defense of Egypt’s 

territory including the Suez. Canal is a new matter requiring further 
consideration and consultation by both US Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

| UK Chiefs of Staff and should be separated from the subject under 
discussion. 2 —™ re | OT , | 

Recently, the British Embassy at Cairo has been faced with the 
problem of what answer to make in reply to direct questions from 
the King regarding the presence of Americans at Fayid, and the at- 

| tached memorandum (Tab A) represents the reply which the British 
 wouldliketomake. = | | | | - 

| - The Department believes that the reply too directly links the U.S. 
, - Government with Anglo-Egyptian staff talks, and by implication 

| would create the impression with the Egyptian Government that it 
| _.-was indirectly participating in tripartite conversations relative to the 

_ defenseofEgypt.  - | : 
| _ Therefore, the Department proposes.to inform the British Embassy 

it believes that it would be undesirable for the proposed communica- 
tion to go forward. It is also proposed to inform the British that if 
it is found that the talks at Fayid are the source of continued em- | 

_ barrassment, it would seem desirable to consider holding such con- 
versations at a point outside of Egypt, such as Malta, Cyprus, or 

| Cyrenaica. : CO a | 
The Department would appreciate the National Military Establish- 

: - ment’s comments with respect to this matter, and an indication as to 
whether or not it concurs with the Department’s views expressed — 

| above. oe | re | | 
. The National Military Establishment may wish to obtain Admiral 

_ -——- Conolly’s comments on this subject. The Department, on its part, is 
transmitting a copy of this letter to the American Embassy at London _ 

| with a request that the Embassy’s comments be cabled at an early 

| date.? oe | Bib eS 
Sincerely yours, For the Secretary of State: 

ee 8 Dan Rusk 
| Ce oO Assistant Secretary 

* The British Embassy sent a further undated: eommunication to the Depart- 
| ment, which was received on. April-13. The communication, which was intended. 

to clarify the message left on March 21, stated that the British had not intended _ 
| 7 to suggest that the Egyptians would be associated in any way. with Anglo- : 

co American planning for the defense of the Middle East as a whole or that the Brit- | 
ish would discuss with them American plans in the area. The British intent was 
to discuss with the Egyptians only matters dealing with the defense of Egypt, 
although British requirements would be those of the combined British and =~ 

| American forces (811.2383/4-1349). The Secretary of State transmitted a copy . 
of the later British communication to Secretary Johnson in a letter of April 19 | 

| (883.20/4-1149). — a | |
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eo Editorial Note 

| The National Security Council, in its report No. 45/1 of April 15, 
recommended to President Truman that he direct the Secretary of 
State to undertake negotiations with the British Government regard- 
‘ing provision of funds for construction of airfields in the United — 
Kingdom and in the Cairo-Suez area. The text of the report is 
printed in volume I, page 285. The President approved the recom- __ 
~mendation on April 18; see footnote 3, <bid.. eee Fee 

-883.20/4-2849: Telegram _ | - : 

| “The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary | 

jor. secRET = ~=~.~—_. Lonpon, April 28, 1949—5 p.m. 

7 1636. Department’s instruction 186, April 18.1 Following Embassy’s _ 
- comments re US-UK stafftalksFayid Egypt: | | 

1. We believe, and Admiral Conolly concurs, that UK has genuine | 
problem in bringing Anglo-Egyptian defense cooperation to compre- _ : 
hensive and effective level without arousing in minds King Farouk 
and Egyptian Government suspicion Egypt distrusted element in 
defense Middle East against Soviet aggression. We feel that UK | 
genuinely on the spot to say something to King and government re — 
US-UK cooperation since impossible keep secret visits US personnel 

_Fayid and combined meetings Malta, Tobruk, etc. According Michael 
Wright April 27 Egyptians are still considering UK paper (Embassy’s 
1536, April 20 *) but Egyptian Ambassador here recently told Wright | 
there is “real desire” in Egypt to reach agreement with UK and that 

| General Slim and he himself may be asked to return to Egypt soon to — | 
carry on conversations begun. as reported Embassy’s A-561, March 22. 
Wright said that if Slim goes out and favorable progress made it is 
going to be increasingly difficult to keep up pretence to Egyptians 
that Egypt is blank spot in US and UK defense consultations. Wright | 
said also that communications left with: Department March 21 and ~ 
April 13 by British Embassy Washington represented about bare | 
minimum which: could be said in circumstances of hoped-for extensive : 

_ Anglo-Egyptian defense collaboration although he did not believe Oo 
wording these communications “sacrosanct” (see paragraph 4 below). 

+Not printed; it transmitted copies of Secretary Acheson’s letter of April 7 | | 
- to the Secretary of Defense, p. 203, and of the British Embassy memorandum 
received on April. 18, and requested comment (883.20/4—1149). The British 
nD Not otinted is not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 204. | |
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- 2. We believe, and Admiral Conolly concurs, that consideration 
might be given.at this time to some slight recession from rigid posi- 

| tion expressed in Department’s letter of April 7 to the Secretary of 
~ Defense. Admiral Conolly took a. firm stand initially because Atlantic 

a Pact was still in the making, Egyptians were at war fever re Israel 
and because at that time UK had not made progress it has now 
achieved in initiating closer Anglo-Egyptian cooperation re defense 
matters. The Admiral now feels that favorable developments have 
occurred on all three points, and in addition US-UK planning teams 
working under him have made great progress in achieving under- | 
standing and cooperation. Consequently Admiral now considers it | 
‘wise and expedient to modify his initial position to extent of per- 
mitting UK to admit to Farouk that US and UK are in close touch 

| re global defense measures. The Admiral does not object to substance 
| of liaison formula (paragraph (f), British Embassy communication _ 

March 21), | | | oo 
| 8. Admiral states that while alternative places for talks are pos- 

| sible and are being employed (e.g. London, Tobruk and Malta) there 
are certain definite advantages to use Fayid in some instances. British © 
technicians and files are there and as planning progresses down to | 

| _ details handled by lower echelons possibility of using Fayid to a 
| moderate degree may become increasingly important. CINCMELF | 
a attaches even more importance to use Fayid than US side. - 

Se 4. Embassy has good reason to believe that Foreign Office, subject 
to views CINCMELF and British Ambassador Cairo, would accept 
following rewording paragraphs (e¢) and (f) of British Embassy 

| | March 21 communication designed more clearly to separate Anglo- 
Egyptian planning from US-UK’s cooperation re global defense: 

“e. The Suez Canal and Delta areas would be key objectives of 7 
| Soviet aggression, and, as the defence of Egypt is therefore a matter 

| of special concern, it is suggested that the British and Egyptian Gov- 
: ernments should discuss measures for its defence. 'Therefore we hope 

| that King Farouk will agree to start technical defence discussions 
oe between the British Commanders-in-Chief, Middle East, and the 

Egyptian defence authorities on a basis of absolute secrecy. _ | 
7 f. To facilitate consultation between the US Government and the 

British Government on. global defence measures it will be important | 
_ for the British Commanders-in-Chief, Middle East, to have liaison 
arrangements with the US defence authorities. We hope, therefore, _ 

| that King Farouk will be able to agree to a small number of American 
officers visiting Fayid from time to time in order to maintain liaison.” | 

5. Remainder of March 21 communication seems acceptable as 
drafted but Admiral Conolly agrees with us that it would be pref- 

| erable to delete specific reference to French and members Brussels 
treaty from first sentence paragraph (d) and to substitute “other —
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countries”. It seems to us there are advantages in not being too specific 7 
inthiscontext. 7 Po a re | 

6. There will probably always be tendency on part of British officials 
dealing with Egyptians to make all they are permitted to do of very © | 
high degree of US-UK cooperation since British status would thereby 
-be enhanced. On other hand, Foreign Office appreciates fully US 
problem and, we believe, can be trusted not to press US beyond point 
fully acceptable to us. Risk situation appears to lielargelyin Egyptian sy | 

| security but it is hard to see how much could be made of secret. UK 
- communications along line of alternative wording quoted paragraph4 | 

aboves . | 
: 7. Admiral Conolly hasapprovedthistelegram. > * | 

| | _ , Dovewas : 

_ * Cairo, on April 30, reported the belief of ‘Mr. Hare, who was visiting Egypt : | 
at the time, that “the British, with a view to fortifying their position in Egypt, — 7 | 
were endeavoring to bring the Americans into the local picture, having heard | 
that the Egyptians were somewhat reluctant to renew or revise their bipartite : 
treaty of 1936 with the British and that they would be more amenable to bringing | 
the document up-to-date were Americans included in it or in other negotiations —_—. | 

_ among the three powers.” (airgram 508, 883.20/4-8049 ) : 

—-888.20/4-2849: Telegram ee eS oe | — 

. The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

TOP SECRET =  Wasurneron, April 30, 1949—2 p. m. 

- 1480. Secy Defense upon advice Joint Chiefs of Staff apprvd in 
gen* proposed course action outlined ltr sent you instr 186, Apr 18.2 __ 
He suggested fol modification: = = | 7 aes fo 

| “Tt is our opinion the Brit shld be informed forthwith that, irres- 
_ pective of whether the talks at Fayid are, or are not, the source of | 

continued embarrassment, any further talks between members of | 
Admiral Conolly’s staff and Brit shld be held at a point outside of . 
Egypt, such as Malta, Cyprus or Cyrenaica.” oo Osa 

Validity comments urtel 1636 Apr 28 appreciated but Dept believes : 
that in view of circumstances Joint Chiefs of Staff opinion in this 

| matter shld be binding on Dept and modification has been accepted. 
Brit Emb being informed.* Urtel 1636 being transmitted NME® _ 

“Ina letter of April 23 to Secretary Acheson, not printed. _. ae | / 7 | | 
. ? Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 205. | : oe | 

- *In a letter of April 29 from. Acting Secretary of State Webb to the Secretary | 
of Defense, not printed. (883.20/5-249) | oe . | 

*On May 2 (memorandum by Mr. Mattison of his conversation with Thomas. 
HK. Bromley, First Secretary of the British Embassy, 883.20/5-249). | 

°The editors. have been unable to find any documentation in the files of the 
Department of State which reflect the actual exchange of views by the staff of 
Admiral Conolly with British military officials. | ane
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| 711.88/5-549 re a OF 

| | Policy Statement on Egypt Prepared in the Department of State? 

SECRET a PF Wasnitneton,] May 5, 1949. 

Oo A. OBsECTIVES oe | 

- Our general policy in the eastern Mediterranean and the Middle _ 
- East, which stems primarily from our conviction that this area is of 
fundamental importance to our security, is directed toward develop- 

a ing and maintaining stability there. Our fundamental objectives to- 
ward Egypt are to restore the cordial relations which existed for many 
years between the US and Egypt and to enable it to develop and main- 

| tain its political and economic stability free from outside interference. 

re | 3B. Poxrcrss oo 

Asa result primarily of our Palestine policy, as well as our inability 

| to support the extreme demands made by the Egyptians before the 
. Security, Council in connection with an attempted revision of the 

- —— Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of Alliance of 1936, much of the amity be-_ 
: tween the US and Egypt built up over many years was dissipated. — 

| Now, however, it is becoming increasingly clear to many Egyptian _ 
, leaders that, despite our Palestine policy, Egypt’s interests and par- 

| ticularly its future security can be best served through close coopera- 
| tion with the US. An encouraging development is Egypt’s very 

recently expressed desire to consolidate its position with the west. 
| _ Informal queries regarding the possibility of a broad treaty relation- 

ship with the US, UK and perhaps France indicate a decided change 
| _ in the thinking of Egyptian leaders. Furthermore, Egypt’s realistic _ 

| _ approach to the problem of Palestine in negotiating and signing an 
armistice with Israel despite its unabated opposition to the creation of 

7 that state evidences in a significant measure its leaders’ acceptance of 
_ the governing factors of US policy. The attitude of Egypt toward the — 

| formation of an eastern Mediterranean bloc will also in all probability 
| be conditioned upon the degree of support that might be afforded by __ 

|  theUS. eae 
ee 4. POLITICAL 

We continue to look with favor upon Egypt’s cooperation with 
| other Arab states, the Arab League and the UN, and upon Egypt’s 

1 Department of State Policy Statements were concise documents summarizing 
| the current United States policy toward, the relations of principal powers with, 

, and the issues and trends in a particular country or region. The Statements ~ 
were intended to provide information and guidance for officers in. missions 
abroad. They were generally prepared by ad hoe working groups in the. re- 
sponsible geographic offices of the Department of State and ‘were referred to 

=: ‘appropriate diplomatic missions abroad, under cover of formal instructions from | 
; the rorisad of State, for comment and criticism, The statements were periodi-
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insistence on complete independence politically and economically. | 
_ Although we have never sought to undermine the special treaty 
position which the UK enjoys in Egypt, we would regard as out- | 
moded any revision which left Egypt subservient to the UK. We SS 
would not object, however, to an amicable arrangement for continued a 
British military responsibilities in the Canal Zone. _ a 

Although the Security Council still remains seized of the dispute - 
over a revision of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of Alliance of 1936, 
the matter has not been brought up by either party since the debates 
in 1947. We hope that recent strategic considerations relating to the 
security of Egypt may enable Britain and Egypt suitably to revise 
the treaty. We believe, however, that it would be premature to con-. : 

_ sider recurring informal suggestions that this treaty might be sup-_ | 
planted by a broader treaty of alliance including the US and possibly 
France. eT BT | 

| ‘We also hope that the UK and Egypt can come to an agreement on | 
the more recent dispute between them regarding the administration | 
of the Sudan, particularly the actual setting up by the Government a 
of the Sudan of a Legislative Assembly and an Executive Council. - 

_ We regard these British efforts as sound transitional measures provid- | 
ing for greater participation of both Sudanese and Egyptians in the 
GovernmentoftheSudan, =~ _ oe 

The US continues to recognize Egypt’s interest in the disposition 
of the former Italian colonies, particularly Libya, and we will sup- | 
port reasonable adjustments of the Egyptian boundary, with 
Cyrenaica favorable to Egypt to which the British may agree if they — — 
obtain trusteeship overCyrenaica. = | eS a | 
We strongly urged Egyptian participation in the armistice nego- | 

tiations at Rhodes and when these negotiations appeared to have 
reached a stalemate we urged upon both parties conciliatory attitudes _ | 
which, when adopted, led to the signing of the armistice. We shall, if oe 
necessary, continue to impress upon the Egyptians our desire that 
they cooperate with the Palestine Conciliation Commission in its | 
efforts to find a formula for-peaceful solution of the Palestine problem. __ | 

_ Both in our short-term and long-term policies toward Egypt we 
- continue to insist upon non-discriminatory treatment for US interests — | 

and nationals. Although we reserve entire independence of action with 
regard to our representations to the Government of Egypt, we have | 
of late constantly consulted with and advised the British of contem- __ 
plated action on major issues of vital interest to both countries. | 
We look upon a strengthening of our informational-cultural pro- : 

gram in Egypt as an important means of stimulating the growth of | 
_ US-Egyptian understanding, by familiarizing Egyptians with US in- | 

| stitutions and ideals and by demonstrating US interest in the welfare -
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| of the Egyptian people. We view the Fulbright Agreement now being 
7 negotiated with Egypt, the only Arab state in which funds for this 
7 purpose are available, as an important step toward fuller and closer 

_ US-Egyptian friendship. ogg ee ey | 
_ _ Egyptian legislation designed to give the Ministry of Education 

direct control over virtually all educational activities is still awaiting 
royal approval. The crux of the bill as it affects foreign school is its 

prohibition of religious instruction of children in any faith other 
than their own even with their parents’ consent. Foreign educational — 
institutions in Egypt look on this bill as a possible infringement on 

| _ their rights and as contrary to both the spirit and the letter of the 
| Declaration of Human Rights approved in the General Assembly by 

both Egypt and the US. Although we view with some concern the | 
probable results of this restrictive legislation, we feel that it would be 
unwise to make official representations regarding it pending further 
clarification of the underlying motives of the government and its plans 
of implementation. Certain recent pronouncements of responsible 

| Egyptian officials regarding implementation indicate the possibility 
of a more liberal attitude than was originally manifested. - oo 

: Intensive study is now being given to the problem of action regard- 
ing the personal status of Americans.in Egypt after the expiration on _ 

October 14, 1949 of the Montreux Convention, together with the : 
| _ American reservation regarding consular courts. Consideration is also 

being given to an orderly disposition of the numerous cases before the 
Mixed Courts which will remain unsettled at that time. Although we 
are not opposed to informal discussions of these matters in Cairo 

| among the. diplomatic representatives of interested foreign govern- 

- - ments, we would prefer a unilateral approach to the Egyptian Govern- 
| ment should it appear to be wise to offer any suggestions regarding —_— 

Oo a 2, ECONOMIC Oo | 

| It is our policy to foster the creation in Egypt of conditions con- | 
os ducive to expanding multilateral world trade consistent with the _ 

principles of the ITO Charter, and to encourage the Egyptian Govern- _ 
ment to take measures which will contribute to improving the eco- _ 

: - nomic and social conditions of the Egyptian people, lending our 
assistance where appropriate. Some of the obstacles which we face in | 
the implementation of our policy are of Egyptian creation, such as 

- narrow and nationalistic economic measures taken by the Government, | 
, and can be overcome only through constructive influence, patience and | 

| education as we seek to make the Egyptians aware of the harmful _ 

effects of such actions. Other obstacles, such as those created by the 
_ dollar shortage and the limited convertibility of sterling, have broader 

| causes and may be overcome as world economic conditions improve.
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In giving renewed and increased attention to the economic and | 
social problems of Egypt and the other Middle East countries we 
should keep in mind the views and objectives set forth in the “Sum- | 
mary Memorandum of Informal Conversations Relating to Social and. | 
Economic Affairs in the Middle East”, drawn up following discus- | 
sions between US and UK officials in Washington in the fall of 1947 
and providing that the two governments will work in close conjunction | 
in the development of economic and social policy in the Middle East, 
and we should strive to increase our exchange of information and views 

_ with the British in Cairo, London and Washington, and with other 
leading like-minded countries with economic and social interests in 
Egypt. er ee ae lo 8 
We should encourage Egypt to ratify the Charter for an Inter-— 

national Trade Organization which its representatives signed at. — 
Habana, although we doubt that the matter will be given serious | 
consideration until the Charter has been ratified by the US. We should. ee 
also encourage Egypt to come into the General Agreement on Tariffs. 
and Trade signed at Geneva in 1947 by urging it to participate in the | 
next round of tariff negotiations under the agreement, which we ex- _ - 
pect will take place-early in'1950. We should not discourage Egyptian. | 
participation in any customs union or free trade area which is in | 

- aecord with the provisions of Article 44 of the Charter. Participation = 
in possible Arab League preferential arrangements not in accord with 
the Charter should be the subject of discussions with the Egyptians. 
and might be protested on the basis of our 1931 Executive Agreement. 
with Egyptoncustomsdutie. 

| We should not make any representations with regard to Egypt’s:. 
recent short-term barter or bilateral agreement * with various govern- _ 
ments. We should, however, informally keep Egyptian officials aware. _ . 
of our view that barter and bilateral agreements, particularly iflong- 
term and if developed into a network, divert trade into uneconomic. 

channels and reduce the volume and benefits of world trade. | 
We should take active steps, with due regard for the political 

_ atmosphere in Egypt, to bring about negotiation of a Treaty of | | 
_ Friendship, Commerce and Navigation prior to the expiration in Oc. 

tober 14, 1949 of the Montreux Convention. We should notify the. 
Egyptian Government of our concern that no date for negotiation | 
has been set and endeavor to obtain a more specific idea of its reaction, 
to the general principles enunciated in the draft treaty presented to. — 

* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 614. | oe 7 
* For information regarding the barter agreement of March 8, 1948, between: 

Egypt and the Soviet Union, see editorial note, ibid., 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 85..
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it in September 1946. A shorter draft, incorporating the same prin- 
ciples, can then be drawn up to serve as the basis for negotiation. 

In view of Egypt’s dollar shortage, we should continue to explore 
ae measures to supplement Egypt’s dollar earnings. One such measure — 

would be to abolish or to expand the US import quota on cotton hav- 
ing a staple length of 13% inches or longer. The Egyptians strongly __ 
protest the continuation of the quota on long-staple cotton which 
we also feel is undesirable. The Tariff Commission, the US agency 

- responsible for recommending any change in the quotas, is however | 
| required by law to conduct its investigations under stipulations of the 

Agricultural Adjustment Act making supply in the US the only basis 
for establishing and continuing import quotas. Therefore we have 
not been formally presenting the Tariff Commission with any argu- 
ments based on commercial, financial or political considerations. We 
are prepared to discuss with the Egyptians the cancellation of our 
right to purchase cotton with Egyptian pounds acquired under the 
Bulk Sale (Surplus Property) Agreement‘ provided that the Egyp- | 

_tians guarantee to protect such Egyptian pound holdings against loss 
| from devaluation orcurrency conversion. ee | 

_ While appreciating the importance to US-Egyptian trade of dollars _ 
| made available to Egypt by the UK, it is our policy not to intervene 

in or attempt to influence Anglo-Egyptian financial negotiations. In 
view of Egypt’s dollar shortage and its position with relation to the | 

| sterling area, we do not believe we should protest at this time the __ 
| discrimination against American commercial interests in Egypt re- 

sulting from Egyptian foreign exchange and import control policies. 
We recognize that the problem is not peculiar to Egypt, but an aspect | 

- of the general problem of the dollar shortage and the limited con- 
vertibility of sterling, = = = Oo | | 

The Egyptian Company Law and the Mining Law are two examples 
of nationalistic measures which do not. in themselves discriminate __ 

| against American as distinct from other foreign companies but which 
_ through unreasonable provisions tend to discourage American as well — 

as other foreign companies from carrying on operations in Egypt. We 
' have not protested the provisions of these laws although we stand 

| _ ready to make representations with respect to any unduly restrictive — __ 
or discriminatory use which may be made of the exceptionally broad | 

| powers left to the discretion of the administrators. We should take | 
| every appropriate opportunity to suggest to the Egyptians that they 

- give consideration to their amendment. In the case of the Mining Law, 
we feel the petroleum provisions should be amended in such a way that — 
the law would leave no uncertainty as to the security of a concession, =| 

- 4or documentation on this agreement, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vit, 
| pp. 69 ff. . | |
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that it would define those rights and obligations now encompassed in 
the regulations, that it would remedy the impractical provisions of the | 

present law and that it would ensure the operator the right of dis- | 
posing of this product on the world market at a competitive price after 

domestic requirementsaresatisfied. £2 0 | 
- The Egyptian petroleum market has been characterized in the past 
by cartel arrangements tightly controlled by several: of the. major 
companies. Owing to pressure from the Egyptian Government. for | 
increased supplies and with greater availability of Middle East oil 
more companies have recently come into the market. It is our policy — - 

_» to encourage this trend and, where American companies are involved, 
to discourage any tendency for them to join in market-sharing arrange- 

_ ments with theestablished suppliers. = wee | 
- We look. forward to the negotiation of a tax treaty with Egypt. 

_ Meanwhile, we favor reciprocal exemption by executive agreement of. 
the earnings of aircraft and shipping companies. © ae 

In spite of the relativély small number of industrial workers (about | 
800,000) in Egypt, unsatisfactory social, economic and employment | 
conditions create a potentially explosive situation capable of being 
exploited by intelligent-and determined Communist activity. Com- — 

-munist cells are known to éxist among the workers, partly:as a result | 
of which the government has adopted an extremely firm: position 

_ whenever labor unrest of serious proportion has developed. Up to the 
present, however, wnions have not reached the point of being in any 
sense effective social, economié, or political forces, and qualified Egyp- | 
tian opinion today sees the activities of extreme nationalist and reli- = 
gious: groups, rather than labor unrest, as the greatest. immediate | 
danger to political stability. © ~~ : Dat ge 

- Labor and social ‘legislation in Egypt is both comprehensive and 
liberal, but badly administered. The Ministry of Social Affairs is rela- | 
tively weak and ineffectual. Current information indicates some im- 
provement in the real wages of industrial workers during the past few 
years, which, combined with somewhat brighter current prospects of 
implementation of portions of the labor and social legislation, raises | 

_ the hope that-some improvement in the living and working standards | 
of Egypt’s industrial workers may be in prospect. Every effort should 

| be made to induce the Egyptian Government to move in this direction. 
| While Egypt must assume primary responsibility for devising and : 

implementing solutions to its economic and social problems, aggra- 
vated by the military activities in Palestine, the US should lend its | | 
encouragement and assistance to the greatest possible extent. We 
should: 1) informally encourage the Egyptians to initiate projects 
which will increase food. production. and distribute more widely the 

benefits of improved public health and educational facilities; 2) assist. 

| 501-887 77-15 | | | :
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| oe | | 
directly in such projects by making available, on a cooperative basis, 

technicians and demonstration materials to Egypt and bringing 

‘Egyptian nationals to the US for technical training, under the. pro- 

cedures to be established for implementing the technical assistance 

| -- program; 3) urge the Egyptian Government to take reasonable meas- 

| ures which will attract private investments and commercial activity 

in Egypt, especially when it can help provide capital for sound eco- | 

| nomic development projects toward which the UN or the US may > 
have provided technical assistance; 4) support. moderate individual 

a _ Export-Import Bank loans for sound short-term and self-liquidating 

projects,.particularly to finance the purchase from the US of essential . 

equipment not readily obtainable elsewhere; and 5) support: Inter-_ 

national Bank loans for long-term development projects, such as the 

proposed ‘Nile River development. plan and related irrigation and | 

| drainage programs, all involving further control of the water supply _ 

ofEgyptandtheSudan, = 
| | - The US continues to be the only country with which the Govern- 

| ment of Egypt has concluded a formal air transport agreement. Our 

| policy is to coordinate our action with and lend appropriate support 

| to other ‘states, particularly the. UK and France, in their current. — 

negotiations for bilateral air transport agreements with Egypt. We 

are encouraging the UK and France as well as other states to insist to 

the greatest. extent: possible that the terms of their agreements with _ 

Egypt be modeled closely along the lines of the so-called Bermuda 

agreement.®. This ‘is important to the maintenance of our aviation 

policy in the Middle East. As in the case of other Arab States, 

through. whose territory our air lines operate, we seek modification 

| of their present policy which attempts to prevent. air lines, through 

the threat of revocation of landing and traffic rights, from. serving 

both Israeli arid Arab. territory. We also seek. improvement in the | 

- standard of air navigation.and communications and. airport, facilities : 

6G, Renarions Wirn Orne Staves 

- Soviet-Egyptian relations have been officially correct but Egyptian 

leaders have shown no inclination to tolerate any extension of Soviet 

influence either in Egypt or elsewhere. In fact, the strict banning of 

all Communist activity, including numerous arrests of both foreign 
and Egyptian Communist agents, and Egypt’s alignment in the UN 

with the western democracies on virtually all issues except Palestine, 

- indicate fear and distrust of the USSR and a basic attitude of un- 

- friendliness toward it. Nevertheless, the past three years have seen a 

as For documentation ‘on this subject, see Foreign ‘Relations, 1946, vol. 1, pp.



considerable increase in Communist penetration in Egypt directed | 
chiefly against British and American “imperialism.” In most instances | 
the Soviet Legation in Cairo has been outwardly discreet in its propa- _ 
ganda activities; the Czechoslovak and Yugoslav Legations appear 
to be the chief foreign centers of Communist infiltration. The propa- 
ganda is constant and well-planned to appeal to the existing discontent. . 
and frustration of important segments of the population, attempting . 
to reconcile the usual Communist line on all questions with alleged 
Egyptian national interests and aspirations. Surat hats Ba Pag > 

Despite the recent armistice, Egypt’s relations with Israel remain 
and for some time to. come will continue to remain embittered. The . - 
Egyptians still distrust Zionist ambitions and point to Israel’s refusal 
in the armistice negotiations to abide by the UN resolutions of — oe 
November 1948, In our efforts to promote the stability of Egypt and | 
the area, this fundamental conflict constitutes the greatest obstacle to 

_ the achievement of our objectives. We should continue to enlist Egyp- | 
tian cooperation in its solution with particular reference to refugees,. | 
boundaries and the internationalization of Jerusalem. Pe | 
The formation in 1945 of. the Arab League,* like the rise of intense 

and even xenophobic nationalism, is a manifestation of new and im- | 
portant forces at work in the Arab world. The future of the Arab | | 

_ League is uncertain. Its failure effectively to organize military. re- 
‘sistance in Palestine is considered by influential elements, including 
its Secretary General, to have been nearly fatal to it. The need for — 

_ closer Arab unity and cooperation, however, is still paramount in the | | 
minds of increasingly large segments of the population of the Arab 
world who claim that a re-evaluation. and reorganization of the | 
League, including possibly certain basic constitutional changes, must 
take place in order to give it effective. authority. In the near future, 
however, it may be anticipated that individual states will be pri- | 
marily concerned with their own particular political interests. For 
some time, therefore, the contribution of the League to regional co- oe 
hesiveness may be chiefly along cultural, economic and social lines. ms An integrating force is the awareness of the danger of the spreading | 
of communism for which Egypt with its great contrasts of wealth and, | 
poverty and its lack of basic liberalism provides a fertile field. | _ _Egypt’s relations with the UK have improved and there has been _ - 
a softening in its previous anti-British feeling. Kigypt’s reverses in — , 
Palestine, the deterioration of Egypt's internal security, and the in- | 
creasing unpopularity of the palace regime have led some popular 
leaders to regard British support.as a stabilizing factor. The palace 

° For documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. vit, — pp.25f. Di ee eign se ce ee -
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has secretly shown its interest in improving Egypt’s relations with the 

UK but has so far proposed no definite formula for overcoming the 
- anticipated popular reaction against any revision of the 1936 Treaty of 

Alliance that did not provide for complete withdrawal of British — 
troops from Egypt and for the unity of Egypt and the Sudan. Specific 

7 evidences of the new friendliness of the Egyptian Government toward 

the UK are cooperation with the UK in connection with the Nile 
development scheme and the resumption on an informal basis of joint 
pilot training, Oo pO 
4 SD, Poricy Evaruation — 

In the past we have succeeded in establishing cordial relations with 

Egypt. The two main obstacles confronting us in our efforts to restore 

such relations are the Palestine problem and the existence of an eX- 
treme Egyptian nationalist sentiment. The deteriorating effect on 

- - American-Egyptian relations of our support of the partition plan for 

Palestine can hardly be overemphasized. This fundamental divergence 

between Egypt and the US has been somewhat tempered of late by 

the realization by some Egyptian leaders of the necessity of con- 

- forming, to a certain extent at least, with the exigencies of US and UN 

| policy in the area. Insofar as this new trend in Egyptian-US relations _ 

adds to the prospect of greater security in the area, it should be re- 

garded as an encouraging contribution to the attainment of our basic _ 

| objective. We think that the opportunity remains for us to continue 

: to give friendly advice and counsel which would serve to temper 
| . Egyptian tendenciestowardextremenationalism. 

We are following closely a number of unresolved problems. One 
relates to securing from the Egyptian Government military air transit — 

| rights desired by the Department of the Air Force to facilitate flight 

| operations affecting the US Air Base at Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. — 

From June 15, 1946. to June 15, 1948 these rights were granted for 

periods of six months only,’ but we did not request a further periodic — 

| renewal in view of the known adamant objections by the Egyptians, 

who have, however, indicated their willingness to consider applica- 

_ tions for individual flight clearances. This arrangement is unsatisfac- 

7 tory to the Air Force which is greatly inconvenienced by having to 
a use alternate routes which are more expensive and hazardous than 

the one over Egypt. We hope that there may be a sufficient change _ 

| _ in the Egyptian attitude in the near future to enable us to renew our 

| request for periodic military airtransitrights. = | 
Since the establishment of martial law in Egypt on May 15, 1948, 

| pursuant to military activities in Palestine, we have been confronted 

7 For documentation on the securing of military air transit rights through an 
. | agreement with the Egyptian Government on June 15, 1946, see Foreign Relations, 

; 1946, vol. vi1, pp. 80 ff. , |
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with many difficult problems relating to the inspection and seizure | 

of in-transit cargoes destined for Palestine, both at Egyptian ports - 

and through the Suez Canal.’ Our protests and those of other powers 

that seizures of cargoes at Egyptian ports are contrary to interna- 

tional practice and, in the case of cargoes transitting the Canal, are 

also violations of the Suez Canal Convention of 1888, have been — _ 

and continue to-be unheeded by the Egyptian Government. As a re- 

sult, the American Export Lines has decided not to send its ships to 

Egyptian and Palestine ports on the same runs. Other aspects of this | 

problem are the announced Egyptian decision that “all boats carrying | 

aid to the Zionists of Palestine might be refused servicing in Egyptian _ | 

ports,” and its orally stated intention to refuse fueling and other | 

port facilities to all vessels belonging to a single operator if any of its | 

- ghips has called at an Israeli port. Our Embassy at Cairo has suc- 

ceeded upon several occasions in diverting the authorities from strict | 

enforcement of this policy. There is no indication that the signing 

of the armistice of Rhodes will have any direct or immediate bearing 

on the Egyptian shipping policy, but it is possible that present re- 

strictions may become outmoded even if not officially lifted before the | 

abolition ofmartiallaw. = | OE 

| ®*For additional documentation on Egyptian restrictions on shipping through 

the Suez Canal, see pp. 91 ff. and 594 ff. — 7 } | . 

Department of Defense Files | - 

Memorandum by the Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, to the 

ee Joint Chiefs of Staff BS , | | 

TOP SECRET | -EWasurineron,| 5 May 1949. | 

CRP-4/6 ee - | 

| -- Propossp Ancuo-Ecyrtian Derense Discussions : | 

Reference: CF P-4 series | : re 

1. ‘With reference to the memorandum by the British Chiefs of | | 

Staff on “Proposed Anglo-Egyptian Defense Discussions,” ? (Appen- | 

dix to Enclosure “B”) the Joint Chiefs of Staff previously considered | 
it inadvisable to agree with the British Chiefs of Staff that Anglo- 

Egyptian defense discussions be held covering certain phases of Anglo- | 

American plans for the defense of the Middle Kast. The recent memo- : 
randum by the British Chiefs of Staff in the Annex to RDC 5/78 — 

(Appendix to Enclosure “B”) indicates more specifically those points | : 

_* RDC 5/78, dated March 25, not printed. a oo | |
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_ tobe considered and the information to be revealed to the Egyptians 
in Anglo-Egyptian defense discussions, = 

2. In view of the statement by the British Chiefs of Staff that their 
minimum security requirements cannot be met under the terms of the 
Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936, and in view of the stated difficulties 

| in attempting to obtain Egyptian approval to expanding existing ~ 
treaty rights, I believe the Joint Chiefs of Staff should agree with 

| the request of the British Chiefs of Staff in RDC 5/78 as qualified in 
| the accompanying proposed reply to the Representatives of the British 

Chiefs of Staff? (Enclosure“A”), og 
| ~ 3, Accordingly, I recommend that’ the memorandum in Enclosure 

“A” be forwarded to the Representatives of the British Chiefs of 
Staff oo BO oo 

_ Memoranpum For THe Representatives or THE Brrrisn Cumrs 
| a op STAFF ek er 

Subject: Proposed Anglo-Egyptian Defense Discussions ee 
| i. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff agree, except as noted in paragraph 2 

below, with the British Chiefs of Staff to the two following points in 
RDC 5/78, dated 25 March 1949: | 

_ a. “That discussion of the points set out in paragraphs 8 to 12 
ee _ will not prejudice the security of Anglo-American plans to defend the _ 

_ Middle East. 2 | | Pe is Re eae 
6. ‘That the information set out in paragraph 174 can be given to — 

| the Egyptians as a background for the Anglo-Egyptian defense 
: negotiations.” : Co se | 

| 2. Although the U.S. Chiefs of Staff agree to points a@ and b in | 
| paragraph 1 above, political, economic, and security considerations 

_ compel the U.S. Chiefs of Staff to qualify their views as follows: 

| 2 Below. a | aes De 
3 'These paragraphs came under the general heading of “Anglo-American Re- 

| quirements in Egypt.” They dealt, consecutively, with general considerations, 
facilities required in peace, facilities required in war, the air defense of Egypt, - 
and “Additional Points for Discussion’. 

oo ‘This paragraph dealt with the necessity of providing the Hgyptians with 
certain background information, which, it was maintained, would not prejudice 
Anglo-American plans for defending the Middle Hast. The information comprised _ 
five points, as follows: (a) Egypt would be defended by keeping Soviet forces 
outside Egyptian borders; (b) air attack would therefore represent the main 

| threat to Egypt; (c). the main British installations for defending the Middle . 
East would be located in Egypt; (d@) in addition to airfields and facilities to 
defend Egypt from air attack, bomber airfields would be required; (e) it would 
be necessary for Allied forces other than British forces. to be based in: Egypt 

. during wartime to conduct operations in the Middle East. |
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ag. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff are re-evaluating strategic plans in the Oo 

light of recent. international developments. Until this re-evaluation 

has been completed, the U.S. Chiefs of Staff believe it would be pre- — : 

~ mature for the British Chiefs of Staff to indicate to the Egyptians — 

that facilities or installations are required for use specifically by U.S. 

forces. Consequently the U.S. Chiefs of Staff suggest that during the 

course of Anglo-Egyptian discussions regarding requirements, the | 
British Chiefs of Staff identify the requirements for facilities and 

installations as those to be used by the “United Kingdom and her — 
allies” and not mention the “United States” directly. Ss a 

--'4 The U.S. Chiefs of Staff believe it undesirable for the British 
Chiefs of Staff to indicate to the Egyptians that combined planning | 

will take place in Egypt. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff do not consider it | 

essential for U.S. planners to visit Fayid in order to accomplish Anglo- 

American planning for the defense of the Middle East. They consider | 

that necessary Staff talks should be held at a point outside Egypt, 
such as Malta, Cyprus, or Cyrenaica. | 0 Ee 

cc. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff appreciate that it might be necessary for 

| the British Chiefs of Staff to disclose to the Egyptians that the British _ 

main base for condueting Middle East, operations will be in Egypt. | 

However, the U.S. Chiets of Staff consider it inadvisable to tell the : 

Egyptians that an Anglo-American main base for conducting these 

operations willbeinEgypt. a ae oe 
“d. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff hope that any Anglo-Egyptian dis- 

cussion of plans concerning Middle East operations will be confined 
| to Anglo-Egyptian interests in the defense of Egypt itself, and that 

no reference will be made to. American interests or participation in - 
plansconcerning the Middle East® ey 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff, on May 11, approved the recommendation. in | 
CFP-4/6 and the same day sent the memorandum in Enclosure A to the Repre- 
sentatives of the British Chiefs of Staff in memorandum SM-862-49 (CFP-4/7). 

883.20/7-1249: Telegram: ~ : a CE ey ee ogee a | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary _ | 
OE Secs of State ee 

Top secCRET—i(<ai‘a‘atws””:”té‘<i‘i‘;éOC.... C6CLLONvON, July 12,1949—-6 pom 

— 2714, Clutton said July 11 UK-Egyptian military talks proceeding | 

satisfactorily after poor start? when Egyptians indicated desire dis- 
cuss evacuation. British delegation took position this was political and | 
not military problem and question has therefore been held in abeyance. © | 

1 Anglo-Hgyptian military talks were scheduled to begin on June 6 (telegram : 

2252, June 10, 6 p. m., from London, 741.83/6-1049). Apparently there was a : | 
delay, for on July 2, British Ambassador Campbell informed ‘the American | 
Embassy that the talks had “finally begun” (telegram 644, July 5, 8 p. m., from | 
Cairo, 883.20/7-549). London, on July 1, indicated that the British wished to o | 
dissuade the Egyptians “from idea large land army” and to convince them that | 
“their principal functions defense Egypt should be anti-aircraft, radar and I 
fighter defense” and “water works” (telegram 2564, 883.20/7-149). :
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| Egyptians have now accepted British estimate as to probable time-lag 
between outbreak of war and Soviet attack on Egyptian territory. . 
Clutton commented that Egyptian acceptance British estimate meant 
that Egypt would have to accept presence British troops to man bases 

| and installations in order cope with attack at that time. Talks have 
| now proceeded to point where both sides are endeavoring to agree on 

statements of UK and Egyptian military requirements. Latter under- _ 
- stood primarily involve training and scheduling of arms shipments. 

Sent Department 2714; repeated Cairo 92; copy to CINCNELM | 

| Os gee  Doveras 

-888.20/7-1949: Telegram | 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

| TOPSECRET —Carro, July 19, 1949—10 a. m.. 

, 692. Re London’s telegram to Department 2714, repeated Cairo 
92, July 12, 6 p. m. British Ambassador on sixteenth immediately 
prior to return for conferences London stated responsive my inquiry 
that Egyptian-British defense talks were proceeding slowly due at_ 

) least in part to political factors connected with approaching elections. 
| For fear of leakage to opposition of current negotiations enabling _ 

Wafd to make consequent political capital, not even Egyptian mili- 
| tary willing put anything on paper. Egyptian negotiators realized . 

political danger their talks becoming known. while British Armed 
Forces remain on Egyptian territory. Accordingly, said negotiators 

_ have urged British withdraw forces to Cyrenaica, Cyprus, Trans- 
jordan or other outlying areas in vicinity Egypt alleging rapidity of 
modern transport renders physical presence foreign forces on Egyp- 

| tian territory unnecessary even though Egyptians recognize need 
eventual reentry or stationing such forces on Egyptian territory in” 
international emergency. — | 7 | | 

_. To meet these fears and difficulties British urging Egyptians to 
work out defense plans on purely technical and hypothetical basis 
mentioning no names and describing forces involved as those belong- 
ingtocountries(A)or(B). °° | 

| . Ambassador dubious as to progress which talks may make pending © 
| elections which he thought would be held in October as recently 

| publicly announced by Prime Minister, 
_ Sent Department,repeated London75. = |. |.
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883.20/7-2349 : Telegram Te ' ne | 

‘The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State _ 

TOP SECRET | - Catro, July 23,.1949—6 p.m. _ 

704. Supplementing Embtel 692, July 19, recording observations 
British Ambassador Cairo on subject status Anglo-Egyptian military 

talks, Minister Chapman-Andrews recently returned from London 

and now in charge of Embassy stated development had occurred fol- 

lowing my conversation with Sir Ronald, July 15. eo Pan Beg 

British Embassy had ascertained on 16th that agreement had been 
reached on military level between British and Egyptian negotiators 

on general plan which had been formulated on premise of existing a 

danger of international hostilities? (My informant stated this did 
not imply hostilities actually envisaged but that a military plan to | 

have any validity must make such assumption.) Agreement on mili- 

tary level had also been reached on establishment perhaps ten sub- — 

committees for implementing details above mentioned basic agree- | 

ment. However, Egyptian military fearful of risk of leakage through 

naming additional Egyptians to serve on these sub-committees, pre- | 

ferring present group (which I understood to be three negotiators 

including Colonial [Colonel?] Gazarine*) should handle all details. | 

British military had refused this impractical project since imple- 

mention of basic agreement through sub-committee discussion would 

involve introduction number of technical experts in addition to few 

high-ranking military who have formulated basicagreement. = 

- Chapman-Andrews, without being specific concerning exact terms | 

basic agreement, indicated Egyptians would not insist on British 
| evacuation of troops from Egyptian territory, in view of thesis on | 

which basic agreement predicated, namely that international ‘hosttli- 

ties should be regarded as matter of relatively near future. a 

| _Chapman-Andrews added that while King Farouk had mentally 

accepted basic agreement, which had been reduced to writing, his 

own task would be to sell agreement (plus means of implementing it | | 

through studies by technical Sub-Committees) in talks with Prime | 

1'The Office of the Military Attaché at the Embassy in the United Kingdom, _ : 
on August 5, reported to the Department of the Army that under the tentative | 
agreement the Egyptians recognized the necessity for peacetime British bases 
in Egypt and the British agreed to sell equipment to the Egyptians for their | 

- ground and air forces (telegram 75366, 883.20/8-549). The telegram also set | 
forth the British view that the talks proceed to the Egyptian Cabinet level after | 

. the October elections, to avoid having the treaty become a major political issue | | 
in the elections. | 
of Wee Ibrahim Hasan Gazarine, a high official in the Egyptian Ministry
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Minister and Foreign Minister which he. had already requested. He 
_ definitely stated that in addition to HM and military negotiators, 

- Prime Minister and Foreign Minister were conversant with Anglo- 

- Egyptian military talks. — | - a coe 
~ On my alluding to American unwillingness to enter tripartite mili- 

_ tary conversations on Egypt, Chapman-Andrews stated US position 
_ now understood and accepted. Above mentioned basic agreement | 

| specifically referred to “allies” of British and Egypt without naming 
, either such alliesor potentialenemy. sit Co . 

_ Sent Department 704, repeated London 82. ee 
— ee - See ne,  Parrerson 

oO 883.00/8-249: Airgram © 

, ‘The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

So Garr, August 2, 1949. 

a - A+819. The evacuation of. British troops, the unity of the Nile 
| ‘Valley, the maintenance of public security, and the conduct of fair 

elections were announced as the new Cabinet’s principal objectives 
| in Prime Minister Hussein Sirry Pasha’s initial policy statement. to 

the Chamber of Deputies last night. The new premier emphasized 
| that the King’s desire for the formation of a truly national Cabinet 

| has now been realized. He revealed that he has already ordered the 
_-—- release of 295 political prisoners, but gave’no indication of his attitude 

| towardsmartiallaw. = = a Eb a on ee 
The text of the Prime Minister’s statement, as unofficially trans- 

lated, wasas follows: EE eS Se Sho 

' [Here follow the text of the statement and two paragraphs of 
- ‘generalcomment.] 00 

_—_ It is noted that Sirry Pasha placed evacuation and Nile Valley 
unity at the head of the list of his government’s objectives. Informa- 

oe _ tion reaching the Embassy has indicated that the King’s desire to 
negotiate a new treaty with the British was the principal factor | 
behind the recent Cabinet change, and that Sirry Pasha expects, after 
this fall’s elections, to conduct these negotiations.  __ wo : 

~ [Here follows remainder of airgram on discussion of the Prime 
Minister’s statement. by the Chamber of Deputies, the release of in- 

Dg ee gonr
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883.20/8-3049: Telegram ee ae 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary of 

TOP SECRET Lonpon, August 30, 1949—7 p. m. 

| 3467. Embtel 2947 July 26,1 repeated Cairoas102, 
1. Maitland, African Department, said today Anglo-Egyptian mili- | 

| tary talks are now in quiescent state, last meeting having taken place 
‘August 2. He did not feel there would be any resumption full-scale 
talks until after Egyptian elections, which he felt would not take place | 

until December at earliest. = DAES a 
_--Q, Maitland stated secret nature of talks has been well kept and | 

that only about half dozen Egyptians know details, although others | 

- mayhavesomeindication? = =~ COA soe a 
| Sent Department 3467, repeated Cairo 123. OE EE | 

| coo eee ee BS a . Hlonarrs | 

—1Not printed. | oe | Ce es 
| * Cairo, on December 21, advised of information from the Prime Minister 

‘that there were no plans for Egyptian political leaders to meet with Mr. Bevin | 
when he passed through Egypt near the end of December and that even informal 
negotiations with the British were out of the question until a new Cabinet took © 
office after the coming elections (airgram 1378, 883.00/12-2149). Ming MLE oe 

| 711.88/10-1249: Telegram _ . | aes ae | 

_ The Ambassador in Egypt (Caffery) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | Catro, October 12,1949-—4 p.m. 
- 943. I talked to the King at some length on Monday. He gave me 
the expected line that while he ardently wishes for good relations with 
the US, these have been rendered almost impossible by our attitude 
in regard to Palestine. He talked for some time politely but bitterly 
about this, laying emphasis on our refusal to let his army have arms | | 
while, he alleged, arms were flowing merrily into Palestine from | | 
every quarter. In addition, he observed, “You have refused every- sd 
thing that we haveasked for.” __ | . en 

| Imadeduereplytoallthis,ofcourse = Se | | 
He then said, “Under the circumstances,.my army didn’t do badly | 

in Palestine. They were fighting with bare breasts against tanks and : 

armored cars. The Egyptian Army did that for me and they will do : 
_ anything I say and they won’t do it for anyone else. ThatiswhyI feel 

so strongly about them.” | HO ere
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Then: “Coming down to earth, the matter that interests me most, 

a and it interests me a lot, is that of your refusal to accept our military — 

students.” He enlarged considerably on this. (If something could be 

- done about this it would help our current relations with Egypt more 

thananythingelse.) = 8 = | OS 

He then adverted to the question of the lifting of the arms embargo 

and said, “I am not at all happy about the way in which the arms 

embargo has been lifted. I shall instruct my representatives to insist 

that it be lifted with the same formality with which it was imposed”, | 

(This is, of course, notrealistic.).§ Bn 

7 He spoke of his statement to his ministers regarding his Bairam 

| prayers (reference A-1054, October 5+) and said, “Of course, I do | 

not pull coups but I do occasionally have to change ministers or get 

| them back on the rails. That was a case when I had to make clear what 

Texpectedthemtodo.Iampaidforthat.” ss | 
He expressed much gratification that we had had atomic bombs 

| for some time, and said, “I hope you make lots more of them and 
never under any circumstances let them get out of your hands.” He 

| expressed. much concern over growing Communist infiltration in Near _ 
East and Africa, “especially among the blacks”. OO 

He remarked that he had reason to believe that the present British 
_ Ambassador would be soon replaced, adding, “This man is agreeable, 

unlike his horrible predecessor”. _ - a 
I then asked him if something couldn’t be done about doing away 

ss with the Egyptian wartime shipping regulations, reference to the 
Suez Canal (Deptel 954, October 4 [September 26]) and the Ameri- 
can Export Line’s difficulties (Department’s 977 October 6[4]).2He 

--yeplied, “I don’t say no, but I need time”. (He does not want this 
repeated to any other government. ) | 

a As I left, with reference to nothing in particular, he said, “Don’t 
think I know nothing of business matters. Don’t forget that the 
founder of my dynasty was a tobacco merchant”. — | | 

| Oe SR CAFFERY 

* Not printed. 7 | | PE eat | | 
* These telegrams are printed on pp. 1404and 1418. 

711.83/10-1249 : Airgram | deg 7 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt | 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, November 14, 1949. 

A-581. Department has read with great interest Embassy’s tele- 

gram No. 943, October 12 reporting your conversation with King © 

Farouk and believes this frank initial exchange of views will con- _



| tribute to forming the basis for a new and improved phase of ‘United 

States-Egyptrelation. = = © | : 

While it is regretted that the King continues to place such emphasis 

on the Palestine question vis-a-vis US-Egypt relations the theme is 

well-known and it is assumed that you related to the King the efforts 

of this Government, in cooperation with the United Nations, to bring oe 

about a settlement of the Palestine question. The main concern of 

this Government is that there should be political and economic sta- 

bility in the Near East area and it considers an early settlement on 2 

the Palestine question as an essential condition to that stability, In 

further discussions with the King you should emphasize that the self- | 

interest of Egypt as well as of the other countries of the area can best 
be served by a. resolution of the present impasse of the Palestine 

. question. me Sets coe de a ee 4 

| The following comments and information on certain of the specific 

points raised by the King may be usefulto you: pope pat 
Training of Students—Training facilities have already been pro- 

| vided by the Air Force for two Egyptian officers in the field of photog- 

raphy and itis understood that the Army now has six Egyptian officers 
participating in training. Moreover, the Army and the Air | Force are 

how considering the feasibility of providing training for an addi- 
tional number of Egyptian officers and it is hoped that definite com- 

- mitments can soon be made. For your information, the Department _ 

of Defense is in the process of determining training requirements . 

under the Military Assistance Program and is, therefore, not in a posi- | 

| tion to make definite commitments at this time on training facilities for _ 

‘countries not included in present legislation. . | 

‘While you may transmit foregoing information in general way to | 

the Egyptian authorities, Department and Defense Department pre- , 

fer that any specific information in regard to numbers or other details 

| should be channelled through the Army or the Air Force Attaché to | 

the Egyptian Defense authorities. - | 

- Arms Embargo—On August 11, 1949 the Security Council deter- | 

mined that the armistice agreements had superseded the truce arrange- | 

ments, provided for by its resolutions, including the provisions with 

respect to the shipment of war material. ‘The United States supported : 

this action at which time Senator Austin set forth the principles which | 

would guide the United States in connection with armed shipments _ 7 

to the Arab states in) Israel. On August 7, 1949 during the debate of | 

the Security Council Resolution Senator Austin made the following: : 

statement : | a | 

“So far as the United States is concerned, it does not intend toallow ; 
the export of arms which would permit a competitive arms race in | 

| the area. Export of arms to this area of the world should be strictly :
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___ Himited to such arms as are within the scope of legitimate security 
requirements, again as recommended by Dr. Bunche. We hope that 
prudence will prevail not only. among the parties but. among all _ 
nations of the world which are in a position to supply arms and that 
they will pursue a policy similar to that which we intend to pursue. 

- It is essential that the resources of this area be used for works of 
| _ peace, for economic development, for the resettlement of. refugees, 

_ and for the achievement of, higher standards of living for the popula- 
_ tions of the area. It would be tragic and wholly wrong if the resources 

| of the area were to be dissipated in an unproductive arms race.” | 

Since the adoption by the Security Council of this resolution, the | 
United States has approved several export licenses for Egypt covering 
such items as bombardier training planes, spare parts and a small 
amount of other material. In addition, the retransfer of lend-lease gun _ 
parts valued at $350,000 from Great Britain to Egypt has also been 
approved by the United States as is necessary in such cases. =~ | | 

| The Department was encouraged to note that the King’s attitude at 
the time of your conversation appeared favorable to the lifting of. 

| __Egyptian wartime regulations for the Suez Canal. While it is regretted 
no further developments in this connection have occurred since that 

: time, it is hoped that the Egyptian Government will find means at an 
—— early date whereby it can raise the restrictions onthe Canal. =



7 - | GREECE | Ue SEARS | 

THE UNITED STATES AND THE CONCLUSION OF THE GREEK CIVIL 
- WAR; THE GREEK QUESTION AT THE UNITED NATIONS? 

Memorandum by the Director, Office of Near Eastern and African 
Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett)? — 

 sporpr ss  [Waseerneron,] January 38,1949. 
Subject: Suggested Topics for Conversation With Greek Ambassador | 

The Greek Ambassador,? who is leaving the United States January 5 
to return to Athens for consultation, is eager to have your views on 

- general or specific. problems connected with Greece. as a basis for re- | 

portingtohisGovernment. Hoge See ALE | 

The Greek Ambassador has on several occasions made the sugges-' oo 

tion to Departmental officers that his trip to Greece might offer an 
- opportunity for you or the Secretary to send some direct messages to. oe 

the King or the highest officials of the Greek Government. He has been | | 
particularly disturbed, as have we, by recent manoeuvers of minority = 
party leaders in Greece to bring about the fall of the coalition Gov- 
ernment. Such moves have had extremely adverse effects on the effi- — ee 
ciency and performance of the present Government. Cabinet ministers _ 
have devoted more time to political jockeying in order to maintain the | 
Government in existence than to the vital business of restoring internal = 
_order and effectively utilizing American assistance. The Ambassador 
evidently feels that, if he were authorized to transmit your personal 

_ views confidentially, influential Greek political figures might be per- — 
- suaded to carry out whatever changes or policies you recommend. We 

_ have not encouraged the Ambassador in his idea of acting asa special = 

+ ¥or previous” documentation. on these topics, see Foreign Relations, 1948, 7 

_ vol. iv, pp. 1 ff. EL eee | Cae oe 
| ? The source text was seen by Mr. Lovett. A copy of this memorandum was trans- | 

mitted as an. enclosure to instruction 5, January 10, to Athens, not printed 
(868.20/1-1049), ee oe : 

*Vassili G. Dendramis, Greek Ambassador in the United States, a |
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Y emissary, considering it a.less effective method of communicating with 
the Greek Government than through our Embassy. However, we have 
indicated the advisability of his having a general talk with you before 
his departure, so that he will be able to inform his Foreign Office of 
current thinking inthe Department. __ ) | | 

_ ftecommmendations —— BS | | 
| There are listed below for your convenience certain topics which 

you may wish to discuss with the Greek Ambassador. 
1. In undertaking, nearly two years ago, a program of aid to Greece 

and. ‘Turkey the United States made a significant step in enunciating 
tothe world a,policy of helping peoples to maintain their democratic — 
way of life against threats of direct or indirect aggression. This. | 

| policy was intended, in the case of Greece, to assist the Greeks to help’ 
| _ themselves, It was meant to get the country back on its own feet again, 

| politically, economically and militarily, after the abnormality of war 
and occupation. It is therefore distressing to us that Greek political 

- _ leaders frequently seem more concerned with their-own narrow party 

_ ambitions than with the urgent necessity of working together in a | 
| Government pledged to courageous policies for advancing the welfare: 

of the Greek people as a whole. It is also disturbing to find a growing 
| _ feeling in Greece that Greek recovery is more a problem of the United. 

| States.or of Greece’s great allies than of Greece itself. The time is 
| _ perhaps. overdue for the Greek Government to. face the reality of the 

situation : Greece cannot be saved from Communist.aggression unless _ 
: the Greek people and. their. leaders wish to be saved, and.it must be. 
| recognized that-Greek political independence. can. be retained only-by. | 

_ the extraordinary efforts of the Greek people themselves, with what 
ss assistance we canmakeavailable.. 0 0g 

| _, 2. We cannot. view. sympathetically. .a.tendency.of the Greek-Gov- 
ernment and Greek. political leaders to expend all their energies on 

| attempts to increase the amount of aid from the United States, in- 
stead of on concentrated efforts to make the most effective use of avail- 

| able. resources. This. attitude also has a very dangerous morale effect. — 
_ on the Greek people themselves, who are now so accustomed to hearing 

_ from Government sources about.the insufficiency of. American: aid | 

_ that they may develop a defeatist. psychology, and be convinced that 
there is nothing which Greece can do for itself to bring about a better — 

_. future. The Greek press reflects this official or semi-official attitude | 
_ inits increasing criticismof Americanassistance. = 

- _ 8. It is the considered opinion of American officials concerned with _ 
_ Greece that the present size of the Greek military establishment and 

| | the present scale of American military assistance have given Greece __
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the capability of meeting the guerrilla threat. A better effort cannot | 
be bought by increased US aid, but only by better performance on the - 
part of the Greeks. We gave very careful consideration to the question 
of increase in the size of the army before granting the recent increase 

of 15,000. We have no intention of reconsidering this decision unless 
there is a change in the basic situation in Greece, which there has not 

_ been up to the present. On more than one occasion in the past the Greek 
Government has allowed it to be publicly known that requests for large 
increases in military assistance have been submitted to the United | 

States Government. This method has proved unsuccessful in two ways. 
It has lowered the morale of the Greek people to learn that such widely 
publicized requests have not been approved by the United States; 

| and, atthe same time, American officials have refused to approve a 

unjustified requests merely because.of the argument that it would be | 3 

- unwise to disappoint the exaggerated hopes of the Greek people. It is 
becoming increasingly difficult to defend Greece before the American | 
public and Congress when the Greek Government keeps returning , 

- again and again with unrealistic requests for additional aid, without 
being able to show. many positive results for assistance already ex- 
tended. ‘There are now two sources of assistance to Greece, the Euro- | 
pean. Recovery Program and the Greek Turkish Aid Program. To- 

gether they are furnishing Greece at a. current rate of about $1,000,000. 2 
a day. There is absolutely no-possibility of the President’s recommend- 

ing or. the Congress. acceding to any new special appropriation for — | 

Greece. apart from these sources. It’ only makes the task of the Execu- | | 
tive greater for the Greek Government to continue to ask for “special” 

| appropriations, Aid to Greece is more gerierous, per capita, than aid to | 
- anyothercountry. ©) 0. | 

. 4.. In:conclusion you may wish to indicate that,even though some of. . | 
your observations appear harsh, they do not signify.any lessening of a 

| American interest,.in Greece. We feel that we can speak more frankly . | 

to our friends than to mere nodding acquaintances, particularly when 
our hopes for their welfare. are as strong. as they are in the case of 
Greece. The Ambassador may assure his Government that we intend 
to request Congress for continuing aid to Greece on as large a-scale as | 

_ ¢an be justified by the circumstances. In this attempt we hope we will __ : 
not be embarrassed: by Greek insistence that the United States is not 

_ being sufficiently generous. Our global responsibilities are very great | 
indeed, and we must. be able:to show that our foreign assistance is 

_ appreciated and being used with maximumeffectiveness = | 
.. On another score, we know that.some:members of the Greek Gov- 

ernment fear that possible United States participation in a North | 
Atlantic Pact signifies an intention of abandoning Greece. Such an | 

| 501-887-7716 a | | 

| : | ;
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interpretation of current negotiations with Western European coun- 
tries is far from the truth with regard to our position. Our firm sup- 

| _ port of Greece in the United Nations, our program of military 
assistance, our economic contributions through ECA, and the re- 
iterated statements of Government officials and of the President have 
made it amply clear to the world that Greece occupies a special place 

| _ in our foreign policy. The maintenance of Greek political independ- 
, ence and territorial integrity is of importance to the security interests 

of the United States. However, we feel that it would be premature. __ 
| _ at this time to give consideration to.a possible Mediterranean Pact, 

which has been mentioned at various times by Mr. Tsaldaris.* For the 
United States to associate itself for reasons of defense with nations. 

a outside the Western Hemisphere constitutes a radical departurefrom 
| _ traditional American foreign policy. We therefore feel that we must: 

_- proceed with: utmost. deliberation to see exactly how an Atlantic 
Pact can be developed before giving any consideration to broadening 
such an arrangement or to association with any other regional group- 

| ing.® At this time we wish neither to encourage nor to discourage the 
creation of any group in the Mediterranean which might seek the as- 

| sociation of the United States. es A ee 
_ 5. In ending the conversation you may wish to emphasize to the 

| Ambassador that your remarks do not: constitute a special message 
| for the Greek Government but are merely a summary of current De- 

| _ partmental thinking and a reiteration of views already expressed to 
the Greek Government by United States officials both here and in 
Athens, yo 
_ 6. On previous occasions the Greek Ambassador has requested De- _ 
partment views on the desirability of a visit to the United States by _ 

_ the Chief of Staff or the King and Queen. If he should mention this _ 
matter, it is recommended that, after pointing out that a visit by the | 
Greek Chief of Staff would require discussion with the Military 

_ «Establishment and consultation with the White House in respect to 
: the King and Queen, you express the opinion. that the present mili- 

| tary situation: in Greece.is not. auspicious for official visits to the 
| - United States at this time. Tf at a later date when conditions in Greece __ 

| __ have improved, the King and Queen express a desire to come to this 
country, we will be glad to give friendly consideration to their wishes. 

‘Constantine Tsaldaris, Greek Minister for Foreign Affairs; leader of the 
- Greek Populist Party. . ng ee eee So oe 

_ ° For documentation on the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Or- | 
. ie ame imcluding the possible inclusion of Greece. in that organization, see
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B68.00/1-449 | a | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET — - TWasuineron,] January 4,1949. 

Subject: Visit of Greek Ambassador To Discuss Greek Question _ 
_ Participants: Vassili Dendramis,Ambassador of Greece | 

The Acting Secretary eS | 
Mr, Baxter*-GTI cote gent 

The Greek Ambassador called today to pay his respects before leav- 
ing for two weeks of consultation in Athens. He said that he wouldlike 
to hear any views which I might wish to express on the present coali- ee 
tion Government and any available information on our plans for : 
futureaidtoGreecen ag EEE: Sm cs - 

_ T explained that I had no special message or recommendations con- 
cerning the Greek Government. It has always been our position, as _ 3 
has been made clear on many occasions in the past, that the composition | | 
of the Greek Government is a matter for decision by the Greeks them- 
selves. Our concern is. that Greece should have a Government which | 
can and is willing to assume the responsibilities of a sovereign power, — 
which can act vigorously and efficiently to improve conditions in | 
Greece, both economically and militarily. We have, quite frankly, been _ | 

_ disturbed by the continuing inability or refusal of Greek political lead- | 

ers to put aside narrow. party ambitions in favor.of. broad national : 
interests. It should be obvious that the very:best:conceivable govern- 
ment would be none too good for the job at hand in Greece. However, 
on too many occasions the Greek Government has proved unable to 
perform the normal functions of a sovereign government in coping 7 

_ with purely internal problems, and has shown a discouraging tendency 
to consider that the only way to overcome any internal difficulty is to | 
obtain increased American aid. Greece must accept its own legitimate 
responsibilities and be able to take care of itself when American assist- 
ance comes to an end. We have put a great deal of money into Greece 

_ during the past two years, particularly in relation to the size and popu- 
lation of the country. Current aid to Greece is‘being expended'at the 
rate of approximately one million dollars a day, higher even thanthe  —~ 
rate for China. It must be admitted that the results have not been very | 

_ encouraging. When we request appropriations from Congress for for- | 
eign assistance, we will need to be very frank about. past performance, | 
and therefore many of the discouraging factors in the Greek picture 

William O. Baxter, Assistant Chief, Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian oe
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—_ will be brought out in the open. It should be clear to the Greek Govern- 

| ment that the United States cannot carry Greece indefinitely. Unless 
: it can be shown that the Greeks are doing all in their power to solve 

their internal problems, the United States may have to decide whether 
| the money allotted to Greece might not be used to better advantage 

, elsewhere in the world. | : - 
When the Ambassador asked if I considered the present size of 

Greek armed forces sufficient to meet the guerrilla threat, I pointed __ 
~ out that, though I am no military expert, our officials in Greece are 

agreed that the present Greek Military Establishment, as now 

equipped, is adequate to the situation if it were well commanded and 
| led. The failure to break the back of the guerrilla movement during 

| the past year is mainly due, according to our reports, to a lack of 
. - leadership and morale. I referred to specific instances in the Grammos 

and. Vitsi campaigns? when several divisions had either refused to 
- fight or had retreated without adequate cause. The present size of the. | 

| Greek armed. forces, including the increase. of 15,000 approved after 

| General Marshall’s visit to Greece,’ is very large indeed for a country 

| the size of Greece. The Greek Army also possesses great superiority. 
in numbers and equipment over the guerrillas, who have not increased. 

in number during the past year. The solution would appear.to lie in 
increasing the efficiency and-determination of the present. national 
forces, rather than by injudicious and economically crippling aug-. 
mentation: of the number of men underarms. 

_. [-told the Ambassador that we are also disturbed by the rapid in- 

| | crease in the number of refugees, which within a little over a year has | 

grown from 800,000 to the present alarming total of (00,000, I can- 

| not-tell,.of course, what has caused this, or whether it indicates a lack 

of confidence of. the Greek people in the Government and the Gov- 

ernment’s ability to meet. the military: situation. However, in view of 

| the: fact: that--the guerrillas control no. larger-areas of Greece than _ 
| they did a year ago, this unexplained rise in the number: of refugees _ 

suggests that something is wrong which calls for urgent correction... 

: - As for the amount of aid for Greece and ‘Turkey which the Depart- 

- ment intends: to request of Congress for the. coming year, I told the 

Ambassador that: I could not give him any specific figures at this | 

| | 2The references here are presumably to the. Greek National Army. offensive | 

against the guerrillas in the Grammos Mountains in June, July, and August 1948 ) 

| and the subsequent guerrilla attack in the Vitsi Mountain area... ES 

| -* George C. Marshall, Secretary. of State from January. 1947 to January 1949, 

visited Athens from October 16 to 18, 1948. For records of the visit see Foreign Re- 

lations, 1948, vol. 1v, pp. 161-168. The retirement of Secretary Marshall; who was 

ill, was announced on January 7, 1949. Dean G. Acheson took office as Secretary 

| of State on January 20 and James B. Webb succeeded Robert Lovett as -Under 

| Secretary of State. | | a a |



time. This matter is now under consideration in the Bureau of the 
Budget, where the Greek-Turkish estimates are still lumped together | 
in a contingency fund that includes assistance to other countries,such 
asChina. = | _ BE 

- The Ambassador showed me a ticker story just received from 

London reporting that the signing of an Atlantic Pact is scheduled | 
for early spring and will perhaps take place on a ship in mid-Atlantic; 
that Eire, Iceland, and Portugal are to be invited to join the Asso- _ 
ciation; and that in all probability invitations will likewise be ex- 
tended to Italy, Greece, and Turkey.‘ I said that, as far as I knew, 
there is no truth to any of this press report. Such Mediterranean | 
countries as Greece and Turkey could certainly not be considered 
part of the North Atlantic family of nations. Furthermore, the pre- 
liminary nature of current discussions on this subject do not permit 

| the scheduling of any meeting to “conclude a pact.” When the Am- 
_ bassador mentioned the possibility of a separate Mediterranean Pact, 

as has been previously advocated by Mr. Tsaldaris, I said I had no 
views to express on such an eventuality. It is for the Mediterranean 
countries themselves to decide whether they wish to be associated in a 
regional grouping. _ mes oo a re 

 * Bor documentation on the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organ- 
ization, see vol. Iv, pp. 1 ff. | O, | ae : : 

$68.00/1-549 : Telegram — | | a 

The Ambassador tn Greece (Grady) to the Acting Secretary of State 

- CONFIDENTIAL a _ Aruens, January 5, 1949—5 p.m. | 

94. Embtel 2623, Dec. 28.1 Within past two days I have seen the 
‘King? and Tsaldaris separately and discussed with both the political 

: situation. Tsaldaris stated that he and Sophoulis ? wished to broaden | 
govt preferably by the inclusion of Papandreou * and perhaps Canel- 
lopoulos * prior to reconvening of Parliament Feb. 1. No formal nego- | 
tiations have yet been undertaken with Papandreou, who apparently a 
now willing enter govt, since Tsaldaris and Sophoulis wished to have 
my views before taking any action. I informed Tsaldaris that US 

| would raise no objections to broadening of govt. I pointed out to | 
him the desirability strengthening certain ministries, ifand when govt 
reorganized, and possible necessity subordinating party interest to | 

-  'Notprinted. | | | a 
? Paul I, King of the Hellenes. _ | | | 
-*Themistocles Sophoulis, Greek Prime Minister; leader of the Liberal Party. | 

| * George Papandreou, leader of the Socialist-Democratie Party. | 
- § Panayotis Kanellopoulos, leader of the National Political Union. —
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secure suitable personalities for certain cabinet posts. Tsaldaris agreed 
with these suggestions and promised they would be put into effect in 
reorganized govt. Be RES 

a In my meeting last evening with the King I was surprised to learn 
his opinion that Papagos—Markezinis “solution” ° should be tried as 
soon as possible. King expressed belief that Grk people desired entirely — 
new govt and situation demanded effective: and efficient. leadership 

which in King’s opinion could only be provided by Papagos—Marke- 
- gzinis Govt. King stated he understood Americans. agreed with his 

opinion that. it was essential to have energetic streamlined Govt by 
March (apparently referring by implication to period of congressional 
discussions Grk aid). I informed King that I did not agree with inter- 

, - pretation of American position. I further stated the US hoped that 
Greece would be able to retain parliamentary govt and democratic 
procedures and that we looked with favor upon the broadening of 

| present govt by inclusion elements such as Papandreou. The King then 

said he would not interfere with such development. — a a 

7 _ After thorough discussion recent political events with my staff, I 
consider our policy should be to preserve as long as possible demo- 

| cratic and constitutional procedures in Greece and that we should 
| above all avoid appearance of imposing govt of our choice on Greece _ 

| except as last: resort. For present therefore I believe that we should 
put no obstacles in way of broadening of govt as suggested by 
Tsaldaris but should at appropriate time and in discreet fashion 

--- suggest, but not necessarily insist upon, appropriate individuals for — 
certain cabinet: posts. We should also encourage improvement govt 

| machinery by reduction in number of ministries (which I am in- 
formed by Tsaldaris is contemplated by Sophoulis and himself) and 
also by appointment of technically qualified and otherwise suitable 
men as permanent Directors General of various ministries. Latter will 

| of course be gradual development but seems hold considerable promise | 

: for increased efficiency. ee | - , 

. I should not wish these conclusions to be interpreted as closing door _ 
| to other and possibly quite different developments in future. Situation 

may so change as to require our acceptance some extra-paraliamentary 
solution such as Papagos—Markezinis combination. It is my belief, 
however, that Grk political situation should be permitted to evolve 
step by step and that Papagos govt should not be precipitated into 

a office with even tacit US encouragement in disregard normal parlia- 

| ©The reference here is to the possible resolution of the instability of the Greek 
. Government by the appointment of an “extra-parliamentary” cabinet headed 

by retired.General Alexander Papagos and including: Spyridon Markezinis, leader 
of the New Party. It was anticipated that such a Papagos-Markezinis government | 
would rule in the name of the King without necessarily obtaining the confirmation — 

| or support of the Parliament. | : |



mentary process. It should be recognized that no simple solution | 
exists for Grk problem and that it is unlikely any Grk Govt can per- | 

: form miracles. Order will be reestablished and reconstruction achieved | 
here only by degrees and through hard work on part of Grks and with 
patience and understanding on partof Americans. = 3 3 = 3 | 
_ Meantime progress being made by present govton ECA sponsored ss 
legislative program and cabinet passed decentralization law last night. 

eee oe | - _. Grapy — 

868.00/1-549: Telegram Oo | i a 
_ Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece | 

: SECRET -... Wasutneton, January 7, 1949—6 p.m 
27. Brit FonOff has withdrawn recent instructions to Brit Emb- 

to discuss Grk situation on high level Wash (1) with JCS urging _ | 
greatly expanded Grk army (2) with Dept to work out possible joint _ | 
US-UK steps designed to strengthen Grk Govt, including early ap- 
pointment Papagos+as min defense. _ oe Slee Pe on 

| . Brit Emb has now approached Dept under instructions requesting 
that you consult with Brit Amb on “Grk political situation and ques- | 
tion of General Papagos” with view to recommending to US and UK 
Govts what steps if any can be taken to improve Grk Govt and | 
whether any joint or parallel. approaches to Grk Govt or King by 

both Embs Athensadvisable? : | 
_. If you perceive no objections, you are authorized consult with Brit. 
Amb, referring any resultant observations or mutually agreed recom- | | 
mendations to Dept for comment. Suggest views outlined urtel 24 oe 
Jan 5, in which Dept concurs, might provide basis for initiating — 
discussion, 

 atteig ities a Wa rie 4 : | 0 Dloverr 

Gen, Alexander ‘Papagos, Commander in Chief of the Greek Army, 1940- 
1941; inretirement. | mo - when Ses 
-*The approach described here was made during a conversation on. January 5 
between William O. Baxter, Acting Chief of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and’ _ : 
Iranian Affairs, and William Denis Allen, Counselor of the British Embassy 
P seg tington. Baxter’s memorandum of the conversation is filed under 868.007. 

a Editorial Note 

. In NSC Action 173 of January 10, 1949, the National Security | 
Council approved the conclusions of Policy Planning Staff paper 
PPS 46, November 30, 1948, entitled “The Position of the United 
‘States with respect to the Use of United States Military Power in
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| ~~ Greece.” PPS 46 concluded that the developments in the Greek situa- | 

| tion had not been of sufficient consequence either to require the send- 

ing of United States armed forces to Greece as token forces or for 

military operations, or to: require the reconsideration of an earlier 

| decision that the problem of Greece did not itself necessitate the 

strengthening of United States forces in the Mediterranean area or 

the adoption of measures equivalent to the initiation of mobilization. 
a For the text of PPS 46, circulated as a draft report to the National 

--—- Security Council on November 30, 1948, see Foreign Felations, 1948, 

volume IV, page 205. : 

868.00/1-1249 : Telegram — | a | 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET =  AtueEns, January 12, 1949—7 p. m. 

: 4, Deptel 27, January 7. We have been in almost daily contact with 

_ British whose views here and apparently in London are nearly identi- 

| cal with those expressed my telegram 24, January 5.1 British, however, 

| view present Greek situation as extremely critical and wonder to what 

extent Americans actually share this view. In recent conversations 

with King and other Greek officials British Ambassador has supported 

| broadening of present government, but he is inclined to view present 

political re-shuffle as Greece’s “last chance for a parliamentary govern- 

ment”. British impressed by statement contained Amag 1657, De- 

cember 7? that Greeks must be shocked into sense of reality and 

| believe that this might be partially accomplished by British-American 

démarche to Greek Government and King when present government | 
| - changes completed. This would be in nature of warning as to over- : 

i riding necessity sinking personal and political differences at this criti- 

- cal hour. It would be necessary, British feel, to make public state- 

ment at same time since otherwise grave warning would scarcely differ 
from many statements a similar nature we have made privately to 

| Greek politicians. I feel there is merit in British suggestion, effort is | 

- being made to draft agreed statement setting forth position of US and _ 

| British Embassies with its utilization to be discussed subsequently. 

- Discussions with British will be continued. Meanwhile, any views _ 
a Department may have on British suggestion for joint or parallel 

approach to Greeks willbe welcome. => - | | 
: Sent Department, repeated Londonas4. 8 

1 Ante, p. 238. Telegram 221, January 18, from London, not printed, stated that 
the British Foreign Office had informed the British Ambassador in Greece, Sir | 

Clifford Norton, that Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin wanted to see a broadly 
based parliamentary government in Greece and the avoidance of dictatorship 

(868.00/1-1849) . a 
* Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. Iv, p. 210. .
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868.00/1-1749: Telegram 

The Special Representative in Europe for the Economic Cooperation : | 

Administration (Harriman) to the Ambassador mm Greece (Grady)* | 

SECRET URGENT — .. Paris, January 18, 1949—8 p. m. a 

_ [Unnumbered.] Ref urtel 2 January 12th.? Eyes only for Ambassa-_ | 
- dor Grady from Harriman. In my talk with King at tea, at which no , 

one was present but the Queen and Mrs. Harriman, both King and 
Queen discussed the political situation and many aspects of life in | | 
Greece, including the charitable activities of the Queen. Our talk — 
covered a variety of personal matters such as the times we had met. 

_ before, the proposed parachuting of the King in Greece during the 
| war, the arrival of the Mountbattens,’ the proposed visit of the Queen | 

to the US, etc. | _ | 
On. the political situation, I listened attentively as he expressed his: | 

ideas, with which you are familiar, for dealing with a crisis which - 
he foresaw developing. I of course expressed no views except to urge 
him to take no steps. without full discussion with you and to point out | 
the obvious dangers of adverse reaction at home. There is no justifica- | 
tion for his considering that Iendorsed hisproposals. oo 

+The source text was transmitted to the Department of State as an enclosure | 
to despatch 44, January 17, from Athens, not printed. 
- *? Ambassador W. Averell Harriman, Special Representative in Europe for the | 
Economic Cooperation Administration, accompanied by his wife and a small 
party, made an official visit to Athens from December 29, 1948, to January 3, 1949. 

_ The visit was centered on matters relating to the Economic Cooperation. Ad- 
ministration. Despatch 131, February 14, from Athens, not printed, briefly | 
reviewed Ambassador Harriman’s itinerary in Athens. Accompanied by Coun- 

- gelor of Embassy Karl Rankin, serving as Chargé during Ambassador Grady’s: 
trip to Washington for consultation, and John Nuveen, Jr., the Chief of the ” 
ECA Mission in Greece, Ambassador Harriman called on Prime Minister 
Sophoulis on the afternoon of December 30. Harriman, Rankin, and Nuveen , 
also participated in a conference with members of the Greek cabinet on the 
evening of December 30. On the afternoon of January 1, Ambassador and 
Mrs. Harriman were the guests of the Greek King and Queen at an intimate | 
tea. At King Paul’s request. Harriman met and spoke briefly with Spyridon - 
Markezinis. Ambassador Grady returned from Washington on January 2 and 
conferred at length with Ambassador Harriman that day. The Harriman party | 
departed for Paris via Rome on January 3 (840.50 Recovery/2-1449). In the | 
telegram under reference here, not printed, Ambassador Grady reported that _ 
King Pau] had recently told him that he:-was thinking of a solution to the 
current political crisis in terms of the immediate formation of a Papagos— 
Markezinis government. The King indicated to Grady that he had discussed ) 
with Ambassador Harriman such a solution and that Harriman had endorsed’. a 
it, Grady asked Harriman for a record of his political talks with the King 
(868.00/1-1749). | a | oe a 
- ®Harl Mountbatten of Burma, former Supreme Allied Commander in South- 
east Asia (1943-1946) and former Viceroy and Governor General of the Dominion 
of India (1947-1948). |
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| _ It may be revealing for you to know that Cyrus Sulzberger‘ told 
me in conversation with the King the following day, the King told him 
that both you and I approved and would support his program. Sulz- 
berger readily accepted my statement that this was not true as to 

| _ either of us. I have just phoned Sulzberger to confirm the above which 
he did, asking me that it be kept confidential as far as the King is 
concerned ® = ROE ae | 

_. Thaveno memo of my talk with the King as nothing developed which 
: had not been previously reported by you. — re 

| In my talk with Markezinis, Perkins [Vuveen?] was present and 
can give you full report. Markezinis’ English is so bad that I did not 
get a clear understanding of his ideas. Perkins carried on discussion 

- . in greater detail after Ileft. — BO oa | 
) A Be - | Harriman 

. - ‘ Cyrus Li. Sulzberger, chief foreign correspondent for the New York Times, | 
.. flew to Athens with Ambassador and Mrs. Harriman on December 27 and re- 

turned with them on January 3. For his detailed account of his conversation with 
King Paul on January 2 and his talks with Harriman on the flight from Athens 

— - to Paris, see C. L. Sulzberger, A Long Row of Candles: Memoirs and Diaries 
[1934-1954] (n.p.: The Macmillan Company, 1969), pp. 428-431. a . 

* In his telegram 112, January 17, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady 
observed that he was prepared to accept the statement made by Ambassador 

| Harriman, but he added: | | me re 

| | - “... I have seen minutes of conversation between Harriman and the King 
and Nuveen and the King (three days. later) in which both are reported to 
have pressed their well known (to. me) views. Both are reported. to have 

_ insisted on drastic solution (along lines of their views) if aid to Greece was 
to continue. According to minutes. of conversation Nuveen ended. his remarks 
to King by stating he knew his and Harriman’s views were not those of. the | 
Ambassador and most people in State Department. Nuveen told me a week ago | 
he did not discuss. political matter with the King.” (868.00/1-1749) neta 

, 868.20/1-1449: Telegram 7 | Oo 7 

| The Acting Secretary o f State to the Embassy in Greece — oe 

| SECRET | : -Wasuinerton, January 14, 1949—6 p. m. | 

7 Gama 7. Dept has received ltr from Sec Royall recommending Grk 
_ Govt be informed Tsaldaris request to Royall for temporary 15,000 

- increase GNA carefully considered, but does not appear justified this | 

_. Ltr expresses opinion GNA possesses means suppress guerrillas if 
| given proper leadership and Govt support. Also notes each previous 

temp increase GNA has proved permanent. Letter states old ineffec-



tive GNA personnel can be eliminated by discharging immed many as 
_. possible without adverse effect on operations and by. maximum utili- 

zation output existing training facilities to replace remaining ineffec- | 
tive personnel. Dept concurs Royall’sviews* = ae | 
Request you advise Greek Govt: US cannot approve request fortemp _ 

increase, citing foregoing reasons. Also request you take this op- 
portunity reiterate US position along general line penultimate and | 
last substantive paras your ltr Nov 2 to Prim Min? and line Lovett | 
Dendramis conversation contained Dept Instr no. 5, Jan 10.3 Dept 
hopeful constant repetition US position by US officials Athens and 

Wash may bring Grk leaders appreciation realities Greece’s position 
vis-4-vis competing demands for US aid and our consequent diminish- 
ing returns Grk lobbying tactics. ES | 

Re recent 10,000 GNA call-up,* Dept understands 5000 spaces pres- 
ently available within authorized 147,000 [797,000?] ceiling and that => 
“Grk Govt has promised either assume full drachma responsibility for 

_ training remaining 5000 or make spaces available by immed release 
5000 ineffectives ( Van Fleet’s L 2368 °). Since support Grk economy 

_ depends entirely upon US assistance, any suggestion Grk Govt can 
independently assume drachma expense troop increase completely | 
fatuous. Dept recommends you insist.upon immediate release 5000 
ineffectives in order create spaces for total call-up within authorized 
ceiling, Dept apprehensive Grk Govt may be encouraged attempt 
other similar maneuvers if such action allowed to pass unopposed. 

1Secretary of the Army Kerineth ©. Royall’s letter of January 11, 1949, to a 
the Secretary of State under reference here is not printed (868.20/1-1149). 
Foreign Minister Tsaldaris’ request was made to Secretary Royall during the 
latter’s visit to Athens on his December 1948 European inspection trip. | 

_ * See Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 1v, p. 179, footnote 6. ES : 
_ *'The instruction under reference is not printed; for the record of the Acting 
Secretary’s conversation of January 4 with Ambassador Dendramis, see p. 231. _ 

- *Ten thousand men- were scheduled to be called into Greek military..service 
‘in early January 1949. | : ce | 

° In the message under reference, dated December 29, 1948, not printed, Lt. Gen. 
James A. Van Fleet, Director, Joint U.S. Military Advisory and Planning Group 
in Greece, reported that Greek Minister of War Constantine Rendis had issued 
a press release to the effect that any overstrength in the Greek Army beyond 
the 197,000 approved by the American military advisory group would be sup- 
ported by the Greek budget. | be! . re oe 

| | | -
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| 868.01/1-1849 3 Telegram Se a | - — 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Acting Secretary of State 

_ RESTRICTED URGENT _ Arnens, January 18, 1949—5 p. m. 

| - 118. Following memorandum in my name sent to King’s Political | 

Adviser Metaxas January18:* = : Oo 

| “Referring to our conversation of this morning, I would like clarify _ 
the American position with regard to the present crisis in the Greek 
Government. = | | OS 

[have said on a number of occasions that the responsibility for the : 

Greek Government lies with the Greek people. It has been and is my 

: desire merely to be of such assistance as I can in giving advice when 

it is sought. Naturally, we are interested in a strong and efficient gov- 

| ernment as an essential to the success of our whole aid program, both 
the military and economic. It has been my conviction, and the Depart- 
ment of State fully concurs in this, that a strong and efficient govern- 
ment can be secured and maintained through democratic, parliamen- 

| tary processes. It is my conviction that it 1s possible at this time to 
get a strong government by the normal constitutional process. What- 
ever may develop in the future that might call for emergency measures _ 
on the part of the King, it does not seem to me that that time has yet . 
arrived, = —_ ee . 
Iam clarifying these points to you because I want to be sure that. 

| the American position is understood by the King and the people of 
- Greece” a OT a 

+In his telegram. 117 , January 18, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady 
-explained the circumstances attending the delivery of this. memorandum as 

follows: | oe - | re a | 

oe “Because I found that King and Queen still seem to feel that influential | 
| American governmental opinion was behind drastic solution of present. crisis, I 

have after conversation with King’s political adviser Metaxas handed him | 
memo. I will repeat this personally to the King after luncheon today, King seems _ 

. to be moving toward non-parliamentary solution by imposing Papagos—Markezinis 

combination if other leaders fail comply literally with this demand for all- 
party government.” (868.00/1-1849) an - 

| In his telegram. 121, January 19, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady 
reported that British Ambassador Norton, Earl Mountbatten, and he lunched 

. on January 18 with King Paul, and all three endeavored to impress the King _ 
with the necessity of proceeding within constitutional and parliamentary frame- 

| work and to avoid any radical solution to the political question (868.00/1-1949). 
In his telegram 149, January 22, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady 
attributed to Lord Mountbatten, who was then staying at the royal palace and 
had the full confidence of King Paul, the decisive role in persuading the King - 

- to avoid non-parliamentary courses of action (868.00/1-2249). :
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| | | 
$68.002/1-2149 : Telegram - oe Ce 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | AtueEns, January 21, 1949—5 p. m. 

138. Mytel 133, January 20. New Sophoulis government while on | 

whole mere reshuffle predecessor governments contains new elements 

with inclusion Markezinis’ new party and recall of General Papagos 

to active duty as Commander-in-Chief.* While some new appointments 7 

such as Tsatsos as Minister Education ® are commended, general level 

cabinet ability does not seem appreciably higher than previous govern- a 

ment and criterion of appointment emphasizes party interest rather | 

than outstanding qualifications. However, shock which political lead- ? 

ers received from King in recent crisis and fear that this may be last 

chance to work out parliamentary solution may cause political leaders 

- to subordinate personal and party interests to common good. Also- 

Sophoulis may now feel that he has stronger mandate and firmer grip - 

on government and thus proceed with social program and more dy- a 

namic policy in general. It should be recognized that government is 

broad coalition including traditionally incompatible elements, hence : 

- unanimity willbe difficult attain, | . Dugere bY 

| Populists have again yielded in relative position and although full => 

control one or two Ministries these are generally speaking of minor ~ 

importance and Tsaldaris is no longer deputy Prime Minister. Liber- 

| als, while not gaining in portfolios, control key positions and Di- Oo 

-  omedes although nominally independent was strong supporter of 

elder Venizelos. Sophocles Venizelos who has not placed his key men - 

in government probably will continue uncertain and unreliable => 

- element. | is 

In summary, while government is not outstanding in individual _ 

ability or of inspiring composition, it does offer some hope for im- 

provement. Greek press and public welcome new government as indi- | 

cating ending of political crisis and adopt rather cautious passive oe 

attitude of approval. I believe US should give. government every 

- 10n January 15, Prime Minister Sophoulis submitted his resignation to King 
: Paul. Following 4 days of intensive negotiations among Greek political leaders, | 

agreement was reached on the formation of a cabinet under Prime Minister 

- Sophoulis including representatives from four of the major Greek political 

parties. In this new Sophoulis cabinet, Alexander Diomedes (no party affiliation) 

was Deputy Prime Minister, Tsaldaris continued as Foreign Minister, Sophocles 

Venizelos (leader of one wing of the Liberal Party) and ‘Spyridon Markezinis 

were Ministers Without Portfolio, and Panayotis Kanellopoulos was. Minister of 

War. At the same time, General Alexander Papagos was recalled from retire- | 

ment and named Commander in Chief of the Greek Army. The telegram under . | 

| reference here transmitted the names of the new cabinet sworn in on January 20 

(868.01/1-2049).-On February 4 the Greek Parliament gave the new cabinet 

an overwhelming vote of confidence. a oe 
* Constantinos Tsatos, member of the National Union Party. ==...
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a encouragement in hope it will forget partisan interest and geton with 
| task of saving and rehabilitating Greece. Next following telegram 

gives clear text of press statement I made today regarding , 
government? = a | So on 

| Sent Department 138, pouched Salonika. _ | 
: ogee: Lo | OC mo Grapy 

| * The ‘Embassy press statement under reference here, the text of which was. 
transmitted in telegram 1389, January 21, from Athens, not printed, expresse? _- 
approval of the. solution of the governmental crisis along parliamentary lines, 
The statement also emphasized: that there had been. no intervention by the 
Embassy to exclude any of the parliamentary parties or their leaders from the : new cabinet (868.00/1-2149), oo | | ce 

oo . Athens Embassy Files : 350 Greece : | . oe | : | | | . 

M emorandum Prepared by the Embassy in Greece + : 

SECRET ae _ Atuens, January 27 , 1949... 
APPRAISAL OF THE GREEK SITUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR: 

ae ee Borore Action 
| The formation of the new Sophoulis Government provides an op- _ 

portunity for a fresh appraisal of the Greek situation and fora __ 
_ reconsideration of our policy in the various fields of activity. = 
—  ARPRATSAL OF THE SITUATION, = 

oe The Greek situation during the past year or more has degenerated. 
_ We have hardly held the line. A continuation of the present trend 

| may bring defeat. In a military sense, failure to eliminate the orga- | 
a _ nized bandits in 1948, the setback at Vitsi and the violent large scale 

| attacks on isolated towns, such as Karditsa and Naoussa, have resulted 
_ in lower morale and lessened already poor aggressive spirit. Econom- 

ically,. while there has been some accomplishment, the line has hardly 
| been held.. Funds have been. diverted to military purposes and the | 

| refugee problem has grown to fantastic proportions.. Politically, the. 
| situation has deteriorated with politicians engrossed in personal and 

party matters and progressively losing the confidence of the people. 
The politicians have tended to discredit. themselves, the traditional 
political parties, and to. a considerable degree the parliamentary sys- 

_ tem by continuing to play partisan politics at. a time of national 
_ emergency. Psychologically, the position is dangerous, with lowered 
morale of the military: and civilian elements and with a growing feel- 

_ ingofhopelessnessanddespair, 9 eee | 

‘This memorandum, which was drafted by Counselor of Embassy Harold 
. B. Minor and: Embassy | Second Secretary Robert G. Miner, was directed to: , Ambassador Grady. Oo a : |
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So GASES OF SITUATION. = - 

‘The causes of the situation are of two varieties, one of basic char- 
acter which it is difficult to eliminate and one less fundamental which 
is more susceptible of improvement. ‘Among the former are war 
weariness from eight years of travail, feeling that. Greece has ene 
been let down on the international level, a belief that this is in any 
event a war between the powers, and a growing cynical attitude that 
war is coming and the Greeks should think of the future. In the second : 
category, defeatism has been spread not only by military failure | | 
and political degeneration, but also by what might be called “the | 
unconscious will to failure’. This last has been built up partly un- ae | 
consciously by Greek officials who preached that Greece must fail - | 
unless the frontiers are closed, unless additional aid is. given by the — 
United States and unless the Greek Army is increased in size and — | 
equipment. The Greek Army can hardly be expected to fight aggres- - | 
sively when its own military and political leaders advancea dangerous | 
defeatist doctrine. ee ee ee ee OEMS hes | 

_ 5.5. REMEDIES FOR THE SITUATION te | 
While we are committed to a policy of no further increase in the | | 

_ size of the Greek Army we should bear in mind: the possibility that 8 8s 
_ the Greeks simply will not respond to our shock treatment. If we meet | 

Greek obstinancy on this score with an intransigent attitude: of. our | | 
own, we may be faced with choosing between. the alternatives of | 

- acceeding to the request or facing defeat. We should therefore remain __ | 
flexibleonthispoint. = 

It is doubtful that a mere increase in the size of the army willsave 
_ the situation. Further remedy must lie on the international plane | 

_ through a stronger attitude on the part of the United Nations. But | 
even witha larger army and with United Nations assistance the real / 
solution for the Greek problem is. to bring about increased morale on | : 
the part of the population and a more aggressive spirit on the part | 
ofthearmy, 

| 
In the political field the Greek Government must respond to the | 
will of the people and have the confidence of the masses. Politicians | | 
must stop politicking and begin to sacrifice personal interest for the | 
common good. The Government must carry out a program-of social _ ! 
and economic reform, decentralization, suppression of excesses, and | 
as soon as possible hold municipal elections. The Greek Government _ | 
Thust make a serious attempt to win the confidence and trust of the 7 | 

_ masses of the people. The politicians must subordinate party interests | 
and give an example of sacrifice. The social and economic reforms _ | 
inherent in ERP must be publicized in concrete terms—social insur-—
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ance is a good example. Moves tending toward equality of sacrifice 

_ must be adopted and fully explained—the beginnings of equable taxa- 

tion. measures and their necessary concomitants such as the keeping 

| of books are illustrative. Indications should be provided that the peo- 

ple will have their say in choosing their own kind of government— 

_ immediate resumption of the yearly revision of the electoral lists, local 

elections in the Dodecanese, et cetera, are possibilities. Only through 

top political leadership will the masses abandon their feeling of hope- 

- Jessness which is leading more and more to neutrality in the civil 

war. The refugee situation must be tackled more energetically. Scan- — 

| dals such as the Bacopoulos affair? must be mercilessly put down to 

- show the people that the Government is not an instrument of the 

| privileged class. Since the war cannot be won by military means alone, 

- reconstruction and rehabilitation must to the extent possible, go for- 

ward at once. Militarily there must be more inspired leadership. The 

Government must cease its disruptive interferences in military mat- 

| ters. Failures such as Karditsa and Naoussa and Karpenisi should be 

investigated and the responsible persons punished. | 

We should, in a full dress meeting with the Greeks, insist that they 

a stop forthwith endeavoring to solve all their difficulties by asking for 

additional American aid. The Greeks must adopt a realistic attitude 

_ of carrying on the fight with what we have provided and can provide 

| under existing appropriations and then preach to the armed forces 

| a dynamic doctrine of victory. We should insist that leaders who are 

tainted with the doctrine of defeatism be removed. ak 

~The new Sophoulis Government, while little more than a recasting 

of previous governments, differs in two fundamental respects from 

what has gone before. In the first place, Sophoulis has a more clear 

| mandate for action than he had under the other coalition Governments. 

| Second, the Greek politicians have received in the last week severe 

shock treatment which it is hoped will bring them to their senses: _ 

‘There is hope therefore that the Government will be vitalized. Poli- 

ticians realize that the eyes of the people are on them and that another — 

failure on their part-will almost surely bring about a solution outside 

the parliamentary framework. We should therefore give the present 

Government not only encouragement but guidance and leadership to 

— insure the carrying out of its tasks. If Sophoulis proves physically 

and mentally incapable of carrying out his tasks, we should encourage 

his resignation and in any case insist on a responsible executive who 

| -will make decisions and see that they arecarriedout. 

2 The reference here is to the case of the former treasurer of a Greek shipping 

_ firm who absconded to Argentina after having been accused of embezzling a 

darge amount of company funds in the course of alleged smuggling activities. |
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While we should continue to encourage democratic and: parliament- | | 
_ ary solutions of the Greek political situation, we should not oppose an _ | 
_ extra-parliamentary solution asa last resort and asanaturalevolution. | 

We should, in this case, endeavor to prevent such a Government from _ | 
developing into a dictatorship and from taking actions which will. | 
weaken or discredit Greece. Boe ee ee sy | | 

— Bditorial Note Es oo 
_ In an informal action taken on February 4, 1949, the State-Army- | 
Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee (SANACC) concurred in | 
the redefinition by.the Joint Chiefs of Staff. of United States. long-. | _ range strategic interests in the military establishments of Greece and oe | 
Turkey as a basis for planning with respect to the extent and typeof | 
future United States military aid to Greece and Turkey. For the text. _ | : 
of the redefinition by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, as originally circulated | 
in document SANACC 358/ 8, November 24, 1948, see paragraph 8 of _ . | 
document NSC 42/1, March 22,1949,page 271. sts | 

868.00(W)/2-749: Telegram cp hg le: | 
Lhe Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET Pie Pag be ATHENS, February 7, 1949—5 p.m. | ! 
228, Joint Weeka No. 12, Part ITI Military, January 29.1 Saturday, 
February 5 at 5 o’clock there was a full meeting of the War Council 
with the King presiding. All members were present. Purpose of meet- | ing was “announcements by the Commander-in-Chief”, eS 

| ‘Telegram. MID-41, February 1, from Athens, transmitting J oint Weeka (the: a weekly review of major. military and related political events prepared by mili-_ | tary and political officers of the American missions in Greece) No. 12, not printed, | reported that a law defining the powers and composition of the “War Council” | had been promulgated on. January 28. The War Council included the following members: Prime Minister Sophoulis, Deputy Prime Minister Diomedes, Minister 7 of War Kanellopoulos, Minister of Navy Gerasimos Vassiliadis, Minister of the Air Force Aristides Protopapadakis, Minister of Foreign Affairs Tsaldaris, — Minister of Public Order Constantine Rendis, Commander in Chief General Papagos, Ambassador Grady (in his capacity as Chief of the American Mission | for Aid to Greece), Lt. Gen. James Van Fleet (in his capacity as Director, Joint | U.S. Military Advisory and Planning Group in Greece), and Maj. Gen. Ernest E. Down, Commander of the British Military Mission in Greece. The Council was | authorized to decide general questions relating to the defense of the country, : | | appoint major military Officers after competent ministerial proposals, and to | submit emergency laws and decrees to competent ministries. (868.00 (W)./2-149) oe | The War Council met irregularly during the remainder of 1949. The com- , position of the Council was later modified in response to subsequent changes o | in the composition of the Greek cabinet. _ : oe | 

| 501-887—77-_17 - | | | | ; 
; i . 

. oo 
| | i
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J have been having great deal of renewed pressure from members 

| ~ of Government recently for increase in army requested in Sophoulis __ 

letter September 80.? I know that definite drive along this line both 

7 _ by the Government and press was in offing. Saturday’s meeting was 

: raising of the curtain. The meeting and report by General. Papagos | 

| were obviously almost entirely for MA benefit. His presentation took’ 

an hour and a half. He reviewed status of the Greek Army, its power | 

| ‘and morale and those of guerrilla forces. He was addressing himself 
throughout to thesis that size of Greek Army was inadequate to do — 

| job which Greece’s “allies” are expecting of Greece. He made it appear 

| | that his acceptance of position of Commander-in-Chief was based on. 

understanding that he would be given the size army he considers that — 

oe he requires. ‘In his statement he overlooked fact: that I-had by letter 

‘to Prime Minister completely disassociated ourselves from any such 

__ understanding or agreement in connection with his appointment. He — 

attributed disasters of Vitsi, Naoussa, Karditsa and Karpenision en- 
tirely to lack of adequate forces, although he is in process of dis- — 

- -_ eiplining the generals in command of these areas for failure to perform | 

| | their duty. High point of his statement was to effect that 250,000 man 
army had been requested officially of me, of General Marshall, and 

oo of Secretary Royall and nothing had happened. Again he ignored 

| fact that on November 2, I had given Greek Government our Govern- 

- ment’s reply to Mr. Sophoulis’ request: and have sent copies of my 

a reply very recently to members of the present government, including — 

- Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of War. This position has been _ 

_ reiterated on a: number of occasions in other letters to Greek 

Government. 
After finishing statement, he read letters from General Van Fleet — 

and General Down written in reply to request from him for comments 

on military situation. In neither of these letters was it stated that fault 

| was lack of adequate forces. Both generals had commented on neces-. 

| sity of improving command, organization and | training and will to 

: | ‘Not only what Papagos said, but tone in which he said it deeply dis- 
= turbed me. In the vernacular, he was telling us off. He did not threaten _ 

directly to resign, but. quoted his letter to the Prime Minister of last 

: fall in which he said that if he did not. get army of 250,000 within 4 

months after assuming command, he would resign. rr 

| | My views were not requested at. meeting, but I commented infor- — 

| mally to several of the ministers after meeting ended that I had never 

2 For documentation on the Sophoulis letter under reference and ‘the subsequent 
Co American reply thereto, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol, IV, pp. Lf
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heard or read any statement, even by most cynical critics of Greece, | 
which was more discouraging in outlook than that of General Papagos, 
and that it was fortunate that members of Appropriations Committee | 
of Congress. were not present to hear the statement because it would | 
have dramatically brought to their minds the query as to whether our | | 
present aid is not completely wasted. I made a point of saying this | 

_. particularly to Markezinis-who, I-believe, arranged whole affair, in- | | 
cluding presiding by the King. Papagos statement was In. script, ap-_ 
parently in his own handwriting, and no copies were made available to | | 
those who attended meeting. Papagos is forcing the Government to 

_ go ahead with the calling up of conscripts without reference to author- | 
ized ceiling. Canellopoulos, Minister of War, had previously ane | 
nounced, and Papagos repeated it in his statement, that officers’ salaries | 
will be raised, special funds made available for families of officers 

_ and soldiers and a number of other things done which represent, in the | 
aggregate, large drachma expenditures. These items have been put in| 
the proposed budget which our Finance people are studying. Several | 
of the items will alone cost drachma equivalent of $15,000,000. Not only | 
have these items been put in the proposed budget, but legislation has : 
been drafted which is shortly to be submitted with reference to in- | 
creased allowances for families of soldiers. Papagos said that if the 
“allies” (I do not know why he used the plural) did not provide the | 
funds necessary for what he regards as an adequate army, the Govern- f 
ment itself must do so by some forms of confiscatory taxes. ‘He appar- | 
ently has no conception of the financial or economic side of the Greek - 

_ problem. I could not help but think as I listened to him with the King | 
on my left, that this is the man the King wants for Prime Minister. | | 

_  'f am having prepared a memorandum reviewing whole question | 
of requests by Government (in the case of Papagos, it is more of a | _ demand than request) as well as a statement of the budgetary situae = —S 

__ tion. I shall again call the Government’s attention to fact that if there — _ are any proper sources of taxation not yet tapped, these must: be 7 
tapped to help balance the budget now burdened with heavy deficit. | 
Moreover, I shall point out that in going ahead with an unauthorized 
expansion of the army, under pressure from Papagos, the Government | | 

_ is violating its agreement upon which our aid program is based. | 
War Council intends to have another meeting shortly to consider | 

- Papagos statement. Assumption on our side appears to be that Coun- | 
cil members, including myself, must accept Papagos position and | find ways and means of satisfying hisdemands. , / 

I shall state to Government, after sending my memorandum, that : 
I shall not attend next. meeting of the War Council but that I will | 
be represented by Van Fleet, since I will assume that meeting will | 

| | ) | 
| | | | | 

| | | | |
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| - concern itself entirely with technical military questions within scope 
| of an army not greater than that which we have repeatedly stated _ 

- we would finance. © oe AE | 
| - I shall send highlights of my memorandum by cable and full 

- Memorandum by air pouch. | | | | | 7 

Athens Embassy Files : 420 Greek Army | a oe ee 

| The Chief of the American Mission for Aid to Greece (Grady) to the 
Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs (Tsaldaris)* ae 

° On —  —- [AnEns,] February 15, 1949. | 

: _ _Excertency: I have been instructed by my Government to convey _ 
to Your Excellency as Minister of Foreign Affairs of Greece the fol- 
lowing communication from the Secretary of State of the United — 

_ _“T have been greatly disturbed at the reports,I have received of the 
announcement read by General Papagos at the session of the War 
Council held Saturday February5,in Athens? 8 - 

_ + The position of the U.S. Government with respect to any further 
substantial increase in the Greek armed forces was made abundantly 

- clear in Ambassador Grady’s letter of November.2, 1948 to the Prime | 
_. Minister.* It has been reiterated on several occasions. It was also made , 

clear to His Majesty King Paul and to the Greek Government that 

the United States saw ‘no objection to the appointment of General 
Papagos (as Commander-in-Chief), if that was desire of the Greek 
Government, but that two of the General’s conditions, namely limiting 

| the authority of the Allied Military Missions and increasing the Greek = 

| | 1 Instructions | regarding the delivery of this letter were contained in telegram 
| 182, February 11, to Athens, not printed (868.20/2-849). In despatch 25, March 12, | 

from the American Mission for Aid to Greece, not printed, Ambassador Grady 
explained that in view of certain local considerations, particularly the necessity 
of maintaining the authority and prestige of General Papagos, a few minor 

_ . ghanges had been made in the draft text of the letter transmitted in telegram 182, 
but no alteration was effected in the meaning or general tone of the communi- 

_ gation. Ambassador Grady further explained that no formal response to the 
- communication had been received. The Ambassador was certain, however, that 

| the communication had been most beneficial in making clear to the Greek Govern- 
ment the firm policy of the United States in regard to the size of the Greek 
Army (868.20/3-1249). ee ce | 

: _ Ambassador Grady addressed this letter to Foreign Minister Tsaldaris in his 
- eoncurrent capacity as Chief of the American Mission for Aid to Greece. The © 

American Mission administered, in cooperation with the Greek Government, the | 
economic, technical, and material assistance given to Greece by. the United | 

a States = co ee ee | , 
* Regarding the War Council meeting referred to here, see telegram 228, 

a supra. . co o whip Beige ay oo | 
_§ Regarding the letter under reference here, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 1v, | 

-  p. 179, footnote 6. - Be _ .
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_ Army to at least 250,000 men, were not acceptable.’ These important reservations, set forth in Ambassador Grady’s letter of December 6, | 1948 to the Prime Minister, must have been known to General Papagos | 
when he accepted the position of Commander-in-Chief J anuary 10. | 

_ Under these circumstances you will appreciate the unfortunate im- pression that has been created here by reports that the Greek Govern- 
ment is proceeding to call up conscripts without reference to the au- | _ thorized ceiling or the availability of funds and by the fact that Gen- 

_ eral Papagos has again raised the question of a substantial increase in _. Greek Army and has implied that the granting of such anincrease was | _  acondition of his acceptance of his present post. BEE | It remains the opinion of the United States Government that the | 
Greek National Forces now have sufficient manpower and equipment, = | given adequate leadership, training and offensive spirit, to reduce the | _ guerrilla menace to police proportions. It remains our opinion that any 

_ Increase in the Greek National Army of scale proposed by General : _ Papagos, even if it appeared to be warranted militarily, would impose’ 
an intolerable burden on the Greek economy, and would involve ex- | | penditures of money and material by the United States which would 

_ be incompatible with a balanced program of foreign military aid. 
_ It is the firm policy of the United States to assist the Greek people | | | by all reasonable means in their resistance to Communist ageression, | -I propose to exert my best efforts to ensure the successful continuation _ 
and implementation of that policy. In this, however, I must ask you 

| for your cooperation and for the cooperation of the Greek Govern- 
_ ment and of General Papagos, in whose military qualities and ca- | _ pacity for leadership we have great confidence. The essential basis ! | for such cooperation must be the understanding that the United States __ | Government cannot be coerced into extending aid to Greece in an | _ amount contrary to its own best judgment and beyond its capacity. | 

I have recently been considerably heartened by thenew spirit which | has apparently taken hold in the Greek Army since General Papagos | _ assumed command, by progress being made in the Peloponnesus, by | the valiant exploits of your Commando units, and by the signs of dis- a sension within the enemy camp. It is my earnest hope that this promis- ! ing outlook will not be compromised by the perpetuation of a fruitless 
debate between the Greek Government and its foreign friends or by — _ lack of confidence on the part of Greek leadership in its ability to win | through to victory withthe meansathand.” ace | 

iT wish to request Your Excellency to provide copies of this com- | | 
munication to His Majesty King Paul, to the Prime Minister, and to | 
the Deputy Prime Minister, ce | | | | ‘Please accept [ete] | Henry F. Grapy : 
“Not printed. — | : a , oe | 

| | : : |
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$68.00/2-1649 : Telegram | woe ES be 

Lhe Ambassador in Yugoslavia (Cannon) to the Secretary of State 

 pmorem ‘Bexerape, February 16, 1949—6 p. m. 

| . 161. Recent political events in Greek CP ? seems to us not only part 

| peace drive lately revived by Zachariades but also external indica- 

tions of an altered Communist strategy in Greece which seeks turn 

guerrilla movement into eventual agency of Cominform’s anti-Tito? _ 

| . program. — | | a gs 

Our analysis is handicapped by paucity information available here. 

Yugoslav press has maintained strict silence past two weeks on guer- 

- rilla developments except to note party session held January 30-31 — 

and Markos’ resignation for ill health. Assuming correctness press re- | 

| ports and information sent other mission here that Zachariades has _ 

been confirmed as party leader, Joannides given civil and military 

_ posts of Markos, Chryssa Hadjivassiliou purged with Markos, and 

that “right opportunist deviation in CPG” were main subject recent 

a session we think pieces form picture suggestive possibilities for pro- 

found changes in Balkan relations. a wt | | 

- Starting point.of analysis is construction “right. opportunist devia- 

tions”. While conceding lack of precision in Cominform’s current 

-.-Jateral definitions of Yugoslav deviationism we think this term one 

that would naturally be used indicate either incipient independence by 

Markos or excessive reliance on Tito. We would note here we have never 

seen unequivocal denunciation of Tito by Markos on Cominform issue 

| nor does guerrilla radio appear have participated in Cominform’s anti- 

CPY clamor. Markos’ reticence or attempt maintain neutrality doubt- 

Jess became especially reprehensible to Soviets in recent period when 

' «2 At the Fifth Session of the Central Committee of the Greek Communist Party, 

| held somewhere in the Grammos Mountains, January 29-30, 1949, there was a 

- change in the leadership of the Communist-led guerrilla movement. Markos 

Vafiades (“General Markos”), Premier and Minister of War of the so-called 

Provisional Greek Democratic Government and Commander “ef. the so-called. 

| , Democratic Army of Greece, the military establishment of the guerrillas, was 

oe removed from these posts and was also dropped as a.member of the Politburo | 

of the Greek Communist Party. Khrysa Hatzivasileiou (Chryssa Hadzivassiliou), 

~~ @ prominent functionary in the guerrilla movement, was also dropped from the 

Politburo of the Greek Communist Party. Some days later the guerrillas an- 

| nounced that Vafiades and Hatzivasileiou had relinquished their positions. for 

reasons of ill health. It was further announced that. Yiannis Ioannides, Vice | 

- Premier in the Provisional Greek Democratic Government and member of the : 

- Politburo of the Greek Communist Party had become Acting Premier. Nikos 

. Zachariades, Secretary General of the Greek Communist Party, assumed the | 

military command of the guerrilla forces. — es a 7 , 

. . 2 Marshal Tito (Josip Broz), Yugoslav Prime Minister and Minister of Defense ;. 

- Secretary General of the Yugoslav Communist Party. For documentation on the 

attitude of the United States in the conflict between Yugoslavia and the Soviet 

‘Union and other members of the Communist Information Bureau, see vol. V, Dp. 

854 ff. |
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_Macédonian question has again come to fore. Rankovic disclosure at | 
Serbian CP Congress of Stalin’s 1945 endorsement: Yugoslavs South- | | 

G * ‘q- oe ge : fh - e oo 5 : | 
ern Slav Federation formula (Embtel 70, January 20%) just ten days | 
before announcement Markos: purge seemed curious as to time and | 
place and may be related schismatic: development in CPG. There is | 

_ also negative evidence that if Markos dismissed in disciplinary or __ | 
tactical dispute he could have been described as casualty with no men- | 

. . . .e .o. eae ye 1: e + [ tion deviationism in CPG. Finally fact Yugoslav press has omitted _ a 
any reference to CPG agenda item on right opportunism seems signifi-- | 
cant. We think therefore, assumptions reasonable that “right oppor- — | 
tunist deviations” means pro-Titoism and that Markos was dismissed __ | 
atleastinpartonthisissue. 2 Be oe | 

_ Cominform strategy then had face dilemma (1) Markos could not | 
_ be sustained except by use some Yugoslav facilities and certainly he | | 

could not push much further without full Yugoslav logistical coopera- | 
tion but (2) links between Markos and Tito would thereby be strength- | 
ened thus reinforcing latter within his most sensitive area. Situation ; | 
could perhaps have been tolerated if prospects were good for early | 

) ee eospo.@ . : : ° . . . - _° ‘ | guerrilla triumph but as no signs have developed of US withdrawal | 
Communist military victory must appear remote. = fo | 

Kremlin strategy may thus have shifted to new peace drive of 
_ Zachariades launched only two days before Greek CP met. Note that | 

in latest guerrilla offer specific terms are set forth (Embtel 93 Jan- | | 
uary 28‘). We think this drive intended to be taken very seriously __ | 
and while its original terms doubtless represent initial bargaining | 
position we may be faced with highly aggressive conciliatoriness on 
Greece by Cominform states at next GA. Purge of Hadjivassiliou, 
who last summer was reported as leading guerrilla’activist in addi- | 
tion her relationship with Markos, would appear consistent. New | | 
Florina offensive may be designed strengthen peace drive while dem-_ | 

_ onstrating guerrillas not affected by leadership change. | | 
_ If Kremlin can achieve: period of peace in Greece respite from _ | 

‘Shooting would give it chance try again its coalition tactic of sub- an 
version and infiltration and would give Greek CP time purge its ! 

_..° Not printed. On January 18, 1949, Alexander Rankovié, Yugoslav Deputy 
Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, member of the Politburo of the Yugo- | 
slav Communist Party as well as member of the Central Committee of the 

_ Serbian:Communist Party, addressed a session of the Second Congress of the 
Serbian Communist Party and made several revelations regarding the early nego- oe | 
tiations between Yugoslavia and Bulgaria on the. subject of a South Slav [ 
Federation. Rankovié indicated that Marshal Stalin agreed in 1945 to the entry : | 

: of Bulgaria into such a union on the basis of equality with Serbia and Croatia. | 
Telegram 70 under reference here analyzed Rankovié’s speech in some detail — | 
(160H.74/1-2149). 7 | 
_ “Not printed; it commented on an offer recently made known by the guerrillas 
to halt the civil war. A halt in the war would be contingent upon the Greek — | Government’s meeting several special conditions. (760H.68/1-2849) — |
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ranks of Titoists and regroup for closer coordination with Bulgaria 
| --and Albania. I seem to remember that Joannides was precisely the _ 

| Greek Communist who about 1942 made agreement with Bulgarian 
comrades for settlement Macedonian question along Bulgarian lines. 

oe Cominform may indeed have decided Yugoslavia and not Greece is its 
| Immediate Balkan objective. EI wpsRESS ES ae 

Such shift would greatly embarrass Tito since Yugoslav Govern- — 
ae - ment could not publicly oppose conciliation although aware truce 
- period would be used to undermine its Macedonian position. Com- 

a - inform may well expect Yugoslavs respond by making their own 
arrangements with Athens in order prevent. southern encirclement. 
Aim would be, of course, cause Tito loss in party solidarity in Mace- 
donia as well as give proof to Cominform thesis of imperialist 

a subjugation. =  — Cee —— Oo 
- How clearly Yugoslav Government senses these possibilities we do 

- _-not know. Bebler * last week told me he was perplexed by recent events. 
ae Agit-prop sections have been remarkably quiet. In unofficial conver-_ 

gations Yugoslav officials have taken. position they know nothing about 
recent guerrilla events and are hoping receive copy Zachariades politi- 
cal report. They have given almost categorical assurances Markos is _ 

| ‘not in Yugoslavia and yesterday volunteered they had heard he wasin _ 
Moscow underarrest. ae 

a - We feel Yugoslav Government will continue move with caution and 
_-—— -deliberateness and that no sudden reversals their policy on Greece 

are to be expected. Tide of events may be slowly moving toward some 
7 form Yugoslav-Greek accommodation but situation still does not seem 

: have clarified in thinking of CPY or its Politburoas to Yugoslavia’s _ 
realdefensiveneedsinthisnewperiod. = = 5 = = 

| » If we are right Greece and US both in short:and long run can only 
| benefit by Soviets attempts turn guerrillas against Tito. We think any 

| precipitate action on our part in present highly delicate juncture can 
| only retard change in Yugoslavia’s Greek policy. It is only when 

events have convinced them of their own strategic vulnerability that 
/ genuine and stable basis will have been established for Yugoslav- 

_ Greek understanding. _ Pe 
| Sent Department 161; repeated Athens 5, Moscow 27, pouched 

_ London, Paris, Rome, Sofia. ee - 

| Ce | Et Cannon 

_ 8 Ale§ Bebler, Yugoslav Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, 9 st™s 
| - *In his telegram 347, February 24, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady 

reported that the generally accepted Greek interpretation of the Markos ouster ~ 
| was similar to that set forth here. Grady minimized, however, the possibility that _ 

‘Markos was either pro-Bulgarian or linked in some way with Tito. Grady also 
| argued that it would be both desirable and possible to convince Yugoslav leaders 

of the dangers inherent in the pro-Cominform guerrilla movement on Yugoslavia’s 
southern frontier and the stupidity of aiding forces which if successful would 

| constitute a further threat to Yugoslav interests. (868.00/2-2449) » |
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oS - Fditorial Note ae . : 

_ Document NSC 18/2, February 17, 1949, which was approved by 
President Truman, set forth a revised policy on economic relations _ | 

_ between the United States and Yugoslavia. Telegrams 92, February 25, | 

to Belgrade, repeated to Athens as 256, and 288, March 2, to Athens, | 
| repeated to Belgrade as 99, explained the anticipated result of this re- | 

_ vised policy on Yugoslav relations with Greece and the Greek guer- | 
- villas. Officers of the Department. of State also discussed the matter . | 

with Greek Ambassador Vassili Dendramis on March 1. The docu- 
ments identified here are included in volume V, pages 854 ff. 

‘501LBB Balkans/2-1949: Telegram SO | 

The Acting United States Representative on the United Nations | 
Special Committee on the Balkans (Drew) to the Secretary of | 
State ae | - oO ES | | 

SECRET = AruHens, February 19, 1949—noon. . | 

. 808. Combal 368. From Drew. During last fortnight have had sev- __ : 
eral exploratory talks with Pipinelis? regarding conciliatory role 
of Special Committee. Largely as outcome he has given me and British | 

__- representatives tentative draft of communication which Greek Gov- 
_ ernment would be disposed to address to committee in reply to pro- 
_ jected communication asking Greek Government for its suggestions © 

on possible conciliatory move. oo | 
| This draft document, a copy of which going forward by air mail ® | | 

_ is premised on hope that recent hints of Yugoslav rapprochement with - | 
West and Markos’ purge presage reversal of Yugoslav policy towards | 

_ Greek guerrillas. Document expresses comprehension of probable. : 
Yugoslav hesitation to move too far and too fast for fear of Soviet : 
and Cominform reprisals. It suggests confidential démarche to Yugo- | 
slav Government prior to resumption of conversations in Lake Success 

3 On March 1, 1949, the Senate confirmed the appointment of Gerald A. Drew | 
as U.S. Representative, United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans. The | 
Special Committee, ‘which was established by the United Nations General Assem- ee 
bly in October 1947, was composed of the active representation of Australia, , 
Brazil, China, France, Mexico, the Netherlands, Pakistan, the United Kingdom, ; 
and the United States. From July 1948, the Special Committee met in Athens. The _ | 
U.S. ‘Representative used the telegraphic facilities of the Embassy in Athens for 
his messages. _ EU pe Le pe a cee | | 

? Panayotis Pipinelis, Greek Permanent Under Secretary of State for Foreign | 
Affairs. pe | 5 Ds, a | 

_ ~The draft memoraindum from the Greek Foreign Ministry under: reference 
_ here was transmitted to the Department.as an enclosure to despatch 25, Febru- : 

| ary 23, from the U.S. Delegation to the U.N. Special Committee on the Balkans: | 
at Athens, neither printed (501L.BB Balkans/2-2349). Oe : wb or py | |
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_ in April* designed to prevail on Yugoslavs to undertake on own 

initiative and unilaterally such steps as sealing of Greek border closing = 

| of Greek refugee camps along border return of Greek children and 

informal’ meetings in neutral territory with Greek representatives to 

| discuss conclusion of commercial agreement which would be accom- 

| panied on Greek side by necessary steps to restore railway traffic 

| through Yugoslav free zone in Salonika. Document goes on to suggest. - 

_. démarche in Sofia for renewal of diplomatic relations and conclusion — 

of commercial agreement and in Tirana for exchange of detained mili- 

tary personnel and renewal of diplomatic relations. The draft Greek _ 

- communication suggests that these démarches be conducted in. secrecy 

| through unspecified diplomatic channels or, alternatively, by Evatt or 

| UNSCOB. It expresses hope that implemefitation of such proposals 

would prepare terrain for Aprilconversations, = 4 a | 
| Following comments concern. procedural ‘aspects of problem only — | 

| without attempting for moment to enter into consideration.of sub- 

ss Stantive considerations. | a | ot 

| | Greek suggestions are extremely interesting but pose very delicate 

: problems. Within framework of Greek proposal they presuppose ab- 

solute secrecy which it would be difficult to achieve through Evatt | 

7 if for no other reason than absence of Australian representation in 

capitals of northern neighbors. Request by UNSCOB to outsider. to. 

7 exercise good offices under article 10 C of November 27 resolution * 

| ‘ During the Third Session, First Part, of the United Nations General Assembly 
held in Paris, the First Committee (Political and Security ) of the General Assem- _ 

bly on November 10, 1948, established a “Conciliation. Committee” under the 

chairmanship of Dr. Herbert V. Evatt, Australian Minister of External Affairs © . 

and President of the General Assembly, to explore methods and procedure with = 

| | the representatives of Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Greece, looking toward 

a settlement of their difficulties (U.N. Doc. A/ 728; A/C.1/380) . By the close of the 

General Assembly meetings in Paris in December 1948, the Conciliation Commit- | 

tee had achieved some progress, and Dr. Kvatt announced his intention to recon- 

- yene the Committee and resume the discussions when the General Assembly met 

for its Third Session. Second Part, at Lake Success, New York, in April 1949. For 

- authoritative accounts of the work of the Conciliation Committee during Novem- 

per and December 1948, see Harry N. Howard, “Greece and Its Balkan Neighbors 

(1948-1949) : The United Nations Attempts at ‘Conciliation,’ Balkan Studies, | 

1966, vol. 7, pp. 1-26 and Harry N. Howard, “The Problem of Greece in the Third 

Session of the General Assembly,” Documents and State Papers, January 1949, , 

vol. 1, no. 10 (Department of State Publication 3438), pp. 545-614... | 

%On November 27, 1948, during its Third Session, Hirst ‘Part; the United Na- 

tions General Assembly adopted a Resolution (193 (III) A) continuing the United 

Nations Special Committee on the Balkans with clarified terms of reference con- 

a _ cerning its work of observation and conciliation, Article 10, -C of the resolution —_y 

_ - directed the Special ‘Committee to continue to be available to assist ‘the Govern- 

| - ments of Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Greece in the implementation of | 

an General Assembly resolutions regarding the conflicts between the Governments. _ 

The General Assembly adopted two other resolutions on November 27; 1948 re- 

| lating to Greece. Resolution 193 (III) B was concerned with the renewal of 

diplomatic relations, renewal or conclusion of frontier conventions, and the settle- 

ment of the refugee problem. Resolution 198 (III) C recommended the repatria- 

tion of Greek refugee children to Greece. For the texts of these resolutions, see 

United Nations, Oficial Records of the General Assembly, Third Session, Part I, 

- Resolutions, 21 September-12 December 1948, pp. 18-21. _
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- would immediately raise issue of inherent conflict with proposed Evatt aoe 
effort in April aside from great difficulty of preserving secrecy. There | 
is no indication that UNSCOB member would be received as an emis- , | : 
sary.in any one of the three capitals. - oe oe Oo | 

_ Another procedure would be to utilize services of diplomatic repre- : 
- sentatives of one of UNSCOB member states, namely, Greece or | 

_ France. Such a course, undertaken without reference to UNSCOB, __ | 
| would have the advantage of simplicity, but, would this be consistent i 

with our support of and reliance-on the special committee? The answer | 
can only be found in our evaluation of prospect of success' against | | 
implied threat to effectiveness and prestige of the committee. = 

| - The only remaining alternative occurring to me would be to place — | 
_ entire problem before the committee in executive session with a view - 

to requesting US, UK or French representatives to ask government 
selected to instruct its representatives in northern capitals to 
undertake démarche at highest possible level; precedent for such / 

| procedure found in committee’s action in utilizing services French - | 
Minister Sofia last summer in effort to arrange resumption diplomatic | 
relations with Greece. | ee | 
The effort, incidentally, was kept confidential until disclosed by | 

_ the Bulgarian Government. The most serious difficulty would prob- : | 
_ ably come from Evatt, who would naturally be kept informed by his | 

representative and might resent competition with his own efforts. Té = , 
might be, however, that the committee would have to act with full | 
awareness of risk involved from this quarter. Risk might be reduced | 

_ if Evatt could be persuaded any such move would be complementary. | | 
to rather than competitive with hisefforts. = = —— 

Decision of committee to act under any one of alternative proce- _ 
dures outlined does not necessarily preclude concurrent or subsequent - 
overt conciliatory effort, such as invitations to neighbors toimplement | 
emasculated Soviet resolution or renewed invitations to participate in | 

| work of committee. oo a alts 
Decision, however, must be made soon as only six weeks remain © 

before second part of GA when renewal of Evatt talks would logically: | 
preclude any action by committee holding threat of conflict. Chances. | 
of success are slight and risks from such source as denunciatory dis- _ | 

_ closure by northern governments are great. If, however, Department —__ | 
_ feels Tito-Cominform—Markos developments make the moment pro-_ | 

pitious, effort might be worthwhile. = © |... | : 

| | | |
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Inasmuch as decision exceeds my competence as US representative, — 
_. _-I shall await Department’s comments on instructions before acting.® 

‘Sent Department 308; repeated Belgrade 4, Sofia 4. Oo 

 °In his telegram 189, February 24,.from Belgrade, not printed, Ambassador | 
- Cannon concurred unreservedly with Drew’s analysis of the procedural impedi- 

ments to the Greek conciliation proposal. Cannon further did not believe that 
| - Yugoslavia would commit itself publicly to a rapprochement with Greece before 

| Bulgaria and Albania did likewise. While acknowledging the desirability. of | 
developing a durable solution to the Greek problem, Cannon urged caution in 

: moving toward some form of accommodation between. Yugoslavia and Greece. 
| Cannon wondered whether a conciliation move might have the adverse effect. of | 

| enspiriting the Greek guerrillas at a time when they faced disorganization and 
. of discouraging the Greek National Army at a time when its élan was on the rise _ . 

: (501.BB Balkan/2-2449), — OS 

868.00/2-2149 : Telegram | ee See . Ce 

| _ ‘Lhe Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

a SECRET : Aruens, February 21,1949—6 p.m. 
319. Bevin has conveyed to me through Norton his personal satis- 

| faction at British-American cooperation in Greece especially during — 
| recent government crisis. He stated that had there been a definite de- 

| parture from Parliamentary government here, he would have hada 
- storm in Commons which would, in all likelihood, have forced him 

_ to withdraw all British troops from Greece. While our course was 
_ determined independent of British views and not influenced by them, __ 

agreement with them on fundamentals is clearly of vital importance. 

Norton and I presented a completely united front in dealing with | 
_. the Greek leaders and the King. We kept officially in the background 

but our force was fully felt. | 
_ New government has turned out by common consent to be the best _ 

__-we have had since the elections three years ago. There has been notice- 
able improvement in government efficiency and public morale which — 

| has justified our action. This is due in large part to fact that new 
| government came into being as result normal parliamentary methods | 

- and received overwhelming vote of confidence in Chamber. Greek 
: public appreciates fact that new government isnot American creation __ 

oe except insofar as our support was given to their own democratic proc- 
ess rather than to influences favoring artificial solutions which almost 

| ' inevitably would have led to dictatorship in absence broad popular. 
| support. Papagos is becoming an excellent C-in-C and aside entirely _ 

from the proposed method of making him Prime Minister, there is 
- no assurance that he would have made a good one. Only those late | 

| of business and new to diplomacy were sure of that. — On |



_. One cannot be too confident regarding the political future of Greece _ | 
_ anymore than one can be of its military or economic future. But defi- | 

nite progress is being made on all three fronts and I think outlookis 
brighter. today in Greece than it has been for some time. The men in - | 

_ECA are getting the fullest cooperation from the key ministries and | 
our military personnel from Papagos and _his staff, Even. decentraliza- | 

_ tion law about which there has been so much criticism of the Greek | 
Government by some of our people would have been passed. some time 
ago except that suddenly last fall we found that law, drafted in session, | 

_ passage of which we had been demanding since last summer, was | 
‘Inadequate. We have been working on its revision for several months | 
with Greek Government. now pressing us for action instead of our 

- pressingthem. Le eye te 2 aE ye Be | 
_ [have referred to the problems of Greece on three fronts: military, — 

_ political, and economic. There is a fourth. Anne O’Hare McCormick? = 
has referred to it in her column. It is the “impatient American busi- i 

_nessmen in Greece”. I can add to her comment that there is, in many 
cases, cocksureness that in this delicate situation has definite elements | 

_ of danger. Execution of the Marshall Plan is going to require a degree | 
_ of wisdom and statesmanship which America has never before been - 

called on to display. There are those here in Greece who would vindi- | 
| cate the criticism of our enemies. Because grants of money give us | 

great power, they would impose the American will.on a people we | 
are striving to make free. Greece more than any other country is a an 
test of the American capacity for leadership of the new free world. . | 

_ Please provide Hoffman with copy this message. © SR 
‘Sent Department 319; repeated London 13; Paris 11 for Harriman. | 

ee. a | Grape | 

| _ + Foreign correspondent for the New York Times, — - | 

501.BB Balkans/2-1949 : Telegram : | oo ar | 

oe Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece} | | 

SECRET _. Wasuineton, February 25,1949—7 p.m | 
298. Baleom 245. While we agree possibility Yugo-Grk rapproche- 

_ ment enhanced by Markos ouster and intensified Cominform pressure oY 
against ‘Tito (Combal 368 Feb 19), we feel end Yugo aid to guer- | 
villas more likely occur spontaneously if at all. If Tito decides stop 
aid (and it would seem only logical he must eventually reach this 7 | 

_ decision), he will do so on basis self-interest and self-protection and | 

| — * Sent to Belgrade as 98; repeated by air to London, Moscow, and Sofia. | 

| | | | | | 
I 

| | | | 7 | |
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not because of prompting by UNSCOB or Big Powers. Such inter- 
vention might, in fact, retard or prevent desired reversal Yugo policy 

__ by irritating Tito and exposing him, thru strong possibility disclo- __ 

- sure, to further embarrassment vis-4-vis Cominform and own fol- 

We therefore believe Grk reply UNSCOB communcation (Dept’s: 
A-123 Feb 212) should be straightforward and for record. (Pre- 

4 - sumably some public reply necessary any case.) This would not, of — 

a course, preclude quiet, direct soundings of Yugos by Grks along lines _ 

- proposed by Pipinellis, which direct approach would not be open 

a same objections as UNSCOB or Big-Power intervention. According _ 
Tsaldaris, Yugos have already made “very real” overtures to Grks 
(Embtel 302 Feb 18*). Fruitful outcome such direct contacts, con-— 
cerning which Grks might so far as practicable consult UNSCOB _ 

| confidentially, or spontaneous end Yugo aid to guerrillas would pro- | 

a __vide solid basis for effective conciliatory role UNSCOB thru provision 
technical assistance on frontier conventions, refugee exchange, etc. 

| Meanwhile, pending real Yugo change of heart, we believe concilia- 

- tory gestures by UNSCOB, Evatt or anyone else will probably re-  _ 

. - - main fruitless though UNSCOB conciliation moves must of course. 
- gontinue for record. (Foregoing subject to further comment when 

: _ full text Pipinellis draft recd.) OO ee | 
Ee - | | ACHESON 

| _ * Not printed ; it-stated that the Department of State favored the idea of having 
the United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans address a communication 
to the Albanian, Bulgarian, Greek, and Yugoslav Governments calling attention 

to U.N. General Assembly resolutions on diplomatic relations, frontier conven- | 

7 tions, and refugee questions (501.BB Balkans/2-2149). 7 . 
| Not printed; Ambassador Grady added that Foreign Minister Tsaldaris was — 

o vague as to the form the alleged Yugoslavia overtures had taken (868.00/2-1849) ._ 

-¥§01.BB Balkan/3~-149 ee me Sn 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chief, Division of 

| | Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Banter) | 

CONFIDENTIAL = i [Wasuineton,| March 1, 1949. 

- When the Greek Ambassador called-at my office today I took the 

| occasion to merition a recent. telegram from Mr. Drew, U.S. Repre- 

sentative on UNSCOB, reporting that Mr. Dalietos, on behalf of Mr. 

_._. Pipinelis, had raised the question of the advisability of reopening the _ 

Greek case at the forthcoming session of the General Assembly in ~ 

a April I told the Greek Ambassador that the Department did not | 

7 1 Under referencé here is telegram 362, Combal 371, February 26, from Athens, 

not printed (501-BB Balkan/2-2649). Alexander Dalietos ‘was the Director of 

- the Balkans Committee Department of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs. ~
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: favor such a move for a variety of reasons. We all felt that a very 

satisfactory resolution resulted from the consideration of the Greek 

ease in Paris and that many national delegations who were sympa- | 

thetic to Greece would not be happy at the prospect of further pro- 

tracted debates on this subject which would inevitably entail the cus- 

’ tomary endless harangues of the Soviet bloc. A reintroduction of the 

: case would imply a new resolution and we see no necessity for any fur- 

_ ther substantive action by the General Assembly at this time. Presum- 

ably the reports of UNSCOB some months hence will contain much 

| more evidence in support of Greece than could be assembled at the 

present time, considering the fact that the observers had had very little | 

opportunity during the winter to conduct investigations near the | 

- The Ambassador said he could not agree more fully and would im- | 

mediately express his disapproval of any move of this sort to Mr. 

_. Kyrou? in New York and to the Foreign Office in Athens. I told the 

‘Ambassador that we were also transmitting our views to New York _ 

| and Athens = | | CE gs | 

‘Contrary to the information contained in Mr. Drew’s telegram, the | 

- Ambassador said he had not been consulted as yet on this matter by : 

his Foreign Office and that if he had known that this matter was being _ , 

given any consideration, even of a superficial nature, he would have 

recommended against any such move. (EL Ue . 

* Alexis Kyrou, Greek Permanent Representative to the United Nations. - 

868.00/2-2449:Telegram 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece — oe | 

| CONFIDENTIAL -. "‘Wasutneron, March 2, 1949—6 p.m. 

| 985. In discussing Tsourkaris case with Canellopoulos, you may = 
say Dept frankly shocked at execution, apparently solely for con- | 

scientious scruples and not, so far as can be judged urtel 337 Feb 24 | 

on proven grounds intent harm Grk State or aid rebellion. a 

-Tsourkaris case and loose phrasing War Ministry circular provide = 

further indication indifference human life in imposition death sen- 

tences, disregard principles justice (necessity for proof), lack of sense 

7 Greek Minister of War Panayotis Kanellopoulos. - -_ | . , | 
* Not printed. It reported that John 'Tsourkaris was sentenced to death by a Bo 

special. court-martial in. Larissa, Greece, for refusal, as a member of Jehovah’s _ . 
Witnesses; to bear arms. ‘Tsourkaris was executed on February 9. The Embassy | 

. considered that the imposition and execution of the sentence was based on 4 
Greek War Ministry circular to courts-martial in Greece which claimed’ that | 

| the Jehovah’s Witnesses had become an offshoot of the Greek Communist Party. 
. as a result of its proselytizing efforts among Greek soldiers. (868.00/2-2449)
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| _ proportion in domestic politics and of appreciation. foreign political 
| repercussions such attitude Grk courts martial. veg hha | 
___.. Dept assumes Grk law, unlike that of Anglosaxon countries, makes 

- no allowance conscientious objection and Dept could comprehend 
____ prison sentences for objectors (though substitute work programs cer- | 

' tainly more humane). We might also comprehend death sentences _ 
| where willful complicity with KKE proved. We are familiar peculiar 

activities US and abroad of pacifist sect to which Tsourkaris allegedly 
, belonged, but we aware no evidence sect inspired or allied with com- — | 

munism (except incidentally where pacifism parallels local commu- 
7 _ nist purposes). Jehovah’s Witnesses reportedly adhere same pacifist. 

| principles in Iron Curtain area and suffer consequent persecution by 
communist authorities. It is difficult believe Jehovah’s Witnesses 

| _ Greece so numerous as seriously to threaten Grk state or to present 
problem with which precautionary application security laws could not 

| cope. Finally it seems illogical execute pacifists when.communist con- __ 
scripts, who likely turn arms against State, merely subject segrega- _ 

| -tionCategoryC. | ) ee 
- _.. Dept continues receive inquiries re Tsourkaris case from reputable 

___- religious and political sources, including Quakers who recently _ 
| donated 5 tons clothing Grk children, and public anxiety likely turn 

| to legitimate indignation when facts indicated reftel become known. 
| Recommend you acquaint Canellopoulos with foregoing.in friendly 

| but forceful manner and relate to more genl démarche suggested | 
| Dept’s A-938,Feb8.3 = | sola ts | 

| - - AcHEsON 

| ® Not printed. It observed that the perfunctory Greek Government reply to.an 
_ American inquiry initiated in June 1948 in connection with.the sentencing to 

_ life imprisonment for alleged subversive activities of the brother-in-law of an 
| American citizen was hardly satisfactory to American public opinion. The failure 

| of.the Greek Government to respond effectively to inquiries of this sort would, © : 
: it was further observed, have unfortunate political consequences. The Embassy 

_ was. requested to work out a more systematic method of processing similar in-. 
: quiries of the Greek Government. (868.00/2-849) — Re we. | 

— - 868.014/3-1049 - | pS os Pee | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Greek, 
, — Purkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jernegan) a 

| SECRET | 7 -[Wasutneron,] March 10, 1949. | 

| _. The Ambassador? left with me, on a purely informal basis, the =~ 
attached memorandum setting forth certain views which he had been _ 

* Vassili G. Dendramis, Greek Ambassador in the United States. — | |
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instructed to present to the Department.? He asked that we study the 

questions raised and endeavor to let him know our attitude, especially 
_ with respect to the question of: what action we might take to prevent : 

the recognition of a Macedonian state and what further action we 
might take if such recognition should be extended despite our efforts. a 

_. He recalled that in 1947 the U.S. had made diplomatic representa- _ | 
tions to certain of the Soviet satellite states to prevent their recognition | 

of the Greek guerrilla “government” under Markos, and he suggested 
. we might consider similar action if a Macedonian group were to pro-— | 

claim independence. He remarked that recognition of such a “state” 
would certainly be an infringement of the sovereignty and territorial = 

7 I observed that any recognition of a Macedonian state allegedly _ 
including Greek Macedonia could under present circumstances come — 
only from Bulgaria, since it seemed most improbable that Tito would | 

recognize a group under Cominform domination. The Ambassador | 

| agreed, re PO DURE gS 
_. IT went on to say that I wondered whether Bulgarian recognition | 

would really have any serious effect on the situation in Greece, since | 
Bulgaria was already assisting the Greek guerrillas. The Ambassador | 
said his government feared that recognition would open the way to | 

| greater political and military assistance by Bulgaria to the guerrillas. . 

_ I said that I could not tell him offhand what our reaction might be | 
to.the contingencies mentioned in the memorandum. However, it went A 
without saying that the U.S. would never recognize or acquiesce in the _ | 
formation of a Macedonian state incorporating Greek Macedonia.® a 

 *The memorandum under reference, not printed,. commented upon the possible | | | 
proclamation of a “Macedonian state’. The memorandum argued that such a | 
proclamation: should, if. possible, .be. prevented. It suggested that it might be | 

advisable to consider whether diplomatic action in the countries of eastern Europe 
could prevent such a proclamation. 7 _ | oe 

- © In late February 1949 the Macedonian National Liberation Front (the NOF: - 
| the organization of Slav-Macedonians cooperating with the Greek guerrilla move- | 

- ment) Central Committee held its Second Plenary session. It was decided, inter 
alia, to convene a general congress of the National Liberation Front ‘with the | 

purpose of proclaiming a “Macedonian state” within some sort of Balkan federa- | 
_ tion. The Greek guerrilla radio station announced the results of the NOF meeting, _ | 
_ and the Greek.Communist Party appeared for a time to have given its support. to 

. the. establishment. of..-an independent.Macedonia.. The Second Congress of the 
National Liberation Front held in late March 1949 did not proclaim an independ- 
ent Macedonian state, but a separate Communist organization for Macedonia : 
does appear to have been established. . | | 
_'In his Sixth Report to Congress on Assistance to Greece and Turkey, issued — 
March 17, 1949, President Truman denounced the idea of an autonomous Mace- 
donia. The report stated that Greece was achieving more effective mobilization, OC 
but military action against guerrilla concentrations was inconclusive. United 
States military aid of about $60 million and economic aid of about $2 million were 
delivered to Greece during the last quarter of 1948. (Sixth Report to Congress on 
Assistance to Greece and Turkey For the Period Ended December 31, 1948 (Wash- | 
ington, Government Printing Office, 1949) ) — - | | | 

501-887—77——_18 Be , | |
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, —— 868.014/3-1149:: Telegram SEE SE ae 
_ The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary | 

- TOP SECRET -. ... Lonpon, March 11, 1949-6 p.m. 
| 920. ‘Wallinger, who indicated he thought Macedonian develop- 

_ ment of great importance, gave us following comments on subject. _ 
___.Wallinger referred to various reports: concentration of Greek guer- 

_ villas in southern Yugoslavia; border incidents along Yugoslav- 
| Hungarian and Yugoslav-Albanian borders; troop movements; con- 

/ centration in Bulgaria above Greek border. He stressed that these are 
_ only reports but said he was attending meeting today at which they 

would be considered by joint intelligenceservices. = 838 3= — a 
| Wallinger thought Macedonian development primary part of So- 

viet action against Tito but may also.contemplate a “swipe” at Greece 
as well. On other hand, he thought it possible that Soviet determina- 

| tion to finish Tito might be over-riding consideration even thovigh 
7 repercussions of Macedonian project on Greek question might be dis- 

| | advantageous from Communist viewpoint. He also speculated that in- 
__ ereased rebel push in northern Greece might. be intended to insure 

- passage through Greek territory from Bulgaria to Albania. - 
a Wallinger thought.that Macedonian development, above mentioned 

"reports, and Molotov release from Soviet Foreign Office ? are all linked 
| together forming part of war of nerves and increased tension possibly 

| to be followed by major Soviet “peace offensive”. In-latter connection 
| he remarked Soviet reaching limits of expansion and can go no fur- | 

) ther without coming up against western consolidation as represented 
_ byMarshall Plan, AtlanticPactjete. | 

_ Sent Department 920, repeated Moscow 22, Athens: 14, Belgrade 
oo 31, Sofia 7, Budapest 6. ee | | 

a re —  Dowenas 

: _* Geoffrey A. Wallinger, Head of the Southern Department, British Foreign | 

- OT On March 5, 1949, the Soviet Government announced that Vyacheslav Mikhai-- 
lovich Molotov had been released from his post: as Minister for Foreign Affairs 
and ‘had ‘been. replaced in that position ‘by Andrey Yanuaryevich Vyshinsky. 
Molotov retained his post as Soviet First Deputy Prime Minister, Ce
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—-$68.014/3-1149: Telegram Uo Swe Sr up eee: a 

—- The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Yugoslavia: ; 

sognorpern (‘é‘é Ws eNG TON, March 11, 1949—8 p.m. 

122, Ur 237 Mar 8." We share ur appraisal situation on basis info _ 

~ available and assessment. probabilities. Concur likelihood Sov effort | 

would take form fomenting trouble Macedonia, sequence probably to | 

include announcement independent Macedonian state and emphasis to oo 

be placed on ostensibly spontaneous indigenous nature rising. Feel _ : 

overt Sov or satellite support or sponsorship would be avoided at least — 

initial stages. Balance of intelligence here does notindicate appreciable | 

increase level mobilization neighbors. = ON 

| Dept carefully studying whole matter in consultation with other 

- interestedagencies USGovt. oe : 

- +I this telegram Ambassador-Cannon reviewed the evidence of steadily mount- — 

ing tension along. Yugoslavia’s frontiers with Cominform countries which inclined . 

- him to the theory that the major Cominform political effort against Yugoslavia | 

would come through Macedonia and:that Greek guerrillas and Slavo-Macedonians 

would serve as primary agents. For the text ‘of this telegram, see vol. Vv, D. 877. 

868.00/3-1649: Telegram = | ee se me 

The Ambassador in Yugoslavia (Cannon) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET a _- Brnerape, March 16, 1949—5 p. m. | 

979, Athens 471 March 114 As seen from Belgrade, we inclined | 

| regard proposal US-UK démarche to Bulgaria as premature. Tf 

Macedonian situation develops as Greeks think probable we feelearly _ 

stages will be presented as self-contained autonomous movement to- 

ward secession and independence and Bulgarians would have no dif- 

ficulty in officially disassociating themselves. It would only be later . 

that issue, analogous to 1948 Markos recognition, might serve as basis | 

US-UK representations. Démarche re unofficial support Macedonian ~ - 

revolutionaries by Bulgarian Government might not deter Kremlin 

| more than similar representations re Greek guerrillas and unless we 

| ENot printed: it reported on the contents of a draft aide-mémoire under con- 
sideration in the Greek ‘Foreign Ministry. The draft aide-mémoire analyzed recent 

Cominform actions in Macedonia in terms of Communist intention of wresting | 

Macedonian territories from both Greece and Yugoslavia. The draft aide-mémoire | 

| would ask the Western Powers to undertake energetic démarches to the Balkan | 

satellite states. Ambassador Grady recommended that the Department of State | 

give. serious consideration to the Greek proposals if they were made. (868.00/ — ‘ 

|
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oo indicated our determination to follow through with vigorous and 
_ effective action, it might not achieveresult desired. = | 

: We agree Macedonian developments threaten integrity of Greeco 
_ and -Greek Government must recognize that whether Yugoslavia or 

Bulgaria wins out in present Macedonian rivalry, pressure will 
steadily mount in years to come to absorb Aegean Macedonia. It is | 
this eventuality that has made this Mission somewhat impatient with _ 
persistence Greek assertion their Epiran claim. Question of south 

_ Albania, will surely come to fore again when Evatt exertions resumed | 
| and- we feel that if Communists are again permitted to present to | world opinion breakdown of negotiations as arising from Greek in- 

| transigeance toward Albania, grave harm will be done to Greek cause. 
_ Working on. idea that constructive disposition for Greeks isneeded __ 
along following lines. Let Greeks, either before or at GA, take lead | 

_ in realistic Balkan conciliation attempt by proposing recognition 
finality all present Balkan borders, both its northern [frontier?] and 
at least Yugoslavia—Albania and Yugoslavia-Bulgaria as well, with | _ guarantee of that recognition by Big Four or UN. Special border com- 

_ Missions might or might not be proposed for border control. Greece 
/ could then express willingness forego Albanian claims in general | 

_ settlement which would guarantee all its borders but such guarantee __ 
would be realistic only if Yugoslavia, Albania, and. Bulgaria agree 
among themselves as. to finality own borders. Otherwise conflicts bee 

a tween any of those states, on their own competing claims, would surely 
| involveGreecen ese rn? 
__ Inasmuch as other border areas in East Europe also menace peace, _ 

proposal might. be broadened include additional areas of border ten- 
sion but we are thinking here primarily of Macedonia and Greece. _ 

_ We do not know with what bait Soviets are tempting Yugoslavia’s 
_ neighbors, whether Albanians are being promised Kosmet region of 

. Yugoslavia or whether Bulgarians are being assured Soviet Union | 
_ will back incorporation parts Macedonia into Bulgaria or merely 

autonomous Macedonia under Sofia control. These possibilities arouse 
_ much concern here and we like idea compelling USSR to agree or 

decline to guarantee present Yugoslav borders in act which would as- 
_ sure Greece’s territorial integrity. rs oer Oo 

| Seems to us little can be lost by such proposal and much might be 
_ gained. At very least, Greece would succeed in gaining diplomatic | 

Initiative and placing Cominform on difficult defensive? =§s «tS ) | : Carron 

i — "In his telegram 772, March 28, From Moscow, not printed, Chargé Foy D. | Kohler observed that the generalized approach suggested by Ambassador Cannon —— appeared to be the most promising measure to expose Soviets’ designs publicly Se and to aggravate to eventual American advantage the tensions existing among 
Soviet satellites in the Balkans (868.00/3-2849). _ | | me
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_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director, Office of = = 
BS Luropean Affairs (Thompson) ss | 

SECRET _ [Wasurneron,] March 17, 1949. 
_ ~ Mr. Allen? referred to a previous conversation which we had had Oe 

and said he wished to inform me of the conversation which Bebler had | 

had in London.’ In his conversation with Bevin, Bebler had dwelt _ / 
chiefly on Yugoslavia claims against Austria.? Bevin did, however, | 
take occasion to state that he wished Yugoslavia would leave Greece | | 

_ alone and that that country could be allowed to work out its own — 
destiny without outside interference. Bebler had vaguely attempted 

| to minimize the extent of Yugoslav support of the Greek guerrillas. | | 
In a conversation with Hector McNeil,‘ Bebler had himself advertal ~ 

_ to the question of Greece several times, and McNeil had underscored its 

_ Again in a conversation with Wallinger and Fitzroy Maclean,® 
Bebler had endeavored to give impression that he had come to the 
 Yealization that Yugoslavia would have to do something to mollify 
the westonthe Greek question, = | ee 
_dn both of the latter conversations Bebler had denied any positive 

_ Yugoslav information on Markos dismissal but had expressed the _ 
Yugoslav belief that it was another case of “Titoism”. He had denied | 
reports to the effect that Markos wasin Yugoslavia. == oe | 

“1 William Denis Allen, Counselor of the British Embassy in the United States. 7 
-_ *Tn late February. 1949, Yugoslav Deputy Foreign Minister Ales Bebler visited ne 
London in connection ‘with the sessions there of the Deputies for Austria of the 

_ Council of Foreign Ministers. Bebler made the case to American, British, French, 
. and Soviet officials for Yugoslav desires for territorial readjustments and repara- — 

tions from Austria. For documentation on work of the Deputies for Austria in’ 
preparing a draft Austrian State Treaty, see vol. 111, pp. 1066 ff. 
-* Bebler apparently conferred with Foreign Secretary Bevin on February 18. 
_* Minister of State of the British Foreign Office. oe - 

* Member of Parliament; Chief of the British Military Mission to the Yugo- 
slav Partisans, 1942-1945. . mo oo ee ee ee : 

© 868.00/3-2249 a | 
Informal. Memorandum by the British Embassy to the Department 

SECRET [WasuincTon, undated.] | 

_ The British Government have recently received reports of Russian - 
troops movements and other military activities in South-East Europe, a 
of which the following are typical: | nn 

| +The Department of State’s informal reply to this communication (p. 279) indi- , 
| cates that British Embassy Counselor Allen delivered it to the Department on. | 

March 17. ee | : |
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; a) The arrival of fresh Soviet troops from the Soviet. Union at 

- - Constanza, which has been “evacuated” by Roumanian troops; _ | 
6) The southward movement of Soviet occupation forces in _ 

Roumania, towards Bulgaria; == | We 

a -¢) The introduction of partial mobilisation measures (blackout 

, precautions,etc.) in Roumania;. - =. | oy | 

: ~ qd) -The arrival of Soviet troops at Szombathely near the Austro-. 

Hungarian frontier; | 

——@) "The massing of guerillas, said to number from 10,000 to 15,000, 
| onthe Greco-Bulgarian frontier; = | | | 

—_  f) The movement of Soviet men and arms by sea to Albania. — | 

2, The British military authorities are not disposed to consider the , 

reported Soviet movements abnormal. They suggest that formations 
in Austria and Hungary (and in Germany) are now being reinforced | 

: for the purposes of Spring manoeuvres. They do not consider that 
these reports connote anything in the nature of military action. On the 
contrary there are indications that such reports are being deliberately. 

oo disseminated with a psychological motive. _ re 

8. The reports tend to focus on Yugoslavia and their primary = 
objective may be to increase the war of nerves against Tito, whois 
already under heavy economic pressure from the Soviet bloc. More- 
over, the increase of incidents with Hungary and Albania (with con- 

| sequent vituperative diplomatic exchanges) and the publicity given 

to the project for an autonomous Macedonia under the aegis of 
Dimitrov ? confirm the Foreign Office’s view that the Soviet Govern- 
ment intend to turn more heat upon Yugoslavia. On the other hand 

ee the British Ambassador at Belgrade* has seen no sign of serious _ 

a apprehension at high levels in that city, and the Foreign Office do. 

_ not believe that Soviet or satellite military action against Yugoslavia — 

| islikely ae | 
4. The Greek Government. are naturally apprensive about these 

developments and especially about the Communist threat of, an in- 

| dependent. Macedonian State. They appear to fear an operation to 

establish direct Russian contacts with Albania as part of.a Kremlin- 

| inspired movement to encircle Yugoslavia. They have suggested that | 

the British Government should take some action to forestall any 

declaration by. the Macedonian Communists at rebel headquarters. 

: The Foreign Office do not think that representations at Sofia (asin 

- December 1947) would do any good but they are considering the ad- 

 visability of making some such statement as that made by Mr. Lovett 

8 Georgi Dimitrov, Bulgarian Prime Minister and Secretary Genetal of the 
| Bulgarian Workers’ (Communist) Party, = 

| _ *Sir Charles Peake. _ ee re ee ee
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on December 30th, 1947, on the occasion of the establishment of the = =| 

Markos Junta.* “Peggy | SOE & CP es . , . 

4 For the text of Acting Secretary of State Lovett’s statement under reference, i 
see Department of State Bulletin, January 11, 1948, p.59. _ _ — 

668.0024/3-1849: Telegram, - a ge eagle | 

| The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State — : 

TOP SECRET =: ..~——i(asSA ENS, March 18, 1949—) p. m. 

- $16. Embtel 511 March 17.1 Pipinelis in discussing US economic | 
policy toward Yugoslavia ventured suggestion that our hope of bring- | 
ing about gradual and lasting change in Yugoslav policy toward | 
Greece might be realized more rapidly than anticipated. He had in 

- mind:-particularly two developments which he regarded as significant. 
First, Yugoslav Consul Salonika has had further conversation with 
Greek official: re Salonika free port. (Embtel 345 February 24 ?). Meet- | 
ing of two officials took place by accident and they walked together 
through free port area.’ When asked by Greeks why Yugoslavs do not: a 

_ repair their part of free port, Yugoslav Consul replied to effect: that: 7 
this does not worry them since it can be easily and quickly done. What | 
gives Yugoslavs concern, he said, is few kilometers of railway in 
Greece just out of Yugoslav border which partly destroyed by and a 
under. constant: threat of guerrillas. Yugoslavs would have ‘to bring | 
about change in this situation if goods to be shipped through Salonika. | 
‘He added that minerals from Trepca mines now going to Czecho- | 
slovakia, may soon be deprived of that last foreign outlet and could oo 
then be exported profitably only through Salonika. Consul indicated. 
that more formal Yugoslav approach to Greeks on free port might be | 
forthcoming shortly. : SO Ta a 

Second and more important occurrence is Yugoslav feeler to — | 

Greeks on possible “entente” between two countries. Yugoslav Com- 
munist agent (Pipinelis states Communist intelligence organizations _ | 
here are now definitely split into pro-Tito and pro-Cominform groups) 7 
approached intelligence officer to inquire whether Greeks would be 

-4Not printed; it reported that Ambassador Grady had conveyed to Permanent 
Under Seeretary Pipinelis the salient features of American economic policy | 

_ toward Yugoslavia-as instructed in telegram 288, March 2, to Athens (660H.119/ 
38-1749). For text of the latter message, see vol. v, p. 876. __ | 

* Not printed. It reported that the Yugoslav Consul in Salonika had approached | | 
a Greek official regarding the possibility of opening the Yugoslav section of the 
Salonika free port (668.0024/2-2449), ae
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interested in discussing with Yugoslavs general question improve- 
ment relations two countries. Greek officer (whom Yugoslavs regard — 

_._ as person of confidence and do not know as Greek intelligence officer) _ 
_ after receiving instructions from Pipinelis replied in affirmative after _ 

_ which he was received at Yugoslav Legation by Chargé and one 
_ Martinovitch recently arrived from Belgrade. He was handed type- — 

- _ written paper written in French which now in possession Pipinelis 
| who read it to two Embassy officers. The document proposes that _ 

| Greeks and Yugoslavs appoint representatives to meet on neutral soil 
to discuss possibility of “entente” between two countries. No condi- 

- tions or agenda been suggested. Document emphasized necessity of 
keeping matter highly secret. Pipinelis intends bring matter attention _ 

| | Tsaldaris, Papagos and British Ambassador only, after which he ex- 
_ pects give affirmative reply through same channel and endeavor ex- _ 
_pedite proposed meeting. He intends appoint Greek representative who 
will not be known as official. , Oo Te, — 

| _. Pipinelis related further incident which he felt indicates imminence  __ 
Cominform action against Tito. He said Greek representative in Berlin 

| ‘approached by person who desired put member Bulgarian cabinet in 
| touch with Greek representative. Greek representative designated 

| unofficial Greek to meet with Bulgarian official who held forth on 
imminent destruction Tito and suggested that Greeks and Bulgarians 
get together for mutual advantage. At end conversation he handed ~ 
[apparent omission] map suggesting partition of southern Yugoslavia / 

| by giving Bulgars wide corridor to Adriatic including Durrzzo. Part 
of Yugoslavia and Albania below this corridor would be given to | 

_ Greece while Greek Thrace would be left intact. This map has been. 
forwarded to Athens and Pipinelis will show it to Embassy Officer | 
when it comes back into his possession. He has, of course, no intention _ 
making reply of any kind to Bulgaria. ne 

, . . Sent Department 516, repeated Belgrade 26. Sn 
Oo : mG eo . Grapy 

| - -8Tn his telegram 646, April 4, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady 
reported that the Yugoslav authorities had responded favorably to the Greek 

an proposal and had empowered Veselin Martinovié, Secretary of the Yugoslav. 
Legation in Althens, to meet with a high-ranking officer to be designated by the 

. Greek Government for the purpose of determining the place, conditions, and per- 
Sonalities for a meeting of the governments (668.0024/4-449). Subsequent mes- - 

_ sages from Athens and from Belgrade reported on Yugoslav press denials of _ 
_ rumors of Greek-Yugoslav negotiations and the continued delay in the scheduled . 

| - meeting of Greek and Yugoslav representatives. In telegram 799, April 21, from 
—— Athens, not printed, Pipinelis informed Grady that contact was still being main-. 

tained between Greek and Yugoslav agents but that no progress had been.made. | 
| Pipinelis asserted that the Yugoslavs claimed to find it difficult to carry on nego- . 

tiations as a result of statements by Foreign Minister Tsaldaris on the possible | | 
improvement in Greek-Yugoslav relations (668.0024/4-2149). | .
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§/S-NSC Files, Lot 68D 851,NSC42/1Serlest os | 

Report by the National Security Council to the President? 

| TOP SECRET | .  Wasurneton, March 22, 1949. 
NSC 42/1 — ON ene 

U.S. Ossectives Wiru Respect To GREECE AND TurKEY To CounTER | 
— ss  Sovrer Tureats to U.S. Securrry | | : | 

| So : = a  <"THE PROBLEM cs . | | | 

1. To assess and appraise the threat to our national security mani- 
_ fested in. Greece and Turkey and our efforts to counter this threat; - 

_ and to formulate our objectives and aims as a guide to future security 
efforts in Greece and Turkey. 2 BR 

ANALYSIS OF THE THREATS | ee 

2. The USSR is endeavoring to dominate Greece through the use | 
of Greek guerrilla forces and propaganda. The guerrilla forces, 

2 Lot 68 D 351 is a serial master file of the National Security Council documents 
and correspondence and related Department of State memoranda for the years an 
(1947-1961, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department: of | 
State *® | . . | cB 

_ ® This report was prepared by the staff of the National Security Council with 
_ the advice and assistance of representatives of the Departments of State, the : 

| Army, the Navy, and the Air Force and of the Central Intelligence Agency and | 
the National Security Resources Board. Its preparation was undertaken in ac- _ 

-eordance witha decision taken by the Council at its meeting on December 16, 
1948. (NSC Action 1576: S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files: NSC Records of Ac- 
tion). This report was originally circulated to the National Security Council as a + 

- -draft report, NSC 42, March 4, 1949. A summary of NSC 42 was circulated to the . - 
Under Secretary of State’s Meeting as document UM D-15, March 10. (The prin- | 
cipal officers of the Department of State met several times each week under the : 
chairmanship of Under Secretary of State Webb as the Under Secretary of State’s. 
Meeting. The purpose of these meetings was to provide a closer relationship | 
between the Under Secretary and the other officers, to permit the exploration of 
problems at an early stage, to make certain that lines of responsibility were | 
understood, and to reach agreement on policies under which each officer could : 
effectively carry out his responsibilities.) At its meeting on March 11, the Under 
Secretary’s Meeting recommended the approval of NSC 42 subject to several . 
revisions.. These revisions, which ‘were subsequently perfected by officers of the | 
Department of State and were submitted to the National Security Council by the 

| Secretary of State on March 22, involved the deletion of all paragraphs dealing | 
with the question of the acquisition of airfields in Turkey, the deletion of the 
paragraph indicated in footnote 15, p. 279, and the additional language indicated : 

- in footnote 14, p. 278. At its 36th Meeting on March 22, the National Security 
_ Council adopted the text of the Report printed here, agreeing to the deletions and . 

~ amendments proposed by the Department of State. The Department of State was 
requested to submit its views to the Council on the desirability of seeking arrange- | 
ments. which ‘would permit the construction of airfields in Turkey adequate for 
the operations envisaged in United States strategic plans. On March 23 President - - 
Truman approved this report and directed its implementation under the coordina- ca 
tion of the Secretary of State. Copies of the report were transmitted to the | 

, appropriate United States diplomatic missions abroad on May 11 (868.20/5-1149). - : 
_ Regarding the subsequent action on the question of the construction of airfields | 
in Turkey, see the editorial note, p. 1644, and document NSC 36/1, April 15, | 

Lot 66 D 95 is a collection of administrative and miscellaneous National Secu- _ : 
rity Council documentation for the years 1947-1968, maintained by the Dxecutive | 
Secretariat of the Department of State. a | | | | | 

Oo So
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which are supported by three satellite states as well as the USSR, 
= constitute a direct and serious threat to Greece by virtue of their | 

_ military and political operations on Greek territory. These operations 
also are designed to have disruptive effects, direct and indirect; upon __ 
the economic life of Greece. | oe a 

/ _ 8. The USSR has endeavored to dominate Turkey by the follow- 
ing means: (qa) efforts to obtain joint USSR-Turkish control of the 
Straits; (6) attempts to secure bases on Turkish territory in conjunc- 

ss tien with joint control of the Straits or otherwise; (c) demands for —_— 
| territory in northeastern Turkey, including the provinces of Kars and 

Ardahan; (d@) political and propaganda efforts to isolate Turkey from 
) the west; (e) propaganda for the purpose of undermining the Turkish | 

| Government; (f) an unsympathetic and at times.a threatening atti- 
| _ tudetoward Turkey. | Oo | | a 

: 4. Due to (a) the length of the Greco-satellite frontier, (b) the —- 
| ‘mountainous character of the frontier and most of the Greek interior __ 

which favors guerrilla operations, (c) the substantial assistance which 
| the guerrillas have received from the USSR and satellites; (d) ex- 

_ haustion, discouragement and bitterness in Greece arising from the 
Jong period of hostilities; the Greek civil war:and the conditions of 

Oo the German occupation, and (¢) economic weakness resulting from | 
overpopulation, meagre natural resources, wartime destruction and _ 
continuing insecurity of the frontiers and interior, it became impos- 

_ sible for Greece to oppose unassisted the threat to her existence as a : 
a free, democratic nation. Moreover, Greece was unable to make progress 

in administrative, economic and social rehabilitation and reform. Ac- 
cordingly, when the British announced in the spring of 1947 that 
they could no longer furnish assistance, Greece appealed to the United 

; _ States and the United Nations as the two principal sources of avail- - __ 

| ableaid, — re 
- §. Turkey has been obliged to maintain her defense establishment 

close to a war footing, with consequent severe strain on.the Turkish 
_ _ economy. In the absence of outside assistance, this strain would soon | 

result in weakening. Turkish morale and ability to withstand So- 
| viet, pressure. When it became known, therefore, that projected Brit- 

| ish assistance would not be received, Turkey requested U.S. aid and 
supports 

. 6. Both Greece and Turkey have endeavored to safeguard their 
| position by seeking a defensive alliance or alliances with other nations. 
a ‘The success of these efforts, which are in an exploratory stage, depends 

primarily upon the willingness of the United States to participate 

| 8 For additional documentation regarding United States military assistance to 
- ‘Turkey, see pp. 1638 ff. : So oO os mo
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either directly. or as a guarantor? (Turkey, which already has a _ 

| limited alliance with Great Britain ‘signed in 1939, has requested . 

membership in the projected North Atlantic Pact,a request which has 

been denied.)> Bg 

- 4%. In his messagé to Congress of March 12, 1947, the President = 

: stated:© Pe ee Ee Page pe oe 

“Tt is necessary only to glance ata map to realize that the survival 

and integrity ofthe Greek nation are of grave Importance In 4 much 

| wider situation: If Greece should fall under the control of an armed 

minority, the effect upon its neighbor, Turkey, would be immediate 

and serious. Confusion and disorder might well spread throughout 

theentireMiddle Hast. 2 | 
_ Moreover, the disappearance of Greece as an independent state 

- would have-a profound effect upon those countries in Europe whose a 

peoples are struggling against great difficulties to maintain their free- 

dom and their independence while they repair the damages of war. _ | 

_... 7 Collapse of free institutions and loss of independence would | 

be disastrous not only for [Greece and Turkey] ° but for the world. 

_ Discouragement and possible failure would quickly be the lot of | 

neighboring peoples ‘striving to maintain their freedom and 

independence keh | 

_ Should we fail to aid Greece and Turkey in this fateful hour, the 

effect will be far-reaching to the West as well as to the Kast.” ee | 

In the preamble to Public Law 75 approved May 22, 1947, authorizing 

assistance to Greece and Turkey, the Congress. declared: “. .. the | 

national integrity and survival of [Greece and Turkey] are of im- | 

portance to the security of the United States and of all freedom-loving 

peoples... 2% | i ; 

8. The National Security Council considers that “the security of 

the Eastern Mediterranean and of the Middle East is vital to the | 

security of the United States.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff on Novem- 

ber 24, 1948, developed this view with particular reference to Greece — 

and Turkey, as follows:® eR on 

“From the military point of view . . . as long as the USSR pur-_ 
sues its expansionist policies, the security of the astern Mediter- a 

4¥or additional documentation regarding the attitude of the United States | 
: toward a proposed Greek-Turkish Mediterranean Defense Pact, see pp. 1638 ff. 

°For documentation on the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty. Or — 

ganization, see vol. Iv, pp. 1 ff. — ee ° ELS — : 

_® Wor the full text of the Presidential message quoted here, see Public Papers of | 

the Presidents of the United States: Harry S. Truman, 1947 (Washington: | 

| U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), pp. 176-180. For documentation on the 

| origin of the “Truman Doctrine,” see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. Vv, Dp. 1 ff. oo 

7 Omissions in this document appear in the source text. : : 7 | 

_* Brackets in this document appear in the source text. = | 

©The Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum quoted here was circulated as docu- 7 

ment SANACO 3258/8, November 24, 1948; for text, see Foreign Relations, 1948, 

vol. 1v, p. 191. | | en ae |
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_ ranean and the Middle East is of critical importance to the future 
security of the United States. Greece and Turkey stand in the way 
of Soviet expansion in this area and thus it is highly important to 

_ our national security interest that neither falls under the control or 
- domination of the USSR. - ae ee 

, ‘Both countries offer bases from which the USSR could launch | 
| _ Operations against the islands of Crete, Rhodes, and Cyprus and 

OO against communications in the Eastern Mediterranean and to the 
_ Middle East. Turkey is strategically more important than Greece __ 

| since in addition it dominates major air, land, and.sea routes from the 
USSR to the Cairo-Suez area and to the Middle East oil fields.” 

| The following definition of U.S. long-range strategic interests, in _ 
: existing circumstances, in the military establishments of Greece and 

Turkey has been prepared by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and concurred 
: in by the State-Army—Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee: = 

| _ “a. Greece: A Greek military establishment capable of maintaining 
a ‘internal security in order to avoid the communist domination of — 

Greece, | | | ne 
| , 6. Turkey: A Turkish military establishment of sufficient size and 

effectiveness to insure Turkey’s continued resistance to Soviet pres- 
sure; the development of combat effectiveness to the extent that any 

_ overt Soviet aggression can be delayed long enough to permit the 
a commitment of U.S. and allied forces in Turkey in order to deny cer-_ 

_ tainportionsofTurkeytothe USSR.” 

9 Turkey is an important source of certain strategic raw materials, _ 
| “chief of which is metallurgical chromiteore. = 9 oO 

a - | COUNTERMEASURES TAKEN AND IN PROGRESS tS 
| _- 10. Congress, by Public Law 75 of the 80th Congress, authorized 

U.S. assistance to Greece and Turkey to the amount of $400 million, 
which amount was appropriated for fiscal 1948 by Public Law 271 
approved July 30, 1947. $300 million of this amount was allocated to 

| Greece, $100 million to Turkey. 57.5% of the funds allocated to Greece 
: were expended for military aid, 41% for economic aid. The entire 

| amount allocated to Turkey was expended for military procurement — 
_ and. construction of military importance. This program, notably in 

| _ the case of highway construction, has been of economic.as well as 
military benefit to Turkey. ON Rata BR 

11. The Greek-Turkish Assistance Act of 1948, approved April 3, — 
| 1948, authorized continued military aid during fiscal 1949. By Public 

| Law 793 approved June 28,.1948, $225 million was appropriated for _ 
military assistance to Greece and Turkey combined, of which, sub- 

| ject to reallocation in case of emergencies, $150 million has been allo- _ 
| _.  eated to Greece and $75 million to Turkey. Since July 1, 1948, economic 

| aid to Greece has been handled by ECA. The ECA allocation to Greece



up to April 1, 1949, will probably amount to $146 million. In addition, 
- Greece’s intra-European drawing rights amount to an additional - | 

$66.8 million. = meek ne | | 
12. U.S. armed service personnel totaled, as of June 30, 1948, 410 in 

— Greece, 349in Turkey, | - | ve 
18. Direct British assistance to Greece since the liberation in 1944, | 

_ excluding UNRRA and civil affairs expenditures and the expenditure 
of over $138 million for the maintenance of British troops in Greece, . 

 isestimated at $250 million. = ean Py | 
14. In December 1944, British troops in and near Athens became | | 

involved in the suppression of a communist-inspired uprising. At that _ 
time and in 1945 the very presence of British troops in other areas of 
Greece was of assistance to the Greek gendarmerie and police in the a 

_ maintenance of order. Otherwise British troops have not engaged in _ | 

military operations. = 8 = oo : | 
15. U.S. military assistance to Greece consists of furnishing advice, , 

training, equipment and supplies, including food and clothing, to the 
Greek military establishment. Despite this assistance, the Greek na- | 
tional forces have been unable to establish a satisfactory security situa- 
tion on the frontier:or in the interior. U.S. economic aid to Greece in-. 
cludes reconstruction of transportation and communication facilities ; | 
restoration of irrigation and reclamation works; supply of housing a 

’ materials; assistance in increasing industrial and mineral production; 
supply of deficit foodstuffs and increasing local grain production by | 
distribution of seed, fertilizer, pesticides and agricultural machinery, | 
reforestation; improvement of food processing, livestock, fisheries, 
public health, labor legislation, and governmental administration in 
general. Improvements in the Greek financial situation and system and - 
the restoration of Greek foreign trade are slowly being effected with 7 

_ US. advice and assistance. a | | | _ | 
Military assistance to Turkey consists of training, highway con- | 

struction, and the supplying of equipment, including naval vessels | | 
and aircraft. Force is not now being employed against Turkey. Turkey 
in the fiscal year 1949 was allocated funds on a loan basis under the — 
ECA program to be utilized largely for agricultural machinery and 
coalmining equipment. = = — | oe | | 

16. Greece, in a letter to the UN Secretary General dated Decem- | 
ber 8, 1946, charged that Greek guerrillas were receiving support from 
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia. On December 19, the Security — 
Council voted unanimously to establish a Commission of Investiga- | 
tion, composed of representatives of all eleven members. The Commis- | 
sion conducted an on-the-spot investigation in all four countries. It | 
reported to the Security Council on May 23, 1947, France abstaining ;
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and the USSR and Poland dissenting, “that Yugoslavia and to ® 

lesser extent, Albania and Bulgaria, had supported.the guerrilla war- 

| fare in Greece”, and made appropriate recommendations in which 

all members concurred except the USSR and Poland. In the ensuing — 

——- eonsideration of the matter by the Security Council, the USSR by 

three successive vetoes prevented action based on the report and by. a. 

oe fourth veto :blocked formal:transfer of the question to. the General 

| | Assembly. The. USSR’ was unable to block a U.S. procedural resolu-— 

: | tion to drop the problem from the agenda -of the Security Council. 

~- Qn September 23 the General Assembly voted to discuss. the Greek 

| 7 problem..On October 21, it voted to establish:a. UN Special Commit- 

tee on the Balkans (UNSCOB). which established headquarters in. 

Salonica. The USSR. and. Poland refused to be represented and_ 

Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia‘ refused all cooperation with the | 

Committee; consequently it was obliged to restrict its activities to 

| — Greek soil. UNSCOB has been active from November 21, 1947 to the _ 

present, having: been specifically continued by. the General Assembly | 

resolution of November 27, 1948. This latter resolution found, on the 

| basis of UNSCOB’s unanimous report, “that the continued. aid given. 

| by Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia to.the Greek guerrillas en- 

oe dangers peace in the Balkans, and is inconsistent with the purposes _ 

and principles of the UN.” The General Assembly called upon Al- 

--bania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia “to cease forthwith rendering any 

a assistance or support in any form to the guerrillas.in fighting against = 
, the Greek Government, including the use of their territories.as a base 

| for the preparation or launching of armed action,” and recommended 

 “t6 all members of the UN and.to all other states that their govern- — | 

ments refrain from any action designed to assist directly or through = 

- any other government any armed group fighting against the Greek 

| ~ Government’’.?° ae oo Se bees es 

-: 1%. Efforts of the USSR and satellites in the UN to place the blame 

| on Greece and to bring about the withdrawal of British troops have 

- been opposed by the United States and defeated. United Nations 

proceedings and actions with respect. to Greece have resulted in inform- | 

| ing the non-communist world of the problem and in mobilizing to an 

| appreciable. extent world opinion in support of Greece. It-has not 

succeeded in terminating the communist threatto Greece. - | 

: 18. Conciliation efforts by the President of the General Assembly 

during November and December, 1948, between Greece on the one hand. | 

and Albania; Bulgaria and. Yugoslavia on the other, broke down on. 

, © For documentation on. the consideration of the Greek frontier question at. 

7 the United Nations in 1947 and 1948, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 1 ff. | 

- and ibid., 1948, vol. Iv, pp.222ff.- = Be pe Ee
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the insistence of Albania that a clause be included in the Albano- _ | 
Greek agreement stipulating, first, that Greece recognize not only that. 

a state of war with Albania no longer exists but had never existed in 
the past, and second, that the present border between the two countries: | 

--ig_ irrevocable. Greece maintained that the only possible basis for 
agreement was to put off major issues for peaceful settlement at a 
later time..The Bulgarian and Yugoslav representatives took the posi- _ a 
tion that. they could. not sign agreements with Greece until the Al- 7 
banian terms had been:met. However, it is possible that the talks will ~ 

be resumed when the: General Assembly meets again in April 1949. _ 

oe _ RESULTS OF COUNTERMEASURES ss | 

| 19. U.S. military and economic aid to Greece has been successful to | 
- the extent that it has prevented communist domination and control of 

_ Greece, The presence of British armed forces in Greece, even in small 
_ numbers, acts as.a deterrent to the invasion of Greece by regular satel-_ 
lite or USSR forces. On the other hand, the Greek forces have been 
unable to establish a satisfactory security situation in the Greek in- | 
terior. As the result, although economic deterioration has been arrested, - 
adequate progress cannot be made in the program of economic rehabili- 
tation. In existing circumstances, if U.S. aid were to cease, the basic 
Greek economic situation would again deteriorate rapidly. — re 
20, Turkish defense capabilities and political stability have been == 
strengthened by U.S. aid, but Turkish military capabilities are still 

- insufficient, without additional assistance, to permit alteration in exist- | 
ing plans pertaining to the Middle East. | a ee 

ADDITIONAL COUNTERMEASURES CONTEMPLATED OR POSSIBLE 

91. On the consideration that the Greek Army needs greater effi- 
- eiency rather than numbers, :steps are being taken to re-train and 

rejuvenate it. — RE ee | 
92, A comprehensive program to increase the administrative effi-. | 

ciency of the Greek Government is being pushed. eee es | 
- 93, Our Ambassador is encouraging a political evolution in Greece — 

which would result in curtailing petty political maneuvering and 
improper political interference:in military affairs, and consequently 
in more efficient handling of Greek civil and military affairs. At the - 
same time he is being careful to keep the responsibility for the conduct 
of Greek national life on Greek shoulders, and to discourage any step 
which would not be supported by the Greek people. abs | 

, 24. Consultations are taking place between U.S. and Greek officials — 

with a view to enlarging and strengthening the Greek information = = ss 
service. The United States is constructing a broadcasting station at 
Salonica which will cover the Balkans, Nominally this station will be | | 

 Greek-owned and operated. — | | | |
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. _ + 25. The Department of State is pursuing its study of the question | 
_ of the applicability of Article 51 of the UN Charter, (right of 

- individual or collective self-defense) to the Greek situation. This is 
a legal study without prejudice to the question of the desirability or 

_ feasibility of taking action under this article. Ce So 
26. On the consideration that the Greek security situation would be 

comparatively simple and manageable if aid to the guerrillas from ) 
_ Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia could be terminated and theuse of 

the territory of these countries denied to the guerrillas, the Depart- 
= ment of State has under continuous review the question of what devel-. | 

opments or action could bring about thisresult. =| | | 

| _a. The possibility of widening the Tito-Cominform split by 
| events which might follow a reduction or proposed reduction in U.S. | 

| aid to Greece has been examined. The conclusion was reached.that on 
| balance the overall results might well be adverse rather than beneficial. 

. - 6. Albania has become isolated territorially from the Cominform 
- countries as the result of the Tito-Cominform divergence, but-suc- | 

_ cessive purges of the Albania Government have kept Albania firmly in 
— the Cominform camp. The USSR has recently reduced Albania’s isola-. 

tion by means of sea transportation. Other elements in the Albanian | 
, | situation offering possibilities. for bringing about cessation of aid to 

_ guerrillas are inherent economic weakness, claims of both Greece and | 
Yugoslavia to portions of Albanian territory, maintenance by Greece. 

- of a legal state of war with Albania, and disaffected elements within 
os Albania. However, the failure of the recent negotiations in Paris show 

_ that a Greco-Albanian arrangement on guerrillas is probably not now 
| ossible = ee oe 

P c. Immediately following the Tito-Cominform rift there were signs 
of a diminution in Yugoslav aid to guerrillas. But at the present time 

| _ the amount of this aid appears to be on a par with that accorded prior —’ 
7 to the break, although guerrilla freedom of‘action within Yugoslavia _ 

- is probably more closely supervised. Tito, moreover, hastaken painsto 
-. maintain the identity of his foreign policy with that of the USSR and 

satellites. He has recently made vague economic gestures toward the © 
| west. He has so far maintained, however, that he will not make politi- 

cal concessions to the west in order to further economic relations —. 
therewith. Nevertheless, the United States intends to enter into closer | 
economic relations with Yugoslavia in an endeavor to keep Tito strong 
enough to continue his resistance to the Cominform as well as to em- 
ploy U.S. economic. bargaining power to the end that Tito will aban- 
don his assistance tothe Greek guerrillas, oe oe 

d. The Buigarian situation is unpromising, because of the com- 
. _ plete Soviet domination of the country. Seog SE a | 

oe é. Mediation possibilities continue to exist in the General Assembly 
7 and the conciliation functions of UNSCOB, although in the absence | 

of at least partial resolution of the basic issues it is improbable that. | 
- such efforts can obtain any realresults. ae
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8%. a, SANACC 360/11 (Second Corrigendum, November . 22, 
194831) gave Priority 1 to U.S, military aid on anareabasistoHurope, 
the Near and Middle East. On a country basis, Priority 1 was accorded ne 
to Benelux,.Canada, France, and. the United Kingdom, andthe grant- 
ing of substantial aid was considered permissible to those ‘countries. 
Priority 2 was accorded to Greece, Italy and Turkey (order is alpha- 

betical in both lists), and limited aid was considered permissible to a 
them. The JCS have expressed the opinion (SANACC 360/12). that 

- SANACC860/11 is generally sound and will forma Wasisfordecision = 
and action. with respect to military aid priorities in peacetime. The : 

JCS commented that substantial military aid for six countries, limited a 
aid for sixteen others, and token aid for thirty-seven more, can-result 
in tremendous commitments. Therefore, itis necessary, beforedecisionS = 

~ are. made, to consider with the utmost.care the over-all scope of such 
- commitments:in relation to our financial and industrial situation and | 

eur own. military. requirements. Aid programs should be reviewed - 
periodically to ensure that they are-continued only so long as our | 
national security interests require. = Ce SGN a | 

_ %. The Foreign Assistance Correlation Committee is preparing ~ 
papers on basic policies underlying military assistance programs, and _ 
on the application thereof to. programming, and designation. and 
‘grouping of recipients, for submission to the members of the Foreign | 
Assistance Steering Committee. a SET a 
—¢@. The Greek Aid Program was recently reviewed as of Novem- | 
ber 28, 1948, and certain conclusions and recommendations were ap- 
proved by the Secretary of State and. the. Economie Cooperation 
Administrator. Apart from and ‘in-addition to the periodical review =| 
arising from the obligation to submit quarterly reports on Greek- | 
Turkish aid to the Congress and the necessity to obtain appropria- 
tions annually, the program is under continuous scrutiny and review _ | 
in both policy and administrative aspects. we | 

_™ Document SANACC 860/11 was a Report by the State-Army-Navy-Air Force 
Coordinating Committee’s Subcommittee for Rearmament. The ‘Report, which | 
dealt with military aid priorities, was originally prepared August 18, 1948 and : 
subsequently underwent a series of minor revisions. ‘A later version of the | ! 
Report, revised as of March 15, 1949, is included as an enclosure to.a memorandum | 7 | 

_ of March 16, 1949 from SANACC to the Secretary of State, document SANA-6333; | : 
| fortext,seevol.1,p.257. 0 | : 

2 The reference here is to memorandum of November 1, 1948, from the Joint — 
Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense commenting upon SANACC 360/11. : 
See Rid, | 

501-887—77-__19 | | | : | | | 

— |
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28, NSC 5/4, confirmed by NSC Action No. 173,1% stipulates that 
U.S. aid to Greece and Turkey must be proportioned in the light of 

| over-all demands against U.S. availabilities and resources and that 
| the United States should not now send armed forces to Greece as token 

forces or for military operations. — | ee 

| oe Oc CONCLUSIONS | 

| _. 29. Ft isin the interest.of U.S. national security that neither Greece | 
| nor 'Furkey fall under communist domination. In existing cireum- _ 

stances U.S. aid and support are essential if this is to be prevented. 
80. Because Turkey is strategically more important than Greece and _ 

| because the present situation in Greece is precarious, whereas in - 
| Turkey. it is relatively sound, the United States has greater long-range __ 
Oo _ strategic interests in the military establishments of Turkey than in 

those of Greece. Nevertheless, highly adverse psychological and politi- 
eal results would occur at this time if the communist political warfare 
being conducted against Greece should be permitted to succeed. Should 

| _ Turkey come under communist domination, U.S. security interests in 
3 the Middle East and Eastern Mediterranean areas would be critically 

affected. | oe | 

SO 31. The United States should continue by appropriate political, — 
military and economic aid and support, determined on the basis:of the _ - 
consideration set forth in NSC 5/4, to assist Greece in its efforts to 

| | oppose communist pressure and aggression, so long as the Greek Gov- 
_ ernment continues to evidence determination to. oppose such. pressure 

and aggression. A previous examination of alternatives has led tothe 
conclusion that U.S. security interests require the continuation of our 
Greek program. - - 

82. Military decisions with respect: to Greece and Turkey. should 
- be made in the light of the over-all world situation and the defense —__ 

needs and potentialities of the Middle: East and. Eastern Mediter-— 
ranean areas as determined on the basis of U.S. strategic interests, and 

: not primarily as a contribution to'the solution of the problem in those _ 

| _.™ Document NSC 5/4, June 4, 1948, “The Position, of the U.S. with, Respect to 
oe _ the Use of U.S. Military Power in Greece”, not printed, was.a.revision of NSC 5/3, 

May. 25, 1948,. approved, by, President, Truman. The. text. of NSC 5/3, and the 
| amendment constituting NSC 5/4 are printed in Foreign, Relations, 1948, vol. xv, 

| p. 93 and editorial note,p.10.,0 © 0 : | 
| “ The final sentence of this paragraph was not included in NSC 42, but it was 

. _ added at the request of the Department of State. OT - 7
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33. Owing'to the precariousness of the Greek situation, the National ==> 

Security Council should keep developments in Greece under continu- 

ing review.” a a | . “ oo a eet oa a | . 

34. U.S. policy on military aid to Turkey, or other military pro- 

grams with respect to Turkey, should be based on the necessity of sup- 

porting and strengthening Turkish efforts to oppose communist | 

pressure, and on possible utilization of Turkey for US. strategie pur- | 

poses in the event of conflict withthe USSR. | Pes 

Tp the earlier draft of this report, NSC 42, this paragraph was followed by — 
an additional paragraph. subsequently deleted at the suggestion.of the Department 

- of State. The deleted paragraph read as follows: a | | 

 “T£ the measures taken now or in the future fail to bring about a substantiaily 

| more effective and successful effort onthe part of Greece to overcome the guerrilla 

menace, alternative means of safeguarding U.S. security in the area sheuld be / 

examined.” OC | BC - 

Responsible officers in the Department of State feared that such a statement —— 
might lead some people to believe that the loss of Greece would not be unduly 

serious; whereas in fact it appeared that such a loss would seriously weaken the 

American position in the Eastern Mediterranean and Near Hast despite any com- 

pensating-steps that might be taken. (memorandum from Joseph: Satterthwaite to 

Under Secretary Webb, March 16, 1949: S/S-NSC Files, Lot. 63 D 351, NSC 42 

868.00/38-2249, me Be ge | 

Informal Memorandum by the Department of State to the British | 

SECRET ce 2: (Wasmmveron, undated.) 

4, With reference to the paper handed to Mr. Thompsen by : 

Mr. Dennis [Denis] Allen on March 17, 1949, the Department of State __ 7 

has likewise received reports of alleged Russian troop movements and 
other military activities in the Balkans, which have been accompanied 7 

| in some instances by similar rumors of satellite military movements | a 

near the frontiers of Yugoslavia. These reports are so far preponder- _ 
antly unconfirmed. | - oo i : 

9. Fhe Department of State concurs in the views expressed in Para- 

graphs 2 and 3 of the paper referred to‘above. 7 a 

| ~ 3, The Department also coneurs inthe view of the British Govern- 

ment, expressed in Paragraph 4, that representations at Sofia at this 

time would’serve no useful purpose. oo eens | 

| 2 According to a memorandum by William O. Baxter, Assistant Chief of the 
Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, not. printed, the Department 
views contained in this paper were first’ transmitted’ orally to British Embassy 
Counselor Allen. Subsequently Office of European Affairs Deputy Director Thomp- _ | 

_- son decided to commit those views to paper'in the same informal-manner in which oo 
the British Embassy had committed its views. This paper appears to have been : 
prepared’ on March 22° (868.00/3-2249). . | | :
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_ 4. The Department also doubts the advisability of acting on the 
_ suggestion, mentioned in Paragraph 4 of the Embassy’s paper as being 
under consideration by the Foreign Office, that some public statement / 
on the Macedonian situation be made. It believes that such a move 

_ at this stage would only abet the Soviet war of nerves without bringing 
compensating. advantages. _ ee ee ee 

| . 5. The Greek Government has advised the American Ambassador in 
Athens that it will shortly present a memorandum setting forth.the 
Greek Government’s views on the Macedonian question and requesting 

a the comments of the United States Government. It is understood that. 
a similar memorandum will also be presented to the British 

Government... a8 BE RE os . - Be a a | | 

868.00/3-2449: Telegram em a 

| The Chargé in Bulgaria (O’Donoghue) to the Secretary of State. | 

-ossorer. = ”S—~™—S Ss SA, March 94, 1949—9 p.m. 
a. 958. We agree with both reasoning and specific proposal ‘contained 

_ Belgrade’s 272, March 16 to Department repeated Athens 19, Moscow” 

| As Department aware, we have maintained and still maintain that 
| effort “conciliate” what is basically not international dispute but for- 

: eign-supported internal revolution is from practical point view waste 
- of time. Nevertheless the conciliation attempt has been started and 

assuming it.can have no permanent results, it is our job to see that its 
| failures are made clear and responsibility is clearly placed where it © 

7 belongs. At GA meeting last fall we took bad propaganda beating 
_ because skillful maneuvering of satellites, Greek intransigence on 

a Epirus and especially press misinterpretation Evatt statement. At this 
a GA we (meaning also Greek) must regain lost ground and take the | 

initiative. So _ re | 
7 | For this purpose Belgrade’s suggestion appears best vehicle. In 
a view constantly repeated stand present Bulgarian Government re 

western Thrace, would be virtually impossible Bulgarians accept 
suggested renunciation this claim on that region; that. possible strong 

| pressure by Albanians to renounce it for latter’s benefit. would place 
further strain on inter-satellite relations which in any. case appear _ 

_ somewhat tense; and extension guarantee to all Balkan borders will = 

oe In hig telegram 217, March 15, from Sofia, not printed, Chargé O’Donoghue 
_ reaffirmed the opinion, first expressed in December 1948, that counciliation with- 

out the actual.stopping of aid to the Greek guerrillas and ‘without enforcement 
. of Greece’s northern border would be a mistake. Not only could O’Donoghue see | 

: no change of Bulgarian policy or attitude, but.evidence indicated that Bulgaria 
had possibly increased aid to the guerrillas. (501.BB Balkans/3-1549) :



as Belgrade says, possibly smoke out future Cominform ‘intentions | | 
re Macedonia, etc. Through all the fracas Greeks would come pristine a 

pure, having at same time protected national integrity and made 
magnanimous conciliatory gesture, and not being involved in possible = 
inter-Slav disagreements. Furthermore probable failure negotiations 
could be clearly blamed on Bulgarians and other satellites and moral __ 

_ justification provided for such border-sealing operations.as Depart- — 
ment maychoosesupport) == a wh Ag 
_ Also concur Belgrade’s opinion that direct: representations either 
Moscow or satellite capitals at least premature. While this expedient 

- may have worked in Markos’s. recognition case, it is of questionable 

general usefulness, and should be saved for occasions when has good | | 
chance success,0 

. Sent Department; repeated Athens 9, Belgrade 15, Moscow 12.. 

868.20/8-8049: Telegram. | 

_ The Ambassador in Greece. (Grady) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET) AES, March 80, 1949—4 p.m. 

~Amag 36. Request for extension military aid to Greece comes at 
moment when outlook for successful conclusion campaign against | 
guerrillas most optimistic since-inception.of program. We have solid 

_- basis—built on effective: military establishment, promising’ civilian : 
govt highest: morale since liberation—for hope that with continued = = 
American aid:the guerrilla warfare can be reduced.to police propor- __ : 
tions within forseeable future. Continued success, however, depends | 
upon continuation of adequate: American aid. We are-now getting | 
good returns for money invested, and inorder to move forward : 
steadily it will be necessary that Congress show its confidence by | 
appropriating sum requested. Failure to do so would have not only: 
serious material effect but the instantaneous psychological effect might 

_ well nullify the successes which with great difficulty. have been 7 : 
achievedthusfar, | 
In following paragraphs I include some facts on present situation 

_ that may be useful in preparing presentation to Congress (ReDeptel : 
436, March 261). re a , 

“Not printed ; it explained that the Department was in the final stages of pre- | 
paring the proposed Military Assistance Program, which included. Greece, for- 7 | 
presentation to Congress. Ambassador Grady was asked to cable four or five pages | 
of commentary on the current Greek situation which might be included in the __ 
presentation to Congress. (868.20/8-2649) : 

| | 

| | | |
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1. The military. 

: In early January military situation reached low ebb in ‘series of 

| - gudden and successful bandit attacks against urban centers. In this 

black mement govt on January 21 gave General Papagos complete _ 

control over all armed forces. He informed Military Council of his 

| plans to concentrate aggressive action in Peloponnesus in order to 7 

eliminate bandit bands from the area transferring bulk of his troops 

to central and northern Greece. At same time he said he planned to | 

protect vital points throughout the rest of country. In such areas he | 

ordered army to abandon their static defense concept. He relieved 

‘inefficient commanders. He took immediate and drastic action. against _ 

| all officers who failed to act aggressively. His strategy showed first — 

results in highly successful defense of Florina in mid-February and | 

recapture of Karpenisi..It proved itself in carrying through to suc- 

| cessful conclusion operation to eliminate organized banditry from 

. _ Peloponnesus. As a result Pelepennesus are today substantially cleared 

os and reconstruction is. going on with renewed vigor. At‘same time in 

: | central and northern. Greece the army pursued bandit:forces that had 

been responsible for January raids. 
Oo The General pushed vigorously army program of tactical training 

- with result.that Greek commanders generally began to: appreciate 

value of this training, observing it made possible successful pursuit 

operations with minor losses. He listened carefully to advice from 

American and British officers. As a result of all this bandits have been 

- badly beaten wherever they have shown fight. Bandit casualties for 

February were. 3900 which is more than for any month of major 

operations during 1948, and in March 4700. Bandit effective strength 

today is about 19,000. With arrest of informers and civilian sympa- | 

thizers, with splendid progress having been made in past 2 winter | 

, months, GNA at opening of spring is prepared to start its 

principal operations, which should carry the National Army to the 

northern frontiers, earlier and in a sounder position than was thought 

oe possible3 monthsago. = = > SS 

. _ Any reduction in American support of Greek operation at this: _ 

time would have disastrous effect upon spirit of army. The resulting 

—_ Joss of momentum-of present military effort would neutralize all gains 

- made this winter and necessarily prolong the struggle. This would 

mean a continuing demand for financial and military aid over'a longer 

period of time. On the other hand, support now to amount requested 

| is our best. assurance that investment. already made will be safe- _ 

guarded. It will provide continuity of present offensive efforts and | 

secure utilization of maximum benefits from American military aid.
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2. The government. Ta | - 

‘Effectiveness of conduct of military affairs by General Papagos © | 
has been enhanced by support:accorded him and general military effort 
by broadened coalition govt, which took office January 20. This govt, > 
which includes the New and Unionist Parties in addition to Liberals 
and Populists, was formed through normal parliamentary processes 
and received an overwhelming vote of confidence from Parliament. 
With vote of confidence Parliament adjourned for 4 months, leaving —_ 

_ Jegislative power for vital questions in hands of Cabinet and its direct- 
ing Greek force, Coordinating Council. The latter, which consists of | 
Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister, and leaders of 4 participat- 
ing political parties, has proved to be effective instrument in insuring | 

coordinated governmental policy. While to a degree handicapped by —s_| 
certain defects common to its predecessors and its continuance poten- _ | 
tially jeopardized by partisan pressures, present govt appears clearly | 

| to be best since inception American aid. Several of Ministries are | | 

_ ~ headed by persons of technical ability and initiative and govt.through- 
out has manifested spirit of enthusiastic cooperation with American 
mission. ~ be oe —— 

{In addition to notable successes on military front, progress is being 
made in implementation various economic programs to which govt | 
has committed itself in 4-year recovery plan. It has in general co- os 
operated with ECA mission in measures to maintain effective control —__ | 

- govt expenditures and to devise additional means of revenues includ- | 
ing new taxation of wealthy classes. Decentralization program, which 
is considered of highest priority in improving govt administration on 
national and local levels, is moving forward and first concrete steps a 
have been taken. These include dismissal politically appointed | 
monarchs and pending appointment of replacements on basis of merit ; | 
establishment of machinery for local elections which it is planned will 

| be held in secure areas this summer; and amendment of suffrage pro- 
_ visions to broaden franchise of women. While possibility national a 

elections remains questionable until further progress achieved in estab- 
lishing security, prerequisite measures of revision of electoral rolls, | 

- guspended for past 2 years, has been renewed. But, most important, - 
_ government success in military field and its earnest endeavors in eco- 
nomic and political matters have instilled increasing feeling of con- ~ 
fidence among Greek people of all classes. In absence of adverse 
developments, this growing confidence should lead to increased effec- 
tiveness of government to deal with critical problems still facing 
Greece in economic, military and political fields. |
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3. National morale. | ee 
+ The morale of Greeks: has been mounting steadily in past 3. months 

: _ because of number of factors : change in government in early January ; | 
- appointment of Papagos as Commander-in-Chief;-GNA military suc- 

, cesses; particularly those in Peloponnese and at Florina; shifts in ~ 
bandit leadership and confusion in Communist policy,. and. finally 

| realization that bandit menace must be eliminated this year, as.it may 
| _ belast-possibilitytodoso. 

- The national state of mind created from these factors provided the 
- ‘proper atmosphere for:a national rally from March 20 to 25 which was | 

intended :to reflect: the confidence of Greek people in ultimate success 

| of their struggle and give’a ‘united popular support to the national | 
| efforts necessary to finish the task. The rally was a.Greek affair, en- 

_-——.-: thusiastically staged and competently executed by Greeks with partici- 
, pation of foreign allies. The pattern of celebration cut. for Athens was 

_ followed in all important provincial towns and cities. Virtually all 
Greeks ‘participated ‘in the 5. day. celebration. The final event. of week 

- came-in-a great rally in ‘ancient stadium in Athens which was packed © 
| | with an estimated crowd of 60,000 with an equally large number of 

| people in adjoining streets‘and on nearby hills. According to govern- 
| ment officials only once before: in modern: history has there been such 

- an attendance at Athensstadium2. © 6.) 
The:Greeks are:a volatile people with a sharp sense of reality. They — 

-_ eannot: be sustained for long on-propaganda alone. Their morale can 
be. sustained. if military successes -continue- and if they are:made to 
realize. that needed social, political: and economic reforms will come 

Oo with restoration of security. They realize keenly the vulnerable geo- 
graphic location of their country and, as a consequence, they feel 

_ strongly the need for American support at this critical hour. The | 
financial support made. available by Congress will indicate to:them our 
belief-in their: faith in their own future. This support is vital.for — 
Iaintaining that high Greek national morale which is necessary to 

_ _ * Phe “Work and Victory” manifestations in Greece, which concluded with -the | 
celebration of the 128th anniversary of the independence of Greece on March 25, 
appear to have been originally inspired and planned by Ambassador and particu- 

— larly Mrs.:Grady. President Truman, who was unable to accept King Paul’s invi- 
_ tation. to visit Greece and attend these celebrations, named Ambassador Grady 

as his personal representative. On March 25, President Truman issued’a state- 
ment:to the Greek people reaffirming American support to-Greece. For the text.of 
the President’s statement, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 
States: Harry 8. Truman, 1949 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1964), 
p. 186. For the text of a statement issued to the press on March 23 by: Secretary 

_ of State Acheson commending the “Work and Victory” celebrations, see Depart- 

ment of State Bulletin, April 3, 1949, p. 4838. = | re -
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finish task of eliminating bandit menace and thereby giving Greece 

chance to recover economically from effects of World War Ii. | 

Ce | _ Grapy | 

editorial Note 
On March 31 British Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin arrived in 

Washington to participate in the final phase of the negotiations cul- a 

| minating in the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty on April 4. 

~ Bevin had also come to Washington for meetings with Secretary of 

State Acheson and French Foreign Minister Robert Schumanon vari- | 

ous German problems. On March 31 Bevin, accompanied by a number 

of advisers, held a meeting with Secretary Acheson given over'almost 

exclusively: to German matters. According to Secretary Acheson’s _ 

memorandum of conversation, the following remarks regarding Greece 

were exchanged toward the conclusion of the meeting? = 

Mfr, Bevin suggested the advisability of bringing the Greek ques- 
tion to an issue within the next year, if no settlement is achieved with 

Russia in the meantime. He handed me a copy of a report from Gen- | 

eral Slim [see the note of March 31 from Bevin to Acheson, infra]. The | 

| British would try to do more by furnishing additional Spitfires and 

_ by increasing Greece’s drawing rights on the UK from 10 to another 

| 14 [242] million dollars in sterling, He had advised the Greek King 
to take more forceful action and he thought the present Greek Gov- 
ernment was’ doing much better. Mr. Bevin said. there had’ been a 

certain rapprochement between Tito and the Greeks, ‘who were now 

_. With reference to Mr. Bevin’s remark that the US might become 
weary of the Greek problem, I mentioned in this specific. connection,  =—> 
as well.as with reference to other problems, that the US Government 

| was finding it increasingly difficult to get appropriations for foreign 
programs and ‘that we had to: be careful in what we decided to do 
from. now: on.” (CFM. Files: Lot M-88: Box 140: File—Minutes of 
Tripartite Meetings, Washington, April1949),) 0 cs 

- Following the meeting Secretary Acheson and Foreign Secretary 
Bevin issued a brief joint statement explaining that they had had a 

general exchange of views on Germany and Greece but that no de- 
cisions were taken. For the text of the statement,.see Department of 

State Bulletin, April 10,1949,page459. 
.. For documentation on the Washington Tripartite Meetings on Ger- 

|
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| 868.20/3-3149 | a | a 

The British Foreign Secretary (Bevin) to the Secretary of State? 

_ TOP SECRET oe | 
The British Chief of the Imperial General Staff visited Greece on 

March 9th and 10th and has furnished His Majesty’s Government 
with an appreciation of the situation there.? In this report Field- — 
Marshal Sir William Slim has drawn the conclusion, with which His 

| Majesty’s Government concurs, that military success against the Com- _ 
munist rebels in the near future is a necessity if Greece is not to be- 

| come a satellite of Russia and that to achieve an early military success 
| it is necessary for aid to the Greek forces to take priority, for the 

present, over all but the most essential economic aid. | | 
- _ Although there have been signs of improvement in the Greek situa- 

tion in the past two months, in particular the clearance of the Pelopon-- 
: _ nese, the leadership and discipline of General Papagos and the dis- 

"-—— sensions in the rebel ranks, it would be rash to judge from these few 
| | encouraging signs that the end of the civil war is in sight or that the | 
a _ northern neighbours of Greece (with the possible exception, in certain 

_.¢ireumstances, of Yugoslavia) will cease their aid to the ‘rebels, in 
accordance with the resolutions of the United Nations Assembly and 
of ULN.S.C.O-B. Nevertheless the present favourable combination of 
circumstances does offer a far-reaching opportunity, of which ad- , 
vantage can and must be taken, to assist Greece to achieve by 1950 such 
marked military success that she can assure the security of her people 
and thereafter draw that real profit from economic aid (hitherto 
denied her by rebel sabotage and disruption) which would enable 

| _ her to achieve economic recovery, increasingly by her own efforts. 
_ The Chief of the Imperial General Staff considers that a relatively 

oe small increase in the size of the Greek forces at the present. moment | | 
would be an investment which, taken in conjunction with the present 

_ favourable circumstances, would provide that additional central re- 
| serve necessary to-clinch the military success which has so far eluded 

1The source text, which is unsigned and bears no heading, was handed by | 
| Foreign Secretary Bevin to Secretary Acheson in the course of their meeting on 

March 31 (see editorial note, supra). me | | 
*A copy of Field Marshal Slim’s six-page report accompanied the source text. | 

For a synopsis of the report, see telegram Gama 22, April 5, to Athens, p. 290. Also | 
, _ attached to the source text is a note by the British Chiefs of Staff Committee 

a which indicated that Field Marshal Slim’s report had been requested in Febru- 
— ary 1949 by the British Defence Committee in order ‘to serve as the basis for a 

further British approach to American authorities to give financial and economic 
_ support to the necessary expansion of the Greek armed forces so that they would 

be capable of finally defeating the Greek guerrillas in 1949. The British Chiefs of 
Staff endorsed Field Marshal Slim’s recommendations and urged that Foreign —— 
Secretary Bevin be authorized to press for American support for the proposed 
expansion of the Greek armed forces. | : | |
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_ the grasp of the Greek army. His estimate of the increases in the forces 

required is:— Be : | 

Army ge | | 
‘One Division (9,000 men) : es | 

Two Pursuit Groups (4,000 men ) oe a | 

| Air Force: | = | | 

- Two Fighter Bomber Squadrons i | 

- One reconnaissance squadron. ee ee | 

- He estimates the cost of the additional army formations at 6,000,000 

pounds sterling and of the air units at 8,000,000 pounds sterling. - 

A copy.of the report of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff - | 

is being communicated to the United States Chiefs of Staff through | 

the Joint.Services Mission. . ove, a 

Bist Marcw;1949, 0 OPES ER 

Moscow Embassy Files: Lot F-132 oe oe : . . 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Leonard J. Cromie of the 

Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs 7 

“OP SECRET sts” - [Wasuineron,] April 1, 1949. | 

Subject: Greek Proposal for Western Military Action against Al- | 

. bania in the Event of a Cominform Move against Tito 1n 

‘Macedonia | © oe | | 

Participants: H. E. Vassili Dendramis, the Greek Ambassador a 

an Mr. Joseph C. Satterthwaite*\-NEA a 

a John D. Jernegan 2—GTI oe — a 

| Leonard J. Cromie—GTI | vo 

The Greek Ambassador called at 4:00 p. m. by appointment at his 

request to present a memorandum,’ prepared by the Greek Foreign sy 

, Office, dealing. with current Macedonian developments in their rela- oe 

tionship to Cominform. pressure against Tito* and possibilities of 
western counteraction.’ (Copy attached.) a | 

- The memorandum outlines the “extremely dangerous” consequences 

for Greece, Yugoslavia, Turkey, Italy and the Western: Democracies. _ | 

__. in general should the Cominform succeed in overthrowing Tito either ae 

by force or by subversive activities in Macedonia. In the event of a 7 

| » Director, Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs. | 
Chief, Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs. | | 

8 The Greek Embassy memorandum, dated April 1, 1949, is not printed. 

‘Marshal Tito (Josip Broz), Yugoslav Prime Minister and Minister of Defense ; 

Secretary General of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia. 
© For documentation, see vol. v, pp. 854 ff. :
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-Cominform move in this direction, statements of protest by the West- 
| ern Powers or appeals to the United Nations would be of no avail, for 

| _ the former would merely demonstrate “the inability of the West to 
face the new thrusts of world communism” while the latter would 
become “bogged down” by procedural delays. Decisions should rather 
be made at once which will prove “the determination of the Western 
Democracies to face developments not merely by righteous.indignation | 

| _ and recourse to the legal procedures of international law, but by strong 
| and decisive action.” Preferably this should take the form of “a naval — 

| operation of the~Western Powers . . & to storm Albania,” which — 
would “bring about with certainty the rapid collapse of the Hoxha ” 
regime” and Western occupation of Albania. This action, which could 
be justified on defensive grounds coupled with a promise of eventual 

_.... withdrawal conditional upon improved Soviet behavior inthe Balkans, 
would cover Tito’s western flank and an important sector of Greece’s 
northern flank and “would provide the Western Powers with a valu- 
able pawn.” Turkish participation in this operation would bedesirable, 

_-- Since the realization of Cominform objectives in Macedonia “would — 
unavoidably be followed by .:. 6 a move for the seizure of the 
Straits.” The memorandum proposes that the Western Powers make 
preliminary’ contact -with the Turks on this matter without Greek 

| participation. It. foresees, however, that the Greek role in the contem- 
| plated Balkan military operations would be “most important” and 

that aid to Greece “should be accordingly adjusted.” ss 
| The Ambassador read, under instructions, some accompanying “ver- 

bal remarks” (copy attached*), explaining that the Greek Govern- __ 
ment does not regard Cominform aggression against Yugoslavia as 

| inevitable nor does it contemplate immediate action in Albania but 
| merely proposes that.the Western. Powers give joint consideration to 

| this matter to lay the groundwork for eventual action should events 

_ Mr. Satterthwaite told the Ambassador that the Greek memorandum 
| would be taken under advisement. | es 

Omission appearsinthesourcetext = | 
* General Enver Hoxha, Albanian Prime Minister, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Minister of Defense, and Commander in Chief ; ‘Secretary General of the Albanian 
Workers’ Party (the Communist party of Albania). = ne - . * Not printed. ee ire: cs Pee nee eS Bye —
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868.00/4-149: Telegram. | me | | 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

scorer. i (wti“‘<‘é‘é!O;!;!.COCOC*‘«CA TENS, April 1, 1949—5 p.m. — 

626. While aware possible propaganda advantages resulting Greek - 
renunciation Northern Epirus claim prior resumption so-called con- 
ciliation talks at Lake Success (Belgrade telegram 272, March 16and | 
Sofia telegram 9, March 241) it appears politically impossible for 
Greeks to take such action at present and inadvisable that we press | 
themtodoson = = : a, 

Subject. recently broached with Pipinelis, permanent Undersecre- 
tary Foreign Office, who, as experienced diplomat and member Greek oe 
GA. delegation, well aware UN and world public opinion angles of — | 
Balkan conciliation talks and unfortunate interpretation placed on oe 

- breakdown these conversations in Paris last winter. He declared cate- 
gorically that no non-Communist Greek government could make such | 
renunciation. It seems unreasonable expect Greeks to make such ges- 
ture in favor of openly hostile Albania which is furnishing chief. a 
support to Greek guerrillas largely from bases located in Northern 
Epirusitslf. = | re 
Furthermore, considerations should be given Albania’s strategic 

location on Otranto Straits and as traditional gateway between | 
Balkans and West. In our view, US should not take any step which 
could be represented as indicating even tacit approval. complete 

- absorption Albania into Eastern satellite system and as corollary, — 
should not press Greece formally renounce at this time its territorial = 
claims on Albania. These are at least far better justified than claims 
of any third country against Albania. If peaceful and equitable solu-_ | 
tion for Albanian question were in prospect, which is not case at pres- ; 
ent, Greece could at such time, be asked to assist by denouncing 
Northern Epirus claims and probably would be willing do so if genuine . : 
resumption of normal friendly relations with northern neighbors | 
could be assured. Only on basis of such guid pro quo could gesture 
be justified by Greek Governmenttoitsown people. = 

At same time, we have repeatedly urged Greeks avoid agitation on | 
Northern Epirus and Foreign Office has usually done so. During - 

- forthcoming Lake Success talks, Greeks can be expected totake reason- 
| able position that their Northern Epirus claims are before CFM and | 

that relations can be established with Albania pending territorial 
decision by that body. —— | | - re | 

+ Same as telegram 258, March 24, from Sofia,p.280, |
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i Even on propaganda side, value renunciation of Northern Epirus 
-. _.- by Greeks is open to question. It will be remembered that Greeks last 

July proposed to Bulgars resumption of diplomatic relations with | 
7 mutual renunciation territorial claims and that Bulgars refused. This _ 

| refusal did not, however, prevent Kolarov,? in recent speech, from 
alleging that Greek territorial pretentions prevent establishment nor- 

_. mal relations between Bulgaria and this country. Also seems unlikely 
that conciliation talks at Lake Success will lead to any clarification _ 

| _ (if such is needed) of Communist territorial designsin Balkans. 
| In sum, Greek renunciation of Northern Epirus might well occasion | 

internal government crisis and appears most unlikely either promote 
| establishment better relations with northern neighbors or provide 

~ useful ammunition in present war of words between East and West. 
Continued aid by northern neighbors and other Russian satellites to 
Greek guerrillas in open defiance overwhelming GA condemnation 
such action, like repeated and deliberate violation Satellite peace 
treaties and continuance religious persecution in Satellite countries 

_ in contemptuous disregard protests of civilized world, seems to provide — 
| clear indication baselessness any expectation that policy of interna- 

tional communism will be significantly affected at this time by expres- 
sions UN or Western publicopinion. = 

: Sent Department 626 ; repeated Belgrade 35, Sofia 27. a 

? Vasil Kolarov, Bulgarian. Foreign ‘Minister and member-of the Bulgarian. 
Communist Party Politburo, = s_ eg a 

868.00/4-549: Telegram = 5 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece - 

TOP SECRET —.., Wasurneton, April 5, 1949—6 p. m. 
| | Gama 22. In conversation March 31 Bevin handed ‘Secretary copy 

| report by Sir William Slim CIGS in connection his recent visit to 

_ Greece. Copy also received by JCS through service channels. — oO 
‘Synopsis report.asfollows:  __ es SE ee 

‘1. Lack success 1948 result poor morale, poor leadership, lack cen- 
tral army reserve, failure exploit air superiority. Troops now better 
trained, leadership improving but morale fluctuates quickly and wrong : 

| to assume capabilities UK or US division as yard stick for Greek - 
-_- performance. | GRE aca Oo 

1 Regarding the Slim report under reference here, see Bevin’s communication of 
| March 31 to Acheson, p. 286. |
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2. Although significant progress can be made unlikely guerrilla | 
| war can be won this year regardless measures taken now. If Mace- 7 

donian developments result in increased movement from Bulgaria, 
problem confronting GNA would become acute. Present political and | 
military situation in Greece and Yugoslavia presents Western Powers © 

- with far reaching opportunity in cold war. Military success against — 
communism in near future essential if Greece not to become a satellite. | 

3. Comparatively small increase military assistance should tilt 
scales in favor Greek armed forces. Report recommends: . | 

a (a) One infantry division (9,000 men). | | 
(6) Two infantry pursuit groups (2,000 men each). Equipped 

only with man-carried weapons and supplies from air. | 
(c) Two fighter bomber squadrons : | 

_ (d) One reconnaissance squadron | oe - | 

Your comments requested on foregoing recommendations in light 

general Balkan developments and possible Greek position in event. 7 

~ Cominform triumph in Yugoslavia. | | _< | 
| os - AcHESON 

$68.20/4-749: Telegram | | | oO | 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET URGENT _ _ Ariens, April 7, 1949—8 p. m. | 

~ Amag 389. Copy of Sir William Slim’s Greek report was handed 
me by British Ambassador and transmitted by me to Department by 

| my top secret despatch of April 2.1 Reference Gama 22, April 6 [5].? | 
_ Slim’s report was prepared in advance of his arrival in Greece | 

in line with Down’s well-known thoughts and then endorsed by Slim 
personally after his visit. Being British it is cast in terms of Empire 7 
defense and being a British soldier’s report it makes its recommenda- | 
tions without giving consideration to cost either to US taxpayer or ee 
Greek recovery program. = —ests—~S—s | | a 
‘The problem that Slim is trying to solve by his recommendations 

has been given careful and continuing study by us during many 
months. We know the reasons for lack of success in the past and be- a 
cause of this knowledge we are building a better trained, better led : 

| Greek Army. We are striving to maintain the morale high. We believe _ 
the present Greek armed forces are adequate, from the military view- 
point, to clear Greece this year of organized banditry up to border a 
areas. From the economic viewpoint army even too large if reconstruc- | 
tion program is to make appreciable progress. This, of course, as- 

-  sumes that nature and extent of present aid to guerrillas from | 
| 

+ Despatch 32, April 2, from Athens, not printed. | os 
* Supra, | | | | |
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| northern countries will not appreciably be augmented. In latter case, 
which might be result of Cominform victory in Yugoslavia, a new 

_ situation might be presented which could not be dealt with by Greek 
Army in its present size, size recommended by Slim, or its maximum 
size represented by total mobilization, = 
We have learned that certain way to slow punch in Greek Army’s 

drive is to watch passively circulation of story that army is too small 
_ and soon will be increased in size. Since November we have been able 

_ to squelch such stories near source with excellent results. Bearing in 
mind. speed with which rumors of recommended increases travel by . 

_ grape-vine and their disastrous effect in Greece I urge that ‘Depart- 
| _ ment immediately inform British that it will not increase present 

ceiling of Greek armed forces. The special training, equipment and 
| use of units within ceiling is constant concern of JUSMAPG and 

During my stay in Washington ? I will wish elaborate on this gen- 
eral subject as pointed upinSlim’sreport. 

a a Seenti s GRADY 

* Ambassador Grady, accompanied by William M. Rountree, his Special Assist- 
ant, left Athens for Washington on April 9, leaving Counselor of Embassy Karl 
Rankin as Chargé. Ambassador Grady had been asked to return to Washington in - 
connection with the forthcoming submission to Congress of legislation for the 
Military Aid Program. He also wished to discuss several matters ‘with. officers 
of the Department. . .. we ee TU gh tae So | 

868.014/4-849 : Telegram er ee - 
| The Ambassador n Yugoslavia (Cannon) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET - Bererape, April 8, 1949—83 p. m.. 
| 390. -Moscow’s excellent. 829, April 4+ poses what well may be central 

| issue in current Macedonian situation, namely your own ability and 
_ willingness follow through on implications of support for first suc- 

| cessful rebellion in Soviet Empire. If Soviets are left to.believe we 
- regard Macedonian question as squabble over disposition remote terri-- 

tory by three Communist states all within Soviet orbit, they.may feel 

free proceed with military. plans of one sort or another (Legtel 389, _ 

/ 1 The telegram. under reference here expressed the belief of the Embassy in | 
the Soviet Union that the Soviet Government was committed to the liquidation 
of the Tito regime in Yugoslavia and that Soviet efforts to that end would con- 

. tinue at.an accelerating pace. The Embassy felt that the Soviet efforts would be. 
indirect and that Yugoslavia was likely to face widespread guerrilla activity on 

| the Greek pattern. The complete text of this telegram is printed in vol. v, p. 808. 

a
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April 8?) as ruthlessly as they did in past within their own borders. . 

Basis UN or other intervention can readily be obscured by castingtheir 

Macedonian exertions in form of ostensibly indigenous guerrilla ac- 

| tions, so-called civil war or free Macedonian Republic secession right a 

to. which both Communist. theory and Yugoslav Constitution 

acknowledge. = a ; | 

‘It was precisely this possibility we had in mind when proposing 

multilateral Balkan border pact (Embtel 272, March 16) though a 

Athens sees problem from other viewpoint (Athens 626 April1).We 
would not of course recommend renunciation Epiran claim in vague . 

hope of exemplary: influence. What we were concerned with was de- a 

velopment approach which would compel Yugoslavia, Bulgaria | 
and Albania to give to Greece and each other border guarantees or 

make it impossible for them to mask their territorial designs behind so- | 
called guerrilla movements. We hoped our project would be thought to 
provide that guid pro quo which we entirely agree with Athens is owed 
to Greece. | me ve - : | 
We also thought we saw advantages in proposing that Greek Gov- | 

ernment should take lead as genuine conciliator in Balkans along these | 
fundamental lines thus correcting popular misinterpretation its stand | 
on Epiran territories. Value Greek claim will sooner or later have to | 

be assessed realistically and we wonder if Greeks can counton CFM 
to put through question to Greece. Very bluntly present utility of. | 
claim might thus be its greatest. a -_ , 

| If, however, Greek Government finds itself obliged hold to Pipe- | 
 nellis position we would suggest further study of proposal our 272 
using some other sponsor. We think Bulgarians and Albanians will be | 

_ wholly unable offer guarantees requested without disclosure of or a 
serious embarrassment to Moscow’s plans for Macedonia and liquida- 
tion of Tito. Above all, proposal presented to UN would have merit : 
focussing world attention on threat to peace inherent present Mace- | 
donian. situation and thus might well impress Soviets with fact they 
cannot carry out overt or camouflaged aggression in Macedonia area 

_ behind curtain their own security apparatus and world indifference. | 
| - Sent Department, repeated Sofia 25, Athens 25, Moscow 52, | 

| oe CaN NON | 

* Not printed; in it Ambassador Cannon observed that the removal of Markos _ : 
Vafiades taken together with recent purges in Albania and Bulgaria could pos- | 
sibly be seen as a prelude to hostilities in the Macedonian area, but Cannon | 
could find no local evidence to establish the probability of early armed. action. | 

. Among the consequences of the Balkan purges was the surrounding of Yugo- | 
slavia by leadership groups thoroughly subservient to the Soviet Union and the ; | 

possible exploitation of the idea of a united Macedonia. against Yugoslavia. , | 
(860H..002/4-849) | en Lt ti a | 

501-887-7720 oo
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- 501.BB Balkan/4~1249 : Telegram ee ee 7 a 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
| 7 7 — -‘Onited Nations (Austin)+ oe 

‘SECRET URGENT = Wasurneton, April 12, 1949—7 p. m. 

216. N.Y.’s 480, Apr 11.2 For Ambassador Austin.’ Dept seriously 
| concerned that intended resumption by Evatt of conciliation talks with 

_ Grk, Alb, Bulg and Yugo reps cld result in complicating and worsen- 
ing entire Balkan situation unless most carefully handled* _ | | 

| _ Requested that you find earliest occasion to approach Evatt in- 
| formally and explain U.S. view in spirit of helpfulness as follows: 

; 1. Present Balkan situation in delicate state, particularly as re- 
| gards position of Yugos. We feel it important nothing be done via 

Evatt talks which wld either force Yugos to reconfirm course of | 
- solidiarity with Alb and Bulg pursued at Paris or, alternatively, of 

dangerously highlighting Yugo isolation from Cominform group. | 
Also prospects of eventual rapprochement between Greece and Yugos 
cld be badly damaged unless sharper points at issue between them are | 
kept in background. So 

2. Dept feels that in light of apparent Cominform and therefore | 
Soviet intent to use Bulg and Grk guerrillas to detach Macedonia _ 
from Greece, and in light of continued large-scale aid to Grk guer- 
rillas in Grammos from Albania, chances of even limited success re- 
newed conciliation talksnegligible. ce , | 

Pls also advise Evatt we feel he cld well begin by first inquiring 
of various Balkan reps whether they think there is adequate basis on 

_ which conciliation efforts cld proceed. If talks go forward, it is our 
best judgment that there is little chance of appreciable results and 
publicity failure might furnish Soviets with propaganda success and ~ 

| also be disservice to prestige both of UN and of GA Pres himself. = 

1This message was repeated as telegram 542, Combal 263, April 13, to Athens. 
| * Not. printed ; it transmitted Daily Classified Summary No. 69 from the United . 

a States Mission to the United Nations reviewing events at the United Nations on 
7 April 11. The summary reported, inter alia, that U.N. General Assembly President 

Evatt planned to resume his Greek conciliation efforts. Evatt had asked Greece, 
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia to be represented at ‘a meeting on April 14 and had 

| sent a wire to Tirana requesting the Albanian Government to assign a representa- 
tive for the talks. (501.4 Summaries/4-1149) > | | | , 

| * Warren R. Austin, United States Representative to the United Nations, held — 
| therankof Ambassador, 2 co 

“In his telegram 706, Combal 411, April 9, from Athens, not printed, U.S. Rep- 
resentative on the U.N. Special Committee on the Balkans Drew commented in 
part as follows on the prospect of renewed conciliation efforts : | 

| “Believe that renewal of Evatt conciliatory effort at this erucial turning in 
Balkan situation frought with danger of either forcing Yugoslavia to resume. 
course of solidarity with Albania and Bulgaria pursued at. Paris or, on contrary, 
of dangerously hastening and highlighting Yugoslavia isolation from Cominform — 
group.” (501.BB Balkan/4—949) | ae | |
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| Dr. Howard ® of Dept will be in N.Y. by noon Apr 13 to provide | 

any assistance or background info re history of conciliation talks that : 

you may require. - Oo | | 

_ | , . ACHESON © 

| 5 Harry N. Howard, Adviser, Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs. 

| 868.00/4—1649 : Telegram . | | 

| The Chargé in Greece (Rankin) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | | Arnens, April 16, 1949—6 p. m. 

474, Embtels 580, March 26; 651, April 5; 702, April 8. Contrary 

to assurances given Ambassador Grady by King, Sophoulis and Tsal- | 

daris, Markezinis affair culminated in open government crisis, fortu- 

nately of short duration.t This development appears to have been | 

inevitable in view of King’s position, obstinacy Markezinis and pres- — 

sure from parties, pressand publicopiniop. 

-. Markezinis refused to resign until court inquiry results published. 

However, according Greek political tradition Markezinis should have. 

placed himself at Prime Minister’s disposal when question first raised 

unless government were prepared take unequivocal position his defense — | 

| assuming collective responsibility for this action. Coalition govern- 

ment refused to do this. Populist, most powerful party in govern- | | 

ment, bitterly hostile to Markezinis and determined to get: rid. of - | 

him. Other participating parties not entirely certain. Markezinis’ in- 

‘nocence and not inclined consider him indispensable. Government _ 

therefore procrastinated and finally yielded to Populist and opposition. 

-_ pressure to crush Markezinis. eo ae tate | 

In consequence Markezinis affair, government policy-making func- 

tions practically at standstill for nearly one month. Although prin- | 

cipal papers (Kathimerini, Vima, Nea, Estia) consistently backed | 

| Markezinis, their support relatively mild in contrast virulent attacks 

by remainder of press including Populist organs and left-center Hlef- 

| In mid-March it became known that. Spyridon Markezinis, Greek Minister | 
Without Portfolio and leader of the New Party, had business relations with a : 
proker currently on trial for the violation of currency regulations. A eontroversy — 

erupted in the Greek press regarding Markezinis’ possible wrongdoing. Rivalries . 

among competing Greek political factions became a factor in the accusations 

against Markezinis. In conversations with King Paul, Prime Minister Sophoulis, 

and Foreign Minister Tsaldaris (reported upon in the telegrams under reference, . . 

| none of which is printed), Ambassador Grady expressed his interest in seeing 

that the Markezinis affair was not irresponsibly utilized for a governmental 

: crisis (868.00/3-2649, 868.00/4-549, 868.00/4-849). In the second week of April, 

however, the Sophoulis. government sought to obtain the resignation of Marke- 

zinis, a measure for a time strenuously opposed by the King. On April 12 the 

Sophoulis government resigned. At the King’s request, Sophoulis formed a new 

- government on April 14 identical in composition with the previous one, except 

for elimination of Markezinis and two other ministers who were members of the 

New Party. On May 2 the Greek Supreme Court announced that it had found no | 

evidence of wrongdoing on the part of Markezinis. -
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theria. So far as can be determined, public to whom Markezinis little _ 
| more than a.name considered his stubbornness and government inac- 

tivity intolerable, particularly during last week when country con- 
. sidered: suffering invasion from abroad, civil servants striking and | 

economic difficulties mounting. _ ae a 
‘Under circumstances Prime Minister and other government leaders 

_ relatively objective in Markezinis matter considered it impossible _ 
| maintain previously declared position of awaiting court inquiry re- 

| sults, particularly as no certainty re ultimate date publication of court | 
findings. According very reliable source, April 12 even Papagos, one __ 
of Markezinis’ strongest supporters, felt latter should resign as only | 

| wayofterminatingimpasse = | ee | 
Question complicated by position of King who in view his assur- 

_ ances to Ambassador as well as his personal desires opposed both 
Markezinis’ resignation and moves by other government parties to 

force this action. Confronted with this situation Sophoulis, rather 
_ than join other parties in attempting force King to demand Marke- 

zinis resignation, submitted government resignation. Appears also 
that ‘Sophoulis Liberals had some hope capitalizing on situation by — 

| forming new government under Sophoulis, either excluding other | 
party leaders which would reduce infiuence Tsaldaris and Venizelos _ 

| as well as Markezinis (Embtel 741, April 132), or as it turned out. 
by acquiring two additional cabinet posts. CO oe 

In reforming government Sophoulis asked New Party Ministers 
Capsalis (National Economic) and Gonis (Labor) retain their posts 
but did not follow customary procedure and deal directly with their 

_ party chief Markezinis on this matter. Perhaps for this reason and | 
according Markezinis because he felt his two ministers would be sub- 

oe ject. continued attack by Populists and opposition, Markezinis re- 
a fused permit his ministers participate although he was aware of 

American desire Capsalis and Gonis remain. Markezinis decision 
generally welcomed by other government parties for various reasons _ 
including belief nonparticipation new party would ease parliamentary 
position reformed government. oe 
Although government as sworn in identical with predecessor ex- 

cept for omission New Party (Embtel 749, April 142) some minor 
_ shifts particularly among Liberal ministries expected shortly. Lead- 

ing candidates presently vacant National Economy and Labor posts 
_ are Sophoulis Liberal Mavros* (Minister Justice in last pre-election 

| 2 Not printed. a - oe 3 BO 

* George Mavros was subsequently sworn in as Greek Minister of National , 
_ Economy. - .” — ee Pe oy
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government) and Venizelist Marinakis (ex-Minister Merchant Ma- 

rine) neither of whom have any special qualifications for these key _ | 

“posts which were capably filled in preceding government: by New _ 

- Party members. Tn addition government as whole has suffered con- | 

siderable loss public prestige from Markezinis affair but: éxpects get 

adequate vote of confidence from Parliament scheduled to meet for 

-thispurposeMay2* 9 

*The Greek Parliament gave the newly constituted Sophoulis Government a | 

vote of confidence on May 2. , a 

‘ON Files, Lot 60D 642200 

‘Memorandum of the Secretary of State’s Press and RadioNews 

| No. 16 © =. PWasurneron,] April 20, 1949. — | 

Greek Army — a a | Oo ee 

_ At his press and radio news conference this morning, Secretary 
‘Acheson said that he thought that his reply to a question last Wed- 
nesday * might have created a wrong impression and might have been 

_ unfair.to: somebody. He continued that the answer was correct and | 

complete to the best of his knowledge at that time but was not alto- 

‘gether complete in view of what he now knew. The Secretary ex- 
plained that he was asked whether Mr. Bevin talked with him when 

he was here about increasing the size of the Greek Army and he _ 
replied that he had no memory. of any such discussion at all. Secre- 

tary Acheson declared that Mr. Bevin did not discuss with him increas- | 

ing the size of the Greek Army but left at the State Department, __ 
| among several other memoranda, a memorandum by some division or | 

group in the British Army on the general subject of the organization | 
of the Greek Army. He said that this memorandum was turned over — 
by him without study to experts in that field. He continued that he oo 
had been told that the memorandum recommended an increase in ‘some 
branches, and a decrease in others, and overall'a slight net increase but 
that the matter had not yet come back to him. He went on to say that, | 
as the correpondents knew, the view of this Government wasagainst = 

_ *Lot 60 D 641 is a collection of memoranda of the Press Conferences of the | 
‘Secretary of State (1935-1955), Department of State Radio (Wireless) Bulletins , 

(1935-1946), News Digests (1945-1952), and other unclassified press materials _ 
for the years 1906-1954, as maintained by the Office of News, Bureau of Public | 

_. “"4'The memorandum ‘was prepared by Michael J, McDermott, Special Assistant | 
tothe Secretary of State (Press Relations). == a : 

2 April 13. | BEE |
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increasing the size of the Greek Army. He concluded that he thought 
| that the matter was of no importance and said that he only mentioned 

| it so that no one might think that he had attempted to be sharp in 
answermgortomisleadanybody. == | rs 

7 Asked about the present status of this memorandum, the Secre- 
_ tary replied that it gave the view of some of Mr. Bevin’s experts, — 

~ which he thought might be helpful to our experts. He added that there 
| 7 was no conversation between the British Government and this one on 

it and that it was not an intergovernmental matter. He stated that 
| there was nothing proposed or rejected. at all. — oo 

*On April 21, Lord Jellicoe, Second Secretary of the British Embassy, called 
. at the Department of State to discuss the implications of Secretary Acheson’s 

press conference remarks. Jellicoe reported that the British Embassy had received 
_ @ message from Foreign Secretary Bevin requesting that an immediate answer — 

be sought to his communication of March 31 (see p. 286) as he regarded the 
-Inatter as urgent and wanted the question cleared up immediately (memorandum . 

| of conversation by Baxter, April 21, 868.20/4-2149). 

501.BB Balkan/4—2049 Oo | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by Messrs. Harry N. Howard and | 
Leonard J. Cromie of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian 
Affairs — ae | ce OS a 

- CONFIDENTIAL — . -[Wasuineton,] April 20, 1949. 

| Participants: Mr. Paul Economou-Gouras, Counselor, Greek Em- 

- CO Mr. William O. Baxter, GTI - | | 
| _Mr. Leonard Cromie, GTI | | | 

| Mr, Harry N. Howard, GTI - | | 
| | Mr. Philip A. Mangano UNP | | - 

: Mr. Gouras called to discuss the Evatt “conciliatory” talks in New 
York smee, he indicated, his Government was somewhat concerned as 

_ to posstble developments. He had understood that at a meeting yester- | 
_ day, Ambassador Sarper and Mr. van Langenhove, members of the | 

Evatt “concihatory” committee,’ had expressed their view that, in view 
of the delicate and complicated issues involved, the time was not suit- : 
able for a renewal of the effort to “conciliate” between Greece and its _ 

| * Assistant on International Organization Affairs, Division of United Nations 

Political Affairs. a a 
*The Conciliation Committee was composed of Dr. Evatt, United Nations 

Secretary-General Trygve Lie, Ambassador Fernand van. Langenhove (Belgian 
Permanent. Representative to.the United Nations), and Ambassador Selim Sarper 

_ (Turkish Permanent Representative to the United Nations). The Conciliation 
. Committee held its first meeting in New York on April 19. The Committee met. 
- with ‘the Greek, Yugoslav, Bulgarian, and Albanian representatives for the first 

time on April 21. Other meetings followed. | oe - a
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northern neighbors. Dr. Evatt, however, had insisted on his “man- | 

date” from the General Assembly last November, and it was finally : 

agreed that he should see the Representatives of Albania, Bulgaria, 

Greece and Yugoslavia individually concerning the problems at issue. | 

| Mr. Gouras indicated that an Albanian representative * had now ar- 

rived in New York, the Bulgarian representative, Professor 
Vladiguerov,t having arrived somewhat earlier, and wondered 

whether it might not be desirable to have Mr. Pipinelis, Under- | 

_ Secretary in the Greek Foreign Ministry, come to New York, since 

he had taken part in the discussions in Paris. It was agreed, however, 

that, with Mr. Kyrou and Ambassador Dendramis in New York, it 

did not seem necessary to have Mr. Pipinelis there. His presence 
might, indeed, have the undesirable effect of appearing to lend added a 

- importance to the talks. Were Mr. Pipinelis to remain at home,more- 

over, it would put the Greek delegates in a better position to cope with 
surprise developments since they could argue the need for referring 

themto Athens. | | BO 
‘Since Mr. Gouras desired some guidance as to our attitude in the 

matter of the talks, it was suggested that the Greek Representative . 

should listen to any proposals Dr. Evatt might have to make and 7 

indicate that the Greek Government had always sought normal re-_ 7 

lations with the northern neighbors of Greece, that it had no terri- . 

torial claims with respect to Bulgaria or Yugoslavia, and that its oe 

well-known claim to Northern Epirus had been placed before the 
appropriate international tribunal, the Council of Foreign Ministers. — 7 
It was also suggested that Dr. Evatt’s attention might be called to the 

delicate Yugoslav situation, to the newly reemphasized Bulgarian and 
Yugoslav aspirations toward Greek Macedonia and to the persistent 
Bulgarian claim to Western Thrace. Nevertheless, the favorable 

- Greek attitude toward the establishment of “frontier commissions” a 

and toward the renewal of, or revision of, frontier conventions might =| 

be indicated. Finally, it was thought that Dr. Evatt’s attention might | : 
be called to the “conciliatory” functions of UNSCOB, a continuing = _— 
organ of the General Assembly, and to the fact that these functions . 

had been strengthened by the acceptance of Australian amendments 
to the original joint four-Power proposal. In case Dr. Evatt decided, — 

as the current session of the General Assembly drew to-a close, to 7 

make a “report” to the Political Committee on the conciliation talks, 
it would be desirable that the Committee should confine itself to re- 
 ferring this report to UNSCOB for the background guidance of this’ 
competent UN body in connection with future conciliation efforts at a 
‘more propitiousmoment. | a : 

| * Behar Shtylla, Albanian Minister in France. | | , 
*Dr. Todor Vladiguerov, Bulgarian Minister in France. . ;
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— -B68.20/8-8149 ee 

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador (Franks)) 

- vop secrRET ti (tsssts—i<“‘s;SCC LL Waser TON, April 25, 1949. 

oe _ Excenzency: I have the honor to refer to the analysis of the 
‘Greek situation prepared by the Chief of the Imperial General Staff 
and presented to me by the British Foreign Minister during our con-_ 

versation on March 31, 1949.2 This report has received careful’ con- 
sideration both in the Department of State and in the National Mili- 

: tary Establishment and by their representatives in Greece. 
‘The problems raised in this report have been given continuous study 

| for many months. The Government of the United States recognizes 
| that military success in Greece in the near future is important and that 

-..,__ it 4s a prerequisite to economic recovery. The Government of the 
_ United States notes with gratification the recent action of the United 

| Kingdom in donating twenty-two Spitfire airplanes to the Greek Air 
Force and in extending additional economic assistance to Greece in 
the form ofa further grant of drawing rights under the Intra- 

| European PaymentsPlan, 00 

The Government of the United States continues to believe, how- 
ever, that the present Greek Armed Forces are adequate, from a mili- 
tary point of view, substantially to clear Greece this year of organized 
banditry up to the border areas, assuming foreign aid.to the guerrillas 

| 1Thig note was handed to’ British Minister Sir Frederick Hoyer Millar by 
Joseph ©, Satterthwaite, ‘Director, Office of Near Eastern and: African -Affairs, 

: during a. call at the Department.of State on April 28.. Satterthwaite explained 
that the inability of the United States Government to give a favorable reply | 
to British. suggestion for some immediate. increase’in American military aid to | 
Greece, a suggestion which had been given very careful consideration by all 

competent government officials, was not to be interpreted to mean that the United 
States did not: welcome British comments and recommendations with respect 
to Greece..Satterthwaite also asked. Hoyer ,Millar to assure Foreign Secretary 
Bevin of American regret, that press stories regarding the British suggéstions 
attempted to draw the inference that there: was an unfriendly difference of . 

| opinion . between the United: States and United Kingdom Governments with 
| regard to Greece. Satterthwaite expressed the confidence that the very fine 

' cooperation between American and British officials in Greece would continue 
| in the future. (memorandum of conversation by Baxter, April . 28, - 1949: : 

868.20/4-2849) oe Ce 
A brief summary of this note was transmitted in telegram Gama 28, April 28, | 

| to Athens, not printed, with the suggestion the position of the United States | 
as therein stated be made known to the Greek Government (868.20/4-2849). 
Lieutenant Genéral' Van Fleet, in his capacity as Acting Chief of-the American _ 
Mission for. Aid to.Greece,.transmitted the main points of the note in a letter 
of May 2 to Greek Prime Minister Sophoulis, not printed (868.20/5-249). | | 

* Regarding Secretary Acheson’s conversation’ with Foreign Secretary Bevin | 
on March’31, see the editorial note, p. 285. A synopsis of ‘Field. Marshal Slim’s 
report under reference here was contained in telegram Gama 22, April 5, to : 

| Athens, p. 290. a a
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is not augmented appreciably. It is felt-that replacement of older men 

and other noneffectives included in the present ceiling strength of the 

Greek’ Armed Forces, which it is hoped can be accomplished, will con- 7 

tribute materially to current efforts to increase the combat effectiveness 

of the Greek Army. = QM5 Br ees ee ep en ag tee! 

a Although thorough examination of the propositions contained inthe 

report of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff has resulted in no , : 

change’ in ‘the estimate of the military requirements of the Greek : 

- situation by the Government of the United States, the mutual interests : 

of the United Kingdom and the United States in Greece make a a 

periodic exchange of views on these topics extremely valuable and | 

welcome. A. more detailed military commentary on the report of the 

Chief'of the Imperial General Staff will be transmitted by the United _ 

States Chiefs of Staff tothe British Chiefsof Staff. | 

Accept [ete] ss Da ACHESON | 

50LBB Balkan/4-2749 = 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State . 
a es fon United Nations Affairs (Rusk) — 2 

vor scorer. ss—ssti—isS, NB Yoor,] April 27, 1949. | 
Subject: Greek Situation. = Op ee : 

Participants: Mr. Andrei Gromyko, Soviet. Delegation to the Gen- | 

>. 40.5. My. Hector McNeil, British Delegation to the General | | 
WR be Mei = . Assembly ? C8 cons alana dlaa gh Corse opie eee pres 

ee Eee “... Mr. Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary of State © | | 

, ‘At the end of dinner at Secretary-General Lie’s house in New | 

York last evening, Mr. Gromyko, Mr. NcNeil and I had a talk about 
_ matters before the United Nations. Mr. Lie, in leaving the three of _ 

us together, made some remark obviously pointing to the Berlin dis- | 
cussions. I suggested that the three of us leave the subject of Berlin 
to Mr. Malik and Ambassador Jessup and expressed the hope that | 

_ the rumors, leaks and public statements which had thus far been made | 

7 Deputy. Minister. of Foreign. Affairs Andrey Andreyevich Gromyko served : 
as Chairman of the Soviet Delegation. to the General. Assembly’s: Third Session, 
Second Part. Boye BS | | a | j 

? Minister of State Hector McNeil served as Chairman of the British Dele- 
gation to the General Assembly. —— a ee 

* Assistant Secretary of State Rusk served as Alternate United States Repre- : | 
| sentative to the General Assembly, = ee re
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= would not complicate their talks on the following day.t Gromyko and 

McNeil agreed. OO Eaten ere 
| ‘Mr. Gromyko asked when we thought the Assembly would be able 

to close. I indicated my own personal View that it would probably not - 
- be able to adjourn before about the 15th of May. - a OO 

| Mr. MeNeil then asked Gromyko whether Gromyko thought there 
was any basis on which we could get together on Italian Colonies.’ 

, McNeil stated that although the British position was quite definitely 
opposed to a United Nations trusteeship of the sort proposed by 

| Gromyko, McNeil would be glad to have from Gromyko any amend- 
ments to the British proposals which he would like the British to | 
consider. McNeil and Gromyko then discussed some differences in 
figures about costs which had arisen between them in Committee 1. 

: debate. My only participation in this part of the conversation was 
to comment on the difficulty of providing substantial budget and 

| security forces by the United Nationsitself. - | | 
| I recalled that Mr. Maltk and Ambassador Jessup had wondered 

- whether there were other subjects which we might discuss. [wondered _ 
po whether Mr. Malik would be going to the Council of Foreign Ministers _ 

or whether he would remain in New York and might wish totalk about _ 
other points. I wondered, for example, whether the three of us could , 
in any way use our influence to normalize the Greek situation in order 

_. . that the Greek people could get on with their task of economic recon- 

a struction. Mr. Gromyko said there was no problem. The only thing 
that is required is (turning to McNeil) that you withdraw your troops. 

_ He said the Soviet Union had always taken the position that if the 
troops were withdrawn, the Greeks could deal with this question them- 

a _ selves. Mr. McNeil then pointed out that free elections had been held, 
a that these elections were held under international supervision in which 

the Soviets failed to take part, and that the principal difficulty had 
consisted in military assistance across the northern border. Mr. Gro- | 

| myko interjected the comment that that never had been proved. Mr. 
| McNeil replied that in private conversations we would have to work 

on the assumption that such assistance was in fact being offered, and 
‘he indicated that his personal view was that the main problem was to © 

- # For documentation on the conversations between Ambassador at Latge Philip 
C. Jessup and Soviet Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Yakov Aleksandrovich 
Malik regarding the Berlin situation, see vol. 111, pp. 694 ff. a ' 
>For documentation on the question of the disposition of the former Italian 

colonies, see vol. Iv, pp. 526 ff. er eee , oo 
, * Presumably the reference here is to the debate in the Ad Hoe Political Com- 

mittee of a proposal by the Secretary-General of the United Nations for the  _ 

establishment of a U.N. Security Guard. | |
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bring about a cessation of military assistance from allsides im order | 

that the Greeks could concentrate on their difficult economic problems. | | 

L interjected that our own military assistance to Greece had been made | 

necessary by. conditions created in Greece by armed. resistance on the : 

part of guerrillas directly assisted by Greece's three northern : 

neighbors. =” ee 
After a brief desultory exchange along the same lines, chiefly be- : 

tween Mr. Gromyko and Mr. McNeil, I stated that I did not believe we - 

could talk about the merits of the Greek situation on that evening, | 

but I merely wondered whether there was any basis for supposing that — : 

we could use our influence on the parties to pacify the situation. At | 

this point we rejoined the rest of the party. a 

868.00/5-549 eee 

Memorandum of C onversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State ~- | 

for United Nations Affairs (Rusk)* 

TOP SECRET | as -[Wasuineton,] May 5, 1949. 

Subject: Greece _ eo Oe - : / oe | | 

‘Participants: Mr. Andrei Gromyko, Soviet Delegation to the Gen-— — 

eral Assembly - Bh Seg id ps Pn fogs oe 

_ Mr, Hector McNeil, British Delegation to the General — 

| | ae ~ Assembly = 2 Pe , ce 

| Mr. Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary of State Pe 

Preliminary Note: I called on Mr. Hector McNeil in hhis office in , 

the Empire State Building at 12:15 yesterday to discuss with him | a 

how we should respond to Mr. Gromyko’s request for a further con- 

-_-vergation. I told Mr. McNeil that I could not enter into any official 

conversations with Mr. Gromyko but that if Mr. Gromyko wanted to | 

“present his views on an informal and personal basis that I would be —— 

willing to listen. 'I then raised with him the question as to whether — 

it might not be desirable to arrange a luncheon or a dinner with other — | 

The Greek question was one of several questions which Secretary of State 

| Acheson discussed with President Truman at their meeting on May 5. Secretary 

| Acheson’s record of this discussion read as follows : oo oo | | 

“J yeported to the President what transpired at the meeting in New York — | 

between Mr. Rusk, Mr. McNeil, and Mr. Gromyko, at which Mr. Gromyko made 

certain statements about Greece. The President was deeply interested in this, 

was quite clear that we should not engage in any talks on the future of Greece. 

without Greek participation. He also felt that we should not close the door 

to listening to any comments which Mr. Gromyko might wish to make.” Oo 

(868.00 /5-549) | OS Oe rs
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people present, during which the three of us might exchange a few 
thoughts; and thus maintain the social and unofficial character of any 

- conversations. Mr. “McNeil appeared quite surprised and stated that 
a he had already made an appointment for the two of usto see Gromyko 

| yesterday afternoon and that he had-been informed by his Washing- 
ton Embassy that the appointment was agreeable with me. I told 

- him that I-had not heard of the suggestion but under: the circum- 
stances thought that we might as well go ahead in order not to com- 

7 plicatethe matterfurther, = =: a 

| Mr. :‘Gromyko, Mr. McNeil and I met. in Gromyko’s office at 3:45. 
7 yesterday ‘afternoon. After a few amenities, Mr. Gromyko recalled 

| that during the course of our conversation at Mr. Trygve Lie’s dinner 
on April 26,2 I had inquired whether our three governments might 
not use our influence to bring about a settlement of the Greek ques- - 
tion. He said that our earlier discussion had been very vague, that he | 

_ had reported the matter to Moscow, and that his government was 
| ready to discuss the matter further. Mr. Gromyko then said that he 

| hoped we could discuss the matter in somewhat more concrete terms. _ 
| | Mr. McNeil stated that he had no instructions which would permit 

him to go into the merits of the question but that he was very glad to 
listen to-what Gromyko had to say. He assumed from what Gromyko — 
had already said that Gromyko had some:concrete proposals in mind. 
Mr. McNeil stated he assumed the three of us agreed that the con- 

| versation was personal and informal and should. not under any cir- 
cumstances be disclosed tothe press. 9 oo | 
_ [then reminded Mr. Gromyko that I had raised the question asto 

.  whether..we could not use. our influence. to help the Greek matter 
_ toward. a.settlement in order that the Greek people might be able to. 

concentrate upon.their problems of reconstruction. I stated that I had 
not intended to imply that we either should or-would be willing to 
change the forum of discussion from existing channels, such as UN- 
SCOB and diplomatic channels, to the great powers. I then stated that 
I was unable to do more than listen and that I wished to emphasize 

7 Mr. McNeil’s point that our conversation was personal and unofficial 
| _ and should not.be disclosed. ee 

| Mr. Gromyko stated his agreement that our talks'were informal — 
and confidential. He then said he wondered what we thought about the _ 

_ proposals made on April 20 by Mr. Porphyrogenis, the head of the 
“Northern Interim Government” in Greece. (This is the guerrilla re- 
gime of which Markos was formerly the head. A copy of the April 20 

| "For Rusk’s memorandum of the conversation under reference, see supra. ,



proposals ‘is attached.)* I told Mr. Gromyko that I had. not. been : 7 

following the Greek question closely and that I had not.m facet seen : 

the proposals. I had noticed in the morning New York Times some ret- | 

erence to such proposals but that I assumed the news account ‘was | : 

incomplete and asked Mr. Gromyko what the April 20 proposal in 4 

Mr. Gromyko then took from his desk a Russian text and said ‘ : 

that he had not prepared an English text because he did not wish to | 

| alter the meaning in the course of translation. He said, however, that | : 

the proposal was that there be a cease-fire in Greece, that there be a | 

general amnesty, and that arrangements be made for a new election. — ee 

He stated that the northern forces wished to “participate in the ar- 

rangements for the-election”. Mr. Gromyko then said that he thought 7 

a cease-fire and arrangements for an election would be only the first 

step, that there were other questions which might be taken up and — | : 

 yesolved later, © ee a ee 

Mr. MeNeil then stated that he wished to make it clear that his | 

government could not conceive that the rebel forces in northern Greece 

could be dealt with as a government. He reminded Gromyko that. the oie. 

Greek Government was a well-established, recognized independent _ 

government, and that the northern forces had no such status. Mr. : 

McNeil then stated that he wished to ask a few questions merely in 
order to understand what it was Gromyko had in mind. For example, 

3 'The attachment under reference here, the text of a radio broadcast from 

- Bucharest on April 29 repeating a broadcast made on the radio transmitter of 

- the so-called Greek Provisional Democratic Government (the Greek guerrilla | 

organization) on April 21, is not printed. The Greek guerrilla. organization 

appealed to the United Nations General. Assembly and the so-called World | 

Peace Congress, then meeting in Paris, for a peace initiative to halt the civil | : 

war and indicated guerrilla willingness to make concessions in that direction. | | 
This appeal, which the Department of State officers regarded as the 21st 
guerrilla peace offer since 1946, was dismissed on April 21 by a Greek Govern- 

ment spokesman. On: April 80 Czechoslovak Foreign Minister Vladimir Clementis po 

sent a cable to United Nations General Assembly President Evatt forwarding a, 
a request by Miltiades Porphyroghenis, Minister of Justice in the so-called Greek — 

Provisional Democratic. Government. Porphyroghenis, then in Praha, asked : | 

Hvatt to specify the conditions that could bring hostilities in Greece to an end. — 

Clementis also requested a visa for Porphyroghenis to visit the United Nations 
in New York: On May 2 Porphyroghenis applied at the United States. Embassy 
in Praha for a visa in order to go to the United N ations to discuss. a possible 
settlement of the Greek problem. Porphyroghenis elaborated his peace proposals 
to various American newsmen during an interview in Praha on May 3. On May 6 | 
the Department of State instructed the Embassy in Praha to explain that 

'Porphyroghenis would be inadmissible to the United States inthe absence of 
an official invitation from the United Nations. On that same day Evatt cabled 
Foreign Minister Clementis that Porphyroghenis should submit his views on : 
the Greek problem in writing. On the following day, May 7, the Greek guerrilla 
radio transmitter carried: a broadcast which in effect disavowed the.Porphyro- — 
ghenis initiative, 020 00 rn or |
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| he said’ he: had been interested in how Gromyko supposed a.termina- 
| tion of hostilities could be brought about. Mr. Gromyko replied that 

| such: arrangements could be the subject of further discussion but that 

| he “does not exclude a request. by the great powers on both sides in - 
| Greece” with respect tosuch matters. | ee 

_ I then told Mr. Gromyko that a question or two had occurred to 

| me which might help me to understand what he was saying. I inquired 

what role he would assign to the United Nations Commission. on the 
Balkans which has the matter: before: it and on which the Soviet seat 

_ 38 stilf vacant. Mr. Gromyko: stated that he did not believe that 

|  UNSCOB could: serve any: useful purpose, that the USSR. considered. 

| itan-illegaland improper body. = _~ | 

I then asked Mr. Gromyko.to clarify what he meant by an election. 
Did: he. mean a parliamentary election of a government. in Greece 
under the existing constitution, or did he mean a plebiscite on other 

| issues? He stated that “a parliamentary election is a parliamentary __ 

| election”. He specified that he had in mind the election of a govern-  __ 

: ment and not a plebiscite on. other issues, although. he reminded. me 

| that he had: already said that other issues might be settled later. — 

Mr. McNeil then asked whether in Mr. Gromyko’s view the election. _ 

| would involve any boundary question; Mr: McNeil. reminded. 

. - Gromyko: of public discussion: and speculation on the issue of Mace- 
donia. Mr. Gromyko. said that “Greece has its boundaries and we are 

talking about the boundaries of Greece”. “2 | 
_ -[ then said to Mr. Gromyko that: I was not sure that he was think-  _ 

ing about.the Greek problem which was before the United Nations. 

| I asked: how he thought his suggestions affected the problem as. be- | 

: tween. Greece. and its: three northern neighbors. I reminded him that 
| the aid and’assistance to rebel: forces in Greece from across the north- 

ern. frontiers had always been, the essence of the problem before the 
: United Nations. Mr. Gromyko replied: that: if there is a.termination 

| of hostilities and a parliamentary election in Greece, the relations 

| between Greece and its northern neighbors was one of the other sub- _ 

jects: which. would have to be worked out. “Obviously,” he said, “a 

cease-fire in Greece would open the way for a normalization of other — 

_Lasked’Mr. Gromyko: what: he meant by “participation.in arrange- 

ments” for the elections by. the northern. forces. I reminded him that 

the guerrilla forces: were in scattered enclaves. I wondered whether 

| he had. in:mind. that the northern forces would make the arrangements _ 

| in a particular geographic area and that the Greek Government would 

make arrangements in another area, or whether he meant that the 

participation of the northern forces would be similar to that of politi-



cal parties in other parliamentary elections where joint observers _ | 
were present at polling booths, on elective boards, et cetera. Mr. 
Gromyko stated that he did not have in mind a division of responsi- _ | 
bility along territorial lines. He had in mind that there might be | 

constituted a “higher body” which would have responsibility for the me 
conduct of the elections. oo : | ree | 

| In response to a question from Mr. McNeil, Mr. Gromyko stated 
that such a body would not have any purpose or authority other than | 
in connection with the election, that it wouldbe“ad hoc”. | | 

7 I then said to Mr. Gromyko that since he was talking about a matter - | 
which is of concern to the Greek Government in its relations with 
Greek citizens, I wondered whether he knew of any conversations 
among the Greeks themselves on these proposals. He stated that he | 

_ didnotknowofany. = | a Ea 
| In response to a question from Mr. McNeil, Mr. Gromyko said: that _ 

he did not think Mr. Evatt’s attempted conciliation was making any 7 
headway. He said that Mr. Evatt had been talking to the parties about 
“old proposals” which had been made in Paris. He said that Albania, | 
for example, could offer “nothing new on old proposals”. In answer | 
to a question from. McNeil, Mr. Gromyko said that ‘a Paris frontier | 

| question was one of the problems to be resolved. de 
Mr. Gromyko then summarized his-proposal as constituting an end 

_ to the war, and the holding of parliamentary elections. He stated that | 
he thought it might be useful for our three governments to agree on . 

_ the methods by which this could be brought about. He did not exclude | | 
| Soviet participation in such arrangements. ee | 

Mr. McNeil then asked him whether he was suggesting that if a 
new body be constituted by the United Nations that the Soviet Union 
would be willing to take part. Mr. Gromyko replied that thatissubject = 
to discussion, but that he did not exclude the possibility. oe 
Mr. Gromyko asked Mr. McNeil: whether he might have a reply 

from the British Government. Mr. McNeil stated that he had been 
glad to have Mr. Gromyko’s views, that he himself was unable to 
make any comments on the merits, that he wished to repeat that the 

| UK could not treat the northern forces as if they constituted a.govern- | 
ment of any sort, that the UK could not tell the independent govern- | 
ment of Greece how to run its internal affairs, and that we must be : 

- eareful not to infringe upon United Nations responsibilities on ques- 
tions directly. before that body. He stated, however, that he would let. 

| Mr. Gromyko know at an early date what his reaction was. Ds 

When Mr. Gromyko turned to me with the same question, I told ee 
him that I assumed that we were talking quite informally and un- 
officially, that we could not, change the forum for discussing the Greek :
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question, and that I had originally merely raised the question of the 

desirability of using our respective influence to assist a.settlement — 

_ within existing forums. Mr. Gromyko then asked me whether he 
| ‘understood he could expect a reply from me or “not necessarily so”. 

I told him that I could not indicate definitely that I could make a 

reply, but that I would discuss his conversation with my colleagues 

in Washington, 2 oy 

| --_Tn considering the views expressed by Mr. Gromyko in the above _ 
conversation, the following points should benoted: 

po _@) Mr. Gromyko did not ‘raise the question of the withdrawal of — 
British forces or the withdrawal of American military assistance, 

both of which he had diseussed at Mr. Trygve Lie’sdinner. ©. 

| b) Mr. Gromyko did not criticize the character of the present-‘Greek __ 
Government, although he had made remarks on that subject. at Mr. | 

| | _Tie’s dinner. CR ee SM 
- -  ¢) Mr. Gromyko seemed specifically to deny that they have in mind 

_ a“freeMacedonia™ 

_. The combination of what was said and what was not. said raises 
the question as:to whether the Russians are not seeking for reasons 

of their own to reduce their commitments in the West.if they can 

| extricate themselves without excessive political costs. Their attitude 

| in the above conversation was marked with an unusual degree of 

courtesy and affability. He was disappointed that neither Mr. McNeil 
nor I responded more concretely. to his suggestions. With the easing 

| of the Berlin situation in mind,t Mr. Gromyko’s attitude on Greece 

suggests once again that the Russians may have made recently a major 

| strategic decision which we have not yet fully uncovered. Forexample, 

they may have decided to exploit. their favorable operation. in Asia — 

-and, in order to be able to do so with maximum effect, to. stabilize 

their position in Europe. Again, it isnot inconceivable that they may 

| have decided that a period of “cooperation”. would lead to a weaken- | 

| ing of the Western World and the creation of conditions in which 

a renewal of their political offensive toward the West at-a later date 

might have greater chances of success. In any event, I feel that we have 

| not penetrated to the hard-core of their present policy position, To use 

ae a military term, we have not “developed” their position. =. 

FE believe the Greek matter should be given very careful study, both 

| _. because of our desire to be relieved of a $200 million a year military | 

assistance program for Greece and -because it might be possible, 

| through the Greek question, to get a better understanding of Russia’s | 

: -?¥For documentation on the negotiations in the spring of 1949 eventuating in 

| the lifting of the Berlin blockade, see vol. 111, pp. 643 ff. cn |
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present intentions. The main point is not so much a breathing space | 

in Western Europe as to disclose as soon as possible the next direction _ a | 

and objective of Russian policy in order that we may have as much 

advance warning as possible and begin to prepare such counter- — 

- measures as we consider may berequired. | | | or | 

- 868.00/5-549: Telegram | ce | 

, ‘The Chargé in Greece (Minor) to the Secretary of State _ | 

SECRET | URGENT a Aruens, May 5, 1949—6 p. m. 

897. For Department and Ambassador Grady. Metaxas* called : 

vesterday on behalf of King to request that he proceed urgently to _ 
US to present King’s views on Greek political situation to Ambassador. 
I replied I felt such procedure definitely unwise since (1) such views - 

should be presented here to Embassy for transmission to Department ) 

and Ambassador; (2) political crisis might be induced and King | 

open himself to strong criticism for indulging in unwarranted politi- _ 
cal maneuver; and (3) ourselves would become involved in such =~ 

__- manner as to suggest that any ensuing political solution was imposed : 

by us. Metaxas expressed complete willingness be guided by our views | - 

but wished Embassy to know he is ready to make such trip on King’s 
 instructionsifand when wethinkadvisable = = | a 
‘Metaxas then went on to give me following views for consideration | 

by Embassy and transmission to Department and Ambassador. King 
is concerned almost to point of alarm over drift of events in Greece. a 

Unedifying spectacle of political bickering as typified by Markezinis — 
affair has caused revulsion of feeling among people and has lowered 
morale of army at critical time. He feels that if action is not taken 
to lift Greek Government out of political morass military effort will 

| be jeopardized. He. is afraid that unwarranted accusations such as | 
brought against, Markezinis will be made against other leaders not- ) 
ably General Papagos. He alleges that Greek Government cooperation 

_ with ECA has been hindered and that action in whole governmental a 
field dangerously slowed down. He does not hide his belief that _ 

__Tsaldaris is to great extent responsible for this atmosphere. oo 
Specifically he ‘proposes to accept Sophoulis’ resignation “within 

next two weeks” and immediately request Sophoulis form new gov- 
ernment without. Tsaldaris, Venizelos and Markezinis. Papagos would 
continue as C-in-C but be confined strictly to military problems. Gov- oo 
ernment would be broad and able parliamentary coalition and, while 
slate not yet drawn up, would include many best men already in | | 

* King Paul’s political adviser Aristides Metaxas. | oo OO | 

501-887—77-—_21 | | | oe
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| government such as Stephanopoulos, Melas, Helmis, Rodopoulos, 

Averof, Tsatsos,? if these could be induced continue. Deputy PriMins 
might be Rendis and Canellopoulos, former possibly as MinFonAff © 
and latter Minister Interior. Stress would be on ability and progres- — 

| sive orientation. Government. would. of course be parliamentary and 

not at inception what is known as service government. However in 
| _ case chamber refuses a show confidence it would be dissolved and new 

elections held when possible (undoubtedly not within 45 day limit 
prescribed by constitution). King feels strongly his obligation to Am- 

| bassador to prevent political crisis during his absence and therefore _ 
ee wishes to have Ambassador’s views before going ahead with plan. 

_ My comments and recommendations follow. There is no doubt that 
government solidarity has been broken by Markezinis affair and that — 

| political jockeying which we had hoped had been eliminated in | 
a _ Sophoulis Government formed in January has again returned to scene. 

It is probable that efforts will be made to besmirch character other 
persons. If guns are turned on General Papagos effect on army morale 

| _ Inay be serious. There seems little doubt that political bickering in. 
a Athens has had distressing effect on civilian and military morale. 

| While ECA officials have had rather good impression ability and 
integrity individual Greek cabinet ministers they report it increas- 
ingly difficult to obtain action, get Greek politicians live up to com- 

__- mitments made and to persuade Diomedes to channel action through _ 
steering committee. Berry* reports situation politico-military field 
unsatisfactory.* a PERG a aS ie 

| Under circumstances it seems entirely natural King should desire 

- homogeneous government and elimination harmful political jockey- __ 
- ing. Accusation that he is resorting to dictatorship which might have 

| been valid had he proceeded with earlier Papagos-Markezinis com- 
bination could cause case lose much of its force in view of parlia- 

mentary character of government and its democratic complexion,On 

other hand elimination of leader of majority party and dissolution of _ 

7 Under reference here are the following: Minister of Coordination Stephanos 
Stephanopoulos of the Populist Party, Minister of Justice George Melas of the 

Liberal Party, Minister of Finance Dimitrios Helmis of the Populist Party, 
| . Minister of Health Konstantinos Rodopoulos of the Populist Party, Minister of © 

- Supply Evangelos Averof-Tossitsas of the Liberal Party, and. Minister of Edu- 
cation Konstantinos Tsatsos of the National Union Party. ©... oe | 

~ * Burton Y. Berry, Special Assistant to Ambassador Grady. © 
 - , In his telegram 945, May 18, from Athens, not printéd, Chargé Minor ex- 

plained that this statement regarding the politico-military situation was not 
| intended to suggest that the military situation had deteriorated or to give cause 

for alarm but rather to indicate that political factors continued to play an | 
important role in the military field. Minor cited a number of examples including 
the strained relationship between General Papagos and Minister of War | 

| Kanellopoulos and the emotional involvement of Papagos in the Markezinis affair 
- (868.00/5-1849). BO  , a
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_ chamber when it is obvious elections cannot be held within prescribed 7 
time are serious steps which should be taken only as last resort. On = =| 
balance, my recommendation is that we inform King we will not | | 
stand in way if he wishes to carry out his plan as purely Greek solu- 
tion in natural evolution of political situation but that-at same time 
we urge him take action only as last resort and after giving present | 

- government fullest opportunity to make good. It would seem that oe 
King’s plan under such circumstances would be strictly within spirit 
policy laid down in Policy Planning Staff paper “Report of US Aid | 

| to Greece” November 24, 1948.° Boe ee SESE | 
- [ have not consulted British Ambassador and will not do so until — : : 

learn views of Department and Ambassador, | 
Oo et ye gees GS sek yas ee [ Minor} 

— § For text, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. Iv, p. 195. | a | 

868.00/5-749 : Telegram a So - / Oo oe 

ss Phe Chargé in Greece (Minor) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET | URGENT . ATHENS, May 7, 1949—noon. 
902. Embtel 897, May 5. In considering reply to King we should _ 

be mindful of danger that our advice may be taken as license to carry | 
out suggested plan without delay. It is regrettable that. King has _ , 
around him not single mature adviser especially now that Tsaldaris- 
Pipinelis~Levides* group has been eclipsed by new combination con- 
sisting of impatient Papagos, egocentric and controversial Markezinis = 
and young, untried Metaxas whose flip and shallow approaches are | 
hardly reassuring. While I believe advice recommended mytel 897 
is sound, one cannot be sure how it will be interpreted by King. 

. I cannot disagree strongly with view that Tsaldaris has played ae 
_ politics in reprehensible manner and that Chamber is source never- | 

_ ending friction and disunity. Under certain conditions disappearance oo 
_ both may be necessary but one wonders whether this could at present _ | 
_be justified. Prevailing situation when there are many hopeful signs 
on horizon would seem to call for patience and restraint.rather than 

_ for radical change involving possible charges of dictatorship, which | | 
_ are already being bruited about by Greek public. Radical solution now | 
may bé likened to man who has come successfully through long and cos 
critical illness only to take overdose of aspirin. I personally donot 
find ‘local situation as alarming as King appears to consider it, Al-— 
though there are certainly numerous elements of danger in present __ 

_ * Dimitrios Levidis, Court Grand Chamberlainto King Paul. == 5 is—i—‘i—s
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situation my principal concern is that elements near King may take 
action prematurely and in capricious manner unconscious of far reach- 

/ «Ing effects. _ | | oe oe es | 
+ _.:-[ suggest therefore that in replying to King we place emphasis on 

need for restraint and patience and suggest that present hopeful time _ 
, - when termination Greek travail may be brought about through force | 

of arms or even by international agreement would hardly seem time 
- for radical solution? | AT a 

. ae, Minor ~ 

| | *In his telegram 908, May 7, from Athens, not printed, Chargé Minor reported : 
, , that British Ambassador Norton was in complete agreement with the views 

. expressed in this telegram. Norton expressed the view to Minor that King Paul 
| was badly informed both as to the necessity of drastic action and the state of 

public morale. Norton felt strongly that the King’s contemplated drastic course 
of action would be wholly unacceptable to British opinion. (868.00/5-749) > 

| : 501.BB Balkan/5-749: Telegram | | oe 
oe Lhe United States Representative on the United Nations Special 

| , Committee on the Balkans (Drew) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL © | —  AruENs, May 7, 1949—4 p.m. 
| 906. Combal 419 from Drew. In my airgram No. 3 of March 10, 

| 1949, I advanced certain tentative suggestions regarding future 
| organization of UNSCOB including replacement of non-Big Five 

members by other countries maintaining diplomatic missions in 
_ Athens, chief of mission acting as ex officio representative to 

_ In addition, I desire renew suggestion that serious study should be 
ae giver to complete internationalization of observer groups under UN, 

including personnel, equipment and supplies. This would admittedly — 
| , be expensive, especially if UN had to buy at open market prices the __ 

valuable equipment, including radios, trucks and jeeps now on loan 
| from US. If we could continue to lend such items and make planes 

| available at less than commercial rates, budget could be held within 
: reasonable limits and would be chiefly for salaries and per diem of _ 

| personnel. Plan to place observers under SYG aside from eliminating 
present charge on NME, would incontrovertibly establish impartial 

a character of observation function of committee which in practice 
| has been and presumably will continue to be sole active role of com- __ 

mittee. Our secretariat is beginning study of budgetary implications 
| of this plan which I will pass on to Department when ready, 

*Not printed,
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Following represents my preliminary thinking on substantive as- — | 

pects of upcoming report and hypothetical Greek resolution at fourth a 

Conclusions in this year’s report will apparently follow general lines | 

of: last year’s but regarding material aid will be based in large part. — | 

on witness testimony due lack opportunity make direct observation | 

for reasons previously pointed out to Department. Our conclusions , | 

will consequently be more vulnerable to attack in event of repetition — a 

oflast year’s full-scaledebate. poe Rhy | 
It follows that recommendations by committee as strong or stronger 

than last year’s will rest on less solid ground and conceivably com- — | 

~. mand less universal support at next GA. Less categorical recommenda- | 

~ tions, however, could not be advanced without representing retreat 

from our present position not only unjustified by situation but hold- | 

ing dangerous implications for Greek morale and American congres- 

- gional and public support of Greek aid program. | a 

- Even if our conclusions found to justify tougher recommendations = | 

than last fall we have already considered and rejected all such ex- _ 

treme proposals as political or economic sanctions against Albania, | 

Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, invocation of Article 51, etc. This leaves 

us with repetition of last year’s recommendations and renewal of con- 

_ » demnatory and operative clauses of current resolutions as highest goal | | 

to which we can raise our sights. ge 

- ‘What, however, is to be gained by mere repetition threatening to_ | 

- become monotonous, of previous admonitions, warnings and recom- 

mendations? Their practical effect on Albania, Bulgaria and Yugo- | 

slavia has admittedly been nil. On other hand, renewed presentation a 

in GA will inevitably touch off full-scale debate of last year with all 

of propaganda aspects and further mutual recriminations between. : 

Eastand West. 7 | 
_ Even more serious, they will force Yugoslavia to adopt same line 

as in past tending to nudge her over to Cominform propaganda line 

and adopt at least in eyes of world attitude of solidarity with Soviet | 

bloc hardly consistent with developments since last June. I further 

wonder whether by next fall general international situation may not | 

~ have eased to point where we ourselves would prefer to avoid pro- 

voking all out debate on controversial issues such as Greece. - 

Foregoing considerations induce me to advance tentative suggestion : 

| that committee should avoid specific recommendations in this year’s — | 

annual report to GA indicating merely that Assembly itself should - 
be left free to formulate own recommendations on basis of facts and _ | 
conclusions submitted in report. This procedure would leave us full
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freedom of movement at GA. If we then welcome new wide open con- 
test on Greéce, we can come forward with resolution embodying 

_ strongest possible recommendations and in effect thrown down gaunt- 
: Jet_ to Soviets. If on other hand, for reasons hinted at herein, we 

prefer avoid forcing issue, we could consider resolution which would. 
a reaffirm in general terms two previous resolutions and continue 

| - UNSCOB in being with addition of organizational modifications sug- 
| gested. Furthermore, if item on Greece were placed fairly well down 

on agenda debate could presumably be confined to reasonable duration 
| | and content. =». ° a i 

| I fully realize such course would not be welcome to Greeks. If it 
-.. should be decided.on in concert with our associates in sponsoring last 

resolution it would -be necessary and should be possible to convince 
| Greeks that their own best interests were being served. Adequate _ 

| measures could be found to convince Greek public that we were not 
__- retreating and they were not being let.down. oe re 

| _ I repeat these ideas are preliminary and being advanced only ten- 
Oo tatively. We must hasten our decision, though, as committee begins 

ss drafting in 6 weeks and_ preparatory conversations among members 
- should begin soon if our report is to include type of recommendations 

| _desiredby US. Opa | 
1 would appreciate. Department’s earliest. comments on this tele- 

gram and A-3 of March 10. 7 | ee 
Sent Department 906; pouched Sofia, London, Paris, Belgrade. — : 

| Co DREW] 

| 868.00/5-549: Telegram Oe 
| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece es 

SECRET — . Wasuineron, May 7, 1949—1 p. m. 
| _ 682. Embtel 897 May 5. On basis info available here, it wld seem 

| King takes. unnecessarily alarmist view polit.and.mil situation which 
| may arise partly from feeling he personally involved in ill-founded _ 

charges directed against Palace favorites Papagos and Markezinis. | 
_ This connection, however, wld appreciate elucidation ur statement re | 

| Berry report on “unsatisfactory situation in polit mil field”. - ee 
| | Changes in Grk Govt indicated reftel prior termination Congres- 

sional mil aid hearings, which begin May 23, wld have most undesir- 
able effect and we earnestly hope all concerned will cooperate to avoid | 

_ such change. It wld be particularly difficult explain crisis provoked by 
King rather than by Parliament and leading to solution which wld
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eliminate major and powerful Populist Party, place Populists in op- | 

position, and possibly lead to unconstitutional developments. | | 

Rountree! arriving May 10 with verbal message from Grady along | | 

foregoing lines, Meanwhile suggest you discuss situation with Brit 

Amb who may wish see King. —— a Rinne ene | 

ee | - ACHESON © | 

Oo 1 William M. Rountree, Special Assistant to Ambassador Grady. - EE Re | : 

501.BB Balkan/5-1049: Telegram ; ee | 

| ‘The Secretary of State to the EmbassyinGreece | 

SECRET §-NIACT - Wasuineron, May 10, 1949—7 p. m. 

US URGENT Co es aki as ee Pa 

| 696. Dept deeply concerned at probability that Grk insistence on 

changing phraseology para four Evatt’s latest proposal + will permit | 

Evatt and-northern neighbors to blame Greece with breakdown mo 

conciliation talks. Considered opinion legal div Dept that there is : 

no legal or linguistic distinction between “territory belonging to” and 

its territory”. In English possessive can be expressed either by “its” 

or “belonging to it” and therefore Grks translation of either phrase | 

| shldbethesame. Phe ee > Sattoas$ Urbs istyhe oe oe, 

- - If Greece quibbles over this phraseology, reps Alb, Bulg and Yugo 

may well grow suspicious and wonder why Greece attaches such im- | 

portance to substituting for phrase in question one which is identical. _ 

It would be tragic if negots break down merely because certain Grk 

legal advisors or members Grk Govt differ in interpretation English a 

words involved when in fact there exists no legal or linguistic dis- 

tinction between two phrases in question. Upshot might well be com- 

plete breakdown talks blame placed squarely on Greece and with _ | 

‘some justification, in.our opinion, since it would appear Greece was_ 

sticking on point with no substance. Such outcome would give cre- | 

dence to accusation that Greece eager seize any pretext to refuse 

| agreement. © 

| ' Foregoing already transmitted through the USDel NY to Den- 

-dramis with hope he will urgently commnunicate with Tsaldaris and | 

--- 20n May 5-6, U.N. General Assembly President Bvatt, ‘in his capacity. as ; | 
Chairman of the Conciliation Committee for the Balkans, presented. a revised 
draft Albanian-Greek frontier agreement to the Albanian, Greek, Bulgarian, and ~ | 

Yugoslav Representatives. Evatt also informally. gave copies of the draft agree- —— 

“ment to American, British, French and, presumably, Soviet representatives. a 

Regarding the text of the draft agreement, see the editorial note, p. 321. |
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| secure authority accept Evatt proposal its entirety before next mtg 
| with Evattsched Wed May11? re oe 

: ne BO AE hy | _ ACHESON 

| * An earlier version of these instructions was transmitted to the Embassy _ 
_  4n Greece in telegram 684, May 9, noon, to Athens, not printed: (501.BB Balkan/ 

5-649). | coe a | | 
In his telegram 934, May 11, from Athens, not printed, Chargé Minor reported 

| he discussed the Evatt conciliation proposal with Greek Permanent Under Secre- 
tary of State Pipinelis. Pipinelis stated that the Greek representatives in New | 
York had been instructed to waive all Greek amendments to the Evatt draft 
agreement except that concerning the phrase “belonging to either state” which, 

oo from the Greek point of view, carried the connotation that the territories in. 
question belonged by right and law and that such claim was recognized. (868.00/ 

a 501.A Summaries/5—1449 : Telegram SN | Oe 

| The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Seeretary of State 

a | SECRET Oo | _ New Yorn, May 12, 1949—-1:49 a. m. 

| 586. Daily Classified Summary No. 94.1 Evatt conciliation talks. 
_. Confirming remarks made earlier by Sarper (Turkey), Atyeo (Aus- 

tralia)? told USUN that at meeting with Alba, Bulg, and Yugo Reps 
_ May 6 GA President Evatt had been very severe with Alb. When 

| _ Evatt had presented his new proposals * to Reps of these three coun- | 
_ tries according to Atyeo Alb raised question of formal renunciation _ 

| _ by Greece of Northern Epirus. Evatt stated Alb Rep was being very 
“silly” and “foolish” in making this suggestion. Again he indicated | 
he would not be tool in forcing Grk Del to give such formal 

| renunciation, = = Se | 

: Evatt stated further Atyeo continued that Alb Rep cld hardly - 

| expect. more than what was being offered since Evatt declared that. 
phrase “territory belonging to” covered point at issue, Atyeo con- | 

| firmed that Yugo Member was stronger even than Alb Rep in insist- . 
- ing that Greece was entirely at fault and that Grk Del shld give firm 

, 1 These daily summaries, prepared by the United States Mission at the United __ 
_. Nations in New York, reviewed the most significant events of the previous day 

_ in the various organs and agencies of the United Nations as well as other im- 
portant information reaching the United States Mission. = = . 
*Sam L. Atyeo of the Australian Department of External Affairs was serving 

as Alternate Australian Representative to the United Nations General Assembly 
and also as Secretary of the Conciliation Committee of which Evatt was Chair- | 

. . man. Atyeo was also Australian Representative on the United Nations Special | 
. Committee on the Balkans, — 

| “Regarding the draft Albanian-Greek agreement proposed by Evatt and 
_ referred to here, see footnote 1 to telegram 696, May 11 to Athens, supra. ;
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renunciation of Grk claim to Northern Epirus. Atyeo quoted Evatt | 

to effect that he had-told Yugo he did not care-hear,anymore of this | | 

kind of propaganda and did not expect to be instrument working . | 

against Grks in this matter. ~ | ME 

- Atyeo said Evatt: planned make statement on matter'to-May 13 

Plenary and if Grks'replied in affirmative Evatt. would pin responsi- | 

bility where it belonged namely on Albania.* Atyeo thought it would: | : 

_ be very effective if Grks would pay appropriate tribute to Evatt’s work: 

| when they present their affirmative reply. Atyeo commented he in- | : 

tended return'Greece about Junel. 
After conversation with USUN May:11 Sarper said-he was con-. : 

- vinced. Alb alleged that there was no distinction between phrase: : 

“territory belonging to” and phrase “its territory” as preferred by — | 

Grk Govt.and Del. Sarper said he would see Dendramis (Greece) and = | 

urge him to accept fully Evatt formula in view of problem. Sarper. | 

agreed it would be tragedy for Grks to lay themselves open to any — ) 

charge about possible failurein Evatttalks, 
| 

- Earlier same day Dendramis said he had talked by telephone with 

- Tsaldaris and latter as yet had been unable make any further change © _ 

in Grk reply on this subject since Tsaldaris felt he had to take matter 

up with Council of Ministers. Dendramis said he was still under in- 

structions therefore to present Greek reply as it stood although here _ . 

might be some possibility of change in view Department’s cable to 

Athens.® If there were no change Dendramis would proceed as planned ae 

and present to Evatt draft written communication already prepared _ 

which is complimentary to Evattand very conciliatory® = 

ae Oo | AUSTIN 

| * Evatt eventually issued a statement on the work of the Conciliation Commit- | 

| tee on May 19; see the editorial note, p. 321. Oe os a 

| § Presumably the reference here is to telegram 696, May 10 to Athens, supra. 

© On May 12 Greek Ambassador Dendramis called upon Evatt and presented a : 

note of May 11 from the Greek Government to the Conciliation Committee ex- 

pressing Greek acceptance of the draft Albanian-Greek agreement proposed | 

_ earlier by Evatt..The Greek Government asked for a minor drafting change in | 

one paragraph of the draft agreement involving the substitution of the phrase 

“its territory” for the phrase “territory belonging to it”. Telegram 589, May 13, 

from New York, not printed, reported that Ambassador Dendramis informed. | 

_ the United States Mission that Evatt had been clearly pleased with the Greek 

note and was not at all unhappy about the proposed drafting change (501.4 ve, 

- Summaries/5-1349). Greek Embassy .Counselor Economou-Gouras called at the 

- Department of State on May 13 to present a copy of the May 11 Greek note to © | 

- Evatt and to report on the friendly nature of the Evatt-Dendramis meeting of 

May 12 (501.BB Balkan/5-1249). For further information. on the Greek note | 

of May 11, see the editorial note, p. 321. | : | | .
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| ———- 868.00/5-1849: Telegram 
- Lhe Chargé in Greece (Minor) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET _ Avuens, May 18, 1949—1 p. m._ 
950. Embtel 923, May 11.1 Rountree and I were received by King 

last evening. I began conversation: by referring to King’s commit- 
| _ ment to Ambassador before departure to endeavor to avoid Cabinet. 

crisis and said how much we had appreciated his endeavor to hold 
_ line and communicate with us before taking any action. Question has 

_ now been raised, I said, as to whether the present: government is 
capable of carrying on under circumstances or whether change in - 

_ personnel or nature of government-is advisable. Matter has been care- 
| _ fully considered by Department and Anibassador in light prevailing 

_ circumstances both here and in US. We are. strongly of the opinion 
| _ that Cabinet crisis or radical change in nature Greek Government: 

| _ prior to or during Congressional hearings would have most undesir- 
able effect. We could see, I declared, no circumstances which would. 

me make such change at present necessary. I added that any step taken | 
___- in Greece which would be, rightly or wrongly, interpreted by world — 

| | public opinion as being unconstitutional or leading in direction dic- 
| _tatorship would inevitably have harmful effect on Greece’s reputation _ 

| abroad and would frustrate our effort show internal Greek situation 
_-intrue light. I then suggested that King might wish to receive message _ 
_ directly from Ambassador Grady through Rountree who just re- 

| turned from US. Rountree'then went over much same ground and: 
Oo expressed Ambassador’s strong’ wish that Cabinet crisis be avoided at | 

present time. OB a TS — ; 
| _ King expressed appreciation of our views and stated in clear terms 

that’ he has no intention of ‘suggesting Cabinet changes in immediate | 
future. He declared that there is at present no alarming.circumstance _ 
which would require radical change and that it would appear present _ 

- government is capable confronting situation. He inquired whether I 
| agreed with this statement to which I replied in affirmative. He made — 

| rather pointed. inquiry as to when Congressional hearings will be 
held and when they might reasonably be expected terminate, He made 
lear in rather stern language that in case Papagos is attacked he 
will step in personally at least with a statement to stop such 

—  “monsense”, 
' I feel we may consider subject closed and ‘will take no further ac- 
tion. It would do considerably more harm than good to bring other 
political leaders into discussion since question has apparently not gone 

_ beyond King. | oes | | os 
- Minor 

| 1 Not printed. —_ co | |
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501A Summaries/5-1449: Telegram | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to — | 

rene cee the Secretary of State on ) 

“SECRET - | New Yor«, May 14, 1949—1: 40 a. m. © | 

Evatt’s conciliation talks. Replying to USUN’s query, Shtylla | 

(Albania) indicated May 13 that Evatt’s conciliation talks were de- _ 

veloping slowly, but added that the atmosphere in which Evatt and | 

SYG Lie were working on the matter was a pleasant one and not 

- unhopefuh a NTR | 

_ Shtylla said that there were difficulties, and he indicated that while | 

| Albania was well disposed, in his view, Albania could not sign any- — 

| thing unless Greece gave formal. renunciation of the Greek claim to 

Northern Epirus and thereupon agreed to consider the existing fron- : 

~ tier—which really dated from 1913 and was formalized ultimately im 

— 1996—as quitedefinitive. SP whe a kes | 

According to Atyeo (Australia), Evatt received the Representatives | 

of Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia on May 13. Shtylla told Evatt 

that there was no further word as to acceptance of the latter’s formula, , 

and the other:two Representatives reported no replies had been re- 

ceived from their Governments. Vladiguerov (Bulgaria) read a state- a 

ment charging new Greek violations of the Bulgarian frontier. There’ — | 

were some statements as to Greek claims on Bulgaria, and Evatt asked: 

whether there were not also Bulgarian claims on Greek territory. | 

_ -Viadiguerov said Bulgaria had no claims, that this was all newspaper 

__- propaganda, but he did. not give a direct reply when Evatt asked 

whether he would be willing to say as much ina formal statement. | 

- Evatt told the'group that in case of a favorable reply, he felt he 

could assure the three that the Greek Government’ would probably 

accept the formula, at least in principle. But, he told them, he felt he Loe, 

--was just wasting his time if they had no further positive communi- 

cation to make.? Shap a ee pe ey By 

. ‘Atyeo indicated: that in the event Evatt felt his efforts had been Oo 

successful, he would certainly make a statement in the GA at the end - 

| 1 This telegram transmitted. the. text of Daily Classified Summary No. 96, 
prepared by the United States Mission at the United Nations in New York. 
-2'Telegram 603, May 16, from New York, not printed, transmitting Daily Classi- 

| fied Summary No. 98 of the United States Mission at the United Nations, reported 
| that the representatives of Albania, Bulgaria, and. Yugoslavia had informed | 

‘Evatt that they had received no further instructions from their governments 
with respect to Evatt’s new conciliation plan (501.A-Summaries/5-1649).
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_ tf the Session. Otherwise, he would release something to the press. 
-Atyeo agreed that whatever the nature of this statement, UNSCOB , 

- ‘aust now resume its conciliatory role. He also confirmed Dendramis’ 
7 (Greece) statement that the May 12 discussions between Dendramis 

. and Evatt had gone very well? : | Oo 

—— 8 Greek Embassy Counselor Economou-Gouras called at the Department of 
_ State on May 138 to present a copy of a note which Ambassador Dendramis had | 
given Evatt the previous day and to report on the friendly. nature of the Evatt— . 
Dendramis meeting. The Greek Government had accepted the Evatt conciliation 
plan with a few minor changes in language. Telegram 589, May 13, from New | : York, ‘not printed, reported that following his meeting with Evatt on May 12, 
Ambassador Dendramis told officers of the United States Mission to the United 
Nations that Evatt had: been clearly pleased with the Greek note and not at | 
all unhappy about the Greek preference for the phrase “its territory” rather 
than “territory belonging to it” (501A Summaries/5-1349).. i - 

Editorial Note re 

| ~-On May 14 Assistant Secretary of State Dean Rusk and British 
_ Minister of State Hector McNeil met to discuss the United States _ 

and United Kingdom positions on the Gréek dispute. McNeil ex- 
plained that Foreign Secretary Bevin wished to discuss the entire _ 
Balkan situation’ with the Secretary of State in Paris (where the _ 

oe Council of Foreign Ministers was shortly scheduled to convene) be- | 
fore any definite proposals were made in conversations with Soviet 

| Deputy Foreign Minister Gromyko. Rusk and MeNeil agreed to meet _ 
with Gromyko again before the latter’s departure for Moscow in 

oe order to clear up any misapprehensions Gromyko may have had on 
| _ the early discussions of the Greek situation and to avoid a possible 

| _ unfavorable propaganda position which might arise from leaving 
Gromyko without a reply to hisearlier proposals. oe | 

_ Later on May 14 Rusk and McNeil met for a few minutes with _ 
Gromyko. McNeil emphasized to Gromyko that the United Kingdom 

Oo and the United States could not. presume to dispose of the Greek 
problem without the participation of the Greek Government, nor 
did they wish to interfere with or change existing United Nations 

_ action on the Greek question in which the northern frontier was the 
‘main issue. Rusk agreed with McNeil’s presentation and repeated that | 

| he could not in any way speak for the Greek Government. Rusk __ 
| stated that he was personally convinced that the real issue was the 

- aid and assistance illegally furnished to the Greek insurgents across _ 
| _ the northern Greek frontier, and that if this situation were restored . 

_ to normal, the internal situation in Greece would improve rapidly. _ 
Gromyko then made three points: (1) the USSR would be willing to
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participate in a commission of “great, powers” to supervise a new | 
- Greek parliamentary élection; (2) the USSR would participate in | | 

a commission of “great powers” to “control the border. between Greece : 

and its northern neighbors”; and (8) all foreign military assistance, 
- ineluding material and personnel, should be withdrawn from Greece. | 

Neither McNeil nor Rusk commented on Gromyko’s points. The three | 

men agreed that their talks had been informal and personal. Rusk | | 
reiterated that the United States could not enter into negotiations on . 
Greek questions except in an appropriate forum in which the Greeks © | 
themselves were present. Ba LSAT See | 
Formal memoranda of these two conversations have not been found. — | 

- The information set forth above is derived from various papers in the — | 
files of the Department of State. Secretary of State Acheson reported _ 
upon this Rusk-MeNeil-Gromyko conversation during his meeting 
with President Truman on May 16. reg yy ss OL Seat 

oe Editorial Note ee 

| The United Nations General Assembly concluded its Third Session, 
_ Second Part, on May 18. The conclusion of the Assembly session also 

terminated the mandate of the Conciliation Committee established as 
a result of the November 10, 1948, resolution of the First Committee . 
of the Assembly. On May 19, Australian External Affairs Minister | 
Evatt, in his final action as Chairman of the Conciliation Committee, = — 

| issued a statement to the press reviewing the work and accomplish- | 
_ ments of the Committee. He found that substantial progress had been = 

~ achieved although no agreement had been reached. As part of his state- 
| ment, Evatt made public the text of the draft-Albanian-Greek agree- 
-. ment which he had earlier presented to the Albanian, Greek, Bul- 

garian, and Yugoslav representatives (see footnote 1 to telegram 696, 
‘May 10 to Athens, page 315). Evatt’s statement, including the text of a 
the draft. Albanian-Green agreement, was circulated as U.N. Press 
Release BAL/480. The texts of the statement and draft agreement a 
were subsequently included in Annex 5 to the Report of the United — 
Nations Special Committee on the Balkans, August 2, 1949 sregarding | 
that Report, see the second editorial note, page 379. The text of the 

| draft Albanian-Greek agreement proposed by Evatt and the substance 
of Evatt’s May 19 statement also appear in Harry N. Howard, “Greece 
and Its Balkan Neighbors (1948-1949)”, Balkan Studies, Volume 7, 

‘Telegram 618, May 19 from New York, not printed, reported that = = 
_ Evatt’s May 19 statement to the press, which had been prepared just
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prior to Evatt’s departure from New York by air to London, had 
been’ intended as a joint statement: by all members of the Conciliation | 

- <  Committee. The other members of the Committee (United Nations _ 
- Secretary-General Trygve Lie, Ambassador Selim Sarper, and Am- 
__ bassador Fernand van Langenhove) found the statement unaccept- 

| able. Evatt refused a proposal to meet with the Committee and redraft 
the ‘statement. Instead, it was agreed that Evatt himself would issue 
the statement. The other members of the Conciliation: Committee. in — 
particular felt that there was no factual basis for Evatt’s assertion 

| that Albania had not actually rejected the draft Albanian-Greek 
agreement and that Yugoslavia and Bulgaria would approve the pro- 
posal if Albania did so. (501.BB Balkan/5-1949); = sr 

| . ‘On May 19 Greek Ambassador. Dendramis also met with the press 
and released the text of his May 11 communication to Evatt-(see foot- 

| mote 6 to telegram 586, May 12 from New ‘York; page 317) together 
| with the text of the draft Albanian-Greek agreement as slightly 

| amended by the Greek Government: The minor drafting change pro- 
| ‘posed by the Greek Government is included in Annex 5 to the Report — 

of the Special Committee on the Balkans, August 2, 1949, cited above. 

| 868.00/5-1849: Telegram 
: _ 9. “Lhe Secretary of State.to the Embassy mn Greece.  . - 

oo Bixtraets] et 

‘TOP SECRET == = ° ~~~, Wasutneron, May 19,1949—1 ppm. 
_ 49, Eyes only for Chargé. Re urtels 954, May 13 + and 982, May 18,2 

7 fol info provided for your eyes only pending agreement with Brit 
| on transmitting it to Sophoulis and Tsaldaris on top secret basis: On | 

basis fol info, you can of course deny reports such as urtel 982 andin 
a other respects give gen assurance to Grks that we are not negotiating 

on Grk matters without Grk participation and that subject has not 
at any point been mentioned for CFM consideration. Hope to clear 

__- with Brit shortly authorization to inform Grk Govt. Ne 
[Here follows a summary record of the Rusk-McNeil-Gromyko 

+ -- eonversations of April 26, May 4, and May 14. For the record of the 

«A Not: printed; it reported that both Greek Deputy Prime Minister Diomedes | 
no and Permanent Under Secretary Pipinelis had told Chargé Minor of their concern 

- lest Greek.interests be sacrificed to the Communists as part of a general European 
7 , settlement. Of particular concern to the Greeks was the possibility of a Great 

Power settlement of the Greek problem which would allow the Soviet Union | 
to interfere in Greek internal affairs (868.00/5-1849). a oo 

-.  *®Not printed; it reported that the Athens newspaper Eleftheria carried an 
- article regarding an alleged American compromise Greek settlement which had 
been discussed by Rusk and Gromyko (868.00/5-1849). . .
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first. two conversations and the available information on the third, | 

see pages 301, 303, and 320. | - a PES, | 
~~ ‘We hope Grk question will not arise during Paris CFM mtg.* If 

‘nevertheless brought up we will listen to whatever is said avoiding | 

- direct rebuff to Russians but: we will keep Grks informed of develop- — 

ments and we.will not engage in any substantive talks on future of | 

. Greece without Grk participation. . oe 2 ee Pg | 

US is adhering to policy laid down at some length by Pres Truman _ | 
in Berkeley speech Jun 11:1948 in which he stated that “situation in __ 
Greece requires no special negotiation or discussion or conference” | 
and that “if Soviet.genuinely desires make contribution to peace and = 
recovery in world it can prove it in Greece”.*: Important to’ avoid 
‘publicity which cld undermine morale Grk forces and compromise | 

_ . whatever hope for peace may lie in delicate contacts with Soviets. Al- | 

| though Drew Pearson has somehow been able broadcast distorted 
-version of talks their details and fact they have really: taken place.are : 

~ known here to only’a few essential individuals on top secret basis. 
| - When cleared, we will give substance this tel personally to Dendramis : 

in order obviate need for cables on subject between Grk Foroff'and _ : 
GrkEmbhere 50 4 

Grady returns Athens next week and will discuss development with 

McNeil’s remarks during Gromyko talks generally paralleled Rusk’s | | 
and will presumably be communicated to Grks by Brit Amb when | 

--clearanceobtained. tt ee | | 

OC a * ACHESON a 

é Reference here is to the forthcoming Sixth Session of the: Council of Foreign | 
“Ministers, held at. Paris, May 23 to June 20, For documentation on the session, 

gee vol. mi, pp. 856 ff. 4 Py Ue til po. 

a *The quotations. are from President Truman’s Commencement Address at the. | 
University of California, June 12, 1948; for the text, see Public Papers of the | 

- Presidents of the United States:. Harry 8S: Truman, 1948 (Washington: United | 
States Government Printing Office, 1964), pp. 336-340. a Os | 

| 868.00/5-1949: Telegram . 

«The Chargé in Greece (Minor) to the Secretary of State | : 

-spcrer Are, May 19,1949 p.m 
989. Grivas1, new Chief Foreign Ministry’s Division American | 

_ Affairs, today confided that Dendramis reports Gromyko has made 
proposal re settlement Greek question to McNeil at Lake Success and _ 
that McNeil agreed pass proposals to British Government. Dendramis , 

1 Theodoros Grivas-Gardikiotis, . - OP ah pen tye : :
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| confident Gromyko also submitted same scheme to Rusk (reEmbtel — 

982, May 182). EE 
| _. Grivas further revealed that: Greek Government after full cabinet 

| . discussion has sent circular telegram to representatives in Washington, 

_ London, Paris, New York and Belgrade urging that everything pos- 
sible be done to keep Greek question out of CFM. Greeks feel strongly 

- that their problems with Commies must be kept in UN where they _ 
are represented and Greek interests must not be sacrificed to general 

- .eonciliation behind locked doors of CFM. (reEmbtel:954, May 13%). 
| Greek Government declares that Russia will never make concessions 

to Greece: without some guéd pro quo: that current Russian interest 
is obvious sign of weakness; and that Greece should be left as is (with — 

| support of US-UK and her position in UN) at least until her swiftly — 
, ‘improving military power enables her.to settle disputes with northern _ 

-neighbors.on best possibleterms. . Shae Sp ope bo te 

. Embassy would be in much stronger position in discussing questions 
of this nature if Department could take us into its confidence. 

| be es Mor 

__-# Not printed, but see footnote 2 to telegram 749 to Athens, p.822.0 
| * Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 749 to Athens, ibid. a aos 

a 868.00/5-1949 ra 
a Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 

for United Nations Affairs (Rusk)) st | 

7 TOP SECRET DP Wasrineron,] May 19,1949. 
Sir Hoyer Millar? came in at my request for a discussion of the 

| Balkan situation pursuant to suggestions made by Mr. Bevin to the _ 
Secretary through Sir Oliver Franks on Tuesday, May 173.0 

| _ -Sir Hoyer Millar handed me an informal paper (Annex.A) contain- 
| ing Mr. Bevin’s reply to the Secretary regarding possible Anglo- — 

| | American talks on the Balkan situation. Mr. Bevin fully agrees that 
the matter should not be discussed with the Soviets in Paris nor be- 
come connected in any way with the. Council of Foreign. Ministers. 

a Mr. Bevin suggests that staff talks occur in London or Paris and ~ 
| _ welcomes. the :possibility of discussing the matter with the Secretary 

| _atsomepointduringtheCFM. 2.0000 

- 1 Assistant Secretary Rusk sent a copy of this memorandum of conversation _ 
_ together with copies of the two annexed documents to Secretary of State Acheson __ 
under cover of a brief transmittal memorandum of May 19, not printed. = -. - 

* Sir Frederick Robert Hoyer Millar, British Minister in the United States. | 
*No record has been found ofa discussion on May 17 between Secretary of 

State Acheson and British Ambassador Franks. ee er |
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 [ suggested to Sir Hoyer Millar that we have one or two. further | 

staff exchanges on the subject before attempting to reach any con- | | 

clusion as to the nature of any further talks we should have and the | 

place and timing of such talks. SirHoyeragreed. | 

- [ then handed to Sir Hoyer a staff paper prepared in the Depart- 

ment of State (Annex B) as an informal staff reaction to Mr. Gro-| 

| myko’s proposals. I stated that this paper did not necessarily represent, an 

the Secretary’s views but that we thought it would be useful to let, | 

the Foreign Office know the lines along which we were thinking in — 

the Department and that we would be glad to have any comments or | 

| additional suggestions from the Foreign ‘Office. I drew his attention _ a 

particularly to the desirability of informing Sophoulis, Tsaldaris and | 

__Dendramis on a top secret basis of the Gromyko conversations at an | 

early date. He said that he would inquire specifically on that point | 
and added that the Embassy had thus far had almost nothing from — | 

London on this subjectasa whole | as 
I told Sir Hoyer that we were not entirely clear as to just what = 

Mr. Bevin had in mind in his reference to “the Balkan situation as a 
whole”. Although we had tried to indicate certain pointsin our paper 

_ which had a bearing on the general situation in the Balkans, we would 
be glad to have any suggestions from them on the broader aspects of | 

the matter. Sir Hoyer said that the Embassy did not have any idea 
what Mr. Bevin had in mind and had-specifically asked that the 

reference to the Balkan situation as a whole be clarified. 

| | Annex A oo Te veieyy Bae | 

‘The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Bevin) ‘to the : 

_ British Embassy in the United States / oe 

vopsecrer == ss stsi—itsé‘sCSCSsC Lovo, Many 1192, 1949.]* oe 
oo Please inform Mr. Acheson that I entirely share his opinion that Oo 

any further meetings with the Russians on Greece should be held else- _ 

where than in Paris, and that we must not allow the question of Greece — 

to become connected, or even appear to become connected, with the 

Council of Foreign Ministers. I am-much looking forward to discuss- 

| ing the situation with Mr. Acheson himself in Paris, and am grateful 

- tohim foraccepting my proposal. = Be as 
- The advantage of having in Paris the preliminary discussions be- 

tween officials is that they would be near at hand. Their presence in 

Paris need not attract undue attention, and even if it became known 

4'The source text is dated May 19, but Foreign Secretary Bevin’s communica: | | 
tion may have, of course, been sent earlier. Deb arya SO , 

501-887—77——22 | | ,
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that Mr. Acheson and I’were discussing the Balkans, the consequences 
need not necessarily be serious provided that all the discussions are 
‘unobtrusivelymanaged. = > PT acta 

- Lam, however, quite prepared to defer to Mr. Acheson’s judgment 
_ -if-he-thinks that the risk of undesirable publicity is not worth taking. 

--In that case 1 would suggest that the preliminary talks should take 

-place in London. Please put this to Mr. Acheson and let me know. what 
OO che thinks. © = bolas a Be pe ae 

a a . pay o . be os ' Annex B - , 7 % - - a a | . 

| 7 Paper Prepared in the Department of State> 

| TOP SECRET 6 0 op. sd PWaseineton, undated.] 

se ‘ON THEINTERNATIONALASPECT gt | 

" ~ (1) The basic issde in the Greek sitiiation is the aid extended tothe 
- guerrilla movement across Greece’s northern border. If the Russians 

| “were to exercise their influence to terminate this aid, the Greek guer- 
rilla problem in ‘its present serious proportions would disappear. 

(2) ‘This is the aspect of the Greek problem with which the United. Nations is seized and which the General Assembly has declared as 
ss éndangering peace in’ the Balkans iand as inconsistent, with the pur- 

poses and principles of the Charter. The United Nations isthe proper __ 
| forum for international discussion of an issue of this character and _ 

that forumshouldnotbechanged. = sss - 
(8) While we should lister-to whatever the Russians may wish to 

7 say regarding Greece, we should not.engage in-any negotiations on __ 
oe this matter without the participation of the Greek Government. We 

| ‘suggest that Sophoulis; Tsaldaris and Dendramis be informed im- — 
mediately on a top secret basis of the Gromyko.conversations.® — 

- . (4) We cannot recognize that the guerrillas have any status under 
| _ international law. The extent of negotiation, if any, with the guerrillas | 

| by the Greek Governmentisforthelattertodetermine 
| _ (5) We will not relax our determination to support the independ- 

| ence.and territorialintegrityofGreecee, = 
| (6) We do not subscribe to the sphere-of-influence concept and we 

| do not. regard the northern frontier of Greece as a dividing line 
- -betweentwosuchspheres 2 8 

| | | > The verbatim text of this paper was subsequently transmitted in telegram | 
760, May 20 to Athens, not printed, repeated as telegram 1757 to London, 1727 

_ to Paris; and 359 to Moscow (501.BB Balkan/5-2049). 9 
° Underscoring in the source text. a
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ON THE INTERNAL GREEK ASPECT | 

(7) Internal arrangements in Greece for the cessation of hostili- 

- ties—such as a cease-fire, amnesty, setting up of a “neutral” Govern- | 

ment, and parliamentary elections—are fundamentally matters for | 

determination by the Greek Government. International discussion’ of | 

these subjects would require the participation and consent of the | 

| Greek Government. Ora | 

~ (8) We might, however, suggest to the Greek Government that it 
clarify its own position on these matters, pointing out the advisability | 

of avoiding the appearance of intransigence and vindictiveness and 
of adopting as generous policies as would be compatible with the =| 

(9) We must resist the. temptation to buy an illusory peace in — 

Greece by pressing the Greeks to accept formulae which would be 

| politically unrealistic or ‘morally unjustified and which would not — 

_yestore the tranquility. in Greece essential. for Greek economic re- | 

habilitation and Balkan _stability.. We feel, for example, that.the | 

- Greeks should not be expected to relegalize the EAM Parties, although = | 

they might work out some formula whereby the parliamentary elec- | 

tions would record views other than those represented by the legal, 

(10) The Russians refused to participate in observing the Greek 

1946. elections. Fair elections were . nevertheless held under inter-— - : 

national observation and resulted in. the resumption of normal par- , 

 liamentary government in Greece. To provide for further formal | 

| foreign observation of the new elections would be retrogressive and 

unwarranted, unless the Greek Government, for politico-propaganda 

- reasons, should make sucharequest. = es wo 

NEE BALAN ASPECT . 

(11) While concrete confirmation is virtually lacking, it is our im- 

| pression that Western policy toward the Balkan satellites is progress- 

ing somewhat more favorably than heretofore. The development of oe 

the Yugoslav situation in opposition to the USSR gives promise of | 

appreciably accelerating the attainment of Western objectives. _ a 

(12) We have been exploring the possibilities of projecting Western 

| policy in the area through the intensification of psychological warfare, — | 

) utilization of economic leverage and political activity. Although we 

are not yet prepared to recommend specific additional courses in re- 

gard to any of those three aspects of policy, our present thinking is — | 

that increasing possibilities for exploitation of those instruments — 

are developing, © |. | | a | 7
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(13) As indicated in paragraph 17 below, a realistic solution of the 
- Greek, issue would appreciably advance the possibilities for. the ex- 

pansion of Western effort in the satellites to the North. Although 
| _. the Russians may feel that the liquidation of their commitment in — 
- Greece would facilitate the concentration of their efforts against Tito, 

it could also be argued that tranquillisation of Greece’s northern 
frontier would tend to alleviate the threat to Tito from Macedonia. - 

- and enable him better tomeet Eastern pressure. a 
_ (14) We are convinced that our interests dictate our keeping a 
maximum pressure on the minority Communist regimes in the satel- 
lites through such Means as are at our disposal such as the human 
rights treaty procedures. Likewise we should continue to make clear 

__ that, under present circumstances, Bulgaria, Albania, Rumania and 
_ Hungarydonot qualify forUNmembership, 

_ ON. BARGAINING: POINTS AND THE POSSIBILITIES OF ACCORD — 
(15) Appraisal of the Greek military outlook indicates that the 

_ Russians are'leading from weakness in advancing the Gromyko pro- 
_ ‘posals. Undoubtedly they have other motives. They also have the 

_ capability of exacerbating the Greek situation in many ways, and 
_ notably by introducing non-Greek’ elements into the guerrilla ranks. 

oe _ (16) On balance, it appears that we are in a strong bargaining posi- _ 
7 ‘tion and that some face-saving formulae might be acceptable to the | 

‘Russians. This possibility should be éxplored, since we would welcome 
a solution of the Gréek ‘problem, which now requires a diversion of 
our military resources from more profitableareas, = _ 
(17) We might, therefore, stress to the Russians that we seek no — 

special advantages in Greece which would constitute a threat to the 
' _ seeurity or legitimate interests of the USSR or of any other country. | 

| _ (18) We might also agree that Greek pacification would open the | 
= way to the normalization and improvement of other Balkan-relation- 
____ ships. For example, correct behavior of Albania and Bulgaria toward ; 

Greece could be an important factor in bringing about a revision of 
| our own attitude towards those countries. It would likewise facilitate 

| the solution of many other problems of mutual interest between Greece | 
on the one hand and Albania, Bulgaria and other eastern European _ 

| countries on the other—such as diplomatic relations, transit and com- | 
munications facilities, trade relations, exchange of minorities. | 
(19) We might tactfully point out to the Russians that their 

| own. interest would seem to call for a solution through the United 
| Nations rather than through Big-Power negotiations. The Greek Gov- _ 

_ ernment would participate by right in any discussions within the UN | 
a _ framework, whereas it would have to be specially invited to partici-— 

| pate in any other discussions. Moreover, for the Russians to negotiate
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directly concerning the Greek situation would constitute an admission = | 

that they controlit. © FF PRET 9 SEROEE IGE AOE a 8 | 
(20) While adhering and referring to’ our basic position and obser- | 

vations outlined above, we might comment as follows on the Russians’ 

_ three specificconditions: © = RR PES oe a SME | 

a) The Greek Government has already declared its intention tohold | 
free and democratic elections, which, in the absence of peacetime | 

censorship or travel restrictions in Greece, will be open to the scrutiny : 

ofworldopinion, | 
b) The USSR and Polish seats on UNSCOB remain open and may 

be taken at any time. Alternatively, we would consider any Russian | 

proposals for the creation of a sub-committee of UNSCOB on which | | 
the Russians could participate or of some other UN organ to follow 

developments on Greece’s northern frontier. However, if foreign aid 

to the guerrillas ceased, such international control would probably be _ 

superfluous. In that circumstance, moreover, UNSCOB’s report to the | 

: Fourth GA, instead of again castigating Greece’s northern neighbors, 

would probably merely record the favorable turn of events. 

_ ¢@) The United States cannot relinquish its right to provide military —_ 

- agsistance to the Greek Government. However, the American military | 

assistance program in Greece was made necessary by a situation in 

Greece created by foreign aid to the guerrilla movement. If the guer- | 

rilla warfare in Greece were terminated, the size of United States | 

- military aid and of American service establishments in Greece would — | 

naturally reflect the improved situation. (We assume that the British | 

would likewise wish to reconsider their own military commitments in 

Greece in this circumstance.) | | | — | 

| | Bditorial Note | | 

A statement by the official Soviet news agency Tass, published in _ 

the Soviet newspapers Pravda and Izvestia on May 20, reviewed the 

_ proposals on Greece made by Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister 

Gromyko in his recent conversations with Assistant Secretary of State — 

- Rusk and British Minister of State McNeil. For the text of the Tass o 

statement, see Vneshnyaya politika Sovetskogo Soyuza, 1949 god 7 

(Moscow: Gosizpolit, 1953), pages 99-100. For an English transla- ~ _ 

tion of the statement, see Current Digest of the Soviet Press, June 21, : 

1949, Volume I, No.21, pages37-38. [ ss | 
In response to the Tass statement, the Department of State on os 

- May 20 issued a statement to the press presenting a substantial sum- 

mary record of the Rusk-McNeil-Gromyko informal conversations of 

April 26, May 4, and May 14 together with an analysis of the conversa- _ 

| tions. The British Government also issued a somewhat briefer state- 

ment to the press on May 20 on the substance and meaning of the Rusk- 

| MeNeil-Gromyko conversations. Both the American and the British
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| _ statements emphasized that the basic issue in the Greek question was 
) the violation of Greece’s northern border. The statements also reaf- 

firmed the view that the United Nations was the proper forum for the — 
| discussion of the Greek problem and that negotiations on the problem __ 

could not be entered into without the participation of the Greek Gov-. 
ernment. For the text of the Department of State statement, issued 

| as Department of State Press Release No. 378, see Department. of | 
ss State Bulletin, May 29, 1949, pages 696-697 ; or A Decade of American 

| Foreign Policy: Basic Documents, 1941-49, prepared at the request — 
of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations by the Staff of the 

| Committee and the Department of State, 81st Congress, Ist Session, 
' Document No. 123 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 

1950), pages 769-771; or Raymond Dennett and Robert K. Turner, — 
| editors, Documents on American. Foreign Relations, Volume XI, 

January 1-December 31, 1949 (Princeton University Press for the 
, ‘World Peace Foundation, 1950), pages 660-662. For the British state- 

| ment, see the Vew York Times, May 21, 1949, page 2. - ne 

868.00/5-2049 7 a | an es, 7 — 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Leonard J. Cromie of the 
' «Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs’ 

SECRET a So — [Wasutneron,] May 20,1949. 

Participants: Vassili Dendramis, Greek Ambassador - | 

SO Mr. Economou-Gouras, Greek Minister | 
BC | Mr. Cromie (GTI) | | - : , 

| The Greek Ambassador, accompanied by the Greek Minister-— 
Counselor, called at 4: 80 p.m. at Mr. Rusk’s request. a - 

| Ambassador Dendramis opened the conversation by saying, with 
| implied annoyance, that he had first learned of Mr. Rusk’s conversa- 

| tions on Greece with Messrs. McNeil and Gromyko when he had | 
_ questioned Mr. Cadogan! about current rumors. Mr. Cadogan had 

| told him that Mr. Gromyko had made some suggestions about Greece 
| _ but had received no answer from Mr. McNeil.’ Mr. Cadogan told 

Ambassador Dendramis that he was not at liberty to reveal the sub- 
a stance of Mr. Gromyko’s suggestions. = —™S . a | 

Mr. Rusk referred to today’s Department press release* and ex- 
. plained that he had first brought up the subject of Greece at Trygve | 

| Lie’s dinner during the course of an ordinary, normal conversation 

| 2 Sir Alexander Cadogan, Permanent United Kingdom Representative to the 
United Nations. oS . CS , ee, | 

* Regarding the press release under reference, see the editorial note, supra.
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- covering the Italian Colonies:and other agenda items.* He thought. 

the Russians might’ exercise. a ‘helpful influence, for example, on. | 

Albania and Bulgaria in connection with the Evatt conciliation talks. | 
Mr. Gromyko’s reaction, however, was unchanged. ‘The conversation: | 

was regarded, therefore, as more or less routine, the type of diplomatic: | 

exchange that we and presumably the Greeks are always carrying on, 

and it was felt that there was nothing new to report to the Greeks. 

- At the May 4 conversation,‘ Mr. Rusk continued, Gromyko just: 

pulled out of his pocket the Porphyroghenis proposals. The Greeks: _ | 

already knew of these proposals and thus nothing new had been added. 

to the situation. This impression appeared to be confirmed by the | | 

May 7 guerrilla. radio “broadcast, which seemed to wipe even the | 

Porphyroghenis proposalsoffthe record. LA | 

It was thus not until last Saturday, May 14, that Gromyko came | 

up with something that was not part of the general public record® | 

- These were his proposals for “Great-Power” commissions to control a 

the Greek border and supervise Greek elections and for the with- 

drawal of all foreign military aid, including matériel and personnel. 4 

Mr. Rusk thereupon reiterated to Gromyko that we would not nego- | 

 tiate without ‘the Greeks and, -in fact, we immediately set up the — | 

- machinery to inform the Greeks of the conversations to date. However, | 

first we wanted to check with London to see what the British thought. _ 

- Mr. Rusk assured Ambassador Dendramis that in his conversations: 7 

with Gromyko he had adopted a very simple and direct position—the = __ | 

same as we have always taken. This was, namely, that the issue in the 

Greek situation is the aid to the guerrillas across Greece’s northern: | 

frontier:and not any domestic situation inside Greece, that UNSCOB. ee 

or some other UN channel is the proper forum for discussion of this: ~_ | 

issue, and that we could do nothing that would give any status what- : 

ever to the “northern forces.” Mr. Rusk concluded. by emphasizing 
that he had never undertaken to speak on behalf of the Greeks, that’ | 

. he had not made any proposals, and that he had merely listened to. 
Gromyko and spoken with regard to procedural problems. 
. Ambassador Dendramis stated that the Greek Government’s:con- : 

gern was that the fellow-travellers would make capital out of these 
conversations with Gromyko and considered that that was partofthe = | 
Russian intention in making the talks public.:The Russians also 

wanted to influence the American Congress and the morale of the 
Greek Army. Ambassador Dendramis ‘then inquired whether the _ | 

- Secretary had seen the British Ambassador about this matter, = 

- Mr. Rusk answered that he had. However, Mr. Rusk assured Am- | 
bassador Dendramis that the British took the same attitude as we 

For the record of the April 26 conversation referred to here, see p. 301. oe 
_ * For the record of this conversation, see p.308. = © | | - be 

- * Regarding the conversation referred to here, see the editorial note, p. 320..
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| toward the Greek situation: In fact, there were no suggestions made. 
- by anyone during the talks with Gromyko differing in substance from: 

‘the positions taken during United Nations discussions of the:Greek _ 
| case. The Russians continued :to emphasize an internal Greek problem. 

We and.the British continued: to emphasize the external Greek prob- 
- lem. The: British were interested: in exploring whether the Gromyko:. — 

| proposals might be of some interest in. connection with the general 
| _ Balkan situation, but there was nothing for. the Greeks to worry _ 

about. Mr. Rusk said. also that he was not worried about the reaction 
| of our Congress. As in the case of Berlin, Congress understood very 

well that these Russian developments were the fruit of our foreign 
7 policy and that there was accordingly, every reason not to change 
__. that policy. The Greek assistance program was reported out of Con- 

sd gressional committee yesterday, and there would be no relaxation of 
- our determination tosupport’'Greece. 

| Ambassador Dendramis said his Government felt: it would be better | 
| not to discuss these matters with the Russians at all. The Greek’ posi- 

tion is that the guerrillas must first lay down their-arms. “Amnesty _ 
- - and all that could come after.” The Greek Government was especially 

| concerned with the appeal the Russian proposals might have for | 
| fellow-travelling elements—like the Athens newspaper Eleftheria. 

The New York correspondent of this paper is a communist named 
_ Kyriazides. At New York, and with his own eyes, Ambassador Den- 

7 dramis had seen Kyriazides talking every day and exchanging papers _ 
| | with Katz-Suchy * and Malik.’ Such papers as Hleftheria maintain 

_. that peace would be possible if Leftists were admitted to the Govern- 
- ment and that Britain and the United States might try to force this 

on the Greeks. Ambassador Dendramis then said it was his impression 
a that the Russians are changing their strategy. a 

| Mr. Rusk commented that the Russian basic objectives always re- 
- - Main the same. Their tactics change sometimes and their strategy, 

- maybe, once in a generation. Ambassador Dendramis interjected that 
7 the Russians were now appealing, for example, to the desire of the 

German people for national unity and the evacuation of the Allied 
troops. Mr. Rusk said he was “not so sure” the German people wanted 

—-s . these things. OTB yee Oe | | | 
| Mr. Rusk then said that Gromyko had made two points of some 

interest which were not covered in the Department’s press release. 
Asked what he meant by “elections,” Gromyko had explained that he 

— was talking about parliamentary elections and not a plebiscite on | 
| Macedonia or some other issue. Similarly, when asked about the border 

oe * Julius Katz-Suchy, Permanent Polish Representative to the United Nations __ 
- and Chairman of the Polish Delegation to the United Nations General Assembly. | 

a *Yakov Aleksandrovich Malik, Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister and” Vice 
| Chairman of the Soviet Delegation to the United Nations General Assembly.
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control, Mr. Gromyko had said “Greece has its borders and we are | 

| talking about the borders of Greece” 

‘Mr. Gouras inquired how Mr. Rusk interpreted this dropping by 

- Gromyko of the Macedonian question. Had this something todo with _ 

Tito? —— : oe 7 | a 

| Mr. Rusk said that it was his impression that, through the medium 

of Great Power talks, the Russians were trying to get the Communists _ | 

back into Greek political life and reestablish the communist influence | 

which had been destroyed in two years of fighting. The Russians may, | | 

of course, be looking for some face-saving formula for withdrawing . | 

- from Greece, but we see no definite signs that this is the case. Mr. Rusk _ : 

concluded the conversation by saying that we have no plans for fur- 

ther discussions with the Russians on Greece. There is nothing more | 

on the program, at least until we have a joint understanding with | 

the Greeks and the British on the matter. He advised Ambassador 

- Dendramis to confine his remarks to the press to saying that he had oo 

been given an explanation of the Gromyko talks. Ambassador Den- | 

dramis said he would do so, but would add that the Greeks require 

that the guerrillas lay down their arms. | | - 

 501.BB Balkan/5—2149 oe | | | - oe 

The Australian Minister of State for Euternal Affairs (Evatt) to 

_ the Secretary of State, at Paris* oe we - 

PERSONAL ss | : Lonvon, 2ist May, 1949. 

| ‘Dear Mr. Acueson: <A special group of conciliators for the | 

Balkans was appointed at the Paris General Assembly, and, as Presi- 

dent of the General Assembly, I acted as chairman of the group. _ 

* Following the conclusion of the Third Session of the United Nations General 

Assembly on May 18, Evatt departed from New York for London the following . 

day. This letter was delivered to Secretary Acheson at Paris where he was at- . 

| tending the Sixth Session of the Council of Foreign Ministers. Ina memorandum . 
of May 24 to the Secretary of State, not printed, John Foster Dulles, an advisor | 

| to the United States Delegation to the Council of Foreign Ministers, reported | 

having been visited by Atyeo at the request of Evatt. Atyeo stated that he had — 

_ discussed this letter with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrey Yanuaryevich | 

_ -Vyshinsky, British Foreign Secretary Bevin, and French Foreign Minister | | 

Schuman and that Vyshinsky had remarked that he thought the proposals. . 

| merited further development (501.BB Balkan/5-2449). In a memorandum of 
| _ May 25 to Secretary Acheson, not printed, Dulles reported having received a 

message from Evatt who felt that the Greek issue ought. not to be on the | 
agenda of the Council of Foreign Ministers but hoped that something could be 

| done on the matter outside the Council. Evatt expressed a willingness to keep 
himself available to the Council for several weeks. (501.BB Balkan/5-—2549) oo 

_In a reply dated May 26, not printed, Secretary of State Acheson expressed 
appreciation for Evatt’s conciliation efforts and sympathy with all efforts to | 
find a just and honorable settlement to the Greek situation. The Secretary re- 
affirmed the view of the United States that the United Nations was the proper , 

. forum for any discussion of the Greek question. (868.00/5-2149)
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- We were given the mandate of devising methods and procedures of _ 
- conciliation between Greece on the one hand and. Albania, Bulgaria 

| _ and Yugoslaviaontheother, 7 gt 

issued our report at New York on Thursday evening on the com- 
pletion of the General Assembly, and a copy of it can be made avail- — 
able to the Council of Foreign Ministers? a 

| _- You will note from the contents of the report that very substantial 
--: sprogress was made and that, even in the end, the delegate of Albania | 

: -did not reject the draft agreementas amended by us and accepted in — 
a ssubstanceby Greece ee 

_ . The particular matter seems, therefore, to me to be capable of settle- 
- mentevennow. = © re 

ee But the broader questions are of urgent and fundamental im- 

| portance and [address youasfollows:— = - a 
| ‘First, it is clear there is a far greater willingness among the four —_—’ 

| ‘powers to complete an agreement than there was during the Paris 
| ‘General Assembly... i a ee 

a Second, while the conciliators were not vested with authority to - 
| negotiate in connection with the internal war in Greece, this matter 

oe tended to obtrude itself at many stages of the negotiations. 
_- Third, in my opinion, the time “has come to take steps to mediate 

‘between the Greek Government on the one hand and those Greeks 
_ _ who are disputing the authority of the Greek Government by levying | 

war against it or attempting to overthrow it by force. | 
_ The paradoxical position is that the fighting in Greece continues, 

Oo to some extent at least, because the border situation and relationships, 
a especially between Greece and Albania, remain unsatisfactory, while, 

at the same time, the border situation and relationships between 
‘Greece, on the one hand, and Albania continue to be unsatisfactory , 
largely because internal war continues within Greece. - oo 

«Talo desire to inform you that, towards the end of the meeting 
-of the Assembly, the Foreign Minister of Czechoslovakia approached 

- me as President of the General Assembly with a suggestion that a | 
| representative of the Greeks who are engaged in fighting the Greek __ 

_ Government desired to visit New York to make certain suggestions | 
‘with a view to conciliation with the Greek Government. It was, how- | 

| _ -ever, not possible to proceed with this suggestion, mainly because the 
_ specified functions of the conciliators did not extend to the settle- 

‘ment of the fighting in Greece. ven | 
-I believe it would now be possible to take a further step forward 

| with a view to solving the two questions which are interwoven, first, 
_ the establishment of better relations between Greece, Albania, Bul- 

| a * Regarding Evatt’s statement of May 19, see the editorial note, p. 321. a



_ garia and Yugoslavia, second, the ending of the fighting in Greece, 

For this purpose, I am of opinion that a new approach could now 

be made by a mediating authority and it should be supported by the | 

four powers now meeting in the Council of Foreign Ministers in Paris. | 

No question of jurisdiction need be raised so long as there is a sincere - 

desire to obtain a final settlement. Clearly, the United Nations Com- | 

- mission on the Balkans has no jurisdiction in relation to the internal | 

war in Greece. On the other hand, its jurisdiction in relation to the 

‘border relationships between Greece and the northern neighbours. is _ | | 

strenuously denied by such northern neighbours. All these technical _ 

| points are of minor importance, because, in order to save further | 

bloodshed, immediate action must be taken. bsvhe Boteos | > 

= The people of Greece have suffered terrible privations, first, in — | 

resisting the onslaughts of Mussolini and Hitler, and their life is | 

still convulsed by internal fighting when all the efforts of the Greek _ 

people should be devoted to the task of reconstruction, = 

The soldiers of Australia fought side by side with the soldiers of ne 

Greece against Hitler during the darkest months of 1940 and it fills | 

me with the deepest sadness to find the present tragic state of affairs 
continuing: Day fers oo Oo Gd | | | 

From all over the world, I, as chairman of the conciliation group, ? 

have received protests against the action of the Greek Government | | 

in carrying out punitive action against those aiding the guerrillas, — | 

but, at the same time, I have also received authentic information that 

the rebels have perpetrated actions of great atrocity against the forces | 

ofthe Greek Government. = Se Be ke 
/ The recent history of Greece is a most distressing one, rending the 

heart of all who desire peace and harmony to be restored in the | 

- Balkansarean | fo ee ee 

. Believing that the continuance of the present situation is so tragic, — | 

I believe that it can be brought to an end on just and honourable terms _ | 

| to all concerned. LP eS a | | eS . 

I therefore bring it to the attention of each of the four members 
of the Council of Foreign Ministers, suggesting that the whole situa- 

tion of Greece, both internal and external, can now be treated as one 
which can and should be handled speedily and on a basis of justice _ 
andfairplaytoallconcerned. - 

J shall be glad to furnish any further information or assistance. — | 
| This communication is being delivered to you and to your three col- 

leagues on the Council of Foreign Ministers at Paris by S. L. Atyeo, 
who acted as Secretary of the conciliation group over which I presided 
at, Paris and Lake Success. | oe re 

Yours sincerely, | HL. Evatt
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| 868.00/5-2349 : Telegram a oe : : 

| The Minster m Bulgaria (Heath) to the Acting Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL — — » Sorta, May 23, 1949—3 p. m. 

7 - 429. Legation thoroughly agrees with Rusk statement quoted De- 
| partment’s bulletin May 201 that main issue is the illegal activities 

of Greece’s northern neighbors in furnishing assistance to rebels in 

Greece. | ae | oe | 
- Gromyko’s suggestions of supervised elections, international border | 
control and withdrawal military assistance all seem to constitute new 
departure in Soviet policy. Hitherto Soviet representatives have 

— argued that international supervision of internal, political and mili- 
| tary developments constitutes unjustified invasion of national — 

sovereignty. Gromyko’s suggestions therefore might be exploited with 
| good propaganda effect. His suggestions would be acceptable on one 

: condition that they be applied equally to Bulgaria and Albania. — 
| Suggestion of new elections is presumably based on correct. theory 
a _ that peoples’ will is for peace and that in free (necessarily supervised) 

campaigns and free elections people would select governments that 
would implement this will. All three governments are involved 
whether defensively or offensively in covert international war. It is | 

oo appropriate and indeed necessary that Bulgaria and Albania as well 
as Greece elect new governments to insure implementation of policy | 

| of peace. a a a ee, | 
_- An international commission for border controls is also a necessary 

— measure but since there are accusations—and evidence—that both 

parties have violated frontiers the control area must also include fron-_ 
~ tier regions of Bulgaria and Albania. Such inspection would also meet : 

requirements of Bulgarian peace treaty (Article 12) that no fortifica- 
oe _ tions or installations capable conducting or directing fire into Greek 

territory shall exist. | ce o 
If in interest of peace, military assistance both material and person- 

= ‘nel should withdraw from Greece it is equally necessary to assure 
there is no foreign military material or personnel in Bulgaria and | 
Albania which might be made available to Greek guerrillas whose 
cause is not only openly sympathized in but admittedly aided (declara- 

| _ tion of Greek Communist Party on January 30-812) by the “popular _ 

* The reference here is to the statement issued to the press by the Department 
_  -of.State on May 20, identified in the editorial note,p.329. = = 

| _ * The reference here is to the Fifth Session of the Central Committee of the 
Greek Communist Party which is discussed in footnote 1 to telegram 161, 

February 16, from Belgrade, p. 250. | a at |
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democracies.” There should be therefore an international commission 

with full powers and freedom to verity the absence or withdrawal of | | : 

foreign military assistance in Bulgaria and Albania as well. | a : 

Sent Department 429; repeated Athens 19, London 8; pouched Bel- 

grade, Paris. _ - 3 pe | 

oe, | | : | Heats | 

501.BB Balkan/5-2049: Telegram | , | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece a 

SECRET 7 | -. ‘Wasuineton, May 24, 1949—7 p.m. | 

| 779. Moscow 1303 May 20 rptd Athens as 27.* Desire confidential | 

Grk reactions to points B thru E of Soviet proposals, and ur estimate — 

of how far Grks wld really be willing go in matters of amnesty and _ : 

conduct and possible foreign observation of elections. Assuming that 

ven amnesty is out of question, wld Grks be willing, for example, in 

event rebellion terminated to commute and abolish death ‘sentences : 

for acts committed prior date cessation of hostilities? Similarly, ex- | 

cluding possibility of guerrilla participation in conduct of elections, 

| wld Grks nevertheless be disposed work out some formula whereby — | 

| EAM sympathizers might record their views? Do Grks feel any form | 

of fon observation desirable for politico-psychological or other © | 

reasons? EEE oS EIS EE 

---:*T£ these matters discussed with Grks, pls make clear that US isnot 

| suggesting that Grk Govt.take any specific action or adopt. any firm — 

position this time. We merely seeking clarification for. our own _ 

guidance of Grk thinking behind such broad statements as that of. 

- Sophoulis Nov 20: “will continue maintain democratic liberties and 

equal civil rights for all, past will be forgotten and country’s affection — 

offered to all those who return into arms of Grk family”. Grks may 

be assured we will not communicate their comments these matters to 

_-Russians without'their consent. EE 

: Not printed ; it transmitted the text of the Tass statement of May 20 identified _ 
in the editorial note, p, 329, Th } a vs
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| 740.00119 Council/5-2549: Telegram a | 

«Lhe Chargé in the Soviet Union (Kohler) to the Acting Secretary 
oe | of State. re 

SECRET | - Moscow, May 25, 1949—10 a. m. 
1861. Mytel 1154 May 6.2 - Be | 7 

1. As we see it from Moscow, further developments on Greek issue __ 
/ will depend on outcome CFM. Purpose Soviet publication Rusk- 

McNeil-Gromyko talks clearly intended table question publicly as | 
great power issue, rather than correct erroneous press reports, as 

So alleged, since Soviets previously demonstrated able face with strong 
| disregard apparently inevitable leaks confidential exchanges to Ameri- 

can press. Inclusion conditions clearly unacceptable to west, as well as _ 
_-- Soviet initiative in publishing indicates to us. Kremlin deliberately 

_ sought forestall present continuation negotiations. _ oe 
_ 2 If Soviet policy develops propaganda-wise at CFM, Kremlin — 

| will have Greek (and now Japanese), issues to include in campaign 
showing Soviet struggle for peaceful solution main problems against 

| westunwillingnessagree. its ee 
3. If CFM reaches agreement on Germany, indicating Kremlin 

_ really shifting line and seeking détente in Europe, then believe they 
| would be prepared alter Gromyko conditions, accept face-saving — 

formulae. In this event, Soviet essentials would probably be: 

(a) Preservation “leading cadres” KKE through broad amnesty ; 
(6) Retention legal position party enabling it pursue militant in- 

ternal political program (as in France, Italy) ; a Ce 
ee _ (¢) Withdrawal British troops. eee 

| _ 4, Thus Department’s press release (Deptel 357 May 207) and | 
| British statements probably on lines expected by Moscow and — 

further initiative both unexpected and undesirable pending CFM 
developments. oe ae eo ce yaa | 

_. 5. While we agree generally Department’s reactions Gromyko pro- 
-  posals (Deptel 359 May 20*), we believe if events develop on lines © 

_ suggested Paragraph 8 above, some modifications may become desir- 
_ able, especially in nature face-saving formulae. For example, Soviet 

‘In telegram 1154, Chargé Kohler attempted to forecast Soviet strategy at the | 
, _. Sixth Session of the Council of Foreign Ministers. For text of the telegram, see 

- Vol. 111, p. 864. ote . : 

 #Not printed: it transmitted the text of the statement issued to the press . 
—_ by. the Department of State on May 20 (see the editorial note, p. 829). — - 

: * Not printed ; it transmitted the text of the paper prepared by the Department . 
of State, included as Annex B to Rusk’s May 19 Memorandum of his conversa- 

. tion with British Minister Hoyer Millar (p. 326) eo co
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Government could hardly accept role in “illegal” UNSCOB,.but | 

~ could agree to other ad hoc organ including full participation Greek | 

Government as well perhaps as Bulgaria and Albania, and some lesser : 

| representations, at least as observers, of a rebel. junta. We do not | 

think however Soviets would be much impressed. in this connection : 

by line argumentation suggested Paragraph 19 reference telegram, 

6. Any settlement would be temporary détente, as Soviet objective | 

ultimate control Greece would remain unchanged. Present open hos- | | 

| tilities in mountains would simply be transformed into classic inter- a 

nal political struggle. Essential. decision for us would be whether. | | 

Greek Government with reduced foreign aid and no foreign troops. 

would be able maintain sufficient political stability and “economic. 

healthtowinthisstruggle pee | | 

- Repeated Athens 80, London 127, Paris 210 for USDel. So | 

| J ee KOHLER. 

501.BB Balkan/5-2549: Telegram oe oe : poet Es a 

‘The United States Representative on the United Nations Special = 
Committee on the Balkans (Drew) to the Acting Secretary of State. | 

| SECRET - Arvens, May 25,1949—7 p.m.” : 

~- 1026. Combal 431. From Drew. Re 760, May 20.1 Following com- 
- ments on reference telegram are submitted solely from UNSCOB. | 

point of view and without consultation with any American agency | 
Greece and any discrepancies with reports from such sources, par. 

ticularly military, should be evaluated accordingly. = | a 

| I concur fully points 1 to 9 except No. 4. Greeks are becoming. | | 
increasingly bemused by their own insistence on “unconditional 

~ surrender” policy toward repeated guerrilla peace proposals. While ob- | 
viously no one could question full legal and moral justification for. _ 
such stand it is hardly realistic especially when one considers that hard - | | 

Communist core of guerrilla forces never estimated over 25 per cent.. | 

Such adamant stand tends force remaining 75 per cent of conscriptees, a 
waivers or adventurers to j oin ranks of last ditchers. By accepting- oO 
US military support and international political intervention—read. a 
UNSCOB—Greece has to that extent accepted derogation of full 
sovereionty., Protracted intransigent harping on unconditional sur- 
render theme must eventually tend to discourage war weary Greek- | 

public opinion and jeopardize continued support of US public and: | 

congressional opinion nottomention USsympathy. oan 

Not printed ; it transmitted the text of the paper prepared by the Department. Oo 

of State, included as Annex B to Rusk’s May 19 memorandum of his conversation, 
with British Minister Hoyer Millar (p. 826).
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| There can, of course, be no question of Greece negotiating with | 
the so-called democratic government or leaders of guerrilla movement 

: but obviously any agreement for laying down of arms will require — 
oe certain conditions. It is believed that these conditions should ostensibly | 

be fixed by the Greeks but the fulfillment of the conditions supervised _ 
- onaninternationalbasis. = == st ) Bn 

On point 10, we should reserve freedom to urge on Greek Govern- 
ment holding of internationally supervised elections as this might | 
well prove to be essential key to eventual solution of Greek problem. 

| At Paris Tsaldaris repeatedly told me his government would welcome 
elections and he did not seem to exclude possibility of international | 
supervision. | . OEE Son so 

On points. 15 and 16 agree that current situation northern Greece 
justifies restrained optimism re military situation. © = 

.-T returned May 23 from one week tour Yugoslav frontier region 
(see Combal 428 of May 25%). While even minor military reverse, 

| - not to be discounted, such as bandit seizure of one or more recently 
oo re-occupied villages would seriously deflate prevalent optimism, I 

a am convinced military civilian morale now at highest tide since start — 
of 1948 Grammos campaign. Situation in Thrace and eastern Mace- 

Oo donia relatively rosy but liquidation of Vitsi Grammos bastion ap- 
pears almost insurmountable task given continued all out supply and 

| territorial backing from Albania. Similar support from Yugoslav — 
while channelized definitely not ended.? Therefore, military successes 

| remote from border must not blind us to simple fact that border areas __ 
| will remain focus of infection until international developments in- 

duce northern neighbors to cease aid and perhaps even more important | 
ae cause Soviets and satellites to withdraw moral support to guerrillas. 

_ T heartily applaud line suggested in point 20-0. To my knowledge 
| neither Soviets nor Poland have ever stated in so many words that 

they would not take seats on UNSCOB, which I have always con- _ 
| _ sidered highly significant. — eon 

| Easiest face-saving formula for them would be to do so. From such 
_. front seat position they could easily encourage neighbors and Soviet — 
: bloc to recede gradually from current. attitude, even send observers, 

- gain their acceptance across northern border and reach through UN 
| channels goal of appeasement they seemingly suggest through three 

| 2Telegram 1021, Combal 428, May 25, from Athens, not printed. Drew was _ 
accompanied on his tour by the Acting Australian and Brazilian Represent- 
atives on the U.N. Special Committee (501.BB Balkan/5-2549). . a 

_  *In asserting his view in his message Combal 428 (cited in the previous | 
a footnote), Drew disagreed with the opinion attributed to the British Foreign = 

Office in. telegram 1987, May 20 from’ London, not: printed, that Yugoslav aid to . 
—_ Greek guerrillas had practically stopped (868.00/5-2049). a a - |
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power device. I recommend we seize earliest opportunity try out this | 
formula, | oe EE | 

_ Following fade-out. of Evatt effort UNSCOB remains sole duly : 
constituted UN agency for formal conciliation effort. If outright : 
UNSCOB participation unpalatable to Russians they might be | 
sounded out on possible acquiescence in designation by UNSCOB of , 
non-member mediatory group under Article 10-c of November 27 _ 3 
resolution, which might comprise two “westerners” and one “neutral” | 
palatable to Soviets. = a | | 

_ Assuming Greek acquiescence and full participation we might yet | 
develop with Soviets formula for preconcerted resolution at next GA | 

_ to replace UNSCOB by new body in which they would participate | 
charged essentially with conciliatory function and subsidiary observa- 
tion role. Unilateral Greek decision on such internal problems as | | 
amnesty elections etc., could well constitute essential concomitant. | 
- From this distance my personal interpretation that aside from inter- | 
national factors, such as Atlantic Pact, European recovery, etc., 
Gromyko feelers prompted by: (1) success in Greece of Truman 
Doctrine in both military and economic spheres; (2) successful Tito | 
diversion; (3) boomerang of the Macedonian venture, we should 
endeavor to capitalize on our present position of strength, = : 
_ Sent Department 1026, repeated Paris48. rrr 
I [Drew] | 

 -501.BB Balkan/5-2549 OR | ne od 
The British Minister (Hoyer Millar) to the Assistant Secretary of | 

ss State for United Nations Affairs (Rusk) = = 

TOP SECRET — -- Wasurneron, 25th May, 1949. : 
—  (G10/ /49) - oO | 

- Dear Rusk: When we discussed Greece on the 19th May you very | 
kindly gave me, for communication to the Foreign Office for their — 
comments, a copy of a paper which had been drawn up in the State | 
Department for submission to Mr. Acheson for his use, if he approved a 
it, as a brief in his discussions in Paris with Mr. Bevin on the Greek 

_ 2. I now send you two papers which we have just received: from _ 
the Foreign Office containing | | | Po . 

A) their general comments on the Russian overture including their | 
suggestions regarding the line which our counter-proposals might take _ 
(paragraph 20 in the State Department document);and its 

Ror Rusk’s memorandum of his May 19. conversation with Hoyer Millar, gee 
p. 324; the Department paper under. reference here was included as Annex B 
thereto, p. 326. co Pio Bs | 

501-887—77——_23 a |
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__. B) their detailed. comments on paragraphs 1 to 19 of the State 
Department document. eS | | 

8, The Foreign Office have asked us to explain in sending you these 
_ papers that, while they have been sent to Mr. Bevin in Paris, they 

| have not yet been approved by him and, like your own paper at the 
| time when you gave it to me, should be regarded as no more than an 

_-— expressionofthe Departmental view. = ss 
4, The Foreign Office assume that the next step will depend upon 

the outcome of any discussion between the two Secretaries of State 

inParis Oe 
- Yours sincerely, 7 YR. Hover Minnar © 

| ce Ce Enclosure A’ 3° | 

Paper Prepared in the British Foreign Office? 7 | 

a TOPSECRET = = = °° [Lowpon, undated.] 

| The Russian overture is made from weakness only to the extent 
that developments in Greece itself have not been in their favour. There 
is no evidence whatever that the Kremlin is anxious to bring about 

| settled conditions in the Balkan area as a whole. The Hungarian, ~ 
- Roumanian and Bulgarian Governments are still hostile and intransi- 

; gent, the Soviet radio war on Turkey has not relaxed and pressure 
_ on Tito continues. te 

2. If and when we do reply, our counter-proposals should be de- 

| signed not only to guarantee the end of all interference in Greece but _ 
| also to bring us advantages in other fields. ‘They should include our 

- maximum requirements so as to leave room for bargaining. 
8. In so far as they directly concern Greece, Greek support must be 

assured. To that end we might first ask the Greek Government to state __ 
their conditions for declaring a fresh amnesty and new elections fol- 

| lowing upon the surrender of the rebels. They should, however, not be 
asked to agree to any form of international supervision. either of the 
surrender or of the amnesty and the elections, or to re-legalise the 

:  *7The text of this paper was transmitted to Secretary of State Acheson in 
Paris in telegram Telac 14, May 25 to Paris, not printed (501.BB Balkan/5-—2549). 
In telegram 2164, May 26, from Paris, Secretary of State Acheson reported 

that Foreign Secretary Bevin had discussed this paper during a private con- 
versation in Paris on the morning of May 26: oS - EPRI BPs a 

“Bevin then raised Greek question basing talk on telegram of twenty-fourth 
| from Foreign Office to British Embassy Washington which you undoubtedly have. 

- He stressed desire to keep in step with US. I noted Soviet public offer was 
merely in Tass release and our press release was reply in same form. Bevin at 
first apparently thinking of our joining them in written communication to 

. Soviet but concluded suggesting oral approach to Gromyko in Moscow. While 
-I merely told Bevin we would communicate with him later on this, I fear there | 
is danger of going back. to Gromyko with counter proposals along Bevin’s lines.” 
(865C0.01/5-2649) fe NS -_ |
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Greek Communist Party. We should stick to the principle that these 
aremattersofinternalGreek concern. = | 

4, On the purely Greek aspect, our counter-proposals might be : 
limited to a re-statement of the two requirements that all assistance 
given by the Northern neighbours to the rebels should cease and that | 
the rebels should surrender ‘with all. their arms. We might however 
add that if U.N.S.C.O.B. were allowed access to Bulgaria, Yugoslavia | 

and Albania in order to establish that aid to the rebels had really | 
ceased, this might make it easier for the Greek Government to order | 
new elections. _ ; On BE | 

5, We-could then go on to mention other points in neighbouring _ 
| territories on which in our opinion a Soviet initiative could contribute 

towards the establishment of peaceful conditions. Our requirements on 
couldbestatedasfollows——- ° ee | 

a) in Albania, a cessation of interference in Greece and (for the | 
United Kingdom) a settlement of the damages due from the Corfu | 
incident = = 2° ssst—S Be | | 

6) in Bulgaria, a cessation of interference in Greece and fulfilment _ 
of obligations towards Greece in the matter of reparations, etc. = 
_. @) repatriation of Greek children. So 

d) acessation of the war of nerves against Turkey. oe 
7 é) a firm guarantee that the Soviet Government will refrain from 

intervening in the domestic affairs of Cyprus. a 

6. Counter-proposals of this kind would no doubt be rejected by the _ 
- _ Russians but they may lead them to make fresh suggestions rather — 

less remote from what might be acceptable to us than those recently | | 
put forward by Gromyko. Meanwhile the Greeks will have derived 
further encouragement from our continued support and the disintegra-_ | 
tiooftherebelswouldcontinue = eee 

 atctogure BO CO res 

Paper Prepared in the British Foreign Office® — ne 

TOP SECRET FP Lonpon, undated.] | 

- The following are the detailed comments of the Foreign Office on = 
the State Department document:—* 

We agree with paragraphs 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,9, 18, 14,15,17 and 18. 
“ 9. Paragraphs 2 and 19. The Greeks have no confidence in Dr. — 

_ Evatt’s ability to negotiate a settlement with their Northern neigh- 
bours and according to our latest information Dr. Evatt has himself _ 

 8The text of this paper was transmitted to Secretary of State Acheson at. | 
Paris in telegram Telac 14, May 25 to Paris, not printed (501.BB Balkan/5-2549). | | 
*The Department of State paper under reference was included as Annex B | 

: to Rusk’s memorandum of his May 19 conversation with Hoyer Millar, p. 326. |
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admitted the failure of his efforts. U.N.S.C.O.B. has also proved in- 
effective as a conciliator. The Greeks would probably not object to a 

a solution brought about by the intervention of the Great Powers pro-— 
vided it was effective. | Sg a. oo 

: - 8. Paragraph 6. We agree, but see no useful purpose in explicitly — 
| stating this principle in ourreply tothe Russians. = 

4, Paragraph.10. Tf the Greek Government ever agreed that there 
should be international supervision of elections they might be advised 
to consider entrusting the task to powers which had not hitherto been 

- involved in Greece,e.g.the Scandinavian. ae 
5. Paragraphs 11:and 12. We believe that Tito’s internal political 

opposition is fairly strong and that he has almost ceased helping the 
| Greek rebels. We also believe the situation.of the Albanian Govern- 

ment to be precarious. On the other hand, there have been no favour- | 

: able developments in the other satellites where propaganda 1s still | 
theonly weaponavailabletous, | 

6. Paragraph 16. One of the purposes of the Soviet approach is to 
° make us withdraw material support from the Greeks. On the analogy 

of the Berlin airlift we must be quite certain that a final and effective 
a solution has already been reached before contemplating any diversion 

of resources, 

868.00/5-2549: Telegram er re oe | 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

SECRET NIACT WasHINnGToN, May 25, 19498 pm 

- Telac13. Thisissummary reply to Actel12* eS 
| | 1. Gromyko proposal on Greece. See Telac 14.7 Only other develop- 
a ment not covered in Secretary’s book ® and in telegrams this subject | 

- repeated AmEmbassy Paris is 779 May 24 to Athens which is being 

| repeated now. Our first reactions to Brit observations (Telac 14) are 
the following: (1) Brit proposal to embark on direct big power nego- 

. 7 Dated May 25, not printed ; in it Secretary Acheson reported that he expected 
‘soon to discuss with Bevin several issues including the recent Soviet proposals 
on Greece, and he asked for additional materials on the problem (868.00/5-2549). 

 * Dated May 25, not printed; it transmitted the texts of the two papers pre- 
pared by the British Foreign Office included as Enclosures A and B to Hoyer 
Millar’s letter of May 25 to Rusk, supra. ORR a MSs | 

. 8% The reference here is to the collection of papers on Greece prepared by the 
| - Department of State for Secretary Acheson for his use in connection with 

. possible discussions in Paris on Greece. The “briefing book’ included a five-page 
chronology of recent peace proposals and conciliation activities, the text of the 

. -Greek guerrilla peace appeal of April 20 (see footnote 3 to Rusk’s memorandum 
| of conversation, May 5, p. 805), Foreign Secretary Bevin’s telegram to the Brit- 

ish Embassy, and the papers on Greece prepared by the Department of State and 
included as Annexes A and B to Rusk’s memorandum of his‘May 19 conversation. 
‘with Hoyer Millar, pp. 325 and 326. ee ~ | |
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tiations over Greece outside UN framework would seem contrary our | | 

respective press releases May 20 and would undercut fundamental 

position we have taken on negotiations with Soviets in forums where 

parties directly affected are not represented. Secretary | will recall | | 

emphasis placed by us on this point at time of Soviet agitation for _ , 

StalinTruman talk. We still believe, therefore, UN should somehow 
- yemain in picture but are willing to discuss with Brit ways and means. | 

of finding UN method for further discussions with Soviets and 

Greeks. (2) We question desirability of expanding’ talks to include 

relatively unrelated questions such as Corfu, Turkey, Cyprus, as im- | 

plying propriety great power forum for such problems. (3) Dept: : 

| believes discussion on Greece should not be rushed and that for time 

being coordination with Greek Govt might best be handled through | 

Washington. Greek Govt’s attitude understood to depend somewhat 

on Russian attitude displayed in CFM re Germany. Hence, present | 

discussions with Bevin might be kept on tentative basis. See also 779. 

May 24 to Athens being repeated now.* Bel a 

[Here follows the portion of this telegram dealing with Middle 

Eastern questions] 0 es | 

| ee —. Wrsp 

| ‘During his meeting with President Truman on May 26, Acting Secretary of 
State Webb read this message. The President felt the Department’s approach 
was sound, but he understood that he was not giving final approval to any specific 

action with regard to the matters discussed. (memorandum by Webb of Meeting 

with the President, May 26, Secretary’s Memoranda, Lot 53 D 444, Secretary's | | 

Meetings with the President). Lot 53 D 444 is a comprehensive chronological col+ . 

lection. of the Secretary of State’s memoranda and memoranda of conversations 

for the years. 1947-1953, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the De- 

partment of State. Be . . ee ee 

501.BB Balkan/5-2649 : Telegram | | | | ; a 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Acting Secretary of State * 

SECRET hs : Aruens, May 26, 1949—3 p. m. 

1032. Deptel 779, May 24. Following estimate Greek opinion based — 
on appraisal press and public reaction and on conversations with | 

| Tsaldaris and Pipinelis. It is of course tentative and informal. Greek 
) officials given assurances suggested reftel although unnecessary as they 

appear well satisfied we will not take action detrimental to Greece or | 
without consultation, 
1. Pipinelis states that he and Greek Cabinet lay considerable stress 

on timing. They believe time plays on our side and suggest postpone- > 
ment any conversations for following reasons: SO - 

_. *Ambassador Grady returned to Athens on May 22 and resumed charge of 
the Embassy on May 23. | : |
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(a) Morale of army is adversely affected by conversations. Papagos 
confirmed this at Cabinet meeting and said if conversations continue 
he will not assume responsibility for consequences. ar 

7 (6) Time increasingly on our side due present. favorable military 
trend and decline bandit position. = an | 
_(c) There is hope of working out better relations with Yugoslavia 

which would have favorable influence on Greek question. .. 
(2) Time will reveal reasons for altered Russian tactics, By hasten- 

- ing conversations now we may fallintoRussiantrap, 2 

| 2. When discussions take place they should by all means be chan- 
neled through UN and its agencies. They should not take place at 
CFM or through any special agency. They should not be carried on 
secretly by Allies BC 

3. Greek officials believe whole Russian policy turns on desire to 

_ have foreign troops leave Greece. Premature action to withdraw them 
would spell disaster. If Russians press this point Pipinelis. suggests 

a that prudence [presence?] foreign troops in Greece be linked with 
Russian control satellite powers. Foreign troops, advisers and influence | 

| can be withdrawn from Greece when Soviet domination satellite — 
powers terminates, so that with return democracy to those countries _ 

_ Greek relation with them may be normalized. _ Be 
4. Greeks will be adamant in resisting Russian involvement. in 

Greek internal affairs. They believe that these internal matters are 
for Greek resolution although they have every intention-of consulting 

| us fully. Thus they will not agree to Russian supervision of Greek 
elections, but if this point is raised might counter with suggestion UN 
supervision elections in satellite countries. They would have no ob- | 

_ jection to Russia and Poland taking their places on UNSCOB and 
thus participating in UN consideration of question and even in border | 
control. Oo a OC 

5. Greeks in general feel that KKE cannot be legalized. To do 
| so would place Communists in position to begin preparations for fourth 

round. : ee | 
| - 6. Amnesty cannot, of course, again be offered prior to laying down | 

of arms by rebels. Almost all Greeks feel that at such time Greek 
attitude should be lenient and fatherly, not vindictive. Rebels should _ 
be given every guarantee of safety. Those inducted by force and not 

| guilty of crimes should be quickly screened and returned to normal | 
life. Small minority guilty of crimes will have to be tried. It is antici- 

. pated most of this category as well as hard-core Communists will 
seek refuge abroad, which exile Greeks probably would not wish 
disturb. While no commitment can be given that death and other 
sentences could be commuted, it seems that tendency would be in that
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direction. Pipinelis warns that Slavophile minority on northern border | 

numbering about 100,000 (of whom only about one-tenth active) will 

require special attention. While they will not be persecuted or moved 

en masse, ways’ will have to be found to settle them elsewhere in | 

Greece, : 

%,.Elections are desired by almost everyone in Greece and willbe | 

held as soon as possible. Greeks do not desire foreign supervision and 

would strongly resist Russian inclusion in any supervisory group, =) | 

They have no intention asking for foreign supervision but might con- 

sent if we insisted. Guerrillas would not participate in elections but | | 

officials assure Embassy full and free opportunity would be given 

--allGreeksexpressopinions. = Ole os ata LE 

8. My views. on these and related subjects will follow in later | 

telegram, CR Lepore 

| Sent Department 1032; repeated Belgrade 46; London 42; Moscow 

— 8:Sofiabe: Ogee an 

Editorial Note | oe 

- AmbassadomDendramis called on Assistant Secretary of State Rusk Oo 

at the Department of State on May 26 to deliver a memorandum by 

the Greek Embassy (868.00/5-2649). The memorandum stated the 

- position of the Coordinating Council of the Greek Government. on | 

recent developments in the Greek situation and on communiqués of | 

May 20 by the Department of State and the British Foreign Office. 

(Regarding the American and British statements of May 20, see the 

editorial note, page 329.) The Coordinating Council felt that the Greek 

Government should be informed at the time of any international con- 

| versations on the Greek situation and that such discussions should be _ 

kept to a minimum before conclusion of military operations. The 

Council, also known as the “inner Cabinet,” consisted of the Prime | 

Minister, the Deputy Prime Minister, the Army Commander in Chief, 

the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, War, Navy, and Air, and the leaders | 

| of the political parties participating in the Greek Government. (A | 

memorandum on the conversation with Dendramis by Rusk on May 26, | 

is in Department of State file 501.BB Balkan/d-2649.) Telegram 

- Telac 21, May 26, to Paris, transmitted the text of the Greek Em- 

| bassy’s memorandum to Secretary of State Acheson and advised him 

that forthcoming conversations with Greek authorities probably would | 

obviate the need of responding directly. to the memorandum 

(868.00/5-2649). a | |
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501.BB Balkan/5-2849: Telegram Ss Bi Pere el BT 

| The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Acting Secretary of State. 

| SECRET ws Aens, May 28, 1949—1 p. m. 
oe 1046. I find myself in almost complete accord with constructive 

and far sighted views expressed Deptel 760, May 20.1 I am also in 
general sympathy with what I believe to be Greek views on subject 
which I ventured to assess in Embtel 1032,May26. ee 
_ Department has'placed finger on heart of problem in paragraph one 
Deptel 760. President has placed question in true perspective by say- 
ing that no special negotiations or discussions are required and that 

_ Russians can prove in Greece their desire to make contribution to | 
peace. In my opinion we are well along way to winning battle of 
Greece and to temporize at this point may place victory in jeopardy. 

It seems Department and Greeks are in agreement as to how con- 
| versations, if held, are to be conducted. Question igs rather whether | 

| any conversations should be held at this time. In absence more con- 
oe crete evidence of Russian good faith on this issue it seems to me that _ 
— Greek view that conversations should be postponed is entirely sound. 

- Greeks it seems to me are on strong ground in desiring to prevent 
| Russian involvement in Greek internal affairs. They @¥e also correct 

to believe in their determination not give legal status to KKE which 
would only be used for further subversive activities looking toward 

: round four. They go as far as they reasonably can in welcoming Russia 
and Poland to UNSCOB which could be utilized as Department and 

_ Drew suggest in whole field of pacification of Greece. 
| _ Lam im full accord with Department’s point 4. Department’s view 

in point 7 is entirely sound and constructive. However, the point re | 
| a “neutral” government requires some clarification. We should be | 

careful to avoid pitfall developed by skillful Soviet propaganda, to 
— _ effect that Greece is monarch-fascist state which requires shift to 

a democratic element. In point of fact, Greek Government is more demo- 
cratic and representative than at least half UN members. Elections 

| _ will speak on this score but in the meantime I recommend we resist — 
any idea that a change to some kind of “neutral”. government is 

| I believe that Greeks are entirely justified in refusing to make an 
amnesty call prior to laying down of arms by rebels. Sophoulis tried | 

1 Not printed ; it transmitted the text of the paper prepared by the Department 
of State, included as Annex B to Rusk’s May 19 memorandum of his conversa- 
tion with British Minister Hoyer Millar, p. 326. , oe Ce
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| GREECE - 349 : 
this without success but at least his effort had advantage of showing | | 

Greek good will. To repeat it would merely show weakness. Greeks | | 
seem generally in mood to carry out rebel surrender in dignified and 
just manner. I believe we can accept their assurances that they will | , 
proceed. in this fashion. I quite realize that there will be abuses and : 
excesses which are inevitable in country which has suffered as sorely | 
as Greece. We ourselves should be vigilant in watching this situation | 
and in giving guidance to Greece. : Bag a | 
Department’s point ten on foreign supervision of elections meets _ | 

with my full approval. Greeks are desirous of holding elections as soon — 
as possible after restoration of order. I believe they are capable of | 
conducting elections which would be reasonably representative and | 
fair. We should be alert in advising and guiding them so that no 
criticism can be made that any Greeks do not have opportunity to 
express their views freely and without intimidation, = 

‘It seems to me there is merit in idea of Pipinelis of countering 

Russian suggestions for supervision of elections and Greek border by = 
UN or other agency with recommendation that similar action be taken a 
in satellite countries. This theme was also developed in Sofia’s tele 
gram No. 19 May 23.? It was also proposed by Tsaldaris: (Embtel 
1003, May 21‘) in suggesting that spotlight be turned on Albania. 
 Department’s point 5 is cornerstone our policy in Greece. There _ 
should be no relaxation until Greece is safe. Our success in Greece I 
believe has been one of basic factors in our improved situation | 
vis-a-vis Communism. Our military mission should be withdrawn —— 
when the guerrilla warfare has ceased either through effective military | 
or political action. After the withdrawal of our military mission, our — 
military aid through supply should continue as part of our overall == 
general policy of military aid to European countries. Even after 
euerrilla warfare has ceased, Greece will continue to be particularly 
vulnerable to attack and will require special concern and vigilance on 

| our part. : - : | 
~ Sent Department 1046, repeated London 438, Belgrade 47, Sofia 36, | 
Moscow 23. ee oe - 

es i es es - Gravy 

| 8 Same as telegram 429, May 23, from Sofia, p. 336. | | a 
* Not printed; it reported that the contents of telegram 749, May 19, to Athens 

(p. 322) had been conveyed to Greek Prime Minister Sophoulis and Foreign 
Minister Tsaldaris. Tsaldaris suggested that it might be a useful tactic. for. the 
United Nations to consider the future of Albania and the role of the Soviet 
Union in Albania. (868.00/5-2149) 8 |
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-—s«BOL.BB Balkan/5-3149:Telegram it Bn 

| _ The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

- TOP SECRET Paris, May 81, 1949—6 p. m. 
| 2204, Webb from Acheson. Bevin conv two. Bevin again discussed 

| Greek situation with me this morning.? He said Hector McNeil be- 
lieves Greek Government cannot ever settle it, but Noel-Baker * thinks 

| differently. UK desires ascertain Greek views on possible steps. Are 
Greeks prepared to grant amnesty and would they let UN supervise 
amnesty ? If so, task should be entrusted smaller powers such as Den- 

| mark. Would Greeks agree to UN supervision elections after rebel 
surrender? This would be helpful in West opinion. Should Greeks 

| be urged to outlaw Communist Party? In Bevin’s opinion we should 
not press them to do so since Greek electors would sufficiently dispose 
of Communist candidates. ES Ce 

| | Bevin stressed above questions did not represent positive proposals, 
| but he felt we should not let Greek situation drift. I told him that 

we had indications that UN supervision of elections would not be 
acceptable to Greeks; that I was not sure on the question of super- 

_ vision of amnesty and that I thought we ought to leave it to the | 
| Greeks to decide whether or not they wish to outlaw Communist 

Party. Bevin further suggested if Greeks would abandon propaganda 
| for Northern Epirus this would tone down Russian agitation. He 

recalled discussing this with Byrnes and with Tsaldaris. I told him 
| I had taken similar line previously with Tsaldaris and agreed with _ 

Bevin’s general view. = <<. | a a 
| I said we would get further Departmental views on specific points 

| he raised.. eg a Co 
Bevin has apparently dropped the idea of any reply to the Russians 

reGromyko approaches. | | Oo 
Oo | a [AcHEson] 

In his telegram 2203, May 81, from Paris, not printed, Secretary of State | 
Acheson reported on the first part of his conversation with Foreign Secretary | 

: Bevin when Hong Kong was the topic of discussion (740.00119 Council/5-3149). 
| This private conversation was not regarded as a part of the Council of Foreign 

. _ Ministers session. For documentation on those formal meetings, see vol. 11, pp. 
| _ 918 ff. Greece was not on the Council’s agenda and was not taken up at any of 

| the Council’s meetings. _ a eee | 
| * Regarding Secretary Acheson’s previous conversation with Foreign Secretary 

Bevin on Greece on May 26, see footnote 2 to the paper prepared by the British | 
Foreign Office, printed as Enclosure A to Hoyer Millar’s note of May 25 to Rusk, 

OP : Philip Noel-Baker, British Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations.
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 §01.BB Balkan/6-349: Telegram 5 Be a | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris* 

SECRET  —s_. 7 .. Wasurneron, June 8, '1949—7 p. m. | | 

- Telac 51. Embtel 2204 May 31. Answers to questions raised by Bevin = : 

in conversation with Secy May 31 have been made clear by reports from : 

Grady in Athens, based on conversations with Grks, and by Grk public 

statements. SR a | eS an 

1) Grks intend grant amnesty on large scale following cessation 

_of rebellion to all who renounce communism and who did not occupy 

key positions or commit serious crimes in connection with rebellion. | 

Question of internat] supervision of amnesty has not been broached, 

but believe Grks wld strenuously resist any USSR involvement in such © 

supervision and wld regard any other type of supervision, such as : 

Danish, as unwarranted intervention Grk internal affairs and serious 

reflection on Grk justice. Possibly they wld be willing themselves in- 

vite some informal observation or advice, for example by member _ 

ICJ or by reps national bar assocs, if US and UK strongly urged — 

this as desirable from propaganda viewpoint or as necessary bargain- : 

- ing concession to Russians. More immediate problem is present sub- | 

stantive Grk position which appears somewhat ill-defined and 

intransigent in public statements. We feel therefore that Grks shld 

clarify at once exactly what leniency measures they propose apply . 

after rebellion, and that these shld be as generous as compatible with 
safety of Grk State. Pe a a | 

| 2) Elections desired by almost everyone in Greece and will be 

held soon as possible. Grks do not desire fon supervision and wld Oo 

strongly resist Russ participation any observer body. They do not 

intend ‘request fon supervision but might consent if we insisted. Ii ~ 
question of UN supervision of elections raised, Grks will counter 

with suggestion for similar supervision satellite countries. Guerrillas 

. wld not participate as group in elections, but Grady has been assured | 

_ full and free opportunity wld be given all Grks express their opinions. 
_ Believe Grk position basically sound this issue and that absence peace- _ 

time travel or censorship restrictions in Greece shld provide adequate 

check on irregularities and assure world opinion of essential honesty 
ofelections. | Be 

8) Communist and associated parties were outlawed Greece Dec. 
) 1947 fol their open espousal of rebellion and Grks are adamantly 

. opposed their relegalization in any form, believing this wid merely | 
| provide opportunity for Communists to prepare another uprising 

when conditions more propitious. We agree and understood Brit did. 
likewise. Overt activities of even small legalized Communist minority , 
wld be constantly disturbing factor Grk polit life. More serious, re-— 
legalization wld provide cover for rebuilding communist underground 
which now disrupted by police measures. On other hand we believe | 

Grks shld devise formula whereby votes of communist sympathizers 

1This telegram was repeated to London as 1930, to Athens as 831, and to 
Moscow as 400. au oa |
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cld be recorded in elections in order comply democratic principles 
_ and clearly demonstrate small percentage of electorate involved. 

In general, primary Grk concern is timing of any peace talks with © 
Russians. They feel mil tide now running their favor and that Russ 

| objective is to undermine Grk Army morale by pressing for immediate | 
| “peace talks” and obtaining promise of prematire withdrawal fon 

troops from Greece. On this point we feel.Grks are overconfident — 
and unduly intransigent, since Sovs have capability of maintaining 
disturbances. indefinitely in border region even if rest of country sub- 

| stantially cleared, as hoped, of organized guerrilla forces. They also 
| have capability of exacerbating situation by introducing fon elements 

_ or new weapons into guerrilla ranks. Any demoralizing influence of 
peace discussions cld be corrected by appropriate public info program 
and morale wld probably be more seriously affected in any case if Grk | 
soldiers felt we were, neglecting real opportunity for peace and that 

_ they faced only endless fighting. We accordingly agree with Bevin, __ 
particularly in light Pravda editorial May 30,2 that Grk situation 

7 , shld not be allowed to drift and that we shld further explore, together 
_ with Grks and without premature commitments-our part, whether 

Russians may be genuinely seeking face-saving formula for with- 
| drawalfrom Greece a 

__ As to procedure, we are now thinking of having UNSCOB request | 
_ SY¥G to urge Russians and Poles to take their seats on UNSCOB in 

a view renewed public expression of Russ interest in Grk pacification 
and fact that UNSCOB has again resumed responsibility for concilia- 

| tion function undertaken temporarily by Evatt. Shid Russians and 
Poles persist in refusal take seats, SYG might be asked to. call 
upon four major powers and the four other interested govts to desig- _ 
nate reps to discuss means of conciliating differences between Greece 
and her northern neighbors in order to promote restoration peace in 
Greece. Such request cld be addressed to SYG by UNSCOB itself 
under authority para 10(c) 5£ main GA Res on Greece of Nov 27, 

: 1948.8 | gs — | 7 | 

_7On May 30 the Soviet newspaper Pravda carried a lead editorial entitled | 
“The Greek Problem Can and Must be Solved” which indicated that a solution 

of the Greek problem ought to be based upon the proposals made earlier by 
Deputy Foreign Minister Gromyko. A condensation of the editorial appears in 

| Current Digest of the Soviet Press, vol. 1, No. 22, June 28, 1949, p. 51. In his | 
telegram 1443, June 8, from Moscow, not printed, Chargé Kohler observed that 
the majority of his diplomatic colleagues in Moscow, with whom he agreed, 
regarded the editorial as simply an answer to the American and British state- 

| ments to the press of May 20 (see the editorial note, p. 329). Kohler pointed out 
_ that some diplomats in Moscow felt, however, that the editorial indicated Soviet — 

eagerness to reach an early settlement of the Greek problem entirely independent 
of the Council of Foreign Ministers (740.00119 Council /6-349). Cm 

* Regarding the U.N. General Assembly resolution under reference here, see 
footnote 5 to telegram 308, February 19, from Athens, p. 254. Fos
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We propose to discuss this procedure with Drew, US Rep UNSCOB, | 

who arrives Washington next week. Meanwhile wld appreciate any : 

indication prelim Brit reactions* 4° - 
eee : Be _ oe bay | | : ~ “ WEBB | 

- *A memorandum, ‘closely following the text of this telegram, but attributing 

the views and proposals contained here to Secretary of State Acheson, was | 
conveyed to Roderick E. Barclay, Private Secretary to. Foreign Secretary Bevin, — | 
in Paris on June 7. Telegram 2371, June 20, from London, not printed, reported. 
that Bevin had decided not to discuss with Secretary Acheson the British Foreign | 
Office comments in the June-7 memorandum. Bevin had instead instructed the | | 
Foreign Office to: take up the matter with the Department of State through the | 
usual diplomatic channels (501.BB Balkan/6-2049). Regarding those British | 
comments, see Cromie’s memorandum of conversation of June 17, p.356. 0 | 

501.BB Balkan/6-849 : Telegram eS — - — . a | | 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Acting Secretary of State - 

ss gporer. -priorrry . ——(“<isé‘ ée”* #éCAreNs, June 8,1949—1 p. m. - 

_ 1121. Telac 51 Paris, repeated Athens 831, June 3. In any attempt | 
to explore whether USSR genuinely seeking face-saving formula. re- | 

- garding. Greece US should exercise utmost vigilance in maintain- 
ing sharpest distinction between external and internal aspects Greek 
problem. Cessation material and moral aid by USSR and Satellites 
to Greek guerrillas and related matters such as return Greek children, 

_ establishment normal diplomatic relations between Greece and north- 
ern neighbors and conclusion frontier agreements are proper subjects | 
international discussion and matters appropriate for action by , 

- UNSCOB or some other body under UN auspices. On other hand, | 
questions such as elections, amnesty and status KKE are internal 

. Greek affairs and by Charter definition, outside competence UN. It. 
would appear negation our entire post-war policy in Greece and 

_ Balkans to participate at this date in any discussion such internal 
Greek matters with USSR, let alone with Albania and Bulgaria whose | 

_mockery of democratic processes through single list elections, treat- 
ment of non-Communist parties and personalities and flagrant flaunt- a 
ing of elementary human rights have been subject our repeated official 
protestsandseverecensure. ee 

Under extreme provocation, Greece has maintained essentials of | 
democratic state deserving our continued moral as well as material 

- support: In the event of any further démarches by USSR on the sub- | 
ject of Greece, we should hammer home the point that we find it , 
utterly inconceivable that Greeks should: be expected to accord 
treacherous and brutal rebels degree of leniency and freedom that | 
USSR and Satellites refuse as a matter of principle and doctrine to | 
eventheir mildest critics, 0
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_ There follows comment re several specific points Deptel 831, June3: 

(1) Avowed Greek resolve to keep Russians and Satellites out of 
Greek internal affairs, and to force rebellious Communists to lay down 

| | arms is in our opinion neither well defined nor intransigent. If Greeks _ 
are overconfident, we have contributed to this. Alternative to con- 

_ fidence, which in these emotional people is pessimism approaching 
_ despair, we have found by bitter experience results in defeatism; 

(2) While it is difficult for Greeks to cope with imponderables 
involved in leniency measures to be applied after rebellion, I have 
pressed and will continue.to press on appropriate Greek officials the 

| need of developing comprehensive plans for all phases connected with 
surrenderofrebels; = = = 8 pO a 

| (3) My preliminary view is that adoption any device permitting 
votes of Communist sympathizers to be recorded in elections en bloc 
would be impractical and more totalitarian than democratic. However, 

- Suggestion will be given further study ; : 
| (4) I agree in principle with Department and Bevin that Greek 

| situation should not be allowed to “drift,” but do not see that this can 
an be said to be the case. We are making decided progress on the military _ 
__ front, peace offensives:can only retard that progress; i st 

(5) While we agree that Russians have capability of exacerbating 
| situation, to take this as guiding principle would be to adopt doctrine 

| of despair. We should rather pin our hopes on probability that Greek 
National Army victory will bring change in Russian tactics and cause 
them to abandon their venture in Greece. In this connection, the gen- 
erally unexpected Soviet abandonment of Azerbaijan might well serve _ 

| asaguiding precedent; 0 
(6) Clearly neither we nor Greeks should refuse to meet Russians | 

half way if they should show real desire to find formula to justify 
abandonment Greek guerrillas. However, it would be unmistakable 

7 sign of weakness for US to appear too eager to assist them in seeking 
| face-saver. I repeat that President put matter in clear perspective 

when he said that if Russians really desire peace, they can most readily —_— 
demonstrateitinGreece. = BR 

- _ British Ambassador here has advised London that in his opinion, | 
— further talks with Russians on Greece—no matter: how informal— | 

would have ill effect on Greek Army morale and might. well cause 
Fall of Greek Government. Hence opposes such talks and.I fully sub- 

_ seribe this yiew. Incidentally, British are much more optimistic than | 
heretofore over military situation, 4 ee 

. Last.night, Papagos showed me disturbing telegram from General 
Tsakalotos regarding harm already done by, recent, reports of Big 
Four efforts to settle Greek question, Papagos then expressed fervent 
hope that we would not let Greece. down.! -As-one prominent Greek 

, politician expressed it, Greeks still believe that at least. one of Big 

+ A copy of Ambassador Grady’s conversation with General Papagos was trans- 
- mitted to the Department as an enclosure to despatch 430, June 13, from Athens, 

neither printed (501.BB Balkan/6-1349). OS 2 Boa Pe LR ES ae |
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Four will see them through their hour of peril. They have no con- 

fidenee in Russians, little in French and are afraid that Bevin may  ~— ss 

be influenced by Left-winginCommons. 
| 

In my opinion, we will be courting disaster if we give impression | | 

that we are temporizing or weakening, which could have far-reaching | 

disastrous effects here in Greece. | 7 oooghaye tae : 

Sent Department 1121, repeated Paris 55 for Telac. . | | 

SEE Rs ea tne | ; Grape sd 

860H.00/6-949:: Telegram _ 7 “43 es . | - | 7 7 

The Ambassador in Yugoslavia (Cannon) to the Secretary of State a 

a ere [Extracts]? ee ee eee 

| SECRET > oe  Berorade, June 9, 1949—11 p. m. 

577. Had more than two hours with Kardelj ? and Bebler * yesterday wos 

reviewing internal and external affairs. Kardel] ’s chief points: | 

| Greece: With rebels now hostile to Yugoslavia material aid is not | 

going over. I pressed him hard for more details. What about logistical = 

advantages? Harboring, re-outfitting and returning escaped rebels ? 

Perhaps individual frontier authorities are still doing’ more than 

- Belgrade intends? He did not deny aid in past but “now it’s all dif- | 

ferent.” I found this part not very forthright. He seemed unhappy — 

and sick of Greek involvement and rather lamely said “perhaps some- , | 

thing will come of Gromyko’s: proposal.” He did not refer to last | 

week’s charge that GNA had air strafed Yugoslav village even though 

in order to prod him’T led close to it. I made a little speech about con- oo 

| tradiction in our disposition to aid Yugoslavia when Yugoslavia works 

| against Greek independence. He said “but we have no friends there ay 

any more” and started talking about Hungary again. He made no _ 

| mention’ whatever of Macedonia (which as already reported Yugo- | 

slaviathinksithasinhand)*... 0 2 reas 

-—-- For full text. of this telegram, see vol..v, p. 896. = age ge | 

2 dvard Kardelj, Yugoslay: Minister for Foreign Affairs; member of the = — 
Politburo.of the Yugoslav Communist Party. - ce ys oto ed gin ve 

® Ale§ Bebler, Yugoslav Assistant Minister for Foreign Affairs. . oo2 2. 25° 

* According to a June 14, 1949, entry in. his diary, New York Times chief foreign | 

correspondent..Cyrus L., Sulzberger: was. shown a copy of. this: telegram ‘by | : 

: Ambassador . Cannon in Paris. (Cyrus L. Sulzberger,. A Long Row. of. Candies: _ 

Memoirs and Diaries 1934-1954 (The Macmillan Company, 1969),;.p. 448.) During. | 

a call at the Department of State on June:16, Greek Ambassador Dendramis : 
was apprised of the substance of the Greek portion of this telegram...On June 22 : 

Greek Minister Counselor Economou-Gouras called at the Department of State | 

: to express the great appreciation of the Greek Foreign Ministry for Ambassador 

Cannon’s action in speaking with Kardelj and Bebler of the question of Yugoslav . 

aid to the Greek guerrillas (memorandum of conversation by Cromie, June 22: 

868.00/6-2249). Pes |
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_601.BB Balkan/6-1749 — 0 Bake ae TE So e 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Leonard J. Cromie of the — 
wo Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs 

‘SECRET. ss  [Wasurneton,]} June 17, 1949. 
| Participants: ‘Sir Derick Hoyer Millar, British Minister - nn | Lord Jellicoe, Second Secretary, British Embassy _ 

as Mr. Jean-Claude Winckler, Second Secretary, French | -  Embassy= > 7 | 
_ Mr. Gerald A. Drew, United States Representative, | 8 UNSCOB 

Mr. Leonard J. Cromie, GTI | | | 
The meeting was held at 10:30 a. m. in Mr. Cromie’s office to dis- | 

cuss the forthcoming UNSCOB report to the Fourth General As- 
— sembly and related matters? es 

| Mr. Drew outlined the Department’s preliminary. thinking as it 
had emerged during his consultations in Washington since June 7 and 

| as set forth in the Department’s draft memorandum ? to him, which 
was still subject to the approval of Messrs. Rusk and McGhee.* Mr. 

| Cromie promised that he would transmit copies of this memorandum © 
_to the British and French Embassies as soon as final clearance was 

~The conversation then.turned to a memorandum on Greek matters 
_ prepared by the British Foreign Office to be handed to Secretary | Acheson in Paris by Mr. Bevin subject to the latter’s concurrence. 

_ (The memorandum constitutes a British commentary on Mr... 
Acheson’s memorandum to Mr. Bevin on June 7, based on Telac. 51, | | June 3, to Paris. Copies of both memoranda are attached.‘) The sub- 

_ stantial concurrence of British and American views with regard to 
_ Greek internal matters, especially the undesirability of pressing the 

: Greeks to accept international supervision of amnesty and elections _ and the re-legalization of the Communist Party, was noted. Com- 
_ Inenting on the main British proposal that UNSCOB should recom- | , mend that its conciliation functions be turned over to an individual 

— * A regular report by the U.N. Special Committee on the Balkans was supposed to be placed in the hands of United Nations members at least 30 days before the Fourth Regular Session of the U.N. General Assembly scheduled to convene on | September 20,000 2 ee ee re * The memorandum under reference here is not printed. © = © fo | “In late May 1949 Dean Rusk became Deputy Under Secretary of State, and in early June George C. McGhee became Assistant Secretary of State for Near _Eastern:and African Affairs. So wp | “Neither of the memoranda under reference here is printed. For the text of Telac 51, see p. 351. ON Oo
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conciliator and that it continue its observations functions on a re- | ! 

- duced basis, Mr. Drew pointed out that this was a proposal which | 

had been under consideration for some time—the principal personali- | | 

ties suggested for conciliator being Mr. MacKenzie King,’ Mr. — : 

-Herriot,¢ or Marshal Smuts.’ He felt that while the idea had merit, 

UNSCOB should beware of divesting itself entirely of the concilia- 

tion function though it might suspend this function at any time, as 

it had during the period of the Evatt talks, if the General Assembly, | 

on its own initiative, were to appoint an individual conciliator. If 

‘UNSCOB were to abandon the conciliation function indefinitely, od 

however, it would be inviting its own demise, for administration of the oo 

observation function alone would not require the continued existence : 

of UNSCOB. He also thought that any reduction in UNSCOB 

‘membership would be impractical. The Big Four would certainly — 

wish to continue their membership, and yet it was desirable that small — | 

: Powers constitute the majority of members. This required at. least | 

nine participating members, which was the present number. On ~ 

balance, he thought that this proposed British recommendation should 

not be made by UNSCOB in its report to the GA, but might well be — | 

borne in mind as a possible useful course of action to be initiated by 

the GA itself depending on the atmosphere and developments at, the 

Fallsession, 2 © 2 | ne 7 

_ The British and French representatives said that they would report 

- these views to their respective Foreign Offices. Sir Derick suggested = 

that to avoid the present confusion, where Greek matters are being | 

discussed between the Big Three Powers more or less simultaneously ) 

at, Washington, Paris, London and Athens, future discussions have 

as their focal point, so far as feasible, the respective UNSCOB dele- 

| gations in Athens. This was generally agreed. Mr. Winckler empha- 

sized, throughout the conversation, Mr. Schuman’s view that there _ ; 

should be no discussion with the Russians of Greek internal affairs. 

[Here follows a discussion of the suggestion by the Greek Govern- _ 

ment that the problem of Greek refugees be inscribed on the agenda ) 

of the United Nations Economic and Social Council at its July meet- oe 

ing. The United States, the United Kingdom, and France were agreed 

that such an agenda item would be ill-advised. At the beginning of __ 
| July the Greek Government withdrew its proposal.] - ae | 

& William Lyon Mackenzie King, former Canadian Prime Minister. | : | 
°Hdouard Herriot, former French Prime Minister. oo - | . 
* Field Marshal Jan Christiaan Smuts, former Prime Minister of the Union of 

South Afriea. = | oT oe . 

. 501-887—77—24 > | | |
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| | 501.BB Balkan/6-849: Airgram | ER - 

_ ~‘LPhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece 

a SECRET - ‘Wasuineron, June 18, 1949. 
_- A-404, Department is appreciative of factors and viewpoints set 

| forth Embtel 1121, June 8, and believes no essential substantive dif- 
ference has so far emerged between Greek and US policies with respect 
to Russian proposals. — aoa | EE 

_ Mild criticism of Greek “intransigence” expressed in Deptel 831, 
oo June 3,) was not directed at basic Greek position but rather at attitude 

| as expressed in certain public statements and confidential communica- 
tions. We fear such attitude reflects dangerous overconfidence, born 

; of recent military successes, in military outlook and in indefinite flow 
of US military and economic aid. It overlooks fact that public in 

friendly foreign nations which are expending large sums of money 
in supporting Greece and whose own security is threatened by Greek 

_ developments will insist that no reasonable opportunity be rejected 
, for settlement in Greece consistent with vital Greek interests and UN 

| principles. US public in particular will require constant reassurance 
that Greek Government is not trying to prolong appearance of crisis 
forulteriormotives. = = = a SO 

| Refusal of Greek Government to define, in advance of guerrilla 
surrender, what amnesty measures it would apply if surrender occurs, — 
is open to criticism on grounds individual guerrilla cannot know 

| whether he qualifies for “generous treatment” promised certain cate- 
| _ gories or even what this expression means. Several recent Greek 

| pronouncements, presumably designed to counteract morale effect of 
| communist peace offensive, unfortunately sound somewhat blood- — 

thirsty to foreign ears and are likely to’ be quoted to Greece’s dis- 
| advantage at future UN debates. Some examples as reported by Athens 

_ Agency press service follows) oo 
: | __Canellopoulos in Kozani, May 12: “In the Greek question any solu- 

| tion is impossible. other than that which will be imposed by the total | 
_ victory.ofthenationalarms” (2 

| _ Canellopoulos in Siderokastron, May 15: “No other solution in our 
| struggle than that which will be given by armed force, that of. the 

obliteration of the bandits or-their unconditional surrender.” .... 
| -Canellopoulos in Athens, May 24: “Negotiations are plots and 

7 intrigue. By arms and arms alone the Greek problem will be solved.” 
Rendis in Acropolis interview, May.27: “We believe only in restor- 

ing internal order through the armed campaign against the bandits, 
_ relying on the fighting spirit of our people and our armed forces and | 

on aid furnished us by the US and Great Britain.” a | 

| * Same as telegram Telac 51, June 3, to Paris, p. 351. _ |
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Rendis in Salonika, May 28: “The bandits have only one alter- _ | 

native: to lay down their arms and repudiate communism or to com- , 

mit suicide or take refuge in other countries without any hope of 

returning to Greece.” | — | | - : 

-Canellopoulos in Salonika, May 30: “The only possible discussion | 

with communist bandits is that effected by arms.” wh! : 

In sum, Department appreciates exigencies of Greek internal morale, 

but feels that Greek moral and diplomatic position would be | 

strengthened by emphasizing and clarifying constructive Greek in- | : 

tentions rather than by sabre-rattling and expressing outrage at any — | 
foreign comment on internal Greek affairs. — | Oe a | 

- Re communist participation elections, suggestion has beenmadehere : 

that elections might be accompanied by simultaneous plebiscite on = : 

relegalization Communist and associated parties. Strongly negative | . 

~ outcome, which foregone conclusion, would provide striking demon- an 

stration lack of popular communist support. At same time it might | 

mitigate impression of non-adherence to democratic principles. Your 

comments this point appreciated. _ a 

rr oe We 
868.24/6-2349: Telegram oe BRse tae sense BS 

Phe Seoretary of State to the Embassy in Greece Ce , 

secRET § = ~~. WASHINGTON, June 23, 1949—7 p.m. | 

941. Eyes only for Amb. Van Fleet? states he has concluded wld ; 

be unwise demobilize National Defense Corps at end calendar 1949 — | 

and that Grk forces shld be maintained approx present strength thru | 

whole of fiscal 1950 even if security situation greatly improved. Be- = 

lieves reduction wld damage Grk morale and open way resumption _ | 

guerrilla activity. Says restudy of mil assistance needs has shown | 

way to economies which wld permit maintenance present strength — | 
throughout yr without increase total dol mil aid. Oe 8 

- Important we clarify this question before Congressional mil aid | 
hearings since Congressmen likely ask plans for Grk forces after 
security re-established. As you know orig Grk aid request as presented a 

Bureau Budget based on 50,000 reduction Grk Army beginning late _ 

| 1949 to be achieved by elimination NDC. If this to be changed we | 
must be prepared testify before Comitesonnewbasis, | 
~ Apart from amt mil aid involved we of course ‘interested effect 
continued maintenance full strength Grk forces on Grk budget and | 

availability ECA counterpart funds for econ reconstruction.. ts 

1Zjeutenant General Van Fleet returned to Washington on June 20 for | 
consultation. a , |
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~ Request your comments urgently together with statement Nuveen’s 
7 Viewsifknowntoyou: 

| Sn | oN ee ACHESON 

868.00/6-2749 : Telegram / a ee : re oe a ae So - i 
‘Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Yugoslavia 

SECRET Wasuinerton, June 27, 1949—4 p. m. 
_ 827. Shid appropriate occasion arise in conversation with Yugo _ 

officials, assume you will mention our continuing interest in question — 
of assistance to Greek guerillas. Specifically shld you be questioned 
ré what unfavorable developments we envisage might cause revoca- 

_ tion of license for shipment blooming mill, you might state that 
| while you have no specific instrs on. subj it is of course clear that one 

such development would be evidence Yugos were again assisting Greek 
| guerillas? = Be ee en 

7In mid-June 1949 the Department of State learned that the British Govern- ment was considering the possibility of extending sterling credits to Yugoslavia | for the purchase of capital goods. Following discussions between officers of the | Department and the British Embassy in Washington, the British ‘Foreign Office: | Suggested to British representatives in Belgrade that advantage be taken of _ the credit offer to reiterate to Yugoslav authorities the British concern over : Yugoslav policy toward Greece and the Greek rebels. The American Embassy in Belgrade offered. no objection to such a British démarche, but it stated. the | view that most qualified observers did not believe that Yugoslavia was currently | _ assisting the Greek rebels. For documentation on this matter, see vol. Vv; pp. 854 ff. 

868.20/6-2849: Telegram - | cos Et — - oe | 

| ‘The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET — Averens, June 28, 1949—11 a. m. 
| Amag 62. Van Fleet’s statement as reported in Deptel 941 June 23 : _ 4s perplexing. Our general planning for FY 1950 always has been 

based upon reduction in GNA strength during FY. Moreover one of | 
final actions of Van Fleet before leaving for. America was to send 

_ te memo as condensed below providing for substantial reduction in 
—  GNAiNMFY195000 © Bo 

~ On May 26 I requested Van Fleet-to initiate JUSMAPG study to 
_ determine approximate size and cost of maintaining Greek armed 

. forces that. would be required (1) on assumption that guerrilla war- 
fare in Greece will by October 1, 1949, have been reduced to police 

_ proportions and confined solely to border areas with continuing threat
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of support from three northern border countries and (2) on assump- 

tion that guerrilla warfare will by October 1, 1949 have been satis- : 

factorily concluded with withdrawal of all aid from Communist | 

countries and with complete cessation of hostilities. = | 

- On June 18, Van Fleet handed me comprehensive JUSMAPG study | | 

recommending that. under first assumption GNA be reduced from a ; 

197,000 to 147,000, Navy be reduced from 14,300 to 18,000, that RHAF 

| be reduced from 7,200 to 5,700 all by June 30, 1950, making a saving 

- in military budget for FY 1950 of about $66,000,000. And, under as- : 

sumption two, Army be reduced from 197,000 to 125,000, Navy from — 

14,300 to 10,300 and RHAF from 7,200 to 5,000 all by June 30, 1950 
with total savings in military budget for FY 1950 of nearly : 

- $67,000,0002 Se a : 
It is of course possible that Greek situation will develop in way that | 

neither of aforementioned assumptions will provide basis for our 

actions after first. quarter of FY 1950. Every present indication how- | | 

ever is that end of summer campaign will see Greece free of organized - 

bandit military operations with bulk of GNA in border areas where 

it should be able quickly to suppress excursions from across frontiers. 

While we believe and expect this to be situation in autumn, 

prudence demands that at present stage of developments we must 

~ continue to plan to meet a more serious situation. Therefore we should _ 

- seek to maintain present appropriation figures and not consider mak- 

ing reduction in Greek armed forces before summer campaign is 

_ completed. Then if campaign goes as we anticipate, personnel reduc- 

tion should start immediately ; otherwise adjustments should be made 

in light of actual circumstances prevailing at time, but in no event 

do I think decision should be made in advance that no reduction is 

possible or advisable during next FY. Substantial GNA reduction is | 
essential for advancement of Greek economic program, for as long - 

as GNA spends drachmae at near present rate there remains little for 

reconstruction. Dollar savings alone are not nearly so important as fo 

the internal problems which would be created by failure to reduce 7 

military establishment and consequently drachmae costs as rapidly 

as campaign warrants. I may add that responsible Greek leaders 

understand that decisive psychological, political and economic fac- 

tors are becoming increasingly insistent upon the shift of emphasis 
of Greek needs from the military to reconstruction. Nuveen’s posi- : 

tion has been consistent with this line of thinking. | ee 

a 7 —  -Grapy 

| *A copy of Van Fleet’s memorandum to Ambassador Grady, summarized here, 

subsequently given to the Department by the Ambassador in August, is included _ 7 

in file 868.20/6-2149. |
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| 868.002/6-2849 : Telegram es ORE oe 

_ ‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece : 

SECRET PRIORITY | | WaAsHINGTON, June 29, 1949—7 p. m. 
976. Embtel 1255 June 28.1 Dept sympathetic with ur own and King’s 

line of thinking re desirable solution crisis and approves position you 
have taken this connection. ne | | 

_ We continue believe that in period of grave threat to Grk independ- 
| ence and integrity major polit groups shld be willing patriotically 

to submerge partisan differences, to share responsibility of govt and, 
above all, to ensure participation in Govt of best men available re- 

| gardless polit color. Tsaldaris’ claim to Premiership based on his 
position as leader principal party is understandable. At same time 

oe formation of purely Populist Cabinet wld expose Govt to damaging 
| _ eriticism in Grk Parliament and abroad (with Congressional hear- 

| ings in offing) and wld, as you say, exclude many of most efficient 
men from admin. It wld probably also spell finish of decentralization 
program. Earnestly hope, therefore, that Venizelos will withdraw 

| opposition, which possibly founded on exaggerated notion of US sup- 
port, to serving as Deputy under Tsaldaris or other reasonable solution. _ 
In ur discretion you may tell Venizelos Dept officials greatly dis- | 
appointed his attitude this critical juncture and consider continued 
refusal cooperate will place on him personally full responsibility for , 

| consequences prolongation of crisis.. oe 
| Urtel 1264 June 29? just recd. Question workability solution one 

ae on grounds divided responsibility and probability that each Premier 
_. wld attempt postpone unpopular measures during his incumbency and 

- *Prime Minister Sophoulis died on June 24, and discussions ensued among 
Greek political leaders regarding the composition of a new cabinet. The telegram 
under reference here, not printed, reported Tsaldaris was: seeking to form a 

7 cabinet composed exclusively of members of his own Populist Party. Liberal 
| Party leader Sophocles Venizelos refused to participate in any new government | 

_ that included Tsaldaris. Ambassador Grady had held conversations with both 
| Tsaldaris and Venizelos and impressed upon them the necessity of cooperating 

| in a new government..The King for his. part favored the continuation of the 
. Sophoulis cabinet with Tsaldaris as Prime Minister (868.002/6-2849). 

? Not printed. In it Ambassador Grady reported that after a series of meetings | 
at his house, British Ambassador Norton and he had agreed to present to | 

a Tsaldaris and Venizelos two alternative solutions to the current political crisis: 
(1) continuation of the old Sophoulis cabinet with Tsaldaris as Prime Minister 
and Venizelos as Deputy Prime Minister for a 3-month period followed by an 

| equal period with Venizelos as Prime Minister and Tsaldaris as Deputy Prime 
Minister; (2) agreement to a neutral Prime Minister suggested by Tsaldaris 

——— (868.00/6-2949). i |
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take credit for popular ones. However we leave this matter ur | 

se ACHESON | 

| *In his telegram 1275, July 1, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady | 

reported that Alexander Diomedes had been sworn in as Greek Prime Minister 

: on June 30 with a cabinet largely the same as that of the deceased Sophoulis. | 

Tsaldaris continued as Foreign Minister and also became Deputy Prime Minister. 

Venizelos became Second Deputy Prime Minister. _ | | 

T6OH.GS/6-3049 | 

Phe British Embassy to the Department of States : 

TOP SECRET = eR Be ee 

Substance of telegram received by the British Embassy from the , 

Foreign Office on the subject of Yugoslavia. | : | 

In reaching their decision to offer the Yugoslavs a credit,’ the ee 

British authorities were considerably influenced by a conversation _ | 

which Mr. Fitzroy MacLean® recently had with Tito. Tito told oe 

MacLean that he could give him an undertaking that the Yugoslav | 

Government would not in future allow rebels who crossed the frontier _ 

to return to Greece to fight, and that no other help would be given — | 

| to the rebels. He also told MacLean that while he was convinced that 

Yugoslavia would emerge successfully from her present difficult posi- _ | 

tion, it was essential that she should receive some credit fromthe West. — 

The impression of the Foreign Office is that Tito’s undertaking to | 

MacLean about Greece (which was not accompanied by any reserva- | 

tions such as those mentioned in the recent conversation between | 

Mr. Cannon and Kardelj and Bebler) was sincere. Nor do they feel | 

it would be advisable to try to establish too close a link between politi- _ 

cal questions and the current trade negotiations. Nevertheless, they 

are anxious to try to clear up the position about Yugoslav aid to the | 

| Greek rebels and to obtain an unequivocal assurance on the subject 

from Tito. Sir Charles Peake * has therefore been instructed to remind a 

Tito of what the latter said to MacLean and to ask him squarely | | 

whether he is or is not now helping the rebels—though without neces- | 

sarily suggesting to him that the grant of credits will depend on the | a 

answer he gives to this question. | | 

‘This communication was left at the Department of State on June 30 by — : 
‘British Minister Hoyer Millar. | 8a ee oe eres ) 

* Regarding the credit under reference, see footnote 1 to telegram 327, June 27 | 

| to Belgrade, p. 360... | mo Sn | 

® Member of Parliament; chief of the British Military Mission in Yugoslavia, 

1943-1945. . . Cy : | - - 

‘ British Ambassador in Yugoslavia. | |
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The Foreign Office wish to emphasise the importance which they 
| attach to the conversation between Tito and MacLean being kept very 

| _ secret. Apart from anything else, MacLean has pointed out that if 
the statements made to him about. Greece became public property, | 

- this might ruin the chance of him having such an outspoken conversa- 
. tion with Titoagain® ASR a te 

a 380th June 1949. a 

° According to a diary account in A Long Row of Candles, pp. 447-448, chief | _ New York Times foreign correspondent Sulzberger discussed the May conversa- . tion between Tito and. MacLean with Ambassador Cannon in Parigs.on June 14. 
Tito informed MacLean categorically that Yugoslavia was sending no more aid to 
the Greek rebels. All copies of Ambassador Peake’s telegraphie report to the . Foreign Office on the conversation were destroyed. Ambassador Cannon did not | report on the Tito-MacLean conversation to the Department of State because . he had been enjoined to complete secrecy. a I 

editorial Note 

| Yugoslav Ambassador Sava N. Kosanovié paid a courtesy .call on 
Secretary of State Acheson on July 1 just prior to returning to Bel- 
grade for consultation. The memorandum of the conversation, by 
John C. Campbell, Acting Chief of the Division of Southeast Euro- 
pean Affairs, dated July 1, indicates that Ambassador Kosanovié | 

7 took the opportunity to express his appreciation for what the United 
States had done to improve economic relations with Yugoslavia. For 
his part, the Secretary of State suggested that Ambassador Kosanovié 
talk with Ambassador Cannon in Belgrade on any matter of Ameri- 
can- Yugoslav relations which might warrant discussion, particularly 

- the question of Yugoslav aid to the Greek guerrillas. Ambassador 
-  Kosanovié stated that he did not believe that Yugoslavia was cur- 

rently doing any more than to receive refugees from the guerrilla 
side and maintain them in camps, and he thought that no. material 
aid such as arms was being sent from Yugoslavia into Greece. The 

| | Secretary of State pointed out to Ambassador Kosanovié that the | 
| cessation of Yugoslav aid to the Greek guerrillas would be very help- 

_ ful to the United States. (711.60H/7-149) - - | 
_ Following his brief visit to Belgrade, Ambassador Kosanovié.called 

on the Secretary of State on August 16. Much of that conversation 
_ was devoted to American- Yugoslav economic relations, but Ambassa- 

dor Kosanovié did mention the previous discussion of the Yugoslav- 
_ Greek frontier, and he referred to Marshal Tito’s speech at Pola on 

July 10 announcing the closing of the frontier. For text of the memo- | 
| randum of this August 16 conversation, see volume V, page 924.0
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868.00/7-849: Telegram —_ a 

| The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Kirk)? to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Moscow, July 8, 1949—noon. J 

| 1701. Reference Sofia’s 473, June 10 * to Dept and telegrams recently | 

exchanged Athens and Depton Greek question: = | _ | 

1. It is view this Embassy we should be prepared to stand our ground | 

on basic principles which have hitherto governed US policy on Greek | 

question and to treat any further informal Soviet overtures with cau- 

tion and with knowledge such overtures probably designed to gain | 

propaganda victories for Kremlin. At same time Embassy agrees fully 

with Sofia that any such Soviet proposals should be countered pub- | 

| licly with particular emphasis on contrast between what Soviets say | 

should be done in Greece and actual political situation in satellite 

states. i nes ya 

2. Sofia’s suggestion regarding use of Greece as base. for counter- 

offensive measures in Bulgaria and Albania falls within scope para- _ 

graph 12 Dept’s 359 May 20 to Moscow ® in which Dept mentions | 

possibility projecting Western policy into Balkan area by psycho- 

logical warfare, economic leverage and political activity. 

_ 8. “Fighting fire with fire” approach obviously would involve risk 
of, weakening the clear cut moral and legal basis on which we have 

constructed Greek case in UN and of contributing to outbreak of full 

scale hostilities in Balkans and consequently elsewhere. This Embassy | 

believes Sofia over sanguine regarding good prospects such action — 

within satellite area under present circumstances and completely un- 

convinced “chain reaction” would infiltrate “within borders Soviet — 

Russia.” Furthermore, evidence preparation by us of contemplated | 

counter measures could rather than having a deterrent effect lead to 

intensification Soviet inspired aid to Greek guerrillas. OO 
4, Foregoing considerations do not in Embassy view eliminate pos- 

sibility exploiting domestic discontent Albania which taken together 

Tito situation may provide early opportunity for limited counter | 

. measures from Greek territory (Embtel 1631 June 27*). 0 | 

| * Ambassador Alan G. Kirk arrived in Moscow on June 28 and presented his 
credentials as the new Ambassador in the Soviet Union on July 2. oo 

- ? Not printed. | a Bo . _ oo, , 
*Not printed; it transmitted the text of the paper prepared by the Depart- . 

ment of State, included as.Annex B to Rusk’s May 19 memorandum of his con- | 
-_-versation with British Minister Hoyer Millar, p. 326. oo | . - | 

*Not printed. It reported that Yves Chataigneau, the French Ambassador in 
the Soviet Union, had been informed by the Yugoslav Ambassador that Marshal : 
Tito was eager to end support of the Greek guerrillas but had been deterred by 
the outery from his Macedonian Communist supporters. Chataigneau, an expert - 
in Yugoslav matters, held the view that the West should render active support 
to the mounting feeling against the Hoxha regime in Albania and aim at a grad- 
ual Yugoslav-Greek-Albanian rapprochement. (760H.61/6-2749)
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| _ 8. Would suggest exploitation any such Albanian possibilities 
| - should be predicated appropriate Greek statement indicating Greece 

- not seeking territorial aggrandizement especially in Epirus and should 
not be utilized until after Greek question has again been debated 

- UNGA this fall so that Greece and her friends can rightly justify 
| counter measures before world opinion on basis that all UN efforts for 

| peaceful settlement have been fruitless. Thus believe any planning 
Balkan counter measures should be clearly coordinated with our ap- 

oe proach to Greek question in forthcomingGA. Oa 
6. We note Paris CFM meeting avoided Grecian question. = 

_ Sent Dept 1701, repeated Athens 49, Belgrade 54,Sofia31, 

501.BB Balkan/7-1249 : Telegram . . CO - ony 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Special 
_ Committee on the Balkans (Drew) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL = (i s—(itsé‘SC*‘(CA ren ss, July 12, 1949—4 p. m. 
| 1335. Combal 450. From Drew. While this delegation would be 

first to welcome solid evidence that Yugoslavia had in fact ceased aid __ 
to guerrillas, we feel that this has not yet happened. We are conse- 
quently at loss to understand statement in infotel of 29 June? at-— 

_ tributed to Belgrade that “most UN observers do not believe that 
Yugoslavia is now assisting Greek guerrillas.” Increasingly frequent _ 
press statements from American and other sources along same lines 
suggests danger that element of wishful thinking may be influencing 
our evaluation of situation. | Oo On : 

| In first place I doubt we will ever be able to state that aid ceased 
: _ on any given date. Rather will a twilight zone develop, in which 

| central Yugoslav authorities have ordered aid stopped, but border 
_. police unwilling or unable give effect to such orders. We may well 

, have already entered such period. However, until I report otherwise, 
| stand by my statement based on first-hand observation and inquiry | 

~ on spot in Combal 428 May 25? that we had formed definite conclu- 

| * The circular information telegram under reference and quoted here repeated 
the substance of telegram 618, June 24, from Belgrade, which had commented _ 
upon the implications of the United Kingdom decision to extend credits to 
Yugoslavia. For text of telegram 618, see vol.v,p.908. === 

"Not printed; Drew commented upon the results of his late-May tour of the | 
- Yugoslav-Greek frontier in telegram 1026, Combal 431, May 25, from Athens,



sion that Yugoslav aid has not stopped, but only been channeled and. 

placed. under strict control. See also UN press release of 29 June Bal | | 

513 summarizing Greek letter to UNSCOB of 16 J une—A/AC.16/ | 

746 on subject. The report of OG.3 for period May 15 to 381 | 

(A/AC.16/SC.1/0G.3/824) gives on page 11 group’s opinion that — 

“the large group of guerrillas located in the western belles [Pedla? | | 

could not exist in that area without supplies from Yugoslavia or from | 

Bulgaria through Yugoslavia.” Further “increased mining mentioned. | : 

in the body of the report could not be carried out without a steady sup- | 

ply of mines from Yugoslavia or through Yugoslavia” and finally that = : 

- “it is the group’s opinion the_ attitude of Yugoslavia is still un- | 

known. However, if Yugoslav assistance to guerrillas has not in-— | 

— creased. since 27 November, 1948, it has not decreased materially , 

either, and it is now furnished in a less open fashion” . | 

While it is true that recent decrease in volume of reports of Yugo- 

- slav aid constitutes negative evidence that material aid has fallen off 

as far as aware no UNSCOB observer has reported that Yugoslav 

aid has ceased. UK delegation informs me it has never so reported to | 

London. ise (Pg AR oe 

Regarding political relations between Yugoslavia and -guerrillas, 

attention invited to guerrilla radio broadcast of July 7 containing oe 

blast by “Communist Organization of Aegean Macedonia” against 

Tito clique and broadcast of 6 July alleging that following meeting 

between Greek and Yugoslav military attended by Britishand Ameril- 

can Monarcho-Fascists officers and GNA is using Yugoslav territory | | 

against guerrillas.’ These statements may be of great significance and 

presage final break between Yugoslavia and guerrillas, = 

‘While realizing that we may not know all facts involved, we are _ : 

of course aware of great importance of information on status of Yugo- | | 

slav aid to guerrillas and will not fail to keep Department fully and 

promptly informed of all developments coming to our knowledge. | 

Sent Department 1335, repeated Belgrade 55. ee 

8 The Greek communication under reference denied that the Yugoslav. attitude 

toward Greece had changed or that Yugoslav aid to the Greek guerrillas had — “ 

oe ihe: document cited here is one of the reports of an observation group of | 
the U.N. Special Committee on the Balkans. | 7 

8 Telegram 1364, July 14, from Athens, not printed, reported that Greek and | 

Yugoslav military officers held a scheduled meeting on the Greek-Yugoslav 

frontier on July 11 to discuss a Yugoslav complaint that a Greek military air-. 

craft had attacked the Yugoslav village of Skotivir. The meeting, while friendly, | 

had 1d) concrete result. No American or British officers were present. (760H.68/ .
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-'760H.00/7-1349 : Telegram _ a Be pe a 
The Ambassador in Yugoslavia (Cannon) to the Secretary of State 

_ SECRET — oo, BELerape, July 18, 1949—8 p. m. 
_ ‘663. Embassy offers following comment re section Tito’s speech | July 10 re Yugoslav problems international politics? 

_ [Here follow three paragraphs dealing briefly with the Carinthian 
question, Trieste, Yugoslav difficulties with its Cominform neighbors, 
and trade problems. | a re OO 
Most significant passage concerned Greece. As matter of record 

Tito repeated allegations frontier provocations by Royal Greek forces 
| but used harsher language re charge by Free Greek radio of alleged 

Yugoslav support to Greek monarcho-Fascist. He assailed obvious 
source of report, declaring “they are slandering us to prove justifica- 

_ tion their resolution and in order blame us for defeat Democratic 
Greek army, if it comes to this”. Following this significant. passage, 
Tito announced closing of Yugoslav-Greek border.” _ . a 

_ Closing of border may mean much or little. Since border already : reported to be under strictest control except for points Yugoslays 
wanted left open for channeling communications, this move indicates - small material advance. I take declaration to mean something quite 

_ different. All spring we have been pressing Yugoslavs for change in 
Greek policy and I personally believe we have achieved it. There re- | _ Inained, however, need of some preparation for letting this become 
manifest. In this speech Tito with Kosanovich at his elbow may have | wanted us to know that he will henceforth give his direct attention 

_. to Greek affairs. His appeal to US ‘and UK to end “Greek provoca- 
| tions” couched in friendly terms as contrasted with bitter language 

employed against Moscow looks almost like anoverture. 
| I recall that British Embassy Washington reported back that | Department did not find Kardelj’s statements to me (Embtel 577, 

| 20n July 10 Marshal Tito delivered a major speech at Pula (Pola), Croatia, in which he reviewed all of Yugoslavia’s principal foreign policy problems in- _ Cluding Carinthia, Trieste, Greece, relations with the U.S.S.R. and the satellites, and relations with the West. For extracts from that speech, see Carlyle, Docu- ments on International Affairs, 1948-1949, pp. 459-460. - * Telegram 6938, July 24, from Belgrade, not printed, reported. that the news- _ paper Borba, the organ of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia, had that day _ carried a major statement on the Greek problem by Foreign Minister Kardelj. While expressing sympathy for the Greek guerrilla movement, Kardelj con- | demned the Greek Communist Party for joining the anti-Yugoslav compaign of the Cominform. Kardelj explained that. Yugoslavia had responded to accusa- tions and Vilifications by the Greek Communists by. closing the Yugoslav-Greek frontier (760H.68/7-2449). Telegram 712, July 27, from Belgrade, not printed, reported that the Yugoslav Foreign Ministry had informed the Embassy that the Kardelj statement was intended to reinforce the Tito speech and to make certain that no doubt remained regarding the Yugoslav position on the Greek | question (760H.68/7-2749). oe | :
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June 9) overly reassuring. On rereading that telegram I can see that | 

I did not convey my belief that Kardelj had in fact gone farther than | 

_ -we had reason to expect at that stage, taking into account the workings 

of his devious and mistrustful mind. On Greece I naturally expected _ ot 

- him to have his guard up. ar oe | : 

Reverting to Trieste question (see third part his telegram) I think | ; 

we should not exclude possibility that Tito in showing disposition to — a 

move our way in Greek question may be bidding for sympathetic treat- 

mentin Trieste settlement. . , eh a 

Sent Department, repeated Moscow 75, Athens 40, Trieste 51, Paris | 

79, Rome 57,London 36.0 ee | 

—-§68.00/7-1449: Telegram : | en On : 

ss Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Yugoslavia* | 

sscrer (‘a é;!.CC!~)UC~*CWW ASHING TON, July 14,1949-2 p.m. 

879, At ur discretion suggest you take early appropriate oppor- 

tunity express to Yugo officials satisfaction at Tito Pola declaration - 

on Greece.2 You might on this occasion voice hope that announced 

policy of closing frontier will in fact be implemented immed and | 

that, though stated as defensive measure from Yugo viewpoint, it | 

- will lay basis for complete compliance by Yugo with GA Resolutions, oo 

including repatriation Grk children and reestablishment good neigh- 
- pborly relations with traditionally friendly State (both of which 

Resolutions were supported by Yugo as well as Cominform members) .* | 

Believe you shld also endeavor place on Yugos burden of proving | 

good faith their repeated declarations re cessation aid to guerrillas. 

For example, while polit difficulty of accepting UNSCOB observers | 

recognized, if assertion re end guerrilla aid are true cid not Yugos 

agree to unpublicized tour frontier area by western reps? To minimize — 

polit effects Yugo, such inspection might be made by US or Brit Mil - 7 
_ Attachés Belgrade under guise routine trip. ey 

It is not proposed you make special démarche this particular _ 
moment on Yugo-Grk relations unless you consider desirable. (We 
understand from Brit that Peake thinks immed démarche inoppor- 
tune.) On other hand we do feel essential, without confronting Tito 

1This telegram was also sent to Athens as 1074, to London as 2440, and to 
_ Moscow as 513. | 

2 See telegram 663, July 18, from Belgrade, supra. | — : 
| ’'The resolutions referred to here were unanimously adopted by the United. 

Nations General Assembly on November 27, 1948. For the texts of these resolu- 
tions, see United Nations, Oficial Records of the General Assembly, Third Ses- — 
sion, Part I, Resolutions, 21 September-12 December 1948, pp. 19-21 or Depart- 

ment of State Bulletin, December 12, 1948, p. 722.
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| with abrupt take-it-or-leave-it proposition, that continuous pressure 

| ‘be exerted for modification Yugo-Grk policy, whenever occasion arises _ 
_ for diseussion relationship between that policy and further western. 

| _ aid to Yugo. Also believe desirable stress advantages to Yugo of 
| positive Yugo-Grk rapprochement. Immed steps might include re- 

_ sumption normal commercial relations, reopening Yugo Free Zone 
| Salonika, and restoration Salonika-Belgrade rail communications.« 

Grk Emb here states Grk Govt willing undertake immed negot 
| these matters with Yugos and desires we indicate to Yuges our hope 

| they. will aecept. We believe formal proposal for such negots shld 
be made by Grks, either Athens or Belgrade, but see no objection ur 

- sounding out Yugos on subject or supporting Grk démarche if and 
Whenmade : | 

: Athens authorized give FonOff substance thistel.2 BO 
ee ee ee oe fa ACHESON 

4 During ‘a call-at the ‘Department of State on June 22, Greek Minister Coun- | selor Economou-Gouras (see footnote 4 to telegram o¢7, June 9, from Belgrade, : . p. 355) asked on behalf of the Greek Foreign Ministry whether it would not be | . appropriate for Ambassador Cannon fo approach Yugoslav authorities regarding __ the three issues referred to here (Memorandum of conversation by Cromie, June 22: 868.00/6-2249). Greek Ambassador Dendramis was assured by the | Department on June 30 that favorable consideration was being given to the Greek suggestion by competent Departmental officers (memorandum of con- versation by Cromie, June 30: 868.00/6-3049). po °In his telegram 1401, July 19, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady _ reported that the contents of this telegram had been conveyed to the Greek _ Foreign Ministry which expressed complete agreement and extreme satisfaction _ - | with the American policy as outlined (868.00/7-1949), 

868.00/7-1549: Telegram = Ce | 
_ The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

SECRET oo Lonvon, July 15, 1949—7 p.m. 
2789. Rumbold * informed us Foreign Office instructed British Am- 

oe _bassador Athens to urge upon Greek Government that it endeavor to 
| avoid further Yugoslav frontier incidents. He indicated that this was 

result of Bevin’s concern this regard and British desire that “in long 
| run Greek and Yugoslav Government get on.” According Rumbold 

Pipinelis assured British Ambassador Greeks would endeavor prevent . 
further incidents. | - re | 

_ Rumbold said Foreign Office has now also instructed British Am- 
bassador Belgrade to urge Yugoslavs on appropriate occasion not to _ 

*Sir Horace Anthony Rumbold, Head of the Southern Department, British | Foreign Office. | mn Oo : BF
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exaggerate Greek-Yugoslav frontier incidents but to discuss such 
matters with Greeks along lines of meeting re Skodiver incident.’ | 

Sent Department 2789, repeated Athens 41, Belgrade 59. : | 

-.? Regarding the meeting on the Skotivir incident, see footnote 5 to telegram 

1835, July 12, from Athens, p. BO, oo Bo 

— 402.4/7-1849: Telegram ET SE PRES 

Phe Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

secrer i (<ti‘<‘(isssé;”#*é‘(‘SO;OCOC;C;#*#CA THENSS;« CSui@iry 18; :1949—2 p.m. — 

~ 1893. Deptel 1097, July 16.* Arrangements have now been made and | 

all plans going forward for Snyder and party visit Athens from Fri- : 

day noon, July 22 to Sunday morning, July 24. (BOE OE 

Decision Secretary Snyder to skip Athens was based on following o 

telegram which I sent him J ulyli: rie nenias 

 “T thought you would like to know that Greeks are planning to use | 

your visit as means of agitating for devaluation of drachma and for > 

increased United States aid. ‘They have used similar tactic on occasion 

visits other important Americans which has served to confuse our 

operations and excite Greek public. In view this situation which may _ 

cause you embarrassment and since I will be in US at time your — 

| contemplated visit, you may wish reconsider usefulness your visit o 

here at this time. Please be assured if you decide to come that you 
__-will be most welcome and that interesting programs will be arranged. 

If there is any change however would appreciate early notice in order 

that arrangements now in process may ‘be cancelled.” The Secretary 

replied that in view of what I said he would not stop here. I announced 
to the press that because of the tightness of his schedule, the Secretary 

could not stopat Athens. ERE | 

| Mytel was sent after careful consideration. It was based on fact 
that our operations have been confused and delayed by tactic which 
Greek Government follows of using occasion visits important Ameri- | 
cans to by-pass Embassy and ECA mission and lobby with these | 
officials in controversial matters which they have difficulty putting | 

4In his telegram 1538, July 16, to Secretary ‘of the Treasury John W. Snyder | 
in Rome, not printed, repeated to Athens as 1097, Seeretary of State Acheson 

| explained that President Truman had sought his advice concerning the. possi- 
bility that Secretary Snyder might skip his prearranged visit to Athens. Although | 

| he felt he was not in full possession of the facts influencing Secretary Snyder | 
in his decision to cancel the visit, Secretary Acheson pointed out that the 

- eancellation could have serious repercussions in United States relations with 
Greece by possibly indicating some change in policy at a critical time in the 
Greek civil war. Secretary Acheson also felt that the cancellation would also 

| unquestionably serve to decrease the prestige of the new Diomedes government, 
, give rise to much speculation among the Greeks, and would produce a variety | 

of erroneous but possibly damaging reasons in explanation. (102.1/7-1649) |
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| over in Athens, Thus, Secretaries Marshall and Royall. were -em- 
_ barrassed by frontal attack of Greeks on matters of increased aid and 

| size of Greek Army. rs ae 
_ Greeks have been preparing veritable campaign for Snyder (and in 

| meantime doing little else) including such questions as additional aid 
for Greece, Diomedes pet project of devaluating currency, salaries of 
civil servants, tax on imports, and refugee situation. As example, 
newspaper Lleftheria July 15 stated: “The general impression pre- 

- vailing last night was that decision on all the pending economic issues 
, will be made after the talks to be held with the American Secretary 

for the Treasury, Mr. Snyder.” - oe | 
| __ Result of this situation has been to bring about practically a stale- 

mate In government economic operation and give scope to Greek 
_ tendency to play one American against another and by-pass local 

oe American officials. This reached such proportion that I was forced to 
speak to Prime Minister about it. I was of course entirely aware that 

_ Greeks would be annoyed with Seeretary’s decision not to stop in ; 
Athens and I intended that this would be [garble]. I felt it was time _ 

, they received an object lesson in proper cooperation. I cannot agree __ 
with Department, that there would be serious repercussions indicat- 

| ing a change in policy regarding Greece or that it would decrease to 
any appreciable degree the prestige of the new government. Such 

| criticism as they would receive would be offset by the advantage of __ 
transferring their energies from preparation for lobbying to the busi- 

| nessof gettingthingsdone. =” rans | 
_ Athens press today bears out my views. Vima states “the inept 

7 handling of our case by the government is at least partly responsible 
for the calling off of Snyder’s trip to Athens; thanks to the under- 
standing of US mission officials, however, solution to our problems 
will be- sought as energetically as if the Secretary had come.” 

| Akropolis comments “now that Snyder is not expected, the govern- _ 
| _ ment has no excuse in postponing action on the salary question”. | 
a I believe that an Ambassador on the spot is in better position to | 

| _ judge need for such actions and to assess their possible repercussions. _ 
| But an appeal on behalf of Snyder’s visit. has been made to the 

| White House and the appeal has been successful. I will now have even 
more difficulty in keeping the Greeks in a more realistic and coopera- 
tivelineofaction?. (ge Ep ore. 

Oo Grape 

*In telegram 1111, July 19, to Athens, not printed, Assistant Secretary of State 
McGhee expressed regret over the misunderstanding that had arisen over the 
visit of Secretary Snyder to Athens. Complete confidence in Ambassador Grady’s 
judgments was assured. The telegram also expressed the conviction that Secre- 
tary Snyder would back up the Ambassador’s position in his conversations with os 
Greeks and would thereby strengthen the Ambassador’s position by emphasizing © | 
his authority and making American policy crystal clear (102.1/7-1849).
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Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Leonard J. Crome of the 

8 _ Dwision of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs 

SECRET = Lo [Wasurneron,] July 27,1949. 
Participants: H. E. Vassili Dendramis, Greek Ambassador « | 
Ss | Mr. McGhee, NEA? - re 

rat Ambassador Grady? 

| - Mr.Cromie,GTI 42 

(a2) Problem: Greek Relations with Albania and Yugoslavia, etc. 
(6) Action Required: Discussion in Departmental Working 

Group preparing U.S. Position on Greek Case pt 
(c) Action Assigned to: GTI et sae 

Ambassador Dendramis called at 4:30 p. m. by appointment at his 
request. | es (EEE TS EEE 

The Ambassador inquired whether the Department had as yet 
formulated any specific instructions for Mr. Drew with regard to the | 

UNSCOB recommendations. He recalled that the Greeks had urged 
that the UNSCOB report emphasize the special role of Albania in 
the aggression against Greece and establish the basis for a G.A recom- 
mendation which would specifically condemn Albania as the principal 
“troublemaker” in the Balkans and recommend that the members of 
the UN concert as to ways and means of eliminating the threat to 
the peace created by Albania. It was the Greek feeling that such a 
recommendation would provide a basis for possible “further action” | 
by the US and the UK against Albania. | 
Ambassador Grady interjected that he had discussed the problem | 

_ of controlling future Albanian aid to the guerrillas with Generals Van | 
Fleet and Jenkins* and also. with Mr. Tsaldaris in the presence of 
Admiral Sherman. It was our feeling that Yugoslavia was now out 
of the picture and that Bulgarian aid to the guerrillas had never _ 
mattered much on account of the terrain. That left Albania, and it 
was the opinion of the top American military men in Greece that if 
the Greeks made a slashing attack in the Vitsi area and achieved a 
smashing victory there, the Greek Army would subsequently be able | 
to seal the Albanian border. Ambassador Grady said that we have 
provided the Greeks with new and very powerful weapons for their . | 

- + Agsistant Secretary of State for Near East and African Affairs. — 
_* Ambassador Grady returned to Washington on July 25 for consultation. 
*Maj. Gen. Reuben A. Jenkins, Deputy Chief, Joint United States Military 

Advisory and Planning Group. ae | | | | 
-, “Viee Adm. Forrest P. Sherman, Commander of the Sixth Task Fleet, U.S. 
Navy, operating in the Mediterranean area, visited Athens, July 21-25, during 
which time he made several official visits. oe oo He 

501-887-7725 | |
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Vitsi offensive, and that Admiral Sherman had pointed out that if 
the guerrillas were cut to pieces in the Vitsi they would have little 
heart to return to Greece even if some did manage to escape to Albania. 

- Ambassador Grady agreed that UNSCOB and the GA should take 
a strong position on Albania and felt that the Albanian role would 
be underlined in the factual part of the UNSCOB report. However, 
he failed to see what practical effect UN condemnation of Albania 

| would have there. Russia and the Albanians pay no attention to con- _ 
| demnations. We can’t land troops in Albania or blockade its coasts. 

The Greeks cannot expect us to take overt or positive steps which _ 
would lead to World War III. _ Re, | 

| Mr. McGhee concurred. Mr. Cromie commented that there would be 
: considerable reluctance in the Department to sponsor or endorse an 

UNSCOB or GA recommendation which would be vague in character 
| or constitute an empty threat. If we sponsored an UNSCOB or GA 

recommendation asking UN members to concert on measures for re- 

| moving the Albanian threat, we might properly be asked what meas- 
| | ures we envisaged. There were, practically speaking, none. 

Ambassador Dendramis commented that State Department legal 
| experts would always be able to find legal justification for such 

measures as we might wish totakein Albania. — 
_Ambassador Dendramis then inquired whether Ambassador Cannon 

| in Belgrade had carried out or commented on the Department’s recent 
telegraphic instruction ° authorizing him to sound out the Yugoslavs _ 
on the reestablishment of commercial relations with Greece and re- 
opening of the Yugoslav Free Zone at Salonika and Belgrade- 
Salonika rail communications. Mr. Cromie replied that there had been 

| no reaction as yet from Belgrade on thisinstruction. => 7 
Ambassador Grady commented that Mr. Pipinelis was optimistic 

| on the outlook for Greco- Yugoslav rapprochement. Ambassador Grady 
| shared this view, finding the recent Yugoslav-Greek meeting on the 

Skotivir bombing incident to be a good sign even though it led to no 
tangible results. If the Greeks would just be a little patient, Yugo- 

- slavia and Greece would, in the nature of things, be bound to become 

closer, a OR | 
| Mr. McGhee said that the Greek policy of patience was paying off 

and he earnestly hoped that any rash actions would be avoided. We 
are doing all we can to improve Greek relations with both Yugoslavia 
and Albania. We thought, for example, that Tito’s political and stra- 
tegic position was reasonably sound, but that he needed economic 
help and we were providing that help. Mr. McGhee recalled that no 
formal reply had ever been made by the Department to the Greek _ 

* Telegram 372, July 14, to Belgrade, p. 369. |
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note of April 1° proposing certain plans for action in Albania in the 

event that Tito’s survival should be seriously threatened by the Com- 
inform. Commenting on these proposals, Mr. McGhee continued by 
saying that both the United States and Greece recognize Albania as 

| a sovereign and independent State. As members of the United Na-_ 
tions, both countries must also refrain from any action with respect 

to Albania which would be a violation of the Charter. Because of the 
Greek North Epirus claim, any military action which Greece might 
take in Albania would be misinterpreted and provide a field day for _ 
Russian propaganda. The preper way to handle this claim is through 

the CFM and not by sending troops into Albania. . a | 
- Ambassador Dendramis interjected that the Greeks did not pro- | 
pose to use force in connection with Albania. There had merely been | 
some irresponsible articles along this line by a retired General. The 
Greeks, he said, would take no action whatever in this connection 

without American approval. What they were really thinking of, he 
| continued, was eventual action by the US and the UK looking towards 

the establishment of “international control” over Northern Epirus. 
Ambassador Grady commented that many middle-ranking officers 

in the Greek Army, and not only a retired General, were tempted by : 
the advantages of entering Albania in connection with the forth- 

- coming Vitsi campaign.? The newspaper Acropolis had also been 
sponsoring the idea. General Papagos, however, has no such plans, 

_ for he understands that, in entering Albania, the Greek Army might ) 
well be entering a trap and become involved with the Albanian Army. 

Returning to the subject of the Greek memorandum of April 1, 
: which implied the Greek need of a larger Army, Mr. McGhee said 

it must be understood that the present basis of our military aid to 
Greece was to enable Greece to maintain an Army adequate to restore 
internal order. At a time when we are having difficulties obtaining 

appropriations for this purpose, it would be out of the question to 
change the basis of our military aid to Greece and ask for more funds 

| for a larger Greek Army for some other pupose. Our policy aims only 
at quelling the guerrilla movement. as oe | 
Ambassador Dendramis suggested that this was the policy only “for | 

the moment.” - . 

‘The memorandum under reference is not printed, but see the memorandum _ 
of conversation by Cromie, April 1, p. 287. 

Telegram 1321, Combal 447, July 8, from Athens, not printed, reported that | 
during a conversation with Drew on July 7, Pipinelis recalled. that a proposal 
advanced by Greek military authorities to move into Albania to erush the Greek 
guerrillas had been hotly debated in the Greek Council of State in late 1948. 

| Pipinelis had opposed such an invasion in 1948, but he wondered what he would 
decide if again faced by such a proposal (501.BB Balkan/7-849). In his telegram 
1445, Combal 458, July 25, from Athens, not printed, Drew reported that the 
agitation in the press and in official Greek quarters to neutralize Albania by 
direct action was assuming serious proportions (501.BB Balkan/7—2549).
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Mr. McGhee stated that it would be a hard policy to change. Any 
| precautionary military moves in Greece, such as a seemingly un- 

warranted increase in the Greek Army, might precipitate the war 
which we are trying to avoid. ere | oo 

_ Ambassador Grady concurred and again emphasized that our whole 
policy in Greece aims at getting rid of the guerrillas and not at making 
Greece part of a cordon sanitaire around Russia. a | 

_ Ambassador Dendramis [said] that this would be a subject for later 
discussions, perhaps in connection with a Mediterranean Pact. | 

_ Mr. McGhee terminated the discussion by remarking that it would 
be necessary to go slowly on a Mediterranean Pact. The Senate had 
just ratified the Atlantic Pact and MAP was now up for congressional 

7 debate.-All these things take time. There is a limit to the rapidity 
with which the American Congress and public can assimilate these 

| new departures in American policy. - | 

102.1/9-2049 ae 
The Chargé in Greece (M mor) to the Secretary of State 

| Ee [Extracts] | | 

CONFIDENTIAL =  . ArrEns, July 29, 1949. 
No542 ee ee 

Sm: With reference to the Embassy’s telegram No. 1421 of 
July 22, 1949,* I have the honor to report that the Secretary of the 
United States Treasury Department, The Honorable John W. Snyder, 7 
visited Athens from July 22 to July 24, 1949. The Secretary was ac- 

companied by Messrs. Martin, Saxon, Willis, and Glendenning ofthe 
Treasury. oe | 

Despite the flagrant over-optimism of the Greek press and the wish- 
| ful dreams of local politicians that Mr. Snyder would bring with him : 

| a magic to cure all the country’s economic ills, the Secretary’s visit 
was a pronounced success. This, I think was due to Mr. Snyder’s 
personality, poise, understanding, and, above all, to his complete | 
candor. The Secretary made it crystal clear to all Greeks with whom | 
he came in contact that he was not here to study or discuss American 
aid to Greece—a subject which, he consistently pointed out, was prop- 
erly in the competent hands of Ambassador Grady and his assistants 
and that while he appreciated the pressing problems of this country, 

- it was up to the Greeks themselves to save Greece with the help they | 
were now receiving from the American “taxpayer”. This candid ap- 

9 ony 9) printed; it reported the arrival of Secretary Snyder at Athens (102.1/
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proach by the Secretary brought almost all of the local politicians and 
newspapers down to solid earth, and it appears considerably less likely 

that the announcement of visits by distinguished Americans will be | 

so quickly and generally seized upon as an easy opportunity for in- 

creased Marshall Plan aid and more inter-party recriminations. 
| [Here follows a brief account of Secretary Snyder’s arrival at 

Athens on July 22, the social functions held in the Secretary’s honor 
that day, and the briefing for the Secretary held at the headquarters 

| of the Economic Cooperation Administration Mission to Greece on 

the morning of July 23. | oe | | 
Following this 134 hour meeting, the Secretary, in the company of 

the Ambassador, called on the President of the Bank of Greece, and 
from there proceeded with the Ambassador to a one-hour meeting | 
with the heads of the Greek Government, presided over by the Prime | 
Minister. re re ee 

- Following the discussions in this meeting, at which the Ambassador 

was the only Embassy representative present, two memoranda were 
presented to the Ambassador by the Prime Minister, one “On Foreign 

Assistance and the Reconstruction Program”, and the other “On 

Pending Economic Problems in Greece”. Three copies of each of these | 

- memoranda are submitted asenclosuresland2.2 | 
- The first memorandum, “On Foreign Assistance and the Recon- 
struction Program”, is a concise exposition of the financial considera- 

tions governing the 1948-49 recovery program and the Greek 

Government financial proposals for the 1949-50 program. The pri- 

mary design of the memorandum seems to be to focus attention on | 
the alleged need for increased funds to carry out a more sizeable re- 

construction program. It is pointed out that at the present projected 

rate of expenditure for the first two years of the four-year program 
the deficit at the end of the four years will be larger than the 95 , 

million originally contemplated. | 
‘The second memorandum, “On Pending Economic Problems of 

Greece”, purports briefly to analyze the existing monetary problem of 

the country and then to propose ameliorative changes involving a | 

sanction for the Bank of Greece to purchase foreign exchange “accord- 
ing to its own judgment”, apparently with the primary purpose of 
fixing such exchange rates on incoming capital from abroad and | 
restoring to the Greek economy a greater volume of income from in- 
visibles. Another proposal in the brief involves an arrangement 
whereby both bank deposits and bank loans would be calculated on the 
basis of “an accounting currency unit”. It is argued that the adoption | 

* The memoranda under reference here are not printed. | | a
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of such a plan which would require a “dollar equivalent of the drach- 

mae deposited written down side by side with the drachmae figure” 
would tend to put the brakes on exchange speculation, encourage _ 

| drachmae deposits and reduce, to an extent, the demand for gold. 

Qn the afternoon of July 23, the Greek Government gave a luncheon 
for forty persons in Secretary Snyder’s honor. In additiontothemem- 
bers of the cabinet, the guests included prominent deputies, leading 

directors of the Bank of Greece, the Chief of the Currency Control 
Commission, the Director of the Greek Recovery Program, the Ameri- 

oe can Ambassador, and the ranking officers of the Embassy staff. The 
occasion was marked by a cordial and interesting toast from Prime — 
Minister Diomedes and by the Secretary’s telling response. _ 

_ [Here follow portions of the texts of the toasts exchanged by Prime 
Minister Diomedes and Secretary Snyder.] 2” 7 | 

Secretary Snyder was received by the King at 5: 30 on the afternoon | 
of July 23, the King having returned from his vacation especially to 

oe receive the Secretary. _ | | or = | oe 
_ The Secretary left Athens at 7:00 a.m. on Sunday, July 24. Minis- 
ters Helmis, Ailianos, and Mavros* saw him off on behalf of the Greek 

_ Government at the Hellenikon. airfield. Ambassador Grady accom- 
panied Secretary Snyder and his party on their special plane to Wash- 
ington, D.C., where he will testify before Congress on the Military , 
Assistance Program for Greece. Secretary Snyder and all of his asso- 
ciates pronounced themselves well satisfied with their visit to Athens. 
Respectfully yours, _ -- Hlarorp B. Minor 

* Minister of Finance Dimitrios Helmis, Minister of Press and Information 
Michael Ailianos, and Minister of National Hconomy George Mavros. 

| Editorial Note , 

On August 1, 1949, President Truman transmitted to Congress the 
seventh quarterly report on United States military assistance to Greece 
and Turkey. The report covered the period from January 1 to 
March 31, 1949. The report reviewed military assistance to Greece, 
Greek Army, Naval, and Air Force Operations, the Greek guerrilla 

| situation as of March 31, the status of Greek military training, eco- 
nomic assistance to Greece, and the organization of the American Mis- 
sion for Aid to Greece. The report concluded that during the period 
under review, the Greek Government, with United States military 

| assistance, had made solid progress in its efforts to restore internal 

security in Greece. The most important accomplishment of the Greek | 
armed forces during the period was the virtual elimination of guerrilla | 

, activity in the Peloponnesus. United States military aid valued at
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nearly $39 million and economic aid valued at over $4 million was 

delivered to Greece during the report period. For the text of the report, 

see Department of State Publication 3594, Economic Cooperation | 

Series 21, Seventh Report to Congress on Assistance to Greece and. 

Turkey For the Period Ended March 31, 1 949 (Washington, Govern- 

ment Printing Office, 1949). oO a | | 

: Editorial Note ee | 

On August 2, 1949, Ambassador Grady appeared before the Com- 

mittee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives to testify 

in favor of the passage of the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949. 

In his prepared statement and his subsequent testimony, Ambassador 

Grady reviewed United States military assistance to Greece and the 

course of the efforts of the Greek Government to suppress the Greek | 

guerrilla movement. For the text of his statement and testimony, see . | 

Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949: Hearings before the House — 

Committee on Foreign Affairs, 8ist Cong., 1st sess., on H.R. 5748 and 

H.R. 5895. (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1949), pages | 

134-160. Be oo 

Pee - Editorial Note . oe 

~ On August 2, 1949, the United Nations Special Committee on the | 

Balkans completed and signed in Athens its report to the Fourth 

Session of the United Nations General Assembly. The Report, which 

was adopted unanimously, covered the period from October 1948 to 

July 1949, and dealt with the organization and functioning of the Spe- 

cial Committee; reviewed the conciliatory role of the Special Commit- 

tee; described in some detail the external support given to the Greek 

| guerrilla forces; described the cooperation of the Special Committee | 

with other international organizations on such matters as international | 

refugees, internal refugees in Greece, and the Greek children removed 

from Greece; and submitted some conclusions. It was the conclusion of 

the ‘Special Committee that Albania and Bulgaria had continued to 

render moral and material assistance to the Greek guerrilla forces | 

| and that Albania was the principal source of material assistance. For 

| the text of the report, originally designated document A/AC.16/800 | 

and subsequently released to the press on August 20 and published 

on August 25 as U.N. doc. A/935, see United Nations, Official Records 

of the General Assembly, Fourth Session, Supplement No. 8, feport 

of the United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans. For the | 

| text of the report (less the annexes) together with a summary account —
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_ by Harry N. Howard, see Department of State Bulletin, Septem- 
ber 19, 1949, pages 407-433. The last-named item was subsequently 
reprinted (with the addition of Annexes 1, 4, and 5 of the Report: 

| and a Chronology) as Harry N. Howard, Greece and the United 
Nations 1946-49: A Summary Record, Department of State Pub- 
lication 3645, International Organization and Conference Series IT, 
40 (Washington, Department of State, Office of Public Affairs, 
1949). For the text of the conclusions of the report, see Margaret | 
Carlyle, editor, Documents on I. nternational Affairs 1949-50, issued 
under the auspices of the Royal Institute: for International Affairs 
(London, New York, Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1953), 

| pages 233-235. | Lo Oo , 

868.00/8-449 : Telegram | oe cep es” - | 
The Ambassador in Yugoslavia (Cannon) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET Bexerape, August 4, 1949—9 p. m. 
755. Discussion on Greece with Bebler (see preceding telegrams for 

other topics*) was inconclusive because Tito was then speaking at 
Skoplje (see Embtel 743, August 32) and Bebler did not yet have 
text. We arranged for second round later. _ | | 
Having in mind Peake’s talk with Popovic at my house July 20 

(available to Department through British Embassy Washington *) 
and talks both of us have had with Political Director Prica‘* we feel — 

_ We are.maintaining pressure for evolution of Yugoslav-Greek policy 
_ along lines Deptel 372, July 14. See also Athens 1401 July 19.5 

Bebler felt sure Tito would go easy in attacks on Greek Govern- | 
ment and on West generally which proved to be case (Embtel 746, 

—- 1 Telegrams 752 and 754, August 4, from Belgrade, neither printed. - 
* Not printed; it transmitted a summary of a major speech made by Marshal 

Tito at Skoplje, Macedonia on August 2 before a huge mass rally to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the People’s Republic of Macedonia (860H.00/8-349). In his. 
speech, printed in the newspaper Borba the following day, Tito reviewed recent 
Macedonian history, cited the successes. achieved in the Macedonian People’s 

_ Republic, castigated Bulgarian obstructionism in reaching a solution of the 
Macedonian question, and firmly asserted Yugoslav leadership for achieving the 
aspirations of the Macedonian peoples. Tito also appealed for the friendship of | 
the Bulgarian and Albanian peoples over the heads of their leaders. On the 
other hand, Tito showed great restraint in his references to Greece. Telegram 740, . 
August 2, from Belgrade, not printed, reported that a conference of refugees 
iffrom Aegean Macedonia held in Skoplje on July 28, extensively covered in the _ 
Yugoslav press, had passed a resolution thanking Yugoslavia for its assistance, 
condemning the Cominform, and rejecting the activities of the Communist or- 
ganization of Aegean Macedonia ( (60H. 68/8249)... - - Ds a , *No record has been found of the conversation betwéen British Ambassador 
Peake and Yugoslav Assistant Minister for Foreign Affairs Vladimir Popovié. | 
-*Srdja Prica, Director, Western Department, Yugoslav Foreign Ministry. . 

= Not printed. but see footnote 5 to telegram 372, July 14, to Belgrade, p. 876.
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August 8°) but “Cominform attacks oblige us to say certain things 

and Macedonia is delicate spot”. — 7 | | 

_ He hoped we would see that Yugoslavs must move with great cau- 

tion “but we want good relations with our neighbors”. 

~ This seemed good opening for raising economic topics. I reviewed 

pre-war trade which incidentally does not afford very promising point , 

of departure and proposed Yugoslav experts study possibilities. He 

saw symbolic as well as practical advantages of opening rail com- 

munications Skoplje-Salonika but seemed to think railroad badly out 

of order on Greek side. ‘We said Greek Government had made repairs 

(is this not correct?) and with good will on both sides trains could 
soon start moving. He said administrative machinery, et cetera, for 

free zone at Salonika could soon be got in order. | | 

» Feeling I was pressing a bit too fast I decided to postpone to later | 

talk such topics as compliance with GA resolutions, repatriation chil- 

dren,etceteran a ee 

- Referring to third paragraph above we can see that Greeks will | 

probably consider passages Tito speech referring to Aegean Macedonia _ 

as revival territorial demands and thus ill-designed to improve rela- 

tions. Bebler’s explanation hardly disposes of this point and now that 

we have text I shall draw him out on this in next conversation. = | 

.. Sent Department 765 [755]; repeated Athens 51, London -44, Paris 

91, Moscow 84. | re So 

re ve | - CANNON 

Not printed. - | | | ae 

768.75/8-B49 pe | 

| Memorandum of Conversations, by Mr. Leonard J. Cromie of the 
Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs a 

SECRET - er  [Wasuineton,] August 5, 1949. 

Participants: JI. Lord Jellicoe, British Embassy _ | : 
a _ Mr.Cromie,GTI | 

| | Miss Synder, GTI a | 
-«sTE. M. Winckler, French Embassy | 

| Mr. Campbell; SE | 7 | | 
oe ~ Mr. Cromie, GTI a 

: (a) Problem: From recent conversations in Athens with Messrs. oe 
Tsaldaris and Pipinelis, the British and French have some fear that 

| the Greeks may be planning an imminent invasion of Albania. They 

+John C. Campbell, Acting Chief, Division of Southeast European Affairs. |
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wish to determine the American attitude with respect to Greek mili- 
_ tary operations in Albania and also what measures the United States 

_ would take if the Greeks, notwithstanding American advice, did 
enter Albania. They suggest that the United States, Great Britain _ 
and France should arrive at an agreed common position on these mat- 
ters and make it known to the Greeks. , | | 

_ (6) Action Required: Intra-Departmental consultations. (Lord 
| Jellicoe and M. Winckler were informed of the steps taken by the | 

United States to discourage the Greek military operations in Albania.) | 
__(c) Action Assigned to: Messrs. Campbell, EUR; Mr. Cromie, 

, Lord Jellicoe called on Mr. Cromie at 3:80 p.m. at his request and 
a showed Mr. Cromie a telegram just received by the British Embassy __ 

from the British Chargé d’A ffaires at Athens? 
a _ In this telegram the British Chargé said that, in the course of a 

conversation with Mr. Tsaldaris, the latter had brought up the subject 
of Greco-Albanian relations. Mr. Tsaldaris said he had been informed 
of plans for the establishment of an Albanian exiles political com- 

- mittee in either Rome or Paris and that he had been asked to avoid any 
| Greek declaration which might be a handicap to the work of this com- 

| mittee.* This, Mr. Tsaldaris said, was satisfactory to him, since Greece 
| had no political designs on Albania. However, Mr. Tsaldaris was much 

concerned lest Italy regain its former ascendency over Albania and 
| earnestly hoped therefore that the headquarters of the Albanian exiles 

| committee’s activities would be in Paris rather than in Rome. 
Mr. Tsaldaris then went on to tell the British Chargé in a very casual 

manner that Albanian aid to the guerrillas was of course an intolerable 
burden for Greece. However, he assured the Chargé that “if the Greek 
Army went into Albania it would be purely on military grounds 
rather than to achieve any political objective”. — So | 

| The British Chargé reported that he reacted strongly to this matter- 
of-fact announcement that the Greek Army might be contemplating 

| such action and warned Tsaldaris against any Greek military ventures | 
| in Albania. He felt, however, that he had made no impression on 

: Tsaldaris and he therefore went out and repeated the same warning 
| to Pipinelis and the Minister of War. The British Chargé concluded 

the telegram by stating that present Greek troop dispositions, while 
justified for an attack against Vitsi, could equally well provide the 
basis for a take-off into Albania. He fears that we cannot dismiss this _ 
latter possibility. coe | - 

7? Ponsonby M. Crosthwaite, Counselor of the British Embassy in Greece. 
* For documentation regarding the establishment of a Free Albania Committee 

in August 1949, see vol. v, pp. 854 ff. |
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Mr. Cromie informed Lord Jellicoe of the repeated warnings we 

have given Greece on the subject of any rash military ventures in | 

Albania. a | , : | 

M. Winckler called on Mr. Campbell at 4:80 p. m. by appointment 

. at his request. | - sae Se | ; | | | | . on 

“He said that Mr. Pipinelis had recently summoned the French Am-— 

bassador in Athens and told him that the Greek Army would be faced 

with a dilemma upon reaching the Albanian frontier after the suc- 

cessful conclusion of the Vits campaign. If the Army were to stop 

at the frontier, serious internal difficulties would ensue in Greece, since 

the Greek people would not understand why the Greek Army should | 

not pursue the guerrillas into traditionally enemy territory. The Gov- 

~ ernment would be overthrown and the morale of the Army would be 

| undermined since, Mr. Pipinelis said, the “Army people” were strongly 

in favor of military intervention in Albania. On the other hand, 

Mr. Pipinelis recognized that military intervention by Greece in Al- 

bania would create a “difficult international situation”. — ane 

Mr. Pipinelis said he wished to know what the French attitude 

would be on this question and also, in general, what the Great Powers 

-_ propose to do to “recall Albania to the respect of international law”. 

THe said that the United States “did not appear to oppose Greek mili- | 

tary intervention in Albania” and that the United States “would 

welcome a change of regime in Albania.” , es 

‘In response to M. Winckler’s inquiry as to whether this correctly 

represented the American point of view, Mr. Cromie told him that 

. while it was quite true that the United States would welcome a change 

- of regime in Albania, the Greeks had been repeatedly warned by us 

| to undertake no military operations there; they had been told by , 

Ambassador Grady that if they invaded Albania in force they might 

get into serious difficulties with the Albanian Army, in which case 

we could not guarantee them either diplomatic or military support. 

M. Winckler then said that the Quai d’Orsay wished to know what — 

action the United States would take if, despite American advice, the 

Greeks invaded Albania. | 

Mr. Campbell and Mr. Cromie replied that this had not been 

| thought out, that we undoubtedly could not remain indifferent to a 

violation by Greece of its obligations under the Charter, and that we 

would let him have a more definite answer aiter further consultations 

| in the Department. a ee | | 

M. Winckler said that French intelligence reports from Belgrade 

indicated that Tito was closely watching Albanian developments, that 

he had recently released from detention large numbers of anti-Hoxha —
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Albanians, and that he was. preparing to set up an Albanian govern- 
- ment of his own. The French Minister in Tirana reported that the 
Albanian authorities are seriously worried by the threats from both — 
‘Tito and the Greeks and are considering a renewed démarche tothe __ 

| United States in an effort to obtain American recognition of Albania. 
and an American guarantee of Albania’s present frontiers. Political 
opposition to the Hoxha regime is mounting, though it is still dis- | 
organized. and ineffective, and the economic situation is desperate. 
Russia is actually providing Albania with very little in the way of 
economic assistance and it is unlikely that Albania will be able to 
carry on on the present basis through the winter. Finally, it is the 
estimate of the French Minister at Tirana that the Albanian army 
would disintegrate if it came into conflict with the Greek Army or _  anyotherforeignforce. == ee 
_ M. Winckler concluded his remarks by pointing out that many | _ people inthe present Hoxha regime are young, French-educated op- | portunists. Now that. the wind is blowing against the USSR in the | Balkans, he suggested that many of them could easily be induced to | 
re-orient their policy, although obviously some of the top leaders.such - | as Hoxha himself aretoocommittedtodoso.. ee 

Mr. Cromie informed M. Winckler that Ambassador Grady doubts — that the responsible Greek officials are really contemplating an inva- 
sion of Albania and he gave him some of the background on this 
matter, Mr. Cromie speculated that, in approaching the three powers 
Separately with regard to a Greek invasion of Albania, Tsaldaris and 
Pipinelis probably have little hope of obtaining a favorable response, 
Of course they would be delighted if France, the UK and the US told 

| them to go ahead and to count on western military and diplomatic. 
backing. However, in the event of a negative reply, which has in fact __ 
already been made by the US and UK, Tsaldaris and Pipinelis are 
at least cleared of responsibility for opposing this Greek military 
move vis-a-vis the Greek military authorities and the Greek people.‘ 

M. Winckler commented that this corresponded to the Quai 
d@Orsay’s own analysis of the reasons for the Tsaldaris—Pipinelis 

_ démarches. ple dees Oo 

* Telegram 1241, August 6, to Athens, not printed, reported that the Depart- | ‘ment had been informed of the recent conversations by British and French officials with Tsaldaris and Pipinelis. It was suggested by the Department that Tsaldaris and Pipinelis were attempting to plant rumors calculated to frighten | the Albanian regime into ceasing guerrilla aid and to clear themselves of personal responsibility for opposing a move against Albania desired by Greek military authorities and by the Greek public. The Hmbassy in Athens was instructed to make it unmistakably clear once again to Greek authorities that the United ; States opposed any rash Greek military action such as an attempted encircle- - ment of Greek guerrillas through Albanian territory or the mass pursuit of guerrillas into Albania. (768.7 5/8-649) .
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768.75/8-649 : Telegram - Oo a | a 

| | The Chargé in Greece (Minor) to the Secretary of State ae 

SECRET Aen, August 6, 1949—5 p. m. 

---«-1589, British Chargé Crosthwaite has telegraphed Foreign Office 

| that notwithstanding British Ambassador’s and Foreign Office’s recent 

| warning to Greeks against military incursions into Albania, he feels | 

possibility still exists of Greek military action across Albanian iren- 

tier. He reports that in private conversation August 8, Prime Minister 

 _Diomedes expressed view that guerrilla use of Albania as base imposed 

intolerable strain on Greece, that while latter had no aggressive inten- | 

tions whatever GNA troops might be forced enter Albania for purely 

military considerations. Prime Minister, Crosthwaite states, listened 

patiently but was apparently unimpressed with his caution against | 

GNA crossing Albanian frontier. — | oo | Oo | 

According Crosthwaite, BMM advices indicate GNA troops disposi- 

tions in border areas while designed for anti-guerrilla action within 

Greece are in fact such as would facilitate operations. across the 

frontier. | Dna _ 

 Crosthwaite intends to caution Pipinelis and Minister of War 

against any such action but has informed his government that in his 

view only way to insure Greek Government will do nothing rash would | 

be for British and US to warn Greeks of grave consequences ensuing 

from any incursion into Albania. He suggests that warning might © 

include statement that in certain circumstances US and UK might 

even be unable to continue their help to Greece in its present form. 

__ informed Crosthwaite that we have repeatedly cautioned Papagos, | 

Tsaldaris and Pipinelis against military adventures in Albania and a 

that Ambassador Grady and McGhee had recently given similar warn- 

- ings to Dendramis in Washington.’ Commander-in-Chief and Foreign | 

| Office have categorically assured us no invasion Albania intended but _ 

7 have indicated some isolated and minor GNA border crossings might 

take place for purely local tactical reasons and particularly in answer 

to fire from Albanian territory, harassing GNA movement on Greek 

side Albanian frontier. Minister War? informed me last night as 

- maiter of urgency of contents special GGS communiqué refuting Al- 

banian charges reported by Agence France Presse that GNA troops 

| had violated Albanian territory August 2 in Bozigrad region. Greek 

| communiqué, contrary, states from August 2-4 Greek forces on Greek | 

| territory subject to artillery machine gun and anti-aircraft fire from | 

| Albanian territory and lost 10 killed and 14 wounded as result. (De- 

tails this communiqué being reported by Military Attaché.) Minister 

| + Regarding the conversation under reference here, see Cromie’s memorandum 

of conversation, July 27, p. 373. : 

| 2 Panayotis Kanellopoulos. : 
| |
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War inquired pointedly how Greeks could be expected to tolerate con- 
tinued action this sort. Also yesterday Kosmas, Chief GGS,? asked 

| _ our Military Attaché what would reaction be if GNA Division were 
_ required enter Albania in order effectively prosecute operations — 

against guerrillas, a re SR 
_ In my opinion we cannot expect Greeks scrupulously and invariably 

respect border markings in heat of battle but we must insist Greeks 
undertake no outright military adventures into Albania. In view im-_ 
portance of question and Diomedes’ attitude as reported by British 

| Chargé, Department may consider it advisable again to-make our 
_ position this matter unmistakably clear both here and to Dendramis in 

Washington.* oe GG EB oe 
Sent Department 1552; repeated London 64, Belgrade 66. 

| - Bn es Minor 

| *Lt. Gen. Georgios Kosmas, Chief of the Greek Army General Staff, 
. *In his teiegram 1567, August 8, from Athens, not printed, Chargé Minor 

reported that in conversation with Pipinelis that day he had made clear beyond — 
any question the opposition of the United States to any rash or deliberate Greek | military action on Aibanian goil. Pipinelis replied that the Greek Government 
was in entire accord and had no intention of taking such actions, but he did 
point out that he could not guarantee that there would be no minor incidents. 
Pipinelis further explained that Greek ‘public opinion was becoming highly inflamed over the Albanian issue and that there must be some assurance to the 
Greeks that Albania would not.serve for a third time as a base for a guerrilla 
invasion of the Grammos. (868.00/8-849) . . 

| | Editorial Note , - 

Sometime in early August 1949, British Ambassador Peake con- 
| ferred with Yugoslav Assistant Foreign Minister Bebler on the Al. | 

_ banian situation. In his telegram 928, September id, from Belgrade, 
Ambassador Cannon recalled that the principal theme in the con- 
versations was Bebler’s preoccupation with the idea that the Soviet 

. Union might oblige Albania to invoke its mutual assistance treaties. 
Cannon observed that the danger of a chain reaction if the system of 7 
satellite mutual assistance pacts were to be operative was the evident 
and doubtless the chief deterrent to ¥ ugoslavia risking involvement | 
in Albanian affairs (875.00/9-1549). Telegram 1175, November 14, 
from Belgrade, not printed, reported that Bebler on August 8 ex- 
pressed anxiety to Peake over Greek violations of the Albanian fron- 
tier. Bebler hoped that Britain would urge restraint on the Greek | 
Government. After learning that British authorities in Athens had 
given a strong warning to the Greek Government, Peake on August 17 
advised Bebler that the Greeks were aware of the Yugoslav attitude. a 

| ‘The telegram concluded with a statement that Ambassador Cannon | 
| was net approached at any time during August about the Yugoslav _ 

aititude toward possible Greek intervention into Albania. (860H.75/ 
11-1449) : a
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760H.68/8-1149 : Telegram 
So 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in: Yugoslavia* 

“SECRET =” -. Wasurneton, August 11, 1949-—5 p. m. | 

450. Reurtel 755 Aug 4. Dept appreciates Yugo must act with 

caution in moving toward closer relations with Greece. Accordingly, 

timing of attempts to encourage that evolution. and. apply pressure. | 

left to your judgment. Bebler’s receptive attitude on opening railway 

| to Salonika and on free zones indicates time may be ripe for Grk 

approach to Yugo on those subjects. Grk Emb here has been informed. 

‘Yugo FonOff showed interest and favorable attitude as reported urtel 

735. Grk Emb believes railway line in running order on Grk side. | 

Athens pls confirm. =) . ue ee fas ee ee 

- Recently completed UNSCOB report to fourth session GA,? which | 

bears down hard on Alb and Bulg while stating Yugo aid “has 

diminished and may have ceased”, makes possible UNSCOB recom- 

mendations next month differentiating between Yugo on one hand and 

-_ATb and Bulg on other. You may be able get from’ FonOff indication 

re line Yugo intends to pursue in GA discussions on Grk question 

(re Athens tel 1553 Aug 6 Combal 466 3) and prospects for normaliza- 

tion Grk-Yugo relations before or during GA session. Some concrete 

progress this direction wld be helpful to USDel in handling Greek 

case GA. 
ee 

You will recall that in UN conciliation talks last year Evatt pro- 

posed draft Grk-Yugo declaration Dee 1, 1948 which Yugo turned | 

down on ground matter cld not be considered alone but only as part 

of entire problem involving also Alb and Bulg, and Northern Epirus 

| question blocked Grk-Alb accord {See Embtel 1527 Dec 11, 1948 and 

H. N. Howard memo of March 10, 1949 on conciliation talks, Ap- 

pendix XIV, pouched to you 4), You might inquire of Yugos whether 

consideration for Alb and Bulg position which held up their consent 

; last year has same weight now. You may say that US believes Yugo- 

Grk agreement on lines Dec 1 draft wid be sound basis for stabilizing 

| frontier, to advantage both states, and for more normal relations in 

future. 7 on | 

ee oe — AGEESON 

| 4 Repeated to Athens as 1273, London as 2860, Paris as 2980, and Moscow as 575. 

2 Regarding the Report of the United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans 

| to aro, Fourth Session of the General Assembly, see the second editorial note, | . 

| | Pe Not printed ; it reported that a Yugoslav official had told an UNSCOB official 

1 of Yugoslavia's great dissatisfaction with the activities of the Special Coramittee 

(501. BB Balkan/&-649). 
oe 

. 4Neither printed. For authoritative aecounts of the preparation of the draft | 

declaration under reference, see the articles cited in footnote 4 to telegram 308, 

Combal 368, February 19, from Athens, p. 254.
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| 868.00/8~-1649 : Telegram SO So og 

Lhe Chargé in Greece (Minor) to the Secretary of State : 
CONFIDENTIAL _ Aturns, August 16, 1949—10 a. m. 1618, In after dinner talk with Diomedes and Pipinelis I took occa-. sion to revert to question of general conditions for surrender and | amnesty of Andartes. I presented our view that. Greeks themselves _ should announce favorable conditions for surrender and amnesty in order prevent further agitation for international control or super- Vision of some sort. a Be fe ) _ They responded to effect that their study on subject is advancing and should soon be ready for presentation to Council of Ministers. _ Pipinelis was reluctant to reveal details since question has to be passed on by Council but he revealed his tentative thinking along following lines: ~ SF ee | - Andartes would be divided into three. categories: first, top level leaders of the rebellion who they hoped would not find themselves | within Greek jurisdiction; second, hardcore leaders of rebellion who would be placed in camps such ag Makronissos for indoctrination and: eventual return to normal life; third, rank and file Andartes who would be screened and returned to their homes almost at once. He expressed hope that further executions under court martial, except. _ for common crimes, could be avoided, 7 oe __ L replied that I was sure Greek sense of justice would prevail, but that I felt timing was of utmost importance, Greeks should make such | announcement before end of rapidly developing Grammos operation . and well in advance to GP [GA?] meeting. I have feeling that both men were impressed with urgency of matter and that we may expect. some action in near future. I realize that subject is much more com- plicated than would appear on surface but Greeks have had sufficient _ time to examine all angles. I will see Pipinelis later in week and again. _ heedle him for action?  —_ CR oe pe . | | a be — Mrvor 
* Telegram 1663, August 23, from Athens, not printed, reported that Minor had again spoken with Prime Minister Diomedes on the question of amnesty and— - | executions. Diomedes stated it was his intention that the Greek Government issue a declaration as soon as possible that there would be no further executions for offenses connected with. the rebellion committed from 1946 -(868.00/8-2349) . Telegram 1402, August 26, to Athens, not printed, informed the Embassy of the Department of State’s gratification to learn. of the declaration proposed by : Diomedes. The Department urged that the Greek Government bear in mind the impact on world opinion and the possible logs of faith in the Greek Government's pronouncements which would doubtless result from subsequent executions of : groups and individuals still under Sentence for crimes committed during the 1944-45 rebellion. (868.00/8-2649) So
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_ Paul G. Hoffman, Administrator of the Economic Cooperation Ad- | 

| ministration, made an official visit to Greece from August 18 to Au- 

gust 21. Hoffman was accompanied by his wife and daughter and a | 

small party of ECA officials. During his visit, Hoffman dined with the 

Greek King and Queen on the evening of August 18, attended a series 

of briefing sessions by officers in the ECA Mission to Greece on the 

| morning of August 19, and held a press conference on that same after- 

noon, followed by a meeting with Fotios Makris, Secretary General of | 

the General Confederation of Greek Labor. On August 20, accom- 

panied by Ambassador Grady, Lieutenant General Van Fleet, Deputy 

Prime Minister Venizelos, and others, Hoffman made an air tour of. , 

northern Greece. On the evening of August 20; Hoffman, accompanied 

by Ambassador Grady and other American Embassy and ECA ofi- | 

cials, took part in a conference with Prime Minister Diomedes and the 

principal Greek Cabinet ministers. The ten-page account of the Hoff- | 

man visit to Greece, transmitted in despatch 616, August 25, from 

- Athens, not printed, concluded that the visit had been of paramount 

importance, and Hoffman’s meetings, comments, and addresses were 

reported upon in the Greek press in’ great detail (840.50 Recovery/ 

8-2549). es ee | 

501.BB Balkan/8-2949 ee ee a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Under Secretary of | 

a State (Rusk) ae a 

SECRET _  [Wasuineton,] August 29,1949. 

Participants: ‘The Greek Ambassador, V.Dendramis | 

Dean Rusk, Deputy Under Secretary—G oe oe 

| John D. Jernegan, Chief, GTI | oo | 

The Ambassador called at his request for an exchange of views prior | 

to his departure this afternoon for consultation in Paris with Greek 

Foreign Minister Tsaldaris. He was especially interested in learning — 

our position on the suggestion made by the Greek Government that | 

UNSCOB or the Assembly should recommend consultation among UN 7 

members to determine means of eliminating the Albanian threat to 

| Greek independence and integrity. With respect to this particular 

| point, I told the Ambassador that at the present time, at least, we 

| ‘were not prepared to accept the suggestion because we could not see 

| where it would lead. It would place us in the position of being forced 

| to sit down at a table with other nations without having any course of 

| action to propose. Past experience has shown that in international 

gatherings the other nations always look to the United States to take 

501-887-7726 |
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the necessary action. In the present instance we did not see exactly 
- what action we might take. However, I did not altogether exclude the 
possibility that we might change our views, and I told the Ambassador 

| that it was something we could discuss again after his return from 
Paris, | Se ST ae 

_ Ambassador Dendramis then asked if there was anything else I could tell him regarding our plans for the Assembly. I said we had | been working on this for some time and had a number of thoughts - _ but had not yet finalized them sufficiently for me to discuss them today. ‘The Ambassador asked whether we did not expect a resumption of 
discussions with the Russians, possibly among the Big Four, in con- 
tinuation of my talks with Gromyko last spring. I replied that it was 
quite possible that there would be consultations among the powers 
during the Assembly session, although they might not have any direct 
relation to the Gromyko talks. The Ambassador said he thought it important that certain prior conditions be laid down, namely, that 
there be no discussion of Greek internal affairs, no discussion of terri- torial claims, and no representation at the Assembly of the Greek guerrillas. I said it might be difficult, in a discussion of frontier prob- | lems, to avoid territorial claims altogether. Elowever, ‘a. distinction might be drawn between discussing a matter and negotiating it. If one of the parties should bring up a question, it might be impossible to ignore it even though one might not be prepared to enter into negotiations, et | Bn 

Mr. Jernegan remarked that he thought the way to deal with any approach to internal Greek affairs would be for the Greek Government | to make clear its position in advance of such questions. Then all that _ would be necessary during consultations at tho Assembly would be to refertothisposition, 
With respect to the question of guerrilla representation, both the Ambassador and I recalled that the last General Assembly had re- jected the proposal. We did not go into this matter further. | 
After Mr. Jernegan had mentioned that we hoped to send some Instructions to Ambassador Grady containing our ideas on certain 

points on which we would like to reach agreement with the Greek | Government before the Assembly, Mr. Dendramis urged that we defer | any such instructions until after he had returned from his visit to | _ Paris. He expected that this would be in about a week. I said that | we would hold up our instructions until his return. oe Lhe Ambassador suggested that we might consider breaking up 
UNSCOB into separate committees to deal with Albanian-Greek, _ Bulgarian-Greek and Yugoslav-Greck affairs, I replied that I thought there might be a good deal of merit in this suggestion but that we
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might find it desirabie to have international committees to handle 

affairs with Albania and Bulgaria but leave Yugoslav-Greek relations 

to a body on which only Yugoslavia and Greece would be represented. 

After I was called away, Mr. Jernegan continued the discussion - 

with the Ambassador and explained that the working level officers of 

the Department thought +t desirable for the American and Greek 

Governments and, if possible, also the French and British Govern- 

ments, to agree beforehand on the position to be taken on any con- 

sultations at the Assembly, whether these were formal or informal. 

Among the elements of this position might be the question of elections | 

te be held in Greece, the treatment which the Greek Government 

would offer to the guerrillas after they had surrendered, and our | 

attitude toward any renewal of the Soviet proposal for a mixed — 

~ snternational commission to control the northern frontier of Greece. 

- -He said that there would probably be other points still which we 

~ would wish to consider. One way of handling the procedure in the 

Assembly itself might be for the political committee to call upon the | 

Big Four to consult with each other end with Albania, Bulgaria, | 

Greece and Yugoslavia to arrive at a settlement. The Four would be 

directed to report back to the committee. If the ensuing consultations — 

failed to produce results, there would probably be a majority and | 

minority report by the subcommittee to the political committee, We | 

would then work for a new resolution in the Assembly which would 

expressly condemn Albania. At that time we might also propose the. | 

setting up of the separate committees which the Ambassador had | 

suggested to take the place of UNSCOB. It was our thought, how- 

ever, that UNSCOB should not itself recommend this change but 

rather should include in its supplementary report a very general rec- | 

ommendation that there be continued UN machinery to deal with the 

problem. This would permit flexibility in the Assembly while at the 

same time avoiding any appearance that UNSCOB was itself ad- 

mitting failure and recommending its own dissolution. | 7 

"The Ambassador asked whether we did not think it a good idea, to 

press Yugoslavia to conclude now ‘a frontier agreement with Greece 

of the sort proposed by the Evatt Conciliation Committee. Mr. Jerne- | 

gan said he believed Ambassador Cannon had standing instructions 

| to raise this question whenever he saw an appropriate moment. So 

| far as he knew, the Ambassador had net yet done so and he assumed. 

this indicated that Mr. Cannon did not think it would serve a useful ; 

| purpose. On such a question we would feel obliged to defer to his judg- 

| ment. Furthermore, while Mr. Jernegan agreed that the conclusion of 

such an agreement would be desirable, the important thing was that | 

the Yugoslavs should act correctly, whether or not their actions were | 

based on any formal document. 
| 

| 
|
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Referring to the announced creation of a “Free Albanian Commit- _ tee”, Ambassador Dendramis expressed some fear that the Committee’s _ declared intention of working for the preservation of the. integrity — of Albania might cause difficulty in Greece in view of the Greek claim | _. to northern Epirus. He also thought it might cause trouble in Yugo- _ Slavia, since Albania had a territorial claim against that country... He also recalled the informal undertaking of the Italian Government, 
made at our request, to warn the Albanian Government against aiding _ the Greek guerrillas. He wondered if there was not a danger in such 
measures that Italy would again seek to assert a predominant influence 
in Albania. He believed it desirable that neither Italy nor Yugoslavia 
nor Greece should exercise undue influence in Albania. Mr. Jernegan — said that he agreed and believed that this was the view of the Depart- 
ment of State. He did not think, however, that an approach such as that we had suggested to the Italians carried with it any real danger (of Italian preponderance. . | | oo As he was leaving, the Ambassador asked Mr. Jernegan’s opinion 
as to whether it would not be desirable for the Secretary and Mr. | Tsaldaris to establish the general Greek position in their opening speeches to the Assembly without waiting for the matter to come up on the agenda of the First Committee. He thought such early state- 
ments might lay the foundation for subsequent informal discussions “in the corridors”, whereas action in the First Committee might be delayed for some time. Mr. J ernegan said that he thought the sug- gestion warranted careful consideration. a o It was understood that the Ambassador would call again at the | Department immediately upon his return from Paris. | 

868.00/8-2449: Telegram : | | : 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United K. ingdom 1 

SECRET | s,s Wasurneton, August 29, 19496 p. m. 
3099. In view importance support given by Alb to Grk guerrillas, which is emphasized at present moment when Grk forces driving guerrillas back into Alb, Grk Govt has suggested US, Brit, and France might make further démarehe at Tirana. Dept agrees Alb is key to present military sit in Greece and that if guerrillas could be prevented from reorganizing and rearming in Alb, and then return- _ ing to resume struggle in Greece whole problem would be largely a 

) ___ *This telegram was algo sent for action to Paris as $204 and to Athens for information as 1416. | - | : |
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solved. UNSCOB report of Aug 2* now released singles out Alb as | 

principal source foreign aid to guerrillas. 7 oe | 

While realizing past approaches Tirana have had little if any effect, 

Dept thinks changing circumstances such as isolation Alb from direct 

contact with Cominform, recent successes Grk armed forces, and pos- 

- sibility that Cominform is becoming discouraged over Grk sit, warrant 

another attempt. Possibility seems to exist that Hoxha may be 

alarmed at his position and disposed improve relations with West. 

- Pls convey foregoing to FonOff and ask whether Govt to which — 

you accredited would be willing join US Govt in communication to 

Alb Govt along following lines: (We would wish French Min to make 

presentation on behalf of 8 Govts) | —_ | a 

“Govts of US, Great Brit, and France have received completely 

convincing evidence that Govt of Alb has continued during recent | 

- months provide arms, ammunition and other essential supplies to 

guerrillas fighting against legal Govt: of Greece. Three Govts wish | 

to point out this in direct violation recommendations GA of UN 

‘contained resolution of Nov 27, 1948.* Continuance such actions by 

Alb Govt can only bring on it world condemnation and work against 

interestsof Alb people ss | So 

_ Three Govts further note that large numbers defeated Grk guer- 

rillas have recently sought refuge 1n Alb. Past experience shows that 

they will attempt reorganize and re-arm themselves under protection - 

Alb flag with object of returning to Greece a process which rep 

assembly of world opinion has repeatedly and unqualifiedly con- | 

demned. American, Brit and French Govts believe Alb Govt would 

be well advised in its own best interest take necessary measures pre- 

vent such reorganization and re-arming of guerrillas and their re- 

entry into Greece. Further believe Alb’s position in community of 

nations would be greatly improved if its Govt would demonstrate 1ts 

| respect for world opinion and cooperation with UN by inviting reps 

of UN to visit localities in Alb where Grk guerrillas may be estab- 

lished and Alb-Grk frontier so that they may testify to character and | 

efficacy of measures taken by Alb Govt. 

Three Govts are strongly desirous of seeing adjustment relations 

between Alb and Grks and believe way for such adjustment will be 

open at forthcoming GA if Alb Govt demonstrates that it will not 

allow its territory to be used as base for guerrilla attacks on Greece.” * 

a | | 
| | a | - oe ACHESON 

. 2 See the second editorial note, p. 879. | | 

b ? Regarding the resolution under reference here, see foctnote 5 to telegram 308, 

Combal 368, February 19, from Athens, p. 254. . 

- 4In his telegram 1741, August 31, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady 

expressed general agreement with the démarche proposed in this telegram, but 

he suggested stiffening some of the language (868.00/8-3149). In his telegram 748, 

September 3, from Sofia, not printed, Minister Heath thought the démarche 

would be both timely and useful on Western opinion but would have little impact — 

; on Albania (868.00/9-349). | .
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501.BB Balkan/9—249: Telegram | 

| ‘The United States feepresentative on the. United Nations Special - 
_ Committee on the Balkans (Drew) to the Secretary o f State 

SECRET — ... Arnens, September 2, 1949—5 p.m. 
| 1759. Combal 479. From Drew. Reference Deptel 1416, August 29, 

_ 1949." There can be no question that. key to future of war in Greece 
lies in elimination of threat from guerrillas who have found refuge in 

| Albania. Their continued presence across border continues menace 
Greek security and will involve Greece and US in indefinite military 

| and economic effort. Even though. number involved may be smaller 
than original estimates, presence of any sizeable force will be equally 
serous. - | | 

However, I am not in agreement with desirability of making new 
tripartite démarche in Tirana as Greek Government has proposed. 

| I recall complete ineffectiveness of démarche undertaken last Sep- 
_ tember, although I concede circumstances have altered somewhat. I 

also have in mind Department’s objections to further démarche with 
regard to presence of Greek army prisoners in Albania as expressed 

| in its telegram 1565 to Athens dated October 29, 1948,2 objections 
which I consider still valid. I agree with position, stated in that tele- 
gram that such action would by-pass UN and in present instance 
would be inconsistent with our oft-repeated policy of utilizing UN 
machinery in effort to find solution of Greek problem. Prospective 
early discussion of Greek case at GA and possibility that serious 
conciliatory efforts may be made there, suggest that timing of pro- 

_ posed démarche may be poor unless tied in in some way with such 
efforts. — | = Co . 
_ Furthermore, I am not optimistic that recent developments will | 
necessarily drive Albanian regime toward West. We should bear in 

_ mind that Russian infiltration is reportedly intense and probably 
suliiciently effective to prevent any serious wavering. It seems more 
likely to me that Cominform intervention may be stepped up in cam- 

_ paign against Tito from Albanian base.  s_ | 
If proposed démarche is made, I feel it should be in strongest 

possible terms but that no reference should be made to Free Albanian 
Committee. Indirect reference to it might be made in some such lan- 
guage as “continuation of such actions by the Albanian Government 
can only lead to stigmatizing the present regime as UN representative 

’ Same as telegram 3009, August 29, to London, supra. 
* Not printed. oo |
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of the Albanian people and as an outlaw group with no claim to 

membership in the community of nations”. rn 

I further suggest that it is unrealistic to expect Albanian Govern- | 

ment to undertake indefinite or protracted ‘internment of several — 

thousand Greek guerrillas. I believe practical measures should be 

suggested for their voluntary removal, either to Greece under satis- — mes 

factory guarantees as to their treatment or to non-Balkan countries. 

- It might be suggested that facilities of appropriate UNbodyorICRO 

‘might be availed of by Albania to accomplish their removal. 7 

-Lassume Department has given careful consideration to. effect of 

proposed démarche on possible recommendation along similar ines _ 

by UNSCOB in its supplementary report to GAS - . 

a . So fF Drewp 

’The Special Committee on the Balkans completed a supplementary report to | 

the General Assembly on September 16 ; see the editorial note, p. 4is, | 

, 501.BB Balkan/9-249: Telegram | 

The United States Representative on the United N ations Special 

Committee on the Balkans (Drew) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET ope Aruens, September 2, 1949—4 p. m. 

1758. Combal 481 from Drew. Reference Balcom 296 August 29, 

1949.1 Please inform me soonest whether Department’s proposed rec- a 

ommendations have been communicated to French and UK Govern- 

ments. If not I urge it be done forthwith. i have in roind possible 

presentation of agreed three-party working paper to committee and 

my British and French colleagues will want clearance from their — 

respective governments before committing themselves. Also may I 

expect any additional instruction based on suggestions made in my : 

Combal 476 of August 242? Must know before presenting formal 

proposals to committee to avoid any backing and filling. | - 

| Am constrained to confess that in general am disappointed in De- 

- partment’s proposals. With exception of first suggestion re concilia- 

tion consultations at GA they are either repetition of recommendations 

in previous GA resolution or conclusion of committee in 1949 report. 

| They completely skirt issues of return of guerrillas from Albania and 

1NWot printed; it transmitted the substance of the recommendations subse- 

quently set forth in the Department of State policy paper on Greece, SD/A/C.1/— 

{ 272, September 9, p. 404. , | | | 

? Not printed. |
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| isolation of that country as outlaw. I fully realize difficulty of com- 
, ing up with any really workable recommendation to that effect and 

_ concede my own inability to supply answer. I do feel however that 
recommendation proposed by Department would represent something | ofnewlowinpiousplatitudes, = 8 | | 

While I would be first to deplore empty dramatic gesture, could we 
not for example consider some such move as proposal to resubmit 
whole issue to SC for considerations during period of Assembly where 
failing unanimity on solution case could again be brought before 
Assembly? Could we suggest to Greece that it bring northern neigh- . bors or at least Albania and Bulgaria before International Court to 
demand reparations for material damages caused by guerrilla war? 
Could we recommend that all UN members withdraw diplomatic 
representatives from Tirana? Might we authorize UN SCOB to extend _ [garble] function ( read blockade) to Albania sea frontier utilizing _ vessels of members (US UK and Greece) ? In line with suggestion 
advanced in Legation Sofia’s 583 of July 12* might committee recom- 
mend that GA determine that Albania and Bulgaria are engaging 
in conduct of undeclared war against Greece through use of foreign 
(Greek) mercenaries. eo ne 
Extreme as these ideas may be, I feel committee must go much 

_ further than Department has suggested even if GA resolution elimi- 
nates part or all of our recommendations, = =—=_— ee 
_ Australian representative has circulated working paper proposing 
recommendation that GA address appeal to Albania Bulgaria and | Yugoslavia for return to Greece under aegis of UN of guerrillas who _ have sought refuge in their territory. Appeal would: 1. Call on all | nations members or not to cooperate in return; 2. Take into account 
wishes of individual guerrillas; 3. Request Greek Government to 
cooperate and assign suitable “protected area” to UN or their recep- 
tion under UN auspices; 4. Include guarantee of safe conduct to 
area and protection therein with provisions for resettlement in Greece 
under terms fixed by Greek authorities or outside Greece under con- 
ditions agreed by SYG and receiving country; 5. Be applicable to 
present guerrilla prisoners if requested by Greek Government; 6. In- 
clude Greek children in consultation with ICRGC. : 
_ Atyeo’s paper probably drafted in or inspired by Canberra argues 
that guerrilla morale must be at low ebb and many would welcome 
chance to quit if guaranteed fair treatment; that scheme does not 

7 * Not printed. | — :
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involve any negotiations with guerrillas—only Albania, Bulgaria and 

Yugoslavia; and that it offers sheltering countries easy way out of 

embarrassing political and economic problem involved in protracted 

| sheltering of guerrillas. Despite a possible conflict with Greek amnesty 

| plans and need for ironing out certain unclear details I feel plan 

deserves careful study. If advanced by special committee as whole 

it should at least allay Greek suspicions of anything Australian. It 

- offers fresh approach and with vigorous Australian support at GA 

should enlist sympathy of many liberally inclined delegations. It 

should appeal to Yugoslavs at least and. might interest Bulgaria which 

of late has displayed increasing signs of being fed up with whole 

business. Albanian attitude while of course dictated from Moscow 

might even prove receptive. ee Pe a 

- Hope Department can give me earliest possible indication its pre- 

liminary reaction to preceding proposals. If negative on my ideas | 

which I recognize have serious procedural and substantive objections 

I urge careful consideration of Australian proposal which may con- 

tain germ of recommendation which would at least lift UNSCOB © 

proposals out of present doldrums. | 
7 OC [Drew | | 

--768.75/9-849 : Telegram to ne oe Oo 

The Ambassador in the Soviet U nion (Kirk) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET © | . - Moscow, September 3, 1949—1 p.m. | 

9918. Depinfotel September 1+ Re proposal approach. Albanian 

Government on Greek guerrillas Embassy wonders whether Albanian 

| communiqué reported Embtel 9174, August 282 does not, despite its 

generally provocative tone, indicate possibility that Hoxha regime - 

may intend take steps now safeguard its exposed internal position by | 

preventing return to Greece. of “democratic invaders” mentioned | 

therein. Embassy aware that Albanian representative made even 

stronger undertaking this regard before UNGA committee in Oc- 

tober 1948 (UNSCOB report. August 2, 1949, page 91%) which was | | 

shown by subsequent events to be completely meaningless. Circum-._ 

stances latest Albanian statement, however, plus further considera- 

| + Not printed; it transmitted the summary of telegram 3099, August 29, to - 

London, p. 892. | 

1 °N ot printed; it reported that the Albanian regime had issued a statement that 

it intended to disarm and intern all combatants entering its territory from 

( Greece (768.75/8-2849). . , | a | 

| ® Regarding the Report under reference, see the second editorial note, p. 379.
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tions of present situation set forth Depinfotel suggest, in Embassy _ 
view, that Albanians may be inclined to initiate more cautious course 

_ re Greek civil war at least temporarily. | mia 
~~ - Embassy notes that line proposed note might be interpreted as indi- 
eating possibility rehabilitating Hoxha regime in eyes world opinion. 

~ Embassy appreciates that Department’s decision proceed in this | 
_ Matter result careful weighing pros and cons with particular atten- 

tion present phase Greek military situation, but is somewhat appre- 
hensive re implications of move suggesting whitewash Soviet puppet | 
state which has to date shown no independence whatsoever from 
Kremlin. | a oe | | 
Embassy in thorough agreement present. Department policy pin- 

pointing Albanian complicity Greek civil war (Embtel 1701 J uly 8), 
but attaches great weight to desirability of continuing to use UN | 
machinery this purpose, particularly in view imminence UNGA 
session. ae a | | 

Sent Department 2213, repeated Athens 69, Belgrade 103, Paris 
318, London 223. | OS me Be 

| PO  Kirx 

868.00/9-849 : Telegram OF te ae ar 
Lhe Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary of — 

| “3 State | a 

SECRET | _ Lonpon, September 3, 1949—5 p. m. 
3588. Deptel 8099 August 29 to London, Paris 3204, Athens 1416, 

and Embtel 3525 to Department, Athens o4, Paris 662.1 We have | 
today received communication from Foreign Office giving comments 

| and suggestions re US, UK, French démarche at Tirana, 
Foreign Office in agreement with idea démarche be made but would 

| like, if Department agrees, to see terms of note to Albanian Govern- 
_ Inent somewhat strengthened. Foreign Office states there is suggestion | | 

| in Department’s draft (Deptel 3099) that if Albanians cooperate 
with UN, Albania’s claim for admission UN might receive more | 
favorable consideration. Foreign Office thinks there no point in hold- : 
ing out such intimation to Albanians this stage. Foreign Office also 
thinks it advisable include some reference to Albanian official or semi- 
official statement that they are in fact disarming and interning rebels; 

? Latter not printed ; it reported the British Foreign Office’s preliminary favor- able reaction to the proposed démarche (868.00/9-149). |
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~ otherwise Albanians would reply referring us to statements, and it 

better to discount this in advance. che ee | 

[Here follows revised language for second paragraph of dratt | 

démarche transmitted in telegram 3099, August 29, to London, page | 

392, as well as a minor emendation to the third paragraph of the draft. | 

Re publicity Foreign Office suggests last year’s precedent be fol- _ 

lowed and French Government asked to publish statement shortly 

after communication to Albanian Government. | : 

Sent Department 3538, repeated Paris 664, Athens 55. | | 

| | Horus 

_ 

| 501.BB Balkan/9-949 : Telegram | OO | 

“The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

the Secretary of State | 

SECRET > New Yorn, September 7, 1949—38:18 p. m. 

1062. Re teleconference with Bancroft* and Popper? Ross* dis- 

cussed with Cadogan,t McNaughton * and Chauvel ® yesterday after- 

noon current Department thinking re conciliation effort Greek case ; 

during Assembly. a rns | 

Cadogan said he felt sure FO would object strongly to any formula 

which would allow Russian “t nterference”. He leans strongly in direc- 

tion formula putting primary responsibility on Assembly officers. He 

agreed, however, that if in course their efforts opportunity to get 

- four-power agreement should develop (which he doubted would be 

the case) then Assembly officers might appropriately bring repre- 

sentatives four powers physically together to confirm such agreement. 

In any event, Cadogan felt we could not decide in advance whether 

or in what way four powers should be brought together ; circumstances 

at the time would have to determine our action. | | 

/ *McNaughton’s views were somewhat similar to those of Cadogan. 

_ McNaughton has very strong, positive feeling Assembly officers should 

| * Harding ¥F. Bancroft, Director, Office of United Nations Political and Security 

Ae David H. Popper, Officer in Charge of General Assembly Affairs in the Office 

of United Nations Political and Security Affairs. 

2 John CG. Ross, Deputy to Ambassador Austin. 
. 

‘ambassador Sir Alexander Cadogan, United Kingdom Permanent Representa- | 

| tive to the United Nations. 
7 

5A. G. L. MeN aughton, Canadian Permanent Representative to the United 

Nations. | oo | 

| 6 Ambassador Jean Chauvel, French Permanent Representative to the United 

Nations. |
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, be used and felt this would be more acceptable to Assembly than four- 
power consultations without benefit of Assembly officers. He empha- 

| sized somewhat more strongly than Cadogan necessity of waiting until 
_ exact circumstances are known before making effort to bring four | powers together. Assembly officers, he said, could do this at any time 7 it seemed desirable. on | | 

Chauvel had no comment except to repeat indication he previously 
gave us that French FO favors principle of conciliation effort during 
Assembly. | a | | 

| AvustTIn 

. 501.BB Balkan/8—2949 ; Telegram - . | — oo 

| _ Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece 

- SECRET URGENT _ Wasuneron, September 7, 1949—7 p. m. 
1473. Balcom 299. Fol are Depts comments on ideas for supp report: | _ contained in third and subsequent paras Combal 481, Aug 29 [Sept Ql:3. a , ; ae 

I. Consider resubmission whole issue to SC during GA session _ undesirable as wld disrupt orderly GA handling and preclude con- 
_ templated form of conciliation effort. Proposal for submission of dam- 

- ages case against Alb and Bulg to ICJ inadvisable because Court does 
not have compulsory jurisdiction. Furthermore it most unlikely Greece | _ Wid be able conclude special prior agreement with Alb and Bulg defin- | ing issues for ICJ to decide, All this wld take matters off main track 
without producing concrete results. pe as) | 

_ Dept opposed to recommendation for withdrawal dipl reps from 
Tirana. Undesirable cut off what remaining contacts we still have 
there through states friendly toward us. Proposal for control of Alb 
sea frontier through extension UNSCOB observation function op- | | posed because (@) raises difficult questions internatl law; (6) wid 
represent measure of enforcement action which GA or subsidiary 
organ thereof eld not take, and (¢) serious practical difficulties. Dept 
also objects to. attempt define conduct of Alb and Bulg as “undeclared 
war” which wld inevitably raise Art 512 implications and take matter 
back to SC. ee 

If. Dept looks with favor on an UNSCOB recommendation that 
GA call upon Alb and Bulg to permit UN authorities to verify publi- 

* Telegram 1758, p. 395. — | . oo | . "i.e, of the United Nations Charter. | we |
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eized claims of those Govts that they are disarming and interning 

Grk guerrillas fleeing into their territory (xe last para Combal 479, 

Sept 2). a ee . | 

~ Re Atyeo proposal, Dept favorably disposed. However, Grks shid 

be prepared in advance to accept such arrangement. Question of what 

UN agency cld arrange reception of guerrillas and control of “pro- 

tected area” can best be discussed at GA. Dept believes return of Grk 

children shld not be lumped with this proposal because GA Res on 

- ehildren clearly prescribes procedure for their repatriation. in prac- 

tice it might prove possible to handle some aspects both problems 

through recourse to services ICRC. oe 

| LIL Dept wld appreciate your comments and preliminary reaction 

other Dels to idea of separate comms for the different countries. as 

suggested in para (/), Baleom 296." — So 7 

| ie pe | — ACHESON 

‘Telegram 1758, p. 894. . 7 . - 7 | 

 *Pelegram 1417, Balcom 296, August 29 to Athens, not printed, contained the 

substance of the recommendations subsequently set forth in the Department of a 

State policy paper on Greece, SD/A/C.1/272, September 9, p. 404. Paragraph (h) 

of Balcom 296 was the same as paragraph 5 (4) of SD/A/C.1/272. , 

In his telegram 1791, Combal 483, September 9, from Athens, not printed, Drew 

insisted that he saw no advantage in the establishment of three separate border 

commissions. Such separate commissions could only be justified if Albania and 

Bulgaria were capable of exercising independent will, and that was manifestly : 

not the case. (501.BB Balkan/9-949) Boe | , : 

501.BB Balkan/9-849 | Co | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Greek, 

— Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (J ernegan) a 

SECRET : _——,-s« FWasutneron,] September 8, 1949. 

Participants: The Greek Ambassador, H. E. Vassili Dendramis CS 

| | _ Mr. Dean Rusk, Deputy Under Secretary | 

po _ - Mr. John D. Jernegan, GTI Coe 

| - The Ambassador called at his request following his return from 

Paris where he had consulted with Greek Foreign Minister Tsaldaris. 

| He said that after their consultation, Mr. Tsaldaris had returned to 

| Athens and discussed the position with the Council of Coordination, | 

composed of the leaders of the political parties in the coalition gov- 

| ernment, plus the Commander-in-Chief, General Papagos. The Am- 

| | bassador had now received instructions approved by the Council. 

-- Te then read the attached statement, which he said should be regarded
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purely as an oral exposition of the Greek Government’s views and not 
asawrittencommunicationt vf | 7 | 

There followed some discussion of the reiterated Greek proposal 
for an Assembly recommendation that the UN members hold con- 
sultations to remove the menace from ‘Albania. Mr. Rusk again 
pointed out that it was difficult for the United States to support 
such a recommendation, since the principal responsibility for action 
under it would fall upon us. He said we would give this proposal 
renewed consideration but he could not hold out any encouragement 
that we would accept it. With respect to the apparent opposition of 
the Greek Government to any formal arrangement for conciliatory 
talks in the General Assembly, Mr. Rusk said that it seemed almost 
certain that something of this sort would be proposed and that it 
would be virtually impossible for the United States to reject it, so 
long as provision were made for the interested parties to participate. 

| We could reject any proposal for direct negotiations between Russia 
and the United States or among any other group which excluded 
Greece and her northern neighbors, since this would be in accord with 
our frequently stated position that we could not dispose of the inter- 
ests of third parties in their absence. However, we could not refuse to discuss questions like the Greek case if the parties at interest were 
to be represented. Mr. Jernegan suggested that in view of this, it 
might well be desirable for the United States to take the initiative 
in proposing conciliation rather than let the Soviets gain an advantage 
by being the first to advance the idea. | | 

2 The text of the oral statement made by Ambassador Dendramis is not printed. The principal points of the statement, which covered more than six typewritten pages in the source text, were as follows: 
1. Military operations had substantially liquidated the Greek guerrilla danger, Consequently, Greece’s position vis-a-vis the Soviet Satellites had greatly improved. 
2. The Soviet Government would be likely to turn any consultations to propa- ganda advantage by insisting on the discussion of subjects which the United States and Greece would wish to avoid, such as amnesty, the restoration of “democratic elements” in Greece, measures for the protection of Slav minorities in Greece, and the recognition of the present Greek-Albanian border as permanent, This would place the Western Powers in the position of either having to make concessions detrimental to Greece or appearing to block a settlement by rejecting the Soviet proposals. | ae 
3. Consultations at the General Assembly would not be the most favorable _ . means of achieving a real adjustment in the relations of Greece with her northern _  nheighbors. At the United Nations, the discussions would be public and would compel the Soviet Union to adopt a rigid attitude. Experience had shown that | | the only way to achieve any adjustments with the Soviet Union and its allies was | by quiet negotiations through regular diplomatic channels. The Greek Govern- _ ment would therefore prefer to have the United States confine its efforts in this direction to discreet diplomatic conversations in Belgrade and Sofia and some form of diplomatic approach to Albania. : ,
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Mr. Jernegan said the Greek Government appeared to be rather 

more confident than we were regarding the liquidation of the guer- 

villa threat. Despite the victories which had been won by the Greek 

forces, it still seemed possible that Albania and Bulgaria could re- 

| habilitate the guerrillas and arrange their re-entry into Greece to | 

resume the fighting. We therefore thought it was worthwhile to at- 

tempt to reach a political settlement at the General Assembly. He 

pointed out that there were two ways of removing the Albanian 

menace. One would be the use of some sort of force, but this would 

require action on the part of the United States which we had been | 

‘unable to see our way clear to take. The other would be to negotiate | 

an agreement which would give Greece at least some assurance that 

Albania would refrain from further intervention. The latter approach 

was what we had in mind in our planning for the General Assembly. 

We have not, however, contemplated that such an approach need 

involve any unacceptable concessions on the part of Greece. 

The Ambassador emphasized the belief of his government that the 

best procedure would be to approach the Albanian, Bulgarian and 

--Yugoslav governments through diplomatic channels and discreetly 

urge the resumption of normal relations and the cessation of inter- 

vention in Greek affairs. He pointed to the success which appeared | 

| already to have been achieved in the case of Yugoslavia, partly as a 

result of Ambassador Cannon’s talks with the Yugoslav Government. 

He thought the American Minister in Sofia might profitably take 

similar action. This sort of approach would avoid the dangers of 

public discussion at the UN during which a wide range of subjects _ 

might be brought up, subjects which we would not desire to discuss. 

Mr. Rusk asked whether the Greek Government had any special 

snformation to indicate that Bulgaria might be disposed to soften 

its position towards Greece. ‘The Ambassador replied that he himself 

had no such information but he believed the government in Athens 

had received some indications to this effect. es | 

Mr. Rusk asked how the Greek Government would react to a pro- 

posal that the present frontiers of Greece be considered as permanent. 

In other words, if the northern neighbors agreed to drop their agita- 

| tion about Greek Macedonia, would Greece be prepared to do likewise | 

| with Northern Epirus? The Ambassador replied that the two cases 

| were not comparable. Many Albanians desired a closer relationship | 

with Greece, perhaps even a form of federation. Although he did not 

directly answer the question, it was apparent that he did not think | 

| his government would accept a proposal of the sort mentioned by 

| Mr. Rusk. 

, - In the course of the discussion, Mr. Rusk asked what the Ambassador | 

would think of taking the case of the Albanian threat to Greece to
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the Security Council. Ambassador Dendramis indicated that he might _ look with favor on this even though a Russian veto was to be expected. | 7 He thought that this matter followed naturally from the proposed _ Assembly resolution for consultation among the UN members regard- | ing the Albanian menace. After holding such consultations, the UN 
members might recommend that the matter be presented to the Security Council, - It was agreed that the Department would give further study to the point of view expressed by the Greek Government and would inform 
the Ambassador of its conclusions. | _ ” 

In reply to a question, the Ambassador said that the Greek repre-_ sentatives in Paris and London had been given the same instructions as those he had just communicated to us. oo | | 

IO Files Oo eb age | | 
| Position Paper Prepared in the Department of State for the United - States Delegation to the United Nations} | 7 

| SECRET . oe : [Wasuineton,] September 9, 1949. 
SD/A/C.1/272 ee . 

| Untrep Srarns Posrrion on THe Grek Case at tae Fourrn 
ata, ASSEMBLY _ | | . | 

| ee THE PROBLEM a a 2 
The problem is to determine what position the United States Dele- | gation should adopt when the General Assembly considers the regu- lar and supplementary reports of the United Nations Special Com- mittee on the Balkans (UNSCOB) and further United Nations _ | action on the problem of Greece. a a | 

RECOMMENDATIONS ; a A. Procedural | Be | | 
1. On the procedural issue of the manner and extent of participa- | tion by Albania and Bulgaria in Committee 1 discussions, the United 

*This position paper was one of a series prepared in the Office of United Nations Political and Security Affairs constituting the instructions from the Department of State to the United States Delegation to the United Nations. The considerations and recommendations set forth here had been in the process of | being formulated for some time prior to the date of this final paper. The sub- stance of the recommendations of this paper were contained in telegram 1417, Baicom 296, August 29, to Athens, not printed (501.BB Balkan/8-2949). The text of Balcom 296 was in turn transmitted in telegram 3121, Atigust 80, to London and in telegram 3218, August 30, to Paris, for discussion with appropriate. British and French officials and was repeated in telegram 607, August 80, to Moscow, for information (501.BB/8-3049), | | | Oo
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States should favor the same arrangement provided for those gov- 

ernments at the 1947 ‘and 1948 Assemblies. (The Committee decided 

last October “to hear the statements of the Bulgarian and Albanian | 

delegations” and requested them “to place themselves at, the. disposal 

of the Committee in order to reply to any questions which may be put 

to them”. ) ee es , 

2. In the event of any effort to obtain a hearing at the Assembly | 

for representatives of the Greek guerrilla regime, the Delegation | 

should oppose such hearing and should point to Committee 1’s rejec- 

tion _of a similar proposal on October 25, 1948 as a clear precedent. 

B. Substantive : a aS : 

‘The following course of action is recommended in the expectation 

that the forthcoming UNSCOB supplementary report to the General 

Assembly will contain recommendations substantially along the lines 

of those which the United States Representative on the Balkan Com- | 

mittee has been instructed to support. It will be necessary to co- | 

ordinate the proposed course of action carefully with the British and - 

French, and, so far as the conciliation effort is concerned, with the a 

| Al When ‘Committee 1 first takes up the ‘UNSCOB reports, the 

- United States should propose that separate, initial treatment be given 

to the (expected) UNSCOB recommendation for consultations among | 

members with a view to achieving a settlement of the dispute between 

Greeceand hernorthernneighbors. — | es 

2. The United States should then propose, or support a proposal, 

that the President of the Assembly, and the Chairman of Com- 

mittee 1, arrange and guide consultations among the U nited Kingdom, - 

United States, France and the USSR, with appropriate participation 

for representatives of Greece, Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, in 

an effort to bring about an agreement ensuring the restoration of - 

: peaceful conditions along the northern frontiers of Greece. The United | 

States should endeavor to obtain terms of reference for the consulta- 

tive mechanism which will be simple and flexible and which in their | 

context will reflect our assurances to the Greeks that they would be 

| protected from discussion of their internal affairs in the conciliation 

- proceedings. | moe | Cee BE _ 

Provision should be made for a report to Committee 1 on the re- 

sults of the consultations within a specified period so as to ensure | 

| that there will be adequate time for later ‘Assembly action based on | 

| the outcome of such consultations. (A separate paper wi be fur- | 

| nished the Delegation on the subject of the United States negotiating 

| position in such projected consultations. That paper will also include 

a draft resolution suitable for adoption by Committee 1 on the pro- — 

| _ jected consultations, together with suggested points for inclusion in _ 

| a United States statement before Committee 1 when the Greek item 

| is first considered. ) aa ce ce , 

| : 501-887—77-——27 | | |
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| 8. In the event that the conciliation effort results in an acceptable 
_ agreement for settlement, the United States should join in an agreed 

report to that effect to Committee 1. The subsequent course of action 
by the Delegation in Committee 1 would depend upon the extent to 
which the plan of settlement envisages a role for the United Nations , 

| - and would have to be determined at a later date. | 
_ 4, If the conciliation effort proves fruitless, the Delegation should 

- endeavor to bring about a report to Committee 1, formulated so as to 
| demonstrate the insincerity of the Soviet professions of a desire for 

peaceful settlement in the Balkans. The report to-Committee 1 should 
also explain clearly the bases of the United States position during 

_ the consultations, and should be designed so as to reinforce the 
~ UNSCOB recommendations for further action. oo 

5. The United States should then move, in conjunction with the 
British and French, to have Committee 1, and the Assembly, adopt 

| a resolution along the following lines: => 

(a) The General Assembly again to find that the continued _ 
| _. aid to the guerrillas given by Albania and Bulgaria endangers 

__. peace in the Balkans and is inconsistent with the purposes and 
| principlesoftheCharter; = | a 

(6) The General Assembly to consider that, since Albania is | 
| _ the principal source of material assistance to the Greek guerrillas, 

_ the Government of Albania is principally responsible for the 
threat to the political independence and territorial integrity of 
Greece ; EL oe 

| _. (ce) The General Assembly to renew its call upon the Govern- ) 
ments of Albania and Bulgaria to cease forthwith their aid to , 
the guerrillas and for their cooperation with Greece and the | 
United Nations toward a peaceful settlement of their differences : 

| with Greece; — a ee | | 
_. (d) The General Assembly to call upon the Governments of 

- Albania and Bulgaria to permit verification on the spot by United 
Nations representatives of the claims of those Governments that 
they are disarming and interning Greek guerrillas fleeing into 

_ theirterritories; | a OO - 
(¢) The General Assembly to note with concern that increased | 

| support has been afforded the Greek guerrillas from certain states 
_ not bordering upon Greece, particularly Rumania, and to remind 

_ such states that this is contrary to the Assembly’s Resolution 
| _ 1938 (IIT) A of November 27,1948;2 | EL 

_.. (f) TheGeneral Assembly: a 
| (1) to state that world opinion has been profoundly disturbed to | 

— * Jearn that, in violation of- humanitarian principles, some | 
children. of adolescent age from among those previously re- 

~~ moved from Greece have been sent back to Greece:as guerrilla 
fighters | : 

_. *Regarding the resolutions on the Greek problem adopted by the United Na- 
tions General Assembly on November 27, 1948, see footnote 5 to telegram 308, 
Combal 368, February 18, from Athens, p. 254. a |
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(ii) to deplore failure on the part of those countries to which | 

| | Greek children have been removed to comply with the unani- 

_ mous Assembly Resolution 193 (IIL) C of November 27, 1948 ; 

(iii) to call upon such states to render wholehearted and early 

~~“ eompliance with that Resolution; _ a ae 

-[(g) The General Assembly to find that the shipment of arms | 

or other materials of war by other states to Albania and Bulgaria, 

go long as those Governments continue to furnish aid and assist- | 

ance to the Greek guerrillas, is inconsistent with paragraph 9 of — | 

~ Resolution 193 (III) A of November 97, 1948; the General 

Assembly to request all Members to. report periodically to the 

-Secretary-General whether in fact they are acting in accordance ~ 

- with that resolution. |? oO a | 

(h) The General Assembly to reaffirm the underlying principles 

~ contained in its Resolutions of 1947 and 1948 as providing a sound 

| basis for settlement of the Balkan problem; —__ ee 

(4) The General Assembly to continue United Nations ma-. . 

chinery with adequate powers of conciliation and observation for — | 

the purpose of furthering a settlement between Greece and its 

~ northern neighbors and of restoring peaceful conditions along the 

-- northern frontiers of Greece. Ce oe | 

Depending upon the outcome of the pro} ected conciliation effort, and 

after consultation with the Department and with other delegations, 

the Delegation should be prepared to develop proposals drawn from — 

one or more of the following alternatives: Bo | 

- (1) The continuance of UNSCOB in its existing form and with 

-- dtsexisting functions; 
a 0 a 

(9) Transformation of UNSCOB into a commission composed 

| of states represented on the Security Council with the same, or 

possibly expanded, terms of reference, and with an appropriate 

mewname; Lt cubeegh 
(3) Maintenance of the unified observation organization of 

| UNSCOB for the entire northern frontier region, with separate 

| conciliation commissions for Greek-Albanian and Greek- | 

| Bulgarian affairs and possibly one for Greek- Yugoslav affairs. 

Alternatively, there might. be a commission directed to devote its | 

_ attention to conciliation between Greece on the.one hand and. 

~ Albania and Bulgaria on the. other, ‘leaving political problems 

- between Greece and Yugoslavia to be worked out bilaterally, if 

| -“eonditions are favorable. > Cee Sea es Pea Oo! | 

| : CUSSION re 

The Greek Case will appear for the third time on the Assembly’s. 

| agenda. The problem has entered. a new phase internationally despite . 

! the fact that assistance is still being furnished the Greek. guerrillas. 

| by Albania and Bulgaria, and though increased support from Ru- | 

mania has been evident. The Greek Army is making outstanding 

8 Brackets in the source text. os , |
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| progress in destroying the guerrilla forces, most of the remnants of 
which have fled northward, chiefly into Albania. The Greek Gov- 
ernment is’ contemplating early announcement of a comprehensive, __ 
lenient program for the re-integration of ex-guerrillas into national _ 

— life. Announcement of such a program should induce considerable 
| numbers of guerrillastoabandonthemovement. === os 

With the intensification of her quarrel with the Cominform, Yugo-— | 
slavia. has: greatly curtailed, if not completely stopped, aid to the 
guerrillas. The prospects for some degree of rapprochement between 
Greece and Yugoslavia have correspondingly improved. Cut off as 
she is by Greece and Yugoslavia from direct contact with the Comin- 

_ form group, Albania becomes more vulnerable to western and United 
Nations pressure: Greece is no longer confronted by a solid bloc of 
equally hostile states at her northern frontiers. The Balkan situation 

_ seems to warrant a fresh effort, during the coming Assembly session, _ 
_ to promote a settlement of the Greek case under the auspices of the 

, United Nation, Dae hley h 
| _.. Various trends and developments of the. past six months point to | 

the advisability of making a new conciliation effort during the General 
| Assembly. The conciliation efforts of the Evatt group during the Assembly meetings at Paris and New York at least pointed the way 

toward means of achieving peaceful relations between Greece and the. 
three northern states. The Rusk-McNeil-Gromyko conversations on. 
Greece last spring gave rise to public expectation that further great 
‘power contacts might find a basis for the pacification of the Balkan 

- problem. The Soviet “peace proposals” regarding Greece; made during 
_ the Big’ Three conversations mentioned above, have not yet been fully 

answered by the western democratic powers, and will doubtless be 
put forward again by the USSR during the Assembly session, 

In the light of the above considerations, the. Department: favors 
: a procedure in Committee 1, at an early stage of the Assembly ses- 

_ sion, which. will provide for a renewed conciliation effort under the 
| auspices of that Committee along the lines outlined in recommenda- 

_ tions B-1 and 2, above. The, objective would be to bring about, on 
terms satisfactory to the United States and to the Greeks, .a-settle- 
ment or plan for settlement of the Balkan dispute which the Assembly | oe can endorse. The President of the Assembly and the Chairman of 
Committee 1 can be directed to arrange such consultations, with flexible 7 

_ arrangements for the mode of consultation between representatives of : | the Big Four and thoso of the Balkan States directly involved. An im- 
portant objective is to avoid placing the Yugoslavs in the position of 
having to take part in formal conciliation group meetings. Even if | events prove that the Soviets are not ready to cooperate toward a ,
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genuine settlement, it is believed that the effort should be made in order , 

further to highlight Soviet complicity in the plot against Greece and 

to. ensure wide support in the Assembly for another firm but construc- 

tive resolution. If the conciliation effort. is fruitless, the way would be 

epen for the Assembly to develop such a resolution. © 2 

The desired resolution should be based as far as practicable on the 

recommendations which we expect UNSCOB to make to the Assembly. _ | 

Elowever, it is the Department’s belief that the way should be left | 

open for the possible modification of UNSCOB or its replacement by 

new machinery, if such a course seems best calculated to.achieve better 

results during the post-Assembly period. This can best be determined | 

in the light of developments during the conciliation effort and of the 

prevailing atmosphere in the Assembly during discussion of the final 

resolution on this problem. If it becomes apparent that conciliation 2 

, on. terms acceptable to the West is impossible, the continuance of 

-UNSCOB may prove the most definitive answer. On the other hand, | 

_. itis recognized that a fresh psychological start could be obtained if.a 

new commission, or commissions, were established with better pros- 

pect of obtaining recognition from the northern governments. There 

is some danger that UNSCOB, if continued without some change, is 

likely to stagnate at the sacrifice of forward motion in United Nations 

handling of the problem. oo on 

_ Admittedly Greek- Yugoslav relations are already in a very different 

status than those between Greece, on the one hand, and Albania and 

- Bulgaria, on the other. This may permit somewhat different treatment 

of Greek-Yugoslav affairs by the Assembly including the possibility 

of relieving the United Nations Commission of responsibility for 

political or conciliation work in that respect. However, it is considered | 

probable that overall authority for United Nations observation of 

| conditions along the Greek frontiers should remain broad enough | 

| to include observation of the Greek-Yugoslav frontier area. 

501.BB Balkan/9—1049 : Telegram ere ea | . 

| —-* The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece * | | 

SECRET - Wasurneton, September 10, 1949—3 p. m. 

! 1503. Balcom 301. Accordance instr which he says have been ap- 

| proved by Council Coordination, Grk Amb informed Dept his Govt | | 

prefers UNSCOB and GA avoid attempt at formal conciliation talks 

| on Grk case during GA. Grk Govt considers guerrilla problem sub-. 

| stantially liquidated and fears conciliation talks wld lead to demands 

1Thig telegram was repeated to London as 8288 and to Paris as 8878. |
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for Grk concessions or intervention Grk affairs which existing situa- 
| _ tion does not require. Considers Grk position vis-4-vis Cominform so 

_ improved any polit settlement required can best be pursued quietly — 
_ through ordinary dip] channels. Desires therefore GA confine itself 

| to passing resolution strongly condemning satellites, especially Alb, 
_ and calling on UN members to consult re means of eliminating Alb 

threat to Grk independence and integrity? ee 
- Dept appreciates Grk desire avoid being placed in ‘position of dis- 

_ cussing internal affairs in UN or being forced reject “peace proposals” 
such as demand for renunciation claim northern Epirus. Nevertheless, 
we believe Grk Govt may be unduly optimistic re liquidation guerrilla 
threat and overlooking dangers continued support of guerrillas by — 
Alb and Bulg. We think positive effort achieve polit settlement during 
GA shld be made, and that western powers and Greece wld do well 
take initiative to prevent Soviets from posing as sole champions of 
peace. Furthermore, we believe in any case some form conciliation 

| __ talks or consultations will be proposed during GA and do not believe 
US cld oppose such proposal provided Greece were given opportunity 

_ We think dangers foreseen by Grks in GA consultations cld be 
| minimized by careful drafting terms of reference conciliatory group. 

| We wld of course be in best position control drafting if we, Greeks, — 
or Brit initiated proposal. ey ee | 

_ In anticipation such attempt at agreement. during GA session Dept 
_ endeavoring formulate basis for position to be taken during discussion. 

_ First step appears to be to seek Grk agreement on points involved. We 
_ suggest fol items for consideration by Grk Govt: Oe 

- 1. Prior to mtg of GA Grk Govt shld announce, on its own initiative, 
policy it will follow in treating guerrillas after main fighting has 

| ceased. This should be as lenient as possible. _ | 
2. Coupled with amnesty announcement Grk Govt might announce 

program for polit rehabilitation and econ reestablishment former a 
guerrillas, including perhaps promise of employment on public works | 
for those unwilling or unable return to former occupations. : 

3. Statement by Grk Govt that it wld welcome observation and ad- 
visory assistance of UN in rehabilitation program shld provide addi- 

- tional inducement to guerrillas to abandon struggle and also greatly —_ 
strengthen Grk position in GA discussion, even if UN shld find itself 
unable accept invitation. This connection, Australian proposal sub- 
mitted UNSCOB delegations wld seem to fit in (Combal 481 Sep 2%). — 

4. Grk Govt shld announce intention to hold new general elections | 
within specified period, with assurance elections wld be free and open 

* Regarding Ambassador Dendramis’ visit to the Department'on September 8 
to present the Greek Government views summarized here, see Jernegan’s memo- 
randum of conversation, p.401. a : | 

* Telegram 1758, p. 395. . Ss cee
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to uncensored observation by world press. (We understand elections | 

shld in any case be held by Mar 1950 to comply with-constitution, and 

7 we assume Grk Govt wld’see no difficulty in holding them if security 

conditions sufficiently improved.) We do not suggest that Communist 

Party be permitted compete in elections but still believe if internal 

situation Greece permits it wld be excellent polit move if elections eld 

be accompanied by simultaneous plebiscite on question of whether 

or not KKE shld be re-legalized. (See final para Dept’s Agram 

Jun 18+) Also consider it wld be desirable avoid any blanket prohibi- 

tion on voting by ex-guerrillas - and former members KKE as | 

individuals. ee a Oo Lea 

_ 5, Although it is not our intention this subj be discussed in con- 

ciliatory group, if proposal shld be made that elections be under 

internatl obsérvation, suggest, Grks be prepared accept this if it ap- 

peared to be sole obstacle to agreement on effective measures to protect , 

Greece against resurgence guerrilla activity. © oy oO 

6, Grk Govt shld be prepared accept proposal for mixed internat] 

frontier Comm under UN auspices to observe and control northern 

frontier and have access to all four countries. a 

7, Grk Govt might well reiterate acceptance principal bilateral — 

agreements with Alb, Bulg, and Yugo along lines proposed by Evatt — 

Conciliatory Comm at last GA session. Offer eld also again be made 

to restore full normal dip] relations and negotiate supplementary 

frontier conventions as well as commercial agreements or other ar- | 

rangements which might be necessary to resumptien normal inter- 

— course between states. OO Bn 

| Fol agreement with Greeks, and preferably Brit and French as well, 

on foregoing, we wld propose introduce resolution in GA directing | 

- GA president and chairman Polit Comite to arrange consultations 

among Big Four and with Alb, Bulg, Yugo, and Greece to work out 

settlement basis points 3, 6, and 7 above. Resolution wld define terms 

of reference so as to eliminate question of territorial claims or Grk © 

| ‘nternal affairs. If Soviets and satellites attempted modify terms | 

| reference in unacceptable fashion, we are convinced move cld be de- | 

| feated and do not believe Russians cld gain important propaganda | 

| advantage. | a | 

Wld appreciate your comments. If you believe points above form — 

suitable basis for approach, pls discuss with Grk Govt and report 

| reaction. We understand Grks already thinking along lines of most — 

| of suggested items. Dept hopes Grks will recognize importance utiliz- — 

| ing favorable atmosphere created by military victories to consolidate | 

| position through polit settlement. We think they wld be well-advised _ 

| adopt position indicated paras 1 through 7 even if there were not to a 

| be consultations at GA. So - | | 

| ‘ Airgram A-404, June 18, to Athens, p. 358.
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-Emb London and Paris pls discuss substance of foregoing with 
_ respective FonOffs, explaining position subj to modification in. light 

| their views and those of Amb Grady. 7 
ae a SS ACHESON 

oo | | Editorial Note — 

| On September 12, John C. Campbell, Acting Chief of the Division 
_ of Southeast European Affairs, prepared a policy paper, presumably 

in connection with the Secretary of State’s forthcoming conversation _ 
with British Foreign Secretary Bevin on various Balkan matters (see 
the record of their conversation on September 14, page 414). For the | 
text of the Campbell paper, see volume V, page 311. _ ce 

The future of the Albania regime, the interests of Yugoslavia, 
| Greece, and the Western Powers in Albania, and the possibilities which 

_ Were open to the United States in the area were questions which were _ 
_ also considered in the Policy Planning Staff’s paper PPS 60, Sep- 7 

tember 12, “Yugoslav-Moscow Controversy as Related to U.S. For- 
eign Policy Objectives.” These same Albanian questions were con- 
sidered again in the subsequent Report by the National Security . 
Council to Prestdent Truman, NSC 18/4, November 17, “United _ 

_ States Policy Toward the Conflict between the USSR and Yugo- 
| slavia.” For text of document PPS 60, see ibzd., page 947. NSC 18/4 | 

could not be declassified for publication with other 1949 documents. 

501.BB Balkan/9-1349 0 EE ee Oo | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Leonard J. Oromie of the | 

| Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs 

SECRET == = i ss—<—tstssSE Was TON] September 13, 1949. | 
_ Participants: Mr.Jernegan | 

Lord Jellicoe OO | | _ | 
Oo Mr.Cromie 0 | 

oo © Mr. Dixont 0 ne 
Problem: oo peg hg So 
Action required: Telegraphic Instruction to Mr. Drew, UNSCOB. Action referred to: Mr.Cromie ar ee er er 

Lord Jellicoe called at 12:00 noon by appointment at-his request 
to convey the British Foreign Office reaction to. certain American | 
views on the handling of the Greek item at the forthcoming GA2 

. *Ben Franklin Dixon, of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, - *Lord Jellicoe had previously met Jernegan and other officers of the Depart- ment of State on a number of occasions in late August and early September to discuss the manner of handling the Greek issue at the forthcoming session of the U.N. General Assembly. Records of the previous meetings are included in 
file 501.BB Balkan. |
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Lord Jellicoe opened the conversation by saying that the British 

Foreign Office is now substantially in agreement with United States | 

thinking as to the form and timing of the so-called conciliation talks 

during the GA but felt that exact details of this could be worked out 

in New York after the session convened. The Foreign Office does not, 

however, like the idea of establishing three separate committees to 

deal with relations between Greece, Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia 

respectively, but the Foreign Offfice thinks that this possibility need | 

_ not be expressly excluded in the UNSCOB recommendations, - 

~The Foreign Office, Lord Jellicoe continued, opposes the Australian 

proposal * regarding UN supervision of repatriation of the guerrillas 

to Greece for the following reasons: | . 

1. No UN body could assume responsibility for the safety of re- 

turning guerrillas which it will be difficult enough for the Greeks | 

themselves to guarantee. | | | ) 

9. There is no reason to concede Russian participation in such a | 

body where their nuisance value could be very high and difficult to 

control. : - 

8 The Russians would be able, by their control of individual | 

options, to select for their own purposes those guerrillas who would 

remain abroad and those who would return to Greece. | 

In any case, Lord J ellicoe concluded, the British Foreign Office feels | 

that the Greek Government should be consulted at a very early stage 

_ regarding this proposal and that we should not go forward with it 

"unless the Greeks areagreeable. | | 

Lord Jellicoe then went on to say that the Foreign Office feels that 

-UNSCOB should avoid a specific recommendation on the establish- 

ment of Mixed Frontier Commissions but believes that the establish- 

ment of such commissions would not necessarily be incompatible with — 

the continued existence of UNSCOB or a successor organization. 

: The Foreign Office agrees that UN observers should be invited to | 

verify the claimed internment and disarmament of the Greek ‘guer- 

 pillasin Albanian OO | 

The Foreign Office, finally, is decidedly cool to the idea of a referen- | 

dum on relegalization of the Greek Communist party simultaneous | 

} with the forthcoming planned Greek Parliamentary elections. The | 

| Foreign Office believes that the referendum is a successful political 

; institution only in highly developed countries such as Switzerlandand | 

| ‘that it has not been especially successful in Greece where past refer- 

| enda have been subject to political manipulation. Moreover, the simul- 

taneous holding of Greek Parliamentary elections and a referendum, 

| though logical and convenient, would be likely to confuse the Greek 

| 8The reference here is to the proposal made by Australian Representative 

nites and described in telegram 1758, Combal 481, September 2, from Athens,
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voters. When Mr. Jernegan and Mr. Cromie expressed some doubt as 
. to the cogency of these arguments, Lord Jellicoe indicated that the real 

_ reason for the British opposition may be that the referendum is not a | 
normal political device in British practice, a 

At the conclusion of the conversation Mr. Jernegan said that Mr. 
| Drew would be informed of the British Foreign Office views relating 

to the Atyeo proposal.+ on Tha | | a 

| * British objections to the Australian proposal were outlined in telegram 1546, Balcom 804, September 15, to Athens, not printed (501.BB Balkan/9-1549). 

875.00/9-1449 | : a 
| | Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | a . [Wasutneton,] September 14, 1949. 
| Participants: Mr. Bevin ~ whee fe | 

| Ambassador Sir Oliver Franks ? an 
Sir Gladwyn Jebb® - re 

| Sir Roger Makins¢ = ; | | 
| Mr. Barclay ° - | | Mr. Acheson | 7 | 

_.. Ambassador Jessup = | 
| Mr. McGhee? 7 

- _ Mr. Thompson ® | | oe Mr. Achilles ® oe ee 
Mr. Satterthwaite 1° oo 

_ With reference to Albania, Bevin said the British had followed a 
_ policy of unrelenting hostility to the Hoxha Government. Did we __ 

British Foreign Secretary Bevin was in Washington at this time in connec- tion with the First Session of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Council. | This conversation on Albania and Greece appears to have been part of a longer meeting held in Secretary of State Acheson’s office beginning at about noon during which a number of other topics were also considered. For the record of the — _ conversation.on Yugoslavia, see vol. v. p. 955. ne | | * British Ambassador in the United States. - a | * British Deputy Under Secretary of State; Superintending Under Secretary, _ United Nations Department, British Foreign Office. 
| _* British Deputy Under Secretary of State. BS ig Ly 7 ~ ®§ Roderick B. Barclay, Private Secretary to Foreign Secretary Bevin. | * Philip C. Jessup, United States Ambassador at Large. | 

* George C. McGhee, Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and African Affairs, ee a 
* Llewellyn B. Thompson, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for European | Affairs. | gee 7 - * Theodore C. Achilles, Director, Office of Western European Affairs. - . | a, Livingston L. Satterthwaite, Chief, Division of British Commonwealth Affairs, 

. a :
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think it possible to lure Hoxha along the path Tito had followed if 

favorable circumstances should arise? He said the British had not con- 

sidered this worthwhile, but thought we were inclined to take the 

contrary view. I said I did not think that we did. The differences 

revolve around whether we should take more active steps to make 

trouble for Hoxha. I said we had been trying to quiet the Greeks to . 

| dissuade them from precipitating a premature crisis in Albania, and 

that we thought the Albanian problem should be taken up in the UN 

' instead. If we are not too eager, so that Russia would not attempt to | 

exact a price, the Assembly might try to arrive at a solution which 

| would result in interning the Guerillas or putting them under UN 

7 supervision. Bevin asked whether we would basically agree that we 

try to bring down the Hoxha Government when the occasion arises? 

[said yes, but if this were precipitated now, the Greeks and Yugoslavs | 

might touch off serious trouble. Bevin agreed that we have to be care- | 

ful or Russia will intervene. He asked what government would re- 

place Hoxha if he is thrown out? Are there any kings around that 

could be put in? Mr. Thompson said a free Albanian Committee has 

been set up and would have a voice in the Government. Bevin was 

skeptical of the free Albanian Committee as a possible future govern- 

ment and said he thought a person we could handle was needed. 

‘Thompson said we had taken no decision with respect to a possible 

future government. The situation was still too fluid. We would have 

to reconsider it on a day to day basis and take advantage of any 

opportunities which may arise. Bevin said he thought Albania should _ 

be continually studied by US and UK experts. BS | | 

Bevin then asked our opinion of bringing up the Greek and | 

Albanian dispute for discussion among the Big 4. I replied I thought 

the Greeks would bring up the border situation in the General As- 

sembly. I expressed the opinion that we should listen to what the — | 

| Russians might have to say. If the Russians are looking to liquidate 

the situation, there are dangers in our taking the lead. If we are 

| anxious, the price goes up. Tf the situation is propitious maybe the 

, UN might suggest talks. Bevin inquired whether I meant the Big 

| Four. I said I did not mean the Council of Foreign Ministers—I 

| meant the UN representatives of the Big Four plus Greece, Albania, — 

| Bulgaria and Yugoslavia. Bevin said we had to be very careful about 

| accusing Russia about Greece, as there seemed to be no evidence of 

| direct Soviet intervention, but indicated acceptance of my suggestion 

without, however, indicating any enthusiasm. Bevin thought there 

| was a possibility Stalin wanted to write off the Greek situation as a 

| bad job, as long as the discussions about it were not handled through |
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any agency in which a veto could be exercised. Bevin then expressed 
| his annoyance at Evatt’s maneuvers and said he would ask Cadogan 

| _ te continue discussion with Jessup. Bevin said now that things were 
going better in Greece, we should avoid any more slips, as they might 

- affect the Middle East. GS ake 

| 501.BB Balkan/9-1549: Telegram Oo . | 
Lhe Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary — 

, a of State - CO 

SECRET PRIORITY Lonpon, September 15,1949—4 p.m. 
_ 8715. Supplementing Embtel 3682, September 131 reporting UK | 
Foreign Office reaction to Balecom 301, Rumbold states British Am- 

| - bassador Athens being instructed in substance as follows: 
. He should discuss with Grady and has authority to join him in 
offering advice to Greek Government along lines suggested in our 
points 1, 2 and 7, although advanced state of Greek Government 
amnesty plans may make point 1 redundant. As regards observation 
and advisory assistance of UN (point 3), he is instructed UK would 
prefer omit this since Greeks would no doubt welcome rehabilitation 
assistance providing Soviets did not participate in administering it 

| but UK hesitates to advise Greeks to ask for. such assistance unless 
| UK is prepared to join in giving it. ( Foreign Office interprets re- 

habilitation as meaning economic assistance. ) As to elections (our 
points 4 and 5), he is instructed that inasmuch as Greek Prime 
Minister is reported believing elections could take place beginning of 
1950, this is probably as far as Greek Government could be expected | 
to commit themselves at present. UK Foreign Office objections to 
idea of plebiscite on re-legalization of Communist Party have been 

oe repeatedly mentioned in telegrams to Washington and Grady does 
| not like idea either. Re international supervision elections, UK Foreign 

Office under impression Department agreed this was to be resisted 
and is therefore puzzled at Department’s apparent modification of — 
view. Re point 6, UK cannot foresee type of frontier commission which 
will emerge from discussions in GA. Consequently Greeks should not 
be pressed to commit themselves in advance on something unseen. End 
of instructions to British Ambassador Athens which was repeated to 
Washington, UK delegation New York and Belgrade. a | | 

_ Rumbold commented further upon vagueness of references to “con-— 
ciliatory group”. He again expressed opinion it should not be Four- 
Powered group or otherwise be participated in by Soviets but 

+ Not printed; it reported some tentative initial British Foreign Office reactions | | to the proposals set forth in telegram 1503, Balcom 301, September 10, to Athens, p. 409 (501.BB Balkan/9-1349). | | .
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suggested +t should include some officers of GA friendly to Western . 

Powers, possibly headed by Romulo? and Pearson,? and should prefer- 

ably not include representatives great powers as such. Embassy 

_ strongly concurs that such group should be formed under UN auspices 

at earliest opportunity to formalize end of Greek guerrilla war and 

should not include members from Soviet or satellite countries. | 

- Sent Department 3715; repeated Paris 705, Athens 58. a 
Oo | 7 | —_ Hones 

| 2 Brig, Gen. Carlos. P. Romulo, Philippine Permanent Representative to the 

United Nations ; President of the Fourth Session of the U.N. General Assembly. 

8 ester B. Pearson, Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs; Cana- 

dian Representative to the Fourth Session of the U.N. General Assembly and 

Chairman of the Assembly’s First (Political and Security) Committee. = 

- 501.BB Balkan/9-1549: Telegram = es 

The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Kirk) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET = Moscow, September 15, 1949—6 p. m. | 

9320. Depinfotel September 12 on Greek fear re proposed UNGA. 

conciliation talks. While agreeing that every effort should. be made 

to prevent Seviets from posing as sole champions of peace, I venture 

hazard view that normal sequel to present favorable course of events | 

in Greece should be conciliatory move from the opposition rather 

than from US (though we should, of course, be prepared to respond _ | 

to serious overture) ; and that we may be taking undue risks by pro- 

jecting new conciliation machinery and formulae just at a time when 

success by existing means seems in sight. I believe it important not to 

lose sight of fact that Soviets have shown no signs of relinquishing | 

their ultimate objectives in Greece. Though temporarily stalled by 

guerilla defeats and the Tito defection, I am convinced that Soviets 

| will continue to utilize every political or diplomatic opening to put 

| their friends in power in Athens. I believe that utmost vigilance — 

| should be exercised lest our conciliation efforts afford Soviets and | 

| Greek Communists entering wedge with which to turn their present 

military defeat into eventual political victory. Great as need may be 

| for putting Greek political house in order, the dangers inherent in 

| pushing ‘Greeks too far on amnesty and elections should not be | 

| minimized. ee ee ee | 

: On basis foregoing considerations I see oreat advantage in adher- 

| ing to procedure devised 1948 UNGA. whereby President GA and 

: chairman Committee 1 take lead in talks with representatives Greece 

| and its neighbors (Usun 1067 September 8 to Department *) as against 

- 1Not printed; it transmitted a summary of telegram 1503, Balcom 301, Sep- a 

| tember 10, to Athens, p. 409. — - _ a 

- * Not printed. 
Ne 

pe 
SR 
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| alternative proposals calling for US and Soviet participation. On | 
same grounds I question wisdom proposals envisaging abolition 

_. UNSCOB and substitution three new commissions therefor (Deptel | 
, — 607 August 30°). UNSCOB has done useful work in past and can 

| now (either under existing or possibly amended terms of reference). 
concentrate its efforts on Bulgarian and Albanian frontiers leaving 

_ Yugoslav-Greek frontier problems as much as possible to anticipated 
bilateral attention two governments directly concerned (unless un- 
expected but possible changes in Yugoslav leadership should neces- _ 
sitate renewed attention that boundary by UNSCOB. If purpose 
establishment new commissions is to solicit Soviet cooperation such 
action would appear to undermine moral and legal validity of good _ 
work done by UNSCOB in past and lend substance Soviet criticism 
that body. en | | : | 

Department will perceive that I feel strongly that. means and 
methods developed over considerable period to deal with Greek prob- 

| Jem represents sound and effective approach to peaceful settlement. 
This connection I am disturbed by September 14 BBC report sug- 
gesting possibility Greek unilateral military action against Albania 

| on basis article 51 UN Charter.* Especially in view Epirus question 
| Greek military move against Albania now would appear outright 

territorial aggrandizement (see Embtel 1701 July 8) and nullity — 
_ excellent plans outlined Deptel 607 August 30 for bringing maximum 
_, UNGA pressure to bear on Albania and other satellites as step to- 

| wardspacificationentirearea, 
Furthermore, any such move by Greeks could have endless reper- 

| cussions, most certainly vis-a-vis the Soviets and would also interject 
serious complication Yugoslav position. | ee | 

_ Athens pleasepasstoUNSCOB. = = | Se 
Sent Department 2320 Department pass London 246, USUN 5, Bel- 

grade 118, Athens 71, Sofia 44. oe a 
a | oe oo  Korx © 

~ = Not printed; it transmitted the substance of the recommendations subse- 7 
quently set forth in document SD/A/C.1/272, September 9, p. 404. - ne 
“In his telegram 1840, September 14, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador 

Grady reported that in a speech made in Larissa on September 11 and carried in 
the Athens press on September 13, Greek War Minister Kanellopoulos had warned 

- Greece’s northern neighbors that renewed support by them for the guerrillas | 
~ would result in Greek military action to destroy the guerrilla bases.. Grady 

interpreted this statement, foreshadowing a possible invasion of Albania, as | 
reflecting Greek Army views. (868.00/9-1449)) Beer , | 

| Bo Editorial Note © 

On September 16, 1949, the United Nations Special Committee on 
the Balkans completed and signed in Athens.a Supplementary Report 
covering the period of August and early September. The Report
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called attention to the virtual elimination of guerrilla warfare along 

the northern Greek frontiers, to the fact that large numbers of guer- | 

 yillas had fled across the frontiers, especially into Albania, and to 

the closing by Yugoslavia of its frontiers with Greece. The Committee _ 

also made ten recommendations to the General Assembly. For the text 

of the Report, U.N. doc. A/981, September 19, 1949, see United Na- 

tions, Official Records of the General Assembly, Fourth Session, Furst 

Committee, Annex, page 1. For the text of the recommendations of | 

the Committee, see Department of State Bulletin, October 17, 1949, | 

page 488. - ee | 

——--§68.00/9-1649: Telegram Se 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY ArsEns, September 16, 1949—8 p. m. | 

| 1854. Deptel 1503 September 10. As GA session approaches Greeks 

beginning to fear they may have much to lose and little, if anything, 

to gain. It is this feeling and not over-confidence which makes them 

fear formal conciliation talks. They are particularly anxious re Big 

Four discussions fearing compromise which might provide opportu- 

nity for Russians to intervene in Greek internal affairs such as elec- 

tions and treatment guerrillas and thus continue through political 

means unrest and disorder that will require expenditure American aid 

largely for non-productive purposes. _ OC Oo 

Greeks are not unduly optimistic. Such optimism as ‘exists here 

consists in feeling, as pointed out mytel 1804, September 101 that 

military victory has been achieved so far as it is within Greece’s 

power. Even this tapering off as result recent raid by Petritis Guer- _ | 

- yilla band which caused’ over ten thousand resettled refugees to flee 

back to Yannina. Excellent work by ECA welfare section resulted 

in return of these people to land within short time but lesson has not 

‘been lost on Greek public. Greeks certainly are not over-optimistic 

concerning chances of international action to prevent return of guer- 

villas from Albania and Bulgaria. Quite the contrary. See Embtel 

1835, September 14.7 - re 
I had hour’s talk with Pipinelis before US departure and lengthy | 

conversation yesterday with Tsaldaris. It was unnecessary to raise | 

| specific points Deptel 1503 as both were familiar with and apprehen- | 

sive of ‘Department’s current proposals as result. messages received 

from Dendramis. I assume officials of Department and our delegation 

will have ample opportunity discuss these and related matters with | 

-Tsaldaris and Pipinelis during GA. It should be remembered that 

1Not printed. ss” 7 es
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| Pipinelis memorandum which forms basis for Greek amnesty and in- 
' ternal conciliation measures scheduled shortly to become law was 
- designed to prevent international intervention such Greek internal 
affairs as treatment guerrillas. (Embdes 640, September 6”). - 

[believe Foreign Minister and other Greek leaders realize necessity | 
for Greece to present itself in best possible light before world public 
Opinion as represented in GA. They are therefore prepared to an- 
nhounce prior to GA consideration of Greek case their plans for guer- 
rilla rehabilitation, suspension of executions and elections. They are 
hot prepared, however, to commit themselves in advance to adopt 

_ ‘Measures they consider dangerous to their national security such as 
re-legalization KKE and admission of Russian right to mix in Greek | 
internal affairs in order to lay basis for possible deal with USSR. 

_ My views on specific points raised in Deptel 1503, September 10 
. | are > : an | os cas Ae . . : . , - 

--——- Item 1, This covered by: Pipinelis plan, formal announcement of _ 
which should be forthcoming within few days. | ee 
Item 2. Pipinelis plan will provide opportunity for gradual rehabili- 

: _ tation such former guerrillas as can and do surrender as well as those 
| now in Greek hands. It is impossible for government to guarantee 

employment and other benefits for ex-bandits: beyond its capability — | to do so for refugees and other loyal elements reduced to present 
_- straitsbybanditactivities vee 

Item 3. Greeks would strongly oppose UN guidance on guerrillas 
_ rehabilitation program, but might accept if UN were to contribute 

material financial assistarice this purpose. I support Greek position. 
| this matter but would endorse plan provided UN Committee excluded | 

_ Russians and was assured entrance Albania and Bulgaria to determine 
a wishes of guerrillas and to escort to Greece those guerrillas. who 

| wished to leave and to register remainder as relinquishing Greek 
nationality. BS rr 

_ Htem 4. Greeks favor holding elections soon as practicable and I | 
| _ will urge Greeks to make early announcement their intention this 

| _ respect. I continue to be strongly opposed plebiscite on re-legalization 
| KKE which would probably be boycotted even by small minority 
. favoring KKE with resultant contribution to Monarcho-Fascist 

myth and likening of vote to totalitarian plebiscite. In any case Greeks 
| would not for a moment even consider it. ve Ee 

Item 5. International supervision: of elections (which Department 
a has opposed heretofore) would make whole subject of re-legalization | 

KKE voting privileges ex-guerrillas, et; cetera, matter for interna- . 
_ tional. discussion and negotiation of sort that must. be. avoided if 

| Greece is to achieve some semblance of order, We might counter de- 

a ? Not printed: it transmitted the text of a memorandum, datea August 12, 1949, 
setting forth the recommendations of Greek Permanent Under: Secretary for 
Foreign Affairs Pipinelis regarding amnesty to the Greek guerrillas and their 

, active supporters. Pipinelis had informed the Hmbassy in Athens that his memo- | 
randum had been approved by King Paul, Prime Minister Diomedes,. General | Papagos, and the Greek Coordination Council. (868.00/9-649) | a
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mands for this action by proposing similar action in Albania or other | 

satellite states, particularly ex-enemy countries. We must steadfastly 

assume that Greece has the right and ability to run her own affairs. 

Item 6. Establishment of frontier commission is kind of practicable | 

| international action which I feel we should support. I trust that plans. 

~ for such commissions include provisions for UN officials or other non- | 

partisan arbiters since commissions consisting only of Balkanites ; 

might well be little more than mutual accusation societies. However, 

Greeks should not be pressed on this point until nature of commission _ 

much clearer. _ eee 

Item 7. I also endorse proposal for Greeks to reiterate willingness 

conclude bilateral agreements with its northern neighbors including _ 

establishment frontier conventions and resumption normal diplo- . 

matic relations. Greeks would, however, in my opinion, be justified 

in demanding effective guarantees cessation Albanian and Bulgarian 

aid to guerrillas and return of Greek children. SP cee, | 

In general, we should concentrate on securing strong GA recom- 

mendations that provide some hope of interfering with, if not certain : 

to bar return of guerrillas from Albania and Bulgaria. This connec- 

tion I consider proposed UNSCOB recommendations include several | 

points such as eight and nine (Combal 486, September 11°) that | 

might prove useful in providing protection for Greece. Similarly I 

would favor that consultation between Greece and northern neighbors | 

| be under UN rather than Big Four auspices unless concrete indica- 

tions are available of alteration USSR attitude. Greek Government in | 

any case strongly opposed to intervention Big Four, = | 

YT am conferring with British Ambassador but considering my — ) 

views expressed above and those contained London telegram 3015, 

September 15, I feel we have no basis joint discussion with Greeks | 

| at present. ee ha 
In conclusion, I suggest we adhere to our policy of non-interference 

in Greek internal affairs and that we concentrate our efforts on heart 

of problem, viz., Albania and Bulgaria. In this connection I commend 

to Department’s attention Moscow Embassy’s admirable telegram 

2320, September 15. | - pe ee 

Drew has read this telegram and concurs generally but prefers 

withhold detailed comment until he arrives US.. se 

Sent Department 1854; repeated London 77, Paris 98, Belgrade 

| 74, Sofia 51; Department pass Moscow 28. od . ; as 

® Not printed ; st transmitted the draft text of the Supplementary Report of the | 

oo Special Committee on the Balkans. Points 8 and 9 recommended that the General 

Assembly provide for appropriate machinery to further a settlement between | 

| Greece and its northern neighbors and call upon the Governments. of Albania, 

Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia to cooperate with the appropriate international bodies 

in the verification of assertions that Greek guerrillas entering their territory 

were being disarmed. In the final version of the Supplementary Report, dated | 

September 16 (see the editorial note, supra), these points, somewhat revised, 

appeared as items 9 and 6, respectively. 

501-887-7728 OO | ) | 

i :
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868.00/9-1749: Telegram aoe oO | 
| The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET _-—-- Parts, September 17, 1949—8 p. m. | 
| 8837. Deptel 3204, August 29.1 While cool from the start to whole 

: conception of tripartite démarche to Albanians, on whose timeliness 
and. efficacy they entertain real doubts, French are willing to asso- 
ciate themselves with US and UK in note to be delivered by French 
Minister, Tirana. General atmosphere in Foreign Office is “if you 
really feel strongly about it we will not stand in your way.” | 

, Regarding text, Foreign Office considers draft in Deptel satisfac- 
_ tory through third sentence of paragraph 2 ending “reentry into 

Greece” although they think it would be useful to include some ref- | 
: erence to recent Albanian declaration regarding internment and dis- 

arming of guerrillas. They object to final sentence second paragraph | 
| on grounds it holds. forth unrealizable promise of rewards. Their — 

thinking in this respect follows that of British as reported in London’s 
3538.2 They object to last paragraph as repetitive and superfluous. 

French Embassy Washington fully instructed and will presumably 
present note. | Tete 7 | eS SO 
_ Sent Department. 3837, repeated London 634, Athens 56. 

| 1 Same as telegram 3099; August 29, to London, p. 392. - a 
* Ante, p. 398. ae ee . 

__* The French Embassy note anticipated here has not been found in the files of 
the Department of State. | a oe me fh 

| - 868.00/9-2049: Telegram , ' / 
Oo The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece+ 

| SECRET — .., Wasnineron, September 20, 1949—7 p. m. 
| 1577. Deptel 3099 to Lon Aug 29, rptd Athens 1416, Paris 3204. 

Upon reexamination problem tripartite démarche Alb and for several 
reasons, notably coolness from some quarters to idea, time elapsed 

_ and fact GA now in session, Dept: proposes suspending considera- 
_tiondémarchethistime. a 

Ideas developed during exchange tels this subj can be impressed 
upon Albans, and more important, upon Russ during course GA dis- | 
cussions if appropriate, and devs there may lead to other possibilities 
of resolving problem. te se SS SEs ee | 

| _ ' This telegram was also sent to London as 3418, to Paris as 3521, to Belgrade 
as 599, to Moscow as 671, and to Sofia as 334. IEEE EE |
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Fr and Brit Embs here being advised accordingly. Fr Emb was_ | 

told we wld see no objection to informal observations by Fr Min 

Tirana on appropriate occasion along lines that Alb wld have much 

to gain and nothing to lose by permitting neutral verification their | 

claim re internment, disarmament guerrillas if made in good faith.’ 

| Ce pO oe | WEBB 

? British ‘Bmbassy Second Secretary Lord Jellicoe and French Embassy Second 

Secretary Jean-Claude Winckler were called to the Department of State on Sep- 

tember 23 to be apprised of the decision set forth in this telegram. ‘The British 

Foreign Office had already made known its gratification at the decision. Winckler | 

stated that the French Foreign Ministry did not approve of the informal French : 

démarche. suggested in the third paragraph of this telegram. The French For- . 

| eign Ministry felt strongly that nothing should be done which might in any way 

serve to encourage or bolster the current Albanian regime (memorandum of 

| conversation by Cromie, September 23, 1949: 868.00/9-2349). | | —— 

860H.00/9-2149: Telegram = } | | 

The Ambassador in Yugoslavia (Cannon) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET _ Brrcraps, September 21, 1949—4 p. m. | 

964. I was this morning invited to have look at bust of Tito being | 

made by sculptor Jo Davidson, and Tito then took me aside for half 

hourconversation. = a sts 7 i 

“His chief concern was danger of Greek action against Albania 

“please inform your government this would create most difficult situa- | 

fion for us. It is vital to us Albanian independence be respected. 

Greeks must not be allowed settle things their way.” I assured him | 

| we had already given “strong advice” to Greek Govt and thought 

that situation would be kept in control. I added that US has always | 

stood for independence. Albania and we are not supporting idea of 

frontier changes. I then said that as regards internal situation in - 

Albania if we accept reports of unrest caused by economic troubles 

| and progressive demoralization Albanian people, themselves, might 

‘be obliged to take matters into their hands. He said, “that’s all right. 7 

Tt is their business how Albanians manage their affairs as long as | 

other people keep out of it. It would be very hard for us if there 

| should be intervention from outside. Let Greeks again be told”’2 | 

For other topics discussed see separate telegram. Dept will note this _ 

telegram not being repeated Athens or elsewhere. re 

a ee RS - Cannon | - 

| 1 Regarding earlier Yugoslav appeals for a warning to the Greek Government — 

to desist from intervention into Albania, see the editorial note, p. 886. 

| | 

| 
| | 

| 7
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. - 868.00/9-2249 ; Telegram. . . a | 

«Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the United States Mission to the 
0 eee _ United Nations, at New York | 

SECRET | _Wasuineton, September 23, 1949—6 p. m. 
Gadel 9. Athens tel 1905 Sept 22 to Dept.? For Howard. Pls inform — 

Tsaldaris and Venizelos * of Dept’s hope they will be able give prompt 
approval to draft leniency legis in order permit its pub and adoption 

__ prior opening Grk discussions. Dee —— | 
_ At same time you may express Dept’s astonishment and disappoint- 

— _ Inent at apparent capitulation of polit leadership to mil auths on 
matter of executions.* Orig Pipinelis proposal for immed suspension — 
executions followed by abolishment capital punishment for all rebel- 
lion offenses upon cessation guerrilla resistance wld have had maxi- ~ 

| mum impact free world press and opinion, wld have corresponded 
elementary requirements j ustice in view strong possibility judicial 
errors and excesses, and wld have placed squarely upon guerrillas 
responsibility for continuing executions their own sympathizers. Wld 

| it not at least be possible reach compromise suspending and abolishing 
capital punishment for crimes lessthan murder? 

It is not clear from Athens Reftel whether leniency-measures will 
| _ apply also to over 2500 “December criminals” now languishing five | 

years under technical sentence death. You might suggest that time of _ adoption overall leniency — program wld. seem best psychological 

| . ‘This telegram was also sent to Athens as 1604, For President Truman’s views _ on the subject under reference here, see Acting Secretary Webb’s memorandum | _ Of his conversation with the President on September 26, p. 427, ie "Not printed; it transmitted a summary of the principal provisions of draft amnesty legislation prepared by Greek Minister of Justice George Melas. The draft legislation, which had been approved in general by the Greek Coordina- tion Council, had been taken to New York by Deputy Prime Minister Venizelos to Secure Tsaldaris’ approval and support. Melas’ draft legislation differed sharply from suggestions made in mid-August. by Pipinelis, in particular the rejection of , the Pipinelis proposal for the abolition of executions for all crimes committed in connection with the rebellion. (868.00/9-2249) . ce _ *Greek Deputy Prime Minister Sophocles Venizelos and- Foreign Minister Tsaldaris were serving as representatives on the Greek Delegation to the General Assembly. : , ee a - * Telegram 1571, September 19, to Athens, not printed, stated that the Depart- ment of State was disturbed by press reports that strong pressure from. mhilitary | leaders had caused the Greek Government to backtrack on the announcement of suspension of executions. Ambassador Grady was authorized to inform. appro- . priate Greek authorities of the Department’s concern and of the great importance _ Which the Department attached to the suspension of executions. (868.00/ 9-649) ,
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moment resolve this long outstanding problem on realistic basis that 

Greece cannot execute 2500 people without creating internat! furor.® : 

ee | WEBB | 

5 Telegram Delga 20, September 24, from New York, not printed, transmitted 

a brief, agreed record of conversation of September 23 between Tyaldaris and | 

Venizelos and Harry N. Howard, an adviser to the United States Delegation to 

the General Assembly. Tsaldaris informed Howard that he and Venizelos had 

approved the draft legislation which aready had been fiown to Athens and would 

soon be discussed by the Greek cabinet and be submitted to the Greek Parliament. 

With respect to the 2500 prisoners held in custody since the December 1944. | . 

rebellion, Venizelos doubted whether any would be executed save in cases of 7 

criminals charged with several murders. ( 501.BB/9-2449) | 

868.00/9-2349 : Telegram : oO ee a 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece* | 

TOP SECRET | Wasuineton, September 93, 1949—7 p. m 

1605. Dept informing Tsaldaris that while we understand he may a 

be obliged make some statement in GA re Alb in view advanced pub- | 

licity in Greece and in order satisfy Grk opinion, we hope this will 

be confined to general declaration along lines Greece will defend it- 7 

self in event armed attack. Such general declaration shld be unobjec- 

tionable and might even have some psychological value in stressing 

importance solution Grk problem and in giving Alb and USSR some 

 eause for reflection. On other hand categoric statement Greece will 

| invade Alb if guerrillas permitted return might expose Greece to 

charge of aggressiveness, open protracted GA debate on applicability | 

Art 51 this situation, or quickly be exposed as bluff by subsequent 

developments. a a ee 

As you know, Dept considers any invasion of Alb wld be extremely : 

unwise even from Grk point of view. Impossible foresee consequences | 

such action and repercussions likely spread far beyond Balkans and 

be of most dangerous character. Therefore, despite recognition of 

great provocation which wld be produced by renewed guerrilla in- 

eursions from Alb, believe we must be absolutely firm in preventing _ 

Grk mil attack that country. hE pe | | 

So long as Grk action not imminent we of course prefer confine 

| ourselves to type of advice you have been giving and which Dept has 

given Grk Amb here, pointing out dangers to Greece of any drastic | 

steps such as Grk officials have recently suggested publicly. However, 

| if at any time it appears Grks are about to attack and normal dip! 

| _ampig telegram was repeated on September 24 as 3479 to London, 2328 to Rome, 

i and 576 to Belgrade. Regarding President Truman’s approval of the instructions 

i contained here, see Acting Secretary Webb’s memorandum of his meeting with 

the President on September 26, p. 427. | . ae
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representations are insufficient to influence them, you shld, after con- | sultation with ur Brit colleague and preferably in conjunction with 
him, immediately bring strongest pressure against Grk mil action | until you have had opportunity consult ur Govt. If you consider it 
necessary, you may say that US wld be unable support Greece in any 
UN Security Council case arising out of such action, that we wld be 

_ forced reconsider our entire policy toward Greece and that you will 
_ recommend ur Govt immediate cessation mil assistance to Greece. _ | 

cy SRP a _ Wrpp 

-801.BB Balkan/9-2449 : Telegram : 
Lhe Ambassador in Yugoslavia (Cannon) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Brxerapr, September 24, 1949—8 p. m. 
_ _ 981. Athens 1854, September 16 just received here after servicing. | I confess to much sympathy with Greek Government position and | fully endorse. Grady’s recommendations. We are also impressed by | Moscow’s 2320, September 15 and would only observe that mm support- 

. ing idea of separate frontier commissions we did not and do not 
believe they would map retreat from or even curtailment of UNSCOB. 
Moreover record will show this Embassy has been skeptical of con- 
ciliation projects and still feels we should give not one inch to projects | which would enable Soviets to transfer to political field what. they 
have failed to achieve by military intervention. —’ 
We should not like to see any unnecessary broadening of what seems | basic issue in Greek problem, i.e. closing of northern frontiers to guer- 

rilla incursions. Like Embassy Moscow, we would favor new attempts at, political settlement (but of border issue only) through President 
GA and Chairman Committee 1 and it would appear (Department’s 
infotel September 2, 5 p. m.*) that UK favors similar procedure. 

| Soviet Union acting through Albania and Bulgaria may not permit _ | agreement on basic issue of effective frontier conventions unless per- | _ mitted to participate in over-all settlement Greek case including in- _ ternal issues. However we recall nothing in history of western negotia- | _ tions with Moscow to encourage belief that satisfactory solution of Greece’s internal problems may thus be achieved and in any event we 
wonder whether Moscow may not now be sufficiently worried over | Albania’s shaky isolation to permit conclusion this key frontier agree- - ment. Exclusion of Moscow at this stage seems to us well worth trying. 

- We believe Yugoslavia would be more disposed to cooperate with 
UN President and Chairman Committee 1 than with any group Soviet Union can use as propaganda sounding board although present Yugo- _ 

*Not printed.
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slav concern over Albania may well oblige them to continue to press 

for Albanian-Greek frontier conventions prerequisite to Yugoslav- 

Greek agreement despite Bebler statement (see Embtel 898, Septem- | 

ber 8?). 
OO a 

Since we do not now see anything incompatible between existence of 

UNSCOB (though emphasis in operations may be shifted), proposal | 

for separate border conventions and in view stubborn opposition of | 

Bulgaria, Albania and Yugoslavia to UNSCOB we wonder whether _ 

insistence on UNSCOB participation in border supervision is advis- | 

able or necessary under terms original GA resolution. At same time 

it is clear that notable lack of progress in achieving return of refugees | 

~ and children from Cominform countries makes imperative continua- 

tion UNSCOB with emphasis on its activities these matters. 

‘Sent Department 981, repeated Athens 63. Department pass Moscow 

as 129. oe Se a 

ed | _ Cannon 

-2Not printed; in it Ambassador Cannon reported that during a conversation 

that day, Yugoslav Assistant Foreign Minister Bebler stated that Yugoslavia no 

longer ‘was. concerned about maintaining solidarity with Albania and Bulgaria 

(501.BB Balkan/9-849). _ oO | 

768.75 /10-149 - | | 

Memorandum of M eeting With the President, Monday, | 

September 26, by the Acting Secretary of State* a ; 

TOP SECRET | | [Wasurneton,] October 1, 1949. 

AUTHORIZATION TO Awpassapor Gravy To Usz Drastic Mrasures Ir | 

Necessary To Prevent GREEK Invasion oF ALBANIA 

The President read our telegram of instructions to Ambassador _ 

Grady, and approved it.? He indicated, however, that he thought the | 

present Greek Government was like any other dog who has been down | 

in a fight and then gets on top. He believes it is necessary for us to 

restrain the Government and take whatever steps are necessary to | 

prevent the wholesale slaughter of prisoners. He thinks the Govern- | 

ment should take steps, in which we should join, to rehabilitate the 

| people, who have been so debilitated by the guerrilla activity, and © 

that as hostilities clear all the Greek people should be given an op- 

poe portunity to progress. He feels that the Greek Government has been 

| 17Tnis is one of several memoranda by Acting Secretary Webb on the various 

| individual topics taken up with the President on September 26. | 

| | * The reference here appears to be to telegram 1605, September 23, to Athens, = 

| p. 425. The remainder of the discussion appears to refer, however, to the matter 

| dealt with in telegram Gadel 9, September 23, to New York, p. 424. 7 

| 
. 

| | |
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, unnecessarily brutal in punitive measures and that we have some re- a sponsibility torestrainthese. = oe OS 
a Oo Saas E. Were 

— 868.00/9-2849: Telegram : | | 
| Lhe Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET —  AvemNs, September 28, 1949—11 a. m. 
1949. ReDeptel 1604, September 23.1 Embassy officers have called 

on Prime Minister and War Minister to stress importance immediate 
passage satisfactory leniency law. They confide that yesterday they 
persuaded General Papagos to agree to amendment leniency law to 
provide all court martial death sentences passed on civilians be re- 
viewed by specially created civilian pardon boards.? They state that 
as Rendis and Melas also favor amendment no doubt of its inclusion 
in law which they insist will be enacted this week. | oO 

| War Minister agrees press for further amendment providing. im- 
mediate restoration civil rights on release from Makronnisos orga- 
nization * and for revision articles 6 and 19, He expressed confidence — 
martial law could soon be lifted Crete and most Aegean islands, but 
said this not yet feasible Peloponnesus and other parts Greece. He _ 
firmly opposed civilian control Makronnisos organization, a matter — 

| Embassy considers of minor importance. | | 
Diomedes, Canellopoulos and Melag seem to realize importance this 

| subject and I am hopeful of immediate action. _ a 
| a _ Grapy 

* Same as telegram Gadel 9, September 238, to New York, p. 424. | | * Telegram 1953, September 28, from Athens, not printed, reported that all _ Athens newspapers that day published an announcement by Prime Minister | Diomedes that a special section of the Supreme Council of Pardons would be established to examine all court-martial death Sentences against civilians (868.00/ 9-2849). On September 30 Prime Minister Diomedes announced that as of that day the execution of all death sentences would be suspended until reviewed by the Council of Pardons. The action was taken in conformity with draft clemency legislation introduced in the Greek Parliament the same day. The clemency law was subsequently enacted on October 6. ee a oe . 3A detention and rehabilitation center for captured guerrilla soldiers, a 

| 868.20/9-2849 : Telegram / en SO oe 
_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece | 

SECRET | _ Wasurneton, September 28,1949—7 p.m. 
Gama 54. Budget for remaining three qtrs FY 50 MAP Program 

for Greece soon to be submitted to Bur Budg will provide $106.4 mil
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for Army $7.9 mil for Navy, $15.7 mil for Air—a total of $130 mil. | 

This amount plus $81 mil for Turkey will total $211 mil provided for Le 

under Title II MAP Authorizing Legis. This amt rep funds required | 

for obligation during last three quarters FY 50. In terms of matériel 

Grk program has been developed against requirements outlined Dec 6, 

1948 AMAG Budget, minus $20 mil cutback by Bur Budg last spring 

and excluding first quarter FY 50 Grk requirement (est at approx 

37.9 mil dols) provided by interim appropriation. oe 

Inasmuch as requirements set forth in AMAG Dec Budget have | 

- undoubtedly changed and in view success Operation Torch* there 

is strong feeling in Bur Budg that $180 mil program outlined above — | 

cld be further reduced as much as $50 mil. However, insufficient data - 

available here estimate how much of replacement and re-equipment 

program contemplated in previous budget nec to meet requirements. 

for eventual 80,000 man Grk Armed Force contemplated para G ~ 

Van Fleet’s 14045? and to what extent large items individual equip- | 

“ment and ammunition contemplated in previous budget have been 

met or are still required. Pe) a | a 

Ur full comments and recommendations requested soonest as to pos- 

sibility making any such further reduction FY 50 budget, bearing in | 

- mind current levels of supply in Greece, planned strength Grk Armed 

Forces during FY 50 as recommended Amag 74," and estimated oper- 

ational requirements duringremainderthisFY. a 

a ee ee ee WEBB 

“anne final Greek National Army operation in August 1949 during which the 

. guerrilla forces ‘were cleared from the Greek-Albanian frontier. : 

_ *? Not printed.. Bt ae a ne - were 

| ® Not printed ; it reviewed recent progress in reducing the size of the American 

Military Advisory Group in Greece and ‘the Greek National Army (868.00 (P)/ 

9-2349). oe | so o | 

oe Editorial Note - OO | 

| The Fourth Session of the United Nations General Assembly opened > 

on September 20, 1949. Despite the opposition of the Soviet Union 

and the states of Eastern Europe, the Assembly agreed to place the 

| Greek question on its agenda once again. The Assembly also referred 

| the issue to its First Committee for consideration. During the gen- 

| __ eral debate in the General Assembly (222d to 229th Meetings, Sep- _ 

| tember 21-26), various aspects of the Greek question were raised. For | 

| the official records of these meetings, see United Nations, Officcal 

| Records of the General Assembly, Fourth Session, Plenary Meetings, 

| pages 1-95. (Hereafter cited as GA (IV), Plenary.) For the text of 

| | |
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| Secretary of State Acheson’s address ‘to the Assembly Plenary Session on September 21, see Department of State Bulletin, October 3, 1949, pages 489-497. For an account of the Greek question in the general 

debate of the Assembly, see Harry N. Howard, The Greek Question | tn the Fourth General Assembly of the United Nations, Department — | of State Publication 3785, International Organization and Conference Series ITT, 47, reprinted from the Department of State Bulletin, Feb- | Tuary 27 and March 6, 1950 (Washington: Department of State, Division of Publications, Office of Public Affairs, 1950), pages 3-5. (Hereafter cited as Howard, The Greek Question in the Fourth — General Assembly.) = BO i _ The first phase of discussion of the Greek question in the First 
(Political and Security) Committee of the United Nations General _ Assembly began at the Committee’s 275th Meeting on September 28 | _ with the consideration of an Australian proposal for the appoint- _ ment of a new Conciliation Committee whose objective would be to reach a pacific settlement of the existing differences between Greece | on the one hand and Albania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia on the other. 
The resolution, which was supported by the United States Delegation, _ was adopted by the First Committee at its 276th Meeting on Septem- ber 29, At this same meeting, the Committee rejected a Polish resolu- tion concerned with a possible appeal for clemency in Greece in the case of capital punishment. At the 280th, 282d, 283d, and 284th | _ Meetings, October 3, 4, and 5, the Polish and Byelorussian repre- 
sentatives on the Committee sought unsuccessfully to raise again the , issue of the executions in Greece. For the official record of this phase ) of discussion of the Greek question in the First Committee, see 
United Nations, Official Liecords of the General Assembly, Fourth 
Session, First Committee, Summary Records o f Meetings, pages 3-14, | 29-33, 38-52. (Hereafter cited as GA (IV), First Committee.) For | the text of the Australian resolution (U.N. doc. A/C.1/493), adopted | - by the First Committee, see United Nations, Official Records o f the : General Assembly, Fourth Session, Plenary M. eetings, Annex, page 61. _ (Hereafter cited as GA (IV), Plenary Meetings, Annex.) For the text of the statement made by the United States Representative to the First Committee on September 28 in favor of the Australian _ resolution, see Department of State Bulletin, October 10, 1949, pages | 542-543 or Documents on American Foreign felations, Voliime XT, 
1949, pages 662-664. For an account of the discussion in the First 
Committee during this first- phase of consideration of the Greek ques- 
tion, see Howard, The Greek Question in the Fourth General | Assembly, pages 5-8. Sa TR ge |
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868.20/10-349 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET Rome, October 3, 1949—noon. — | 

- 3084. From Grady. Re Gama, 54. My thinking regarding need for 

limitation on number of men and size of budget for Greek Armed 

Forces has been set forth at considerable length in messages to Depart- 

ment in last year. I refer to Amag 1605, 1613, 1614, 1652, 1657, 39 and 

62.3 My general line of thought remains unchanged, and I assume 

that austerity policy enunciated in Gama 1341 and WAR 80149 * 

_isalsounchanged. Be 

“Since I testified before Congressional Committees in July, the | 

Vitsi and Grammos battles have been successfully concluded, all the 

border pockets have been eliminated, the number of guerrillas within 

the country has been reduced to about 2500, the present threat from 

Yugoslavia has almost ‘disappeared, the threat from Albania and - 

- Bulgaria seems to have declined, and the economic prospects have 

been strengthened by a generous ECA allocation to Greece, and by a 

healthful reaction to devaluation. Under the circumstances, I think it | | 

reasonable to say that we have completed the open warfare phase of 

the problem in Greece. This open warfare may again break out 

| if the Soviets so will or if economic or political conditions deteriorate 

enough to make rebellion again attractive to a part of the population. » | 

But, whichever course events may take the best way to make Greece 

strong against either type of attack is: (1) to move rapidly toward 

the small well equipped, efficient armed force which we have planned, 

and (2) to strengthen the economy by relieving it of the drachmae 

| burden of a large armed force. The struggle is now primarily political 

and economic, rather than military. If these conclusions are correct, 

I think we must now move with decision, just as we did after 

. March 12,1947. > | | co a 

To obtain the best use of American military aid funds, there must 

| be kept in mind the need for correlation between the size of the dollar 

budget and the size of the Greek armed forces. Small budget cuts — | 

| can safely be made, because of the cessation of active operations, but 

| | 1 Ambassador Grady had stopped in Rome en route to Paris for a brief con- 

| sultation visit. This telegram was sent via the facilities of the Embassy in Rome. 

{ 2 Dated September 28, p. 428. ae 8 | 

| ’Telegrams Amag 1605, October 16, 1948, Amag 1613, October 22, 1948, Amag , 

1614, undated, Amag 1652, November 22, 1948, Amag 1657, December 7, 1948, all 

- from Athens, are printed in Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 1v, pp. 160, 168, 170, 187, 

and 210, respectively. Telegrams Amag 39, April 7 and Amag 62, June 28, both 

-. fpom Athens, are printed ante, pp. 291 and 360. | Se 

* Neither of these November 1948 messages is printed. oo ae
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drastic cuts without a decrease in man strength would leave the forces 
unable to properly feed, clothe and train the men still on the rolls. 
Due to the Greek desire for a large army for nationalist purposes, 

| and due to their reasoning that a large army will force us to give 
large aid, there will be no initiative and only reluctant cooperation | on the part of the Greeks in decreasing strengths. Therefore, judge- _ | ment in Washington that there should be drastic budget cuts should 
be accompanied by judgement in Washington that there be contem- 
poraneous strength cuts. In my opinion, these cuts should be made. In this connection, very serious consideration should be given to 
eliminating the 50,000 men in the NDC by January 1, 1950 as orig- 

In the JUSMAPG appreciation of 18 J une 1949 ® which outlined | strengths and costs for each of two possible situations, assumption 7 A was that guerrilla warfare within the country would be reduced 
to police proportions and confined to border areas with a continued 
threat of support from the north. I think the present situation con- 
forms to assumption A, and that the plans in assumption A, with 
some modifications should be our guide. Under assumption A the 
budget of $198 million was reduced by $66 million. Apparently The - Bureau of the Budget now contemplates cuts totalling $70 million or 

- $80 million. I now think all of these cuts are too drastic and would 
be contrary to our best interests in Greece. The primary reason for _ my present opinion is the hesitation of J USMAPG in concluding that 
today’s situation conforms to assumption A. I further recognize that 
past and present budget cuts at a time when the strengths have re- 
Mmained high, have reduced supplies and equipment below adequate | levels. I fully agree with the Bureau of the Budget cut of $20 million, _ a cut which as originally planned was to be compensated for by an 
equivalent amount of supplies from United ‘Kingdom. So 

_ I further agree with some further cut so that the total budget for the year would be about $160 million. This is on the low side, and it is very possible that we will have to ask for additional funds later 
in the year, particularly if trouble should again flare up here. | ¢ This cut will come as a profound shock to the Greeks, but I think 

_ that properly presented it will have a salutary effect upon them. In 

*In his telegram Amag 75, October 15, from Athens, Ambassador Grady re- | . _ ported that further review had resulted in full agreement of all American au- thorities in Greece that the Greek Army should be reduced by 50,000 men by January 1950. Considerations leading to the decision included the assumed con- tinued decline of guerrilla’ activity, the need for the reduction of governmental | Spending, and the realization that American military aid must be saved for the long-range maintenance of a smaller Greek army. ( 868.20/10-1549) | °The Van Fleet appreciation under reference here is summarized in telegram Amag 62, June 28, from Athens, p. 360. | : | 7
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the authorizing legislation naming $911 million, plus $50 million, we 

have shown that we are wholeheartedly supporting them. Now by a | 

lesser appropriation, we must translate into action our judgement that 

the period of open warfare has had a successful conclusion, and we 

raust make plain to them our judgement that a strong, small force must 

care for Greece’s internal problems. OE 

‘The major expenses in the 6 December budget are for (1) ammuni- 

tion and equipment to be expended in active operations, (2) food and 

clothing for a large force, (3) replacement of worn equipment, and a 

(4) miscellaneous and administrative expenses. Number one will not a 

be as high as contemplated if operations are not resumed. Number 

two can be reduced only in proportion to reductions in man strength. 

Number three cannot be reduced appreciably if we wish to leave the 

Greek forces reasonably well-equipped. Number four can be slightly = 

reduced, due to the general improvement in the Greek situation. | , 

A categorical answer to whether the equipment to be purchased 

under the 6 December budget is for a total armed force of the present 

strength or of about 100,000 as planned, is not possible. It is certainly 

insufficient to equip well a force of the present size or to equip at 

American standards a force of 100,000. However, if we are to leave a 

small reasonably well-equipped force in Greece in 1951, virtually all 

of the equipment is needed. If we do not supply this equipment, it will 

not be possible to scrap the large amounts of worn out equipment now — 

being used with high maintenance costs. fe 

_ Thave not attempted to review the 6 December budget to determine, | 

in detail which items can be cut. The 18 June determination that a | 

saving could be made is an indication that some cuts are possible under 

assumptions similar to the actual situation of today. The three 

JUSMAPG officers who are now in Washington on budget matters — 

can suggest areas for economy. ee aE a 

-- Despite my support of cuts in strength and budget, I wish tomake 

it perfectly clear that I think too drastic a budget cut is not wise. For he 

| FY 1949 there was a budget of $170 million. This year in the interests 

of minor savings, we should not neutralize what has been accom- 

plished. In order to insure a continuance of the present favorable ce 

situation, we must lean toward an appropriation of ample size, rather 

| than at this time taking risks by excessive cuts. ee 

. woe | Editorial Note Se es | 

- _In a statement issued to the press on October 4, 1949, the Depart- 

ment of State announced that as of October 3 the political, economic, - 

| and international organization work of the Department had been re- 

| 
|
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organized. This reorganization involved the establishment of several new bureaus including the Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian, and — | African Affairs under the supervision of George C. McGhee, Assist- ant Secretary of State for Near Kastern, South Asian, and African Affairs. Raymond A. Hare was designated Deputy. Assistant Secre- tary of State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs. In- _ cluded in the new Bureau was the Office of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (GTI) under the supervision of the following officers : Director, | John D. Jernegan; Deputy Director, William M. Rountree; Officer in Charge of Greek Affairs, Leonard J. Cromie; Officer in Charge of Turkish Affairs, C. Robert Moore; Officer in Charge of Iranian Af- fairs, C. Vaughan Ferguson. For the text of the Department press release, see Department of State Bulletin, October 31, 1949, pages | 677-679. | ee 

| ee  Bditorial Note : 

On October 16 the so-called Greek Provisional Democratic Govern- ment issued an appeal, broadcast over the Greek. guerrilla radio - station, announcing the suspension of military activities. The an- | nouncement was reported upon in telegram 2114, October 18, from Athens, not printed (501. BB/ 10-1849). For an English translation of _ the appeal, see Margaret Carlyle, editor, Documents on International — Affairs 1949-1950, issued under the auspices of the Royal Institute _ ; of International Affairs (London, ‘New York, Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1953), page 235. Fora summary-translation of the _ | guerrilla announcement as it was published in the Soviet newspapers | Pravda and Izvestia on October 21, see Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Volume I, Number 43, November 22,1949, page 28. At his press and radio news conference on October 19, Secretary of State Acheson commented upon the Greek guerrilla cease-fire an- nouncement. For the text of the Secretary’s prepared statement (De- partment of State Press Release Number 811), see Department of State Bulletin, October 31, 1949, page 658 or A Decade. of American | Foreign Policy, 1941-49, page 773. In the course of his press con- | ference, Secretary Acheson was asked if the Greek civil war was sub- stantially over. He replied in the affirmative, saying that he thought it was more than substantially over, that it was practically entirely | | over. Asked if the United States proposed to reduce the amount of its _ assistance to Greece, the Secretary replied that he thought that was | a matter which would have to be taken up-with the Greek Government. . He added that it would seem to him that it would be an. indicated
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step to reduce the extent of the Greek military establishment (memo- 

randum of the Press and Radio News Conference Number 389, - 

October 19, 1949: ON Files, Lot 60 D 641). ae | 

841.2868/10-2049 2 oe | a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Ben Franklin Diwon of the 

ee Office of Greek, Turkish, and I ramon Affairs = 

CONFIDENTIAL | - : [Wasuineton,] October 20, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. W. D. Allen, Counsellor of the British Embassy 

| _ Mr. John D. Jernegan, NEA | | | | 

- Mr. Ben F. Dixon, GTI | 

| a) Problem: Formulation of United States Position with regard 

to withdrawal of British Garrison Troops from Greece. 

b) Action Required: Consultation with Embassy Athens and 

Departmentof Army. 
ss 

¢) Action Assigned to: GTI — | ce AEP 

Mr: Allen said he had come to inform the Department of a telegram 

- which was sent from the Foreign Office to their Ambassador in Athens 

concerning the reduction of the British garrison in Greece. He said | 

that Sir Derick Hoyer-Millar had mentioned the matter briefly to 

Mr. McGhee on passing him in the corridor but that he, Mr. Allen, | 

wanted to inform the Department more fully. He said that the matter 

had arisen in the course of the reexamination of the disposition of 

forces in connection with the problem of garrisoning in Hong Kong. 

Troops from the Middle East had been sent to Hong Kong and it was 

necessary to reenforce some of the reduced garrisons in the Middle 

East. The telegram was simply the first step being taken, that of 

| consulting the British Ambassadorin Athens. 7 

| Mr, Allen said the point of the matter at this time was the transfer : 

of one of the Battalions of the British garrison, but that the Chiefs | 

of Staff papers he had seen indicated that the ultimate intention was | 

| the transfer of the entire garrison from Greece, located at Salonika. | 

| The matter only concerned the British garrison, not their Mission. The | 

British Ambassador, Mr. Norton, had been authorized to discuss the 

fo matter with the American Ambassador as well as the Chiefs of British 

| Missionsin Athens. © 
| ‘Mr. Jernegan asked if Mr. Allen desired the reaction of the Depart- 

2 ment to the telegram or if we were simply being informed. Mr. Allen 

said that he was informing the Department: now and would ask for 

views later. He felt that the military situation in Greece was probably | 

favorable to the reduction of the British forces. _ | | 

|
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Mr. Jernegan said that he was hot surprised at this news; it was | the logical time to consider the matter. He said that the kernel of the problem was the Greek reaction. The effect of the British troops | _ being stationed in Greece was ninety-five per cent psychological. The original intention of their being there, of course, was to bolster the | Greek morale by satisfying them that they had some protection / against incursions by the northern neighbors or communist moves within the country against. urban centers. In other words, could this withdrawal be accomplished without unduly disturbing the Greek morale. He said he felt that the opinion of our two Ambassadors | in Athens as to what the Greek reaction would be would be extremely helpful. cg ee oan : | 

868.20/10-2049: Telegram re 
—_ ‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece. a | 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY  WasurIncTon, October 20, 1949—1 p:m. | 1789. Re news release Grk guerrillas and reduction Grk armed _. forces at Secy’s press conference Oct 19, relayed you verbatim Wire- less Bulletin.t This does not mean any change in policy since reduc- | tion Grk forces; always contemplated upon cessation guerrilla. operations. You are authorized ur discretion issue statement to pre- vent any undue perturbation.on part Grks. In: answer to -Grk Emb | here we have called attn to Secy’s statement that reduction US assist- ance Greece “was a matter which wld have to be taken up with the Grk Govt, that it wld have to be seen what they proposed to do. with their mil estab.” There is not contemplated any hasty or drastic uni- lateral action by US” along these lines». although we intend press — vigorously for implementation our present policy of having Grk Govt reduce 50,000 NDC troops by Jan 1,.1950, as orginally planned. Re ur Amag 75 Oct 15 2 Secy’s statement shld be helpful to you in persuad-. Ing Grks they shld cut forces and will be used in talk this subject 

oe | a coy A SON 
oS - 1 Regarding the Greek guerrilla regime. announcement of October 16 and the Secretary of State’s press conference statements of. October 19, see the editorial note, p. 434, The “Wireless Bulletin” referred to: here was an unclassified daily : “review of news and press ‘comment, prepared by the International Press and : Publications Division of the Department of State and transmitted overseas for 7 the information of Foreign Service Officers. . | CEP Eee - a |  * Not printed. In it Ambassador Grady reported that all American Officials in | Greece were agreed on the necessity for reducing the Greek Army by 50,000 men by January 1, 1950, and they were emphasizing the need for it to the Greeks. _ The message predicted that many Greeks in the press and higher military circles could be expected to oppose for the usual nationalistic reasons. (868.20/10~1549)
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841,2368/10-2149: Telegram tebe ss oc lguaa cM eas gee eo asa 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary o f State 

CONFIDENTIAL © ——i(<a<ai‘<iéi(i‘ée~.«~”«~*é«CA TENS, October 21, 1949-6 p. m. 

_ 9444. British Ambassador came to see me October 19 at his request 

to ascertain, upon snstructions from his government, my views con- 

cerning withdrawal of British brigade from Greece. He explained 

that British Government had always said their policy was to move 

‘+ when situation allowed, and was again actively considering it in | 

view of military developments in Greece. Bs 

 T told Sir Clifford that my personal view was that the brigade 

might well be withdrawn without adverse effects and that this 

move might be expected to have favorable consequences in inter- a 

national public opinion and in fostering increased self-reliance among 

Greeks. The withdrawal, I said, seemed to.me to be a logical con- | 

comitant of altered military situation and the prospective decrease 

of American and British military missions. I told him that reduction | 

of American missions and revision of their relations with British | 

missions appeared possible and desirable in view of altered military 

situation but we did not discuss in detail the size of such reduction 

or any long range differentiation of functions. Our own program for | 

reduction had been forwarded to Washington and approved, 'I stated. 

- Sir Clifford asked me whether I believed brigade should be with- 

drawn entirely or battalion by battalion. I told him that I would like 

to discuss this question with members of my staff. After such discus- 

sion I yesterday informed Sir Clifford that it was the Embassy’s 

view that the British should announce their intention to withdraw 

entire brigade. The procedure which would then be followed would 

be question of available transport and other technical matters which 

did not seem to me to have any particular political importance. The 

announcement was the important factor. 

Sir Clifford informs me that he has communicated these views to 

hisgovernment* 
ee 

“amelegram 1827, October 26, to Athens, not printed, stated that the Department 

of State concurred in Ambassador Grady’s views and thad no objection to the 

withdrawal of British garrison forces from Greece. The Department felt, how- 

| ever, that the matter must be considered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff before the 

final determination of the United States position (841.2368/10-2649). 

| In his telegram L 4164, October 27, from Athens to the Department of the 

| Army, Lieutenant General Van Fleet also concurred heartily with the proposed 

complete withdrawal of British forces from Greece. Van Fleet felt that the 

| British Brigade’s presence in Greece during 1948 and 1949 had contributed very 

little to the success of the Greek Army in that it had not assisted in the training 

of Greek armed forces. The British battalion in Athens was almost completely 

utilized in guarding British supplies (Department of Defense files). 

501-887—77——29
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800.00 Summartes/10—2049 : Circular telegram | oo. | 
The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices? | 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, October 21, 1949—5 a. m. 
Topsec infotel. We have informed Brit Emb that our short-range 

| objectives in Albania are weakening and eventual elimination of Sov- 
dominated regime under Premier Hoxha cessation of use of Albania 
as base for guerrilla operations in Greece and possibly Yugo preven- 
tion of partition of Albania by Greece and Yugo, encouragement of 
rapprochement between Belgrade and Athens, encouragement of 
rapprochement between Belgrade and Rome, and denial to Sovs of 
military rights and bases in Albania in time of peace which would 
facilitate conduct of possible future Sov military operations. Our 
basic long-range objective is establishment of Albania which is free 
of foreign domination and whose govt 1s responsive and responsible 
to will of Albanian people. Our proposed present action to gain our 
objectives includes utilization of US, UK, and French influence in 
Athens to prevent Greek Army from entering Albania except in case 
of direct military aggression from Albania; direction of present UN 
consideration of Greek case toward mobilization of world opinion 
against present Albanian govt in order to weaken its international 
position but without going so far as to support direct enforcement 
action under UN auspices; utilization of US, UK, and French 
influence in Belgrade at proper time to prevent Yugo military inter- 
vention in Albania; continuing US-UK contact with view to control- 
ling any action on part of Albanian groups toward overthrow of 
present regime and with view to having Albanian National Committee 
be as representative as possible; and maintenance on appropriate 
occasions of our present position in favor of respect for existing 
frontiers in Balkans. a , | 

| as ACHESON 

* This telegram was sent to the Embassies in Athens, London, Paris, and Rome. It summarizes the salient points of a Department of State position paper on. Albania, dated September 21, 1949, which Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Thompson discussed with British Minister Hoyer Millar during a conversation on October 18. For texts of the Department paper and the record of the conversa- tion, see vol. v, pp. 319 and 320. .
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| Editorial Note 

The Conciliation Committee, established by the First Committee 

of the General Assembly on September 29 (see the editorial note, 

page 429), held 29 meetings between October 4 and October 22. The 

Committee, which consisted of General Assembly President Carlos 

Romulo, United Nations Secretary-General Trygve Lie, Chairman of 

the First Committee Lester B. Pearson, and Vice Chairman of the 

First Committee Selim Sarper, held meetings with the representa- 

tives of Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Greece, and also with 

the representatives of the United States, the United Kingdom, and the 

Soviet Union. In the course of its work, the Committee developed a 

series of suggestions for draft agreements between Greece and its 

northern neighbors. These agreements involved the renewal of diplo- 

matic relations, the preparation of frontier conventions for the settle- 

ment of frontier incidents, and the establishment of mixed frontier 

commissions. The Committee also advanced a suggestion for a formula 

which would cover the Albanian-Greek frontier. The Albanian dele- 

gation refused to consider the proposals of the Conciliation Com- 

| mittee unless the Greek Government formally abandoned its claim to 

Northern Epirus. Albania also rejected significant aspects of the pro- 

posed frontier conventions and the mixed frontier commissions. The | 

Bulgarian delegation declined to approve the Committee’s suggestions 

unless all parties concerned also did so. Yugoslavia was favorably 

inclined toward the Committee’s work, and the Greek delegation gen- 

erally accepted all of the proposals. A preliminary report to the First 

Committee on the work of the Conciliation Committee was presented 

in a letter of October 18 from General Assembly President Romulo; 

for the text of the letter (U.N. doc. A/C.1/ 503), see United Nations, 

Official Records of the General Assembly, Fourth Session, First Com- 

mittee, Annex, page 12 (hereafter cited as GA (IV), First Committee, 

Annex) ; or Department of State Bulletin, October 31, 1949, pages 65¢- 

658; or A Decade of American Foreign Policy, 1941-49, page 772. The 

| Conciliation Committee submitted its formal and more detailed report 

| to the First Committee on October 22; for the text of the report (U.N. 

| doc. A/C.1/506), see GA (IV), Pérst Committee, Annew, page 12, or 

: Howard, The Greek Question in the Fourth General Assembly, pages 

| 94-99. For brief, authoritative accounts of the work of the Conciliation 

Committee, see ibid., pages 8-9 or Harry N. Howard, “Greece and Its 

1 | Balkan Neighbors (1948-1949) : The United Nations Attempts at_ 

Conciliation,” Balkan Studies, 1966, Volume 7, Number 1, pages 19-24.
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868.20/10-2349 ee | 
The Chief of the American Mission for Aid to Greece (Grady) to the 

Greek Prime Minister (Diomedes)* = 2 

oo Cpe Tg _ LAtHENs,] October 23, 1949. 
_ Excettency: As Your Excellency is aware, there has recently been 
an exchange of views between the Greek military authorities and 
American advisers concerning the best method of utilizing American 
military aid, now that the guerrilla warfare in Greece has been reduced 
to insignificant proportions. The American advice has been that the 
Greek Army should be sharply and progressively reduced in size. In _ 
this event American military aid might be utilized in such a way that 
by June 1950 Greece would possess a relatively small but modern, 
efficient and well-equipped Army backed by an adequate number of 
well-trained reserve forces. It has been pointed out that ifthe Greek 
Army were to remain at its present size, the largest proportion of 
American military assistance would necessarily continue to be devoted 
to expendable items, such as food and clothing. The result. of such 
a policy would be that in June 1950 the Greek Army would be inade- 
quately provided with artillery, transport and the other machines of 
modern warfare. It seems to me apparent that the American advice 
is in line with the best interests of Greece. I should like to emphasize, 
moreover, that the amount of American aid is strictly limited and is 
not suflicient to maintain Greek armed forces of the present size and 
concurrently to provide the capital equipment needed for a modern 

- Greek army. | ae | Da 

_ *In his telegram 2160, October 24, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady reported that he was writing to Prime Minister Diomedes in view of the reaction to Secretary of State Acheson’s statement of October 19 (see the editorial note, 
‘p. 484) regarding the American position on the size of the Greek armed forces. Grady also issued a lengthy statement to the press ‘on the matter which was fea- tured in the Athens press of October 27 and the text of which was transmitted in telegram 2175, October 27, from Athens, not printed (868.20/10-2749). In his tele- gram 2173, October 26, from Athens, not printed, Grady. reported having been informed that the Greek Government and General Papagos would shortly reply affirmatively to this letter. Papagos was in full agreement and had so informed his government (868.20/10-2649). In his telegram Amag 79, N ovember 3, not printed, Grady reported that his public statement, conversations with Prime “Minister Diomedes, and vigorous persuasion of the Greek General Staff by Amer- ican military authorities had overcome Greek reluctance to take steps to reduce the strength of the Greek Army. On October 26 Diomedes announced plans for a net reduction of 50,000 men by December 31 in accordance with the earlier Amer- ‘ican plan. The actual discharge would amount to 68,000 (868.20/11-349). 

The Department of State on October 21 presented to the Greek Embassy an aide-mémoire strongly endorsing the reduction of the Greek Army by 50,000 by January 1950 (868.20/10-2149). Telegram 1817 , October: 25, to Athens, not printed, transmitted a summary of the aide-mémoire (868.20/10-2549).
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~The economic consequences of maintaining an Army of the present 

size are of even more importance than the purely military implica- 

tions. It is unnecessary to point out to such a distinguished economist 

as Your Excellency the adverse effects upon Greek recovery result- 

ing from the continued maintenance of Greek armed forces totalling 

more than 260,000 men. The loss of productive labor, the diversion of 

funds that might otherwise be utilized for rehabilitation and recon- 

struction, the impossibility of attaining a balanced budget under such 

circumstances—these are but a few of the numerous economic con- 

sequences. I should like particularly to stress another most significant 

consideration. In this second year of the European Recovery Program 

Greece is receiving the maximum dollar aid of the four year period 

envisaged in this program. In order fully to utilize this aid the maxi- | 

mum amount of drachmas must be made available for reconstruction. 

Indeed, this was a major premise of the rather generous aid allocated 

to Greece for this year by OFEC and ECA. In this connection, I feel 

that I should recall to Your Excellency that the current allocation 

of dollar aid and drawing rights to the nations participating in the 

European Recovery Program will be subject to review by OEEC and 

ECA in January 1950. Your Excellency will, I am sure, wish to 

take all possible steps to forestall any question being raised as to 

the adequacy of drachma availability. It is imperative, therefore, for 

the recovery of Greece that expenditures for enterprises not directly 

connected with the expansion of Greek production be held at a mini- 

mum. As Your Excellency is aware, the principal sector of the Greek 

budget in which sizeable economies can be effected is that portion 

devoted to military affairs. I am sure that it is equally clear to all 

concerned that no significant economies can be carried out in drachma 

expenditure for military purposes as long as the Greek Army remains 

| I should like to review for Your Excellency in the briefest fashion’ 

: the American position with regard to the size of the Greek armed : 

| forces. The initial plan for American military aid envisaged support 

|. of a Greek Army of 182,000 men. In January 1948 the American Mis-' 

| sion for Aid to Greece agreed to the establishment of a National De- 

fense Corps of 50,000 men in addition to the figure just mentioned. 

| This National Defense Corps was formed to relieve the Greek Na- 

tional Army of static defense duties so that it might undertake the 

offensive operations necessary to eliminate the guerrilla menace. It was 

| the understanding at that time that the provision of the additional 

50,000 men was a temporary measure, subject to review whenever the
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occasion warranted. Operations during 1948 did not bring the conclu- 
: Sive results anticipated. It was therefore not possible, as had been 

hoped, to eliminate the National Defense Corps and thereby reduce the 
size of the Greek armed forces. Rather, it was decided to increase the 
Greek National Army by 15,000 men in the hope that Greek armed 
forces totalling more than 250,000, well-trained and equipped and 
capably led, might achieve victory in 1949. 

This hope has been realized. As a result of last summer’s campaign, 
guerrilla warfare within Greece has been practically terminated. It is 
now appropriate and urgent that the altered military situation be re- 
flected in the size of the establishments of the Greek armed forces, 

: I wish strongly to advise Your Excellency that the Greek Govern- 
ment wholeheartedly support the tentative plans which have been 
subject of recent discussion between the Greek military authorities 
and American advisers. The initial phase of this plan calls for the 
discharge of 68,000 in the Greek Army by December 31, 1949. This 

| would be partially offset by the call-up of 18,000 men during Novem- 
ber and December. There would, however, be a net reduction of 
90,000 men, that is, the equivalent of the forces authorized in Jan- 
uary 1948 for the National Defense Corps. Subsequent phases of the 
plan call for additional reductions in the Greek National Army and 
in other branches of the Greek armed forces as well. 
Implementing the details of these plans is the proper concern of the 

Greek military authorities and the American advisers. What is re- 
quired of Your Excellency and the Greek Government as a whole is 
the firm, frank and public affirmation of your agreement with the 
policy and the principle. I fully realize that there is some risk in- 
volved in reducing the size of the Greek armed forces at a time when 
neither the international situation or its Balkan reflection has been 
stabilized. On the other hand, it seems to me that it would be serving 
only the designs of the enemies of Greece to maintain under the pres- 
ent circumstances a military establishment of such size and costliness 
that it could not fail to result in the continuance of economic despair 
and discontent. Oo | 

I trust, Mr. Prime Minister, that I will find you in agreement with 
the views outlined in this lengthy letter, and I hope that I may have 
your response to this communication in the very near future. 

Please accept [etc.] _ _- [Hunry F. Grapy]
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868.20/10-1449 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary 0 { State 

SECRET Aruens, October 14 [24], 1949—6 p. m. 

9164. Attention McGhee. Reduction AMAG and GNA strength 

making satisfactory progress. See my telegrams Amag 74 of Sep- 

tember 232 and Amag 77 of October 19.° By January 1, 1950 approxi- 

mately 250 persons connected with AMAG (officers, men and their 

dependents) will have left Greece. Our field detachments with GNA 

being sharply reduced and will shortly be limited to representation 

only at four corps hdqtrs. J USMAPG cooperating whole-heartedly 

in reducing AMAG and in bringing about decrease in size of Greek 

—. Army. I fully expect net reduction of 50,000 GNA to be effective by 

January 1. a | | : | 

We plan compensating for smaller size of army by increased effi- 

ciency, equipment and training. We contemplate, in conjunction with 

ECA, a program for road building in mountainous and border areas 

so as to increase mobility of relatively small army envisaged. 

With general MAP appropriation now available, it becomes par- 

ticularly important that requisitions for Greece now on file be quickly _ 

flled. ‘There should also be prompt reduction of British military 

mission and withdrawal, as soon as practicable, of British brigade. 

I recognize full well that there is some hazard in all these military 

reductions, but I feel these dangers must be risked. | 

Progress on the economic front is encouraging. Because of counter- 

measures taken devaluation has gone off smoothly. Commodity prices 

are remaining steady and the open market price of gold sovereigns 

is dropping slowly. 

Immediate budget picture is not bright. After careful screening of 

civil ministries budgets and assuming a 25 percent reduction in mili- 

tary expenditure during last half of FY 1950 and with most optimistic 

13n telegram 1828, October 26, to Athens, not printed, Assistant Secretary of 

State McGhee personally replied that he found the Ambassador’s summary of the 

Greek situation presented here most gratifying, and he added the following 

: comment: | 

“Improvement from mil, econ and polit viewpoints source of greatest satisfac- 

| tion as indicating corner has been turned in our efforts to reestablish Greece in 

. her proper place among independent nations. Realize there are dangers and 

difficult times ahead, but Dept bas full confidence in your ability to carry through 

with winning program.” (868.00/10-2649) _ | 

| 2 Not printed, but see footnote 2 to telegram Gama 54, September 28, to Athens, 

| p. 429. 
* Not printed ; in it Ambassador Grady expressed support for the recommenda- 

tion made by Lieutenant General Van Fleet that the British Military Mission in 

Greece be reduced in strength. Grady pelieved that a general agreement with 

the British to accomplish this purpose would prepare the way for sizable reduc- 

tions in both the American and British Military Missions, and he also urged 

consideration be given to withdrawing the British Brigade stationed in Greece 

in order to increase Greek self-reliance. (868.20 Mission/ 10-1949)
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forecast of revenue including much larger collection of ‘income tax, 
budget deficit will range between 1500 and 2000 billion drachmae. In 
addition to large sums for military purposes, principal contributory 
reasons for large size deficit are larger subsidies resulting from de- 
valuation and allocation of 600 billion drachmae for refugees. It is, 
however, not unreasonable to envisage possibility of balanced budget 
for following year provided military expenditures can be further re- 
duced, refugee problem liquidated, subsidies repealed and revenue 
continues toimprove. | ~ - 

Porter * sees eye to eye with me on streamlining ECA organization. 
Divisions are being consolidated and number of personnel slowly 
reduced. We are endeavoring to limit our objectives to essentials and 
clearly to define them. Morale of the organization isexcellent.  —_— 

We have had in effect the same government since last J anuary and 
‘the ministers are on the whole working effectively with ECA. I am 
pressing for official announcement in the near future of a general 
election for next spring, perhaps as early as March. I am inclined to 
consider that fairness and representative character of these elections 
would be enhanced by installation of a service government four, five 
days prior to ballotting. I expect no government crises in the interim 
unless there should be some momentous change in the external situa- 
tion. It is quite likely that elections may produce no significant change 
in Parliament or in government of the nation, but this reaffirmation 
of the democratic process should be beneficial in itself, both within 
Greece and abroad and together with the restoration of security and 
economic improvement may pave the way for the development of 
new and energetic political forces. I am encouraging other develop- 
ments essential to the restoration of political freedom such as progres- 
sive lifting of martial law in safe areas. Removal of military control 
in Athens, for example, would have a profound effect in increasing 
press freedom throughout the country in view of the wide provincial 
circulation of Athens dailies. As situation becomes progressively stable 
I shal! not hesitate to use this press freedom to carry our story to the 
Greek people to encourage, perhaps some times to force the Greek 
Government to take action we consider essential. es 
_ There are, of course, disturbing factors in the external situation, 
but I feel that to postpone vitally necessary measures such as the re- 
duction of the Greek Army until Balkan and world situation becomes 
stabilized would mean dissipation of ECA funds with little permanent 
benefit. i 

* At the beginning of September 1949, Paul R. Porter, until then Deputy United States Representative to the U.N. Economic Commission for Europe, succeeded J. onn raed Jr., as the Chief of the Economic Cooperation Administration Mis-
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Economic situation within Greece must be improved if Communists 

are not again, in not too distant future, to find ready at hand wide- 

spread discontent which can easily be welded into mass movement. 

This aspect of the Communist danger to Greece is as real, if not so 

immediate, as the renewal of aggression by armed bands across the 

frontier. | - | 

I am.not particularly disturbed at the failure of UN conciliation 

efforts.> The Balkan countries can themselves probably do better than 

‘ll-informed intermediaries from Australia, the Philippines and else- 

where. UNSCOB, if continued and revitalized, may be able to assist 

in this work and aid in discouraging renewed aggression. — | 

| a | GRADY 

5 Reearding the work of the Conciliation Committee established by the First 

Committee of the U.N. General Assembly, see the editorial note, p. 439.. - 

841.2368/10-2749 De | ae 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Director of the Office 

a of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jernegan) 

TOP SECRET a [Wasuineton,] October 27, 1949. 

| Participants: Major General Gruenther, Joint Chiefs of Staffs 
‘Raymond. A. Hare, Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

a. State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African 

| Affairs. Oo SO 

John D. Jernegan, Director, Office of Greek, Turkish, 

ee and Iranian Affairs. | re 

General Gruenther called with respect to the attached message 

received by the British Joint Staff Mission in Washington from the 

: British Chiefs of Staff.2 He said this had been communicated to the 

2 American Joint Chiets earlier today and had been considered by them 

| in preliminary fashion this afternoon. The initial. reaction of the 

American Joint Chiefs of Staff had been negative, but they had arrived 

at no decision because it was felt they needed more time to study the 

question. | a ee : 

_ General Gruenther said that the Joint Chiefs felt the British Govern- 

ment had not “played ball” on this matter. On. October 25, he said, the 

| Joint Staff Mission had asked for the views of our military authorities 

on withdrawal of British troops from Greece and had suggested three 

| alternatives: first, to withdraw only one of the three battalions; second, 

St, mal. Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, Director, The Joint Staff, Joint Chiefs of 

2 The message of October 26, not printed, stated that Foreign Secretary Bevin 

had agreed that steps be taken to reduce the British garrison in Greece with a 

view to final withdrawal without undue loss of time. ee |
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to withdraw two; and third, to withdraw the entire force. A reply had been requested next week, and it had been agreed that the Ameri- can Joint Chiefs would give their answer on Tuesday, November 1. Yet, only twenty-four hours later, the British Government had taken its decision without waiting for any reply of any kind from the American military authorities, 
Mr. Hare informed General Gruenther that Sir Derick Hoyer Mil- lar, British Minister in Washington, had advised the Department at four o’clock this afternoon that the British Government had instructed its Ambassador in Athens to inform the Greek Prime Minister of the British intention to withdraw all British troops from Greece.? In the face of this fait accompli, the Department had responded that from a political point of view we saw no objection to the decision but had pointed out that the matter was still under consideration in the Pentagon and that the British military authorities should clear the decision with the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Sir Derick had replied that if the American military authorities thought it necessary, he believed the British Government would be willing to keep a portion of the British units in Greece for a longer period. He understood that the physical withdrawal of all the units would take some time in any case and thought there would be no great difficulty about postponing the departure of, say, one battalion until Spring. 
General Gruenther said that, if he had called earlier in the day, he would have suggested that the Department of State refrain from any comment at all, so that the United States Government could speak with one voice on the matter. Mr. Hare recognized the de- sirability of this but again pointed out that we had been confronted with a fazt accompli and could not have taken any action which would have prevented the British notification to the Greek authorities, Fur- thermore the Department had taken pains to refer to the fact that this matter was the subject of the Anglo-Uniited States military discussion and to observe that agreement on the military level would presumably be reached through established channels. Mr. Hare asked whether the - | Joint Chiefs of Staff would like to have the Department make any further communication to the British Embassy, to put it on notice that the American military authorities might have reservations on this subject. General Gruenther said he did not wish to request any such action at this time, and believed that the attitude of the Joint Chiefs should be conveyed to the British through military channels, 

® Telegram 2188, October 28, from Athens, not printed, reported that when he was informed by British Ambassador Norton of the impending withdrawal on October 27, Greek Prime Minister Diomedes asked if the British Government could not at least leave fifty or so soldiers. Norton replied that it was the British 10 29) to withdraw all troops and as Soon as practicably possible. ( 841.2368/
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if, in fact, it developed that the Joint Chiefs wished to raise objec- 

tions. He did not yet know whether the final decision would be to 

oppose or to accept the British action. He did feel, that the question 

had to be studied carefully as there were “danger areas” involved. 

He would advise the Department if any further action on our part 

chould be deemed necessary by the Department of Defense.* 

- 4%n a letter of November 22, not printed, Secretary of Defense Louis A. J ohnson | 

 <nformed Secretary. of State Acheson that it was the opinion of the J oint Chiefs | 

| of Staff that the withdrawal of the British brigade from Greece should be 

accomplished by the withdrawal of not more than two battalions in the im- 

mediate future. They believed the timing of the withdrawal of the last battalion 

should be deferred until a later date to be dependent upon the internal situa- 

tion in Greece at the time. The views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in which 

Secretary Johnson concurred, had been transmitted to the British Chiefs of Staff 

(841.2368/11-2249). Ina reply dated December 5, not printed, Under Secretary 

of State Webb expressed the view that it would not be necessary for the Depart- 

ment of State to take any action in the matter in the light of the action already 

taken by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (841.2368/11-2249). | 

| eee 

| | Editorial Note | 

Tn late October 1949, American missions in Europe were informed 

that the Department of State considered that Albania should be 

prevented from augmenting its war potential in view of the threat 

to Greece and in order to maintain Yugoslavia’s strength vis-a-vis 

the Soviet bloc. Pursuit of such an objective involved the prevention 

of shipments of goods with military potential to Albania, whether 

from points of origin in the West or from other Soviet satellites. 

Efforts were inaugurated to prevent or restrict as far as possible the 

transit to Albania through Italy, Trieste, and Austria of items of 

security significance. For documentation on these efforts, see volume Vv; 

pages 61 ff. | 

840.20 /10-2849 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary 0 f State 

| TOP SECRET : [Wasuineron,] October 28, 1949. 

Participants: Constantine Tsaldaris, Foreign Minister of Greece. 

| | --‘Wassili Dendramis, Ambassador of Greece. 

The Secretary. 

: John D. Jernegan, Director, Office of Greek, Turkish, 

| and Iranian Affairs. 

Mr. Tsaldaris began by saying that he had not come to discuss the 

UN questions. He did, however, wish to thank me for having settled
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a slight misunderstanding which had arisen’ between the Greek and 
American delegations at the General Assembly in New York. This 

| question could now be regarded asfinished. __ se, 
He then read to me the attached Adde-Mémoire* and went on to 

explain that in presenting this short document he was merely giving 
expression to his belief that the time had come to renew the talks on 
the general question of Greek inclusion in a defense pact that had been 
held last spring. Now that the Atlantic Pact was in force and that 
Greek Army forces were about to be reduced and British troops with- _ 

_ drawn from Greece, he felt that it was necessary to do something to 
prevent undesirable developments in Greece. He was, in fact, asking 
the questions “What can: we do?” and “How far can wego?”, 

I observed that the Aide-Mémoire seemed to relate solely to psycho- 
logical considerations. I had been Acting Secretary at the time that 
the question of American support for Greece was raised by the British 
early in 1947, and I had presented the situation created by this to the 
President. Since then, the United States and Greece had been through 
two and a half difficult years. The United States have not incurred all 
that expense and effort in order to throw away the results. We had achieved more success than I had dared to hope for. Greece had been 
saved from the danger in which it stood. If Greece should be in trouble 
again our resources would again be available to assist her. 

I did not feel, I said, that this was the time to discuss a new formal treaty. The United States had recently entered two large international 
| groupings under the Rio Pact and the North Atlantic Pact. The com- 

mitments we had assumed with respect to western Europe were com- 
pletely outside our history. We had not yet had time to see how this 
new engagement would work out. If our military aid to Europe and 
our participation in the North Atlantic Pact produced a gain in the — 
strength of the European nations themselves, then our own commit- 
ments would be correspondingly reduced; we would be placed more 
or less in the position of re-insurers rather than direct insurers. We 
would no longer be the only force available for the defense of the 
peace in Europe. Following such a development, we might be able to 
consider an expansion of our forma] commitments to other nations. | 
Until we were sure that this would be the result of the steps already 
taken, I said I should be most averse to a new treaty relationship for 

*The Greek Embassy Aide-IM émoire under reference here, dated October 28, not printed, set forth the views of the Greek Government that the time had arrived to consider a defense pact for the areas immediately east of the North Atlantic Treaty countries ( 868.20/10-2849) .
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the United States, because failure of the Kuropean ‘nations themselves 

to gain in strength might well mean that we were already over- 

committed and should certainly avoid additional engagements. 

What I wished to emphasize, however, was that Greece should be 

well-pleased by the underlying situation as it now stands. I reiterated 

that we in the United States were not foolish people. Greece should 

have no doubt that if she were again to be threatened, the United 

States would come to her aid. | - ae 

“Ambassador Dendramis mentioned that he had recently been talk- 

ing to General Bradley and had urged him to visit Athens. The Am- 

bassador felt that such a visit would be very good for the morale of 

the Greek people. I replied that the morale of the Greek people at the 

present time ought to be very good. ES | 

“Mr. Tsaldaris then handed me the attached memorandum dated 

October 25 prepared by General Kitrilakis,? which stresses the mili- 

tary importance to the western powers of a Balkan bloc consisting | 

of Turkey, Greece and Yugoslavia. The Foreign Minister asked if 

‘+ would not be well for Greece to renew conversations with Turkey 

and progress later to an attempt to draw ‘Yugoslavia into the group. 

I merely said that we were entirely in agreement as to the importance 

of Yugoslavia. Mr. Tsaldaris went on to argue that according to his 

own military experts the ‘western powers would be greatly ‘menaced. 

without the assistance of the Balkan bloc which he was suggesting and | 

might well lose the next war through loss of the Balkans. He did not 

pretend himself to be a military expert and he realized that it was 

possible our own: military people might have other ideas. But he 

thought we might take some preliminary steps to consider the question. 

Mr. Tsaldaris went on to argue that the Greek Army, by virtue of 

| its recent combat experience, was an extremely important element in 

: the Balkans: He remarked that the Turkish Army might or might not 

be effective; no one had had the opportunity to observe its qualities | 

| for the past twenty-five years. However, the Greek, Turkish and Yugo- 

: slav armies together would provide an important fore. = 

, Tn conclusion, I confined myself to assuring Mr. Tsaldaris that we 

| would be glad to consider what was best to be done at the present time 

with respect to the suggestions he had made. - - | ne 

: 2 The memorandum under reference here, ‘prepared by Lt. Gen. Stylianos 

ented Deputy Chief of the Greek National Defense General Staff, | is not /
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501.BB/11-149.: Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY ATHENS, November 1, 1949—11 a. m. 
2206. Deptel 1862, October 304 I am somewhat concerned over 

GADel views re draft resolution on Greece. I seriously question that 
resolution could be called “wholly one-sided” if specific reference to 
leniency were omitted as was done in amended version submitted to 
Political Committee. We should not permit revival of discredited 
theory that Greek Communist rebellion reflected political and eco- 
nomic dissatisfaction of large number of Greeks and was not solely 
Communist bid for power. As Department knows, facts are clear and 
to the contrary : Soviet-sponsored minority tried twice to add Greece 
to list of Balkan “popular democracies” and failed. Despite Greek 
Government’s adherence to Varkiza agreement and despite broad 
amnesties offered by Sophoulis, Greek Communist Party preferred | 
recourse to sword. Communists had to be beaten finally by their own 
weapon and although innocents through forced recruitment were 
dragged along bloody trail, I see no reason why, in mistaken con- 
fusion over these unfortunates, real leaders should go unpunished. 
Greek Government is trying to attain lasting peace by refusing to 
pardon leading rebels while still reclaiming as many of their followers 
as possible through recent leniency law. | 

I have personally taken every opportunity to convey Department’s 
views on leniency to Greeks, who have not turned deaf ear, However, 
since this matter has assumed unwarranted proportions in GA, our 
chance of helping Greek Government to solve ticklish problem 
through its own efforts have materially lessened. Judging from press 

* In his telegram 2181, October 27 , from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady reported that Prime Minister Diomedes had called on him the previous evening and stated that he had received a cable from the Greek Delegation at the United Nations advising that the United States Delegation was preparing a draft resolu- tion for submission to the General Assembly calling for the complete amnesty for all guerrillas and political prisoners. Diomedes was deeply disturbed and felt that such a resolution would neutralize completely the recent Greek Army military victory over the guerrillas. A strong fifth column would arise in Greece aimed at overthrowing the current regime, and the Soviet Union would finally accomplish what it had previously failed to accomplish. Diomedes further pre- dicted that his government would fall, and King Paul would be obliged to name a Communist fellow-traveler to form a new government (501.BB/10-2749). Telegram 1862, October 29, to Athens, not printed, explained that Greek anxieties arose as a result of a confusion of various drafts of a resolution under discussion in New York among the United States, British, French, and Australian Delega- tions to the U.N. No general amnesty proposal was being considered. It was the view of the United States Delegation, however, that some reference to the desira- bility of Greek clemency measures would be necessary to avoid passage of a reso- lution likely to be criticized for being wholly one-sided ( 501.BB/10-2749). Regarding the resolution under discussion, ultimately passed by the First Com- mittee of the General Assembly on November 4, see the editorial note, infra,
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comment over Soviet attacks against Greece in UN and what many 

Greeks believe to be our own complacent attitude there, local backs 

are up and there may result a stiffening rather than a relaxing of 

Greek attitude on executions. : | 

I am, of course, not in a position to evaluate properly state of mind 

of GA or to understand fully the pressures which may be put on 

our delegation there. But I do feel we are deluding ourselves if we 

believe that originally draft resolution contains “no conceivable ref- 

erence to Greek internal affairs.” In any case this is not feeling 

of Greeks who have been following debate avidly and with dis- 

approval. Any reference whatsoever to such a troublesome problem _ 

as leniency to Communists by outsiders who have never been objects 

of their aggression is in Greek minds a reference to internal affairs. 

In enacting leniency law, Greek Government has already shown 

sincere desire to return as many rebels as possible to full participation 

*n Greek life and I do not believe that GA resolution contemplated 

would induce any more to surrender than have so far done so. We 

must not forget that rebels to whom we are appealing are dominated - 

by fanatic leaders and quartered and fed in satellite countries. They 

are only pawn in Russia’s Balkan strategy and not individuals free 

to direct their own destiny. - a 

I firmly believe that net result of persisting ‘in course proposed | 

by USDel will be to give further ammunition to Soviets. I there- | 

fore hope we will do everything we can to discourage reintroduction 

of original disputed paragraphs of resolution. At same time I hope 

US delegation will seize every opportunity to emphasize points of 

fact made in my first paragraph and to stress real effort Greek Gov- 

ernment is making to make good Greeks out of former bandits. 

: ee | Gravy 

: - | . Editorial Note. 

The First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly 

resumed its consideration of the Greek question on October 24. At the 

outset (294th-298th Meetings, October 24-27), the Committee became 

involved in a discussion of the problem of alleged executions and cer- — 

tain death sentences in Greece of persons convicted of treason or 

| subversion. The Soviet Delegation, supported by other Soviet bloc 

| delegations, advanced a proposal asking for the suspension and repeal 

| of certain death sentences. The debate gave rise to a number of other 

: resolutions by South American delegations regarding death sentences 

| and executions. Ultimately, the Committee decided that it was not 

| competent in the matter proposed by the Soviet Delegation. The Com-
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mittee did, however, adopt a resolution requesting General Assembly 
President Romulo to ascertain the views of the Greek Government 
concerning the suspension of death sentences passed by Greek military 
courts for political reasons. For the official record of these Committee 
deliberations, see GA (IV), First Committee, pages 90-115. 

The First Committee continued its consideration of the Greek 
question from its 298th Meeting, October 27 , to its 311th Meeting, 
November 4. On October 27 the Delegations of Australia, China, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States introduced a Joint resolution 
(U.N. doc. A/C.1/513) continuing the United Nations Special Com- 
inittee on the Balkans with somewhat broadened terms of reference. 
Although receiving wide support by other delegations in the Commit- 
tee, the joint resolution was vigorously opposed by the Soviet 
Delegation and the delegations of the other Soviet bloc nations. On 
October 27 the Soviet Delegation introduced its own resolution (U.N. 
doe. A/C.1/ 518) which incorporated Soviet proposals made earlier in the year, including the dissolution of the United Nations Special 
Committee. The joint resolution of October 27 was adopted by the 
First Committee on November 4 by a vote of 38 to 6 with 2 abstentions. 
On the same day, the Soviet resolution was overwhelmingly defeated 
in paragraph-by-paragraph voting. At its 310th meeting on Novem- 
ber 8, the First Committee adopted unanimously an amended version of a joint resolution introduced by the Australian, Chinese, United 
Kingdom, and United States delegations dealing with the repatriation 
of Greek children under the auspices of the International Red Cross. 
For the official record of this phase of the work of the First Committee, 
see ibid., pages 115-190. For the text of the report to the General 
Assembly on the First Committee’s consideration of the Greek 
question, including the texts of the resolutions mentioned above, 
see GA (IV), Plenary Meetings, Annex, pages 61-68. The joint resolu- 
tion of October 27 and the Soviet resolution of October 27 were con- 
sidered again by the General Assembly at its meetings on November 17 and 18; see the editorial note, page 456. For the text of the Soviet 
resolution as circulated on October 27 (UN. doc. A/C.1/518), see 
Carlyle, Documents on International A fairs, 1949-50, pages 235-236. 
For the text of the statement made in favor of the joint Australian- 
Chinese-United Kingdom-United States resolution of October 27 
(U.N. doc. A/C.1/513) at the First Committee’s 298th Meeting, Oc- 
tober 27, see Department of State Bulletin, November 21, 1949, pages 
779-783. For an authoritative account of the deliberations of the First Committee on the Greek question, see Howard, The Greek Question in 
the Fourth General Assembly, pages 5-22. - a
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Department of Defense Files : Telegram a Be OO 

The Director of the Joint United States Military Advisory and 

Planning Group, Greece (Van Fleet) to the Depariment of the Army 

TOP. SECRET | _ Aruens, November 7, 1949. 

L 4192. 1. Reurad WAR 95948. JUSMAPG planners and senior 

officers service groups are not sufficiently familiar with current US 

world wide strategic policy to be sure their thinking and recommenda- 

tions be in accord with that of the Joint Staff. However there are a 

few facts bearing directly upon our European strategic policy which 

appear to be obvious. These are: | | 

qa. Past major strategic concepts have been oriented towards 

stemming the Russian advance into Western Europe and. Mediter- 

ranean area. These efforts have achieved an obvious measure of success. 

b. Recent and future strategic concepts are oriented largely toward 

rolling the iron curtain back. Some results are already evident by 

the disaffection of Yugoslavia and its leanings toward the West. In | 

addition, Albania is undergoing serious internal unrest; and should 

the present regime collapse, Albania will turn to the West. Bulgaria, 

is having internal difficulties and these may lead to eventual revolu- 

tion and alliance with the West. To strengthen our efforts to roll back 

the iron curtain in the Balkans the US and the British must maintain 

a strong combined posture 1n Greece. - eo a 

-¢. To further its long range strategic concepts the US has estab- 

lished a solid belt around Western Europe and through Mediter- 

ranean area including Norway, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, France, 

Italy, Greece, Turkey and Iran, and it appears that Yugoslavia is 

| about tobeabsorbedintothisbelt. 8 ne 

2, The English speaking world must stand solidly together in sup- 

| port of these strategic concepts. Specifically the US and British 

; Commonwealth must be solidly unified militarily and must pursue 

| this common objective on a combined basis. However, the US is financ- 

| ing the program necessary to mold this belt of nations into a unified 

whole. Thus, the US must hold the predominant position on all fronts 

| in the establishment of policy inasmuch as the US provides the funds 

| andtheequip forimplementation. = = - | | 

: [Here follow numbered sections 3, 4, and 5. In these sections Van 

Fleet observed that contacts between the J oint United States Military 

Advisory and Planning Group and the British Military Mission in 

| Greece had disclosed few if any differences of opinion as to overall 

) strategy. Van Fleet further pointed out that the principal task re- 

| maining to be pursued in Greece by the missions, other than the 

1Dated October 27, not printed. It requested Lieutenant General Van Fleet to 

give his views on the U.S. long-range position in Greece, the probable British 

position in Greece, and, from the U.S. military point of view, what the British 

position should be (Department of Defense files). SC | 

501-887—77-—30
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delivery of supplies and equipment, was the field training of the 
Greek armed forces. These sections summarized some of the points 
made in message L 4124, October 17, to the Department of the Army, 
not printed, in which Van Fleet had presented in some detail his 
views on the future of American and British military missions in 
Greece (Department of Defense files).] | 

6. Current Greek situation: 7 

a. The situation in Greece changed quickly. Less than a year ago 
the military, political and economic situations were discouraging, 
and the Greek Government was asking fora larger army. Now the 
Government has agreed to a reduction of the armed forces. Presently 
all large, organized Communist inspired groups of guerrs have been | 
driven from Greece. Yugoslavia has ceased to furnish military aid 
to those guerrs remaining in Greece while Albania and Bulgaria con- 
tinue to furnish active aid to guerrs remaining inside Greece and to 
those driven out. Small guerr groups still exist within Greece and 
are being harassed and pursued by Greek armed forces, these groups 
are now and can, until they are exterminated, spread terror and acts 
of sabotage and are cells for the Communists. It is not believed that large guerr groups can enter Greece this winter, however, indi- 
viduals can infiltrate at will and in the spring large groups can reenter 
and live off the land. If this should happen, active military operations will again occur. | oa | 

6. The military successes of 1949 were due to continued American 
aid, revitalized Greek armed forces and noninterference in military 
affairs by the Greek Government. These successes have raised the 
Greek prestige among its northern neighbors. The economic recovery is slow, standards of living are low, there is much unemployment, many refugees still must be given relief, and reconstruction except for engineering projects, is slow. Discontent must still exist among 
many Greeks. oe | Co 

c. The geo-political position and military strategic position of 
Greece remain unchanged from time “Truman” doctrine was an- 
nounced. However, it appears here that the strategic control of the 
Mediterranean area by US has increased since that announcement, d. Greece offers an important base for the collection of strategic intelligence. | | - : 

e. Greece has appreciated US military aid and has made effective use of it. None of it willingly or scandalously got to the enemy. She 
has demonstrated clearly that she was a good ally in World War I, 
World War II, and post-World War II, and wiil continue to be in 
event of World War III. No other European nation has a better 
record and a stouter heart against aggression and Communism. 

7. From the Russian point of view, the US-British-Greek victory 
in this area in 1949 may be considered extremely local and temporary. 
In fact, the balance sheet to date may be overwhelmingly in favor of 
Russia in that the guerr movement has cost them money only and 
possibly not more than the equivalent of ten million dollars. It has 
cost US and Great Britain in excess of a billion dollars plus many
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British lives and untold destruction, suffering and lives of Greece it- 

self. It seems logical to conclude that Russia in time will renew attack. 

Any weakness in Greece—military, political, economic or social will 

be exploited by the Soviets whereas a strong position along these lines 

would be discouraging to the Soviets. It is believed that US and Great 

Britain should seize the initiative and exploit current successes to | 

roll back the iron curtain still farther in the Balkans. The opportunity | 

calls for strong and careful handling. | | 

8 While US military policy to date in Greece has been internal 

security and on a year to year basis, it now should be accepted that we 

are here to stay. Greece today is the keystone of the defense line 

from Western Europe to Middle East. I strongly recommend that we 

revise our thinking “that Greece is not important militarily”. With 

Greece in possession of the Nazis the Allies lost control of the Eastern 

Mediterranean. The same would be true should Russia take it over. 

But Greece in allied hands is a secondary front of tremendous stra- 

tegic value. Russia could not ignore it by concentrating against West- 

| ern Europe. It is believed that we should play up prominently our 

part in Greece as propaganda to divert Russian forces in event of 

hostilities. This could easily be done without too much financial invest- 

ment. For instance, believe there could be important visits to this area 

with reconnaissance at critical points in the north. As example, a 

party of 36 Marine Corps aviators passed through here recently on 

a world tour of orientation. They were oriented by J USMAPG but 

unfortunately they could remain only one day. I believe a two-day 

inspection of critical areas in Northern Greece would not only have 

been good instruction for them but could have had tremendous effect 

| upon the Soviets. — a | + - 

| 9, My conclusions are summarized as follows: — 

| a. Greek victory local and temporary. 

| b. Russia, permitted, will renew attack. oO 

| c. Strong united stand by US and United Kingdom essential. | 

d. US year to year policy must be changed to a long term policy. 

| The USisheretostay. — a Se | 

2. Greece can be secondary front for Soviet diversion in event of 

war. Also its strategic position has greatly increased. Oo 

f. Greeks will fight, are a good investment. ) | 

g. Soviets are in critical shape themselves, are unable to support 

a war and definitely would not declare one. We must eliminate fear 

of them. — | 7 . 

| h. Now isthe time to wininthe Balkans. _ | 

+ US and British Missions can be reduced and dove-tailed. More 

| on this 10 November. : 7 

: 10. In this radio I have commented upon the current Greek situa- 

: tion and the US position. My thoughts on what the British position
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will be and what it should be will be conveyed to you in radio Thurs- 
day, 10 November. General Sir John Crocker, Commander British 
Forces Middle East, will be in Athens on 8 and 9 November and has 
requested audience with me to discuss our military missions and com- 
mon interests. So far the subj matter has been classified “for Ameri- 
can eyes only.” It is requested that I be given authority to fully 
discuss the subj with the Chiefs of the British Missions and Gen 
Crocker.? | , , | an 

“Message WAR 96278, November 8, from the Department of the Army to 
Lieutenant General Van Fleet, not printed, authorized Van Fleet to discuss with 
the British authorities on an exploratory basis the activities of the military mis- 
sions and other allied matters pertaining to Greece (Department of Defense files). 
In his message L 4201, November 10 to the Department of the Army, not printed, 
Van Fleet reported that he had discussed with General Crocker and the heads of 
the British Military Missions in Greece such issues as the future size and com- 
position of the Greek armed forces and of the U.S. and British military missions. 
Van Fleet found British views practically identical with American thinking, and 
the British appeared to be most willing to accept the American solution. Van 
Fleet concluded his message as follows: oo | | 

“It is my strong view that it is paramount that any solution adopted for Greece 
must be one which will present a solid US-British front in the Balkans. The 
strongest position that can be taken in the Hastern Mediterranean and specifically 
in Greece should be in US-British posture presenting a very obvious and incon- 
testable united front which will insure an unbroken link in the present chain of 
US interests around Europe from N orway to the Middle East.” (Department of 
Defense files) _ CB Oo oe 

ee - Editorial Note | | 

At its 244th, 245th, and 246th Meetings, November 17 and 18, (GA 
(IV), Plenary, pages 225-264), the United Nations General Assembly 
took up the Greek question in plenary session. The ‘positions of. the 
delegations expressed earlier in the First Committee meetings (see the 
editorial note, page 451) were restated. For the text of the speech by 
the United States Alternate Representative, Benjamin VY. Cohen, to 
the 244th Plenary Meeting of the Assembly, setting forth the posi- 
tion of the United States on the Greek question, see Department of 
State Bulletin, November 29, 1949, pages 813-816, or A Decade of 
American Foreign Policy, 1941-49, pages 774-(79. At its 246th Meet- 
ing the General Assembly adopted the joint resolution on the con- 
tinuation of the United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans, 
introduced in the First Committee jointly by Australia, China, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States, by a vote of 50 to 6 with 2 
abstentions. At the same meeting the Assembly also adopted unani- 
mously the resolution adopted previously by the First Committee on 
the repatriation of Greek children. For the texts of these two resolu- 
tions designated 288 (IV) A and B, respectively, see United N ations, 
Official Records of the General Assembly, Fourth Session, Resolu-
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tions, pages 9-10. (Hereafter cited as GA (IV), Resolutions.) The 

texts of these resolutions also appear in Carlyle, Documents on Inter- 

national Affairs, 1949-50, pages 236-289. and A Decade of American 

Foreign Policy, 1941-49, pages 'T80-782. The Soviet draft resolution 

on Greece, which had failed to be adopted earlier by the First 

Committee, was again rejected by the General Assembly on a 

paragraph-by-paragraph vote. The General Assembly considered the | 

Greek question for the last time during the Fourth Session when, at its 

968th Plenary Meeting, December 5 (GA (IV), Plenary, page 522), the 

Soviet Delegation withdrew a proposed resolution concerning the 

suspension of certain Greek death sentences in favor of a resolution | 

introduced by the Ecuadoran Delegation requesting Assembly Presi- 

dent Romulo to ascertain the views of the Greek Government con- 

cerning the suspension of death sentences. For the text of this final 

resolution, designated 288 (IV) C, see GA (IV), Resolutions, page 10, 

or Carlyle, Documents on L nternational Affairs, 1949-50, page 939. In | 

a statement to the 276th and final Plenary Meeting of the General 

Assembly, December 10 (GA (IV), Plenary, page 615), President 

Romulo reported having. been: informed by the Greek Government 

that there had been no further executions following the recent Greek 

clemency legislation. For the text of Romulo’s statement, see the 

Department of State’s aide-mémoire of December 21 to the Greek 

Embassy, page 468. For a brief, authoritative account of General As- 

sembly plenary meetings on the Greek question, see Howard, The 

Greek Question in the Fourth General Assembly, pages 22-28. 

| | 7  -Bditorial Note 

| - President Truman received a courtesy visit from Deputy Prime 

| Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Tsaldaris and Deputy Prime 

: Minister Venizelos at the White House at noon on November 18. 

| Tsaldaris and Venizelos, who had headed the Greek Delegation to | 

- the Fourth Session of the United Nations General Assembly, were 

: about to return to Greece. According to the brief statement issued to 

| the press on November 18 (Department of State Bulletin, Novem- 

| ber 28, 1949, page 829, and Public Papers of the Presidents: Harry 

| S. Truman, 1949, page 572), the President took the occasion to con- 

gratulate the Greek leaders on the victories won by the Greek national 

| forces over the guerrilla movement. The President also assured his 

; callers of the continued interest of the United States in the welfare 

: and security of the Greek people. No additional record has been found | 

| in the files of the Department of State regarding the substance of 

| the conversation.
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501.BB/11-1849 : Telegram 

I'he Secretary of State to the United States Mission to the United 
: Nations, at New York? 

SECRET Wasutneton, November 18, 1949—8 p. m. 
604. Dept suggests USUN take appropriate occasion to talk to 

Yugo Del, preferably Bebler, re likely Yugo attitude toward im- | 
plementation GA Res on Grk case, especially Paras 11, 12, 13 on 
verification disarmament and disposition guerrillas and repatriation — 
Grk nationals, and also Res on Grk children.2 Dept wld like to have 
Yugo views on this subj before proposing UNSCOB take initiative 
by communicating with Alb, Bulg, Yugo and other states on it. 

You might say US realizes Yugo Govt might find it difficult co- 
operate with UNSCOB in view previous strong stand against it, but 
wld like to know whether Yugos have given any thought to compliance 
with GA Res and methods whereby this might be done. The point 
cld be made that, in light Yugo reliance on UN as instrument for 
maintenance peace and election to SC,° Yugo’s standing with UN 
members can hardly remain unaffected by failure comply with GA 
resolutions. Therefore, we hope Yugo will give serious consideration 
to means of compliance present Res Grk case. Suggest USUN apprise 
Aglion* this approach and encourage him sound out Yugos same 
problem. 

| ACHESON 

“This telegram was repeated to Belgrade as 730 and to Athens as 2015, Balcom 317. 
| * Regarding the General Assembly resolutions of November 18 under reference here, see the editorial note, p. 456. 

* Yugoslavia was elected to the membership of the United Nations Security Council on October 20. For documentation on the Yugoslav candidacy and election to the Council, which was supported by the United States, see vol. TI, pp. 310 ff. * Raoul Aglion, Principal Secretary of the United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans. 

868.00/11-1849 | 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 

for Near Eastern, South Asian, and A rican Affairs (McGhee) 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasnineron,] November 18, 1949. 
Participants: Mr. Venizelos, Deputy Prime Minister of Greece 

Mr. McGhee, NEA Ha | 
Mr. Dixon | 

Mr. Venizelos asked me if I had seen Mr. Exintaris and if he had 
discussed the Markezinis proposed Papagos Service Government with
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me. I said that he had been to see me and had briefly discussed that 

subject. Mr. Venizelos said that Mr. Exintaris had been to see him and 

had tried to point out that it was Mr. Venizelos’ duty to assist in 

bringing about the Proposed Service Government. Mr. Exintaris had | 

said that he did not believe it would be possible for the Papagos 

Service Government to assume power unless the movement were sup- 

ported by the two major parties in Greece. Mr. Venizelos said that 

he was not in favor of the Papagos Service Government and that he — a 

felt elections should be held this winter. I said that while this was an 

internal Greek matter and that while I did not wish to interfere with 

internal matters of Greece, nevertheless I felt that nothing should be 

done there which was unconstitutional. I said I did not believe in the 

idea of being too flexible about the holding of elections. The United 

States held elections during the Civil War and also during the last 

war. In holding these elections the normal processes of Government 

were not in any way impaired. The idea of providing an interim to 

allow the quieting down of passions which had been engendered dur- 

ing the civil war did not seem compelling to me. I said that I could | 

not see the necessity for having such an Interim Government. The 

question of timing elections, if carried to an extreme, could result in 

the election occurring at such a time as to be able almost to predict the 

exact outcome of the elections. I said I felt that even an election 

which occurred within the constitutional period required, should be 

announced in advance in order to facilitate as normal an expression 

of the will of the people as possible. Mr. Venizelos said that the 

elections would probably be held in February. He said that he was 
. . . o,e : 

going “to be quiet about the civil war” and the political aspects which 

| arose therefrom in his campaign. I told Mr. Venizelos that I believed 

: that Greece would at least have some period of peace while the Com- 

inform trained its guns on Yugoslavia. 

: Mr. Venizelos said that Eleftheria was the only real democratic 

| paper in Greece. The newspaper in the past had been rumored to be 

: in the fellow-traveler category, but its status as a liberal newspaper 

was pretty well understood now. However, there had been from time 

In late September and early October, Spyridon Markezinis, the leader of the 

| New Party, published a series of articles in the newspapers Estia and Vima in 

Athens outlining his proposals for a solution to Greece’s political problems. 

Central to Markezinis’ program was the postponement of elections and the 

establishment of an interim government under Gen. Papagos which would carry 

| out needed reforms. Markezinis’ proposals had given rise to much speculation in 

| political circles in Athens. The texts of Markezinis’ articles and a commentary 

thereon were transmitted in despatch 771, November 7, from Athens, not printed 

(868.00/11-749). Markezinis’ views, as reported to an officer of the Embassy in 

Athens during a conversation on October 12, were transmitted to the Department 

in despatch 719, October 13, from Athens, not printed (868.00/10-1349). George 

Exindaris, a minister in several Greek cabinets before World War II and 

. Greek representative in Italy, 1945-46, discussed Markezinis’ proposais with 

officers of the Department of State during a eall on October 11 (memorandum 

of conversation by Dixon, October 11, 1949: 868.00/10-1149).
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to time many difficulties interposed to prevent it from circulating 
freely. This was especially true in the provinces of Greece: Not long 
ago a loan was approved by the Greek Currency Committee for 
Lileftheria to buy a new printing press from Germany. A. subsequent 
loan was granted in order for the newspaper to build an appropriate 
building for the housing of the press and newspaper offices. The ex- 
treme right newspapers had taken up the matter of the Currency 
Committee’s approval of the loan and had attempted to portray the 
action as a scandal. Because of the political pressure created, the 
Committee’s approval of the loan was submitted to the Steering 
Committee where it is still under consideration. Mr. Venizelos said 
he felt that the loan should be granted. He said that if the Americans 
on the Steering Committee were favorable to the granting of the loans, 
he felt that would facilitate their being finalized. Mr. Venizelos said 
he believed that Mr. Tsaldaris was also in favor of granting this loan. 
I told Mr. Venizelos that those matters came under the cognizance 
of Ambassador Grady who had all power to decide and act on behalf 
of the American Government in Athens. I said that I would be in 
Athens in a few days and that I would be pleased to discuss the matter 
with the Ambassador. a 

868.00/11-2149: Telegram a OC 
- Lhe Secretary of State to the E mobassy in Greece + ) 

SECRET a Wasuineron, November 21, 1949—5 p. m. 
2027. [Here follows a one-paragraph summary of the conversation 

of November 18 between Assistant Secretary of State McGhee and 
Greek Deputy Prime Minister Venizelos, reported upon in McGhee’s 
memorandum of conversation, supra. ] 
At the same time Dendramis called on Hare to ascertain Dept’s 

further views re Grk proposal for eastern defense pact: embracing 
Greece, Turkey and perhaps eventually Yugo. Hare replied Dept’s 
position, as explained by Secy to Tsaldaris Oct 28,? was unchanged, 
namely that US cld not consider extending present commitments until 
West Eur members North Atlantic Pact able contribute substantially 
to west Hur defense. Added Dept wld consider any approach to 
Yugos on mil defense Pact entirely premature, but wld welcome 
prelim Grk-Yugo rapprochement. Said Dept cld not oppose direct 
Grk-Turk negots and desired neither encourage or discourage purely 
local Grk-Turk Pact although psychological benefits Greece of such 
Pact might be offset by other disadvantages. In response Dendramis’ 

’ This telegram was repeated to the Embassies in Turkey and Yugoslavia. ~ ° See the Secretary of State’s memorandum of conversation, October 28, p. 447.
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request for’ continuing gestures of US support Greece such as visits 

by US and North Atlantic mil leaders, Hare agreed some gestures 

desirable but pointed out we must avoid provoking USSR or appear- 

ance of promising Grks more than we can deliver. Hare ended conver- 

sation by strong plea for internal clemency Greece, especially urging 

executions shld not be resumed on previous scale fol termination GA. 

- | | | ACHESON. 

868.20/11-749 : Telegram | Se : 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece 

SECRET oe Wasutneron, November 22, 1949—4 p. m. 

Gama 59. Re Amag 791 and 82,? question specific allocation for | 

Greece FY 50 undecided and in apportioning funds Dept will take 

fully into account ur views and those of Van Fleet as to minimum 

requirements to. accomplish objective of program. That objective, re- 

viewed below, shld be underlying. principle in relation recommenda- 

tion for milaid. — OB oo oo 

-Grk mil aid program designed for purpose supplying and equipping 

Grk forces to enable them successfully cope with guerrilla warfare | 

| existing within country, in reestablishing internal security. There 

has been no commitment concerning Amer aid to Grk forces after 

euerrilla menace reduced to police proportions. In light developments | 

thus far, and considering threat further incursions by guerrilla forces 

i now in neighboring countries, Dept considers objective of program 

| during remainder FY to support Grk forces in (a) continued liquida- 

: tion remaining guerrillas within Greece, and (b). preparing cope with 

any reactivation guerrilla hostilities resulting from return of forces 

now abroad, based on reasonable expectations in light all existing 

| info. In latter connection, your own evaluation possibility further 

| guerrilla activity is requested. There is no present intention utilize | 

: Amer aid funds in supplying Grk forces in preparing meet such even- 

tuality as an outright invasion by fon troops, or for other purposes 

going beyond the objective indicated. ) 

| —1Not printed, but see footnote 1 to the letter of October 23 from Grady to 

Diomedes, p. 440. an ne - — 

? Telegram Gama 58, October 28, to Athens, not printed, suggested that further, 

reductions in military assistance to Greece could be made in view of the favorable 

developments within Greece—perhaps to the extent of the $20 million in assist- 

| ance which had been transferred the previous year from the Turkish program to 

the Greek program (840.50 Recovery/10-2049). In his telegram Amag 82, Novem- 

per 7, from Athens, not printed, ‘Grady replied that both he and General Van 

Fleet were greatly disturbed. by the suggested reduction. They feared that the 

reduction would dangerously cripple the plan to leave a modern and effective 

military force in Greece (868.20/11-749). | an a |
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Dept therefore feels requirements must be set forth on basis of 
actual needs for program purposes within foregoing objective, with- 
out reference amt theoretically earmarked for Greece in Congres- 
sional appropriation. Dept cannot agree any commitment, moral or 
otherwise, not to reduce funds announced if not fully justified present 
US objective. In this connection Dept urgently needs tele info on 

_ program data upon which estimated $160 million minimum need is 
based in order plan magnitude program and in light thereof justify 
further current commitments. This shld include (a) rations, clothing 
and other consumable quartermaster supplies for troops, (6) am- 
munition and other consumable ordnance supplies, and (c) equipment 

| program. Data shld include general plan for nr and types manpower 
and organizational units, and level of supply which program is in- 
tended accomplish. Also report on level supplies on hand and in 
pipeline. It shld also include extent to which program provides for 
stockpiles for use after end FY 50.8 

Pending final determination fund allocation suggest Grks be not 
informed that fund reduction is contemplated, although impression 
to contrary shld be avoided. Understandable Grks wld be more sus- 
ceptible cut in forces if assurance cld be given that dollar funds which 
otherwise wld go into rations and supplies for surplus troops wld be 

| put into equipment program; however cogent argument shld be that 
unless forces are cut Greece cannot reap appreciable benefits ECA 
development program. Oe, , | 

Foregoing of course does not exclude reappraisal at later date of | 
objective in Grk Aid program in event JCS shld recommend long 
range mil objectives and NSC shld approve change in position re 
long-range US strategic interest in Greece. Every effort will be made 
obtain from JCS and NSC views in light present situation before 
final Grk allocation will be made. 

| ) ‘WEBB 

*In his telegram Amag 88, December 8, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador 
Grady presented the detailed program data requested here (868.20/12-849). 

Editorial Note 

On November 28, 1949, President Truman transmitted to Congress 
the eighth quarterly report on United States military assistance to 
Greece and Turkey. The report, which covered the period from April 1 
to June 30, 1949, reviewed military assistance to Greece, Greek Army, 
Navy, and Air Force operations, the Greek guerrilla situation as of 
June 30, Greek military training, and the organization of the Ameri- 
can Mission for Aid to Greece. The report concluded that in
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August 1949 the Greek armed forces reestablished themselves along 

the northern frontiers of Greece and substantially eliminated orga- 

nized guerrilla resistance in Greece. Greek economic efforts during the 

period were devoted mainly to holding the line against war-generated 

| inflationary pressures, developing a program for the rehabilitation 

of guerrilla-stricken refugees, and implementation, with American 

advice, of various reforms designed to insure a stable basis for future 

economic development. United States military aid valued at nearly 

$32 million and economic aid valued at over $3 million were delivered 

to Greece during the period. For the text of the report, see Highth 

Report to Congress on Assistance to Greece and Turkey for the Period 

Ended June 30, 1949, Department of State Publication 3674, Eco- 

nomic Cooperation Series 22 (Washington : U.S. Government Print- 

ing Office, 1949). | | 

868.20/11-3049: Telegram | 

The Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and 

| African Affairs (McGhee) to the Secretary o f State? 

SECRET IsransuL, November 30, 1949—2 p. m. 

275. From McGhee. In conversation with me in Athens and during 

Istanbul Conference Ambassador Grady has expressed his sincere and 

serious apprehensions that Department, in attempts to conserve funds 

or find additional funds for military assistance to other areas, may 

| reduce sums for Greek program to point endangering a very real 

| success for American foreign policy that has been achieved in Greece. 

| As Department is fully aware, Ambassador Grady has on numerous 

: occasions this year and last, taken the lead in proposing large-scale 

| economies in Greek aid funds and has worked tirelessly for earliest 

: possible reduction Greek armed. forces, as well as exercising tightest 

control over expenditure aid funds. I believe that we should give most 

7 thorough and careful considerations to Ambassador Grady’s line of 

| thought as follows: _ | | 

, “Danger of guerrilla war is not great at present. There are, however, 

possible developments, such as installation of a Cominform regime in 

| Yugoslavia, which could change the picture very quickly and again 

| subject Greece to the active dangers of Russian imperialism. In any 

2 case, it is essential that Greece possess strong if reduced striking force 

| to protect its borders from any large-scale infiltration of 11,000-12,000 

guerrillas now in neighboring northern countries and to attain ob- 

| jectives set out in Department’s working paper ‘to discourage re- 

1This telegram was transmitted via. the facilities of the Hmbassy in Istanbul | 

where Assistant Secretary McGhee was in attendance at the Near Eastern Chiefs 

of Mission Conference. For additional documentation on that conference, see 

pp. 165 ff. 

|
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newed guerrilla activity and to strike effectively at any attempts by 
Communists to revive such activity onalargescale. | 
‘There is also the complementary question of morale of Greek people which has in ‘past at times been dangerously low and has upon occasion constituted a serious obstacle to success of our efforts in all fields, political and economic as well as military. Drastic action with regard 

to reduction of American military aid and over-hasty demobilization. might well again depress morale to dangerous level. We can carry out our plans for demobilization during calendar year 1950 only if we can retain full cooperation of Papagos and GGS and assistance of some of principal political figures including the King. For example, if the leaders drag their feet on proposed demobilization, which they can do if they choose, the ECA: program will be adversely affected. _ Greeks are understandably preoccupied with preservation their | security. They feel they have been and again will be object of Russian direct or indirect invasion as soon as, 1f not sooner, than Western | Kurope. Latter has Atlantic Pact and MAP. Greeks have only MAP and I have frequently told them that military assistance for FY 1951 will be on relatively minor scale. Furthermore, despite its best efforts UN has been unable provide anything in nature of real protection for Greece. Greeks feel strongly necessity of some form of guarantee for their borders. They are not so insistent upon this matter as some other states, but sad experience has given them more than ample cause for concern with regard to this question. At our meetings in Istanbul all have agreed that conclusion of pacts in this part of world is not wise or practicable at this time. In view of the lack of any definite. assurances and demonstrated inability of UN to cope with aggression against their country, Greeks realize full well that their only real security at present les in their own forces. These factors should be taken into account in assessing military needs of a country as exposed asis Greece. . _ oo rs: ce | I want army reduced as quickly and to as great degree as is prac- tically possible. I will continue make every effort to keep expenditures 
Greek aid funds to minimum consistent with our objectives and to this end will carefully review planned program and reply fully to Deptel Gama 59? shortly after my return to Athens.” = 

Although I believe Greece represents critical test. case for our ability 
to reduce assistance and that we must move as soon as. possible to 
reduce the total level of aid to Greece, I am impressed with Ambas- 
sador Grady’s argument and particularly with desirability not sacrifice 
hard-won gains of past two years. There is further consideration that 
Greek army may be of advantage in light new Balkan situation which 
was not envisaged original PL 75 policy and which I hope can be 
thoroughly evaluated by JCS soonest. In general, I believe too in 
giving benefit of doubt to man on spot. A decision as to actual reduc- | 
tion should, I believe, be based on technical analysis after Grady’s 
reply to Gama 59 has been received. However, I believe foregoing 
should be kept fully-in mind as basis for such evaluation. - 
a OS : a [McGuee]. 

* Dated November 22, p. 461.
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I Editorial Noté 

_ At his press and radio news conference on November 30, Secretary 

of State Acheson took note of that portion of the United Nations Gen- 

eral Assembly resolution of November 18 (see the editorial note, 

page 456) which recommended that all members of the United Nations 

and other States refrain from the direct or indirect provision of arms 

and other materials of war.to Albania and Bulgaria until it was deter- 

mined that the unlawful assistance of Albania and Bulgaria to the 

Greek guerrillas had ceased. Secretary Acheson promised that the 

United States would abide faithfully by the recommendation and was 

continuing in force all necessary measures to ensure that no arms or 

other materials of war were made available to Albania or Bulgaria 

through areas under American control and jurisdiction. For the text of 

the Secretary of State’s statement (Press Release No. 937), see Depart- 

ment of State Bulletin, December 12, 1949, page 911. For documenta- 

tion on the embargo on arms shipments to Albania and Bulgaria, see 

volume V, pages 61 ff. oo | a | 

968.00/12-1649: Telegram” 
ee 

‘The Chargé nm Greece (Minor) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL i _ ArrEns, December 16, 1949—11 a. m. 

2496, Embtel 2487, December 14. I called on Prime Minister yester- 

day for one of our periodic talks, desiring particularly express our — 

hope martial law and its attendant restrictions will be abandoned as 

rapidly as possible ‘n order that Greece may resume full democratic 

procedures and enter pre-election period unfettered by measures which 

make difficult or impossible free expression of opinion. I stressed 

importance of revealing Greece to world in its true democratic light 

| and thereby averting criticisms which are inevitable if Greeks show 

| sign of retaining measures which would render free elections im- 

: possible. Prime Minister replied he was in full agreement and that 

| government is moving in this direction. He admitted, however, that it 

: is not easy to convince military persons along this line and suggested 

| that I make these views known “elsewhere”? | 

| — Not printed > it reported that Greek Minister for. Public Order Rendis. had 

| refused permission to a former follower of the late dictator J ohn Metaxas to 

| hold a political rally in Athens. Rendis explained the ban in terms of the great 

. imternal turmoil in Greece and the continued existence of martial law. (868.00/ 

oP leoram 2559, December 27, from Athens, not printed, reported that the 

Greek Government had abolished martial law in the Athens area, Peloponnesus, 

| and in nearly all Greek islands (868.00/12-2749).
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Prime Minister then quickly turned discussion to politics and said 
he wished to express his concern and that of most political leaders in 
Greece at possibility of Papagos entering politics.* His objections may | 
be summarized in following three points: 

1. Papagos is essential in Army, the threat to Greece by no means 
having been eliminated. : 

2. His entry into politics would probably be interpreted as sharp 
swing to right and as paving way to military dictatorship. This would 
show Greece to world in bad light and might be used by Russia and 
satcllites as pretext for further action against Greece. 

_ 38. It may come to be believed that King is backing Papagos in 
which case crown would become involved in internal politics to its 
detriment. King should remain aloof from all politics to maintain the high respect he has earned. Prime Minister said that while he himself 
does not believe King is involved in Papagos movement, the general | impression can hardly fail to develop among public.‘ 

| In conclusion he read me sentence from Bismarck outlining danger 
inherent in introducing military mentality into politics. I replied, 
along lines last paragraph Embtel 2490, December 15,° that these 
matters were for the Greeks to decide. 

Later I saw Minister of Foreign Affairs on another subject and 
when conversation turned to politics Tsaldaris also expressed concern 
re Papagos entering politics. However, he based his objection on sole 
point that Papagos is irreplaceable in military establishment and 
cannot be spared for politics. He added that while the Americans 
understandably cannot express preferences in purely political mat- 
ters, it is their right and even duty to see that military establishment 
into which they have put so much money is provided with effective 
leadership. 

| Minor 

*In his telegram 2490, December 15, from Athens, not printed, Chargé Minor reported that Markezinis on December 13 urged King Paul to make every effort to induce Field Marshal Papagos to enter politics. Minor further reported that Papagos’ entry into politics was the principal Greek political issue currently being discussed and the Embassy’s position in the matter was being sought from all sides. Minor explained that when questioned, the Embassy was replying that questions relating to political parties and personalities were for the Greek people to resolve and that no indication as to American preference could be expected of the Embassy. (868.00/12-1549) | 
‘In his telegram 2582, December 29, from Athens, not printed, Ambassador Grady reported that King Paul had told an Embassy officer in categorical terms that Papagos would not stand for election or enter politics at “this time.” The King stated that about a week earlier he had so advised Papagos who had replied that he had come independently to the same conclusion. The King explained that he had carefully considered the merits of Papagos’ candidacy under current conditions and had decided that the disadvantages far outweighed the ad- vantages. (868.00/12-2949) | 

 * See footnote 3, above.
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868.00/12—-1849 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (K irk) to the Secretary of State | 

| 
| 

SECRET Moscow, December 18, 1949—1 p. m. 
; : 

3134. While agreeing with conclusion enclosure Department instruc- 

tions 184, November 16? that Greek Communist guerrillas have been 

rendered ineffective as striking force for present, Embassy inclined 

place considerable emphasis on provisional character this situation | 

and to caution against understandable tendency to consider current 

Soviet tactical lull as justifying appreciable reduction in total level 

< US assistance to Greece (Grady-McGhee talks as reported Istanbul’s 

275, November 30 to Department and Depintel December 12? re Anglo- _— 

American and NME planning Greek military forces). - 

- Embassy thinking influenced by obviously close link between Tito 

problem and recent Greek guerrilla defeats (Embtel 3062, Decem- 

ber 9°) and also by conviction that as long as Greek rebel forces of 

10,000 capable of military service are in satellite or Soviet territory 

(Department instructions 134) and at disposal Soviet power, they con- 

stitute latent military threat which Soviets can always reorganize 

rapidly for action inside Greek borders. 

Aside from military factors, including strategic importance Greece 

in any Soviet thrust to eastern Mediterranean area, Embassy concerned 

with possible harmful effect on politico-economic health of Greece 

of any appreciable decrease US aid this time. This connection Embassy 

suggests that Greek agricultural problem appropriate sphere of long- 

term US action under Point Four technical assistance program. 

It would appear preferable to utilize relative calm of what may 

be short breathing spell from direct Communist military threat to 

| push vigorously to completion projected programs for strengthening 

Greek economy and administration services. Otherwise, we run risk 

of having to answer another Greek fire-alarm on emergency basis. 

Sent Department 3134. Department pass London 342, Athens 94. 

Kirk 

Not printed; it transmitted a copy of Department of State, Office of Intelli- 

gence Research Report No. 5073, October 26, 1949, entitled “Hstimate of Greek 

Guerrilla Strength and Disposition Outside Greece,’ not printed. The report 

concluded that the Greek Communist rebels had been rendered ineffective as 

a striking force as a result of the Vitsi-Grammos defeat of August—September. 

Sporadic rebel incursions into Greece from Albania and Bulgaria might be 

expected, but the Cominform would have to devise a new plan for the domination | 

of Greece. (868.00/11—-1649 ) | 

2 Not printed; it reported that the British Embassy had informed the Depart- 

ment of State that the British Chiefs of Staff would soon approach the National 

Military Hstablishment regarding long-range plans for the size and support of 

Greek military forces, long-range US-UK strategic objectives in Greece, and 

possible integration of the US and UK military missions in Greece (800.00 

Summaries/12-1249). 

3 Tn it the Embassy in Moscow presented a year-end appraisal of Soviet policies 

and attitudes towards Europe. For the text of the telegram, see vol. v, p. 681.
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501.BB Balkan/12~2149 ee 7 

‘Phe Department of State to the Greek Embassy ~— 

CONFIDENTIAL | a 

Oo — Anpe-Miiwore oy 
_ Reference is made to the verbal inquiry of December 16, 1949 of 
the Royal Greek Embassy concerning the remarks on the Greek con- 
ciliation effort in President Romulo’s address to the General Assembly 
on December 10, 1949. The full remarks appear as follows in the 
verbatim record of the 276th plenarymeeting: = © 

“We are now approaching the closing exercises, but before we reach 
that item, as Chairman of the Conciliation Committee I: would like 
to inform the General Assembly that the Committee has held further 
informal conversations with the representatives of the governments 
primarily concerned in the Greek question. From those conversations 
it appears that the prospects of peace are encouraging. I am con- 
fident that the progressive betterment of relations between the states 
concerned can be assured if all parties abide in good faith by the 
resolutions of the General Assembly and the provisions of the Charter. 

It is my hope that all parties will, by their own free decisions, do 
all in their power to heal the wounds left by the conflict of the last 
few years. I have been informed by the representatives of Greece 
that there have been no death sentences carried out in Greece since 
the recent clemency legislation was enacted. The Committee has. ex- 
pressed to the Greek representatives its belief that this fact may help 

At the concluding meeting of the Fourth Session of the United Nations 
General Assembly on December 10, Assembly President Romulo made a state- 
ment in his capacity as Chairman of the Conciliation Committee. The text of the 
statement appears in the document printed here. For the official record of the 
Assembly meeting, see GA (IV), Plenary, pp. 608-619. On the afternoon of 
December 16, Greek Minister Economou-Gouras called at the Department. of 
State at his request. to protest, on instructions of the Greek Foreign Ministry, 
the substance of Romulo’s remarks. Economou-Gouras stated that offending 
portions of Romulo’s remarks had been included at the suggestion of the United 
States and British Delegations at the. United Nations. Economou-Gouras com- 
plained that it was inadmissible that the conduct of Greece’s northern neighbors 
with respect to Greece should be made conditional upon whether or not the 
Greek Government executed some Communists who had been supporting the 
aggressive designs of those countries against Greece (memorandum of con- 
versation by Cromie, December 16, 1949: 501.BB/12-1649). The aide-mémoire 
printed here, prepared in the Department of State in response to. Economou- 
Gouras’ oral démarche of December 16, was handed to Economou-Gouras by 
Deputy Director Rountree during a visit to the Department on December 22. In 
presenting the aide-mémoire, Rountree summarized the points made in it and 
expanded on the reasons which had led the United States Delegation to propose 
to Romulo that he include certain remarks on clemency in his statement to the 
General Assembly. Economou-Gouras reiterated. the view of the Greek Govern- 
ment that references in Romulo’s statement to clemency for the rebels amounted 
to walking into a Communist propaganda trap. He said..with some heat that 
American thinking on the matter represented a “deviation from the truth” 
which was that the one aim of the Soviet bloc was the overthrow of the Greek 
Government and its replacement by a Communist regime (memorandum of 
conversation by Cromie, December 22, 1949: 501.BB/12-2249). oe,
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improve the situation between Greece and her Northern neighbours: | 

The Committee hopes that the situation will continue to improve in 

the future. Attitudes of humanitarianism and tolerance, compatible | 

with security and public order, cannot but help to facilitate the work 

of conciliation which must eventually take place among the States 

involved in this problem.” | | | Pe | 

It is understood that the Royal Ministry for Foreign Affairs is | 

disturbed by the relationship drawn by President Romulo between i 

the suspension of executions in Greece under the recent clemency legis- 

lation and the hope for improvement in the situation between Greece _ 

and Greece’s northern neighbors. It was maintained by the Embassy . 

that, from the legal point of view, the internal administration of 

justice in Greece is not a proper matter of international action while, 

from the political point of view, President Romulo’s remarks might | 

lead Greece’s northern neighbors to justify their refusal of conciliation — | 

proposals on the grounds of death sentences in Greece. It was said that | 

when Mr. Kyrou recently raised these points with President Romulo, . 

the latter commented that the reference in question in his address had 

been incorporated on the basis of suggestions made by the United , 

States and United Kingdom representatives at the General Aseembly. 

It is a fact that competent representatives of the United States — 

- Delegation, in discussing informally with President Romulo the ques- 

tion of completing the conciliation effort of the fourth regular session 

of the General Assembly and of complying with the Ecuadorian | 

Resolution on death sentences in Greece, did suggest to President 

Romulo that he incorporate something along the lines of the above- — 

quoted remarks in his closing address. It is understood that this specific | 

suggestion was not discussed with the British Delegation. | 

In making this suggestion, the United States representatives were 

aware that the question of the suspension of Greek executions had 

been discussed at considerable length in the General Assembly, which | 

had asked President Romulo to ascertain the views of the Greek Gov- 

‘ernment on this matter. They were impressed, moreover, by the deep | 

concern manifested by several non-communist Delegations for the 

humanitarian aspects of this question and by the extent to which the | 

suspension of Greek executions, as of September 380, 1949, had resulted 

in the creation of a political atmosphere favorable to Greece. | 

_ President Romulo’s remarks, though based on an American sugges- 

tion, were of course made on his own responsibility as Chairman of 

the Conciliation Committee. Their appropriateness should, in the 

Department’s opinion, be judged in the light of the existing situation | 

in the Balkans and of the atmosphere at the General Assembly, as a 

outlined above. The Department believes, moreover, that it would be 

difficult to take issue with the general statement addressed by Presi- | 

501-887—77——31
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dent Romulo to all Governments involved in the Greek situation: 
“Attitudes of humanitarianism and tolerance, compatible with secu- 
rity and public order, cannot but help to facilitate the work of con- 
ciliation which must eventually take place among the States involved | 
in this problem.” As the Embassy is aware, the United States Govern-. 

. ment has consistently championed the observance of human rights 
throughout the world and especially in the communist-dominated 

| countries. It has not concealed its hope that the Government of Greece 
will, in its own political interest. and in accordance with the high 

| tradition of Greek humanitarianism, pursue the broad policy of 
judicial leniency on which it has already embarked with such favor- 
ableresults re - 

| Wasuineton, December 21,1949.” a oo
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CONCERN OF THE UNITED STATES WITH THE HOSTILE ATTITUDE =~ 

| OF THE SOVIET UNION TOWARD IRAN; POLITICAL SUPPORT OF 

_JRAN BY THE UNITED STATES; THE QUESTION OF UNITED STATES 

MILITARY AND ECONOMIC AID TO IRAN? | | a 

OO Editorial Note _ Oo | - 

James Somerville, the Chargé d’Affaires in Iran, and Evan M. 

Wilson, the First Secretary of Embassy, had an audience with the | 

- Shah on January 20. The Iranian monarch cited recent conversations: 

in Washington by Iranian. Ambassador Hussein Alia and Brigadier 

General Mohammad Mazhari, the Iranian Mibtary Attaché, with a 

Department of the Army official. During the conversations, the 

Iranian representatives were said to have ‘advanced three alternative — 

proposals for the defense of this country in the event. of Russian 

aggression: (a) the first, which would involve holding Azerbaijan 

and Khorassan as well as the rest of the country, would require an. 

| army of at least 500,000 men; (&) the second, which would involve 

holding certain mountain areas in the western aiid southwestern por- 

tion of the country in order to permit the defense of the oil fields, would 

| require an army of 300,000 men including two armored divisions; | 

while (c) the third, which was what could’ be accomplished by the | 

present Iranian Army of about 100,000, with the American equipment 

| it is now receiving, would permit only a small force in the same moun- | 

tains to carry out guerrilla operations and try to defend the oil fields 

as much as possible.” a 

- The Shah stressed the second alternative and expressed confidence 

that the Iranian Army as augmented along those lines would hold 

the indicated area. He stated “that if it were not possible for the — 

United States to give Iran any more equipment than that coming in 

under the present arms credit, or for Iran to expand its Army beyond 

the present figure of roughly.100,000 men, the Iranian Army would 

| have to confine its role to guerrilla and harrassing operations center- , 

| ing in the area around Hamadan, Kermanshaéh and Khurramabad.” | 

He “stressed most earnestly the need for the United States giving a 

Iran some indication of its strategic plans as regards this country.” 

1 Continued from Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, pp. 88-200. 

| 474 .
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The Shah “concluded the audience by saying that in any case the 
Tranian Army would resist any aggression, and reiterating his re- 
quest for more information as to the extent of aid which could be 
expected from the United States in such a contingency.” (Memo- 
randum of conversation, presumably by Messrs. Somerville and Wil- 

| son; copy transmitted to John D. Jernegan, Chief of the Division of 
Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, by Mr. Somerville in his letter 

_ of January 21, 891.24/1-2149) ee 
Hor the statement released to the press by the Department of State 

on July 29, 1948, detailing the credits extended to the Iranian Govern- 
‘ment for the purchase of American surplus military equipment, see | 

| Foreign Relations, 1948, volume V, Part 1, page 166. | 

8$91.00/1-2949 : Telegram . | | 7 . | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran? 

TOP SECRET | _ Wasuineton, January 29, 19499 p. m. 

68. Following: is substance oral statement made [to] Iranian Am- 

bassador Jan 25 reply Shah’s inquiry as to whether US would give 
favorable consideration to Iran Gov request for military assistance 

_ on Greek-Turkish model : ? | | 

1. US desires help Iran. Extent of assistance is necessarily limited 
by (a) availability funds and equipment; (6) capacity Iranian 
forces to receive and utilize equipment and (¢c) economic capacity 

| Iranian Gov to maintain equipment and forces required to utilize it. 
2. World-wide demands on us for military assistance are enormous. 

We do not yet know their total magnitude or relative urgency nor 
what funds and materials will be available to satisfy them. | 

3. We lack legal authority furnish further military assistance to 
Iran or any other countries except Greece, Turkey and. China. 
Action by Congress would be required. We are working on problem 

: but cannot tell what Congress will do either in granting authority - 
or in appropriating funds to meet various requests for military aid. | 

4. Delivery surplus military equipment to Iran under current pro- 
gram is just beginning and will require full year to complete. We 
believe capacity Iranian ports and transportation facilities will be 
fully occupied with this material. during current year. In case of 

| Turkey, despite careful advance. preparations and number of. avail- 
able ports, we found that deliveries of military equipment strained 

a _ 17his telegram was repeated to Moscow as 45 and London as 335. 
* For documentation on this subject, see pp. 227 ff. and 16388 ff |
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capacity to utmost. It has not been possible even yet to deliver all of | 

first year’s program.” 4 os Be 

5. In light of foregoing we are unable at this time give definite 

reply.Shah’s inquiry. We consider however that discussions of Am- 

bassador and Military Attaché with State and Army officials have 

been very useful and we will bear carefully in mind considerations : 

advanced by them in connection our continuing study and planning 

on problem military assistance programs. _ | 

It was emphasized this statement merely constituted progress re- 

port and not final answer either way. | re 

_ All above is FYI to be used only in response to questions by Shah | 

and Razmara.‘ none other. 

a | | | ACHESON 

---- 8Tn-a memorandum of January 10 to Under Secretary of State Robert A. Lovett, 

Joseph ©. Satterthwaite, Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African 

Affairs, discussed the problem of an “Iranian Inquiry re Possible Military Aid = 

Program for Iran.” The memorandum included seven recommendations and 

Mr. Lovett approved them. The first four recommendations . are closely sum- 

marized in paragraphs numbered 1 to 4 in telegram 68. The remaining recom- 

mendations in the memorandum read as follows : oo | — 

_ “5, For the reasons given in paragraphs 2, 8, and 4 above, we consider it 

premature to give any assurances at this time regarding our attitude toward a | 

request for further military aid to Iran. At a later date we should know better 

what it may be in our power to do and should then be in a position to consider, 

along with the proper Iranian authorities, to what extent the Iranian forces 

could effectively utilize any additional. aid we might be able to offer and the 

extent of the burden on the Iranian economy which would be imposed by such 

aid. |, oo, | oe 

“6 The whole question raised by the Tranian Ambassador on the instructions 

: of the Shah will be discussed with Ambassador Wiley during his stay in the 

United States, and Mr. Wiley will be instructed to discuss it with His Majesty 

immediately on his return to Iran. Co _ 2a 

“7 Tf the Ambassador should argue that Iran will be left in an especially 

exposed position as a result of our (anticipated) close association with Western 

Europe in the North Atlantic Pact, such an association implying a lack of deter- 

. mination to defend the security of other parts of the world, he should be told 

that we have no intention of lessening our support for Iran and that we are 

working on means to make this clear to the world. The provision of military 

equipment to a nation is not the only, or even necessarily the best, means of 

assuring its independence. The strengthening of the military power of Western 

° Europe through the North Atlantic Pact and any military aid program which | 

might accompany it would in itself constitute a major element of security for : 

Iran by helping to restore the balance of forces which has so often protected 

Tran in the past.” (891.24/1-1049) | be | 

Ambassador Ala, on January 25, had inquired whether Iran had been con- | 

sidered for membership in the North Atlantic Pact..'The Department. informed | 

him. that “we recognized we must avoid giving false impression that, by_ap- 

parently ‘preemptive commitment to Western Europe, we are abandoning Iran 

to predatory Soviet designs. Iranian people must not be led to feel that increased 
US support of Western ‘Europe means any lessening of support for Iran and 

| correspondingly USSR must not be given impression that. aggression against 

Iran would go unchallenged because of apparent US concentration on Huropean — 

security. There would be in fact no slackening in US support of Iran and we 

were studying ways and means of. making this clear to world.” (Telegram 86, 

February 1, to Tehran, 840.20/2-149; for the full text of telegram 86, see vol. IV, 

*Maj. Gen. Ali Razmara, Iranian Chief of Staff. = - | |
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| T11.91/2-149 ce ee | ae 

_ Policy Statement on Iran Prepared in the Department of State - 

SECRET [| Wasuineton,] February 1, 1949. 

| OO TRAN a 
| A. OBJECTIVES | : - 

_ The primary objective of our policy toward Iran is to prevent the 
domination of that country by the USSR, and to strengthen Iran’s 
orientation toward the West. Because of its Internal weaknesses and 
vulnerability to attack by its northern neighbor, Iran is the weakest = __ 
link in the chain of independent states along the Soviet border inthe __ 
strategically important Middle East. If Iran should come under 
Soviet domination, the independence of all other countries of the 

_ Middle East would be directly threatened and important. security 
__ interests of the US would be jeopardized throughout the.area. Speciti- 

| eally, if the USSR should achieve the historic Russian objective of — 
gaining access to the Persian Gulf, it would (1) acquire advance bases _ 

| for subversive activities or actual attack against a vast contiguous . 
area including Turkey, Iraq, the Arabian Peninsula, Afghanistan, 
and Pakistan; (2) obtain a base hundreds of miles nearer to potential 
US-UK lines of defense in the Middle East than any held at present ; 
(3) control part and threaten all of the Middle Eastern oil reservoir 
upon which we draw to conserve limited western. hemisphere re- 
sources; (4) control continental air routes crossing Iran, threaten 

_ those traversing adjacent areas, and menace shipping in the Persian _ 
Gulf; and (5) undermine the will of all Middle Eastern countries to 
resist Soviet aggression. ee a 

_ Secondary objectives of our policy toward Iran are (1) to encour- 
age relations between Iran and all states calculated to elicit United 
Nations support for its continued independence; (2) to maintain 

| conditions of internal security, thereby increasing respect for Iranian . 
| sovereignty and avoiding a pretext for Soviet intervention, as well as 

making indirect Soviet aggression more difficult; (3) to foster an | 
expanding economy with the purpose of alleviating economic discon- 
tent and strengthening allegiance to the central governnient; (4) to 
improve democratic institutions and processes in Iran so that Iranians | 
might increasingly feel an affinity for the western world; and (5) to 
induce influential Iranians actively to support US interests in Iran, | 

| the Middle East, andthe United Nations, = | 
| a 7 B. POLICY ISSUES 

Iran’s foreign policy is dictated largely by its inability to defend 
itself against an attack by the Soviet Union. Traditionally, Iran has
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maintained a modicum of independence as a buffer state by playing | 

one foreign power off against another in a spheres-of-influence regime | 

imposed by the Russians in the north and the British in the south. a 

Recently, however, when US encouragement and. support in large 

measure replaced British power and influence in the area, Tran has | 

found it possible to achieve and maintain an effective degree of 

national independence. Having at first followed a policy of procrasti- 

nation, evasion, and compromise when confronted by an aggressive | 

Soviet attitude during and directly following the war, Iran has for the | 

past two years, thanks to strong US support, stood up firmly for its 

independence in the face of persistent Soviet threats. As evidence of 

the tendency of certain Iranian. leaders to align their country with the 

| western powers, the Shah, the Iranian Chief of Staff, and the 

| Iranian Ambassador in Washington have asked for US reaction to 

a contemplated Iranian request for military assistance. of.a type 

similar to that provided Greece and Turkey, in order to strengthen — 

-  Tran’s defensive position. gent ee | 

- [Here follow subsections dealing with political and economic sub- a 

| jects and Sections C (Relations with Other States) and D (Policy | 

-891:00/2-149 : Telegram vs OTS es 7 hee . aoe. | “ | eye 7 : . - a 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran* oo 

SECRET | US URGENT _ WasHINncTon, February 1, 1949—7 p. m. , 

84. [From] Wiley ? for Somerville. Rumors have reached me that 

Shah intends nearest future precipitate question constitutional. re- 

form.2 While I am not out of sympathy with his aim I still feel he 

should proceed step by step with creation of senate as already pro- 

vided for in constitution as essential first step. In view of fact that 

our Arms Credit Program is now beginning to flow in, that Iranian 

Govt intends to take:step. with SC re Tranian-Soviet relations* and 

_ Phis telegram was repeated'to Londonas361,00 . . 

 *John C. Wiley, Ambassador to Iran; at. this time, in Washington for 

consultation. | _— ne 1 RO Eg 

“or documentation. on the question. of: constitutional reform in Iran, see 

| Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1,pp. 88 ff | So 

- 4his reference is to the so-called Ala-Entezam proposals which called for _ | 

the Iranian Government to send a communication to the Security Council, for 

its information, detailing Iranian relations with the Soviet Union, in connection 7 

with the Iranian case, which remained on the agenda of the Council. Nasrollah | 

Entezam was Iranian Representative at the United Nations. The Department, 

| on January 14, informed Tehran that Ambassador Ala had expressed renewed 

interest in communicating to the Council developments bearing on the Iranian | 

case. It advised Ambassador Wiley that the “US is not urging course of action 

upon Iran. However, if Tran Gov is united in favor this step, it can be assured | 

| of sympathetic reaction here.” (Telegram 27, 501.BB/1-649)
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that we quite possibly may follow up this step with strong note to 
Sov Govt with copy to SC for info, it looks to me as if situation _ 
is such that there should be no added perturbation at this moment. 

_ In other words Shah should carefully consider not merely what steps 
he may desire to take for constitutional reform but still more impor- 

_ tant timing of any such steps. In my opinion he will be very ill 
advised to rock boat in any way at this time. — a 

Pls try and get this message to Shah soonest. [Wiley.] | | ps crrngone 
891.011/2-149 : Telegram a | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

SECRET US URGENT WasuinerTon, February 1, 1949—7 p. m. 
| 85. Supplementing Deptel 84 Feb. 1: Brit Emb Rep on instruction 

FonOff read Dept Jan. 31 Le Rougetel? report Shah’s plan issue 
| decree this week calling Constituent Assembly amend Constitution. 

FonOff disposed accept Le Rougetel recommendations he be instructed 
(1) inquire Shah whether focal Iranian Cabinet and Majlis figures 
have been consulted, (2) take occasion discourage proposed action on 
basis present time ill chosen for series national polls, and (3) advise 
Shah implementation present Constitution provision re Senate should | 
precede attempt obtain amendment basic laws. FonOff desired Dept 

_ views and expressed desirability parallel US-UK representations. | 
- Dept indicated agreement Le Rougetel views and undertook re- 
quest Emb Tehran consult Le Rougetel re concerting US-UK con- : 

_ versations with Shah. Dept expressed additional views: (1) 
_ introduction by Shah contentious issue at this time would upset possi- 

bility favorable Majlis action on pending Seven-year plan legislation 
and (2) internal dissension Iran might have serious effect abroad by | 
exposing Iran to predatory Soviet designs and greatly decreasing 
ability US and UK support Tran. Brit Emb and Dept agreed that 

, even introduction subject Senate might have unfortunate effect upon 
| pending Majlis legislation but that sympathetic attitude toward im- 

plementation present Constitution might be necessary tactic discour- 
age Shah from more grandiose scheme at this time. oe | 

Consult closely with Le Rougetel with view to urgent, energetic 
representations Shah along above lines. _ SO 
Wiley concurs. | ee | . | 
a SS ia as a ACHESON 

| : This telegram was repeated to London as362, 2 - | _ * Sir John H. Le Rougetel, British Ambassador iniran.  - -
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891.011/2-849 : Telegram - 3 ee 

The Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | TEHRAN, February 8, 1949—6 p. m. 

113. For Ambassador Wiley. Deptel 84, February 1. Your message | 

was transmitted to Shah today. Please see immediately preceding — | 

telegram for my conversation with Le Rougetel on subject.t In view 

of fact that Shah had taken initiative in sending word to Le Rougetel | 

re his proposals and that latter expects to see Shah for full discussion oe 

next few days, it seemed to me best that I transmit your message. 

through an intermediary, leaving it to Le Rougetel.to have the initial — 

discussion with Shah.’ | - mo | 

_As intermediary I chose Ebtehaj * because I knew he had discussed | 

same subject with you last fall at Shah’s request and because he had 

recently been sent to see me (on another subject) by Shah. After I | 

had outlined to Ebteha} considerations set forth your telegram, he 

said although personally disappointed at prospect of further delay | 

he would urge Shah give favorable consideration to first securing | 

Majlis action on Seven Year Plan‘ and then making effort secure 

favorable action on Senate. — | - | 

-Ebtehaj saw Shah and later today informed me of conversation. 

Shah apparently was greatly upset at suggestion his plans be delayed. 

According Ebtehaj, Shah although not inclined accept validity of 

our arguments against early action eventually said “final concession” — 

he could make would be: first, to “have Senate bill passed” by present 

Majlis and then “when Senate and new Majlis meet” to bring up 

question constitutional reform. When I inquired of Ebtehaj whether 

this would mean there would be no action on constitutional reform | 

for some months, he said this was so. When I added it would seem 

from Shah’s reference to “final concession” that Shah was erroneously 

| assuming we were permanently opposed to all his proposals for con- 

stitutional reform, Ebtehaj said he made much the same observation 

to Shah, but latter did not seem convinced. ee 

1 No, 112, February 3, 5 p. m., not printed. | | | - 

2The Department, on February 7, anstructed Tehran to request Ambassador | 

Le Rougetel to emphasize the full concurrence of Ambassador Wiley in his 

representations to the Shah (telegram 113, 891.011/2-749). | | 

* Abol Hassan Ebtehaj, Governor of the Central Bank of Iran. 

‘The Policy Statement on Iran, p. 474, in the section on economic subjects, | 

relates that “In December 1946 the Morrison—Knudson International Company, 

Inc. was engaged by the Government of Iran to make a survey and report on the 

potentialities for economic development in the country. The draft Seven-Year 

Plan bill, approved in Majlis committees, is pased on the findings of the Morrison— — 

Knudson report. In October 1948, Iran signed a contract with Overseas Con- 

sultants, Inc., a group of US engineering and management planning organizations, , 

to make a study of economic and social conditions in Iran and make additional | 

recommendations relating to Iran’s development program.” | pS
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Ebtehaj added he thought “a lot would depend” on way Shah’s 
| conversation with Le Rougetel goes; Se 

| _ Iam, of course, informing Le Rougetel fully. | 
| ~ Sent Department; repeated London 17. oe 

oe | / I SOMERVILLE 

«891.001 Pahlavi, Reza Shah/2-449 : Telegram | OO 
| The Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State 

NIACT | | Taran, February 4, 1949. _ 
| 119. Shah shot in face and side this afternoon by alleged member 

fanatical Moslem society “Parcham-I-Islam” (Flag of Islam), dur- 
| ing celebration anniversary establishment Tehran University. Wounds 

_ not believed serious and eyewitness informs Embassy he saw Shah 
alive in car presumably on way to hospital = 
_ Shah was mounting law school steps when man posing as photog- 

_grapher approached him, pulled out gun, and shot him in mouth and 
| cheek obviously with intent to kill. Bullet reportedly did not touch 

bone. Attacker then shot Shah in body causing flesh wound. SS 
: Attacker was seized by bodyguard (50 soldiers), dragged to side and 

shot to death. Police and soldiers maintained order in crowd which 
was dismissed in good order. I , 
. Further information follows. a a Oo 
Ihave sent message congratulating Shah onescapet ae 

| _ Sent Department ; repeated London 19,Moscow8. 
a Ce SOMERVILLE 

* President Truman; in a telegram to the Shah on February 4, stated: “I am . deeply distressed at information received from the American Embassy at Tehran 
that an attack has been made on Your Majesty. I am, however, pleased to learn 
that later reports on your condition are reassuring. The people of the United © 
prs join me in wishing you a speedy recovery.” (891.001 Pahlavi, Reza Shah/ | 

AS a result of the assassination attempt, the Iranian Government, on the night | 
of February 4, declared martial law, outlawed the Tudeh Party, the Communist 

| Party in Iran, and made many arrests (telegram 120, February 5, 10 a. m., from 
Tehran, 891 Pahlavi, Reza Shah/2-549). . | 

891.00/2-1449 : Telegram OC re a 
Lhe Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET - - Trnran, February 14, 1949—3 p. m. 
161. During audience which I had yesterday with Shah he com- 

mented at some length on crisis precipitated by attempt on his life 
_ and gave evidence of determination meet situation. He said, “We have 

some problems here which we must resolve and finish.” He continued
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that once a struggle against a fifth column was started it must be 

completed. Half measures were dangerous. This, of course, did not 

mean that there should be any excesses. po Be | 

| Shah said most important thing was that there must be a decent 

standard of living in this country and a new sense of social justice. 

He characterized Seven Year Plan as the most important means of — 

achieving this and said it must be executed. There were other impor- 

tant social measures such as tax bill and land reforms. | 

His Majesty continued, course of events in last two years had shown 

that in order to carry out social reforms in this country it is necessary | 

‘to have “a sane political force based on completely democratic forms 

as in the western European monarchies”. A strong government, he | 

said, was necessary. Social reforms in Iran were not possible without 

| political reforms, otherwise they were a waste of time. He said present | 

moment was very important for the reason that the Iranian people 

had been greatly disturbed by attempted assassination. They now . 

realized more keenly danger in which country stood. They could, | 

however, forget in two or three months. a | 

Shah said situation in Iran as it existed just prior to the attempt 

provided best possible opportunity for communism to make headway. 

| He asserted, “For the sake of the country I cannot permit this situa- | 

tion to recur.” He went on to say he hoped he had sympathy of US | 

as a great nation struggling for freedom and independence of world. — 

In this struggle, he added, Iran was a most important element as it 

was gateway to greatest oil resources in world. S - 

L referred to message which I had on instructions, sent Shah about 

ten days ago, prior to assassination attempt, urging that the present 

time was not propitious for constitutional reform (Deptels 84 and 

| 85, February 1 and Embtels 112, February 3,1 and 118, February By. 

Shah replied he understood our position but whole situation had 

changed. . - | 

Foregoing remarks of Shah correspond very closely to account 

given me by British Ambassador of audience he had two days pre-_ 

viously. He also has definite impression Shah is planning drastic 

| action of some sort in near future. While Shah did not disclose to me 

| what he has in mind, from conversations with Le Rougetel, Bank | 

| Governor Ebtehaj, and others who have spoken with Shah in last | 

few days, I gather Shah intends call a constituent assembly to deal 

with reform of constitution and at same time immediately to dis-— 

- solve present Majlis, although it is not clear he has constitutional | 

authority to do so. The royal decree calling for the constituent assem-— 

+ Telegram 112 is not printed. a | - |
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_ bly and dissolving the Majlis would apparently be issued in place 
_ of the decree which Shah would have had to issue in any event within 
next two weeks calling for elections before July. Under the new 
program, Shah apparently hopes have constituent assembly meet, by 

| middle of April, following which new elections would be called so 
the new Majlis would be in session by July. In order to. carry out 
these plans, Shah evidently feels a strong government will be neces- 
sary and is said to be thinking of Hakimi, Seyid Mohammad, Sadeq 

| Tabatabai, and Ali Mansur, in that order, for Prime Minister. These 
_ points are covered more fully in Le Rougetel’s telegram to FonOff 

which should be presumably available to Department and Embassy 
London —— oO 7 

In his talk with Shah, Le Rougetel said he had been instructed 
to urge Shah proceed cautiously in this entire matter and that he 

: knew this attitude was shared by Department of State and Am-. | 
bassador Wiley as well as his FonOft. Shah, however, just as in his | 
conversation with me, took position that whole situation had changed 
and that now was time to act. If he waited, opportunity for effective 

| action might pass? oo an 
Sent Department; repeated London as 28. | | 
PR So SOMERVILLE 

? London reported, on February 14, that Ambassador Le Rougetel had had an 
audience with the Shah on the twelfth and had advised the Foreign Office of 
the Shah’s determination not to heed American and British advice and of his 
decision to dissolve the Majlis in a fortnight and order a Constituent Assembly 
(telegram 561, 891.00/2-1449) . No. 561 also transmitted Ambassador Le Rougetel’s 
comment, presumably to the Foreign Office, that he agreed the time was ripe for 
the Shah to act and that failure to take decisive action would probably entail 
the overthrow of the regime in the next few months. BF 

| 7 761.91/2-1549: Telegram | | | | 

Lhe Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State | 

“PRIORITY | , , Truran, February 15, 1949. 

168. Following official statement broadcast last night by Radio 

Tehran: | : 

“Soviet Ambassador to Iran, Mr. Sadtchikov, in meeting with Iran 
Foreign Minister Saturday, February 12, protested against a part of | 
statement made by Minister Health, Dr. Eqbal, in Majlis (National _ 
Assembly) on February 5. Mr. Sadtchikov stated Dr. Eqbal read. 
documents which accused the Russians of interference in activities | 
of political parties in Iran. Soviet Ambassador added purpose of read- 

- Ing said documents was to harm relations between Tran and Soviet 
Union and to please foreign circles. He also submitted an. aide- 
mémozre on this statement. In reply Iran Foreign Minister explained 
statement Dr. Eqbal made in Majlis was merely confined to reading
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extracts from diary of Nasser Fakhr Arait (who made unsuccessful 7 

attempt on life His Imperial Majesty ) which was discovered at his 

house and was in his own hand. By reading these extracts His Im- | 

perial Majesty’s Government had no ulterior motive. Furthermore, | 

Tran Government not only did not intend any unfriendly feelings | | 

toward Soviet Union but on contrary endeavors establish understand- 

ng and cordial relations between the two néighboring countries in 

order that peoples of two countries may enjoy peace and comfort 

through goodwillboth governments. ae | 

“A reply to the aide-mémoire based on this statement was today 

submitted to Soviet Embassy by Minister Foreign Affairs”. _ 

‘ st a + eo. | ' . .. ° ie e. 

- Broadcast then quoted extensively from strong editorial in inde- 

pendent daily Keihan for February 12 of which full text being trans- 

mitted to Department by despatch. _ Ce reeyy wt do pus | 

Under Secretary Foreign Affairs confirmed to Embassy today that | 

| account of Soviet protest given in foregoing broadcast was substan- 

tially correct. a ee 
Sent Department 168, repeated London 31,MoscowlT. = 

| | SOMERVILLE 

-41Chargé Somerville, on February. 14, advised of information from the Iranian 
Prime Minister the previous evening that the “Soviet Ambassador had called. on 

Foreign Minister two days ago to protest statements made by Minister of Health 

Eqbal in Majlis immediately after attempt [on the Shah’s life], to effect would-be 

assassin had left notebook .in. which he had. admitted he was member of Tudeh 

Party in spite of fact it was controlled by USSR. Prime Minister also said that a 

Soviet Embassy had filed routine protest with Foreign Office re closing last week 

of Russian bookstore here.” (Telegram 164.from Tehran, 761.91/2-1449) | 

The Chargé had an audience with the Shah on the evening of February 15. 

The Shah referred to the recent Soviet protest “and said he.did not believe there 

was any immediate danger from USSR so long as internal situation in Iran 

remains under firm controls as he intends it shall. In reply to my question 

whether he thought time might now be opportune for an Iranian approach to 

SO, with parallel declaration by US Government, he said this might be useful 

but thought a still more effective deterrent to Soviet aggression. against Iran | 

could be provided, if in any statement which US Government might make regard- 

ing non-inclusion of certain countries such as Iran in proposed Atlantic Pact, 

it could be made plain there had been no lessening of our determination to 

resist aggression anywhere.” (Telegram 174, February 16, 1 p. m., from Tehran, 

891.00/ 2-1649) a . | 

891,00/2-1749 : Telegram | | a 

The Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Tuuran, February 17, 1949—3 p.m. | 

176. Deptel 140, February 15.1 It is generally agreed the recent at- 

tempt on Shah’s life changed political situation in following major 

respect: | oe a | 

1Not printed; the Department advised that it was “Puzzled by Shah’s sudden 

decision take drastic action at this time,” as set forth in Tehran’s telegram 161, 

February 14, p. 478. The message also stated that “Le Rougetel’s apparent about- 

face and particularly his comment’ present. regime in imminent danger incompre- 

hensible to Dept (London’s 17, Feb. 14) ”? (891.00/2-1449) London’s 17 to Tehran 

was a repeat of No. 561 to the Department, not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 480.
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| ~ (1) Shah’s own standing with Iranian people immensely improved, 
and there was greater disposition accept his leadership. This was.all 
more true because of heightened realization by the people of extent 
to which their welfare and security were dependent upon him and of 

| what would have happened if attempt had succeeded. Restraint and 
moderation shown by Shah in public statement following incident 

‘ave increased public respect and affection for him. So | , 
(2) In new situation created by incident, it became possible take 

measures control subversive and disruptive elements, notably banning 
Tudeh Party, which had not hitherto been feasible. Co 

Shah’s decision take early drastic action regarding constitutional 
reform (my 126, February 6,? and 161, February 14) should be viewed | 
against following background: ST 

(a) For some time Shah has been convinced that in order have a 
workable government able carry through economic and social reforms, 
which he feels necessary to save Iran from Communism, certain , 
measures of constitutional reform, requiring calling constituent as- 
sembly, are necessary. He has held this view a long time and in recent 
months has become increasingly convinced action could not be delayed 
much longer without disaster. | 7 

_ (b) About three weeks ago he came to conclusion time to take action 
would be when decree calling for elections to next Majlis were issued 
and he so informed British Ambassador (Deptels 84 and 85 Feb- 

| (o) As result parallel representations from both US and UK, which 
were primarily based on view that while we did not disagree with 
objective we thought timing was bad, Shah was persuaded, reluctantly 
and against his own judgment, to defer for a time his decision call 
constituent assembly (Embtels 112 and 113, February 3°). 

 (d) A few days later, attempt on his life occurred. | 
- (eé) In consequence of two major changes in situation, (1 and 2 
above) both of which were favorable to his plans but might prove 

| transitory, Shah decided if he was ever to act, time was now. | 

| Shah’s view is that of man who has long determined on a course 
_ of action, who has been waiting for most propitious moment to put 

| it into effect, and who is now convinced that present moment is more 
favorable than is likely to be case at any foreseeable future date. 

If he is to be deterred. by any arguments, they. must be either 
against constitutional reform per se, against this method of accom- 
plishing his cbjective, or against timing of his action. | 

| He is no longer disposed to listen to any arguments against first, 
Le, action toward effecting some constitutional changes. The need 
for such seems clearly to exist, and we have told him in past we are 
not opposed in principle (Embtel 1249, November 1*). 

*Not printed. a an 
_ *®No. 112 not printed. - : : , - —_ | 

_ * Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 191. oe ae
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_ From conversations with British Ambassador and Ebtehaj in last 

few days, I have impression Shah’s mind regarding method may still 

be fluid. There is no provision for amendment of present constitution, 

| hence some extraordinary procedure is essential if change.is to be 

made. There may be some precedent in his father’s action for calling 

‘constituent assembly. However, it now seems he may be thinking in 

terms of having the new Majlis and the Senate themselves constitute 

the constituent assembly, rather than following procedure outlined — 

Paragraph 6, mytel 161. He still appears to have in mind dissolving 

present Majlis. This step might provoke considerable opposition that | 

would not otherwise be expressed against. constitutional..reform as 

such. Shah would obviously lack constitutional authority to dissolve 

Majlis. Moreover, present Majlis in passing Seven-Year Plan law 

this week has shown itself in better light.’ SO 

ss Regarding timing, Shah is no longer disposed to listen to any gen- | 

eral arguments. He is convinced that he is now in position to deal 

with any internal dissension. As regards the argument that the-Seven- 

Year Plan might be delayed, its passage by the Majlis has now been | 

effected, and in the Shah’s view one of the main reasons for his plan 

of action is that rapid progress in implementation of Seven-Year Plan 

cannot be realized under existing political procedures. — ae 

British Ambassador tells me he has sent a further telegram to | 

London emphasizing importance reaching definite decision on policy 

to be followed. He feels any temporizing advice at this stage wouldbe | 

a mistake and we should either oppose the whole project in principle 

or let the Shah go ahead, now that circumstances have made the — 

present a more favorabletime. BS EES CEI 

~ Le Rougetel seems convinced situation has deteriorated to point 

where only drastic action can avoid disaster. While Ido not recall — 

his having made comment attributed: to him in paragraph 4 London’s 

561 to effect nothing useful can come from Majlis during next three 

months, ‘it is conceivable his pessimism with regard to present situa- 

tion may be influenced in some degree by difficulties British Govern- | | 

ment is encountering in its current, negotiations with Iran on two 

highly important matters: ATOCandIBI. _ Cs 

| As regards Le Rougetel’s view that situation is such that regime 

might be overthrown in a few months’ time, I think it istrue weakness 

of government and general lack of cohesion are such that if Shah had 

'>'The Majlis, on February 15, passed a law which authorized the Government 

to proceed with the Seven-Year Economic Development Program. The legisla- 

tion authorized the expenditure of 21 billion rials, or the equivalent of $656 mil- 

lion, at the official exchange rate of 32 rials to the dollar. The major categories | 

involved social and municipal reforms ($188 million), agriculture ($164 million) 

. and railroads, roads, ports, and airports ($156 million) (airgrams 63, February 

| 18, and 79, March 8, from Tehran, 891.50/2-1849, /3-349). |
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been assassinated, complete chaos would have ensued, creating a 
| situation of which Soviet Government would have known how to take 

advantage. Such a development, however, does not appear as immi- 
nent now as priortoattemptonShah. = = i 

This telegram has been drafted after consultation with General 
Evans * and Colonel Drury,’ who concur. _ a 

Sent Department 176, repeated London 35. | | 
| FR SomMERVILLE 

° Maj. Gen. Vernon Evans, Chief of the American. Military Mission with the 
Iranian Army. | . 7 | 

_  * Frederick W. Drury, Military Attaché in Iran. | 

891.00/2-2149: Telegram oe | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

SECRET US URGENT Wasnineron, February 22, 1949—5 p. m. 
163. Brit Emb consulted Dept Feb 21 re Shah’s project. Constitu- 

tional reform, showing copy FonOff instructions to Tehran (London’s 
| 624, Feb 18 and 636, Feb 211) and Le Rougetel’s report to London 

(Tehran’s 195, Feb 217), which communications. apparently had crossed, : | on 

_ Tentative Dept position was elucidated as follows, largely against 
: background Tehran’s 176, Feb17: | | 

(1) We have never advanced, nor are we inclined now advance, any 
argument against ‘Iranian constitutional reform per se. On contrary, 
must be clear to any observer Iranian politics that present constitu- 
tion is faulty in certain respects and legislative processes might be 
improved by amendment. At same time, constitutional revision is not 
only means correcting obvious faults present system. Increase of 
both Shah’s influence and Majlis responsibility might well be 
achieved by implementation present constitutional provision re Sen- 
ate. In any event, constitutional reform cannot be expected per se to 
cure quickly weaknesses which have become traditional in Iranian 
politics and politicans. : OO Le 

(2) Concerning method of accomplishing objective desirable con- 
stitutional reform, we continue feel strongly that Shah in taking 
initiative should scrupulously avoid procedure which would create , 
serious cleavage in Iranian political life and lessen world sympathy 
and support for Iran in its international relations. We are convinced 

* Neither printed; the former summarized the Foreign Office’s draft instruc- 
| tions which set forth arguments against the Shah taking action. The latter in- 

formed that the draft instructions had been sent to. Ambassador Le Rougetel 
on February 19 (891.00/2-1849, /2-2149), 

| _* Not printed. : - OO ne |
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~ both dangers would be run if Shah should take clearly unconstitu- — 

tional step dissolving Majlis or antagonize Iranian political opposl- 

tion by creating subservient Govt for purpose defying Majlis. In _ 

unfortunate premises Iranian constitution having no amending clause, 

we believe constitutional change should be initiated only after Shah 

has gained acceptance idea by preponderance political personages in 

Iran. Otherwise, Shah might well lose newly acquired prestige and 

create situation welcome only Soviet Union. Re foreign repercussions, 

Shah should not lose sight of adverse effect which domestic disorder 

would have on. possibility Iran contracting economic development 

loans and which appearance of dictatorial methods would have on 

continued. extension. kind of support. for Iran U.S. has extended in 

the past. Public opinion in democratic countries is offended by ap- 

| pearance of dictatorial methods, which are typified by illegal dissolu- 

tion parliaments. On other hand, if Shah should be able gain Majlis a 
support for strengthened Govt which would commit itself to summon: — | 

ing constituent assembly, allegation could not justifiably be made that 

he is acting against representative politicalopimon, ' | 
(3) Concerning timing, we realize occasion will probably never be 

perfect and Dept unable judge whether any. exact moment more Pro- 

- pitious than others. We believe however Shah should take into account — | 

in choosing his time as well as methods external factors, such as | 

possible effects of action on world opinion, as well as internal factors | 

such as his degree of political strength at moment. 

| Urtel 197, Feb 21° just received confirms above Dept thinking, 

- which Brit Emb has transmitted FonOff. As you suggest, it would a 

-- geem present govt might well be broadened and so be able itself meet 

| needs of situation. It cannot be called anti-Shah and has shown con- 

siderable strength in security measures taken following attempt on 

Shah’s life, making opium declaration UN and effecting Majlis pas- 

| sage 7- year plan bill. a : 

On basis above, you should (urtel 202, Feb 22 *) consult Le Rougetel | 

with view to making observations to Shah or his emissaries when and 

as you consider it desirable.° 

: Oe oe - | | ACHESON | 

, * Not printed. sy ; / | ne | : ae | 

_ * Not ‘printed; it advised. that. the British. Ambassador had: showed Chargé 

Somerville a telegram from London to Washington inquiring whether the Depart- 

ment wished to instruct, the American Embassy in Iran to make. representations 

to the Shah regarding constitutional reform, in concert with the British Embassy , 

(891.00/2-2249). | oo | oo | 

'This telegram was repeated to London as No. 607. The next day, the Depart- 

ment directed London to show the text of No. 607 to the Foreign Office (No. 608, 

891.00/2-2349). No. 608 concluded that the parallel instructions sent to Ameri- 

ean and British representatives at Tehran were substantially in accord and that | 

the eoncerting of timing, method, and details of approach should be left 'to the 

Embassies. Chargé Somerville conveyed the substance of telegram 163 to the 

Shah on February 24 (telegram 214, February 24,5 p. m., from Tehran, 891.00/ 

2-249). | 
| 

| 

501-887—7T7——32 | |
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891.00/3-449 : Airgram. re os 
‘The Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET OG Terran, March 4, 1949, | 
| _ A-84. Weekly Political Airgram, Period Ending March 4,1949. 

1) Constitutional reform: Toward the end of the week the Shah 
summoned representatives of all the Majlis factions to inform them 
of his decision to call a constituent assembly. On Sunday the Majlis 

| considered the Shah’s proposals in secret session and, contrary tothe 
expectations of some observers, the deputies gave their virtually — 
unanimous assent to the convocation of a constituent assembly for the 
following specific purposes: __ = - 

@) To add to the Constitution an article setting up procedures 
for amending the basic law in the future; —_ ee - 

6) To consider means to revise and “complete” Article 48 of the Constitution providing under certain circumstances for the dissolu- | tion of the Majlis. a _— c) To consider means to “complete” Article 44 of the Constitution providing for the establishment of a Senate. | | 

| Karly this week, at the request of the Government, the Shah issued 
| his “firman” or imperial decree ordering the convocation of a con- 

stituent assembly. The complete text. of the decree and the regula- 
_ tions governing the elections will be submitted under cover of a 

separate communication.? __ . ee a 
| Here follow sections on Radio Moscow, the trial of Tudeh leaders, 

| the extension of martial law, the press bill, and the Shah’s firman 
calling on the Minister of Interior to undertake preparations for the 
election of the 16th Majlis.] oe - ce | 

| os | | | SOMERVILLE 

_ +The Department, on February 11, had informed Tehran that President Tru- man wished to invite the Shah to visit the United States for about three weeks, | suggesting that March 30 would be a convenient date for the monareh’s. arrival in Washington (telegram 128). The Shah informed the Embassy that “his de- cision proceed with constitutional reform proposals makes it impossible for him to leave country now. He reiterated hope it might be possible for him to make such visit in late summer or early autumn.” ( Telegram 257, March 5, 3 p. m., | from Tehran) President Truman expressed his understanding of the “mitigating circumstances and looks forward to pleasure of receiving Shah at later con- venient date.” (Telegram 216, March 9, 7p. m., to Tehran) The three telegrams are filed under 891.001 Pahlavi, Reza Shah. No. 128 bears enclosure date /2-249; . nos. 257 and 216 both bear enclosure date /3-549, a . So
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891.50/3-849 ae | = | ) 

Memorandum by the Associate Chief of the Division of Eastern 

 Buropean Affairs. (Hooker) to the Director of the Office of Euro- 

— pean Affarrs (Hickerson)* So a 7 , 

| | | [WasHineton,] March 8, 1949. 

~The request which the Tranian Ambassador is about to make that 

we “refute” the Soviet charges of US economic and military penetra- | 

Hon im Iran raises a difficult question. It is assumed that the Iranian 

Government will have taken the necessary steps to complete the 

- -vecord in the UN, and that there will be no unwillingness due to | 

Tranian inaction to go along with their request. Nevertheless it would 

seem scarcely appropriate for this Government to address a note to the 

Soviet Government undertaking any such refutation of the charges | 

made in the Soviet note to Iran and in Soviet propaganda. Such an 

initiative on our part would certainly elicit a stinging reply and cer- 

| tainly does not look to me like a good move propaganda-wise.” | 

- Another reason for not addressing any note to the Soviet Union 

is that it would imply some degree. of accountability on our part to 

the Soviet Government. This raises the possibility, however, that it 

might reassure a fearful and bewildered world if we were to take 

some appropriate occasion to state, perhaps in a speech by the Presi- 

dent or the Secretary, our profound sense of accountability to the 

world community. | oe Be 

[Here follow suggestions as to the nature and timing of the pro- 

posed statement.] a | 

* Addressed also to Llewellyn E. Thompson, Jr., Deputy Director of the Office 

of European Affairs. _ me 
ee 

2 Marginal notation by the Secretary of State: “I agree.” | 

891.20/3-949 : Telegram Oo | | 7 

—- The Secretary of State to the Embassy inIvan* | 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, March 9, 1949—7 p. m. 

| 914. Re Joint Weeka 21, Mar. 4 Razmara statements “American- 

Iranian defense plans”? en | | SE | 

1 Repeated to London as 785, Moscow as 140. - . Oo - | 

27Toint Weeka 21 not printed; it reported information from General Razmara 

that several conferences had been held recently in Washington concerning inte- 

grated American-Iranian defense plans ; that a bill had been or was about to | 

be presented to the Congress to provide for further aid to Iran, but without : 

| mentioning the name of the country; and that American military authorities had _ 

approved a plan for an Iranian army of 300,000 men in the event of an emer- 

gency (891.00 (W) /3-449). Joint Weekas were Summary reports of major politi- 

eal, economic, and military events of the preceding week prepared by officers of | 

the Embassy.
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US Govt position re direct mil assistance Iran remains same as 
reported Deptel 68, Jan. 29 and memo conversation dated Jan. 28,° 
copy to Emb. Conferences here limited to State and Army sympa- 
thetic hearing Mazhari exposition Iran Army estimate alternative 
plans and materiel needs. No US defense plans revealed nor any 
indication US attitude Razmara plan use 300,000 men in emergency. 

As stated Jernegan’s letter Feb. 15,* all programs mil aid coming 
year being considered under integrated plan with no specific ref Iran. _ 
Tranians here have not been informed nature proposed bill nor extent __ 
aid to Iran contemplated. Above FYI and in your discretion for info 

PRES | ACHESON 

| _° Memorandum of conversation by W. Clyde Dunn, Assistant Chief of the Divi- 
sion of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, not printed. The conversation was 
held with Military Attaché Mazhari and First Secretary. Aram. (891.24/1-2849) __“ Presumably to Ambassador Wiley; copy not found in Department of State files, | | 

891.248/8-1249: Telegram a 
The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Se Truran, March 12, 1949-3 p. m. 
282. My 266, March 10.1 Have discussed with British Ambassador 

and British Air Attaché question of jet planes and training desired 
by Shah. British here do not seem foresee any active program in | 
near future, owing fact Iran would have pay cash, lack of sufficient | 

_ dranian personnel with necessary qualifications including knowledge 
of English, and other considerations including availability of jet 
planes for Iran and possible complications arising from presence our 
ArMish. | a | | 
Embassy is forwarding details, as received by MA Office from 

_ British Air Attaché Innes, of alternative schemes proposed to Shah 
February 23 which conform very closely to those outlined paragraph 
2 London’s 4776 to Department November 8.? Alternatives are: | 

*Not printed; it advised that the Shah had disclosed to Ambassador Wiley that he had definite plans for British training of 866 Iranian officers and men to maintain three wings of jet planes (891.001 Pahlavi, Reza Shah/3-1049). *Not printed; paragraph 2 read as follows: “[British] COS have reviewed promise to Shah while [at] London to provide him with phased training plan for | _ 200 aircraft and although plan has been drawn up, COS finds that apart from difficulty of finding Iranian pilots it will not be possible ‘for some years’ to build up Iranian Air Force with British aircraft on scale 200 suggested by Shah who had in mind three wings of Vampire 5’s. Phased plan for this number clearly Shows difficulties inherent in such an ambitious program. In consequence COS is preparing more modest second plan, involving ‘mobile wing of four squadrons’ . which it feels Iran ‘might be able to afford’ and for which Iranian pilots might be found.” (891.248/11-848) | 7 | a
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(1) Three wings, comprising three squadrons of 12 jet planes each, 

or a total of 108 planes calling for a complement of 2000 men and 

160 officers, as well as radar, GCA, transportation, and other equip- 

ment, the 160 officers and 1500 of the men to be trained in UK provid- | 

ing they are thoroughly conversant with English; and | 

(2) One wing comprising four squadrons of 12 planes each or a 

total 48 planes, this unit to be completely mobile and requiring a 

complement of 1600 men and 65 officers, the officers and 800 of themen 

to be trained in UK, again provided they have necessary knowledge | 

of English. — | : 7 

Significant feature of above as outlined by Innes is that he states 

decision has been taken by us and that we do not desire provide these 

planes or training and have given UK “green light” on whichever | | 

program they and Shah decide upon. British Embassy has had no 

indication of Shah’s preference. Innes believes, however, that in view 

of language difficulty Shah may propose contract training in Iran © | 

_ by representatives of UK commercial firms similar to Hurricane train- — | 

ing group previously sent here.* — Ds | 

Repeated London 6. - : a | | 

| | WILEY 

® London, on March 18, reported the feeling of the British Foreign Office that 

the British Air Attaché “may not have made sufficiently clear to Shah that 

| alternative one is ‘largely academic’ and that chances UK being able sell jets 

eamige deteriorated. since Shah broached idea.” (Telegram 1063, 891.248/ | 

761.91/3-1449 a | | , | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State* - 

SECRET | | -FWasuineton,] March 14, 1949. 

Mr. Ala stated that his Government was very apprehensive over 

the recent increase of Soviet press and radio propaganda accusing 

Iran of unfriendly acts. As evidence of the apparent Soviet inten- 

ton to undermine the Government of Iran, Mr. Ala referred to the 

recent attempt upon the life of the Shah as part of a larger Soviet 

plan, through the Tudeh Party in Iran, to create confusion within the 

country. He referred also to Soviet complicity in clandestine publica- 

tions in Tehran which stated that the Governments of the United. 

States, the United Kingdom, and the USSR were conferring in order | 

to determine the future status of Iran. Mr. Ala added that he was 

certain no such conferences were in progress and would not take | 

place without the knowledge of the Iranian Government. I assured 

Mr. Ala that his views were correct. | 

- 2Drafted by Mr. Dunn, who was present at the conversation.
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Mr. Ala stated that on February 19 the Foreign Minister of Iran 
had handed the Soviet Ambassador in Tehran a memorandum pro- 
testing Soviet press and radio allegations which the Iranian Govern- 

_ ment felt constituted interference in the internal affairs of Iran. He 
| handed me a copy of the memorandum,’ stating that it had been re- 

| leased to the press in Tehran on March 8. The Iranian memorandum | 
had not previously been brought officially to the attention of this 
Government. Ee - - 

| Mr. Ala stated that he had been instructed by Foreign Minister 
Hekmat to see me and te request the support of the United States 
Government in refuting fallacious Soviet charges against Iran which 
were, in the opinion of the Foreign Minister, also charges against the 
United States. Mr. Ala said his instructions were, more specifically, 
to request that we send a note to the Soviet Government rejecting the _ 
Soviet charges of United States activities in Iran hostile to the USSR 
and reminding the Soviet Government that the United Nations Char- 
ter prevails in situations where one member state feels threatened by 
another. oo : | . | 

| I told Mr. Ala that officers of the Department directly concerned 
with Iranian affairs seemed to feel that a note to the Soviet Govern- 
ment or some statement on the subject in question might be made by 
the United States more appropriately as a commentary upon. a com- 
munication which the Iranian Government might address to the ~ 
United Nations for its information. I asked why the Iranian Govern- 
‘ment did not, as is apparently the case, wish to communicate the perti- 
nent facts to the United Nations. 

Mr. Ala replied that, on his part, he had been urging his Govern- 
ment for more than a year to make such a communication to the | 
United Nations in which reference should be made not only to the 
unfounded nature of Soviet charges but also to the fact that the 

?Not found in Department of State files. The Department, on February 24, | 
notified Tehran that the memorandum strongly protested Soviet propaganda on 

_ the following points: “(a@) Allegation ‘Amer advisers intend transform Iran 
into mil base to be used against Soviet Union’; (b) Accusation IranGov em- 
ployees are ‘fon agents’; (ce) Criticism IranGov action re illegal polit parties.” 
The memorandum was said to refute charges of foreign interference and to 
state that the control of political parties was an internal Iranian affair. (Tele- 

. gram 168, 761.91/2-2449) os | | oe 
_ Tehran, on March 19, reported the intensification of Soviet diplomatic and | 

propaganda pressures on Iran. Soviet Ambassador Sadchikov had “again called . 
‘ on Foreign Minister to complain about Iranian attitude re Soviet Union and 

specifically against statements made by Army Prosecutor-General in trial of 
Tudeh Party leaders linking Tudeh Party with USSR.” Foreign Minister . 
Hekmat’s reply to the Soviet Ambassador was said to be firm (telegram 3382, 761.91/3-1949), cc a
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United Nations Charter prevails over any prior agreement with which 7 

| it might be in conflict, in this case, the Soviet-Iranian Treaty of 1921. 

Mr. Ala stated that his Government had hesitated to send such a com- 

munication for two reasons: (1) it would be provocative to the : 

Soviet Government in that it would bring to the attention of the 

world a situation which the Soviet Government would prefer to re- | 

main bilateral; and (2) Ivanian refutations, of which a communica- 

tion to the United Nations would be merely a reiteration, have proved | 

to be ineffective in their object of stopping unfounded Soviet charges 

against Iran. | | _ | 

i asked the Ambassador what was the nature of Article VI of the 

Soviet-Iranian Treaty. He replied that Article VI stated that, should 

a third party introduce into Iran a considerable force with the pur- 

pose of making Iran into a base of military operations against the 

Soviet Union and should the Tranian Government upon notification 

| by the Soviet Government prove ‘unable to correct the situation, | 

the Soviet Government would have the right to introduce troops into | 

Iran for the purpose of removing the threat to the Soviet Union. He 

added that in 1941 the Soviet Government claimed that presence of 

German agents in Iran constituted a situation contemplated by Article 

VI and, on that basis, introduced troops into northern Iran.? He _ 

continued by saying that Soviet press and radio propaganda is re- 

minding Iran of the events of 1941 with the clear implication that | 

the present situation of American advisers in Tran is analogous. 

I told Ambassador Ala that we would consider what we could do | 

to show our support for Tran in the present circumstances and would 

consider whether a note to the Soviet Government was the most effec- | 

tive means. Mr. Ala referred to the North Atlantic Pact and said | 

he appreciated information which had been given him by the De- 

partment ‘ to the effect that some statement would be made, at the time 

of the publication of the text of the Pact, which would make clear | 

that our interest in the North Atlantic area should not be interpreted 

- as any. lessening. of our interest in Greece, Turkey, and Tran. I told 

Ambassador Ala that we are trying to do what we can to make clear 

our interest in Iran. —— ee : | | - | 

Before leaving, Mr. Ala raised the subject of railway spare parts | 

which Iran had bought and paid for before the War and. which | 

have been held by our military authorities since the capitulation of 

| ®¥or documentation on the occupation of Iran in 1941 by troops of the Soviet 

Union and the United Kingdom, see Foreign Relations, 1941, vol. 111, pp. 383 ff. 

4 See final paragraph of footnote 3, p. 473.
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Germany. He said that the equipment in question was essential to 
_ the maintenance of the Iranian railways, which were now in a de- 

preciated condition, and were necessary to permit, among other things, 
_ the delivery of surplus military equipment purchased from the United 

| States and now stored in Iranian ports. I told Mr. Ala that there : 
had been certain differences of opinion between agencies of our Gov- 
ernment about release of such material in Germany. I promised that 

| we would look into the matter and try to have the Iranian equipment 
‘released. | | a - 

| (After leaving my office, Mr. Ala was greeted by several members 
| of the press who inquired as to the nature of his appointment with 

me. Mr. Ala replied that his visit was principally a courtesy call but 
that he had discussed with me the general situation in Iran. Reply- 
ing to a question pursuing the subject, Mr. Ala stated that the situa- 
tion in Tran was one of apprehension caused by Soviet press and 
radio propaganda against the Iranian Government. He added that . 
his Government had taken notice of the situation in a memorandum 
handed the Soviet Ambassador in Tehran on February 19, copies of , 
which he handed to the representatives of the press. When Ambassa- 

| dor Ala was asked whether the memorandum had been made public 
| by his Government, he replied that it had not been made public im- 

| mediately but had susequently been released (on March 3) to the 
pressin Tehran.) a | | 

| 761.91/3-1649: Telegram Sn OC | 
_ Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET § NIACT _ Teuran, March 16, 1949—11 a. m. 
804. My concern over the position of Iran vis-a-vis Russia was first 

brought to Department’s attention in my 206 dated July 15, 1948 from 
Istanbul.* Since then the position of Iran has constantly worsened. 
The Russians have made their position entirely clear: “The dis- 
honor of the repudiation of the northern oil agreement? must be | 
effaced and the presence in Iran of American military missions is | 

| intolerable.” I think the (Deptel 234, March 14 and Embtel 303, 
| March 16*) Russians may be genuinely worked. up over what they 

| 1 Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p.160. _ a - 
*¥For the refusal of the Majlis to ratify the Iranian oil agreement with the | 

. Soviet Union, see telegram 1031, October 23, 1947, from Tehran, ibid., 1947, vol. | 

aes Nelther printed. | | ne Le a 

|
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suspect we are up to here. It is normal to judge others by yourself. 

Moreover it may be presumed that Soviet intelligence in and on Iran 

is based very largely on a Persian network and that the Soviets are 

doubtless being fed a lot of fantastic nonsense. | 

The situation should be appraised in the light of the Soviet notes 

of protest to Iranian Government, the strong oral representations | 

made by the Soviet Ambassador to me," and the daily outburst by 

the Soviet radio and press. The Russians do not play for fun: they 

, play for keeps. When they were erased out of Azerbaijan ® they de- | 

parted with greatest reluctance and certainly with every determina- 

tion to return. - 7 | ee 

Whether their arguments are valid or spurious they have estab- | 

lished a juridical case for intervention in Iran. They have complied 

with the proviso of the treaty of 1921 in that they have given “warn- 

ing.” Also, the treaty of 1927 ‘between Russia and Iran strengthens — 

the treaty of 1921. Protocol one of the former treaty specifies that 

neither party has any international obligation whatsoever “incon- 

-gistent with the said treaty”, and that, moreover, neither party will 

“assume any such obligations during the whole life of the treaty.” 

| This may lead to the specious argument on the part of the Russians 

that Article 103 of the UN Charter does not override the 1921 treaty. ) 

In my opinion the Soviet return to Tran is not a question of “if” | | 

‘but is solely a question of “when.” The Soviet build-up is so similar — 

to what preceded the Red Anschluss of the Baltic States* (of which — 

Vishinsky ’ was one of the principal artisans) as to be truly alarming. 

For the possibilities the Soviets may enter Tran in near future one 

_ may consider the following: Soviet policy in many areas has not 

been successful and in few, Soviets have suffered checks and even 

reverses. By now surely the Soviet Union has despaired of blocking 

the Atlantic Pact, perhaps the major point in Soviet planning. The | 

successful organization of the Atlantic Pact. ‘will certainly incite 

Soviet reaction. That the USSR could take over Azerbaijan, and per- 

haps terrorize the Iranian Government into dismissing the American 

military missions, “effacing” the northern oil “disorder,” and remov- — 

The editors have found no documentation on “the strong oral representa- | 

tions” made by Ambassador Sadchikov to Ambassador Wiley. a 

_ *¥or documentation on the withdrawal of Soviet armed forces from Iran, see 

Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vit, pp. 289 ff. 0 oo 
| ¢ For documentation on the occupation of the Baltic States and their incorpo- 

ration into the Soviet Union, see ibid., 1940, vol. 1, pp. 857 ff. 

7 Andrey Yanuaryevich Vyshinsky, at the time Assistant People’s Commissar 

for Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union. |
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ing itself from the western orbit, without risk of a shooting war, all 
this sounds fairly plausible. (‘The consensus is that in Azerbaijan 
there would not be an atmosphere particularly hostile to Russia and 

| not more than token resistance). Such a move on the Russian part 
would regain the initiative, push the Atlantic Pact off the front page 

_ and make many smaller countries quake with apprehension. Also, it 
would disrupt Iranian economy (Azerbaijan accounts for more than 

| 30 percent in food-stuffs and raw materials of Iran) and-torpedo the | 
Seven YearPlan, on So 

_ The Soviet position is, I think greatly strengthened by the fact 
that we have permitted false and malicious charges against us to pass 
so long without effective refutation. (Please see Ambassador Smith’s 
telegram from Moscow No. 1366 of July 20, 1948.)8 os 

- In conclusion, the possibility of the Soviet Unien occupying Azer- 
~ -baijan at no remote date, thus reverting to the status quo and [ante,?] 

mnerits active and vigilantapprehension. = = 
~ Sent Department 304, repeated London 63, Moscow 34, Ankara 10. 

* Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part1,p.164 

761.91/3-2349: Telegram’ | - = ae - 

_. Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Irant 

US URGENT = i - Wasurnerton, March 28, 1949—2 p. m. 
_ 272, SecState made following statement at press conference today: _ 

_ “For some time now, our Embassy at Tehran has reported Soviet 
pressure upon Iran in the form of persistent press and radio propa- 
ganda, alleging among other things activities by United States ad- 

| visers in Iran hostile to the Soviet Union. That pressure seems to have 
- intensified in recent weeks, When Ambassador Ala called on me on the 
14th of this month, he handed me a copy of a memorandum to the 
Soviet Ambassador in Tehran in which the Iranian Government pro- 
tested against disturbing Soviet press and radio attacks upon Iran. 
‘This memorandum was also released to the press in the Iranian capi- 
tal. One type of Soviet allegation mentioned in the Iranian memo- 

| randum is that ‘American advisers intend to transform Iran into a 
military base to be used against the Soviet Union.’ Such charges are | 

| altogether false and demonstrably untrue. In this connection I might 
refer to certain. statements which I tried to emphasize in my radio | 

~ + Repeated to Moscow as 180, London as 992, rae : ne ey - oS - 7 

.
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talk last Friday :2 ‘This country is not planning to make war against 

anyone. It is not seeking war. It abhors war.’ I might say in connec- 

tion with Soviet allegations of hostile United States activity in Iran 

what I have already said with regard to allegations that aggressive 

designs underlie our participation in the Atlantic Pact, namely, that — | 

this ‘can rest only on a malicious misrepresentation or a fantastic — 

misunderstanding of the nature and aims of American society.’ ” | 

SecState elaborated his categoric rejection Soviet allegation with 

description limited personnel and activities US Mil Missions operat- 

ing under agreements requested by Iran Govt and filed with UN. | 

2 Secretary Acheson’s talk dealt with the meaning of the North Atlantic Pact _ 

and was delivered over the Columbia and Mutual Broadcasting Systems on 

March 18; for text, see Department of State Bulletin, March 27, 1949, p. 384. The 

Secretary stated in part: “Therefore it is our policy to help free peoples. to : 

maintain their integrity and independence, not only in Western Europe or in the 

/ Americas, but wherever the aid we are able to .provide- can be. effective. Our 

actions in supporting the integrity and independence of Greece, Turkey, and Iran — 

are expressions of that determination. Our interest in the security of these | 

countries has been made clear, and we shall continue to pursue that policy.” 

(ibid, p. 886) Oe , So 

761.91/2-2449 : Telegram - : a . . oe mo 

-- The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET > ne DP RHRAN, March 24, 1949-11 a. m. OO 

361. Colonel Drury, Military Attaché and I lunched with HSO*+ 

| today. He informed us_ frontier incident reported Embtel 342, 

- March 22,? had assumed more serious aspect. Soviet political officer 

conferred with his opposite number Iranian forces and demanded that 

Iranian forces withdraw from “Soviet territory” to line south of . 

Neftelidje by 6 p. m. yesterday. Otherwise Soviet forces would attack. 

Soviet forces had been reinforced by 500 men and 10 tanks. HSO 

sent orders that. no Iranian. soldier was to withdraw. If Red Army 

wished to attack it could attack. HSO directed that Russians be in- 

formed that. frontier forces had no authority to discuss frontier | 

2Not printed; it reported that on: March 21 an Ttanian patrol of three men 

proceeding from Neftelidje to Cenkertepe, in the frontier area east of the Cas- 

pian, was attacked by 50 Soviet cavalrymen. One Iranian soldier was killed and 

the remaining two were taken prisoner. The Iranian Government lodged a pro- 

| test with the Soviet Ambassador and the commander of the Gurgan District 

protested to the Soviet Consul at Gurgan. General Razmara categorically denied 

the Soviet allegation that the patrol ‘was in Soviet territory. (7 61.91/3-2249) 

. The Soviet forces released the two Iranian soldiers “fully. armed and in good 

| condition” three weeks later. (Telegram 483, April 11, 4 p. m., from Tehran, 7 

761.91/4-1149) a ge
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boundaries. Any question on this score would have toberaisedthrough __ 
proper channels with government in Tehran. Iranian forces were re- 
inforced by two infantry companies with machine gun section. | 

_ HSO stated that in spite of Soviet ultimatum and expiration of 
_ time limit there had been no further aggression from Soviet side. HSO_ 
added that text of Iranian protest handed to Soviet Ambassador 
Tehran has been telegraphed to Iranian Embassy Moscow for Soviet 

Government. _ - Oo / oe 
HSO very pleased that firmness Iran position re incident has so 

_ far successfully prevailed. He describes Soviet initiative as “bluff”. 
Please pass to Army.? 7 a 

Sent Department 361, repeated London 73, Moscow 44. | | 
Co . Witzy 

2In telegram M-433, March 30, to the Departments of State, Air, and Navy, 
Colonel Drury cited the following actions as reflecting a worsening of Soviet- 
Iranian relations: the recent intensification of Soviet radio propaganda against 
Tran; the Soviet note demanding that Iran close its Consulate in Baku and 
announcing Soviet intention of closing all of its Consulates in Iran because of 
the “hostile Iranian attitude toward USSR;” the incidents in Gurgan on 
March 21 and later involving the “shooting of Iranian soldiers and ultimatum 
and threats backed up by considerable show of Soviet force ;” intensified maneu- 
vers near Baku in full view of the Iranian border; and reported but uncon- 
firmed rumors concerning increased troop and rail movements in the Caucasus. 
(761.91/3-3049) . 
Tehran had reported, on.March 18, that “several days ago Iran Government : 

received reply from Soviet Government to notes requesting that Soviet Consular 
representation in Iran be reduced to basis strict reciprocity.. Soviet reply an- 

| , nounces that all Soviet Consulates in Iran will be closed. Soviet note calls for | 
closing Iran Consulate Baku, which is sole Iran Consulate Soviet Union.” 

. ‘(Telegram 326, 702.6191/3-1849), 
_._ Foreign Minister Hekmat, in a press conference on J une 5, announced that 
an agreement had been reached between Iran and the Soviet Union to close one 

| another’s. Consulates in both countries (telegram 749, June 6, from Tehran, 
702.6169/6-649). | 

891.00/3-2949 | 7 os 
The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET Terran, March 99, 1949, 
Dear Dean: You may have got the impression from some of my _ 

telegrams that I am a bit concerned about Iran and its relations with 
itsgreatneighbortothenorth.Tam. 4 2 2s | 

I think that I would give odds of about one to three that the Sovs 
(curiously enough, according to the best philological research, “v” is 

_ practically identical with “b”) will jump the gun on Azerbaijan this 
_ year. That the USSR might nip off all or a part of the northern 

provinces without provoking war is accentuated by the fact that most 
of the world is completely unaware whether Azerbaijan is a river, a



en 
Sea ee 

mountain, or merely a new religion. A carefully engineered coup in- 

the north of Iran might go even more smoothly than the business of 

the Sudeten Germans. ae | 

As you know much better than I, the Russian eye has leered atthe — 

Persian Gulf for lo, these many decades. The Russian appetite has 

~ been constantly whetted by new “anéritifs”. Of course, Iran has always 

been a land bridge that outflanks many areas of great importance to 

Russia. Now, however, there are new considerations. The Caspian, | 

on the Persian side, presumably represents vast wealth in sub-sea oil. 

Then, alas, Iran 1s particularly vulnerable in the north. The two | 

northern provinces have probably more than 14 of the population of the 

country and provide better than 50 percent of Iran’s food and_essential. | | 

raw. materials. In other. words, the elimination of the two northern 

provinces from the Iranian structure would decapitate the country. | 

One of the greatest oil deposits in the world is in the hands of the , 

British, with American participation in the oil, in the south. of Iran. | 

The greatest-oil refinery in the world is at Abadan. To deny the west- | 

ern world the petroleum products-of the AIOC would be an impor- 

tant Soviet objective. Finally, the Russians now, as in the past, desire 

to reach the warm waters of the Persian Gulf. Bo | 

The presence of: American military missions in Iran, the Arms 

Credit Program, and: the probable initiation of direct: military. aid 

constitute to the Russians something which they consider to be “in- 

tolerable”. They have. the idea that the presence of Americans in | 

Iran makes Baku particularly vulnerable. Razin, the Soviet Military 

Attaché in Iran, makes 1t- more than clear that Baku is admittedly the 

Soviet solar plexus. | | | | Oo 

I am very pleased indeed that you made your statement to the 

press on the subject. of Soviet charges regarding our activities in Iran. 

It was forthright and good. However, we must keep up the good work. 

| I shall continue. here to encourage the idea of an Iranian initiative _ 

along the lines of the Ala~Entezam proposal. If the Iranian Govern- 

- ment goes ahead on this we should, I think, be prepared to follow 

along, along the lines I discussed when recently in Washington with 

the Department.? And then on every possible occasion we should wheel 

into action again. In other words we should permit nothing to go by 

default. > | a oe | , a 

[Here follow two brief paragraphs on personal matters.| a | 

Sincerely yours, _ —.. Joun 

4 1The editors have been unable to find any record of such discussions. | - -
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761.91/3-2549 : Telegram oo ee ; 

: . ‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

SECRET Wasuineton, March 30, 1949—2 p. m. 

| 296. London’s 35, Mar 24 and 38 Mar 25.1 Brit FonOff through Emb 
Wash has requested Dept views on draft tel Bevin to Le Rougetel 
stating IranGov wid be wise adopt Shah’s suggestions (1) offer with- 

- draw Iran case from SC provided SovGovt agrees to allow Art 6 1921 

Treaty be regarded null and void; (urtel 872, Mar 252) and, (2) 
agree mutual withdrawal consular Reps from each others territories. 

Re (1). Brit draft states chances SovGovt agreement remote but 
“friendly gesture” wld have tactical advantage for Iran in that Sov 
refusal wld strengthen Iran’s case before SC and world opinion. 
Draft continues, in unlikely event Sov acceptance, Moscow wld be 

| deprived of powerful propaganda weapon and Iran guid pro quo 
wld only mean giving up immed advantage opportunity obtaining 
SC publicity and conceding Soviets possible advantage from delay 

| Iran getting disputeagainonSCagenda. = © =». | 
Re (2). Draft considers Iran advantage reciprocal withdrawal all 

| consular Reps to be overwhelming, but admits non-consular Sov | 
establs wld remain focus for dissident elements Iran. ue 

Dept views re (1) conveyed to Brit Embasfols: ~~ a | 

‘1. No compelling reason exists for Iran request deletion its case 
from SC agenda. No question has, until now, arisen over wisdom SC | 
remaining seized of Iran case. Sov boycott Iran case during active 
SC consideration, Sov refusal subsequently report withdrawal troops, 
Sov complicity in Azerbaijan regime late 1946, and Sov persistence in 
pressure against IranGovt and fomenting dissidence among Iran 
people, all fully justify, in our mind, Ivan acquiescence in SC retention. 
Iran case. Sov representations, propaganda attacks, and border inci- 
dents during 1948 and increased pressure 1949 make more desirable 
than ever SC retention Iran case at this time. Iran advantage SC re- 
tention case (Moscow’s 759, Mar 26 *) is attested by Sov Amb’s strong, 
rptd pressure on this subject. Be 

1 These were repeats of telegrams 1161 and 1205, respectively, to the Depart- 
ment: neither printed. — pts . ' 

. . * Not printed ; the Shah made this suggestion to Ambassador Wiley on March 24 
and the Ambassador expressed “incredulous bewilderment.” Telegram 372 also 
noted that for some time, the Soviet Ambassador “had been bringing strong pres- 
sure to bear on Iran Government to withdraw its case from SC agenda.” The 
Department, on March 31, informed Tehran that it was “quite surprised” to learn 
of this information and “to deduce IranGov has reacted sue persistent pressure 
x One equanimity.” (Telegram 299) Telegrams 872 and 299 are filed under (61.91 fi
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9. We recognize advantage to Iran of SovGovt laying down propa- _ 

- ganda weapon represented by Art VI 1921 Treaty, but Sov record | 

vis-a-vis Iran shows no indication any offer such surrender cld be 

hona fide. If Sov intentions were friendly, they shld be demonstrated 

by deeds and not by promise. Even if SovGovt shld act in good faith 

in promising abandon Art VI, it wld be doing no more than recog- 

nizing true legal status that Art at present time, in light of annexes 

1921 Treaty and prevailing UN Charter which contemplates ref SC _ 

all disputes threatening peace. In using Art Vi as quid pro quo, Iran _ 

wld be bargaining for a right already possessed.* a. 

3. Since two elements proposed swap are different in character and. 

in degree, public knowledge of such deal wid not redound Iran’s 

credit. Its complicated nature cld not appeal to world public opinion 

as bona fide, reasonable offer by Iran. : oO 

4. Shah wld be ill-advised proceed. with proposed offer. On con- | OS 

trary, Shah wld be well-advised take full advantage Tran case SC by 

transmitting letter UN for info only SC transmitting evidences of 

developments bearing upon Iran case and refuting as yet uncontested 

Sov assertions legal basis unilaterally introduce troops into Iran | 

under 1921 Treaty. As US UN Del Austin told Tran UN Del Entezam 

in NY last spring, Iran has obligation keep SC fully informed evi- 

dence bearing upon its case of which SC is seized. That obligation is 

as yet unfulfilled. Suggested Iran communication SC shid have 

beneficial effect upon three publics: (@) Iran Govt and people wid — 

| understand for first time they are not under shadow of Sov legal | 

right impair Iran’s territorial integrity and, therefore, might achieve — 

desirable self-confidence in face of Sov war of nerves; (0) SevGovt 

cid no longer feel that silence implies acquiescence in heretofore un- 

refuted Sov assertions relevance 1921 Treaty and might be deterred 

from action which wld evoke armed Iran resistance and, therefore, 

serious threat to peace; and (c) Western Democracies wld be more 

ready support Iran realizing, contrary current press opinion, no 

semblance legality underlying Sov action against fran, 

5. SecState has made statement requested by Iran Govt rejecting 

~ eategorically Sov allegation of US activity in Iran hostile to USSR 

and Dept remains prepared take Iran communication SC as occasion 

support Iran position SC is appropriate arbiter disputes threatening 

peace. OE ee Te ae : 

~ Dept agrees with WonOff draft re mutual withdrawal Sov and Iran — 

consular Reps, with suggestion IranGov release relevant exchanges of 

notes. | fe aR ones he ea OS 

* Ambassador Wiley, on March 29, had advised that he was “ little fearful | 

. that any Iranian attempt to borse trade with Russians at this time will end 

[in] disfavor Iranians. Moreover by entering into discussion with Soviets subject 

cancellation Article 6 there may be implied recognition its validity vis-a-vis” 

Charter UN. In other words Iran Government if it does not proceed with scrupu- 

lous care and greatest caution could contribute to Soviet efforts to build. up 

OMe) Juridical case for intervention.” (Telegram 402 from Tehran, 561.BC/
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Consult Brit colleague on above subjects and-in ur discretion convey 
substance above views Shah and other appropriate Iran officials.> 
Sn SO a _ ACHESON 

= This telegram was repeated to London as | 1096, Moscow as 193, and to the 
United States Delegation at the United Nations, at New. York, as 196. Ambassa- 

: dor Wiley discussed the content of telegram 296 with the Shah, Ambassador Le 
Rougetel, and Foreign Minister Hekmat. He informed the Foreign Minister that 
“If the Iranian Government was so unwise as to enter into a discussion of 
Article 6 with the Soviet Government, it could only be interpreted by public 
opinion that indeed there was something to discuss.” After-a lengthy conversa- 
tion, the Foreign Minister stated he was opposed to.an approach to. the Soviet 
Union on the matter (telegram 434, April 4, 3 p. m., from Tehran, 761.91/4-449). 

Editorial Note : 
President Truman’s speech on April 4 at the ceremony for the 

| signing of the Atlantic Pact contained a statement designed to 
endorse and emphasize recent statements by the Secretary of State 
on Iran, as well as on Greece and Turkey; for text, see circular tele- | 
gram of April 2, volume IV, page 270. | 

761.9115/4-749: Telegram | | | | 

| | The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran : 

_ SECRET | | _ Wasuineton, April 8, 1949—7 p. m. 

328. Urtels 438, Apr. 47 and 456, Apr. 7.? In view frequency recent 
border incidents Dept appreciates Iran desire achieve formula remove | 
possible boundary causes those incidents. At same time, we feel Iran- | 

| ians wld be ill-advised pursue at present time consideration lodging 
formal complaint SC basis Sov incursions. We adhere view next Iran 
step vis-4-vis USSR shld be communication SC for info only record 
events pertinent Iran case SC agenda, including border incidents, and 
taking occasion elucidate treaty situation. Formal Iran request SC — 

1 Not printed ; it reported a border incident in Azerbaijan, said to be the sixth | 
: incident in the last eight months of Soviet aggression within Iranian territory 

(761.91/4-449). a re : 
?* Not printed; it advised that Soviet Ambassador.Sadchikov had seen Foreign 

Minister Hekmat on the morning of April 7 and. that the Foreign Minister had | 
been instructed to place before the Soviet Ambassador three proposals : 

_ “(1) Hekmat and Sadchikov to try to reach. prompt agreement on exact 
delineation of boundaries in’ regions where incidents. have taken place (i.e., 
Gurgan and. Moghan). © = ne | 

(2) Irano-Soviet boundary commission to be formed with possible partici- 
pation one or more neutrals. ... OO 

(3) Iran to submit formal complaint to Security Council on basis six acts 
of aggression by Red Army in past year.” (761.9115/4—749 ) |
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action re Sov initiation border incidents might be interpreted imply | 

no complaint other obvious Sov pressures and befog principal issue 

Iran immunity unilateral Sov milaction. PAP re 
| 7 _ DO obs | ACHESON 

890.20/4-849 : Telegram 7 | | ee ioe 7 | | 

Bo aes The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

SECRET a - WasHineton, April 8, 1949—7 p.m. 

| - 829. Urtel 445, Apr. 5.4 Iran Reps Wash, like FonMin Tehran, have 
| raised subj regional pact including Tran. For some time Ala hasmen-  _ 

tioned informally his conversations with Turkish, Greek, Egyptian, 
| and possibly other Ambs here this subj. Early Mar, Iran MA 

Mazhari, “acting as interpreter for His Majesty”, asked Director | 

— Army Intelligence “to consider Iran ‘most important country in Medi- | 
_ terranean “Pact”. ‘Subsequently Iran Counselor Aram referred. to 
‘Tehran tel reporting FonMin belief regional pact “of utmost import- 

ancetoIranfon policy’, 
-<For ur guidance, Dept position conveyed IranEmb follows: : Dept | 

has given no consideration question Mediterranean or Middle Eastern 
Pact; is not in position to do so until ramifications North Atlantic _ | 
Pact:are clarified; and cannot encourage or discourage consideration 

| such pact by countries possibly party.to such regional arrangement. 

.. The Ambassador wm Tran « Wiley). to the Secretary of State : 

SECRET . Tenray, April 12, 1949—noon. | 
488. Lunched:alone with Shah today and spent three hours with 

him. He covered widest. range Iranian affairs. Shah was in a very | 
complaining mood and full of reproaches for what America was not _ | 
doing for Iran and what America was doing for other ‘countries, 

| . .. Iran, he stated, remained in darkest shadow of doubt with regard 
to American intentions, Until US clarified its position as regard to 
military and economic aid to Iran, it was impossible for him and his | 
government to formulate any policy whatsoever. I recalled his atten- | 
tion to your two recent statements* and to the recent speech of the — 

3 See telegram 272, March 23, to Tehran, p. 494.0 a Es | 

501-887 7733 | | a
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‘President; ? the fact that we offered two and one-half times what Iran 
accepted under the arms credit program and inquired what Iran has 
requested that the US had refused or what the US had obligated itself 

0 to fulfill that had not been fulfilled. I then put on the biggest act since | 

Sarah Bernhardt played “L’Aiglon”. _ | , | 
He asked me, “What are the American military missions doing in : 

Tran?” I replied, “They are here to advise Your Majesty as head of __ 
Tranian army. When did you seek their advice last ?” | 

Shah changed subject and said it was essential that Iran know 
precisely what its destiny was. I answered, “Iran will learn: this 

| _ quickest by keeping on right side of fence.” a En 
On military subjects, Shah was most anxious to work out some 

effective line of defense in Iran involving extensive training of Per- 
sian personnel in US and supplying of modern weapons of war. He 
stated, reverting throughout whole conversation constantly to Turkey, 
that we are inviting Soviet aggression against Iran, explaining that 

| by our making Turkey impregnable we were definitely inviting attack 
| | against Iran. I outlined to him the relationship of US to the problems 

| of Greece and Turkey and recalled again that Iran had never re- 
Oe quested direct aid from the US. I added that the US was a completely 

loyal member of UN and that the US would view aggression on 
| Iran by Turkey just as seriously as aggression on Iran by any other 

power. He was not convinced. . ... The only solution for the situation 
for Iran would be in the course of the next two years to build up an 
efficient army of 300,000. He told me that the US General Staff had 

| acquiesced in this figure. a _ i ; 
| I endeavored to calm his anxiety with regard to Turkey and sug- 

gested it might be well to cultivate if possible relations of real under- | 
standing with the Turks. Between the two, I added, collaboration — 
could be most fruitful. 

_ With regard to his military plans, I warned him that with new 
equipment now in production anything that might be given to Iran 
would be a painful subtraction from what was urgently needed else- 
where and that I was convinced that the US Army would not consent | 

| to provide Iran with such equipment without being convinced of 
| Iran’s capacity for its effective utilization. This of course would de- 

pend on training and if he would submit his plans in this respect, the | 
Embassy would be glad to submit them through the State Depart-_ 
ment to American competent authorities, = ss” | : 

*Presumably President Truman’s address of April 4 at the occasion of the 
signing of the North Atlantic Treaty. At one-point, the President stated : “Under 
my ‘authority and instructions, the Secy of State has recently made it abun- 

- dantly clear that the adherence of the US to this Pact does not signify a lessening 
of Amer concern for the security and welfare of other areas, such as the Near 
East.” ; see editorial note, p. 500. oe | | 

|



‘He wanted detailed infomation on what the US was prepared to do 

for Iran in respect of direct aid. I assured him that if the question _ : 

of direct aid for Iran should come up the Department would certainly | 

take most sympathetic attitude but that the matter had not as yet | 

-beensubmittedtoCongress. oo oo 

He then spoke of reinforcing Saadabad pact.? I replied that in his _ 
desire to fortify destiny of Iran he might be well advised to study the J 

~ realities of the world situation but that if he thought a regional pact 
would be of any genuine value to the future security of Iran I should — 

be happy toconvey hisviewstomy government. = | 

He seems disinclined to go ahead at this time on the Ala-Entezam _ 

proposal. We discussed the matter in considerable detail and I con-- - 

veyed to him the Department’s thinking re Deptel 828, April 8. Ap- 

parently he has abandoned any idea of proceeding with the “deal” 

re withdrawal Iran case in return for Soviet acknowledgement in- 

validity article 6 treaty 1921. | OS 
Sent Department 488, repeated London 84, Ankara 17, Moscow 61. — 

| - | a  Wiry | 

'Treaty of nonaggression. signed on July. 8, 1937, by Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, | 

and Turkey at the Saadabad Palace, Tehran. OL _ 

991.20/4-949: Telegram | ne 

Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran _ | 

SECRET USURGENT | Wasutneron, April 18, 1949—4 p. m.. | 

347. Draft mil assistance bill reaching advanced stage Budget Bur 
clearance, with introduction Cong expected soon and Comite hearings 

possibly beginning early May. Possible recipient countries will not = 

be mentioned by name in bill, but justification will doubtless involve. | 

elucidation specific needs North Atlantic Pact countries and continua-_ 
tion Grk-Turk-aid. To assure provision funds for future Iran pro- , 

gram, however limited, it wld probably be necessary to name Iran 
in Cong hearings (urtel 472, Apr. 9+). Favorable Cong consideration | 

might well depend upon Iran having made formal, however general, | 
request for milassistance. ee — oe — 

- Principal argument favor naming Iran is Cong might be expected — 
to be more favorable to specified recipients or to appropriation con- . a 

- tingency fund including specified recipients. Ds Nan 
Principal argument against naming Iran is implicit necessity 

stimulating request which cld be met in only limited amount. In any | 
event, amount allocated for Iran is bound to be small, say, twelve | | 
million, with no chance for material increase. As you must be aware, 
this situation is dictated by assessment supply-demand factors largely 

| 1Not printed. 7 | |
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in terms probable immediate mil effectiveness assistance accorded. As 

we see it, justification future Iran program based primarily on polit- 

psychological considerations (urlet Mar. 25), which cannot be used 

support anything. approaching scaleofTurkprogram. | 

Wldappreciateurviewsurgentlyre: © © | 

| a) Shid Iran be mentioned by name in public presentation to 

Cong? ee ee 
b) Shld we sugest IranGov make formal request for limited mil _ 

| ald? -2 | a ee 

| c) Timing and method-advising IranGov its place in our mil aid 

planning, 

-_. ® Ambassador Wiley’s letter to Mr. Jernegan, not printed (891.24/3-2549). 

761.91/4-1249: Telegram | ee 

~The Secretary of State to the Embassy inIran* . ~ oe | 

SECRET | _ Wasutneton, April 18, 1949-—4 p. m. 

348. Urtel 491, Apr 12:2 1921, Treaty is considered valid (that is, 
legally binding). It has not been denounced by either party pursuant — 
any clause in Treaty itself, has not been terminated by mutual consent 

of parties, has not been superseded by subsequent tréaty concluded by 

| parties, and has not been declared terminated by competent internatl 

| tribunal (e.g., on ground of doctrine rebus sic stantibus) ; Art 6 1s 

integral part that Treaty; therefore, Art 6 is valid, not null and void. 

- Altho Art 6 considered valid, it is applicable (that is, operative in 

situation contemplated by Treaty which wld permit Sov introduction 
troops into Iran) only if four conditions stipulated in Art itself and 

: first para Rothstein ltr constituting Annex 2 which is integral part 

a 1921 Treaty, co-exist. (See page 32, OIR Report 4619, Apr. 28, 1948.°) 

Dept considers none of conditions contemplated by Treaty exists) 
at present. Iran has categorically denied (1) Persia is being made into 

| 1 Repeated to London as 1830, Moscow as 238. i | 
| ? Not printed. ot ne 

*® Not printed ; the four conditions as set forth on page 32 read as follows 2 

“(1) A third country (or party) must attempt by military interference to 
usurp control.in Iran or to establish a base in Iran for military operations 

against the USSR; . - a 

US ae ) There must at the same time bea threat ot danger to the frontiers of the 

“ (3) Preparations must have been made for a considerable armed attack upon 
the USSR; Be | - 

“(4) The Iranian Government must be unable to remove the danger.” _



“base for mil operations against Russia”, (2) “there is threat of danger : 

to frontiers” USSR from Iran, and (3) “Persian Govt finds itself 

unable to avert such danger”. FonMin, on behalf of Shah, has stated | 

(4) activity in Iran hostile to USSR by “partisans of (Czarist) regime 

which has been overthrown or by its supporters” is inconceivable. 

Dept’s views stated above for ur background info. Definitive an- 

swers to questions, particularly those on interpretation and application : 

1921 Treaty, eld be reached only by agreement ot parties or decision of 

competent internat] tribunal. OE 
Dept views relation 1921 Treaty and UN Charter are reflected 

_‘Deptel 637, July 8, 1948,¢ final para stating “Dept concurs fully” 

~ with conclusions Iran Emb attorneys re Sov rights under Art 6 1921 

Treaty. oe a oe So a | 

a Oo Oe a _ AcHESON - 

4 Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 158. oe | a 

891.20/4-2049 : Telegram Ps | Codaguaa Page | . 

— ‘The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY oF Turan, April 20, 1949—10 a. m. | 

523. Reference Deptel 347, April 18, 4 p. m. As Department knows 

from previous reports both Shah and Chief of Staff have been greatly 

agitated over American aid to Turkey... . US “token” aid to Iran, 

while more ample aid is extended to Turkey, will under any circum- | 

stances be viewed here with very jaundiced eye. Also “token” aid to 

Tran, while irritating Iranians, will still be provocative to USSR. _ 

Though I completely understand considerations behind decision re | | 

Iran, I am very much afraid our relations here will be made difficult. 

I therefore think that the answers to paragraphs a and 6 should. 7 

definitely be negative and that decision may be deferred with regard | 

to paragraph e. ne - Be oe 

However, language of authorization bill should permit military aid 

to Iran and other countries desired but without specific mention in 

bill or hearings thereon of countries other than those North Atlantic = 

Pact, Greece, and Turkey. It is hoped this may be possible since sum 
proposed aid tolIranisnotlarge. | 

It is realized “token” aid to Iran must eventually come out in | 

a open but there is no advantage in hastening that unhappy day. 

ArMish, GenMish and service attachés concur in foregoing, 

| | - _ | Winey |
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| 891.20 Mission/4—2049 | eed en 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 

African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Coordinator for Military 
_ Assistance Programs (Berkner)+ | | 

| SECRET — _ [Wasutneton,] April 20, 1949. 

I assume you have seen the attached telegram no. 523 of April 20 
from Tehran, which replies to the Department’s telegram no. 347 of _ 
April 18, a copy of which is also attached for your convenience. _ 

In the light of Ambassador Wiley’s views, which correspond sub- | 
| stantially to our own, this office believes it is necessary to eliminate | 

| specific mention of Iran by name from all documents dealing with 
the military aid program which may become public. I assume this 
would include the section in the Congressional presentation book 
since I understand that it is anticipated this will not remain 
confidential, = = | | — oe 

| I do not think it is necessary to eliminate the small section on Iran 
- in the draft brief for the Secretary’s meeting with the Foreign Rela- 
tions Committee. tomorrow, since this is to be an executive session. 
However, I suggest that there be inserted in that section a notation to 
the effect that Iran will not be specifically mentioned by name in the 
public presentation and that the Secretary may wish to inform the 

| Senators of this fact together with ourreasons.. | 
These reasons may be stated as follows: Iran definitely needs a 

certain small amount of military aid to balance the equipment of its 
_ existing forces and enable them fully to maintain internal security. 
This small amount,. we consider, should be provided. However, the 
Iranian Government desires a very much greater degree of military 
assistance, considering that it should be on at least the same level as 
Turkey. To present a program to Congress in such a way that the 

| small amount earmarked for Iran would become apparent would have 
a very adverse effect on the Iranian Government and Iranian public 

| opinion, whereas if the amount is not apparent but is lumped in with 
other programs or as part of a contingency fund we shall have room 

| to maneuver in our negotiations with the Iranian authorities. , 
_ As indicated, we remain firmly convinced that provisions should 
be made for a limited arms program to Iran during fiscal 1950. The 

| only change we are recommending is in the manner of public presen- 
| _ tation. You will recall, that from the beginning this particular ques- — 

tion has been reserved for later decision, because we anticipated just 
| the difficulty which Ambassador Wiley has emphasized in his 

telegram. | ) 

| *Lloyd V. Berkner, administratively, was Special Assistant to the Secretary 
of State. | | |
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891.032/4-2149: Telegram > oo ne an 

‘Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State —_ 

a | | Truran, April 21, 1949. 
539. Constituent Assembly was convened today by Shah with brief oo 

opening address.» — | re ne oo 

1 he Majlis passed legislation creating a Senate by a voice vote on May 4 . 

(telegram 607, May 5, from Tehran, 891.032/5-549). . | 

391.00/4-1249 : Telegram | oe a a | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran* 

SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, April 21, 1949—7 p. m. | | 

_ 364. Representations to you by Shah (urtel 488, Apr. 12 ) and 

| Hekmat (urtel 531, Apr. 212) re Turkish mil power reiterated here _ | 

today by Amb Ala on basis Hekmat tel conveying Shah’s views. | 

Dept observations to Ala follow: . on | 

Experience US Reps working closely with Turk officials in Ankara 

and Wash over past few years is basis for Dept conviction that Turk _ 

| Republic has not had in past (except for Alexandretta) and gives no . 

indication of having in future any aspirations for territory beyond 

its present borders. Evidence of this introspective attitude 1s con- 

sistent opposition Turk Republic Govt toward Pan-Turanianism. | 

Intimate assoc US dipl and ECA Reps with Turk Govt and US mil 

advisers with Turk Army places us in position to be aware of any 

adverse Turk disposition toward Iran. We know of only friendliest 

disposition Turk officials and public toward Iran. US mil assistance 

to Turkey is predicated, in part, upon Turkey’s friendly relations with 

| neighbors which share its own security interests. Therefore, US mil 

assistance to friendly neighbor of Iran is calculated to contribute to | 

security of Iran. | | | | Oo 

ea | } Oo | - AcHEsoN 

| 4 ote. telegram was repeated to Ankara as 144, London as 136, and Moscow | 

as . . 

- ?# Not printed. | | | 

761.91/4-2249:'Telegram ODS | oe ae | a 

The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET SO Turan, April 22, 1949—2 p. m. 

543. I am of course fully conscious of the thought and care dedi- ~ 

cated to drafting Deptel 348, April 18. I remain, however, deeply | 

concerned over certain considerations which enter into the question:
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_1. Two steps which apparently have led to Department’s conclu- 
sion trouble me: (a) Department states categorically that Treaty of 
1921 has not been superseded by subsequent treaty concluded by 
parties. Does this not sidestep question as to whether obligations. 
assumed under UN Charter have superseded right to take unilateral: 

| aggressive action under Article 6? (6) Department states that. none 
| of conditions contemplated by Treaty exist at “present”. Thisimplies __ 

that these conditions might present themselves again at any future 
time with possible right in USSR to determine whether or not they 
have arisen. It would seem to me that we would be justified in saying 
that conditions contemplated by Article 6 have gone forever. =~ 

2. Should there be a showdown with the USSR over Iran, we must 
be able to present situation in a manner which is not merely readily 

| intelligible to American public opinion but to world opinion too. “In- 
applicable validity” would’ be: inexplicable no matter how clear it — 
might be to the legal mind. The one thing the Russians desire is to 

| provoke obfuscating juridical argumentation. Since there is no possi- 
bility that USSR would for one instant tolerate submitting the juri- 
dical questions involved, like Article 6 of the Treaty of 1921, to any 

_ impartial tribunal, I urge it is essential to avoid insofar as possible | 
any suggestion that there are issues open to debate. Oo 

3. Indications I have received in the past from British Ambassador 
—— suggest that the “Inapplicable validity” formula may have originated 

with the legal experts in the British Foreign Office.t It is well known 
that certain British influences not remote from AIOC have in the | 
past toyed with the idea of reverting to the techniques of 1907.2 In 
other words, that it would be feasible to make a deal with the USSR 
whereby the Soviet demands for oil rights in north would be granted 
in return for an undertaking safeguarding the Great Britain petro- 
leum interests in Khuzistan. This of course is in the Munich tradition 
and diametrically opposed to our conception of Iran sovereignty and 

_ Independence. It would also, I fear, in the end be fatal to British 
| _ interests in this country and possibly in the long-run to world peace. | 

In other words: there is a risk that British legal experts have inspired 
| a legalistic interpretation which might clearly facilitate the Soviet 

desires to build up a spurious juridical case for aggression.? 
Under no circumstances have the Soviets any juridical basis what- 

soever to occupy any part of this country. We should cleave to this in 
simplest and clearest-cut terms? _ | 

- Sent Department 543 ; repeated London 87 ; Moscow 69. _ oe 
| : _  WILry 

_ +Marginal notation by an unidentified Department officer: “No.” | 
?The reference is to the division of Iran into spheres of influence by Great 

Britain and Russia in the convention signed by the two countries in St. Peters- 
burg on August 31, 1907, concerning their interests in Persia, Afghanistan, and 
Tibet. The text of the agreement is printed in Foreign Relations, 1907, pt. 1, p. 550. 

* Marginal notation by an unidentified Department officer: “OK.” oe
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761.91/4-2249; Telegram | | 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Irant | 

SECRET , Wasuineton, April 22, 1949—7 p. m. 

| 370. Background requested urtel 580, Apr.212for meeting PriMin > 
Apr. 23: [Here follows paragraph numbered one dealing with the 
Ala-Entezam proposals. | te 

_ 2. While Hekmat may be correct in stating neither Sov notes nor | 
radio attacks make specific ref Art 6* and Sov Govt has never spe- 
cifically threatened (urtel 537, Apr. 21?) recourse 1921 Treaty, possi- 

bility invocation Art 6 is clearly implied in Sov representations and | 
propaganda re US activity in Iran. IranGov note of Mar. 24, 1948 

to Sov Govt‘ refers explicitly to Art 6, stating Sov Govt had im- | 
properly used that Art as pretext for introduction troops 1941. 

8. We note ur apparent concern over Hekmat’s seeming satisfac- 
tion with friendly termination recent representations by Sov Amb® | 
We recognize, of course, fundamental danger inherent in Iran officials 
accepting at face value such indications of change in Sov attitude. 
Yet, as long as Iran officials uniformly pursue determined policy 

) stand up for Tran’s independence and refuse concessions to USSR, 
, they shld have tactical flexibility in dealing with such Sov maneuvers | 

| in order to avoid any pretext which Sovs cld successfully exploit. 
4. Dept adheres to position consistently taken over past year that 

it wld be desirable for Iran at appropriate time communicate SC | 
| along lines proposed by Amb Ala and so often discussed by you and 

Dept, and for US to make public its support of Iran’s position. We 
also continue to maintain view that IranGov decision to make such 
communication shld be, in fact and for the record, entirely independ- 

ent one (Deptel 47, Jan. 242). This we regard as absolutely essential 
if we are to avoid (1) making Iran, in world opinion, appear pawn 
in big-power politics and (2) causing Iran shift responsibility to US 
for consequences its fon policy. We are somewhat concerned lest em- | 

* Repeated to London as 1385, Moscow as252,. . oe Ba | ne 
*Not printed. | bs | | 
2 As reported in telegram 580 from Tehran. ee ae 
“The editors are unaware of a note of March 24, 1948, sent by the Iranian 

Government to the Soviet Government. Presumably, the reference is to the note 
of April 1, 1948, sent by the then Iranian Prime Minister Hakimi to Ambassador | 
Sadchikov; see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p.127. = 

°In telegram 530, Ambassador Wiley had advised of information from Foreign _ 
Minister Hekmat that the Soviet Ambassador “had always initiated meetings | 

with long face and ‘harsh reproaches’. Invariably, though, interviews had termi- | 

nated [in] friendly atmosphere.” a oo a ee — |
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_ phasis upon Iran’s strategic plight, which has been used to move 
IranGov to communicate with SC, might, in part at least, have oc- , 
casioned increasing Iran concern with mil defense and requests for 

__ US guarantee its security which we are unable to give. In the premises, 
we feel constrained to avoid appearance of positively encouraging at | 
this time specific Iran action vis-A-vis USSR. | oe 

_9. Foregoing shld not be interpreted as any lessening of our interest 
in Iran or of our support of Iran’s determination to stand up for its 
independence. To evidence that support, we are prepared to demon- 
strate US interest in Iran by continued words and increased deeds | 
of every feasible, effective sort. In addition Iran profit from direct 

_ US support and assistance, Iran shares security benefits accruing 
from broad US policies, such as Truman Doctrine and principles of. 
North Atlantic Pact, and is in position to participate in social and 

| economic contributions Fulbright, Smith-Mundt, and Point Four. In | | 
development US global policy and relations with countries having 
interests similar to those of Iran, we keep constantly in mind intimate 

| connection of Iran security and advancement with overall US fon 
policy objectives. oo ce 

oe ; eR OO | ACHESON » 

- 891.00/4-2649: Telegram | oes So | 

The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET — os Perran, April 26,.1949—3 p. m. 
558. Some weeks ago Prime Minister Saed informed me that he 

_ proposed to send me an important letter on economic, military and 
political matters. Several days ago he stated that he would promptly 

| send me the letter he had previously spoken of but would address it | 
: to me in Persian since he did not desire to have it translated by his | 

own people. This may suggest some lack of confidence in the Foreign 
Office which handles translations. Letter in question was received _ 

| yesterday. Embassy’s Iran advisor, Saleh, made translation. He be- 
_ lieves letter was drafted in Saed’s own handwriting and from style of 
drafting that it was not processed through Council of Ministers. I 
had long interview with Foreign Minister Hekmat this morning. He 
made no allusion to letter and probably knows nothing of it. The text. 

7 intranslation follows: Be | - 
- “My Dear Friend: Your Excellency has been in Iran for nearly 
one year and I am certain that the adequate studies and observations 
that you have had during this period have clarified the conditions of 

- Iran for Your Excellency. ) | | 
Of course you have learned that as long as the flames of war had not 

spread over Persia, in other words before the Allies arrived in our 
country, Iran was one of the countries that not only had budgetary
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TRAN a oll 

equilibrium and was not in need of internal or external loans, but her _ 

revenues exceeded her expenditures. Iranian money had not suffered — | 

from inflation and depreciation and as a result of the absence of any | | 

obstacle in internal and external trade there was plenty of work for 

the people and the cost of living was low. The people of this country 

enjoyed peace and comfort under the banner of security throughout 

the country with which the whole world agreed, and long strides were | 

being taken on the road to progress and prosperity in all social, eco- 

nomic, financial and administrative realms, both civil and military. 

The occupation of Iran dealt a severe blow to Tran. Because of the 

blockade of trade routes and the restriction of the power of the gov- 

ernment in occupied zones and the creation of insecurity, production 

of crops and manufactures diminished and from whatever that was | 

produced (such products) were consumed for Allied needs and con- 

sequently the cost of living went up higher and higher every day in 

the country and disturbed economic and social affairs, increased the 

poverty and distress of the people. . ee 

‘National resources suffered from the political and military condi-— 

tions of the country and especially in northern Iran the property of 

the Government and people was not immune from encroachments by 

foreign troops and numerous plunderings were the deplorable con- | 

sequences in those regions. — , Se | 

- ‘After the evacuation of Iran which was made possible as the result 

of great political efforts, the Government wanted out of the rack and | 

ruin caused in the past to make fundamental reforms but the dis- | 

| turbed state of social and economic and financial and even political a 

affairs of Iran which resulted from the war was such that our weak | 

budget did not have and still does not have the power to reform and 

redress the damages or to remedy our needs during the short period 

of time which the Government and the people expected, and the 

efforts of the Government to regulate financial and economic affairs 

and prepare the means of maintaining internal and external security _ - 

are still meeting with numerous crises, one of which is perhaps the 

menace of another aggression and encroachment upon Persia. The 

, -Tranian Government and people are concerned that Your Excellency’s | 

Government by strengthening some of the neighbors of Iran in a 

- - military and political way may be directing the danger of aggression | 

in the future against Iran and Iran may become a victim to the policy _ 

of the US Government strengthening them unless with the true aid _ 

. of Your Excellency’s Government to strengthen Iran in a military 

| way the defensive capacity of Iran with her internal possibilities 
should be as muchas her neighbors. _ ; | | | 

Tran at the present time has imperative need of importing agricul- 
tural, irrigation and well-drilling machines and artificial fertilizer 
in order that her wheat crops may reach the extent of five million tons — 
per year and in order that she may have a permanent reserve in her 
stores of at least 200,000 tons of grain and in order that she may have 
sway on her economic conditions and control prices of articles needed 
by the public she must import at least one year’s domestic consump- 

tion of sugar and piece goods (cotton textiles) fromabroad. 
In order to repair and improve her railways which have rendered: 

noteworthy services to the Allies during the war and which were 
called the bridge to victory and in order to complete the branch lines |
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| the Iranian Government needs at least.100 locomotives and 3,000 rail- 
way cars and 3,000 kilometers of rail and, furthermore, with a view | 

_ to creating work for the unemployed and promoting commerce and 
establishing security it intends to link its railway with Iraq and Paki- 

a stan. For the same purpose as mentioned the Iranian Government 
| _-‘Inust asphalt all its existing highways and other roads that should 

be built and it should procure new road building and snow-clearing 
machinery. In order to transform at least the three seaports in south — 
Persia into ports in the full modern sense of the word, possessing all 

_ the means for embarkation and debarkation and warehousing and, 
. moreover, in order to create two big landing fields equipped with all 

modern means of air navigation of the nature of an international 
landing field and in order to build airports which should be of service 
in all seasons of the year in the important centers of the country and 

.~ also im order to prevent diseases and improve the sanitary conditions 
and universalize public health with all modern medical means and also - 

| in order to lay pipes in the main towns of the country, the Government 
_ must make great sacrifices in order that as a result of the implemen- 
tation of these operations the continuance of an independent and free 
life may be ensured for the people of Iran with as much comfort as | 
possible and in order that the people may be relieved of poverty and 
distress and the country may be restored to its normal state. And, to 
the end that the Iranian people may be immune from any domestic 
and foreign crisis it is necessary that Iran should be recognized as 

| being on the first line of countries seeking peace and security and _ 
fighting (for it) and she should be equipped in every respect in order 
to be able to hold forever the banner of peace and freedom and secu- 
rity through moral, intellectual and material resistance. ee 

Therefore, in view of the foregoing considerations, I request Your 
Excellency to be so kind as to take measures that Your Excellency’s 

| _ Government which is rendering every assistance to all countries 
| defending their own independence and liberty may consider the sensi-_ 

tive position and circumstances of Iran, to-adopt plans to meet the — 
| true needs of Iran and to lend effective assistance which would cause 

further to strengthen friendly and amicable relations and oneness 
between the two (countries). Most respectfully, Mohammad saed.” + 

Comments follow. | | ce 
_ Be CS > Winery 

*The Shah advised Ambassador Wiley on May 8 that Prime Minister Saed’s 
letter had been prepared with his knowledge (telegram 626, May 9, 10.a. m., 
from Tehran, 891.00/5-949). a Co 

891.50/4-2849: Telegram ns mop 

_ Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET. -‘Truran, April 28, 1949—11 a. m. 

| 564. Embtel 558, April 26. Economic and social projects listed by 
Prime Minister on which there would be no controversy include: (1) 
agricultural, irrigation and well-drilling machinery; (2) asphalting
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main highways and extending secondary roads; (3) import of road 

and snow clearing machinery; (4) development of seaports; (5) build - 
airports; (6) health program including piped water system. 

Linking railways with Iraq and Pakistan is dubious. Tentative OCI — 
conclusion is that completion railway to Tabriz should have first 

- priority, then Meshed, and eventually connection with Turkish rail- | 

ways which would give short route from Azerbaijan to seaboard. | 

Spare parts from Germany would rehabilitate 25 locomotives which | 

would probably be adequate for immediate needs. Completion 2 inter- 

| national airports desirable but Office Civil Aviation is actively de- 

veloping Tehran and Abadan and has recently obtained funds to | 

complete program this year. BeBe Ls | 
| ~ OCI feels experiments must be made with various artificial fertil- = 

izers before entertaining any projects for building fertilizer 

factories. Prime Minister’s proposal for wheat crop of 5,000,000 — 

tons would be more than double present output. Although improved 

agricultural methods and bringing in more land will naturally en- 

large wheat yield we believe emphasis should be on diversified crops NO 

to broaden diet rather than concentration on wheat. Regarding pro- _ 

posal hold one year stock of sugar and piece goods, government is - 

currently negotiating for purchase 100,000 tons sugar which ‘with | 

existing stocks would provide more than year’s supply. Existing piece 

good stocks plus orders placed are probably equal to more than year’s 
consumption requirements. = ee ah Doct: 

| Evaluation and conclusions follow. a 

761.91/4-2249: Telegram 7 - | het ype 8 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in [ran * ) 

| SECRET  --Wasurneron, April 29, 1949°—7 p. m. 

887. In stating, as Dept thinks correct, that Treaty of 1921 (includ- 
ing Art 6 and Annex 2) “has not been superseded by subsequent 

| treaty concluded by thé parties” (para 1(a) urtel 543 Apr. 22), 
Dept did not state that relations and mutual obligations Iran and | 
USSR were unaffected by their signing Charter and becoming mem- 
bers UN. As stated in final para Deptel 348, Apr. 18, Dept regards © 
Charter obligations as having important bearing on Iran—-USSR re- 
lations, including difference of views over Art 6, 1921 Treaty. Deptel | 
637, July 8, 19482 shld be studied in its entirety. It is clear, in view 

| of 1921 Treaty and UN Charter, that USSR, as stated in para 1(a), — 

1™he Department repeated this telegram to London and Moscow on May 2. 
® Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 158. | :
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 _Deptel 628, July 5, 1948,? is not permitted “unilaterally to introduce _ 
forces into Iran”. This conclusion, however, does not result in abroga- __ 

| tion or supersession Art 6 or remainder 1921 Treaty. 

~ Ref para 1(6) urtel 548, Apr 22, Dept believes one or more of 
three conditions mentioned in Art 6 itself cld conceivably come into 

oo existence in future, but with no exclusive Sov right to determine their 

existence. However, US wld maintain that fourth condition (specified 
| in Annex 2) has now become impossible of realization; thus, Dept’s 

| position is that co-existence of all four necessary conditions will not 
be possible. a ee 
~ Dept agrees ur phrase “inapplicable validity” (para 2, urtel 543) 

| wld be difficult for comprehension by world opinion. Necessary dis- 
tinction between “validity” and “applicability” not intended suggest 
issue of Sov right unilaterally introduce-troops into Iran is open to 
serious debate. = _ - 
In event of need to present our point of view in SC and to world | 

public opinion, desirable approach, presumably, wld be to lead off : 
with statement that fact situation (conditions claimed by Sovs), does 

7 not and cannot exist and that therefore, treaty cannot be applied. We 
might next point out that under any circumstances, signing of UN 
Charter by both parties prohibits either party from exercising uni- — 
lateral right to introduce troops into other’s territory and any Sov 
claim to such prerogative isclearly indefensible. = 

“Inapplicable validity formula” not inspired by Brit legal analysis. 

We do, however, share your concern over indications in some quarters | 

of nostalgic Brit propensity to return to 1907 regime and possibility 
of legalistic approach to 1921 Treaty by Brit as means of promoting 
revival of spheres-of-influence regime. - : 

a SO ACHESON 

. * Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, p. 155. , | - | 

| 891.00/4-2949 : Telegram | ce oo 

The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET © PRIORITY _  . . Trsnran, April 29, 1949—5 p. m. 
576. Embtels 558, April 26 and 564, April 28. Prime Minister’s letter 

to me, while it deals at length with economic matters, it is primarily 
political. It is a document to which we must attach great importance, 
give prompt consideration and reply at an early date. 

| Fact that US has given vast sums to aid large areas of world, — 
| especially Turkey, has created no obligation on US to give aid to 

Tran. Politically, however, it has created a pressing obligation on | 
7 Government of Iran towards its own people to obtain such aid. | |



ee 

Iran is of course aware of pending consideration by World Bank 

of requests for financial aid submitted by certain of its neighbors. It is 

| however, our aid to Turkey, both military and economic, which has | 

- become an obsession with Iranian leaders. On this subject I have been | | 

badgered by Shah, harassed by Foreign Minister and wearied by Chief | 

of Staff. They know that a substantial road-building program in _ 

| Turkey is being financed from funds advanced for military aid and 

that in addition to military aid, Turkey is greatly benefitting from 7 

ECA support. | | a 

- All this presents an enigma to the Iranian mind. Iran, in opinion 

of Iranians, is more exposed, more vulnerable, and from a strategic | 

point of view, more important. They see in execution of American 

| policy a discrimination against Iran which might be most dangerous 

to them—as though US were putting up a road sign for benefit of 

Russians, “detour via Iran.” AS : . aoe | 

The question posed is whether Iran can hope for anything like the 

type of assistance given Turkey, even on a modest scale. If so, the - 

~ Government of Iran can be oriented in the sense we wish, if not we 

7 may expect resumption of a period of indecision and vacillation. | 

_ . For the first time the Prime Minister has appealed in writing for | 

our direct aid. I believe it essential to our interests to respond favor- 

ably to this request : an 

(1) It would stiffen the Iranian’s spine by making it clear wecon- 
sider Iran in same category as Turkey insofar as eligibility for assist- 

ance is concerned... oo ES ce gh ve on one | 

(2) It would put Soviets further on notice re our interest in in- | 

| dependence of Iran. a | 

(3) It would serve to associate foreign policy of Iran with that of | 

western democracies. eee | 

Iran is in process of allocating considerable economic resources and 

| is committed to pledging its credit to the seven-year economic develop- 

ment program. Effective military aid is therefore essential to assist — 

in supporting Iranian military requirements. | Be 

Although there is still much that can wisely be done to fill up 

numerous chinks in the Iranian military establishment, Iran’s ca- 

pacity to absorb military aid 1s of course limited. We must, however, 

scrupulously avoid any consideration of “token aid” in dealing with 

Iran and proceed rather on basis of our judgment as to its capacity | 
effectively to absorb military aid. . - oy a 

_ Moreover, the political advantages gained from military aid as 

outlined above must be taken most seriously into consideration. | 

As regards economic assistance, Prime Minister’s letter has perhaps 

not put forward the best possible arguments but Department will .
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doubtless recall that at time of Tehran Declaration? we gave assur- 
ances to Iranian Government that we recognized Iran’s part in the 

| war and would grant appropriate economic assistance to Iran for 
7 post-war rehabilitation. These assurances have been frequently re- 

emphasized but glossed over. The key position which Iran occupies 
makes it all the more important that we extend more substantial aid. 

| Unless means are soon found to bring about material improvements 
in living conditions of people of Iran, the Soviets will find increas- 
ingly fertile ground for subversive activities. | a 

_, I realize that since Iran is outside of ECA it is difficult to extend 
direct economic aid, but possibly, following Turkish precedent, some 

| _ Indirect financial support on economic side could ‘be given within 
military aid and applied to such closely related projects as roads, — 
harbors, and landing fields. This would give great impetus to Seven- 
Year Plan and would permit Iran to devote its immediate resources 

| to pressing improvements in fields of agriculture, sanitation and | 
irrigation, - | , 

Prime Minister’s letter has presented us with a most serious de- 
cision. It is one that will influence policy here for the immediate 

| _ future. Wise action now may avoid the need ofa costly salvage opera- | 
tionlater;perhapstoolate. = =” a ee | 

| a | Oo : - WiLEy 

_ ,, For the text of the Declaration regarding Iran, dated December 1, 1948, see Foreign Relations, 1943, vol. 1, p. 413. The Declaration was made at Tehran by | Sretent Roosevelt, British Prime Minister Churchill, and Soviet Premier 

891.00/3-2049° ee Ea | , 
— Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and | 

. African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Secretary of State — | 

| TOP SECRET 7 _ [Wasurneron,] May 38, 1949. 
Subject: Proposed Reply to Personal Letter from Ambassador John | — C. Wiley. | ace | se 

| Background: re | | 
| In his letter to you of March 29 (attached Tab A)? Ambassador 

Wiley emphasizes the Russian desire to dominate Iran and his fear 
that the Soviets will succeed, at least to the extent of taking over 
Azerbaijan. He also refers to his efforts to get the Iranian Govern- 

| ment to make a communication to the Security Council describing 
recent Russian pressures on Iran and denying the right of the Soviet 

* Ante, p. 496. | ce | | |
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Union to introduce troops into Iran under the authority of Article VI | | 

of the Irano-Soviet Treaty of 1921 (he refers to this suggested action 
as the “Ala-Entezam proposal”). ee eee | 

| In his telegrams and other communications to the Department, 
Ambassador Wiley has repeatedly expressed the opinion that a Soviet 
move into Iran is only a question of time, that the problem is not | 
one of “if” but “when”. We have the impression that he has communi- 
cated this sense of impending doom to the Iranian officials with whom 
he is in contact. We also have the impression that he has been urging — 
the “Ala-Entezam proposal” on the Iranian Government so insistently _ 
that at least some officials, including the Shah, have begun to feel | 

that we have an ulterior motive and are pursuing the matter more | 
for our own interests than those of Iran, Lee ee Tose 

Discussions = es | 

-- Our own feeling is that a Soviet invasion of Iran is not inevitable 

and that there are dangers in alarming the Iranians unduly in this 
regard. So long as we are unwilling to give Iran an outright guarantee, 

| we believe we should be wary of so frightening the Iranians that they 
might in desperation seek toappeasetheU.S.S.R. 
We think Ambassador Wiley’s letter to you affords an opportunity 

to give him a polite indication ‘of the ways in which our viewpoint | 
seems to differ from his own and the attached draft has been prepared 

-withthatinmind. = IRS SE 

Recommendations © 
That you sign the attached letter to Ambassador Wiley (Tab B).? 
There is attached a recent despatch from Mr. Wiley which I suggest 

you read to brighten up your day (TabC).? Be ne 

| *Tabbed materials not found attached. For text of letter as sent on May 16, 
gee p. 519. pe . : | 

_ § he editors are unable to identify Tab C. a a | 

891.00/4-2049: Telegram - a oe 

- The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

SECRET > Wasurneton, May 6,1949—7 p.m 

420. Dept giving careful consideration Embtels 558, Apr. 26, 564, 
Apr. 28 and 576, Apr. 29 and will reply shortly. —— 

However, early introduction arms legislation before Cong, and | 
events related Connally statement Apr. 22 have led Dept consider new 
approach re handling Tran portion arms bill. Dept wld appreciate 

—ururgent comments following: = | a | 

| 501-887—77——34__ a |
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In earlier thinking, reflected Deptel 347, Apr. 18 and Embtel 523, 
| Apr. 20, Dept and Emb considered it desirable not mention Iran by 

name in hearings and to plan obtain Iran share aid from “general 

contingency” portion bill. eS, oe 
However, survey present situation reveals: | | 

1) Name of Iran put before Committee in Dept’s testimony in — 
executive session Apr. 22; 2) Connally’s remarks revealed to world | 
Iran receiving some consideration; 8) IranEmb inquired several 
weeks ago if Iran not included and was informed it wld be considered ; 

| 4) Shah’s attitude shows he expects consideration and he and world 
| ~ undoubtedly wld misunderstand if Iran not mentioned in public hear- _ 

ings; 5) Undersecy Webb assured Amb Ala Apr. 29 Tran wld receive 
consideration; 6) Dept. believes it will be difficult get appropriation 
for Iran from Cong if Iran not mentioned in view previous mention 
and our feeling “general contingency” will be most difficult portion 
appropriation request.to defend. Therefore since “contingency” might 
be reduced or eliminated and since there are many claimants for “con- 
tingency” funds (including Latin American countries) no absolute 
assurRItce possible that any help can be given Iran from this portion 

Dept therefore proposes that name Iran be mentioned in public | 
hearings along with other recipient countries. However, proposed 
country-by-country allocations will be mentioned only in executive 
session. Effect calculated give Iran sense of participation without re- 
vealing to world extent aid, which might be construed as evalaution 
importance US attaches to Iran. When time came break news 

| Iranians, our approach might be that aid must be geared into ability 
to absorb, must be related to continuing deliveries under surplus pro- 
gram, and be designed for filling chinks, as suggested Embtel 576, 
Apr. 29. US Gov wld carefully avoid use phrase “token aid” in any 

| ref program and wld relate any description to phrases foregoing | 
sentence. Filling chinks is, after all, basis our aid plan for Western 
Europe.? | So Oo a 

. _ ACHESON 

-+Ambassador Wiley, on May 14, expressed himself as “in entire agreement 
with Department’s thinking as outlined in Deptel 420” (telegram 654 from | 
Tehran, 891.00/5-1449). | a | 

891.20/5-1549 : Telegram | a a | a 

| | The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State - 

SECRET - _ Trnran, May 15, 1949—noon. 
655. HSO in spite twice repeated assurances to contrary is going 

ahead with project, Army’s taking over gendarmerie together with 
its police functions. The idea is bad and the timing is worse. HSO has
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| been under heavy fire in Majlis, there is martial law,and Shah, follow- 
ing favorable action by Constituent Assembly and Majlis, is assuming 
greater powers. Soviet propaganda will make much of all this and 

_ will color absorption of gendarmerie by army as sinister move towards a 
military dictatorship. Liberal elements in US and UK will doubtless _ 

view development unfavorably. Suggest Department mention matter 
to Ala who has some influence with Shah. | lake | 

| Please pass Armed Forces. | ce | 

- Repeated London 104, Moscow 90. re ae | 

: , oo , | WILEY 

4 The Department, on May 17, advised Tehran that “Ala today cabling Tehran | 
his and Mazhari’s views which parallel those expressed urtel 655” (telegram 449, : 
891.20/5-1549), | : cg nie 

891.00/3-2949 ne : | | ee | a 

| The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) 

TOP SECRET ts” | Wasuineron, May 16, 1949. 
INFORMAL OFFICIAL | | OS 

Dear Joun: Thank you for your letter of March 29. I have, 

indeed, realized from your telegrams that you are concerned about | 
Iran’s position vis-a-vis its great northern neighbor. I need hardly 
tell you that we in the Department share your concern and had it very 
much in mind when we inserted the paragraph on Greece, Turkey 
and Iran in my talk of March 18 as well as in the special statement 

_ [ made to the press a few days later.t It was our hope, which seems so 
far to have been. fulfilled, that these statements and the President’s __ 

| reference to the Near East in his speech of April 4? would sound 
enough of a warning note to deter the Russians from embarking on 

any new major adventuresinthedirectionofIvran. | . 
The evidence which we can assemble here points to the conclusion 

| that the Soviet Union does not want to risk war in the near future and _ 

that its activities in the Near East, including Iran, will therefore not | 
go beyond the sort of pressures and subversive attempts to which it | 
has resorted during the past two years. The evidence also seems to 
lend itself to the interpretation that the Kremlin fears open aggres- 
sion against Iran would involve it in grave risk of conflict with the 
United States. If this were not the case, it would be difficult to explain | 

| why Soviet forces have so far refrained from entering Iran despite 

the obvious Russian designs on that.country and the equally obvious 
physical weaknessofIran, _ oS - 

* See telegram 272, March 28, to Tehran, p. 494. | 
? See footnote 2, p. 502. | |
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The essential thing, therefore, is to keep the Iranians firm in their 
-- resistance to Soviet pressures short of war. This is undeniably difii- 

cult, but we have been successful so far and I think we are justified 
a in having good hope of success in the future. From where [I sit, it 

_ looks as though the first requisite has been achieved, namely, that the 
- _—Tranian Government itself should realize its danger. I do not think 

| we need to impress that on the Iranians any more strongly; in fact, 
I am sometimes afraid that we may go too far in this direction and | 
so frighten them that they will resort to appeasement of the Russians _ 
out of sheer terror. They have, unfortunately, too many examples 
before them of small countries overrun despite the best efforts to | 
preserve their independence. We must endeavor to steer Iran on a 
middle course between undue complacency and undue fear.® = 

| _ The question of what concrete support, diplomatic and material, 
| we can give to Iran remains a knotty one. In the diplomatic field, the 

Department continues to believe it desirable that the Iranians should 
make some non-provocative report to the Security Council regarding 

| the various threats and pressures Russia has employed in the past 
year and a quarter. We would expect to follow up such a report with | 
a statement of our own regarding American activities in Iran and 
our view as to the duty of the USSR to complain ‘to the Security 

_ Council if she genuinely feels threatened. However, we have become 
somewhat concerned lest our repeated indications of this view to the 
Iranian Government should be construed as pressure exerted on our 

_ part and lest the Iranians, if they do take action, should do so un- 
willingly, merely out of a desire to avoid offending the United States. 
Apart from the fact that the Iranian Government could not be relied 
upon to back up a démarche made under such circumstances (you will 

* Ambassador Wiley’s reply of June 2 invited attention to the Secretary’s stress 
on “the importance of keeping the Iranians firm in their resistance to Soviet 
pressures and to the possible danger of their appeasing the Russians out of a 
‘sheer terror’.” The Ambassador stated his belief that “if anything, the Iranian 
attitude, which has not been soft, is stiffening. Curiously enough, I do. not think 
the Iranian leaders are easily scared or susceptible to panic. ... I am not dis- 
turbed at all about appeasement, capitulation, or fright on the part of the 
dominant figures in the Iranian setup. Too, the Iranian frontier guards have . 
shown very good morale in resisting repeated Red Army incursions.” . 

‘The Ambassador did express concern, however, “about the two great northern 
provinces of Azerbaijan and Mazanderin, containing not far from 80% of the 
entire population of the country, where one-half of the food is produced and 
many of the essential raw commodities of the country, such as, for example, 
wool. Economic conditions there are bad; little or nothing is being done either 

| by the Government or by absentee landlords. There is discontent to an extent 
which makes this area, so vital to Iran, very vulnerable indeed. I fear that a | 
not inconsequential part of the population would not be particularly averse to 
seeing the Russians return. Something should be done and done immediately to 
improve conditions in this area.” | Oo 

The copy of Ambassador Wiley’s letter here cited: was found attached to his 
letter of June 27 to Mr. Jernegan, not printed (761.91/6-2749). |
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~~ -yecall Qavam’s vacillations in 1946), I am afraid such a situation | 
would impose upon us a tremendous moral responsibility to stand a 
behind Iran whatever the consequences of her action. I do not want 
to be in the position of egging on a small country to do something 
it is reluctant to do in its own interest. Now that we have made our 
views abundantly clear and that the Iranian Government has received __ | 
concrete and well-drafted proposals for action from its representatives __ 

- and legal counsel in the United States, I am inclined to feel that we 
, should let the matter rest for the time being, leaving the initiative 

entirely tothe Iranians. TE en iss Day 
In the field of material aid, we have succeeded so far in keeping an | 
amount of approximately 12 million dollars allocated.to Iran in the | 
draft Military Aid Program. Whether this will stay in the billis,of 
course, for Congress to decide. It is not politically feasible to increase | 
this amount, although we hope the bill will also include a “contingency | 

| fund” of perhaps 50 million dollars from which some small additional | | 
| sum might conceivably. be drawn to assist Iran if it seemed necessary. | 

I realize that this would seem very small to the Tranians as compared | 
with 75 or 100 million dollars for Turkey. We shall strive to minimize 
this difficulty by avoiding any revelation of the amounts allocated. 
Perhaps we can also diminish Iranian disappointment or resentment = 
by continuing to emphasize, as you have done, the inability of the _ 
Iranian forces to absorb large quantities of additional.equipment in | | 
the coming year and the need for extensive training before highly oe 
technical modern weapons and equipment could profitably be provided. | 
A further argument which occurs to me, and on which I would like 7 
your opinion, is the economic one. Even though we might supply all 
of the foreign exchange costs of an enlarged and modernized Iranian | 
Army, I should think the internal costs would be an extremely severe | 

| drain on the Iranian budget and would handicap the implementation , 
of the economic development program. As you know, in the European | 
arms program we are emphasizing that economic recovery is the first. 
objective and all military programs must be subordinated to that. In. 
our view,thisappliesequallytoIran, © 0 ke 

On the economic side itself, we place great reliance on the working | 
out of the Seven Year Program, with the assistance of Overseas Con- | 

sultants and-International Bank financing. Mr. Sa’ed’s recent letter | 
| to you® seems to raise new aspects, and we are restudying the prob- 

Jem in its light. I shall not try. to comment here, because you will 

a *For documentation on the administration. of Prime Minister Qavam, see | : 
Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vu, pp. 289 ff. | 

| * See telegram 558, April 26, from Tehran, p. 510. , |
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probably receive a telegram on the subject before this letter reaches — 

you. | - ERC ODS an / 
[Here follows a brief paragraph on personal matters. | 7 De 
Sincerely yours, 7 ee Dean ACHESON | 

891.20/5-2049 : Telegram : ee | | a 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran oo 

_. SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, May 24, 1949—7 p. m. | 

| 473. Embtels 676 and 677, May 20; 689 May 23;1 and Deptel 449, 
May 172 Ala and Mazhari conveyed State and Army May 23 lengthy 
elaboration Shah’s replies Iran Emb cables:re Gendarmerie merger 
plan. Exposition was more rationalization than justification since 
organizational, administrative, econ, and morale improvements an- 
ticipated are not precluded under present set-up. Emb Reps were 
surprised to learn US Mil Missions had not been consulted and were 
“certain” their advice wld be sought before merger effected. Burden 

| of remarks was that historical and analytical estimate Army- 
_ Gendarmerie relationship presented purely internal problem for 

which solution being sought in terms independent IranGov decision 
without implication affront any fon power. __ | | 
We agree ur view “idea is bad and timing worse” (urtel 655, 

. May 15). Furthermore, we regret apparent disposition IranGov not 
make full use US Mil Missions by requesting their advice and, in 
addition, rendering ineffective, without consultation. Missions’ latest 
recommendations on subj which resulted 1947 decree stipulating re- 

7 spective responsibilities Army and Gendarmerie. Particularly un- 
fortunate is IranGov failure take Missions into its confidence in 

| planning stages. a | SO | 
In spite of views preceding para, we must recognize that determina- 

tion status of Gendarmerie in Iran’s security scheme is matter within 
exclusive competence IranGov and shld avoid any suggestion that 
US Govt, on own initiative, is opposing independent Iran decision. | 
Our expressed concern shld be limited to our estimate world public 

- opinion, particularly in US, as it relates to maximizing Western sup- 
port for Iran and minimizing effectiveness Sov subversion efforts. 

_ Anything beyond that shld be kept completely informal and in re- 
sponse to specific inquiries. We regret apparent inference recent VOA _ 

| broadcast that US Govt takes any position in matter. While IranGovt | 
action this and other matters inevitably has effect making easier or _ 

: more difficult U'S support Iran, we shld avoid giving impression US 

* None printed. | | | 
? Not printed ; but see footnote 1 to telegram 655, May 15, p. 519.
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Govt will in any way retaliate for failure. IranGov fol friendly advice | 
given only when solicited. | CB a | 

_ With all above in mind, we are today informing Ala and Mazhari — 

- proposed merger Gendarmerie—Army is considered matter for inde- , 
| pendent Iran decision and that action taken by IranGov will have no 

effect upon disposition exec branch US Govt accord continuing sup- _ 
_ port Iran in its effort achieve secure well-being through democratic 

processes. We assume that, in taking decision, IranGov will weigh — | 
carefully possible effects proposed action in terms of world opinion, | 
particularly US press and Cong, propaganda reaction USSR, and 
effect upon diverse elements in Iran polit picture. ne 

In light of all above, you shld, in ur discretion and after consulta- | 
tion Brit colleague, undertake dispel Shah’s apparent apprehension __ 
over influence US intervention.® | | - 

a - | a Wess | | 

*This telegram was repeated to London as 1802 and Moscow as 369. Am- 
bassador Wiley, on May 26, replied that the Embassy had “followed precisely” | 
the policy outlined in telegram 473. He observed further, however, that he did 
not “see anything to be gained by trying to ‘dispel Shah’s apparent apprehensions’ 

. or apprehensions of anyone else. ... It is most important that Department 

should abstain from any action that could be interpreted by Shah and HSO as 
‘green light’.” (‘Telegram 706, from Tehran, 891.20/5-2649 ) - 

891.00/5-949 : Telegram | ee . Oe 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

SECRET | -, Wasnineron, May 25, 1949—1 p. m. | 

ATT. Urtels 558 Apr 26, 564 Apr 28, 576 Apr 29 and 626 May 9. 
‘Our preliminary thoughts on Saed ltr fol. — OO ae 

1. Saed appears exaggerate Iran’s war damages. So far as we know, 
Iran’s “natural resources” did not suffer. We recognize presence three 
fon armies, plus arbitrary interference Iran affairs by Soviets, caused 
hardships and dislocations during war period but we are aware no 
evidence these had any effect on country’s econ potential. Only lasting 
change in econ situation seems to have been expansion AIOC produc- 
tion which isbeneficial. =~ - | | 

2. Statement that Iran’s “weak budget” does not have power repair 
damages or meet Iran needs seems contradicted by reported surplus in 
Gov receipts during year just past and by ambitious plans for 7 yr , | 
econ development which both Iran and fon experts have repeatedly 
said could be supported by Iran econ with certain assistance at a later 
date in form IBRD credit and fon private capital investment. Oo 

| _ 38. Saed assertion that aid to Turk adds to danger to Iran is illogi- 
cal. If followed to conclusion it wld mean that Iran wld be safer if all 
free countries were as weak as Iran. Policy of strengthening all coun- | 

«No, 626 not printed; but see footnote 1, p.512. a | |
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tries threatened by USSR equally in order present continuous ring of 

steel equally strong at all points wld be wholly impracticable. Apart 
from fact that US resources unequal to task, all countries are not 

| able utilize and maintain same kinds and quantities mil equip or sup- 
port mil forces of same magnitude. True deterrent to war and Sov 
aggression against Iran lies in overall strength and firmness of free 
nations, not in individual mil strength of any one. | oO 

4, Tranians seem to have exaggerated idea Amer econ aid to Turk. 
This aid consists of ECA credits (not grants) amounting to 39 million 

. Dols for first year, 36 million Dols Ex-Im Bank credit granted 2 years 
ago only half of which has been utilized, and 16 million special credits 
for surplus property, purchase and repair of ships. Funds under all 
these credits are made available only on basis careful preparation pre- | 
sentation and justification of projects for which they are to be used. 
Note also that Turk has drawn down gold and fon exchange balances 
by one-third since end of war, and present budget position actually 
much weaker than Iran’s. Turk road building program received only 
5 million dols out of first year mil aid allocations and nothing from 

| 2nd year allocations. Future Turk road program will be financed out 
of domestic resources and ECA credits (not grants) which must ‘be 
justified and repaid in substantially same fashion as Iran wld have 
to justify and repay an IBRD or other loan for same purpose. _ | 

5. Tehran Declaration of 1948 (re urtel 576) contained no assurances 
of econ assistance for post-war rehabilitation other than promise that 
Iran wld be included among participants in post-war econ conferences. 
‘Statement in Declaration that 3 Powers wld continue to give suchecon | 

| assistance as possible subject to their other commitments was clearly 
- intended to apply only to wartime circumstances when world-wide 

shipping and supply difficulties had made Iran imports dependent 
upon good will of Allies. | Che | 

6. We agree your analysis (urtel 564, Apr 28) econ projects listed 
| by Saed. Non-controversial projects considered part 7- Year Plan, how- 

ever, and Dept has been assuming econ aid‘shld be within framework 
that plan, not isolated special requests. Further, we have been assured 
by Iranians themselves that general econ and fon exchange position — 
wld make it possible execute plan without direct grants by US. As | 

| matter of fact, Iranians have stated, and figures available to us do 
, not contradict, that loan from IBRD wld not be necessary for first 

year or so of program. If and when Iran believes a loan is necessary 
and presents justified application (which they have not done as you 

_ know) we will support them at IBRD. If some change in Iran econ 
situation has made execution plan impracticable without US grant, 
full explanation shld be given; otherwise, we do not. see how justify 
Dept support. This especially true since temper Cong and advanced 
stage ECA appropriation requests wld seem make it impossible to ob- 

_tainspecialfundsforIraninnearfuture = ssi 
_ %, If Saed determined request loans to finance individual projects 

| instead overall IBRD financing, you might remind him that we have 
, repeatedly expressed willingness support all sound Iran requests for | 

IBRD or Ex-Im Bank credits. In any case, Dept willing support Ex- 
Im Bank loan of approximately $1 million for purchase well-drilling 
machinery and irrigation pumps along lines indicated Deptel 841,
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Sept 8, 1948.2 Even for this magnitude aid, however, Saed‘shld know | 
| by now that fon Govts desiring help must themselves prepare plans __ 

and specifications and consult with US to determine whether they 
can be fitted into overall policies and resources US as determined by 
Congress. ee | Oy | . 

8. We are convinced that Iran’s urgent need is for technical assist- 
ance and repeat UnSecy Webb’s statement to Ambassador Ala Apr 29 
that Iran shld plan receive such aid under terms Truman Point Four _ 
Program and Smith-Mundt Act. Preliminary US and UN program | 

~established by Dept for Cong presentation provides $1-14 million for | 
fon exchange expenses and salaries 73 technicians to be sent Iran, 32. Be 
Iran trainees to go abroad, including $265,000 for demonstration 
material and equip. No provision capital for project financing. Em- 
phasis for Iran is in fields agriculture and forestry, $350,000; health, 
$325,000; irrigation, $220,000;. transportation, $120,000; industry, 
$75,000; industrial training, $67,000, and education, $50,000. Above | 
program highly tentative. May be changed according IranGov needs. 
(AI details this para still confidential. Iran officials can be informed _ 
only of type of program and fields of emphasis, stressing that size 
and character program depends Cong action. In accordance Dep- 

| cirins May 3,° particularly page 7, you shld not solicit, but may accept, | 
proposals technical cooperation.)  . | | | 

9. We also note that US makes large contributions to international 
organizations such as IMF, ILO, FAO, WHO, UNESCO and ICAO | 
in addition to IBRD. One of the purposes of US contributions tothese 
programs is to enable them to help countries such as Iran. It is up to | 

_ Iran, therefore, to make use of agency programs available and to join 
‘organizations such as FAO so as to benefit by their programs. Pe 

| 10. We are increasingly of opinion that perhaps greatest contribu- 
tion ‘we cld make to Iran econ improvement, in addition to 
conspicuous integrated pilot projects, wld be through effective en- | 
couragement of specific measures within exclusive competence of 
JranGov itself (e.g., speed-up implementation 7-Year Plan, land re- 
form, improvement tax structure), - | oe 

We realize foregoing not fully satisfactory basis for meeting Tran 
- requests and complaints. It is intended only as step toward clarifica- == 

tion thinking between Dept and Emb. Wld appreciate yourcomments sy 
and further suggestions re steps we might take within means available | 
and manner of approach which wld meet real Iran difficulties and 
prevent undesirable political developments. Also which of preceding _ 
points you wld propose to include in written reply Saed, which you | 
think shld be discussed orally, and which left completely unstated.+ 

ee | | | Wess | 

* Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part1,p.178. - | | 
- §Not printed. a Bove f, , | - a | 

: *In reply on May 30, Ambassador Wiley expressed his entire agreement with | 
telegram 477 and suggested that in preparing a written reply to the Prime 
Minister points 6, 7, and 8 be included without details; that points 2, 4, and 9 
be given orally; and that points 1, 3, 5, and 10 be omitted (telegram 714, from _ 
Tehran, 891.00/5-3049). | 7 |
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| 891.50 Seven Year Plan/5-2549: Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran © 

SECRET ~ Wasurineton, May 25, 1949—6 p. m. 

482. Subsequent to drafting preceding tel* re Saed ltr, Ala, on 
instrs FonMin, made official his oft repeated informal requests for 
US econ assistance. At our suggestion, Ala has agreed put Govt- 
authorized request in writing. In preparation formal note, Ala is in 
communication with his Govt re specific types assistance to be sought. 

__ Since above approach apparently parallels Saed ltr, wld be helpful | 
if we cld discuss that letr with Ala. Do you see objection? © - 

Ala has sought. informal advice Dept Rep in framing written re- 
quest with view to posing as acceptable proposition as possible. He has 
been given our understanding OCI recommendations 7-Year Plan 
are comprehensive in nature and contemplate satisfaction Iran’s essen- 

| tial econ needs; furthermore, contemplated first-year $30 million in- 
| vestment not expected by either IranGov or OCI to require fon 

financial assistance. US technical assistance to Iran under Point Four 
Program, through UN agencies and directly, might meet Iran’s desire 
for demonstration US interest in Iran and, at same time, provide 
impetus to implementation 7-Year Plan. Ala has been told Point Four 

| appropriations are expected. available late summer at approx same 
time OCI report will have been considered by IranGov, which co- | 
incidence shld enable IranGov formulate justifiable pilot projects for 

which US might conspicuously provide technical assist. = 
Ala stated that he wld immed urge his Govt join FAO and ICAO, 

and authorize him communicate to Asst Secy Thorp Iran’s intention 
| to apply for Point Four assistance in fields of health, agri, education, __ 

and transportation. He feels that greatest service to Iran might be 
rendered by integration such functional assistance into several area 
pilot demonstration projects on Near East Foundation pattern. | 

. | | | o a WEBB 

1No. 477, supra. _ oe | | Bn 

891.20/5-2649 : Telegram i ae Do | 

— The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State _ 

| TOP SECRET | : ‘Truran, May 26, 1949—9 a. m. 

| 700. HSO yesterday informed General Evans, Chief ArMish, that 
a telegram has been received from Ala that $320,000,000 is being 
appropriated for direct aid to Greece, Turkey, Iran and others. HSO



stated that 7 p. m. today General Evans was expected to submit to 
Shah complete list of additional matériel and equipment required for 
army of 300,000 which presumably will involve standing army of 

- 150,000 and trained reserves 150,000. : | oe 
- General Evans does not see where present Iranian military budget 
could adequately support any such military establishment. He be- i 

_ lieves even present establishment too large for funds available. It is | 
unlikely that Iran can afford much larger military appropriations 
than at present. He will however, comply insofar as possible with 
directive from Shah but will, I believe, explain his views quite frankly - 

when he has audience. | 
| Please pass to Armed Forces. | | | | 

891.20/5-2649 : Telegram | | - oe | 

- -‘Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

SECRET US URGENT . . | - Wasutneron, May 27, 1949—6 p. m. 

. 485. In conversation preceding Deptel 449, May 17+ and subse- _ 
~ quent Deptel 473, May 24, we have followed informally, in elabora- | 

tion official position penultimate para Deptel 478, line substantially 
_ parallel ur own, carefully avoiding implication “green light” (urtel 

| 706, May 267). In course of informal conversations with Ala, Maz- 
- hari, and Aram, question was raised whether our attitude,as in case 

limited constitutional reform,.was sympathetic. We replied our ob- | 
jective weighing relevant factors led our dip] and mil Reps both 
‘Tehran and Wash to conclusion merger project intrinsically unwise 
and most untimely. — : Oe Oo OC 

Conveying ur latest report strong opposition in Iran to merger, we | 
have informed IranEmb informal Wash conversations are being re- 
ported Emb Tehran and encouraged Ala transmit full report H.IM. 
You can assure Shah ur official representations are on instruction Dept _ 

_. and urinformal viewsincempleteaccordourown. | oe - 
| _ Ala’s correspondence with Tehran this subj limited exclusively 

a oa — : | | | WEzB _ 

1 See footnote 1 to telegram 655, May 15, p. 519. | oe 
* Not printed; but see footnote 3, p. 528. | ne 

- * Tehran, on May 30, informed the Department of a meeting earlier in the day, 
attended by Colonel Pierce, at which General Razmara issued a directive for the 

| merger of the Gendarmerie into the Army for a trial period of 6 months. Sorte _ 
12,000 of the gendarmes were to. be transferred to the Ministry of War for 
security purposes, while 4,000—-5,000 were to remain under the Ministry of the 
Interior for civil functions (telegram 712, 891.20/5-3049). oo 

| Tehran, on June 6, reported that the American Mission with the Gendarmerie 
was virtually inoperative, that. neither Ministry was consulting its American | 
Advisers and that the Army, in taking over the Gendarmerie, was acting in such 
a way that the reduced force of gendarmes attached to the Ministry of the 
Interior would be unable to function properly (telegram 753, 891.00/6-649).
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891.50/5-2749 : Telegram | _ A Rane lon Oo | 

_ ‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

SECRET 7 | Wasutneron, May 27, 1949—7 p. m. 

- 488. On instruction FonMin, Ala today conveyed his Govt’s desire 

immediate US econ assistance to tune 500 million dollars for urgent 

rehabilitation 1941 level Iran economy. He stated understanding 

| question had been discussed with Wiley who wld transmit request. with 

his blessing. We indicated inability cope with vague request of such 

proportions. Ala said he had asked Tehran more details. ee | 

| So : - .. WEBB _ 

891.24/6-849 : Telegram . 

| — The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State — : 

SECRET = _ Turan, June 8, 1949—4 p.m. _ 

) 776. Following is text in translation of note dated June 7, 1949, 

- with enclosures, which I have just received from Prime Minister Saed. 

, Note is numbered 3538 : BENGE : | 

[“]My Dear Ambassador: TI have previously furnished Your | 

- Excellency with the pertinent background explanation of what fol- — 

lows. You are well aware to what extent Iran (in view of her) geo- 

graphical and political circumstances is today in imperative need of 
military and economic assistance to enable her with forces that 
should as far as possible be well equipped with modern matériel to 

resist and stand up to any undesirable development which might en- 

danger the territorial integrity and political independence of the 

| Tranian people. — nn -_ | 

During your period of residence in Iran and _as a result of your 

 gtudies of Iran’s geographical position, Your Excellency has well 

- realized the delicate situation of Iran. You have learned the impor- 

tance of Iran not only so far as her domestic situation is concerned 

but. also (because of) her impact in international affairs. You know 

well that Iran in this part of the world is the advance guard of the 

democratic and free nations of the world. This being the case, the 

‘Tranian nation has the right to expect from the great people of the © 

| United States who are the protectors and supporters of human free- 

dom and civilization, immediate and gratuitous assistance in order | 

to protect her integrity and independence and fulfill her international : 

uties. ee 
You will notice that the appendix to this letter is a list of the im- 

mediate essential military needs of Iran. The minimum articles which 

may be used in one year have been noted therein. It goes without say- 

| ing that in view of the speed with which progress is made in military | 

techniques, every year the quality and quantity of such needs will 

: naturally change and other lists should be prepared: for future years 

inconsultation withexperts. sss | 
I trust Your Excellency will be so kind as to draw the attention of 

the US Government to the importance of this subject and to the neces-
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sity for granting this immediate assistance. I am sure that with your | 

knowledge of the importance of the situation and the dangerous and | 

delicate position of. Iran and your personal knowledge of the limited 

financial capacity of Iran, you will be so kind as to take expeditious, 

-- prompt and efficacious measures in this respect and thus oblige the _ 

. Tran Government. Oo - | nae a 

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration.’ Signed Mohammad Saed.” 

[Here follow the requirements for an army of 200,000 men, com- 

prising list 1, which detailed ordnance for the artillery, munitions for 

arms and hand weapons, and equipment for the Engineering Depart- 

ment; lists 2-5 for automotive, quartermaster, medical, and air force 

equipment, respectively ;, and list 6, which detailed arms, ammunition, 

uniforms, etc.,. to. equip 100,000 tribesmen. ‘Some 129 items were set | 

| forthinthesixliss.] 0 
oe 

| ~Comment follows, 
AL aya 

“Please passto Armed Forces, os eg ae 

1 Ambassador. Wiley, on June 9, gave his view that the “Note clearly stems 

from Shah and General Razmara, Chief of Staff. Though in preparing this note. 

‘Shah and General Razmara could have had most loyal and careful-collaboration 

from chiefs of two American military ‘missions, little or no- advantage was — 

taken thereof.” (Telegram 778, from:Tehran, 891.24/6-949) ae SEs 

“In a conversation with the Shah on June 13, Ambassador Wiley took note of 

the very high sights set by the Jranian monarch on the extent of military assist- 

ance. He informed ‘ithe Department that he ‘tried to dampen his enthusiasm 

without discouraging him, pointing out value of establishing principle of direct 

aid, even if initial allotment comparatively small.” He advised also that the — : 

Shah continued to be partial to tanks and jet planes but that “His thinking this | 

regard is. strictly in never never land.” (Telegram. 807 from Tehran, 891.001 

Pahlavi, Reza Shah/6-1449) Prime Minister Saed’s lists, incidentally, included | 

_ 100 M4 tanks and 100 M-24 light tanks, but made no mention of jet planes. 
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The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State+ .... 

TOP SECRET = TEHRAN, J une 92, 1949. | 

| OFFICIAL INFORMAL 4 | | | . : - / | | 

Dear Dean: As you know, the question of direct military aid to | 

Iran is now actively on the agenda. I have been giving much thought 

to the matter. I outline below some of the basic considerations which 

, strike me as applicable in arriving at a workable solution here. / 

. (1) There should be an effective and substantial training program 

for Iranian officers in American military and, so far as is feasible, in 

a Copy transmitted to Mr. Jernegan in Ambassador Wiley’s letter of June 22, 

The transmitting communication stated that the Ambassador attached “con- 

siderable importance to the ‘eyedropper’ doctrine” set forth in his letter to the | 

Secretary of State. | | |
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, _ technical schools as well. Visual and tangible education of Iranian 
Army personnel in the United States could have great impact not 

| only on the Iranian Army but on Iran itself. ee 
_ (2) Whatever direct aid we do give must be something more than 
merely provocative (to the neighbor on the northern frontier) ; it 
must be fruitful. There are many chinks in the Iranian military 
establishment that can usefully be filled in. | Oo | 

(3) In giving direct military aid to Iran, nothing should be handed 
out. Everything should be doled out and we in Tehran should control 
the eyedropper.? : | | 

wn » We must not give the Iranian Army equipment which it cannot __ 
— absorb. a 
: (5) We should not give aid that can be procured locally. | 

__ (6) After considerable thought I have come to the conclusion that 
direct military aid to Iran should come to between $32,000,000 and 

| and $38,000,000 for the first year. General Evans is presently exploring 
| this field. In addition to the cost of procurement one must. calculate 

something like 20 per cent or more for transportation. Certain other 
military expenses should be met by the Iranian Government out of the 
American direct aid credit in the same manner as is the case in Turkey. - 

| There are here two American Military Missions, advisory in char- | 
acter, one to the Army and the other to the Gendarmerie. The first is _ 
headed by Major General Vernon Evans and the second by Colonel 

_ James R. Pierce. Both are outstanding officers and professionally most | 
_ competent. As things stand today, our Military Missions are very 

seldom consulted by the Iranians in the planning stage of anything 
of real importance. On the other hand, matters of a “five and dime” 

| character are frequently referred to the Missions. Past experience has 
been that when an important decision has been reached by the Iranians 

_-without American advice the Americans are usually called in to advise _ 7 
on implementation. Even this advice is often ignored unless it co- 
incides with the already established Iranian viewpoint. If there is to 

_ be direct military aid to Iran, these conditions must be firmly cor- 
rected. The fault lies with the Shah and with the Chief of Staff, 
General Razmara. | a 

| It will be possible to correct this situation only if in direct military 
aid we can control everything all the time. I may add with satisfac- a _tion that the two Military Missions and the Embassy work together 
as a very close-knit team. We must be permitted, in the event of direct 
aid, to maintain at all times one foot on the throttle and the other on | 
the brake. On | - 
‘In our dealings with the Medes and the Persians we must always 
recall that we have to do with a people for whom the intrigues of the | 
day suffice. They are not without talent or ability, but they disdain 
the pastandignorethe future. 8 | ve 

Yours sincerely, = a —- Joun C. Winey 

: * Marginal notation by Mr. J ernegan: ay agree.” |
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Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Philip A. Mangano of the 

Office of United Nations Political and Security Affairs a 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,| July 7, 1949. 

| Participants: GTI—Mr. Clyde Dunn Sn a | 

. LL /P—Mr. Meeker | | be 

—  DRN—Mr. Upton | nna , 

UN P—Mr. Mangano me Ae | 

sais Mr. Fawcett—UK Delegation eS 

| Mr. Walker—Second Secretary, British Embassy = | 

Mr. Bromley—First Secretary, British Embassy _ oe | 

- On Thursday afternoon, June 30, a meeting was held in Mr. Dunn’s) 

- office (GTI) to permit an exchange of views between interested of- | 

ficers of the Department and the British Embassy officials in connec- 

tion with the Soviet-Iranian situation, with particular reference to — | 

Article VI of the treaty between Iran and the USSR of 1921. Harlier “ 

discussions with the British had suggested a no¢ complete meeting | 

of minds on the interpretation of the conditions and manner in which | 

a Soviet right (under the treaty) to send troops into northern Iran 

couldbeapplied. =. | SF 
Mr. Dunn furnished the British representatives with a copy of a 

‘paper prepared in the Department + which outlined what the Depart- | 

ment tentatively, at the operating level felt to be a desirable course | 

of action for Iran in order to discourage the USSR from threatening 

or sending troops into Iran under the guise of the 1921 treaty. Inter 

alia, the paper proposed that the Iranian Government should com- 
- municate to the Security Council on developments, setting forth the - 

‘position that the USSR does not possess a right under the 1921 treaty 

unilaterally to determine that conditions in northern Iran warrant | 
the sending of troops. The US would then be prepared to issue a 

statement giving its views of the obligations of the parties under the | 

UNCharter. = OO : 
‘The discussion turned quickly to consideration of paragraph six 

in the Department’s tentative paper suggesting courses of action. 

Mr. Fawcett observed that the British felt that subparagraph (a) | | 

| would represent a sound position, but questioned the validity of sub- _ | 

paragraph (6) on absolute legal terms. He argued that it was im- | 

portant to know whether, at the time of signing the treaty in 1921, it | 

__-was the clear intent of the Iranian Government to accord Soviet Rus- a 

sia the right of unilateral determination of the existence of condi- | 

1 Printed as an annex to this document. | | 7
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tions in northern Iran (threats to the Soviet frontier, the development 
of military bases by outside powers directed against the USSR, etc.) 
which would justify the introduction of Soviet troops. The British 

_ Officials initially took the position that this appeared to be an absolute | 
_ right, the enjoyment of which was not qualified by the signing of the 

- UN Charter. The British officials also felt that if an emergency arose 
and the matter properly went to the Security Council, it would be : 
better to avoid pressing detailed legal arguments on this point, resting 
the case almost entirely on the claim that conditions j ustifying the 
introduction of troops do.not and cannot exist. In: that connection, 
Mr. Fawcett observed that much of the dispute would then be between oe 
the USSR and the US, the former accusing this Government of trying 

| to turn Iran into a military base for hostile purposes against the 
| USSR, while the US would clearly refute such allegations. BOER 

_In response to questions from the British as to how-we felt that 
the exercise of the Soviet right under Article VI of the 1921 treaty, 
was qualified by: subsequent developments, including the signing of _ 
the Charter, Mr. Meeker outlined the following points:. 

1. The Treaty of 1921 specifies no procedure -for determining 
whether or not the alleged conditions exist. However, in the treaty of __ 
guarantee and neutrality of October 1927, the two governments under- — 
took “to settle by a specific procedure appropriate to the circum- 
stances all disputes of any description which may arise between them 
and which it has not been possible to settle through ordinary ¢chan- 
nels.”.Thus, if Iran. were to claim that a dispute existed as to the in- 
terpretation of Article VI of the treaty of 1921, it would have a treaty 

: right to call. for special procedures of settlement, such as. arbitration 
| or adjudication—possibly by the International Court of J ustice. 

2. The UN Charter enjoins the ‘settlement of ‘international dis- 
putes by peaceful means and enjoins‘all members to “refrain in their 
international. relations from the threat, or use of force against the | 
territorial integrity or political independence of any state.” Articles _ 
83 and. 37 of the Charter require the parties toa dispute involving 
the maintenance of international peace to seek, first, a solution by | 
peaceful means of their own choice, and failing in that to refer it to 

| the Security Council. Article 103 of the Charter establishes that where | 
there is a conflict between the obligations of Members under the 
Charter and under any other international agreements to which they 
may be parties, the Charter shall prevail. rr 

Mr. Meeker pointed out that it was clear that it was an obligation 
- of the USSR not to use force, but to have recourse to any one of the 

various means of peaceful settlement: known to international law, | 
provided for in the Charter, or referred to in the Soviet-Iranian | 
treaty of 1927. He then outlined our understanding of the difference 

| between defense pacts under Article 51 of the Charter and the possible
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assertion of a right by the USSR to arbitrarily send troops into 

northern Iran without having it established by proper methods that 

conditions existed justifying such action. He also observed we did not 

feel that the Soviet-Iranian treaty could be considered as a “regional 

arrangement” in terms of the Charter with the possibility that the 

USSR could claim that steps, such as the sending of troops, were 

justified in order to preserve the security of the whole area. 

Mr. Meeker and Mr. Mangano pointed out that it would be para- 

doxical, to say the least, to think of Iran as a party to the treaty of 

1921, agreeing to steps against itself under guise of fulfilling obliga- 

tions of a regional arrangement. It was further maintained that, where 

regional arrangements might conceivably be used for “enforcement 

measures” in terms of the Charter, they would usually be of a multi- 

lateral rather than a bilateral character. OB 7 

-. Mr. Dunn queried the British representatives as to whether the 

above discussion had eased their uncertainties as to the inter-relation- 

ship of the Charter with possible application of Article VI of the 

1921 treaty. He said we felt that the British need not consider their 

treaty positions in Egypt and Trans-Jordan as paralleling a Soviet 

attempt to put troops into Iran. In the former case (as demonstrated 

by the Egyptian case in the Security Council) there was a matter of 

maintaining troops already in a country by treaty right; in the latter 

case, the matter would be one of forcibly attempting to introduce 

troops, without the free consent of the Iranian Government, thereby 

endangering international peace. Mr. Mangano attempted to sum- 

marize the position in the following terms: _ | : 
There was no question about the validity of the treaty of 1921, and 

particularly, of Article VI. Indeed, there should be no question about 

the validity of any continuing treaties antedating the Charter. How- 

ever, the advent of the Charter meant that member states, in seeking 
to apply particular treaty rights, must do so in a manner consistent 
with the Charter and with their obligations as members. Mr. Meeker 

emphasized that the essential point, in resolving the Soviet-Iranian 
dispute, was that force should not beused. a | 

It appeared that the British officials were able to agree with such 
a general formulation. They also concurred generally with Mr. Dunn’s 
suggestion that the proposed Iranian communication to the Security 
Council be couched in bland and not overly-legalistic terms, avoiding 
a provocative tone, and strengthening thereby their position before the 
Security Council. It was hoped that such a course of action would 
help restrain the USSR from proceeding to any drastic action which 
might require Security Council consideration under Chapter VI. 

501-887-—77——35 -
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a [Annex]  =—— | | 

i | | -[Wasurneton,| July 7, 1949. 

Desrraste Course or Action Rexative to Soviet-Iranian Treaty 
| or 1921 

1. The Iranian Government should, as a party to a case of which 

the Security Council is seized, keep the Security Council informed 

of developments bearing upon the Iranian case, including the Soviet 

contention of a “right” to take action in Iran under the 1921 Treaty. 

9. In communicating such developments to the Security Council 

for information only, the Iranian Government should take such occa- 

sion to state its position with respect to Soviet assertions of its 

“rights” under the 1921 Treaty, avoiding, however, legalistic, 

tendentious argument—the purposes being as follows: | 

a. To achieve agreement as to the Iranian position in advance of | 
an emergency and, thus, avoid confusion and loss of time in the event 

of an emergency involving the 1921 Treaty ; | 

6. The Iranian Government and people would understand that | 

they are not under the shadow of any legal Soviet right to impair 

Iran’s territorial integrity and, therefore, might achieve a desirable 

degree of self-confidence in the face of a continuing Soviet war of 

nerves; | - 
C. It would be made entirely clear that the Iranian Government | 

does not acquiesce in the hitherto unrefuted Soviet assertions of uni- 

lateral Soviet “rights” under the 1921 Treaty and the USSR-might 

be deterred from action which would evoke armed Iranian resistance 

and, therefore, pose a serious threat to the peace; and, | 

d. The peoples of the Western Democracies would be more ready 

to accord full support to Iran in the realization, contrary to wide- 

spread press opinion, that no semblance of legality underlay Soviet 
military action against Iran. en 

2 The Iranian Government decision to communicate with the Secu- 

rity Council concerning the 1921 Treaty should be an entirely inde- 

pendent one, since the US desires to avoid: Be 

a. Making Iran appear to world opinion as the pawn in Big-Power 
politics; and, | | 

6. Causing Iran to evade responsibility for the consequences of its 
own foreign policy. | ae | 

4, While the Iranian position in this connection should be an in- 
dependent one, the US should be prepared to give advice, when re- 
quested by the Iranian Government, along the lines of 1. and 2. above. 

5. Should the Iranian Government communicate to the Security 
Council its interpretation of Article 6 of the 1921 treaty along lines 
stated in the Conclusions embodied in this paper, the US should be 
prepared to issue a statement giving US views of the obligations of 

the parties under the UN Charter.
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6. Should Article 6 become the subject of attention by the Security 
Council, the desirable approach by the US. would be to state: 

a. That the fact situation (conditions alleged by Soviet Govern- 
ment to exist in Iran) does not and cannot exist and that, therefore, 
the 1921 Treaty cannot beapplied;and,. 

6. That under any circumstances, the signing of the UN Charter 
by Iran and the USSR prohibits either party from exercising any 
unilateral right to introduce troops into the other’s territory and that. 
any Soviet claim to such a prerogative is clearly indefensible. 

7. If the Soviet Union believes that conditions exist which are 
envisaged in Article 6 and Annex 2 of the 1921 Treaty, and that it 
is entitled to send its troops on to Iranian soil, the appropriate course, 
in the absence of the free and present consent of Iran or solution of 

the dispute by pacific procedures under Article 33 of the UN Charter, 
is for the Soviet Union to refer the matter to the Security Council 
as a dispute likely to endanger international peace and to ask that 
body to recommend or apply remedies in order that international 

peace and security may be maintained. | a 
8. If the Soviet Union, without the free and present consent of | 

Iran, should attempt to introduce troops onto Iranian soil, Iran would 

be justified under Article 51 of the UN Charter in resisting with 
force this threat or use of force contrary to the principles of the UN, 
whether or not the conditions envisaged in Article 6 of the 1921 Treaty 
did in fact exist. CO Te | | 

9. The Iranian Government would be ill-advised to denounce the 
1921 Treaty in order to get rid of Article 6, for the following reasons: 

a. The Treaty contains certain provisions advantageous to Iran; 
6. Denunciation of the Treaty by Iran might, with some justifica- 

tion, be interpreted by world opinion, and particularly the Soviet 
Union, as an unfriendly act toward Russia; and, | 

c. Article 6 does not permit the USSR unilaterally to introduce 
forces into Iran. | | | 

10. In view of the sound legal position of Iran in contending that 
the USSR has no legal right, under the 1921 Treaty or otherwise, 
unilaterally to introduce troops into Iran, the Iranian Government 
would be unwise even to discuss any bargain with the USSR looking 
toward Soviet agreement with such Iranian interpretation of 

— Article 6. oS . . Oo 
| 11. It is most desirable that the policy of the UK be coordinated 

closely with that of the US in this connection. | 7 |
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$91.51/7-749 : Telegram . : - 

The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Trenran, July 7, 1949—noon. 

886. At direction of Shah, Ebtehaj] came to see me and General 
Evans this morning for purpose of discussing all aspects US aid to 
Iran. I had Wagner?’ present for purpose of outlining to Ebtehaj 
some of the information recently given him in Washington. I was 
present during first one and half hours of meeting but then had to 
leave to lunch with Shah. Meeting continued for one additional hour. 

On economic side, World Bank offer ? and Point Four assistance was 
explained. Ebtehaj indicated clear understanding of World Bank 
offer but indicated he was still opposed to loan. He indicated that 
considerable concern had arisen in certain quarters because of belief 
that oil revenues would have to be “pledged” to service loan. It was 
pointed out to him that commitment probably a better word than 
pledge but that the Bank certainly would have to consider Iranian 
ability to repay together with a clear definition and understanding of 
Iranian convertibility rights under the Anglo-Iranian agreement. 
He went on to say that he did not consider the World Bank offer to 
represent in any way US assistance to Iran, remarking that the World 
Bank was obliged to loan money toitsmember nations. _ | 

His reception of proposed Point Four assistance (he was told in 
this connection that if legislation is passed Iran might expect about 
1.6 million dollars) was even more bitter. He remarked that the US 
had presented Point Four as a bold new idea whereas actually there 
was nothing bold about it but when viewed in terms of what Iran 
might get, only insignificance. | a 

He inquired what consideration the US was giving to Iran’s request 
for a direct economic grant. He said that Ambassador Ala in Wash- 

* Joseph J. Wagner, Second Secretary of Embassy in Iran. | 
?In a memorandum prepared on June 18 by. the staff of the International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development appears the following paragraph: 
“The Bank has already expressed to the Iranian Government its interest in 
Iran’s Seven-Year Plan and indicated its willingness and ability to participate 
in the financing of appropriate elements in this Plan when its assistance might 
be needed. If the Iranian Government wishes, the Bank is prepared to consider 
now a small initial loan for some one, or possibly two, specific projects included 
in an early stage of this Plan. Furthermore, subject to satisfactory progress in 
implementing the Plan, including the financial and administrative measures 
necessary to make it effective, and taking into account Iran’s need for external 
financing as then established, the Bank will be willing to consider additional 
loans for other projects as their preparation reaches the bankable stage. Any 
project submitted for consideration by the Bank should be of a tangible and 
directly productive nature and of demonstrable economic value as have been 
those development projects hitherto financed by the Bank.” 

The International Bank transmitted a copy of this memorandum to Mr. Dunn 
as Acting Chief of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs on June 20 
(891.51/6-2049).
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ington and the Foreign Minister here believed that the US had agreed _ oo 

to give direct economic assistance. I told him that I had given no 

encouragement whatever to such an idea: and Wagner told him that 

he knew from recent experience in Washington that absolutely nothing 

along the lines stated had been said to Mr. Ala. He insisted that Ala 

had reported that when he could justify his request for $500,000,000 

economic grant, the Department would give it further consideration. 

‘Concluding economic phase of discussion Ebtehaj said that he 

believed Iran did not need any direct economic grant but would want 

military assistance. | | - a 

The proposed military assistance to Iran was then discussed with 

him along the lines agreed to by the Department, i.e., that total figures 

were unknown to the Embassy and that countries being assisted would 

be given matériel and not dollar allocations. His reaction to the pre- 

sentation of this subject was even worse than anticipated. His main 

) theme was that the proposed US military assistance to Iran, which he 

thought would come to some $15,000,000 represented but a “measly” 

sum and an offer which might very well be refused. He said that the 

Iranians absolutely could not understand why out of $320,000,000 

which he-understood was earmarked primarily for Greece, Turkey and : 

Tran, it should receive such a “measly” allocation. General Evans en- 

deavored in every way possible to convince Ebtehaj that the giving 

power, the US, had to decide upon the amount of aid each country 

would be given, considering the overall situation and operating under 

the principle that the interests of the whole group would probably 

often be served by greater aid in certain areas. Ebtehaj did not agree 

in any way and stated Iran would be offended if not treated on a 

parity with Turkey. He thought that Iran might very well reject. 

the small offer made to it. - | | | 

He went on to say that it might have to consider changing its for- 

eign policy, disassociate itself with the US and look elsewhere for 

support of its interests. He said that the situation would be incom- 

prehensible to Iranians if the US gave liberal assistance to Turkey 

and treated Iran in such a shabby manner. He went on to say that 

Iran had suffered much during the war, being occupied even by US 

troops—“Thanks to our British friends”—while the US was buying 

goods from the Turks at exorbitant prices and dumping them into 

the sea to keep them from the Germans.* | 
It was explained to Mr. Ebtehaj that the proposed Military Aid 

Program visualized the eventual reduction in the size of the armies 
of the receiving countries in line with their increased effectiveness. He | 

8Hor documentation on preemptive purchases of Turkish goods, see Foreign 

Relations, vol. vi, pp. 566 ff.
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discussed this phase in detail with General Evans. The General told 
him that unless additional rials could be provided the present size 
Iranian Army should be reduced to achieve a more effective army. He 
was told that [at] present so much goes for pay, food, clothing, hous- 
ing and other living expenses that present army does not have funds 
necessary adequately to support present combat forces in the field; 
hence it cannot fight effectively. Ebtehaj asked General Evans what 
size army was needed to guarantee the security of the country. He 
was told no nation could afford the military establishment necessary 
to assure security and some risk must be taken. The greatest security 
which can be afforded should be provided, thus the problem can only 
be solved by determining the funds that can be afforded the military 
expenses and building the army accordingly. He was told that in 
such determination the relative security that can be obtained for 
various expenditures should be considered. Once such determination 
is made the most effective military establishment possible should be 
set up within the funds decided upon. Ebtehaj did not agree. He felt 
that the minimum army essential for security should be determined 
by US-Iranian consultation, then the cost computed, then what Iran 
can afford determined, and the difference made up in money from 
the US under the Military Aid Program. It was pointed out that such 
had not been done in the past with other countries and was believed 
to be contrary to US policy. Ebtehaj insisted, however, that Iran 
should be treated as a special case both in view of its strategic value 

_ and the fact that it had been ignored in the past for so long when other 
countries had been receiving aid. He added also that the Shah would 
never agree to an army of less than 100,000 as he, the Shah, could only 
feel that through any suggestion along those lines the US was trying 
to destroy his army. He asked as a corollary to his argument why the 
Iranian people should be made to suffer (meaning an even more re- 
duced standard of living) by being forced to support the army the 
country needed... . 

He several times repeated the statement that the US offer of assist- 
ance, characterized as “measly”, might very well be refused. He said 
he could not understand how or why such small assistance was being 
proposed for Iran especially in view of the fact that he had discussed 
the importance of military aid to Iran with the State Department 
when he was in Washington last year+ and had received the Depart- 
ment’s complete agreement. He went on to say that it was very clear in 
his mind that the three people with whom he was talking were simply 
avoiding his question in refusing to tell him exactly, in dollars, how 

‘For information on these discussions, see footnote 3, Foreign Relations, 1948, 
vol. v, Part 1, p. 186.
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much aid Iran would receive. He said he was willing to make any 

bet, that the US had told the Turks how much they would receive and 

went on to say that we could not expect Iran as a nation to be satisfied 

with the vague statements being made. He also went back to General 

Evans’ statement that it was up to the giving nation to decide where 

and how much aid would be given and claimed that the receiving 

nation, Iran, had just as many rights in this respect and said, im 

effect, that the US could not ram such “measly” aid down Iran’s 

throat and expect her to be happy. He said that as an Iranian he | 

absolutely felt that any US proposed military aid of $15,000,000 was 

completely unacceptable and that should his recommendation be asked 

for it would be that the proposal be acknowledged with a “no thank 

you.” He expressed the view that the entire question should again be 

considered in Washington for he did not wish to see the US make 

“mistake” in not allocating aid properly. | 

_ I had been obliged as previously indicated to leave the meeting 

prior to the issuance of Mr. Ebtehaj’s more forceful pronouncements. 

He therefore suggested that we hold another meeting within the next 

few days during which he could make the Iranian point of view (as 

set forth above) completely known to me.° While Ebtehaj is many 

times the victim of his own emotions yet his views on military aid 

actually represent those of the Shah. 

At lunch the Shah today followed the same line as Mr. Ebtehaj 

except that he made an impassioned plea for direct economic aid 

referring to aid already given to Turkey and most of Europe includ- 

ing ex-enemy countries and now to Korea, while Iran which had been 

an ally had. been ignored. He expressed amazement that the strategic 

importance of Iran to the Western world was not adequately 

appreciated. | Oo | | 

| | | WiLEr 

5 Ambassador Wiley, accompanied by General Evans and Mr. Wagner, held 

a further meeting with Mr. Ebtehaj on July 10, at which much the same ground 

was covered as at the discussion 3 days earlier. Mr. Ebtehaj “indicated Iran 

could afford to spend 2.0 billion rials upon its military establishment and by 

rough calculation stated it looked as though Iran could maintain an effective 

army of about 100,000 with such sum, provided an additional 2.45 billion could 

be obtained over a 2-year period for initial one-time expenditures. This latter 

sum I [i.e., Ambassador Wiley] gather is what he deems the only acceptable 

assistance the US could render Iran.” Mr. Ebtehaj was said to have repeated 

“many times” that the “US approach to Iran in this vital question was not only 

incomprehensible and unacceptable but also dictatorial in nature.” | | 

Ambassador Wiley observed to the Department that he had “expected that 

Tranian reaction to our military assistance offer would be ‘a most unhappy one. 

While IT am certain ‘there are many people here who would appreciate any US 

assistance to Iran, yet we are faced with the cold fact that the Shah will only be 

satisfied with complete parity with Turkey and that the more our assistance 

diverges from the Turkish total, the greater will be the sense of frustration and 

resentment toward the US.” (Telegram 902, July 11, from Tehran, 891.20/7-1149)
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891.50 Seven-Year Plan/7-1249 : Telegram ae oo . 

_ The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | TEHRAN, July 12, 1949—10 a. m. 
907. Department will recall that Ambassador Ala several weeks 

ago asked for direct economic assistance to extent of $500,000,000. He 
indicated at that time that I knew all about matter and would trans- 
mit similar request with my blessing. As Department was informed, 
I knew nothing about matter. All that had happened was that Foreign 
Minister once remarked that he would some day send me note 
formally requesting aid, statement which did not call for nor elicit 
any response from me. SS | 

He has now handed to me a note requesting gratuitous economic 
assistance of approximately $147,000,000. The note reads as follows: 

‘In pursuance of my repeated conversations with Your Excellency 
concerning the essential and urgent needs of this Empire and neces- 
sity of financial aid by the American authorities, I have the honor to 
bring the following to Your Excellency’s attention: - | | 

Your Excellency is not unaware of the extent to which Iran has 
suffered innumerable losses after the last world war which brought 
us rack and ruin and great hardships towards the attainment of final 
victory. Your Excellency is not unaware to the extent to which Iran 
is In need of immediate economic and social reforms to enable her, in 
the light of the present world exigencies, to become reequipped and | 
Prepared in such a manner as to dispel, withstand and resist potential 
angers. | - | 
Fortunately the official authorities of the American Government, 

too, are aware of the extraordinary importance of the present situa- 
tion in Iran and have on various occasions made specific promises time 
and again that they will make every effort to meet our needs, comply 
with our requests and lend us support. Now, on the streneth of these 
same official statements by the great Government of the US and the 
express promises they have made to render us necessary assistance, 
and with special reference to Article 4 of the speech by the President 
of the US relating to the necessity of lending technical and financial 
assistance for the improvement and betterment of the condition of 
backward countries, we expect your powerful nation which is the 

. patron and protector of human liberty and culture to pay special 
attention to our imperative needs and lend us prompt assistance in 
meeting those needs. | ms 

The said needs which represent our barest nécessities and minimum 
requirements (and which will be chiefly technical equipment and 
machinery and financial needs impossible to secure in Iran and with 
Iranian money) will total approximately $147 ,000,000 as follows: 

Industries and factories—$35,000,000. | 
Highways and railroads—$37,500,000. | 7 

- Public hygiene—$20,280,000. a 
Posts and telegraphs and communications—$5,370,000.
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~ _—Education—$9,550,000. | _ 
Agriculture and irrigation—$28,217,521. 7 
Alimentation, tobacco, silo and excise taxes—$11,000,000.. - 

(Note: ‘This presumably means equipment for food, tobacco 
and distilling industries. Itisbeing checked.) . - 

— Total—$146,917,521. OS 

- The detailed and itemized list of said requirements include. the 
minimum essential needs of the country at the present time which 
have no connection with the Seven-Year Plan of the Empire. This is 
what we need to be able in some measure to restore our country to its 
state before it was occupied by the Allied forces on August/Septem- 
ber 1941 and to raise the living standard of the people of Iran who 
are confronted with the menace of Bolshevism and Communism. As 
you notice, this sum is partly needed for the railway and landing 
fields which were worn out or completely ruined during the sojourn 
of Allied forces in Iran, especially during the years when the Iranian 
railways were at the absolute disposal of, and being used by, the 
American troops. There is sound evidence to prove that the railway 

and the landing fields needed urgent repairs. It is for this reason that 
they should be classed with military needs of first class importance, 

and immediate aid be granted for their repair gratuitously. | 
In conclusion, I beg to add that during your stay in Iran and as a 

result of your study of Iran’s social condition, Your Excellency has 
definitely well realized the delicate position of this country because 
of its low standard of life. Your Excellency is well aware to what 
extent the national life of Iran is exposed to danger. In view of the 
foregoing circumstances and the promises made in this respect, I 
expect Your Excellency will be so kind as to invite the attention of 
the American: Government authorities to the urgent necessity of 
granting this immediate aid, and in the light of the information 
which you have of the financial capacity of Iran, I hope you will be 
good enough to take prompt and efficacious steps which will be 
greatly appreciated by the Iranian Government.” Co 

The enclosures to the note, which are very voluminous, are being 

translated and will be forwarded by pouch. - a | 

The Department’s attention.is particularly invited to the third para- 

graph of the note in which reference is made to “specific promises 

time and again that the US would make every effort to meet Iranian 

needs and comply with Iranian request.[”] There have been absolutely 

no specific promises of any kind made since my arrival here. 

_ The situation in regard to getting as big a hand-out as possible 

from the US is reaching the utmost confusion, proceeding as it does 

from the lack of any agreement or cohesion of thought among the 

Iranians themselves. In another telegram, I have reported my second 

meeting with Mr. Ebtehaj.2 He maintains that Iran does not need 

1The seven enclosures were transmitted to the Department by Tehran in 

despatch 199, July 30, not printed. | oS 

? See footnote 5, p. 539.
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economic assistance but in effect must be put on a parity with Turkey 
- in the matter of military assistance. Further, he is obstinately op- 

posed to any World Bank loan. The Shah on the other hand is in 
favor of a World Bank loan and also wants direct economic assistance __ 
besides very substantial direct military assistance. The Foreign 
Minister now presents what apparently is his own idea and 
which seems to, from first study, cover many items included in 
the Seven-Year Plan, although he states that his list has no connection 
with the Seven-Year Plan. There appears to have been little coordina- 
tion between the gratuitous assistance envisaged in the Foreign Minis- 
ter’s note and the projects mentioned in the Prime Minister’s letter to 
me, as reported Kmbtel 558, April 26, unless it is in the fact that both 
exaggerate Iran’s war damages and both lay the condition of the 
Tranian railways at the Allied doorstep. As a matter of information, 
the Prime Minister has on several occasions even brushed aside any 
attempt to discuss the substance of his letter. He apparently is work- 
ing on the premise that he got his request in first and can obviously 
claim as much credit as any one else in connection with American 
assistance, if any, to Iran. : | 

In view hurt feelings and resentment re direct military aid, suggest 
question direct economic aid be handled with greatest tact. 

| WILEY 

891.20/7-1549 

Memorandum by Mr. Henry L. Deimel, Jr., of the Office of Near East- 
ern and African Affairs to the Assistant Chief of the Dévision of 
Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Dunn) | 

SECRET [WasHineTon,] July 15, 1949. 
Subject: Iranian Attitude Regarding United States Aid 

The following is offered pursuant to our conversation. For con- 
venience it has been drafted as basis for a telegram to Tehran. 

Preliminary specific replies Embtels 885, 886, 895, 902 1 being sepa- 
rately transmitted. Attitude evidenced therein held by highest Iran 
authorities regarding bases US aid so extreme and unacceptable as 
to indicate drastic modification this attitude essential if aid is to be 
successfully arranged and implemented. Department realizes you 
aware this, and this telegram designed assist your endeavors this pur- 
pose, as evidenced by highly commendable Embassy explanations 
character purpose limitations military aid reported Embtels 886 and 
902. | | 

* Nos. 885 and 895, dated July 7. and 8, respectively, neither printed; No. 886, 
z ny 3 3° printed on p. 536 ; No. 902, dated July 11, is not printed but see footnote
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Nature of Iranian motives and thinking underlying extreme atti- 

tudes expressed is question diagnosis which Embassy best equipped 

perform. Specific manner providing response best designed achieve 

necessary purpose developing tolerably accurate and rational Iranian 

attitudes must be left your good judgement. Whether Iranian attitudes 

are products genuine sincere sense grievance or are staged pursuant 

bazaar techniques, they reveal same need for clear and firm responses 

conveying implicit and explicit reiteration essential reasons, purposes — 

and spirit which motivate, justify and delimit US Govt and taxpayers 

willingness undertake burdens of foreign aid. 7 | 

- Most striking elements misapprehension evidenced in Iranian atti- 

tude are seen in contention US alone cannot determine amount aid it 

will offer but must determine jointly with recipient, and adequacy 

aid is to be judged by invidious comparison with other recipients 

irrespective specific needs or on basis some absolute concept such as 

quote total security unquote. Last point ably covered by General Evans 

as reported Embtels 886 and 902 but further analysis implications 

Tranian attitude essential. 

- Whether this attitude derives from view aid is obligatory largesse 

owed by rich to poor, or is due Iran in payment for alignment our 

side, it is based on complete misconception since no obligation rests 

on U.S. in matter. Readiness US extend aid friendly foreign peoples 

through their governments is strictly expression of voluntarily co- 

operative spirit in endeavor achieve mutual aims mutually beneficial 

by mutually cooperative action. Essence is therefore common purpose 

influencing grantor and recipient seek common objectives. In present 

situation these objectives have two-fold character. First and basic is. 

desire preserve, promote, expedite widest and fullest development 

conditions freedom and economic welfare in interest achieving maxi- 

mum benefit of peace, stability and broad welfare of people of U.S. 

and other countries. Second is recognition this aim threatened today 

by aggressive attitude and actions of Iran’s powerful neighbor and 

preservation existing above-mentioned human values as well as their 

further cultivation requires cooperative endeavors of like-minded 

peoples and governments for most effective resistance threats and dis- 

couragement outbreak more outright aggression. — oo 

For its part U.S. able provide, at definite cost and sacrifice of 

significant domestic needs, substantial aid in economic and military 

fields to other like-minded countries. Such aid is voluntary contribu- 

tion to common purpose. It is not payment for value received nor to 

induce another country to align itself with US or act according US 

desires instead of pursuing alternative course. Admittedly US stands 

to benefit from realization objectives of aid programs. This is justifi- 

cation for sacrifices of domestic needs which extension aid to foreign
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countries imposes on people of US. Moreover, discomfort to US from 
failure achieve objectives aid programs would be far less than dis- 
astrous consequences to those situated closer to source of present-day _ 
aggression threat. Aid from US is not tendered as charity, nor as 
subject for bargaining, but it is definitely of more immediate and 
critical interest to recipients in advancement their essential interests 
as well as those of US. Cooperative nature aid programs for mutual 
objectives is paramount characteristic. | | Bn 

Necessary also to emphasize aid US can provide over widespread 
geographical area, substantial as it is, is limited to U.S. capacity and 
marginal in relation to overall size of task achieving full mutual 
objectives earlier described. Two important consequences follow. First, 
as so ably explained by General Evans, it must be carefully distributed 
according to actual need, wherefore invidious comparisons between 
eountries’ shares have no place. Second, unless it is received and 
treated as marginal increment to necessary endeavors of recipient, it 
is largely wasted. Self-help on part recipient is therefore essential 
ingredient. U.S. aid is necessarily limited to providing indispensible 
needs otherwise not available to receipient, with major portion of 
task accomplished by recipients own efforts in its own interest in pur- 
suit of broad. common purposes by mutual cooperation. | 

It follows that U.S. aid, being neither charitable distribution 
largesse nor payment of obligation is not subject bargaining. Being 

| voluntary contribution US effort at sacrifice other US needs, in fur- 
therance essential common purposes for mutual benefit, US alone can 
determine amount and character such aid it is able to extend; distri- 
bution among recipients and application such aid must be calculated 
on basis actual needs and priority of urgencies in light of overall prob- 
lem and purpose; and effectiveness of aid depends upon adequacy 
and efficiency of collateral self-help of recipient, which causes US to 
have necessary deep and direct interest in manner and efficiency utili- 
zation aid it renders. | | Oo OS 

Finally, importance of self-help points to importance, aside from 
aid granted in tangible financial, equipment and commodity form, of 
aid in nature of technical assistance designed to advance effective 
application of self-help to overall resources of recipient, Including 
own resources as well as those received from US or others. 
Department fully realizes how very alien conceptions of Iranians, 

as evident your reftels, are from those above outlined, and difficulty 
of task of enlightenment. Obviously this task not susceptible immedi- 
ate accomplishment and manner handling subject must be left your 
tact, diplomacy and good judgment. Whatever degree and rate of 
success in enlightening Iranians is achieved, it is essential US repre- 
sentatives constantly be guided by clearest comprehension these con-



siderations. Consequently Department hopes this restatement of what 

you of course already know will prove of some assistance in your diffi- 

cult and important task. — a, 

§/S8-NSC Files, Lot 63D 851,NSC54Seriest | , 

Report of the National Security Council on the Position of. the United 

States With Respect to Iran? | 

TOP SECRET a [Wasuineron,] July 21, 1949, 

The Problem = 7 : ee OS 

1. To review, for the information of the National Security Council, 

the position of the United States with respect to Ivan, with particu- 

lar reference to possible future developments affecting U.S. security. 

Analysis a oe 

— Basie U.S. Position — Be - | 
2. Because of its resources, strategic location, vulnerability to 

armed attack and exposure to political subversion, Iran must be 

regarded as a continuing objective in the Soviet program of expan- 
sion. If Iran should come under Soviet domination, the independence 

of all other countries of the Middle East would be directly threatened. 
Specifically the USSR would (1) acquire advance bases for subver- 
sive activities or actual attack against a vast contiguous area including 

Turkey, Iraq, the Arabian Peninsula, Afghanistan, and Pakistan; (2) 
obtain a base hundreds of miles nearer to potential US-UK lines of 
defense in the Middle East than any held at present; (3) control part 
and threaten all of the Middle Eastern oil reservoir upon which the 
western community draws to conserve limited western hemisphere 

1 Lot 63 D 351 is ‘a serial master file of the National Security Council documents 
and correspondence and related Department of State memoranda for the years 
1947-1961, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of 
State. De | . | ee ee 
“Prepared at the request of the Acting Secretary. of the Army by. the staff of 

the National Security Council with the advice and assistance of representatives 
of the Secretaries of State and Defense and of other high officials of the United 
States Government; transmitted by Admiral Souers to the National Security 
Council in his note of July 21, which recommended that “the Council, after dis- 
cussion and agreement upon any proposed revisions, note the enclosed report as 

; an integrated assessment and appraisal of the national security objectives, com- 
mitments and risks of the United States with respect to Iran, in relation to the 
four contingencies affecting U.S. security outlined therein” = =>  — “ 

The Council, on August 4, “Noted NSC 54, subject to the amendment of para- 
‘graph 13-@ as proposed by the Secretary of State.” (Action 240, S/S-NSC (Mis- 
cellaneous) files, lot 66.D 95) Regarding the. amendment proposed ‘by the Secre- 
tary of State, see footnote 6, p. 551. Lot 66 D 95 is a collection of administrative 
and. miscellaneous. National Security Council documentation for the years 1947— 
1963, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State. ©
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resources; (4) control continental air routes crossing Iran, threaten 
those traversing adjacent areas, and menace shipping in the Persian 

| Gulf, and (5) undermine the will of all Middle Eastern countries to 
resist Soviet aggression. | 

3. This Government has concluded (November 1947)* that the 
security of the Eastern Mediterranean and of the Middle East is vital 
to the security of the United States; that the security of the whole 
Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East would be jeopardized if the 
Soviet Union should succeed in its efforts to obtain control of Iran; | 

that the United States should assist in maintaining the territorial 
‘Integrity and political independence of Iran; that in carrying out this 
policy the United States should be prepared to make full use of its 
political, economic and, if necessary, military power in such manner 
as may be found most effective; and that before resorting to the actual 
employment of force the United States should exhaust political and 
economic means, including recourse to the United Nations? __ 

4. Hence the primary objective of our pcelicy toward Iran is to 
prevent the domination of that country by the USSR and to 
strengthen Iran’s orientation toward the West. Secondary objectives 
are (1) to encourage relations between Iran and other countries 
calculated to elicit United Nations support for its continued independ- 
ence; (2) to maintain conditions of internal security, thereby increas- 
ing respect for Iranian sovereignty and avoiding a pretext for Soviet 
intervention, as well as making indirect Soviet aggression more diffi- 
cult; (38) to foster an expanding economy with the purpose of allevi- 
ating economic discontent and strengthening allegiance to the central 
government; (4) to encourage the improvement of democratic insti- 
tutions and processes in Iran so that Iranians may increasingly feel 
an affinity for the western world; and (5) to induce influential 
Iranians actively to support U.S. interests in Iran, the Middle East, 
and the United Nations. - 

Evaluation of Current Policy | | : 
5. Our objective of preventing domination of Iran by the USSR | 

has so far been achieved, by means of diplomatic action. After first 
following a policy of procrastination, evasion and compromise when 
confronted by an aggressive Soviet attitude, Iran has for the past 
two years, with strong U.S. encouragement and support, stood up 
firmly for its independence in the face of persistent Soviet threats. _ 

- *NSC Action No. 13. [Footnote in the source text.] | | 
_ *These conclusions were arrived at during “The Pentagon Talks of 1947” 
between high officials of the United States and British Governments ; see particu- 
larly, “The American Paper” and Acting Secretary Lovett’s memorandum: of 
November 24, 1947, to President Truman; Foreign ‘Relations, 1947, vol. v,pp. 575 
and 623, respectively, | ee | , Co
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The United States took the lead in restoring Iran’s full independence 

of foreign control following wartime. occupation, particularly by 
supporting in the Security Council the Iranian complaint against 

Soviet interference in Iran’s internal affairs. We have informed 

Iranian authorities that we are prepared, so long as the Iranian 

Government demonstrates a willingness to stand up for its independ- 

ence against external pressure, to support Iran not only by words but 

also by appropriate acts. We have suggested that Iran be prepared 

to communicate to the Security Council, at an appropriate time, 

recent instances of Soviet pressure. We have told the Iranians that 

we are not in a position to make any commitment as to our action if the 

Soviet Union should take aggressive measures against Iran, but have 

pointed out our obligations under the United Nations Charter. In 

~ response to Iranian inquiries, we have authorized the Embassy in 

Teheran to say that in the event of war with the Soviet Union involv- 
ing both Iran and the United States, Iran may count on all assistance 

compatible with U.S. resources in a global conflict. _ 

6. Current U.S. efforts to assist Iran internally include two military 

missions now advising the Iranian Army and the Gendarmerie, the 

willingness of the United States to support Iran’s efforts to secure 
financial aid through appropriate agencies (such as the World Bank) 
for well justified economic development projects, encouragement and 
advice in connection with the Iranian Government’s consideration of 

political and economic reforms designed to strengthen popular loyalty | 
to the central government, and the provision of surplus light military 
equipment on credit for internal security purposes. Iran has been 
advised that before it could receive any assistance of the type granted 
Greece and Turkey, political, economic and military considerations 
must be weighed and Congressional approval obtained. a 

7. The support of Iranian independence by diplomatic means con- 
| tinues to’be an important aim of U.S. foreign policy. In addition to 

the support and assistance now being accorded Iran, the United 
States should: = | me 

a. Demonstrate by diplomatic and economic acts our interest in 
Iranian independence and our willingness to take appropriate action 
in support of Iran’s stand against Soviet threats to its independence; 

_ 6 Provide through all practicable means funds and technical as- 
sistance, upon request of the Iranian Government, for the execution of 
well justified economic development projects which would demon- 

_ strate to the Iranian people the advantages of close association with 
the western powers; | ee 

c. Exert every practicable effective pressure upon Iran to facilitate 
economic and social reform in view,of the great importance of. the 
latter asa means of increasing nationalloyalty; =
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d. Continue to examine, through the Foreign Assistance Correla- 
tion Committee* and other appropriate channels, the question of 
furnishing direct military assistance to Iran. 

Possible Future Developments — = | | 
8. Although the USSR will continue to apply strong political and 

psychological pressures against Iran in an effort to force the govern- 
ment of that country into submission, it is considered unlikely that the 
Soviet Union would be willing to resort to direct armed intervention 
at this time. In the absence of such armed intervention, Iran is ex- 
pected to maintain successful resistance to Soviet pressure and to 
strengthen its western alignment, provided it continues to have confi- 
dence in U.S. support. However, the Iranian Government must press 
its planned economic and social reforms or the internal stability of the 
country may be seriously threatened. — a 
9. Nevertheless, the possibility of other developments which would 

dangerously alter the situation in Iran cannot be entirely ruled out. 
The effects which certain unexpected but possible contingencies would 
have on the security interests of the United States and our position 
in the event such possibilities materialize are analyzed in the follow- 
ing paragraphs. . | en a 

10. First Contingency: The establishment of pro-Soviet provin- 
cial governments in Iran by subversive or other means not involving 
the use of military force. | a yo 

_a. There is no immediate likelihood of. this occurring : in. the absence of some serious breakup of central authority such as might 
occur in the event of the death of the Shah or of some violent outbreak of dissension among highly placed people in the Iranian Government. The provincial administration in Tran is subject to a high degree of centralized control from. Teheran. The local communist machine in northern Iran was largely broken up when Soviet. forces retired in 
1946,° and many of its leaders are now in the Soviet. Union. These people could hardly be reinstalled in any way in the provincial ad- ministration except by order of the Central Government in Teheran or by renewed entry of Soviet forces. Thus, the action which this Gov- ernment might take would relate to one or the other of those ¢ontin- gencies, and will be discussed. below. - 7 

6. If contrary to expectations this contingency, did occur we would 
be faced with the intensification of subversive. Soviet. activities in the 
remaining areas of Iran and in Near East areas contiguous: thereto 
and with an increased tendency on the part of Middle East countries to seek strengthened security arrangements with the. western powers. Should security arrangements considered satisfactory by them not be 

“For a- description of the composition and functions of this committee, see footnote 2, Vol. I, /p. 250. - oe a , oe oo 
. °* For documentation on the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Iran, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vu, ‘pp. 289 ff... 2 | _
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fortheoming from the western powers, the Middle Eastern countries 
might in time seek a compromise with the USSR. os 

c. Hence, if this contingency did occur, we would wish to review the 
priority accorded to Iran for the receipt of military equipment and 
consider what steps would be appropriate to counteract the adverse 
effects engendered in the surrounding areas. We might also wish to 
consider reference of the matter to the United Nations provided suil- 
cient evidence of Soviet complicity were available to justify charges 
against the Russians. | | oo 

~ 11. Second Contingency: The overthrow of the present Lranian 
Government and the establishment of a pro-Soviet puppet government 
by subversive or other means not involving the use of military force. 

a. Here, again, there is no immediate likelihood of this occurring. 
The Tudeh Party, now outlawed by the Iranian Government and func- 
tioning underground, does not have the capability of overthrowing 
the regime from within at this time. It is not likely to obtain that 
capability unless something should happen which would seriously 
weaken the strength and unity of the Iranian Government. The death 
of the-Shah would not necessarily have this effect, but might possibly 
have it. The Government might also conceivably be weakened by 
rivalry between highly placed figures, of whom one or the other might 
be inclined to seek and use Soviet favor in order to fortify his posi- 
tion. In either of these contingencies, however, we would probably 
have ample warning before the course of events could lead to the 
complete establishment of a regime really subservient to Soviet in- | 
terests. This means that we would have time to determine our policy 
in the light of the details of: the prevailing situation, which cannot 
possibly be forecast, before the contingency arises. — | ce 
_ 6. Presumably, the victory of. pro-Soviet elements would not be 
immediate and complete, and for a long time some element of the 
old legitimate government would resist the communist. uprising. Ti 
this element proved incapable of restoring its position in the country 
at large, our policy would presumably be to assist it to install itself 
in the south, preferably in the neighborhood of the oil fields, and 
to retain that whole area under its sovereign control. This we would 
have to do in conjunction with the British, since it would involve the 
cooperation of various of the local tribes, some of which could better 
be influenced by the British and some by ourselves. . | 

¢. Should this contingency result in the loss of all of Iran, in addi- 
tion to the immediate effects of Soviet domination which are listed 
in paragraph 2 above, we would find ourselves faced with powerful 
secondary developments, the consequences of which could not be ig- 
nored. Denial of the oil output of the affected area would seriously 
jeopardize the ERP program, which under current. estimates will in 
its last years depend on the Middle East: for 80 percent of its oil. 
Furthermore, the loss of the output of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Com- 
pany. in which the British Government owns the controlling interest, 
would have a crippling effect upon the economy of the UK, and would 
place increased demands upon the dollar area. At this point positive 

501-887—77-_36
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steps in collaboration with the UK to prevent the spread of Soviet 
domination to the remaining oil-producing areas of the Middle East 
would be necessary. We might also wish to consider reference of the matter to the United Nations provided sufficient evidence of Soviet 
complicity is available to justify charges against the Russians, __ 

12. Third Contingency: Direct military invasion and occupation 
of Iran. - | | 

a. This is also regarded as highly unlikely unless the Soviet Gov- ernment has really decided to unleash a new world war and the occu- pation of Iran should be a first step in the process. This would be an act of naked aggression, and all the implications of a third world war would be added to the consequences discussed in paragraph 2 and 
1i-c above. 

6. The Iranian Government would undoubtedly appeal for our support under Article 51 of the United Nations Charter. Our Govern- ment would then be faced with the question of whether or not to ‘go to the assistance of Iran and whether to do so immediately or to await action by the United Nations. This decision would have to take into account not only that the Soviet action was probably the beginning of a new world war, but that preliminary considerations by the United Nations would place us in a strong position before world opinion and would afford us a brief respite for preparations prior to actual entry into a state of war with the Soviet Union, . . . There- fore, unless there were overriding military considerations, it would be preferable that the matter first be referred to the Security Council of the United Nations, where action would presumably be vetoed by the Russians. Simultaneously with consideration in the Security Coun- cil or immediately following a veto in that body we might wish to pro- pose consideration of the matter by the General Assembly or the Little Assembly. Meanwhile, we would probably desire consultation with the 
other members of the North Atlantic Pact. _ — ¢. We would probably also wish to consider continued recognition and support of the legitimate government of Iran even if it were forced into exile, and we might also wish to review the priority for te receipt of military equipment of such groups still resisting in ran. | 

d. The final decision with regard to actual entry into a state of war with the Soviet Union would depend upon a number of variable factors, including the international situation at the moment, the | pretext for Russian entry, the: state of international opinion as re- flected in the United Nations, our own analysis of Russian motives, 
the state of our commitments elsewhere in the world at that particu- lar moment, and the reactions of our closest allies. Therefore, no hard or fast course can be prescribed at the present time. Ultimately, of course, any decision involving war could be made only by Congress, in the light of recommendations from the Chief Executive. In fram- ing such recommendations the President would have to make his _ decisions in the light of our over-all military and diplomatic strategy. . inanewworld-war. ee
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2. The recommendation that final decision be deferred, if possible, 

pending United Nations action, assumes that Russian invasion of 

tran would be unaccompanied by action elsewhere. However, Soviet 

invasion of Iran might be accompanied by other action which would 

require an immediate military reaction on the part of the United 

States and its allies prior to completion of consideration of the matter 

by the United Nations. | 

13. Fourth Contingency: The introduction of Soviet troops into 

Azerbaijan or other areas of N orthern Iran under alleged 1921 Treaty 

rights. Oo | 

a. While this eventuality is also not now regarded as likely, in the 

light of available intelligence, it is perhaps the one that would offer 

the greatest temptation to the USSR, and the one with which it would 

be the hardest to cope. The situation would be particularly difficult if 

the Russians should re-occupy the northern province of Iran swiftly 

and with very little bloodshed and then stop there and go no further. 

The matter would undoubtedly be referred to the Security Council, 

which is still seized of the Iranian case, and consideration there would 

probably revolve principally around the obligation of members of the 

United Nations to settle their differences by peaceful means, the 

validity of the 1921 Treaty and the existence or non-existence of con- 

ditions in Iran necessary to bring into effect the operative clauses 

of that Treaty. Action by the Security Council would presumably be 

vetoed by the Soviet Union. At the same time, the Iranian Govern- 

ment would probably be appealing for our support under Article 51 

of the Charter. Following a veto in the Security Council, we might 

wish to propose reference of the matter to the General Assembly or 

the Little Assembly. If the opinion of this body confirmed the fact of 

Soviet aggression in defiance of United Nations principles, we would 

be faced with the question whether or not to go to the assistance of 

Iran under Article 51. This decision, of course, could be made only 

by the Congress, in the light of recommendations from the Chief 

Executive. In framing these recommendations, the President would 

have to take into account a number of variable factors, including the 

international situation at the moment, the state of international 

opinion as reflected in the United Nations, our own analysis of Russian 

motives, the state of our commitments elsewhere, and the reactions of 

our closest allies.* Therefore, no hard and fast course can be prescribed 

at the present time. . . | _ , | | 

b. Soviet occupation of Northern Iran might well be only a prelude 

to an attempt to overthrow the legitimate Tranian Government and 

we should, therefore, have plans capable of immediate implementation | 

along the lines discussed in paragraph 11-0 of Contingency Number 2. 

‘At this point in the report as prepared on July 21 appeared the following: 

“(the latter probably obtained through consultation under Article 4 of the North 

| Atlantic Pact)” (S/P-NSC Files, Lot 62 D 1). It is this material that was 

omitted at the request of the Secretary of State; see footnote 2, p. 545. Lot 62 D1 

is a serial and subject master file of National Security Council. decuments and 

correspondence for the years. 1948-1961, as maintained by the Policy Planning — 

Staff of the Department of State. oP | . ee
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891.20/8—949 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State _ 

TOP SECRET Trnran, August 9, 1949—2 p. m. 
999. August 6 Wireless Bulletin announced that MAP legislation 

proposes allocation 27 million dollars for group three countries in 
which Ivan linked with Korea and Philippines instead of Greece and 
Turkey. The funds proposed for former group much less than those | 
for latter. Hence, except for possibilities of fund transfer clause, the - 
limited funds and resultant matériel aid to Iran become readily 
evident. 

During conversation yesterday evening, I gave Shah evil tidings. 
He was extremely upset. He spoke at once of cancelling his visit to 
the US.* I calmed him down somewhat suggesting that if he would 
work with US representatives to improve efficiency Iranian Army he 
might possibly hope for some additional aid under 5 percent transfer 
provision. Shah remained most despondent and manifested greatest 
bewilderment US “lack of understanding” importance Iran in com- 
plex nations confronting USSR. 
From fragmentary reports received here revised legislation does 

provide for some shift of funds from one area to another. Urgently 
recommend possibility increasing Iran’s share MAP be studied in 
light this provision. Although I understand no increase total MAP 
funds could be requested, and that less money than is currently pro- 
posed for total MAP will probably be forthcoming from Congress; 
J feel review of MAP objectives vis-a-vis Iran now essential. | 

If Iran considered important link in security chain, we are not 
exploiting to fullest extent possibilities for strengthening this link. 
I have no specific knowledge part Iran plays in US strategic concept. | 
I assume our present policy toward Iran based on thorough analysis 
US security interests. We have endeavored, with almost surprising 
success, to bring Iranians to a feeling of solidarity with Western 
democracies. Revelation of the small amount of US aid to Iran and 
the apparently small strategic importance of Iran implied therefrom 
has, of course, come as a great shock to them. Fact Korea and Philip- 
pines both have received substantial military and economic aid from 
US since war does not make our present policy more palatable to Fran. 
For reasons well known to Department, military assistance to Iran 
has evolved slowly particularly in comparison with Greece and 
Turkey. | | | . | 

_ 1 President Truman’s invitation of July 5 to the Shah to visit the United States 
was sent to Tehran in instruction 51, July 8. The Shah’s. acceptance, by letter, 
vn 519) to. the Department by Tehran in. telegram 962, July 28 (891.001/7-849,



a 

General Evans, Chief ArMish, has completed analysis matériel 
| requirements Iranian Army based on absorptive capacities by time 

matériel might reasonably be expected to arrive. This analysis should 
beavailablein Washington. : pe, 

_ General Evans estimates Iranian Army can usefully absorb under 
this program equipment roughly valued at between 25 and 30 million 
dollars. This matériel, even if provided in addition to equipment 
already on hand and equipment arriving under 10 million dollar sur- 
plus arms credit, would not meet full requirements present [ranian 
scale of equipment for force of 185,000. Funds required to meet all 
additional shortages can be computed from analysis submitted by 
General Evans. | | Oe Oo - 

Under revised MAP, according latest information available here, 
Iran would receive something less than 15 million. This program is 
presumably designed maintain resolute pro-Western political orien- 
tation Iran but in my opinion program this scale will fail to 

accomplish objectives. OO 
_ Iranian leaders. naturally think of themselves as having acted 

heroically in resisting Soviet aggression and subversive penetration 

since end of war. Further, they believe that inasmuch as US has spent 

and is still spending vast sums for military and economic aid through- 

out world, Iran has, perforce, acquired moral right to similar assist- 

ance. They consider Iran of strategic importance equal to Turkey, and 

that Iran has been equally stalwart in face of even stronger Soviet 

pressure. US assistance, military and economic, to Turkey is the yard- 

stick against which they measure adequacy of assistance to Iran. 

Logical or not, this is background against which efficacy program to 

reinforce Iranian political orientation must be examined. In my judg- 

ment, proposed program will fail maintain Iranian confidence in US 
support, will strengthen suspicion Iranian leaders of existence of 
“secret policy” to sacrifice Iran in event of crisis, and will lend sup- 
port to those who seek to convince Iranian leaders that such indeed 
is US policy. At this time I consider support Shah’s position cardinal 
point in maintaining internal stability and positive foreign policy. 

Shah, convinced of his control over Iranian Army, is determined to 
build up his military establishment. As previously reported Shah has 
primary interest in military affairs. His approach, although frequently 
extravagant in terms of matériel Iran forces can usefully employ, is 
reasonably sound with regard to basic strategy re Iran. If we provide 
Iranian Army what it can profitably use, US influence in development 
Tranian Army can be constructive, with promise real military divi- 
dends to both Iran and US. If assistance to Iran falls short of what 

is necessary to maintain US influence in evolution of Iranian military
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and economic development, increasing sums from Iran budget, which 

might otherwise be debited to essential economic and social purposes, 

may well be spent for military procurement without effective improve- 

ment of military potential. Department will recall in this regard 

Shah’s action in purchasing British six pounder artillery and arrang- 

ing for procurement British jet aircraft without any consultation 

with US military advisers. To extent Iranian resources devoted fruit- 

less and erratic military expenditures, possibilities economic develop- 

ment will be correspondingly reduced leaving Iran even more sus- 

ceptible to subversive penetration with consequent peril all US in- 

terests in Middle East. | 

It is realized that military justification for substantial direct aid, 

as distinct from political justification, may be speculative. Some doubt 

exists as to Iranian Army’s will and ability to fight. Progress, though 

slow, has nevertheless been achieved under able direction US ArMish 

here. In event substantial US military aid is forthcoming, influence 

ArMish will increase, and solid basis exists for hope substantial prog- 

ress could be made within foreseeable future. As available equipment 
increases, as training improves, Army morale and will to fight will 
consequently improve. All reports I have received indicate high de- 
gree maintenance of equipment within limits technical knowledge of 
personnel. There is no evidence equipment now arriving has been 

diverted to other than intended use. | 
No one imagines that now or in future Iranian Army could prevent 

Soviet invasion. As we understand it, object of MAP from military 
point of view is to insure internal security and to increase cost of 
invasion in terms of personnel and time required, and possibly to 
maintain with tribal assistance some form of prolonged resistance 
particularly in southern mountains. It is our feeling that over course 
of some years Iranian Army might be developed to point where it 
could make substantial contribution to US security interests in Middle 

East. 
As we see it here, Soviet pressure against Western Europe, Greece 

and Turkey has, temporarily at least, diminished. Unless we assume 
USSR has abandoned for foreseeable future any idea seeking and ex- 
ploiting soft spots along periphery, I consider Iran probable spot for 
new application Soviet technique as employed in Greece. With in- 
filtration, Soviet intrusion into Azerbaijan could be at least as reward- 

ing and even more confusing (Article 6, treaty 1921) than Soviet 

efforts in Greece and at no more expense to them. Unless we can 
accept with equanimity developments this nature it seems advan- 
tageous to provide Iran with equipment our military authorities be- 
lieve can be usefully employed. In this connection reports indicate 
that as result economic deterioration in Azerbaijan, Mazanderan and



Khorassan these vital northern areas are becoming increasingly vul- 
nerable to subversive penetration. These areas constitute breadbasket. 
of the nation. Inadequate assistance to Iran might be interpreted by 
Soviets as invitation to this type of enterprise. At moment Soviet. 
restraint from incursions and vehement diplomatic moves is an indica- 
tion, in so far as Soviet policy towards Iran may be gauged, of Soviet: 

- sensibility to strong US interest. os 
_ There exists no real national unity or cooperation among Iranian 
leaders. Without strong US inspiration and leadership there is little 
hope this situation will substantially improve. Time is of the essence 
in Iran. No one can say how much time we have. If we do nothing Iran 
will certainly remain a hole in the dyke. US interests in this area 
are of such importance we cannot afford to neglect any possibility | 
which might tend to improve the stability of Iranian Government, 
and which might give Iranian people stake in their country and a 
cause for which they would be willing to fight. 

In summary, I believe present MAP program will result in chagrin, 
disappointment, and even resentment in Iran while nevertheless pro- 
voking USSR. Our policy here should be to strengthen the Iranian 
position while not provoking USSR needlessly. Our announced pro- 
gram will undermine status elements in Iran friendly to us, resulting 
in decline of US influence. Iran’s international position will be con- 
trolled by Shah and government with less confidence in basic sincerity 
US policy toward Iran. | 3 

Please pass to Armed Forces. - . 
| a ) | WILEY | 

891.20/8—-949 : Telegram . | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, August 30, 1949—6 p. m.. 

754. Urtel 999, Aug 9. Dept concurs your view essential review ob- 
jectives MAP in Iran and is undertaking with National Mil Estab- 
lishment thorough examination Iranian mil needs in light General 
Evans analysis. i | - 

Dept considers it important that it be made clear that allocation of 
assistance under proposed MAP of necessity based upon distribution 
available supplies in amounts and kinds proportionate to need for as- 
sistance, ability to utilize and maintain equipment and immediacy and 
extent of threat to security of nations involved. Important in this con- 
nection to note that Iran only nation to which it is proposed to provide 
assistance on a grant basis which has a favorable dollar balance. Com- 
parison of amounts of assistance on dollar basis misleading since equip- 
ment priced for purposes of program on different bases. dependent
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upon its availability from either excess, war reserves or new produc- 
tion. Necessarily estimate had to be unilateral and tentative in advance 
Congressional action to permit extension of assistance. These tentative 
estimates being restudied in view Evans data. Our expectation has been 
and continues to be that following enactment MAP and completion our 
studies we would undertake bilateral discussions with Iran to perfect 
program of assistance which wld be mutually beneficial. Legislation 
wld also permit the program of grant assistance to be supplemented 
by Iranian purchases ofequipmentifshesodesires. = = = = 

In view foregoing believe any conclusion that mil assistance pro- 
gram inadequate for Iranian needs premature. Dept trusts you will 
endeavor make this clear to Shah. For your info NME estimate re 
amount and character equipment justified for Iran on strictly mil 
grounds will have pol factor applied before US views as to Iranian 
program are finalized. If dollar costs of adequate program exceeds 
amount available under current year’s program plan, consideration 
will be given to extension of assistance over longer period or possibility 
transfer of additional sums from amounts allocated to other countries. 
No assurance can be given that either course would be feasible. | 

Dept somewhat disturbed your statement present MAP for Iran will 
result in “chagrin, disappointment and even resentment.” Any indica- 
tion that Iran resents our freely offered help wld, of course, have seri- 
ous effect on American public opinion and Congressional action. After 
consideration explanation given above, and such further discussion 
with Tranians as you think appropriate, pls give Dept your judgment 
as to whether program of type presently envisaged wld further achieve- 
ment US objectives. Be 
Hope you will be able to convince Shah that US mil aid planning 

for Iran will be based on our best estimate Iranian forces immediate 
needs and ability to absorb and on size and character army we believe 
Tran economically able support and train. (You might point out 
Turkish Army has been substantially reduced since beginning Amer- 
ican aid and that such reduction was one of objectives of aid program.) 
Know you will keep in mind and stress whenever appropriate that 

US Govt considers economic and social progress as first and most 
important line defense against USSR. Just as in Europe ERP is 
given first priority and nothing proposed in mil aid program which 
might interfere with economic recovery, we consider Iran will insure 
its own safety best by economic development and social reform and 
that a large mil estab, even with US aid in form of equipment, would 
add to danger rather than to security by adverse effect on economic 
program. a Oo a 

_ Wild like ur comments on foregoing together with ur estimate of 
course Iranian leaders might follow if in the end amount mil aid 
still falls short of meeting what they consider Iran’s minimum require-



ments and what they consider sufficient to prove continued American 

support , a 
| ah AS ACHESON . 

| *In reply on September Dy. Ambassador Wiley advised that he had orally 

outlined various aspects of the arms credit to the Shah the previous evening and 

that the Shah had seemed pleased. He concluded that “your 754 indicates that 

MAP will meet Shah’s minimum requirements provided we yield to Shah’s 

more than insistent demand for medium tanks. He wants 150. I suggest we let 

him have 50 to begin with.” (Telegram 1085, from Tehran, 891.20/9-549) 

891.24/9-249 | | a | : 

Memorandum by Major General L. L. Lemnitzer* to the Coordinator 

— for Military Assistance Programs (Berkner) ° 

SECRET Oo | - Wasurineron, September 2, 1949. 

Subject: List of Military Supply Requirements Submitted by Tran. 

‘In your memorandum of July 27, 1949? subject as above, you re- 

quested that I keep you advised of any developments concerning 

Iranian military requirements which might arise through military 

channels. | a _ | OS 
Several versions of Iranian military requirements have been re- 

ceived by the Department of Defense: The orginal list, dated 6 June 
1949, calling for equipment valued at about $200,000,000; a modified 
list, dated 8 July 1949, prepared by the Iranian Government after 
discussion with Major General Vernon Evans, Chief of the U.S. Mih- 
tary Mission, and totaling $175,000,000; General Evans’ own recom- 

mendation for equipping the Iranian Army, which, together with 
appropriate instruction of Iranians in U.S. Service Schools would 
cost. $30,000,000; and finally a recent supplement, prepared by the 
Tranian Government without consulting General Evans, which re- 
quests sufficient additional equipment for an army of 300,000. | 

In general, the basic disagreement between Evans and the Iranians 
is on the size of the army. Evans favors training and equipping the 
present army of 113,000 men, while the Iranian General Staff is deter- 
mined to have an army of 300,000 no matter how inadequately trained 
and equipped. We, of course, are inclined to support Evans’ view, and 
our Army logisticians are using his recommendations as a basis in 
reconciling requirements to the funds which are expected to be 

available.? 

1 Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense on Foreign Military Assistance. 
? Memorandum not found in Department of State files. oe | 
3 As recently as August 16, Iranian Military Attaché Mazhari presented the 

Iranian case for an army of 150,000 men. to the Department of Defense, emphasiz- 
ing that an army of the present size (113,000: men) would be sufficient only for 
purposes of internal security, whereas the Iranians must be prepared to defend 
themselves against external aggression (memorandum of August 25 by Mr. 

Jernegan to Mr. McGhee, 891.20/8-2549).
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891.20/9-549 : Telegram | Pee bts - 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

TOP SECRET | WASHINGTON, September 15, 1949—8 p. m. 

799. Urtel 1085 Sep 5.1 Highly gratified improved attitude of Shah. 
_ Re second para you are correct in understanding US mil aid not 

intended supply locally procurable items. | 
Re fourth para past experience with Grk and Turk programs indi- 

cates it desirable confine discussions of requirements and procurement 
questions to foreign capital where experience and on-spot knowledge 
of US mil missions available. We have always insisted Grk and Turk 
requests be channelled through missions Athens and Ankara. Believe 

preferable establish this procedure for Iran program also. 
‘While despatch special Iran mil rep to Wash might be useful in 

getting program started, provided he accompanied ranking officer of 
US mission Iran, we think this should be deferred at least until MAP 
approved by Congress, and State and NME have completed present 
re-study Iran needs. Until Iranian needs as set forth in Evans report 
can be re-examined in light funds ultimately appropriated by Con- 
gress for MAP, no realistic basis exists for conversation with any 
Iranian military rep who might come to Washington. 

With reference desirability providing medium tanks, General Evans 
has recomended to Dept Army against provision such items. This 
recommendation is in accordance with JCS policy developed in con- 
nection surplus arms credit program. In view of General Evans’ pre- 
vious recommendations, suggest you discuss matter with him. If finally 
determined no military justification exists, determination must be 
made whether tanks justified on political grounds as concession to 
Shah. Presumably question can best be answered after Shah’s visit 
and assessment his conversations with ranking officials in Washington. 
As practical matter doubtful whether surplus tanks will be available 
after requirements higher priority countries are met. Even 50 tanks 

_ from new procurement would require a major portion of funds likely | 
to be available to Iranian program and would consequently involve 
elimination of other items already programmed. 

ACHESON 

+ Not printed ; but see footnote 1 to telegram 754, August 30, p. 557. 

891.24/7-2949 | 

The Secretary of State to the Iranian Ambassador (Ala) | 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Ambassaclor of Iran and has the honor to refer to the Embassy’s
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Note No. 1405 of July 29, 1949,1 regarding conversations between the 

Ambassador and officers of the Department concerning the desire of 

Iran to obtain military and economic assistance. 

As the Ambassador is aware, the President, in his recent message to 

the Congress, included Iran among those countries eligible for military 

assistance. The ability of this Government to provide military aid, 

therefore, depends upon the action taken by the Congress on the Presi- 

dent’s proposal. The Department of State, along with the Department 

of Defense, is continuing to urge approval of the bill by the Congress 

and appropriation of the necessary funds. When and if the Congress 

makes this bill law, this Government will be in a position to provide 

certain essential needs of the Iranian military forces. It is to be noted 

that Iran is the only country with a favorable foreign exchange posi- 

tion for which military assistance has been recommended on a grant 

basis. 

The United States Government has indicated its willingness, on sev- 

eral occasions, to extend technical assistance to Iran to the full extent 

: possible under programs now in existence or contemplated in legisla- 

tion now before the Congress. To this end, our two Governments have 

recently signed an agreement which will implement the Fulbright Act.? 

The Department is also seeking at this time to obtain funds appropri- 

ated under the Smith-Mundt Act for use in paying the salaries of sev- 

eral technicians to assist the Iranian Government in such fields as agri- 

culture, public health, and industrial training. When and if legislation 

designed to implement Point Four of the President’s inaugural speech 

is passed by the Congress, this Government hopes to make available to 

the Iranian Government a substantial number of technicians and to 

make possible the training abroad of considerable numbers of Iranians, 

The skilled individuals whom we hope to provide under both the 

Smith-Mundt and Point Four programs should make a valuable con- 

tribution to the Iranian Seven Year Program, provided that program 

has been developed to a point where their skills can be fully utilized. 

It is the opinion of this Government that early implementation of the 

Seven Year Program by the Government of Iran through the use of 

resources presently available to it is the best possible means of raising 

the standard of living of the Iranian people, thereby contributing to 

Tran’s resistance to the aggression mentioned in the Ambassador’s note 

under reference. The favorable foreign exchange position of Iran, plus 

the probability that Iran could supplement its own resources by obtain- 

* Not printed. oo | 

2Bor the text of the agreement establishing the United States Commission 

for Cultural Exchange between Iran and the United States, see Department of 

State Treaties and Other International Acts Series (TIAS) 1973; or 63 Stat. 

(pt. 3) 2685, The agreement was signed at Tehran on September 1.
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ing credit from the International Bank, would appear to place Iran in 
a most advantageous position to implement fully its development pro- 
gram. The United States Government, as has been previously indi- 
eated to the Ambassador, would be willing to support an adequately 
documented Iranian application to the International Bank. — | 

With reference to His Excellency’s mention of the note recently 
presented to the American Ambassador to Iran requesting economic 
assistance to a total of 147 million dollars,’ it should be noted that the 
Executive Branch of this Government does not, at this time, have 
the authority or funds to extend gratuitous economic assistance to 
the Government of Iran. Furthermore, in the light of Iran’s favor- 
able foreign exchange position, it would be difficult to justify a request 
of the Congress for such authority and funds. a Oo 

This Government understands that the Iranian State Railway has 
suffered considerable deterioration since responsibility for its opera- 
tion was returned to the Iranian State Railway Administration fol- 
lowing its wartime use by the Allies, and it would appear that one 
of the most important tasks which might be undertaken under the 
Seven Year Plan would be rehabilitation of the railway. | | 

- With regard to the possibility that this rehabilitation program 

might be linked to a military assistance program, the Congress in 
appropriating previous funds for military assistance, has clearly in- 
dicated its unwillingness that such funds be used for civil purposes 
such as railway rehabilitation. It, therefore, is the policy of this Gov- 
ernment not to use Military Assistance Program funds, when and 
if appropriated by the Congress, for projects of the type suggested. 
In connection with His Excellency’s statements referring to the use 
of the railway by the Allies during the recent war, this Government 
considers that the railway was returned to the responsible authorities, 
following its operation and maintenance by the United States Army, 
in a condition at least equal to that in which it was received. This 
Government understands that an agreement has been reached between 
the Government of Iran and the Government of the United Kingdom. 
for payment of an amount equal to 5,700,000 Pounds Sterling as final 
settlement for claims and depreciation said to have resulted from: 

the use of the railway by the Allies during the War. The Ambassador 
will recall that the Government of the United States did not assume 
financial responsibility for the railway during its operation by the 
United States Army, but considered that such responsibility rested. 
with the British Government. In this connection, the United States 
recently informed the United Kingdom that it did not intend to press 

— * See telegram 907, July 12, from Tehran, p. 540. Ss _
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the Government of Tran for payment for material improvements made 

on the railway during its operation by the United States Army. 

- The Ambassador may rest assured that this Government will con- 

tinue to give sympathetic consideration to requests of the Iranian 

Government for assistance, and will endeavor to provide such assist- 

ance whenever the need is fully justified and cannot be met from other 

sources available to Iran. oO a | 

Wasuinetron, September 22, 1949. | 

501.BD Burope/9—2849: Telegram Oo | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy im Iran 

CONFIDENTIAL - Wasuineton, September 28, 1949—7 p. m. 

846. Past week Ebtehaj accompanied by Amb Ala engaged in series | 

consultations with Dept officials. His gen line was that Iran not now 

in need econ grant or loan? but in order to preserve Iran revenues 

for purpose econ development, US must supply minimum needs Iran 

Army as determined by joint US-Iran studies. . 

_ Dept informed Irans (including MA Mazhari) that determination 

of Iran share of Title Three MAP appropriation impossible until 

_ joint US-Iran high level mil talks take place. They were told Iran 

requirements may. be supplied from fol classes of material; (a) new 

procurement priced at cost (6) army stocks requiring replacement 

priced at replacement cost (¢) army stocks priced at 1945 levels approx 

40-50 percent below current prices (d) equipment excess to US Army 

reserves provided gratis except for cost reconditioning and/or crating. 

On basis varied supply possibilities Dept pointed out discussion of dol 

figure wld be misleading as measure quantity assistance which Iran 

may recelve. | 

Ebtehaj pressed issue of provision under MAP from US sources 

such locally procurable items as uniforms, shoes, etc. He was informed 

MAP legis intended supply only mil end items not otherwise avail- 

able to recipient countries, and Dept pol is not to supply locally 

procurable items. Ebtehaj was told IranGov must plan accordingly 

in preparation its program and budget. Oc 

IranReps were informed mil aid under MAP designed provide essen- 
tial items based on determination by joint US—Iran mil group. Amt 

‘such aid wld be limited by requirements of other nations, and limi- 

' Tehran, on October 19, reported information from Minister of Court Hajir 

that “Ebtehaj statement in Washington that Iran does not how need economic 

aid were contrary to Shah’s instructions and not statement of Iranian Govern- 
ment policy.” (Telegram 1340, 893.50/10-1949 )
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tation on funds and equipment available in US. They were reminded 

Tran is only nation with favorable fon exchange position recommended 
to Cong to receive mil aid from US, and US Govt is currently operat- 
ing on budget deficit. Dept stated bilateral discussions re mil equip- 
ment to be programmed for Iran wld be carried on by US Amb in 
Tehran assisted by his mil advisers, and pointed out this desirable 
because IranGov cld thus more conveniently make decisions such as 
those calling for choice of several alternatives or affecting several 
ministries simultaneously. For ur info foregoing is without prejudice 
to any position we might take to prevent embarrassment Evans (such 
as sending Dept Defense personnel to Iran for negots). 

Ebtehaj repeated disavowal Iran need for econ grant or loan at 
public mtg attended by some members Cong. Despite FonOff note 
which is matter of record, he repeated theme Iran will implement plan 
without assistance and thereby implied Iran has made no request to 
US for econ grant. He added, however, although Iran cld get along 
without Point Four aid, it will be welcomed if made available. In 
conversations with Dept Ebtehaj said Point Four wld be very useful 
to Iran, and at same time pointed out Iran development program 
wld be outstanding example self-development in line with Point Four 
concept and therefore useful to US. In conversation Asst Secy Thorp, 
Ebtehaj discussed possibility attracting US private capital to Iran, 
US Govt plans for guaranteeing investments, and restrictions which — 
might be imposed by Iran limiting export annual earnings and 
repatriation capital. | 
Memos conversations fol. | | 

eS WEBB 

891.20/10—1949 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in [ran 

SECRET Wasuineron, October 19, 1949—5 p. m. 

913. From Jernegan. Regret confusion re mil aid to Iran.t Sequence 
developments connec Iran MAP presently expected evolve as fols: 

1. Lt Col Brant, Dept Army, will leave in about ten days to inform 
you and Gen Evans latest MAP developments and discuss items tenta- 
tively proposed inclusion in Iran program. After discussion with you 
and Evans, list can be amended from Wash by cable and will then be 
ready for presentation to Iran at proper moment, either in Tehran or 

"Telegram 9138 was the Department’s reply, presumably, to Tehran’s 1252, 
October 5, 8 a. m., not printed. The latter message indicated there was “some 
element of confusion” on technical elements concerning the question of military 
aid to Iran. (891.20/10-549) ) |
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Wash. List carried by Brant will have tentative State-Def-ECA ap- 

proval, but in view attitude US mil authorities tanks will probably not 

be included. However, Dept still considering possibilitity inclusion 

tanks on basis polit justification. If this question raised by Dept, final 

decision agencies concerned may not be taken immed. | | 

9. Bilateral agmt between US and Iran, setting forth gen terms 

under which matériel will be supplied, must be concluded before ma- 

tériel may be transferred. This negot will be conducted in Wash thru 

Iran Emb, as in case other participating countries, Ur comments on 

terms agmt will be requested soon as tentative drait completed here. 

No discussion with Iran re matériel to be transferred will be initiated _ 

prior to signing agmt. No transfer or shipment of matériel will be 

made prior to ratification of agmt if Majlis action required by Tranian 

Jaw. Since substantial portion of equipment programmed for Iran will 

probably come from new procurement time required for ratification | 

shld not result in serious delay to program. | | 

3. Question of where and by whom negots on objectives and content 

of Iran program will be conducted still under study in Dept. It is 

hoped decision can be reached in this regard shortly. Present plan 

- provides no discussion of specific items equipment in Iran program 

will be initiated prior to arrival of Shah. Opportunity will be pre- 

sented Shah sell his bill of goods to top-level members USG during 

visit but without reference to specific bill matériel unless bilateral | 

agmt has been signed. Ur comments requested. 

4, As you will have noted from background material transmitted to 

you (MAP Document D-F’),. contemplated you be provided with 

civilian Special Asst for MAP problems. Dept now seeking suitable 

candidate this position. — | 

| | oe ACHESON 

2 Dated June 15; see vol, 1, p. 828. | | | | 

891.24/10-2149 © oo | | a | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 

South Asian, and African Affairs (McG@hee*) to the Director of the 

Mutual Defense Assistance Program (Bruce) — 

SECRET - [Wasutneron,] October 21, 1949. 

With reference to our discussion in your office on October 21, the 

following summarizes NEA’s views on the question of military assist- 

ance to Iran: | a 

1 Mr. McGhee’s title had been altered on October 3. |
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A. Present Status of Program — 

We are informed that the Department of the Army’s program, as 
now constituted, contemplates the provision of approximately 1000 
trucks, 96 bazookas, a few miscellaneous tools and about $2,000,000 

worth of spare parts. The total cost of the program would be $8.6 
million, excluding transportation charges for items to be delivered 
after FY 50. (In addition, the Air Force portion of the program is 
understood to provide very roughly $2,000,000 in parts.) This sum, 
however, is computed on the basis of new production costs, it appar- 
ently being the intention that Iran will not be given the benefit of 

| other types of items available under a lower pricing policy from 
reserve or excess stocks. The list as it now stands represents General 
Evans’ (Chief of our Military Mission to Iran) priorities. The Lo- 
gistics Division in the Department of the Army had devised another 
program including a wider assortment of weapons and equipment and 
making liberal use of items which were available under a low-cost 
pricing policy. However, upon the recommendation of a Colonel 
recently returned from General Evans’ staff, this tentative program 
was abandoned. Although this action was taken in an attempt to 
refiect General Evans’ desires, it is by no means certain that General 
Evans himself would not revise the list when he learns that the high 
priority items which he recommended must come from new procure- 
ment, therefore absorbing all of the funds available. - | | 

It would appear from recent discussions of the FACC that the 
present tendency is to more or less crystallize the tentative supply list, 
making it difficult in the ultimate negotiations with the participating 
countries to permit any extensive flexibility in the selection of. items. 
While it 1s recognized that first consideration must be given to the 
actual usefulness of the item provided, as well as to availability, in a 
meeting with Mr. Ebtehaj, Governor of the National Bank of Iran, the 
Tranians were assured that they would have an opportunity to sit down 
with our military authorities and to devise a list of equipment which 
reflected both Iranian and United States approval. | | 

B. NE'A’s Recommendations 

(1) That General Evans and Ambassador Wiley will have an op- 
portunity to comment on the list before it is crystallized ; 

(2) That no presentation of the tentative list be made to the Iran- 
ians prior to the arrival of the Shah on November 16, and an oppor- 
tunity afforded for him to sell his bill of goods; | 

(3) That if it is decided that the negotiations should take place in 
Iran, a relatively imposing delegation including State Department of- 
ficials and at least one military general officer be sent to Tehran to 
conduct the negotiations. In this connection both Ambassador Wiley 
and General Evans have strenuously objected to being made the scape-
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goats in Iranian eyes for what must inevitably be a disappointing pro- | 
gram. We feel that this point is extremely well taken and that they 
should be protected, as much as possible, from the effects of the Iran- | 
ians’ disappointment; RE BTR Ge Boe ee 8 es 

_ ° (4) That consideration be given to the possibility of expanding the 
_ Tranian program by adopting a more favorable pricing policy in lieu 

of the strictly disadvantageous policy which was used by the Dee __ 
partment of the Army in the formulation of its present list. This 

_ apparently will be possible only if-the order of priority of itemsto be | 
supplied is somewhat modified to take advantage of lower cost goods : 
which, although included in lists submitted by General Evans, occupy — 

(5) That the Shah’s obsession on the question of medium tanks be 
~- kept: in mind in arriving at’a final list. Both General Evans and the — | 
Department of the:Army ‘feel that these are not justified on military 
grounds, However the psychological value of them would be consider- 
able and the political:repercussions of omitting them unfortunate, to : 

: _: 4 Mr.:Bruce replied to Mr. McGhee in a memorandum of November 2, which: 
stated in part-:...““Everything that you say sounds most sensible to me. .... We 

| wish to.do everything we can to operate in conformity with it and shall follow 
| Your-suigestions.” (891.24/10-2140) 

_. The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State | 

SECREF 9 Tran, October 22, 1949-4 p. m: 
_ 1355. British Ambassador informs me that through Iran Military: 
Attaché London question jet planes has been reopened with request. =— 
for 48 planes involving training program for ground force of 500, all 
on credit. British Ambassador indicated he is under instructions give _ 
negative response in most categorical fashion. He considers Iran jet 
program“lunatic., = 
Please pass to Armed Forces. eT ee ea ig 

891.50. Seven Year Plan/10-2649 : Telegram a a ce otal ok a = | 

__. -‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

SECRET ss Wasetoton, October 26, 1949—6 p. m. | 

940. Ltd Smith-Mundt funds recently -made available for technical 
_ -assistanceactivities NEA area for remaining months FY 1950. If 

_ justified, possible provide Iran 7 US technicians (techs). plus funds 

"501-887-7737 * | | |
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for 3 Iranians to be brought US for training, According usual Smith- _ 
- Mundt procedure,: Irvan:;expected..contribute: local services such as: 

transportation, housing, office. space, administrative and field assist- 
ants,interpretingservicesinIran,ete. 2 

. View availability funds, reply soonest your estimate-(1) desire of 

| IranGovt for such assistance and their: willingness assume local costs, 

(8 need for US techs in addition-OCI.-If IranGovt not eager,techs 
urgently needed elsewhere. Believed opérations these techs will aid 

| and reinforce OCL plans and work. At your discretion-you. may inform. 

Itan--officials of possibility of this technical assistance to give them 
opportunity make specific request. = = Se 

In preliminary planning, Dept and USGovt agencies have assumed 

techs wld be most useful in Iran in. fields:health and sanitation, agric 
and industrial training, and other labor. fields with somie attention to _ 
statistical problems. ‘This in-view 7-Yr Plan and desirability of initiat- 

| ing activity in fields due to receive emphasis under Point 4°"Youshld 
realize, howéver, that these techs are just.a begining; ‘Other fidlds will 
be activated under Point 4 to insure a balanced program: Ifyou agree 
and IranGovt requests techs in above fields, selection can start.immed, 
although it is-doubtful whether techs ¢ld arrive Ifat before.March 

Training in US believed most useful in-apric‘and private industry:, 
| Training grants provide USGovt furnish roundtrip transportation, 

$180 monthly stipend and travel within US. One grant proposed in 
 agric and two private industry. If IranGovt eld provide roundtrip 
transportation. for industry ‘trainees-three can. be'traindd- instead of 
two. Training agric lasts twelve months and industry six to twelve. If 
IranGovt‘interested, it shld“begin thinking about types training #fost: | 
urgently needed and: preliminary selection candidate’. Final’ seléétion | 
shld: :be deferred: until techs’ arrive:and:haveropportunity. eonfer. with. | 

Dept wld also ‘ike:your reactions fol-points: (ee & Saat alot os | 

“ay USGort ‘ageticies’ feel that their men éld work mist effectively 
with IranGovt Ministries officials, while spending sofie portiontheir: 
time in actual demonstration work. They-oppose: working: thru. NE 
Foundation on theory that reform must come from top, otherwise work = 
in villages has no lasting effect.on.Govt.‘This concept may have some 
merit in view objective using these techs to prepare ground for Point 4. 

| USDA also observes that it has had poor experience in Latin America® 
in attaching. men to plan orgs, since those orgs werenotelways per- 

| manent or in high esteem, and since techs’ work cld be no better than 
_ the org to which.they were attached. USDA thinks better to have them. 

work with Plan org thru ministries. 9 me 
(2) Agencies: agree need coordination. work of techs with Emb. It 

| was suggested. if techs are assigned Iran, you! appoint- officer. with 
responsibility planning, arranging terms work techs, assembling them.



regularly for interchange info, and coordinating with OCT and’ other | 
_ programs. This responsibility wld probably require major portion | 

time ‘senior ‘officer. In°fact ‘it maybe desirablé send out:additional 
| senior officer attached your staff for this and-to become technical ‘co- | 

operation officer under Point.4 program. Geib: could: probably. help 
such officer in view his experience tech assistance activities. Wid ap- _ 

cox’, The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran - 

CONFIDENTIAL ©... | | Wasurneron, November 9;1949—7 p, m. | 
992. Embtel 1441.1 Portion Ala eall Nov 7 devoted econ matters | 

apparently based on instrs from Tehran, perhaps unofticial and private, 

to attempt repair any damage done by Ebtehaj-to. Iran: case.for US 

(presumably grant). assistance. Amb said Ebtehaj’s stress on adequate | 
- mil assistance was for purpose protecting Iran resources for econ | 

development program. was not.intended imply Iran did not. want. or | 
need econ help. Stated ministries needed aid to carry qut.programs in 

econ situation and pointed out beneficial effects development plan wld 
_ hot be felt for several years. Hoped Dept. wld keep Iran’s needs in 

mind, especially when planning legislative programs for'preséntation = 
Cong. Asked Dept to'“keep door open” at time Shyh’s visit.” ~"" 

Asst See McGhee replied Dept always welcomed opportunity discuss 
matter assistancé to Iran but that US ‘Govt’s position’ outlined in 

_ Dept’s note of Sept 22 which shld be accepted as statement US pol 
| ‘on matter. McGliee said Dept ‘eld not.consider.approaching’Cong for 

did for Iran-when Iran‘had favorable fon'exchatige position'‘and: dol 

resources with which to develop its economy, eg When Ala suggested Iran might experience difficulty in continuing 
convertibility privileges and IranGov had access to its qwniand other 
in London, McGhee said Dept wld watch situation and wld be prepared | 
discuss in light any ensuing ‘developments. ©" 7 | 
~ Ala also mentioned Helmand River,* and was told Dept now com- 
paring list neutral comm’ nominees recd in IvanEinib note last week’* | with: those recdl from Afgtian Emb (over year ao); that Dept was 
sending note to Emb this week asking agreement on Maléoliir Jones _ 

*For information on the interést of the. United States in’ ¥esolvingthe disputé 
in 1948 and 1949 between Iran and Afghanistan regarding ‘distribution of the 
waters of the Helmand River, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, pp. 486 ff. 

* Note 2798, October 21, not printed. | . 

a |
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in lieu Morgan as factfinder, and that. Dept hopeful. Jones will be 
ready proceedfieldearly 19504 
_ Ala inquired re opportunity for Shah to speak at length with Pres 

_ and Secy re many important matters he wished discuss. Amb reassured 
| opportunity wld exist for Shah converse with Pres during stay Blair 

House and on other occasions. Plan outlined to Ala whereby Secy, 
Deputy UnderSecy Rusk and Asst Secys Thorp and McGhee wld 

| call on Shah at Prospect House afternoon Nov 18 (in place visit Natl | 
Gallery) following which McGhee wld accompany Shah for meeting 
with Gen Bradley and JCS. Ala expressed satisfaction, = ==” 

-*Note. of. November 8, not ‘printed. It indicated that Malcolm H. Jones was 
attached tothe Bureau of Reclamation. = = sia sk og 

891.20 Mission/9-2149 Telegram 

| ‘The Acting Secretary of State'to the Hmbassy im Iran 

CONFIDENTIAL = =~ ~—s- Wasuinoron, November 10, 1949—7 p. m. 

| . 1002. Embtel 1186 Sept 21.1 Emb shld send note FonOff indicating _ 
_ ‘willingness US Gov extend ArMish contract additional year without 

change except for certain revisions made necessary by estab US:Dept 
Defense which. exercises in part auth formerly vested in War Dept, _ 
and by creation Dept Air Force. Emb shld point out US-Gov doesnot 
desire introduce changes in contract but must.request revisions to com- 
ply with legal provisions governing structure USGov, ..- 

| - Preamble; insert “and US Air Force” after“Army™ 9. 
+: Art 5; Delete “Initially”. Insert. “and United States: Air Force” 

| _ fol “Army”. Similar insertions shld be made in Art 10 (twice), and in’ 
Art 19 “Army” shld be deleted and “Air Force” inserted in its place _ 
in identifying Mission aircraft. Phrase “War Dept” shld be deleted | 

ss and. phrase “Dept of Defense” inserted in its place in Article 5 (twice) 
and i Art19, 

. “For ut info only we do not,wish tie extension. mission contract. in 
any official: manner, with: existence..or. operation MAP. This‘not:in- 

| tended preclude augmentation mission for purpose instr Irans re use 
equipment reed, but we desire avoid possible inference. on part Irans _ 

SO ~ 2Not printed; it conveyed the text ofa note just received from the Iranian 
. Foreign Office. requesting the extension of the agreement for the employment of 

the American Military Mission with. the Iranian Army for a further one: year 
| period to March 20, 1951 (891.20 Mission/9-2149), re -



Oe . 

that end MAP (even after two or three years, assuming extension pro- | 

gram) wld be useful or convenient time eliminate mission. 
Depcirins June 25, 1947 and supplementary instr Jan 10, 1949 ? en- 

titled “Treaties and Agreements”, Dept requires original Iran FonOff | 
-notesand certified copiesUS Embnotes. 

| Oo WEBB 

| “Neither printed. a 

891.001 Pablavi [,Reza Shah]/11-1749 a Lg Bo a | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 
South Asian, and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Secretary of State* 

secrer,. © = [Wasutneton,] November 17, 1949. 

_” The following briefly summarizes the subjects the Shah of Iran? is | 
likely to raise with you when you call on him at the Prospect House 
on November 18. The subjects are outlined in detail in the “Back- — | 

/— ground Memorandum” *onthe visit: 
_ The Shah will probably describe his strategic plans in theevent ofa = 
Soviet invasion and his consequent need for an army larger and more 
elaborately equipped than is possible under both Iran’s present budg-. 
etary position and our plans for military assistance. We feel the Shah | 

_ should be listened to sympathetically but without commitment. If he 
asks concerning the present status of the list of military equipment, 
he might be told the program is not sufficiently far advanced for the . 
presentation of any detailed lists at this time. It can be pointed out 
that our military assistance toIranislimitedby Ley 

(a) The fact that effective use of military equipment depends on an os 
army tailored to fit the military budget and any increase in Iran’s | | 

1 Drafted by C. Vaughan Ferguson, Jr., Officer in Charge of Iranian Affairs. 
?he Shah arrived in the United States'on November 16, aboard President | 

Truman’s personal plane, the Independence; for press releases by the White 
House and the Department of State, see Department of State Bulletin, Novem- 
ber 28, 1949, pp. 831, 8382. ce — 

*This refers to a binder entitled “Background Memoranda on Visit to the 
_ United States of His Imperial Majesty Mohammad .Reza Pahlavi Shahinshah 

of Iran November 1949.” The contents of the binder were prepared in the Depart- 
ment on November 1, 1949, and consisted of seven parts: the importance of the 
visit; a biographic sketch of the Shah ; important events in Iran during the past. _ 
two years; outstanding: problems facing Iran; recent United States-Iranian - 
relations ; a guide for discussions with the Shah ; and several appendices (891.001 
Pahlavi, Reza [Shah]/11-149). _ — Seth
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budget. would, have.serious repercussions on its Seven Year-Plan. for 
economic development; = 

(5) Our own security considerations and the fact that our resources 
~ (¢) The fact.that Iran is the only country with a favorable foreign 
exchange program to receive military assistance on a grant basis; -_ 

| _(d) The availability of trained personnel capable of handling and 
maintaining the more complex varieties of modern military equipment. — 

2. Economic Assistance | | ee eee 
| The Shah is likely to raise the question of economic assistance to his 

' government. In this connection, Iran has embarked upon a‘Seven Year 
Program involving about $650 million. Financing of this program, 
which involves agricultural, irrigation, highway, railway, industrial, 
public health, and educational projects, depends primarily on oil 
royalties. The IBRD may also be asked for loans up to $250 million 
to provide additional funds. Immediate aims of the program include 
raising standards of education and public health,-improving agricul- 

| tural methods and transportation facilities, and reforming tax 
administration. © 

_ “Last September, in answer to a specific Iranian request for an eco- 
nomic grant of $147 million, the Department replied that no authority 
existed for a grant, and that it-would be impossible to obtain such 
authority from Congress since Iran has a favorable foreign exchange — 
position (mainly because of an arrangement under which the British 

: _ Government freely converts its sterling royalties to dollars) and has 
| not yet. exhausted other sources of financial assistance, i.e., the IBRD. 

. We added that the U.S. would be willing to support an adequately | 
| documented Iranian application for a loan from the International | 

Bank oe 
| You may want to convey a general idea to the Shah of the part that 

the Point Four Program might play in assisting Iran in its Seven 
Year Plan; reiterating the program’s emphasis on technical rather 
than financial assistance and stressing the role that private capital 
must assume. You might also say that the first step that Iran could | 

: take in preparing the way for its Point Four participation should be | 
| the negotiation of a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation 

with the United States, which would include suitable clauses on in- 
vestment guarantees, 0 | 

: 8. Eatension of the Truman Doctrine to Include Iran 
‘Since preparation of the Background Memorandum, Tranian Am- 

) bassador Ala has suggested that. upon the departure of the Shah, a 
joint statement be issued reaffirming the'principles of the Tehran | 
Declaration on Iran, promising Iran further military and economic
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| assistance and “extending the Truman Doctrine” to include Iran. Tf | 

the Shah raises this point; it-might be pointed out that our position 

regarding the maintenance of the independence and territorial integ- | 

rity of Iran is well known, that we will consider a public reiteration . 

of it in connection with his visit here, but that we cannot make‘any 
commitments towards further financial, military, or other aid, at 

© 4, Regional Defense Pacts’ = CO 

- Tf the Shah suggests a regional Middle East defense pact, with or 

- without a guarantee by the United States, he might be informed that 

this Government is not in a position to give consideration to any other | 

pacts until the ramifications of the North Atlantic Pact become clear | 

and can neither encourage nor discourage consideration of such pacts 

by the countries coricerned. It is important, however, that any remarks 

on this subject be phrased in such‘a way as to avoid the impression 

that if Iran, were attacked she would be left to her own resources. ~ 
BL, General Line BE EB he Ee 

‘Whether or not the Shah raises the question of military or economic 

aid or further American commitments to Iran, I believe it is desirable 

that you should maké our position on these points and our general at- | 

titude toward Iran as clear as possible. He has probably heard all of | 

these things before, but they have come to him through intermediaries 

in whom, he does not appear to have complete confidence or who have 
not been able themselves to make the situation completely clear. One 

of the main objectives we should seek during the Shah’s visit to the — 

‘United States is'to demonstrate to him that our own Ambassador in 

Tran anid his'‘Ambassador here have in fact been correctly representing 

the policies and problems of the United ‘States Government with re- 
| gard to Tran. - o 7 oe - : oe ve — - : ; _ ae - 9 Bes | 

~ The Shah must be convinced that we have a genuine interest in his 

country ‘and ‘that we are prepared ‘to assist it within reasonable and | 

practicable limits, and he must also be convinced that when we reject | 

his requests we do so for sound logical reasons rather than out of any | 

prejudice against Iran or in favor of other countries. _ oe 
“The two main lines which, I think, can be used to get this ‘point 

_ 1. That we must insist with Iran, as we do-with all other countries, 
that she do everything she can to help herself before requesting Amer- 

ican assistance; (this is especially applicable to the question of eco- 

~ nomicaid) and — 7 oe tec 
9. That we must make haste slowly-and not attempt over night to | 

make up for the deficiencies developed over many years (i.e. even if 

our resources were unlimited, we could not renovate the Iranian Army 

in a year or two.simply by pouring in great quantities of equipment). |
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| ‘Secretary’s Memoranda, Lot 58 D 444, Secretary’s Memos ! . oo ; Be - . 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State? 

ner = Wasermverow,] November 18, 1949. 
Interview Between Tae Present anp tae Swanor‘Iran 

| Present also was Ambassador Ala and the Secretary of State. weg. 
The interview opened by the Presidents inquiring whether the Shah | 

| had enjoyed his visit to Annapolis, and saying that the young men, 
both at Annapolis and West Point, came from every Congressional | District throughout the country and thus would give the Shah a good 
idea of what the young people of the United States were like. The Shah complimented the President on the Naval Academy and was 
looking forward to his visit to West Point. He spoke of the strong 

: _ spirit of patriotism which existed in the United States and said that 
| his own country also had a strong spirit of patriotism. He:-spoke 

of the long history of Iran, stating that it had had its ‘ups and 
downs’. He spoke of the extent of the Persian Empire under Darius 

_ the Great, and appeared to be much struck by the fact. that the 
President was familiar with this history in detail. He then spoke of 

_ periods of foreign influence and of the present dangers which came 
from the Soviet Union. This led the Shah into the main theme of his 
tak lee GBA 
He described the situation in the Near East vis-A-vis the Soviet Union as being that Greece constituted the left flank, Turkey the 

center, and Iran the right flank. He spoke of the interest. which we 
had shown in developing the capacities of the countries which, wished 
to resist foreign domination and of the sums which we had spent in 
strengthening the left flank and the center in the Middle East. He 
then pointed out that. from a military point of view this effort would 
be largely wasted if the right flank remained so weak as to invite _ 
attack there. 7 re | 

| _ He stated that he might be told that Iran was not ready at the 
| present time to absorb military equipment. That might be true, but 

it was necessary to start now in order that Iran might be ready within 
a year or two years. He said he was looking forward to. explaining | 
in detail this afternoon at the Pentagon to General Bradley * and the 

_ , Chiefs of Staff the military situation as he saw it and the military 
| needs of Iran. os Se 2 

"Lot 53 D 444 is a comprehensive chronological collection of the Secretary of _ | State’s memoranda and memoranda of conversation for the years 1947-19538, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of Staite. . | ' ®? Drafted by Lucius D. Battle of the Executive Secretariat. | | - "Gen. Omar N. Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. _ |



The President said that this was the proper course to follow; that 

His Majesty’s ideas would receive the most respectful attention, and 

would be discussed by the President with his military advisers and | | 

with the Secretary of State. The President pointed out that he was 

necessarily operating under limitations. The Congress, which held the — 

purse strings, had, after considerable debate and in the face of some 

- opposition, passed’a Military Assistance Bill. The funds provided were | 

hot as large as the President would have wished; however, in face of 

| the difficulties with which the Administration was confronted, he was 

gatisfied with the result. Under this bill, 27 million dollars was avail- 

able for Iran, the Philippines, and Korea, and there remained the pos- 

sibility of some transfers in case of necessity from one category to 

another. The Shah expressed complete familiarity with the terms of | 

the Military Assistance Bill. The President then repeated that he | 

‘would assure the Shah of the most careful consideration of his views 

and that both he'and the Secretary of State were strong advocates of 

Iran. He hoped that all our friends appreciated that, with our respon- 

sibilities in this hemisphere, in Europe, the Far East, and the Middle 

East, it was often necessary to leave undone many things which we | 

would wish to see accomplished when the purpose had to be to use the | 

funds available in the wisest way. ee 

-_ The Shah then turned to the economic situation. He spoke of Iran’s 

desire to develop the very great natural resources of the country, of | 

the 7-year plan, and of the bad harvest last year. He said that the 

income from the oil royalties was to be used for the 7-year plan and 

for certain other current necessities. This left the military require- | 

ments of which he had already spoken and certain other economic ones 

unprovided for. Among these other needs, he mentioned specifically | 

the need for such items as wheat and of his hope that some way-could: 

be found, either through the barter of strategic materials which the 

United States needed or through some form of Lend-Lease, to provide 

: - eurrent consumable items such as wheat! 

He then mentioned the need of the railways for new equipment. — 7 

He said that if the needs of the oil companies were subtracted, the 

capacity of the railroads for all other needs was only at the present | 
time about 700 tons per day. This he wished to increase to 60,000 tons 
per day. He had placed orders in England and in Germany for loco- 

motives and: freight cars: He was, informed that it- would take 17 
months to get the equipment ordered.in’Great Britain because of large 
prior orders placed by South Africa. The German orders, he under- - 

stood, could be delivered in approximately 10 months. However, he 
was anxious to obtain some locomotives and, if possible, cars from the 
United: States at once. He asked whether this matter could be investi- 

gated. = oo re | |
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~The Secretary of State said that he was not quite clear.as:to. just 
what thé matter was which the Shah wished to have investigated. Was _ 
it the possibility of immediate availability of equipment in the-United 
States, or was it the question of financing.such ‘purchases? The Shah. | 
indicated that it was both, and spoke of the possibility of providing 

this equipment under some sort of Lend-Lease, The Secretary. of 
State observed that there was no present legislation under which this , 
sort of financing could take place. The President remarked that he had 
only recently filed the last report. under the Lend-Lease. Act, but 'that 
authority under that Act. had expired-some time ago. The ‘Shah’ then. 
asked whether the Marshall Plan could be extended to Iran, and was 

_ told that under its terms it applied only to countries in Europe. oo 
This led the Shah to. observe that he did. not think Turkey was a 

_ country in Europe. The President pointed out that Turkey had been 
considered to be in this capacity, partly for geographical reasons, but 
primarily because of the prior legislation providing aid for Greece 
and Turkey which arose out of special circumstances and which was 
incorporated into the Marshall Plan legislation. = 7 

- ‘The President. concluded that if the Iranian representatives would 
present us specifically with the requests for these suggestions which 

| they had in mind, we would give these careful and sympathetic con- 
_ sideration within the limits of the authority provided by law... 

* ‘This concluded the interview which lasted alittle over half hour. 

891.001 Pahlavi [,Reza Shahl/11-1849 ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State* ---- 

SECRET oe _.  [Wasuineton,] November 18, 1949: 

Subject: Exchange of Views Between the Shah of Iran and the 
_ Secretary of ‘State Regarding Iran’s General Situation and Need 

for American Assistance a Eg tp ee | 
Participants: The Shah of Iran Sh pee 

a Hussein Ala, Iranian Ambassador - == 
, The Secretary of State 0 

| ae Mr. Willard Thorp, Assistant Secretary for Economic 

a 7 Affairs rs 
ce George C, McGhee, Assistant Secretary for Near East- 

ern, South Asian, and African Affairs == == 
«John D. Jernegan, Director, Office of Greek, Turkish, 

Se > and Iranian Affairs = | 

_* Drafted by Mr. J ernegan, who had become Director of the Office of Greek, 
Turkish, and Iranian Affairs on October 3. BO | OT
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I called on His Majesty at Prospect House for the purpose of giving co 

him an opportunity to discuss privately some of the major questions — | 

in which he was known to be especially interested. During the course 
of an hour and twenty minutes we touched on a number of subjects, 

including possible security arrangements and the emergency need for 

railroad equipment in Iran, both of which topics I reported inseparate 

memoranda.” The bulk of the conversation dealt with the Shah’s desire 

to obtain both economic and military assistance quickly and in sub- 

stantial quantity. It may be summarized as follows: CO 

‘His Majesty considered it vital to Iran that the military strength 

of the country should be promptly increased to prevent its being 

overrun or subverted before economic improvement plans could have 

their effect. He considered that the next three or four years were 

critical from this point of view, and that after that it would be easier 

to deal with Iranian economic problems. Therefore, he wanted to 

develop the military strength of Iran to approximately one-half that _ 

of Turkey. This would mean, he said, an Army of 150,000 plus 30,000 

frontier guards. He did not consider that this was “shooting too high” | 

~ gince one-third of the number at any one time would consist of raw 

recruits of no use in combat and another 30,000 would be engaged in 

rear echelon activities, leaving a maximum of 70,000 fighting men. 

(He did not count the frontier guards in the combat strength because 

they would be eliminated by the enemy at the first onslaught. ) oe 

His Majesty argued that this force equipped and trained by the 

United States, was essential to enable Iran to put up a fight for her 

independence. If Iran could resist an attack for two or three months 

it would be a great help to the Western Powers in a general war, unless | 

those powers were confident of being able to win a war quickly by the 

use of the Atomic Bomb. In the latter case, of course, Iran’s military 

strength or lack of it would not matter. But if Iran were attacked and. 

lost her independence without a real fight, it might never be possible 

— to re-establish the democratic form of government in Iran, - 

His Majesty hoped very much that the United States could increase _ 

the contemplated amount of military assistance to be given to Iran 

| possibly by reallocating appropriated funds from another MAP coun- a 

try under the authority of the“S percentclause™. 
I agreed with His Majesty that some increase in Iranian military 

strength was probably desirable, but I emphasized the fundamental 

necessity of giving priority to economic and social development. All 

nations in the free world face the same problem. If we attempted to | 

build up our military establishments to a level comparable with that 

of the Soviet Union, we would wreck our economies and leave our- | 

* Printed pp. 579 and 580, respectively, =
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selves so weakened that we would collapse without even being sub- 
jected to military attack. The best way to prevent war, which was after _ 

all our real objective, was not by military preparations but by so de- 
veloping our free economic and social structures that the Russians 
would be deterred from attacking. I pointed to Nationalist China as an 
example of the wrong policy. At the close of World War II, I said, 

| Chiang Kai-shek was on top of the world; he had large and well- 
equipped forces enormously superior to the military forces of the 
Chinese Communists. ‘The President and General Marshall had 
strongly advised him to concentrate on improving the economic and 
social condition of the Chinese people, but he had chosen to attempt 
a purely military solution. The result was that the Chinese people had 
lost all confidence in the Nationalist Government and even in the mili- 
tary field Chiang had been defeated because his soldiers would not 

_ fight. All the vast quantities of American military equipment poured 
| into China had merely gone to arm the Chinese Communist armies as 

a result of the mass surrenders ofthe Nationalist forces. 
~ Now, I said, it: was Southeast Asia that faced Communist pressure. 
While the countries of that area would need some military equipment, — 
we believed that our greatest effort there should be made in the field 
of economic progress so that the new national governments could gain 

| the loyalty of their people. After all, our resources were really slight 
and we had to utilize them in the manner that would be most effective. 

___ dn reply to this line of argument, the Shah observed that China’s 
downfall was largely due to corruption and he asserted that Turkey | 
was putting large resources into its military program and still was 
able to maintain its internal stability. Some Iranians had called him a 
Communist because he wanted social reforms. He was opposed to the 

| absentee landlord system and to the exploitation of labor, but even if 
| he took away all the wealth in the hands of the landlords and factory 

' owners it still would not amount to very much in the light of Iran’s 
needs and, he implied, would not compensate for the misfortunes that _ 
would result from military unpreparedness. I said that I had not 

| _ Ineant to suggest immediate sweeping. social reforms of the sort he 
mentioned and T agreed with the necessity for a certain degree of mili- 
tary preparedness. What I wished to emphasize was the importance of 
striking a balance. With respect to the Shah’s specific request for in- 
creased military aid, I suggested that he should discuss this especially 

_ with General Bradley when he saw him later in the afternoon. We 
| would see what adjustments, if any, could be made. It had been 

_ difficult to get the Military Aid Bill approved by Congress and the 
| amount had been reduced twice by the legislative branch. Further- 

more, new responsibilities had been thrust upon us since the program 
| was first planned, which would make it still more difficult for us to



increase the share of any one country. As an example I pointed to 
Austria; if an Austrian peace treaty were signed and Western troops 
withdrawn from the country, it would be essential to provide military 
‘aid to Austria to prevent its being subverted by the Communists. 

Mr. McGhee observed that while it would be difficult to increase the 
Iranian share of military aid through use of the “5 per cent clause” 

, or otherwise, such a possibility was not foreclosed. It was not impos- 

sible that some transfers could be made. He emphasized that our pos- _ . 
sibilities of action in this first year of the MAP were limited and said _ 
that if there were a new military program in the next fiscal year we 
would give most carefulstudytoTran’sneeds§ = 
On the subject of economic development, the Shah indicated his a 

appreciation of the importance of the 7-Year Plan and said that this 
importance was fully appreciated also by the mass. of the people of 
Iran, even those in the villages, In this field, too, he hoped for direct 

- American aid. Could we not find some way to extend financial assist- 
ance on the pattern of the European Recovery Program? Could not 
the President at this time make a public statement that he would 
request Congressional authority for such a move with regard to Iran? 
- T replied that this would be very difficult. We were beginning to | 
terminate the HRP, not to extend it. This program had been ‘developed : 
to meet a particular problem, namely, the acute dollar shortage in . 

Europe. It had not been designed for purposes of general economic | 

development. Congress would not be receptive to new proposals. __ 
| Mr. Thorp, Mr. McGhee and I all pointed out that Iran hada = 

favorable balance of payments which made it a good credit risk for 
~ loans from the International Bank. Congress would expect Iran to 

exhaust its credit at the bank before appealing for direct aid, since we _ 
had taken the lead in setting up the bank for the specific purpose of — 
facilitating economic development. Mr. McGhee explained that we had | 

~ to be consistent in our economic ‘aid policies, and we had taken the - 
position with all countries that they could not expect grant aid from 
the United States if they had a credit standing enabling them to a 
obtain funds from other sources. Our National Advisory Council — 
would not under present circumstances approve an economic grant | 

His Majesty observed that Iran’s dollar resources were not, after 
all, so great as people seemed to think. The oil royalties, which were 

_. the primary source of dollars, presently amounted to only seven or | 
eight million pounds yearly, around $20,000,000 at the present rate of 

exchange and even if doubled by the new agreement with the oil com- 
pany would still not amount to any enormous sum. He added that 
Tran had already been in touch with the International Bank, which 
liad indicated its willingness to extend a credit of some $35,000,000
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for certain projects, including a cement factory. The bank was plan- — 
ning to send a mission to Iran in December to study these particular - 
projects. However, $35,000,000 was a small amount in comparison with _ 

oe what was needed and the bank would have to take a broader view if 

_ it was really to be of help in the.7-Year Plan. Mr. Thorp remarked . 
that the mission sent by the bank would probably study the whole 

| situation and thus lay the basis for larger credits in the future. — | 
: Reverting to the oil royalties question, the Shah said that if all 

of this income were devoted to the Economic Development Program 
there would be nothing left in the Iranian budget to maintain the 

| Army. Local currency was even harder for the government to obtain 
than dollars = ssss—ss Be 
_. His Majesty and Ambassador Ala then raised the question of utiliz- 
ing the Export-Import Bank in addition to the International Bank. | 

_ Mr. Thorp and Mr. McGhee agreed that the Export-Import Bank 
might be interested in some phases of Iran’s needs, but they empha- 
sized that in our opinion it is desirable for Iran first to exhaust the 
possibilities of the International Bank. The latter institution lacked 
flexibility, and the Export-Import Bank could deal with certain situa- 
tions not within the sphere of operation of the International Bank. — 
It would be wiser, therefore, to hold the Export-Import Bank in re- 
serve to meet unforeseen emergencies. I emphasized that there seemed 

| to us no reason to believe that Iran’s economic needs.could not be met 
_ for the present by the International Bank and I assured His Majesty 

that the American representative on the bank would give full support. 

Toward the end of the conversation, the Shah explained that the _ 
Tranian public expected a great deal in the way of American assistance 
to result from his yisit to this country. He could not return empty __ 
handed. Was there not something more that we could do, whether in 

_ the economic or. military fields? Could we not issue a statement 
re-emphasizing our support for Iran and promising further assistance? 
‘replied that we could issue a communiqué, preferably in the form 

of a joint statement by the President and the Shah, reiterating the 
public statements of support for Iranian independence previously _ 
made. I did not think we could say anything new, however. In the __ 
economic field, we would carefully examine points which had been _ 

| discussed in this conversation and see what could be done in the field 
| of providing railroad. equipment, bank. credits, etc. With respect to 

direct aid outside MAP,.we simply had.no authority... 3), 0 
_ In conclusion, His Majesty said that so long as he could remember 
Iran had always been attempting to progress, had always had plans 
for economic development except during the period of wartime occupa-_ 
ion, Tran had always faced the Russian menace and had, figuratively,
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“fought Russia with her bare hands” to protect her independence. 

With or without American help, if anything happened in Iran her | 

course of action would be the same, = AE WRIL I) UGE Me bs 

991.20/11-1849 ee gl og 

/ - Memorandum. of Conversation, by the Secretary of State* — | 

TOP SECRET [Wasurtneton,] November 18, 1949. 

Subject: ‘Iranian Desire for Greater Security Assurances from the 

_ _ United States : fee tyes oo Tape Sets | 
Participants: The Shah of Iran | “teats fhe 

| . . Afussein Ala,Iranian Ambassador - 

| > oa... The Secretary of State oy bg cet fa es 

--—- - Willard Thorp, Ass’t Secretary of State for Economic | 

oe Affairs ne | 

oe ass George C. McGhee, Ass’t Secretary of State for Near 

owe astern, South Asian, and African Affairs 

— . 4 John D, Jernegan, Director, Office of Greek, Turkish. 

ap So ape ‘and Iranian Affairs — oo vey dat ay 

During the course of a long conversation on various subjects, the 

‘Shah and Ambassador Ala brought up their view that it would be | 

highly desirable for Iran to participate in a mutual defense pact in- 

- eluding the U.S. or otherwise receive some form of direct security 

‘guarantee from the U.S. His Majesty pointed to the favorable position, 

as he put it, of Western European countries which were receiving di- 

-yeet military and economic assistance from America and also had the © 

security assurances provided by the North Atlantic Treaty. He said 

that he had tried to interest the Turkish Government in an Irano- 

Turkish defense pact, but the Turks had replied, with justification, 

that such an arrangement would be useless without American associa- 

| ‘tion withit? 

1 Drafted by Mr. Jernegan. EEE EE 

2Tehran, on December 8, suggested that the Embassy in Turkey might be 

requested to encourage military talks between Turkey and Iran, since such talks | 

might prove very fruitful and contribute greatly to improving relations between 

the two countries. (telegram 1639). The Department, the following day, ques- 

tioned the advisability of the Embassy in Turkey encouraging Turkish-Iranian | 

military talks, inasmuch as the Turks might interpret such action as indicating 

, _Ametiean, intention to participate:in.a regional pact involving the two countries. 

(Telegram: 470 to Ankara, repeated to Tehran.. Both telegrams are filed under 

891.00/12-849) 2 Pop SO a 

Ankara, -in- reply on:December 17,°advised that, “Turkish leaders have re- | 

peatedly told us they are not interested in any. ‘mutual’ defense arrangements 

with neighboring states which were not in effect underwritten by US, believing 

there would be no resultant increase in Turkish security offset the inevitable 

hostile reaction of Soviet Union to such ‘provocation’.” (‘Telegram 521, 867.20/12-
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| IT replied that I thought the U.S. had made its attitude toward Iran _ 
_ quite-clear in the past. For the.present I did not believe we could ex- 

tend our treaty obligations. The President was very meticulous: about 
“never making commitments which he was not in a position to fulfill. 

| _ Before we considered new treaties, we needed to see whether the North 
_ Atlantic Treaty would really fulfill its purpose of increasing’ the de- 

fensive strength of the European nations, If they were able to develop. 
| their own strength and so reduce the extent of their dependence upon 

the U.S. for protection, then our commitments would be reduced. 
_ Until we could be sure that this development would result from our 

present policies, we had to be very careful about extending our com- 
mitments. ee ee 

_ Ladded, however, that our interest was not. limited totheareaofour 
formal treaty obligations. I was sure that our interest in Iran would be 
great indeed if trouble should come. | ea, - 
_ Later in the conversation, His Majesty suggested that it would be 
very helpful to him to have, during the course of his visit to the US.,— | 
a public re-statement of our interest in Iranian independence. IT agreed 

- that we could issue a statement of this sort, provided it did not gobe- 
yond the sort of thing that had previously been said publicly by the 
U.S. Government. I suggested, and the Shah agreed, that this might 
take the form of a joint communiqué to be issued by the President and __ 
His Majesty at.the time of the Shah’s departure from the U.S. It was 
agreed that Ambassador Ala and the appropriate officials-of the De- 
partment would work together on the preparation of the communiqué. 

$91.77/11-1849, es oe 
| _ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State+ — | 

| CONFIDENTIAL — __ _[Wasurneton,] November 18, 1949. | 
| Subject: Request by the Shah of Iran for Help in Obtaining Rail- 

| road Equipment | OO | 
Participants: The Shah of Iran ee Fe ie 

OS _ Hussein Ala,Tranian Ambassador 
| oe _ The Secretary of State = Be : 

“Willard: 'Thorp, Assistant Secretary for Economic Af- 

- CO George C. McGhee, Assistant Secretary for Near East- 
_ern, South Asian,and African Affairs 5. = 0” 

John D. Jernegan, Director, Office of Greek, Turkish, 
- >. and Tranian Affairs” See 

_ * Drafted by Mr. Jernegan. FR te |
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_ The Shah opened the conversation by saying that he was most anx- 
ious to obtain promptly. locomotives, freight cars and rails to meet the 
immediate transport crisis in Iran. He was told that we had already 

- made some inquiries with respect to locomotives and understood.a large 
‘number in used condition were readily available. He replied that un- 
fortunately these locomotives were not of the right type for use in 

- _Tran and, furthermore, they were not new. His Government had made | 
inquiries in Germany-and elsewhere and had found that new locomo- | 
tives could be produced in Germany in about.ten months, but Iran 

~eould not wait that long. He hoped that it would be possible to get — 
quicker delivery in the United States. The rolling stock was needed 
in three or four months. _ OO Rn 

| The Department’s representatives indicated that it would be very 
_ difficult to obtain-new rolling stock in so short a time, especially in view | 
of the fact that orders for steel were probably backing up as a result 
oftherecentsteelstrike . | ens 

_ The Shah then asked whether it would be possible to obtain credit _ 
from the Export-Import Bank to finance whatever transaction might _ 
be arranged. In reply to a question he said that the Iranian authorities 

had not yet approached the bank. Mr. Thorp said that he saw no funda- 
‘mental objection to an Export-Import Bank credit in this connection 
but he thought Iran would be well advised first to look to the Interna- | 
tional Bank for help. It was pointed out that the International Bank | 
liked to make loans of this type and had in fact recently extended a 
credit to India for the precise purpose of buying railroad rolling stock. | 

| Mr. Thorp said that the Department of State would be able to give | 
strong support to an Iranian request for an International Bank credit | 
for purchase of the equipment in question. The Shah indicated that | 
he would consider the suggestions regarding the means of financing the 
transaction but said that this was not the most important aspect of the 
question; the essential element was the time within which the equip- _ 
mentcouldbemadeavailable. = : 

‘It was agreed that the Department would make every effort to lo- — 
cate locomotives, freight cars and rails of the sort which the Iranian a 
Government wished to obtain. | a oe ee 

| oo Bdatorial. Note Se 

The Shah, accompanied by General Mazhari, called on the Joint — 
- Chiefs of Staff at the Pentagon on November 18. They were accom- 

panied by Messrs. McGhee and Jernegan. Mr. Jernegan’s memoran- 
dum of conversation recorded that the Shah discussed his strategic | 
plans in the event of a full-fledged Soviet attack on Iran; Iranian | 

501-887—77——-88 Be |
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: needs for tanks, tank destroyers, trucks, and small-arms ammunition ; 

and the training of Iranian military personnel inthe United States. 
| General Bradley replied that the Joint. Chiefs would be glad to 

consider what military equipment could be made available to Iran 

- -under the Military Aid Program, At another point he-said that “the 
Shah, of course, knew the terrain and conditions in his country better 

| than we could but that from what we knew, it appeared to him that 
the Shah’s plan was sound and probably the best that could be devised 
under the circumstances.” (891.20/11-1849) ee 

891.20/11-1849 ae 

| The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET ESE -Trnran, November 18, 1949. 

- Sm: Lhave the honor to refer to the Department’s correspondence 

| on the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949 as it pertains to Tran 
and to forward herewith the program for Iran for M.D.A.P. fiscal 
year 1950 as recommended by the joint State-Defense Survey Group 

| composed of Mr. Edward D. McLaughlin (State), Lt. Col. Phillip D. 
-- Brant (Army) and Lt. Col. Thomas E. Hutchinson (Air Force) .* 

| _ This Group has arrived at a balanced program which meets military 
requirements to the extent: possible by the limited funds available. To 

| this. extent and to this extent only, I heartily concur in its — 
| recommendations. . ee oe ne - BS , 

_ Istrongly urge that the Director take such extraordinary measures _ 
as may be necessary to include in this first year’s program the six (6) 
75 mm recoilless rifles requested. I realize that this weapon is in short 
supply and that we do not have sufficient numbers for our own forces. 
Its use by the Iranian Army, under the instruction of our Military _ 
Mission, will be of tremendous psychological value and -will balance 
to some extent the bitter disappointment, of the Shah and the Iranian 
Government in-what both they and I regard.as a.totally inadequate 

ss: program. BO | 
I have advised the Department of the Shah’s early ambitious plans 

and of my successful efforts to reduce. them to something within rea- 

|  *Mr. McLaughlin was attached to the staff of the Mutual Defense Assistance 
Program. He was scheduled to depart. from New York on November 10 to co- 

_ ordinate with Ambassador Wiley and General Evans regarding problems. of the 
| Military Aid Program. Concurrently, the Department of Defense was to send 

' Army and Air Force officers to Iran to consult regarding the lists of equipment 
| under the program. All conversations were to be. exploratory ‘and to be’ held only | 

With United States pergonnel, (telegram 90, November 9, 7 p. my "to, Tehran,



son. The Shah remains adamant, however, on the subject of tanks. _ 
His position amounts to-an obsession. I believe he will be satisfied with — 
50 M4-83 medium tanks equipped with a 76 mm gun. It has been im- 
possible to furnish these tanks within the present program. Therefore 

- -we should seek, some. means outside of the program to satisfy the 

Shah’s minimum desires for tanks. This should be justified on politi- | 

cal grounds. T fear that we must take this question most seriously. A 

“token aid” approach is worsethannoapproachatalh 
__.-_In submitting, with my approval, the recommendation of the Joint 

Survey Group, I request that the Director give special consideration 

_to.the situation of Iran and provide that additional assistance which os 
will support. our present investment and permit us to achieve our 

military and political objectives? Ee penis oo ty 

_ Respectfully yours, __ |  Joun C. Witzy : 

2 Enclosed with this despatch “was the recommended list of the Survey Group 
covering: Iranian aspects of the proposed Mutual Defense Assistance Program | 
for fiseal year 1950. The list. was divided into two parts. The Department of the 
Army list comprised some 28 items with a delivered cost of $9,732,635. From | 
this amount, a deduction was made for items to be delivered after fiscal year 
1950, leaving: a: total amount. of $8,621,210 for the “present.program.” Recom- _ 
mended additionally were six recoilless rifles and cartridges, whose cost was 
estimated ‘at $73,915 and a miscellaneous item whose cost was unknown. The 

| Department of the Air Force list eontained some 42 items, whose costs were | 

estimated at.$1,719,780. 2... o-. _ - St ee 

| - Ina letter of November 19 to James E. Bruce, Director of the Mutual Defense 
Assistance Program in the Department of State, Ambassador Wiley explained 
his position: that: “the original concept of extending ‘token aid’ to Iran was a 
mistake. Such aid would be as provocative to the Russians as real aid but 
ineffective to accomplish our purposes here from either a military or political 
point of view. However, I have approved of the programming of the J oint, Survey 
Group but I make that reservation. The position of Iran ‘is very special and . 
in the mosaic: of our military thinking it should occupy an important place.” 

891.0001 Pahlavi [, Reza Shah]/11-1949 as Be en ere 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Greek, 
oo) Lurkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jernegan) eae 

| _ SECRET . > >. [Wasutneron,] November 19, 1949. 

On the Shah’s invitation, I had breakfast with him this morning | 

| at: Prospect: House.: He opened ‘the conversation by asking whether | 

I thought his visit to the United States was Serving a useful purpose 
- for Iran. I replied that I did emphatically think so.:First, from His 

| Majesty’s speeches, from seeing him, and from the attendant publicity, 
the American people were probably learning more about Iran than 
they had ever learned in their lives before. This*was: very important 

- because if hada bearing. on: the policies which the United States 
- Government could: follow:in its relations with Iran. Most ‘Americans —
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_ knew very little indeed about Iran and the other countries in that 
_ general area. Secondly, it was useful that the high officials of the 

American Government were having the opportunity to meet the Shah 
| personally. It was always easier to understand a foreign country and 

: visualize its problems if one had had. personal contact with its leader. 
_ Thirdly, the substance of the Shah’s conversations with the President, 

the Secretary, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff was extremely helpful in 
_ ¢larifying our understanding of Iran’s problems and in bringing the 

lines of operation and thought of the two Governments closer together. | 
We had not yet achieved complete agreement and understanding but 
I thought these talks would bring such agreement very much closer. 

His Majesty then asked me-in what respect I thought: we were not 
in agreement. I said I felt that it was mainly a question of degree and 

| of timing. We were not ready to go so far or so fast as His Majesty 
wished. The Shah interrupted to say that he fully understood our 
position, especially the difficulties which we would face in askihg Con- 
gress for new legislation and new foreign assistance. Although he did 
not say it in words, his tone and manner implied that he was not 
criticizing or complaining at our failure to give him more concrete 
and immediate assistance, He went on to say, however, that he also had 
public opinion to consider and that the Iranian people were constantly _ 
asking why the United States was aiding every other country in the 
world and not Iran. He very much wished that we could find some 
way to give direct help to Iran, if only to reassure the Iranian people. 
_ In reply, I asked if His Majesty did not think that the Iranian | 
people would be encouraged and reassured by the results to be antici- 
pated from limited direct aid from America combined with the prog- 
ress Iran could achieve through utilizing its own resources and 

| _ utilizing its credit with the International and Export-Import Banks. 
- Once material imiprovements began to appear in Tran-through the 

| combination of these factors, would not the Iranian people stop Wworry- | 
ing about the lack of large-scale direct American assistance? His | 

_ Majesty agreed that this was likely, but indicated that he still felt 
something needed to be done at the present time. | oe 

7 ‘I remarked that we must. recognize that the American Government 
necessarily moved slowly. Any major project took a long time to get 

_ under way. His Majesty answered by recalling the Persian legend of © : 
_Sohrab and Rustam in which the father, Rustam, mortally wounded © | 
his son, Sohrab, without knowing who he was, and.then sought medi- 
cine to save his life when it was too late: The Shah urged that the 

_ United States not be too late in providing the medicine to save Iran. 
| I said that I was optimistic about the general international situation , 

and I believed that. in the case of Iran the medicine would not arrive 
too late. | | |
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.- His Majesty said that one thing he hoped we could do to demon- a 
| strate our interest in Iran was to give quick help in the matter of the 

_ railroad equipment he had discussed with the Secretary and Mr. Thorp 
yesterday. Even a small number of items, say 20 Diesel locomotives 

| and 200 freight cars, would have a great psychological effect if they 
could be provided quickly. I said that I had no technical knowledge 
whatever on this subject and had no idea whether or not it would be se 
feasible to obtain such items quickly.. However, we would certainly 
do our best. I-would make this an item of first priority in our work 

| in the Department. There was, of course, no. question of policy in- 
volved, but merely the technical and practical question of whether the 
material could be produced and shipped in time.? a 
Referring to His Majesty’s opening question about his visit, I asked | 

whether he himself believed that it was serving a useful purpose. He _ 
quickly replied that he did. Before coming here, he had formed the 
impression from newspapers and other things he had read that. the 
United States was a superficial country with a people lacking in depth 
of character. He had now found that this was an erroneous impression. 
He found the American people warm and having great depth of _ | 
character. The American people, he had discovered, had a “heart”. | 

_. As I was leaving, Ambassador Ala came in and the Shah said that 
| he hoped the Ambassador and the Department would work closely 

_ together in preparing the joint communiqué to be issued by the Presi- 
- dent and His Majesty. I said that we would look forward to discussing 

_ this withthe Ambassador next week? = 8 vey ee 

| +In a note of November 29, | the Secretary of State informed Ambassador Ala 
that there were no reasons to expect that Iranian agents would have any appre- 
ciable difficulty in ordering rails and freight cars to be delivered within 4 months 
and diesel locomotives to be delivered within 6 months (891.77/11-2549). 

7The Department, on November 19, informed Tehran that the “Shah has 
talked with Pres, SecState,. Joint Chiefs, ‘and subordinate State officials. Was 
given adequate opportunity present his case, which he did satisfactorily and — 
moderately. Believe general impression on him good, though obviously he is 

. disappointed at: lack. of concrete assurances greater direct aid or aid in specific 
forms such as tanks.” (Telegram 1048, 891.001 Pahlavi [, Reza Shah]/11-1949) 

891.20/11-2949 es : | 

«The Iranian Embassy to the Department of State 

oo  Ape-MMorme 

- Tran is deeply grateful to the Government of the United States for | 
its concern for her independence and integrity, for its valuable 
support at a time of crisis and for the material assistance recently — 
extended under the Military Aid Program—thus recognizing the im- | 
portance of Iran’s strategic position and the vital role she has played
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| and must‘ continue to play in holding thé line against Communist. 
domination of the MiddleHast. © © °° | 

| The people of Iran ardently desire that the visit of His Imperial 
Majesty The Shah may serve’ to draw closer the bonds of friendship: 
between the two nations, to result in’a complete understanding on. 
all points:of common interest and to bear. fruit in all fields: political, 

_-‘tnilitary, economic and cultural-to the mutual benefit of Iran and the- 
| United States. Te BS 

‘Politically, Iran is under incessant'pressure and is constantly under 
the threat of aggression. Pressure is not-only overt but is-also exercised. 
insidiously through infiltration and by inciting dissatisfaction and 
disunity within the country with the object of weakening the State 
and paving the way for its disruption and eventual domination by the 
ageressor, 
- The Iranian Government is determined to resist overt attack with: 
all the means in its power and to take firm and adequate measures. 
against subversive activities: = = = | Te 

It is naturally a matter of concern to the Iranian Government to: 
know, as far as possible, to what extent moral and material support. — 

| will be forthcoming from the Government of the United States in: 
case of attack, whether incidental to a general conflict in which the 
United States is itself involved or whether directed solely against Iran. 

| _ _asastep towards further expansion in other directions. = a 
- _ In order to combat the aggression and the subversive activities it 

_ faces, the Iranian Government must possess a military force, not only 
for internal security, but powerful enough in defense to bea factor to 
be reckoned with by the aggressor. To enable it to become such a factor, 
it-is necessary to give the Iranian army adequate equipment, suitable | 
modern weapons of defense, and sufficient mobility. = = | 

Having assigned its entire oil-royalties to the execution of the Seven 
: Year Plan, Iran neither has the economic ability nor the foreign 

| exchange to enable her to purchase the necessary arms and equipment — 
herself. The Military Aid Program is therefore most timely and for 
that reason is doubly appreciated. To be effective, however, it must 
be substantial enough to fulfil its object. and continue for some years. 
Needless to say, too little help will not achieve its objective and will | 

| thereforebeuselessand wasteful = = 2 
The limited amount allocated this year under the Military Aid 

Program to the three countries, of which Iran is one, would appear 
to be inadequate for the purpose. Iran therefore hopes that its share 
will be supplemented substantially. from the $50 million credit left at 
the discretion of the President; also that the equipment to be delivered 
being in the main surplus, will be included in categories supplied at _ 
a nominal charge. |
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-. While the assistance given to rearm and reequip the Iranian army 

is most helpful, the Government of Iran wishes to point out that it is 

desirable for the Government of the United States to supplement that | 

aid politically by extending the Truman Doctrine to Iran and by — 

. adopting a policy in the Middle Kast, as in “Western Europe, of 

encouraging the creation of a union of peace-loving nations, strong 

enough collectively, to resist Communist domination and capable of | 
- serving as effective allies against aggression in the event of a general. 

‘The necessity for assistance to rehabilitate the railway, ports and 
industrial plants and to raise the standard of living of the Tranian 

~ people is so well known that it is superfluous to dilate on the economic 

needs of Iran. As far back as 1943 these were fully recognized in the 

Declaration of Tehran, which bears the signature of the late President © 

Roosevelt. Unfortunately its promise of Economic Aid has so far 

remained unfulfilled. For obvious reasons referred to in this Embassy’s | 

Memorandum of August Fourth 1948,* the Iranian Government can _ 

only look to the Government of the United States for the implementa- 

tion of the Aid promised and implied by that Declaration, and it would | 

appear that the present visit of His Imperial Majesty The Shah would 

be a most suitable occasion for such a gesture. .._ 

_ It is suggested that, Economic Aid might be extended by the United 

States.Government.in the following ways: a 

1. By the inclusion of Iran in the Act for Aid to Greece and Turkey : 
and in’ future enactments. for.économic assistance to other countries. | 

9, By the extension of a line of credit of $100,000,000.—from the 

Export-Import. Bank over a period of seven years at the rate of about | 

$15 million a-year, partly to guarantee American investments in Iran 

in terms of Point Four and partly to finance self-liquidating projects 

to be carried out by private Iramian enterprise. = = 

. 8, By giving urgent and special consideration to a barter or lend- | 

lease agreement. to supply wheat to Iran to tide over the present 

scarcity and famine conditions in many parts of the country. oe 

“4, By the act implementing Point Four of the President’s naugural ~ 

speech. Special consideration should be given to Iran under this act 

because her development program is under way, whereas other bene- 

 ficiaries have still to undertake their preliminary studies. 
_ §. By-the inclusion of Khouzistan in any development of the nature 
adumbrated by the President in a recent speech. It is to be noted that | 

its geographical and strategic situation, its proximity to highlands, 
its fertility and its oil and mineral resources give Khouzistan poten- 
tialities far superior to any other ‘area in the Middle Kast. oo 

~ Promise of financial and economic aid within the scope of the above- 

mentioned suggestions ‘will not only give moral strength to the Iranian _ 

| ‘The editors are unable to identify this memorandum.
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“Government but will also serve as the best answer to insidious com- _ 
- munistic propaganda among the masses? st” ue 

-“Wasuineton, November 29,1949. = OS 

-*A memorandum of conversation of November 29 by Mr. Ferguson stated that _ 
this aide-mémoire was handed to Mr. Hare by Ambassador Ala with the hope 
that Iranian desires as set forth in the paper would be included in the: joint 
communiqué. The memorandum also.noted statements made by Messrs.:.Hare and | 
Jernegan that the Secretary, in agreeing to the issuance of a joint communiqué, 

| “had made it quite clear that the United States. would: not bein a.position to 
go farther than it had in the past and that it would merely consist of a-restate-. — 
ment of past public statements regarding Irano-American. relations, Mr.: Ala 

. replied he hoped the United States Government would go ‘much further’ in the 
proposed communiqué than it had in the past.” :(891.20/11-2949) 

891.001 Pahlavi [, Reza Shah]/12-649 Se Be 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. C. Vaughan Ferguson, Jr., of 
the Office of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs 

| SECRET = _ [Wasutneton,] December 6, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. Ala—Iranian Ambassador =. 
0 G—Mr. Rusk? 

GTI—Mr. Ferguson © =). | 

- The Iranian Ambassador called this afternoon at his request to 
| appeal for some substantial commitment by the United States on the 

| occasion of the Shah’s departure which would enable him to show the | 
Iranian people some concrete result ofthis visit, == | 

| ‘Mr. Ala mentioned a number of Iranian desiderata including a 
promise of increased military assistance, an Export-Import Bank loan, 

| an extension of the Truman Doctrine to include Iran, a U.S. guarantee 
of a Mediterranean regional defense grouping including Iran, and | 
U.S. assistance in development of the Iranian. province of Khuzistan. 

- While Mr. Ala obviously called merely to restate previous requests 
and expected no detailed replies to the various subjects he touched on, 
Mr. Rusk said he knew he could speak informally and frankly to the 
Ambassador and wished to suggest without in any sense offering it as 
a definite principle, that the idea that the Shah must have something _ 
tangible to take back with him might set an undesirable precedent for 
future state visits. Mr. Ala said he understood. = 

_ Mr. Rusk asked the Ambassador if the inclusion of Iran in a 
- defensive alliance of the sort he suggested would not be considered 

provocative by the Soviets. Mr. Ala said he thought not. Mr. Rusk 

| -? Dean Rusk, Deputy Under Secretary of State. = =
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also pointed out later in the conversation that a regional defense pact. _ 
in an area remote from the United States which relied on American 
guarantees might do the countries concerned more harm than good. | 

The Ambassador also mentioned his Government’s concern over the 
| granting of a $21,000,000 loan to Afghanistan for development projects | 

in the Helmand River in which Iran, he stated, has definite rights 
under existing treaties and international law. He said he had received 
instructions from Tehran to draw this matter to the Department’s — 
attention, re 

_ Mr. Ala left with Mr. Rusk copies of the Aides-Mémoires on both 
Iran’s requests for aid and the Helmand River question which he had 

| previously handed officersof NEA? 2 8 2 
a sd Digan] R[vsx]} | 

- 2 The aide-mémoire on aid is printed supra; regarding the latter aide-mémoire, | 
_ see footnote 3,p.1779.. a 7 ae ees 

891.24/12-649 : Telegram. - | ae oe - - Co cee eet dey - a : 

+ Lhe Secretary of State totheEmbassyinIran | 

SECRET i sw _ Wasutneron, December 6, 1949—7 p. m. 
| _ 1109. Urinfo while in-Wash, Shah expressed his-desire for MAP | 

equipment including expressly (a) M-18 tank destroyers to bring __ 
total to 100. (6). 150 medium tanks for.8 battalions (c). 70,000,000 
rounds 7.9 small arms ammo to bring total to 100,000,000, (d) motor 

| ~ Iran Emb.now urges inclusion small arms ammo in program, saying = 
best source supply is Canadian factory which may go out. of produc- __ 
tion unless order placed shortly... = © ws 
. Dept is exploring problems all Shah’s requests and also recoilless 
rifles with Def and will cable further soonest obtain ur and Evans _ 
views light further aspects being developed. Though ur final views re 

_ program, in light desirability meeting some part Shah’s requests not . 
included Emdes [281] Nov 18, shld await such further exploration, 
pls tel now views Amb and Evans re (1) necessity supply level 7.9 
ammo asked by Shah, and (2) extent to which needs this item can be 
met from local production. | 

ee ee a ACHESON , 

1In reply, on December 6, Ambassador ‘Wiley stated that “Unless internal 
- disorders develop, resulting in increased consumption rate, believe practicable 

for Iran to develop and utilize local capacity to build up, within reasonable 
time, the necessary stock level this ammunition. Hence do not recommend in- | 
clusion in MAP. Am confident Iranians do not agree.” (Telegram 1651, from 
Tehran, 891.20/12-1249) , woe he, .
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891.20/12-1449 a ge 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of Mutual Defense Assistance _ 

TOP SECRET; = =. -Wasuineton, December 14, 1949, 

Reference is made to your memorandum of November 17, 1949," 
subject, Iranian Military Assistance Program, in which you state that _ 
the Department of Defense cannot approve giving medium tanks to 

_ Iran, as these tanks will not serve to increase the military potential 

An officer of the Department of State who was present at the con- 
ference between the Shah and the Joint Chiefs of Staff has prepared a 
memorandum of conversation? thereon, copy of which is attached. 
That: officer is unable to state the extent. to which General Bradley’s 
remarks with respect to the Shah’s plan, and with respect to late model 

medium tanks, were dictated by the amenities of the situation, and to 
| what extent they represented basic conclusions.* As a most important 

| factor in pursuing the Iranian program will be detailed discussions _ 
| with the Shah and his advisers concerning the type of equipment.to 

| be offered, clarification of this question is requested in order that the 
most convincing display of sincerity and sound logic on the part of 

| the U.S.canbeestablished, 
| _- The Department of State considers the development of the morale 

of the Shah, as Commander in Chief as well as Monarch of Iran, of 
primary importance. Iran’s will to resist Soviet pressures short of war, 
and her spirit to engage in delaying action in case of invasion, will 

_ depend almost conclusively on the Shah’s point of view. It is believed 
| that every effort must therefore be made to include, if appropriate, 

medium tanks or other items desired by the Shah, in the program, 
for mixed political and military reasons which, in this case, appear _ 
inseparable. I Co 

| - It is therefore requested that the Department of Defense review the 
Tranian matter, and advise the Department of State with respect to 

| thefollowing: 9 
(1) Has the view that medium tanks would not add to the Iranian | 

military potential changed in light of the meeting of the Shah with the 
JCS and the expressed views at that time of General Bradley; or in 
view of the military desirability of creating high morale on'the part of 

: the Commanderin Chief?  .  °. ..) ne 
(2) What are the availability,.cost per tank, delivery date and 

relativeadvantagesand disadvantagesof | 

1 Not found in Department of State files. Fe OO ' oO 
? Dated November 18, not printed ; but see editorial note, p. 581. 
® Regarding General Bradley’s observations, see ibid.
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(a) Mediumtank with ’5mm.gun 2 0 
(6) Medium tank with 76mm.gun) 2) 

| - ..-.+ (1)-fromnew.procurement © 0 ly ey 
... . >: .(2) by-modification ofoldermodels, © 8) ou | 

(8) What. supply ‘of spare parts can be provided now and in‘the 

future for the above types? What cost. and.procurement problems-are 

(4) Tf a battalion or less 6f either of the above is to be considered, 
what support equipment, such as heavy repair items and recovery 
vehicles, should also be contemplated, to obviate collapse of equipment 
or loss intact in enemy action? What cost’and delivery problems exist 

with respect thereto? — 
(5) Are’ further tank destroyers or light tanks more appropriate 

for Iran, rather than medium tanks? If so, please supply cost and 

procurement data. - eg gr Gy te 
~ (6) Subsequent to the Shah’s visit the Iranian Embassy urged the 
Department of State to provide $5,000,000 worth of small arms am- 
munition (7.9); and the Department is confidentially advised by 

- Remington that Iran is proposing to purchase 50,000,000 rounds of ; 

Canadian manufacture from them. Remington has requested the De- _ 

-partment’s advice. In telegram 1651. of December 12, 1949, the Em- 
bassy at Teheran states its belief that a 59,000,000 round level is 
adequate for Iran, that there are 50,000,000 rounds on hand, and that ~ 

| the remainder should come from local production. Iran, of course, 

disagrees with this view. The comments of Defense.are requested on 
this problem, particularly with respect to the desirability:of pushing | 

the local manufacture of small arms ammunition, the possible desir- 

ability of developing the Canadian-owned. industry, and thus indi- 
rectly giving aid to Canada, and the question whether the funds — 
proposed to be spent by Iran for this project should be spent otherwise | 
in view of our contemplated program of aid for Iran. If some items 

not deemed militarily. essential need to be given to Iran for politico- = 
military purposes, should ammunition be considered. as one of, these | 

items rather than to be dealt with by purchase? On the other hand, 
| does the United States contemplate standardizing small arms weapons 

| in Iran with U.S: weapons? This particular item isa matter of some 
urgency as it is reported that the Canadian factory may soon go out-of 
production if a contract isnot placed. ge ee ue pies 

~ (7) The Ambassador and General Evans have strongly recom- 
mended including 6 recoilless 75 mm. rifles. Can this type weapon, of _ 
great psychological value, be released, and does Defense consider ‘it 

practical? 
- (8) As the:Department of State considers that some items be in- 
eluded, if possible, which will convince the Shah of-our appreciation 
of his role, and so strengthen his morale, which of the above items, or 
other similar items, would Defense recommend, considering also 

| (a) the desirability of obtaining the most psychological value ) 
for the least expenditure either within or, if imperative, beyond 

_ present programeceilings, 
-. - () the necessity of not entering upon projects which would _ | 

constitute, over years to come, inescapable responsibilities to 
maintain, replace oraugmentitemsoffered. = Oe
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| ‘As this factor is of major importance, factual data concerning 
_ future projections of each of the itenis above listed is required. | 

__ After the development of this data, I am confident that we will 
| both be in a far better position to consider the extent to which, and | 

manner in which the Shah’s desires could and.should be met, having 
_ due regard for present and projected cost and the utility of the items | 
concerned, and consistent -with paramount military and political 
considerations, 

Sgn A On 

Joint Statement by President Truman and the Shahinshah of I ran 
(Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi)! 

__ His Imperial Majesty, the Shah of Iran, and the President of the — 
United States have examined the relations between their two countries 

_ and the problems which they face in common. In the course of their 
_ conversations, it has been brought out that: = = 

i. They believe the United Nations offers the best means of assuring 
_ @ peaceful world. Both countries will continue to give the United | 

| Nations their unfaltering support and to ‘work in close cooperation 
with itand its agencies. ee 

| - 2. A serious threat to international peace and security anywhere in 
the world is of direct concern to the United States. As long ago as _ 
December 1, 1943, when President Roosevelt, Prime Minister 
Churchill, and Marshal Stalin signed the three-power declaration at 

- Tehran, the United States made clear its desire for-the maintenance , 
of the independence and integrity of Iran. The great interest of the 
United States in this regard has been repeatedly affirmed in its foreign 
policy declarations and the United States Government intends to 
continue that policy. = ~~. Be en | 

_ 8. His Imperial Majesty believes, and the President concurs, that 
: the ability of any country to maintain its independence is based ona 

| sound and prosperous economy. For this reason, as far back as 1946, 
7 upon His Majesty’s advice, the Iranian Government took steps to pre- 

pare a seven-year plan for economic and social progress which now, | 
| embodied into law, is being carried out with all the means at the 

| Governments disposal. The President appreciates the importance of _ 
this program to the economic development of Iran, and applications 
by the Iranian Government to the International Bank for Reconstruc- 
tion and Development for economically justifiable loans to be used in 

| the furtherance of the program will therefore receive the support of 

_7 Released on December 80 as the major portion of a press release by the White | House; reprinted from Department of State Bulletin, January 9, 1950, p. 54. 
The portion of the press release not herein reprinted commented on the ending of the visit ofthe Shah, So BE a
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the United States. Subject to favorable Congressional action on the 
Point 4 program, the United States also stands ready to facilitate _ | 
Iranian. economic development through the provision under Point 4 

and otherwise of technical advisory assistance if requested by Iran. 

His Majesty welcomes the assistance envisaged under the Point 4 | 
program and is particularly aware of the desirability of increased 
investments of private capital in the Iranian economy. The Iranian | 
Government will consider measures to be taken to encourage such 

| investments. _ arr OO - 
4, It is the policy of the United States to help free peoples every- _ 
where in the maintenance of their freedom wherever the aid which it 
is able to provide can be effective. As the result of recent Congressional 
authorization, and in response to the request of the Government of 

Iran, the Government of the United States is currently prepared to 
offer certain military. assistance essential to enable Iran, as a-nation 
dedicated to the purposes :and*principles of the United Nations | 

_ Charter, to develop effective measures for its self-defense in support. | 

of those purposes.and principles. The United States will continue to 
bear in mind Iran’s defense needs in connection with further foreign a 
assistance which may be considered by the United States Government. —



INTEREST OF THE UNITED. STATES IN THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONTRO- 
| _VERSY OVER THE FUTURE. STATUS OF PALESTINE;* ARMISTICE 

| AGREEMENTS BETWEEN ISRAEL AND ITS ARAB NEIGHBORS; UN- 
SUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS TO ATTAIN. A FINAL PEACE SETTLEMENT INTHE AREA 

50L.BB Polestine/1-149: Telegram 
| The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 

TOP SECRET Us URGENT ——.. Tet, Aviv, January 1, 1949—9'a. m- 

| AL For attention President and: Acting’ Secretary.” ReDeptel 281, 
, December 30- and Mistel’s: 350, 301; December 31.* Returned from 

Tiberias 3: 15-a. im. Had two hours with Bén' Gurien'Knox * present. 
I read Ben Gurion the same paraphrase I read Shertok.* After con- 
siderable deliberation he replied as follows: (paragraph references 
are to Department’s 281), | a oe / 

1. “We have not invaded Egyptian territory nor do we have any 
; intention of doing so. It is true some Israel Forces had to cross frontier 

_ Into Egypt in course of tactical operations but they have already 
received orders to return to the Negev frontier.” _ 

2. As regards British notification to US Government he said, “in 
note Great Britain threatens to take action against us under 1936 

, Treaty with Egypt and unless we obey the decisions of the SC. In 
this latter connection I am confused and surprised. Great Britain is © 
a member of the SC with which we are dealing directly and cordially. 
Does Great Britain plan to take independent action to enforce deci- 
gions of SC? a - | 

__ 38. “We are very grateful for the friendship of the US and value it. | 
I note the italics on the phrase ‘peace-loving’ and am distressed. We 
are indeed peace-loving and have consistently shown it. We are last 

| people in the world to want to break the peace in Middle East or else- 

* Continued from Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, pp. 583 ff. a 
 ® Robert A. Lovett. | | oo 

*For Nos, 281 and 350, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, pp. 1704 and 
1705 ; No. 351 is not printed, but see footnote 1, ibid., p.1706. | a 

_ * David Ben-Gurion, Israeli Prime Minister. 7 
| * Charles F. Knox, Jr., Counselor of Mission at Tel Aviv. 

° Moshe Shertok, Israeli Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

594
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whére. We are-a very sthall people and we can survive only in peace. me 

- What..we are doing is. in self-defense..We have been attacked. We 
must reserve our right to.defend ourselves even if we go down fight- 

ing. I believe the ‘American Government and people will recognize — 
this ‘right. We accepted the UN request for an armistice and peace, | 

Egypt rejected it? | 

.4,-Orders for the withdrawal of the Israel units:‘have already been = 

5, “The reports communicated to your government about our nego- 

tiations with Transjordan are untrue and astonishing. Israel is now 
in the act of negotiating an armistice with Transjordan and is on the : 

~ best tefins with that government. There have been no threats on either | 

side;’We have met’on very friendly terms and our:next meeting is set 

for. January-bi? ene f beer a 

- “Prine Minister then commented “I am‘pained by the severe tone of - 

this communication which might have been written by Bevin * him- 

 {mmediately after Cabinet meeting onSunday.° °° 

He concluded by speaking of peace negotiations with. Lebanon 

“Toriest Bevin, British Seéretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

| 860181 Palestine/ 1-149 : Telegram | - | 

The Special Representative of the United § tatesin d srael (McBDonald) - 

vor SECRET IMMEDIATE ‘Tex Aviv, January.1,.1949—11 a..m.. 

- 92 Attention President. and Acting Secretary. At approximately 

2:30 a.m. January 1, two Egyptian vessels approached off coast to 

attack: Tel Aviv. Air-alert sounded and Israel-coastal batteries replied: 

to attack fire. No hits, no casualties. Israel military spokesmen issued: 

following warning:. “up to now the. various arms of the, defense 
aimy of Israel have refrained from taking any action. outside the 
immediate. battle ‘areas in-the south. If the Egyptians should repeat, 
their last nights attempt and direct attacks,in whatever form against. 

deem appropriate against Egypt, and, in particular, against the = 
Egyptian capital, Cairo”. tae Tene 
“At New Year's: Day reception in our residence, President Weiz- | 

| mann *.stated to mission staff that the representations I made yester- - 

1This telegram was originally received. as'an unnumbered-message: 7 is" 

- *Chaim Weizmann, President of the Provisional-Government’ of :Israel.. °°
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day and last night (reDeptel 281, Dec. 30*) had had profound effect 
on PGI. Apparently attitude Washington, which I faithfully pre- 

| sented in accordance text telegram under reference, is interpreted here 
| as indicating reversal of attitude of Washington to old British line. 

| In this small country, despite every attempt keep secrecy, My repre- 
a sentations apparently already widely known in governmental circles 

and there is much resentment. For example, Attorney General asked 
what is legal difference between Israel attack on El-Arish and repeated 
bombings in Tel Aviv and elsewhere in Israel by Egyptians. Weizmann 
stated: “Why this terrific pressure against Israel over attack El 
Arish when fact is Egyptian: armies attacked Israel ‘with purpose 

_ destroy Israel.” El Arish is Egyptian forward base for air attacks 
on Israel and latest Israel objectives were to neutralize but not to hold 
thatbasen Bg 

_ Weizmann stated he is writing President Truman directly as to facts 
_ in situation and sending letter by Eban ¢ who is leaving for states on 

Tuesday, ee "In obedienee pressure USA. so threatening[ly] expressed in Deptel 281, PGI has ordered withdrawal all forces Egyptian territory.:Mis- 
sion uncertain as to military effect-this withdrawal but USA has now __ 
most certainly incurred serious responsibility. if such. withdrawal _ 

| again jeopardizes Israel Forces in Negev and encourages Egypt 

| OE ES eos... .sMcDonaxp. 
: * Foreign Relations, 1948, vol, v, Part2,p.1704. 002 eee Gg ee A “Aubrey 8. Eban, Israeli. Representative at.the United Nations. | 

867N.2388/1-249: Telegram BO 
7 The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the 

OU ntted Kingdom* oo OS 

TOP SECRET US URGENT | WasHINGTON, January 2, 1949—2-p. m. | 

| 1. Dept this morning: requested Brit Emb inform’ FonOf that in 

unnumbered tel Jan 1, 11 a, m2 (being repeated London) Dept strongly believes Brit should impress on Egyptians necessity their refraining from further attacks similar that on Tel Aviv. Otherwise 
| chain of reprisals set off may well jeopardize progress toward final 
_ settlementsofarmade, 

--} This telegram was repeated to Tel Aviv for information, =< | * See telegram 2 and footnote 1, supra,
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BG7N.O1/1-249: Telegram 
The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
8 to the Secretary of State 

a "Tarn Aviv, January 2, 1949—4 p. m. 

| _ 8. Following verbatim text statement issued by Foreign Office on 
December 31: ee ee | 

“Tt Gs a month and a half since Egypt and Israel were ordered by 
the Security Council to enter into armistice negotiations. Israel ac- 
cepted immediately, thus once more affirming its desire to make peace : 
without delay. The Egyptian Government not only ignored the Se- 
curity Council resolution, but renewed their military activities in the 
Negev. They shelled Nirim, Mivtachim and Imara, captured and occu- 
pied certain fresh heights, such as Tel-el-Jamah, Tel-el-Farah and 

-~Kirbet Kutshan, carried out widespread sabotage against roads and 
water installations in the area, and launched armored attacks on Israeli 
positions and settlements, using tanks which had newly arrived from 
Egypt. These were the subject repeated complaints by the Israeli _ 
authorities to UN observer to no avail. These Egyptian activities, 
covered by delaying tactics regarding an armistice, went on for weeks. | 

| When Egypt finally indicated its acceptance in principle of the | 
armistice resolution, it coupled this with conditions which the resolu- 
tion did not justify. The Acting Mediator, Dr. Bunche, then. made — 

| certain proposals whereby the Egyptian forces at Faluja could be 
evacuated in stages concurrently. with armistice talks. Once again 
the Israeli Government accepted these proposals, and its attitude 
was officially described by Dr. Bunche as highly satisfactory. ‘The 
Egyptian commanders pretended at first that they were willing to _ 
cooperate, but when General Riley? went to Cairo to arrange a time | 
and a-place for an armistice meeting, and to obtain the name of the 

Egyptian. representative, the Egyptian Government reverted to its 
earlier uncompromising attitude, thereby recreating the deadlock. It 

| appears that the resolution on Palestine adopted in the meantime by | 
the UN General Assembly, and the failure of the Security Council 
to approve Israel’s application for membership of the UN,’ had en- 
couraged Egypt to revive its intransigence. The refusal of Egypt. to _ 
enter into armistice negotiations could have no other meaning than 
that it was set on the prosecution of the war. Faced with the choice , 
between embarking on a course leading to peace or pursuing further 
the line of aggressive invasion, Egypt chose the latter. Israel could 
not possibly ‘acquiesce in a situation exposing its safety and territorial 
integrity to an ever present menace and compelling it to carry in- 
definitely. the burdens of war readiness. The attacks perpetrated by 
Egyptian forces against Israeli positions at: every convenient oppor- 
tunity as well as the flow from Egypt of fresh men and equipment _ 

- 2Ralph J. Bunche, United Nations Acting Mediator.on Palestine. 
, *Brig. Gen. William HE. Riley, United Nations Chief of Staff charged with | 

supervision of the truce in Palestine and senior United States military observer 
in Palestine. . - . es oe BS _ ne 

_ 3 See footnote 3, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 1, Part 2, p. 1677. : | | 

501-887—77——-89 | | | |
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left no doubt as to the intentions of the Egyptian Government. Under _ 
| those circumstances, not only the release of the Egyptian brigade 

encircled at Faluja was inconceivable, but the Government of Israel 
found itself constrained to resume its freedom of action in order once 

| and for all to put an end to the intolerable situation and stabilize 
Israel’s security. It was Egypt’s choice that determined Israel’s action. 

| In the course of that action, as in any war, only military considera- 
tions decided the fixing of the establishment of positions. The new | 
facts created in that regard need not determine the final territorial 

| settlement which awaits the conclusion of permanent peace between 
| Israel and her neighbors. Rs Oo 

. For such a final and lasting peace settlement the Government of 
Israel is ever ready, in the firm conviction that the sooner it is 

| achieved, the better it will be for all concerned.” a 

| | Me Dow arp 

867N.01/1-249: Telegram : 

_ The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonaid) 
| to the Secretary of State | oe 

TOP SECRET IMMEDIATE — Tex Aviv, January 2, 1949—5 p. m. 

4. For American eyes only. Shiloah? officially informed mission 
night December 31 as follows: | | - | 

Secret preliminary armistice negotiations with Abdullah el Tel? 
initiated December 25 in atmosphere cordiality. a | 

_ 2. Meetings in complete secrecy owing (a) save King * embarrass- 
ment and possible retaliation from other Arab countries and (0) 
prevent British interfering. | | 

3. Second meeting was held December 30 in Arab Jerusalem with _ 
Shiloah and Dayan‘ representing Israel, and Tel representing King. 
Conversations very satisfactory according Shiloah and one two ques- 
tions on subjects were listed as agenda for further secret meeting to 
be held January 5 in Jewish Jerusalem. On agenda are such items as 
delineation frontiers, renewal operations southern potash works; 
operations Palestine Corporation electric plant,ete. ~ a 

4, Shiloah promised keep mission secretly informed progress talks. 
5. Also stated satisfactory preliminary tentative discussions on mili- 

tary level have been initiated with Lebanese looking toward armistice. 
In addition Israeli have secretly approached Lebanon Prime Minister 

on politicallevelandarehopeful. ee | 

* Reuven Shiloah, Political Adviser in the Israeli Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 
*Lt. Col. Abdullah el Tel, Commander of Transjordan armed forces. in 

Jerusalem. , | 
$ Abdullah, King of Transjordan. a a : 
“Col. Moshe Dayan, Commander of Israeli armed forces in J erusalem,
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| 6. Also Israel has sent secret message to new Prime Minister of 
Egypt offering negotiate, but Shiloah stated not certain that inter- | 
mediary “has courage to present offer to Prime Minister.” > _ | 

| - McDonarp © / 

8 Amman advised, on January 2, that the previous day Lieutenant Colonel Tel 
met at Jerusalem with Elias Sassoon, Colonel Dayan, and an unidentified Israeli 
Foreign Office representative and was said to have “informed Israelis that as . 
personal representative of King he was prepared receive their Suggestions re 
possible boundary settlements. It is understood Israelis endeavored ascertain 
for second time. whether. British are being kept advised of these developments. 
Tel is alleged to have replied he had forgotten to ask.” (Telegram 1, 867N.01/- . 
1-249) Tt is possible that the meeting described in this message is the Same as ~ 
that summarized in Tel Aviv’s telegram 4. — oo | 

| Mr. Sassoon was Director of the Middle East Department in the Israeli Foreign 
Office. His surname is rendered also as Sasson; his given name as Hliahu. > 

501.BB Palestine/1-349 7 : Lop a 
_ Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Fraser Wilkins of the | 

| Division of Near Eastern A ffairs— Se 

SECRET = | Wasrineron,] January 3, 1949. 
Participants: Joseph B. Keenan—American Representative, Pales- 
a tine Conciliation Commission os 

| | Mr. Wilkins—NE ee : 
| Mr. Halderman—UNP*! | | BO | 
While discussing current matters relating to Palestine, Mr. Keenan 

told me that, following his selection as American Representative on 
the Palestine Conciliation Commission he had seen the President and 
had had an opportunity to discuss the question of Palestine with him. | 

Mr. Keenan said that during this conversation the President had 
emphasized the urgent necessity of preventing further warfare in 
Palestine which, if it continued, might be the spark setting ablazea 

_ greater conflagration. Mr. Keenan said the President. hoped that the 
action which the United Nations had already taken through the Gen- 
eral Assembly and the Security Council would prevent further con- 
flict and that if such action was not effective, the Conciliation Commis- — 
sion would immediately attempt to persuade the parties to reach an 
agreement. — a | a | : | 

_ Mr. Keenan said that the President was strongly of the opinion 
_ that the orders of the Security Council should be obeyed and that no — 

party to the Palestine dispute should be permitted to defy the United 
Nations. Recent action by Israel in Egypt was mentioned in this 
respect, Mr. Keenan reported the President as stating that he could | 

| count on his full support and that he would back him to the limit. 

*John W. Halderman, Assistant Chief of the Division of United Nations | 
Political Affairs. 

|
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--501L.BB Palestine/1-1149 | ae a | 

President Chaim Weizmann of the Provisional Government of Israel 

. - “te President Truman? — | a Oo 

Trex Aviv, January 3, 1949. 

I have been informed by the Provisional Government of Israel of 

a communication addressed to them by your Special Envoy and of an 

) official assurance given by them that the presence on Egyptian terri- 

tory of Israeli forces which crossed the frontier in the course of hot | 

pursuit of the Egyptian invaders signified no political or territorial — 

claims by Israel at Egypt’s expense and that these forces would be 

speedily withdrawn, = = : | ae 

I feel impelled to address you personally concerning certain basic 

aspects of this incident. The Egyptian army invaded Palestine with 

a view to destroying the State of Israel. Israeli forces which acci- 

dentally crossed the Egyptian frontier had no intention of destroy- 

ing the Kingdom of Egypt. The presence of our forces in the Negev . 

conforms to the resolution of the General Assembly of November 29, 

1947.2 On the other hand, the presence of the Egyptian forces in the 

Negev represents a deliberate defiance of that resolution by the use of | 

force. The Egyptian army on the 15th of May invaded Palestine, 

bombarded the civilian population of Tel Aviv, and destroyed Jewish 

villages and water installations in the Negev though the Jews had 

not touched a single Egyptian. Egyptian forces occupied and held 

positions in flagrant defiance of successive cease-fire orders of the 

Security Council at the end of May and in the middle of July. These 

indisputable facts clearly reveal which side started and consistently _ 

maintained a policy ofaggression; = 

I feel deeply disturbed at the unequal reaction of a great power to | 

Egyptian aggression and Jewish defense respectively. When your 

Government attempted to secure action by the Security Council for — 

stopping the Egyptian and other Arab invasions, these resolutions 

were defeated by Great Britain which supplied practically allarms 

‘used by Egypt in its war of aggression against us. But when J ewish 

countermeasures repel the invaders, Great Britain comes to the aid 

of the aggressor in order to prevent Egyptian invaders from being 

ejected from territory where they had no right to be. a 

“J deeply appreciate the great constructive contributions which you, 

Mr. President, made to the solution of this problem, indicating your 

1 ent by the Israeli Mission in the United States to the White House, which 
transmitted the message to the Department of State by January 11 for prepara- 

tion of a reply (memorandum of January 11 by Joseph C. Satterthwaite, Director 

of the Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs, to Mr. Lovett). a 

| 2 See telegram 1271, November 29, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. .v, p. 1291.
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refusal to follow British calculations and ill-advised policies. But I | 

am unable to square the United States’ warning that they would 

review their support of Israel’s application for membership to the | 

United Nations if our forces remained on Egyptian territory, with 

| United States’ sponsorship of Egyptian election to the Security Coun- | 

| cil while Egyptian forces were actually invading and attacking Israel. 

As a result of such sponsorship, Egypt, which defied the authority of 

the United Nations and broke the peace in the Middle Kast, Is now a 

member of the very Council whose function it is to suppress aggression 

| and maintain international peace. ere | 

Finally, I should point out that Egypt, in addition to defying the : 

--_- yegolution- of November, 1947, also failed to comply with the Security 

Council’s resolution of November 16 * and the Assembly’s resolution of . 

December 11, 1948,‘ which ordered both parties to enter into negotia- 

tions for armistice and peaceful settlement. I trust that the above sub- | 

missions may assist’ you in determining where the initiative, 

responsibilty, and guilt for the present unhappy situation properly lie. | 

--—*- Tghould reiterate that the Provisional Government of Israel is ready | 

at any time to enter into negotiations toward the speediest: possible | 

attainmentofpeace = ———™ | Be | 

oe oS e Oo _.CHarm WEIZMANN 

3 See telegram Delga 746, November 14, 1948, from Paris; footnote 2 to Delga 

746; and editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. Vv, Part 2, pp. 1582, 1583, | 

and 1597. | 7 oo oe Se 

4 See editorial note, ibid.,p.1661. > OO BO 

501.BB Palestine/1-149: Telegram ee 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Special Representative in Israel 

(McDonald), at Tel Aviv — | - | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, January 3, 1949—5 p. m. 

3, Re ur 1 Jan 1 and unnumbered Jan 1, 11 a. m.* Dept surprised 

at comments made by Ben Gurion, Weizmann and others on your 

representations based on Deptel 281 Dec 30.? Plse make it clear to 

them and others directly concerned that there should be no miscon-. 

ception in minds of Israelis as to purpose these representations. It 

was as indicated Deptel 281 to stop a move with most serious impli- 

cations which Brit were contemplating. Another purpose was to avoid 

if possible Brit rearming of Arabs which Brit apparently determined 

carry out if all Israeli forces not promptly withdrawn from Egypt. 

1 Regarding the latter, see telegram 2 and footnote 1, p. 595. | 
? Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1704, | ns
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It is clear from your two reftels as well as your Weeka No. 15 that. 
Israeli forces had in fact advanced into Egypt in considerable force. 

and to considerable distance. | Oo Se 
: US has great strategic and other interests at stake in NE and PGI 

therefore has no just grounds on whiech.to resent fact that US should 
react strongly to any action either by. Israelis or Arabs containing 

| threat of enlargement ofconflict. _ oe 
| You should in fact state that we are making strong-representations 

Egyptians re Egyptian acts complained of in your unnumbered Jan 1, 
11 a. m. and 6 Jan 3.* Have also requested Brit make similar 
representations. _ a | So 
Israelis therefore should only draw simple conclusion that US rep-. 

resentations are directed toward composing situation promptly. _ 
| Ref last sentence your Jan 1, 11 a. m. re “serious responsibility” 

US may have incurred through your representations Dept considers 
_ that full responsibility rests with parties who are engaging in mili- 

- tary operations contrary:to SC resolutions® 
| Sg fae | - Lhoverr 

| 2 Sent as telegram 5, January 2, not printed. _ OO a ; | 
‘Latter not printed; it reported information from Foreign Minister Shertok 

that on the evening of January 2, an enemy plane, presumably Egyptian, dropped — 
three bombs over Jewish Jerusalem. The message also stated that the Pro- 
visional Government of Israel expected the United States to make “very urgent 
and stern representations to Egypt” concerning this first bombing of Jerusalem. | 
(867N.01/1-349). Cg ne | _ 

“A marginal notation indicates that this telegram was cleared at the White 
House with Clark M. Clifford, Special Counsel to President Truman. It was 
repeated to London as 12. On the night of January 4, Mr. McDonald handed a 

| paraphrase to Mr. Shertok who “expressed pleasure Dept’s explanation. He 
volunteered information that Israel troop withdrawal was ordered afternoon 
December 31, that officer in charge asked 24 hour leeway, that withdrawal began : 
January 1 and by morning January 2 ‘not-an Israeli hoof remained in Egypt’.” 
(telegram 10, January 5, noon, from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/1-549) 

| 501.BB Palestine/1-349 : Telegram | , | oe 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt — . 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, January 3, 1949—5 p. m. 
NIACT , | a , 

2. Please seek immediate audience with King * and make following 
oral representation, leaving memorandum in same sense: _ a 

| _ 1, Amer Govt has been deeply disturbed at recent renewed outbreak 
hostilities bet forces of Israel and Egypt in Negev, despite SC’s resolu- 
tions Nov 4? and Nov 16 and Council’s basic resolutions calling for | 

| cease-fire and truce in Palestine May 29 and July 15, 1948.3 

1 Farouk, King of Egypt. | CO | 7 
* Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1546. | 

| * See ibid., pp. 1070 and 1224.
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9. Because serious nature recent fighting and continued neglect | 

countries concerned to heed SC’s resolutions, Amer Govt has recently | 

indicated to Provisional Govt of Israel its concern at course events — | 

and its belief that Israeli forces should under no circumstances in- | 

vade territory of Egypt. _ ee Be 

_ 3. In same spirit Amer Govt because its long friendship with Egypt 

feels it must point out similar concern which it has lest attitude of 

Egypt should be stumbling bleck to prompt conclusion peace in | 

Middle East. In particular we feel there should be compliance with 

SC resolution Nov 16, 1948 which called upon parties to Palestine 

. eonflict to negotiate armistice either directly or through good offices | 

~ UN: Mediator. - a nn | os | 

4, It would be most encouraging if Govt Egypt would promptly 
undertake negotiations looking toward armistice foreseen by SC in | 

its resolution Nov. 16. Any word which King can give this Govt as 

to his intentions this respect will be appreciated. Oe / 

5. In light friendly representations made to PGI which have in 3 
fact resulted in assurances of withdrawal Israeli forces from Egyptian: | 

territory, Amer Govt can expect no less than policy of wise retraint. | 

on part Egyptian Govt with respect to further hostilities against 

_Israel. Such incidents as that Jan. 1, when two Egyptian vessels are. | 

reported to have approached Israeli coast to attack capital city of | 

Tel Aviv, or recently reported bombing of Jerusalem, can only bring 
reprisal on part of Israel and will make it difficult for this or any _ 

other Govt to counsel PGI against extensive mil operations. Any as- 

surances which King may be able to give as to Egypt’s peaceful intent 

will be awaited with great interest by this Govt. | - | | 

6. Finally, it should be urged upon King in most serious terms that 
Amer Govt and people feel time has come to make peace in Palestine. | 

Tt is essential that hostilities should cease and that statesmanship — 

should be employed to establish lasting peace. We trust that King 

Farouk as a leader of Arab world will seize this opportunity, 

- * Repeated toLondonas11,Tel Avivas2. = 7 - | 
oon a end ae Loverr 

867N.01/12-2848: Telegram rns | a 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to Mr. Wells Stabler? 7 

| TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, January 3, 1949—5 p.m. 

9. Dept has given careful consideration to Jerusalem tel No. 1550 

Dec 232 rptd Amman 15 and to ur 173 Dec 28,? 172 Dec 28 * and 176 

Dec 29.° Dept’s comment on points raisedasfollows. | 

1 Vice consul at Jerusalem; detailedtoAmman, = | Oe 
2 Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1687. re a, 

| 3 Tbid., p. 1694. | | | | ee 
“Not printed, but see footnote 1, ibid., p. 1700. 

: 5 Not printed. | : oo
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Dept anxious see peace restored to Palestine.and believes should be 
_ accomplished by negotiations, either directly between parties or 

| through: Conciliation Commission. Dept would naturally welcome 
any concrete steps by Israelis or Arabs to bring about such negotia- 
tions. In this connection Dept‘has found reasonable attitude shown by 

| TJ re negotiations with Jewsextremely hopefulsign. = 
: US, however, naturally desires avoid becoming involved in inter- 

Arab jealousies and. intrigues and Dept regards question of TJ rela- 
tions ‘with Arab League as essentially one for determination by TJ. As 
you point out in ur 176 Dec 29, determining factor seems to be the 

| _ military one.* Dept believes final attitude TJ re Israelis will be decided 

by military situation, particularly position of Arab Legion, and by 
stand taken by UK. Not essential, therefore, and certainly undesirable. 

that US become involved in question TJ. attitude re Arab League and 
| other ArabStates;© 

Dept bélieves that most satisfactory solution disposition greater 
part Arab Palestine would be incorporation in Transjordan. There- 
fore Dept approves principle underlying Jericho resolutions." 

: --To sum up, US. would like to see TJ negotiate armistice and final 
ss peace with Israelis, and believes most of Arab Palestine could be 

incorporated in. Transjordan as outcome such negotiations. However, 
_ US can not become involved in inter-Arab. politics. If King and TJ 

officials seek views of US on question of Palestine settlement, you are 
authorized to state US approval of reasonable attitude so far shown 
by TJ and to express US hope that TJ, as well as other Arab States, 
will find way of entering armistice and peace negotiations with 

| Israelis. You are also authorized, if queried ré US views on disposition. 
_ Arab Palestine, to state that US believes logical outcome negotiations : 

_ between TJ and Israelis would be incorporation greater part Arab 
Palestine in TJ. You will. know best.how-to do this without giving 

| impression US supporting TJ against Arab League :and--without 
involving US in Arab polities, = = | 

| OS — Loverr 

£In telegram 176, Mr. Stabler gave his opinion that the “King is now in most 
difficult position for he sees Jéws will continue war against him or Iraqis or 
both unless he agrees in immediate future to peace negotiations. Also knows 
that if war is continued, Iraqi Army.and Arab Legion can be. easily defeated | 
and he will lose everything.” (867N.01/12=2948)) | oo 

” Adopted at a meeting of Palestinian Arabs at Jericho on December 1, 1948. 
It called for the unity of Transjordan and Arab. Palestine, with Abdullah as 
King; see telegram 140, December 4, 1948, from Amman, Foreign Relations, 
1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1645. rs a
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501.BB Palestine/1—349.: Telegram es og i” ; : 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israet (McDonald) | 

a to the Seeretaryof State 

| ‘foP SECRET ~ US URGENT Ten Aviv, January 3, 1949—7 p. m. 

7, Reference Deptel 2812 Attention President and Acting Secre- 

| tary. I am transmitting below verbatim text of Foreign Office note | 

received today as-formal reply my representations of midnight 

' “Sir: 1, Ihave the honour to acknowledge receipt of the communi- | 

. cation from the Government of the US of America which you con- 

veyed to me orally on the afternoon of Friday, 31 December 1948. A | 

copy of this communication, in the form in which it was made, is 

| appended hereto for reference. ES ag 

9, You have already been informed by the Prime Minister and | 

myself that such Israel forces as entered Egyptian territory did so 

in hot pursuit of an enemy driven out from a territory he had invaded 

in the course of a war of aggression. All such forces were recalled 

‘without delay and no Israel troops now remain on Egyptian soil. The | 

reports received by the US Government to the effect that Israel forces | 

had ‘invaded’ Egyptian territory, not as an incidental military maneu- | 

ver, but as an operation deliberately planned, are devoid of all founda- 

tion. The Government of Israel never had any intention to stage an 

invasion of Egypt or to occupy, let alone annex, any part of Egyptian 

territory, So 

~~ 3. The Government of Israel is not surprised that charges of such 

utterly unfounded character should be preferred against it. by the 

Government of the UK. It was that government which in the spring 

of last year encouraged the invasion of Palestine by the armies of 

Egypt and the Arab states. It has consistently defended this aggres- 

sion in open defiance of the Charter of the UN and of the law of 

nations. ‘It has throughout demonstrated and made effective its hos- 

tility tothe Stateand GovernmentofIsrael = - 
4. The Government of Israel must nevertheless register its pro- — 

found resentment at the attitude of the ‘Government of the UK 

as transmitted without comment by the US Government. In threat- 

ening to take action under the terms of the Anglo-Egyptian treaty of | 

1936, the British Government conjures up a contingency which, as 

will be evident from a study of the relevant provisions of that treaty, 
has by no means arisen. The British Government furthermore makes 

its abstention from a ‘conflict’-—which in this context can only mean 
an armed conflict—with the Government of Israel contingent upon | 

the acceptance by the latter of the decisions of the United Nations 

1 Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v; Part 2,p.1704.- Z ee
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Security Council. It is thereby setting itself up, without any warrant 
, whatsoever, as an arbiter and mandatory, not in: any actual conflict 

between itself and the Government of Israel, but in a hypothetical 
dispute between Israel and the Security Council, and is seeking to 

_ justify. its arrogation of such authority by invoking a treaty which in 
_ the given context is irrelevant. The Government of Israel presumes. 

that your communication is not to be interpreted as identifying the. 
| US Government with the attitude adopted by the British Government 

inthismatter, | EEO ae 
5. You will recall that on May 15 last the Egyptian Army. invaded. 

Palestine with the declared intention of preventing the establishment 
of the State of Israel or, if prevention were no longer possible, of 
encompassing its destruction. This invasion, which the Government of 
the US did not find itself able to halt, was an open act of war, whereby 
Kgypt forfeited all claim to be counted among the peace-loving 
nations of the world. Yet, this undeniable violation by Egypt of her 
obligations under the Charter of the United Nations did not deter 
the Government of the US from sponsoring Egypt’s candidature for 

, membership in the SC, with the result that an aggressor state, which 
in collusion with other aggressor states has made itself responsible for 
a most flagrant breach of the international peace, now appears in the 
role of a custodian of world peace and is able to use that authority and 
cast its vote in furtherance of its aggressive designs. You will doubt- 
less appreciate my. government’s perplexity and sorrow at finding | 
itselfi—the victim of Egyptian aggression—under suspicion by the | 

| US Government. of having taken an action which might ‘place in 
jeopardy the peace of the Middle East’. I should be grateful if you 
would interpret to the US Government the feelings of the Govern- 
ment of Israel at finding itself, contrary to all rational expectations, 
faced.with a situation which appears so fundamentally to distort the 
true state of affairs prevailingintheMiddleEast. = = 

_ . 6, As I have already had an opportunity of informing you, the — 
report which the US Government has received from its representative 

: _ in Transjordan is wholly without foundation. Not only has the Gov- 
_ ernment of Israel not told the Government of Transjordan that’ ‘the 

time has passed for the negotiation of an armistice’, but it is precisely 
an armistice which Israel is at present attempting to negotiate with 
‘Transjordan, in the hope that an armistice will soon lead to’a perma- , 
nent peace. I note your communication does not cite the Government: 
of Transjordanasthesourceofthisreport. = 8  ~ | | 

| _ %. I should like in conclusion to assure you, and to request you to. 
convey this assurance to the US Government, that the Government of 
Israel has today in mind but one aim—peace. It nurtures no ambition 
to invade the territory of neighbouring states. Yet it feels bound 

| to defend its territory and its people against aggression from what- 
ever quarter that aggression may come and to take all legitimate 
measures dictated by considerations of self-defence. It will not re- 
gard that purpose as accomplished until the invading armies have 

_ withdrawn to their proper territories and peace has been established 
| between Israel and her neighbours. It attaches the utmost impor- 

_ tance to the retention by Israel of the friendship of the Government 
and people of the US and trusts that no conflict will arise between its
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paramount duty of self-defence and its vital interest in the retention of | 

the friendship. It will always be sincerely appreciative of any help 

that the US Government can lend in restraining aggression and 

hastening the restoration of peace and hopes that the US Govern- | 

ment may find it. possible, as in the past, to exercise ifs good offices in 

this direction both with the Arab states and with the Government of 

| the UK. © Dae eee ape | 

Accept, sir, the renewed expression of my highest consideration.” 

(Signed: Moshe Shertok, Minister for Foreign Affairs.) 

| Enclosure referred to in note is copy of the paraphrase of Deptel 281 oo 

of December 30 which I read to Shertok and Ben-Gurion as Shertok — 

took it down in shorthand. — Da ER BE 

_ [Here follows enclosure} =~ | ee 
7 _ For American eyes only: Mission analysis of situation by the above | 

development followsas part Two? - | os man 
7 are PE Se ~McDonatp > 

— *® See telegram 9, January 5,p.614. a | / - | : 

BOLBB Palestine/1-449 : Telegram es | | - : - a 

- The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary » — | 

TOP SECRET. oo a On - ‘Lonvon, January 4, 1949—1 p. m. 

_20. Embassy having earlier asked regarding nature counsel being 
given Abdullah by UK (Dept’s repeat of Amman’s unnumbered, De- 
cember 29, 4 p. m.1) Burrows? January 3 stated that some time ago 
‘when Abdullah asked for advice UK made 3 points: Oo 

-(a) If possible Abdullah should not finalize any agreement reached | 
with PGI before Conciliation Commission * arrives (Burrows said : 
accentisonfinalize);. = oe Ss : 

_ (b) There are great advantages in Abdullah and Egypt reconciling 
their differences and working together; a | | 
_ (ec) UK made clear what it considers reasonable settlement with 
PGI along lines discussed earlier with Dept., i.c. Gaza—Beersheba road 
as southern boundary Negev; Haifa and Lydda free ports, etc. 

9, Upon learning of interview in which PGI representatives threat- 
ened Transjordan (paragraph 5, Dept’s 4819, December 30 *) Foreign 

1 presumably telesram 176, December 29, 1948, 5 p. m., not printed. - : 
-* Bernard A. B. Burrows, Head of: the Eastern Department: of the British . 

Foreign Office. | 
 8The United Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine, hereinafter an- 

notated as the Palestine Conciliation Commission... 0 Sa ty 
: *This was a repeat of telegram 281 to Tel Aviv, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. | 

v, Part 2, p. 1704. © co | |
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Office telegraphed Kirkbride 5 to tell Abdullah that it still considered | 
its advice (paragraph 1 above) sound. In view HMG, Abdullah would 
be courting difficulties if he should continue to negotiate with PGI 
while Israeli forces still in Egypt. However, HMG aware serious 
responsibility involved for UK if it should advise Abdullah to refrain 
from any negotiations which Abdullah wished to undertake. Con- 
sequently, although HMG still hoped King would be able to “spin 

| out” negotiations until CC arrives, Kirkbride “should not try to re- 
strain Abdullah from any course of action upon which Abdullah 
decides in full knowledge facts.” | So | 

3. In same instruction Kirkbride was told to make clear that if 
Abdullah, acting upon Jericho resolution accepts formal union be- 
tween Palestine and Transjordan without limiting this to Arab areas 
Palestine, UK would have to make clear that it does not recognize and 
cannot support any claims by Abdullah to areas which may be in- 

- eorporated into Jewish state. re 
4. Burrows said that foregoing means Abdullah is free to act as he 

- thinks best regarding negotiations and that he is not under any UK 
restraint. — Oo 

5. Burrows said Foreign Office has just received report of January1 
meeting Jerusalem between Abdullah Tel for Abdullah and PGI 

_ - representatives. Meeting “went rather well.” Israelis insisted confin- 
ing “armistice” talks to Arab Legion area only and listed as points 
of interest to PGI access northern potash works and suggested re- 
starting southern plant for which water would have to come from 

Oo ‘Transjordan. _ ae oe 
- ‘Israelis suggested that boundaries should be defined between Arab 
Legion and Tsraeli: forces, that prisoners should be exchanged and | 

| ‘organization set up to handle claims. Israelis favored dividing Jerusa- 
lem and Tel replied this might be acceptable if Arab part Jerusalem 

_. included Arab quarters outside old city. Tel mentioned among Arab | 
| points of interest return Arabs of Lydda, Ramallah and Jaffa, and 

suggested he would like to discuss future of Galilee. Israelis made no | 
comment. | ee - - 

6. Burrows asked classification should be observed regarding para- 
graph 5 above “since Abdullah is negotiating without knowledge 
Transjordan government” and should be protected from leaks. 

7. Burrows commented that UK is pleased talks are continuing and 
that there have been “no more ultimata.” He thought it obvious that 
while talks are technically concerned with armistice, they have already 

5 Sir Alec 8. Kirkbride, British Minister in Transjordan. a
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gone well beyond this limit into field peace settlement. Burrows | 
opined limiting talks to Arab- Legion area “might be sinister,” since _ 

there is school of Arab thought (including Samir Pasha) which be- =~ 

lieves that as soon as some progress 1s made with Transjordan, Israeli 

forces will drive south from Baisan along Jordan valley thus cutting 
off Iraqis who at present show no signs of either negotiating or going 

home. Arab: Legion is aleady spread thin ‘and could not take over 

Iraqi front unless assured it would not have to meet Israeli attacks. . 

8. Asked regarding British ideas for road ahead, Burrows said | 

Foreign Office still believes, and apparently Ambassador Griffis agrees, 
next move should be US and. UK reaching understanding regarding | 

territorial objectives (Embassy’s top secret despatch 2497 Decem- , 

ber 21° and A-2377* December 22). He said British Embassy Wash- 

ington was instructed January 3 to suggest to Dept. that these talks | 
should begin at once. Foreign Office was encouraged by British Em: | 

bassy report December 28 that Department willing discuss with UK 
policy regarding Conciliation’ Commission which according Foreign 

Office logically should’embrace territorialthinking. == 
9. Please keep Embassy fullyinformed, | 

Cans IS Bas Sa eg ON a - “Hoimes . 

-. §Not _printed. (867N.01/12-2148) + it transmitted a. memorandum of Decem- | 

per 17, 1948, prepared by the British War Office, which dealt “with the strategic 7 

significance of Palestine ‘and.in~ particular with the -importance: which the 

British War. Office attaches to the location of Israel’s southern frontier.” This. 

memorandum was a followup to the Douglas—Bevin meeting of December-14, as 

described in telegram 5244 from London of the same day, Foreign Relations, 

1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1670. wee ee per 

* Tbid., p. 1680. oR ee ep Ra 

501.BB Palestine/1-449: Telegram, — OO a o 

Mr. John C. Ross? to the Secretary of State 

secrer  =—i(<wssi(iws:st~(”sSWNw ‘Yorx, January 4, 1949—11:25 p. m. | 
- 3. For Rusk? and Satterthwaite.? Bunche informs that Azcarate * 

phoned from Cairo this-evening that Egyptians have confidentially 
notified him that they are ready to eriter into talks with Israel on all 
outstanding questions under UN auspices provided Israelis will obey _ 

SC cease-fireorder by M00GMTJanuary5. 

Nate ey to Senator Warren R ‘Austin, U.S. Representative at the United | 

: 3 Dean Rusk, Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs: - ; “ oan | : : a | 

x te Joseph ©. Satterthwaite, ‘Director’ ot the Ofiice: of Near Eastern and African a 

* Pablo Azcarate, Acting Mediator Bunche’s Representative at Cairo. we os
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| Bunche describes this development as most encouraging in long 
time for there apparently are no strings attached. He has instructed 
Vigier ® to take up matter urgently in Tel Aviv pressing strongly in | 
Bunche’s name for acceptance. Bunche has received no word from 

| Tel Aviv regarding observance of SC cease-fire order to date. He has 
instructed Vigier to sound out Israelis on holding a high level con- 

ference on Rhodes with civil and military authorities of both Israel 

and Egypt. under UN chairmanship. He thinks Transjordan could _ 
relatively easily be persuaded:to join such'a conference. ae | 

| Bunche feels strongly that Israel should grab this opportunity at 
once if they want a peaceful settlement. He feels certain that it is a ) 
bonafideoffer. = | | a 
- Bunche requests us to find opportunities tomorrow to impress on 
Israelis urgent importance of accepting this offer by deadline. He 
feels that advice from appropriate US officials would tip the sealesat 
this critical juncture. However, he emphasized that matter should be 
treated with the utmost secrecy during next twenty-four hours.® _ 

_ Bunche commented in same conversation this evening that until | 
above development he was seriously contemplating requesting with- 
drawal of UN observers on Israeli side of lines at SC. Negev.commit- _ 
tee’ meeting Friday, January 7, since observers are bottled up in Haifa 
and Tel Aviv. He feels that unless the SC can make tts cease-fire order 

stick with the Israelis he will have no course but to pull out the 
_ military observers which now give only a false sense of security. 

| ee a Ee oe SC ‘Ross 

SB Henri: Vigier, Mr. Bunche’s representative at Tel Aviv. a  § After-consulting with Messrs. Rusk and Satterthwaite, Robert M. McClintock, 

_ Special Assistant to Mr. Rusk, telephoned Mr. Ross at 10 a. m., January 5 regard- 
' ing telegram 3.’ He observed to Mr. Ross that-“the Egyptian deadline for entering 

into talks with. Israel on all outstanding questions, provided the Israelis would 
obey the Security Council cease fire order by 1400 GMT today, had already 
passed, since this hour was 9 a. m., EST. Since the suggested representations 
which Dr. Bunche thought would be useful.if made by the United States to the 
Provisional Government of Israel would have to be cleared with the President 
andthe deadline was already expired, it seenred impossible for us to act on 

' Dr. Bunehe’s suggestion. I said, however, that I thought it would be entirely | 
_ appropriate for the Acting Mediator to telephone Mr. Shertok in Tel Aviv and 
give him. the. information: which Mr. Azcarate had telephoned -from Cairo, 

~ together. with Dr. Bunche’s. own estimate. of:the:situation.” (memorandum of 
- eonversation by Mr. McClintock, 501.BB Palestine/1-549) 

7A loose usage for the Committee on the Palestinian Question of the Security 
Council. Messrs. Rusk and Satterthwaite, in a joint memorandum of January 5 
to Mr. Lovett, began preparation of instructions to the United States represen- | 
tative on the Committee. The memorandum noted that the Committee “was 
appointed pursuant to the Security Council’s resolution of November 4, which 
required Israel and Egypt to stop fighting in the Negev and to withdraw their 
forces to the positions occupied as of October 14. The purpose of the Committee 
was to study the situation in the light of this resolution and to determine 
whether it should recommend to the Security Council possible action under 
Chapter VII in the event that the resolution had not been complied with.” 
(501.BB Palestine/1-—549) |



501.BB Palestine/1-549- oo a | 

— Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State* 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasuineron,] January 5, 1949. 

Participants: The Acting Secretary,Mr. Lovett __ eS 
~ +. = Phe British Ambassador, Sir Oliver Franks 

Mr. Bromley, First Secretary of the British Embassy 
Mr, Satterthwaite—NEA wo Bsa Tone) | 

My, Wilkins—NE a as 
Mp, MeClintock—UNA 

Sir Oliver Franks said that he had been instructed personally to 

thank the Acting Secretary of State for the prompt and effective 
intervention which this Government had made with the Provisional 

Government of Israel and which had resulted in instructions being 

given by the Israeli Government for the withdrawal of its forces from | 

"The British Ambassador said that Mr. Bevin, in view of the very 
great strategic interests of both the United States and Great Britain | 

- ‘in the Near East and in the light of the necessity for an adequate | 

defense in depth of the Suez Canal, very much hoped that the Ameri- 

can Government might ‘find its way clear to exert pressure on the 

Israeli Government to withdraw to the lines in the Negev established 
by the Acting Mediator after the adoption by the Security Council a 

I told the British Ambassador that for a variety of reasons I did 

not feel that we could accede to Mr. Bevin’s request. While, in an 

exceptional case such as that when the incursion by Israeli forces into 
Egypt threatened a much more grave conflict outside the boundaries 

of Palestine, we had been willing to make strong representations, our 

| general line of policy was to operate through the United Nations. It 

did not seem proper for the United States to take on itself the respon- _ 
_ sibilities of the-Security Council and apply them unilaterally. Fur- 

thermore, we had found in practice that strong representations, to be 

effective, should be used sparingly; otherwise notes often were merely 
interesting documents for the archives but useful. for no other pur- 

| pose. Finally, we had our position on the Conciliation Commission to | 
consider. The Israeli authorities already believed that two of the Mem- 

bers of the Commission were prejudiced in favor of the Arabs, since 

Turkey was a Moslem country and France not only had 25 million 
Mohammedans living under its jurisdiction but also had not voted = 
for Israel in last. month’s sessions of the Security Council. If we were - 

‘Drafted byMr.McClintock, = see
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to achieve anything as an impartial member of the Commission we 
could not jeopardize that position by taking a line which would cause 

- the. Israelis to feel that even, the third Member was against them. 
Meanwhile, of course, we coritinued to share the British anxiety over 
the situation in Palestine-and were not stinting our efforts.to do the 

utmost to bring about a cessation of hostilities. In fact we were this 
afternoon addressing new representations’ to the Governments of 
Israel and Egypt, based on a report received last night from the Act- - 

| ing Mediator, to the effect that Egypt had said it was willing to under- 
. take negotiations all across the board with Israel under United Na- 

tions auspices, provided Israel accepted a cease-fire by. 1400 hours 
GMT today. The. deadline. was.so short that we were. inclined to be 

| suspicious whether the.offer was bonafide but we thought that.a repre- 
sentation was. warranted: by our desire to do everything possible to 
facilitate a:cessation of hostilities. ee 

Sir Oliver said that the second main point which Mr. Bevin wished. 
| to.make was. that with the continued stress of warfare in the Near _ 

East: conditions in the Arab-countries would become, as he put it, 
deliquescent, or, to use the more graphic aphorism of. the Foreign 
Secretary,.“We. should .have another China on our hands”. Accord- 

7 ingly, it was of the utmost importance that the United States and | 
Great: Britain, whose strategic interests were.so involved in that area, 
do, their, utmost to. compose this dangerous situation. Mr, Bevin 
wondered if the American Member of the Conciliation Commission 

| might not be instructed by his Government to keep in mind the stra- 

“ togic interests of the United States and the United Kingdom and to 
use,-his. good influence to further those interests. I said that, while 

naturally we would give background information to Mr. Keenan, our 
Representative on the Commission, we had no choice but to do.our 

utmost-to-play the role of a true conciliator. Mr. Keenan and his col- 
leagues had the task of trying to find some common ground for agree- 
ment which would be acceptable to all the parties concerned. If they | 
could get agreement between the parties we would be bound to accept 
such an arrangement. However, Mr. Keenan of course would comport 
his action to the main lines of policy which had already been made 
public to the world by Dr. Jessup in his.speech before Committee 1 on 
November.20.? I briefly recapitulated our main points, including the 
fact. that if the Israeli Government desired to benefit by the terri- 
torial provisions of the resolution of November 29, 1947, it should 
be expected to relinquish such areas as were awarded to the Arabs 

See editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1617.-Philip ©: 
Jessup was the spokesman of the United States on questions involving Palestine 
at the Third Session of the General Assembly at Paris. 2.2 05.00 os
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by that resolution but were now occupied by Israel, as Jaffa and west- 

ern Galilee. In other words, they could not have it both ways. As for 

the strategic implications of the situation, I said that Mr, Keenan 

would be briefed before he went. The British Ambassador seemed to 

to be satisfied - with thisanswer. ety ier eeeea neta - 

| - Sir Oliver then said that he had received permission to tellus that. 

shortly British reinforcements would be sent to the Gulf of Aqaba.* | 

He did not, however, wish to inform us officially of this fact if we had a 

no desire for such intelligence from his Government. In response to - 

| questioning the Ambassador intimated that the British reinforce- 

ments. would be: sent from outside by sea and that they numbered 

three companies in strength. (Mr. Bromley, however, murmured that. _ 

he thought something like a battalion was being sent to Aqaba.) 

[said that we had already received:similar reports from other 

sources, including the press. I did not think that this Government 

wished to be officially appraised of the Ambassador’s information. As 

a matter of friendly comment, however, we wished to raise a little red 

flag and. point. out that if the troops indeed came to Transjordan from 

outside the Near Eastern area their arrival would be construed in 

‘many quarters as a violation of the Security Council truce resolution 

of May 29, which explicitly forebade the movement of military : 

personnel into Palestine or theneighboring countries. = 

The interview concluded with Sir Oliver handing mea written 

statement of his Government’s views:on the situation in China and a | 

memorandum of its views with respecttotheTRO* = = 

 ..8 The British Foreign. Office communiqué on this matter, issued on January 8, 
read as follows: “His Majesty’s Government have received a request from the 

_ Transjordan Government under the terms of the Anglo-Transjordan treaty of 
March 1948, to send a British: force to Aqaba. His Majesty's: Government have 

acceded to this.request.” (telegram 91, January 8, from London, 841.23901/1-849) | 

' *Chargé Holmes, on January: 5, cabled the Department: concerning the instruc- . 
tions: sent to Ambassador’ Franks on January 3 for his conversation with Acting’ 

Secretary Lovett. He. noted that Mr. Bevin had personally drafted the instruc- 
tions, which in:part called-for the Ambassador “to refer to identical lines of 

policy regarding Middle Hast worked out between: US and. UK in fall 1947, and. 
to say. that all British actions Middle East are based on this policy and nothing 

élse, British. Government understood US views general Middle East problems 
have not altered since 1947... .. Franks told to urge USG to participate in reso- 

lute effort with UK to arrive at firm conclusions which US and UK can support. 

as Palestine solution. Instruction stated three things necessary to accomplish | 

- “(a) Fix frontiers Israel which US and UK could support; . ,_ , 
“(b) UK recognition PGI; CF 

. “(¢) Strong advice to Arabs if not to accept at least to acquiesce in agreed. 

frontiers and to.cease fighting.”) | SO, Deep ka | 
The Ambassador was instructed “to urge that US and UK come to ‘very, firm 

conelusions’ and fix definite boundaries and thus arrive at final settlement ‘which 

will save Middle Hast’.” (Telegram 47, 867N.01/1-549) we 

| Regarding the “identical lines of policy” agreed upon:at the “Pentagon Talks . 

of 1947,” see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 485 ff. | creams mest oa 

501-887—77-——40 , - | | | |
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501.BB Palestine/1-549: Telegram | OO So 

_ The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
7 — _ to the Secretary of State _ | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Tex Aviv, January 5, 1949—11 a. m. 
9. Attention President and Acting Secretary. Part Two.! Following | 

1s. unanimous ‘consensus: Mission. staff. including Service Attachés. 

| While Deptel 3:0f January 3 is most helpful and-explanatory and is 
being communicated Foreign Office soonest, the representations made. 
Israel under instructions Deptel 281 of December 302 gave the effect 
of putting US in new role with relation to conflict between Israel and. 
Egypt. Thus, irrespective of what the precise intent was in instructing 
me to make those representations in the form indicated, the deduction. 
of the PGI that, by forcing Israel abandon an obviously. successful 
military action (which would have, in mind army and public here, 
neutralized a forward Egyptian base from which Egypt has during 
six months repeatedly launched destructive air and other attacks 
against Israel without occasioning any recorded direct complaint by | 

_ US or GB), the US.is now. directly. involved in. results. of.action it 
has taken. If Egyptian attacks should'continue, or if misunderstanding 

- our action encourages Iraqi attack in north, the US position will be 
compared here to Britain as power whose repeated maneuvers are 
having effect. of letting Israel bleed to death by forcing her into 
position where she is neither free to end the war militarily nor obtain. 

_ peace by negotiation [as called for by?]:Seeurity Council UN. 
~The military facts as Mission now understands them are that, owing __ 
our representations, Israel forces have abruptly retreated from Egyp- 
tian territory, abandoning control roads. The tactics. of Israel Army 
apparently were to have raided El Arish and attack Rafah and neu- 
tralize them, then withdraw to open path for estimated 18,000 Egyp- 

| tian troops to escape home to Egypt. Now situation very confused 
but it appears that the new position. of Israeli forces has blocked | 

| escape route of Egyptians while leaving Rafah as yet untowehed but — 
completely cut off from northeast and southeast. This is what Mission 
meant when it ascribed “serious responsibility” arising out of US 
representations. Re a 

The public here has only today become aware of US representations 
| and as implications become clearer, I anticipate unfavorable reaction. 

Mission troubled by possible internal political effect our move par- 
ticularly as affecting January 25 elections. During last six months, 
I believe owing intensive efforts this Mission cultivate friendship and 
to the changed policy of delegation in Paris, the domestic political | 

For part one, see telegram 7, January 8, p. 605. | 
Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1704. |
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tide was definitely swinging toward West. These latest developments 

have given extreme left and extreme right powerful political campaign : 

issue to use against what now appears here to be new and definite 

Anglo-American alignment. If we cannot now stop Egypt’s attack or | 

persuade British to change its consistently antagonistic attitude toward 

- Israel, these reactions will weighagainstus. 

_ All evidence there of PGI plans and: Israel’s self-interest negates 
_» existence.any. intention seize or hold:-Egyptian territory. Mission sees 
~* no inconsistency between US support independent strong Israel and 

all legitimate British interestsin Egypt. _  , 

Mission hopes that US action already taken (Deptel 1, January 2° | : 

and Deptel 2, January 8+) will be helpful restraining Egypt. Un- 

fortunately substance US representations Israel: (Deptel 281, Decem- 

ber 30°) have come through London and are already widely 

publicized press here thus giving impression marked US partiality. | 

In view foregoing and in light. of danger reaction with reference _ 

election, Mission urgently reiterates its recommendations contained 

Mistel.823, December 20° that US immediately grant de jure recog- _ 

“nition or at least ExImBankloan. = Oy tae ag 

Mission has taken into account appointment Conciliation Committee a 

and its terms .of reference. Mission considers that situation now 

created does not permit postponement of actions suggested, and that 

~ guch actions would facilitate work Conciliation Committee. (Part a 

| one sentas Mistel 7, January3.) 0 oe mas 

| | McDona.p 

| * Not. printed ; it advised of the Department’s request to’ the British Embassy 

to inform the Foreign Office that “in view PGI order withdraw.all Israeli forces 

from Egyptian territory as result our representations... Dept strongly be- 

lieves Brit should impress on Egyptians necessity of their refraining from 

further attacks similar that on Tel Aviv. Otherwise chain of reprisals. set off 

may. well jeopardize progress. toward final settlement so far made.” 

(867N.2383/1-249) = tie ar made | 

4This was a repeat of No. 2.to Cairo, p. 602. a CS . 

5. Foreign Relations, 1948, vol.v, Part 2,p.1704. 9 | no 

“Ibid. p. 1674, es 

| 501.BB Palestine/1-549: Telegram =” oo 

| . ‘Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt» > 

TOP SECRET US URGENT | WASHINGTON, January 5, 1949—6 p. m. | 

14. Please call on FonMin and make following representation: 
1. Acting Palestine Mediator has informed us that his Representa- 

tive in Cairo telephoned Jan. 4 that Egyptian Govt had confidentially | 

; 1This telegram and No. 8, infra, were cleared with Mr. Clifford.
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notified him of its readiness to enter into talks with Israel on-all-out- 
standing questions under UN auspices provided PGI ebeys SC 

| cease-fire order by 1400GMT Jan.5. ©: ne 
. 9, This Govt regrets that reported deadline provided little time in 

_ which to make friendly representations to both. Govts of Israel and 
Egypt expressing hope of US Govt that cease-fire would promptly be 
obeyed and that negotiations between Israel and Egypt under UN 
auspices would be immediately undertaken to settle all outstanding 
questions. Pe ne | | 

4, [sic] American Govt profoundly hopes that Egyptian Govt will | 
not alter its peaceful intent because reported deadline has already 
expired. US feels that reasonable opportunity should be given PGL 
in which to accept a serious and bona fide offer. You may inform 
FonMin that-your Govt is making representations at Tel Aviv in hope 
that: both Israel and Egypt will observe immediate cease-fire and _ 
commence negotiations for armisticeand peace. == ssts—s—sS 

a _ Repeated for info only to Tel Avivas7,Londonas44,. = = = ss 
| ee Sw 2 Loverr 

501.BB Palestine/1—349 :Telegram-. — oe OS ee ——- 

The Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 
States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Aviv | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, January 5, 1949—6 p. m. 
NIACT | 

| . 8. Please call on FonMin and express your Govt’s gratification on 
learning from FonMin’s note Jan. 3 transmitted your Niact 7, Jan. 3, 
that no Israeli troops now remainon Egyptianterritory. . © 

9. Please add that this Govt is relieved that danger of much more 
| serious conflict in Middle East has been averted. FonMin must realize 

representations of this Govt by you Dec. 31, pursuant to Deptel 281, 
| Dec. 30,1 were motivated by sincere friendship of US Govt for Israel 

: and its desire to see PGI avoid course of action which might have led 
to grave consequences. | os oe 

| 3. Dept has been informed by Acting Mediator that his Representa- 
tive in Cairo Jan. 4 informed him that Egyptian Govt had.confiden- 

| tially notified UN Representative it was willing to enter into talks with 
Israel under UN auspices on all outstanding questions, provided PGI > 

_ will obey SC cease-fire order by 1400 GMT Jan. 5. Although this info 
reached Dept after this deadline had expired, this Govt in friendly 

. * Foreign Relations, 1948, vol.v, Part 2, p..1704. ce Se oie ae
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- -gpirit desires to acquaint PGI of foregoing info with trust that it may 

still be possible for PGI and Egypt to enter into negotiations follow- - 

ingapromptandeffectivecease-fire. 84 8 | a | 

4. Inform FonMin that similar representations are being made to 

Egyptian Govt, and we are informing that Govt of our belief that | 

a reasonable opportunity should be given PGI in which to accept a : 

sseriousandbonafideoffer. = = | — | 

Repeated to London as 45.and Cairo as 15 for info only. a 

501.BB Palestine/1-849 : Telegram oo. - ee | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

CONFIDENTIAL WasHINGToN, January 5, 1949—6 p. m. 

8. GA res 11 Dec 1948 provides inter alia that Conciliation Comm 

will undertake upon request SC functions now assigned UN Mediator 

| or UN Truce Comm by SC resolutions. (Contel 5 Jan 3.*) When SC 

makes such request, Dept believes TC should be dissolved. Meanwhile, , 

TC should [in] Dept’s opinion, remain as now constituted. SC res oe 

— 23 April 1948? establishing TC made no provision addition or re- 

placement members (ref Deptel 917 Sep 21°). | _ ae | 

| _ | - — Loverr | | 

1Not printed; it advised of the pelief of the French Foreign Office that the | 

Truce Commission should discontinue functioning with the arrival of the | 

Palestine Conciliation Commission (501.BB Palestine/1-349). 

2 See editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol.v, Part2,p.852, = 

- 8 Not printed; it stated that “SC Resolution Apr 23 establishing Truce Com- 

mission makes no provision additional members Truce Commission. Dept con- _ 

siders possible establishment Soviet ConGen J erusalem would not automatically 

entitle USSR become member Truce Commission. UK has not thus far raised 

question its participation. as result establishment Brit ConGen Jerusalem.” 

 (501.BB Palestine/9-1648) et hee - 

501.BB Palestine/1—549 : Telegram a | a - : | wee 

| — The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State .: 

TOP SECRET — Garro, January 5, 1949—7 p. m. 

12. ReDeptels 2, January 3 and 4 January 4.* As communicated to 

| Department by Embtel 7, January 4,’ I was granted audience by His 

‘Majesty at 4 p. m., Wednesday, fifth. I opened conversation by men- 

_ 1Latter not printed. a | ae 

*Not printed. | a | | oo |
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_ tioning Ambassador. Griffis® appreciation of his recent reception by 
King (Embtel 1782, January 2+) mentioning likewise former Ambas- _ 
sador 'Tuck’s*® presence in Cairo. His Majesty remarked that he had’ 

- questioned Ambassador Griffis re somewhat anomalous situation: 
Chargé of this. Embassy: which had not previously, to his knowledge, - 

| _ arisen in Cairo adding an expression of surprise that Ambassador 
, Griflis had not elected to mention to him subject matter on which I was 

calling and of which he was ignorant. I responded stating that Mr. 
a Griffis had not been informed prior to his departure which accounted 

for my soliciting an audience so soon after Ambassador meeting HM. 
_ On my mentioning that Ambassador Griffis had called to explain his 

_ plans for alleviating ravages of war and that I too came on a mission 
of peace, King remarked that he had guessed as much. I immediately 
thereafter emphasized that I had called by express instruction of my 
government on a matter of urgency. HM replied that he would have 
received me yesterday (that is, the very day of my application for 
audience) had that been possible. After thanking King for his helpful 
promptitude I orally developed points of Deptel 2 above-mentioned. 
King inquired very particularly as to whether American Government 
had already indicated its concern to Israelis (I purposely avoided 
reference to PGI by name) and appeared content on my assuring him 
to that effect. oo 7 | 7 

Re content numbered paragraph four, HM stated that Egyptian 
| Government desirous of concluding armistice recommended by Secu- 

_ rity Council November 16, but that implementation resolution No- 
vember 4 must concurrently take place. On my inquiring if 
implementation of both SC resolutions might not. be effected simul- 

7 taneously, King supposed this might be the case. HM remarked em- 

° Stanton Griffis, Ambassador in Egypt. Se - SO 
“Not printed; it advised that Ambassador Griffis, on January 2, held a long — 

discussion with King Farouk on the Palestine problem. The King advised him 
that “he must represent the will of his people and that his people want this 
war to go on if it takes ten years to finish it.” He also stated that “in view 
of fact that Russian participations in Israel attack had become so obvious, he — 
was constantly astounded at attitude of US in matter; that Palestine was. 
rapidly becoming another Greece and that Russians, despite all American 
efforts. in, and aid to, Turkey, were rapidly becoming entrenched in strategic 
positions in Palestine back of Turkish center frontier.” The Ambassador. noted 
that the King “Certainly indirectly confirmed my constantly stated belief that 
little progress can be made in Palestine settlement without completely approved 
blueprint by US and UK.” He concluded ‘that the “Department should consider 
possibilities even if unilateral, of bringing strong pressure on Israel to stop 
aggression and respect toothless UN orders. While I have in past tended to 
minimize Egyptian cry of ‘Russian, Russian,’ I am not now so confident. One 
thing is certain here, British are becoming extremely jittery re dangers of 
their own position and involvements which might ensue under their treaties 
with Egypt and Transjordan.” (867N.01/1-249) . 

°S. Pinkney Tuck, Minister in Egypt from 1944 to 1946 and Ambassador in 
Hgypt from 1946 to 1948, |
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phatically, however, that he had no faith in Jews or the slightest 
confidence that they would keep their word in any agreement. At same 

time HM pointed out that Egypt was in the current hostilities the 

attacked and not the attacker. Said hostilities, which he stated were 

| ‘now continuing, were of the utmost intensity and carried on by all | | 

weapons available to the Israelis, including tear and irritant. gases. 

HM hesitated to describe such gases as being actually poisonous, but 

stated that Egyptians, who had not yet used them, would do so if the 

Israelis continued their employment. HM, while not as jovial as de- 
scribed by Ambassador Griffis in Embtel 1782, seemed in good spirits 

and manifested confidence in outcome of current struggle which he _ 

stated was probably the hardest fought engagement in Middle East 

since El Alamein. HM repeated, as in his January 2 talk with Am- 

bassador Griffis, that the Egyptians had captured Russians. On my | 

‘inquiring if these were not Russian Jews he stated that some were, 
but that pure Russians had been taken and likewise Poles, Hungarians, | 

Dutch, and even South Africans. He had had this last-named fact 

brought to the attention of the South African Chargé d’Affaires even _ 

though he had not been able to produce the South Africansalive. 
_ On my suggesting restraint recommended in numbered paragraph | 

five giving reported bombing Jerusalem as example, HM quickly | 

replied that his military informants had assured him that bombing had | 

| been effected by unmarked Jewish planes flying high over city with 
intent to place blame on Egyptians. On my subsequently mentioned 

reported attack on Tel Aviv by Egyptian vessels, HM stated that this = 

| combat had been a running naval engagement wherein Egyptian war- | 

“ships pursued Jewish ditto which endeavored to find refuge Tel Aviv, 
swith resultant cannonading of coast. King remarked that Tel Aviv 

was not the objective adding that if Egyptians wished to bomb Tel 

Aviv they could do so anytime from air. He asked from what source 
‘American Government credits information, to which I replied that =~ 
insofar as I was aware the reports had not necessarily been verified. 

On my mentioning that journalists seemed to have better access to the — 
front from Israeli than from Egyptian side, King remarked that he 
and his officers ‘did-not like journalists about so that their exclusion 

_ from the Egyptian lines represented conscious policy. HM added that | 

‘he believed allied military commanders during last war had found | | 

journalists uncomfortable persons. = | : 

. Nevertheless I stressed the probability of reprisals should EKgyp- | 

tian attacks on Zionist-held territory be made, emphasizing that in | 

| such case it would be dificult for US or any other government to 

persuade Israelis not to attack. Again the King indicated that Israelis 

were the attackers. In conclusion I reiterated the influence attributed 
: by my government to King Farouk, who is regarded as a Jeader in |
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the Arab world, pointing out that as a sovereign and statesman he 
had exceptional authority and opportunity to bring peace to Middle 

| --To this King replied that while indeed he exercised authority. his 
powers were not as great as my. government might imagine. He 
appeared definitely pleased, however, with this tribute to his position 
but did not refrain from iterating the observation made to Ambassa- 

| dor Griffis on January 2 to effect that US had. brought trouble to 
- Middle East and should use its best endeavors to solve the problems 
it had created. To this I responded by remarking that US Govern- | 
ment was basically interested-in restoring peace as its efforts near 
Israeli authorities and its instruction to me evidenced. Oo 

Qn conclusion of audience IT handed King memorandum based on 
Deptel of which a copy will be forwarded by despatch.* In so doing 
‘Iremarked that while the memorandum which was designed for his __ 
convenience did not contain allusions to his person my government, as 
I had already informed him, had in its instruction to me repeatedly 
emphasized the vitally important responsibility which HM in his 
position as sovereign of Egypt and leader in Arab world possessed 

| to bring about a lasting peace. Pe Oo 
| a Ce SO - - PaTTreRson _ 

- *The memorandum was dated January 5; a copy was transmitted to the | 
Department by Cairo on January 7 in despatch 25 (501.BB. Palestine/1~749). 

501.BB Palestine/ 1-649. . . | . | | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 
. African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Under Secretary of State — 

(Lovett) | - a | 7 | | 

‘SECRET ee [Wasuinaton,] January 6, 1949. 
Subject: Developments concerning Palestine | 

| Discussion: | oe a | , 
An officer of the British Embassy informed us this afternoon that _ 

the Embassy had been instructed by Mr. Bevin to tell the State Depart- | 
ment that on December 30 King Ibn Saud? had stated to the British 
Minister in Jidda that in view of the General Assembly resolution of 
December 11 calling for negotiations between the parties to the Pales- 
tine dispute, the time had come for the US and the UK to put pressure 
‘on both sides to reach a quick final settlement, under the threat of the 

- most severe economic sanctions. The King asked that no other Arab | 

* Abdul Aziz ibn Saud, King of Saudi Arabia. a |



leaders be informed of this. statement on his part, as he had not in- 

formed any of them that he was going to take such action. In speaking a 

thus to the British Minister the King said that he was’motivated by 

- the “fear that’ the present: conflict would facilitate the spread. of: 

Conmunisminthe NearEsst. 9 0 
_ Mr. Bevin’s comment on this was that it pointed out the necessity of 

a firm US-UK' agreement on boundaries in Palestine and:the use of 

the influence of the US and UK to perstiade both parties to reach a | 

_ The British Embassy officer.also stated that a RAF reconnaissance 

on January 4showed a party of thirty Israeli troops still occupying a 

- strong point within Egyptian territory six miles west of El] Au) he 

Photographs taken on this reconnaissance revealed that an anti-tank 

ditch had been bulldozed across the road one mile west of the strong: 

point and five miles inside Egypt. Three anti-tank guns:were observed 

Editorial Note... Oe | 

Acting Mediator Bunche, at Lake Success on January 6, made a — 

report to the President: of-the Security Council, which advised that — 

“the Government of Egypt and the Provisional Government of Israel 

have notified my representatives in Cairo and Tel Aviv, respectively, of 

- théir unconditional acceptance of a proposal providing for a cease-fire _ 

| to be immediately followed by direct negotiations between representa- 

tives of the two Govertiments under United Nations chairmanship on 

the implementation of the Security Council resolutions of 4 and 16 

November 1948.” The proposal provided that the cease-fire would be. 

effective on January 5, but the date was postponed until the following | 

day, “owing to unavoidable delays in cable communication with Haifa | 

and Tel Aviv.” The effective date was finally fixed at 1200 hours. | 

GMT, January 7, “Owing to further communication delays.” The 

Security Council, on January 6, ‘released the text of Mr. Bunche’s 

reportasS/1187, a 
The Acting Mediator informed the Committee on the Palestinian - 

Question of the Security Council on January 7 that he had “trans- 

mitted a formal proposal to the parties that since it was desirable for 

the negotiations to be held in the best possible atmosphere, they be con- | 

ducted at Rhodes. He had also suggested they get underway J an. 11 or 

12.” (telegram 11, January 7, 8:22 p. m., from New York, 501. AJ 

Treaties/1-749) es |
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oe Editorial Note re 

Cairo advised, on January 6 that Ibrahim Abdel Hady, the Egyp- 
| tian Prime Minister, had telephoned the text of an aide-mémoire to 

Ambassador Rahim at. Washington. The aide-mémoire was said to 
have expressed “appreciation for the friendly sentiments of US 

| designed to reestablish peace in Palestine”; to have “insisted that 
Kigypt had observed the Security Council’s resolutions in regards to _ 

-:Palestine -while?Zionistadversaries had not done so and had. more- 
over bombarded refugee-camps and hospitals. Accordingly Egypt had 

_been obliged to exercise legitimate defense against attacks”; and to 
| have expressed astonishment at the accusation of bombarding Jeru- 

salem, for “ever since May 15 [1948],” Egypt had “endeavored to spare 
Jerusalem and other holy places from the consequences of military 
action.” (telegram 15, 501.BB Palestine/1-649) 7 

The aide-mémoire, an undated message from the Egyptian Embassy 
to the Department of State, was handed to Mr. Satterthwaite by 
Ambassador:Rahim on January 7. (867N.01/1=749) | 

501.BB Palestine/1—649 : Telegram. ; - 

_ Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative at 
7 the United Nations (Austin) — — 

CONFIDENTIAL | USURGENT WASHINGTON, January 6, 1949—8 p.m. 

NIACT ee | | 
3. Confirming Rusk—Ross telephone conversation today, following 

is attitude to be adopted by USRep in SC Committee on Palestine 
scheduled for Fri., Jan.7 —_ ann oO 

| Principal objective is to. get SC and its Committee to deal with 
_ Palestine in such way as not to impair possibility of success of Con- 

ciliation Commission. Inactivity Lebanese, Syrians, Iraqi, Saudi 
Arabians and negotiations now in process between Israel and Trans- 
jordan would make it unfortunate for an exaggeration of present 
Israeli-Egyptian difficulty to throw entire Palestine situation into 
fresh turmoil. US is exercising maximum influence on both Israel 

and Egypt to cease present hostilities. = | | ; | 
- SC Committee should give careful study to the reports of the Acting 

Mediator and his Chief of Staff on the actual fighting in the Negev - 
and to the statements of PGI and Egypt before making Committee 
recommendations to SC as whole. If Bunche-Riley reports and state- 

ments of parties do not sufficiently clarify the picture, the Committee 
should, through its Chairman, request additional info from those 
having access to the facts. a
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If the facts are fully developed and lead members of the Committee: . 

to propose that Committee recommend further action under Chap. 

VII, USRep would have to state that he must refer such recommen- 

dation to his Govt for instructions, If, nevertheless, such proposals. 

come to an immediate vote, USRep should abstain.* | 

In view of strength of recent US approaches to Cairo and Tel Aviv _ 
and of early departure Conciliation Commission, believe majority 

other members SC Committee would accept our-position if.approached. 

privately.? - a 7 us oe oe 
| - | - - Loverr | 

| “1The Chairman of the Committee on the Palestinian Question reported to the 
Security Council on January 7 that “the Committee was of the opinion that no 

further action by it was required at the moment.” The Council released the- | 

report of the Committee the same day as 8/1191. | on 
2 This telegram was cleared in substance with Mr. Clifford. ee 

501.BB Palestine/1-749 | Of / | 

— Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Samuel K. OC. Kopper* | 

TOP SECRET [New Yorx,] January 7, 1949. 

Subject: Boundary Settlement in Palestine a, 

Participants: Mahmoud Fawzi Bey, Permanent Egyptian Repre- 

| . sentative to the UN | : debe. | 

| Mr. John C. Ross, Deputy to the U.S. Representative | 

| tothe UN | es | | ae 

oo Mr. S. K. C. Kopper, Special Ass’t. to the Director, 

: De NEA, Department of State Ba! 

_. Fawzi Bey asked Mr. Ross and myself to lunch today to discuss 

- further the matter he had raised, in the first instance, with the Secre- | 

tary last summer, and more recently, and in more detail, with Dr. 

Jessup and myself in Paris (Delgas 920 and 953, Nov. 24 and 26, 
1948) ee oe a : , 

This matter has to do with the Egyptian views on what should be 7 

the proper boundary settlement in Palestine and the desirability for 

an informal understanding at the earliest possible opportunity be- 

tween the United States, United Kingdom and Egypt. The principal | 

: features of our conversation today dwelt upon the question of whether 

such conversations should be undertaken and if so where should they | 

be held. | oe Se Se | 

1 Mr. Kopper was Snecial Assistant to the Director of the Office of Near 

Eastern and African Affairs; at this time, he was detailed as an Adviser to the 

) U.S. Delegation at the United Nations. . Oo 

7 2Delea 920 is printed in Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1625; No. 

953 is not printed, but see footnote 2 to Delga 920, ibid., p. 1627. . ae
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Fawzi Bey said that while he was in Cairo at the turn of the year 
he had taken this subject up with the Egyptian Government. He now 
had ‘authority to enter in discrete informal conversations with the 
American and British Governments regarding the boundary lines: 
which should be established in southern Palestine. He said that his. 
position was one where the Government of Egypt would have to be 
able to denounce him if dire necessity required it to do so,ie.ifany 
informal understanding he worked out could not be put over in Egypt. 
Accordingly, he thought any informal private negotiations should. 
be undertaken in New York. If they were undertaken in Cairo, London. 
or Washington it would lend an official governmental air to the nego- 
tiations from which it would be almost. impossible to deviate. Besides: 
this some of the Egyptian officials were somewhat wary of under- 
taking conversations in London. because of the political atmosphere 
surrounding United Kingdom-Egyptian relations at the moment. 

Mr. Ross and I pointed out that the establishment of the Palestine 
Conciliation Commission by the General Assembly on December 11th | 
was a most important factor which we would have to take into con- 
sideration before deciding on whether informal conversations should 

_ be carried on behind the scene. We said that even assuming such con- 
_versations might take place they would have to be handled very 
carefully and could not in any way. impede the work of the Concilia- 

. tion Commission. Fawzi Bey seemed to understand this. He said that | 

the objective of such informal conversations would be to facilitate the 
work of the Conciliation Commission. _ | 

| ‘I explained that following Fawzi Bey’s approach to Dr. Jessup im 
Paris which we of course had reported to the Department it had been: 
agreed informally in Paris by Mr. Rusk, Mr. Ross, Mr. Wilkins and - 
myself that Paris would not have been a suitable place or time to 
undertake the negotiations envisaged by Fawzi Bey. Mr. Rusk had. | 
indicated that it was a matter we would have to take up after the 

| conclusion of the General Assembly. I explained to Fawzi Bey that: | 
the question had not been discussed. since our return and, therefore, _ 
no decision had been taken. Mr. Ross suggested that we endeavor to: 
obtain the views of the Department at an early date. | oe 

Mr. Ross then indicated that if the discussions were to be held his 
first reaction was that: New York would be the most suitable location. 

T inquired of Fawzi Bey what the position of Egypt was now regard- 
| ing the boundary settlement. He replied that it was substantially the 

same as it had been when he spoke to Dr. Jessup. He reiterated that 
. the Jewish bulge in the Negev should be rectified. . : 

_ Fawzi Bey then repeated what he had indicated to the Secretary 
last summer and to us in Paris during the fall. There were many | 

| Egyptian leaders who were anxious to get the Palestine question
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_-gettled-so that they could get along with the development of the Egyp- 

tian economical and. social system. He felt, however, that a pre- 

requisite to this was the settlement of the Palestine situation. He 

repeated what he had told Dr. Jessup in response to the latter’s ques- 

tion regarding the possibility of Egypt and Transjordan working 

out their differences. Fawzi Bey said that it would be difficult todo 

this but it was by no means impossible. - 7 | Se | 

Mr. Ross and I informed Fawzi Bey in a personal manner and with 

complete candor that we thought the more constructive role which 

Egypt had played in the last number of months was helpful toward 

- gaining a solution to this problem. We promised to let him know the 

reaction of the American Government to his proposal at an early date. 

This conversation took placeat Lake Success. 2s | 

867N.01/1-749 : Telegram a a 7 - | OO | oe 7 | | 

«The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary.of State 

vop SECRET == ~=~=—.—.. _.. ,._ d app, January 7, 1949—noon. 

21, Legtel 20, January 7 . British Ambassador and I received to- 

gether [by] King 9 a. m. Legation Arab secretary says reception two 

representatives together to discuss political problems unprecedented. 

-  §AG-US relation. =. ee 

_ King began by saying he was faced by extremely critical situation. 

- He loved Arabs above all else and his greatest enmity was directed | 

towards Jews. He had been severely criticized other Arab states. not 

giving greater support Arab cause. He had failed to heed Syrian pleas 

| additional help. He had only sent originally thousand troops Palestine 

and would have sent no more but when Jews crossed into Egypt with’ 

which country he was bound. by closest ties and when J ewish planes 

flew over Saudi territory (Legtel 9*) he had no alternative but to send . 

additional thousand troops as he had done in past few days inorderto - 

defend his friends and take action to insure respect his own territory. 

He said otherwise he would have beenwithouthonor.. oo 
King spoke use being made Jews by Russians and disorders which 

were bound to ensue unless effective measures taken by his friends and 

by him. He recalled strong ties which united him with British and 

US. He observed British Government had recently. reaffirmed its 

| treaty obligations Egypt, Transjordan and Iraq. This left only Leba- 

1 Not printed ; it conveyed the opinion expressed by King Ibn Saud to British 

Ambassador Trott that there was only one way to deal with the Palestine situa- 

: tion, namely for the “British and US Government[s] to propose economic sane- 

tions against both Arabs and Jews unless they are prepared to put an end to 

_ fighting [in] Palestine.” (867N.00/1-749) oS oe ow 

2 Dated January 4, not printed. a a ee
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| non, Syria and Saudi Arabia as Arab states whose friendship had not 
been publicly acknowledged by either Britain or US. He had re- 
peatedly approached US Government for some assurances re US 
attitude toward him but had not obtained anything. He could not be 

| left in this fashion and he had therefore taken the step to call together 
with him both British and US representatives in order stress his. 
appreciation of critical situation and to request them to bring his 
viewpoints before their governments. . ) 
King observed that although Great Britain had committed itself 

re three Arab countries it had remained silent re Saudi Arabia which 
had been of unreserved assistance during both world wars. So far as 
US was concerned Americans partners in Saudi Arabia and he could 
not understand our silence particularly when he had been so severly 
attacked by other Arab states by reason of his failure to give greater 
assistance in Palestine while every protection had been afforded Ameri- 
can interests in Saudi Arabia. | 

TiM made reference during audience to request Russian Ambassador 
Cairo last year (presumably 1947) for resumption Soviet-SAG diplo- 
matic relations, He said he had declined on grounds Soviet had no 
interests this country. | oe | 
King concluded “you know my thoughts and you are at liberty state 

what you may choose in your message to your government expressive 
my point of view. It is requested viewpoints of your two governments _ 
be made known to me. Either-you must say you are my friends and 
will support me or you must say no and then I will know what other 
means I must take.” * | a | oe 

Sent Department 21, repeated London 4. _ — 
| : 7 _ CHILDS 

* Saudi Arabian Deputy Foreign Minister Yusuf Yassin called Minister Childs to the Foreign Office on January 9 to convey a message “to be accepted as state- a ment from King.” Mr. Childs Summarized the message as follows: . a 
“1. Palestine situation. was very critical and Jewish planes were repeatedly trespassing over Saudi territory... . Fe - “2. Arabs will never accept Jewish Government in Palestine or Middle East. “3. Problem is not one between Arabs.and Jews but, has gone much farther than that and involves much larger’: question, namely, one ‘between world and Communism. . i . - 
“4. Is it possible, I was asked, for US and British Governments jointly to take position of force against the two parties immediately involved in Palestine; namely Arabs and Jews. Could they bring force-to separate two parties, a _ Separation to be enforced by power?” (telegram 23, January 9, 11 p. m., from 

Jidda, 867N.01/1-949) oe ns a 
The Department replied to telegram 23 on J anuary 28. In part, it suggested that the “King could be helpful in telling other Arab states that.time has come | to negotiate settlement and recommending to them that they work sincerely 

to achieve this end, either through direct negotiation or through Commis- Sion. .. . US Govt has appreciated King’s past advice and. counsels of modera- | tion to other Arab States. It earnestly hopes that King will find it possible to — exhibit same moderation in counseling Arab: States in manner outlined... 
above.” (telegram 30, 867N.01/1-949) pe ne
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_ .§$67N.01/1-749: Telegram = | ree a | 

| The Special Representative of the Unated States in Israel (McDonald). 

Oo to the Secretary of State _ | 

| ‘TOP SECRET URGENT | Ten Aviv, J anuary 1, 19498 p. m. 

NIACT SC Co oo 

_ 90. In absence Shertok and Ben Gurion but with Ben Gurion’s 

authority, Shiloah informs (6 p. m.) me of grave events today as a 

follows: So, RN - | | 

1. At 5 local time, fighting had not ceased in south. Israeli forces | 
were ordered ‘to cease but, according Shiloah, something seems to 

have slipped on Egyptian side. — ae ct | 

- 9, At 10:30 a. m. today, according incomplete data received by PGI, 

- four British Spitfires “carrying bombs” strafed Israeli troops in | 

Rafah 078079 area. Israel planes engaged combat and downed two, 

one at Imara 104081. One British pilot badly wounded and probably 

now dead. Other British is being brought as prisoner to Tel Aviv. 

8. At 4 p. m. twelve Spitfires returned area presumably searching _ 
for previous: flight.:Israeli»planes: rose and shot: down one and Spit-— 
firesapparently retired. ee | oo 
_ 4, PGI considers attack by British planes as “unprovoked aggres- 

sion” and declares situation extremely grave. | | 

5. Israel Air Force has received instructions to avoid engagements — 

[Here follows section numbered 6 dealing with the ‘Tsraeli-Iraqi 

front. | | | Oo oO a 

) | | | ~ McDonatp | 

——- g67N.01/1-849 | Ca - | oe - 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Director of the Office 

| of Near Eastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite) — - 

CONFIDENTIAL . [Wasuineron,| January 8, 1949. 

Subject: Attack on RAF Planesby IAF Planes | 

Participants: « Julius Holmes, Chargéd’Affaires, London 

«S.C. Satterthwaitey NEA 

. Mr. Holmes telephoned at 10:30 this morning to say that the news 

about the shooting down by the Israeli Air Force of five Royal Air 

Force planes was true and that Ambassador Franks had been in- © 

structed to:see Mr. Lovett this morning to give him the facts. Mr. 

Holmes was sent for by Mr. Bevin who, however, was in 4 meeting _ 

by the time Mr. Holmes arrived at the Foreign Office and these facts . 

were therefore given him by Michael Wright.* oe a aS | 

Michael R. Wright, Superintending Under Secretary of the Eastern Depart- | 

ment in the British Foreign Office. | :
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To summarize the information given Mr. Holmes, the RAF planes 
were attacked. over Egyptian territory, the attack was unprovoked, 

- and the RAF planes were under orders not to cross the Palestinian | 
| frontier and to avoid combat. A total of five planes were shot down, 

| four out of the first reconnaissance flight and‘one out of the second. 
Much of the information which the British now have is based on 

a report from the leader of the first reconnaissance flight, who bailed _ 

| out over Egyptian territory. Another important point that Mr. Holmes 
made was that the British assured him that the reconnaissance planes 
did not. carry bombs and did not engage in any offensive action. 

| _ Mr. Holmes said that the British are on the point of issuing a rather 
lengthy press communiqué giving full details of the loss of these 
planes. The final paragraph reads as follows: “In view of these un- 
provoked attacks, our aircraft have now been instructed to regard as 
hostile any Jewish aircraft encountered over Egyptian territory.” 
- In reply to Mr. Holmes’ query whether the British expected to — - 
-continue the reconnaissance flights, he was told that the commander 

| of the Royal Air Force has been given discretion in this respect... 
Mr. Holmes said that he had been shown a map based on both 

tactical and photographic reconnaissance which clearly shows a line 
of Jewish strong points well inside Egyptian territory. = 
He said also that all this information has been telegraphed to 

Sir Terence Shone? with a request that he pass it on immediately to 
the Acting UN Conciliator. Furthermore, Mr. Marriott, the British | 

| Consul General in Haifa, has been instructed to go to Tel Aviv at once 
and give this information to the PGI. | | 

Mr. Wright also told Mr: Helmes that-Mr. Bevin views this situa- 
tion in the most serious light, and considers the situation extremely 
grave. Mr. Holmes said the British are jittery and worked up about 
this development. He hoped that he would be successful in calming 
them down somewhat. Mr. Bevin asked Mr. Wright also to tell Mr. | 
Holmes that the Chiefs of Staff and the Minister of Defense had.been 

a consulted concerning the orders that were issued and that they had 
| been approved by Mr. Attlee.® a Oo 

Mr. Holmes said that he was calling at once in order that we should 
| have this information and know that it was being made public. 

__ Note: The sense of the foregoing was telephoned to Mr. Clark 
Clifford at the White House at 11:05 a. m. I also told him that Mr. 

: Lovett would appreciate it if he would pass this information on to 
the President as soon as possible, since the situation might become 

| very serious. : re | | 

* Of the British Delegation at the United Nations. | | 
2 Clement R. Attlee, British Prime Minister. co te
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501.BB Palestine/1-849: Telegram oe ge a ee 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the 

- United States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Avw 

SECRET US URGENT -Wasurneron, January 8, 1949-—8 p.m. 

NIACT at re | 

13. Re USUN telegram 13 Jan 81 repeated to you today call im- 

mediately on FonMin and state that this Govt profoundly hopes that 

reported continuance of military operations by Israeli forces after 

cease fire deadline has no basis in fact. You should add that this 

Govt was most gratified yesterday to hear PGI representative assure 

SC Palestine Committee of Israel’s pacific intent, its willingness to 

abide by cease fire and to negotiate across the board with Egypt under 

UN auspices. Conclude by saying that your Govt hopes immediate 

assurances can be given by PGI reaffirming this official statement. _ | 

Repeated London as 94, Cairo as 28, USUN 12. © han 

1Not printed ;. it advised of information from Mr. Bunche concerning an | 

Hgyptian protest that the Israelis had moved into Egyptian territory after the 

cease-fire deadline and were still there. The telegram also transmitted the 

Acting Mediator’s request that the United States make representations to Tel 

Aviy to persuade the Israelis to make immediate withdrawal (501.BB 

Palestine/1-849). oo a | | : an oe, 

867N.2383/1-849 : Telegram oo. co, 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 

, + to the Secretary of State a 

SECRET PRIORITY |=. Ten Aviv, January 8, 1949-—11 p. m. 

21. Re Deptel 12, January 7.1 Talks with Shiloah and principal 

military liaison reveals UN observers left Tel Aviv for Negev on 7 

January and are now able examine all positions. It was pointed out 

by Shiloah that area west of El Auja (El Aujar) is open desert with- 

out frontier markings. He offered investigate alleged position Israeli 

and report to mission. ~ Bn 
Re Deptel 11, January 7? re Egyptian protest to UN, Shiloah asserts 

UN has not forwarded any such protest to PGI as of 4 p. m. today. 

1Not printed ; it requested comment on information from the British Embassy 

that Royal Air Force reconnaissance on January 4 and 5 showed that Israeli 

troops, armed with three antitank guns, still occupied a strong point in Egyptian 

territory west of El Auja and that an antitank ditch had been bulldozed across 

a nearby road 5 miles inside Egypt (867N .2383/1-7T49). 

2Not printed; it repeated the text of the aide-mémoire left by the Egyptian 

Ambassador at 4p. m. that afternoon stating that shortly after the eeasefire at 

2p. m., January 7, Zionist forces had advanced once more into Hgyptian terri- 

_ Footnote continued on following page. 

501-887—77-—41
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and there is no knowledge here of such actions by Israeli forces. With 
UN now in field both sides all fighting believed stopped except at 
Rafah where Israeli claim local Egyptian commander continues 
artillery fire. | Sei 
~ Mission has no way of checking RAF report or the alleged Israeli 
violations cease-fire and service attachés strongly suggest such tech- 
nical matters be left UN observers on spot and that mission not become 
involved... re | Oo 

ne eee ee ~ McDonarp 

- Footnote continued from preceding page. a a | 7 oo 
tory, had bombarded several civilian objectives at Deir el-Balah in the Egyptian 
zone in Palestine as well as refugee camps, and that the Egyptian Government 
could not hold itself responsible for the consequences of continued Zionist 
violation of the ceasefire (867N.2383/1-749). The Department, on January 7, 
sent the text of the Egyptian aide-mémoire to Mr. Ross at New York and directed 
him to bring the matter to. Mr. Bunche for comment (telegram 8, 501.BB Pales- 
tine/1—749). | OT oS CO 

Egyptian Prime Minister Hady called in Chargé Patterson at 7 p. m. on 
January 7 and conveyed to him the information contained in the aide-mémoire. 
The Chargé “expressed the hope that the apparent renewal of hostilities after 
a cease-fire ... might be due to the short time available for notifying. local 
commanders. I would hastén to apprise my government to [of]. Egyptian view- 
point since:I was certain from urgent instructions ...-.. of deep..and serious 
concern of US Government in the importance not only of a cease-fire but also 
of attainment of general settlement in Palestine at earliest possible moment... . 
I urged upon Hady Pasha the importance of not allowing localized attacks to 
degenerate into general hostilities inimical to the reestablishment of the cease- 
fire.” (telegram 20, January 7, 9 p. m., from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/1—749) 

867N:01/1-949: Telegram CO ; SD 

Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = Ae, January 9, 1949—4 p. m: 
_ 18. Mytel 5, January 4.1 Glubb Pasha? gave following account this 
morning of meeting held January 5 between Abdullah El-Tel rep: 
resenting King and Dayan and Shiloah‘representing Israelis: 
_ During course of meeting Abdullah-El-Tel said that Transjordan 
would wish return of Ramle and Lydda as they predominantly Arab 
areas. Israelis replied in connection this argument they claimed areas 
in Negev which were predominantly Jewish prior hostilities. ‘Fel. is 
alleged’ to have commented that these areas small, at which point 
Israelis asked him to delimit territories he had in mind. However Tel 
replied that he must refer this question to his government. Other 
points also raised butnoprogressmade. == |... 

LNotprinted. 7 moe ee So 
#3 Maj. Gen. John Bagot Glubb, Commander of the ‘Transjordanian Arab Legion.
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- Glubb believed next meeting scheduled for January 12 or 13 in 

Jerusalem. | | —_ | 

In Glubb’s opinion progress of meetings too slow due mainly to 

fact that Prime Minister and Transjordan Government are not sup- 

posed to be informed in matter. In final analysis government would | 

have to decide question and sign any agreement and therefore present 

state of affairs prevents presentation concrete suggestions. Unless . 

both parties are able to cease. fencing and come down to point by 

point definitive discussion: of what each one wants and what each 

is prepared to give other in compromise possible that existing 

cordiality will be jeopardized and only several more meetings can be 

held. | 7 : 

Re Israel’s and Egypt’s agreement entered direct armistice talks 

under United Nations auspices, Glubb thought this might give impetus 

2 In telegram 15, January 10, Amman advised further that the meeting between 

the Israelis and Abdullah el-Tel. on. January 5. were “inconclusive with -topics 

still being discussed in preliminary manner. Israelis ‘presented. their credentials 

‘signed by Ben Gurion and Shertok. While they seemed dubious about telegram’'s 

credentials signed by King only, they nevertheless. accepted. them. Kirkbride 

said atmosphere meeting had peen described as cordial with Israelis: making 

special effort.” (867N.01/1-1049 ) 
te 

"Tel Aviv, on January 6, reported on the same matter as follows: “At Foreign 

Ministry request Shiloah reported meeting last night PGI and Transjordan 

representatives Jewish Jerusalem on armistice went: well. Transjordan repre- 

sentative, in: reply, question from Shiloah,: confirmed there had been no threat 

of ‘peace or war’ in previous talks and had added “if there had been we would 

not now be talking” Shiloah added significantly that Transjordan. represent- 

ative stated- British now. cognizant negotiations.” (telegram 14, 501.BB_ Pales- 

tine/1-649).. _ ee 
*“Yondon, on January 12, advised of information from the British Foreign Office 

on the meeting. of January 5 (telegram 145, 501.BB. Palestine/1-1249).. This 

message read in partasfollows:, © oe ee 7 

‘Hirst point discussed was possibility division J erusalem into Arab and 

Jewish areas with exchange isolated pockets of Arab and Jewish. populations. 

Jews said Old. City shouldbe international zone in Arab area but. insisted that 

Hebrew University and Hadassah hospital, although isolated, must remain 

Jewish and must be linked by corridors. ©) Se wee 

_ “2, Next topic:-was Negev in which Jews said they must. have access to potash 

works southern end Dead Sea and access to Red Sea where they propose.to build 

port. They added PGI quite agreeable to provide. means to build port for joint © 

‘use Israel and Transjordan.~ 0 ne 

“3 When Tel replied Transjordan must have access to Mediterranean it was 

recognized that all objections to this were: difficult: to ‘reconcile and left at that. 

“4, Transjordan representative again-referred to Jaffa and Galilee (para- 

graph 5 Embassy’s 20, January 4) which he said must be returned to Arabs 

put Jews evaded this issue and. repeated that any frontiers set would have to be | 

‘pased on present military situation, =e : | — 

_ “5, Jews offered to return six Arab Legion prisoners and all Egyptian prisoners 

in return_for Jewish ‘prisoners’ held: by Transjordan and 200 Jews held by 

Egyptians... 
. i 

“6 Transjordan representatives referred to plight refugees, said they should 

return to their homes. Jews did not refuse to agree but argued it would be 

simpler for PGI to pay refugees compensation and to assist settlements refugees 

Transjordan. ...” a oy
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to King’s bringing -out into open Transjordan’s present talks with 
Jews. Hoped Israel would not use these talks to play one Arab state 
off against another, _ Be | ae 

_ Sent Department 13, repeated Jerusalem 9. | a 
a ST | - STaBtEer 

501.BB Palestine/1~949 : Telegram | - oO | | . 

Lhe Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
to the Secretary of State ae | 

TOP SECRET  NIACT — Tex Aviv, January 9, 1949—10 p. m. 
URGENT | | | 

- 24 ReDeptel unnumbered (Usun 13) 8 January 4 [3] p. m.,? and 
Deptel 13, January 8, 8 p. m. Called on Foreign Minister at 8: 80 p. m. 
today accompanied by Knox and Archibald.2 Shertok replied as 
follows: oe a en a | 

1. PGI fully confirms statement made [to] Palestine Committee 
SC by Israel representative and furthermore adds the “determina- 
tion” of PGI to: (1) maintain ceasefire; (2) proceed full negotiations 
with Egypt. / | | | 

_ I then stated, with reference allegations Israel units still remain 
Egyptian soil, that on basis information received from Ben Gurion 
and from Foreign Minister himself, I had positively assured my 
government of total withdrawal as of January 2. Shertok replied: 

That as of time he made statement to me Israeli ‘units were actually 
all out of Egypt but that subsequently; and before ceasefire, it may 
be that some Israeli units re-entered temporarily as a phase of opera- 
tions covering a movement near Rafah. Foreign Minister stated that 

abruptness of withdrawal orders created great military confusion in | 
area (re this assertion service attachés point out that withdrawal 
under combat conditions always difficult and complicated move to 
complete within limited time). He added categorically that orders 
have been issued all Israeli units that found themselves on Egyptian 
side frontier at time ceasefire to return to Israel side forthwith, and 
he is confident this being done. (Vote: At 6 p.m. today Air Attaché 
personally asked ICS. Dori * to give him facts and reply was that all 
Israeli units were in fact out of Egypt on January 2 but that sub- 
sequently and before ceasefire hour arranged, Israeli units entered 
road 'to Egypt in order to cut it as a phase of attack on Rafah; Dori 
added that since the deadline hour of ceasefire all Israeli units have 

 ” 4Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 13, January 8, p.629. | 
* Col. Edwin P. Archibald, Air Attaché in Israel. op 
* Maj. Gen. Yaakov Dori, Israeli Chief of Staff.
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been ordered out of Egypt and are in process of coming out on direct 

orders ICS. This information corroborates Shertok’s explanation.) 

Foreign Minister then referred to Egyptian allegations Israel 

violations ceasefire (reDeptel 11, January 7 *) and stated that PGI 

categorically denied them. In particular he stated there was no air 

attack on Arab refugee camp.° | | ee 

New subject: Foreign Minister then stated his wish inform us 

that PGI considerably perturbed by presence British troops Akaba. 

He is not aware of any Israel threat to Transjordan territory. At 

secret meeting 5 January between Israel representatives and Abdullah 

Tel in Jewish Jerusalem, Israeli asked Tel if King had invoked Angilo- 

‘Transjordan treaty. Tel alleged to have at first denied that King had | 

asked for British troops but later was evasive on grounds “military 

secrecy”. PGI formally asking Transjordan for what reason Anglo- 

Transjordan treaty was invoked. PGI feels only rational deduction 

is that presence British troops Akaba designed constitute threat to 

Israel territoryin Negev. | | | 

New subject: Foreign Minister than referred to “astonishing news” 

that British Consul General Haifa unofficially advising British 

nationals leave Israel. Foreign Minister stated that several British 

nationals had asked PGI Foreign Office representative in Haifa what 

to do and that representative was urging them stay inIsrael, 

a oo. eS — McDonarp 

“Not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 629. | 7 | Se 

5'The four consecutive paragraphs concluding at this point were quoted in a 

night action telegram to Cairo on January 10. The Department informed Chargé 

Patterson that this excerpt indicated the intention of the Provisional Govern- 

ment of Israel to observe the cease-fire and to withdraw its forces from Egypt; 

it also authorized the Chargé to informally “communicate substance this ‘telegram 

to Egyptian Prime Minister and emphasize hope that Egyptian Govt for its 

part will:do nothing to disturb present tense situation. You should add that US 

fs gratified at present intention of both Egypt and Israel to meet. in Rhodes for 

discussions which we trust will result in establishment of permanent peace in 

Palestine. Re recent shooting down of RAF planes you should tell Prime Minister 

that we firmly believe this should be kept to confines of an Israeli-UK incident 

and should not be permitted to affect negotiations between Arab Govts and 

Israel looking toward settlement of Palestine conflict.” (telegram 33, 501.BB 

Palestine/1-949) = = |. | a . 

867N.01/1-1049 OS ; _ | ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell of the 

 Diwision of Near Eastern Affairs = = 

oe — PWasurnerton,] January 10, 1949. 
Participants: Mr. Eliahu Epstein, Special Representative of the Pro- 

visional Government of Israel 
NEA—Mr. Satterthwaite 
NE—Mr. Wilkins | 

Mr. Rockwell
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. Mr. Epstein called at his own request. During the course of the con- 
versation he covered the following points. = 
_ 1. He stated that he had just received a cable from Mr: Shertok to 
the effect that any Israeli soldiers who might have reentered Egyptian 
territory had now been withdrawn from Egypt. The Provisional Gov- 
ernment:of Israel desired to enter the negotiations with Egyptians at 
Rhodeswithacompletelycleanslatet . «| os 
- 2. Although the military situation had been the primary factor 
inducing the Egyptians to agree to armistice negotiations, the Pro- 
visional Government of Israel realized that the representations made 
in Tel Aviv and Cairo by the United States had been of immense help. 
The representations had been made at just the right psychological 
moment and the Provisional Government of Israel was very grateful 
tothe United States. 2. a oc 
_.8, Ata time when things seemed to be moving along so well between 
Egypt and Israel, 1t was extremely unfortunate that the British should 
have become involved. It was pure folly to send reconnaissance planes 
over a delicate military area where a battle was raging and where it 
was extremely difficult to determine the boundary line between Kgyp- 
tian territory and Palestine. Israel sincerely hoped that the incident of 
the five airplanes shot down could be. confined to Israel and Great 
Britain but foresaw that this incident had very serious implications 
as regards a general peace settlement. Mr. Epstein declared that he 
personally did not share the point of view of some Israeli pessimists 
that the British, by sending a force to Akaba, were preparing to invade 
Palestine and obtain what they had not been able to achieve through 
the Bernadotte report.2 However, the British action in connection with 
the airplane incident and in sending troops to Akaba certainly indi- 
cated that the British intended to carry on a war of nerves against 
Israel. Israel had no intention whatsoever of invading any of the Arab 
states and had only taken action against the Egyptians because the 
Provisional Government of Israel could no longer tolerate the menace 
of.a large Egyptian force only thirty five miles from Tel Aviv. Not 
only did the British activities threaten a final peace settlement by en- 
couraging the Arabs to intransigence, but they also would have an un- 
favorable effect on-the Israeli-elections in that they would induce 
people to believe that cooperation with the west was a wrong course to 
follow. Mr. Epstein pointed out that while, of course, the United States 
was not involved in this British attitude, there would be many people 
in Israel who would not distinguish between the United States and 
Great Britain when they went to the polls. Under the circumstances, 

+The Department instructed Cairo on January 11 to “informally state to 
FonOff that Israeli Rep here yesterday officially told Dept all Israeli troops had 
withdrawn from Egyptian territory. Very much hope.therefore that Egyptian 
Govt will send top level officials to Rhodes conversations.” (telegram 38, repeated 
to Tel Aviv as 17, 501.BB Palestine/1-—1049) 

: ® Dated September 16, 1948; see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1401. 
Count Bernadotte was the United Nations Mediator on Palestine.
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Mr. Epstein very much hoped that just as the United States had made 

representations in Egypt and Israel, so it would undertake to point 

out to the British that the course of action they were following could 

only lead to further trouble. Later on in the conversation it developed 

that in making this suggestion Mr. Epstein was not acting under in- 

structions from Tel Aviv but was expressing his own personal desire 

which he was confident would besupported by Tel Aviv. © 

4, Mr. Epstein took up the question of peace negotiations with the 

Arab states other than Egypt. He said that if the Israelis received 

a guarantee from the Lebanese that they were. sincerely prepared to 

git down to serious armistice and peace negotiations Israel would with- 

draw its forces from the Lebanon. However, the Lebanese should not — 

believe that they could get the Jewish troops out of their country by 

agreeing to peace negotiations but then stalling once the Israelis had 

left. Mr. Epstein did riot appear to think there would be much difii- 
culty in coming to an agreement with the Lebanese once the other Arab 

states started on the road to negotiations with Israel. As regards the 

Iraqi, Mr. Epstein said that Nuri es-Said Pasha * was a moderate man 
but that he probably did not represént the attitude of the Iraqi Gov- 

ernment. He had come to power through Force Majeure and his . 

moderation would probably not have much influence as far as nego- 

tiations with Israel were concerned..Mr. Epstein did not think there 
would be difficulties with the Iraqi troops, who were further removed 

from Tel Aviv than the Egyptians. As regards Transjordan, Mr. 

Epstein believed that it would be entirely possible to enter peace 
negotiations with King Abdullah if the British would allow the latter 

to do so. He thought that the Transjordan Government, if left to its 

) own devices, would not have requested the British to send troops to 

_ Mr. Epstein said that when he saw Mr. Lovett tomorrow * at 2:30 
he would develop the same trend of thought unless he had before that 

time received new instructions from Tel Aviv. anes 

Mr. Satterthwaite told Mr. Epstein that the United States sincerely 

hoped that the incident of the five airplanes could be confined to the 

, Israelis and the British and would not be permitted to hamper the 

course of peace negotiations. He said that naturally he understood the 

exuberance of military commanders, particularly when victorious, but 

pointed out that the Provisional Government of. Israel. should be 

careful not to permit a situation to develop which would force the 

United States to choose between Great Britain and Israel. Mr. Epstein 

said that he thoroughly agreed with Mr. Satterthwaite. = | 

_%IpaqiPrime Minister. =  °  . | Oo | | : 
‘The meeting seems to have taken place on January 12; see Mr. Lovett’s 

memorandum of conversation, p.649,°0 =. | ee re ree
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501.BB Palestine/1-1049 ae ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Near 
| Eastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite)+ = 

CONFIDENTIAL | [WasuHineton,] January 10, 1949. 

Subject: Interview with Ambassador of Egyptat5p.m. | 

Participants: Ambassador of Egypt | CS 
NEA—Mr. Satterthwaite me 
NE—Mr. W. L. Jenkins | ” 

: ‘The Ambassador said he had been informed that Israeli forces still 

held three posts in Egypt and that although his Government had 
agreed to send representatives to Rhodes to negotiate with the Acting 
Mediator of the UN for an Armistice, such representatives would not 
leave Egypt until all Israeli forces had left Egyptian Territory. His 
Government would also insist that the negotiations, if undertaken, 
should be based primarily on the UN Resolutions of November 4 and 

16; that Egypt would participate in them with an open mind and a 
sincere desire for a permanent armistice and future peace.? Kamel Bey 
expressed great appreciation of the splendid efforts recently made 
by the US to persuade the Israelis to withdraw their troops from 

_ Egypt and believed that without them Egypt would not have agreed ' 
to enter the prospective negotiations. He hoped that the US would 
continue to take the lead in effecting an armistice. He stressed the 
present dangers to the internal security of Egypt and felt that the 
hands of his Government had been strengthened in its efforts to 
maintain order by the strong representations recently made by the 
U.S. to both his and the Israeli Governments. | 

_ Mr. Satterthwaite said that he had been informed today that 
Israeli troops had left Egypt and stressed the fact that the efforts of 
his Government to effect a peaceful solution of the Palestinian problem 
would continue to be in close cooperation with the United Nations. He 
hoped that the Conciliation Committee would get under way this week. 

_ [Here follow two paragraphs of discussion of possible changes in 
the Egyptian cabinet and of the arrival in Washington of two Trans- 
jordanian officials. ]. | | Oo | 

+ Drafted by William L. Jenkins of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs. 
2New York, on January 11, reported information from Egyptian Representative 

at the United Nations Fawzi that “Position of Egyptian Government regarding 
Rhodes discussions is that said discussions comprehend resolutions of Novem- 
ber 4 and 16 and December 29. Fawzi emphasized very strongly that these nego- 
tiations were not direct and not political although, he added, they are much 
more important than any previous discussions considering their extent and 
timing.” (Telegram 21, 501.BB Palestine/1-1149) For the resolution of Decem- 
ber 29, 1948, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v. Part 2, p. 1699. |
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In leaving, the Ambassador again emphasized the great importance 

of the role recently taken by the U.S., and offered to continue to keep 

the Department promptly informed of reports or instructions received 

from his Government. oe BS 

867N.01/1-1049: Airgram — OS | | 

The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL Damascus, January 10, 1949. 

A-8, Following almost day-long Cabinet meeting PriMin Khalid 

al’Azm sent for me at seven p. m. Sunday for hour’s “general ex- 

ploration of situation with particular reference to Palestine.” Explain- 

ing that since upon US insistence Egypt had accepted Cease Fire and 

| agreed to open armistice talks Palestine situation had taken on new 

aspect calling for reexamination Syria’s position, and it was therefore 

important to know UN and particularly US attitude toward further 

probable Zionist aggression such as feared along Lebanese-Syrian 

frontier where Zionists following Negeb attack pattern were now 

refusing access to UN observers. Israeli plane that had recently over- 

flown Syrian lines had dropped tracts charging Syrian officials with | 

misleading their people and promising independence to Druze, Cir- 

cassian and other minorities if they would revolt. Everything seemed 

to indicate that Zionists instead of being peacefully inclined still 

threaten integrity Arab states by dream of empire and intend take 

each on in turn. As his predecessor had indicated (Legtels 666 Oct 23, 

678 Oct 29 and 679 Oct 30) Syria has since beginning truce anxiously 

waited for UN to take effective action to curb Zionist expansion but on 

contrary has.seen repeated aggression go unchecked while Zionists 

flagrantly flaunt [fou] truce and UN authority. a 

PriMin said British Minister had confirmed to him that after loss 

several planes through unprovoked Tsraeli attack in air over Egypt, 

UK has taken firm stand against Zionists’ attempt at aggrandizement 

and is moving troops by sea to Akaba. What did US proposed to do? 

I took occasion to stress our. opposition to aggression and our sup- 

port of conciliation mentioning our recent representations to PGI and — 

Egypt in favor of peaceful negotiations (Deptel 2 Jan 4 [3] *) sense of 

which had already been communicated to FonOff. He said that was 

good as far as it went and he hoped this latest démarche indicated 

change in our former marked pro-Zionist policy, but he wondered just 

how far US could be counted upon in the long run effectively to aid in 

1 None printed. a | | a 

2This was a repeat of telegram 2 to Cairo, p. 602.
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checking Zionists’ pretensions. Heretofore US to disadvantage of 
Arabs had usually appeared to favor Zionists who cynically violated 
truce, whereas Arabs conscientiously endeavored to observe truce while 
working in UN for recognition of right of Palestine inhabitants to 
self-determination. Even when cautioning PGI about aggression in 
Negeb, US had coupled its representation with protest to Egypt on 
shelling of Tel Aviv which he said was only normal act of war in 
retaliation for Zionist attacks upon Egyptian territory. 
_ Saying Palestine conflict colored all thinking, his Govt considered 
its solution necessarily matter first importance particularly as Soviets 
are using people’s disgruntlement over Palestine to undermine con- 
fidence in his Govt which Soviets label Anglo-American tool. In his 
opinion forthcoming Israeli elections would demonstrate strength. of 
Commie influence in Israel and he hoped this would convince US 
of danger inherent in uncritical support of PGI. Although strict 
measures taken to prevent Commie-inspired demonstrations, failure 
his Govt to take firm action against Zionists, particularly if further 
feared aggression occurs in Lebanese-Syrian frontier area, might well 
precipitate widespread disorders that would play into Soviet-Zionist 
handsand furtherthreaten peace. a 

_ I interjected to say that our concern was to serve cause of peace 
and suggested that distinguished record of our representative on the 
Conciliation Commission, The Honorable Joseph B. Keenan, should 
be an assurance to all parties in the Palestine conflict that our influence 
would be for peace without fear or favor. He asked me to report to 
my Govt his concern over Palestine developments and to keep him 
informed of my Govt’s attitude and probable course of action, par- 
ticularly if Zionists continue their militant course. | 

Although PriMin did not mention Syrian and other Arab military 
weakness and disunion and their consequent inability forcibly to bring 
Israeli to terms, he referred to Abdullah’s aspirations and popular 
clamor for renewal hostilities to curb Zionist threat and indicated his 
hope that US would join with UK in taking firm position against 
further Zionist expansion and thus presumably create better atmos- 
phere for Palestine solution that would save Arab face, implying that 
popular temper unlikely support peace negotiations with militant 
Zionists, | OS 
_ It is significant, I feel, that at no time during discussion did PriMin 
make usual Syrian assertion that they could never recognize Israel 
or even acknowledge its existence as would be implied by negotiations. 
When I suggested that any settlement seemed to me preferable to 
continued situation, he neither acquiesced nor obj ected, but I gained



the impression that he personally would favor negotiations if given 

sufficient prior assurance, similar to UK’s recent stiffened attitude, 

that Israeli willbe kept within reasonable bounds by western influence 

and force if necessary. He repeatedly said regretfully that Syrians 

had learned that they could not count upon UN alone whose authority | 

the Zionists do not respect. oS | ee 

Dept may consider time now ripe to give informally assurances 

suggested in Legtel 618 Sept 24, 11 p m,? which I respectfully repeat 

at this time, as inducement to Syrians to use facilities of Conciliation 

Commission to extricate themselves from present impasse and thus 

servecauseof peace. --  - a ey, 

In conclusion PriMin said his Govt believing Syria’s destiny lies 

in Anglo-American orbit hopes for closer collaboration with US not 

only in cultural and economic fields but in political and strategic which — 

latter he considers very important in present state of world order. 

8 Foreign Relations, 1948, vol.v, Part 2,p.1421,0 0 

867N.01/1-1049 : Telegram = Se OEE 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 

Be to the Secretary of State OB 

secrer priority .§ §=—-—S Tet, Aviv, January 10, 1949—9 p. m. 

ov. Attention President and Acting Secretary. All political officers 

and service attachés of Mission are of opinion that British actions are 

destroying chances of peace. Official explanation RAF reconnaissance 

flights over battle area at moment Egypt accepted US-inspired UN 

order cease-fire and armistice negotiations and subsequent British 

troops landing Aqaba while Transjordan negotiations were proceeding 

satisfactorily are unconvincing. To us such provocative moves appear 

to be determined efforts forestall direct negotiations Israel-Egypt and 

‘Tsrael-Transjordan which might deprive Britain effective control 

Southern Negev. British policy is bitterly resented by PGI and people 

who regard it as direct continuation of persistent UK efforts sabotage 

establishment of independent andviableIsraelh . 

“Weareconvined:) 
| 

1. Current British press propaganda that PGI efforts in Negev are 

Communist-inspired in order prove vulnerability of Canal defenses 

is weird misconception of whole issue. 

9. PGI, with support whole people, will resist no matter what cost 

all British attempts to deprive Israel opportunity negotiate directly
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under UN auspices with Egypt and Transjordan regarding Negev and 
eace. | oO 

P 3. Egypt’s and Transjordan’s fruitful participation will depend 
finally upon radical change Great Britain’s intransigent policy towards 
Israel.and Negev. | - we a 

4. US actions since December 30 and call for armistice negotiations 
have enhanced US prestige here and, if firmly pursued London and 
interested capitals in ME, hold promise of peace. | | 

| | oo McDonatp 

501.BB Palestine/1-1149 7 | | | | 
| Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock | 

SECRET | _.. [Wasuineron,] January 11, 1949. 

_ UNA Contrirvrion To Poricy Prosiem Statement: Panestine 

. United States interest in the Palestine problem as it has developed 
in the United Nations is a corollary not only of this Nation’s role of 
leadership in the United Nations but also of the United States pro- 
found strategic interest inthe Near East. _ 

In the United Nations the United States has sought by three prin- 
cipal means to contribute to a solution of the Palestine problem and 
to the restoration of peace in the Middle East. Thus, in the General 
Assembly it has taken a leading part in endeavoring to reach a lasting 
political settlement. In the Security Council the United States has 
been active in supporting measures designed to maintain a truce in 
Palestine, to be superseded by an eventual armistice. Also, in the 

' General Assembly the United States has sought to bring prompt relief 
to the more than half a million Arab refugees who constitute a grave 
social and political problem in the Near East. | 

_ The objectives of the United States regarding Palestine in the 
United Nations are to secure a prompt and lasting cessation of hostili- 
ties; the negotiation by means of the Palestine Conciliation Commis- : 
sion, of which this Government is a Member, of a permanent political 
settlement; and the relief and eventual rehabilitation of the Arab 
refugees, for which purpose the President will ask the Congress for 
an appropriation of $16 million. _ oO a a 

[Here follows final paragraph setting forth the criteria which would 
guide the United States member of the Palestine Conciliation Com- 
mission ; for the actual instruction, see page 681.] oe
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501.BB Palestine/1-1149:Telegram 

‘The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED 7 Brrut, January 11, 1949—noon. 

19. Foreign Minister informed me negotiations are now being con- 
ducted through UN mediator for evacuation of south Lebanon by 
Israeli troops. He believes they will be successful although on previous 

occasion when Lebanese and Israeli military met for consultations, 
Israeli officers said they were authorized to negotiate only on basis 

permanent armistice and Lebanese had no such authority. These nego- 

tiations therefore failed. Foreign Minister says Lebanon cannot con- 

sider negotiations for armistice so long as Israeli troops remain on 

Lebanese soil. After evacuation and completion Egyptian negotiations 

Lebanon expects to undertake similar negotiations. He expressed 

opinion that other Arab countries would do likewise. Lebanon is pre- 

pared to go to almost any length short of signing document formally 

recognizing existence of state of Israel. | 

| : | PINKERTON 

790H.00/1-1149: Telegram | | 

The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Berror, January 11, 1949—3 p. m. 

91. Foreign Minister informed me yesterday that Lebanon is now 
prepared to put Palestine episode to one side and consider its foreign 
policy on basis of friendship with Western Powers in possible future 
global war. He said Arab east would likely be one of several battle 
fronts and to prepare for such eventuality Lebanon would like to 
consider role which it would be expected to play. He added that public 
opinion here was not yet prepared to accept its responsibilities in this 
regard but it was rapidly approaching that point. He pointed out that 
Arab countries, except Syria and Lebanon, have arrangements either 
in force or temporarily in abeyance defining their positions. This 
policy of isolationism had been deliberately chosen by Syria and 
Lebanon but Lebanon had to definitely change its policy, and while 
Syria has not gone so far it also is changing. Use of port of Beirut and 
airfield at Rayak was mentioned as example of assistance Lebanon 
‘might be prepared to give. He indicated that Lebanon desired some 
sort of agreement regarding its role and did not exclude even defensive 
alliance although it was obvious he was not enthusiastic about treaty 
with Great Britain alone because of special privileges which would be 
involved. He said they would prefer multilateral treaty or some joint
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agreement short of treaty basis. At no time did he indicate possibility 
of renewal of relations with France and dismissed it casually from 

From previous conversation I am convinced Foreign Minister 
brought this subject up with me under direction from President and 
Prime Minister and that it had been discussed with President of Syria.? 

Oo | PEN KERTON 

_ 1he Department, on February 11, replied with an expression of warm 
appreciation for the “friendly attitude Leb Govt and its desire align itself with 
US and Western Powers in event possible future global war.” The remainder of © 
the reply was broadly along the lines of telegram 57, February 25, to Damascus, 
p. 770; except for the additional suggestion that the Lebanese Government give 
consideration to early resumption of discussions concerning a treaty of friend- 
ship, commerce, and navigation as a “long step forward in promoting develop- 
ment of US-Leb relations” (790H.00/1-1149)... - os 7 

501.BB Palestine/1-1149: Telegram Ct ee 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative at 
an the United Nations (Austin) | 

SECRET WasHINcTon, January 11,.1949—5 p. m. 

17. 1. In tel dated Jan 7+ Griffis? expresses strong hope Dept-will 
incorporate into pending legislation re US contribution Palestine 
relief safeguard’ clause giving Director UNRPR or Dept full dis- 
cretionary powers re expenditure US contribution. He states it is 
essential that US contribution be safeguarded and if necessary with- 
held if relief operation emasculated due lack govt cooperation in NE. 
2. Dept is studying possibility incorporating into legislation safe- 
guard clause giving SecState discretionary powers over payment US 
contribution. - 

8. However, we have informed Griffis? we believe SYG, acting 
_ through Director UNRPR, has unquestioned authority control all ex- 

penditures under terms UN resolution, and that we look to SYG and 
Griffis to assume. full discretionary powers this regard in order insure 
fulfillment objectives. of resolution. In our opinion this applies not 
only to US funds but to all other contributions as well. Conversely, 
we believe SYG could not legitimately accord separate and special 
treatment to US contribution, as. distinguished from contributions 

ofothergovtstoUN program. © 

_2 Telegram 12 from Beirut, not printed. — : = oo ee 
“* Stanton Griffis, Director of United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees, 
while on leave from his regular position as United, States Ambassador to Egypt. 
_*In telegram 22 to Beirut, January 11,not printed, = 5 ws
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4, Without making reference to paras 1 and 2, pls take early oppor- 

tunity convey to SYG informally our interpretation his. powers, with 

view to obtaining his assurances this regard as further safeguard US 

contribution. You many inform him such questions may arise when, 

Congress takes up thislegislation next week. 7 

NE — - - Loverr 

| 501.BB Palestine/1-1149 : Telegram Be a, eo 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the 

United States in Israel (McDonald),atTelAvw 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasnineron, January 11, 1949—6 p.m. 

NIACT en ee — 

20. We are disturbed at press reports that Israel is allegedly pre- 

paring official protest before SC against UK over recent developments 

resulting from RAF episode. | ee 7 

_ For your info following is first para niact:tel sent Cairo yesterday, 

rptd London and all Arab:capitals. This sets forth this Govt’s earnest. 

_ hope that RAF-Israeli clash will be confined to framework of an.inci- 

dent and not allowed further.to embitter passions in Near East. _ 

- You are authorized impart this info to FonMin and instructed to 

add friendly advice that this Govt would deplore any action by either 

UK or Israel tending to exacerbate situation because of RAF incident. 

Herewith first para Deptel 33 to Cairo. Oo re re | 

Rptd Londonas131,USUN as18. | yh 

ae See | Lovett 

a Dated J anuary 10, not printed. The bulk of the first paragraph is quoted in 

footnote 5, p. 683. | , ee ee . oo, a 

“Mr, Eban sent a letter dated January 11 to the President of the Security Coun- 

cil in which he set forth his instructions “to convey to the SC the grave 

concern of the Government of Israel at the menacing attitude adopted by 

the UK towards the State. of Israel. The military, naval, aerial and political , 

measures which the UK has taken in, recent days appear likely to 
endanger the maintenance of international peace and security and to widen 

the limits of a local conflict which might otherwise respond to the processes of 

unprejudiced negotiations.” (Telegram 23 from New York) The Security Council 

released the text of Mr. Eban’s letter the same day as 8/1201. 

Mr. Ross discussed the letter with Mr. Eban on January 11, pointing.out, 

that “No-action should be taken by anyone which would impair chances of success- 

ful outcome of forthcoming negotiations at Rhodes.” As a result of the discussion,. 

Mr..-Eban indicated “that for the time being he would not press. for an early 

meeting” of the Security Council. (Telegram 22. from New York) Telegrams 22 

and 23 are both dated January 11 and are filed under 501.BB Palestine/1-1149..
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867N.01/1-1149 : Telegram OWE Pa Ean oo 

Mr, Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Amman, January 11, 1949—6.p. m. 
16. King indicated this morning that while Egypt-Israel. talks 

going on at Rhodes, he does not propose make public fact that dis- 
cussions now proceeding between Israeli and Transjordan representa- 
tives. Believed it preferable for Abdullah el Tel and Dayan to 
continue their.talks in secrecy in order to determine area of agreement, 
King said his main pointsare: | a - 

1 (1) Jews should not occupy territory between Transjordan and 

3) Gaza should belong to Transjordan ; 
(3). Right of Arab refugees to go back to homes; 
(4) Return of Ramle and Lydda to Arabs; 
(5) Access for Arabs to Jafia. OT 

Re Jerusalem if internationalization not possible, King would be 
willing accept formula of autonomy under Transjordan administra- 
tion of Arab areas, which he indicated should include Katamon and 
upper Bakaa, and autonomy under Israeli administration of Jewish 
areas. He would be prepared make concessions to Jews in southern 
potash works and guarantee protection. King reiterated his desire 
for peace and again expressed hope that Jews understood sincerity his 
intentions arrive at settlement. He reaffirmed full resolve negotiate 
peace but said it must be done slowly and carefully in order final 
result will “relieve me forever of Palestine headache”. 

| King remarked, with certain pride as if idea were original, that 
name of combined Transjordan and Arab Palestine would remain, 
“Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan” (mytel 15 January 101). He 
made no comment about decree but it is understood it is now before 
Acting Prime Minister and Cabinet. No final decision taken and 
certain amendments are still being made. a Oe 

Repeated Jerusalem as 11. | Oo 
| | | _ STaBLER 

1Not printed; it reported that King Abdullah had prepared a draft decree to 
grant Transjordanian nationality to Palestinian Arabs living in or moving to 
areas controlled by the Arab Legion and desiring it. The draft decree also 
provided for abolition of frontier controls between Transjordan and areas under . 
its administration. (867N.01/1-1049) i ,
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867N.00/1-1249__ = , ee | 

“Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State* — 

SECRET OS [Wasurneron,] January 12, 1949. 

Subject: Palestine Developments = 7 . 

Participants : Acting Secretary—Mr. Lovett oe | a 

ss Mr, Eliahu Epstein, Special Representative of the Pro- 
visional Government of Israel __ | | 

Mr. Aubrey Eban, Israeli Representative before the | 

| United Nations | oo | 

| NE—Mr. Rockwell | 

After presenting Mr. Eban, Mr. Epstein opened the conversation 

by expressing the thanks of the Provisional Government of Israel for 

the efforts recently made by the United States Government to promote 

armistice negotiations between Israel and Egypt and to bring calm 

to the tense situation in Palestine. — a | 

| Mr. Epstein then stated that the diplomatic and press campaign | 

being carried on by the British against Israel and British military 

activities such as the sending of troops to Aqaba and the alerting of 

the British Mediterranean naval forces were direct and prejudicial 

British intervention in the Palestine dispute which he feared would 

have an unfavorable effect on the Israeli elections. Furthermore, Mr, 

Epstein had just been informed that day by Mr. Shertok that the 

Provisional Government of Israel had reliable intelligence to the effect 

that the British were urging the Egyptians to stall during the Rhodes 

negotiations unless they could obtain terms which would further 

British objectives in the Negev. Mr. Epstein said that the Provisional 

Government of Israel hoped that the United States would continue to 

exert its good influence and would urge the British to cease their 

attacks on Israel and their intervention in the Arab-Israeli dispute. 

Mr. Eban said that he had been instructed by Tel Aviv to present a 

complaint against the British to the Security Council and to request 

a Security Council meeting on British “intervention” in Palestine. 

He had done the first but as yet had not done the second. He desired 

my advice as to whether it would not be advisable to attempt to obtain 

from the Security Council a resolution calling upon all governments 

and authorities concerned to take no action likely to extend the scope 

of the conflict. He said that the Israeli public was alarmed lest the 

British be about to send military forces into Palestine and that the 

| Provisional Government of Israel thought that some kind of Security 

Council action might be helpful in averting this possibility. 

* Drafted by Mr. Rockwell. | 7 | | 

501-887—77-42 |
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At this point, I interrupted and read to Messrs. Epstein and Eban 
the news ticker account of my press conference that morning quoting 
my description of the efforts the United States Government had been 
making to prevent the extension of the scope of the conflict in Palestine 
and to encourage the parties to enter armistice negotiations, and of 
discussions between the United States and United Kingdom Govern- 
ments on the general subject. oe | : | 

_ I then reviewed the course of United States action on this matter 
since the Israeli incursion across the Egyptian frontier. I said that 
in my opinion it had been unfortunate of the British to send aircraft 
over a battle zone. I said that it was equally unfortunate that the 
Israelis should have fired upon these planes. However, regardless of 
who was right and who was wrong in the question of the airplanes, 
the whole trouble had started when the Israelis crossed the Egyptian 
frontier. I said that after having been reassured by Mr. Shertok that 
all Israeli troops had been withdrawn from Egypt and after having 
informed the British in this sense, the United States Government had 
been embarrassed by the fact that Israeli forces had subsequently 
returned toEgypt. a : a 

_ I said that I would look into the question of the alleged British 
interference with the Egyptian participation in the armistice negotia- 
tions at Rhodes but that I simply did not believe that the reports 
which the Provisional Government of Israel had received on this 
matter were true. I also said that the Department had received no 
indication whatsoever that the British were planning aggressive action 
against Israel and that while of course the United States Government 
could give the Provisional Government of Israel no assurances in | 
this regard, I thought that it was highly unlikely that the British 
had any such plans. Although the United States Government had 
advised the British against sending a force to Aqaba, I thought 
that they were doing so merely as a safeguard against possible Israeli 
action similar to that taken against Egypt. I pointed out that Great 
Britain had treaties with Transjordan and Egypt and said that the 

_ Provisional Government of Israel should remember that the British: 
were extremely angry over what had recently happened: I said that 
I. believed the British would take no action if the Israeli forces stayed 
where they: were but that if the Israelis crossed any of the Arab fron- 
tiers, Israel would have to realize that it might be getting into'a war 
which would be very different from that which they had been waging 
againstthe Arabs, 
Mr. Epstein said that the Provisional Government.of Israel of. course 

realized this. He added that it. would be extremely unfortunate if the. 
Rhodes negotiations should break down, since we were rapidly_ap- 
proaching the point of diminishing returns-in peace’ talks and the



Provisional Government could. not .much longer tolerate the menace 

of Arab armies so near to Tel Aviv. I said that as I believed 

Clemenceau one said, there are things which are too important to _ 

entrust to the generals. At this particular moment, those who had 

struggled all their lives for the establishment of a Jewish state were 

| called upon to exercise the highest degree of restraint. and statesman- 

ship. In this connection, and in response to Mr. Eban’s question, I 

‘believed that it would be unwise for Israel to aggravate the situation 

by requesting Security Council action. I said that Israel had made its 

point by tabling a complaint against Great Britain and that this 

seemed sufficient, particularly in view of the fact that it seemed hardly 

likely that the British were preparing to take military action against | 

the Jewish state. I stated that it seemed to me that some good progress 

might be made in the Rhodes conversations if the situation in Palestine 

remained static, and I reiterated my conviction that the Israelis must 

not engage in any more aggressive action. | Se es | 

As Messrs. Epstein and Eban were leaving Mr. Epstein told me that 

the Export-Import Bank had passed favorably on a project loan to _ 

Israel and that the matter was now before the National Advisory 

Council. He asked me to put in a good word with the Council. I said 

that I hoped to be able to do so within the next.day or two, 

890i.01/1-1249 a ee a 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State _ 

SECRET = —-. Wasurneron,| January 12, 1949. 

Subject: Transjordan a a 

Participants: . Mr. Lovett—Acting Secretary Oo > 

oe Samir Rifai Pasha—Former Prime Minister of Trans- 

Bn jordan and Special Emissary of King Abdullah 

ey 8 ns Haidar Bey Shukrit : aoe 

AE | “Mr. Satterthwaite-NEA | are 

Mi, Wilkins—NE ns 

- Samir Pasha and Haidar Bey called on me today at their request 

following their recent arrival to the United States as special emis- 

saries of King Abdullah of Transjordan, pe 

- Samir Pasha conveyed to me the greetings of King Abdullah and 

expressed the hope that the friendly relations which existed between 

Transjordan and the United States would grow stronger and stronger 

1 Brother-in-law of the former Transjordanian Prime Minister. oo
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[I thanked Samir Pasha for the King’s greetings and told him that 
we appreciated the hospitality and confidence which the King and 
his Government had extended to the American representative in 
Amman. I also said that we admired the dignity and restraint with 
which the King and his Government had conducted themselves dur- _ 
ing the troublest [sic] times resulting from.developments in Palestine. 

Samir Pasha remarked that the King and his Government had long 
hoped the presently existing friendly relations between Transjordan 
and the United States might be formalized by recognition and ex- 
pressed the view that Transjordan’s conduct would seem to justify 
American recognition. | 

Samir Pasha said he understood the United States might be in a 
| position to extend recognition simultaneously or after the de jure 

recognition of Israel and argued that it would be of benefit not only 
to the United States but also to Transjordan if such recognition could 
precede action relating to Israel. 

Samir Pasha pointed out that when Great Britain had stood alone 
in 1940 following the defeat of France, King Abdullah and his Govern- 
ment had stood by the British. Mr. Satterthwaite recalled that at this 
time King Abdullah’s Arab Legion had assisted in the relief of 
Baghdad in 1941 following the Rashid Ali Rebellion.? 

I replied no one could deny that the attitude of King Abdullah and 
his Government during the war and, more particularly, during the 
past year in Palestine would justify the recognition of Transjordan 
by the United States. I said it was logical and long overdue. Recent 
developments had, however, affected this situation. I pointed out on 
a confidential and personal basis that I had recently appeared before 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and had there been ques- 
tioned on Great Britain’s activities in the Near East. I said that I 
had been queried regarding the movement of British troops at Akaba 
and in ‘Transjordan, on the incident of the RAF planes over the 
Palestine-Egyptian frontier and on British troop movements in the 
Mediterranean. I said it was unfortunate, that these activities—what- 
ever their purpose—had cast a cloud over such favorable developments 
as the Transjordan-Israeli talks regarding Jerusalem and the sched- 
uled Egyptian-Israeli talks at Rhodes. I added I hoped these peaceful 

_ developments would prevail. | 

Samir Pasha seemed to appreciate the problem which confronted | 
this Government at this particular time and did not further press the 
question of immediate recognition. _ | 

186 ar documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1941, vol. Itr, pp.
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- Samir Pasha said ba planned personally to deliver a letter from 

King Abdullah to the President when he called on him on Friday, 

January 14 and asked if it would be possible for him personally to 

carry the President’s reply to King Abdullah when he returned to 

Amman in about a week or ten days. Mr. Satterthwaite said he would 

endeavor to make arrangements to this effect and that if the Presi-- 

dent’s reply was not ready prior to Samir Pasha’s departure from 

Washington he would see that it reached him in New York before he 

left the United States.® 

3 One of the subjects discussed at the conversation (but not recorded in this 
memorandum) was King Abdullah’s aspiration for a Greater Syria; but see 

instruction 3, March 29, to Amman, p. 882. Previous documentation on the interest 

of Transjordan in a Greater Syria is printed in Foreign Relations, 1947; vol. 
v, pp. 738 ff. . | | | 

10 Filest 2 | - a, | 

Message Released by the United Nations Security Council on 
7 January 13, 1949 

9/1205 | | | oe a 

Caniecram Darep 12 January 1949 From rue Acrine Mzpraror To 
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TRANSMITTING A REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT 
oF THE Security Councit CONCERNING THE OPENING OF NEGOTIA- 
tions Between Eoyrr anp THE Provistonan GOVERNMENT OF 
Jsrarn | | 7 oe 

For transmission to President of Security Council: | 

T have the honour to inform you, pursuant to my Report of 6 Janu- 
ary 2 on the agreement of Egypt and Israel, to order a cease fire in the | 
Negev and to undertake negotiations on the 4 and 16 November resolu- 
tions, that the first stage in the negotiations between representatives of 
the two Governments on the implementation of these resolutions was 
reached today, 12 January, with the arrival in Rhodes of both the 
Egyptian and Israeli delegations. The Egyptian delegation, headed 
by Colonel Mohamed Ibrahim Seif el Dine, arrived at Rhodes early in 
the afternoon and the Israeli delegation, headed by Dr. W. Eytan ® 

arrived later in the afternoon. Both delegations are empowered to 

negotiate, conclude and initial an armistice agreement, subject to its 

final ratification by their respective Governments. __ | 
_ Ihave today met each delegation separately and discussed with them. 
questions of procedure and agenda for subsequent joint discussions. I 

+ Master files of the Reference and Documents Section of the Bureau of Inter- 
national Organization Affairs, | : 

* See editorial note, p. 621. | 
_ * Walter Eytan, Director General of the Israeli Foreign Office.
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shall hold further meetings with each delegation tomorrow morning, 
13 January, and the first joint meeting under United Nations chair- 
manship is fixed for 3:30 p. m. on the same day. These preliminary 
meetings have been encouraging in that both delegations have evinced 
a sincere desire for a successful outcome of the discussions and a readi- 
ness to reach with as little delay as possible discussion of substantive 
matters. | | : 

811.4611/1-1349 | 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the President 

| | Wasurneton, January 18, 1949. 

Subject: Your appointment with Samir Rifai Pasha. | 

Samir Rifai Pasha, personal envoy of King Abdullah of Trans- 
jordan and former Prime Minister of that country, has an appoint- 

ment with you at 11:45 on Friday, January 14. He is bearing a 
personal message to you from King Abdullah. 

Samir Rifai Pasha has informed us that the message conveys the 
King’s greetings to you and his wishes for the prosperity of the US, 
offers to you the King’s congratulations on the outcome of the elec- 
tions and expresses the hope that the present cordial relations existing 
between our two countries can be formalized in the near future. 

Samir Rifai Pasha has indicated that he would like to receive from 
your hands a message in reply which he could carry to King Abdullah. 
A proposed reply to the King,? based on the information which Samir 
Rifai Pasha has given us, is attached for your consideration. _ 

| [Annex] | | | — 

Draft Communication by President Truman to King Abdullah ibn 
_ Hussein, King of the Hashemite Kingdom of Transjordan | 

| | | a _ [WasHIneton, undated. | 

Your Magzsty: On behalf of the Government and people of the 
United States, I wish to express to Your Majesty my deep apprecia- 
tion for your kind message of friendship which has been conveyed to 
me through your distinguished representative, His Excellency Samir 
Rifai Pasha. I am personally most grateful for your generous senti- 
ments concerning the outcome of the American elections. May I also 
take this opportunity to express my appreciation to Your Majesty: 

“1 Dated December 18, 1948, not printed. =~ ne | on 
* Below. oO 7 oo



for the warm hospitality which has been extended to Americans in 
your country, and to reciprocate the friendly sentiments which in- 
spired Your Majesty’smessage. eee 

I am confident that the relations of cordiality and friendship 

which prevail between the Transjordanian people and those of the 
United States will continue to be strengthened and extended to the 
mutual benefit of both our countries. The question of formalizing 

the present relations between our Governments is under active con- 
sideration, and it is hoped that this question can be resolved to the 
full satisfaction of both ourGovernments. = re 
My Government and the American people share my fervent hope 

for the early return of conditions under which Your Majesty’s land 
and people may develop and prosper in peace, well being, and 
happiness. - Oo | 

I take pleasure in extending to Your Majesty my personal wishes 
for your continued good health and prosperity. | Oo 

501.BB Palestine/1-1349 | | ye | ; 

| Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by Mr. Robert 
oo M. McClintock Se 

SECRET | [WaAsHINcTON,] January 13, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. Bromley, First Secretary of British Embassy 
Mr. McClintock, UNA | 7 - 

Mr. Bromley, First Secretary of the British Embassy, telephoned me 
at 12:15 p. m. today to say that I might be interested in the substance 
of a telegram just received from the British Embassy in Cairo. The 
British Ambassador on January 11 had seen the Secretary General of 
the Egyptian Foreign Office, who said that the Israeli Foreign Min- 
ister, Mr. Shertok, on the 10th had said that he planned to go to Rhodes 
for the present peace conversations. The Egyptian Secretary General 
expressed the fear that this was a trap to entice the Egyptian Govern- 
ment into over-all talks for a final settlement, whereas the Egyptian 
Government felt that military issues should first be worked out be- 
tween the two governments. | | CO 

The British Ambassador reported that he told the Egyptian Secre- 
tary General that it was of the highest importance for Egypt to 
maintain its decision to enter into direct conversations with the Jews. | 
Even though the latter might. wish more far-reaching discussions, the | 
Egyptian Representatives at Rhodes could always refer these points 
back to their Government. and need not enter into commitments,
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-I thanked Mr. Bromley for this information and said that I was sure 
Mr. Lovett would be glad to see this confirmation of his statement 
yesterday to the Israeli Representative that there could be no basis of 
fact for the rumor that the British were actually dissuading the 
Egyptians from going to Rhodes. | 

_ Mr. Bromley made several private and personal comments. He said 
he hoped we understood that Mr. Bevin was under a severe domestic 
pressure on the Palestine issue. In particular, he was under attack from 

Churchill and Eden.t 
Mr. Bromley added the personal comment in response to my expres- 

sion of hope that the British Ambassador’s conversations yesterday 
with Mr. Lovett and today with the President? would serve to ease 
Mr. Bevin’s mind, that the Embassy in Washington was under a severe 
disadvantage vis-a-vis the Foreign Office. The British Embassy here 
had always been regarded in London as being “too weak” toward 
Zionist influences in the United States. In fact, Lord Inverchapel, 
when Ambassador, had been completely disregarded in his reports of 
the Zionist attitude. I gained the impression that Mr. Bromley was 
hopeful that his Chief would speak with greater authority, but that 
he was not entirely assured onthispoint. | | 

Mr. Bromley said he wished me to know that he personally felt that 
the views expressed by Mr. Lovett yesterday were completely right, 
particularly with regard to how our real strategic advantage could be 
maintained in the Near East. He had in fact addressed a Minute along 
the same lines to his Ambassador not long ago. | 

Mr. Bromley said, in response to my question, that his Ambassador’s 
interview this morning with the President had been more general in 
character than the conversations last evening with the Acting Secre- 
tary. The President, said Mr. Bromley, had responded in terms almost 

| identical with those used by Mr. Lovett, although not in such detail. 
Mr. Bromley told me that orders had been issued to the RAF in 

Egypt to discontinue further reconnaissance. He said the recommenda- 
tion for this order had come from British authorities in Egypt. I 
commented that this seemed useful since reconnaissance of the type 
recently attempted appeared to have reached the point of diminishing 
returns. 

+ ‘Winston Churchill and Anthony Eden, British Prime Minister and Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs, respectively, from 1940 to 1945. | 

* The editors have been unable to find in the records of the Department of State 
any memoranda detailing the conversations of Ambassador Franks with Mr. 
Lovett and with President Truman. The conversation with Mr. Lovett is sum-_ 
marized in telegram 149, January 13, to London, p. 658. Mr. McDonald’s version of 
the conversation with President Truman is presented in his book, My Mission in 
Israel, 1948-1951 (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1951), p. 126. .
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867N.01/1-1349 
| oe 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Director of the 

Office of Near Lastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite) 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineron,] January 18, 1949. 

Subject : Anglo-Israeli Difficulties | 

Participants: Mr. Eliahu Epstein, Special Representative of the 

se Provisional Government of Israel | 

Mr. Joseph C. Satterthwaite, NEA | 

| Mr. Epstein phoned to say that Mr. Lovett had requested him to 

repeat to me the message which he had just given him following the 

receipt of instructions to do so from Tel Aviv. He had, of course, at. 

once telegraphed his Government the purport of Mr. Lovett’s sug- 

gestion to him yesterday that it would be unwise for the PGI to press 

the Security Council to act on its letter to the SC complaining against 

British actions in the Palestine area. Mr. Epstein had apparently 

recommended that the PGI would be wise to follow this suggestion. | 

The telegram which he has received from Tel Aviv is to the effect 

that the PGI agrees with Mr. Lovett’s proposal and will not press 

for the introduction of a resolution in the SC * unless some new British 

act of provocation should compel them to reconsider their present 

position. He added that his Government had full confidence in the 

course the State Department had been pursuing recently. | 

Mr. Epstein expressed his personal thanks for the contribution 

which he considered the State Department had been making during 

the past few days to a solution of this difficult problem. ) 

1The Department of State, on January 14, advised Tel Aviv of its gratification 

at being informed by Mr. Epstein that the Provisional Government of Israel had 

decided not to press the matter before the Security Council (telegram 31, 501.BB. 

Palestine/1-1449). 

501.BB Palestine/1-1349 | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs 

Oo: (Rusk) to the Acting Secretary o f State co 

| ae [Wasurneron, ] January 13, 1949. 

Subject: United Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine _ 

Discussion - en 

~ On December 11, 1948, at its Third Session the United Nations 

General Assembly adopted a resolution establishing a Conciliation 

Commission to assist the Arabs and Jews in reaching an agreement — 

re Palestine. It is composed of three states Members of the United 

Nations: France, Turkey and the United States. |
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Lhe Conciliation Commission in addition will undertake upon 
request of the Security Council any of the functions now assigned to 
the U.N. Mediator on Palestine or to the U.N. Truce Commission by 
resolutions of the Security Council. Upon such request the office of 
the Mediator shall be terminated. It is also instructed to present to 
the fourth regular session of the General Assembly detailed proposals 
for a permanent international regime for the Jerusalem area. It is 
further instructed to facilitate the rehabilitation of refugees, main- 
taining close relations with the Director of the U.N. Relief for 
Palestine Refugees. oe 

_ The Conciliation Commission will have its headquarters in Jeru- 
salem. It has been agreed that its preliminary meeting will be held 
in Geneva, Switzerland, about January 17, and that it will then pro- 
ceed to Rhodes and Jerusalem. The President on December 29, 1948, 
appointed Mr. Joseph B. Keenan as the United States Representative. 

_ However, plans for his departure have been delayed. It is proposed 
that Fraser Wilkins (NEA) and John W. Halderman (UNP) be 
designated as Principal Adviser and Adviser respectively and that 
they depart immediately for Geneva. A supplemental memorandum 
will be submitted, setting forth the arrangements for security pro- 
visions for the delegation. oo oo 

| Here follow a discussion of personnel requirements, a recommenda- 
tion that the designations! of Messrs. Wilkins and Halderman be 
approved, concurrences, etc.] oe | 

Mr. Lovett gave his approval to the designations in a marginal notation on a 
subsequent but undated memorandum to him by Mr. Rusk. | 

10 Files a a 7 - 
Message Released by the United Nations Security Council on 

January 13, 1949 | a 

CaptecramM Datep 13 January 1949 From tum Actinc Meprator 
_ Avpressep To THE Srcrerary-GeneraL Transmitting A Report 

on Necotrations Between THE GovERNMENT or EGypr AND THE 
‘Provisions GovERNMENT oF TsraEn ? 

To Present or Securtry Counc: Following my report of 
12 January on the beginning of negotiations between representatives 
of the Government of Egypt and of the Provisional Government of 
Israel to seek agreement on the terms of an armistice I have the honour 
to present a further reporton these negotiations. = : 

. * Released: by the Security Council on J anuary13as8/1209, © =.



- J held informal meetings each delegations separately on morning 

of 13th at which agreement was reached on all points of procedure 

and.on an agenda? for the discussions. | _ 

‘This afternoon, 13 January, the first joint meeting was held. At | 

‘this meeting the delegations were introduced. On the formal request 

‘of both delegations I assumed the role of Chairman of the meetings. 

The heads of the two delegations each made a formal declaration of 

his Government’s desire for the establishment of an armistice and 

pledging his delegation to work persistently and in a spirit of con- 

ciliation toward that end. Oo SO 

- ‘The agenda for future discussions 1s sufficiently broad to cover out- 

standing points with regard to the implementation of the resolutions 

of 4th and 16th November. | | 

Meetings will now proceed on the substantive items on three levels 

as follows: ; oe 

1. Preliminary discussions separately with each delegation; tes 

9, Informal meetings between heads of delegations and United 

Nations; 
. | 

-. - 3, Joint formal meetings of the two delegations. oo | 

_ The conciliatory spirit of both parties and the progress made in 

matters of procedure continue to inspire hope for successful results. — 

2" he editors have been unable to locate a copy of this document in the files 

of the Department of State or in those of the United States Mission at the United 

Nations. : | - : | 

, | _ Editorial Note _ 

Acting Mediator Bunche welcomed the Israeli and Egyptian armis- 

tice negotiators in his opening statement at Rhodes on January 18. 

He noted that “by the terms of the proposal agreed upon, negotiations 

are to be confined, subject always to the will of the 2 parties, to the 

means of implementing the SC resolutions of 4 and 16 November 1948. 

We are not holding a peace conference here. We are not expecting to 

settle the complicated political issues which bedevil this problem and 

to which the Conciliation Commission will soon direct its attention.” 

‘Mr. Bunche recognzed that “there is.a great and hopeful significance 

in your very presence here and your willingness to sit down together 

and attempt-to find a basis of agreement for armistice in the conflict 
| ‘between the armed forces of the governments which you represent. 

“Nor am I unware that this meeting marks the first time in this 

unfortunate conflict that representatives of the two sides have shown 

the statesmanship which enables them to sit down together in a com-
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mon effort to look beyond a tenuous truce and to negotiate the armis- 
tice called for by the SC.” . a a 

Near the conclusion of his statement, Mr. Bunche appealed “most 
urgently that every precaution be taken by all governments to avoid 
any incidents or acts which might jeopardize the constructive progress 
of your delegations toward armistice accord. I have in mind not only 
governments directly involved in these negotiations or in the Palestine 
conflict, but those whose interests impel them to keep close surveillance 
on developments in the area.” (telegram 41, January 14, 3:30 p. m., 
from New York, 501 BB Palestine/1-1449). 

The United Nations released the text of Mr. Bunche’s statement on 
January 14 as press release PAL/413. 

867N.01/1-1349 : Airgram . 

Lhe Chargé in the Soviet Union (Kohler) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Moscow, January 18, 1949. 

A-35, In talks prior to his recent departure for home leave, Syrian 
Minister Farid Bey Zeineddine indicated that he had received further 
intimation from the Soviet authorities of a possible shift in Soviet 
policy toward Palestine and the Arab states, along lines reported in 
Kmbtel 2186, Sept. 29.1 While he did not so indicate, it is possible that, 
on these latter occasions, he did receive something more specific, though 
we doubt that it went so far at this stage as “an offer to reverse Soviet 
Palestine policy in return for a demonstration on the part of Syria 
and other Arab countries that they are not ‘instruments of Anglo- 
American policy’ ”, as alleged by the Acting Director-General of the 
Syrian Foreign Office (Damascus A-387,Dec.13).2 | 
The central element in Soviet policy toward Palestine is the question 

of the status therein of non-Soviet power and influence. In this region, 
as in all other “dependent, semi-dependent, or colonial areas”, the con- 
stant first objective of the Kremlin is the removal of the authority or 
influence of any rival or hostile powers, which in practice means, prin- 
cipally, the authority or influence of the United States or the United 
Kingdom. Any means which serves this end is. acceptable until the 
objective has been achieved. During this period Moscow supports and 
uses such disparate and ideologically inappropriate forces as the 
Zionists in Palestine, the feudal rulers of Egypt, or the “Trotskyites” 
in Indonesia, as well as real Communists, as in Indochina. Once the 
first objective is gained, the next objective becomes the fostering of 

1 Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part2,p.1482,0 2 
~ 8Not printed, 0
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Communist control. At this stage, uncontrolled and ideologically in- 
appropriate agencies are likely to find themselves neglected, under- | 
mined, sabotaged, infiltrated or even abruptly disowned and attacked, 
depending on the Kremlin’s estimate of the shortest direction toward 
this next objective. a | | 

: Moscow apparently considers the first objectives satisfactorily at- 
tained in Palestine, insofar as the territory presently or potentially 
under control of the Jews is concerned, and will be likely henceforth to 
concentrate on securing the establishment. of a weak independent Arab 
state in the remainder of Palestine, free from non-Soviet outside in- 

fluences. This suggests that the Soviet government will now: 

(1) Decrease its support of the Israel government and revert to | 
| basic anti-Zionist policy it temporarily suspended but never abandoned 

(Embtel 1016, May 31).* Signs of this reversion are already apparent 
in Ehrenburg’s* attack, in Pravda Sept. 21, on the bourgeois nature of 
the government of Israel and subsequent less friendly tone Soviet 
propaganda, as well as in recent suppression of Jewish Anti-Fascist 
Committee and Jewish press in Moscow, the only Jewish agencies 
possibly available to Israeli legation as point of contact with Soviet 
Jewish population. 

. (2) Extend increasing support to Communists of Israel, encourag- 
ing and aiding them to penetrate Government, at same time infiltrating 
Communist agents into Eastern European emigration, which Israel 
desires and Kremlin controls. The Embassy recently learned from > 
usually reliable sources that some half-dozen Soviet citizens have been 
authorized to leave the Soviet Union for Palestine; since normal emi- 
gration from the USSR is forbidden, these persons could only be 
oviet agents. | 

- (8) Seek to limit territory of State of Israel to that foreseen by 
GA resolution of November 29, 1947 and generally to curb power of 
Israel Government. This is indicated by attitude of Soviet UN Dele- 
gation at Paris and by practical cessation of direct military aid to 
Israel Government via Czechoslovakia. It seems clear independent 
strength and ambition shown by young Israel Government was as un- 
expected by Soviet Government as by others and that its further rapid 
extension isnot.regarded as.desirable. . | 

(4) Oppose by every means extension of Abdullah’s control or in- 
fluence, 1.e., in Soviet eyes, British control and influence, to Arab 
Palestine. oe : a 

At appropriate time and occasion, foregoing measures will certainly 
be portrayed to Arab Governments as a change in Soviet policy favor- 
able to them, and exploited by every means in order to lay basis for 
achievement in Arab countries of first objective already gained in 
Jewish Palestine. However, we do not believe there will be any sudden 

° Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, page 1081. a 
_ “Ilya Grigoryevich Ehrenburg, a prominent Soviet author and journalist.
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‘public shift in Kremlin’s Palestine policy. We should rather expect 

that the new line will be implemented somewhat later and gradually, 

with direct approaches to the Arab Governments timed to take ad- 

vantage of developments connected with UN effort to effect a 

Palestine settlement. ea | | a 

Department please pass copies to London, Paris, Prague, Cairo, 

Beirut, Jidda, Baghdad, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem. ne 

ea KoHLER 

501.BB Palestine/1-1349: Telegram _ OO OO oO 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United 

a Kingdom | | 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WasninoTon, January 18, 1949—5 p. m. 

NIACT 7 | | 

149. Brit Amb called yesterday under personal instructions of 

Bevin and asked Acting Secy to read two telegrams, first of which 

bore obvious imprint of Foreign Secys drafting. | 

Gist this tel was that Bevin desired clearcut statement US views 

on Palestine territorial settlement in light mutual and highly impor- 

tant strategic interests UK and US in Middle East. He referred to 

UK-US understanding as to strategic objectives and joint action in 

this area t “subject to Israel”. Lovett confirmed to Sir Oliver Franks 

that Middle East understanding so far as this Govt is concerned. is: 

still very muchineffect. | | : oo 

- Bevin’s tel was couched in a series of questions. His next point was 

to ascertain precisely what US attitude was with respect to strategic 

land line of communications bet Egypt and other Arab States, spe- 

cifically road from Gaza, Beersheba and Jericho, to Trans] ordan. 

Bevin referred to Douglas’ luncheon in Dec. with himself and Brit 

Chiefs of Staff.” re Bn 

Lovett replied that importance this particular strategic road had 

been mentioned very late in the day. Attitude of US Govt had been 

clear since autumn 1947 and had been frequently reiterated by Presi- 

dent and other officials; namely that Israel was entitled to boundaries 

(including all of Negev) assigned it by GA resolution Nov 29, 1947. 

However if Israel insisted on retaining Arab areas of Palestine such 

as Jaffa and western Galilee it should be expected to relinquish other 

territory, such as part of Negev, in compensation. Our most recent 

1The understanding was attained at the “Pentagon Talks of 1947”; for docu- 

mentation on these talks, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 485 ff. | | 

2 he luncheon took place on December 20; see. airgram 23%%, December 22, 1948, 

from London, ibid., 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1680.



exposition of this policy had been Jessup’s speech before Committee t 
of GA Nov. 20,1948. ne | | 
_ Brit Amb in endeavoring explain his Govt’s overall concept from 
which its concern for specific strategic lines derived said he thought 
UK did not feel that for immediate future it could regard attitude of 
Israel with any confidence. It was therefore vitally necessary that 
southern boundaries of Israel should be north of Gaza, Beersheba, 
Jericho Road. To this Lovett said he thought real strategic security 
lay in encouraging development in Israel of a westward outlook, 
Confining Israel in a straitjacket and surrounding this new nation 
with a circle of a weak Arab enemies kept in ring only by Brit armed 
assistance, would inevitably result in creation of a hostile state which 
would turn almost automatically toward USSR. Experience had 
proved that it was far more difficult to deal with a state after it had 
turned Communist or pro-Soviet than, to keep it friendly to the west 
before the capture took place. Real security therefore lay not in any 
particular road in Negev but in attitude of Israel, which would be 
conditioned by attitudeofGreat Powers. sss” 
_ Bevin’s next query was. whether US backed SC resolutions and 
specifically those Nov. 4 and 16 and that of Dec. 29. We pointed out 
to Brit. Amb that apparently Foreign Secy was visualizing technical 
truce lines such as those provided for in Nov. 4 resolution as terms of a 
final political settlement. While SC resolutions certainly were valid 
in their limited application to momentary military situation and to 
problem of transferring truce into an armistice they did not seek to. 
delineate final political settlement. This. in fact had been left under | 
GA res of Dec. 11 to Palestine Conciliation Comm. Our views on this 
final settlement were clear, since we had favored giving all Negev to 
Jewish State under. res. Noy. 29, 1947 but now under formula ex- 
pressed above contemplated that: Israel: might have to relinquish. part, 
of Negev if. it desired to-retain. western Galilee and Jaffa. It there- 
fore seemed difficult. to comprehend why Foreign Secy displayed such 
excitement since Israel under this definition might get less territory 
in.Negev than in Nov. 1947-when Brit. Govt. remained silent.. 
_ Next point in Bevin message was in effect “What is US prepared to 
do. about Palestine situation?”. Message added that two govts ought 
to. get together and “do.something”. Acting Secy replied we had been 
doing a great-deal and that perhaps UK had been doing too much 
in.a non-constructive sense. For example, its sending of troops to. 
Aqaba, the RAF incident, and threatening naval movements in Medi- | 
terranean certainly did not encourage Israelis at least to think UK: 
was moving for peace. US for its part, as Brit. Govt. well knew, had 
worked with energy and no small degree of success in getting PGI 
to cease its campaign against Egypt and in influencing Egypt to offer.
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cease-fire and negotiations to Israel under UN auspices. At this Junc- 

ture when Israelis and Egyptians were on point of sitting down to 

peace talks on Rhodes, and when we had word of favorable conversa- 

tions bet Israel and Lebanon and bet Israel and Transjordan 

looking toward permanent settlement, it would be in highest degree 

| unfortunate if any action should prevent these developments from 

coming to fruition. Lovett added parenthetically that Israeli Rep 

had called that same afternoon and stated his Govt believed Brit. 

agents were seeking to dissuade Egyptian Govt from participating 

in Rhodes peace talks. Acting Secy told Israeli Rep. he thought there 

was no basis for this report. However, if Israel should bring its 

charges against UK before SC it could present eloquent case which 

would do neither US nor UK any good. Lovett told Brit. Amb he had 

used utmost endeavor with Israeli Rep. to persuade his Govt. not to 

bring its differences with Brit before SC. | 

Bevin’s tel was emotional in tone. It concluded with a challenge for 

US to choose bet supporting SC resolutions or Sov Union. Both Sir 

Oliver and Lovett disregarded this dramatic peroration. 

Second Brit. note resumed threat to regain UK liberty of action 

(despite SC res. of May 29) to send arms and war material to Arab 

states. Lovett told Brit. Amb this would have instantaneous results of 

further exciting popular feeling in Israel, of placing Britain in posi- 

tion of violating SC res (despite Bevin’s protestation that these reso- 

Jutions must be complied with) and also immediately raise question of 

causing this Govt to lift its scrupulous arms embargo. This would in 

turn result in sorry spectacle of Britain arming one side in Palestine 

conflict and US the other, with Russians sole permanent beneficiaries. 

| Basic difference in point of view UK and US Govts is that Brit are 

demanding rigid compliance with SC resolutions Nov. 4 and 16 be- 

cause they ‘wish to use these resolutions as means of enforcing a 

political settlement. Brit. Amb admitted as much when he said that 

Jines of truce or armistice would undoubtedly foreshadow final terri- — 

torial dispositions. We already know from McNeil’s * blunt comment to 

Rep. of PGI in Paris last autumn that UK is frankly seeking to use 

SC action to oust Israelis from Negev. This Govt however has re- 

peatedly been on record as stating that neither SC nor GA has con- 

stitutional power under UN Charter to enforce a political settlement. 

Efforts of SC are restricted to maintaining international peace and 

security. We feel that proper means for achievement of final political 

settlement in Palestine is by negotiations bet the parties either directly _ 

or through UN auspices. These negotiations are now in progress and 

Conciliation Comm is on point of undertaking its responsibilities 

Hector McNeil, British Minister of State. | . 7
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under GA res. Dec. 11. We feel it would be useful in your conversations 

with high FonOff officials to make clear this basic difference in ap- 

proach and to emphasize our view that Brit will be starting along path 

whose end is far from being in sight if they seek to use SC resolutions 

. designed solely to meet specific threats to international security as a | 

means of accomplishing political advantage. In fact Bevin’s heated 

admonition to this Govt to back up SC resolutions sounds queer in hght 

his simultaneous willingness to violate SC res. May 29 by proceeding 

forthwith to arm Arab allies* 

Rptd USUN, eyes only, for Jessup. oo | 

4 A marginal notation indicates that this telegram was cleared with the White 

House. : | a ; | 

867N.01/1-1349 : Telegram 7 | / | | 

. The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET US URGENT | JERUSALEM, January 18, 1949—6 p. m. | 

85. On instructions from PGI Colonel Dayan yesterday called on 

French Consul General in latter’s capacity as representative of “coun- 

try most interested in future of Jerusalem” to urge strongly immediate 

settlement in Jerusalem by negotiations between Israel and Trans- 

jordan. Prefaced remarks by stating current talks with Abdullah Tel 

making no progress. and offered no chance success. Asserted UK pre- 

venting King Abdullah from reaching agreement and credentials given 

Abdullah Tel to negotiate worthless. Dayan requested French Govern- 

ment exert pressure on UK induce latter encourage or allow Trans- 

jordan reach immediate settlement re Jerusalem. Requested French 

Consul General communicate his. statements to me with request US 

also attempt influence UK. Maintained PGI considers agreement in 

immediate future more important than possibility obtaining better 

terms in future. Pere. oe | Ce 

- Dayan proposed settlement Jerusalem question apart from question 

Palestine as whole. Stated because drain on PGI resources and con- 

tinued. deterioration. economy Jewish J erusalem, PGI could not afford 

indefinite continuation present mobilization particularly in J eru- 

salem. Asserted PGI not willing wait for arrival Conciliation Com- 

mission and inevitably long delays involved until it became familiar 

with problem and eventually made recommendations to next GA. 

PGI anxious to settle question by peaceful means, but capable if this 

not possible of solving problem by force. re 

Dayan next offered negotiate on basis following extraordinary con- 

cessions made, he stated, in interest quick agreement : 

501-887-7748 |
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- (1) Partition. city into homogeneous Jewish and Arab sections. To 
achieve this, Jews willing relinquish former Arab quarters .of 
Qatamon, German colony, upper and lower Bakka and Maliha which 
they now hold with boundary line to run west of Maliha. In addition 
would give up strong military positions of Mount Zion and Der Abu 
Tor together with Jewish fortified settlements of Ramat Rahel and 
Talpiyot and Jewish quarter of Mequor Haiyim. Division city on 
above lines would give Arabs far more than Consul General thought 
ossible. oF | 

r (2) In return and because of insistence of orthodox Jews, Mount 
of Ophel, Jewish cemetery on Mount of Olives and Jewish quarter 
Old City would be excluded from Arab sovereignty and placed under 
some type international control. Stated PGI might not insist on ex- 
clusive [eaclusion] Jewish quarter Old City from Arab sovereignty. 
- (8) Hadassah hospital and Hebrew University on Mount Scopus 
would remain Jewish and be connected with Jewish Jerusalem by 
new road bypassing Arab residential quarters. 

(4) Recognized above would place railroad station and electric 
power plant in Arab area but their uses would be supervised by in- 
ternational agency. Jewish use railroad would be discussed later in 
connection with final Palestine settlement and possible Jewish 

| corridor. . ee, So : | 

_ French Consul General cabled above to Paris to London for 
Schuman * in hopes latter could discuss with Bevin on current visit. 
~ Consul General comments: ee i 
_ (1) Settlement Jerusalem question would go far towards restoring 
peace and stability in Middle East which Consul General understands 
is primary objective US. _ OO Oo | 
’ (2) Regardless whether UK discouraging Egypt and Transjordan 
from reaching agreement with PGI for strategic reasons related to 
Negev, UK would have no valid reasons for opposing settlement con- 
fined to city Jerusalem. a oo | oo - 
_ (8) Settlement above basis might involve renunciation principle 
international city as called for by GA resolution but both French 
Consul General and I believe clause could be included in agreement 
between PGI and Transjordan to effect agreement would not prejudice 
any action by UN to internationalize entire area. Even if not accept- 
able consider establishment peace by agreement more important than 

_ internationalization Jerusalem. — a ee Oo 
__ (4) Although PGI action may be motivated by hidden tactical 
reasons and wish to use troops elsewhere, both French Consul General 
and I believe reflects genuine PGI desire establish permanent peace 
Jerusalem (Contel 1550, December 237) avoiding further military 
action this area. nn 

1 Robert Schuman, French Minister for Foreign Affairs. -_ . : . 
* Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1687. | -
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(5) Despite Jewish desire for peace, believe PGI will solve ques- 
tion by force if prospects immediate peaceful settlement fade. 

_ (6) Proposed division city extremely favorable to Arabs and would 
meet their current demands as to demarcation line. lps 
(7) Proposals made by Dayan would fit very well into suggestions 

for future Jerusalem contained in Contel 1530, December 18° 

Consul General therefore urges most strongly US seize present 
opportunity and press for settlement Jerusalem problem immediately. | 
Conditions change very rapidly in Palestine and present opportunity 
should not be allowed escape by delay. Department may wish discuss 
question with UK with object obtaining full UK approval for settle- 
ment, Jerusalem immediately and apart from Palestine problem as 
whole. Kirkbride in Amman could communicate UK views to King 

Abdullah and upon PGI receiving assurances through US of UK | 
: attitude Dayan and Abdullah El Tel could meet and work out details. 

Contribution to general stabilization in Middle East and contagious 
effect throughout Palestine of immediate Jerusalem settlement far 

outweigh probable advantages delaying in hope sustaining interna- 
tional city in future.‘ ere ee a | | 7 

Sent Department 35, repeated London, pouched Amman. aa 
wo ee Oo  Burperr 

* Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1665. oe 
*The Department, on January 14, informed Jerusalem that the subject matter 

of telegram 35 was discussed by officers at the working level with representatives 
of the British Embassy and it was agreed that the “matter presented possibili- 
ties which merited further urgent and very careful consideration.” (telegram 24, 
867N.01/1-1349) | : OO ee 

On January 14, Jerusalem reported the thinking of the French Consul General 
that the “opportunity obtain real international city past and United Nations 
will prove unwilling furnish troops.and other essentials for effeetive United 
Nations control. France’s primary objective should, therefore, shift to obtaining 
peace on terms acceptable to both sides. Consulate General agrees entirely with 
this reasoning. Extent Jewish concessions should be emphasized. PGI offering 
give up positions essential to defense Jewish Jerusalem thus indicating clearly 
is move for permanent peace. Areas involved such that considerable political 
opposition must be anticipated within Israel.” (telegram 36, 867N.01/1-1449), 

501:MA Palestine/1—-1449 | oe . a 3 

The Acting Secretary of State to the President | 

i oe  Wasuineton, January 14, 1949. 

Tue Presipent: There is enclosed for your consideration and for 
transmission to the Congress, if you approve, a joint resolution:t te 

_ authorize an appropriation for a special contribution by the United 
States to the United Nations for the relief of Palestine refugees. - 

+ For text, see Department of State Bulletin, February 6, 1949, p.. 204. = |
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. The purpose of this legislation is to give effect to a resolution of the 
General Assembly of the United Nations of November 19, 1948, a | 
copy of which is enclosed. The action of the General Assembly was 
based primarily upon the report of the Acting United Nations Media- 
tor for Palestine of October 18, 1948,* which described the situation of 
the 500,000 Palestinian refugees as extremely critical and urged im- 
mediate assistance for them to avert a great human catastrophe. The 
General Assembly, taking this situation into account, declared in its 
resolution, “that the alleviation of conditions of starvation and distress 
among the Palestine refugees is one of the minimum conditions for 
the success of the effort of the United Nations to bring peace to that 
land”. The resolution further states that a sum of approximately 
$29,500,000 will be required to provide relief for 500,000 refugees for 

| a period of nine months from December 1, 1948, to August 31, 1949, and 
that an additional amount of approximately $2,500,000 will be required 
for administrative and local operational expenses. To finance these re- 
quirements, the resolution “urges all States Members of the United 
Nations to make as soon as possible voluntary contributions in kind 
or in funds sufficient to insure that the amount of supplies and funds 
required” is obtained. | OO 

Lo provide immediate assistance pending the receipt of contribu- 
tions, the General Assembly authorized the Secretary-General to 
advance $5,000,000 from the United Nations Working Capital Fund, 
this advance to be repaid from the voluntary contributions of 
governments. a 

| ‘The proposed legislation provides for a special contribution of 
| $16,000,000 to the United Nations for the refugee relief program. 

This amount is deemed to be a fair share for the United States to 
contribute in order to support the efforts of the United Nations in 
restoring peace in Palestine and in view of the deep interest. of the 
United States in restoring conditions of stability in that area. To 
date, fifteen countries have indicated that they will make contribu- 
tions pursuant to the General Assembly resolution. Among these, the 
United Kingdom has announced a contribution of one million pounds 
sterling (approximately $4,000,000) and France, a contribution of 
900,000,000 French francs (approximately $1,600,000). 

The program will be administered by Mr. Stanton Griffis who is 
taking leave from his post as United States Ambassador to Egypt 

? For information on this resolution, see circular telegram of November 19, 1948, 
Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1614. 

* The text of this report is printed in United Nations, Official Records of the 
General Assembly, Third Session, Supplement No. 11A. The report is cited in 
an American draft resolution sent to the Department from Paris on October 20, 
1948, in Delga 411, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1497.
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to serve as Director of United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees. = 

With a view to utilizing personnel and organizations experienced in 

disaster relief, arrangements are being made with the International 

Committee of the Red Cross, the League of Red Cross Societies, and 

the American Friends Service Committee to handle the distribution 

of supplies in the field as agents of the United Nations. | 

- The provision for an advance of $8,000,000 from the Reconstruction 7 

Finance Corporation is designed to make a part of the United States 

contribution immediately available. Without this extraordinary pro- | 

vision, the normal delays in the appropriation process would make it 

impossible to meet the heaviest requirements of the relief program 

during the winter months. | | - 

Section 3 of the draft legislation is for the purpose of enabling the 

United Nations to procure material, supplies or services for the pur- 

poses of the resolution through the facilities of the United States 

Government agencies and to simplify the procedures for such oe 

procurement. : oe | | | 

In viéw of the urgency of extending relief to these unfortunate 

peoples, and of the importance of the United States contribution to 

the United Nations program, I sincerely hope that the proposed 

legislation may be presented to the Congress for its consideration at 

the earliest opportunity.‘ Se a | , 

— Rosert A. Lovetr 

‘President Truman transmitted Mr. Lovett’s letter to the Congress for its — 
“favorable consideration” on January 29; the text of the President’s message is 
printed in Department of State Bulletin, February 6, 1949, p. 202. oo 

——- 867N.01/1-1449: Telegram oak 

7 Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State oe 

SECRET a Amman, January 14, 1949—4 p. m. 

19. While it is understood that another of regular Abdullah 
e] Tel-Dayan meetings is now scheduled for Saturday, January 15,1 
doubtful whether Tel yet authorized discuss in definitive manner any 
of eleven points on agenda presented Jews at second meeting in series. | 

Repeated Jerusalem 14. | 

| | STABLER 

- 1Mr. Stabler, on January 17, advised he had learned “that due to absence in 
Rhodes of Shiloah no meeting between:Tel and Dayan was held on January 15. 
As it appears likely that Transjordan will participate in Rhodes talks if present 
Egypt—Israel negotiations successful, probable that current series Tel—-Dayan | 
meetings will no longer be held.” (telegram 24 from Amman, 867N.01/1-1749)
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867N.01/1-1249 : Telegram ee ee : a 

~ Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France. 

SECRET , | WasurneTon, January 14, 1949—7 p: m. 
_ 184. Benard of French Emb informed Dept Jan 12 that Syrian 
FonOff had expressed to Fr Minister Damascus its fears impending 
attempt by Abdullah carry out Greater Syria scheme. Benard said 
matter discussed with Maurice Fischer PGT spokesman Paris who 
stated PGI opposed formation Greater Syria and would be willing 
withdraw Israeli forces from Syrian front if Syrian forces menaced 
by Abdullah. Benard stated Fr Govt strongly opposed formation 
Greater Syria, was disturbed over Syrian fears this regard, and ex- 
pressed hope US did not favor Abdullah’s project. (Embtel 146 
Jan 12)? | Co oa Bagu oe 
' Dept assured Benard US did not favor Greater Syria plan of 
Abdullah involving other Arab States but was not opposed to incor- 
poration greater part Arab Palestine in ‘Transjordan. | ne 

Dept has no info indicating any substance for Syrian concern im- 
pending move by Abdullah and it seems hardly likely latter would 
make move at this time which would cause further dissension :among 
Arab States when they already hard pressed by Israelis. Dept would 
appreciate any info from field clarifying current situation? = 
- a Loverr 

_ +¥or earlier documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 
V, pp. 788 ff. oe | | . 

* Not printed. OO 7 ee 
*This telegram was repeated to Arab capitals, London, Jerusalem, and Tel 

Aviv. Mr. Stabler, in reply on January 16, advised that “There are no indications 
at present that King has, or is even thinking of, any plans to take positive 
action at this stage toward realization greater Syria. His principal preoccupation 
now is settlement with Israelis and incorporation as much Arab Palestine as 
ean be obtained in Transjordan. Little doubt exists however that he regards 

_ successful achievement these as first and important step in creation greater 
Syria.” (telegram 21, 867N.01/1-1649) oe 

501.BB Palestine/1—1449 : Telegram ee . : 

| The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

- RESTRICTED Catro, January 14, 1949—7 p. m. 

59. ReEmbtels Rhodes conversations. Press morning 14th re Rhodes 
conversations describes them as having strictly military character 
and that in Egyptian view SC decisions November 4 and 16 must be 

made effective before studying decision December 29. a
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. Text stresses conversations began 13th with Ralph Bunche, interim 

UN Mediator, and mentions influence of US in bringing about Rhodes 

talks as supplement to prior. representations. by Mediator’s Cairo 

representative Azearate, with Prime Minister and. Foreign Minister. 

. Further stressed that Rhodes conversations would. not. possess a 

political: character and that the sole civilian member delegation 

Mohamed Saleh Foreign Office official who, however, has been detached 

to serve in office of Mediator. ES Le ae 

- Press item further states that conversations do not envisage recog- 

nition of “pseudo state of Israel” and that there will be neither direct 

talks with Zionists [n]Jor round-table conversations. These will be 

conducted in same manner as those held by late Count: Bernadotte,t 

* The United Nations Mediator on Palestine was assassinated in September 1948. 

S67N.O1/1-1549: Telegram 

So Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State. ae 

SECRET <“NIACT - Amaran, January 15, 1949—8 a.m. | 

URGENT » ee ae EE a 
20. Israeli peace offer re Jerusalem as contained in Jerusalem’s:35, 

January 13 and 36, January 14+ appears to coincide in general terms _ 

with King’s views as outlined in mytel 16, January 11 and feel he would 

be willing discuss Jerusalem question with Jews in near future apart 

from more general problem of Transjordan-Israel peace, particularly 
since Jews seem ready grant number concessions. a se aha 

Believe King would insist on complete sovereignty and control of 

Jewish quarter Old City and also of Katamon, upper and lower Bakaa, 

Mt. Zion, Deir Abu Tor, Maliha, Talpioth, Ramatrahel and Mekor- 

haim. He would probably also desire exchange of populations between 

Arab and Jewish pockets. However it is thought that he would be open 

to reasonable suggestions and negotiations on any or all of these points 

provided he could be sure of good faith of Israelis. cs 

_ King’s present dilemma is due in large measure to lack of active 

and functioning government. Prime Minister is still ill and Acting 

Prime Minister appears unwilling take any responsibility on matters 

which he prefers should be handled by Prime Minister. Therefore 

King is impatiently awaiting return of Samir Rifai Pasha from US 
to appoint him as Prime Minister. _ Bo | 

‘Latter not printed, but see footnote 4,p.663. | | |
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«While preliminary discussions re Jerusalem could be held before 
formation new government, no definitive talks. could take place now 
nor could Abdullah El Tel be issued with credentials more valid than | 

ones he now holds. Unsatisfactory progress of Tel-Dayan talks result- 
ing from absurd situation re government has been pointed out to King 
by certain advisers but he apparently feels himself unable remedy 
matters at moment. a | 

As have regular weekly dinner engagement with King at Shuneh 
Sunday evening would Department consider it useful for plan in 
Jerusalem’s 35 and 36 to be outlined to King, as personal thoughts and 
without revealing source, in order obtain his reactions. While French 
Consulate General may have obtained some reaction through Abdullah 
El Tel and Musa Husseini (reports of whose interview will probably 
shortly reach British Foreign Office), it might be desirable to explore 
matter directly with King.” | = 
‘Sent Department 20, repeated London 1, Jerusalem 15. | 

| : a STABLER 

*The Department, in reply on January 15, authorized Mr. Stabler to outline 
to the King the plan set forth in telegrams 35 and 36 from Jerusalem to obtain 
his reactions. It also cautioned him to “make absolutely clear you not acting in 
any way as mediator or extending good offices. You will of course recall that 
US remains on record as favoring internationalization of Jerusalem.” (telegram 
9 to Amman, 867N.01/1-1449) | ee 

Mr. Stabler replied, on January 17, that he had seen King Abdullah and the 
Transjordanian Defense Minister the previous evening and had advised them 
of the substance of telegram 9. The King stated that “if it did not seem possible 
to obtain internationalization of all Jerusalem, then autonomy of Arab and 
Jewish areas would be best solution to problem.” He also advanced the view 
that a “separate settlement Jerusalem ‘not: a bad idea’” and that “he wanted 
to reach settlement with Jews which would be firm and durable and which 
‘would be based on mutual interests. Toward that end he always prepared adopt 
reasonable attitude on specific points under discussion. He hoped Jews would 
do same.” (telegram 22 from Amman, 867N.01/1-1749) oe as 

| 501.BB Palestine/1—1549 : Telegram . - - 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 

SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, January 15, 1949—12 noon. 

NIACT | | | 

_ 65. For Vincent.? Deptel 54, Jan. 13,2 Keenan will not be able, for 
personal reasons, undertake duties as US Rep Pal Con Comm. His 
successor, however, has not yet been appointed. In this situation please 
be guided by following instructions: | | 

1. You shld say to Fr and Turk Members Comm and to UN Secr 
that pending arrival US Commissioner Dept has requested you ex 

+ John Carter Vincent, Minister in Switzerland. | oo 
? Not printed.
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officio to represent this Govt and accordingly we hope Commission’s 
first meetings can be informal in character. - 

9. If foregoing acceptable to Fr and Turk members you may par- 

ticipate fully with them in discussing precedures to be adopted by 

Comm. Such wld include: | 

a. Selection of Comm Chairmen. We wld suggest that Chair- 

manship rotate on monthly basis between three commissioners, 

following English alphabet. In this case France would be chair- 

man first month, followed by Turkey, then US. an 

 §. Itinerary of Comm. We wld have no objection if Fr propose 

that Comm proceed first Jerusalem to make acte de presence, later 

possibly going Rhodes if this is suggested by Mediator or if 

Comm shld feel such move necessary. We do not favor Comm 
meeting in Turkey since certain parties to Palestine dispute might 
not regard this as neutral ground. oe a an 

3. If, contrary our expectation, Fr and Turk members insist on | 

more formal treatment you must explain you will have to abstain from 

vote and that US to its regret will not be able participate in Com- 

mission’s formal deliberations pending arrival its Representative. 

4. Since US Rep on Con Comm will be White House appointee we 

do not contemplate that you should undertake substantive discussions 
on Palestine problem.* 

Repeat Geneva 37 Unpall. 2 . 

Repeated USUN 26, Paris 136, Ankara 25. - CS | 

Ce | - ck os Lovett 

3'This message was cleared by the White House. The United Nations Concilia- 7 

tion Commission for Palestine held its first meeting at Geneva on January 17 

with Mr. Vincent acting ex officio. The Commission “rendered homage memory 

Bernadotte; decided presidency would be exercised in rotation with Turkey as. 

first president ; decided establish headquarters Jerusalem beginning January 24; 

decided issue communiqués on committee work as occasion demanded ; discussed. 

with Azcarate practical questions including details establishment J erusalem.” 

(telegram Palun 2, January 18, noon, from Bern, 501.BB Palestine/1—-1849) 

Mr. Azcarate was Principal Secretary of the Commission. | 

501.BB Palestine/1-1549 : Telegram a | | | 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET a JerusaLem, January 15, 1949—1 p. m. | 

42. Following comments made on 12th by British Consul J erusalem : 

Talks between Dayan and Tel not making satisfactory progress. 

Both sides merely presented demands which realized other could not 

accept and no attempt made to reconcile differences. UK advised King 

Abdullah obtain agreement Transjordan Government to talks. Main 

demands Transjordan included outlet to sea at Gaza, return of Ramle 

and Lydda, return of refugees and consideration future western 

Galilee at later date. Jews in general claimed right retain territory 

now held and specifically partition Jerusalem, mutual compensation
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for damages, resumption operation potash works at southern end Dead 
Sea, together with right use potash works at northern end, and rectifi- 
cation lines at Latrun. No mention made by Jews of refugees. — ‘ 

_ Regarding shooting down RAF planes, asserted careful interroga- 
tion personnel involved proved conclusively Jewish attacks occurred 
over Egyptian territory. Stated Egyptian Defense Minister ap- 
proached UK Ambassador Cairo with request UK supply arms and 
munitions without Egypt’s invoking 1936 treaty. On instructions 
from E. Bevin Ambassador replied UK would not furnish assistance 
until Egypt invoked treaty and presence Jewish troops in Egypt 
definitely proved. Reconnaissance flights undertaken in effort obtain 
definite proof. es Bn 

Consul emphasized importance to UK of overland communications 
between Egypt and Jordan and Iraq so that defense treaties with 
latter two countries could be implemented if necessary. ee 
_ Considered at least corridor linking Transjordan and Egypt or 
Transjordan and Gaza vital for British defense needs, Expressed 
personal opinion UK would use force if necessary obtain route. 

Sent Department 42, pouched Amman. | a 
| - Burperr 

501.BB Palestine/1—1749 | — a Bo 

Draft Message by President Truman to President Chaim Weizmann 
of Israel, at Tel Aviv+ | ee 

— | ss [Wasurneron, undated.] 
My Dear Dr. Weizmann: Your message of January 3 is in my 

hands. I deeply appreciate your courtesy in personally conveying to 
me the assurances which have been given to the United States Govern- 
ment by the Provisional Government of Israel concerning the circum- 
stances surrounding the crossing of the Egyptian frontier by Israeli 
forces. I was gratified to learn that on J anuary 11 [70] Mr. Eliahu 
Epstein officially notified the United States Government that all 
Israeli forces had been withdrawn from Egypt. 
iam happy to assure you personally, as the United States Govern- 

ment has assured the. Provisional Government of Israel, that the 
representation which I directed Mr. McDonald to make in connection 
with this incident was made in the most friendly interest. I so in- 
structed Mr. McDonald because I was convinced that a situation had 
arisen which threatened to extend the scope of the conflict. As you 

‘Transmitted to the White House by Mr. Lovett with his memorandum of January 17. Presumably it was sent to the Israeli President as drafted. 
*See Mr. Rockwell’s memorandum of conversation, January 10, p. 633. ,
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know, the United States Government also made strong representations 

in Cairo. Oe | Bn 

Tam encouraged by recent developments looking toward armistice 

negotiations between Israel and Egypt. It is my earnest hope that 

these negotiations can be expanded from the military to the political 

field and that they can be broadened to include all the parties to the 

dispute. 
| = | | 

Tt is essential that both Israel and the Arab states leave no stone 

unturned in their efforts to reach a final settlement. Neither party 

must permit side issues to distract it from the difficult task of attaining 

this goal, which will bring to Palestine the lasting peace so essential 

to the stabilization of the Near East and to the larger objective of 

international security. | . is 

With kind regards, — | | pe | : oe 

- Sincerely yours, | BOs ee 

867N.01/1-1849 | .. ) | a a 

“Memorandum of C onversation, by the Acting Secretary o j State* — 

TOP SECRET a  [Wasutneton,] January 18, 1949. | 

Subject: Palestine OEE Pudge og 

Participants: The Acting Secretary, Mr. Lovett | Ps : 

a The British Ambassador, Sir OliverFranks 

as First Secretary of British Embassy, Mr. Bromley 

— . , NEA—Mr. Hare® SF OO 

poe — UNA—Mr. McClintock = eS | 

Sir Oliver Franks called at his request to leave an Aide-Mémoire 3 

under instructions of the Foreign Secretary. He prefaced his official 

remarks with the personal comment that he felt the conversations with 

Mr. Lovett over the past several weeks had had a material effect. on 

the British Government. For his own part, he had tried carefully to 

present not only a fair picture of the American point of view, but the 

arguments which supported that point of view. This he had done not 

only in official reports of his interviews (he asked Mr. Lovett to read 

the telegrams recounting his conversation with the Acting Secretary 

on January 12 and his subsequent talk with the President) ,* but also 

1 prafted by Mr. McClintock. - 
2 Raymond A. Hare, Deputy Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African 

Affairs. oo ae - | | 

Infra. | | | 7 

| “For information on these conversations, see Mr. McClintock’s memorandum 

esl oni esa of January 13 and telegram 149 to London of the same date, pp.
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in a. personal letter to the Foreign Secretary in which he stressed the 
basic reasons for the Department’s attitude. Summing up, the Am- 
bassador indicated that the Americans were looking to what to do | 
about the future of Palestine while the British had perhaps been | 
regarding the problem too much in the light of their unhappy experi- 
ences in the past. He was relieved to feel that the United States by its 
recent actions in restraining the Israeli attack on Egypt had shown 
clearly that it did not feel that Israel could act outside the territorial 
limits of the former Palestine mandate, although within those limits 
the American Government thought that final dispositions should be 
made by negotiation between the parties. | a 

Sir Oliver said that, no doubt, the request of the British Cabinet 
for a statement from the United States in the sense that the United 
States Government and the British Government have a common policy 
relating to the Middle East was conditioned at least in part by con- 
siderations of domestic politics. Mr. Bevin had been under considerable 
attack and Mr. Eden had based his principal argument on the asser- 
tion that Palestine was forcing the two Anglo-Saxon Governments 
apart. However, Sir Oliver pointed out that the Cabinet telegram 
which he had received, and on which the Aide-Mémoire was based, 
made no reference to the domestic political situation or to the Impend- 
ing debate in the House of Commons on British Palestine policy. All , 
his Government asked was that if possible the attitude of this Govern- 
ment toward making a statement be ascertained prior to the Cabinet 
meeting on Thursday, January 20. | | 

T replied that there were two reasons why it would be difficult for 
this Government to make an across-the-board statement with respect 
to our unanimity of policy with the British Government in the Middle 
Kast. The first was a domestic problem—that of security in the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee. I had already seen how top secret in- | 
formation had been leaked from that committee. Certainly, if a sweep- 
ing official statement were made, the Senate Committee would wish 
inside information and would probe into the basis of our current 
understanding on policy in the Middle East. I could offer no assur- 
ances that our top secret testimony before the Committee would not 
Soon become public. The second consideration was that a statement 
along the lines which seemed to be contemplated, if it were very broad 
in scope, would arouse an instant Soviet reaction. The USSR saw the 
United States and the United Kingdom active in current conversa- 
tions on the Atlantic Pact. There was a danger that a far-reaching 

_ statement on the Middle East would lead the USSR to the conclusion 
that a similar arrangement was being contemplated for that area. How- ,
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ever, I did think it might be possible, if we could limit the statement 5 
strictly to the Palestine problem, for us to meet most of the require- 
ments set forth in the Ambassador’s telegram. | oe 
On other points Sir Oliver said that his Government intended to 

announce on Friday, January 21, that the Jewish internees on Cyprus 
would be released. As for his Government’s contemplated de facto 
recognition of Israel, he was gratified to know that this Government. 
planned to extend de jure recognition to Transjordan as well as Israel 
immediately after the Israeli elections provided, as was hoped, the 
Israeli Government returned by those elections was a moderate Gov- 
ernment worthy of de. jure recognition. 7 
Although the Aide-Mémoire which Sir Oliver left offically em- 

bodied most of the points covered in his telegram of instructions 
which he said bore the earmaks of having been drafted by the Cabinet 
itself, it-contained one paragraph for my own private information 
which was not paraphrased in the Aide-Mémoire. This referred to the 
recent conversations between the French Foreign Minister and the 

British Foreign Secretary. M. Schuman was represented as saying 
that France had a population which included 25 million Moslems and 

therefore had to be very careful in the attitude it adopted on Pales- 
tine. Nevertheless, the French Government had been on the point of 
extending de facto recognition to Israel when it stayed its hand be- 
cause of Israeli defiance of Security Council resolutions, 
On the main point—the desired United States statement of 

mutuality of view with the United Kingdom on Middle Eastern 
policy—it was pointed out to Sir Oliver that much would depend 
upon the attitude Mr. Bevin would take in the forthcoming debate 
in Commons. If he backed up the line which he had instructed Sir 

Oliver to present at our last interview, it would be difficult for this 
Government to make a statement in support of British policy. The 
Ambassador said that, as he construed his telegram just received, it 
indicated that the British Government was not going to harp on the 
old issues but was looking, as did the Department, toward what to do 

about the future. - - ea | | 
I said that I thought it might be possible, provided that Mr. Bevin’s 

statements in the House of Commons did not seek to re-establish the 
line which he had taken last week with us, for either. the new Secretary 
of State or possibly the President to make a statement which would 
indicate that both Governments were in complete agreement in pur- 
suing a policy designed to restore peace in the Near East as quickly 
as possible. I thought that it might be possible to hang such a statement
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on a peg like the announcement of the British decision to release the 

Jews on Cyprus. oop 

Another possibility, which I advanced merely as an off-the-cuff 

suggestion, was that perhaps the two Governments could extend recog- 

nition to Israel almost simultaneously. This would be convincing 

evidence of a concerted policy between Washington and London. _ 
It was agreed that Mr. McClintock, in consultation with Mr. Hare 

and Mr. Rusk, would prepare a tentative draft of a possible statement 

and discuss it later today with Mr. Bromley of the British Embassy. 

If some draft could be developed on the working level, Sir Oliver 

might then send it to his Government with the caution that this was) 

a purely tentative draft and without top level clearance. At the same 

time Sir Oliver would point out the difficulty which this Government 

would face in making a statement. prior to the debate in Parliament 

unless it was assured that Mr. Bevin would not rake up old embers.°® 

I told the British Ambassador that Mr. Bevin seemed to have come 

an encouraging distance from his last position and that the decision 

to return the Jews from Cyprus and the intent of the British Govern- 

ment to extend de facto recognition to Israel would have an immense 

and beneficial effect on the Israeli elections, particularly if recognition 

should be given immediately before the elections. —_ o 

- 5 he Department informed London on January 19 that “Such statement was 

worked out yesterday and telegraphed by Brit. Emb to FonOff. It has not been 

cleared at White House.” (telegram 219, 501.BB Paiestine/1-1949) The editors 

are unable to identify in the Department of State files the proposed statemént 

passed to the British Embassy. London, on January 21, reported information 

from Mr. Burrows that the Foreign Office had accepted the draft statement, sug- 

gesting solely some rewording of paragraph 2 “designed to lay more emphasis on 

Middle Eastern aspects [of] Palestine [problem].” (telegram 247,. 501.BB 

Palestine/1-—2149) . CS | 

There is in the files of the Department of State a draft statement dated Janu- 

ary 21 (867N.01/1-2149). The wording of the latter portion of its second para- 

graph suggests to the editors, in the absence of the original draft, that the 

Department of State accepted the suggestion of the British Foreign Office. The 

draft of January 24, approved by President Truman, is printed on p. 691. 

In telegram 247 (see first paragraph of this footnote), Mr. Burrows was said 

to have expressed Mr. Bevin’s hope that the statement would be made before 

the meeting of the British Cabinet scheduled for the morning of January 24. 

In its next numbered telegram, of the same date, London observed that ‘‘Foreign 

Office desire for some statement re US-UK agreement on long-term objectives 

in Middle East springs in part from internal political exigencies since one 

phase of most attacks on Bevin’s Palestine policy is that by his blundering he 

has managed to do harm to US-UK relations. There is belief here that such 

US statement in some form would go far to lessen difficulties British Govern- 

ment.” (867N.01/1—2149) | Be - oo
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S67N.01/1-1849 ee eee : 

. .. Lhe British Embassy to the Department of State — | 

TOP SECRET 7 _... [WaAsHrineTon, undated.*] 

| : - PauesTINE | 

_ Mr. Bevin has asked the British Ambassador to inform Mr. Lovett 

that, as the United States Government knows, the British Government | 
attaches the highest importance to Anglo-American agreement over 
Palestine. The British Government have worked unremittingly to 

thisend. | : ae LEER ely 
2. The British Government particularly appreciates Mr. Lovett’s 

assurance that the United States Government stands firmly by its | 
general views on the Middle East, as already explained to the British 
Government. Since the two Governments are in solid agreement on 
their long-range objectives affecting the Middle East, would it not 
be possible for a statement now to be made after this lapse of time 
in the sense that the United States Government and the British 

Government have a common policy relating to this area? Mr. Bevin 
has no desire to publish details now, but there is a view in the United 
Kingdom that there is no understanding between the two Govern- 
ments on the Middle East and Mr. Bevin is most anxious to correct 

this misconception. . - Oe et 
- 8. Mr. Bevin asks the British Ambassador to assure Mr. Lovett and 
the United States Government that the British Government. has an 
equally earnest desire for peace and an accepted settlement of the 
Palestine problem, and that the British Government has been striving 
to that end. The British Government has now again urged the Arab 
Governments concerned both to settle their differences between them- | 
selves and to undertake negotiations, both at Rhodes and on a wider 
basis through the Conciliation Commission. It is hoped that the Con- 
ciliation Commission will soon be able to set to work. The British 
Government has studied, so far as reports allow, the talks at Rhodes, 
and is glad to note that progress is being made. The British Govern- 
ment believes that this is due to United States pressure on both 
sides and to British advice to the Arab Governments, coupled with 
the evidence of firmness combined with restraint which the British 
Government has recently shown. The British Government. is however, 
up against a very great difficulty when Security Council decisions are 

1This communication was handed to Mr. Lovett by Ambassador Franks on 
January 18.
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not acted upon, and this seems to involve both Governments in an 
important point of principle. At the same time, the British Govern- 
ment is anxious that all parties in the Middle East shall look to the 
West and not to Russia, but it believes that the danger in the Arab 
States from Russia will grow very rapidly as they feel that they are 
deserted by the West. _ 

4. Mr. Bevin is encouraged by the fact that the fighting appears to 
have stopped. The British Government is considering what other steps 
it could take to facilitate agreement and to encourage negotiations and 
to further the objectives which both Governments have. One thing 
which troubles the British Government is that the Transjordan Gov- 
ernment, whom it wants to take a good deal of responsibility in the 
matter, and. whose application to the United Nations has been vetoed 
by the Soviet Union, is not recognised by the United States Govern- | 
ment. If the United States Government could immediately recognise 
Transjordan, even de facto, this would make it possible for the British 
Government to give simultaneous de facto recognition to: Israel. De 
facto recognition of Transjordan is suggested as. the appropriate 
step in view of possible changes of boundary. ne 

_ 9. Mr. Bevin feels that Mr. Lovett would appreciate that on many 
occasions the British Government have made concessions about 
Palestine in an attempt to be helpful and to avoid causing the State 
Department embarrassment. As will be seen from the above, the 
British Government wants to make yet another attempt. to concert 
action and. to make it clear that in the Middle East, as well as else- 
where in the world, the British and the Americans are working to- 
gether. In the general setting of world affairs Mr. Bevin believes this 
to be all-important. | 
_ 6. Inshort, Mr. Bevin suggests— | | | 

(a) That some agreed statement should be released, to the effect 
that there is understanding between the two Governments regarding 
the Middle East. ome | 

(6) That Transjordan should be recognised by the United States 
Government, perhaps de facto, and a , 
_,(¢c) That the British Government should simultaneously recog- 
nise de facto the Government of Israel. ae 

Mr. Bevin hopes that these steps would be helpful in an attempt to 
clear up this disturbed area, _ a |
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| 501.BB Palestine/1—1849: Circular telegram . oO OC 7 oo 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Missions in the 

PE American Republics* a 

SECRET WASHINGTON, January 18, 1949—2 p. m. 

- As you aware from wireless bulletin, President has publicly stated 

interest this country in plight Palestine refugees and is asking’ — 

Congress for $16 million appropriation to be this Govt’s share of $32 

million relief program voted by UNGA Nov. 19. For your secret info 

Joint. Chiefs of Staff and Secy National Defense concerned over grave 

threat to stability Middle East represented by more than half million 

Arab refugees living in conditions utmost destitution and squalor, | 

whose fate if not promptly relieved will lead to further deterioration 

our strategic position in this important area. Se 

- Thus far US has been outstanding in its efforts to contribute to UN 

relief program, whose Director is Stanton Griffis, now on leave from 

post as Amb Cairo. Response of other Amer Republics has been dis- 

tinctly disappointing and on whole can be classed as completely 

negative. = | | ee 

_ We. understand Amb Griffis would like to send personal rep to 7 

explore possibilities securing contributions in kind from Brazil, Arg 

and possibly Chile. Although this is strictly UN enterprise, because US 

strategic interests involved you are requested tele your private esti- 

mate whether Govts concerned would be disposed make contribution 

and if accordingly it would be worthwhile for UN Director Relief 

Program send specialrep. > oe | 

-. Repeated to Cairo for Griffis, USUN. a 
- Lovett 

| + Sent to Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, and Santiago. | 

501.BB Palestine/1-1849 : Telegram ae a 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary — 

| Co of State a Oo 

TOP SECRET — - Lonpon, January 18, 1949—5 p. m. 

214, 1. I. am most grateful to Department for its 149, January 18 

reporting conversation between Acting Secretary and British Am- 

bassador. I believe that this frank, firm and friendly talk followed 

by talk of same character with President constitute genuine contribu- 

tion to US-UK understanding which already have gone far to put 

501-887—77-—_—-44
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US thinking before British Cabinet in a light clearer than ever before. 
Fact that US has reasoned point of view on Middle East problems as 
whole has begun to make its appearance in thoughtful British publica- 
tions and conversations for first time without the overworked, and 
tendentious implication that US views re Palestine slavishly follow 
dictates of American Zionist pressure groups. It is source of surprise 
to some that underlying US policy there is hardboiled appraisal of 
elements of Middle East power and prospects for making best use of 
them in US-UK defense planning: — Oo oy: 
~ 2. Impact of Franks’ reports of his conversations has derived more 
from fact spokesmen were President and Acting Secretary than from 
nature views they expressed. This Embassy at every opportunity has 
consistently made clear to Foreign Office officials, members of Parlia- 
ment, military, etc., the trend of US thought on all major points made 
by Acting Secretary. However, British officials have been obsessed 
with rightness of their own views and this tempted them to hope wish- 
fully that US attitude as expressed by US Representative SC during 
US political campaign would change in calmer atmosphere following 
elections. Bevin and his officials wanted to know on a government to 
government basis, apart from speeches made in charged Paris atmos- 
phere, what US views-really were. Now Bevin has received from both 
President and Acting Secretary restatement US policy tied up in a 
single unequivocable and comprehensible package and UK “knows 
where it stands” vis-a-vis US re Palestine. Embassy is inclined to be- 
lieve that Bevin has now made his final attempt to sell US on UK 
Palestine policy. He now can go to no higher US authority and his 
hopes for UK-US cooperation on UK terms re Palestine have now 
vanished. | 

3. Embassy Officer has been shown texts of Franks’ telegrams re- 
porting conversations with both Acting Secretary and President. 
While Franks did not deal-in same order or with exactly same em- 
phasis re points made by Acting Secretary in Department’s reference 
telegram he did present.US views in clear light and in a context re- 
vealing a measure of personal agreement with their substance, Franks 
stressed friendliness of his reception on both occasions and US concept | 
that Israel is the “most dynamic, efficient and vigorous state in Middle 
East”. Re President’s remarks Franks reported that former spoke of 
good and friendly relations existing between US and UK and ex- 
pressed regret that in this matter US and UK “are not quite in agree- 
ment”. Franks reported that President was most friendly throughout 
interview but that he was also very positive and definite in expression 
of his views. Since these reports were undoubtedly discussed in detail
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at. yesterday’s meetings British Cabinet attended by defence chiefs, 

not only their content but friendly tenor of Franks’ presentation may 

be of significance in deciding effect of US views on British Palestine 

policy. . : es 

4, Despite spate of comment and rumor neither British Government 

nor opposition appears to have decided on manner in which Palestine 

will be handled before Parliament. While Bevin is fully aware that 

he is in for rough time it would be erroneous to suppose that he will 

be ridden out of office on Palestine rail. Labour Party on party grounds 

will support him strongly and even Conservatives feel that there is 

point beyond which they would gain nothing by pressing Bevin re 

Palestine. Time is slightly in favor Bevin whose good points seem 

to be marshalling themselves in popular consciousness in mitigation 

of hislapsesover Palestine. Pd shale. fe Cora! 

_. 8, British Government obviously now has choice re Palestine of 

going ahead, drawing back or maintaining unaggressively its present 

attitude and as of this moment there 1s no clear indication re line 

which will be adopted. Embassy’s guess is that for immediate future 

UK will do as little as possible re Palestine and as events can be found 

to give public justification UK will progressively but quietly unbend | 

towards PGI. An abrupt change in policy seems unlikely. It is Em- 

bassy’s guess also that Bevin will attempt to play down US influence 

on Palestine events, but it is not unlikely that if he is hard pressed in 

debate he may bring US role more prominently into discussion with 

special reference to Bernadotte proposals.* 
HouMeEs 

_,1 The Department, on January 19. replied to the last. sentence of telegram 214, 

stating in part: “you should bear.in mind in discussions with Brit fact that 

Bernadotte plan was rejected in GA not because of lack of support by UK and 

US but because both Arab and Israeli influences united to deny necessary 

votes. ... In view this voting situation inside Assembly, it would be most 

‘unfortunate if Bevin or FonOff should imply that US had forsaken its agree- 

ment to support Bernadotte plan.” (telegram 221, 501.BB Palestine/1-1949) — 

The concluding paragraph of telegram 219 to London (see footnote 5, p. 674) 

states that the British communication handed to the Department on January 18 

“was drafted pursuant to tele which Brit. Amb said came from Cabinet itself. 

We believe in light your 214, J an. 18 that Franks correctly interpreted changed 

situation ‘by saying he thought Bevin has now abandoned views he expressed 

Jan, 12 through Amb-here.and that he is resolutely setting new course.” ‘Regarding 

the conversation of January 12, see telegram 149, January 13, to London, p. 658. 

London, on January 19, reported information from Mr. Burrows that a “cir- 

cular message was. sent ‘to.,Arab capitals January 18 telling governments that 

advantage should be taken of present period comparative peace to make armistice 

‘agreements with PGI on all fronts and then to enter into final negotiations either 

‘through CC or directly.” (telegram 236, 867N.01/1-1949))
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501.BB Palestine/1-1749 : Telegram . pe ee 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General in Jerusalem } 

SECRET WasuineTon, January 18, 1949—6 p. m. 
30. Ur 47 Jan 17 ? and previous. Dept appreciates your commendable 

initiative and your recommendations re proposed Jerusalem settle- 
ment. However since GA resolution Dec 11 placed upon Conciliation 
Commission’ responsibility for recommendations concerning final 
Jerusalem regime and since Commission soon to arrive Palestine, Dept 
desires ConGen not assume active role in Israel_TJ negotiations (last 
para reftel *). You should make absolutely clear to both sides US not 
acting as mediator in any way or extending good offices. 

Dept’s position on Jerusalem settlement in hght developments you 
_have reported now under urgent consideration. You will be informed. 

| oe | Se —— Loverr 

* This telegram was repeated to London and Amman and to Geneva for the 
American Delegation to the Palestine Conciliation Commission. _ | - 

*7Not printed; it advised of discussions between Transjordanian and Israeli 
officials on proposals to settle the question of the administration of Jerusalem 
and of conversations by Consul Burdett and the French Consul General with 
those officials on the matter (867N .01/1-1749). 
*In this paragraph, Consul Burdett proposed “drawing-up outline reconciling as 

far as possible Jewish-Arab positions and ‘presenting it to Abdullah Tel and 
Dayan for further discussion.” an | 

Editorial Note | a 

Secretary Bevin addressed the House of Commons concerning the 
Palestine problem on January 18. The Embassy took special cog- 
nizance of his conciliatory mood and his announcement that the British 
Government was prepared to release the Jews interned on Cyprus. 
It also noted that “even more important may be effect in Arab capitals 
of Bevin’s unequivocal public support direct Arab-PGI talks since 

_ such support goes somewhat beyond private British counsels to same 
effect through diplomatic channels. It seems likely that Bevin’s direct 
reference to ‘Government of Israel? may be another step on road to 
British recognition PGI.” (telegram 223, J anuary 18, 7 p. m., from 
London, 867N.01/1-1849) - | a | : 

The following day, Mr. Satterthwaite discussed with Uriel Heyd, 
First Secretary of the Israeli Mission in the United States, three mat- 
ters concerning the British which were disturbing the Israelis, Mr. 
Satterthwaite suggested that “in my view Mr. Bevin’s statement in 
Parliament yesterday indicated that the British do not have hostile
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intentions toward the Israeli Government and that I hoped very much 
that they would before long have means of communicating with each 
other directly. The announcement of the release of the Jewish DP’s_ 
in Cyprus would, I hoped, be helpful in clearing the atmosphere before 

the elections. . . . I also mentioned the U.S. loan which the Export- 

Import Bank has approved today.” (memorandum of conversation by 
Mr. Satterthwaite, 501.BB Palestine/1-1949) oe : 

The Export-Import Bank, on January 19, announced authorization 

of a credit of $35 million to Israel to finance purchases in the United 
States of equipment, materials, and services in connection with agri- 

cultural projects and of a further credit of $65 million to finance 
projects in the fields of communications, transportation, manutactur- 
ing, housing, and public works. The latter group of credits was to be 

available until December 31, 1949. The text of the Bank’s press release 

on these credits is printed in Department of State Bulletin, Feb- 

ruary 6, 1949, page 173. Ce 

501.BB Palestine/1-2849 a re 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to Mr. Mark F. Ethridge — 

TOP SECRET ts -- -Wasurtneron, January 19, 1949. 

Sm: Before you depart for Palestine to assume your duties as 

the American representative on the Palestine Conciliation Commis- — 

sion, I am setting forth the following basic positions for your 

guidance:? — | | | es 

A) A final settlement on all questions outstanding between the | 

parties in Palestine should be achieved by negotiation as set forth in 

| the General Assembly resolution of December 11, 1948. You should 
do everything possible as a member of the Conciliation Commission to 
assist. the parties to reach an agreement by this means. You should 
consult the Department periodically during the course of these 
negotiations. 

B) If it becomes necessary during the course of the negotiations . 
for you to express the views of this Government, you should bear in 
mind that American policy is based on the following premises: — 

| 1. No modifications should be made in the boundaries of the 

State of Israel as established by the General Assembly resolution 
of November 29, 1947, without the full consent of the State of 
Israel. | | 

1Mr. Lovett had sent identical instructions to Mr. Keenan in a letter of Jan- 
uary 5. The letter is filed under 501.BB Palestine/7-1949.
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. 2. Tf Israel desires additions to its territory as defined under 
| _ the November 29 resolution, i.e., areas allotted by the General 

Assembly to the Arabs such as western Galilee and Jaffa, now 
under Israeli occupation, Israel should make territorial conces- 

_ sions elsewhere, 1.e., the southern Negev. Israel is not entitled to 
keep~both the Negev and western Galilee and Jaffa. If there is 
no agreement between the parties, the Israelis should relinquish 
western Galilee and Jaffa and the Arabs should relinquish the 
Israeli portionofthe Negev. > | | | 

3. If Israel desires to retain western Galilee and Jaffa, the south- 
ern border of Israel should not be drawn further south than the 
thirty-first parallel within the territory allotted to Israel under 
the resolution of November 29. : Co | 

4. Status of Jerusalem—The resolution of December 11 states 
that the Jerusalem area should be accorded special and separate 
treatment from the rest of Palestine and should be placed under 
effective United Nations control. This could be accomplished by 

_ appointing a United Nations Commissioner for Jerusalem and 
by establishing machinery to enable him to supervise the admin- 
istration of the area, to guarantee free access to the city and the 
Holy Places, and to insure adequate -protection of the latter. The 
effective administration of the area of Jerusalem should be left 
to Arabs and Jews, the delineation of the parts of the area to be 
administered by each party to be determined by agreement. 
_ It is not unlikely that Israel may call for a land corridor to 

| connect the State of Israel with Jerusalem. Agreement to such a 
demand would not be in accord with the November 29 resolution, 

_ ‘which provided only for freedom of access to Jerusalem; more- 
_ over, since such a corridor would bisect the territory which the 

_ November 29 resolution allotted to the Arabs, it would create a 
geographical anomaly. In the event, however, that the creation 
of such a land corridor appears to be essential to a final settlement, 

_ Israel should be prepared to make territorial concessions to the 
Arabs elsewhere. - | | | a - 

_ 5d. The Port of Haifa—The State of Israel should give assur- 
_ ances of free access for the interested Arab countries to the port 

- of Haifa. The Arab countries in turn should undertake to place 
no obstacle in the way of oil deliveries by pipeline to the Haifa 
refinery. The products of the refinery should continue to be dis- 

_ tributed on the basis of the historical pattern. 
| 6. Lydda airport—The airport of Lydda should be open to 

international air traffic without restrictions, and the interested 
_ Arab countries should be assured of access to its facilities. 

7. Palestinian refugees—You should be guided by the provi- 
sions of the General Assembly resolution of December 11 concern- 
ing refugees. | | 

8. Disposition of Arab Palestine—US favors incorporation of 
greater part of Arab Palestine in Transjordan. The remainder 
might be divided among other Arab states as seems desirable.
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- ©) If negotiations; either directly between the parties or through 

the Commission, should fail, you will be authorized to join with the — 

other members of the Commission in an effort to persuade the parties to 

agree upon frontiers between Israel and Arab Palestine as set forth 

in paragraph (3) above. At the same time, the United States Govern- 

ment will concert with the British Government to attempt to induce 

the parties to reach agreement on this basis. — oe 

Very truly yours, —  Ropert A. Lovert: 

501.BB. Palestine/1—1849 : Telegram ee a : 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General in Jerusalem * 

SECRET : WasHINGTON, January 19, 1949—7 p. m. 

. 85. Urtels 35? and 54.3 Herewith Dept general views re desirability 

direct Israeli-Transjordan negots on future administration Jerusalem : 

~ 1.'Israel and Transjordan should be encouraged reach any agree- 

ment on future Arab and Jewish administrative responsibilities in 

Jerusalem compatible with para 8 of GA Palestine Res. of 11 Dec 748. 

In particular, this might include agreement on areas of Jerusalem | 

which Arabs and Jews will separately administer, either by local 
population alone or with assistance of Transjordan and Israel. | | 

2. U.S. as Member of U.N. and Conciliation Comm can give support 
only to such arrangements for Jerusalem as fall within GA Resolution, 

requiring inter alia, that the Jerusalem area “be accorded special and 

| separate treatment from the rest of Palestine” and that Conciliation 

Comm present next GA “detailed proposals for a permanent inter- 
national regime for the Jerusalem area”. US cannot therefore sup- 
port any arrangements which would purport to authorize estab of 
Israeli or TJ sovereignty overparts of Jerusalemarea. = re 

-» 3..Dept does not consider that GA reference to “permanent inter- ) 
national regime” requires direct administration by U.N. of Jerusalem 

area. Res. itself states objective of “maximum local autonomy for 
distinctive groups consistent with the special international status of. 

the Jerusalem area”. However, while this would permit exercise of 
broad administrative responsibilities by Arabs and Jews in areas 

| defined by mutual agreement, some clear representation of U.N. inter- 
est in Jerusalem area is required. Dept is considering various forms 
which latter might take. _ F | | 

* This telegram was repeated to London and Amman. | 
' * Dated January 138, p. 661. - ar 
*Dated January 18; it outlined a proposed agreement on the future adminis- | 

tration of Jerusalem which. had been prepared by Consul Burdett and the 
French Consul General. The last paragraph of the telegram read as follows: 
“Mrench ConGen and I propose present above outline including suggestions as to 
demarcation line and international enclaves to both Dayan and Abdullah on 

_twenty-[here follows garbled portion]. Will act in purely personal capacity but 

any indication Department may be able give of its approval of proposals in 

general would be most helpful.” (501.BB Palestine/1—1849)
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4, Arrangements re Jerusalem agreed upon by Israel and Trans- 
jordan should be of provisional character and subject to approval by. 
GA. However, GA could be expected view with much sympathy any 
proposal re Jerusalem mutually accepted by Arabs and Jews even 
though direct responsibility of U.N. thereunder might be less extensive 
than certain U.N. Delegations have thought necessary. — 7 

5. Conciliation Comm should be brought into any Israeli-Trans- 
jordan discussions re Jerusalem at any early stage. Suggestions ad- 
vanced by Israel envisage area for direct U.N. administration and 
other U.N. responsibilities. Moreover, Comm has specific obligation 
make proposals to next GA on Jerusalem and Holy Places. Comm can 
advise parties on kind arrangements compatible with GA Res. and 
likely tobeacceptedbyU.N. ©... | | - 

View Deptel 30 Jan 18 Dept desires you not carry out plan outlined 
last para ur 54 Jan 18. Oo | 

Communicate this tel to US Rep Palestine Conciliation Comm on 
arrival Jerusalem. , SO 

| | : a | : Lovett 

501.BB Palestine/1-—1949 : Telegram Co es | oe ee Ds 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary of 
OC | State = - a 

TOP SECRET Lonpon, January 19, 1949—7 p. m. 

237. Burrows today supplied following re continuation PGI Trans- 
jordan negotiations (Embassy’s 145, January 12). | | 

1. Sassoon and Dayan on January 16 disguised as UN observers 
visited King Abdullah at his headquarters in Jordan Valley escorted | 
by Abdullah Tel. PGI representatives took initiative re meeting which 

| is not known to Transjordan Government. | | 
_ 2. Jews pressed for immediate settlement and Abdullah replied that 
he too anxious for settlement and wanted friendly relations with PGI. 
Abdullah said he was willing to extend cease-fire to whole front and 
to convert it into armistice. However, Transjordan must have exit 
to Mediterranean and he suggested this should be at Gaza. He re- 
marked that if Egypt got Gaza this would mean control by Mufti. | 

3. Jews said they had no intention of discussing territorial adjust- 
ments with Egypt at present and would not do so without informing 
Transjordan beforehand. | | | 

4, Abdullah warned Jews that he would become permanent enemy 
PGIif Israel went Communist. . - 

5. Jews spoke bitterly re British attitude toward Israel. To this 
Abdullah replied their blame UK undeserved since UK had helped
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PGI by withholding arms Arab Legion. UK jis still withholding 

6. King and PGI representatives agreed to hold another meeting 

as soon as “military situation with Egypt cleared up”. Burrows com- 

mented that Foreign Office was “very interested” in this meeting but 

that it was not particularly pleased that Abdullah had elected to play 

off PGI against the Egyptians (Embassy’s 236, January 19).? 

_ HoimeEs 

1Mr. Stabler, on January 24, reported information from King Abdullah about 

the meeting at Shuneh on January 16. The latter was said to have stated that 

‘he had received Messrs. Sassoon and Dayan “to discuss with them present 

developments re armistice and peace negotiations. Meeting lasted half hour. 

Stated he had emphasized to Israelis his desire for peace and his hope Israel 

would. work with him in reaching lasting peace based on mutual interests. 

Indicated Transjordan must have outlet to sea at Gaza and that Egyptians must 

be obliged leave that territory. (Re this His Majesty said if he had Gaza it 

would not be necessary to have sovereignty over Jaffa; however, if not possible 

have Gaza, then Transjordan must have Jaffa.) King stated he had not gone 

into precise details re his terms for peace, already generally known by Israelis. 

He described meeting as satisfactory” (telegram 31 from Amman, 867N.01/ 

14-2449). 
-—? Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 679. | 7 

501.BB Palestine/1—1949 : Telegram | | —— oe 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

ae the Secretary of State a 

CONFIDENTIAL | New Yorx, January 19, 1949—11:41 p. m. 

70. Following is text of agreement between Israeli and Lebanese 

officers signed at Ras-en-Naqura 14 January, in pursuance SC Resolu- 

tion November 16, as obtained from UN SYG today: i, | 

_ “We, the undersigned, being duly accredited military observers of 

the Israeli and Lebanese Armies, on this day do hereby agree to the 

following: - - ' 

1. The Israeli authorities will evacuate their troops and relinquish 

control over the following villages: Deir, Siriane, Aalmne, El 

Qoussacr, Qantara and Yardun. This evacuation will be completed not 

Jater than 0800 hours local time Sunday, January 16, 1949. 

This evacuation is to be considered as a good-will gesture and a 

prelude to further discussion on the matters contained in the Resolu- 

tions of the SC of 16 November 1948. 
| 9. It is agreed that discussions involving the requirements of the 

November 16, 1948 Resolution of the SC will be entered into by ‘both 

parties not later than Wednesday, 19 January 1949. - 

3. It is agreed that during the present armistice talks no military 

act of aggression, in the form of air operations, ground operations, 

patrols, firing of weapons, or destructive missiles of any sort shall be 

directed across the frontier by either side against the personnel or 

equipment of the opposing force, or against the inhabitants, including 

public or personal property. Oo Dn
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4. It is further agreed that movements of elvilians, particularly 
refugees, shall not occur from one side to the other. ae 

__ 5. This agreement is drawn up in-the presence of the UN Military 
Observers whose signatures appear below.” re — 

501.BB Palestine/1~1949 : Telegram BT re 

Lhe United States frepresentative at the United N ations (Austin) to 
a oO the Secretary of State a et 

| CONFIDENTIAL New York, J anuary 19, 1949—11:41 p.m. 
~ T1. Following is text of declaration approved by Israeli and Egyp- 
tian representatives at Rhodes conference January 14 on agenda.item 
“assurances as regards military offenses and national security” dec- 
laration will become preamble of armistice agreement. Text obtained 
fromUNSYG: = II a RR 

“We, the undersigned, in full authority entrusted to us by our 
respective governments, desirous of promoting the return of permanent 
peace to Palestine, and recognizing the importance in this regard of 
mutual reassurances.as regards the future military intentions of the 
parties, hereby affirm the following. principles which will be. fully 
observed by both parties during the armistice: oO 

1. The injunction of the S© against resort to military force in the 
Palestine dispute shall be henceforth scrupulously respected by both 
parties, — | ee ns 
- 2. No aggressive action by the military forces—land, sea or air—of 
either party shall be undertaken, planned (the use of the term ‘planned’ _ 
in this context has no bearing on normal staff planning as generally | 
practiced in military organizations), or threatened against the people 
orthe armed forcesoftheother, = © =. | Co 
_ 38. The right of each party to its security and to freedom from fear 
of attack by the armed forces of the other shall be fully respected. 

4. The establishment of an armistice between the armed forces of 
the two parties is accepted as an indispensable step towards the liqui- 
dation of armed conflict and the restoration of peace in Palestine.” 

501.BB Palestine/1—1949 : Telegram a . Se oe Se 7 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Secretary of State / 

SECRET PRIORITY New Yors, January 19, 1949—11: 41 p.m. 

72. SYG Lie through Cordier is making available USUN all im- 
portant reports of Rhodes conversations submitted by Bunche in inter- 

1'This telegram was repeated to Athens. | BS -
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ests of keeping US Government. and especially US representative on 
Conciliation Commission fully informed prior to convening of Com- 
mission. Reports in daily classified summaries since January 14 have 

covered: highlights of negotiations to date. Text of Israeli-Lebanon 
agreement transmitted mytel 70, January 19, and text of declaration 

| approved at Rhodes January 14 transmitted mytel 71, January 19. 
In addition to information previously reported on Faluja with- 

drawal, Bunche has reported that terms of agreement provide that 
heavy equipment to be evacuated to Egypt under UN supervision and 
control and held in UN custody until Chief-of-Staff satisfied antici- 
pated armistice effective. UN staff. plans for withdrawal approved by 
both parties with minor modifications. Bunche on January 17 noted 
that Israelis very conciliatory in discussing Faluja agreement. |... 

In answer to SYG’s request for reports on downed RAF planes in 
Negev and Aqaba landings (mytel 44, January 147), Bunche has re- 

plied that in view of prospects for significant results from Rhodes talks 

he desired to avoid inciting SC debates leading to recriminatory ex- 
changes between Egyptians and Israelis which might have unfavorable 

repercussions in Rhodes. Bunche reported that until full information 

available and carefully appraised, he did not feel able to present to 
SC a charge of breach of truce in Aqaba landings. He reported that | 

as of January 15 his information was incomplete and also noted that 
SC President had not requested reports on either downed RAF planes 
or Aqaba landings. While personally deploring incidents, Bunche 
reported he would make full reports to. SC only when full information 

_ available and SC decidestotakeup question, 

- ? Not printed. rr ae enusennr eas | : On - - | 

| $67N.01/1-2049: Telegram | - | 

se Mn, Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State — a 

CONFIDENTIAL AmMaAN, January 20, 1949—1 p. m. 

| 26. Mytel 159, December 15.1 Apparently on suggestion of King 

Supreme Moslem Council for Palestine in Jerusalem decided on 
| January 18 that his Majesty should be proclaimed King in all Mosques 

in Palestine on Friday January 21. Religious ceremony is planned 
at Dome of Rock Mosque in Jerusalem to be attended by new Mufti 
of Palestine, President Supreme Moslem Council, Military Governor 
and other high civil and religious dignitaries. Short invocation will 

 1Not printed. ST Fs OO pe
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be read which refers to King as “Our Lord Great King Abdullah Ibn 
Hussein”. | I i | 
- Sent Department, repeated Jerusalem 20. _ | a 

| i eth ) STABLER 

Editorial Note | 

Various posts in the Arab countries, beginning on January 21, 
replied to the Department’s circular airgram of December 29, 1948 
(see Foreign Relations, 1948, volume V, Part 2, page 1696), on the 
refugee problem. On that day, Jidda reported that “Up to the present, 
no Arabs from Palestine have sought refuge in Saudi Arabia” (des- 
patch 15). 

Cairo advised, on January 28, that the support given to roughly 
8,000 refugees was a sizable drain on the Egyptian treasury “although 
percentage-wise not nearly as formidable as the expense borne by the 
Lebanese and Syrian Governments.” It noted additionally that “If 
the roughly 250,000 refugees now in the Egyptian. occupied area of 
Palestine were driven into Egypt the result would be almost catas- 
trophic for Egypt financially.” Cairo concluded that “There is ample 
evidence that the Egyptian Government has decided that the refugees 
are not in Egypt to stay. The refugees have been kept isolated in the 
desert on the far side of the Suez Canal where a strict guard is main-— 
tained over their camp. No new refugees have been allowed to come to 
Kgypt since last May and the Government predicates its whole ap- 
proach on forcing the refugee problem on the Jews and the United 
Nations to the greatest degree possible” (airgram 102). 
Amman informed, on February 3, that the continued presence of 

89,000 refugees in Transjordan and 302,000 in Arab Palestine would 
adversely affect both areas “in serious way through constant drain on 
almost nonexistent resources” and that the areas under Transjordanian 
control could only assimilate a “very small number refugees under 
existing conditions since money, jobs and other opportunities scarce” 
(telegram 46 and airgram 5). | 

Beirut, on February 4, stated that “The continued presence of some 
90,000 Arab refugees in the Lebanon . . . would almost undoubtedly 
be considered unacceptable by the Government and an unbearable 
burden.” It also gave its opinion that “Prospects of permanently settl- 
ing any large number of Palestine refugees in Lebanon are very poor,” 
inasmuch as “(1) Unemployment already exists and present economic 
conditions do not warrant consideration this possibility [; and] (2) 
Politically absorption of large number Moslems into Lebanon would 
upset present sensitive balance which exists between Christians and 
Moslems” (airgram 35 and telegram 55). 

Damascus, on February 4, reported estimates of 80,000 to 100,000
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refugees in Syria and that the small cash dole and foodstuffs supplied 
to them had resulted in “utter demoralization and impoverishment” 
of practically all of them. Damascus noted also that the “presence of 
refugees in Syria has constituted economic, burden primarily on com- 
munities rather than on govt which as early as August, 1948 practically 
abandoned its relief expenditures as unsupportable budgetary drain” 

(airgram 30). 
Baghdad, on February 5 and 7 noted the presence in Iraq of 5,000 

refugees whose maintenance was possible despite the severe economic 
depression. However, the “Absence demand for labor makes impossible 
absorb any additional refugees now” (telegram 47 and airgram 54). 

All messages cited above are filed under 501.MA Palestine, with the 
dates of the messages serving as dated enclosures, except for airgrams _ 
35 from Beirut and 54 from Baghdad, which are filed under 501.BB 

Palestine. 

501.BB Palestine/1—2349 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in Greece (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET NIACT © ATHENS, January 23, 1949—1 a. m. 

152. Palun 7. Under Bunche’s instructions, John Reedman, senior 
political adviser [Acting] Mediator’s staff, arrived Athens from 
Rhodes afternoon January 22 for purpose confidentially acquainting 
USDel progress Egyptian-Israeli negotiations. ee 
Egyptians and Israelis have agreed on preamble to armistice agree- 

ment and separately on Faluja pocket (Unpal 7).* ne 
Differences on other points areas follows: EE 
Israeli position: (1) Eytan informally proposed:re coastal strip 

effective withdrawal Egyptian forces leaving such defense units as 
are agreed upon for administration and maintenance police control; | 
(2) Israelis will accept principle withdrawal Israeli mobile and strik- 
ing forces from area in northwest Negev as yet undefined which both 
sides. would consider as threat to other. Bunche believes area might 
approximate that south of October 14 line; (3) Israelis will not 
agree to any armistice line which would result in advance Egyptian 
forces from-present positions; (4) Israelis will not agree to return 
Egyptians in any form to Bir Asluj; (5) Israelis will not negotiate 
on basis of Egyptian civil governor in Beersheba; (6) Israelis hold 
firm position to retain E] Auja but might not prevent agreement on 
this point alone. Israelis very probably would not permit Egyptians 
to return. | | 

1Also identified as telegram 92, J anuary 21, 5 p. m., to Athens, not printed; 
it repeated the texts of telegrams 70, 71, and 72, all dated January 19 and printed 
ante, pp. 685 and 686 (501.BB Palestine/1-1949).
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_ Egyptian position: (1) Egyptians expect adherence November 13 
line under November 4 resolution; (2) Egyptians will accept present 
lines in coastal strip which coincide approximately with November 13 
line; (3) Egyptians prepared withdraw (Israeli point 2) on basis 
agreement but are likely to press for Israeli withdrawal to November 
13 line; (4) Egyptians will press for November 13 provisions re Bir 
Asluj and Beersheba except willing to modity claim to defense forces 
in Bir Asluj for civil administration and police; (5) El Auja must 
be held as defense outpost; (6) status quo requested for Egyptian 
forces in Hebron—Bethlehem area but will work out arrangements 
definitely to include [t]his group in armistice. Israelis accept this 
position. | an | | | 

Bunche believes agreement can be worked out for coastal strip and 
for principle of withdrawal in greater part northwest Negev but fears 
armistice may fail because no compromise can be reached on appar- 
ently (approximately five characters garbled) points of Bir Asluj and 
Beersheba and El Auja. Bunche feels it would be regrettable if armis- 
tice agreement should fail for these reasons and hopes US Government 
will consider what diplomatic action it could take at Tel Aviv and 
Cairo; had suggestion closeness agreement on major points should 
not be prevented by less important considerations. Bunche considers _ 
time factor important because negotiations have already lasted ten 
days, Israelis may modify views after January 25 election, Egyptians 
may modify views after January 26 meeting Arab League PolComm 
and present agreement re Faluja pocket might collapse if no armistice 
agreement. ; | a | | | | 

It seems apparent Israeli military may be willing risk [the loss of ?] 
political credit of agreement before election and possibility Bunche will 
report Israeli non-compliance SC November 4 resolution to UN in 
order to keep Egyptians out of Negev. It also seems apparent. Egyp- 
tians hope to retain token positions in Bir Asluj and Beersheba and 
thus to score political victory in spite of military defeats. Egyptians | 

| undoubtedly consider such positions would be advantageous to Egypt 
at time of political and geographic settlement. _ | 7 
Reedman informed information re Israeli and Egyptian positions 

plus Bunche’s views would confidentially be reported Department for 
consideration as to what action, if any, could be taken. It was added 
that it might not be appropriate for US alone to approach Tel Aviv 
and Cairo in view US membership Conciliation Commission. . 

_ As Bunche has not yet reported to Lake Success re present stage 
negotiations Reedman requests substance not be repeated elsewhere 
for moment. a | 

Sent Department 152, Jerusalem2. ce 
| | - | | _. _GRapy
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501.BB Palestine/1-2349: Telegram 7 a 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Secretary of State - 

SECRET New Yor, January 23, 1949—5: 20 p. m. 
- 85. In two cables from Rhodes dated January 22, Bunche expressed | 
to the SYG great discouragement over Israeli-Egyptian negotiation. 
He did not give a detailed report of the negotiations and difficulties + 
but stated he felt that his usefulness was nearly ended and urged that 
the SC at once hand over his function to the Conciliation Commission 
as he had recently requested. It was Bunche’s opinion that the current 
situation demands pressure i.e. governmental levels rather than per- 
suasionbyanindividual | re 

In reply SYG Lie cabled on January 23 expressing complete con- 
fidence in Bunche, informing him that all had full confidence in his 
ability, and urging that he must carry on his functions through a 
completion’ of the current talks even if they became completely sialematad: 8 Ue ee | 

~ Bunche also expressed alarm to the SYG at reports which had 
reached him from newsmen that US was considering naming him as 
US representative on the Conciliation Commission. Te 

1In a telegram of January 24, 8 :45 a, m., to Mr. Rusk, transmitted through 
| the facilities of the United States Navy, Mr. Bunche advised that the previous 

evening he had been informed officially by the Israeli Delegation at Rhodes that 
the withdrawal of Egyptian forces at al-Faluja, scheduled to begin on the 
morning of January 25, had been postponed pending conclusion of an armistice 
agreement with Hgypt. Mr. Bunche called this action a “flagrant breach” of 
the Egyptian-Israeli agreement on the subject and expressed the opinion that 
such “arbitrary and unilateral action,” unless rectified quickly, would result 
in termination of the negotiations. Mr. Bunche, to save the negotiations, pro- 
posed a 48-hour extension, hoping that the Egyptians would stay on and that 
the Israelis would be induced to honor their agreement (501.BB Palestine/ 
{-2449), | | Se - ws , 

867N.01/1-2449 | 

Draft of -Proposed Statement by the Secretary of State on United 

States-United Kingdom Attitude Toward the Middle East — | 

TOP SECRET [ WasHINGTON,| January 24, 1949. 

Recent news about the Middle East has many encouraging aspects. 
The announcement today by the French Government of its de facto 
recognition of Israel is a major contribution to the settlement of the 
Palestine question. Similarly, the announcement by the British Gov- 
ernment of its decision to accord de facto recognition of the Provisional 
Government of Israel at an early date is a welcome and constructive 
step, and follows closely upon its recent decision to release the Jewish
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internees on Cyprus for entry into Israel. The Department. of State 
has closely followed the armistice conversations on Rhodes under 
the auspices of the United Nations Acting Mediator for Palestine and 
earnestly hopes that they will come to a successful conclusion. We 
trust also that the news of peace conversations between Israel and 
Lebanon, and between Israel and Transjordan, will be borne out by 

a statesmanlike decision among the Governments concerned to put 
a permanent end to the hostilities in the Holy Land. This Government, 
which with France and Turkey, is a Member of the United Nations 

Palestine Conciliation Commission, stands ready to do its utmost to 

assist the parties to compose their differences and to find lasting peace. 
I am delighted that the Honorable Mark Ethridge of Louisville, 
Kentucky, will serve as the United States Representative on the Con- 

ciliationCommission* = = | | | 
There has recently been a good deal of speculation as to what were 

said to be differences of view as between the British Government and 
the American Government on the Palestine question. While at times 
there may have been differences of opinion in London and Washing- 
ton as how best to deal with the. Palestine problem, there has been 
no difference whatever in our main objective. This Government and 
the British Government have in fact long been united on the basic 
policy of increasing the economic well-being and sense of security of 
the Middle East and have sought to speed the return of lasting peace 
to Palestine. _ oO a os 

Today’s events show that the three Governments have reached a 

common attitude on an important element of a Palestine settlement 

and lead us to believe that the close cooperation which marked the 
work of our Delegations in the General Assembly will be continued. 
_ It is my hope that the work of conciliation will continue and that 
early in this new year we will find our friends, both in Israel and the 
Arab States, using their great talents and energy in the constructive 
work of peace.? ns 

- 1The White House, on January 24, announced the appointment of Mark F. 
Ethridge as the U.S. Member on the Palestine Conciliation Commission (telegram 
40, January 24, 7 p. m., to Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/1-2449). 

2A marginal notation bears President Truman’s “OK.”
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501.BB. Palestine/1—2449 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell of the 

| | Division of Near Eastern Affairs oe 

| CONFIDENTIAL [Wasnineton,] January 24, 1949. 

Subject: Palestine 

Participants: Mohamed Kamil Abdul Rahim, Egyptian Ambassador 

Oo -NEA-—Mr. Satterthwaite > Bs 

NE—Mr. Jenkins 
Mr. Rockwell | 

The Egyptian Ambassador called at his request. After discussing 

generalities, he mentioned the armistice negotiations going on at 

Rhodes between Egypt and Israel. He stated that the Israelis were 

maintaining an uncompromising position and refused to consider with- 

drawing to the October 14 military lines in accord with the Security 

Council resolution of November 4. The Ambassador was fearful least 

Israeli intransigence would cause the negotiations to break down and 

said that if the negotiations failed there would be very unpleasant: 

results in Egypt. He said that no country could afford to allow the 

resolutions of the United Nations to be flouted and he called upon the 

United States to use its influence with the Israelis in order to persuade 

them to comply with the resolutions of November 4 and November 16. 

After all, he said, the Israelis have now received a loan, have practi- 

cally achieved their territorial objectives, and are sure of obtaining 

de jure recognition. He thought that it was high time for the United 

States to do something for the other side, and to persuade the Israelis 

to abandon their uncompromising attitude. | ee 

Mr. Satterthwaite said that the United States Government was — 

extremely interested in seeing a lasting peace come to Palestine and 

| would do everything within its power and make every effort to urge | 

upon both parties the necessity for moderation. He pointed out that 

the Conciliation Commission was on the point of departure for Pales- 

~ tine and that the impending arrival of the Commission seemed to bring 

the date of final peace negotiations nearer. | 

The Ambassador went on to say that Egypt had decided to cease 

paying so much attention to the Palestine dispute and “to turn its 

eyes” to the West. He wished évery possible step to be taken to repair 

the damage in relations between the United States and Egypt which 

had been produced by the Palestine situation. He mentioned Egyptian 

plans for a request for technical advice and assistance from the United 

States. In conclusion, he once more referred to the necessity for com- 

pliance by the Israelis with the Security Council resolutions of No- 

vember 4 and November 16 and ‘emphasized the unfortunate effects 

which would be produced in Egypt if the Israelis failed to do so. 

501-887-7745
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Mr. Satterthwaite said that the United States had always main- 
tained that the Palestine dispute should be kept apart from United 
States-Arab relations and stated that he was pleased that Egypt had 
now decided to treat the question in this fashion. 

501.BB Palestine/1—2449 : Telegram boo Tae : | 

Lhe Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 
— of State a 

TOPSECRET USURGENT = Lownnon, January 24, 1949—6 p. m. 
291. According to Burrows, British Cabinet this morning con- 

sidered question Palestine (paragraph two, Embassy’s 247, Janu- 
ary 21*) and decided not to make any statement re British recognition 
Israel since Australia and New Zealand have urged UK to delay action 
until these dominions ready take same step simultaneously with UK. 
Australian cabinet meeting scheduled for January 27, Ceylon has 
asked UK not to recognize Israel at this stage; Pakistan hasurged UK 
not to recognize at all and India has taken same line as Pakistan but __ 
less forcefully. Another factor leading to cabinet decision is that ques- 
tion should be discussed January 27-28 at London meeting Western | 

: Union consultative. council. Re French recognition announced today, 
Burrows said Belgium and Netherlands are “furious with French”. 

_ 2. When I saw Bevin on other matters this morning it was evident 
that: he is deeply preoccupied with Palestine. He referred to Moslem | 
resentment toward the West generated by Palestine developments and 
expressed belief that USSR would “switch to the Arabs”, If it did 
so he thought this should be matter of grave concern to both US and 
UK. Bevin also mentioned need for Commonwealth consultation 
before UK canact. oC | . ee 

7. a org, 

| ‘ Not printed, but see footnote 5,p.674° eS 

601.BB Palestine/1-2449: Telegram | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Special Representative of. the United. 

a States m Israel (McDonald), at Tel Aviv — OO 

TOP SECRET USURGENT |= WASHINGTON, January 24, 1949—7 p.m. 
NIACT | | Oo | 

42. We have today expressed to Epstein our apprehension at reports 
indicating Israeli Representatives have announced postponement with- 
drawal Egyptian force from Al Faluja, which had been scheduled 
begin tomorrow morning, until after conclusion armistice agreement
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between Egypt and Israel. According to our info Israeli Delegation 

previously had agreed to unconditional release of this force. This 

voluntary agreement entered into by Representatives of Israel and 
Egypt was not made contingent upon conclusion armistice. | 

Epstein said he had just received instructions from Tel Aviv to | 
call at Dept and say his Govt “in general” intended keep its forces on 
military lines as they now exist during period armistice in which 
military considerations were paramount. This armistice attitude how- 
ever would not affect eventual political settlement. Epstein referred 
to divergent desires Egypt and Transjordan re disposition Arab 
coastal strip in Negev. He said Egyptians had been vanquished in 
war but wished return to Cairo in guise of victors, which was not 

easy achieve. eh a ee 
_. Epstein said however he would convey Dept’s view to his Govt that | 
PGI might find it wise be generous, realizing as it did necessity pro- 
viding Egyptian Govt with some means saving face. We thought 
prompt implementation agreement to release Faluja garrison might 
afford such a means. At same time we stressed our hope neither Govt 
would take a position which would cause armistice negotiations break 
down, as this Govt, a friend of both Israel and Egypt as well as 
member Conciliation Commission, very much desires see these nego- 
tiations brought to a prompt.and successful conclusion. We added that 
representations, in similar vein. had been given to Egyptian Ambas- 
sador this morning, ref Cairo’s98,Jan.24¢ 
Please express similar views to Prime Minister and FonMin in your 

discretion, Repeated to Cairo for appropriate action as 90. Repeated 
_ for info to London as 261, Jerusalem4ilasUnpal9, 

AO ETESON 

“ 2Not printed; it advised of information from Prime Minister Hady that the 
“Rhodes conversations had been virtually suspended due to refusal. of Zionists 
to permit evacuation of positions by Faluja garrison.” It also stated that the 
“Prime Minister who expressed gratitude for US Good Offices in bringing about 
Rhodes conversations voiced “confident ‘conviction that a word from US or 
further interposition its Good Offices was again required in aid of UN in 
interests of implementation of SC’s resolutions which Egyptians had long ago 
agreed carry out.” (501.BB Palestine/1-2449) . 

501.BB Palestine/1-2449: Telegram ty og ey 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WAsHINGTON, January 24, 1949—7 p. m. 

259. When Sir Oliver Franks called on Secretary this morning we 
went over draft of proposed statement which Secretary would have 
made on US-UK attitude toward Middle East, which referred to such 
development as hoped-for UK decision to recognize PGI, French de
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facto recognition of Israel and appointment of Ethridge as-USRep 
Palestine Conciliation Commission. Basic para. relating to UK-US 
policy in Middle East wasas follows: : | 

| Here follows second paragraph of draft statement, printed page 
691.] a - | 

Premise on which statement was to be issued was announcement 
today of UK intention to accord de facto recognition to PGI at early 
date. However, British Ambassador following his meeting with Sec- 
retary informed us that Cabinet had decided not to make such an- 
nouncement today. Accordingly Secretary’s statement will not be made. 

Remaining problem was remarks which Bevin plans to address to 
House of Commons on Jan 26. Brit Emb ‘has shown Dept text of For 
Sec’s proposed statement explaining this had crossed tel from Amb 
same subject. Dept on informal basis indicated certain deletions and 
alternative phraseology which would make it more acceptable from 
US point of view. It was stressed however that Dept had no intention 
“clearing” Bevin’s remarks, and that they had not been seen by Sec. 
Our action was impelled by friendly desire assist For Sec and par- 
ticularly avoid his making statements which would encourage close 
questioning of Pres or Sec here who would be forced in making record 
clear to indicate that two Govts had not always seen eye to eye on how 
to approach Palestine problem. We told Brit Emb that if questions 
should ensue prompted by debate in Commons Wed we would prob- 
ably reply in terms of para quoted above from proposed Sec’s 
statement. 

- Separate tel 2 provides verbatim text of Bevin’s remarks as anno- 

tated on strictly informal basis in Dept after necessary elimination 
parts referring to Sec’s proposed statement. 

| ACHESON 

* Infra. | | | 

501.BB Palestine/1-2449 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, January 24, 1949—7 p. m. 
NIACT | 

260. Following is text of proposed Bevin statement referred to 
Deptel 259 today. or 

“His Majesty’s Government and the United States Government 
have long been united on the basic policy of increasing the economic 
wellbeing and sense of security of the Middle East and have sought 
to speed the return of lasting peace to Palestine. We are keeping in 
close touch with one another about these objectives. The fact that 
we and the Americans have similar interests and objectives in this
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vital area is a matter of great importance. There has been the constant: 

danger that the Middle East might become a second Balkan area, 

torn by internal dissensions and international rivalry. We are deter- 

mined to do all in our power to prevent this happening and believe 

that the Americans hold similar views. | 
This links in with the important declaration made by President 

Truman in-his inauguration speech in favour of a bold new pro- 

gramme for assisting other countries in economic and social develop- 
ment, This declaration is in line with many discussions I have had 

with Mr. Byrnes and Mr. Marshall. President Truman’s aim and ours 

are the same. One of my first actions on taking office was to call home 

our representatives throughout the Middle East to discuss what con- 

tribution Britain could make in that area. The British Middle East 

Office has given valuable assistance, among others, in the fields of 

forestry, statistics and labour matters. J am glad to say that among 

others Iraq Government is preparing large scale plans for irrigation 

and flood-control which, if successfully applied, may nearly double 

the cultivable areas. The Persian Govt is about to embark on the first 

stage of their seven year development plan. In this and other projects 

we are willing to give all possible assistance. The Americans have also 

been interested in these projects and the World Bank is showing itself 

ready to help. | | | | | 

The basic policy on which we believe we and the Americans hold 
similar views is not merely a matter of words. I would remind the 

House of the common approach which we and the Americans have 

made to the problems of Turkey and Greece, and of the significance 

of this fact in the field of security. American aid and support to 

Turkey and Greece in close agreement with ourselves is an extremely 

important contribution to the stability and security of the whole area. 

American interest and help in Persia, also side by side with ourselves 

- isequallyimportant.” | . a 7 

| ce | ACHESON 

501.MA Palestine/1-2549 | oe 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Charman of the House 

; - Committee on Foreign Affairs (Bloom)?* | 

CONFIDENTIAL oe a Wasunineton, 25 January 1949. 

Dear Mr. Broom: Your Committee has pending before it a legis- 

lative proposal recently submitted by the State Department with 

respect to Palestine refugees. On behalf of the National Military 

Establishment I should like to strongly recommended the enactment 

of this legislation. 7 | | | , | 

Many reports from Brigadier General William Riley, U.S.M.C., who 

is the Senior U.S. Military Observer, as well as the Chief of Staff of the 

UN Mediator, Dr. Ralph Bunche, indicate that the situation of the 

1 Apparently Secretary Forrestal sent an identical letter to Tom Connally, | 

Chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. He transmitted a copy 

of his letter to Chairman Bloom on January 25 to the Secretary of State.
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refugee is a major obstacle in the path toward peace in Palestine. The 
presence of almost a half million refugees in various areas of the 
Middle East not only constitutes a serious threat to the political, 
economic and social stability of this important region, but seriously 
endangers the health and welfare of the peoples of the Arab States 
and Israel. This unhealthy condition also menaces American civilians 
and military personnel who are present in these countries. 

_ Such a measure would be wholly consistent with the traditional 
humanitarian role of the United States in cases of major disaster and 
calamity among the peoples of other lands. Moreover, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff are of the opinion that it is militarily important to provide 
timely and generous aid to these refugees in order to remove the 
serious threat to the stability of this area which their present plight 
creates. , a ne | | 

To alleviate this dangerous situation our assistance must be prompt 
and generous and we have every reason to believe that it will be effi- 
ciently administered by our American Ambassador, Stanton Grifiis, 
who has been appointed as the UN Director of Relief. I therefore 
urge early consideration and passage of the proposed legislation. _ 

This office has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that this 
legislation and this report are in accord with the program of the 

President. | OO | a | 
- Sincerely yours, ee : James Forrestan 

IO Files OO 7 a ae 

Message Released by the United Nations Security Council on: 
a a January 25, 1949 - 

S /1225 a a . 

Casiecram Datep 25 January 1949 From toe Acting Mepiatror To 
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TRANSMITTING A Czase Fire AGREEMENT 
APPROVED BY EGYPT AND THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF IsRAEL 

_ ‘To Present oF Securiry Counci: I have the honour to inform 
you that the following cease-fire agreement was formally approved by 
the Delegations of Egypt and Israel at Rhodes for the armistice 
negotiations. ‘Text of agreement follows: oo 

“EGyYpTiaAN Israntr GeneraL Crease Fire AGREEMENT : 

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree that: _ 

| 1. The general cease-fire agreement between the two parties 
which became effective on 7 January 1949 at 1200 GMT is hereby 
formally confirmed as a complete and enduring cease-fire between 
all elements of our military or para-military forces—land, sea and 
air—wherever located. — | ee
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9. No element of the ground or air forces of either party shall , 

advance beyond or pass over the line now held by foremost ele- 

_ ments of its ground forces, and no element of naval or air forces 

of either party shall enter into or pass over the waters adjacent to 

the coastline now held by the other party for any purpose 

whatsoever. © | _— : 

| 8. In pursuance of the resolution of the Security Council of 29 

December 1948, complete supervision of the truce by the United 

Nations observers shall be allowed and facilitated. — oe 

4, Movements of civilians shall not occur from one side to the 

other, a ee 

‘Done and signed in quadruplicate at Rhodes, Island of Rhodes, 

Greece, on the 24 January 1949, in the presence of the United Nations 

Acting Mediator on Palestine and the Chief of Staff of this United 

Nations Truce Supervision Organization. Signed for and on behalf 

of the Government of Egypt: Self El Dine, Colonel and M. K. El 

Rahmany, Colonel. For and on behalf of the Provisional Government 

of Israel: Walter Eytan and Yigael Yadin, Alouf.* Rhodes, 24 Janu- 
ary 1949.” ; mon Be rari 

The negotiations on the armistice agreement made excellent progress 

in the early stages but severe divergencies in viewpoint have been en- 

countered during the past few days. The negotiations are continuing, 

however, and it is still hoped that agreement can be reached.” me 

I regret that I have not been in a position to keep the Security 

Council regularly informed as to the progress made and the difficulties 

encountered because of the formal agreement entered into by the two 

Delegations that the proceedings of the negotiations are not to be 

released in any way until the negotiationsareconcluded. | 

‘1 Hebrew equivalent of “Colonel”; Colonel Yadin was Chief of Operations in 

the Israeli Army. ; bo SO | 

10 Files _ oe Vos | | | SO ; | | 

Message Released by the United Nations Security Council on 

OO January 26, 1949 Oo | 

B/1227 oe we : oo | 

Castecram Darep 25 January 1949 From THe AcTING Mep1aTor TO 

‘THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TRANSMITTING THE Text or AN UNDER- 

- ‘TAKING ON Foop anp Mepicau Convoys ror Au FanusA 

To THe PRESIDENT OF THE Security Counc: I have the honour 

to report the following text of an undertaking on food and medical 

convoys for Al Faluja entered into at Rhodes on 24 January 1949 by 

the delegation of Israel. Ee |
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“UNDERTAKING ON Foop AnD Mepica Convoys ror An Fauusa 

- ‘The undersigned, on behalf of the Provisional Government of Israel, 
hereby undertakes that pending the evacuation of Al Faluja, and 
subject to.review at the conclusion of the present Rhodes negotiations, | 

_ food and medical supplies for the sustenance of the garrison and 
civilian population in Al Faluja, in such quantities as maybe deter- 
mined by the Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization, 
shall be granted unobstructed passage from present Egyptian lines 
to Al Faluja in convoys exclusively under United Nations supervision 
and escort. The Chief of Staff shall inform the designated repre- 
sentative of the Government of Israel of the quantities of supplies, 
the number of vehicles and the times of all such projected convoys, 
and shall take into account such recommendations relating thereto: 
as said designated representative may deem it necessary to make.” ? 

* Pursuant to this agreement four separate convoys, supervised and escorted 
by United Nations personnel, entered al-Faluja with food and medical supplies 
for Egyptian military forces and civilians resident there, on January 28 and 
February 4, 11, and 18. These operations were carried out without incident ' 
(cablegrams by Mr. Bunche to Secretary-General Lie, dated January 29 and 
February 4, 11, and 18, which were released by the Security Council as 8/1236, 
8/1248, S/1255, and S/1262, respectively ). ae | 

501.BB Palestine/1—2649 : Telegram . . 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
| to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET § URGENT Tex Aviv, January 26, 1949—10 a. m. 

57. ReDeptel 42, January 24. At 9 p. m., I had conference with 
Shertok, Knox and Shiloah (latter returned January 25 from Rhodes) 
present. Shertok reviewed in detail the negotiations and contemplated 
procedures re Faluja evacuation as follows: 

1. In discussions with Bunche and Riley it was made abundantly 
clear that evacuation of Faluja must be part of the whole armistice 

| negotiation and not a separate operation; accordingly, Israeli delega- 
tion had it placed on the agenda as sub-item in “topic four”. Bunche 
argued strongly that it would be impossible because of face for Egyp- 
tians accept a document which specified in writing that evacuation of 
Faluja was contingent on armistice but that he and Riley would ex- 
plain to Egyptians verbally that evacuation was conditional and warn 
Egyptians agree or be accused in SC of non-cooperation. Israel then 
agreed proceed on Bunche’s verbal promise which, according Shiloah, 

| was fully understood by more than ten top UN and Israeli negotiators 
in round-table discussion. In effect Israelis compromised even further 
in agreeing that evacuation would begin on completion armistice or 
when armistice appeared very near to conclusion. Bunche finally count- 
ered, perhaps with undue optimism, by insistence on specific date of 
24 January to start evacuation contingent, however, on armistice nego-
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tiations progress before that date. When on January 22 it became | 

apparent armistice could not be concluded, nor was very near con- | 

clusion, Israelis asked him inform Egyptians of delay in evacuation 

and, for window dressing, provided in agreement. with Bunche the 

“technical reason”: 1e., confusion re Egyptian request simultaneous | 

evacuation of 2500 civilians from Faluja. 

—.-&, Shertok and Shiloah state Bunche fully admits the verbal under- 

standing that implementation of evacuation must be contingent on, 

and considered in context of, whole armistice negotiations. Untor- 

tunately, only the news of the written agreement is known to world 

press owing to text of operational memorandum to UN personnel in 

Te] Aviv which text was leaked to press. a ae | 

The Egyptians have sent a note to Bunche accusing bad faith on 

part. Israel for postponing evacuation. Israel replied January 25 in 

“etif? note” to Bunche, with copy for Egyptian delegates explaining 

exactly the verbal agreement in order avoid Egyptian accusation. 

_Shertok went on to say that for Israel agree evacuation Faluja 

with no armistice concluded or very near would be a farce; it is a 

misapprehension, as Bunche knows, to state that evacuation plan was 

unconditional. 

In reply inquiry re expectations, Shertok stated he did not feel 

negotiations would break down over Faluja problem which is readily 

solvable as part of general settlement. He is most apprehensive, how- 

ever, over following much more fundamental points: _ 

1. Israel made Egypt proposal that it would guarantee stay out of 

Egypt if Egypt would get armies out of Israel partition area and 

guarantee not return. Israel furthermore ‘guaranteed that if Egypt 

would take army out of Gaza—Rafah strip Israel would not move 

forces in, thus allowing Egyptian civil administrators to stay there 

along with any arrangement that could be worked out with UN super- 

visors. This, in Shertok viewpoint, was maximum conciliatory posi- 

tion possible. — | 7 | 

9. Now it appears that Egypt, while wanting Israel guarantee not | 

enter Egypt again, is insisting that Egyptian forces be allowed 

re-enter Negev and occupy El Auja. Shertok says this is serious and 

Israelcannotagree. = © 

3 While disturbed over Egyptian attitude on El Auja, Shertok 

states that with chief negotiators still in Rhodes parley begins again 

Thursday and he still has hope success. | | | 

- Shertok says evidence desire continue negotiations Israel signed 

Rhodes January 24 firm agreement with Egyptian delegates allow 

another food and medical convoy to Faluja brigade, and a “sincere | 

cease-fire” arrangement similar to the J erusalem one. , | 

Shertok reiterated instructions sent Epstein with hope that US 

Government could use good offices persuade Egyptians Government
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not insist (1) unconditional evacuation Faluja and (2) return Egypt 
forces to El Auja.t | : ee | | 

Pass copy to Army CSGID. oe | - 
a | TEE - McDonatp 

Mr, Rusk, on J anuary 27, summarized telegram 57 in an unnumbered, eyes only telegram to Acting Mediator Bunche, at Rhodes. He concluded the message as follows: “We have been very much encouraged with your masterly. direc- tion of the Rhodes talks and even though auspices may not. now Seem bright we do hope you will stick by job until it is finished. While fully conversant your desire to return we feel that no one but yourself should Shepherd these delicate negotiations at this time. Conciliation Commission can then build on foundations you have established.” (501.BB Palestine/1—2749 ) 

867N.01/2-1449 Be - 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

SECRET WasHIncTon, January 27, 1949. 
Subject: De jure recognition of the Governments of Israel and Transjordan. ) 
On August 30, 1948 you approved a policy of simultaneously ex- 

tending de jure recognition to Israel and Transjordan, after. the 
_ Israeli elections On October 24, 1948, you declared in a public state- 

ment that when a permanent government was elected in Israel it would 
promptly be given de jure recognition.? | | 

The Israeli elections took place on J anuary 25. Reports so far re- 
ceived are that the moderate Mapai party of David Ben Gurion, 
which is now in control of the Provisional Government of Israel, has 
won enough votes to assure that it will remain in control of the ad- 
ministration, with the assistance of political groups sympathetic to it. 
Accordingly, I believe we should plan to extend full recognition to 
Transjordan and Israel in the very near future. - 
There are attached draft telegrams to our representatives in Tel 

Aviv (Tab A)? and Amman (Tab B) instructing them to announce to 
representatives of the governments concerned the decision of the 
United States to extend full recognition, and suggested press releases 
to be issued here after the above notifications have been made (Tab C) 
and (Tab D). Oo | 

Subject to your approval, it is suggested that our Mission in Tel 
Aviv become an Embassy and that Mr. James G. McDonald, who is 
your Special Representative, be named Ambassador to Israel. It is 
also suggested that Mr. Wells Stabler, a Foreign Service Officer who 

“See memorandum of August 30, 1948, by the Secretary of State to President Truman, and footnote 1, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1859. * See telegram Telmar 97, October 24, 1948, to Paris, ibid., p. 1512. * The tabs cited in this memorandum are not printed. :
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is at present in Amman in the capacity of liaison officer for the Ameri- 
can Member of the Security Council Truce Commission in Palestine, 

be named Chargé d’Affaires a.i. of our Mission in Amman, which 

should be a Legation. a re 

I should appreciate your advice as to the timing of this recognition. 

--Tt seems to me that it might come as early as the latter part of this 

week and that shortly thereafter we could request agrement for Mr. 

McDonaldas AmbassadortoIsrael* __ | 7 

Oo | Dean ACHESON, 

‘ President Truman gave his approval in an undated marginal notation. Re- | 

garding the telegrams sent to Tel Aviv and to Amman on January 31, see the 

editorial note, p. 713. we, | = | . 7 

USUN Files a 7 c | | oe oe | a 

. Memorandum by Mr. Samuel K. C. Kopper to Mr. Mark F. Fihridge 

SECRET | a | | aa [Wasutneron,] January 27, 1949. 

I. General—The attitude of the Arab states individually and col- 

lectively during United Nations consideration of the Palestine question 

has been marked by the following features: a 

(a) At the outset of the General Assembly consideration of the 
question in April 1947 there was unanimous agreement among the 
Arab states who were members of the UN as well as the Arab Higher | 

Committee that Palestine should become a unitary Arab state. On 

the surface this position has been officially maintained up to the 

present. Their opposition to the Partition of Palestine was based on 

historical, legal, ethnic and other grounds. That many of their con- 

tentions had merit cannot be denied. | BS | 

(6) Arab governmental leaders have for the most part been prodded 

by the populace, particularly in the cities of the Arab states to liberate 

Palestine from the Jewish hold. With very few exceptions these Arab 
leaders have not only done little publicly to try and cool the ardor 

of the populace, but have more often taken positions which tended to 

fan the flames even though the governments possessed little or no 

power to back up their public position with effective action. 
(c) Strong resentment existed among Arab leaders and peoples 

_ towards the U.S. particularly during the 1947 General Assembly and | 

immediately there afterwards, and on May 14th when the US gave 

de facto recognition to the Government of the State of Israel. During 

the past six months there is evidence that this anti-American sentiment | 

has subsided slightly. There is increasing evidence that a number of | 

the Arab leaders would like to get out of the Palestine situation as 

gracefully as possible. Nevertheless, there still exists considerable un- 

rest and agitation inspired by more extreme elements which makes the 

situation in several of the Arab states somewhat unsettled. 
(d) The policy of the Arab Governments regarding a Palestine 

settlement was frequently characterized by a stubborn unwillingness 

to yield on points which might have created a more suitable solution |
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from the Arab point of view that the situation which developed after 
their unwillingness to yield. Many of the points upon which they have 
failed to concede, have frequently seemed relatively insignificant in 
light of subsequent developments. = ——s—<i‘CSCS~S - | 

(€) In UN negotiations one is frequently confronted with a situation 
where Arab leaders are saying one thing publicly for home consump- 
tion yet at the same time privately are trying to find ways and means 
of settling the situation in a more moderate way. oo 

_ (7) The unity of the Arab states in the Palestine situation was 
fairly well preserved until they undertook military action in Palestine. 
The failure of the governments to take effective action or no action at 
all has led to mutual recrimination and has all but shattered coopera- 
tion in the Arab League on the Palestine question. The position of 
Transjordan throughout the UN discussions was never exactly the 
same as the position taken by the other Arab states. There is increasing 
evidence that the Arab Governments would like to have the Palestine 
question settled so that they can get along with economic and sccial 
developments in their own individual countries. | 

(g) The problem of the 500,000 Arab refugees from Palestine 
created by the Jewish influx and Israeli military activity has placed 
a very heavy burden upon all of the Arab states excepting Saudi 
Arabia and Yemen. An adequate settlement of this potentially danger- 
ous and electric situation is essential. es 

II. The attitudes of the individual Arab states may be summarized 
as follows: Se | 

[Here follow the attitudes of Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, | 
Syria, Transjordan, and Yemen. | | 

IIT. Conclusion—Most of the Arab leaders seem to realize that 
their cause against the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine 
is now hopeless. They are not, however, as yet able to take a position 
in public recognizing the state of Israel. Only time will permit them 
to take such a position. In spite of their aversion to the policy of the 
U.S. the great majority of the Arab leaders recognize the realities of 
the position of the U.S. in the world today and many of them hope 
that the situation in Palestine can be ended so that they can resume 
more normal relations toward the U.S. The position of the U.K. in the 
Arab world has not been enhanced by the policy pursued by that 
government during the past year and a half. Arab leaders are appre- 
hensive of the intentions of the Soviet Union. They would probably 
prefer to get out of the present situation and into more normal rela- 
tions with U.S. The tone and feeling of the Arab Delegations in the 
General Assembly of 1948 as compared with the previous session was 
much more friendly towards the U.S. in spite of all that transpired 
between November 1947 and September 1948. There is a feeling of 
some bitterness on the part of some of the Arab leaders over the will- 
ingness of the Security Council to take strong measures in July 1948 
directed at the Arab states but absence of a similar willingness to do 
the same against the state of Israel in the fall of the same year. This
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feeling, however, does not permit them to indulge in the hope that 
there will be a change in the American policy. In spite of insinuations 
a year ago that the Arab states might leave the United Nations, they 
have not done so although they are undoubtedly quite cynical about 

the role of the UN. An economic boost to that area might well | 
alleviate some of the bitter feeling in the Arab states. _ 

‘When the General Assembly was considering the establishment of 
the Palestine Conciliation Commission during the latter part of No- 
vember and early December of 1948 there was considerable specula- 
tion as to how the Arab states would vote. If the Arab states, the 
Soviet. Bloc and the other Asiatic states had all voted against the 
proposal it would not have passed. However, since the particular 

objective seemed to be conciliation by peaceful means and there did 
not appear to be any strong reaffirmation of the November 29, 1947 
resolution the Arab leaders were able to indicate to their Asiatic 

friends their willingness to have them abstain or vote in favor of the 
December 11, 1948 resolution. (This required some prodding by the 
United States Delegation, however !) - | 

501.BB Palestine/1-2849 : Telegram OG - 

| ‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt - 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Wasutnoton, January 28, 1949—6 p. m. 

107. Epstein on instructions Shertok informed Dept Jan 28 PGI _ 
seriously disturbed by deadlock Rhodes and likelihood failure negos. 
Epstein said PGI sincerely desired reach agreement with Egyptians 
but that latter uncompromising, unwilling admit defeat, and en-— 
couraged. in. intransigent: attitude by Bevin’s speech in Commons _ 
Jan26. > | - 
Epstein’ said main ‘stumbling block appeared to be El] Auja which 

Egyptians stated. was menace to Egypt as long as in Israeli hands. 
| They desired Israelis withdraw from El Auja but for security reasons 

PGI unable effect complete withdrawal as long as prospects final peace 
-negos not immed. Israeli reps Rhodes had informed Egyptians that 
PGI willing withdraw main body Israeli troops back from El Auja 
leaving only “military outpost” under UN supervision. Such outpost _ 
would in no way be strong enough to menace Egypt and yet would 
afford measure of protection to Israeli settlements in area. — | 
Epstein said he saw no reason why PGI would not agree to sign _ 

armistice with Egyptians on basis this arrangement El Auja and that 
he certain that if agreement concerning El Auja could be reached 
PGI would release Faluja brigade.
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Epstein reiterated PGI position that armistice should be based. on 
present military lines with exception above arrangement El] Auja and 
Faluja, Egypt to remain in occupation Gaza—Rafah coastal strip. 

Epstein said proposal concerning El Auja had been decided in PGI 
Cabinet meeting and that Cabinet had also decided formally request 
USG’s good offices to attempt persuade Egyptians come to agree- 
ment this basis. Said despite deadlock PGI would not withdraw 
negotiators from Rhodes. | : oe a 

_ Pls call immed upon FonMin and give him above info. Add that 
USG earnestly hopes Egypt will see way clear to reaching armistice 
agreement with PGI. Point out that. proposed UN supervision Tsraeli 
outpost El] Auja seems offer assurance El Auja will not be menace 
Egypt nor Egyptian lines communication. Add that fact that Israeli 
proposal is result Cabinet decision and that PGI has formally re- 
quested US good offices seems indicate proposal sincere. State USG 
believes substantial progress already made toward Israeli-Egyptian 
armistice agreement and hopes both sides will make every effort re- 
move final obstaclesnowstandinginway. = BO 

Dept made representation Egypt Amb Jan 28 along same lines. 
Amb pointed out PGI made no mention of compliance with SC resolu- 
tion Nov 4. Made personal suggestion that Egyptian observers might 
be stationed at proposed Israeli outpost El] Auja in addition UN 
reps. Dept stated opinion this suggestion merited serious considera- 
tion. Rhodes but pointed out proposed Israeli-Egyptian. armistice 
comm would be in position to maintain surveillance El Auja outpost. 
Amb reporting Dept’s representationto Cairo. fo Aes 

For your info only Dept this morning also recd request from SYG 
requesting it endeavor persuade both Govts break deadlock. > 

——- | CO _ ... ACHESON 

1This telegram was repeated to Tel Aviv for the American Delegation to the 
Palestine Conciliation Commission and to Jerusalem. It was transmitted sepa- 
rately to Acting Mediator Bunche, at Rhodes, in an unnumbered telegram of 
January 28 and to London in telegram 321 the same day (501.BB Palestine/ 
1-2849). The message to. London requested the Embassy-to “Pls:immed convey 
sense above to FonOff and state USG hopes UKG will make particular effort 
Cairo attempt persuade Egyptians reach compromise with Israelis at Rhodes. 
Add USG believes Israeli proposal could serve as effective basis for armistice 
without reference to dispositions final peace settlement, and, that fact. that 
proposal is result PGI Cabinet decision and that PGI has formally requested US 
good offices this basis seems indicate proposal sincere.” =. 9 es 

_ Chargé Patterson called on Prime Minister Ibrahim Abdel Hadi on January 29 
and gave him the substance of the Department’s telegram. At the conclusion 
of the presentation, Hadi Pasha “expressed :inability consider El Auja :-sug- 

. gestion or other points raised by Israeli pending demonstration of Israeli good 
faith through prior unconditional release Faluja garrison...” The Prime 
Minister left the impression with the Chargé that the:“Egyptians anxious con- 
tinue Rhodes conversations but felt that token evidence of.good faith by Israelis 
and face-saving device represented by unconditional release of ‘Faluja garrison 
must be insisted upon as prerequisite to renewal of. serious: conversations at 
Rhodes.” (telegram 116, January 29, 4 p. m., from. Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/ 
1-2949) on EEE EEE
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501.BB Palestine/1—-2849 : Telegram an | | a | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| the Seeretary of State 

SECRET URGENT = New Yors, January 28, 1949—9:10p.m. 
107. SYG Lie handed USUN following telegram to him from 

| Bunche dated Rhodes, 27 January. Lie stated he was giving us this 

confidentially and not to any other delegation although we assume 
he gaye it to McNaughton as President SC. Lie hoped US could do 
something and surmised UK might be making more trouble. 

Following verbatimtext oftelegram: 

“Negotiations resumed afternoon 27th. Following separate talks 
with each delegation conclusion is inescapable that prospects for an 
armistice agreement are virtually nil. Each delegation is adamant on 
its previous position. Have exerted every possible effort to induce 
concessions from each side but to no avail. pho es 

_ Egyptian minimum demands are: 

_, @ Israeli withdrawal to 14 October lines as defined in 18 Novem- 
ber memorandum except for defence forces in settlements; 

. _ 6. Egyptian civil administrators in Beersheba and Bir-Asluj ; 
- they have dropped their original demand that Egyptian forces 

_.. be permitted to return to Bir-Asluj and along Rafah Bir-Asluj 
roads 

C. They claim right to advance only at El Auja which Israelis 
captured in late December and advanced from there into Egypt. 

Egyptians therefore taken 13 November lines as basis for armistice 
lines and insist advantages gained under the truce should not be 
confirmed by armistice agreement... 7 

Israelis have modified their original demand that Egyptian forces 
withdraw altogether from Gaza-Rafah coastal strip now strongly 
held by them and will accept Egyptians remaining there with defence | 
forces only on basis of a reciprocal reduction agreement. Israelis insist 
on retention of their forces in El Auja at minimum in defensive 
strength and regard as unrealistic Egyptian emphasis on 4 November 
resolution and demands concerning Beersheba and Bir-Asluj. They 
will not consider any general withdrawal to.14 October lines or evacua- 
tion of Beershebaand Bir-Asluj. 

Israeli position is that any withdrawal arrangement must be on 
reciprocal basis and will be controlled by distance of Egyptian forces 
from Palestine frontier. Egyptians embittered about postponement 
of Al Faluja evacuation. Egyptians urge that they do not have to 
sion an armistice agreement with Israelis to stay where they are and 
hold what they have and will not sign one unless Israelis make 1m- 
portant concessions in direction indicated. Egyptians do not wish to 
sien away in an armistice agreement any interests of their own in 
Negev or custodial claims on behalf of Palestine Arabs there. ‘They 
realize that as soon as they sign most other Arab states will quickly 
follow.
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~ We have been officially informed that Lebanese will sion an armistice 

agreement within half an hour after notification that Egyptians have 

signed. Abdullah has communicated to me his interest in an invitation 

if Egypt signs. 
It has been made clear to me today that despite a complete impasse 

neither delegation will wish to take responsibility for walking out on 
the negotiations. They will wish me to take responsibility for closing | 

the negotiations by declaring no hope for agreement exists. I will be 

cautious about that. At worst I will try to persuade them to adjourn 

indefinitely and then I will report fully to SC. Present prospect 1s that 

negotiations will be completely stalemated by Sunday 1f not before. 

Urgent Council intervention in some form might be helpful even if 
| only a cable from President of Council.t _ | 

If no agreement is signed here possibility of renewed fighting will 

be greatly increased.” | | 

[Here follows final paragraph, dealing with a matter other than the 

armistice agreements. | oo po | 
- a oO AUSTIN 

1 President McNaughton informed Acting Mediator Bunche that he could not 

“intervene officially in the Rhodes conversations unless he has a specific reason 

or specific point on which to comment. He advised Bunche in any event not to» — 

break off the discussions but, if necessary, adjourn them. If necessary to call 

adjournment, Bunche should request both parties to issue statements setting 

forth reasons therefor. McNaughton’s thought was that the SC could. use such 

statements as a basis for intervention.” (telegram 110, January 29, 3:50 p. m. 

from New York, 501.BB Palestine/1—2949) _ ae ; i 

501.BB Palestine/1-2949 ek 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Robert M . McClintock - 

SECRET | oo | [Wasurneton,] J amuary 29, 1949. 

Subject: Palestine — - ne 

Participants: Mr. Eliahu Epstein, Representative of the Provisional _ 

Government ofIsrael = Oo 

Mr. Ethridge, U.S. Member of the U.N. Palestine | 

Conciliation Commission = . | 

Mr. Satterthwaite, NEA 9° —— 

Mr. Rockwell, NE OT | 

| Mr. McClintock, UNA fo 

Mr. Epstein called on Mr. Ethridge ‘at the Department at 11 a. m., 

January 29. He said that he had promptly reported to his Govern- 

ment the interview he had had on the preceding day with Mr. 

Satterthwaite but had not received any further word from Tel Aviv.
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The Department’s Officers laid great stress on the evacuation of the 

Faluja garrison and said that on the basis of their talk with the 

Egyptian Ambassador it seemed that this was the key point which, 

if removed, would cause the diplomatic log jam to break. Mr. Epstein | 

went into a long explanation that the Faluja agreement was merely 

one aspect of the over-all armistice agreement. He said, “We will 

let them out of Faluja if they will agree to our staying at El Auja.” 

At this point Mr. McClintock read Mr. Epstein a private telegram 

from Dr. Bunche to Mr. Rusk, which made very clear that the Faluja 

agreement had been unconditional and was in no way dependent upon 

the conclusion of an over-all armistice. Mr. Epstein seemed consider- 

7 ably taken aback but stuck to his guns and reiterated his former 

thesis. Se, | ae | : 

When it was suggested that possibly a token Egyptian force might 

also remain at El Auja, Mr. Epstein said vehemently that his Gov- 

ernment would never agree to such terms. | | | 

(Mr. Ethridge remarked after the interview that he thought the 

Israelis were unduly rigid with regard to Faluja. He did not seem 

to have acquired a very good impression of the Israeli case from his 

talk with Mr. Epstein.) | a : 

- Regarding the long-range aspects of the Arab refugee problem Mr. 

Epstein said that he was sure the Israeli Government would welcome 

back the Christian Arabs. He implied that such a welcome would not 

be accorded the Moslem Arabs but added that the Mohammedans 

would not wish to return in any event as they did not feel comfortable 

as a racial or religious minority group. He commented that it was 

an interesting facet of Arab character that the Mohammedan Arabs, 

when in the majority, treated other minorities very well but that they 

did not feel.the same way when occupying the minority position 

themselves. a a a 

Mr. Epstein said that, in addition to these considerations, many of 

the Arab villages had been destroyed and there were:no homes for the 

refugees to return to. He said that, from the humanitarian aspect, 

Israel would have to contribute something to the rehabilitation of the 

refugees but the problem was too vast for any single small govern- 

ment to handle and it could only be solved by the international com- | 

munity. He thought, however, that certain of the Arab States, such 

as Transjordan and Iraq, were in need of extra population and might 

be able to take a considerable portion of the refugees. 

| 501-887—77—_—-46
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501.BB Palestine/1—2949 : Telegram a a = ne a 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET § URGENT JERUSALEM, January 29, 1949—10 a. m. 
78. Palun 15. It is suggested Department discuss with Ethridge 

Depitel 35, nineteenth and previous Contels regarding possibility early 
settlement Jerusalem. In order capitalize on present opportunity 
achieving agreement, believe question should be raised by Commission 
with PGI and Transjordan immediately upon arrival Ethridge who 
will probably become chairman February 1. Commission could then 
proceed planned tour capital, leaving committee here to continue by 
negotiations pending return. Dayan’s proposals not yet discussed with 
Commission members. We plan informally discuss this subject, with 
French representative shortly, os — 
_ Believe agreement should follow lines Dayan suggestions, avoiding 
references sovereignty, and prefacing agreement with stipulation it is 
without prejudice international status city as provided GA resolution. 
Agreement would have object achieving peace and demilitarization 
city and would be signed directly between parties. It is recognized 
immediate agreement establishing demarcation line between Arab and 
Jewish areas and postponing question internationalization may result 
in intervening period being utilized to make ultimate agreement on 
internationalization more. difficult. However,. absence of any agree- 
ment now would have same result, present opportunity for-peaceful. 
settlement in city would be forfeited and permanent retention by Jews 
of Arab areas now held would become most likely. USDel and. Con- 
sulate General, therefore, believe every effort should be exerted reach 
agreement now delineating Arab-Jewish area and demilitarizing city. 
Department will undoubtedly realize Commission discussions re- 

garding internationalization will probably precipitate adverse public 
reaction in Israel press which may. stimulate dissident elements with 
complications security problem. For example, yesterday, morning’s 
press alleged Israeli Cabinet decided to claim full. sovereign rights 
except in Old City where internationalization might. be accepted. 
Nevertheless USDel and Consulate General feel risk must, be taken. 

_ French representative is of opinion that PGI should not. carry out 
intentions reported in press to hold constituent assembly Jerusalem 
hor set up proposed central administrative offices in Jerusalem. He 
may raise question in Commission, or may make informal representa- 
tions to PGI or may report to his government foraction? === 

Bourbetr 

*The Department informed Jerusalem on January 30 that Mr. Ethridge had departed for Jerusalem before telegram 78 could be discussed with him. It noted aiso that Mr. Ethridge was acquainted with the general lines of the proposal (telegram 54, 501.BB Palestine/1-3049).
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$67N.01/1-2949 : Telegram | re oe 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary of | 

RESTRICTED URGENT Lonvon, January 29, 1949—1 p. m. 

350. Foreign Office issued following communiqué 11 a. m. London 

| time today: | ne , 

- “FTMG in UK have decided to accord de facto recognition to the | 

Government of Israel. They hope to arrange with that government 

for the early exchange of representatives” et 

9. Final decision this connection was taken late January 28. — = 

8 Bevin will receive Linton, Israel representative at 12:80 to in- 

augurate UK-Israel relations with “friendly words.” Marriott * has 

been instructed to deliver same message to Shertokin Tel Aviv. | 

4. Fact de facto recognition does not in any way effect determination 

Israel frontiers is being made clear in Foreign Office spokesman 

ouidance to press. Spokesman will refer to many outstanding questions 

arising from former British mandate which remained to be worked 

out with Israel and which UK hopes can be settled with Israel at early 

date. Re de jure recognition, spokesman will say that this will be 

considered in the light these discussions establishment’ of frontiers 

and general development of situationin Palestine. © = ee 

a 

1 Cyril Marriott, British Consul General at Haifa; , 

S67N.01/1-2949: Telegram” a 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL - Jurusatem, January. 29, 1949—8 p. m. 

- 82. Dayan stated last night number new immigrants Jerusalem 

steadily increasing, now almost impossible find vacant.room and Army 

requested vacate requisitioned houses and move into camps. First of 

Cyprus detainees, large number which scheduled settlement Jerusalem, 

expected thirtieth. | clea Ds 

Admitted Arab quarters Jerusalem held by Jews completely settled __ 

by new immigrants and becoming thoroughly Jewish. Asserted PGI 

would have great difficulty forcing people move. from homes now 

. consider theirs and Army would probably be required use force with 

adverse political repercussions. Stated if return. of certain sections 

to Arabs contemplated, agreement should be reached immediately.
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According Dayan new immigrants now occupying Arab property: 
throughout Israel and homes no longer exist to which Arab refugees: 
could return. Stated PGI drawn up plans contemplating settlement. 
Arab refugees in other Arab countries instead their return to Israel. 
Was vague as to details but said PGI estimated cost resettlement. 
refugees at 150,000,000 pounds and prepared contribute considerable: 
portion this amount. Claimed sources from which funds would come: 
already determined. Maintained PGI would pay for Arab property 
taken over but not at fantastic prices prevailing during mandate. 

To avoid possible embarrassment to Dayan, please protect source. 
Sent Department 82, repeated Beirut 10, Amman 5, 

| |  Burperr 

867N.01/1-2649 : Telegram | | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabla 

CONFIDENTIAL - WASHINGTON, J anuary 29, 1949—6 p. m. 
37. Dept now preparing instr to you for discussion overall rela- 

tions US-SAG, but feels that certain questions raised your 68 Jan 26 * 
shld be answered immediately.as follows: : | 7 

1) You shld unequivocally state to SAG officials that US Govt has 
brought no pressure whatever on UK to recognize Israel. Only repre- 
sentations to UK have been concerned with recent shooting down of 
RAF planes over Egyptian-Israeli border, and these were made to 
both Israel and UK in effort to avoid incident developing into major 
proportions. Greatest pressure on UK has been that of Brit public and 
parliamentary opinion. _ - 

2) US arms embargo has been rigidly maintained: While some war 
material has been successfully smuggled out of US, quantity has not 
been large, and wherever possible participants have been prosecuted _ 
and material confiscated. | Oc 

8) US attitude re Israel-was clearly stated in UN by Dr. Jessup | 
on Nov. 20 to effect that US supported Israeli claims to boundaries 
set forth UNGA resolution Nov 29 but believed that if Israel sought 

_ retain additional territory in Palestine it shld give Arabs territorial 
compensation. 7 : 

Not printed : it transmitted an oral communication by Yusuf Yassin on behalf of King Ibn Saud. The communication stated that the United States was con- tinually supporting and assisting the Israeli State: that under United States pressure, the British were starting to incline toward the Israelis ; that the Soviet Union was openly extending military aid to Israel; and that the United States was also doing so, openly or secretly. The communication then queried concern- ing the attitude of the United States toward Israeli aggression (867N.01/1-2649).°



. 4) We would not support any attempt by Israel to occupy any 

Arab state and would fully support any measures taken by UN to 
protect territorial integrity such State. Os oe 

5) With regard to allegation of incursions Israeli planes over SA 
territory, Dept interested know whether SAG has brought matter to 
attention of Acting Mediator.? OS Oo 

| | | ACHESON 

2 Jidda, on February 1, answered in the negative concerning the Department’s. 

query in paragraph 5 (telegram 80, 867N.01/2-149).° ee 

| Editorial Note = ss | 

- The White House, on January 31, released statements announcing 
as of that date the de jure recognition by the United: States Govern- 
ment of the Governments of ‘Transjordan and of Israel; for the texts 

of the statements, see Department of State Bulletin, February 6, 1949, 

‘page 205, | a 7 
The Department of State sent appropriate telegrams to Amman 

(No. 16) and to Tel Aviv (No. 55) the same day (867N.01/1-8149). 

‘501.BB Palestine /1—-2949 : Telegram | | . | — . 7 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Eqypt* 

‘TOP SECRET a WASHINGTON, January 31, 1949—6 p. m. 

117. Ur 116 Jan 29. On Jan 29 Dept informed Epstein of Egypt 
PrimMin’s response concerning Israeli proposal re El Auja. Epstein 

communicated substance to Tel Aviv and informed Dept Jan 31 that 

Shertok instructing Israeli reps Rhodes make following new proposal 
to Egyptians. | an 

_ Village of El Auja to be seat of Israeli-Egyptian armistice com- , 
mission and under control UN observers. Troops neither side to be 
present. Main body Israeli troops to be withdrawn “well back”. 
Israeli “strong points” to be maintained “north and south of El Auja” 
along Egyptian frontier for defensive purposes. Cn 

Epstein said PGI position on release Faluja brigade remains same. | 
According Epstein PGI considers above arrangement should re- 

move Egyptian fears that El Auja would be menace to Egyptian lines. 
communication. Shertok desired details be worked out in Rhodes in- 

1This telegram was repeated to London, Jerusalem, and Tel Aviv. oO
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stead of Washington and Cairo. Epstein said PGI anxious Rhodes 
negotiationsnot bebrokenoff.§ = | - 

| es ACHESON 

501.BB Palestine/2-149 : Telegram ane | | 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary of 
State oe 

‘TOP SECRET USURGENT — Lownpon, February 1, 1949—7 p.m. 

379. 1. Burrows today gave Embassy considered Foreign Office 
reply Department’s 321, January 281 (Embassy’s 351, January 29). 
He said British views based on two important considerations. 
_ 2. First consideration is that Rhodes talks are being conducted in 

extreme privacy. Bunche made this clear in January 25 telegram to 
SYG (Doc No. S/1225) which mentioned formal agreement between 
Arabs and Jews that information re progress talks should not be 
made available in advance of their conclusion to anyone—not even 
SC. As result Burrows said it is impossible for anyone to have formal 
official notification of what is going on. PGI has approached USG 
in sense Depreftel, and Egyptians a few days earlier approached 
British Government re Israeli intransigence on Falluja garrison 
withdrawal but in Foreign Office view there is no official basis upon 
which advice can be given to either party. | | 

3. Burrows said parenthetically that now UK has recognized Israel, 
latter is at liberty to put directly to it any points and that UK would 
be glad to consider such points. Israel has made no such approach. 

4. Second consideration according Burrows is that intervention in 
favor Israeli’s ideas re Auja by a government would be in pursuit 
settlement on very different lines to that laid down by SC on Novem- 
ber 4 and December 29. Consequently UK feels that any such action 
should be regarded with utmost caution because of possibility of it 
being taken as precedent in other cases such as Indonesia. a 

5. Burrows said UK has no objection to any agreement reached 
between parties which would help maintain cease-fire and lead to 
armistice and final settlement but that Foreign Office considers ma- 
terial difference arises if some outside power (not party to negotiation) 
should intervene to press one or other side to accept something quite 
different from SC views. : | 

6. Burrows pointed out that UK has repeatedly told all Arab Gov- 
ernments (most recently on January 18) that their best course would 

* Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 706. | 
* Not printed.
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~ be to conclude armistice with Israel followed by final settlement. 
However, Foreign Office for reasons given above does not find it 
possible to intervene with Egypt in favor of any particular con- 
‘cession re Auja as outlined by Epstein, , ne 
~%. In conclusion Burrows said Foreign Office would like to make 

one positive suggestion: One main difficulty Rhodes is Egyptian 
fear of making agreement which would leave Egypt open to further | 
Israel aggression. Consequently Foreign Office believes that anything 
USG can do towards removing this Egyptian fear would be most 
valuable contribution.  —-._— as Soe | 

- 8. When Embassy pointed out Department’s 321 referred only to 
particular effort Cairo by UK to persuade Egyptians to reach com- 
promise, Burrows said that in context outlined by Department this 
could only mean compromise re Auja and that UK for reasons given 
above is not prepared to advocate thiscompromise. => - 

501.BB Palestine/2-149: Telegram a an | a 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
to the Secretary of State - oe 

CONFIDENTIAL) = =  ~—"——.. Yen Aviv, February 1, 1949—7 p. m. 

_ 79. ReMistel 77, February 1.1 Re broadening talks at Rhodes, For- 
eign Minister stated that PGI received letter 31 January from Bunche 
in capacity Acting UN Mediator, inviting Israel negotiate armistice 

| with Transjordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Yemen, 
on basis of November 16 resolution, place of conference to be Rhodes 
or elsewhere within ten days. PGI replied in letter to Bunche Feb- 
ruary 1, that it readily accepted as regards Transjordan, Syria, 
Lebanon, and Iraq, provided: (a) that Egyptian negotiations be 
concluded first; (0) and preferably that negotiations be concluded | 
with others on bi-lateral basis in order handle problems one by one 
and avoid confusion. As regards Saudi Arabia and Yemen, PGI stated 
it had no quarrel with these states, desired to have friendly relations 

4Not printed; it reported that Ambassador McDonald had formally conveyed 
United States de jure recognition to the Israeli Foreign Minister at 12 noon, 
February 1, and that in the ensuing 95-minute conversation, the latter had volun- 
teered important information, to be made the subjects of following telegrams 
(867N.01/2-149). | 
*Mr. Bunche sent these invitations to the Governments of Israel and. of the 

Arab States (except for Egypt) on January 30. The Security Council released 
the text of the latter group of invitations on February 3 as 8/1241. - :
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‘with them, and saw no reason negotiate armistice with them, because 
never considered itself in actualconflictwiththem*® = 

_ Foreign Minister hopeful mood re progress Rhodes Egyptian talks, 

especially inasmuch as on January 31 Shiloah had first direct. talk 
with Egyptian representative and latter expressed earnest desire 

conclude armistice. = | re a 

tas | +s. McDonarp 

? According to a cablegram of February 8 from Mr. Bunche to Secretary- 
‘General Lie, the Governments of Israel, on January 31, and of Transjordan, on 
‘February 8, accepted Mr. Bunche’s invitation. The Security Council released the 
-cablegram the same day as 8/1245. | = | : | 

Saudi Arabia, on February 8, declined the invitation, noting that the “armed 
Saudi Arabian troops participating in the Palestine campaign do not constitute 
an independent front, and there is no reason why the Saudi Arabian Govern- 
ment should enter into any negotiations to conclude a new truce while the truce 
imposed in July is still effective. At any rate, the Saudi Arabian Government 
accepts the decisions which have already been adopted, or which may be adopted 
by the Arab League, in respect of the situation in Palestine.” 

Iraq also declined the invitation, informing Mr. Bunche on February 18 that 
“the terms of armistice which will be agreed upon by the Arab States neighbours 
-of Palestine . . . will be regarded as acceptable.” The texts of the Saudi Arabian 
and Iraqi replies were transmitted by Mr. Bunche to Secretary-General Lie on 
February 24 and were released the same day by the Security Council as 8/1265. 

867N.01/2—149 : Telegram 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
: to the Secretary of State 

‘TOP SECRET Trew Aviv, February 1, 1949—7 p. m. 

80. Re Mistel 77, February 1.1 With repeated emphasis need ab- 
‘solute secrecy FonMin informed that January 31 Israel representa- 
‘tives went Transjordan talk with King Abdullah at latter’s request. 
Interview was lengthy and although not yet in possession complete 
details conversation FonMin said his information main points were: 

. _ ‘lL. King stated he desired peace and that war was not really war 
but more like an unpleasant incident between “friends”. 

2. British knew King was conferring with Israel representatives 
and had no objection and gave King free hand except on certain 
undisclosed points. 

8. That if Bunche invited Transjordan Rhodes negotiate with 
Israel representatives there King would send envoy immediately. If 

| ‘invitation permitted delay of ten days or so King would again confer 
with Israel representatives during interim. | | 

| FonMin stated he very pleased King’s expression peaceful possi- 
‘bilities but somewhat baffled because King could not disclose points 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 715.
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of possible disagreement. Bunche’s invitation and PGI requests delay | 

until conclusion Egyptian talks (Mistel 79, February 1) allows possi- 

bility one or more meetings with King during ten days before possible 

Rhodes meeting. | | | | 
| ~. McDonatp 

867N.01/2-149 : Telegram _ a - BS | 

The Consul at J erusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL NiAcT sd ERUSALEM, February 1, 1949—9 p. m. | 

URGENT 3 - - os 

94, Following announcement issued by Public Information Office 

tonight: — 7 oo as - 

~ At its meeting yesterday the Cabinet decided to terminate the mili- 

tary governorship of Jerusalem and to institute in that city govern- 

mental arrangements obtaining in other parts of the State of Israel. 

“On the 2nd of August, 1948, the Government proclaimed that all 

laws of the State of Israel apply to the area of Jerusalem under’ 

Israeli occupation, and in view of the conditions prevailing at the 

time, the Government then deemed it necessary to establish the mili- 

tary governorship inthecity.” | se 

Initial local public reaction is that announcement tantamount to — 

annexation Jewish sections city Jerusalem to State of Israel.’ | 

Sent Department 94; repeated Amman 7. | 

: | | BurRDETT 

1¥oreign Minister Shertok informed Mr. McDonald of this action and ex- | 

plained, “to avoid international misunderstanding,” that it “was administrative | 

and not annexation of Jerusalem.” (telegram 78, February 1,6 p. m., from Tel 

| Aviv, 867N.01/2-149) | . 

501.BB Palestine/2—-249 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at J erusalem 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuincton, February 2, 1949—7 p.m. 

62. Unpal 14. [For Ethridge.] AmRep Tel Aviv, together with dip- 

lomatic and consular Corps Tel Aviv, invited attend opening Constit- 

uent Assembly Jewish Jerusalem Feb 14. Dept has serious doubts,. 

view US position in support UNGA decision re internationalization 

Jerusalem, concerning advisability any American reps Palestine: 

attending opening assembly. Dept has so informed AmRep Tel Aviv,* 

' 1In telegram 63, February 2, 7 p. m., not printed. | |
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stating further instructions to follow after matter fully considered 
here. (Ur 86 Jan 31.)? Eee” OB 

Meanwhile, Dept would like receive indication views PCC re impli- 
cations holding Constituent Assembly Jerusalem and Ethridge opinion 
re attendance US reps. : 

ae ACHESON 

“Not printed; it reported a notice published in the local press calling upon 
occupants of abandoned property in-Jerusalem to establish their right to hold 
such property. To Consul Burdett, this action “appears to be. direct application 
in Jerusalem area of Israeli law disposing of property in manner and on grounds 
not permitted to military occupant under international law.” The Consul cited 
Israeli plans to hold the Constituent Assembly in J erusalem, to conduct municipal 
elections there in March, and to discontinue the military governship thereafter. 
He also. noted the permanent establishment of the Israeli Supreme Court in 
Jerusalem. He then suggested that “appropriate representations soonest to PGI 
re these developments which seemed designed prejudice internationalization 
Jerusalem. and are part. current PGI policy treating Jerusalem as integral part 
Israel.” (867N.00/1-3149) a 

_ Jerusalem, on February 38, reported that the first full meeting of the Con- 
_ ciliation Commission took place that day, with Mr. Ethridge in attendance. The 

Commission discussed the developments set forth in telegram 86. Mr. Ethridge 
asserted that the “Commission had clear mandate from UN in GA resolution 
December 11 and suggested Commission immediately make informal contact with 
Israeli Government for purpose of stating its position and ascertaining Israeli 
Government’s views.” The Commission agreed to do so and also decided “to 
arrange informal meeting between Commission and Israeli and Arab military 
commanders Jerusalem separately for purpose of expediting proposed military 
and administrative agreement.” (telegram 107, 501.BB Palestine/2-349) 

501.BB Palestine/2-249 :Telegram oO — | : ; | 

The Chargéin Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET = NIACT _. . Catro, February 2, 1949—9 p. m. 
131. On responding at 6 p. m., February 2 to urgent request by 

Foreign Minister I was informed by Abaza Pasha of receipt today | 
word from Rhodes of rejection by Israelis of a proposition devised 
by Dr. Bunche as Palestine Mediator with view to Egyptian-Israeli 
Palestine settlement (Embtel 126, February 1). a 
Egyptians had steadily refused Israeli efforts to change basis of 

Rhodes talks from SC November 4 and 16 resolutions along lines more 
acceptable to Israelis. However, when Bunche stating that he had been 
in touch with his government proposed a new basis for a Palestine 
settlement Egyptians although unhappy to do so assented in the inter- 
ests of accelerating conclusion of an agreement. ; 

Bunche had proposed that Bersheba (Bir Saba), E] Auja and Bir 
Asluj should be neutralized with the Mediator or his successor, the 
Palestine Conciliation Commission sitting in one of the three places 
above-named. The Egyptians under Bunche’s proposition would re-
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main at Gaza.? (It was not clearly stated when Faluja garrison would 

bereleased.) ee rs 

This proposal had been met by a refusal on the part Israelis or 

perhaps more precisely by counter-proposals which the Egyptians 

considered wholly unacceptable. er eS 

By such counter-proposals the Israelisstated: - 

‘ 1, Bersheba was necessary to them. | 
9. They required that an Israeli offensive and defensive force be 

stationed at Bersheba. ne 

3, An Israeli defense force should be stationed at Bir Asluj. | 

4. On other hand Israeli would not occupy El] Auja and would 

assent to the Egyptians fortifying that spot. | 

"5. Israeli would assent to UN commission sitting at El Auja if 

desired. | re 

- Foreign Minister had learned that if this attitude were persisted in 

by the Israelis, Bunche, as acting Palestine Mediator, proposed to 

notify the SC of the attitude of Israeli’s delegates or their government. 

~ Foreign Minister, who indicated a continuing belief in ability of 

US Government to influence PGI, expressed hope that I most urgently 

communicate foregoing to my government in order that it might use 

its influence with PGI to further progress of the Rhodes talks to a 

conclusion having some relationship to the foundation on which the 

conversations were built and initiated. Abaza Pasha pointed out that 

Egyptians had made every conceivable concession, having even de- 

parted from their insistence on the November 4 and 16 resolutions 

when Bunche informed them that his proposition above mentioned 

had been brought to the attention of the US Government. 

I trust the Department may find its way clear to extend effective 

good offices in order to bring parties to an agreement since Abaza 

Pasha rather despairingly inquired if the only alternative might 

be another resort to arms. The Minister, despite my categoric assur- 

ances that to the best of my knowledge and belief my government was | 

sincerely desirous that the parties to the Rhodes conversations might 

reach a prompt and just settlement, was inclined to hold that the US 

in extending de jure recognition to Israel? at a sensitive point of the | 

1 According to a telegram of February 3, sent presumably to Secretary-General 

Lie, Mr. Bunche stated that his compromise draft agreement had been presented 

on January 31 and that the Hgyptian Delegation had formally notified him on 

the morning of February 3 that Egypt accepted his draft, with minor modifica- 

tions not affecting the substance. New York transmitted the text of Mr. Bunche’s 

telegram to the Department in telegram 125, February 3, 1:18 p.m. (501.BB 

Palestine/2-349). 
2In a note of February 4, Egyptian Ambassador Rahim expressed to the Secre- 

tary of State the very deep regret of his Government that “certain powers” had 

recognized the “so-called State of Israel,” despite the failure to find a solution 

for the problems of Palestine. The Ambassador pointed out that while such recog: 

nition was not to be interpreted “as a definite stand in favor of Zionists,” yet 

the Zionists had exploited it in this sense (501.BB Palestine/2-449). |
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Rhodes negotiations had rendered PGI more than ever. intransigent 
and so had indirectly intervened in the negotiations in a sense 
injurious to Egypt. ee | | | 

Please telegraph urgently any statement which the Department may 
desire me to communicate to Foreign Minister or other representative. 
Egyptian Government. | 7 | 

|  . Parrerson 

$67N.01/2-349 : Telegram 

Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL = —_y | JippA, February 3, 1949—10 a.m. 

87. Deputy Foreign Minister after giving message conveyed Legtel: 
86 * said if Legation’s assurances in Deptel 37 ? particularly paragraph 
4 could be conveyed SAG in writing, this would very much facilitate: 
and pave way for King use his moderating counsel with Arab States 
as suggested Deptel 30.* Replied Legation without authority give as- 
surances in writing but would refer Department possible authorization. 

Yusuf added paragraph 4 assurances were good but did not go far 
enough in his opinion to create sense of security Arab States. He in- 
stanced violation by Jews truce and efforts made SC to vote economic 
sanctions with US opposition. 

ITremarked neither US Government nor any other government would 
wish bind itself to any particular course of action against Palestine 
aggression and Yusuf admitted this. What SAG is asking is some as- 

' surance which we may feel it possible offer that measures recommended. 

SC against Jewish aggression would not be opposed by US Govern- 
ment by reason possible Jewish pressure on US Government but only 
by reason doubts re their efficacy.‘ 

Sent Department 87, repeated London 30. | | 
, CHILDS 

1Dated February 3, not printed: it conveyed the text of a message from King 
Ibn Saud stating that he was making every effort for peace in Palestine but 
that what had happened there was the result of aggression and of injustice to 
its local inhabitants. The King expressed the hope that the United States would 
instruct its representative on the Conciliation Commission to make every effort 
to give the Arabs their rights and to help them regain their confidence in the 
justice and equity of the United States Government. The Department replied 
on February 7, directing Minister Childs to inform the King that the United 
States representative on the Conciliation Commission had been “instructed make 
every effort assist parties reach just and equitable solution Palestine problem.” 
(telegram 50) Both messages are filed under 867N.01/2-349. 

* Dated January 29, p. 712. : 
* Dated January 28; not printed, but see footnote 8, p. 626. 
*“The Department’s reply on February 7 instructed that if Yusuf brought up 

the subject again, Minister Childs was to “state with appropriate expression 
regret that USG not in position unilaterally give written assurances since UN 
seized of Palestine problem and US working in concert with other members UN. 

_ to achieve solution.” (telegram 49, 501.BB Palestine/2-349)
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$67N.01/2-349 : Telegram | Sn . 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) | 

| to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY  Trr Aviv, February 3, 1949—11 a. m, 

88. ReMistel 80, February 2 [7] and additional thereto. Morning 

February 2 at residence Sassoon, chief PGI negotiator with Arabs 

(Herlitz? Foreign Office also present) reported on “frank and 

friendly” secret conference he had with Abdullah in Amman Jan- 

uary 81asfollows: | BO! = 

- 1. Abdullah anxious speedy peace negotiations which should follow 

immediately after arrangement armistice which in his opinion should 

involve slight difficulty. Favors public peace negotiations in Jerusalem 

between Transjordan and Israel, initial meeting preferably in Amman. 

‘Has notified all Arab Governments this plan and: has received assent 

from Yemen, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq. Egypt and Syria not pleased 

but “must follow since I:(Abdullah) have decided”, Has been assured 
by two Iraqi high officials and expects soon receive similar from 
Regent that Transjordan difficulties with Iraq will disappear, 

- 2, Abdullah attributes his hurry to fear that delay will involve loss. 

Britain he says is using delay in Israel-Transjordan negotiations to 

gain concessions from other Arab states, notably Syria. King quoted 

this alleged British argument: “If Abdullah is blocked, what will 
Syria pay?” ee | | 

3. Abdullah declined indicate reservations which Britain had 
imposed on his negotiations with Israel. Will reveal them only after 
armistice and during peace talks. Inferentially he permitted conclu- 
sion that Aqaba and southern Negev were involved. Transjordan 
he said not interested in Negev, “has enough desert land”. Gaza, how- 
ever, as outlet to sea now that Haifa has been lost is vital to. 

Transjordan. 
4, Abdullah is opposed to the internationalization of whole or part | 

Jerusalem, favors partition, with old and portion of new city assigned 

Transjordan and rest to Israel, both portions remaining under some 
form United Nations supervision. No details such partition were 
discussed. | | | 

5. Arab refugees, Abdullah said, were now no important problem 

and after peace will solve itself. 
6. Had accepted Bunche’s invitation armistice negotiations at 

Rhodes because all other Arab states had agreed. He is opposed, how- | 

*Miss Esther Herlitz, Acting Director of the American Division of the Israeli 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs. — . oe ,
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ever, to pooled discussions and reiterated preference direct negotia- 

tions with Israel. | | 
%, Abdullah thinks Conciliation Commission will waste time and 

delay settlement. Says peace should be possible before Commission 

has opportunity acquaint itself with problem and before it could _ 

report assembly in September. | 
8. Israel’s elections pleased Abdullah because disclosed such slight 

Communist strength. Transjordan he said does not need elections. He 
rules and Parliament. carries out his will. | a 

9. Interrupting his report of Abdullah’s views, Sassoon emphasized 

that from PGI’s viewpoint, armistice should suffice for many months 

with all the Arab states except Transjordan. With latter, peace neces- 
sary because partition of Palestine involved and many questions other 

than purely military ones that must be settled by formal treaty. 
10. In answer my questions, Sassoon insisted that only “ultimatum” 

to Transjordan which might have been referred to in report to De- 
partment from Transjordan end December (Deptel 281, Decem- 
ber 30?) was his open telegram from Paris end November Transjordan 

Prime Minister asking that convoy be allowed, as previously agreed, 

to go Mount Scopus in order “to avoid incidents”. Reply within 24 
hours was friendly and Amman issued orders to Jerusalem to per- 
mit convoy. Subsequent exchangesallfriendly, = = an 

11. According Sassoon, Abdullah denied categorically knowing in 

advance or having been asked about sending British troops to Aqaba 

early January. After their arrival he was presented with paper asking 

fortroops,forhissignature. 9 © 
- 12. King told Sassoon he deeply appreciative recognition as sign 

US friendship, adding that he hoped American Government would 

increasingly interest itself in Transjordan—Israel relations, intimated 
desire lessen degree British tutélage, ee 

ee : - °° “Mi cDonaLp 

* Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2,p.1704. co - oF : 

501.BB Palestine/2-349: Telegram OO 

The Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 
-_ States in Israel (McDonald) , at Tel Avw* CO 

SECRET | _ Wasuineron, February 3, 1949—2 p. m. 

64. Text USRep’s statement Nov 20 before Committee I of GA 
stated re refugees from Palestine hostilities “We believe that they 

1This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem as No. 65 and as Unpal 15. © :
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should be permitted to return to their homes and that adequate com- 
pensation should be arranged for the property of those who choose 
not to return”. Pres on Jan 14 [13?] stated that Nov 20 speech repre- 
sents US position with respect to Pal.? — oe 
GA Res of Dec 11, establishing PCC, calls for return of refugees 

so desiring, and payment compensation for property those choosing 
not return. USG strongly supported Dec11 Res; > | 

In light of this US position re refugee question, and in view fact. 
PCC charged with facilitating disposition this problem, pls inform 
Dept your views re best means resolving question within framework 
final peaceful settlement Pal problem. Without approaching Israeli 
Govt, what is your estimate re its intentions permit repatriation and 
ability reabsorb refugees? What are your provisional recommenda- 
tions for solution Arab refugee question ? PES ey 

- Repeat reply to Jerusalem forPCC. Pegg yin 
cS oo ee  AGHESON 

? Such a statement was made by President ‘Truman at his news conference 
of January 18; for text, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: | 
Harry 8. Truman, 1949 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 98. 

501.BB Palestine/2-449 CO oe oes ; 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert M. McClintock to the Secretary of State * 

en PWasurneton,] February 4, 1949. | 

7 _ Tue Isrannui-Eeyprian Armistice NEGOrIaTIons ... 

On January 31 the Acting Palestine Mediator proposed a compro- 
mise solution to the Israeli and Egyptian Governments to serve as the 
basis for a possible armistice between the two countries. In essence, | 
the Israeli striking forces would be withdrawn toward the North and | 
the Egyptian forces would remain entirely outside of Palestine 
with the exception of a small coastal strip from Gaza southwest to the 
Egyptian frontier and minor forces in the vicinity of Hebron. Beer- 
sheba, which is now held by the Israeli Government and a desert point 
in the Negev called Asluj, together with an important communications 

+ This memorandum was typewritten on the stationery of the Under Secretary: , 
of State. Mr. McClintock wrote, on February 7, that he had dictated the memo-. 
randum “for Mr. Webb in his office” and that it was the basis for the inter- 
vention by the Secretary, with the “President’s backing,” as evidenced in the 
telegram sent to Tel Aviv on February 5 (Mr. McClintock’s letter to G.. Lewis. 
Jones, First Secretary of Embassy in the United Kingdom, 501.BB Palestine/ 
2-749). Regarding the telegram, see p. 730. | 
James H. Webb was appointed Under Secretary of State on January 27. |
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point near the Egyptian frontier called El Auja, would be the head- 

quarters of the Israeli-Egyptian Armistice Commission under UN 
supervision. | es | | : 

The Israeli Government would keep defensive forces in the Jewish 
settlements in the Negev. | 

- The Israeli.Government has stressed to this Government that, from 
its point of view, the main stumbling block is who remains in force 
at El Auja, which is a stone’s throw from the Egyptian border. 

Countering this, the Egyptians have complained that an unconditional 
written agreement was entered into on Rhodes between the Egyptian 

and Israeli delegations providing for the evacuation from Faluja of 
an encircled Egyptian garrison numbering some 8,000 people. = 
. It appears to us that if the Israeli Government can be persuaded 
to the demilitarization of E] Auja, Beersheba and Asluj, and at least a 

| token withdrawal of its striking forces northward in the Negev, there 
is a strong possibility of concluding an armistice agreement with 
Egypt. This is the keystone of a rather considerable arch. If an armis- 
tice is signed with Egypt, the Government of Israel will be in a posi- — 
tion rapidly to conclude similar agreements with its other enemies, 

including Lebanon, Transjordan, Syria and Iraq. In fact, the Acting 
Palestine Mediator has officially extended invitations to the Govern- 

ments of these four countries to come to Rhodes to participate in armis- 

tice conversations. 7 - - 
Solution, therefore, hinges upon a successful conclusion of the pres- 

ent Israeli-Egyptian talks and it would seem useful if this Government 

would express to the Government of Israel its profound hope that the 
Tsraeli Government will find its way clear to making certain states- 
manlike concessions, without which it seems inevitable that the con- 

versations will fail. 
The Egyptian Government, with considerable reluctance, has 

informed the Acting Mediator that it will accept his proposals and the 
Mediator has informally requested us to do our utmost to persuade the 
Israeli Government to make those concessions which are essential 

to a final agreement.’ | 
Dr. Jessup, in New York, has suggested the advisability of your 

seeing Mr. Epstein, the Representative in Washington of Israel. If 

the armistice negotiations break down Dr. Bunche will refer the 

entire matter to the Security Council, where the reasons for the break- 

down willbe publicly aired. 

-*°Mr. Ethridge, on February 5, advised the Department that he “planned see 
MeDonald February 6 and Shertok February 7 and would point out urgent: 
necessity for favorable conclusion Israeli-Egyptian negotiations at early date 
in order make it possible for Commission to get on with its task of settling all 
outstanding problems re Palestine soonest.” (telegram 114 (Palun 27) from 

Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/2-549)
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. The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem |. 

secRET = = = =~———— Wassiteron, February 4,1949—7 p.m. | 

70. Ur 86 Jan. 31.1 Dept’s preliminary consideration legal basis 
abandoned property ordinance, based English summary Palestine Post 
since translation Hebrew text not yet available, indicates there are | 
probably not at present time grounds for USG representation Tel Aviv - 

on legal basis re application ordinance in New Jerusalem. Dept desires. — | 

be kept informed as to. manner administration ordinance in Jerusalem. 
and, be notified of circumstances in any case where Administrator 
moves to vest property of USGor US nationals 
However, subject concurrence Ethridge,.Dept believes appropriate _ 

- for PCC, view its responsibilities re Arab refugees under GA Palestine 

resolution, to express its concern to Israeli Govt in. light of absentee: 
property ordinance that no party take unilateral action in advance of 

negotiations contemplated by GA. resolution which would prejudice — | 

| achievement of. agreed settlement on such questions as return of 

refugees to their homes and return of property to refugee owners. | 
View these considerations, PCC might inquire of Israeli authorities 

re arrangements Govt of Israel contemplates making to return vested — 

property belonging to refugees who later return to their homes? — 

| oe lee Bly ee  AOEESON 

Not printed, but gee footnote 2, p. 718. - ca Pe 
2 Telegram 107, February 3, to Jerusalem, was possibly not seen by Mr. Rockwell | | 

when he drafted telegram 70. No. 107-was received in the Department on Febru- 

ary 4at1:28p.m.Itisnot printed, but seetdid. Oo: - - 

SOLBB Palestine/25490 | 
. Memorandum of Conversation, by the Seeretary of State* | 

SECRET —  FWasurneron,] February 5, 1949. 

Subject: Rhodes Negotiations on Palestine a nee 

Participants: The Secretary—Mr. Acheson) 2 — | 

: Egyptian Ambassador—Mohamed Kamil Abdul 

- — Rahin : BEE eT RS 
| + Egyptian Minister—Anis Azer mo es | 

| NE A—Mr. Satterthwaite : SO 

_ After introductions and an exchange of amenities, the Ambassador | 
_ reviewed, from the Egyptian standpoint, the course of the negotiations | 

+ Drafted by Mr. Satterthwaite. | | - ee 

| 501-887-—77-—_47 | |
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) at Rhodes. He said that the Egyptian Government had accepted and 
| was willing to carry out the Security Council resolutions of November 

4, November 16, and December 29. Furthermore, in an effort to break 
the impasse and to succeed in reaching an armistice agreement with the 
Israeli Government, they had accepted the last compromise suggested 
by Mr. Bunche, U.N. Mediator, which involved a recession on their 

: part from the November 4 resolution. Unfortunately the “other side” | 
/ had consistently refused to accept any compromise and adhered to its 

| original position. Notwithstanding this, the Egyptian Government 
was very anxious to reach an agreement and had instructed him to 
request me to “intervene” in the hope that the negotiations might not 
break down. It would be most unfortunate if the Rhodes negotiations 
were unsuccessful and hostilities were to break outagain. - 

| ‘I told the Ambassador that I could not agree with him more fully. 
| I had discussed this problem with the President and knew that he was 

oe most anxious that an agreement be reached. I had also discussed the _ 
problem with the Israeli Representative here and was glad to be able 

| to tell the Ambassador that as a result I was somewhat more optimistic 
| and felt that there was still a good possibility of reaching an agree- 

| ment under the guidance of the Mediator. I could not, of course, go 
into details, as that was the duty of the Mediator. It was, however, 
important that negotiations not be broken off and that every effort be 
continued toward reaching an agreement on an armistice. While my — 
government could not “intervene”, it would continue to use its good 

| offices toward this end. At this point the Ambassador handed me an 
| Aide-Mémoire? (copy attached) which I did not read at that time. 

(It sets forth the latest Bunche proposals and describes the conces- 
sions required of the Egyptians.) | | | 

a After thanking me for my assurances the Ambassador said that 
he would like to bring up one more point. Once an armistice agree- 
ment had been signed, he felt that the time would have come to turn 
a new leaf in Arab-American relations. The United States has carried 
out all its commitments to the “other side” and perhaps it could now 

| once more consider what assistance it could give the Arab world which, 
in spite of whatever might be said, does still exist and cannot be 
ignored. He mentioned the possibility of rendering financial, economic, 
cultural and technical assistance. He is, he said, in the process of | 

_ preparing on his own responsibility a résumé of the possibilities in 
| this field which he would like to discuss with me some time. He felt 

- that if the United States could once more resume its former friendly 
relations with the Arab world and help to bind its wounds it would 

* Dated February 4, not printed. | |
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have a great:moral effect and contribute toward the security of that. 
region. ‘He thought that the first step was already under way in the. 
efforts being made to increase the U.S. quota on Egyptian long staple | 
cotton, = So ae bE os ee 
I said that I agreed fully with the Ambassador with regard: 

to the desirability of our getting back on closer and friendlier rela-_ 
tions and that I would be glad to go over his résumé with him when . 

hehadcompletedit. 6°90 © 6 Soa aan | 
“In the course of the conversation I also said that we were aware of. 

the cooperative attitude displayed by the Egyptians at Rhodes and. 
weremostappreciativeofit, 0 

Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File 1 es oe (ge : me 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State? 

TOP SECRET = = ~~ —.~———CSM .- Wa sutrnerron,] February 5, 1949. | 

| The Israeli Ambassadorcalledat my request. ss 
After an exchange of courtesies, I said to him that we had received 

yesterday messages from Mr. Ross and Mr. Jessup in New York and 
from the United Nations Mediator, Mr. Bunche, which caused us con- 
siderable concern. It was reported from New York that the armistice 

__- proposals put forward by the Mediator had been accepted practically 
in full, although with reluctance, by the Egyptians. On the other hand, | 
however, Mr. Eban, the Israeli representative in New York, had told | 
our representatives that the Israeli Government could not accept these | 

_ proposals. We received the same information from Mr. Bunche who 
expressed grave fears that the negotiations would break down and | 
that the matter would have to be reported to the Security Council by’ | 
him. It appeared that in such a‘situation the responsibility for the _ 
collapse of the negotiations would rest'on the Israeli Government. . 

_ I said that this situation caused the President a deep concern and. : 

that I was speaking to the Ambassador with the knowledge and ap- 
| proval of the President. The Ambassador knew that the Israeli Gov— | 

ernment had no more sympathetic friend than President Truman and 
that no one had done more to support them in trying days. The Presi- 

dent believed that this was the psychological moment where an armis~ 

1 In the Harry S. Truman Library at Independence, Missouri. = 
* Sent to the White House under cover of a memorandum of February 5 by. | 

Brig.. Gen. Marshall 8. Carter, Special Assistant to the Secretary, addressed to 
Matthew J. Connelly, Secretary to President Truman, which read as follows: 

7 “The Secretary requests that the attached memorandum of conversation be | 
delivered to the President.” (Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File) |
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tice could be brought about without injury to the vital interests ofany = 
of the parties, if the Israeli Government ‘would approach these dis- 
cussions in a spirit of broad statesmanship and make concessions which 

| were wholly in accord with the moral position of Israel. I hoped there- 
| fore that his Government would not reject the proposals but would | 

accept them as a basis for further discussion and work out an armistice _ 
along the lines. proposed. I did not believe that the attitude of the _ 
Egyptian Government was brittle but did believe that there was suf- _ 
ficient flexibility so that witha conciliatory attitude on both sides,a __ 

| solution could be reached. I said that.if this.were not done, if the 

oe negotiations failed, and if the matter was so reported to the Security ._ 
Council, the position of Israel, both morally and otherwise, would be 
prejudiced. I spoke of the importance of reaching an armistice with _ 

| Egypt as the key decision which would produce similar arrangements 
with the other Arab States and launch all of them in a favorable _ 

atmosphere on the discussions of permanent peace. | 
The Ambassador expressed his appreciation for what I had said and. 

the spirit in which it was said. He stated that his Government knew 

that it had no more sympathetic friend than President Truman and | 

that his views would be pondered with the greatest respect. He said 
that I could assure the President that in the Ambassador’s opinion the 
armistice negotiations would not break down and that as he understood 
it, his Government was not making a flat rejection of the Mediator’s | 
proposal but was finding difficulty on security reasons to eliminating 
its forces from certain places. __ re 

--—, We both agreed that we would not go into the details of the matter 
and he understood that what I had said did not mean that we believed _ 
that the proposal as made in all its details ought to be the one finally. 

accepted. ts” 7 a - 
| I stressed again that it should not be in our opinion rejected but 

made the basis for further talks in which every possible effort should 

be made to bring about an armistice. _ re 
The Ambassador then spoke of some of the problems which his 

Government had as the government of a democratic country in carry- 

| ing its own people with it. He then spoke at some length about the 

spiritual and moral forces which had enabled the Jews to survivetheir 
| hardships and which lie at the basis of the state of Israel. I said to him. 

that I hoped they would approach the proposals for an armistice from 
| the point of view of these considerations and that what he had said as- 

| sured me that they believed that reliance upon these forces were more 
effective than military strong points here and there, and that as I saw 

‘it the thing that his Government would wish to avoid more than any- .
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thing else would be impairing in any way its moral position. He agreed 

-that this was so and that considerations of noblesse oblige bore strongly 

upon the Jewish attitude. He told me again that I could assure the 

President that in his opinion the negotiations would not break down. — 

501.BB Palestine/2-549: Telegram. ae 4 | ne 

The Consul in Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State . | 

| SECRET : JERUSALEM, February 5, 1949—-1 p. m. 

116. Palun 29. [From Ethridge.] US and French Consul Generals 

met with Colonel Dayan February 4 at request PCC (Congentel 107, 

February 3)! to express interest Commission in successful conclusion oe 

Israel-Transjordan agreement consistent with December 11 GA 

~ Resolution re Arab-Jewish zones Jersualem, demilitarization city, 

protection holy places. Dayan though this [hés?] government would 

object his dealing with Commission directly but expressed no objec- 

tion proposal Commission appoint informal, group experts toattempt | 

reconciliation divergent viewpoints without considering future status _ 

Jerusalem. - a | 

- However he doubted: anything could be accomplished because 

alleged Transjordan unwillingness reach separate agreement Jerusa- | 

lem this time due its hope to use Jerusalem as bargaining point in over- 

| all settlement. Pointed to recent rejections at last moment of accords 

provisionally accepted both sides for complete or limited agreement 

Jerusalem and said general agreement exists as to where demarcation 

line should run (Congentels 35, January 18, 36 January 14,° 47 Jan- — 

uary 17). He considers Transjordan interested only in prestige, port 

of Gaza and Negev. Transjordan considers Israel financial condition 

deteriorating and that delay will force concessions. Dayan asserts to 

‘contrary and that by delay Arabs as in past will obtain less. a 

Dayan said PGI must take public position J erusalem must be in- 

tegral part Israel. co Daehn pea ae | es 

Tf following talk Abdullah Tel PCC considers Arabs sincerely 

anxious to sign agreement Dayan willing continue discussions. PGI | 

not prepared present detailed plan and thinks PCC should do so. 

| PCC not considering Dayan reaction pending report discussion 

Abdullah Tel. [Ethridge. | - oe 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 718. a 7 oo 
2 Latter not printed, but see footnote 4, p. 663. | , 

| § Not printed, but see footnotes 2 and 3,p.680.. © | a
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501.BB Palestine/2-549 : Telegram | ee eat eg ge a 

The Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 
States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Aviv® 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, February 5, 1949—5 p. m. 
NIACT | BS 

75. Pursuant to formal request of Israeli Govt Jan 28? for good 
offices this Govt in assisting Israel and Egypt to arrive at compromise _ 
in armistice negots Rhodes, this Govt approached Egyptian Govt with © 
Israeli proposal related to El Auja. 2 | 

Pls call on PriMin and leavememoinfolsense: = | 

1) As member of UN PCC and as friendly govt which has been 
officially requested by Israel to use its good offices to end present im- 
Passe im armistice negots, US has approached Egypt in sense requested 

sracl os eae : ae | 
"9) Although unaware of Israeli: counter-proposals to Mediator’s | 

suggested compromise of Jan 31, USG informed Egypt has accepted 
, compromise in principle, subject only to minor modifications. —_ 

_ 8) In same spirit of friendship with which it approached Egypt 
_ at Israeli request, USG now desires state earnest hope that “Israeli 

Govt will be able make special effort at accommodation in order accept 
Bunche draft as possible basis of agreement, particularly in view of | 
action apparently taken by Egypt in this sense. End memo. _ | 

| On Feb 5, with knowledge and approval of President, I informed 
Epstein that Pres was deeply concerned by possibility breakdown 
Rhodes negotiations. I said wé had been informed that Egypt had 

| accepted Bunche proposal, with certain reservations, but that Eban 
had told USUN that Israeli Govt could not accept proposal. Pres be- 

_ lieved this was psychological moment when armistice could be achieved 
without injury to vital interests of parties, if Israeli Govt would ap- 
proach these discussions in spirit of broad statesmanship and make 
concessions which were wholly in accord with moral position of Israel. 

7 I hoped, therefore, that Israeli Govt would not reject Bunche pro- 
posals but would accept them as basis for further discussion and work | 
out armistice along lines proposed. It seemed to me that with concilia- 
tory attitude on both sides solution could be reached but if negotiations 

| failed and matter reported to SC, position of Israel, both morally and | 
otherwise, would be prejudiced. BE oS 

Epstein said views of Pres would be pondered with great respect. I 
could assure Pres that in his opinion negotiations would not break 
down and that as he understood it Israeli Govt was not flatly refusing | 

*This telegram was repeated to London, New ‘York, Jerusalem (for Mr. 
Ethridge), and Cairo. The repeat to Jerusalem was in reply to Palun 27; see 

- footnote 2, p. 724. — 
* See telegram 107, January 28, to Cairo, p. 705.
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Mediator’s proposal but was finding difficulty for security reasons in 

| agreeing to remove its forces from certain places. oe | 

- _ [Here follows last paragraph concerning the call later that day by 

the Egyptian Ambassador.] is PA | | 

oo a BS ACHESON | 

501.BB Palestine/2-649: Telegram OO | Oo 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 

Co to the Secretary of State | Coe 

TOP SECRET URGENT Ter Aviv, February 6, 1949—11 a, m. 

| 101. Re Deptel 75 February 5. At 3:45 p. m. February 6 I left memo | 

with Foreign Minister as per instructions. In conversation with For- 

eion Minister he stated as follows re memo: — oo a 

. 1. Deeply appreciative US efforts vis-a-vis Egypt. 
- 9, Deeply deplored Bunche’s January 31 proposal-as being far out 

of line Israel’s position, and hopes it has not had fatal effect negotia- 

tions. .Shertok had distinct impression Egypt had_ been willing be 

more conciliatory, but that Egypt now standing firm on Bunche’s 

proposal re thorny problem of El Auja. OO Caen be he at | 

8. Israel has in course negotiations already compromised as follows: 

| (a) Agreed to reduce Israeli Military forces in Ii) Auja area 

| to a few purely defensive units. 7 Z 

(b) Agreed completely evacuate town El Auja and place it 
under United Nations supervision. = oo 

(c) Agreed to having armistice commission sit on Israeli side- | 

line which for the “victor” is considered quite a concession, | 

: (d) Agreed that if Egypt fears Israeli retention small units in | 

neighborhood surrounding El Auja, Egypt free to build new de- 

 fensives [defenses?] on Egypt frontier facing El Auja, this un- 

usual concession in that while Israel binds herself not increase | 

- defenses during armistice Egypt may doso. _ | | 
- (e) While first Israeli position was insist complete Egypt 

evacuation Rafah-Gaza strip, Israel now has made major politi- 

eal and military concession allowing continuance light Egypt - 

forces in strip area. ) BO - | 

Bunche’s proposal, while admitting in writing that area is “gate- | 

way of invasion” and that El Auja controls crossroads, nevertheless a 

insists that whole area comprising approximately 150 square kilo- 

meters must be evacuated by Israeli. From viewpoint military defense 

this apparently means Israel must abandon the most vital strong — | 

points in whole area and back up to indefensible positions leaving 

themselves wide open if Egypt should change mind and resume war. 

_ Shertok’s viewpoint is that, while Egypt is the invader it is Israel | 

who must, according to Bunche, withdraw her forces from wide area
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and this not fair or acceptable. The area which Bunche delineates and 
| to which the Egyptians quite understandably agree is as follows: 

7: “From a point on the Egypt—Palestine border 5 kilometers north 
of the Rafah-El Auja road (MR087-047), southeast to Khashm, El 

| _ Memdud (MR096-041), thence southeast to El Beha (MR108-039), 
thence southwest intersecting the Egypt—Palestine border at a point 

| 5 kilometers southeast of the intersection of the old railway track and 
the Egypt—Palestine border (MR099.5-014.5) , thence returning north- 
west along the Egypt-Palestine border to the border to the point of 
origin.” Bo | 

Shertok; after receiving my memo departed attend regular Cabi- 
net meeting and I presume our representations now being considered 
by Cabinet. However, I am not at all sure, in view Shertok’s viewpoint 
and concessions already made by Israel, what result will be. Shiloah — 
told Knox after Shertok left room that Rhodes negotiations, although 
difficult, were by no means terminated and he still appeared hopeful. 

_ In order appreciate Israeli position Knox, Military Attaché and 
I feel that consideration must be given to Israel’s basic fear of Egypt’s 
relative strength. While public feared Arab Legion, General Staff 
knew real threat was large Egyptian Arniy which moved methodi- 
cally up coast within almost striking distance Tel Aviv attacking 
settlements en route. United Nations could not stop Egyptians and 

| only Israeli Army, at grievous cost, managed stop and defeat them. 
British action and our intervention has left both armies “hanging in 
air” with Israel forces not in the best of defense positions owing 

_ sudden forced termination action. Egyptian forces, while defeated in 
| field and in part disarmed, are largely intact and, according other 

armistice provisions, will be able return Egypt. Israeli intention de- 
stroy large arms depots at El Arish and Rafah frustrated by US- __ 
British intervention and thus Egyptian forces could, when safely 
across border, regroup, rearm and strike again. Israel, being unsure __ 
that UN can restrain Egypt in future any more effectively than in 
past, may be unwilling abandon its present defense positions in wide 
area demanded by Bunche. | OO 

So , | ee co McDonatp 

S67N.01/2-749: Telegram BC - | 
a Mr, Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State Oo | 

SECRET | : AmMan, February 7, 1949—7 p. m. 
53. During long talks this afternoon King reviewed his relations 

with Jews prior and subsequent to end of mandate and said his prin- | 
cipal desire now as before was to reach understanding with them on _ 
Palestine question. Still felt it was to Jews’ advantage to have only
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Transjordan and Lebanon on their borders. This could be accomplished 

if Egyptians were kept out of Palestine and if firm and lasting peace 

were made with Transjordan. Talks toward that end are still con- — 

| tinuing between Transjordan and Israel and King said that up to this | 

time he has had no cause for not being optimistic as to their outcome. 

While he admitted that mutual suspicion still exists, he hoped it would 

be possible to reach understanding directly with Jews prior to formal 

armistice talks, but if not, certainly prior to formal peace negotiations. | 

Formal talks would be mere public confirmation of agreement. With | 

this in mind he is anxious to remove any possible point of friction 

‘between himself and Jews. He assumed Conciliation Commission 

would sanction agreement reached directly. | | 

His Majesty pointed out that status of J erusalem is giving him a 

7 -eause for alarm since Jews apparently insisting their part should be-- 

: come capital of Israel. Such insistence can only create suspicion on | 

part of Transjordan that Jews intend expand further. King said he 

would not object if Jews wished construct defenses along corridor from 

Tel Aviv up to Jerusalem and station any number of troops there but | 

to permit them make Jerusalem capital would be permanent threat 

in direction Jericho. Best solution would be autonomy for Arab and 

Jewish areas of city with complete demilitarization and with neutral — 

zone between. Both parties would retain specific number police. How- 

ever Jews now propose settlement which through retention Scopus 

area would be constant threat to Transjordan’s position in city. — | | 

I inquired whether specific reference to J erusalem problem alone 

suggested other points at issue agreed on or nearly so. King said no | 

but most recent meeting with Sassoon and Dayan indicated contact 

closer. In view this, asked if reference to Jerusalem question suggested | 

he was considering Jerusalem settlement apart from overall arrange- | 

ment. King replied he thought Jerusalem key to whole problem and 

that it couldnotbetreated separately, ea 

- His Majesty remarked his one wish was to finish Palestine question | 

soonest and with honor and assured. that if there was any break be- 

tween himself and Jews, it would not be his fault. Added that in fact 

he had more to worry about from other Arab States than from Jews. — 

King finally expressed hope that United States use its influence to 

persuade Jews he is serious in his intent reach understanding and 

that they need have no fear from his side. He also hoped United States 
would not permit Jews to establish Jerusalem as Israel capital. Stated 

that in such matters he turned to United States and UK for guidance | 

and support. Since United Nations involved others (Russia), he pre- 

ferred not deal through that body of which he also not member. — 

| -. Informed King that while his views would be conveyed to United — 

States Government, must remember United States ismember United _
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_ Nations and Conciliation Commission and would work through those - 
bodies for settlement Palestine problem. Re Jerusalem said that United 

- States still on record as supporting internationalization city but 
- thought that if Transjordan and Israel could reach understanding on 

| question which was sanctioned by Conciliation Commission, probable 
it would be confirmed by United Nations. _ a 

- Sent to Department 53, pouched Jerusalem. | 
OS | - STABLER 

501.BB Palestine/2-749: Telegram ti | 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
| to the Secretary of State So 

‘TOP SECRET URGENT ‘Trew Aviv, February 7, 1949—7 p.m. 

109. ReEmbtel 101, February 6. Shiloah invited Knox confer this | 

morning stating Foreign Minister and Prime Minister had studied 
our memo last night and he wished inform as follows: - a 

1. Israeli delegate Rhodes had just advised that Egypt had intro- 
duced new highly disturbing conditions negotiations as follows: _ 

a. Egypt now insists Israel withdraw forces from Negev except 
_ defense forces in settlements (where there are no settlements now 

Israeli forces shall be retained) while, at same time, reserving com- 
plete freedom disposal Egypt forces in area (for example, Egypt 
insisting seven outposts in continuous line in Gaza-Rafah strip) ; 

_ this attitude based on November 4 resolution. | 
| _. 6. Egypt now claims Israel should not be allowed have even 

_ defensive forces in southern part Negev (south of Ein Hasb MR 
173025) even though area not adjacent Egypt. | | 

| In comment Shiloah stated that tone Bunche draft proposal all in 
favor Egypt and that Israel (despite victory) willing ignore tone to — 

| help Egypt save face but that Israel position was as follows: _ | | 

1. Egypt must in practice approach armistice on basis that there is — 
equality of status between two armies. | ae 

_ 2, Israel cannot admit that treatment of Negev area is different than 
any other area of Israel. ae | - 

_ 8. Israel will agree to tone of draft Bunche proposal (even though 
_ tone and formulation make it appear that Israel isthe offending party) __ 

in order help Egypt Government save face. __ vt 
| 4, Israel will not agree to any terms which jeopardize her security 

| during this parlous period or which attempt to create a new military 
balance thus setting precedent which will make negotiations. with 
Transjordan and Syria even more difficult. | | 

_At conclusion conference Shiloah commented on intervention of US 
and its adverse effect of forcing Israeli withdrawal at: moment when | 
decisive military victory was within sight ; Knox pointed out, however,
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that Israeli position could conceivably be worse had Israel found itself 
in conflict with Great Britain. Shiloah then rather insistently offered 
mission copy Bunche draft proposal and all relevant papers so that | 
mission could “properly advise the Department”. Knox demurred and — 
doubted that mission was in position accept this responsibility. Prob- | 
ably Shiloah, speaking for both Prime Minister (who is ill) and For- 
eign Minister (who is absent in Jerus) would welcome US as super- 
arbitrator though he stressed that documents were for our information 
only. ee nn | 

Comment: I believe Knox acted correctly in avoiding acceptance 
documents because: - Oe , oe 

1. In view PGI feeling re US intervention, acceptance documents 
might be further step involving US in unilateralaction; = - a 
- 2, Acceptance might give impression that US disposed bypass UN 

andPCC; ee : 
3. Acceptance might give PGI feeling of relieved responsibility; _ | 
4, Documents could not give mission all pertinent data and none 

from Egypt. | Bee, 7 ge 

Would appreciate Department’s instructions? | Me as 
| CO, : DPE te eel Bo 2 McDonaLp | 

The Department, on February 8 expressed its agreement with the comment 
: in No. 109 (telegram 78 to Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/2-749). | an | 

- +501.BB Palestine/2-849 : Telegram oe _ ee | | 

| | The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State | 

-. SECRET PRIORITY Jerusatem, February 8, 1949—5 p. m. 

| 123. [From Ethridge.] Palun 32. On January 7, Shertok, Israeli 
Foreign Minister came.to Jerusalem for informal meeting with Com- 
mission prior to its proposed departure on tour of near East capitals 
on February 12. During 414-hour discussion following developments _ 
took place... -- oe | oe —_ 

| 1. Boisanger,. French. delegate, opened. by stating Commission | 
wished to see Shertok to inform him of its intentions and manner in 
which it proposed to carry out task which UNGA. had given it. Task- 
essentially consisted of assisting parties to settle, if possible directly 
between them, conflict which now separates them. On other hand, 

/ Commission had received specific instructions from UNGA regarding 
Jerusalem, holy places, refugees, certain economic matters. Commis- | 
sion had decided, in order enlighten itself regarding intentions both _ 
sides, not only regarding general peace problem but also regarding 
specific points, to visit Near East capitals, thus permitting immediate 
discussion. with all interested governments. Commission desired,
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however, to have preliminary exchange views with Shertok to ascer- 
tain PGI views which would facilitate Commission’s discussions at 
Arab capitals. | Coe eS 

2. Ethridge, US delegate, continued for Commission stating Com- 
_ mission had decided raise question of Jerusalem in advance because of 

certain recent events. Commission had been informed PGI planned 
to open its constituent assembly in Jerusalem at which it was rumored 
a spontaneous resolution would be offered calling for annexation Jeru- 
salem. Commission had also been informed PGI had extended Israeli 

| civil law to Jerusalem and it had been reported in press PGI intends 
hold municipal elections in Jerusalem in March. Commission was 
apprehensive regarding these developments and considered them as 
regrettable in that they appeared to be contrary to the spirit, if not 
letter of GA resolution December 11. It was pointed out GA had given 

_ Commission specific task regarding Jerusalem and that it seemed both 
Arabs and Jews had duty to abstain from undertaking any initiative 
which would modify status quo. 

. 3. Shertok replied that although it might seem presumptuous he 
would refer Commission ‘to his statement of November 15 before first 
committee of 1948 GA at Paris which contained PGI views regarding 

. various points and specifically Jerusalem. PGT had acquiesced in in- 
ternational status in 1947 but situation had subsequently changed 

| because of failure of international community or any other authority 
to protect it except Jews themselves. PGI could not now entrust 

| security of Jews in Jerusalem to any outside agency nor could their 
economic security be safeguarded except by integration in Israel. 
Shertok added PGI was aware international consciousness regarding 

| Jerusalem and hoped reconciliation views would be’ achieved. Hold- 
ing of constituent assembly would not result in fait accompli. On 

_ other hand, Israeli Jerusalem to all practical intent and purpose is | 
now part of Israel. PGI does not den} its intent to keep it. PGI still 

| - maintained position it had stated on November 15. Commission was 
entrusted with task of presenting detailed proposals to September, 
1949 GA and it was up to international community to decide. _ 
_ 4, Shertok continued constituent assembly signified merely expres- 
sion Jewish people that Jerusalem was great national center its his- 
tory. PGI did not intend to transfer its capital to Jerusalem. It was 

| appropriate, however, first assembly should be held Jerusalem. While 
government could not control assembly it had decided on policy and | 
would take no action to change status quo. Since government holds 
large majority unorthodox decisions are unlikely. Session will last 
only few days. Agenda consists of opening speech by Weizmann, 
introduction draft resolution, elections and swearing in of President. 
Decided not to adopt rules of procedure as it might involve protracted 
debate.
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5. Shertok explained civil law had been extended last August and 
was now merely being [apparent garble] affect superseding military 
law. It was unreasonable expect one section Israel should be governed 
by different principles than another. It is only effective way deal 
with situation. a ) 

: 6. Shertok confirmed intention to sponsor. municipal elections 
Jerusalem in March, justifying as necessary in any democratic com- 
munity and based on normal evolution from military to civil status. 

| 4, Ethridge, Boisanger and Yalcin* [apparent garble] found some = 
reassurance but great deal that was disturbing in Shertok’s views. It 
was pointed out that while each single development. might be ex- 
plained, all of them taken together represented trend which would 
appear to be contrary to intention of GA in December 11 resolution. | 

8. Shertok continued, in reply question from Boisanger, refugee _ | 
problem can only be settled as part of peace settlement: There can be 

‘no significant return of refugees before and possibly after that event. | - 
| Situation has totally changed. If refugees had stayed in Israel, PGI 

policy would have developed differently. Since they fled voluntarily 
and at British instigation PGI policy has been based on status quo. 
Exodus was primarily caused by aggression of Arab states. Return 
now would undermine security of Israel and would impose impossible | 

- economic burden on Israel to integrate refugees in Israeli economy. 
Arab refugees are essentially unassimilable in Jewish Israel. Efforts 
can now be made in direction radical sound solution, namely integra- 
tion in neighboring Arab states, especially Iraq, Syria and Transjordan 
which Shertok claims are underpopulated and require more people and 
development to fill dangerous vacuum. Shertok recognized obligation __ 
to compensate for land left behind and suggested payment might be - | 
arranged direct to individual refugees or paid into general resettle- _ oe 
ment fund. Arab states could provide land wth assistance international =| 
financing. Shertok doubted capacity Israel to pay huge sum and at 

. same time alleged responsibility Arab states for aggressive war and 
resulting loss would justify offsetting claim by Israel. eS 

9. Shertok stated regarding general peace settlement that Israel | 
desires to negotiate separate peace treaties and did not wish general | 
conference. Shertok reasoned Israeli-Lebanese problems, forexample, = 
were of no concern to Egypt. Boisanger believed general problems _ 
could be handled at general conference. Specific problems could be | 
handled separately. oe _ es 

10. Shertok explained, regarding territorial settlement, that Israel _ 
had accepted 1947 partition on basis Arab Palestine would become — 
independent state. If it now became part of Transjordan situation was 

1 Hiiseyin Yalein, Turkish Representative on the United Nations Conciliation 
Commission for Palestine. © a eos ae ne
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7 radically altered and Israel’s previous acceptance no longer valid and | 
its result would be different. Israel believes there should be rectifica- 
tion of present lines in Palestine but did not press for an increase in. 
total area. Israel claimed, for example, widening of 12-mile wide © 

_ coastal strip between Haifa and Tel Aviv for security reasons. PGI 
had decided it would not consent to any foreign bases on its territory 
in foreseeable future. It would not agree to any foreign bases in Pales- 
tine section of an enlarged Transjordan on basis of present British 
treaty with Transjordan. Shertok gave no indication of any territorial | 
concessions but indicated he would discuss Negev at later date. Shertok 
voluntarily disavowed intention of seizing non-Israeli Palestine unless. 
provoked. _ OS | OO 

11. Shertok stated regarding Commission suggestion that discus- 
| sions between Israeli and Arab Military Commission regarding Jeru- 

Salem should be encouraged to continue, that they were limited to 
demarcation of military areas and that he doubted whether Commis- | 
sion would be of assistance to them. Shertok, nevertheless, agreed to _ 
consider whether Commission observers would be helpful. Shertok 
stated demilitarization of Jerusalem was only possible if there was 
outside force or no need for protection. As neither condition existed 
demilitarization was not possible. | 

12. Tentative arrangements were made for further meeting between 
Commission and Shertok in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem on February 11. 
Shertok promised definite reply February 8. Ethridge spoke with 
Shertok privately after meeting expressing view that Middle East 
peace was dependent on early settlement of outstanding problems be- 

| tween Israel and Arab states and hoped Israel would ‘approach in 
conciliatory spirit. Shertok stated PGI was working on alternative © 
solutions to various problems. [Ethridge. ] ? OC 

a | _ -Burperr 

* Mr. Ethridge, the same day, expressed his view that “Shertok’s presentation | 
of PGI views regarding Jerusalem appears to me to be unyielding. It is clear. 
that PGI does not accept world opinion regarding internationalization Jeru-- 
Salem. ... It is also clear PGI intends continue to take steps looking toward 

_ eventual incorporation of Israeli Jerusalem in Israel. ... It may be true PGI 
does not intend to transfer its capital from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. On other hand 
facts that constituent assembly is opening here, that certain central adminis- — 
trative offices are operating here, that Israeli civil law. applies here and that 
municipal elections under Israeli auspices will -be-held here seem to bear out 
my analysis. ... It seems logical, however, present policies will continue and 
may only be counteracted by firmness on part of command [sic] governments 
there represented.” ; | ae 

Mr. Ethridge also asserted that “Shertok’s statement PGI views regarding 
refugees offended Commission. It also astonished me in view imperative neces- 
sity for friendly relations between Israel and Arab States and importance of 
early establishment of economic connections with Arab hinterland. ... It is 
my hope PGI may be persuaded to alter these views and to adopt more humani- 
tarian measures which would redound to benefit of Israel and Arab States. It 
might be wise in long run to resettle greater portion Arab refugees in neighbor- 
ing Arab States; nevertheless, it appears contrary to Israel’s best interests at 
outset to take inhuman position.” (Telegram 124, from Jerusalem, 501.BB 
Palestine/2-849) a |
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501.BB Palestine/2-1049 oe. a oe Oo, oe 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 

African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] February 9, 1949. 

Subject: Attendance of American Officials at Meeting of Israeli 

- “Constitutent Assembly in Jerusalem | 

Discussion: Oo | | | | 

The resolution of the General Assembly of November 29, 194°, | 

which recommended the partition of Palestine, stated that the City 

of Jerusalem was to be established as a corpus separatum under a 

special international regime and was to be administered by the United : 

Nations. The General Assembly resolution of December 11, 1948 on 

Palestine resolved that Jerusalem should be accorded special and , 

separate treatment from the rest of Palestine and should be placed 

under effective United Nations control. The resolution also instructed 

the Palestine Conciliation Commission to present to the Fourth Regu- 

‘Jar Session of the General Assembly detailed proposals for a perma- 

nent international regime for the Jerusalem area. The United States 

voted in favor of both of these resolutions. _ ah a 

During the fighting which has taken place in Palestine, the Israelis 

have managed to carve out by military force a land corridor connect- 

ing New Jerusalem (Jewish Jerusalem) with the State of Israel. In | 

various public statements Israeli officials have stated their determina- _ 

tion that New Jerusalem shall become a part of Israel. — co 

We believe that an agreement between Israel and Transjordan look- — 

ing toward the division of Jerusalem into two areas to be administered 

by the two countries would be an appropriate solution of the prob- 

lem. We feel, however, that the United States cannot support any 

. arrangement which would purport to authorize the establishment of | 

Israeli or Transjordan sovereignty over parts of the Jerusalem area, 

in view of the above cited United Nations resolutions and our sup-— 

- port thereof. Our belief is that the Israelis and Trans} ordanians, 

_ should be supervised in their administration of the city by a United _ 

Nations Commissioner, the principle of the internationalization of 

Jerusalem, in favor of which the world community has voted, thus -_ 

- -being maintained. - ee | a 

Our representative in Tel Aviv, Mr. James G. McDonald, has in- 

formed us that the Israelis have decided to open their Constituent | 

Assembly in Jewish Jerusalem on February 14. They are inviting 

members of the Diplomatic and Consular Corps in Tel Aviv to attend 

and Mr. McDonald requests the Department’s authorization to do so. 

He feels that non-attendance would wound Jewish sensibilities and 

create an awkward situation for the United States in Israel if the
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Russian Minister in Tel Aviv should attend. Mr. McDonald advocates | 

that he accompany his acceptance of the Israeli mvitation with a 
formal statement that his attendance at the opening of the Assembly 

_ does not imply any change in the United States position on the status 
_ of Jerusalem. (Tab A, original only.) | - 

Mr. Mark Ethridge, the American Representative on the Palestine — 
Conciliation Commission, has cabled that it is clear that the Israeli 
Government does not accept the world opinion concerning the interna- | 
tionalization of Jerusalem and intends to take steps looking toward the 
eventual incorporation of Jewish Jerusalem in Israel. He says that _ 
the decision to open the Constituent Assembly, with its implications of 
sovereignty, in Jerusalem is an indication of this intention. In Mr. | 

| Ethridge’s opinion this Israeli policy can only be counter-acted by 
firmness on the part of the Commission and of the Governments repre- 
sented on the Commission. He further states that in his opinion the 
decision the Department has to make is whether it will perform one 

more act of courtesy or whether by not doing so, the United States will 
dramatize its desire for peace in Palestine and its backing of General | 
Assembly resolutions. He believes that the United States would 

, | seriously weaken the position of the Conciliation Commission by send- 
| ing any United States officials to the opening of the Assembly and 

_ would strengthen the Commission’s hand by not doing so. Mr. Ethridge 
says that he is convinced that Israeli Foreign Minister Shertok feels : 
that the United States will not back the United Nations and that Israel 

can get what it wants. (Tab B,originalonly.) = 
Our Consul in Jerusalem is in agreement with Mr. Ethridge and | 

believes that attendance of United States officials at the opening of 
the Assembly will prejudice the Conciliation Commission’s task in 

_ drawing up a proposal for the internationalization of Jerusalem. 

Recommendation: | 7 7 | a | 
| ‘It is recommended that our representative in Tel Aviv be instructed 

to point out in the most friendly fashion to the Israeli Foreign Minis- 
ter the difficulties which may be caused by the plan to open the Con- 
stituent Assembly in Jerusalem. This would be done not in an effort : 
to dissuade the Israelis from their present plan but as a matter of 

| record should the plan have an adverse effect on the attitude of some 
Nations Members of the United Nations when the Israeli membership 

| application is again considered by that body, and should the opening 
| of the Assembly in Jerusalem, with its implications of sovereignty, 

prove to be a stumbling block in the course of Arab-Israeli negotia- 
tions. It is also recommended that no American official in Tel Aviv or | 
Jerusalem attend this meeting, since for them to be present at such a — 
ceremony, would run contrary to the position which the United States 

| has taken in support of the internationalization of Jerusalem and,as
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_ Mr. Ethridge states, would weaken the. position of the Conciliation | 
Commission and lead the Israelis to believe that the United States . 

will not back up a decision of the United Nations. The French Kim- : 
bassy has informed us that the French Government plans to instruct | 
its representatives in Palestine not to attend the opening of the As- 
sembly and hopes that the United States Government will take a a 
similar decision. We have reason to believe that the British Govern- | 

ment would like to send the same kind of instructions. Both countries 

| are apparently waiting to see what we will do in order to concert their 

policy with ours. LEE - | 
A suggested telegram to Tel Aviv and Jerusalem is attached for 

your signatureif youconcur* = | Rath oe | 

1 Seeretary Acheson reviewed this memorandum with President Truman on 
February 10, “giving him Mr. Hthridge’s views and also Mr. McDonald’s views 
and my own recommendation, which was that we should not attend. The Presi- | 
dent was very clear that this recommendation was correct and himself approved 

the telegram so stating.” (Memorandum by Mr. Acheson, 501.BB Palestine/ | | 

2-1049) The telegram, No. 83, was sent to Tel Aviv on February 10. It reviewed — 
the situation as set forth in Mr. Satterthwaite’s memorandum and concluded as 
follows: “Dept believes that in spirit of friendly counsel you should make above | 

| points to Shertok. View US position in support of UN position on Jerusalem, 7 
Dept unable authorize any Amer official from Tel Aviv or Jerusalem attend meet- 
ing Constituent Assembly if held Jerusalem. In declining invitation with appro- 
priate expressions regret, pls inform FonOff that you understand assembly — 
to be transferred Tel Aviv after opening Jerusalem and that you would be pleased 
attend first session in Tel Aviv.” (501.BB Palestine/2-—1049) wn : 

501.BB ‘Palestine/2-949 : Telegram . . 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem | 

TOP SECRET WasuHineton, February 9,1949—3 p.m. 

80. Unpal 21. For Ethridge. Re Palun 24 Feb. 4.1 President wrote 
Weizmann Nov. 29, 1948, re Negev. President said “I remember well | 
our conversation about the Negev, to which you referred in your letter. 
I agree fully with your estimate of the importance of that area to | 
Israel, and I deplore any attempt to take it away from Israel.” Letter 
then cited announcement by USDel in GA of “our firm intention to | 
oppose any territorial changes in the November 29th Resolution which 

| are not acceptable to the State of Israel”. - | 

No mention was made of Jerusalem. In consequence report that 
President informed Weizmann that US had no objection to Israeli 
annexation new city is completely without foundation. | - 

* Identified also as telegram 108 from Jerusalem, not printed; it stated that 
a report was current at Jerusalem that President Truman had written to- 
President Weizmann that “US had no objection Israeli annexation New City 

| of Jerusalem or retention of all Negev.” (501.BB Palestine/2—449) A marginal 
notation on No: 108 by Mr. McClintock indicates that it was read to Mr. Clifford | 
at 9:50 a.m., February 5. re . | 

For the full text of President Truman’s communication of November 29, 1948, 
: to President Weizmann, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 16383. | 

501-887—77——_-48 | |
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We do not feel that President’s comments to Weizmann re Negev are 
| inconsistent with his instructions to you or with overall basic position 

so clearly set forth by Jessup in his speech to Committee One Nov. 20. 

President’s position still is that Israel is entitled to territory allotted 
by GA res. Nov. 29, 1947 and that no changes in frontiers set down by 

, that res. can be made without free consent of Israel. However if Israel 
desires territory not allocated to it by Nov. 29 res. such as Arab areas _ 
in western Galilee and Jaffa or such as present corridor to Jerusalem, 
Israel must be expected to make territorial compensation elsewhere. 

President’s letter to Weizmann was marked personal and 
confidential. ) SE Me | 

| This telegram has been approved by the President.? | | 
| ACHESON _ 

*A marginal notation by Mr. McClintock on-an information copy of this tele- 
gram states that this sentence was added by President. Truman. | 

* Telegram 80 was initialed by President Truman. The substance of the telegram 
was furnished to Ambassador Douglas by. Mr. Rusk in a letter of February 11. 
The letter cited a message from G. Lewis Jones, First Secretary of Embassy 
in the United Kingdom, to Mr. Satterthwaite, not identified as to date, in which — 
it was set forth that “Dick Crossman, M.P., who recently visited Dr. Weizmann 
in Tel Aviv, has been spreading the rumor in London that while he was with 
Dr. Weizmann the latter received a personal letter from President Truman to 
the effect that no matter what the United States Government might say. offi- 
cially, Weizmann ‘should not give up one inch of the Negev.’ ” Mr. Jones’ letter 

: also mentioned that Mr: Bevin was upset by the story. Mr. Rusk suggested that 
Mr. Bevin be apprised of the true facts. Ambassador Douglas replied on Febru- 
ary 28 that Mr. Jones “has passed on in strict confidence the facts in your 
letter to Michael Wright and Bernard Burrows for their information and such 
discreet use as seems desirable.” Mr. Rusk’s letter and Ambassador Douglas’ 
reply are filed under 501.BB Palestine/2-1149, /2-2849. The editors have been 
unable to find Mr. Jones’ letter in the files of the Department of State. 

| 890D.00/2-949 : Telegram a | Oo 

The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL © . ‘Damascus, February 9, 1949—3 p. m. 

| 51. [On?] February 8, 5 p. m. [, ?] Prime Minister Azm, continu- | 
_ Ing conversation reported mytel 50, 8th [9¢h],1 said Syrians recog-_ 

1 Not printed ; it reported the Prime Minister’s observations that “Syria desires | 
facilitate Palestine Conciliation Commission’s task in a very proper way and 
hopes this new approach to Palestine problem will ‘result in some satisfactory . 
Settlement more in. keeping with principles of right.and justice than has 
heretofore been evident. However, before agreeing undertake armistice dis- 
cussions in response Acting Mediator Bunche’s invitation Syrian Government . 

| in agreement certain other Arab Governments ... desires to have assurances 
Zionists will carry out UNSC resolutions, particularly those of November 4 and 
16.” He then noted the repeated flouting of UN authority by the Zionists without 
incurring UN punitive measures or censure. Syria felt that as a prerequisite: to 
undertaking armistice talks, the Zionists must give “guarantees” to earry out 
Security Council resolutions faithfully. The Prime Minister was said to have . 
“evaded” Minister Keeley’s request for clarification of the guarantees sought. 
(501.BB Palestine/2-949) oO an
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nize their destiny is linked up with that of western democracies and | 

feeling they have something worthwhile to contribute in providing 

strategic base for defense against Communism, they wish cooperate 

realistically and in positive sense. Believing that Turkey could not | 

defend itself if its rear were insecure, he wished secure latter but this _ | 

could be brought about only if western democracies (among whom / 

he specifically mentioned US, UK and France) recognizing danger 

that threatens and useful part Syria and other Arab countries could 

play give timely assistance. As Syria lacks means for her own defense 

and thus for defense of interests of democratic powers, he could only | 

hope situation would be accurately appraised and assistance fur- 

nished while there is still time for envisaged collaboration to be 

effective. - OO Oe 

Mentioning Arabian oil which he said could play important role 

if defended, he said Council Ministers had approved “Tapline” | 

agreement and would shortly place it before Parliament for ratifica- a 

tion. He regarded this approval as symbolic desire his government 

to follow henceforth positive policy looking toward economic devel- 

opment and defense his country in which he hoped US by reason of 

Tapline and recognition Syria’s strategic importance would take 

greater interest. Department passArmy. | ee 

‘Sent Department 51, repeated London 7, Paris 8, pouched Amman, 

Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Jerusalem, Jidda, Ankara and Moscow. — 

a oe oe | a OO  (Kretey 

501.BB Palestine/2-1149 : Telegram o | a : | 

The Secretary of State to the United Natvons Acting Mediator for 

Palestine (Bunche), at Rhodest = | 

Wasuineron, February 11, 1949—7 p. m. 

- Pursuant to communication from Mediator dated August 3, 1948 — | 

US Government sent directives to Commanding Generals US Zones 

Germany and Austria authorizing exit of men of military age destined - | 

Palestine only after prior clearance with Mediator. In view cessation | 

of fighting in Middle East and difficulties arising from separation of | 

families under this policy US Government feels this restriction on | 

departure men of military age from its zones of occupation should be | 

removed and plans do so on February 18, 1949, subject to Acting 

- Mediator’s concurrence, No change in present policy prohibiting exit 

of fighting personnel is planned. . | 

| 1Transmitted to New York in telegram 74, with a note “Request fol message | 

| be given SYG for transmission Acting Mediator, Rhodes by cable 2.
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_ If Acting Mediator perceives any objection this action US Govern- | 
ment will appreciate being so advised prior to date mentioned? __ | 
oe | | nor core ACHESON © 

* Myr. Bunche replied on February 15, through United Nations channels, ‘that 
he perceived no objection to the proposed change in policy in view of present | 
conditions in Palestine under the truce (telegram 182 from New York, 501.BB 
Palestine/2-1549), | eS 

501.BB Palestine/2-1249 : Telegram _ | | | 

Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State Oo 

SECRET Aman, February 12, 1949—9 a. m. 
_ 58, Mytel 54, February 8.1 With acceptance by Transjordan of invi- 

tution to armistice talks would recommend that Department consider 
urgently representing to Bunche desirability holding Transjordan— 
Israel talks in Jerusalem. Both King and high government officials 
have expressed hope that Jerusalem would be site for talks and believe __ 
arguments they produce in support of this not without discernment. 
Transjordan has given evidence its desire for peace and it is not 
beyond realms possibility that armistice talks would lead to discussion 
peace settlement. Consequently any arrangement which would make 
attainment this objective more facile should, it is thought, be encour- 
aged. Main feature change of venue is propinquity Transjordan dele- , 
gation to King who must decide important points policy. Delegation as 

| well as others concerned would have easy access to His Maj esty at | 
Shuneh or Amman. | | 

| This matter has been discussed with Ethridge who has indicated _ 
| his agreement? __ : | 

Sent Department 58, repeated Jidda 6 for USDel Palestine Concilia- _ 
tion Commission, Jerusalem 32. | | | 

| oe  [Srasrer] 

*Not printed; it advised of the official acceptance by Transjordan the same 
morning of Mr. Bunche’s invitation to armistice talks. The acceptance was said — 

| 3 aay) Iraq “which wiil be represented by Transjordan at taiks’. (867N.01/ 

- ?The Department, in reply on February 15, concurred in the suggestion made 
in telegram 58 “but feels it should be made to Bunche by Ethridge as US Rep 

. PCC.” (Telegram 21, 501.BB Palestine/2-1249) | ' 

501.BB Palestine/2-1249 : Telegram ee | - ey 
Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET JERUSALEM, February 12, 1949—10 a. m. 
134. Palun 38. [From Ethridge.] Commission drove down to 

Jericho yesterday for a formal meeting and luncheon with Tawfik 
Pasha, Transjordan Prime Minister. After exchange greetings |
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Boisanger as Commission Chairman explained UN GA had given : 

Commission its task for general purposes of bringing parties to Pales- 

tine conflict together and re-establish . Palestine peace. Commission 

- would be interested to ascertain Transjordan’s general views and spe- _ | 

cifically its attitude re Jerusalem holy places, refugees and certain 

economic matters. | FE 

-. General: Prime Minister replied Transjordan had always been a 

careful to preserve peace. Since establishment ‘Transjordan 27 years 

ago its objective had been peace. It had never expressed eccentric or 

fanatical views and even now wanted real peace settlement. Boisanger 

replied Commission’s goal was also peace and wondered whether . 

Transjordan would support general peace conference between Israel 

and Arab states. Ethridge raised question whether general or separate 

peace conference would be preferable. Prime Minister believed past —_ 

experience showed, based on previous cooperative meetings with Jews, | 

separate peace conference would be more productive as to results. | 

Yalcin inquired whether Transjordan would be free to conclude with 

Commission’s assistance separate peace arrangements even if one or | 

more Arab states would object and if Commission extended its assist- 

ance would Transjordan follow through. Prime Minister strongly 

responded Transjordan desired pursue practical policy and stated 

Transjordan was ready in spite of any other states policy or influence 

it might exert to act freely and separately. Prime Minister did not 

think it even necessary to have general peace conference re such ques- 

tions as refugees as Transjordan itself was willing, with outside assist- 

ance,tosettle problem. == BO | 

Jerusalem: — Prime Minister stated. Jews would try to keep those _ 

areas at present under their control. Arabs, on other hand, have in- — | 

habited Jerusalem for 1300 years. If, however, Jews want to stay in 

Jerusalem, Arabs want to take back those Arab areas which Jews took 

| without fighting prior to May 14. (Prime Minister as well as Colonel 

Abdullah Tel, Transjordan military commander J erusalem, strongly 

stress this point, emphasizing Jews took wide areas Arab Jerusalem 

before termination British mandate without fighting.) Boisanger ex- 

plained Commission has specific instructions from UN GA to prepare 

detailed proposals re internationalization Jerusalem, that. Commission | 

has recently established committee to study question and that it hoped 

| Transjordan would cooperate. Prime Minister replied he had been 

expecting Commission express this desire re Jerusalem but. wondered 

how internationalization would be implemented by UN. According 

to charter UN must send forces. If no forces, permanent members 

must consult and send forces but as other nations do not want Jews 

in Palestine no forces would be sent. Boisanger replied Commission 

was not persuaded international force was necessary because good
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will on both sides could accomplish same purpose. Prime Minister — 
replied he could not contest this argument but that only time would 
show whether Jews wouldagree. = oo 

_ Holy places: Prime Minister explained these areas have always 
been under Arab protection and that many difficult problems arising 

| among different religious sects have been solved by Arabs. Arabs de- 
| sire and want to keep right to protect these areas. Arabs would give 

full guarantees if under their control. Boisanger replied Commission 
| could not contest Arab record in safeguarding holy places. 

_ Refugees: Prime Minister expressed hope every refugee would be 
able to return to his own home and to settle on his land. Those refugees 
in Syria and Lebanon should for example, be permitted to return but | 
if their property was gone they could settle in Transjordan. If Jews 

: refuse, refugees should be repatriated and indemnified. Other Arab 
states are not willing to keep refugees who themselves wish to 
return to Palestine. Transjordan will welcome refugees in Trans- 
jordan or in Arab Palestine, Transjordan is inclined believe indemnity 
for Arab property in Jewish territory should be paid into general 

- fund for resettlement rather than to individuals who may squander | 
it. Transjordan Government may require international loan to assist 
resettlement as government is not strong financially. : 

| Negev: Prime Minister voluntarily stated Transjordan wanted 
. very much to have port on eastern Mediterranean. It specifically 

wanted Gaza and land access thereto. Transjordan would use every 
| influence to accomplish this purpose. Arab Legion had not yet finished 

war and might have to resort to war to obtain. 7 | 
| Armistice negotiations: Prime Minister stated Iraq has not yet 

reached stage discussing peace but inclined to conclude armistice. Nuri 
Pasha, Traqi Prime Minister, has delegated Transjordan to act for 
Iraq in armistice talks. Iraqi Army would then be able to withdraw 

- from central Palestine. Transjordan Prime Minister considered 
armistice negotiations concluded in this fashion would meet problem 
of Iraqi public opinion re Palestine conflict. _- | | 7 | | 

| _ Commission thanked Prime Minister for frank expression Trans- | 
jordan attitude observing that while not all his conditions appeared __ 

~ acceptable, his views in general were sound and had created favorable 
impression. ‘Tentative plans were made for second meeting at Amman 
with King Abdullah following Commission’s return from Cairo and 

_ Jidda. Prime Minister hoped conclusion to Palestine question would 
bereachedatthatmeeting, = 8 | BO | 

_ Sent Department 134, repeated Amman 12. [ Ethridge. ] | 
| : a Oo BurvDETT |
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501.BB Palestine/2—-1249 : Telegram ae els | | 

- The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET , JERUSALEM, February 12, 1949—2 p. m. 

139, Palun 41. [From Ethridge.] At request PCC US and French 

Consulate [Consul] Generals met Abdullah Tel on fifth for conversa- 

tion similar that held with Dayan (Contel 116 fifth) on fourth. Tel | 

stated willing negotiate and sign immediate agreement in J erusalem 

prior to conclusion general agreement through all Palestine and would — | 

welcome appointment on PCC group advisers assist two parties. As- 

 gerted Arabs have no objections inclusion clause stating agreement 

without prejudice to future statute of city and would accept inter- 

nationalization provided could be effective. _ es | 

_~. Expressed following views re such agreement: (1) Arab sections 

now held by Jews should be returned to Arab owners; (2) Arabs 

always willing give any guarantees desired for safety holy placesand | 

when peace restored guarantee free access; (8) willing discuss de-_ 

militarization by gradual separation two forces but believes Tel 

Aviv—Jerusalem corridors should be internationalized at same time 

since its control gives Jews great military advantage. = | | 

Stated had carried on informal exploratory talks with Dayan since 

conclusion cease-fire in order determine what concessions Jews willing 

| make. [Ethridge] > a | - 

| | | es BurpErr 

: 501.BB Palestine/2-1349: Telegram 7 . , 

Ambassador Stanton Griffis to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET — Cartro, February 13, 1949—4 p. m. a 

From Griffis for Secretary Acheson. While I have been on leave for 

more than two months operating UN relief program I trust that you 

| will permit me following my long meeting with Ethridge yesterday 

to express to you my feeling regarding Palestine settlement based on 

| six months careful study here and personal contacts with substantially | 

every Arab city ruler and high minister, ee _ 

Innumerable telegrams on file in Department have carried my firm 

feeling that no final settlement of Palestine problem can be reached 

prior to high level agreement between US and UK regarding the three 

moot questions: borders, rehabilitation of refugees and interna- 

tionalization Jerusalem. I have expressed and urged this opinion 1n | 

personal conversation with President, Secretary Marshall, Lovett, all | 

1 Transmitted to the Department by Cairo in telegram 165. a
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members NE Division, members USUNDel Paris and highest level 
| British diplomats here. Everyone has agreed in substance but ap- 

parently little result. My complete argument is that matter must be | 
settled first in London and Washington before it can be settled here. - 

The Arab states have not slightest interest in feelings of France, 
Turkey or Peru nor indeed in feelings and opinions of UN. They are 
bored, confused and without confidence in mediators, commissions and | 

| UN orders. They are interested in exactly one thing. What arethe in- 
tents and desires of US and UK and will US and UK make such pro- 
nunciations in conjunction with UN as will give them face-saving 
device of stating that partition of Palestine was forced upon them by — 

| higher powers. ~ ee a: | 
_ This morning Turkish delegate Yalcin in Cairo newspaper state- 
ment blazoned statement ‘We don’t wish to force our opinions on any- 

| one”. This is exactly opposite of what Egyptians want. They wish to 
| use excuse of coercion and thereby save a critically unstable govern- 

ment which fully realizes that other Arab states except, Transjordan 
have little further interest in entire problem. In other words basically 
[we?] are dealing only with Israel, Transjordan and Egypt. Rightly 
or not all Arab states believe that Israel will do exactly what US 

_ dictates and Transjordan under complete British domination... ~ 
A’strong and prompt-publicly stated agreement by US and UK will 

go a great distance towards settlement and I believe quickly solve this 
potentially terribly dangerous situation but it must be backed up by 

| the strongest US and British representations both to Israel and Egypt 
by respective US-UK highest levels. Otherwise believe UN settlement 
will drag out many months or years. | 
Have no intention or desire bypass UN. Of course final settlements 

should be made formally through them. 
Ethridge has read this cable and states strongly concurs. High 

regards. | | 
Sent Department 165, repeated London. — | 

| oe - [Grirris] 

501.BB Palestine/2-1449 : Telegram = | a | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 
States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Aviv Pe 

SECRET NIACT Wasuineron, February 14, 1949—8 p. m. 
US URGENT | re Se 

88. Please call at once on FonMin and. make following oral 
communication : | : CO , 
-Eban Feb. 11 at own request called'on Deputy US Rep UN NY 

quoting Shertok to effect that armistice negotiations on Rhodes had



narrowed down “to details” and that successful outcome could be ex- 

pected. Eban told USRep re Auja that compromise being worked out 

to neutralize area with Jewish and Egyptian defensive forces in | 

roughly equal strength outside area. Re Beersheba Eban understood 

Israel striking forces -would withdraw, leaving defensive forces 

~ roughly equal to combined Egyptian-Arab Legion forces in that area.’ 

In contrast to this info officially communicated by Rep of PGI, US | 

member PCC received memo Feb 11 from Bunche indicating that — 

Tsrael Delegation was adamant in refusing withdrawal from Beer- | 

sheba and in not accepting UN neutral zone arrangement for Aujar 

- Dept today inquired of Epstein if he could reconcile these conflict- 

ing reports. Epstein said he had heard of Eban’s conversation but had 

hadnodirect wordfromTel Aviv, | 00 

| Dept stressed earnest hope of this Govt that Eban’s report cited | 

above is correct and that PGI has wisely decided make concessions | 

re Beersheba and Auja which seemed to be principal stumbling blocks 

to successful agreement. / 7 Bn 

Please telegraph report your interview with FonMin and repeat to 

Ethridge © | Oo : 

Repeated to Cairo as Unpal 27 for Ethridge. Repeated USUN as 80. | 

oe an ~~” Koreson 

iThis information was based on telegram 166, February 11, 2 p. m., ‘from 

New York (501.BB Palestine/2-1149). a | 

oo 2-This information was based on telegram 1383 (identified also as Palun 37), 

February 11, 10 p. m., from Jerusalem. It quoted Mr. Bunche’s memorandum to 

Mr. Ethridge, which stated that Colonel Yadin had informed Mr. Bunche that 

the reason the Israelis insisted “on complete freedom in the eastern sector of 

- the Negev is because of the bargaining they expect to be forced to do in order 

to reach an agreement with Abdullah.” (501.BB Palestine/2-1149) a 

501.BB Palestine/2-1149 ; Telegram coe oo | 

The Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 

States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Avw 

CONFIDENTIAL =~ ~——~—~—C WASHINGTON, February 15, 1949—4 p. m. - 

| 90. AP despatch datelined Jerusalem Feb 13 quotes PriMin Ben 

Gurion as follows: \ a - 

Verbatim text. “In a brief but fiery speech he said that the com- 

~ mission had one direct instruction from the United Nations—the inter- | 

nationalization of Jerusalem. Therefore, he said, it washisdutyonthis = 

. occasion to tell them that ‘judgment on Jerusalem would not be given 

by them?” | Se
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Pls endeavor ascertain whether this report textually accurate. Ap- | 
preciate comments in light urtel 120 Feb.122 00 | 

ee ee ACHESON 

*Not printed; it reported that prior to receipt of Department’s telegram 83, 
February 10 (not printed, but see footnote 1 to memorandum of February 9, | | p. (41), Mr. McDonald had called on Mr. Shertok to express his personal con- 
cern lest the Israeli Government take unilateral action affecting the status 
of Jerusalem at the inaugural meetings of the Constituent. Assembly. 
Mr. Shertok, after informing him: that the Provisional Government of Israel | 

_ Was opposed to such action, summarized “the PGI position as desire work out 
solution Jerusalem with UN.” (501.BB Palestine/2-1249) BO 

| _ , Tel Aviv replied, on February 18, that. the Palestine Post of February 14 had 
quoted the Prime Minister as saying: “But with all respect to Conciliatory | 
[Conciliation] Commission of UN decision with regard to Jerusalem was made 

: 3,000 years ago when Bel Yishai (King David) made Jerusalem the Jewish 
centre.” (Telegram 140, 501.BB Palestine/2-1849) J erusalem, on February 14, 
cited the same issue of the Palestine Post, which quoted Mr. Ben-Gurion as saying 
additionally that “the living Jerusalem will not again accept any rule but that 

_of its own people, Israel.” (Telegram 144, 501.BB Palestine/2-1449) 

501.BB Palestine/2~1549 : Telegram oe oe 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State _ 

CONFIDENTIAL | Carro, February 15, 1949—6 p. m. 
_ 178. Palun 46. [From Ethridge.] During February 15 meeting 
between Egyptian Prime Minister accompanied by Foreign Minister 
and PCC. Prime Minister replied to Commission aide-mémoire on 
subjects of general negotiations, Commission assistance, Jerusalem, 

| economic matters and refugees as set forth in GA resolution Decem- 
ber 11 and on subject territorial questions. | 

Prime Minister reiterated previous view Egyptian Government as 
reported in Palun 431 that present negotiations at Rhodes should be 
concluded and solution for refugee problem should be achieved before | 
considering other matters which Commission had raised. Egypt and 
Israel had embarked on Rhodes negotiations as basis SC resolutions. 

_ Although Egypt agreed respect these resolutions Israelis not satisfied 
a and does not wish implement. Even Acting Mediator’s suggestions 

which have exceeded SC resolutions in some respects are not accept- 
able to Jews. Successful conclusion either at Rhodes or for Commis- 
sion seems impossible as long as Jews do not feel bound respect GA 
or SC. | ee, - _ 

+ Ydentified also as telegram 166, February 14, 10 a. m., from Cairo, not printed: 
it stated that the Commission arrived at Cairo on February 12 and that. pre- 
liminary discussions with Egyptian officials began the next day. Egyptian Foreign 
Minister was said to have welcomed the Commission but to have denounced the 
“intransigent line” of the Israelis at Rhodes. He was also reported as saying 
that Egypt would not approve “historical injustice in Palestine.” (501L.BB Pales- . 
tine/2-1449) |



~ Refugees:? Principle of return to homes and respect for property 

- and rights is fundamental and must be accepted.in advance. Refugees 

who do not wish return should be compensated. GA considered this - 

matter and instructed accordingly. Until appropriate measures taken 

UN has responsibility for refugees. Despite right Arab return as — 

guaranteed by UN Jews may continue object. No single country, how- 

ever, restricts residence on basis of religion. All countries have | 

~ minorities which have full rights as citizens. If some Arab refugees | 

return and some do not, latter category can be agreed between Israel 

and Arab states on basis of exchange for Jews now in Arabdands. — 

Jerusalem: Arabs have had long and good record in Jerusalem. | 

No reason to take from Arabs and make international. Egypt’s atti- | 

tude will, however, be based on GA resolution December1l.0 | 

Economie matters: Egyptian Government will be glad examine 

proposals at later date. | 

Territorial questions: Prime Minister did not discuss in reply 

at first but later indicated there was no use discussing pending con- | 

clusion Rhodes talks and concrete evidence of Jewish good: faith 

and real wish live up to GA.and SC resolutions. dst LE 

- Commission argued each of foregoing points with Prime Minister — | 

without avail. Ethridge pointed out as member Commission and as 

, US representative interest in success at Rhodes and. observed that 

if all Arab states had views similar those Egypt endless talk might | 

| result. If Rhodes talks should fail Commission might be requested 

assume responsibility for armistice negotiations. Such delays. would | 

be serious for refugees and might contribute to political unrest in 

Near East. It therefore seemed wise now have informal talks at least | 

onalloutstanding problems. = esses 

Prime Minister stated he had sincerely attempted give Egyptian 

attitude to fullest extent now possible and that he would continue | 

cooperate with Commission. Egypt did not believe, however, it would 

7 be useful progress further at this stage until Jewish intentions were | 

2In the discussions of February 13, ‘Chairman Yalcin stated that the return 

7 of the refugees ‘“‘was logical though difficult because conditions had changed on — 

account Jewish immigration. If Arabs could not resettle in Egypt, perhaps other 

Arab states could accommodate?’ The Foreign Minister retorted that the Arab 

States would “never admit no right to return.” » ee - | a 

_ §JIn the discussions of February 18, the Foreign Minister refused to commit 

himself on the question of the internationalization of Jerusalem, “pointing out 

Jerusalem had always been Arab but that this matter could be discussed after 

- Tsrael had complied with SC resolutions and refugees solution had been found.” 

Telegram 166 also stated that Mr. Ethridge sought Egyptian views regarding | 

“general or separate peace conferences or combination of both.” The Foreign 

Minister expressed his belief that “direct negotiations would be preferable but 

stated Egypt would have to wait and see if Israel wanted peace and would abide 

| by SC resolutions.” | re
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7 really known. Their reaction at Rhodes and to problem. of refugees : 
would be best demonstrations their good faith.t [Ethridge.]}). 
ff Be Parererson | 

_. “Mr. ‘Ethridge concluded that “Talks here have convinced me that unless 
| Rhodes negotiations are quickly successful Commission’s. work will be greatly 

delayed while situation, particularly as to refugees, disintegrates and becomes 
more dangerous. In circumstances: urge Department exert utmost pressure in — 
addition to that already taken to make them successful and consider suggesting 
to very highest levels that this is time to intervene with Israel. The maul is badly 
needed.” .(Telegram 172, February 15, 5 p. m., from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/ 

501.BB Palestine/2-1549: Telegram eg un BC 

Lhe Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
to the Seeretary of State = 

SECRET =NIACT ~—s Ten, Aviv, February 15, 1949—6 p. m. 
US URGENT = ©) a, oe eh 

129. ReDeptel 88, February 14. Foreign Minister in Jerusalem. 
| Had extended conference with Acting Foreign Minister Shiloah 12th 

| noon. Knox, Andrus, Van de Velde ?: present. Shiloah informed as 
follows: a 

_ Eban’s comments February 11 erred on optimistic side. However, 
| Yadin * and Shiloah go Rhodes February 16 resume conference with 

compromise formula re Auja area. On Beersheba and Auja Israeli 
position is: _ | - : oo ne 

; 1. PGI agreeing evacuate town El Auja and withdraw forces from 
a surrounding area only slightly smaller than area Bunche proposed. | 

| Also offering withdraw all but three battalions from whole area south 
and wést of Bunche “armistice” line of November 13. ; 

2. PGI cannot agree withdraw forces Beersheba. because (1) no 
: armistice negotiations with Transjordan as yet; (2) eastern front not 

politically related southern-western front; (3) presence Transjordan- 
Egyptian troops, plus British troops Akaba, plus irregulars, on east- 
ern front constitute entirely different problem and must be dealt with | 
later (presumably in negotiations between Transjordan and. Israel). 

~ -- Shiloah opines Egypt realizes this and will concede different status 
Beersheba and eastern front... : . ee | 
_ 3. Israel not accepting Bunche proposal put. seats Armistice Com- 
mission in Kl Auja, Bir Asluj, Beersheba. This proposal not indica- 
tive of “equal status” both armies and PGI will insist seat Armistice 

| Commission either on border, or in towns located equally in Egypt | 
aswellasIsrael 8 8 re | 

* Col. Burton C, Andrus, Military Attaché in Israel. co . 
- *Lt. Col. Robert W. van de Velde, predecessor of Colonel Andrus as Military 

Attaché in Israel. 
* Yigal Yadin, Chief of Staff of the Israeli Army and participant for his 

Government at the Rhodes conference. |



a 

| oe  SRABD TB 

4 (PGT will concede any reasonable formula. meet Egypt half way - 

but wherein concessions clearly involve political prejudice or military 

disadvantage Israel will not agree. Shiloah says he aware desirability 

help Egypt maintain prestige. ee eee 

“8. Shiloah’s cited clause in Bunche proposals stating provisions of 

| armistice do not prejudice any “political, territorial, or custodial” 

‘claims will later be considered by appropriate international author- | 

ity. In Shiloah’s opinion this clause should allay Egypt apprehension 

re PGI position re Auja or Beersheba. _ ON ay . a | 

6. PGI of definite opinion that negotiations Rhodes should not 

create new area of “international supervision” in Negev. Problem El 

Auja can be solved by Israel-Egypt Armistice Commission, 

7. Shiloah stated that as proof sincerity PGI willing give details 

troops and arms to remain in western Negev and guarantee freely to 

facilitate inspection by ArmisticeCommission. Nn oe 

Comment : Mission believes that PGT has been withholding further 

compromise during last six days awaiting outcome Histadrut * elec-- 

tions 18 February and opening of Assembly in order clear political - 

atmosphere here. Shiloah’s arguments re Beersheba understandable. 

Mission opinion is that PGI latest proposals constitute reasonable 

basis compromise and will possibly elicit favorable Egyptian re- 

sponse. Likely these proposals are asfarPGIcangoo = 

Department pass Army, Navy, Air. — re - 

ae wag ~  McDonazp- | 

* The Israeli Federation of Labor. | | | 7 oo | 

501.BB Palestine/2-1749 | Oe eas . 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Near 

OO Eastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite) oS 

ee - Wasuineron, February 17, 1949. 

| Subject: Israeli-Egyptian Negotiations on Rhodes. - oo - oo 

| Participants: Mohamed Kamil Abdul Rahim, Egyptian Ambassa- _ 

- Mohamed El Kouny, First Secretary,. Egyptian 

se _ . Embassy . nae Ma Boda ar eign | 

- CO J.C. Satterthwaite, NEA = = a 

Ss Joseph Palmer, AF* = ob | 

“At the conclusion of a discussion on another subject, the Egyptian 

Ambassador expressed the hope that the United States would again Oo 

use all its best influence to persuade the Israeli Government to reach 

_ an agreement at Rhodes. Upon my mentioning the fact that for the 

---- Joseph Palmer, 24, Acting Chief of the Division of African Afar,
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| first. time we understood that the Acting Mediator, Mr. Bunche, was 
optimistic and felt that the impasse had been broken, Abdul Rahim» 

| Bey indicated that the two sides were close to agreement. He felt sure 
that what progress had been made had been due to the efforts of the 
United States. He felt sure, however, that an additional push at this 
time from high levels was necessary in order to bring the armistice | 
negotiations to a successful conclusion, = ee 

I told the Ambassador that the United States was using and would 
continue to use its best. efforts with the Israeli Government to reach | 
a reasonable compromise. On the other hand I wished to emphasize 

| again the great importance which we attach to continued patience 
and good will on the part of the Egyptian Government. ‘That Gov- 
ernment had shown a commendable spirit and patience for several 
weeks now, but it was. necessary that it continue to do so and make 
a genuine effort toward reaching a solution. If it did so T felt that | | 
there was every hope that an. agreement might be reached. We both | 
agreed that this was necessary-in order to give the Conciliation Com-_ | 
mission a good basison which tocarry onitswork. Ds 

| 867N.00/2-1749 : Telegram | co 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United , 
States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Aviv , : 

‘SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, February 17, 1949—11 a, m. 
98. Pls take earliest opportunity approach Israeli Govt re Dec. 12 

absentee property ordinance along fol lines: _ Oo . | 
Dept has demonstrated its interest in protection Jewish minorities. 

Arab lands and has taken appropriate occasions in past to remind Arab | 
| Govts their. responsibilities this regard. Publication of ordinance, as 

_ shown by Syrian PriMins views (Damascus 2 to Tel Aviv Feb. 10 1), 
has already produced sharp official Arab reaction which might well _ 
lead to retaliatory measures against Jews’ property Arab countries: 

— _US Govt in most friendly spirit desires suggest. advisability early _ 
action by Israeli Govt such as issuance official statement in order calm 
fears in Arab countries that property interests of absentee owners 

_ may not be safeguarded and in order avoid precipitating retaliatory 
action. US Govt concerned, in light of absentee property ordinance, 
that no Govt take unilateral action in advance negotiations contem- 

This was a repeat of Damascus’ telegram 55 to the Department, not printed ;_ 
__. Prime Minister Azm was said to have expressed the hope to the Conciliation Com-_ 

- mission that it would make the rescue of refugees a primary concern. In this — 
connection he exhibited anxiety about the Israeli property law and intimated 
he wished to- study its text before taking reciprocal measures against Jewish 

. property in Syria. (501.BB Palestine/2-1049) | |



plated by GA resolution Dee. 11 which would prejudice achievement 
of agreed settlement on such questions as return of refugees to their 
homes and return of property torefugeeowners.° = - 

For your info Dept on Feb. 4 (Deptel 70 to Jerusalem) suggested - 
to Ethridge advisability PCC approaching Israeli Govt on last point | 
preceding para, and inquiring Israeli authorities re arrangements Govt _ cee 

Israel contemplates making to return vested property belonging to 
refugees who later return to their homes.’ 

| oe es ACHESON 

2Mr. McDonald replied on March 11 that he had “discussed question ‘several, | - | 
times with. FonOff since February .18 and government studying question. Em- 
phasis in law is on custodial function although one regulatory provision does a 
permit sale with proceeds blocked.” (Telegram 198 from Tel Aviv, 867N .00/ 

: ‘Telegram 98 was repeated to Damascus the following day as No. 48. . - 

501.BB Palestine/2-1849: Telegram oo a 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) — 
| ae to the Secretary of State a | 

SECRET PRIORITY © _. New York, February 18, 1949—4 p. m. 

203. Confirming telephone call to McClintock, Reedman (secretariat) 
telephoned to report on cable received from Bunche this morning as . 
follows. 

Bunche would deeply appreciate any possible assistance he might be 

| given on following issue. Co a 
Only remaining issue in current Rhodes discussions is Beersheba. | 

Egyptians are pressing for withdrawal all Israeli forces from the town. —_ 
_ They are not however pressing for withdrawal of Israeli forces from 

| surrounding area. Bunche describes Egyptian. motive as political 
| rather than military. Egyptians argue (a) there must be some recog- 

nition by Israelis of November 4 resolution, (6) Beersheba is an Arab_ 
town and (c) Beersheba is included in territory allotted to Arab state — 

by November 29 resolution, = | a: 
Israeli negotiators are adamant in refusal to enter into any formal 

agreement to withdraw from town. They have informed Bunche, how-- _ 
ever, that they are in fact building camps outside the town. It might be 
inferred from this information that Israelis plan informally to with-— 
draw their forces. oe | . re 
Bunche comments that while Egyptian position is perhaps tech-— 

nically correct he feels they would be making great mistake to stick to_ 
their present line, particularly in view of safeguard provision in 
armistice agreement protecting any political rights or claims. Bunche —
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| goes on to comment that Beersheba is more of an issue between the SC _ 
| and Israel than between Egypt and Isracl if it isan issue at all. | 

In response Reedman inquiry whether USG. might take some action 
this point, Ross suggested (and subsequently confirmed suggestions 
after. discussion McClintock) that best procedure at this juncture 

-  wouldbeforSYGtoseeFawziandEbanher. j= = | 
_ Text Bunche cable will be sent Department soon as received. 

os me Pe | | ‘AUSTIN 

501.BB Palestine/2-349: Telegram | a 

| The Secretary of State to the Consulate General in Jerusalem 1 

CONFIDENTIAL = —- Wasuinoron, February 18, 1949—7 p. m. 
99. Ur 107 Feb 3.2 Dept has explored possibility converting ConGen 

| Jerusalem to Diplomatic Agency. Dept believes step inadvisable at | 
| present time since no international administrative authority, such as 

UN representatives mentioned UNGA resolution Dec 11, exists Jerusa- 
_ lem and no international regime as yet established. : 

a BS | | ACHESON 

1phis telegram was repeated to Ankara, London,and Paris. = oo 
*7Not printed; Consul Burdett made the suggestion “in order to signify US 

attitude toward Jerusalem and to forestall further steps by Israel toward an- 
. _ nhexation.” (501.BB Palestine/2-349) ©. _ ee 

BOLBB Palestine/2-1949: Telegram Oo 
| The Chargé in Iraq (Dorsz) to.the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ | Bacupap, February 19, 1949—8 a.m. . 
69. Palun 49. [From Ethridge.] 1. On February 17 Ibn Saud with — 

informality and cordiality received Commission at Riyadh three times: 
Foilowing arrival, before evening prayer and for dinner, King con- 
tinually emphasized Saudi Arabia’s desire to cooperate in restoring - 

| peace but strongly stressed necessity for equal desire on part of Jews. 
_ At.second meeting King cited three prerequisites to settlement: (1) 

Real guarantees by UN [and?] by larger powers making sure that _ ) 
settlement would be effective; (2) that immediate action would be 
taken by UN to make possible for Arab. refugees to return to their 

, homes; and (3) that present GA and SC resolutions re Palestine — 
would be made effective and that those who did not comply would be 
made to do so or be penalized accordingly, [after?] which refugee — 
question could be discussed first. Ibn Saud, following intervention by 
counsellors such as Sheikh Yussuf, and Hamza Bey, hedged somewhat | 
on Prince Feisal’s previously indicated willingness actively to partici-
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pate.t King was ready, however, to cooperate providing other Arab 
states also agreeable to conference. In general, Saudi Arabia seems 
remote both geographically and operationally from Palestine but indi- 
cates deep and detailed interest in problem. Saudi Arabian officials 
manifest little faith in UN effectiveness but appear sincere and desirous 

of working with UN re Palestine. | ie 
2. For Department’s special information Saudi Arabian officials ap- 

parently accept without question ‘and as fact unofficial reports and 
rumors via press and radio re continuing military aid from US to 
Israel in spite SC truce. Report Israel has four American destroyers 
cited by Saudi Arabian officials. US Delegate suggests it would be help- 
ful American prestige SAG could be informally told of US measures to 

prevent military export from US and through third countries since 

Nov. 1947 and particularly since June 1948. - a 
8. On February 18 Commission left Riyadh for Baghdad via Turk- 

ish plane, putting down briefly at Dhahran for quick visit with Saudi 
Arabian and American officials, thereafter. arriving at Baghdad at 
2:30 pM = Sy 

4, Sent Department; please repeat to Near East capitals as seems 

appropriate, Ethridge} Be 

a The Amir Faisal, Saudi Arabian Foreign Minister, had indicated in his dis- 
cussions with the Palestine Conciliation Commission at Jidda on February 16 
that Saudi Arabia would participate at a general conference to. discuss the 
refugee problem, if the other Arab States would (telegram 116, February 1%, | 
10 a. m., from Jidda, 501.BB Palestine/2-1749). a 

501.BB Palestine /2-2049 : Telegram ee rans 7 : . co CS cg 

- The Chargé in Iraq (Dorsz) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY -- Bacupap, February 20, 1949—noon. 

71. After delivering note verbale (Embtel 70, February 20+) which 
he said Prime Minister asked him hand to me, Foreign Minister made 
comments along following lines: (1) UNPCC wanted Iraq Govern- 

1 Not printed ; it stated that Foreign Minister Hafidh had handed the note to 
Chargé Dorsz on the morning of February 20 (501.BB Palestine/2—2049). The 
two main points of the note are embodied in comments numbered 5(a) and (b) 
in telegram 71. oe 

On February 23, Foreign Minister Hafidh handed a similar. note verbale to 
the British Ambassador and expressed the hope that the United Kingdom, in 
concert with the United States, would do everything possible to force Israel 
to accept the return of the refugees. He noted that the Arab States had met at 
Cairo on February 5 and had agreed to ask for such British assurances. The 
point concerning Jerusalem as an Arab city was an Iraqi idea not cleared with 

the other Arab States. Little effort was made to “sell” this point. (telegram 

72, February 24, 11 a. m., from Baghdad, 501.BB Palestine/2-2449) : 

501-887—77——49
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ment express its views re conditions for Israel prepared go towards 
reaching settlement or what steps would be taken to make Israel abide 
by settlement; (2) before expressing its views, Iraq Government feels 
that some practical action designed enforce compliance by Israel of 
such settlement as may be reached must be worked out; (8) UN reso- 
lutions have time and again been violated by Israel. Instead: taking 
measures to enforce resolutions, big powers and particularly US have 
looked aside and helped Jews through such acts as extension de jure 
recognition, sponsoring Israel admission to UN, granting of huge 
loan, ete; (4) in these circumstances, Arabs have lost confidence in 
US contention it sincerely desires create conditions in Middle East 
favorable to restoration of stability. and security this area; (5) US 
could improve situation immeasurably by proving its “good faith 
towards Arabs” by putting pressure on Israel to accept principles 
re (a) right refugees return to Palestine and (6) Jerusalem remain 
Arab city; (6) unless US Government makes Israel accept these 
principles, Arab world will continue drifting towards chaos from 
which only Communists can profit; (7) Iraq Government therefore 
hopes US will give assurances desired as this would help Arab Govern- 
ments in their efforts to overcome deep and intense feeling against 
US now prevailing Arab world and enable Arab Governments work- 
ing constructively; (8) other Arab Governments are expected make 
similar representations to US and British Governments; and (9) iden- 
tical note verbale would be delivered British Embassy. — - 

_ [mentioned that UN resolution December 11 which created UNPCC 
contained principle that refugees who desire should have right return 
to their homes in Palestine. Foreign Minister said this was not good 
enough; Jews had previously violated other resolutions and had 
exhibited no intention accepting this principle in December 11 reso- 
lution. Iraq therefore wants US show good faith by giving desired 
assurances; otherwise Iraq must assume US trying avoid direct re- 
sponsibility of seeing that Jews abide by resolutions. => 

Foreign Minister made it plain that any reference by US for Arabs 
to look to UN for enforcement of resolution would not be constructive 
suggestion but merely another indication of US unwillingness to 
assume necessary responsibility of trying rectify to some extent great 
injustice Arabs claim US has been chiefly instrumental in imposing 
upon them.? oo i 

Sent Department 71, repeated Amman for USDel PCC 3, Beirut 23, 
Damascus 13, London 28, Jerusalem 3, Tel Aviv 8, Cairo 21, Jidda 4. 

re ‘Dorsz 

7 7 Marginal notation in the handwriting of. Mr. McClintock: “what responsi- 
ility ?”, re - : a
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501.BB Palestine/2-449 | oo ee — 

The Secretary of State to the Egyptian Ambassador (Rahim) — 

- The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Ambassador of Egypt, and has the honor to acknowledge the 
receipt of the Ambassador’s note of February 4, 1949, concerning the 
recognition of Israel a 

The Government of the United States has granted full recognition 
to the Government of Israel since that Government, after the legis- 
lative elections of January 25, is now considered to be the legally 
constituted authority in the State of Israel. The Government of the | 
United States recognized the existence of the State of Israel on 
May 14, 1948, when it recognized the Provisional Government of 
Israel as the de facto authority in Israel. It will therefore be seen 
that the existence of Israel as a state has been recognized by the 
United States for some time and is not anew development. ss» 

| The Secretary of State desires at this time to reiterate the De- 
partment’s hope that the conversations now going on may lead to 
the establishment of permanent peace in Palestine. It is the Depart- 
ment’s conviction that all parties must bend every effort to remove 
any obstacles standing in the way of a final settlement and work to 
establish a normal atmosphere on questions relating to Palestine. 

Wasuineton, February 21,1949. _ | On 

*Not printed ; it expressed the “very deep regret” of the Egyptian Government 
that “certain powers” had recognized ‘the so-called State of Israel,” despite 
failure to find a solution for the problems of Palestine. It also stated that the 
Zionists had exploited the fact of recognition as a definite stand in their favor 
and had thereby been encouraged to persist “in their purely aggressive complicity 
against the Arabs.” It denounced the recent recognitions as “submission to force 
and acceptance of the accomplished fact even at the expense of the encourage- 
ment of aggression and the violation of the Law of Nations.” (501.BB Palestine/ 
2-449) The Egyptian Ambassador handed the note to the Secretary of State on 
February5. 5s re . 

501.BB Palestine /2-2149 : Telegram re ee 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (MM cDonald) 
et t0 the Secretary of State. 6 

TOP SECRET nuAcr. . Tex Aviv, February 21, 1949—1-p. m. 
US URGENT > eee | 

149. Today 9:45 a. m. Foreign Minister asked me his office and 
stated.as follows: a a a 

February 20, 4 p. m. “final” meeting held Rhodes. Israel accepted 
“in entirety without reservations” Bunche draft complete text agree- 
ment and appendices. Egyptians make two reservations, one “purely
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technical” other of “principle”. First referred to definition of “what 
constitutes defensive units” to be allowed within armistice area. 

Seemingly this reservation adjustable, 
In second reservation Egyptians raise question Israel evacuation 

Beersheba, though no mention such evacuation Bunche final draft. 
According information from Eytan late February 20, Egyptian 

delegation returning Cairo with divided opinion. The two foreign 
office representatives favor acceptance Bunche draft without insistence 
reservations. Military member, said “represent court and King”, is 
believed determined to urge insistence Beersheba reservation as matter 
Farouk prestige even if new crisis precipitated. — ae 

Foreign Minister explained that Bunche draft draws dividing line 
between western and eastern fronts midway between Transjordan and 
Egyptian-held territories. Basic idea Bunche text is that eastern front 
is “irrelevant” until armistice negotiations open with Transjordan. 
Only + front involved in Israel-Egyptian negotiations. Beersheba well 
east. dividing line. Hence, its non-inclusion in Israel evacuation zone. 

Foreign Minister says that word from Washington to Egypt urging 
unqualified acceptance latest Bunche draft might result signature 
armistice Wednesday or Thursday this week. He pleads urgent action | 
by Department. | - oe | a | 

a, | | . | | ~ McDonarp 

1 There is an apparent garble at this point. Presumably “western” was intended. 

501.BB Palestine/2-2149 : Telegram | CO  , 

_- The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egyptt 9 

TOP SECRET US URGENT WaAsHiNGTON, February 21, 1949—6 p. m. 
NIACT | : : SO a 

194. Pls call immediately upon FonMin and make representation 
following sense: | 
USG informed that Israeli Govt has accepted without reservations 

final Bunche draft complete text armistice agreement and appendices. 
USG further informed that Egyptian delegation Rhodes has made 
reservations to status proposed by Bunche for Beersheba, _ 
USG understands that provision in Bunche draft agreement looks 

toward safeguarding of any political rights or claims. Status Beer- 
sheba will be determined at time of final peace settlement and USG 
believes question should not be permitted obstruct signing of armistice 
agreement. | 

1This telegram was repeated to Tel Aviv, London, and New York. - |



Se 

- As PrimMin aware, USG worked to persuade Israeli authorities 

modify their former adamant position, which was holding up negotia- 

tions. Tel Aviv subsequently made several accommodations in order 

meet Bunche proposals such as status El Auja and Bir Asluj. USG 

would deplore any action likely create further obstacles at time when 

armistice agreement seems near, after so much hard work by both 

sides. In spirit of friendship for Egypt and in its desire see peace 

return to NE, USG urges Egyptian Govt accept Bunche draft with- 

out insistence reservations. a 

Above representation of course not to be made if prior receipt this 

tel Egyptians have accepted Bunche draft. | | 

Be A CHTESON 

SO1.MA Palestine/2-2249 ne 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 

- to the Secretary of State RD 

SECRET oe — Trr Aviv, February 22, 1949. 

No. 46 | | 

Sir: In answer to the Department’s telegram 91 of February 15, 

1949," in reference to Palestine war refugees, I have the honor to sub- 

mit in this communication an analysis of the elements of the problem 

and some factors in its possible solution. So. 

[Here follow sections on “Summary,” “Background,” and “Present 

Obstructive Tendencies.”"]- ts—s Oe | 

The Israeli Official Position re 

There is no evidence that the Israeli Government through action by 

the Cabinet or the State Council has as yet defined an official position 

towards the problem of Palestine refugees. None of the few public or 

semipublic statements by the Foreign Minister have been comprehen- 

sive or authoritative. On several occasions, I have talked at length 

with Mr. Shertok (my last talk was today) and on two or three 

occasions with the Prime Minister, Mr. Ben Gurion, about the problem. 

The general impression I gather is that no one here has yet thought the 

matter through. Nonetheless, what is known of Israel’s position at this 

time [summarize asfollows: — fet. oo | 

1. Sole responsibility for the creation. of refugees rests upon the 

Arab states who, in violation of the UN November 29th recommenda- 

tion on partition, began and continued an offensive war against Israel. 

All other factors which may have played a part in the exodus are 

1 Not printed : it expressed the Department’s belief that prospects for early 

. approval of the refugee bill were favorable (501.BB Palestine/2-1349)..
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secondary and comparatively unimportant. Had there been no Arab 
attack upon Israel there would have been no Arab refugees. _ 
_ 2. Israel will gladly make available technical assistance and per- 
sonnel in planning the resettlement of refugees outside of its territory. 
_ 8. It will consider sympathetically financial contributions towards 
such resettlement either in the form of compensation for Arab prop- 
erties left behind by the refugees or as direct governmental grants. 
4. There can be no formal consideration of Israel’s role in such 
resettlement except as an integral part of peace negotiations and 
settlements with the several Arab states. . 

5. ‘To allow any substantial return of refugees prior to peace would 
be to impose upon the Israeli military and police authorities an unbear- 
able and wholly unacceptable responsibility. | ae 

6. Though the Israeli spokesmen do not say so, the unprecedentedly 
rapid influx of Jewish refugees during 1948 and the plan to admit a 
quarter of a million more in 1949 will, if carried out, fill all or almost 
all of the houses and business properties previously held by Arab 
refugees. Arab unoccupied farms will similarly, though not to quite 
the same degree, be occupied by the recent or expected Jewish refugees. 
Hence, there will be almost no residence or business property and only 
a limited number of farms to which the Arab refugees can hope 
to return, | . 

Recommendations —_—- | 

On the basis of the above analysis of governmental attitudes in 
general and of those of the Israel and Arab governments in particular, 

I recommend: | | 

_ 1. The immediate supplying of Ambassador Griffis and his col- 
leagues with the resources necessary to keep the refugees alive pending 
their resettlement. The appropriation by Congress of the full amount 
of $16,000,000 requested by President Truman as our Government’s 
contribution will, I trust, have been passed before this despatch is 
received by the Department, for without this American example of 
generosity, Mr. Griffis’ drive for essential relief funds must: fail. 

| 2. Constant and concerted pressure on both Israel and the Arab 
states to eschew politics in their thinking and planning about refugees 
and to take account of humanitarian considerations. Emphatically 
these governments should be told that in the long run the human 
approach will be the best policy. | | | 

3. Israel be urged to accept the principle that: | 

a. ‘The serious and sympathetic study of plans for the return 
of those refugees who wish to return be not postponed until formal 
peace has been made or peace negotiations begun ; 

6. Permission to return be not tied up with such extraneous 
_ problems as permission to Jews now living in Arab countries to 

leave in order to enter Israel. | | 

4, The Arab states be urged to recognize that to make the prior 
return of the refugees a sine gua non of peace negotiations would be 
to destroy any chance of concession by. Israel and instead would tend 
to protract indefinitely the present twilight which is neither peace nor
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war. It should be obvious to the Arab governments, if not to their 

peoples, that it is impracticable if not impossible for Israel to open its 

doors to the returning refugees before its enemies have agreed to begin 

peace negotiations. | | - | oe | } 

5, Fundamental to any resettlement plan will be large capital funds. 

No estimate of the amount required can, however, be made until there 

has been a detailed study of the number to be resettled and where. _ 

6. The required resettlement funds might be obtained from. these 

sources: a ee 
a. Compensation by Israel for refugee property taken over by 

the state or by private individuals or corporations. | 

-- §, Lands suitable for resettlement made available by the Arab 

governments, Bo a | 

c. An international loan similar to that which under League of 

Nations auspices made possible the transfer of more than a million 

Greeks from Smyrna and vicinity totheirmotherland. = 

7. Comprehensive but general recommendations by the Palestine | 

Conciliation Commission of an Arab refugee resettlement program 

is the obvious next step. Any plan to be acceptable in Tel Aviv must 

make provision for resettlement of the larger proportion of the refu- 

gees outside of Israeli territory. oe | 

A Definite Plan Now? ae : 

Nothing would be easier—or less useful—than for me, or any other 

informed person, to attempt to draw up now a detailed plan of re- 

settlement, including adequate financing. Any such plan might appear 

to be sound and just, but in reality it would be so theoretical as to be 

almost worthless. There are still too many unknown factors to permit | 

the preparation of a sound program. | 
Here are some of the unknowns: | | 

1. The number of refugees—the estimates still vary by hundreds of 
thousands. _ | : | 

2. The real attitudes of the governments directly concerned ; 

a. How many refugees will be permitted to return to Israel? 

The sooner armistices with the neighboring states have been con- 

eluded, the sooner there can be an approximate answer to this 
question. _ 

6. How many will be permitted to be resettled in the Arab 

states? I anticipate (despite present Arab public statements) that 

this number will be very large if adequate funds are made 

available. : | 

3. The degree of unity of the states in UN in support of a resettle- 

, ment program. BO 
4, The degree of willingness of such states to make sacrifices toward 

a comprehensive solution. | 

This incomplete list of unknowns suggests that at most the Palestine 

Conciliation Commission can at the present time probably do no more 

than draft a very general outline of a possible program, or programs,
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for the refugees. The Commission’s present tour of all the capitals will 
have supplied it with political background against which a refugee 
scheme can be realistically envisaged. Perhaps the Commission might 
at the outset limit itself to the drawing up of a set of principles upon 
which basis a group of technicians could then be authorized to begin 
the preparation of a more definitive scheme. - ) ne 
Meantime—and this I regard as the essence of the matter—all pos- 

sible friendly influence should be brought to bear upon all the states 
involved to study sympathetically ways in which each can make its 
maximum contribution to an agreed solution—a solution which would 
over the years be advantageous to all.? ye 

Respectfully yours, | _ James G. McDonarp 

*'The Department, in reply on April 1, stated that “This timely and objective 
report has had an important influence upon the formulation of the Department’s 
long-range policy towards the Palestine refugee question, particularly with re- 
gard to the definition of the objectives of this Government. The Department 
is in accord with your recommendations ... and would welcome your more 
detailed comments on means by which your recommendations number 2, 3, and 
4 can be implemented.” (airgram 55, 501.BB Palestine/2-2249) , 

501.BB Palestine/2—-2249 : Telegram , o ae . 

Lhe Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary o f State 

: TOP SECRET | _ Carro, February 22, 1949—2 p. m. 
186. Deptel 194 February 21. Since my previous conversations con- 

cerning Rhodes negotiations were with Prime Minister I requested 
Abdul Hadi Pasha to receive me today which he did within the hour. 
I reviewed situation as understood by my government and repeatedly 
stressed US Government’s view that Beersheba should not prove 
obstacle to signature armistice agreement, especially since Bunche 
draft safeguards political rights or claims to that town for determina- 
tion during final peace settlement. 

In response to my exposition Prime Minister stated that he would 
use his best efforts in interest of a settlement. Although I urged him to 
be more definite he was not disposed to bind himself by precise 
promise, and probably indeed could not have done so. | 

Prime Minister emphasized that Egyptian attitude toward Beer- 
sheba was not arbitrary, but was based on importance of town as sym- 
bol of UN November 4 resolution; as strategic point important for 
Egypt’s defense (although such importance now diminished by Zionist 
fortified villages in vicinity); and as communications center on an 
important highway. For these reasons Egypt had been anxious to 
maintain a civil administration at Beersheba without troops or 
fortifications. | | . | a oe
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My final impression gained from our talk was that Abdul Hadi 

Pasha would use his influence to remove Egyptian reservation respect- 

ing Beersheba eee | 
"Thereafter possibly with view of making a Palestine settlement more 

palatable to Egyptian public (since Prime Minister stated that it had 

been difficult for Egyptians to negotiate and to make concessions) 

Hadi Pasha urged at considerable length importance of US support 

for return of Palestine refugees to their homes since temporary relief — 

would not suffice and also US economic aid to Egypt. oo | 

Tf a Marshall plan for the Middle East were not practicable at 

least the US Government should insist that Marshall. Plan dollars 

supplied European countries should when such countries required 

Egyptian cotton be used to pay tor at least a portion of such cotton 

in dollars. i 7 an a 

The Prime Minister ‘in response to my question stated that 

he stood by the thoughts contained in his recently published responses 

to questions propounded by Walter Collins, Cairo United Press 

correspondent. = = | CO | 

a  .,s- ParrerRsoN | 

Statement by the President* 

Lam immensely gratified over the news from Rhodes that the Repre- 

sentatives of Egypt and Israel have signed an armistice agreement. — 

This act is a tribute to the restraint and statesmanship of the two gov- 

 ernments. I wish, also, to congratulate the United Nations Mediator, 

Dr. Ralph Bunche, whose untiring efforts have so greatly contributed 

to the success of these negotiations. a 

I hope that now a formal armistice has been agreed upon between 

Egypt and Israel, this pattern for peace will be followed rapidly in 

the conclusion of similar agreements between Israel and the other 

Arab States. The general armistice will then, I trust, lead to the attain- 

ment of permanent peace, thus freeing the talents of these Near Kast- 

ern peoples for constructive work in the development. of their respec- | 

tive countries, As a Member of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, 

the United States stands ready to assist the parties to the rapid con- 

clusion of a just and honorable peace.’ | 

1 Released to the press by the White House on February 24; reprinted from 

Department of State Bulletin, March 6, 1949, p. 302. pe 

2The Department, on February 24, sent a joint telegram to Tel Aviv (No. 

113) and to Cairo (No.: 202), stating that it was “greatly encouraged by 

Egyptian-Israeli armistice concluded at Rhodes and particularly by the public 

and cordial association of Egyptian and Israeli delegations in. normal nego- 

tiation relationship.” (501.BB Palestine/2—2449) | | | _
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Editorial Note 

The Governments of Israel and Egypt, at Rhodes on February 24, 
signed a General Armistice Agreement, the first agreement signed 
between Israel and an Arab neighbor. The text is published in United 
Nations, Official Records of the Security Council, Fourth Year (here- 
inafter identified as SC, 4th yr., Special Supplement No. 3 ). 

Cairo reported, on March 2, that “public reaction in Egypt hostile 
to the signature of the Israeli-Egyptian armistice signed at Rhodes 
on February 24 has been practically nil with no disturbances or demon- 
stration[s] as originally feared by many informed persons and secu- 
rity officials. While criticism has been barred from the press by govern- 
ment directive no indirect criticism, even by the opposition press, has 
yet appeared. The press has, in fact, devoted itself to statements up- 
holding the valor and honor of the Egyptian Army and calling atten- 
tion to Egypt’s respect and support for international organizations 
working for peace. The view is taken that the military experience 
gained in the Palestinian affair has more than compensated for sacri- 
fices involved.” (Airgram 260, 501.BB Palestine/3-249) 

ve Editorial Note 

Israeli Representative Eban, on February 24, sent a letter to 
Secretary-General Lie requesting the Security Council to give renewed 
consideration to his country’s membership in the United Nations. The 
Council, on December 17, 1948, had failed to recommend such member- 
ship; see Mr. Lovett’s memorandum of conversation of December 21, 
1948, Foreign Relations, 1948, volume V, Part 2, page 1676. 

The text of Mr. Eban’s letter is printed in United Nations, Official 
frecords of the Security Council, Fourth Year, Supplement for March 
1949, page 7. | 

001.BB Palestine/2—2449 : Telegram 

‘Lhe Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Berrut, February 24, 1949—11 a. m. 

83. Palun 52. [From Ethridge.] Department please pass appropri- 
ate Near Kast Missions. On February 21 Syria Prime Minister received 
Commission. Ethridge as chairman explained its general and specific 
tasks from UNGA and requested Syrian views. | 

Prime Minister replied Syrian views had been stated last UNGA 
and questioned whether Syria should now be urged to recognize Jewish 
state de facto which established contrary to justice. Jews are even now
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acting contrary to UN resolutions by importing arms, by other truce 

violations, by holding Constituent Assembly Jerusalem, and by other 

Jewish governmental action in Jerusalem.’ Syria has presented formal 

protest to ministers of all countries represented Damascus re Jewish 

assembly and Jewish capital Jerusalem. Syria protests to commission 

also Prime Minister continued. Arab states are confronted by estab- 

lishment of state in Palestine on racial basis. Arab population being 

replaced by Jews. Refugees are first and most important problem. Why 

cannot Arabs return if Jews can immigrate? Syria requests imple- 

mentation paragraph 11 GA resolution December 11 including indem- 

nification. Solution lies between Jews and UN and not between Jews 

and Arabs. — - Se - 

Although commission pointed out its main task was conciliation and 

how specific problems were intertwined, Prime Minister maintained 

position emphasizing Syria was abiding by UN resolutions but Jews 

were not. Arab states therefore required guarantees re Jewish inten- 

tions and UN implementation. | | 

Re meeting Arab states with Commission Prime Minister agreed 

could take places soon at Arab capital providing other Arab States 

concurred.” : | ; | 

Sent Department; repeated Jerusalem 13. [Ethridge.] 

a | PINKERTON 

1 Damascus, on February 25, reported Prime Minister Azm’s fear of a Zionist | 

fatt accompli at Jerusalem and his request that the United States counter such 

move. The Prime Minister was said to have contended that “as the Conciliation 

Commission was specifically charged by the UN resolution with the inter- 

nationalization of Jerusalem, it should limit itself in its discussion of J erusalem 

to means of carrying out this specific duty. As "Azam said nothing to me 

[Minister Keeley] with respect to Arab claims upon Jerusalem, the inference 

was that the Arabs would not object to internationalization if the UN Reso- 

lution could be used as means of defeating Israeli pretensions.” Publicly, however, 

the Prime Minister was said to have expressed dissatisfaction with international- 

ization and to have insisted on the “Arabism of the city and its suburbs.” 

(Airgram 57, 867N.01/2-2549) : a 

2The Conciliation Commission saw the Lebanese Prime Minister and Minister 

for Foreign Affairs on February 23. Their views paralleled those of the Syrian 

spokesman as set forth in telegram 83. The Foreign Minister stressed the view 

that the “internationalization Jerusalem and solution refugee problem were 

test cases to determine whether Jews would abide or buck UN resolution.” 

(Telegram 84, identified also as Palun 53, February 24, noon, from Beirut, 501.BB 

Palestine/2-2449 ) | | 

501.BB Palestine/2-2449 : Telegram - 7 : | 

, Mr. Weils Stabler to the Secretary of State 7 

SECRET ee Amman, February 24, 1949—5 p. m. 

72. Defense Minister confirmed this morning delay in departure 

of Transjordan armistice delegation to Rhodes. Said delegation has 

definite instructions to consider armistice questions only and to inform
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Israelis that any matter beyond scope armistice will have be referred 
back to Transjordan Government with view possible consideration 
later in connection PCC. Transjordan Government believes it would | 
be mistake rush into peace settlement discussions at Rhodes and that 
more reasonable and lasting agreement could be reached by proceeding 
slowly toward ultimate objective under aegis PCC. Indicated again 
that Transjordan Government hoped PCC would soon be brought into 
discussions. | | | , ob 

- Re Iraqi position on armistice Defense Minister said Transjordan 
delegation prepared inform Israelis, if subject raised, that agreement 
reached by Transjordan Government will also extend to Traqi areas 
but that Transjordan delegation unable commit itself in writing on 
this. Understanding re Iraqi areas will have to be in nature “gentle- 
man’s agreement.” Fawzi Pasha believed Iraqis would abide by such 
agreement. Delimitation armistice lines in Iraqi area should not prove 
difficult as present front lines approximate desired lines of territorial 
settlement.1 oo ae 

_ Said PCC had proposed meeting of Arab states at Beirut March 21. 
Arab League Council also proposed hold meeting end of March at 
Cairo but felt this would be without practical result. ne 

Sent Department 72; repeated Baghdad 15; pouched Jerusalem. 
| | STABLER 

"Mr. Stabler, on February 25, reported information that the Iraqi Defense 
Minister had telephoned to the Iraqi Minister at Amman to inquire whether the 
latter had issued a denial that the Transjordanian Delegation at Rhodes would 
also speak for Iraq. The Minister was alleged to have “replied such not possible 
in view existing relationships with King and that matter would settle itself 
at Rhodes where Transjordan delegation will be unable present to Israelis, if 
they request it, written ‘power of attorney’ from Iraq Government.” (Telegram 
73 from Amman, 501.BB Palestine/2-2549) __ oo | 

901.BB Palestine/ 22449 : Telegram a a a ‘ | 

~The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED — - Garro, February 24, 1949—9 p. m. 
193. Official communiqué announcing signature today at Rhodes 

_ armistice transforming cease-fire into permanent truce states “agree- 
ment has no political character. It deals exclusively with military 
questions and does not affect in any way the political destiny of 
Palestine.” Communiqué also declares military delegation sent Janu- 
ary 12 to discuss with UN Mediator the application of SC resolutions 
of November 4 and 16 ran into many difficulties until Bunche estab- 
lished project bringing together the different points of view. _



Press reproduction of agreement forbidden by censor although radio 
heard in Egypt carries full text. Security officials warned Embassy 
officer violent reaction possible when agreement is published.* 

oo | | ce , [ Parrerson | 

Cairo transmitted the text of the official communiqué in airgram 239, 
February 26, which noted that censorship of the terms of the agreement “relented 
under orders, to the extent of permitting the publication of seven brief points 
which were ascribed to sources outside Egypt. These points as published in the 
local press of February 25 are as follows: an | | mo 

— “1 The coastal strip from the Egyptian frontier to a point 15 kilometres north 
of Gaza will remain under the control of the Egyptian forces. 

© The Egyptian forces in Faluja will start evacuating the town today. 
“3. El Auja becomes a headquarters of the United Nations observers enforcing 

the armistice. _ | OC a 

_“ “4, Prisoners of war will be exchanged within the next ten days. : 
— “5, Both parties will not undertake any military operations or bring in 
reinforcements in arms and equipment. oo | Oo 

“6. Both parties will not build new airfields in Palestine, = =  —— 
“7, Both parties are to reduce their main forces within four weeks in com- 

pliance with the armistice.’ ” (501.BB Palestine/2-—2649 ) | 

The Department of State announced, on February 25, that “The 
Government of the United States and the Government of Israel have 
agreed to the establishment of embassies in the respective capitals. 
The Government of Israel has informed the United States Govern- 

ment that His Excellency Eliahu Elath has been appointed first Israeli 
Ambassador to the United States... 6 

“The President announced on February 25 that he had nominated 
James Grover McDonald, of New York, to serve as the Ambassador of 
the United States to Israel.” Be 
- ‘The Department’s Biographic Register, as of April 1, 1949, stated 
that Mr. McDonald became Ambassador on March 18, 1949. | 

- The Department announced, on February 28, that “Pursuant to the 
formal recognition of the Hashemite Kingdom of 'Transjordan by the 
United States on January 31, 1949, the United States Government on 

February 28 established a Legation in Amman, the capital of Trans- 
jordan. The Government of Transjordan has notified the United States 
Government of its intention to establish a Legation in Washington.” 
Mr. Stabler was designated Chargé d’Affaires of the Legation, effec- 
tive March 19, pending arrival of a Minister. Dr. Yousef Haikal pre- 
sented his credentials as Minister of Jordan on June 11,1949. © 

The Department’s press releases on these matters are printed: in 

Department of State Bulletin, March 6, 1949, page 302, and March 13, 
1949, page 332.
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501.BB Palestine/2—-949 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Syria 

SECRET WasHINGTON, February 25, 1949—6 p. m. 

57. You may inform PriMin and FonOff as follows re ur A-8 
Jan 10 and urtels 50 2and 51 Feb9: 

(1) This Govt warmly appreciates friendly attitude Syrian Govt 
and its desire align itself with US and Western Powers. 

(2) Dept wishes reiterate that our support estab State of Israel 
in no sense lessens our basic policy of friendship toward Arab coun- 
tries and our earnest hope they will prosper and develop. 

(3) US has not assisted Israel in violation of truce but on contrary 
has rigidly maintained arms embargo impartially. Quantity war 
material smuggled despite embargo has not been large and whenever 
apprehended participants have been prosecuted and material 
confiscated. | 

(4) US attitude re Israel was clearly stated in UN by Dr. Jessup 
on Nov 20 to effect that US supported Israeli claims to boundaries 
set forth UNGA resolution Nov 29 but believed that if Israel sought 
retain additional territory in Palestine it shld give Arabs territorial 
compensation. | 

(5) We wld not support any attempt by Israel to occupy any Arab 
state and wld fully support any measures taken by UN to protect 
territorial integrity such State. | 

(6) US hopes its relations with Syria and other countries NE 
will develop constantly. However Syrian Govt will appreciate asso- 
ciation of US with nations outside Western Hemisphere for defense 
purposes, as exemplified in proposed Atlantic Security Pact, con- 
stitutes radical departure from traditional peacetime policies. It is 
new concept and one with which we must proceed slowly. We have 
not as yet envisaged broadening defensive security relationship beyond 
Atlantic grouping. While it wld be premature pursue subject further 
at present time, Dept is gratified learn of Syrian Govt’s preoccupa- 
tion with its basic relationship with Western Powers and its mani- 
festation of friendship in this regard. Views of Syrian Govt will be 
kept well in mind. | 

(7) US Govt pleased that Arab states have endeavored observe 
truce under UN resolutions, and has urged utmost cooperation of. 

* This telegram was repeated to London and the Arab capitals. 
7 Latter not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 742. |
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Israeli Govt this same regard. US Govt hopes that all parties con- 

cerned will give full support General Assembly resolution of Dec 11 

calling upon all parties seek agreement by negotiations either with | 

Conciliation Commission or directly with view to final settlement of 

all questions outstanding between them. a a 
| | | ACHESON 

501.BB Palestine/2-2549 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to Ambassador Stanton Griffis, at Beirut 

TOP SECRET - -‘Wasutnetron, February 25, 1949—8 p. m. 

89. Eyes only for Griffis. Greatly appreciate views expressed your 

personal telegram Feb. 18 from Cairo. We have been following nego- 

tiations at Rhodes with closest possible attention and will pay similar 
attention to negotiation phase PCC. Experience thus far has not con- 

vinced us that final solution Palestine lies primarily in strong joint 

US-UK position which we would attempt to impose by pressure upon 
parties. Joint US-UK effort in last GA to support Bernadotte Plan 
failed completely because Arabs and Jews would have none of it and © 

united their votes against US-UK. Arabs even rejected those elements 

of plan which were specifically directed to Arab advantage rather than 
recognize Bernadotte solution. This despite earlier assurances we had 
been given that Arabs would “acquiesce” in Bernadotte plan if sup- 
ported by US-UK and might even vote for it. Parties have had ample 
opportunities in past to accept diplomatic force majeure as explana- 
tion to their own peoples but have shown no inclination to do so. 
Result has been that we have been victimized by choice between ac- 

-cepting rebuffs (which we have done) or exerting pressures beyond 
limits imposed by maintenance friendly relations as well as by obliga- 
tions under Charter. Despite tortuous course of Palestine problem we 
have consistently maintained position that solution must be (1) by 
peaceful means, (2) through the UN, and (3) without acceptance of 
unilateral responsibilities by US. If Rhodes armistice negotiations 

| continue to produce successful results, new possibilities for settlement 
through normal processes may open up. Recent news on that is en- 
couraging. In any event, we shall keep in close touch with Ethridge | 
and British and do everything we can to bring about settlement by 
peaceful processes. We do not exclude line of approach you suggest
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but are inclined to view that for time being processes of conciliation 

should develop much more precisely. the positions of the parties.2 
es oe | a ~ ACHESON 

1This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem for Mr. Ethridge and to London. 
Additionally, the Department informed Mr. Ethridge that “Our thought has 
been that PCC should initially endeavor to find common ground for agreement 
among parties without regard to preconceived ideas of our own about final settle- 
ment. Only if impasse is reached would we, as PCC member, wish to put for- 
ward terms of settlement, in which event we would consult with other members 
PCC as well as British. Emphasis in US position has been upon any settlement 
which would be agreeable to parties or in which they would at least acquiesce 
without further fighting. UK position is inclined to be more precise as to specific 
territorial arrangements. | 

_ “We note from Griffis’ telegram that you concur in his suggestion. Please 
feel free at any time to make recommendations on such joint US—UK action as 
you believe required by situation. Altho we are not. sanguine about such 
approach at this time, you are closest to the problem and we would wish to 
give your views very great weight.” (Telegram 111, February 25, 8 p. m., to 
Jerusalem, also identified as Unpal 36, 001.BB Palestine/2-—2549 ) = 

501.BB Palestine/2-2649 : Telezram | eo 7 

— The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET 7 JERUSALEM, February 26, 1949—11 a. m. 
- 167. Palun 54. Commission arrived Tel Aviv from Beirut Febru- 
ary 24 via Turkish plane, Shortly following arrival Commission con- 
ferred with Israeli Foreign Minister and aides, Shertok welcomed 
Commission, proffered utmost assistance and heralded February 24 
armistice agreement between Israel and Egypt as long step forward 
and first Jewish agreement with Arabs since 30-year old Feisal- 
Weizmann agreement. i | 
_ Ethridge as chairman explained Commission had just completed 
tour Near Eastern capitals at which it had received strong impression 
that Arab states were primarily concerned re Arab refugees: but not 
necessarily as condition precedent to final peace arrangements. Arab 
states appeared equally concerned re Israel’s general intentions. In 
view signature Israeli-Egyptian agreement, Commission hoped details 
of peace making could quickly be arranged. Under GA resolution 

This agreement, dated January 3; 1919; was signed at London by the Amir 
Faisal on behalf of the Arab Kingdom of Hejaz and Chaim Weizmann, represent- 
ing the Zionist Organization. The text is available in David Hunter Miller’s 
Aiy Diary at the Conference of Paris, with Documents, vol. 11, p..188, and in 
George Antonius’ The Arab Awakening: The Story of the Arab National Move- 
ment (G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York, 1946), p. 437. The Diary was printed for 
the author by the Appeal Printing Company, New York, presumably in 1924. 

The Antonius version gives a translation in English of a stipulation to the 
agreement by the Amir Faisal originally in Arabic. Mr. Antonius has concluded, 
based on the stipulation, that the agreement was actually signed no earlier than 
January 4, 1919. .
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December 11 Commission had certain principal tasks: (1) concilia- 

tion; (2) preparation of plan re internationalization Jerusalem ; (3) 

refugees, and (4) various economic matters. Commission had ques- 

tioned Arab states re these matters and now requested frank expression _ 

Israeli views. a 

Foreign Minister replied recent success at Rhodes had resulted from 

direct’ negotiations between. Israeli and Egyptian representatives. Di- 

rect negotiations force erystalization of governmental views. When 

two parties negotiate concessions are made. If Israel now indicates to 

Commission concessions it might make, other party may not cooperate. 

Shertok continued that developments in Palestine since May 15, 

1948 have taken different course than that envisaged on November 29, 

1947 because of Arab aggression in Palestine and exodus of Arab 

refugees. Return of large mass of Arab refugees would require ex- 

tensive integration and expense. Resettlement must therefore logically 

be considered. Israel would be unable to consider repatriation. Israel 

believes resettlement would eventually prove of greater benefit to both 

Israel and Arab states. Foreign Office had undertaken preliminary 

research on subject, as previously promised Commission and would 

submit document to Commission as working-paper about March 3. 

Ethridge suggested Israel might indicate whether it accepted prin- 

ciples set forth in GA resolution December 11 re Jerusalem and Arab 

refugees after which complete range of plans for implementation. 

~ could be discussed. es ee 

- Shertok replied Israel could not accept. abstract principles as. jur- 

idical rights but added that Israel did not wish to ride roughshod over 

Arab rights and was ready to discuss with Arabs. re 

- Ethridge stated Commission had found genuine desire for peace at 

Arab capitals but that Arabs were sincerely apprehensive re Israel 

intentions. If Israel could find some way of indicating its concern and 

demonstrate magnanimity, Arab fears might be allayed and new spirit 

might prevail which would permit progress. Commission had tenta- 

tively proposed that Arab states meet with Commission to consider 

refugee question. Plan might or might not result. Opportunity would 

be provided for discussion not only of refugee problem but other 

problems as well. Conciliatory statement by Israel re refugees might 

thereby facilitate peace settlement. ad 

- Shertok seemed impressed by ‘argument Arabs genuinely desired 

peace and appreciated importance of conciliatory state in view Arab: 

psychology. Shertok added possibility of affirmative statement would 

he discussed with Israeli Government officials. Commission might 

raise at February 25 meeting with Prime Minister. Shertok would sup- 

port. Shertok believed resettlement elsewhere was essential but that. 

501-887—77-——50
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some Arabs might return depending on conditions of peace 
settlement. | | | 

| Shertok also agreed to designate Foreign Office official to consult 
with committee of Commission re plans for internationalization 
Jerusalem. 

Shertok also indicated re question of exchange of populations with 
specific reference to Jews in Arab states that Israel would be happy 
to receive latter. 

Commission proceeding to Jerusalem February 26. 
Sent Department 167; repeated Beirut 19; Damascus 5; Baghdad 6; 

Cairo 9; Amman 9; Jidda 3. 

Burvett 

501.AA/2-2849 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, Drafted by Mr. Robert M. McClintock 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineron,] February 28, 1949. 

Subject: Admission of Israel into the United Nations. 
Participants: Mr. Bromley, First Secretary, British Embassy. 

| Mr. Raynor—EUR : 
Mr. Rockwell—NE 
Mr. McClintock—UNA 

I* invited Mr. Bromley of the British Embassy to call on the after- 
noon of February 25 to receive the Department’s oral response to the 
memorandum which the British Embassy had left with the Depart- 
ment * on the preceding day regarding the admission of Israel into 
the United Nations. I explained to Mr. Bromley that we did not feel 
it necessary to make a written reply to his Embassy’s memorandum. 

_ The views expressed in the United Kingdom memorandum had been 
given careful consideration in the Department and it was generally 
felt that it would be wiser to let the application of Israel for admission 
to the United Nations be considered alone and on its own merits in 
the Security Council, rather than to attempt to link the Israeli appli- 
cation with those of Transjordan and Ceylon. We thought that Rus- 
sian vetos of the latter two applications were almost a foregone con- 
clusion. Furthermore, should the membership issue be broadened it 
would probably be necessary for this Government again to advance 
the claims of Italy. A probable result would be that the whole member- 

1It is not clear from the record copy of this memorandum whether the “TI” 
refers to Mr. McClintock or to G. Hayden Raynor, Special Assistant to the Direc- 
tor of the Office of European Affairs. : 

* Memorandum No. 412/11/49 is not printed. It was dated February 23. and 
was handed to Messrs. Hare and McClintock by Mr. Bromley on February 24. 
(501.4 A /2-2349)
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ship question would be reopened, with the USSR insisting on admis- 

sion of Outer Mongolia, Albania, Hungary, Roumania, and Bulgaria. | 

With respect to the last three countries, as Mr. Bromley knew, we were 

contemplating action with regard to their violation of treaty obliga- 

tions for the maintenance of human rights. Accordingly, to go over 

the same acrimonious debate involving all these countries and instigate 

a very probable attempt by Secretary General Lie to arrange a deal 

whereby all applicants would be admitted, whether good, bad, or 

indifferent, seemed scarcely worth the qualms which the British For- 

eign Office expressed with regard to the admission of Israel. : 

Furthermore, it seemed apparent that, whether or not the United 

Kingdom should vote adversely on the procedural question of recon- 

sidering the Israeli application, the Security Council would in any 

event vote favorably on that application. A list of probable affirmative 

votes indicated that perhaps nine of the Members of the Security 

Council would vote for the Israeli application, with only Egypt and 

the United Kingdom possibly abstaining. | 

Mr. Bromley took careful notes of the conversation and said he 

would report it to London. a | 7 

501.BB Palestine/2-2849 : Telegram | . a | - a 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | a JERUSALEM, February 28, 1949—9 a. m. 

170. Palun 55. [From Ethridge?] Meeting with Ben Gurion Feb- 

ruary 25 opened by Ethridge as chairman Commission who stressed 

refugees were main concern Arab States and constitute such human 

and psychological problem to them that if Israel could make advance 

gesture regarding refugees, beyond concessions which might be made 

in negotiations, general settlement would be greatly facilitated. 

Ethridge also emphasized Israel needed and wanted peace. 

Ben Gurion agreed but strongly stressed Israeli need for military 

security as well as peace. Security meant survival for Israel. Question | 

of security more acute for its people than any other because Arab 

States through concerted action might be able exterminate them. 

Prime Minister repeated Shertok’s previous statement that no one 

raised finger to help Jews on termination mandate. When challenged 

by Ethridge, Ben Gurion explained no help had been given when 

- efforts were made to destroy Israel. Ben Gurion conceded, however, 

that UN had been of substantial help. Ethridge said it would be 

great shock to people of US to hear that Shertok and Ben Gurion 

had said they had not helped in creation and survival of Israel. |
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Regarding Prime Minister’s insistence on security all three Com- 
missioners commented Israel could not enjoy security on basis mili- 
tary strength. Peace and cooperation with neighbors were essential 
elements, Ethridge pointed out UN alone has potentiality of collec- 
tive military force. Boisanger recalled Arab distrust of Israel’s in- 
tentions and need for relaxation of tension as prerequisite for peace. 
Ben Gurion believed security would rest on steady increase in country 
through immigration. Second element would be peace and cooperation 
with Arabs. Third element would be world peace. Yalcin questioned 
whether immigration would not result: in expulsion of Arabs. Ben 
Gurion replied not one single person has been or would be expelled 
to make place for others. Development of country would provide 
adequate space. - ee - a 
Ben Gurion emphasized belief Israel and Arab States have com- 
mon destiny in Middle East. Expressed belief not only in peace but 
in full-sided cooperation with Arabs including help in mutual devel- 
opment. Promised all possible help in search for peace. If Arabs give 
up objective of throwing Jews into sea, peace will be easy. Israel has 
no claim on Arab States but for peace and friendship. | 

Ethridge pointed out that Arab distrust of Israeli intentions and 
Israeli insistence on military security might both be resolved through 
deposit of negotiated treaties with UN. UN represented best and only 
means of guarantees at present time. Ben Gurion agreed. 

Commission plans remain Jerusalem week of February 28. Bois- 
anger and Yalcin tentatively plan return Paris and Ankara respec- 
tively March 3 for consultation with their governments returning 
Jerusalem about March 13. Ethridge plans remain Jerusalem work- 
ing out future plans and perhaps visiting various areas of Palestine 
such as. Galilee and Negev for background. oS Co 

Repeated Baghdad 7, Beirut 20, Damascus 6, Cairo 10, Jidda 4, 
pouched Amman. [Ethridge?] es - | 

a oe rn ‘Borperr 

501.BB Palestine/2~2849 : Telegram oO - me oe 

~The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET 2 a” JERUSALEM, February 28, 194910 a. m. 
171. Palun 56. For Acheson from Ethridge. This is summary of my 

impressions after tour of Arab capitals: OS - 
_ (1) Signing of Egyptian-Israeli armistice has greatly. facilitated 
work of Commission, Despite Bunche’s skill and patience that would 

| not have come about except for Department’s representations. Depart- 
ment can take satisfaction that armistice was warmly welcomed in
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Israel particularly in circles below officialdom. Dozens of people have 

told me how happy they are about it. Government is more cautious 

jn its approach to peace than people since government has in mind 

touchy nature of refugee problem, Jerusalem, upon which it has com- 

mitted itself pretty far, and in making any concessions of territorial 

nature because of army soreness. = oe a caer 

(2) Immediate key to peace negotiations if not to peace, is refugee 

problem. Arab League is not dead intellectually even if militarily | 

ineffective. There was complete concert of approach to us with almost 

open request for imposed peace, for guarantees accompanying it and 

for beginning of solution of refugee problem as sine qua non of 

discussions on other questions. To all Arab Governments Commission 

pointed out utter unrealism of that position and Lebanese IF oreign 

Minister sent word to me through Delatour DuPin of French delega- 

tion that he had been convinced it was unrealistic and wrong and was 

sending a letter immediately to other Arab representatives urging 

change of policy. I believe Lebanon and Transjordan therefore are 

willing to go ahead in spite of concerted policy. Commission plans 

to set date for meeting with Arab representatives under its chairman 

to explore further refugee problem. Out of that meeting, providing 

Arab policy has changed in meantime and providing Israel has_ 

accepted in principle GA resolution as to refugees, will come discus- 

sion of other phases and also arrangements for negotiations between 

Israel and Arabs. ne So 

(3) I pressed strongly upon Shertok that key to peace negotiations 

lies in hands of Israeli Government. There can be no fruitful negotia- 

tions until Arab psychosis as to refugees has been wiped out and Arab 

public opinion prepared for fact that not all refugees will return. Both 

sides now regard refugees as political pawn with Arab agitation con- 

stantly directed toward inhumanity of Israel’s apparent indifference 

to them. Israeli Government strongly desirous of using refugee prob- 
lem as bargaining point upon which it can give something in return 

perhaps for other concessions. Problem must of course be solved along 

with all others but generous gesture at moment on part of Israeli Gov- 

ernment even if it be words that accept principle of GA resolution, 

would give Commission entry to other problems. Shertok was im- 

pressed with arguments in which I was strongly backed by French and 

Turkish and said he would lay it before Cabinet. He also urged that 
I take up with Ben Gurion with his (Shertok’s) support. That was 
done. I am sure that Israeli Government has under consideration some 

action or statement as gesture to Arabs if way could be found. Depart- 

ment could give help by encouraging that on part of Israeli Govern- 

ment and by encouraging favorable response on part of Arabs if it
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comes about. Will have further suggestion as to what Department can 
do when Commission decides formally on meeting with Arabs. 

| (4) Moves US has made to indicate to Israeli Government that it 
wants peace here have been effective. Shertok’s attitude in his latest 
meeting with Commission and Ben Gurion’s mild approach altogether 
different from first meeting when Shertok insulted intelligence of 
Commission with repetition of GA speeches. Maybe only technique but 
I am inclined to doubt that. I take it as part of natural process of 
cooling off, of feeling of greater stability on part of government as 
reaction to stiffened American attitude and also as Commission’s 
reaction to Shertok’s rantings in first meeting. Commission has shown 
no disposition to be terrorized by strong talk. [Ethridge.] 

Ok | BurvDETT 

501.BB Palestine/2-2849: Telegram a | 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET nn JERUSALEM, February 28, 1949—11 a. m. 
172. Palun 57. For Acheson from Ethridge. Since refugee problem 

is key to peace negotiations, would like Department’s views on my 
tentative ideas of approach to question. | 

(1) It must be considered for some time relief problem for which 
money must be forthcoming, even after present commitments have run 
out. Would be most useful if US would quickly make available its own 
appropriation and indicate in some other way additional concern for 
700,000 homeless people living largely in tents under most distressing 

| circumstances in this weather. My own feeling is that the United States 
has accumulated an enormous moral and even financial responsibility 
in the situation in our justifiable zeal for creation of a state. Neverthe- 
less these people have been displaced either by force, or terrorism or 
have fled because of their own fear. Even if the American public has 
not been told about Deir Yassin massacre, all Arabs know about it 
and all Arabs with whom Commission has talked have either implicitly 
or directly blamed US and UN for displacing 700,000 persons. Per- 
sonally I feel that important element in our friendly relations with 
Arab states is to indicate active concern with refugees as humanitariaa, 
political and social problem in which US must be vitally interested. 
Not least of our concern should be political repercussions of having 
so many people homeless in an already politically shaky part of the 
world. | | oo | 

-1¥or information on this subject, see telegram 431, April 13, 1948, from 
Jerusalem, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 817. | |
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(2) From standpoint of work of Commission, first step in peace 

negotiations is to get from Israeli Government some gesture of agree- 

ment in principle [garble?] resolution re refugees and if possible 

even more specific commitment as to number Israel will take back and. 

method of indemnification ofothers. oe 

(3) Second step would be meeting with Arab states* to make | 

them realize: 

(a) That not all refugees will go back, _ 
(b) That they must help find homes for those to be resettled out- 

side Israel. | | oo 

(4) Provide, through experts, plan for resettlement and proposal 

for financing resettlement which would involve indemnification from 

Israel to Arab Governments, rather than individuals, roughly on 

basis of number taken in by each Arab state with allowances, of 

course, for variations in value of property held by individual Arabs 

in Israel, and outside help either through loans or contributions, 

from UN member states or both. Commission more than two weeks 

ago asked UN for qualified expert who would be able to work out 

plan with technical help of engineers but has received no reply. 

Vitally needed as soon as possible particularly since refugee problem 

will require long time in solution. | OO | 

(5) Obviously when time comes for agreement on refugee settle- 

ment, all Arab Governments and perhaps Israel will ask: How can 

we finance resettlement? It is question Commission must face. Has 

Department any views on it or is the American Government prepared 

~ to make any commitment either of sponsoring loans or of making 

direct loans? It would be most helpful if I could have some commit- 

ment to be used at proper time in negotiations. Abdullah, for instance, 

has said he is willing to take all refugees. In view of his state’s bank- 

ruptcy that is fantastic financially even if it is feasible technically. But 

it may turn out that he will have to take most of them since all other 

Arab states have so far indicated unwillingness and inability to take 

any. Commission can press other states to absorb some refugees but 

Dept is aware through airgrams from Missions of reluctance of any 

state except Transjordan to add to its problems. I have impression 

beyond what has been reported in airgrams that part of reluctance is | 

due to realization that Palestinian Arabs, having lived through 30 

? Presumably the word “toward” was intended. . | | | 

’Mr. Ethridge, on February 28, advised the Department of State that “On Feb- 

ruary 27 Commission agreed to invite Arab States to send representatives to 

meeting at Beirut on March 21 with Commission. Invitations just going out but 

all states except Egypt indicated to us on our tour that they would accept.” : 

j os) 174, identified alse as Palun 60, from J erusalem, 501.BB Palestine/
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years of political strife and having enjoyed somewhat higher standard 
of living than most Arabs, are more politically aware and more de- 
manding as to living standards and would, therefore, constitute core of 
agitation. In view of great reluctance to absorb refugees, Arab states 
must be compensated with loans for projects designed to raise all living 
standards rather than create new problems. [Ethridge.] 

501.BB Palestine/2-2849 : Telegram | 7 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET _ a JERUSALEM, February 28, 1949—noon. 

173. Palun 58. For Acheson from Ethridge. I am in agreement with 
principle of second paragraph of Deptel 111, February 25.2 

Have considered that Commission has mandate only as to presenta- 
tion of plan for internationalization of Jerusalem but believe that even 
on that Israel and Arab states should come as close to agreement as 
possible and Commission should take any agreement into consideration 
in making its own plan. Internationalization is noble ideal but Jeru- 
salem must be made a going concern as city in which people live and 
need water and lights and garbage collection. oO | 

Only other rigid principle enunciated by GA is on refugees, but I 
do not regard it as nearly so specific as instruction on Jerusalem. 
Otherwise my position has been exactly that set out in first sentence of 
your second paragraph. , a | | 
_ ‘Have been at pains to talk to British. In Cairo had meeting with 
Sir Ronald Campbell, Chapman Andrews and Sir Jehn Troutbeck; 
in Transjordan with Kirkbride and Glubb; in Baghdad with Sir 
Henry Mack and John Richmond. In all talks except at Cairo, 
British emphasized that their main desire was to liquidate bad and 
expensive situation. Campbell and Andrews, stressing fact they were 
not speaking for their governments, said, nevertheless, primary British 
concern had been for land access from Egypt through Transjordan 
up to north, presumably to Iraq [o7?] fields. Andrews contended 
that road could not be built across southern Negev without great 
expense and indicated British wanted to hold on to Gaza—Beersheba- 
Jericho-Amman road. I pointed out that Jews hold great part of 
road and world hardly in negotiations give it up. British conceivably 
might urge Arabs in negotiation to hold out either for road or for 
free use. However, we have not got to territorial questions. oe 

For paragraph 2 of No. 111, see the quoted portion in the first paragraph of 
footnote 1 to telegram 89, February 25, p. 772. CO
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In general, it would be most useful if Department would concert 

its policy with British so that they would be constructive rather than 

obstructionist. However, I have given no encouragement anywhere, 

although strongly pressed by Arabs, that there would be any unilateral 

guarantee by US or bilateral guarantee by US and UK of peace terms. 

It is true that Arabs profess to have no confidence in UN but I believe 

their concerted insistence upon two-power guarantee is political move 

to place them in position to say to their people that. peace has been 

imposed upon them by Big Powers. Prime Minister of Egypt said 

almost that to me. Ben ‘Gurion in stressing need for security did not | 

go so far but spoke of guarantees. I strongly countered that since UN 

had been the mother of Israel and perhaps its savior by giving Israel 

time to arm after first truce, he would have to rely upon moral, sanc- 

tionable and military force of UN. He dropped argument and as set — 

out in telegram 170, twenty-eighth, reacted affirmatively to deposit of 

treaties with UN. © a . 

Further along in negotiations, we will need all the help we can get. 

It is, however, too early for any joint action by US-UK except for 

conferences that make clear each government’s position to each other 

and tome. [Ethridge.] _ . a a oo 

re Me | Burdett 

867N.48/3-149 | a Oo oe, 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and | 

_. African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET — .- [Wasutneron,] March 1, 1949. 

Subject: Necessity for early liquidation of Arab refugee problem. 

Discussion: | | oe 

It is the considered opinion of this office that measures for the 

solution of the Arab refugee problem must be well advanced prior to 

the termination of the United Nations relief program on August 31, 

1949, if a political crisis in the Near East is to be averted. In view of 

the difficult economic position of the Arab states, and the impossibility 

of launching large-scale development projects in the near future as 
a means of assimilating large numbers of refugees, there are only 

two means of beginning to liquidate the problem during the coming 

month. © 0 0 ee ae Oe a 

The first is the stimulation of “sample” development projects, lim- 

ited in scope and in financing, which would provide work for some 

of the refugees and, in some cases, facilitate their gradual assimilation 

into the countries now harboring them. This approach is regarded as
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an interim measure, pending the realization of larger scale develop- 
ment projects. NEA, in conjunction with other interested offices, 1s 
engaged in drawing up plans for such limited projects. - : 
~The second means of liquidating the refugee problem is, of course, 

that of repatriation. Although Israel has made it clear that it will not 
take back the majority of the refugees, every effort should be made 
to persuade Israel, in the interests of its long range relations with 
the Arab states, to accept the return of a substantial number. (It will 
be recalled that the Arab population of the Jewish state as envisaged 

| under the partition plan of November 29, 1947 was 500,000.) 
In view of the expected return of peaceful conditions in Palestine 

in the near future, it is felt that every effort should be made to convince 
Israel of the necessity of contributing to the solution of the refugee 
problem by initiating a gradual repatriation program now. Attempts 
by Israel to defer action this problem pending the achievement of 
a formal peace will result in a fait accompli, since the present acceler- 
ated Jewish immigration into Israel will have totally preempted the 

- Jands and housing on which Arab repatriation depends. —_ | 
We believe that failure to commence the liquidation of the refugee 

problem prior to termination of the relief program will have the 
gravest consequences upon the political and economic structure of the 
Arab states. The Arab states presently represent a highly vulnerable 
area for Soviet exploitation, and the presence of 700,000 destitute, idle 
refugees provides the likeliest channel for such exploitation. In addi- 

| tion, their continued presence will further undermine the weakened 
economy of the Arab states, and may well provide the motivation for 
the overthrow of certain of the Arab Governments. Moreover, unless 
Israel demonstrates its willingness to assist by repatriation in settling 
the refugee question, both the possibility of a permanent settlement in 
Palestine and the establishment of any basis for cooperative relations 
between Israel and the Arabs will be adversely affected. It is felt that 
the relative absence of agitation and disorders up to the present arising 
from the refugee situation can be explained only because the majority 
of the refugees confidently expected to be returned to their homes. 

In the opinion of this office, there is little likelihood that the Con- 
ciliation Commission will succeed in implementing its instructions 
with respect to refugees under the December 11 resolution unless it 
has the strongest support from this Government from the very outset 
of its negotiations. (Tab A) Mr. Ethridge has expressed his concern 
over Israel’s attitude towards the refugee problem, and has indicated 

*Tabbed material cited in this paragraph not found attached, but, for the 
telegram as actually sent, see telegram 144, March 9, at Tel Aviv, p. 804.
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that he would welcome this Government’s support in carrying out his 

task. Such support will, moreover, have a favorable effect upon our 

relations with the Arab states, which strongly desire our assistance In 

this matter. (Tab B.) It is therefore recommended that you sign the 

attached draft telegram (Tab C), which is designed as a preliminary 

and exploratory approach tothisquestion, = ee 

501.BB Palestine/3-149 o 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell of the 

| Division of Near Eastern Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasurneton,] March 1, 1949. 

Subject: Status of Jerusalem an Pe 

Participants: Mr.'Tom Bromley, First Secretary, British Embassy 

| NEA—Mr. Satterthwaite a - 

| NE—Mr. Rockwell | _ 

Mr. Bromley called at his request to leave the attached self- 

explanatory memorandum concerning the status of Jerusalem. 

After reading the memorandum we told Mr. Bromley that it would 

not be possible for the Department at the present time to give the 

Foreign Office a definite statement of this Government’s final policy 

regarding the status of Jerusalem. We said that the primary responsi- 

bility for recommendations concerning the future status of the Holy 

City has been placed upon the Palestine Conciliation Commission by 

the United Nations, and that the Department was awaiting with inter- 

est the Commission’s recommendations in this regard. We said, how- 

ever, that the Department could now assure the Foreign Office that the 

United States Government supported the principle of the interna- 

tionalization of the whole Jerusalem area, as set forth in the General 

Assembly Resolution of December 11, 1948. 

We informed Mr. Bromley that the present trend of thinking on 

the working level in the Department was that in view of the financial 

- + Undated memorandum not printed. The Department of State summarized the 

memorandum in telegram 127, identified also as Unpal 44, March 8, 7 p. m., to 

Jerusalem, as follows: “FonOff has heard that USRep PCC, reflecting US policy, 

taking strong line re internationalization Jerusalem. FonOff interested know 

how far US will seek pursue this policy even against Israeli wishes. General 

policy HMG support of internationalization but they do not feel it is for them 

to restrict Abdullah from seeking whatever arrangement he thinks best. If USG 

intends support internationalization firmly, above Brit attitude may lead to 

divergence from US-French policy. HMG also worried that view practical diffi- 

culties internationalization whole city, Israeli proposal will be adopted that 

new city be part Israel and old city international. This totally unfair to Trans- 

jordan and HMG could not accept. HMG could only support internationalization 

whole city.” (501.BB Palestine/3-349)
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and administrative difficulties of establishing a fullfledged interna- 
tional regime in Jerusalem, it might be possible to set up an arrange- 
ment whereby Israelis and Arabs (the latter presumably Transjorda- 
nians) would separately administer sections of the City, the division 
to be agreed upon by them, under the general supervision of some 
representation of the United Nations. This representation might take 
the form of the Office of a United Nations Commissioner, which would 
see to such matters as protection of and free access to the Holy Places, 
and unimpeded access to the whole city. We also informed Mr. Bromley 
that current thinking in the Department did not incline to the idea 
of internationalization of the Old City only and the incorporation of 
Jewish Jerusalem in Israel, as mentioned in paragraph 3 of the 
attached memorandum. | 

We pointed out to Mr. Bromley that should Jerusalem be inter- 
nationalized in a manner similar to the Department’s line of thought 
set forth above, there would be no question of Transjordan’s “losing 
the Old City” which would largely remain under Transjordan 
administration although Transjordan sovereignty would not apply. 

In conclusion, we assured Mr. Bromley once more of the United 
States Government’s support of the principle of internationalization 
of the whole Jerusalem area, but reiterated our inability to make at 
the present time a definite statement of out own policy as regards the 
exact fashion in which the city might be internationalized, in view 
of the fact that the Palestine Conciliation Commission had not as 
yet made its recommendations. We stated that the Department would 
be pleased to receive any views that the British Foreign Office might 
have as to how the internationalization of Jerusalem might be 
achieved. | | a 

In reply to our query, Mr. Bromley said that our verbal exposition 
would serve as a satisfactory reply to the British memorandum. 

| Editorial Note | 

In a cablegram dated March 1, Mr. Bunche advised that the 
Egyptian garrison of 2,900 men at al-Faluja, with their military 
equipment and personal possessions, had been evacuated across the 
Egyptian border, pursuant to Article 3 of the Egyptian-Israeli armi- 
stice agreement. The text of his communication is printed in United 
Nations, Official Records of the Security Council, Fourth Year, Sup- 
plement for March 1949, page 7. Hereinafter, these official records will 
be identified as SC, 4th yr., with indication of date of supplement.
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 - Message Released by the United Nations Security Council on 

I March 2,1949 oe 

Castecram Datep 2 Marcy 1949 From ta Actinc Mrprator TO THE 

_ Secrerary-GENeRAL Concerning Armistice NEGOTIATIONS — 

For PRrEsipENT oF THE Securtry Counciu: In pursuance of resolu- 

tion of Security Council of 16 November 1948, armistice negotiations 

under the Chairmanship of the United Nations between representatives 

of Israel and Transjordan, and Israel and Lebanon are being held 

simultaneously at Rhodes and Ras en Nakoura (on the Lebanese 

Palestine border) respectively. In both of these negotiations the Dele- 

gations carry credentials from their respective governments authoriz- 

ing them to negotiate and conclude an armistice agreement. Both 

negotiations beganon1 March... 

+The Israeli Delegation, headed by Mr. Shiloah, arrived at Rhodes on March 1 : 

the Transjordanian Delegation,.headed by Col. Ahmed Sidgi el-J undi had arrived 

the previous day (United Nations press releases PAL/449 and PAL/448, respec- 

tively, dated March 1 and February 28). | 

501.BB Palestine/3-249: Telegram Be 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL JERUSALEM, March 2, 1949—2 p. m. 

177. Palun 62. On March i Commission telegraphed Foreign Min- 

isters seven. Arab League states that, wishing pave way for general | 

settlement Palestine question and reestablishment of peace, had de- 

cided to invite governments of Arab states to send representatives for 

purpose preliminary exchange views with Commission. Exchange 

views would concern refugee problem, solution of which was matter 

of urgency, and might eventually, if desire were expressed in course | 

of conversation, be extended to other questions.* Commission con- 

a Mr. Shiloah, in a conversation with Mr. McDonald on February 28 ( reported 

in telegram 164, March 1, from Tel Aviv, not printed ; 501-BB Palestine/3—149), 

had advised of his Government’s warning to the Palestine Conciliation Com- 

mission about holding an all-Arab conference on refugees on the grounds that no 

solution for the problem. would be produced ; that. no Arab State would dare to 

take a cooperative position at the conference; and that the conference would 

develop into a political gathering where the Arabs would harden their attitudes 

against an armistice and a peace settlement (telegram 167, March 1, from 

Tel Aviv, 867N.01/3-149). The Commission -decided to go ahead with the con- 

ference, however, since “such step might facilitate progress toward peace and 

risk would be fully justified. In fact committee [Commission] feeling is that 

there is no other approach possible at the moment,” (Telegram 1991, identified | 

also as Palun 73, March 7, noon, from Jerusalem, 501.BB Palestine/3—749 )
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sidered owing ease of communications, Beirut would be particularly 
suited to serve as place of meeting and that March 21 would be suit- 
able for opening. Commission requested Foreign Ministers to com- 
municate whether agreeable and to inform names of representatives. 

Commission representatives each agreed that its government would 
_be requested inform respective missions at Arab capitals re invita- 
tion and to urge that Arab Governments accept invitation as means 
of cooperating with Commission and facilitating progress toward 

peacein Near East. oe Oo 
If Department approves, US Delegation suggests US Missions at 

Arab capitals be instructed accordingly.*7 — 
| ee | | _ BURDETT 

‘The Department, in a circular telegram of March 3, 5 a. m., to Cairo, Jidda, 
Baghdad, Beirut, Damascus, and Amman, instructed the diplomatie officers at 
those posts:to take appropriate action along the lines of the second paragraph 
of telegram 177 (501.BB Palestine/3-349). | _ | 

501.BB Palestine/3-249 : Telegram | oe 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

RESTRICTED JERUSALEM, March 2, 1949—3 p. m. 

178. Palun 63. Commission on March 1 agreed on text of first 
progress report to SYG of UN.t Text being pouched Department. | 

Main sections of primarily narrative account Commission activities 
thus far were: 

1.. Establishment official headquarters at Government House 
Jerusalem, | a ae 

2, Concentration on conciliation under GA resolution December 11. 
3. Commission’s opinion Acting Mediator rather than Commission 

sou? conclude armistice negotiations under SC resolution Novem- 
ber 16. | — 

4, Quotation UNGA. instructions re Jerusalem, Holy Places and 
refugees. | } oe | | ee 

5. Establishment [garble?] committee re Jerusalem; meetings with 
Griffis re refugees and steps to obtain refugees expert; reference to 
Holy Places based on GA resolution December 11. _ 

6. Brief account of official tour of Near East capitals for prelimi- 
nary exchange of views. a oe | 

_ 1 he report, dated March 1 at Jerusalem, is printed in United Nations, Oficial 
Records of the Fourth Session of the General Assembly, Ad Hoc Political Com- 
mittee, Annex to the Summary Records of Meetings, Volume II, 1949 (hereinafter 
identified as GA, 4th sess., Aid Hoc Political Committee, Annex, with the appro- 
priate volume number), p. 1. , | 

* Presumably, the word “special” was intended. | |
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“ Commission opinion Arab states and Israel were “definitely 

favorable to peace.” Further opinion, however, task would not be 

accomplished quickly. or easily. _ De ee 

8 Commission action to invite Arab states to meet Commission 

Beirut March 21.0  - Oo 

--Yalein and Yenisey of Turkish delegation departed Jerusalem for 

Ankara March 2; Boisanzer of French delegation plans depart for 

Paris March 4 or 5; both plan return Near East several days before 

March 21. Commission will, however, not suspend its activities but 

will continue work through committee[s] especially that on Jerusalem. 

- Sent Department 378, repeated Beirut 22, Damascus 8, Baghdad 8, 

Tel Aviv 15. Pouched Jidda5,Cairoil,Ammanl0. 2 

ne _. BurDETT 

501.BB Palestine/3-249: Telegram Cr | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

Gee ea the Secretary of State | 

SECRET pRrioniry —-—S—”—«s$Nrew Yors, March 2, 1949-11: 04 p. m. 

- 958. Telegram from Bunche received at Lake Success evening 

March 2, reports that Vigier * informs him Israeli-Lebanese negotia- 

tions are running into difficulties. Israelis unwilling evacuate Leba- 

nese territory while Syrians remain on Lebanese front. Also object to 

an international frontier armistice commission, stating that the fron- 

tier will require rectification for security reasons.” — - os 

Bunche has received no word from Syrians regarding acceptance 

his invitation to armistice negotiations. _ re 

Israeli-Egyptian armistice commission initial meeting went off 

smoothly in cordial atmosphere. _ | rs So 

-_-_Israeli-Trans-Jordan negotiations going slowly while Trans-Jordan 

delegation waiting clearance by Amman of agenda on cease-fire 

discussions® | pS 

| ee AUSTIN 

1 Henri Vigier, Mr. Bunche’s. Deputy in connection with the armistice nego- | 

tiations between Israel and Lebanon. OB 

2The Lebanese Foreign Minister informed Minister Pinkerton that Lebanon 

“would not yield one centimeter: territory and would not discuss in armistice 

negotiations revision of frontiers.” (telegram 98, March 4, 6 p. m., from Beirut) 

The Department of State, on March 5, instructed Mr. McDonald to “ask ForMin 

whether report concerning request by Israeli repr during Israeli-Leb armistice 

negots for amendment Leb-Pal frontiers is correct and if so whether request 

reflects formal position Israeli Govt.” (telegram 133 to Tel Aviv) (Both tele- 

grams are filed under 867N.01/3-349) 7 , , 

8 Amman reported, on March 2, that at the Transjordanian-Israeli negotiations 

on Rhodes, Mr. Bunche had proposed “that before discussing armistice, formal 

: cease-fire agreement covering all Arab Legion fronts (not only Jerusalem) be 

signed. So far question Iraqi fronts not brought up.” (telegram 78, 867N.01/ 

3-249)
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501.BB Palestine/3-349 - | | _ 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations 
Affairs (Rusk) to the Under Secretary of State (Webb) 

CONFIDENTIAL [ Wasurneton,| March 3, 1949. 

Subject: Assignment of Mr. George McGhee? as U.S. Coordinator 
~  onwU.S. Palestine Refugee Matters. a | 

1. It is becoming increasingly clear that a final settlement of the 
Palestine question will turn upon our ability to obtain some solution 
to the complicated question of Palestine refugees. There are now some 
700,000 such refugees in Arab held Palestine and in neighboring Arab 
states. Only an insignificant fraction of these can be absorbed in the 
communities where they are now located. It is roughly estimated that 
not more than a fourth might be returned to their former homes in 
Israel in connection with a final peace settlement. The present United 

Nations program is a straight relzef program which will terminate in 
September and it is not expected that the United Nations will under- 
take any long-range responsibility for these refugees. 

_ The bulk of these refugees must be resettled in Arab—Palestine and 
in the neighboring Arab states. To do this, specific projects for their 
settlement must be worked out and supported by means of Ex-Im 
Bank loans, International. Bank loans, private capital, or other re- 
sources not now committed. Such projects would include irrigation 
and drainage projects which will make new lands available for settle- 
ment. Construction work on such projects would itself absorb a con- 
siderablenumber ofrefugeelaborers.§ © ~= ©. | 

The national interest of the United States-is so heavily involved in 

the solution of this problem that we should detail immediately an 
American of high rank, diplomatic ability and sound judgment as a 
Special Assistant to the Secretary of State with personal rank of 
Minister, to mobilize the public and private resources of the United 
States which might be brought to bearonthis problem. = | 

It is strongly recommended that Mr. George McGhee be named to 
this post. Mr. McGhee’s experience and performance with regard to 
Greek assistance, his knowledge of the Department and of other U.S. 
agencies concerned, and his broad political and business experience _ 
would make him admirably suited for this assignment. I hope that you 
will agree and will put this assignment to Mr. McGhee in the strongest 
terms.? — : ee 

* Coordinator for Aid to Greece and Turkey. = ee 
* Mr. McGhee was named to the new post. os
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a oe Editorial Note 

The Security Council, on March 3, resumed consideration of the 

application of Israel for membership in the United Nations; see 

the second editorial note, page 766. During the ensuing discussion, 

Senator Austin announced that “The United States fully supports and 

will vote affirmatively on the application of the State of Israel for | 

membership in the United Nations.” The text of his statement is printed 

in United Nations, Official Records of the Security Council, Fourth 

Year (hereinafter identified as SC, 4th yr.), No. 16, page 8. 

On March 4, Senator Austin submitted the following draft resolu- 

tion tothe Council: — 

“The Security Council, 7 | 

“Having received and considered the application of Israel for mem- 

bership in the United Nations, : a 7 

“Decides in its judgment that Israel is a peace-loving State and 

is able and willing to carry out the obligations contained in the | 

Charter, and | | | | 

“Recommends to the General Assembly that it admit Israel to 

membership in the United Nations.” (ibid., No. 17, page 8) 

The resolution came to a vote the game day and was adopted by 

nine votes to one (Egypt). The United Kingdom abstained (*did., 

page 14). | ve a Oo 

890H.00/3-449 . a | | oe 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 1 

SECRET | [Wasrineron,] March 4, 1949. 

Subject: Proposals for strengthening Lebanese-American Relations 

Participants: The Secretary—Mr. Acheson 

Dr. Charles Malik, Minister of Lebanon | 

NE—Mr. Clark 

The Minister said that on behalf of his Government and on his 

own behalf he wished to congratulate me on my appointment and to 

wish me much success, I thanked him for his kind remarks and Dr. 

Malik proceeded to a discussion of the points he wished to present 

for our consideration. : 

Dr. Malik stated that during the past two years he had been in 

frequent contact with the State Department on United Nations prob- 

lems of world-wide interest. While these problems had also been of 

1 Drafted by Harlan B. Clark of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs. | 

501-887—77—_51
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importance to Lebanon he now wished to discuss Lebanese-American 
relations in a more specific sense, since it was his conviction that it 
was in the long-range interest of both our countries for such relations 
to be strengthened. He said that a draft treaty of Commerce and 
Friendship had been drawn up several years ago but that it had 
never been signed. What he wished to propose would go far beyond 
the terms of that treaty. | 

Dr. Malik said that Lebanon remembered with gratitude the active 
interest that the United States, under the leadership of President 
Roosevelt, had manifested in the achievement of Lebanon’s independ- 
ence, especially during the Free French crisis of 1943.2 Moreover, 
it looked back upon nearly a century of friendly assistance by Ameri- 
can philanthropic and religious organizations which have contributed 
much to the educational and cultural advancement of Lebanon and 

the entire Near East. He declared that Lebanon was unique through- 
out the whole of Asia and perhaps Africa as well as an oriental 
country which identified itself with Western Christian civilization. 
By virtue of this unique position, however, it was exposed to certain 
threats by more powerful forces stemming from the Islamic Arab 
hinterland to the east and the State of Israel to the south. He felt 
that the threat from these sources was real and dangerous and that 
it was not to the long-range interest of the United States to see 
Lebanon swallowed up by one or the other of them, whether it was 
from an Arab state such as Syria or Transjordan, as was sometimes | 
heard discussed in these times, or from the Jewish State to the south. 
Lebanon required protection by the Western Christian states with 
which it had identified itself in culture and religion. | 

‘I inquired as to whether the Lebanese considered that the State of 
Israel constituted a genuine threat and if so in what manner and 

| degree. Was it the pressure of continued Jewish immigration into 
Palestine that was feared, or was it something more? He replied 
that the Lebanese do in fact greatly fear Israel and that this fear 
was shared by all other Arab countries in the Near East. Continued 
Jewish immigration would, of course, increase the potential of Israel, 
but Israel already constituted a vast new factor in Middle Eastern 
affairs. For one thing, the Jews had powerful friends everywhere in 
the world, including the major countries. Zionism was a dynamic 
force and the people of Israel were energetic and possessed industrial 
and other potentials to a far greater degree than the Arabs now have. 

9 =a ie documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1943, vol. Iv, pp.
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He went on to say that, since I had asked this question, he would 

like to state his firm conviction that until the fears of the Arab world 

he had just described were relieved by some positive guarantee on 

the part of the great powers and particularly the United States, the | 

peace and well-being of the Near East would continue to be in doubt. 

He suggested that it would be most helpful if the United States Gov- 

ernment should issue, preferably in a statement by the President, a 

declaration that the status guo in the Near East must be maintained 

and that no further expansion on the part of Israel would be per- 

mitted. In this regard, he would like to express further his belief that: 

the most important prerequisite to the establishment of a firm and 

lasting peace in the Near East would be for the United States, Great; 

- Britain and France jointly to agree on a common policy with respect: 

to the political settlement of outstanding problems and on plans for 

the economic and cultural development of the entire area. I thanked 

him for this suggestion regarding consultation with Great Britain 

and France and said that it would receive our full consideration. _ 

Returning to his proposals for closer relations between Lebanon and 

the United States, Dr. Malik said that Lebanon, by virtue of its 

unique position of Western orientation in the Arab world, would 

continue to need strong support from some Western power and hoped 

that such support would be forthcoming from the United States. 

Should it be disappointed in this hope, it was Dr. Malik’s personal 

opinion that Lebanon should in that event turn to some other source 

of active assistance such as, for example, France or the United King- 

dom. I replied that I believed that Dr. Malik had correctly stated the 

interest of the United States in Lebanon and that we would continue 

to explore ways for strengthening our economic and other relations 

with both Lebanon and other countries of the Near East. I pointed out. 

that the concept of our associating ourselves with other powers for 

defense purposes was a radical departure from our traditional policies. 

and one with which I was sure the Minister would appreciate we must. 

proceed slowly. I said that, for example, we had not yet completed. 

our discussions with respect to the proposed North Atlantic Pact and. 

that this question would continue to occupy our attention for some 

_ time. Nevertheless, we would be glad to explore with Dr. Malik the 

source of the Lebanese fears he had outlined, and the measures by 

which he might propose to relieve these fears. With reference to his. 

| statement that such proposals would go far beyond the provisions of 

our proposed treaty of Commerce and Navigation I inquired whether 

he envisaged taking them up in advance of the treaty or to discuss 

them along with preparations for concluding this treaty. Dr. Malik
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replied that he envisaged following both lines of approach and in fact 
all possible lines. I said that I thought he might wish to discuss the 
specific proposals he had in mind with Mr. Satterthwaite and at an 
appropriate stage I would be glad to renew our personal discussion of 
the proposals. 

Dr. Malik said there was one other matter he would also like to dis- 

cuss and that was the financial assistance of which the Lebanese had 

great need. A request had been made some time ago by Lebanon for 
an International Bank loan and he hoped Lebanon could count on the 
support of the United States for this request. I replied that, as Dr. 
Malik was aware, it has been our policy to put foremost. the question 
of reestablishing peace in the Near East. As soon as that had been done 
we would be in a position to consider a program of technical assistance 

| to the entire area, as envisaged in Point IV of the President’s inaug- 
ural address. In parting, Dr. Malik stated that, in accordance with my 

suggestion, he would get in touch with Mr. Satterthwaite and discuss 
the specific proposals he had in mind for strengthening Lebanese- 

: American relations.® 

*The conversation between Messrs. Satterthwaite and Malik took place on 
March 8. The latter raised the question of Lebanese security, remarking that 
“the Arab League had proven ineffeetive as a means of protecting the Arab world 
against the dynamic force of Zionism and at least some of the Arab states and 
especially Lebanon believed that only one or more of the Great Powers could 
afford it the degree of protection it required.” The Arab League, he said, “had 
never been effective at all in economic and cultural matters and had shown itself 
a failure in military affairs.’ He continued that “His Arab friends kept appealing 
for some form of publie assurance by the United States which had shown itself 
to be so friendly to Israel that expansion of Israel at the expense of neighboring 
states would not be permitted.” 

Mr. Satterthwaite replied that “it would not be in accordance. with the trad- 
ditional policy of this Government to issue a unilateral statement of the sort 
envisaged by Dr. Malik. In any event, the fact was that a peace settlement in 
Palestine had not yet been reached and that the delineation of Israel’s frontiers 
and related questions were now terms of reference of the Conciliation Commission 
in which the United States was represented. It would undoubtedly prejudice 
the working of that Commission for the United States to intervene unilaterally 
at the present time in the manner suggested. More basic, however, was the United 
States’ conviction that the Charter of the United Nations provided guarantees to 
meet a contingency such as feared by Lebanon, and the United States believed 
that its good faith in upholding the Charter had already amply been demon- 
strated in the Azerbaijan dispute and elsewhere. Certainly it would be premature 
to make an announcement concerning the frontiers of Israel prior to their deter- 
mination by the peace settlement and any statement which this. Government 
might issue would, of course, have to be carefully phrased so as not to impugn 
the integrity of any single state.”’ . 

The Minister then suggested that “if some public announcement could not be 
made at this time, the United States would be prepared to reassure the various 
Arab Governments in confidence that the status quo in the Near East would 
be maintained.” Mr. Clark’s memorandum recording the conversation gives no 
indication of a reply by Mr. Satterthwaite (890.00/3-849).
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501.BB Palestine/3-1749 

Mr. John W. Halderman to the Acting Assistant Chief of the Division 

of Dependent Area Affairs (Cargo) 

CONFIDENTIAL JERUSALEM, March 5, 1949. 

Dear Buz: The enclosed paper,’ prepared by me in consultation 

with the delegation and Bill Burdett, and also the French member of 

the Jerusalem Committee and the French Consul General, was sub- 

mitted to the Jerusalem Committee on the third. I emphasized that 

it was not an American proposal, but simply a working paper to serve 

as a basis of discussion. | | oe a 

The Committee has now approved the first part. The purpose of this 

section (under “I”) was to enable the Committee to arrive at a general . 

basic position prior to undertaking talks with the states concerned. 

Now that this preliminary stage has been reached, we are taking steps 

to get in touch with Israeli and Transjordanese representatives, and 

hope to be able to discuss the matter with the other Arab states in 

Beirut later on this month. 

I envision these talks as the real beginning of the work on the Jeru- 

salem problem. Up to now we have had nothing but general state- 

ments in which Governments have presented their positions much as 

they do in General Assembly debates. We hope that when we get 

together in more of a negotiating atmosphere, and get down to actual 

cases, opportunities may be presented to work out something. We also 

plan to urge Israel and TJ to proceed at once to a division of the city 

into Jewish and Arab areas, which may become administrative areas 

in the permanent regime of the city. We will suggest that our consuls 

are available as a committee of experts to assist in this. I understood 

from General Riley when he was here that they would not undertake 

this matter in the Rhodes talks, but even if they do touch upon it, | 

the fact that we are in touch with the respective Governments here _ 
should avoid any confusion. 

When I said that the Committee had approved the first part of the 

paper, I should have added that they did so with the amendments | 

indicated on the copy enclosed. The deletion concerning the suggested 

court is rather interesting, as it resulted from a fundamental different 
approach on my part from that of the French and Turks. It seemed 
to me most natural that when there are conflicts of jurisdiction, the 
differences should be settled judicially. However, they are not accus- 
tomed to this idea, and would leave the decision in the hands of the 

U.N. authority—the executive branch, so to speak. I don’t think they _ | 

1 Below. ce a oo |
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feel very strongly about it. The deletion was made because it did not 
seem essential to decide upon it right now. | 

Another point which may be difficult is the French desire to have an 
international police subject to the United Nations authority. So far 
they haven’t been precise about it, except that they feel there should 
definitely be such police in those Holy Places which shelter more than 
one religion or sect. In particular they mention the Holy Sepulchre, 
and they have given me startling stories of the jealousies and actual 
conflicts that occur there. oo | 
_I [have] already reported by telegram the point made to me by the 
French in our private consultation that the United Nations authority 
should consist of a committee consisting of representatives of the 
U.S., France, Turkey, an Arab and a Jew.” This is the reason why, in 
the working paper, I merely referred to a “United Nations Authority”, 
without describing it. | oo, , oe _ 

| - The second part of this paper is also intended to serve as a basis of 
discussion among ourselves and so that we will have various points in 
mind when we undertake our consultations. We haven’t yet discussed 
this part of the paper, except that the French member raised an objec- 
tion to having the U.N. Authority report to the Trusteeship Council. 
In his view, the Trusteeship Council is associated with areas incapable 
of self-government, and not yet ready for independence. We did not 
debate the point, as it was really out of order, as he admitted. 

: Our general plan is gradually to develop a plan for Jerusalem as a 
result of our own work, and the consultations we will have. We hope 
that as a result of these consultations, the plan, when complete, will be 
acceptable to both sides, as well, of course, as to the U.N. This is being 
optimistic. We have little reason to expect, up to now, that the parties 
will give at all. But assuming we are successful to this extent, it would 
be possible to appoint the U.N. representative provided for in the reso- 
lution, and then appoint some committees of eminent experts in vari- 

ous fields to collaborate with him in working out detailed plans in 

such fields as public utilities, finance, etc. This is mostly to acquaint 

_2The telegram referred to is No. 185 (identified also as Palun 66), March 2, 
6 p. m., from Jerusalem. At one point in the telegram it is stated that the “French 
objected to single UN representative on grounds inadequate to responsibilities, 
insufficient prestige, inadequate representation Christian interest ... no cer- 
tainty who representative would be, might well be Latin American, no strong 
objection to this, but would not have tradition of interest Jerusalem comparable, 
for example, to France, US. French-Turkish formula would exclude Soviet, and 

inclusion US should satisfy divergent Christian elements with interest in Jeru- 

salem. ... In defending single UN representative we did not state doubt US 
willingness continue official responsibility as Commission member for Jerusalem 
indefinitely. We considered five member commission unwieldy, and mistake to 
appoint representative on basis nationality. Should be person of proved ability 

to get along with both sides.” (501.BB Palestine/3-249) oo
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you a general line of thought, mostly my own at this point, though | 

we have had some very general discussion along these lines in the 

Committee. | an 

[Here follow personal observations and a request for comments on 

the letter. | : a 

Sincerely yours, ,  Joun W. HatpermMan 

| | | | [Enclosure] | 

Turn INTERNATIONALIZATION OF J ERUSALEM | | 

I. BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL REGIME 

A. The City of Jerusalem shall be governed by the authorities and | 

organs hereafter denominated. ae aan oe 

_ B. A United Nations Authority with power to regulate: oe 

1. Protection for and free access to the Holy Places. Oo 

9, Protection of human rights and the rights of minority groups. 

3. Common public services. 7 OF 

4. External relations. , BS 

(©. An International Judiciary. | eae | 

D. Local democratic self-government in Jewish and Arab areas 

respectively as to all matters not placed within the jurisdiction of the 

international authority. eee 

KE. Provision for financing the city. | | | 

F. Provision for the maintenance of peace and order in the city. | 

aT, POINTS TO BE INCLUDED IN STATUTE 

A. Jerusalem is constituted as an International City. Tts boundaries 

shall be . . . (as described in the resolution). 

B. A United Nations authority shall have power to make ordinances 

regulating: Se 

1. Protection for and free access to the Holy Places. 
9. Protection of human rights and the rights of minority groups, 

| using as a guide, to the extent. possible, the United Nations 

Declaration approved by the General Assembly in 1948. 

3. The demilitarization of the city and the preservation of public 

order, Local law and order to be maintained by the respective 

-. Jewishand Arabadministration. rs: 

4, Financial and budgetary matters. The local Arab and Jewish 

administrations shall make contributions to the international 

authority in amounts to be determined from time to time by 

the Authority. wee! 

5. Common public services. | a a 7 | 

6. Free access to and from Jerusalem and within the city for 
personsand goods. ss So
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¢. Administration of special districts or supervision of neutral- 
ized areas as may be provided in the present statute. 

8. External relations. 

D. [ste] Local democratic self-government in Jewish and Arab areas 
respectively as to all matters not placed within the jurisdiction of the 
United Nations Administration. 

K. An International Tribunal to be composed of three Judges to 
be selected by the President of the International Court of Justice, to 
decide questions relating to the competence of the organs of govern- 
ment herein provided, including the local Arab and Jewish adminis- 
trations, and jurisdictional conflicts between courts, including 
religious courts. 

F’. The United Nations authority shall report to the Trusteeship 
Council, and shall also report to the Security Council on matters 
relating to the security and integrity of the international city. 

G. The United Nations authority may, with the consent of the 
local Jewish and Arab administrations, provide for Jerusalem citizen- 
ship. In the absence of such provision, the right to participate in the 
government of the city shall not depend upon citizenship in any state. 

H{. Mount Scopus shall be under Jewish administration, but subject 
to demilitarization and supervision of the United Nations Authority. 

I. Frontier inspections and other incidents of international bound- 
aries shall be carried out on the perimeter and not on the demarcation 
line within the city. 

J. The United Nations Authority shall cooperate with the local 
administrations with a view to the preservation and development of 
the physical aspects of Jerusalem, and the promotion of the economic, 
social and cultural welfare of its inhabitants. 

501.BB Palestine/3—549 : Airgram 

The Mimster in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL Damascus, March 5, 1949. 
A-67. Following communication to Prime Minister (mytel 109 

March 51) of Department’s support of PCC invitation to Beirut 
meeting of Arab states (second paragraph Ethridge’s Palun 62 
March 2? and Depcirtel March 3, 5 a. m.*) which Prime Minister 
said Syria would accept, I took occasion to express my hope that 
Syrian representatives would respond to Ethridge’s suggestion when 

* Not printed. 
7 See telegram 177 from Jerusalem, p. 785. 
* Not printed, but see footnote 2 to telegram 177, p. 786.
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here that they eschew generalities and give PCC the benefit of their 

thinking in specific terms. The Prime Minister assured me that he 

would be explicit. He said that heretofore two fears had stood in 

way of complete frankness: (1) Adverse Syrian public opinion which 

no politician had had courage to face and (2) Probable hostile (UN- 

backed Israeli coalition against Arabs. Believing firmly that no coun- 

try could any longer afford isolationism, he has been endeavoring to 

educate Syrian public opinion in that sense and is determined reso- 

lutely to pursue a positive policy of collaboration with West. He 

recognizes that, as part of the price of effective western friendship, | 

concessions must be made and settlement reached on Palestine issue. 

Hoping that PCC will be means of assuring Arabs fair settlement, 

Syria is prepared to cooperate with it in good faith. I told him that 

I personally was convinced of Ethridge’s integrity, independence and 

courageous attachment to ideals of justice and felt certain that within 

realm of realities he would insist upon fair deal to all concerned. I 

warned him, however, not to expect too much, that Arab and Israeli | 

ideas of justice were far apart as their ideas of justice were undoubt- 

edly wide of abstract justice and that what might be within realm 

of attainable might well be far from Arab hopes. Yet, in my opinion, 

best hope of peaceful settlement lay in frank statement to PCC of 

Arab views and sincere collaboration with PCC in trying to reach 

| satisfactory compromise. I knew, I said, from past statements that 

Syrians would prefer to throw the Israeli into the sea but continued 

insistence upon such extremes was unrealistic. “They are there; let 

- them stay,” replied Khalid Bey * but added that justice to refugees 

and frontiers is all important and should be realistically faced. In 

conclusion, the Prime Minister said they would frankly express to PCC 

- their views and hope for justice within realizable limits. 

In two-hour exchange of views with President Quwwatli March 8, 

His Excellency showed more moderation than heretofore and, accept- 

ing my appraisal of Ethridge, said Syrians would cooperate with PCC 

for solution within realm of realities. He no longer contended, as 

always heretofore, that Syrians would never accept Jewish state in 

Palestine, but he said it was unrealistic to suppose that any partition 

boundaries could contain millions of Jews that unlimited immigration 

would bring to Palestine. Hence guarantees of territorial integrity of 

Arab neighbors was all important but, in light of recent history, 

could Arabs be blamed for skepticism as regards any guarantees In 

sight? Who, for instance, said Shukri Bey, will make the Jews with- 

draw from Western Galilee, seized in violation of truce without even 

‘Prime Minister Azm. . | | |
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a murmur of protest from the nations that had threatened sanctions? 
I replied that I believed the Israeli likewise seek peace and to get it 
would have to make concessions. I also recalled in this connection US 
position in Item 4 of Deptel 57, February 25. The President thereupon 
expressed his appreciation of the Department’s policy statement with 
which he said the Prime Minister had acquainted him. I said that most 
of it was not new but that perhaps some of these indications of our 
basic policy of friendship toward the Arab countries had been over- 
looked by the Syrians in their chagrin over what they felt to be our 
partisanship for the Zionists. It was, however, a timely restatement of 
those things which showed our friendly feelings for the Arab peoples 
and our desire to serve the cause of peace and stability in the Middle 
Kast. I added that given evidence of Syrian good will, of which Pales- 
tine settlement is a necessary first step, it was my personal belief that 
US would increasingly give Syria evidence of its friendship, mention- 
ing possibilities in some of President Truman’s statements, including 
Point Four of his Inaugural Address and, for first time, message given 
me by the President,’ and which I had not until now found what I 
considered a propitious moment to deliver, concerning his genuine 
friendship for the Arabs and what their peaceful cooperation might 
envisage. Shukri Bey said he believed in President Truman’s sincerity, 
and he hoped that our two countries could henceforth collaborate 
fruitfully to their mutual advantage. Again expressing my personal 
views, I said much would depend upon Palestine settlement and 
warned him that while I felt Ethridge would stand firm for justice 
within bounds of attainable, and receive US backing to that end, 
Syria must not expect that US would abandon its friendly support 
of Israel; it might only expect an equivalent friendly attitude toward 
the Arabs, or rather equal friendship to both friends. 

KEELEY 

* The editors are unable to identify this paper. 

501.BB Palestine/3—749 : Telegram 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET JERUSALEM, March 7, 1949—10 a. m. 

192. Palun 71. [From Ethridge?] In private conversation Musa 
Bey Husseini said to me that representatives of Israeli Government 
who have been carrying on conversations with Transjordanians have 
suggested that Arabs and Jews get together and make a deal that will 
defeat internationalization of Jerusalem. Jews, he said, have told 
Transjordanians that they can give the Arabs a better deal than inter- 
nationalization. Jews have said repeatedly that US is not interested 
in internationalization and only France is. In press conference in-
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spired question was directed to proposition of what is Commission’s 

attitude if private arrangement is made. I replied as chairman of 

Commission that if the deal is in accord with letter amd spirit of GA 

resolution Commission would welcome it but no deal would relieve US 

of responsibility of reporting a plan. | Ethridge a] | | 

| | a BurpDretTr 

501.BB Palestine/3—549 : Telegram | : 

- Phe Secretary of State to the Legation im Syria 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineron, March 7, 1949—6 p. m. 

75, PriMin in conversation reported your 109 Mch 5* seems com- 

pletely to have overlooked fact that SC on Nov. 16 decided that “In 

+ Not printed; it reported advice from the Syrian Prime Minister that “he 

had received another invitation from Bunche to open armistice talks with Israeli 

[officials] at Rhodes. ... Might accept but did not like Rhodes as locale because 

of its connotations. Moreover as armistice is only formalization of cessation 

hostilities and as both parties already pledged to UN to observe truce during 

which hostilities forbidden under threat sanctions he sees no need for armistice 

discussions.” . | 

-Minister Keeley expressed his agreement with this view, stating that “as 

Syrian and Israeli forces both occupying part of Galilee and presumably neither 

prepared: short of reciprocal concessions in final peace settlement to withdraw, 

armistice talks between them unlikely to serve any useful purpose and might well 

have unfortunate repercussions. It is Legation opinion that if Syria now enters 

armistice negotiations with Israeli, Azm Government may be compromised if 

not forced out by hostile public opinion thus endangering success peace negotia- 

tons as well as ratification important measures such as French monetary accord 

and tapline. It would seem more in interest all concerned tacitly to accept status 

quo between Syrian and Israeli forces as virtual armistice or at least as no im- 

pediment to peace talks through PCC, with which Prime Minister is willing 

proceed, thus giving well disposed Azm Government more time to prepare public 

opinion and reinforce its position by hoped-for Parliamentary approval contri- 

versial measures important to country’s economy and government’s stability. 

Any government that may succeed present one likely to be less amenable to 

peaceful Palestine settlement, less disposed to ratify pending agreements and 

less wedded to orientation westward.” (501.BB Palestine/3-549) | 

President Kuwatly, on March 6, expressed to Minister Keeley his opposition to 

armistice talks; and on March 8, Prime Minister Azm showed the Minister a 

draft of a “conciliatory if negative reply to Bunche” (telegram 113, March 8, 

noon, from Damascus). The Department, in reply on March 11, instructed the 

Minister to “explain to President and PriMin Dept’s point of view as stated 

Deptel 75.” It concluded by stating “we feel that Syrian Govt would be wise to . 

undertake armistice talks and desire you make this point explicitly clear to 

Syrian Govt.” (Telegram 85 to Damascus) Nos. 118 and 85 are both filed under 

501.BB Palestine/3-849. : ae 

The formal Syrian reply to Mr. Bunche, an ‘avasively-worded reply amounting 

to negative” was handed to René F. Servoise, Mr. Bunche’s pc litical representa- 

tive in Syria and Lebanon. After further discussion with Mr. Servoise, the 

Syrians withdrew their written repiy and “instead took position Syria would : 

only reply after conclusion current Israeli-Transjordan and Israeli-Lebanese 

e049) (telegram 121, March 10, 6 p. m., from Damascus, 501.BB Palestine/ 

Minister Keeley delivered the sense of Department’s telegrams 75 and 85 to 

Prime Minister Azm. The latter “patiently explained difficulties of Syrian posi- 

tion emphasizing that difference with Bunche seemed only one of procedure as 

Syria agreeable to armistice but saw too many dangers in direct negotiations with 

Jews.” (telegram 142, March 16, from Damascus, 501.BB Palestine/3~-1649)
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order to eliminate the threat to the peace in Palestine and to facilitate 
the transition from the present truce to permanent peace in Palestine, 
an armistice shall be established in all sectors of Palestine. 

Calls upon the parties directly involved in the conflict in Palestine 

as a further provisional measure under art. 40 of the charter, to seek 
agreement forthwith, by negotiations conducted either directly or 
through the Acting Mediator on Palestine, with a view to the immedi- 
ate establishment of the armistice.” 

In our view therefore Syrian Govt is under unescapable responsi- 
bility to undertake armistice negots. Furthermore it might be useful 
to Azm Govt to plead force majeure as excuse to public opinion for 

entering into the inevitable agreement with Israel, pointing to SC 
res. Nov. 16 and making much of fact that Syria defers to UN 
judgment. 7 

Rptd to Jerusalem 135 for Ethridge as Unpal 50. 

| ACHESON 

501.BB Palestine /3—849 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

SECRET Wasuineton, March 8, 1949. 

My Dear Mr. Secretary: You will recall that last summer the 
Secretary of State requested, in his letters of June 7 and 17, and July 9 
and 28,1 that the National Military Establishment make available mil1- 
tary observers to assist Count Bernadotte, the United Nations Medi- 
ator for Palestine, in supervising the observance of the Security 
Council’s resolution of May 29, 1948.2 Since that time the National _ 
Military Establishment on a rotation basis has supplied a very con- 
siderable number of officers and enlisted men for the staff of the 
Palestine Mediator. Similarly, the Governments of France and Bel- 
gium have furnished personnel from the armed forces for this task. 

Under the provisions of the General Assembly’s resolution of Decem- 
ber 11, 1948 a Palestine Conciliation Commission was established to 
assume, so far as it considers necessary in existing circumstances, the 

| functions given to the United Nations Mediator. On the request of 
the Security Council this Commission is authorized to undertake any 
of the functions now assigned to the Mediator on Palestine or to the 
United Nations Truce Commission by resolutions of the Security 
Council. To date, however, the Security Council has not relieved the 

* None printed, but for summary of letter of J uly 9, see Foreign Relations, 1948, 
vol. v, Part 2, footnote 3, p. 1196. 

* For documentation on this subject, see ibid., pp. 533 ff.
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Acting Palestine Mediator of his duties, although it is anticipated 

that in the relatively near future, when the Acting Mediator has 

succeeded in arranging armistice agreements between Israel and Trans- 

jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq, the Security Council will terminate 

the Office of the Mediator and confer his functions on the Conciliation 

Commission. The Conciliation Commission is at the moment, therefore, 

in a transition stage between the assumption in full of the Mediator’s | 

functions and its present task, under the Assembly’s resolution of 

December 11, of taking steps to assist the Governments and Authorities 

concerned to achieve a final settlement of all questions outstanding 

between them. | 

The American Member of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, 

which is composed of Representatives of Irance, Turkey, and the 

United States, has already called upon the Acting Palestine Mediator 

for assistance with respect to air transportation and possibly also 

with regard to the use of certain of the military observer staff, It 

is anticipated that Mr. Ethridge will have increasing need for services | 

of the military observers, although probably in much less degree than 

was the case with the Palestine Mediator because, as armistices are | 

concluded, they will provide their own machinery for enforcement 

although there will still be a considerable measure of United Nations 

observation and control. 
In light of this situation, the Department of State requests that the 

National Military Establishment furnish, in so far as compatible with 

the needs of the Armed Services, such personnel and assistance to the 

Palestine Conciliation Commission as the American Member thereof 

may request through channels either of the Department of State or 

| by direct application to Commanding Officers in the Near East. 

In view of the very great responsibility held by this Government 

as a Member of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, and in light 

of the President’s public statement of February 24, 1948, emphasizing 

his hope for the success of the Commission’s efforts in establishing 

peace in Palestine, I desire to stress the belief that the national interests 

of the United States are involved in this question and will be well- 

served by the continuing and valued cooperation of the National 

Military Establishment in supplying personnel and other aid to the 

United Nations effort for the reestablishment of peace in Palestine.® | 

Sincerely yours, — James KE. WEBB 

$In reply, on March 15, Secretary Forrestal stated ti. at he had instructed the 

Secretary of the Navy to comply with the Department’s request (501.BB Pales- 

tine/3-1549). The reply is printed in airgram A-31, March 24, p. 864. |
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867N.01 /3-849 : Telegram : . 

The Special Representative of the United States in Israel (McDonald) 
| | _ to the Secretary of State 7 

SECRET US URGENT Tet Aviv, March 8, 1949—9 a. m. 
184. Re Deptel 183 March 5.1 Conferred Foreign Minister? 5 p. m. 

March 7. Knox and Andrus? present. Foreign Minister stated that 
report received by us apparently based on two misunderstandings. 

1. Israeli representatives have made no claim whatsoever for 
amendment or rectification of Israeli-Lebanon frontier. 

2. What was said about frontiers in present preliminary discussion 
referred to armistice lines concerning which Israeli representatives 
put forth idea that certain points armistice lines might not logically 
conform to legal frontiers because of topographical difficulties; if 
such viewpoint in armistice negotiations 1s maintained by Israeli it 
will, of course, be without prejudice to frontier lines. | 

Foreign Minister emphasized the above misunderstood minor points 
were far overshadowed by (and merely a part of) two major difficul- 

ties as follows. 

1. Israelis have agreed in principle to Bunche’s proposal the 
| frontier lines will be armistice lines but Israelis make condition that 

this proposal apply to whole frontier including Syrian and not only 
part thereof. a 

2. As regards Netulla salient, while Israelis troops are over into 
Lebanon on western side of salient the Syrians are occupying Israel 
territory on eastern side. The Lebanese.demand that Israeli withdraw 
from Lebanon in the west while Syria refuses to withdraw in the 
east would, because of topography, Squeeze Israeli army into a mili- 
tarily unmaneuverable area if the Syrians attacked. Thus Israeli | 
tentative viewpoint is (1) pending understanding with Syria Israel 
would prefer that Lebanon-Israel armistice (not frontier) line be 
drawn through an agreed part of the Lebanon occupied territory 
west of salient in order prevent withdrawing Israel forces into a 
salient narrowed by Syrian occupation and a possible military trap; 
(2) if Syria would agree evacuate Israel territory in.eastern salient 
Israel would readily yield their position in west. i 

Comment: Foreign Minister’s explanation involves very technical 
military points of involved positions and is given herein as-under- 
stood by mission. Mission has impression that Israel very anxious for 
armistice with Lebanon (with which country Israel never felt it had 
a real quarrel as compared with other Arab states) but that negotia- 
tions badly complicated at moment owing interposition of Syrian 

*Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 787. : - | | 
?Mr. Shertok changed his name to “Sharett” as of March 6 (telegram to tke 

Under Secretary of State from Mr. Eytan, 867N.002/3-749). 
§’ Col. Burton C. Andrus, Military Attaché in Israel.
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troops and unwillingness Israel yield all bargaining points to 

Lebanon and be left with no cards to play for Syrian evacuation of 

Israel territory. This obviously awkward because it places: ‘Lebanon 

in middle of possible impasse between Syria and Israel. Mission has 

hopes time and Bunche’s skill will solve problem. Znd comment. 

- While mission believes that very cautious approach should be used 

at this juncture to avoid complicating individual points of negotia- 

tions we are prepared, at Department’s instructions, use all influence 

possible vis-a-vis Israel to assist UN in any fair, militarily logical, and 

politically possible solution. | | 

Department pass Army. — | | | 

| | McDonaLp 

501.BB Palestine/3-849 : Telegram | : 

The Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 

States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Avw 

SECRET US URGENT _ Wasuineron, March 8, 1949—4 p. m. 

140. Pls take up with Israeli auths report contained Baghdad Emb- 

tel 95 March 8! rptd you as 2. If report substantiated state in strongest 

terms that USG as member PCC would deplore any action leading 

new outbreak hostilities. | | a 

Se | | ACHESON 

1Not printed; it reported information from the Iraqi Foreign Minister that 

Israeli forces were concentrating at various points with the apparent intention 

of dislodging Iraqi troops from the Iraqi-occupied sector of Palestine. It also 

contained the Foreign Minister’s hope that the United States “would do every- 

thing possible to restrain Israel from aggression against Iraqi troops.” (867N.01/ 

- Tis telegram was repeated to Baghdad and to Jerusalem for Mr. Ethridge. 

Chargé Dorsz conveyed the substance of the message on March 8 to the Foreign 

Minister and Under Secretary of the Foreign Office Rawi. Both “expressed. 

gratitude over quick US action.” (Telegram 100, March 10, 9a. m., from Baghdad, 

501.BB Palestine/3—-1049) > : a 

S67N.01/3-049: Airgram | | 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State — 

| Carro, March 9, 1949. 

A-299. A statement by King Abdullah that he had advised the Arab 

states before the outbreak of fighting to study the situation in Palestine 

carefully and that he had ordered his forces to enter the former Man- 

dated territory on May 15, 1948, only when he found that other mem- 

bers of the Arab League insisted on intervention was printed in Al 

Garida Al Misaiya, a new evening daily newspaper, yesterday. The 

new paper, which will apparently be pro-Wafdist in tone, stated that 

the Hashemite monarch had given his views in a special interview. —
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King Abdullah was quoted as saying he had marched into Palestine 
in order to avoid accusations which might have been leveled against 
him. He had given the order to march in without having changed the 
views expressed in his warning to the other Arab states. This warning 
had pointed out that it would not be sufficient to rely on courage and 
faith to secure victory, but that it was necessary to take into account 
every eventuality and to be prepared for “behind the scenes” activity. 

The order to enter Palestine had been given although he knew that 
the Transjordanian army and Kingdom lacked sufficient resources to 
face the situation. “We have made and still are making great sacri- 
fices to safeguard Arab unity”, continued King Abdullah, “but we 
are now faced with two alternatives”. He defined these as being either 
to resume fighting with the object of annihilating the Zionists in 
Palestine and their supporters abroad, or to acknowledge the present 
status quo and to sign peace agreements. “I believe”, added King 
Abdullah, “that Transjordan will adopt the latter course”. 

Explaining his opposition to an All Palestine Government, the King 
said that in his opinion it lacked the necessary basis and its establish- 
ment had been inspired purely by personal ambition. Also it was un- 
reasonable for the All Palestine Government to take Gaza, as its seat, 
as this would deprive Transjordan of a Mediterranean port. 

Dealing with the Palestine conference at which he had been chosen 
King of Palestine, he said that the Palestine Arabs had turned to him 
in their plight and appealed for liberation. He had responded with 
more than the resources of his country. “Can I”, he concluded, “turn 
away from them now?” 

| PATTERSON 

501.MA Palestine/3—949: Telegram , 7 

Phe Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 
States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Aviv 

SECRET | Wasuineron, March 9, 1949—5 p. m. 
144. Pls take early opportunity discuss orally problem Arab refu- 

gees with FonMin along fol lines: | 
1. Problem of early disposition Arab refugee question matter of 

friendly and growing concern to USG. Israeli Govt will recall strong 
| US support of Dec 11 res of GA, para 11 of which established principle 

that refugees wishing to return to their homes and live in peace with 
their neighbors should be permitted to do so at earliest practicable 
date and that compensation should be paid for property of those 
choosing not to return and for loss of or damage to property which 
under principles of int law or in equity should be made good by the 
govts or authorities responsible. :
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9. Altho concern this Govt to alleviate distressed conditions among 

Palestine refugees has been amply demonstrated, USG has consider- 

ably broader interest this problem than temp relief. Considered opin- | 

ion USG that speedy and equitable solution refugee problem is 

indispensable if common US-Israeli desire for stabilization and devel- 

opment NE is to be achieved and if exploitation refugee problem by 

foreign interests inimical best interests peoples NE is to be prevented. 

USG firmly convinced that insistence by Israeli or Arab Govts to use 

refugee problem to obtain concessions re final peace settlement would 

react to serious disadvantage such Govts before world community and | 

US public opinion, and would seriously prejudice establishment co- 

operative relations among NE neighbors. Conversely, early demon- 

stration magnanimity and humanity in dealing with this problem 

would contribute greatly to possibility early modus vivends between 

Israel and Arab neighbors and would substantially increase security 

that area. : / 

3. Israeli Govt will recall extent to which Israel’s objectives have 

been furthered by USG’s attitude re European DP’s and has had 

recent proofs USG’s desire cooperate thru measures to facilitate thru 

IRO immigration European DP’s into Israel. US sincerely hopes 

Israel will display broad humanitarian interest in dealing with Arab 

refugee problem. - | 

In view our mutual deep interest in objective establishing enduring | 

peace in NE, USG wishes inquire as to plans of Govt of Israel to 

implement purposes Dec 11 res with respect Arab refugees.’ 
Pls repeat reply to US Rep, PCC. | 

| 7 ACHESON 

1This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem as No. 144, identified also as Unpal 

| 58, for Mr. Ethridge. Mr. McDonald, in reply on March 14, stated that he had 

stressed to the Foreign Minister on three occasions prior to receipt of telegram 

144 the great concern of the United States concerning implementation of the 

resolution of December 11 and that he thought it preferable to delay a few 

stg) pressing the matter (telegram 207 from Tel Aviv, 50L.BB Palestine/ 

501.BB Palestine/2-2849: Telegram _ | | 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

SECRET | Wasuineton, March 9, 1949—5 p. m. 

145. Unpal 54. For Ethridge. Dept appreciates your thoughtful tel 

Palun 57.1 Specific comments re your numbered paras fol: 

(1) Expect completion enabling legis within few days on $16,000,000 

US relief contribution, with advance payment $8,000,000 available 

within few weeks. Balance payable fol Congressional action, probably 

1 Identified also as telegram 172, February 28, from Jerusalem, p. 778. | 

501-887—77——52
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not before April, on appropriation legis. In presenting.case to Cong 

emphasis has been given to viewpoint expressed. last two sentences 
your para 1, and general response Cong indicates concurrence this 

view. : oo - 
As one means meeting relief rehabilitation needs after termination 

UN program, Dept actively considering measures to stimulate more 
effective drive for voluntary funds. Moreover prominent cits including 

Bayard Dodge ? [and James Terry] Duce, Aramco, contemplated early 

formation influential group for purpose launching educational and 
publicity campaign. At appropriate time Dept will also consider feasi- __ 

| bility endeavoring persuade UNICEF extend program beyond present 

commitment. an 
(2) Dept is in full agreement and is making representations Israel. 
(8) Dept considers this of equal importance with your para 2. Are 

you in position estimate for prelim planning purposes approx number 
refugees who would desire return Israel and under what conditions? 

Have you any suggestions re desirability and practical methods deter- 
mining more precisely wishes of refugees this question ? * On assump- 

tion large number would be unwilling or unable return Israel, could 
Arab states be stimulated near future undertake planning on basis 
short term work projects utilizing refugee labor which would be of 
permanent benefit to countries concerned? Such projects would enable 
those refugees who wish remain in countries harboring them to engage 
in productive activity behalf Arab states, Moreover, such planning 

would constitute useful transition to realistic attitude by Arab states 
toward refugee problem as whole. Presumably experts could. be made 
available by UN or other sources in connection such planning upon 

request Arab states. | Oo | CB 
- (4) Your para 4 requires careful study. Direct. compensation from 

Israel to Arab Govts without some means intermediary control and 

2 President Emeritus of the American University at Beirut. =. ; 2 
?Mr. Ethridge advised, on March 14, that he had “not been able to devise any 

method by which desires of Arabs could: be made known. Have encouraged 

organization of camp committee who might communicate wishes to Commission 
but our thinking is that no referendum possible or valuable just now. Those who 
have dealt with the refugees say most of them want to be back in Palestine, 
whether in Israel or not. Inclined to think that is true.” (telegram 221, identified 
also as Palun 81, 501.BB Palestine 3/1449) 

In the same message, Mr. Ethridge indicated that “six weeks of effort to get 
the Israeli Government to commit itself on the refugee problem have resulted 
in not one single statement of position. That is true also of Jerusalem and all 
other problems with which we have to deal.” Later the same day, Mr. Ethridge 
transmitted the text of a telegram to him from Mr. Shertok, the date of which 
was not supplied by Mr. Ethridge. Mr. Shertok’s telegram concluded that “if 
pushed to the wall to say what I think at present stage all I would be able to say 
is that major solution is resettlement elsewhere and not in Israel” (telegram 223, 

identified also as Palun &, 501.BB Palestine/3—-1449).
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supervision would doubtless result in dissipation funds or failure 

apply them for constructive resettlement purposes. Another important 

aspect this question is intention, publicly announced by Israeli officials, 

to put forth counter-claims against Arab states for war damages. 

Dept believes any effort by Israel relate question compensation refu- 

gees to war indemnities should be firmly resisted. Since former refers . 

to property assets of legitimate residents Pal with incontestable right 

ownership to properties in question, question has no relation any claims 

against Arab states. For this reason may be inadvisable make Arab 

states custodians compensation funds. | 

Dept recognizes that outside financial aid through loans or contri- 

butions will be required assist Arab states in providing for refugee 

populations during interim phase between termination UN relief and | 

initiation large scale development projects in Arab states. We are 

examining projects limited in scope and financing which might be 

undertaken during interim phase. Refugee expert to be assigned to- 

PCC could be extremely useful making recommendations this question. 

Dept also giving urgent consideration to elaboration Point 4 of Pres 

inaugural address with respect unilateral and multilateral technical 

assistance programs in NE, but on most optimistic basis flow of capital 

resulting from this source unlikely formany months. 

(5) We hope tentative proposals will be formulated in few weeks 

re work projects which would fit in with longer range development 

schemes while affording work for refugees in areas where now located. 

Some projects might be financed from private sources, including oil 

cos which have manifested desire contribute to econ [and] social 

development. OO 
ns 

US commitment re direct grants or loans impossible at present. 

Until projects are more clearly defined and until Arab states show 

initiative in requesting aid for specific developmental projects, it will 

be difficult consider methods financing. Possibility ExIm and IBRD 

loans dependent on submission sound projects by govts concerned. 

At Dept’s suggestion UK is also considering question projects for 

assimilation refugees. Moreover we have informally raised with Brit 

Emb question UK intentions vis-a-vis Transjordan with respect in- 

creased financial aid in light anticipated expansion TJ’s population | 

and area. a Oo SO 7 

For your info only, Dept plans appointing George McGhee as US 

Coordinator on Palestine refugee matters. Announcement will follow | 

shortly. | | 
| ACHESON
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501.BB Palestine/3—949 : Telegram 

| Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL a Amman, March 9, 1949—7 p. m. 

91. Glubb Pasha gave following account this morning of armistice 
talks between Transjordan and Israel at Rhodes: 
When talks commenced Israelis raised 4 points as conditions to 

cease-fire and armistice: , 

(1) Free access to Hadassah and Hebrew University ; 
(2) Free passage past Latrun ; a 
(3) Opening railroad to Jerusalem ; : | 
(4) Filling in trench dug by Arabs in no man’s land near Govern- 

ment House. In return Jews would give electricity to Arab quarters 
Jerusalem. (All these points previously discussed in Jerusalem be- 
tween Dayan and Abdullah Tel.) 

As Transjordan delegation did not consider these conditions related 
to military armistice, officer returned to Amman for instructions. On 
return officer weatherbound at Cyprus and therefore Transjordan 
sent message yesterday to delegation instructing it accept 4 conditions 
but suggesting railroad be under joint control. As cost repair electric 
wiring in Arab part Jerusalem excessive, delegation also instructed 
state that instead electricity would prefer that road from Damascus 
gate past new gate and Jaffa gate and thence to Bethlehem be opened 
and that Jews give up their positions on Mount Zion, Nebidaoud and 
Deirabutor.* 
Glubb said that Abdullah Tel thought Jews would accept this 

arrangement in belief that lines thus agreed would represent final 
lines in Jerusalem and that Arabs were giving up claims to upper 
Bakaa, Qatamon et cetera. 

Glubb thought that “with any luck” cease-fire agreement would 
be signed tomorrow. He indicated that for purposes this agreement 
clause would be added to effect that it would be applicable to Iraqi 
areas if and when Arab Legion took over Iraqi front-line positions 
(Legtel 85, March 7).? 
He said that next phase at ‘Rhodes would be conclusion armistice 

but that with turn of events near Akaba one of Transjordan’s principal 
bargaining points disappearing. Consequently, there would seem to 
be little use in taking any but most reasonable attitude towards 
Jewish demands. | | 

Sent Department 91, repeated Jerusalem 50. 
STABLER 

*The United Nations announced, on March 9, that the Israeli and Trans- 
jordanian Delegations held “their first joint informal meeting” that afternoon 
at Rhodes. The meeting lasted two and a half hours, during which an exchange 
of views took place on 11 points, in a “very cordial atmosphere” (press release 
PAL/456). 
_? Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 799.
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501.BB Palestine/3—949 : Telegram | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL New Yorx, March 9, 1949—7:55 p. m. 

298, Following “memorandum on armistice negotiations at Ras el 

Naqura and at Rhodes” received from Eban today : 

“Tsraeli-Lebanese armistice talks: 

1. The main military problems affecting northern Palestine are: 

(a) Question of Israeli forces in occupation of Lebanese border 

villages. | 
| (b) Presence of Syrian forces on Israeli territory at Mishmar 

Hayarden. | | 
(c) Presence in Lebanon of Syrian forces which took part in 

the invasion of Israel and whose presence is related directly to the 

Arab-Israeli war. 

2. Problem (a) does not in itself constitute any insuperable diffi- 

culty and could be adjusted in any general settlement of the northern 

| frontier. Indeed, some of these villages have already been evacuated 
unconditionally. Problems (0) and (c), however, cannot be settled 

so long as the Syrian Government refuses to enter armistice 
negotiations. | 

3, It is obviously impossible for Israel to conclude agreements for 

the withdrawal and reduction of its forces with the Lebanese author1- 

ties, while Syrian forces are allowed to maintain themselves in full 

strength in positions threatening Israel’s security. The principle of | 

withdrawal and reduction laid down in the November 16 resolution 
must be applied to the whole area; otherwise any government can 
secure the prospect of military dominance simply by refusing to com- 
ply with the November 16th resolution. | 

4. The November 16th resolution applies to Syria just as much as 
to any other of the states concerned. Syrian refusal to comply with 
that resolution is not only inadmissible in itself, but also has a dis- 
rupting effect on the negotiations between Israel and Lebanon, who 
are both clearly anxious to conclude an armistice. 

5. The conclusion is that all available international influence 
should be brought to bear to induce Syria to enter negotiations in 
order that the dispositions of Syrian forces, like those of Israel and | 

the Lebanon, should be governed by the principles of the November 
16th resolution. It appears from his communication to the SC this 
morning that the Acting Mediator is making efforts in this direction. 

Negotiations at Rhodes: | 

6. A similar position prevails in the Israeli-Transjordan armistice 
negotiations. The central sector contains a large body of Traqi troops. 
If Israel and Transjordan were each to accept the withdrawal and 
reduction required by the November 16th resolution, while Iraq[is| 
were not bound by any such principle, the result would be to leave 
Iraqi forces in a dominant position at the very heart of Israel. No
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action agreed to by the Government of Transjordan could remove 
the threat to Israel security so long as Iraqi troops remain on Israeli 
territory a few miles distant from the coast and from the most densely 
populated centres of Jewish population. 

7. There are contradictory reports of Iraq’s intention to abide by 
any agreement signed by Transjordan. Reports of Iraq’s willingness 
to this effect were published, later denied by General Riley, given 
renewed currency and later denied by the Iraqi Premier. The 'Trans- 
jordan delegation has now informed Dr. Bunche that they are now 
empowered to represent Iraq. It is obviously necessary, however, to 
have this undertaking from the Iraqi Government itself. Dr. Bunche 
has now invited the Iraqi Government to confirm officially that it will 
consider itself bound by any agreement signed by the Transjordan 
delegation. In the meantime, a discussion is proceeding on the armis- 
tice lines on other fronts. | | 

8. The conclusion here is that unless Iraq, as well as Syria, complies 
directly, or through an accredited intermediary with the Novem- 
ber 16th resolution, the prospects of an armistice with the Lebanon 
and Transjordan will be gravely impaired. Should it become neces- 
sary, Israel may have to ask the SC whether Syria or ‘Iraq are justi- 
fied in refusing to comply with the November 16th resolution.” 

Sa ee | a — AusTIN | 

867N.01/3-1049 - Be — 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

SECRET : Wasuinetron, March 10, 1949. 

We received two rather alarming telegrams from our Legation in 
Amman, the capital of Transjordan, yesterday afternoon. ‘The first * 
indicated that Israeli forces in rather large strength had started 
moving into the southern Negev area which, according to the telegram, 
is under Arab Legion occupation. The second telegram ? reported that 
King Abdullah had informed our Chargé d’ Affaires that Israeli forces 
had been attacking an Arab Legion post at Ein Gharandal, four miles 

inside the Transjordan frontier.’ 

1 No. 88, March 9, not printed. 
? No. 90, March 9, not printed. | 
7A third telegram of March 9, No. 89, gave Mr. Stabler’s view that the Israeli 

advance, when negotiations for an armistice by Transjordan and Israel were 
| proceeding, “seems ultimate in breach of good faith’ and a flouting of the 

United Nations by Israel. The Israeli action was said to be “further evidence 
to Arabs that Israeli intentions, far from being peaceful, are perfidious and 
aggressive. ... Cause of peace, which Israel claims earnestly to desire, is not 
being served through this later maneuver.” Mr. Stabler then recommended 
urgently that the United States “make immediate representations in strongest 
possible terms to israel demanding that Israeli forces return at once to and 
remain in positions occupied at time commencement Rhodes talks and that 
Israel finally accept principle that any questions relating to territorial dis- 
position must await final peace settlement.” (501.BB Palestine/3—949)
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The Department called in Ambassador-designate Elath * and gave 

him the substance of the reports we had received. Elath brought with 

him a telegram which Dr. Bunche had sent the Israeli Government 

from Rhodes quoting a note which Bunche had received from the 

Chief of the Transjordan armistice delegation at Rhodes informing 

him under the instructions of the Transjordan Government that Israeli 

forces had crossed the Transjordan military lines in the Negev on 

the morning of March 7 and describing the situation as extremely 

delicate. The Transjordan Government requested in this note to Bunche 

that Israeli forces cease such operations during their armistice nego- 

tiations and withdraw to their original positions. eo 

Elath also had with him the text of Tel Aviv’s reply to Bunche 

which asserted that nowhere in the Negev were Israeli land or air 

forces operating outside the Israeli borders, and that these forces had 

not crossed and did not intend to cross the Transjordan frontier. The | 

Israeli reply referred to the fact that the Transjordan note revealed 

the presence of Transjordan forces in the Negev and stated that this | 

constituted a serious embarrassment to the armistice negotiations. The 

Israeli Government then registered a strong protest against this “inva- 

sion” and requested Bunche to transmit to the Transjordan Govern- 

ment the Israeli demand for the immediate withdrawal of the 

Transjordan forces to their own side ofthe frontier, 
‘The Department expressed to Hlath the gravest concern as regards 

the situation and strongly impressed upon him the serious consequences 

| that would ensue should the report of the Israeli incursion into Trans- 

jordan be verified. Elath stated that his government was fully aware 

of and had no desire to provoke such consequences.” 

_ This morning Elath has telephoned the Department to say that he 

has had a further telegram from Foreign Minister Sharett (Shertok) 

again stating categorically that no Israeli forces had crossed into 

Transjordan or had any intention of doing so.° 

4BHiahu Elath, who had recently changed his surname from Epstein. 

''The information covered in Secretary Acheson’s memorandum up to this 

point was sent to Tel Aviv in telegram 145, March 9, 7 p. m. The Department 

instructed Mr. McDonald to convey to: the Israeli Foreign Office its expression 

of “gravest concern” and of “serious consequences” should the reported Israeli 

- ineursion into Transjordan be verified (867N.01/2-2849). Telegram 145 was 

repeated to London, Amman, New York and to Jerusalem as No. 146, identified 

also as Unpal 55, for Mr. Ethridge. It was sent also to Beirut, Baghdad, 

Damascas, Jidda, and Cairo the following day in a circular telegram of March 10 

(867N.01/3-1049). _ as | | mo | 
Mr, Satterthwaite’s memorandum of conversation states that he “thanked 

Mr. Elath for the prompt response to our inquiries, and took occasion to point 

out that our representations had not been based on press reports but on in- 

formation which we had received from our representatives. I expressed the 

hope that there would be no further developments which might adversely affect 

the present delicate negotiations.” (867N.01/3—1049 )
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Ambassador Franks has also telephoned me to inform me of tele- 
grams about this situation which he has received. He had been in- 
structed to see me, but thought he would not trouble me by coming 

down in person. He added that the information he was giving me was 
for you as well as for me. He said that the movement of a considerable 

Israeli force south into the Negev toward the Gulf of Akaba was 
not in line with the Security Council resolution and that the recent 
armistice could not override the Security Council. The British also 
have reports, not yet confirmed, that the Israelis have moved into 
Transjordan territory. He confirmed our information that Bunche is 
sending observers into the area to report on the situation, and said that 
his government hoped to hear from these observers soon. 

The Ambassador further said that his government had sent instruc- 
tions to the British forces in Akaba to the effect that if the Israeli 
forces fire on British forces, the fire is to be returned, and that if 
Israeli aircraft fly over British forces they will be engaged. The — 
British Consul at Haifa has also been instructed to give the Israeli 

Government the exact text of the instructions. 
The Ambassador then said that the only bit of more encouraging 

information he had is a report from Amman indicating that the Israeli 
forces which had made contact with the Arab Legion inside Trans- 
jordan had broken off contact at dusk yesterday and retreated west- 
ward. This later information is confirmed in a telegram which the 
Department received from the Legation at Amman this morning that 
Israeli forces have left Transjordan territory and are proceeding 

southward toward the Gulf of Akaba. | 
Sir Oliver Franks then said that he wished to express to me the 

anxiety of his government and to explain what they had done in the 
situation. The Ambassador later phoned to say that the Ambassador 
had forgotten to make the following statement: ‘We were reluctant 
to believe that Israeli forces had taken this action, but if the news of 
an aggression into Transjordan territory is confirmed, British obli- 
gations under the Anglo-Transjordan Treaty will, of course, immedi- | 
ately come into question.” 

I thinked the Ambassador for this information and said that I felt 
sure the British at Akaba would behave with restraint and not allow 
any minor incident to set off the balloon. I also told him of the reports 
we had received from the Israelis denying the truth of the report that 
they had crossed into Transjordan. I pointed out that the frontier is 
not marked, and that if someone should wander across it without evil 
intent it would be too bad to set off the whole show. The ambassador 
said he would use what I had told him in a message to his government. 
The important point was he said as I would know that “this does touch 

his people on a very raw nerve”. |
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Secretary’s Memoranda, Lot 53 D 444, Secretary’s Memos * 

Memorandum by Mrs. Dorothy H. Morgret in the Office of the 

| : Secretary of State | | 

SECRET [Wasnineton,] March 10, 1949. 

MermoraNnpuM or TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE SECRETARY 

AND THE BririsH AMBASSADOR 

Subject: Palestine 

The Ambassador telephoned to inform the Secretary he had two or 

three telegrams about Palestine and he thought he should give the 

Secretary the important information from them. He was asked by his 

Government to see the Secretary, but he thought he would not trouble 

the Secretary by coming down at this point. He said the information 

was for the Secretary and the President. | 

- The Ambassador said that considerable Israeli force is moving south 

in the Negeb toward the Gulf of Akaba. This is not in line with the 

Security Council. The recent armistice cannot override the Security 

Council. The British have reports, not yet confirmed, that the Israelis 

have moved into the Transjordan territory. They hope to hear from UN 

observers soon about it. What they are saying is that something which 

looks worrying seems about to happen. The Ambassador said they 

have given instructions to British forces in Akaba saying that if the 

Israelis behave aggressively to British forces, then the aggression will 

be returned. He said instructions have been sent to the British repre- 

sentative at Haifa asking them to inform the Israeli Government that 

we understand this force is moving south and if they do attack British 

troops, etc, the fire will be returned, or if aircraft fly over British 

forces they will be engaged. He said the only bit of better information 

| comes from Amman which says the Israeli forces broke off at dusk 

yesterday and retreated westward. They were contacted by a force of 

| the Arab legion. The Ambassador explained he wanted to express to 

the Secretary the anxiety of his Government and explain what they 

have done in the situation. | 

The Secretary thanked the Ambassador for the information. He said 

he knew the British at Akaba will behave with restraint and not allow 

any minor incident to set off the balloon. 

The Ambassador said he would use this in a message to his 

Government. ) | 

The Secretary told the Ambassador we have had the same reports 

and have heard also that Bunche has sent down observers. We have 

2Tot 58 D 444 is a comprehensive chronological collection of the Secretary of 

State’s memoranda and memoranda of conversation for the years 1947-1953, as 

maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State.
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also heard that the Israelis say this is not true; they have not crossed 
the border. | | 

The Secretary said there is no marked frontier and if somebody 
wanders across it without evil intent, it would be too bad to set off the 

whole show. | 
The Ambassador said the important point is, as the Secretary will 

know, this does touch his people on a very raw nerve. 

501.BB Palestine/3—-1049 : Telegram . 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET US URGENT JERUSALEM, March 10, 1949—noon. 

| 207. Deptel 146, Ninth.t Statement by Shiloah that presence Trans- 
jordan forces in Negev is “invasion” of Israel appears to be effort 
camouflage fact advance Israeli forces in Negev constitutes violation 
SC Resolution July 15 establishing permanent truce in Palestine. | 

Under Israeli theory all territory alloted by Nov. 29 GA Resolution 
to Israel is Israeli territory regardless whether occupied by Israel or 
Arab forces at time truce went into effect. Therefore presence Arab 
force on such territory is “invasion”, At same time Israel maintains 
right of conquest to territory allotted Arabs by November 29 GA 
resolution and now held by its forces. ConGen unable reconcile claim 
Arab occupation is “invasion” while Israel occupation is not.? 

_ Since.truce established by SC in Palestine Transjordan forces have 
held southern Negev under occupation. Although exact truce lines not 
delineated by UN observers, territory lying roughly south of parallel 
31 controlled by Transjordan through outposts and roving patrols. 
Thus present advance Israeli forces appears constitute as flagrant 
violation SC truce order as advance into Arab lines at any other point. 

Is equivalent to Transjordan attack towards Israeli-“invaded” Ramle 
or Lydda. | | Bs | - 

Israeli action apparently intended obtain occupation all Negev 
before permanent armistice lines drawn at Rhodes: This would face 

UN with still another fazt accompli and give Israeli another political 

and military advantage during time of truce. = | 

* This was a repeat of No. 145 to Tel Aviv, not printed ; but see footnote 5, p. 811. 
*Mr. Shiloah, the head of the Israeli Delegation at Rhodes, sent a message 

of March 9 to Mr. Bunche, in which he stated that he had been instructed to 
inform the latter that “nowhere in the Negev are Israeli land or air forces 
operating outside the borders of Israel.” The message continued that the crossing 
of Transjordanian forces into Israeli territory constituted “a serious embarrass- 
ment to the conduct of our present negotiations.” The message registered the 
strongest protest by the Israeli Government and requested Mr. Bunche to 
transmit the protest and a demand for immediate withdrawal to the Trans- 
jordanian Government (telegram 298, March 10, 12:40 p. m., from New York, 
501.BB Palestine/3—1049). ae a -
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Consul General feels strongest representations should be made to 

Isracl Government against any advance by Israeli forces into Negev 

areas occupied by Transjordan and that representations should not be 

limited crossing by Israel of old Transjordan frontier as indicated in 

penultimate paragraph Deptel 146. Advance by Israeli forces const- 

tutes not only violation truce but jeopardized Rhodes armistice nego- 

tiations, work of PCC and will destroy slowly developing willingness 

Arab States negotiate settlement with Israel.’ . | 

Sent Department, repeated Amman 114, Beirut 27, Damascus 10, 

Baghdad 11, pouched Jidda, Cairo. | 

: oo _ Burpett 

$ Jerusalem, on March 11, advanced the view that “Because small Arab 

Legion strength in region Israel apparently believes can occupy area quickly, 

without serious fighting and with minimum world attention. Israel can then 

maintain publicly area never under Arab Legion control and any subsequent 

action by Legion to recover positions constitutes. ‘nvasion’ Israeli territory.” 

(telegram 215, 867N.01/3-1149) | | | 

501.BB Palestine/3-1049 : Telegram | | 

The Special Representative of the U nited States mI srael (McDonald) 

to the Secretary of State 7 a 

SECRET NIACT - Tex Aviv, March 10, 1949—< p. m. 

URGENT ae ao rol ES 

190.4 ReDeptel 140, March 8 (reference Embtel Baghdad 95, 

March 8,2 repeated Tel Aviv 2). a eS 

~ Inquired of Foreign Office as directed noon March 9. At noon today 

received verbal reply from Eytan who stated that Prime Minister 

had instructed him inform as follows: co 

1. While government very appreciative of US. efforts facilitate 

armistice and peace US going “a bit too far” in asking information on 

how Israel disposes its troops within area of Israel. 

2. Israel perfectly entitled dispose its troops as it deems necessary 

for own security and has a perfect sense of its obligations and sense 

responsibility and reality of present situation. a 

8 Israel does not consider itself bound to account to anyone re 

deployment oftroopswithinIsrach = - 

Eytan remarked privately that. Prime Minister much upset over 

inquiry with its implicit questioning of motives. Oo 

- Facts of situation, as reported mission by MA liaison,are: 

1. Past six weeks Iraqis and Palestine Arabs from triangle been 

raiding nightly farms in Israel coastal strip and area south of Ara- 

1This telegram was originally received as No: 194. 7 Soe | 

“Not printed, but see footnote1,p.808.
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Lajun line. Raiders apparently after cattle, food, and prisoners. Some 
few farmers killed. : oo a 

| Here follow paragraphs numbered 2 to 8 giving details of the raids 
and of Israeli action to prevent the raiders from crossing Israeli lines 
and containing the statement that “PGI reportedly has no intentions 
launching offensive against Traqis but will firmly resist and punish 
raiders” and comment by Mr. McDonald that “while Israelis will 

probably not [be] provoked into formal action it is always possible 
| that punitive action or hot pursuit might carry over into Iraqis lines 

if raids continued.” | | | 
Sent Department 190, repeated Baghdad 1. 

[McDonatp | 

10 Files - : 

Message Released by the United Nations Security Council on 
| March 11, 1949 

5/1284 

CaBLEGRAM Daren 11 Marcu 1949 From tue Actrne MEDIATOR TO THE 
SECRETARY-GENERAL TRANSMITTING THE TEXT oF A GENERAL CEASE- 
Fire AGREEMENT BETWEEN IsrRAEL AND TRANSJORDAN 

For Presipent Securtry Counc: I have the honour to inform 
the Security Council that on the morning of 11 March at Rhodes the 
Delegations representing the Governments of Israel and Transjordan 
in the current Armistice negotiations signed a General Cease-Fire 
Agreement applying to all sectors in which forces under the Israeli 
and Transjordan Command are opposed. The text of this Agreement is 
as follows: | 

| IsraEtI TRANSJORDAN GENERAL CEASE-Fire AGREEMENT 

We, the undersigned on behalf of our respective Governments do 
hereby agree that: | 

1. A General Cease-Fire between the armed forces of the two 
parties shall be effective as of the date of the signing of this 
Agreement. | 

2. The General Cease-Fire shall be complete and enduring and 
shall apply to all elements of the Military or para military forces 
under the command of the parties signatory—land, sea and air— 
wherever located and shall extend to all sectors in which the 
armed forces of the two parties are found in proximity to each 
other beginning in the North at Kh Deir Azab (MR 1510 1574). 

3. No element of the ground or air forces of either party shall 
_ advance beyond or pass over the lines or positions now held by 

the foremost elements of its ground forces and no element of air 
or naval forces of either party shall enter into or pass over the 
waters adjacent to the coastline now held by the other party for 
any purposes whatsoever, |
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4, Complete supervision of the Truce by the United Nations 

observers shall be allowed and facilitated. | 

5. Movements of civilians shall not occur from one side to the 

other except by mutual agreement of the parties. 

| This General Cease-Fire Agreement shall be without prejudice to 

the rights, claims, interests and positions of either party signatory 

hereto as regards specific matters which may relate to the Armistice 

negotiations now in progress or to the ultimate peaceful settlement of 

all outstanding issues between the parties. 

Done and signed in quadruplicate at Rhodes, Island of Rhodes, 

Greece, on the eleventh day of March nineteen forty-nine, in the pres- 

ence of the United Nations Acting Mediator on Palestine. 

For the Government of Israel § For the Government of Trans] ordan 

Reuven Shiloah , Col. Ashed Sudki El Jundi | 

Col. Moshe Dayan Col. Mohammed Bey Mouaita 

In urging the parties to undertake voluntary cease-fire at this time, 

I expressed the hope that its scrupulous observance by both sides would 

serve to dissipate the tension which has recently developed in the 

Southern Negev. a -_ 

~The negotiations on the Armistice Agreement continue. 

501.BB Palestine/3-1149 : Telegram a 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

 Jerusatem, March 11, 1949. 

216. According to Palestine Post Ben Gurion stated in Assembly | 

speech yesterday “Jerusalem was part of J ewish state, and there was 

no difference between Jerusalem and other parts of Israel. World 

recognition would be sought for this”. | | 

Repeated Beirut 28, Baghdad 12, Damascus 11, Amman 16, pouched 

Cairo, Jidda. | | | oo 

oo Pe 7 —.. Burperr 

501.BB Palestine/3-949 : Telegram Oo 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representatwe at the 

United Nations (Austin), at New York 

CONFIDENTIAL oo WASHINGTON, March 11, 1949—1 p. m. ( 

154. Re memo whose text reported urtel 293 Mar 9 you may wish 

informally tell Eban Dept has already drawn attention US Min 

Damascus fact Syrian Govt obligated under SC res Nov. 16 to under- 

take armistice negots. a | | | a 

Concern of PGI for conclusion armistices with Lebanon, Trans- 

jordan, Syria and Iraq meets with sympathetic response this Govt.
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This underscores our anxiety aroused by reports in Amman Legs 
tels 88, 89 and 90, Mar 9,1 rptd USUN, indicating Israeli forces may 
have penetrated Transjordan territory. Consequences such action shld 
be very apparent to Eban but you shld stress our grave concern and 
hope that these reports may prove unfounded. © , 

eo ACHESON 

_* None printed, but see footnotes 1-3, p. 810. 

501.BB Palestine/3-1149: Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

SECRET _ - +, Wasurneton, March 11, 1949—6 p. m. 

153. Unpal 57. For Ethridge from Rusk. Dept contemplates con- 
centrating activities here re Palestine refugee problem under George 
McGhee with title of Special Assistant to Secstate. We believe would 
be useful for McGhee join you for Beirut conference but that, con- 
trary last sentence, Unpal 54 Mar. 9,1 official appt shld not be an- 
nounced until his return from Beirut since we have no desire confuse 
Griffis’ operation or to cross wires with PCC responsibilities under 

Res of Dec. 11. Consequently McGhee would appear in Beirut merely 
as Dept Officer on special mission for Secy to gather background info 
on refugee problem. Upon his return he will deal not only with immed 
and interim phases refugee problem but, more particularly, long- 
range measures designed for final settlement. | | 
McGhee tentatively plans arrive Beirut Mar 19. Wld like to see 

Bunche and may either during conference or afterwards call at 
Rhodes if Bunche himself not available Beirut or Jerusalem. Return- 
ing US, McGhee will spend few days London to concert with Brit. 
officials on refugee problem. 

If you perceive any objections this proposal pls tele. Rptd Cairo 
267 for Griffis; Beirut 110, London 817, USUN 157. [Rusk.] 

oe ACHESON 

1 Identified also as telegram 145 from Jerusalem, p. 805. | | 

501.BB Palestine/3-1049 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Special Representative of the United 
_ States in Israel (McDonald), at Tel Avi 

SECRET Wasuineton, March 11, 1949—7 p. m. 

155. Dept considers PM comments paras 1-3 ur 194 [790] March 10 
inappropriate. Seems indicate PM misunderstood purpose approach



Sa 
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you instructed make by Deptel 140 March 8. Ask Eytan inform PM 

USG had no intention “asking info on how Israel disposes its troops 

| within Israel”. Add USG concerned by any report indicating possi- | 

bility new outbreak hostilities Pal and because of this concern desired | 

in most friendly spirit bring Iraqi report attention Israeli auths. 

State US reps Baghdad being instructed take up with Iraqi auths 

question raids reported urtel.* 

| | | | ACHESON 

This telegram was repeated to Baghdad. The Department, on Mareh 11, 

requested Chargé Dorsz to inform the Iraqi Foreign Minister about the U.S. 

approach to the Israelis as a result of his request. At the same time, it instructed 

him to state to the Foreign Minister the “belief USG that in interest preservation 

peace Iragi mil auths Pal should make every effort prevent such raids into 

Israeli areas.” (Telegram 84 to Baghdad, 867N .01/3-1149 ) 

Regarding the request of the Iraqi Foreign Minister, see footnote 1, p. 803. 

501.BB Palestine/3~249 : Telegram eet 

‘The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

| secrer -—<“CstsSSUWSsSsS Wasa, Maar 11, 1949—‘7 p, ma. 

156. Unpal 60. Position to be taken by J erusalem Comite in in- 

formal consultations with reps of Israel and Transjordan (Palun 66)* 

believed sound. Dept considers that arrangements for J erusalem shld 

be on principle that general administrative responsibilities will be 

vested in Arab and Jewish admins in respective areas of Jerusalem and 

that only specified functions will be carried out by whatever internatl 

and joint auths may be created. _ | 

Re French proposal that internat] auth shld consist reps Arabs, 

Jews, US, France, and Turkey, Dept agrees such auth unwieldy and 

otherwise undesirable. As means of bringing French to support inter- 

nat] auth headed by UNRep, USRep Palestine Comm is authorized to 

inform French that US wld be willing support French national for 

first UNRep in Jerusalem provided that highly qualified person 1s 

made available. | | | 

Dept feels that concept of UNRep and one rep each from Arab and 

Jewish local admin constituting a Comm and acting by majority vote 

(last para, ref tel) is preferable to concept UNRep with advisory 

council. Participation of Arab rep and Jewish rep in Comm shld have 

result of engaging Arab and Jewish responsibility for actions taken 

by internat] auth in matters of common concern. Power on part of 

internat] auth in Jerusalem to bring important security matters to : 

attn SC seems desirable, although precise method of such contact wld 

1Jdentified also as telegram 185, March 2, from Jerusalem, not printed, but 

see footnote 2, p. 794.
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depend on relation of internatl auth in Jerusalem to UN. Art 4 of 
draft Jerusalem Statute bears on this point. — 

~ Dept is not clear as to reasons for lack of Comite approval of “inter- 
natl court with power to decide jurisdictional competence government 
organs and local courts and questions re exercise powers internat] 
auth.” Dept believes desirable to have some internat] tribunal compe- 
tent to determine these questions, perhaps only on reference by Jeru- 
salem internat] auth. Use of ICJ or chamber of that Court for this 
purpose may not be possible under UN Charter and Statute ICJ 
without amendment. Dept suggests provision for Jerusalem internat] 
tribunal to be selected, for example, by Pres ICJ. 

| : — | ACHESON 

501.BB Palestine/3—1149 : Telegram 

Lhe United States Lepresentative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Secretary of State 

New York, March 11, 1949—9: 07 p. m. 
319. Following is cablegram from Acting Mediator to SYG trans- 

mitting text of general cease-fire agreement between Israel and 
Transjordan: | 

“We, the undersigned on behalf of our respective governments do 
hereby agree that: , 

1. A general cease-fire between the armed forces of the two 
parties shall be effective as of the date of the signing of this 
agreement. 
2. The general cease-fire shall be complete and enduring and 

shall apply to all elements of the military or para-military forces 
under the command of the parties signatory—land, sea and air— 

| wherever located and shall extend to all sectors in which the armed 
forces of the two parties are found in proximity to each other 
beginning in the north at Kh Deir Azab (MR 1510 1574). 

3. No element of the ground or air forces of either party shall 
advance beyond or pass over the lines or positions now held by 
the foremost elements of its ground forces and no element of 
air or naval forces of either party shall enter into or pass over 
the waters adjacent to the coastline now held by the other party 
for any purpose whatsoever. | | 

4. Complete supervision of the truce by the UN observers shall 
be allowed and facilitated. | 

_ 5. Movements of civilians shall not occur from one side to the 
other except by mutual agreement of the parties. : 

This general cease-fire agreement shall be without prejudice to the 
rights, claims, interests and positions of either party signatory hereto 
as regards specific matters which may relate to the armistice nego-



tiations now in progress or to the ultimate peaceful settlement of all 
outstanding issues between the parties.” 

ee os Acoso 

867N.01/3-1149: Telegram | So - 

The Special Representative of the United States m Israel (McDonald) 
to the Secretary of State = 

SECRET NIACT TEL Aviv, March 11, 1949—11 p. m. 

US URGENT walt Due 

205. ReDeptel 145, March 9, further to our 202, March 112 At 
4 p.m. Foreign Minister requested my [me] call. Knox also present. 
Foreign Minister categorically denied any invasion Transjordan ter- | 
ritory or any such intention and gravely stated Israel’s resentment US 
seeming assumption Israel’s guilt and consequent warning prior in- 
quiry of Israel regarding its intentionsoractions, = 

Foreign Minister explained as follows: _ ne 

1. At 10 p. m. last night (March 10) Israeli flag raised over Umm 
~ Reshresh police station on shore Gulf of Aqaba just west Transjordan 

frontier (145885) “thus completing and making effective Israel’s pos- 
session of Negev”, Sue RP G2 

2. For some days Israel forces moving south in Negev with difficulty 
owing necessity find new transit avoiding any encroachment on Trans- 
jordan frontier; had to avoid eastern road in parts because: it. crosses 
Transjordan frontier and had to find new approach to Umm Reshresh 

- in order avoid using road that. crosses Egyptian frontier. Movement 
successful and at no point did Israeli forces cross either Transjordan 

or Egyptian frontiers, (© os 
_3. As Israeli units approached Nagb el Aqaba (137890) (not Rasen 
Nagqb which is on Egyptian side. 136891) approximately 7 miles NW 
junction Gulf Aqaba-Transjordan frontier (145885) and also Umm 
Reshresh they saw from distance unit of ‘Transjordan Arab Legion 
entrenched there. Israeli forces stopped because under strict orders 
avoldclash, ef Re a 

4, Immediately Transjordan opened “diplomatic warfare” through 
threechannels: 6 

a. Message conveyed to Foreign Minister from: Abdullah that 
__. latter shocked hear Israel advancing on Aqaba and that this did 
_. not accord with spirit Rhodes and that Israel forces were clashing 
_ with Transjordan. King alleged incidents at Naqb el Aqaba, Wadi 

‘Not printed; it gave Mr. MceDoriald’s comment that the “Mission considers 
highly disturbing Transjordan assertion that it has established a military ‘line’ 

across. Israeli territory in Negev and now accuses Israel of crossing that line. 
' “Weeling among: Israelis here is that Transjordan and British are determined 
precipitate clashes on Israel territory in effort force establishment. armistice 
lines after which Transjordan .will consider. itself.in. permanent occupation. of 

501-887—77——-53
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_  Araba, and Aqaba area. To this Foreign Minister replied that if 
source King’s anxiety was that Israel had intentions Port Aqaba 
or had crossed Transjordan frontier Foreign Minister could 

- assure him neither was case, if Abdullah was in position equally 
assure ‘Transjordan troops would not cross Israel frontier all 
would be well and that Foreign Minister assumed Abdullah aware 
fact Negev between Egypt and Transjordan was assigned to Israel 
by UN and that Israel determined exercise sovereignty over it. As 
regards incidents: Incident at Naqb el Aqaba was well within 

_ Israel territory: Incident Wadi Araba was when Transjordan | 
police patrol from Ein Gharandal (170944) fired on Israel troops 
well within Israel Negev and then withdrew, no incident in Aqaba 
area. os a oo | | 

6. Second channel was Transjordan complaint to Bunche accus- 
ing Israel of crossing a Transjordan drawn “line” in Negev. This 

_ complaint admitted very helpful existence Transjordan invasion 
troops in area, Shiloah replied to Bunche as indicated in Deptel 

- . under reference and requested Bunche tell Transjordan evacuate 
area before larger issuesareraised. = 83S | 

c. Third channel through HMG representative Tel Aviv who 
left note Foreign Office callings attention Government to HMG’s 

_ ally’s charges that Israel had crossed frontiers and was attacking 
Kin Gharandal. Note outlined line of action British troops in 

_ Aqaba would take certain instances as follows: OO 
_ (1) Tf Israeli forces crossed Transjordan frontiers and fired they 

would be fired upon. | —_ os 
_ (2) Té£ Israeli forces fire from Israel side fire would be returned. 
_ (8) If Israeli cross frontier without firing they will be warned 

and then fired upon. | 
(4) If Israeli aircraft flew over British positions they would be 

fired upon whether they fired or not. | _ | 

_ Foreign Minister stated that during the night of March 9-10 the 
Transjordan forces at Nagb el Aqaba and at Umm Reshresh evacu- 
ated and Israel forces occupied positions without firing. 

Foreign Minister then read cable received from Eilat 2. giving de- 
tails of conversations in Department (reDeptel under reference) in 
which Hilat stated that attitude was tense and accusatory at 
first but more conciliatory at end. Foreign Minister said he would 
be less than frank if he did not state that this attitude of US based 
entirely on complaints from one side and without prior inquiry of 
Israeli Government has caused deep official resentment. (He was also 
probably thinking of inquiry made under instructions Deptel 140, 
March 8.) He stated that the Israeli move to Aqaba Gulf was under- 
taken with extraordinary care and great difficulty to avoid infringe- 
ment Transjordan Egyptian frontiers and to avoid clashes. Conscious 

_ * Alternate spelling of Elath; see footnote 4,p.811. | a a .



that Israel aggression would involve clash British, he stated “if there _ 
is no respect for our integrity there should be some respect for our 
intelligence”. He added that if this ea parte attitude on part of US 
were publicly known it would produce most unfortunate reaction. 

Foreign Minister concluded by stating that Government had asked: 
Bunche send observers immediately Negev check Israeli position, 
transit area, and alleged clashes. Also had instructed Shiloah at | 
Rhodes March 11 sign cease-fire agreement with Transjordan in area 
of which most northern point is village of Budrus (149153) further 
line to north excluded because lack confirmation that Transjordan 
has power act for Iraq. | - 
Comment: View tenseness situation and public feeling, earnestly: 

hope that Department will not prejudge Tsrael’s intentions or actions 
on basis of complaints received from Arab capitals. Information: 
gathered independently by MA’s tends confirm Foreign Muinister’s. 
statement that Israel has tried avoid clashes and has scrupulously. 
refrained from infringing on Transjordan territory. nd comment.. 

‘PasstoArmy,Air,Navy. |. Be 
_ Sent Department, passed London 16, Amman 4, Jerusalem 19. . 

a ee | _ -McDonatp: 

867N.01/8-1249: Telegram _ a SO 

ss Mr, Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | oe _ Amman, March 12, 1949—4 p. m. 

100. 1. It is understood that Sassoon has sent message to King within 
past two days to following effect: — re Ts 

(a) Israelis advancing in Negev have no intention crossing Trans- 
jordan frontier or of attacking Akaba and King should so inform his 
“British allies’; ) = 

_ (b) Israel hopes Arab Legion and British forces will receive orders __ 
not to attack Israeli Forces in order that present excellent relations 
existing between Israel and Transjordan may continue; _ ae 

-(¢) Israel wishes conclude peace settlements soonest with Trans- 
jordan provided Transjordan and British will not take aggressive 
action in Negev. King’s reply is expected to be noncommital. _. 

2. British troops at Akaba have been ordered by British Govern 
ment to use restraint and in event Israelis cross frontier, to warn them 
to retire before opening fire. All Israeli aircraft over Transjordan 
positions will befiredonimmediately, Be 

3. Glubb said this morning that in signing cease-fire agreement: 

yesterday at Rhodes Israelis would not agree to clause re extension 
cease-fire to Iraqi areas if and when Legion took over (Legtel 91, 
March 9). Bunche consequently informed both sides in writing that
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at such time as Arab Legion took over Iraqi front line it would be 

incumbent on both parties to discuss extension present agreement those 

areas. | | | a a 
4. Israelis are reported to have occupied in past 48 hours no man’s 

land in Beitjibrin—Faluja area, taking over 15 Arab villages. : 
Sent Department 100, repeated Jerusalem 63 for PCC. a 

| en . STABLER 

501.BB Palestine/3-1249: Telegram = a So BS 

Mr. Wells Stabler to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = = | Amman, March 12, 1949—5 p. m. 

‘101. Government and military circles here have been badly shaken 
by recent Israeli actions in Negev particularly when armistice nego- 
tiations were proceeding at Rhodes. Although still hoping that US 
and UK as well as United Nations will find some effective method of 
putting halt to continued violations by Israel of SC resolutions, both 
in spirit and in letter, they recognize that past efforts to deal with 
such Israeli violations and fats accomplis have resulted in failure— 
in de facto acceptance of advantages gained by Israel through viola- 
tions. While there are indications that Transjordan, facing real- 
istically its present position vis--vis Israel, would be willing conclude 
peace with that country notwithstanding developments in Negev, 
there is considerable question as to whether Israel will cease its aggres- 
sions at this point. Evidence available at Arab Legion and Iraqi 
headquarters, and confirmed to certain extent by UN observers, points 
to intended Israeli attack on “Arab triangle”. (Immediately follow- 
ing telegram? quotes text of memorandum on subject provided. by 

Arab Legion headquarters. ) ee 

Since previous Israeli violiations of SC. orders have been under- 
taken in surprise moves, no opportunity has been offered to take any 
action concerning them except in nature ex post facto protests. Result. 
has been that violations succeeded as faits accomplis. However in this 
instance evidence indicates that Israel plans aggressive measures 
toward an area which cannot even remotely be construed as “Israel 
territory” and may translate them into action at any time. 

Would earnestly and urgently recommend that Department con- 

sider calling in Israeli Ambassador and, informing him of these re- 

ports, warn him of serious consequences affecting US-Israel relations 
if Israel undertakes this or any other aggressive action. Unless this is 

| 1The area in Palestine bounded by the towns of Nablus, J enin, and Tulkarm. 
* *No. 102, March 12, 7p. m., not printed. — : : OB
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done and Israel is placed firmly on notice another violation and fad 

accompli will probably be chalked up in Israel’s favor.* _ | 

- Sent Department 101, repeated Jerusalem 64 for PCC, USUN 6._ 
_- STABLER 

= The Department, in telegram 30 to Amman, March 14, suggested | that . “Tf 

Iraqi and TJ Govts have reliable and specific evidence indicating Israelis plan- 

oo ning offensive against triangle, would seem logical for them bring such. evi- 

dence to attention Bunche.” The telegram was repeated to Baghdad and. to 

Jerusalem for Mr. Ethridge (501.BB Palestine/3—1249). | oe - 

London, on March 14, reported information from Sir Alec 8. Kirkbride, British. 

Minister to Transjordan, who was then at London for consultation, that the 

Transjordanian Delegation at Rhodes had suggested that the cease-fire should 

apply to the Iraqi front as soon as this front wouid be taken over by. Trans- 

jordan but that the Israeli Delegation had refused, saying the matter would be 

discussed after the takeover. It also advised of a telegram received that morning 

by the Foreign Office from Amman stating that the Israeli. Foreign Minister 

had informed the Transjordanian Delegation that Israeli forces would occupy 

Samaria to “maintain order’ as soon as the Iraqi forces withdrew (telegram 

964, 867N.01/8-1449). - Pe ee EE, oe 

501.BB Palestine/3—1449 : Telegram - oo 7 - oo : - _— _ . | 

‘The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET’ URGENT  ———s J eRUSALEM, March 14, 1949—11 a. m. 

_ 992, [Palun 82?] For Acheson’s eyes only from Ethridge. All mem- 

bers of Commission remaining here have strong feeling that work of 

- the Commission has been seriously prejudiced bys. 

_ (1). Aqaba incident because although technically no. border may 

have been violated at. least new territory has been occupied and a SC. | 

order flouted: Furthermore it appears evident purpose to take Negev 

without exchange in contravention US position as statedinGA. 

~ (2). Ben Gurion’s statement on Jerusalem previously reported to 

Department in ConGen telegram 216,Marchll. = 
_ (8), Failure or refusal of Israeli Government to make any state- 

ment re refugees that would put Commission in position to find a key 

for peace negotiations, despite representations made by Department 
(see Palun 817). Oe ie | oe a et 

We are not in possession of any assurance that could be given Arabs 

that any settlement on any question will. be respected. As previously 

reported, this was a major theme of Arabs during our tour of capitals. 

Above situation obviously prejudices success Beirut Conference. We 

have informally discussed calling off conference but my own feeling 

is that whether it fails or not we must (a) make the effort, (0) get 

the situation out into the open before there is further deterioration. 

Consequently we are going ahead with it. If the Department can 

1 Identified also as telegram 221, March 14, from Jerusalem, not printed, but 
see footnote 3, p. 806. ;
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‘do anything useful during Shertok’s visit to induce him to make one 
conciliatory gesture it may save the situation. Arabs have constantly 
impressed upon us that they regard the refugee question as test of 
Israeli good faith. 

me The second point they have made as I have previously reported, 
as that they want guarantees. I have consistently replied that the 
‘only assurance in which I can encourage them is through UN. When 
they see it flouted and the Commission treated as unwelcome inter- 
dopers they are not likely to regard that as great assurance. Indeed 
unless strong action of some kind is taken now Palestine may become 
even holier as the burial place of the UN. | 

_ My own feeling is that if Beirut Conference fails there is little left 
for us to do but to call for direct negotiations between Israel and the 
Arab states and present a plan for the internationalization of Jeru- 
salem that will be academic. Seems to me therefore, that Department 
is faced with major decision—whether it should or will try to enforce 
position that if Israel takes the Negev it should make exchange of 
territory elsewhere. If the decision is to insist upon that it will require 
the strongest representations at the earliest possible moment. On the 
other hand Stabler expressed feeling Sunday that Transjordan would 
be willing to negotiate peace on almost any basis. 
. Some of us have the feeling that one reason for Shertok’s hasty 
departure might be desire to avoid showdown with Commission on 
refugee problem. Whether true or not, I hope the Department will 
consider the possibility that? exists for turning his visit to our 
advantage. I am sure that he considers Washington more friendly 
than the Commission and has not been sufficiently impressed with US 
interest in UN settlement. I wish he could be shown that this is not 
the case. [Ethridge.] : | 

* At this point in the text appears “(Palun 82).” It is the opinion of the editors 
‘that Palun 82 is the same as telegram 222 from Jerusalem.. This designation, 
“therefore, has been deleted here and placed in brackets, with question mark, 
-at the beginning of the message. 

ee , In the “Summary of Daily Meeting with the Secretary” of March 15, Mr. Rusk, 
who became ‘Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs on Febru- 
ary 8, is said to have “reported that the Palestine situation is getting more seri- 
ous. He asked the Secretary whether he had read telegram no. 222 from Ethridge. 
The Secretary said that he had not but would. Mr. Rusk said we should send 
this along to Key West at once with an indication that the Department will 
have some recommendations to make to the President in regard to it but that 
we desired the President to have this information immediately.” (Secretary’s 
Daily Meetings, Lot 58 D 609. This lot is a chronological collection of the records 
of the Secretary of State’s daily meetings with top Department of State officials 
for the year 1949-1952, as maintained by the Special Assistant to the Secretary 
of State. ) ke.
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501.BB Palestine/3~—1549 Sn | 

Memorandum by the Coordinator on Palestine Kefugee Matters 

(McGhee)* to the Under Secretary of State (Webb) 

-. SECRET | a [Wasuineron,] March 15, 1949, | 

Attached are policy recommendations with respect to Palestine 

refugees, together with a supporting policy paper which contains on 

page 20 a statement of recommended planning objectives.? These have 

been approved by Mr. Rusk, who hopes that they'can be discussed at 

your regular staff meeting at the earliest opportunity. , 

Since I plan to leave for Beirut the morning of March 17, I would 

like to discuss this paper with you tomorrow, together with proposed 

plan of action and planning with respect to the refugee problem which 

are dealt with in papersattached. | 
After you have given consideration to these papers, I hope then to 

be able to discuss them with the Secretary, who has indicated his will- 
ingness to do so and to advise me of the President’s views with respect 
to this matter.* - a - . 

- . [Annex 1] | | - 

| Memorandum by the Coordinator on Palestine Refugee Matters 
(McGhee) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ee _. [Wasutneton,] March 15, 1949. 

7 : = Porrcy RecoMMENDATIONS | | 

It is recommended that: | | oe 

(1) It be recognized as in the national interest of the United States 
that. an early and effective solution be found to the problem of the 
Palestine refugees. Such solution should make possible their repatria- 
tion or resettlement in such a manner as to minimize present and poten- 
tial political and economic tensions prejudicial to United States inter- 

ests in the area affected. me 
. (2) The United States be prepared to contribute such technical and 

financial assistance to the solution of this problem as it considers neces- 
sary, while at the same time refusing to accept sole responsibility for 
solution of the problem and seeking to confine U.S. financial assist- 
ance thereto within limits consistent with its national interests. — 

ean this position, Mr. McGhee served as Special Assistant to the Secretary 
of State. | a a 

2 These :papers are printed as Annexes 1 and 2, below. The planning objectives 
on page 20 are the 10 recommendations in Annex 2. | | , 

’ Filed with this memorandum is an undated memorandum, prepared pre- 
sumably by Mr. McGhee and entitled “Plan of Action [regarding] Palestine 
Refugee Problem,” not printed.
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(3) A plan be developed as a matter of urgency for the implementa- 
tion of this policy, including proposals for. relief, rehabilitation, and 
long-range resettlement pro] ects, estimated costs, and expected sources 
of funds, and operational procedures, including the part to be played 
by the U.S., the governments in the affected area, other interested gov- 
ernments, and the United Nations. | | | 

5OLMA Palestine/3-1749 

Policy Paper Prepared in the Department of State® 

SECRET SSS Wa statt0n,] March 15, 1949. 
- pe Es ‘Panestine Rerucres 2 —s—S 

_ The problem is to determine the nature and extent of United States 
interest’in the question of some 725,000 Arab refugees from the Pales- 
tine hostilities, and in the light of the findings, to make recommenda- 
tions concerning United States policy towards the long-range 
disposition of this question. _ 7 | . 7 

(1) Background: Asa result of hostilities in Palestine preceding 
and following the termination of the British Mandate and establish- 
ment of the State of Israel on May 15, 1948, almost the entire Arab 
population of Palestine fled or was expelled from the area under 
Jewish occupation. These Arabs, now estimated at 7 25,000, took refuge 
in Arab:controlled areas of Palestine and in the neighboring Arab 
states. ‘The present distribution of the refugees is approximately the 
following : BE oo 

 * According to a memorandum of April 21, the numbered paragraphs were . accepted as a “Policy Decision, March 15, 1949.” The authorship of the memo- 
Trandum is not indicated (867N.48/4-2249). The word “be” in each of the first 
two paragraphs above was changed to “is” in the memorandum of April: 21 and 
the word “should” was added as the third word in paragraph 3. . Oo 

_ ° he specific authorship of this paper is not indicated. The first six sections, 
except. for 6(d@), and the 10 recommendations at the end of the paper were 
largely quoted from memoranda prepared separately by the Office of Near Hastern and African Affairs and the Office of United Nations Affairs. The former 
was sent to Mr. McGhee in a memorandum of March 12 by Mr. Satterthwaite as 
provisional views on “Policy and recommendations concerning solution of the 7 
Arab refugee question” (867N.01/3-1249). The latter was in the form of a 
memorandum by Mr. McClintock to Mr.McGhee on March 14 and dealt with 
the “Attitudes of UN, individual governments, and refugees themselves toward 
Palestine refugee problem” (867N.48/3-1449). The Policy Paper begins with a table of contents, here omitted. . © ne
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No accurate statistical breakdown of the refugees exists. However, the 

International Children’s Emergency Fund’ considers 425,000 or 58% | 

of the refugees eligible for assistance under its program: this group 

consists of infants, young children, pregnant women, and nursing — 

mothers. Approximately 15% of the refugees are aged, sick, and infirm. = 

It would appear that the able-bodied men and women amount to a 

maximum of 25 percent of the total, or 180,000. on Sa Dl Be 

- The condition of these refugees, dependent upon their own slender 

resources and upon those of the neighboring states, rapidly became 

acute. Since the Government of Israel refused to permit repatriation 
of Arab refugees into Israeli territory while a state of war existed, 

and since relief assistance enlisted by the United Nations Mediator 

for Palestine in August was wholly inadequate to meet a problem of 

this magnitude, the Mediator referred the problem to the General 

Assembly in September, with a renewed appeal for assistance. This | 

appeal was reiterated by the Acting Mediator in a report to the United 

Nations on October 18, 1948,° in which he made recommendations for 

the establishment of a United Nations relief program for assistance 

totherefugess ae ee ES 
(2) Action takenup to present. = Pog ON OP 

-. In response to the Mediator’s initial request in August for emer- 

eency supplies, the Department’s only recourse, in the absence of 

authorized public funds, was to appeal to American voluntary agen- 

cies. As a result of this action, funds and supplies exceeding $1,500,000 

have been contributed by American voluntary sources as of March 1, 
1949, a | oh oS oo. ee tS ete 

-. On November 19, 1948, the General Assembly unanimously passed 

a joint US-UK-Belgian-Dutch resolution calling for a United Nations 
program for the relief of Palestinian refugees. This resolution declared 

that a sum of $32,000,000 would be required for a nine months’ pro- 

gram, to be raised by voluntary contributions, and authorized an 

immediate advance of $5,000,000 from the UN working capital fund. 

 @United Nations, Oficial Records of the General Assembly, Third Session, 

Supplement No. 11A.. For the proposed United States draft resolution based 

on the needs of the refugees as set forth in this report, see telegram Delga 411, 

October 20, 1948, from Paris, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1497,
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This Government granted a leave of absence to Stanton Griffis, 
American Ambassador to Egypt, to enable him to accept the appoint- 
ment as Director of United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees. 
On December 7, President Truman announced his intention of recom- 

mending to the Congress that the United States contribute 50 percent 
of the amount called for in the United Nations resolution, or 
$16,000,000.’ The authorizing legislation for this appropriation has 
been passed by the Senate, and is now pending in the House of | 
Representatives. | | 

The General Assembly resolution of December 11, 1948, establishing 
a Conciliation Commission for Palestine resolves “that the refugees 
wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbors 
should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and that 
compensation should be paid for the property of those choosing not 
to return and for loss of or damage to property which, under prin- 
eiples of international law or in equity, should be made good. by the 
Governments or authorities responsible”. A machinery for implement- 
ing these objectives is provided by the resolution, which “instructs 
the Conciliation Commission to facilitate the repatriation, resettlement 
and economic and social rehabilitation of the refugees and the payment 
of compensation, and to maintain close relations with the Director of 
the United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees and, through him, 
with the appropriate organs and agencies of the United Nations.” We 
strongly supported the resolution of December 11, and have instructed 
the American member of the Conciliation Commission to be guided, 
with respect to the refugee question, byitsterms: a 

With respect to the attitude of the Israeli Government towards the 
question of repatriation, we have undertaken and are undertaking 
action on the diplomatic level in two respects: (1) with the underly- 
ing purpose of safeguarding Arab absentee property interests in 
Israel against application of the Israeli ordinance of December 12, 
1948 authorizing sale of such property, we are urging Israel not to take | 
unilateral action which would prejudice achievement of an agreed 
settlement on the return of refugees to their homes and return of prop- ) 
erty to refugee owners; (2) we are urging Israel to implement the 
purposes of the December 11 resolution, as a means of facilitating 
political settlement of the Palestine problem and preparing the way 
for a modus vivendi with the Arab states. 

If Israel indicates agreement in principle with the December 11 
resolution, or expresses its willingness to cooperate in resolving the 
refugee question, we also contemplate making representations to the 

For text of statement by President Truman, see telegram Gadel 688, Decem- 
ber 6, 1948, to Paris, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1648. _ ' .
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Arab states, with a view to their adoption of a more realistic attitude 

towards the question of accepting a share of the refugees on a per- 

manent basis and with a view to stimulating them to make constructive 

plans to this end. . Oo | - ” - 

(3) Assumptions that can be made with respect to the problem. 

- Failure to liquidate or materially reduce the magnitude of the Arab 

refugee problem would have important consequences. The Arab states 

presently represent a highly vulnerable area for Soviet exploitation, 

and the presence of over 700,000 destitute, idle refugees provides the 

likeliest channel for such exploitation. In addition, their continued 

presence will further undermine the weakened economy of the Arab 

states, and may well provide the motivation for the overthrow of 

certain of the Arab Governments. Moreover, failure to liquidate the 

problem would adversely affect the possibility of a permanent settle- 

ment in Palestine, and would create a permanent source of friction, 

between Israelandthe Arabstates. | 

- Conversely, speedy action looking to the equitable solution of the 

refugee problem would further the restoration of peace and security. 

and contribute to the stabilization of the Near East. It would prevent 

the exploitation of the refugee problem by foreign interests inimical 

to the best interests of the peoples of the Near Hast. | 

In view of the stated position of Israel towards the question of 

repatriation, and the large-scale preemption of Arab lands and hous- 

ing by Jewish immigrants, who are entering Israel at the rate of 

25,000 monthly, it would be wholly unrealistic to expect Israel to agree 

to the repatriation of all those so desiring. Although the Jews orig- 

inally accepted the partition resolution of November 29, 1947, under 

which the Arab population of the Jewish state would have numbered 

500,000, it is doubtful that the State of Israel would now permit more 

than a small number of refugees to return to Israel. If Israel could be 

persuaded to accept any substantial number, it is probable that it | 

would request financial assistance in carrying out their repatriation. — 

It is reasonable to assume that as many as 600,000 refugees will have 

to be permanently settled in the Arab states. The Arab states, however, 

| will be unable to accomplish the resettlement of this number without 

adverse economic and political repercussions, unless material assistance 

is forthcoming. | Oo 7 oo 

~ Tt can also be assumed that any machinery and resources which are 

placed at the disposal of the Conciliation Commission to implement 

its task will be inadequate to deal with a resettlement problem of this 

magnitude. Moreover, the resources of the United Nations and its 

specialized agencies are presently inadequate to handle this problem 

and, to judge from the response of the member states to the appeal for 

funds to implement the November 19 resolution establishing a relief
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program, the member states would not be willing to contribute the 
material resources required to carry out a mass resettlement program 
if such action were proposed inthe United Nations, =- =~ sit 

Finally, it can be assumed that Great Britain is the only major 
foreign power whose degree of interest in the liquidation of the 
refugee question is sufficient to insure any significant participation in 
its solution. (Attention should be called in this respect to Great 
Britain’s close treaty relations with Egypt and Iraq, and to her special 
position with respect to Transjordan, the latter two of which would 
probably be heavily involved in any mass resettlement program.) 

(4) United States interests and policy in the Near East. 
The Near Eastern area, which consists of Israel and the Arab 

states, is an area of vital strategic importance, a communications 
center, and a major source of petroleum. As such, it is an area of spe- 
cial concern to all the great powers and to certain lesser powers. 
During recent years our chief objective in the Near East was to pre- 
vent inherent rivalries and conflicting interests in that area from 
developing into conditions which might lead to a third world war, an 
objective dictated by our primary interest in safeguarding the security 
of the United States. = | ae | 

Because of the special significance of Palestine, the conflicting 
interests and aspirations of the Near East as a whole have had a 
primary focus in that country and, during the past year, found ex- 
pression in open hostilities. Prior to the outbreak of hostilities, this 
Government took a leading part in seeking a solution of the Palestine 
problem which would be acceptable to the interested parties. Since 
the failure of these attempts, we have been active in supporting meas- 
ures designed to end the conflict, and to achieve a permanent settle- 
ment of the Palestine problem. These efforts, carried on within the 
framework of the United Nations, have been governed by our desire 
to support in the Near East the principles of the United Nations, and 
to put an end to the threat to international security and to American 
strategic interests in the Near East which the present situation 
represents. | a | _ 

In conjunction with our efforts to achieve the permanent settlement 
of Arab-Jewish differences with respect to Palestine, we are striving 
to promote the establishment of cooperative relationships between 
Israel and the Arab states, as a condition to the stabilization and 
peaceful development of the area. : an Se 
On a regional basis, it is our policy to assist the Near Eastern 

countries In maintaining their independence, to strengthen their 
orientation towards the West, and to discourage any tendencies to- 
wards the development of authoritarian and unrepresentative forms 
of government. Such efforts are designed both to minimize the de-
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pilitating effects of internal discontent, and to strengthen the determ1- 
nation of these states to resist external pressures and intervention. —_ 

(5) Effect of the refugee problem upon United States interests and 

policy. ay | - a - 

. From the political point of view, the stabilization of the Near 

East is a major objective of American foreign policy. The refugee 
problem, therefore, as a focal point for continued unrest within the 

Arab states, a source of continuing friction between Israel and the 

Arabs, and a likely channel for Soviet exploitation, is directly related 
to our national interests. —__- = ee 
- From the strategic point of view, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, on | 
September 22, 1948, with specific reference to the Arab refugee ques- 
tion, characterized the Near Eastern area as an area of critical stra- 
tegic importance, and emphasized the necessity, from a military 
standpoint, of maintaining the Arab world oriented towards the 
United States and the United Kingdom. They therefore recommended 
that, as a-measure to strengthen our military position, the United 
States should make provision for generous. assistance to the. Arab 
refugees from Palestine.6 The Secretary of Defense on January 29, | 
1949, charterized: the presence of the refugees in the Near East as a 

serious threat. to the political, economic and social stability of this 
region, and a serious danger to the health and welfare of the peoples 
ofthe ArabstatesandIsrael® 
- Our present policy with respect to Palestinian refugees, as set forth 
in the Secretary’s Policy Problem Book, is the following: = | 

 We'should use our best efforts, through the Conciliation Commis- 
sion and through diplomatic channels, to insure the implementation of 
the General Assembly resolution of December 11, 1948;. ce 
- We should endeavor to persuade Israel to accept the return of those 
refugees ‘who so desire, in the interests of justice and as an evidence 
of its desire to establish amicable relations with the Arab world; _ 
-. We should furnish advice and guidance to the governments of the — | 
‘Arab states in the task’ of absorbing into their economic and social 
structures those refugees who do not wish to return to Israel. | 

(6) Attitudes of UN, individual governments, and refugees them- 
selvestoward the problem. © 

(a) Attitude of the UN. CO a 
_. Count Bernadotte, the slain Palestine Mediator, very early estab- 

lished the principle of UN responsibility for the Palestine refugees. In 

- 8 See telegram Telmar. 19, September™ 28, 1948, to Paris, Foreign Relations, 
1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1427. 2 

-- ® See Secretary Forrestal’s letter to Chairman Bloom, January 25, p. 697. _
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Conclusion (G) of his report, dated September 16, in Part Three (As- 

sistance to Refugees),hesaid: = a | 

“So long as large numbers of the refugees remain in distress, I be- 
lieve that responsibility for their relief should be assumed by the 
United Nations in conjunction with the neighbouring Arab States, the 
Provisional Government of Israel, the specialized agencies, and also 
all the voluntary bodies or organizations of a humanitarian and non- 
political character.” - oo 

However, at the Third Session of the General Assembly in Paris, the 
United States Delegation was careful to insist in conversations with 

‘other Delegations that there was no legal responsibility for refugee 

relief devolving upon the United Nations. The United States Delega- 

tion succeeded in eliminating from the United Kingdom draft of the 

Preamble of the resolution before the Third Committee providing for 
an emergency relief program, a paragraph which would have estab- 

lished United Nations responsibility for this problem. ‘The issue was 

placed before the Third Committee and the Assembly on its own merits 

as a question involving humanitarian as well as political elements 

which would have to be met on an ad hoc basis without establishing a 

precedent for similar United Nations action in other cases. - 

- Nevertheless, in the eyes of the refugees themselves and to an even _ 

greater extent in the view of the Arab Governments, there is a United 

Nations responsibility for the care of the refugees only slightly less 

than an imagined United States responsibility, since the Arab Govern- 

ments are prone to insist that Israel would not have come into existence 

without United States support and, had there been no Israel, there 

would have been no refugees. ae os 

Subsequent to the passage of the resolution, the UN in the field, 

under the directorship of Ambassador Stanton Griffis, has undertaken 

primary responsibility for the emergency phase of refugee relief. There 

is no doubt that the Secretary General, Mr. Trygve Lie, feels convinced 

that the United Nations must continue to show effective leadership in 

meeting this problem. However, in essence, the continuing participa- 

tion of the United Nations in dealing with the interim and long-range 

phases of the matter will depend on the attitudes of the Governments 

who compose the United Nations. SO oe 

_ (b) Attitudes of Governments. ee | 

_ It was significant that when the Palestine refugee problem was con- | 

sidered by Committee 3 in Paris last autumn, support was more verbal _ 

than valuable in tangible terms. Mr. Mayhew of the British Delega- 

tion, at the very commencement of the session, insisted that the Third 

Committee should immediately devise measures to meet the refugee _ 

problem. When asked, however, what measures the United Kingdom
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had in mind or even if its delegation had a draft resolution, Mr. 

Mayhew confessed that they had neither ideas nor the embodiment of 

ideas in resolution form. The British attitude seemed to be one of view- 

| ing with great alarm, but most of the spade work in developing the 

resolution which was finally adopted by the Assembly was done by the 

United States Delegation. It is probable, however, that it was due to 

British influence that the Netherlands and Belgium associated them- 

selves with the United Kingdom, and the United States, in jointly 

sponsoring a resolution. Unfortunately, however, the interest of these 

governments in contributing to the refugee relief in more tangible 

terms than sponsorship of a resolution has not proved to be very great. 

Although the Belgian Government has contributed ap proximately one- 

half a million dollars, the Dutch have given nothing, while the French | 

contribution still awaits Parliamentary approval. The British con- 

tribution totals one million pounds. ee a 

The response of other governments has been even less enthusiastic. 

In fact, the great brunt of relief expenditures has been borne, perforce, 

by the Arab States, on whom these refugees are quartered. Dr. Bayard | 

Dodge estimates that from the time the first refugees escaped from 

Haifa and Jaffa in the spring of 1948, to December 1 in that year, the 

| Arab Governments contributed $11 million in cash or kind to their 

sustenance. This sum, in light of the very slender budgets of most of 

these Governments, is relatively enormous.* - 2 

. _ The conclusion ‘seems inescapable, therefore, that even though the 

United Nations should formulate a program for the interim and long- 

range relief periods, its constituent Governments cannot be relied 

upon for very effective contributions with the possible exception of 

the United Kingdom. , ) = . 

The United Kingdom has definitely indicated its mounting concern 

at the refugee problem, realizing as it does how the presence of 700,000 

demoralized and hungry people can threaten the entire stability of 

the strategic Middle East in which the United Kingdom has a vital 

interest. Thus, the British Foreign Secretary on March 2 spoke to 

- Ambassador Douglas in London of the depth of his concern regarding 

the plight of the Arab refugees. Mr. Bevin felt that this was a problem 

of alarming proportions which “deserves the utmost efforts of the 

United States and United Kingdom ‘as well as the United Nations”, 

to say nothing of being a political problem of the first magnitude 

7 for the reestablishment of peace in the Middle East (London telegram 

787, March 37°), TE oe , 

“*The total direct relief offered the Arab refugees by the Israeli Government 
ad ae eae 500 cases, of oranges. [Footnote in the source text.] :
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. Although this was the attitude of the British Foreign Secretary, 
his Foreign Office has as yet not formulated concrete proposals for 
meeting the problem. Nevertheless; British Missions in the Middle 
East have been circularized with a questionnaire and the Foreign 
Secretary, who-displays a keen personal interest in the matter, in the 
last week of February directed that: the views of the Commonwealth 
Governments regarding the refugee problem be ascertained, as they 
might be helpful not only in a material way but also in the United 
Nations. Mr. Bevin thought that India and Pakistan, which have 
wide experience in handling refugee problems, might be of particular 
help. He felt also that the French Government should be consulted 
because of its wide Moslem responsibilities. (London telegram 742, 
Marchi"). 2 0 So | 
- On the basis of this evidence, therefore, there would seem to be 
ground for considerable spade work: with the British. ‘Through the 
British Middle East Office the United Kingdom has extensive economic 
contact with the Arab Governments and an immense reservoir of 
experience on which to draw. Furthermore, in very concrete terms the 
British should be able to tap the resources of such great engineering 
firms as Gibbs and. Cox, who, it is understood, have prepared detailed 
engineering plans for river development projects and land improve- 
ment schemes in Transjordan and other areas where Palestine refugees 
might be settled. — en a | 
» Since the British and American Governments are in ‘concert. as to 
their strategic requirements in the Middle East, it would seem. abso- 
lutely essential that any program for that area in regard to refugee 
relief which would be sponsored by this. Government, either in-the 
United Nations or as a separate project, should be accomplished in the 
closest accord. with the United: Kingdom Government. - = 
 .(¢) Attitude of the Refugees Themsewess = 3 = 

_ All reports ‘from the field—i.e., those of. Dr. Bayard Dodge and 
Mr.:Colin: Bell of ‘the Friends Service. Committee, recently returned 
from Gaza, and of Mr. St. Aubin, the Field Director in:the Near East 
of the American Red Cross, plus reports from United States Missions 
in that.area—confirm that the great bulk of the refugees wish to return 
to their homes and cling to the illusion that it will be possible todoso. 
. The danger: point will come when the ‘refugees realize that ‘it: will 
be impossible for the majority te return home. It is true that Mr. Stan- 
ton Griffis in Cairo’s airgramy A254, March 1," expresses the-opinion that, once peace is restored, large numbers of refugees will infiltrate - 
across the Israeli border and return to their former abode.-Neverthe- 

“Not printed 9 8
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less, the Representatives of the Provisional Government of Israel have 
very clearly indicated that Israel has no intention of taking back more 
than a portion of the refugees. The Israeli Representative in Wash- _ 
ington, Mr. Eliahu Elath, told Mr. Mark Ethridge that he thought. 
that maybe ‘the Christian Arabs might be permitted to return but 
that the Moslem Arabs would be an intractable element who could not 

assimilate in Israel. Furthermore, Israeli authorities have followed a 
systematic program of destroying Arab houses in such cities as Haifa 
and in village communities in order to rebuild modern habitations for 
the influx of Jewish immigrants from DP. camps in Europe. There | 

| are, thus, in many instances, literally no houses for the refugees to | 
return to. In other cases incoming Jewish immigrants have occupied 
Arab dwellings and ‘will most certainly not relinquish them in favor 
of the refugees. Accordingly, it seems certain that the majority of 
these unfortunate people will soon be confronted with the fact that 
they will not be able to. return home. Unless some alternative is pre- 
pared:and some hope offered them of an improved life in the future, 
it is certain that the political, to say nothing of the social, repercussions 
ofthis discovery willbeverygreat. 2 

If a proper program can be devised and implemented promptly, it 
is to be anticipated that the refugees will cooperate in carrying out 

the program, especially since they will in any-case have no alternative. 
These people, forthe most part, have long been inured to hardship and 
to life on a subsistence level. Although they have a very natural desire 
to return to their local fig tree and vine, to use Ambassador Griffis’ 
phrase, it should be possible, if they had a reasonable prospect of 

acquiring some other fig tree and vine elsewhere, to maintain their 
morale and to put tools in their hands for their own salvation. The — 

_ danger will be, if through lack of a proper program or adequate funds, 
they. find themselves, on one hand, cut off froma hope of return to their 
former homes and, on the other hand, bereft of hope in establishing a 
new life for themselves elsewhere. If this should transpire it seems 
almost a foregone conclusion that the ensuing conditions of unrest 
and despair would provide a most fertile hotbed: for the implantation 

of Communism, :and we should in that moment, expect. to see in.the 
vitally important strategic Middle East a reproduction of the present 

"It is the present poliey of the Arab states to insist upon the repatria- 
tion of all the Palestinian refugees, and:none of the Arab states with 
the exception of Transjordan contemplates the permanent, settlement 
of any refugees: within its own territory. It.can be assumed that, the 

most virogous efforts will have to be exerted by the Conciliation Com- 

501-887—77——54
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mission and by interested governments if the Arab states are to be 
persuaded to adopt a more realistic and cooperative attitude towards 
this question. Moreover, it can be assumed that their active cooperation 
could only be obtained under the following circumstances: | 

(1) they would require evidence that substantial material assistance 
would be forthcoming from outside sources to.aid in solving the ref- 
ugee problem: | 

(2) they would require assurances that such aid would be of ma- 
terial benefit to their countries and populations, as well as to the 
refugees themselves; | 

(3) they would require assurances that the administration of such 
aid would involve no derogation of sovereignty ; and 

(4) they would require evidence that Israel was prepared to co- 
operate effectively in the liquidation of the refugee question, = 

(7) United States Public Attitude Toward the Problem. | 
_ The American public, generally is unaware of the Palestine refugee 
problem, since it has not been hammered away at by the press or radio. 
Aside from the Vew York Times and the Herald Tribune, which have 
done more faithful reporting than any other papers, there has been 
very little coverage of the problem. With the exception of a Sunday 
feature article by Max Boyd, the wire service stories, if filed, have not 
been used. Editorial comment is still more sparse. Freda Kirchwey in 
Nation, a few editorials in America (Catholic), an editorialized article 
in the Vew Leader and one editorial each in the Baltimore Sun andthe _ 
Des Moines Register nearly exhausts the list. Most of the news articles 
and editorials have had a friendly slant, except for the New York Post, 
which was violently opposed to helping the Arabs. While some of the 
articles have addressed themselves to the question of the nature of the 
settlement as regards repatriation or resettlement, none of them have 
raised the question of continuing aid. Consequently one may conclude 
that, barring any dramatic developments which would arouse prej- 
udices or create new issues, a continuing but not spectacular aid pro- 
gram would probably be supported by the enlightened few, and would 
not, in all likelihood, run into strong opposition. | oe 

Congressional Attitude. | Fe 
_ In considering the authorizing legislation for the U.S. contribution 
of $16,000,000, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee was chiefly 
concerned with the fact that the U.S. Delegation at Paris had taken 
action which appeared to commit the U.S. morally, if not legally, to a 
contribution thus placing Congress in the position of being a rubber 
stamp. It was also concerned about the establishment of a precedent 
under which the United States might undertake other programs of 
‘this character which would not be supported by all UN Members on 
the basis of the regular.scale of contributions. There was no challenge
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of the thesis that the contribution was in the national interest, an argu- 

ment which, though valid, is apparently tiresome because over-worked. 

- The House Committee on Foreign Affairs readily accepted the 

Senate action on the U.S. contribution but raised questions concerning 

the possible application of the matching principle as a condition for 

the U.S. contribution. The point was not pressed in this instance but 

is one which should be borne in mind in connection with any further 

program. an | | 

Neither the Senate nor the House Committee probed the problem of 

continuing assistance. The Department rested its case on the need for 

relief over a limited period of time on the basis that aid was essential 

to contribute to the peace settlement and stabilization in the Near East. | 

It also stressed the General Assembly resolution declaring that the 

right of refugees to return to their homes should be recognized, and 

the role of the Conciliation Commission in facilitating the economic 

and social rehabilitation of the refugees. An aside remark by one of 

the senators in the hearings that the program might go on for three or 

five years was not taken up. This was the only intimation that Con- 

gress might expect to be faced with a request for some kind of con- 

tinuing program. The fact that it was not picked up is probably more 

significant in connection with the lack of opposition to the present 

program than in relation to the possibility of a continuing program. 

| No statement has been made at any time that no further assistance 

wouldbeneeded. 
The Senate adopted the joint resolution without objection after the 

presentation of the report of the Senate Committee (which was also 

adopted unanimously) had been presented by Senator Connally. The 

- House Committee was unanimous in the adoption of its report to the 

House. The-only hitch thus far has been in the House Rules Committee 
which postponed action on the rule to report the measure because its 

members had, with one exception, never heard of the Arab Refugee 

problem Ce, 

_ It is perhaps not unreasonable to conclude from the foregoing that a 

reasonable program for continuing aid would not meet with strong 

opposition in Congress. However, the form.of such aid, the question 

of whether it is multilateral or unilateral, and its bearing upon other 

aid programs, are matters on which the success or failure of continuing 

aidmayhing. 
(8) Attitude of Individuals and-Groups Interested in the Problem. | 

The private groups interested in the Palestine Refugee prob- 

lem consist primarily of. the following: (a) the oil companies 

(ARAMCO, Standard of N.J., Socony Vacuum, Gulf Oil Company, | 

American Independent Oil Company; Standard of California, Stand-
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ard of New York, and the Texas Company, all of whom have varying 
degrees of interest; (6) Church groups, particularly the American 
Friends Service Committee, the Church World Service Committee, 
the National Catholic Welfare Conference, the Lutheran World Relief 
and several small denominations all of whom are associated directly 
or indirectly with welfare or religious projects in. the Near East; (c) 
lay groups such as the Near East Foundation, the Near East College 
Association, Middle East Relief, Inc., Middle East Union, Committee 
for Holy Land Appeal (an over-all body comprising most of the 
aforementioned groups for the purpose of raising emergency funds) 
and the American Red Cross. A’number of interested individuals, 
some of whom are closely identified with one or more of-the above 
groups include the following: Winthrop Rockefeller, Nelson Rocke- 
feller, Bayard Dodge, Kermit Roosevelt, Harold Hoskins, Lowell 
Thomas, Barclay Acheson, Dr. Patton, Edward Miller, Col. Eddy, 
Terry Duce, and Garland Hopkins. — | 
All of the foregoing would probably give strong support for public 

assistance measures designed to stabilize the Near East and to promote 
the welfare of those peoples. Most of these groups are associated with 
or might be interested in contributing or raising funds from private 
sources for long-range welfare projects in the area. A campaign .is | 
to be launched shortly on the initiative of Kermit Roosevelt and 
Garland Hopkins to raise funds for a refugee welfare program. Pres- 
ent thinking is that it should extend over a five-year period. The oil 
companies when approached for relief funds last autumn were re- 
luctant to support a feeding program and indicated, at that time, 
their greater concern and possible willingness to participate finan- 
cially in longer range projects which would be of permanent. value 
to the Near Eastern peoples. They will undoubtedly contribute 
through appropriate channels to private projects of this character. 
The possibility that some of them might also be induced to finance 
useful work projects in certain areas should not be excluded in the 
event that funds from other sources are inadequate. A $5 million 
figure was tossed about last autumn ’as a tentative indication of oil 
company interest in long-range welfare projects, but it would be un- 
wise to accept this figure as even a tentative target until the:programs 
of voluntary agencies are more fully developed. | ro | 

Welfare programs are needed immediately in the refugee centers 
and every effort should be made to induce the voluntary agencies to 
develop and finance such programs. The campaign referred to above 
is the only major effort being undertaken. However, it is unlikely 
that any program financed from this source could be developed in the 
field for many months. Regardless of the time factor it is important
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that any such program be coordinated with the planning of the con- | 

tinuing aid program. Coa Bee) a 

The first approach to the private groups should probably be made 

at an early date in order to ascertain in more detail the nature of the 

projects envisaged. We might wish to encourage in-camp training 

projects as the best means to enable the refugees to adapt themselves 

to new conditions. We can reveal our concern about continuing aid, 

but indicate that it is a difficult and complex problem which cannot 

be quickly or easily implemented. Moreover, an initial effort. on the 

part of private groups. will be of value in urging public assistance 

as it becomes clear that the magnitude of the problem is too great for | 

them to cope with. Their fund-raising activities and the attendant 

publicity will call attention to the continuing need and help pave.the | 

way for Congressionalaction, = ee eS 

a RECOMMENDATIONS _ ae 

| _ The following objectives are recommended as a basis for planning 

with respect to the problem, subject to change as the plan develops: 

(1) To stimulate the adoption of plans to expedite the transfer of | 
the problem from its present unproductive relief basis to a basis for 
adefinitive settlement; = | . 

(2) To persuade Israel to accept the principle of. repatriation of 
an agreed number or category of refugees, with provision by Israel | 

for appropriate safeguards of civil and religious rights and on con- 

dition that those repatriated desire to live at peace within Israel and 
to extend full allegiance thereto; _ uae 

_ (8) To persuade Israel to initiate the gradual repatriation of an 

agreed number orcategoryassoonaspossible; 
(4) To urge the Israeli Government to make equitable compensation 

for the property and assets of those refugees who do not desire to 

return and of those whose property and assets have been expropriated 
or otherwise disposed of by the State of Israel; i, 

_ (5) To provide for the permanent settlement in Arab Palestine in 

the near future of as large-a number of the refugees as appears eco- 

nomically practicable; = = a So 
~ (6) Under the assumption that Arab Palestine, or at least a large 

portion thereof, will be allotted to Transjordan in the final peace 

settlement, to undertake concerted planning with the British Govern- 

ment with a view to the early integration of a large portion of the 

refugee population into the economic. and political structure of the 
expanded stateasa whole; a | Oo 

(7) To examine the developmental resources common to Israel and 
the expanded state of Transjordan, with special reference to their 
water resources, with a view to stimulating cooperative economic 
development projects, where feasible, for the mutual benefit of both 

states; _ = i | ed 

(8) If the repatriation of substantial number of refugees becomes 
feasible, to give special consideration to those areas having the greatest
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relative concentrations of refugees, particularly Lebanon, which is 
undergoing serious economic pressures and facing potential political 

| pressures, and the Gaza area of southwestern Palestine, with its limited 
developmental. potentialities ; — 

(9) With respect to those refugees who cannot. be assimilated in 
Israel or the expanded state of Transjordan, to examine the poten- 
tialities for permanent resettlement elsewhere in the Near East, bear-. 
ing in mind the capabilities of northeastern Syria and northern Iraq, 
where basic manpower shortages and large cultivable areas exist; 

(10) Where feasible, in the resettlement of refugees, to plan on 
utilization of projects which will contribute to the long-range develop- _ 
ment of the productive capacity and economic potential of the area, 
as contrasted with short-term projects which might be without ulti- 
mate benefit to the countries involved. | 

In a memorandum of March 28 to Mr. McClintock, James Q. Reber of the 
Executive Secretariat stated that the Policy Paper had been shown informally 
to the Secretary of State, the Under Secretary, and Mr. Rusk and that the 
Secretary had informally approved the “conclusions” (actually, the recom- ~ 
mendations). The memorandum also stated that “This approval and knowledge 
of ‘the specific policy issues included in the paper are sufficient to permit 
Mr. McGhee’s operations to be initiated.” Mr. McClintock quoted the memo- 
randum in telegram 147 of March 25 to Mr. McGhee at Beirut. The memorandum 
and telegram are both filed under 501.MA Palestine/3-2249. | 

501.BB Palestine/3~1649 : Telegram a : | a 

. Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET JERUSALEM, March 16, 1949—11 a. m. 

_ 230. Palun 86. [From Ethridge.] Comay*! met with Jerusalem 
Committee as official representative Israel, accompanied by Lifshitz 
and Goulan. He proposed plan consisting internationalization Old 
City, division remainder area between adjacent states, and interna- 
tional authority over holy places in area. a 

Introductory statement largely devoted historical summary similar 
previous statements by Israel representatives on subject, but contain- 
ing unusually strong condemnation UN for failure implement inter- 
nationalization city or assuming responsibility for its protection. 
World opinion described as apathetic when Jerusalem under attack 
and siege. Jewish Jerusalem today in fact part of Israel and Jewish 
inhabitants citizens psychologically and in fact. Inconceivable they 
should be placed under international regime or that Israel could have 
part in such solution. Present day situation entirely different from 
1947 when Jewish Agency reluctantly accepted internationalization. 

_*Michael Comay, Director of the British Commonwealth Division in the Israeli 
Foreign Office. .
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' In presenting plan he emphasized that world interest Jerusalem 
largely religious and historical. This interest concentrated in Old 
City which only half one per cent area and 15 per cent population area. 
Rest of area predominantly sectarian and world interest would be 
fully met by international authority over holy places. He judged from 
past evidence UN does not want responsibility for governing entire 

area, and this not necessary. | | : 
Israel not willing renounce Old City to permanent Transjordan 

rule. This would be perpetuation unstable and explosive situation. He 

expressed desire that two parties in control of city proceed to per- 

manent demarcation Arab-Jewish areas. Committee agreed to facili- 
tate this with assistance consuls who participated in previous talks this 
subject. US and French Consul envisioned. | 

Comay said he could not commit his Government at this stage, but 

Committee members are uncertain whether any flexibility in position. 

Appears certain Israel will not agree to Jerusalem as legal entity 

separate from Israel. Possible it might relinquish demand re Old City, 

resulting international regime limited to holy places. Committee mem- 

bers and USDel considers internationalization Old City only basically 

unfair and unacceptable. Committee has previously adopted general 

attitude that incorporation city into adjacent states not compatible in- 

ternational regime. In introductory statement, chairman of committee 

explained its general view that regime compatible with GA resolution 

might consist international authority with jurisdiction holy places 

and matters common concern, local Arab and Jewish administrations 
for remaining government functions. ee | | 

~ Committee will probably not meet with Comay before presenting 
progress report to PCC and talking with Arab representatives in 
Beirut. [Ethridge. ] a - Co | 

Ce | re —- Burverr 

867N.01/3-1049 : Telegram OS Oe | en 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iraq? 7 

CONFIDENTIAL | - ‘Wasutneton, March 16, 1949—4 p. m. 

94, Embtel 101 March 10.2 While recognizing Iraq’s needs in combat- | 
ting possible subversive elements US unable consider lifting arms 
embargo before peace settlement achieved Palestine or SC Res May 29 

Lo This telegram was repeated to Tehran, Damascus, Moscow, Ankara, and 

“} Not printed; it reported that a note from the Iraqi Foreign Office cited 
dangers that Kurdish forces led by Mustafa al-Barzani would in a few days try 

- to enter Iraq. The forces were said to be supported by the Soviet Union and 
under its influence, in order to achieve Soviet political aims (867N.01/3-1049).
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rescinded. Dept assumes Fonoff realizes embargo could not be lifted 
forIraqalone, 

_ Emb shld point out that speedy conclusion armistice agreements 
as called for by GA Res Dec 11 wld hasten final peace settlement. 

S67N.01/3-1749 | a ee 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 
African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET =. . ... .  [Wasutneton,] March.17, 1949. 
Subject: Israel-Transjordan Situation. 
Discussion: Be - ae 

_ In response to your request, there are submitted hereunder pertinent 
excerpts from information we have received concerning the situation 
between Transjordan and Israel subsequent to my memorandum to 
youofMarch14% 2 OS a 

_ Dr. Bunche on March 11 cabled the Security Council that he had 
directed United Nations observers to make a thorough and prompt 
investigation of all complaints, to verify military positions and their 
date of establishment and to apply fully the conditions of the truce. 
He added that at the time the cable was sent he had had no reports 
from observers which verified that there had been any fighting in the | 
area, | | 

On March 13 Dr. Bunche cabled the Security Council that United 
Nations observers were in the field and were making on the spot in- 
vestigations, but that owing to poor transportation and communica- 
tions facilities he did not yet have their detailed reports and could 
not therefore submit to the Council a definite report on this matter. 
He added that the only incident of fighting thus far reported involved 
an exchange of fire between Arab Legion and Israeli elements in the 
vicinity of Ghamr .(just over the border in Transjordan) prior to the 
signing of the cease-fire on March 11. In this engagement one Arab 
Legion armored car was disabled. Dr. Bunche also stated that he had 

| formally requested the Israeli and Transjordan delegates at Rhodes 
to inform their Governments that military activity of this kind, re- 
gardless of whether actual fighting eventuated, must be regarded as | 
contrary to the conditions of the truce imposed by the Security Council. 

On March 16 our Legation in Amman cabled that according to the 

: *Not printed; it summarized reports alleging or denying Israeli incursion 
into Transjordan (767N.90i/3-1449). | : _ | Oe
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Arab Legion Israeli soldiers are crossing the Transjordan frontier in 

the area of Gharandal to steal-sheep. The Legion has been ordered to 

take no action until United Nations observers have been able to reach 

the area. If after that forays continue the Legion may have to open fire. 

_ The Department has thus not yet received a definite answer as to 

whether the Israelis actually did cross the Transjordan frontier. The 

report. from United Nations observers, which apparently will be as 

authoritative as any we shall receive, has not'yet comein? = 
~ Meanwhile, we have been receiving disturbing reports concerning 

the situation onthe Israeli-Iraqi:-frontier: Information has come in to 

the effect that the Israelis are moving troops into that area, and the 

Iraqis, ‘the -Transjordanians, and.the British are fearful that the 

Israelis may be about to commence hostilities against the Iraqi-held 
| area of Arab Palestine. In response to our inquiry, the Israelis have 

admitted that they are moving troops into the area but have stated 
that they are doing so.in order to afford Israeli farmers protection 

against cattle and food stealing raids allegedly being made from the 

Iraqi area. This is going on at a time when preparations are being 

made for the withdrawal of the 20,000 Iraqi troops ‘in the area ‘and 

their replacement by 2,000 men of the badly over-extended Arab 

Legion. The Israeli object to this, and state that it is a violation of the 

truce because the substitution of the Army of one sovereign power for 

another is not anormal troop replacement. =. 

- In our opinion, there is a real and disturbing possibility that Israel 

may be about to undertake hostilities in this area, in order to occupy 

more of the Palestine territory allotted to the Arabs. by the Novem- 

ber 29 General Assembly Resolution and to present the world with 

another ‘fait accomplz. Our Mission in Tel Aviv cabled to day that the 

Israeli Chief of Staff has sent a warning to the United Nations that 

Israel may have to take military action to stop the Arab raids (tele- 

gram No. 211 of March 16)? (Tab A). The Mission adds that there 1S 

no tangible evidence that Israel contemplates military action but sug- 

gests that you may care to point out to Israeli Foreign Minister 

Sharett, during his call upon you tomorrow, the desirability of taking 

no action which would lead to hostilities. In this the Mission in Tel 

Aviv concurs with a conclusion which we had reached. A memorandum 

2Mr. Stabler advised, on March 18, that General Riley the same morning had 

“Confirmed that Israelis did cross frontiers and that four or five Israeli jeeps 

were cut off in Transjordan territory at point northern Gharandal.” The General 

also stated that he had received the assurances. of the. Israeli commander that 

sige had been removed to the Palestine side (telegram 117, (867N.01/
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discussing the points which might be taken up with Mr. Sharett dur- 
ing his call upon you tomorrow is being sent to youtoday* = = 

‘ Baghdad, on March 17, reported that the Iraqi Foreign Minister had requested 
urgently to see Ambassador Crocker to express the hope that “US either through 
Tel Aviv or USDel, PCC would take effective measures to guarantee that Israel 
will not take advantage transfer Iraqi troops by sending Jewish troops and 
people into vacated area [ie the Nablus—Jenin-Tulkarm triangle] which 
Transjordanians and local Arabs plan populate.” The Foreign Minister also 
stated that “Iraq wants find peaceful solution Palestine problem and authorizes 
Transjordan discuss armistice with Israel for areas now in Iraqi hands.” 
(Telegram 115, 501.BB Palestine/8—1749) 
Ambassador Crocker, on March 21, informed the Department of his first 

conversation with newly appointed Foreign Minister Jamali, who “asked again 
for US assurances that Israel would not take advantage Iraq—Transjordan 
switch.” The Ambassador “reiterated our position re inability act unilaterally 
and emphasized US will do everything possible to help adjust Palestine problem 
through UN. Further, I expressed as main hope for Arabs necessity their coming 
to grips with realities and taking advantage UN machinery which offers. best 
hope for quick adjustment matter, ...Jamali expressed keenest disappoint- 
ment re our unwillingness go along with Iraqi viewpoint and pull Iraq’s chest- 
nuts out of the fire.” (Telegram 128 from Baghdad, 501.BB Palestine/3-2149) 

501.BB Palestine/3-1849 : Telegram | 

. Mr. Fraser Wilkins to the Secretary of State — | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ _ Ruopxs, March 17, 1949-—12 noon. 
[Unnumbered.] For Satterthwaite from Wilkins at Rhodes. | 
(1) According information from Riley and Vigier to Bunche 

Israeli-Lebanese armistice agreement is delayed because Israelis insist 
on inclusion article providing Israelis may continue occupy strategic 
points Lebanese territory until Syrian armistice is concluded1 
_ Lebanese delegation, on other hand, has informed Israeli delega- 
tion and Bunche disagreeable [i¢ is agreeable?] clause providing 
“no warlike act or act of hostility shall be conducted from territory 
controlled by one of the parties to this agreement against the other | 
party”. | 

Israelis however are not satisfied believing Lebanese territory might 
still be used by Syria. Lebanese consider their proposal adds Lebanese 
guarantee to UN guarantee. Bunche considers Israeli article intro- 
duces new element into terms of reference of negotiations which was 
not raised at time Lebanese and Israelis agreed to negotiate under UN 

*In a telegram received at the United Nations on March 17, Mr. Bunche stated 
that an Israeli-Lebanese armistice agreement was “held up solely by Israeli 
intransigence” ; that he had informed Mr. Shiloah “in most emphatic terms that 
Israeli position in this regard is utterly unreasonable and that if it is not 
changed before end of this week, I must report to SC that Israelis are de- 
liberately blocking Lebanese agreement in apparent attempt to bring pressure 
on Syria”; and that “Israeli good faith” was involved. The text of Mr. Bunche’s 
message was transmitted to the Department by New York in telegram 356, 
March 17, 2: 50 p. m., 501.BB Palestine/3-1749,
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chairmanship in accordance with SC resolution November 16. Leba- | 

nese delegation and Israeli delegation agreed on March 15 to refer 

issue to their governments and meet again on March 23. Bunche sub- 

sequently informed Israelis at Rhodes he considers their continued : 

insistence on Lebanese signing agreement sanctioning presence Israeli - 

troops on Lebanese soil for indefinite period so unreasonable that he 

feels compelled to report matter to SC and seriously to consider with- 

drawing from all negotiations.” — | | : 

It seems clear Israelis desire tie Syrian negotiations into Lebanese 

agreement for purpose of bringing pressure on Syria through Lebanon 

to negotiate and subsequently to make withdrawal Israeli troops from 

Lebanese territory contingent on withdrawal Syrian troops from. Is- 

raeli territory. If Israelis continue block agreement Bunche’s present 

program will be prejudiced and commission will undoubtedly be 

questioned at Beirut meeting by Lebanese and other Arab States re- 

garding Israeli good faith and whether real possibility exists to nego- 

| tiate regarding refugees and peace settlement. — | 

In order avert threatened stalemate in Lebanese negotiations it is 

recommended Israeli Government be informed by Department that 

proposed Lebanese clause seems to have same effect as proposed Israeli 

article and that early acceptance would facilitate Bunche’s task and 

commission’s work on eve Beirut meeting®= Se | 

(2) According UP release, Sharett on March 10 warned of possible 

new outbreaks in Palestine, stated that Iraqi irregulars were raiding 

along central front and added Israel may be forced to take action to 

bring things back to normal. Israeli press, in addition, has for some 

time been calling attention to alleged minor incursions from Traqi- 

held Samaria into Israeli coastal plain. Israeli Government. has also 

protested to Bunche on basis of reports regarding replacement of 

Iraqi troops in Central Palestine by Arab Legion. Developments of 
this character generally precede Israeli action. It may be assumed, if 
Israelis are unable make satisfactory arrangements with Transjordan 

in reported meetings with Abdullah regarding widening of Israeli 

coastal strip, that Israeli political and press moves may be accelerated 

and may be followed by Israeli clashes with Iraqis or Arab Legion in 

central sector. Bunche believes such developments might be forestalled 
if US were able to express hope to Israeli Government that press 

_ ? "The telegram from Mr. Bunche, cited in footnote 1 above, stated that if the 
Israeli position did not change in the next few days, he would “seriously con- 

sider” withdrawing from both the Lebanese and Transjordanian negotiations 

and return to New York. | | 
?Mr. Wilkins, at Beirut, advised the Department on March 19 that “Israelis 

heave informed Bunche they are prepared sign Lebanese agreement immediately 

‘without provision concerning Israeli troops on Lebanese soil.” (telegram 121, 

501.BB Palestine/3-1949) Se i
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reports of possible Israeli action do not indicate deterioration in 
situation. | : Ce le lee 
Sent Department through Navy. Repeated to Beirut, Baghdad, 
Amman, Damascus and Jerusalem. ae a 

501.BB Palestine/3-1849: Telegram - 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET NIACT © JERUSALEM, March 18, 1949—8 a. m.. 
US URGENT © Copal | a : 

~ 933. Palun 88. For Acheson from Ethridge. Technical study en- 
titled “Arab refugee problem” handed me yesterday by Israeli Gov- 
ernment largely repeats Sharett’s statement in previous conversations. 
Study begins with denial of responsibility, minimizes dislocation and 
in brief can be summed up in one sentence “when the whole matter 
comes up for discussion in the context of general peace talks the 
Israeli Government will consider whether conditions ‘are. stable 
enough for a certain number to come back without creating a security 
problem”. Study emphasizes Israeli viewpoint that resettlement. in 
Arab ‘states is main solution and not repatriation and continues with 
estimate of abilitiesof Arabstatestoabsorbthem. === t—i—Ct«~t™s | 
‘Pouching text. = 7 ee ee a 

_ Sent Department, repeated Baghdad 17, Damascus 14, Cairo 17 ; 
Jidda 8, Amman 18. [Ethridge.] Dla re 

501.BB Palestine/3-1849: Telegram - 7 DO a 
_ The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET JERUSALEM, March 18, 1949—11 a.m. 
238. Palun 87. [From Ethridge.] While we intend to continue ef- 

forts to achieve substantial degree internationalization Jerusalem we 
consider agreement on separate legal entity practically out of question 
unless USG willing apply strongest pressure. Mayor New City 
sixteenth insisted to Jerusalem committee that Israel entitled to all 
Jerusalem. _ re : 
USDel accordingly thinking along lines possible compromise for- 

mula and submits following for Department’s consideration. Will show 
members Jerusalem committee as informal suggestion. If Department 
and PCC approve we should sound out Arab representatives in Beirut 
on this among other possible plans: Be _ 

1) An international regime is established for the Jerusalem area. 
2) The area shall be permanently demilitarized.
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3) The area is divided into Arab and Jewish zones which shall, 
except as hereafter provided in Article 5, be administered respectively 

by (adjacent Arab State) and Israel as integral parts of their 
territory. | | | | 7 

4) An international authority for the Jerusalem area shall consist 

of a United Nations representative and (of other members?) 
5) The international authority shall have power to make regula- 

tions to assure protection of and free access to the holy places. It may 

provide guards or other personnel at such places, and may also call 
upon the respective local authorities for assistance and cooperation. | 

6) The international authority shall have the right to make repre- 

sentations to the appropriate local Israel and Arab authorities, or to 

the Foreign Ministers of those governments concerning the following 

matters within the Jerusalem area: | oe ots 

-@) Protection of human rights and the rights of distinctive — 
ae roups 5 re a | | | 

—. b) Tree access to and from Jerusalem and within the city; 
~. @) Common public services; a ee 

ad) Maintenance of peace and order ; BC oo 

'-e) The demilitarization of the area. ee | 

7) Whenever the international authority decides that a dispute 
exists concerning any matter specified in paragraphs 5 or 6, and that 

such dispute concerns a matter seriously prejudicial to the welfare 

of the area, or of the international interest therein, it may refer the 

dispute to a special tribunal to be appointed by the president of the | 

International Court of Justice. = _ CO | foo 
8) If the tribunal deems that the dispute is susceptible of decision 

on the basis of law, it shall decide on that basis, utilizing the present 

statute or any of the sources set forth in Article 38, paragraph 1 of 

the statute of the International Court of Justice. Such decisions shall 
, be legally binding on the parties. 

9) If the tribunal deems that the dispute is not susceptible of 
decision on the basis of law, it shall render an opinion ex aequo et bono, 
giving special consideration, where appropriate, to the principles and 
purposes of the United Nations, important United Nations resolutions | 

and declarations, and important multilateral treaties. Such opinions 

shall be advisory in character, but shall be regarded as embodying 
the judgment of the world community on the question in issue. 

10) Israel and the Arab States shall deposit declarations accepting, 
with respect to legal disputes arising between them concerning the 
Jerusalem area, the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice 
ascompulsory zpso facto and without specialagreement.”? 

Sent Department 238, repeated Amman 19. [Ethridge.] 
| BuRDET?® 

* As in the source text. oe i 
2'The Department replied on March 22, stating that “Although fully sym- 

pathetic problems your most recent draft attempts to reconcile we feel paras. 

1 and 3 are almost mutually exclusive; that right of representation described 

para. 6 in fact gives international authority very little real power; and that 

there are grave doubts as to efficacy legal authority described paras. 7, 8 

and 9, in absence any executive authority. Accordingly we prefer you do not 

submit this draft to PCC or Arab Reps Beirut.” (Telegram 133, identified also 
as Unpal 67, to Beirut, 501.BB Palestine/3-1849)
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867N.113/3-1849 : Telegram | oe oe | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

TOP SECRET US URGENT =§ WasuineTon, March 18, 1949—8 p. m. 
945. Brit Emb Mar 17 orally informed Dept that a request for 

arms under Anglo-Transjordan treaty had been received from King 
Abdullah and that in view of recent Israeli moves in Pal and espe- 
cially situation on Iraqi front “it will no longer be possible to refuse 
to send arms to Arab Legion”. Brit Emb said Bevin informing US 
Amb of this move.1 Emb officer thought main reason move was to 
enable Legion to defend itself if attacked by Israelis after taking 
over from Iraqis. = : eS 

_ At working level Dept expressed ‘great concern this move, pointing 
out adverse effect it likely to have on armistice negots and emphasiz- 
ing likelihood resultant ‘presstire to remove US embargo on arms for 
Israel. Dept also stated Israelis might seize upon UK decision as pre- 
text to reopen hostilities. Dept furthermore expressed belief that send- 
ing arms to Legion would place UK in unfavorable moral position, 
since UK, which has stated Israel has acted contrary to UN resolu- 
tions, would be doing so itself. oe | | 

Dept assumes in absence Emb report that Bevin has not raised this 
point or that you have handled it there on same basis as earlier dis- 
cussions same subject. In connection any further discussion this point 
with UKG, they may be told that in our view minimum requirement 
prior to any such step would be notification [consultation] to [with] 2 
mediator = _ 

| a | ACHESON 

a Ata luncheon on March 16, Mr. Bevin expressed to Ambassador Douglas his 
concern regarding Israeli intentions, particularly over the possibility of Israeli 
action against Arab positions in Samaria .He said arms “have continued to 
flow into Israel on such a seale that it is becoming more and more ‘ridiculous’ 
for UK to refuse Arab Legion appeals for arms and ammunition.” Failure to 
heed King Abdullah’s requests “would not only adversely affect UK—Transjordan 
relations which are ‘important to all of us’, but destroy completely Arab Legion 
morale.” (Telegram 1051, March 18, 5 p. m., 867N .01/3-1849) . 7 

- ?'The two corrections were requested by the Department in telegram 1007, 
March 23, 9 p. m., to London (867N -113/3-2349). | 

*This telegram was repeated to Amman and to Jerusalem for Mr. Ethridge. 
London, in reply. on March 19, advised of information from the Foreign Office 
that the British Government would inform Mr. Bunche as soon as a final decision 
was made to begin deliveries (telegram 1079, 867N.113/3-1949). |
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867N.01/3-1949 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, March 19, 1949—2 p. m. 

173. Dept welcomes report that Israel-Lebanon armistice to be 

signed March 19 or 20 and that Syria will enter armistice negotiations. 

Principal point of concern now becomes problem of Iraqi front 

Samaria. Obviously prospect of peaceful settlement on entire Palestine 

question would be greatly set back if fighting broke out over that 

point. Dept believes Israel and Transjordan should proceed promptly 

to armistice agreement, that this armistice agreement should be ex- 

tended to the Iraqi front and that Israel should interpose no objection 

if Iraqi troops turn over Samaria front to Transjordan. As preliminary 

step it would seem desirable for existing cease fire to be extended 

automatically to Iraqi front on assumption by Transjordan of re- 

sponsibility for that area. | oe ) 

- This matter will probably be discussed with Sharett here Tuesday. | 

Request you follow situation closely and do everything possible to 

bring about rapid conclusion Israel-Transjordan armistice.* 
ae | ACHESON 

4 Concerning the latter point, Thomas F. Power, Deputy Secretary-General of 

the United States Mission at the United Nations, notified Mr. McClintock on 

March 18 of a telegram received by Secretary-General Lie from Mr. Bunche 

stating that “the Syrian Government had indicated its readiness to undertake 

armistice negotiations with Israel.” (memorandum of telephone conversation 

by Mr. McClintock, 501.BB Palestine/3-1849) Minister Keeley reported similar 

information from Damascus on March 20, expressing his belief that Prime 

Minister Azm’s decision to negotiate was “motivated primarily by desire to 
avoid giving Israeli possibility of using Syria’s refusal to enter armistice 

negotiations as pretext for refusing to comply with refugee repatriation clause 
of December 11 resolution but also to leave no stone unturned to speed final 

solution Palestine conflict.” The Prime Minister also sought the Minister's 

“friendly advice whether any useful purpose would be served by sending special 

emissary ... to US to endeavor to enlist US support of some reasonable solu- 

tion, I replied that while I felt sure my government would appreciate being 

kept informed of progress in Syrian thinking, it would not welcome any 

démarche that seemed to by-pass PCC” (telegram 151, 501.BB Palestine/3—2049 ). 

501.BB Palestine/3-2049 : Telegram | | oe 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Amman, March 20, 1949—9 p. m. 

121. This afternoon at Shuneh King said that last night he had re- 
ceived Colonel Dayan, Israeli Major whom he described as Sharett’s 
secretary, and Abdullah Tel to discuss Israeli proposals re Arab Legion
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taking over Iraqi frontier (Legtel 118, March 18). He indicated meet- 
ing was friendly. Israelis said there were several territorial adjust- 
ments to be made in “Arab triangle” area but they would not insist they 
be made at this time. Israelis mentioned certain “high places” but did 
not specify. King said it was understood such adjustments would await 
peace settlement. According to His Majesty Dayan then drafted pro- 
posals re this matter which agreed to Legion taking over and post- 
poned until later territorial adjustments. Dayan said he would return 
Tel Aviv with draft and would give King formal answer Israeli Gov- 
ernment March 21 at 1800 hours. Meanwhile Abdullah Tel has gone to 
Beirut to discuss matter with Transjordan Prime Minister. == 

King seemed pleased by progress meeting and indicated he had told 
Israelis he prepared work with them for peace but that their frequent 
changes of heart made it difficult. Re this said that previously Israel 
wanted Iraqi Army leave Palestine and he had worked toward this end 
at H-3 meeting with Iraqi Regent and Prime Minister. Now, however, 
when this almost accomplished Israel appeared to be placing obstacles 
intheway, = ©. | ee - 

Later this afternoon Glubb gave additional details these conversa- 
tions as result his meeting with King and Abdullah Tel this morning 
at Shuneh. Dayan apparently told King Israelis would require road 
from coast Tafula and several high points along railroad in Tulkarm 
area. However, he specifically stated. that Tulkarm and Qalquiliya 
would not be involved and would remain Arab. At this point Abdullah 
Tel said it would be difficult for. Transjordan vis-a-vis other Arab 
states and Palestine Arabs to take over frontier and immediately make 
territorial adjustments in favor Israel. Dayan allegedly replied Israel 
Government understood this and therefore would only request Trans- 
jordan Government sign paper agreeing to certain territorial adjust- 
ments which would not be put into effect until several months after 
take over. | ) | : 

While it will not be known until tomorrow whether meetings will 
result in solution to problem, some speculation exists here that Israel, 
having ascertained King’s attitude favorable certain adjustments, may 
make excessive demands.? a oe - 

Sent Department repeated Baghdad 21, Beirut 18 for USDel.. 

| | : STABLER 

1In the afternoon of March 21, Transjordan agreed to the proposals under 
which Transjordan would take over the Iraqi front. Abdullah el-Tel, at 9 p. m., 
the same day met at Jerusalem with the Israelis who gave their approval to 
io (telegram 122, March 22, 10 a. m., from Amman, 501.BB Palestine/
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867N.01/3+-2149: Airgram ee pos 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State _ | 

Pe -  ..-. SgruUsALEM, March 21, 1949. 

A-41, Amman and Ramallah Arabic newspapers announce the ter- 

mination of the military government in Arab Palestine and the estab- 
lishment of a civil administration, retroactive to March 15, 1949. — 

According to the official announcement Omar Pasha Mater, formerly 

Military Governor General of Palestine has been appointed Civil 

Governor General of Arab Palestine and will be under the Ministry of 

| the Interior of Transjordan. Other appointments are: Abdullah Bey 

el Tel as Commissioner for the Jerusalem District ( seconded from the 

Arab Legion) ; Ahmad Bey el Khalil as Commissioner for Samaria 

District; Na’iem Bey Tougan as Commissioner for Hebron District. 
- The Palestine Post in commenting on the change in government says 

that it was scheduled to take place on April 1, 1949, but that the date 

was advanced in order to present the Arab League and the Arab States 

at the Beirut Conference with the established fact that Transjordan 

was in control of the area. _ ee BO 

ee 
501.BB Palestine/3-2249, | oo oar 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of Statet — 

a a .  [Wasurneton,] March 22, 1949. 

Participants: S—The Secretary 42 
— NA-—Mr. Satterthwaite 

| NE—Mr. Rockwell erro ae | 

~My. Moshe’Sharett, Foreign Minister of Israel ~ 
~ . * . Mr, Eliahu Elath, Israeli Ambassador-Designate 

[Here follow, after “an exchange of amenities,” various views ex-. 
pressed by Mr. Sharett.] Oe BS 

‘ Drafted by Mr. Rockwell. At the outset, according to a‘ memorandum of | 
, Mareh 16 from Mr. Satterthwaite to the. Secretary, the latter was to see Mr. | 
Sharett on March 18. The memorandum suggested that the Secretary stress to 
his caller recent Israeli moves in the southeastern Negev, a final territorial | 
settlement, the Arab refugee question, the status of Jerusalem, and. “Respect for 
United Nations Decisions.” Concerning the last of these subjects. Mr. Satterth- 
waite wrote of the certainty of Mr. Ethridge that “Mr. Sharett considers Wash- 
ington more friendly to Israel than the Conciliation. Commission and that the 
Foreign Minister has not been sufficiently impressed with United States interest 
in a settlement of the Palestine question through the United Nations. It is sug- 
gested that you may wish to leave no doubt in Mr: Sharett’s mind that the United 
States Government fully supports the authority of the United Nations and the 
Conciliation Commission as regards the final settlement of the Palestine dispute.” 
(501.BB Palestine/3-1649) | an | 

501-887—77——_55 |
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Mr. Sharett said that in his opinion things were going pretty well 
as regards the international position of Israel. An armistice with 
Lebanon would be signed on March 23.? ‘The situation with Iraq was 
not so good, since the Iraqis have decided not to be “contaminated” 
by any contact. with the Jews and desire to be the only Arab. State 
which has not entered into negotiations with Israel. A further comphi- 
catiun was the fact. that Transjordan planned to take over the Iraqi 
position. This would be a major troop replacement which would be 
contrary to the terms of the Palestine truce. In addition, there was 
the difficulty of the raids into Israeli territory from. the Iraqi area. 
In Mr. Sharett’s opinion, Israel had shown remarkable forbearance | 
in not taking retaliatory action, with oneexception. . ee 

At this point, I informed Mr. Sharett that I had discussed the 
situation on the Iraqi front with the President on March 21. The 
President had expressed to me his great concern lest by some mishap 
a military flareup occur in this area. He and I were of the opinion 
that the withdrawal of the Iraqi Army and its replacement: by a 
lesser number of Transjordian troops. was a move in favor of: peace. 
The President was firmly convinced that a renewal of hostilities must 
not be allowed to occur because of the situation on the Iraqi front. 

Mr. Sharett replied that he could give the President and myself his 
complete assurance that Israel had no intention of commencing hostili- 
ties on the Iraqi front. It was not the policy of Israel to seek further 
conflict in Palestine. He said that he could not, of course, assure me 

| that there would not be military action in this area, because one could 
never tell what might happen when two armies opposed each other, 
but that I could inform the President that the policy of Israel was 
to seek to avoid hostilities. ee , 

I then inquired as to the progress of the armistice negotiations with 
Transjordan. Mr. Sharett said that things were not going too smoothly 
there, and that the main trouble was that Transjordan was not a 
free agent. He was certain that if Israel and Trans; ordan were left to. 
negotiate together there would be no difficulty, but that the British 
were interfering. In the first place, it was not true that Israeli forces 
had crossed the Transjordan frontier. He could categorically assure 
me that, based on the border as shown on maps available in Tel Aviv, 
no one in the Israeli capital knew of any Israeli incursion across the 
frontier. Se a ce : Co 

Mr. Sharett stated that Israel was very much disturbed by the 
report that Transjordan had requested the assistance of British troops. | 

| at Aqaba in patrolling the Palestine-Transjordan. frontier. In Tel 

*'The agreement was signed on that date at Ras En-Naqura ; for text, see SC, 4th yr., Special Supplement No. 4.
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Aviv it was suspected that the purpose. behind this request was to | 
enable Transjordan to withdraw. forces from that area to send to the. 

lvaqi front, thus strengthening its position in that area contrary to: 
the. terms. of the truce. In Mr. Sharett’s opinion the British had vio- 

lated the truce in the first place by sending forces to Aqaba and had. 
done so again by reenforcing the garrison later. He stated that Israel 
would be “very much obliged” if the United States. would seek to 

persuade the British to desist from patrolling the Palestine-Trans- | 
jordan frontier. It was pointed out that the Department had received 
no information that the British had decided to accede to Transjordan’s 

---J suggested that if the British did not patrol the frontier and | 

British. forces remained within the town of Aqaba area, Israel surely. 
would not imagine that Great’ Britain had hostile intentions against: 
the Negev, and the presence of British troops in Aqaba should not be 
allowed to affect the Israeh—Transjordan negotiations. Mr. Sharett 
demurred, stating that Israel would have to take inte. consideration,, 

when: it. came time to discuss the reduction of forces, the British troops 
at Aqaba, since to all intents and purposes they were part of military 
forces of Transjordan. He added that Israel hoped to arrange demili- 
tarized strips on both sides of the Palestine-Transjordan frontier in 
the same manner that similar strips had been arranged on both sides 
of the Palestine-Egyptian frontier through the. Isracli-Egyptian 
armistice. The presence of the British troops at Aqaba, however, was. 
« factor which complicated the situation considerably, 0 

I then brought up the question of the Palestinian refugees. Mr. Eth- 
ridge had hoped it might be found possible for Israel to issue some 
kind of conciliatory statement concerning the refugees before the con- 
ference called by the Palestine Conciliation Commission at Beirut, but. 
apparently it had not been possible to arrange this before Mr. Sharett’s. | 
departure. The United States Government was, I said, very much in- 
terested in a solution of the refugee problem and felt that Israel had 
an. important role to play. Mr. Sharett declared that Israel was fully 
cognizant of the implications of the problem as they would affect the 
future relations of Israel with the Arab states. The matter of a possi- 
ble statement had been discussed in a Cabinet meeting and it had been 
decided that Israel could not possibly make such a commitment before 
the matter was discussed in connection with the final peace settlement. | 
In the opinion of the Israeli Government it was out of the question to. 

_ consider the possibility of repatriation of any substantial number of 
the refugees. The most logical solution was resettlement in the Arab 
countries, where so much land was available. Israel was quite prepared 
to make financial contributions to this resettlement, and also, if it were |
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desired, to give technical assistance. Mr. Sharett did not mean to say 
that there would be no repatriation at all. He thought that it might 
be possible for Israel to accept a “limited” number of refugees, such 
as might be necessary to reunite families which had become separated. 
He reiterated his conviction that the matter was one which had to be 
discussed at the peace conference and stated that it was impossible for 

Israel to make any kind of public commitment before that time*®-". _ 

In a separate memorandum of conversation by Secretary Acheson, drafted 
by Mr. Rockwell on March 22, it is recorded that at the close of the meeting, the 

| Israeli Foreign Minister stated that his Government “was very much interested 
in obtaining American technical assistance for the organization and training of 

: the Israeli Army.” Mr. Satterthwaite informed Mr. Sharett that the United States 
had no legal authority to send a military mission to Israel. When Mr. Sharett 
stated that his Government might offer positions as advisers to retired American 
Army. officers, the Secretary replied that the Department would look. into. the 
request (867N -20A/3-2949). | | oo, . oe | a 

501.BB Palestine/3-2249 : Telegram — a | ce 

The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL _—s Berrut, March 22, 1949—8 p. m. 

127. Palun 92. [From Ethridge.] Following conclusion first Com- 
mission meeting with Arab States, Commissioners among themselves 
on March 21 again exchanged preliminary views regarding refugee 
problem,” rs we EE? 

Ethridge suggested that Commission might consider adoption of 
attitude based on following reasoning: | oO 

1. GA resolution December 11 in Paragraph 11 made provision for 
repatriation and compensation. Commission fully supported these in- 
structions and desired detailed views governments and authorities : 
concerned. regarding number wishing return and method determining 
and paying compensation. a teh 

9. GA resolution December 11 in Paragraph 11 instructed Commis- 
sion to facilitate repatriation, resettlement and economic and social 
rehabilitation of refugees, compensation payments and to maintain 
close relations with Griffis and with other US agencies. Commission 
believed for practical reasons greatest emphasis should be given in 
formal and informal discussions with representatives Arab States to 
development of program which would facilitate resettlement, and eco- | 
nomic and social rehabilitation in Arab Palestine and in. Arab States 
of refugees who cannot be repatriated. Commission should stress to 
representatives Arab States it would be wiser in long run to get away 
from the narrow objective of rigid insistence on repatriation and con- 
centrate on broader objective of resettlement and economic and social 
rehabilitation, - Se ee | ae 

+ As set forth in telegram 126 (identified also as Palun 91), March 29, 11 a. m., 
from Beirut, not printed; it stated that Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, 
Syria, and Transjordan were represented (501.BB Palestine/3-2249).
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3, GA resolution December 11 in Paragraphs 6,10, 11 and 12 ap- 

peared to give Commission basis for approaching problem broadly. _ 

4, Following practical steps might be taken by Commission: 

(1) It should be stressed to Arab States that. it is doubtful 
_ Israel would be able absorb more than small number of refugees. 

(2) Arab States should prepare themselves to continue aid thus 

far extended and instead of direct relief should attempt resettle 

refugees and initiate projects forabsorbingthem. | * 

-. :(3)° Peace talks, including particularly territorial. settlement 

in Palestine should commence soonest following Beirut meeting 

_ andcurrentarmisticetalks, | re 

(4) Commission report to April session GA that no general 

- gettlément of Palestine question nor successful conclusion to 

specific problem of refugees seems possible unless there is general 

~ economic development in NE and should recommend that GA call 

upon specialized agencies, internal organizations and member 

‘states to render technical and financial assistance upon request 

governments and. ‘authorities concerned in NE (see following 

telegram). 
_’“ (5). Commission should immediately establish committee of 

experts to survey economic needs of area and on request of gov- | 

- ernments and authorities concerned to render technical assistance 

 ineluding assistance in obtaining financial aid from international 

and other courses (see following telegram). ss | 

‘Ethridge emphasized foregoing was tentative and for Commission’s _ 

consideration and would submit working paper in several days. Boi- 

sanger fully supported. Yalcin agreed. Yalcin also suggested, Commis- 

| sion should determine repatriation figure for Israel but. withdrew | 

suggestion following explanation quotas for Arab States and ‘Israel 

might more logically be established. in light more detailed information 

of various aspects of refugee problem described in Paragraph 11 GA 

resolution December 11. Yalcin added that. during separate talks with 

Syrian and Transjordan representatives he had. gathered. impression 

Syria and Transjordan might vie with each other in taking refugees 

if greater number increased prospect financial and economic assistance, 

presumably fromUS. 
_ .Sent.Department, repeated Jerusalem 26, Damascus 13, Baghdad 11, 

Cairo 14, Jidda and Amman unnumbered. [Ethridge] 0 0 3 

_ Lhe Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to.the Secretary of State. | 

SECRET URGENT : Berrrut, March 22, 1949—6 p. m. 

| 128, Palun 93. From Ethridge and McGhee. Following proposals 

for PCC action on long-range aspects Palestine refugee problem which | 

were discussed in general terms PCC meeting yesterday (see Palun
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92)* submitted for Department’s consent before definitive discussions 
PCC. Proposals based on Department thinking as reported by McGhee, 
on increasing conviction Ethridge and PCC that economic develop- 

_ ment key to long-range solution refugee problem, on desire assure due 
| basis for outside development assistance in light US objective avoid 

direct responsibility and probable Arab reaction against unilateral | 
offer, and on necessity prompt action if assistance under rehabilitation 
program can begin to be effective before termination present UN relief 
program. It is tentatively assumed relief program will not be renewed 

| in light probable difficulty obtaining additional appropriation US 
Congress and in order put pressure on Arab states initiate work relief 
projects. wR AE | | - 

_(1) PCC would report to GA in April that no general settlement 
Palestine question nor solution problem refugees possible without 
general economic development in Near East. PCC would recommend 
to GA that it call on specialized agencies, other appropriate inter- 
national organizations and member states to render on request of 

| governments and authorities concerned, appropriate technical and 
financial assistance. ee (2) Meanwhile PCC, under authority Paragraph 12, GA resolution — 
11 December and pursuant instructions. Paragraphs 6, 10 ‘and 11, 
would appoint technical commission composed of representatives 
mempber.states, specialized agencies and international organizations ' 
most likely be able render technical and _ financial assistance. Com- 
mission would survey economic development needs of area and, 
upon request of governments or authorities concerned, | provide 
appropriate technical assistance including assistance in obtaining 

, hecessary financing for particular. projects from international 
and other sources. It is envisaged that technical commission be headed 
by particularly well-qualified objective US citizen who could command 
confidence US executive, Congress and public, possibly with a UK _ 
deputy. Technical experts might be predominantly US with sprinkling 
of other nationalities. including French to give multilateral flavor. | 
Commission might include as members or observers representatives of 
International Bank, FAO, WHO and other international agencies 
and of private organizations in position render assistance. Commis- 
sion’s approach could emphasize economic development with refugee 
problem in background and be on area basis even though relations | 
with governments concerned would probably be largely bilateral. 
Commission could organize country subcommissions on request indi- 

| vidual governments. and among other things recommend nature 
organization required to carry out program developed. Report of tech- | 
nical commission, with comment PCC and GA, would be available 

_ to all in position render assistance whose efforts could be coordinated 
by technical commission or successor even after termination PCC. 

* Supra. ae oe, a - |
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US acceptance of foregoing should be conditional assurance other 

members PCC that plan could be implemented along lines approved 

by US and assurance Arab states that requests for assistance would 

be forthcoming prior to appointment of commission. In addition to 

Department’s comments on concept and timing of above proposal De- | 

partment’s comment requested on whether GA resolution of 11 Decem- 

‘ber re PCC are considered to provide adequate basis for technical 

commission which could provide authoritative guidance all aspects 

Near East economic development, whether approval for creation of 

commission or for its membership need be obtained from GA prior 

to PCC action, and whether international nature of commission likely 

to affect adversely possibilities financial assistance from Export Im-| 

port Bank and private US sources including ou] companies, Sponsor- — 

ship of technical commission by PCC might serve to allay criticism of 

UN and of US under President’s Point 4 program for favoring one 

area for economic development: over others with comparable needs. | 

_ Assuming acceptance above proposals by Department and PCC, US 

would assume responsibility proposing to PCC plan of organization, 

US candidates and terms of reference for commission and taking 
initiative its activation. Final Department decision re above proposals | 
can await full discussion following McGhee’s return first week April 

after visit remaining Arab states and London. Department’s tentative 

7 views would, however, be helpful now to Ethridge in informal discus- | 

sions with PCC and Arab representatives-in view close timing 1f pro- 

posals are to be considered in AprilG.Asession, OS 

- If Department agrees, please repeat Arab capitals, USDel, New | 

York and London with request. for views to be repeated to Beirut for | 

Ethridge. [Ethridgeand McGhee] | 

| re Pry kERTON 

501.BB Palestine/3—2349 : Telegram ey 

| The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

secrer ntact. ——(“<‘éw~O! CAMMY, March 23, 1949—4 p.m. 

US URGENT mee | 

126. Legtel 123 and 124, March 22.1 King requested me come down 

to Shuneh this morning in order:inform me of developments of last 

| night’s meeting between Transjordan and Israeli representatives. 

“Meetings had taken place in Jerusalem instead of Shuneh and was — 

attended by Fellah Pasha Medadha, Abdullah Tel and Hussein Bey | 

aNeither printed,
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Sirraj (Under Secretary Foreign Office) for Transjordan and by 
Walter Eytan, [garble] Colonel Yigal Yadin and Moshe Dayan for 
Israel... a Rs ee 

Israelis presented detailed. demands for territorial adjustments on 
Iraqi-front which in some instances. represented: Arab withdrawals up 
to 10 miles from present front lines. After many hours conference 
lasting to 1300 hours this morning Israelis modified demands to points 
beyond which further modification out of question. They informed 
‘Transjordan representatives that-Transjordan must agree to,these pro- 
posals: and sign formal agreement within 24 hours or Israel ‘would 
withdraw its agreement to Arab Legion taking over. from Iraqis. 
Another meeting at which Israelis expect final answer is arranged for 
tonightat Shuneh. st - i 

In brief Israeli finalized demands are as follows: © a 
_ 1. Line in north front to be redrawn south of Ummelfahm (MR 
165213) and Arara (MR 159211) to permit free use by Israelis of main 
roadtoAfula, = ee 
2. Line in east which now runs slightly west of Baga (MR 155202)- 

Tulkarm—Qalgiliya. road to be redrawn eastwards, not including 
Israeli possession of Tulkarm or Qalqiliya but including Taiyiba (MR 

| 151186) and Qfargasim (MR 148169). Line would end at Rantis (MR 
152159), now junction between Iragisand ArabLegion. = * 

3. Line in west which now runs through Qaun (MR 194201) to be 
redrawn slightly west. _ er 

Israelis proposed that this agreement remain secret but that as soon : 
as armistice agreement signed at Rhodes, secret agreement ‘(although 
still remaining secret) would immediately be regarded as agreed in 
mutual revision of armistice terms. Implementation of secret agree- 
ment would take place in three stages: 84 

(a2) Within three to four weeks—adjustment eastern lines; 
(6) Within six to eight weeks—adjustment northern lines; and 
(¢) Within three to four months from date of signature full imple- 

mentation secret-agreement. -. a 

__ Asraelis also proposed that with number of days yet to be specified 
all Iraqi forces would be withdrawn from area of former mandated 
territory of Palestine. Oo Co 

‘In return Israel would agree to Legion taking over Iraqi front as 
soon as armistice agreement signed and would authorize Israeli dele- 
gation Rhodes sign armistice at once on basis positions held at time 
cease-fireagreement signed. 8 = © ~ Oe 
Transjordan representatives pointed out to Israelis adverse effect 

on Arab public opinion when this agreement became public unless
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| Transjordan received compensations. It was suggested Israelis with- 

draw. from area close to Road Latrun to Beitsira (MR 154144) or 

withdraw from. Ummburj (MR 147126) area and agree to Legion use — 

of road running north from Beitjibrin. Israelis refused and said they 

would not agreeany-compensation, 

Transjordan representatives at meeting, with whom I talked at 

Shuneh, indicated atmosphere of meeting not friendly and that oe 

Israelis had taken very strong line. They had impression that if agree- 

ment not signed Israelis might take offensive action to make adjust- 

ments demanded. (It.-is understood Dayan told member Consulate 

General Jerusalem on March 18 that if rectification not made by 

agreement, Israel would makethemanyway.) 

‘King indicated to me he felt that if he refused to sign agreement, | 

Israel would recommence hostilities and whole area might be lost. It 

would in fact be better to sacrifice another fifteen villages with addi- _ 

tional estimated 15,000 refugees than to lose what little left of Arab | 

Palestine. On other hand if he did sign agreement and then armistice 

signed, it might be more difficult for Israelis to make further excessive 

demands. He not entirely decided what his attitude would be and it 

would depend on circumstances of tonight’s meeting at Shuneh. If he 

could be certain that US would take action prevent Israel. from reopen- 

ing hostilities, he would try postpone decision for another day or two 

and endeavor negotiate more reasonable adjustments. However, in 

absence this certainty, he felt he almost forced into signing agreement 

- tonight. We only wished it were possible to believe that Israel would 

present nofurtherdemands. = BC ee 

-L offered no comment to HM beyond thanking him for keeping USG 

informed of developments. = 

Sent Department 126, repeated Baghdad 25, Beirut 22 for USDel 

PCC. Pouched Jerusalem. © | a et Lote 

| ee a De ts -. §TABLER 

501.BB Palestine/3~2349 : Telegram OEP ne | ee 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET NIACF = ~—~—~—Ss Am an, March 23, 1949-7 p. m. 

127. Legtel 126, March 23. Israeli demands and 24-hour ultimatum | 

re Iraqi front, both in themselves and in face expressed attitude USG 

toward extension armistice to this area and toward Transjordan tak- 

ing responsibility therein, seem totally unreasonable and in nature of 

| blackmail. While King may feel himself forced to sign agreement) =
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tonight, it is however possible that he will succeed in postponing final 
decision. In view this latter possibility would urgently recommend 

_ Department give consideration making strong representations to Is- 
raeli Government (if agreement not signed tonight) insisting that 

7 matter of territorial dispositions and adjustments be left to peace 
settlement and that armistice negotiations at Rhodes be concluded at 
once on present status quo. SO oe 

Transjordan is willing and ready reach peace settlement but it does 
appear to be rank injustice for USG to stand by while Israel at. point 
of gun in forcing Transjordan into such an agreement, This situation 
would seem to offer opportunity for USG to show that it-intends im- 

~ plement its policy as expressed in'UN on November 20.°-5 0° 
» Will inform Department earliest possible moment whether agree- 
ment signed ornote Se | 
Sent Department: 127, repeated. Beirut 23 for USDel- PCC, 

Baghdad 26.00 0 

CO Statement by the President® 

It is with gratification that I have today signed Senate Joint Resolu- 
tion 36 authorizing a special contribution by the United States of $16 
million for the relief of Palestine refugees... 0 =e 

‘The United Nations General Assembly on November 19, 1948, urged 
all States members of the United Nations to make voluntary contribu- 
tions as soon as possible to a relief fund totaling $32 million. The Sec- 
retary of State informs me that thus far fifteen other Members of the 
United Nations have contributed and that. other: Governments have 
signified their intention to send money or contributions in kind. There 

-. Is a pressing need for this fund, for seven hundred thousand refugees 
are living almost on starvation level. It is the hope of the United States 
that very promptly the total $32 million fund will be subscribed by the 
members of the United Nations, or other countries, which have not 
yet giventothe fund. | a a 

| I trust that before this relief program is ended means will be devised 
for the permanent solution of the refugee problem, and that the efforts 
of the Palestine Conciliation Commission te establish a lasting peace 
will bring hope of a brighter future to these destitute victims of the 
recent hostilitiesintheHolyLand. 

-? Released by the White House on March 24; reprinted from Department of. 
State Bulletin, April 3, 1949, p. 419. re
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S67N.01/12-749 a oo | 

ee Memeorandum by the Secretary of State — 

SECRET _ [Wasntneton,] March 24, 1949. 

es Conversation Wirn THE PrestipeENT | 

Subject: Conversation with Israeli Foreign Minister a 

LT reported to the President my talk with Foreign Minister Sharett ’ 

which fell into two principal topics: _ | | | | a 

_ First, I had again impressed the Foreign Minister to make some | 

statement which would be helpful to the Beirut Conference and would 

at least give some indication of the willingness of the Israeli Govern- 

ment, assuming conditions of peace and stability to repatriate a portion 

of the refugees. The Foreign Minister, however, felt that he could not 

make any statement on this subject except as a part of a general peace 

settlement. | Pe ay 
Second, L had urged upon the Foreign Minister the desirability ofa 

prompt conclusion of the armistice with Trans-Jordan, including 

arrangements for committing the Trans-Jordan troops to relieve the 

Iraqi troops. I had reported to the Foreign Minister the President's 
concern about this matter since he thought it was important for the | 

development of both the armistice and permanent, peace that as many 

troops as possible be withdrawn. I explained that the Foreign Minis- | 

ter had shown a tendency to want to use this matter of.a substitution | 

of troops to gain both territorial readjustments on the Samarian front 

and to try to forcé Iraq into discussions with Israel. I mentioned =~ 
briefly the cables on this subject received this morning and our con-— 

gern that the Israeli forces might attempt to bring about some adjust- ; 

ment of the frontier by military action, © se 

The President was disturbed over the uncooperative attitude being 

taken and said that we must continue to maintain firm pressure. | 

| 1 See memorandum of conversation that took place on March 22, p. 8538: 

S11.22767N/3-2449) ail a, 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 

African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Secretary of State | 

cONFIPENTIAL «= (sssti(‘«té‘;sS | Wasco] March 24, 1949. 

Subject.: Proposed modification of policy to permit limited number 
of officers from Israel and Arab States to betrainedin U.S.” 

Discussions a 

Since the imposition of the embargo on the shipment of arms to the 
Near East because of the Palestine conflict, the Department. has. fol-
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lowed the policy of turning down requests from the Arab States and 
Israel for training of officers of their military services, in the United 
States. Although such a policy was not explicit in the arms embargo 
or the Security Council Truce resolutions of May 29 and July 15, 1948, 
it was felt that it was consistent with our policy of not giving military 

| advantage to either side. re | | 
It is believed that the time has now come to reconsider this policy 

for the-following reasons: _ a ws 

1) Armistice agreements have been signed between Israel and Egypt 
and Israel and Lebanon. Armistice talks are now in progress between 
Israel and Transjordan (the latter 1s now in the process of arranging 
to take over Iraqi military positions in Palestine) and will start shortly 
between Israel and Syria. It is hoped that these negotiations will pre- 
clude any major renewal of hostilities in Palestine. = - 

2) The Arab States have recently shown a desire for closer relations 
- with the West, and have renewed their requests for permission to send 

trainees to the United States. ed 
| 3) Israel, despite her announced policy of neutrality between the 

East and West, has requested permission to send a certain number of 
officers to the United States for training. Giving such permission 
would be one way of encouraging Israel towards a Western orientation. 

4) Great Britain and France already have student officer missions 
from some of the Arab States in training, and neither of these powers 
has seen anything inconsistent between its actions in this respect and 
its obligations under the various UN truce resolutions for Palestine. 

Recommendations: oe 7 St 

_ It is recommended that our present policy be changed to permit the 
sending of officer student training missions from Israel and the Arab 
States, in reasonable numbers, consistent with the ability of the various 
servicestohandlesuch missions. = = | OS 

[Here follow concurrences.] _ a | OO 

501.BB Palestine/3-1549 : Airgram a ee 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 1 

SECRET  Wasnineton, March 24, 1949. 

~A-31. Unpal: A-1. [For Ethridge.] Following is text of letter 
Mch 15 from Sec. Defense together with its accompanying ‘memo 
responding affirmatively to Dept’s request that NME continue to pro- 
vide aid such as military observers, transportation and other facilities, 
to PCC’ similar to that already extended to UN Mediator for 
Palestine: = 3 — ne re 

“My dear Mr. Secretary: With reference to your letter of March 8, 
1949, “UNA”, in which you request the continuance of the support of 

* This airgram was repeated to New York. a
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the National Military Establishment in supplying personnel.and other 

aid to the United Nations in its efforts to reestablish peace in Palestine, 

I wish to inform you that I have instructed the Secretary of the Navy 

to comply with your request, bearing in mind certain important princi- 

ples regarding our participation. A copy of my memorandum to him a 

is enclosed for your information. _ mo - | 

It would be appreciated if you would keep me informed of the prog- 

ress being made by the United Nations, estimating whenever it be- 

comes possible to do so the duration and scope of the continued par- 

ticipation of the Military Establishment in support of the UN in this" 

area. Sincerely yours, James Forrestal.” Syn ho es 

. (“Mrmoranpum ror THE Sxcrerary or THE Navy 

te | | _. March 15, 1949. 

Subj: Assistance to the United Nations in the Near East. 

Attached is a letter from the Department of State dated 8 March 

1949, signed by the Under Secretary of State, which contains a request 

for the continued assistance of the National Military Establishment in 

supporting the United Nations Mediator and the Palestine Concilia- 

tion Commission of the United Nations in their efforts to maintain 

peace in the Near East. | Sa 

Inasmuch as the Chief of Naval Operations was designated Hxecu- 

tive Agent of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for supporting the United Na- 

tions Mediator in Palestine, and in the light of the attached request 

from the Department of State and the urgent need for security in this 

vital area, I desire that the Department of the Navy, with the neces- 

sary collaboration of the Departments of Army and Air Force, con- 

tinue to.support the efforts of the United Nations to maintain peace in 

the Near East. I therefore request that the Department of the Navy _ 

deal directly with the Department of State in making the necessary 

arrangements for this support. _ fe EE ES 

‘In providing this support, I consider it essential that certain princi- 

ples‘be kept constantly in mind. This support by the National Military 

Establishment of the foreign operations of the United States and the 

United Nations should be limited to activities in observing and super- 

vising the armistice in this area and should not be permitted to extend 

to the use of military personnel for other purposes such as guard, pro- 

tective or enforcement duties or personal services. This type of support 

of the UN should be shared as appropriate with other members of the 

United: Nations and should be provided on an equitable basis from 

among the three Services in accordance with arrangements to be 

worked out by you with the Departments of Army and Air Force. We 

should, insofar as circumstances permit, reduce the extent of our 

participation in this Mission as soon as and as much as practicable 

without jeopardizing the objective of the Mission. Finally, the Depart- 

ment of State should request the United Nations to provide appro- 

priate subsistence, logistic support and reimbursement for the extraor- 

dinary expenses of our participation in this mission. James Forrestal. 

| CC: The Secretary of the Army 
The Secretary of the Air Force 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff” | 
| ACHESON
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867N.01/3-2449 : Telegram a 7 

Lhe. Chargé in Transjordan (8 tabler) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET  oNIACT = AMMAN, March 24, 1949—4 p, m. 
MOST IMMEDIATE | ee ene 
129. Legtels 126 and 127, March 93. King informed this morning 

that agreement between Transjordan and Israel re Iraqi front area 
was signed last night at Shuneh but that final clause was inserted to 
effect that agreement is subject to ratification by Transjordan Prime 

, Minister. Ratification must be communicated to Israel Government in 
writing not later than March 30 or agreement is null and void. (Im- 
mediately following telegram contains summary agreement.) 

Appareiitly King told: Transjordan representatives -that if they 
could find suitable means to postpone ‘final ‘action , this: course-had -his 

approval, Consequently ‘Transjordani representatives indicated to Is- raelis they could not commit Transjordan Government to this agree. ment without approval Prime Minister. Israelis thereupon agreed to 
final clause. Bee Se 
~Asraelis also agreed to several other. minor modifications—dates of 
implementation stages; manner of withdrawal Iraqi forcés; insertion 
Articles 8 and 9. In addition they agreed to modification in adjustment 
of territory on western front (fourth paragraph No. 2 Legtel 126) 
whereby line would end at Budrus (No. 149153) which is junction 
between Legion and Iraqis, not Rantis. On east front (fourth para- 
graph No. 3, Legtel 126) line will run somewhat east of Qaun (MR 
194201) instead of west. | - me | 

Israelis all clearly indicated that if agreement in present form not 
ratified, they would advise Legion not to take over Iraqi front. If they 
did so, Israel would not be responsible for consequences. Pe 

_ While at first His Majesty seemed satisfied that final action on agree- 
ment had been postponed, he later appeared to have qualms lest: post- 
ponement result in creation new difficulties, re both Israel and Iraq. 
He wished to settle question once and for all as decision to postpone 
final concurrence in agreement might prolong situation. However, he 
would let matter stand as now and would discuss it with Prime Minis- 
ter on latter’s return from Beirut Friday or Saturday, 
. Sent Department 129; repeated Baghdad 27, Beirut 24 for US Del 
PCC; pouched Jerusalem, 8 
Pag be ba Bh Te any et ee re STABLER
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S87N.01/8—2449 : Telegram 
yw he 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET NIACT Amman, March 24, 1949—5 p. m. 

130. Herewith summary agréement referred to in Legtel 129 — 

March 24:00 ©. 0b 

1. Israel agrees to taking over by Arab Legion on Iraqi front. 

9. Demarcation lines to be as in. map attached to agreement (map | 

sighed by Transjordan and. Israelirepresentatives), 
© 5 3 pre . 

_ 3. Agreement to. be implemented in following stages: (a) In area 

west of road from. Baga to Jaljuliya (MR 145173) and from there to 

| east of Qfarqasim—within five weeks after signature general armistice 

agreement; (6) In area ‘of Wadiara (MR 153209) north ‘of line from 

Baga to Zububa (MR 17 1217)—within seven weeks after signature 

GAA; (e@) All other areas-—within fifteen weeks after signature GAA. | 

4. “Israel, for its part, has made similar changes. for. benefit .of 

Transjordan” (This is clause without meaning but according to Trans- 
jordan representatives included for sake Arab public opinion. Trans- | 

jordan representatives ‘hope later to change “has made” to “will 

Wake”). feos bps DE ge ey? 

5. Transjordan guarantees for all) Iraqi forces, in: Palestine, and 

agrees their number to be included in formula governing reduction of 
forees in GAA. 0 He ADE om b BOVE uctIOn O 

“6. Apmistice demarcation line in GAA to be based on positions held 

on date signature cease-fire agreement as certified by UN. 

7. Agreement to be considered revision of GAA to be signed at 
Rhodes. | Rens sn ees 

8 In case of villages affected inhabitants entitled to full rights of . 

residence, property and freedom. If they leave may take livestock and 

moveable property and receive without delay full compensation for 

land they leave behind (Transjordan representatives believe this also 

empty clause). 9 ea 

9. Tsrael will pay to Transjordan cost of 20 kilos of first class road 

in compensation for loss of road between Tulkarm and Qalqiliya. . - 

10. Mixed committee of two representatives from each party and 

chairman appointed by UN chief staff to peg out lines under this 

“11, Agreement not to be published without consent both parties nor 

“shall it in any way prejudice an ultimate political settlement between | 

| the parties.” 
ee ed | 

19, Agreement subject ratification ‘Transjordan Prime Minister, 

ratification to be communicated in writing to Israel not later than | 

March 30. Failing ratification agreement null and void and without | 

~ Agreement signed March 23. for “Hashemite Jordan Kingdom” by 

Fellah Pasha Medadha and Hussein Sirraj and for “State of Israel” : 

, “ Sent Department 130, repeated Baghdad 28, Beirut for USDel 

PCC. Pouched Jerusaiem. 
STABLER |
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- 867N.01/3-2449 : Telegram -, 

Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
a of State 

SECRET _ es _  Lonpon, March 24, 1949—9 p. m. 
1177. Latest Foreign Office info re Israeli-Transjordan (TJ) _ 

undercover negotiations Jerusalem (Paragraph 2, 3 and 6, Embassy 
1153, March 23)? is report from Amman that Israelis have reduced 
demand for 15 km. belt to belt 5 km. deep and 60 km. long starting 
from point TJ line north of Lydda and continuing along Iraqi front 
to point not far from Jenin. Message sent late last night states Israelis 
gave TJ until.1900 hours March 23 to accept and that TJ answer was 
to be given at meeting later that night. Message indicated ‘King con- 

| sidering acceptance even though it involved “all remaining plain land”, 
2. Late today Burrows said he had no further info re reply made 

| by TJ but that above info had been communicated to Department 
along lines final sentence Embreftel. He described situation as “some- 
what better but still extremely worrying”. He was impressed by fact 
TJ negotiating under duress of clearest kind and was relieved that 
Abdullah had not put UK on spot by seeking itsadvicn 

| oe | | Dovexas 
* Not printed. a Bo | 

501.BB Palestine/3—2549 - 7 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by 
Me Robert M. McClintock 

SECRET | — | Wasuineton,] March 25,1949. 
Subject: Negotiations in and concerning Palestine. a 

Mr. Power telephoned this morning to say that Dr. Bunche had re- 
ported surprising progress between the Israeli and Transjordan Dele- | 
gations on Rhodes in reaching the bases for an armistice agreement. 
He said, however, that the Israelis were complaining about alleged 
reinforcement of the British garrison at Aqaba and suggested to Secre- 
tary General Lie that he approach the United Kingdom Delegation 
with the thought that it would be helpful if the UK could reduce the | 
number of troops at Aqaba. Bunche thought that the UK might also — 
issue a public statement to this effect and indicate that it would not 
resort to military action unless Transjordan should be threatened with 
open aggression. As usual, Dr. Bunche added the Suggestion that it 
would be nice if the State Department also put pressure on the British. |
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I told Mr. Power that the British were as well aware as we of the 
secret negotiations being undertaken by the Israelis and Transjordians 
supplementary to the armistice talks on Rhodes. The Israelis had very 
recently threatened King Abdullah that they might resume hostilities 
against the Iraqis in Samaria. Under these circumstances the British 
would certainly not feel disposed to reduce their garrison in Trans- 
jordan and I did not think the Department of State would be war- 
ranted inaskingthemtodoso = =). a 

_ Mr..Power telephoned later this afternoon to pass on Mr. Ross’ sug- 
gestion. that it might be helpful to Dr. Bunche to inform him of the 
secret negotiations going on behind his back between Israel and Trans- 
jordan. I said it was, no doubt, a very human temptation to wish to 
tell our friend, the Mediator,-of what was happening but that I did 
not think we had any warrant to do so or that we could possibly take 
the risk with Israel, which had not informed the US of what was going 
on, using our action with Bunche as a pretext to denounce the agree- 
ment now reached secretly with Abdullah. I told Mr. Power that under 
no circumstances should USUN divulge to the Secretariat or to Bunche 
its knowledge of. the secret negotiations between Abdullah and the | 
government at Tel Aviv. Mr. Power seemed somewhat unconvinced..I 

later confirmed my position with Mr. Rusk and have informed 

Mr. Power.  — , a Sn 
Messrs. Ross and Power had comments on the proposed draft SC 

resolution sent in Beirut’s telegram 182,‘ similar on the whole to our | 
own. We agreed that the Mediator’s office, as well as his functions, 

| should be terminated ; that the Truce Commission should be liquidated ; 
and that the court of first instance in cases of alleged violations of the 
armistice agreements should be the Palestine Commission and not the 

Security. Council itself. In general, the resolution should tie up all 
the loose ends and supplant completely the previous resolutions of the 
Assembly and the Council dealing with the functions of the Mediator 
and the Truce Commission. We also agreed that there should he some 
complimentary reference to. the work of Bernadotte and Bunche. - 

* Identified also as Palun 95, March 24; it gave the text of a draft of a proposed. 
resolution to be submitted to the Security Council. In telegram 131, identified , 
also aS Palun 94, the same day, Beirut advised that “Bunche—Wilkins conver-_ 
sation. resulted in first draft of proposed SC resolution . . . which Bunche plans 
to transmit to SYG about March 24 for discussion with interested SC delegates 
on means terminating Mediator’s SC functions following conclusion armistice 
talks under SC resolution November 16.” Telegrams 131. and 1382 are filed under. 
501.BB Palestine/3-2449. _ | | 

501-887—77——56
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501.BB Paiestine/3—2549: Telegram fo ua! - | - - 

—. The Seeretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon. | 

SECRET US URGENT = Wasnineton, March 25, 1949—noon. 

- 145. Unpal 68. [For Ethridge.| Re para 1 Beirut Tel 128:Mar 22, 
_ wid prefer not place refugee: problem + before GA at. Apr session since 

Comite 3 agenda already one of largest at this session and explosive | 
character Palestine problem might cause debate to get. out. of -hand. 
Seems to us paras 11, 13 and 14 GA Res Dee 11 provide sufficient ‘au- 
thority for PCC in reporting to SYG to request him to call on special- 
ized agencies and other govts and authorities to render appropriate 
assistance if necessary. © 

Concerning reference:your para 1 to'gen econ development, we wld 
prefer more restricted formulation along line that solution: refugee 
problem will necessitate stimulation econ projects which would ‘facili- 
tate assimilation refugees and simultaneously raise econ potential -of 
cooperating states. = ; LE A SESE be OR ts 

- Re para 2 distinction shld of course be-made between planning phase 
of long-range operation and: its ‘exécution with ‘respect coricept: that 
proposed technical commission upon request govts or authorities con- 
cerned provide assistance in obtaining necessary financing for par- 

ticular projects from internat! or other sources. In our view PCC 
shld appt technical comite composed of eminent personnel as you 
suggest, which wld have sole task of surveying entire refugee problem 

and of preparing detailed blueprints for solution that problem. PCC 
eld then recommend to GA or to Govts and authorities concerned on 
basis its technical comites findings ad hoc authority or org, such as 
regional development board, which would carry out plans technical 
comite. Such an authority or org might be able facilitate financial 
assistance from appropriate lending agencies. a ee 
We believe Art 12 GA Res Dec 11 provides PCC with full auth 

appt technical comite any time. | rs 

We do not feel necessary have formal assurance from other members 
PCC that plan proposed by technical comite will have to be imple- 
mented along lines approved by US, although this is in fact a neces- 
sary consideration. It seems to us that by choice leading personnel and. 
gen position US in internat] community this objective can be achieved 
without undue stress in spelling it out. Also we do not feel it; essential 

to have assurances of requests for assistance from Arab States. before 

*Mr. McClintock, in a telegram of March 24, informed Ambassador Griffis at 
Paris that “President today signed refugee relief bill. We hope RFC loan will 
be available within a week.” (No. 935, 501.MA Palestine/3—2449) |



technical comite is set up. To make such requests prerequisite to estab 
comite might imply moral obligation on PCC affirmatively to meet 
these requests. All that seems necessary is assurance by Arab Govts , 
that they will give full cooperation to efforts of PCC and its technical _ 

comite in devising long-range solution problem. Sn 
 Foregoing views preliminary and,.as you suggest, final decision 
will await. McGhee’s return and further: consultation with Ethridge. 

ag eA gow 

501.BB Palestine/3-2349 : Telegram’ 9 8 BO a 

Phe Secretary of State to the Legationin Transjordant 

SECRED (6 ree ee Washineron, March 25, 1949-5 p.m. 

37. Dept appreciates prompt and thorough fashion in which you 
have reported Israel-TJ talks re Iraqi front, and has given full con- 
sideration to recommendations you have made. Howe vér, view fact that | 
TJ reps have now signed agreement, Dept does not believe that US 
representation Tel Aviv would be productive. ee 
We feel ‘that view circumstances Abdullah’s instinct to sign agree- | 

ment (ur’127 Mar 23) is sound and that his reasoning as to effect 
signing might have on possibility future Isracli demands is logical. 
Without seeking to give King advice, you may tell him that USG wld 
regard any attempt at major breach of provisions secret agreement as 
serious obstacle to progress being made toward peace in Pal and that 
USG would be prepared give strong advice against such action to | 
any party attempting major breach. | es | 

eee | Acrresén 
_* This telegram was repeated to London. | : | oo 

ee Editorial Note ~ . ae | 

On the afternoon of March 25, King Abdullah Ibn el-Hussein | 
handed the Chargé in Transjordan, Wells Stabler, a message. which 
he requested. be urgently transmitted to President-Truman. The mes- 
sage dealt with the subject of territory occupied by Iraqi forces and — | 
with the request of Israel for a modification of the present front be- 
tween Iraqi and Israeli forces. The message was transmitted to the 
Department by Amman in telegram 132, March 25,°8 p. m. 
(867N.01/3-2549) Ce
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501.BB Palestine/3-2649: Telegram _ a. Se 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET. US URGENT = | | AMMAN, March 26, 1949—noon. 
MOST IMMEDIATE ss—s—s—‘“‘“—<CO 

134, Deptel 37, March 25. While Transjordan representatives in 
fact signed secret agreement, agreement does not have any validity 
until it is ratified by Prime Minister who is understood to have raised 
objections both as to form and substance of negotiations, (It is possible 
that Prime Minister may resign over agreement and will have to be 
replaced by another who would. be willing to ratify it, probably Fellah 
Pasha Medadh.) | 

Abdullah feels strongly about manner in which agreement has been 
forced on him but realizes implications of failure to ratify. He is con- 
vinced, as are all Transjordan representatives participating in current 
negotiations, that if agreement is not ratified, Israelis will take action 

| to force out Iraqis (which would also involve Legion again) and 
make by force territorial adjustments which would probably far 
exceed what they are endeavoring to extort from Abdullah through 
negotiation. Abdullah also feels that Israelis would succeed in such 
moves without any effective action being taken by UN, US or UK to 

| stop them. . | — a 
‘However, he approved postponement final action on agreement in 

hopes some way could be urgently devised to prevent Israel from forc- 
ing him into this agreement which he also knows will not improve his 
position, not only re other Arab States but also re his own people and 
Palestine Arabs. Hence his message to the President (Legtel 182, 
March 25). oo 
USG informed Israel that it felt latter should interpose no objec- 

tions to Transjordan assuming responsibility for Iraqi area before 
question of secret agreement had arisen. Moreover, Israeli Foreign 
Minister gave formal assurances to President through Secretary of 
State that Israel has no intentions whatsoever commencing hostilities 

| on Iraqi frontier. Now, however, USG seem prepared permit Israel _ 
force Transjordan into paying excessive price without compensation 

| for privilege of taking over Iraqi areas, while at same time threatening 
that if price not paid, Israel willexactitamyway. - 

I fear that Israel has so many times been able to violate truce with- 

out consequences that. King, if he should order ratification of agree- 

* See editorial note, supra. |



ment, would gain little comfort or support from substance last sentence 

Deptel 3% 
- Jf USG:. does not take strong line now to stop Israel’s constant, de- 

fiant and threatening attitude, I venture to suggest that before Pales- 

tine peace is concluded, Israel may well have its frontiers ‘on. the | 

‘Jordan, Lf this does occur, I submit that it will be only because Israel He 

found apathy and appeasement toward its defiant policy. 

In view King’s message to President and above, would strongly urge 

Department reconsider its attitude as expressed in Deptel 87 prior to | 

March 30. Failing this and in event agreement is finally ratified, would 

then recommend that Department authorize me to inform.King, in 

addition to last sentence Deptel 37, that USG still stands firmly behind 

its policy enunciated by Jessup in UN on November 20.2 

Sent Department repeated Baghdad 30, London 23, Beirut 27 for 

re S$ TABLER 

2 Baghdad reported, on March 29, that Iraqi. Foreign Minister Jamali had 
asked for: United States assistance in restraining Israeli territorial demands in 

areas now held by Iraqi troops (telegram 157, 501BB Palestine/3-—2949). — 

S67N.01/3-2749: Telegram Be 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = — Amatan, March 27, 1949—6 p. m. 

135. Prime Minister who appeared to be in somewhat bitter frame 

of mind made followingcommentsthismorning: = oo 

1. While he had agreed to despatch King’s message to President 

he thought there was little if any likelihood that either US or UK 
would or could come to Transjordan’s assistance. Postponement final 

action on agreement had been due to advice received from within 

Transjordan Government that external assistance. might be forth- 

coming to prevent conclusion this agreement. However, he had told 
King yesterday that he did not feel optimistic about nature Presi- 
dent’s reply and on this basis it had been decided to request Israeli 
representatives to meet with Prime Minister and other Transjordan 

representatives at Shuneh late afternoon Tuesday March 29. (It is 

understood Abdullah Tel telephoned Dayan yesterday concerning this 

meeting and stated that while there was no change in principle re 
agreement there were few points re implementation which ‘Trans- 

jordan representatives wished discussed.) Prime Minister indicated 

meeting had been put off to March 29 in order await President’s reply.
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Prime Minister said that at meeting Tuesday he planned to propose 
modifications in demands and also to seek compensations (probably 
in Hebron area where Israelis are understood to have informed their 
delegates at, Rhodes they are prepared give up number of villages). 

_ He also planned propose that area in triangle which Israelis demand 
| should become no man’s land under UN until such time as. peace 

settlement is reached. | —_ | Be 
| He too thought it would be preferable to consider this entire. ques- 

tion as military one, to cancel present secret agreement. and ‘to in- 
corporate it in terms of general armistice agreement to be signed by 
two delegates at. Rhodes. While Israelis may not agree to suggestions: 
on modifications, he expected they would agree to Rhodes delegates 
signing armistice agreement including Israeli demands. in triangle. 

_ Prime Minister said that following: Tuesday’s meeting matter 
would again be discussed in Council of Ministers with view reaching 

_ final decision (presumably prior March 30). 
In general Tawfic Pasha welcomed delay in final action on secret 

agreement as it gave Transjordan. additional time to attempt reach 
more suitable adjustments. = = as 

(It appears that provided he does not have to ratify agreement 
with his signature Prime Minister has no intention resigning.) 

2. Regarding armistice negotiations at Rhodes Prime Minister 
said they have been more or less suspended pending outcome negotia- 
tions at Shuneh. When queried re Transjordan’s position on Je- 
rusalem he replied that Transjordan would have to accept almost | 
any terms which Israelis demanded. Presum ably Bunche would draft 
compromise which Transjordan would be obliged accept. Tawfic 
Pasha indicated that he no longer concerned about attitude Arab 
states or others, that his principal concern was welfare Transjordan 
and Arab Palestine and that he must now act, regardless of cost, to 
prevent complete disaster. | | Of 

3. Prime Minister commented at length on future attitude of Trans- 
| _ jordan toward UK. Said that this morning he had informed British © 

Chargé that in future Transjordan, while remaining friend and ally 
of Britain and willing receive advice from British or anyone else, _ 
would act as it saw fit in its own interest. Transj ordan would no longer 
regard it as mandatory to follow Britishadvice. BO 

Sent Department 135, Baghdad 31, Jerusalem 744, USDel PCC 
pouched London. _ — Oo Oo 

| | — Oo ,  STaBLer
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Executive Secretariat Files, Lot 58 D 609 | Saas 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Euecutive 

| Secretariat (Humelsine) | 

[Extract] - ; | 

_ SECRET | as - [Wasurneron,}] March 28, 1949. | 

Participants: The Secretary Fe 

ss Phe Under Secretary - ae re 

po . Mr. Bohlen* = 2 5 ou ge 

a General Smith? © | 

Mr. Humelsine Cte ba ater 

Palestine. 
- Mr. Rusk talked briefly about the Palestine situation. He told the 

Secretary that the Presidential policy on Palestine was outlined very 
carefully in Telmar 148 * which was sent. to General Marshall at the 

time of the last General Assembly in Paris. Mr. Rusk said to make 
the position outlined in this telegram effective it would be necessary 

to bring Governmental pressure to bear. and that such a course of 

action would cause. the President considerable heartburn. before it 

_ was over. He told Mr. Acheson that there were two papers * regarding 

this subject that he would like to have him discuss with the President 

at his 12:30 meeting today. Mr. Acheson indicated that he would do 

so and thought that he should advise the President to call in his politi- | 

_.. cal advisers to talk this over. “Mr. Rusk went on to say that if the 

President exercises reasonable firmness now, we will likely get a rea- 

sonable solutiontothe problem, a | 

+1 Charles BE. Bohlen, Counselor of the Department of State. ne a 

_.. . .# Walter: Bedell Smith, whose resignation as Ambassador to the Soviet Union 

was accepted by President Truman on March 25. | 7 / 

> Dated November 10, 1948, to Paris, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, 

DeIBOB. 
“The editors are unable to identify the two papers. __ ee ae |
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501.BB Palestine/3—-2849 : Telegram ne SBD ge ge 

The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET  §NIACT Beirut, March 28, 1949—5 p. m. 
| URGENT | 

149. "Palun 97. For the Secretary (and at his discretion for. the 
President) from Ethridge. Talks with Arab governments. over past 
week have only confirmed what I previously reported to Department; 
That if Jews would only make conciliatory gesture on refugee prob- 
lem PCC could get on with its work of trying to get peace. Failure of 
Jews to do so has prejudiced whole cause of peaceful settlement in 
this part of world. oe 

As we anticipated Commission has been confronted by insistent 
demand from Arabs that Jews evidence good faith and willingness to 
abide by GA resolution December 11 before negotiations were entered. 
They argued since Jews have constantly flouted UN resolution there 
was nothing for the Arabs to gain by entering negotiations under UN 
auspices. They have maintained that only when Jews show respect for 
UN or until other guarantees of fulfillment are forthcoming will they 

_be willing enter peace talks. | | | Oo 
Arab attitude toward refugee problem proceeds from two or three 

reasons. One is that they recognize presence of 7 00,000 or 800,000 
homeless idle people as political weapon against Jews. They feel they 
can summon world opinion even if some refugees die in meantime. 

| They frankly say, moreover, that when Israel comes up for confirma- 
tion in GA they intend to fight her and are trying to get their friends 
to fight her on ground she cannot pretend to be peace-loving as long 
as her aggression continues and on ground that, since she is defying 
UN resolution and directives, as in the Akaba incident and on reftigee 
problem, it is mockery to admit her as nation willing and able under- 
take obligations of charter. It has been intimated to me that govern- 
ment “friendly to Arabs” might even-suggest that GA direct SYG 
to send telegram to PCC asking whether the countries involved under 
December 11 resolution had accepted resolution in principle and.-were 
assisting in implementing it. If such move is made and not deféated 
in GA I might be in very embarrassing position of having to join 
fellow commissioners in reporting that Israeli Government has not 
accepted resolution in principle and refuses implement it. 

Second reason for Arab position is fear of domestic repercussions 
on refugee problem. Since Egypt and Saudi Arabia have no refugees 
(Egypt has reportedly sent all of hers into Gaza strip) and Iraq has 
only about 4,000, figure of 800,000 constitutes about one-tenth popu- 

| lation remaining Arab states. Since they generally more advanced
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than other Arabs they constitute potential core of dangerous agitators 

offering: a threat: to existence of Arab government. They also create, 

so Arab leaders here have told me, core of irridentist movement that 

will plague all Arab states and provide basis for continual agitation 

to point. that there will be no possibility of having anything more 

than armisticein Middle East. ©) | 

In private conversations both Saudi Arabian and. Egyptian have 

told me that if Israel would take token number of refugees back as 

preliminary gesture, peace talks could move along. Frightened Trans- 

jordanians desperately want peace talks but are also extremely sensi- 

tive to-idea of “running out” on other Arab states. I am convinced 

they will talk peace, particularly boundary lines, when they have 

signed their armistice, but it-is likely that on refugee problem they 

will continue to maintain Arab line. I am more than ever of opinion 

that-if Jews are not deliberately stalling peace negotiations until they 

can consolidate their position and grab off more land as they seem 

to be doing in triangle, they are being most short-sighted and making 

it difficult for themselves ever to have peaceful relations with their 

neighbors, 
Although Commission is making bricks without straw and with, I 

fear, too little support from home, it is going on with its work. We are 

staying in Beirut until Arab governments have agreed to. further 

“exchange of views” with Commission in some neutral city where Jews 
will also be present. In their present mood the Arabs will not even 

talk about peace conference. We will have to try to ease them into it. 

In meantime, Commission intends, when it leaves Beirut, to go back 
to Tel Aviv for talks with [Ben-]Gurion. Jews told us they were ready | 

for direct negotiations, but. again refugee problem is not one that can 

be negotiated directly between Israel and another government, since 
all Arab governmentsexcept Yemeninvyolved. ts 
Although we feel we must go back to Tel Aviv it will do us little 

good unless Israel Government is pressured hy USG to make conces- 
sion which it could easily make without prejudicing its position in - 

peace negotiations and without revealing its final hand. It is pure | 
rubbish for Shertok to say he cannot do. so; Israeli Government.al- 

ready knows how many it will take back and under what conditions. | 
If it had any respect for UN and any desire to live by its ordinances it 
could make PCC’s job easier and shorter and make its own, position 
vis-i-vis the Arabs much more secure than it will ever be if it con- 
tinues to.allow refugee problem to be source agitation in every Arab 
country and refugees.a ready prey to agitators who already working 
amongthem. © © |... Oe 
~My own position is most unhappy. It is bad enough to realize UN os 

prestige in this part world already gone, but worse than that is realiza~-
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tion that US prestige constantly declining and feeling toward US 
| increasingly despairing. Since we gave Israel birth we are blamed for 

her belligerence and her arrogance and for cold-bloodedness ‘of her 
attitude toward refugees. Of course everybody expects US to pass 
miracle but none is needed in this case. All that is needed is effective 
pressure directed toward making Israel realize that her own interests 
and ours also are being jeopardized in this strategic area by her intran- 
sigeance. So far as we are aware, Israel has not. replied to approach 
made in Deptel 144 March 9.1 Firm reiteration of policy enunciated 
in GA by Jessup on territorial questions and insistence that Israel 
abide by resolution as to refugees would, I'am convinced, clear atmos- 
phere and bring quick peace which Israel needs as badly as Arabs. If 
Dept intends to do anything along that line, it should be done before 
PCC goes Tel Aviv. BS ae 

I am frankly asking for help. If we do not help out I'can see no 
good result from the work of this Commission. What: I can see is an 
abortion of justice and humanity to which I do not want to be mid- 
wife; complete destruction of all faith in an international organization 
and creation of a very dangerous flame against US in this part of 
world. [Ethridge] 950 

+ To-Fel Aviv and repeated to Mr. Ethridge at Jerusalem ; it is printed on p. 804. 

867N.01/3-2349 | es es 

President Truman to King Abdullah Ibn el-Hussein of Transjordan+ 

TOP SECRET Us URGENT | Wasnineron, March 28, 1949-—6 p. m. 

His Masesty Kine Aspviian Inn Ev Hussein: I have received 
Your Majesty’s message of March 25 concerning the situation affecting 
the Iraqi front in Palestine. I agree with Your Majesty that the re- 
placement of Iraqi troops by forces of Transjordan would be a move in 
favor of peace, and that the cease-fire and armistice between Israel 
and Transjordan should be extended totheTraqifront. 

With regard to the Israeli request for a modification of the present 
front between the Iraqi forces and those of Israel, I desire to recall to 

1 Transmitted to Amman in telegram 38, March 28, 6 p. m., with the instruction : 
“Pls convey following message from President.to King (ur 132 March 25).”.. 

_ Mr. Rusk, in a memorandum of March 28 to-the Secretary, had discussed King 
Abduliah’s message and had recommended that he discuss the matter with the 
‘President and obtain his approval for sending a proposed reply. The memoran-. . 

ae dum, which. was drafted by Mr. Rockwell, noted that “Transjordan, by signing 
the agreement, might thus be afforded some measure of protection against further 

| Israeli territorial demands.” The Department’s draft reply was cleared —with 

Matthew J. Connelly, Secretary to the President. . ne
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| Your Majesty that the policy of the United States Government as | 
regards a final territorial settlement in Palestine and as stated in the 
General Assembly on Nov 30, 1948 by Dr. Philip Jessup, the American 
representative, is that Israel is entitled to the territory allotted to her 
by the General Assembly Resolution of November 29, 1947, but. that 
of Israel desires additions, i.e., territory allotted to the Arabs by the 
November 29 Resolution, it should offer territorial compensation. 

I understand that one of the provisions of the secret agreement 
which has been initialled by Your Majesty’s representatives 1s that 
the agreement “shall not in any way prejudice an ultimate political __ 
settlement between the parties”. Your Majesty may be assured that 
the United States Government, as a member of the Palestine Con- 
ciliation Commission, will regard any attempt ata major breach of the 
provisions of the secret agreement between Transjordan and Israel 
as a serious obstacle to the progress being made toward peace in Pal- 
estine, and that the United States Government would be prepared to 

make. strong representations against such action to the party | 
attempting it po | 

~ Tsend Your Majesty my best'and most cordial wishes? =~ = 
ee A arry. 8. Troan 

oo >The President's message was delivered to King Abdullah at 3 p. m., March 29. 
The latter expressed to Chargé Stabler his “Thought that-now no other course 
of action-left open but to accept Israel’s demands.” (Telegram 137, “March: 29, 
5p. m., from Amman, 867N.01/8-2949) Oe BL 

| 501L.BB Palestine /3-2849 : Telegram . | - - . ae : ; ee ; 

The Secretary of State to the Legationin Lebanon 

CONFIDENTIAL Oo WaAsntIncron, March 28, 1949—6 p.m. 

148. Unpal 69. [For Ethridge.] Fol tel recd today from USUN: 

 “SYG has been informed by PCC Secretariat that French and 
Turkish members favor a Palestine peace conference in Geneva in 
immed future. He is replying that such a meeting seems premature ) 
at this time. Accordingly he will not authorize expenditure of UN 
funds for trip and meeting in Geneva. SYG understands this is 

_. Ethridge position” — a re 
Shid appreciate your views. Dept feels SYG shld be guided by 

recommendations of PCC, particularly if there is any momentum _ 
which might facilitate tangible results at a peace conference. If . 

armistice agreements are signed near future we see certain advantages. . ene 

prompt peace talks and are prepared intimate these views SYG if. 
you concur. Se ae . - - —_ | ~ _ - : ) : nae 

| ACHESON
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, 501.BB Palestine/3—-2949 a oe . 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations 
oo... Affairs (Rusk) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET ; _ [Wasnineron,] March 29, 1949. 

Subject: Suggested Remarks for use in Conversation with the For- 
eign Minister of Israel. a | re | 

Discussion — OO 

It is recommended that you request Mr. Moshe Sharett, the Foreign 
Minister of Israel, to call upon you to discuss this Government’s views 
with regard to an equitable settlement of the Palestine problem. Mr. 
Mark Ethridge, the United States Representative on the Palestine 
Conciliation Commission, urges again, in Beirut’s top secret telegram 
149,.March 28, attached (Tab A), that without pressure placed by 
the United States on Israel there can be no good result from the work 
of his:Commission. He says that in the Middle East, since “we gave 
Israel birth”, we are blamed for her belligerence and her arrogance, 

and for the coldbloodedness of her attitude toward the refugees. He 
feels that a firm reiteration of the policy announced in the General 
Assembly by Dr. Jessup on territorial questions, and insistence that 
Israel abide by the Assembly’s resolution of December 11, 1948 as 

| to refugees, would clear the atmosphere and bring a quick péace which 
Israel needs as badly as the Arabs. If you should see Mr. Sharett 
before the vote is taken in the forthcoming General Assembly on 
Israel’s admission to the United Nations, your representations would 
have greater effect. It is suggested that you might speak to the Israeli 
Foreign Minister along the following lines: —_ | 

Final Territorial Settlementin Palestine = 
‘The United States Government has observed with keen and continu- 

ing interest the progress being made toward the establishment of 
peace in Palestine, as illustrated by the armistice agreements which 
have been signed between Israel and Egypt on the one hand and Israel 
and ‘the Lebanon on the other, and by the progress which is being 
made im the negotiation of an armistice between Israel and Trans- 
jordan. The United States Government hopes that armistice agree- 
ments will soon be signed between Israel and the remaining Arab 
States which have participated in the Palestine conflict, and is firmly 
convinced that there must be no new outbreak of hostilities in 

, Palestine. oe OO ee 
The United States Government is deeply interested in an equitable 

final settlement of the Palestine problem, and looks forward to the 
negotiations of such a settlement by the parties concerned. The position 
of the United States Government as regards a final territorial settle-
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ment, and as set forth by Dr. Philip Jessup in the United Nations 

General Assembly on November 20, 1948, is that Tsrael is entitled to 

the boundaries allotted to her by the General Assembly resolution of 

November 29, 1947, and that no changes should be made in these 

boundaries without the full consent of Israel. However, if Tsrael 

desires additions to this territory, ie. areas allotted by the General 

Assembly resolution of November 29 to-the Arabs, such as Western 

Galilee and Jaffa, which are now under Israeli military occupation, 

Israel should make territorial concessions elsewhere. The President 

has asked me to state to you his conviction that Israel is not entitled 

to keep both the areas: allotted to it by the November 29 resolution | 

and areas allotted to the Arabs by this resolution, and that. Israel 

should make appropriate territorial compensation for any. territory 

it seeks to retain beyond that allotted. to the Jewish state by the 

November29resolution. 
' Status of Jerusalem 
The United States Government firmly supports the principle of 

the internationalization of:the Jerusalem area, as recommended by 

the General Assembly resolutions of November 29,1947 and Decem- 

ber 11, 1948. The General Assembly resolution of December 11,:1948, 

stated that an international regime for Jerusalem “should provide 

for maximum local autonomy for distinctive groups consistent. with 

the special international status of the Jerusalem area”. Under. these 

circumstances, it would appear feasible that J ewish Jerusalem :could 

be: administered by. Israel, perhaps. as a trusteeship, and Arab. 

Jerusalem by Transjordan on similar terms. However, in the opinion 

of the United States Government, it is essential that the Jerusalem 

area be placed under the overall supervision of some representation 

ofthe United Nations 2 ss , re 

Palestinian Refugees _- / | nt 

‘The United States Government is deeply concerned by the problem 

represented by the 800,000 Palestine refugees. The United States is. 

counting heavily upon Israel to play a major role in the solution of 

this problem, not only in offering financial assistance in the resettle- | 

ment of those refugees who do not desire to return to Israel, but also 

in the repatriation to Israel of a substantial number of the refugees. 

This Government regards such action on the part of Israel as a 

necessary condition to the establishment of a basis for cooperation 

between Israel and its neighbors.* a 

1In a memorandum of March 28 to the Secretary of State, Mr. Rusk examined 

the problems analyzed in this memorandum, except for the question of the 

Palestinian refugees, and recommended that Secretary Acheson discuss them 

with President Truman (501.BB Palestine/3—2849).
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890D.00/2-2349 ee 
The Secretary of State to the Legation in Transjordan 

SECRET a a _ Wasutneton, March 29, 1949. 
No. 38.0 | cS OO 

The Secretary of State refers to the Legation’s despatch No. 12 of. 
| February 23, 1949,’ reporting the counsel of Samir Rifai Pasha to. 

7 King. Abdullah regarding this Government's attitude toward the 
Greater Syria’ problem, and. requesting the. Department’s guidance 

For the Legation’s information, officers of the Department discussed 
the Greater Syria issue informally with Samir Pasha‘ in the course. | 
of his visit to Washington in January 1949. Although the subject. was. 
discussed ‘only briefly, occasion was taken to make it as clear as possible 
that the Department was concerned over the ambitions: of King 
Abdullah to create a Greater Syria encompassing the: territories of 
neighboring states and that this Government looked: with. disfavor 
upon such a scheme. It is apparent from the Legation’s despatch under 
reference that Samir Pasha has either misunderstood or has disto rted 
the Department's views in his counsel to King Abdullah, © 

It is true, of course, that it is a fundamental principle of our 
national policy to respect the right of all peoples to choose the form 
of government under which they will live. Similarly, this Govern- 
ment does not look with favor upon territorial changes that do not. 
accord with the expressed wishes of the peoples concerned. From care- 
ful consideration of the Greater Syria plan as envisaged by King 
Abdullah, however, it would appear that there is insufficient basis to 
support the contention that such a plan would be “a spontaneous’ 

| development springing from the will of the people.” As itis the De- 
partment’s opinion that under these circumstances King Abdullah’s 
attempts to further his proposal for the creation of a Greater Syria 
are a disturbing factor in the Arab Near East, the Government of 
Transjordan would be in error to believe that the Department in any 
sense, tacit or otherwise, either favors or condones the scheme. | 

The Officer in Charge should take suitable opportunity to make the 
Department’s views known to King Abdullah and to Samir Rifai 
Pasha in a manner which, while as tactful as possible, should serve to 
remove any further misconceptions regarding our attitude toward 
this issue. 

* Not printed, | | - ——
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S67N.062/3-2949:: Telegram. | - oe | 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett). to. the Secretary.of State 

— —  SpRusaLem, March 29, 1949. 

253, Press announces decision by Cabinet move Ministries of Health, 

Education, Religion and Social Welfare and War Sufferers to Jerusa- 

lem together with departments of additional ministries. Committee 

appointed: to recommend further transfers. Estimated. 1,000 govern- 

ment officials involved in move. Ramallah radio interprets announce- | 

ment as effort mmfiuence Conciliation Commission and show Jewish. 

determination make Jerusalem capitalIsraelt 00 

- Sent’ Department : -pouched: Amman, repeated Beirut 48. =... 

| | eos es Burperr - 

“ihe Jerusalem Committee of the Conciliation Commission considered the im- 

plications of the Israeli decision and concluded that “this constitutes fait accompli 

and part-[of the] process establishing capital Jerusalem.” The United States 

Delegation similarly concluded that “this move further prejudices prospects 

internationalization and confirms opinion that Israel will not relinquish new city 

of [to] international authority.” ‘(telegram 1538, identified also as Palun 101, 

March 29, 10 p. m., from Beirut, 501.BB Palestine/3-2949) . 

The Conciliation Commission decided, on March 30, to send a written com- 

munication to the Israeli. Prime Minister calling attention to press reports and 

adding that “if confirmed, PCC would be obliged to call attention of Israeli 

Government to incompatibility of such measure with paragraph 8 of GA resolu- 

tion December 11... PCC requests assurance from Ben Gurion it is not. intention 

Israeli Government to transfer ministries to Jerusalem.” (telegram 160, also 

identified as Palun 162, March 31, 3-p. m., from Beirut, 501.BB Palestine/3-3149) 

501.BB Palestine/3-2949: Telegram. ° oe ( 

The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL: — — , Burrut, March 29, 1949—2 p. m. 

_ 152. Palun 100. [From Ethridge.} ReDeptel 148, March 28, USDel. 

position -has: been that it will consider any meeting place when it _ 

becomes obvious that talks can be held or that they will be fruitful. 

In meantime, we expect no commitment nor have Arabs agreed to 

further talks. Arabs are canvassing among themselves now and will 

give reply to Commission within day or two. Question of meeting place 

will then come up as Arabs have been asked to indicate their | 

preference. 7° a | 

My own feeling as stated in Commission has been that it is preferable 

to meet in this part of the world. Jerusalem is out because Arabs con- 

sider they would compromise themselves if they negotiated in [garble] 

Rhodes is distasteful to them psychologically. Tentatively most of the |
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Arab Delegates have said they prefer Geneva although currency diffi- 
culties there very great for most of them. Boisanger has not committed 
himself directly although in Commission he has frequently referred to 
Geneva as a possibility. Yalcin definitely is against Rhodes and favors 
Geneva. possibly under instruction as Turks have [garble]. claim-on 
Rhodes. Jews have indicated to Boisanger preference for Geneva. _ 

Strongest argument against Geneva to my mind is that unless Arabs 
send missions empowered to negotiate and sign, there will be constant 
shuttling back and forth to me, thus prolonging any negotiations and. 
giving the situation time to deteriorate more. If, however, Arabs agree 
to talks and indicate preference for Geneva, I will have to‘agree and 
undertake to impress upon them desirability from their point of view | 
of sending strong delegates. | 
We concur fully view contained and action proposed last paragraph 

_ reference telegram. [Ethridge] oo 
ee  - [Pinkerton]. 

501.BB Palestine/3-2449: Telegram Oo — ne - ae 

_.. “The Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon °° 

CONFIDENTIAL = = = = Wasuineton, March 29, 1949-—7-p. m. 
156. Unpal 70. [For Ethridge.] Our preliminary. reaction. draft 

proposed SC res set forth Palun 95 Mar 24 and commented on in 
Palun 941 is favorable. We believe however this res shld seek to tie in 
all loose ends and leave no doubt but that functions and- Office of 
Mediator well as Truce Comm are terminated. te 
We have fol recommendations: 

1. To Para 3 add fol new language: “Thanks the Truce Comm 
established by the SC res of 23 Apr., 1948 for its distinguished efforts 
in carrying out an arduous and dangerous task and declares this 
Comm dissolved.” . | ee 
2. Proposed para. 5 of draft res would be more explicit if it read 

as fols: “Requests the PCC to undertake the observance of the cease- 
fire in Palestine; upon the assumption by the PCC of this task the 
remaining functions of the UN Mediator on Palestine under SC reso- 

| lutions, and the office of the Mediator, shall terminate.” = 
3. Para. 6 might read: “Requests the SYG to appoint the present 

Chief of Staff of the Palestine Mediator to continue, under the super- 
vision of the PCC, such of the present truce supervision organization 
as the PCC may require in maintaining the cease-fire, and as may be 
necessary in assisting the parties to the armistice agreements in the 
supervision of the application of the terms of those agreements.” 

* Regarding these two telegrams, see footnote 1, p. 869.
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Believe undesirable for supervisor armistice agreements have direct 

access to SC. There will undoubtedly be many allegations of breach 

of armistice which wld impose a needless and politically embarrassing 

task on SC of investigating charges which can only be checked by 

on-the-spot observation. We feel PCC is logical body to whom chief 

of staff shld report alleged breaches of armistice agreements and POC 

wld then be free bring grave infractions attention SC. 
4. Feel also there shid be some laudatory reference In SC res to 

outstanding contribution Bernadotte and Bunche. Probably since latter 
drafted present proposed res this was omitted.’ | 

Rptd USUN as 193. 
| ACHESON 

2 Jerusalem reported, on April 9, that the content of telegram 156 had been . 

discussed with Mr. Bunche, who was “strongly of opinion, however, with which 

USDel agrees, that PCC should not become involved in armistice agreements.” 

Mr. Bunche was said to be of the opinion that the armistice agreements did not : 

require PCC supervision, a matter he planned to discuss with Department officers 

on his return to the United States (telegram 280, also identified as Palun 121, 

501.BB Palestine/4-949). | 

501.BB Palestine/3~3049: Telegram : | oO | ; OS | 

ss Lhe Secretary of State to Mr. Ralph J, Bunche * a 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, March 30, 1949—7 p.m. 

For Acting UN Mediator for Palestine. US Govt refers its proposals. 

of Sept 1948? re export aircraft parts. for Near Kast commercial air-. 

line needs, which proposals were concurred in by you Sept 18.3. 

This Govt considering desirability liberalizing policy to permit 
export to Israel and to Arab States, without prior approval of Media- 

tor, aircraft, spares, other aviation items which US Govt. satisfied 

required for establishment and maintenance civil air services and 

rehabilitation civil air navigation, communications and ground facili-_ 

ties, not limited to services in effect July 15, 1948. Request your early 
views this proposal. | es : ons 

‘This telegram was sent to Cairo as No. 339 and repeated to Rhodes. Mr. 
Bunche, at Rhodes, replied in an undated telegram, received in the Department 
on April 3, that he concurred in the liberalizing policy. Henceforth, he said, “if 
US Government satisfied such items will be used for non-military purposes only, 
I see no need to obtain prior approval of Mediator for issuance of export permits.” 
(Navy telegram NCR 3768, 501.BB Palestine/4-349) 7 7 

* See telegram 908, September 16, 1948, to Jerusalem, Foreign Relations, 1948, 
vol. v, Part 2, p. 1406. | | 

* See footnote 1, ibid., p. 1408. 

501-887—77-—_57
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501.BB Palestine/3-3149 ~ - ras _ 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State — 

| CO _- FWasurneron,] March 31, 1949." 

My Proroszp Conversation Wrrn Mr. SHARETT 

I went over with the President my proposed talk with Mr. Sharett as 
outlined this morning with Mr. Satterthwaite+ The President ap-— 
proved it and asked that a memorandum of the conversation be sent 
to him after it had taken place, and said that he would say the same 
thing to Dr. Weizmann when he arrived in this country. — 

| “This allusion is not clear to the editors. Possibly, Secretary Acheson was 
referring’ to an outline of the matters discussed in Mr. Rusk’s memorandum of 
March 29, which was drafted in Mr. Satterthwaite’s office. oe 

867N.01/3-3149 : Telegram a a, | | 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET - Amman, March 31, 1949—2 p. m. 
143. Legtel 142, March 30.1 After meeting which lasted until 0300. 

hours this morning understanding had been reached on all points. 
It was agreed that original agreement and modifications thereto 
would not be kept secret and that they would form Instructions to. 
two armistice delegates at Rhodes who would include terms thereof 
in general armistice agreement. However, until armistice agreement 
signed, terms these “instructions” would not be made public. Modi- 
fications to original agreement were signed by Defense Minister and 
Israeli representatives and were appended to original agreement as | 
annex. Oo Oe ne 

Israelis were unwilling accept Transjordan concept that areas 
demanded by Israel which were not allotted to Israel under partition 
should be made no man’s land, and stated that question of partition 

| did: not enter into discussions. While Israelis insisted. they should 
occupy areas up to lines laid down in original agreement, it was never- 
theless agreed that neither Transjordan nor Israeli forces would 
occupy Arab villages within areas affected and that such villages 
would remain “enclave”. Villages would raise own police forces and 
would have contact with areas under Transjordan or Israeli occupa-- 

*Not printed; it advised that the King, the Prime Minister, the Chief of the 
Transjordanian Delegation at Rhodes, and the Defense Minister would meet 
with Israeli Representatives on the evening of March 30 to discuss the question 
of the Iraqi front. The Transjordanians anticipated proposing that “those areas 
in question which were allotted to Arabs under partition should become no-mans- 
land under UN until final settlement.’ (867N.01/3-3049)
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tion through UN. This arrangement would preclude possibility large 

numbers refugees. tS rs 

Israelis also agreed to change in wording paragraph 4 of original 

agreement so that it would read “Israel, for its part, will make certain 
changes for the benefit of Transjordan in area west of Hebron”. Re 

this Israel will make ratification.of lines this area which would return 

to Transjordan authority considerable territory. Also agreed that 

paragraph 8 original agreement would be entirely eliminated. = 

‘Fawzi Pasha, said Israelis wished discuss last. night question of 
Latrun for which they willing make compensation. However, Trans- 
jordan representatives replied that first step should be signature of 

armistice based on lines at time of cease-fire agreement and that later 

further talks would be held concerning Latrun, Hadassah, Potash 
works, railroadtoJerusalemjete. 

_ Fawzi Pasha indicated it now expected armistice agreement (draft 

of agreement.concerning Arab.Legion fronts has been considered and - 

approved. by Transjordan). including terms re Iraqi front would be 
signed at Rhodes on Monday April 4. It is understood Legion will . 

takeoverfromiIragisonAprilS. © 
In general, Defense Minister appeared glad to have matters settled _ 

and felt. Transjordan had used weeks grace to good advantage. = 
Sent Department. 143, repeated Baghdad 85, Beirut 30 for USDel . 

PCC, Jerusalem 76. sss 7 

501.BB Palestine/3-3149 : Telegram i wel cee ean fe 

‘The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL ~~. Brrrut, March 31, 1949—6' p. m. 

163. Palun 105. [From Ethridge.] At request French Foreign Office 

Boisanger has asked Ethridge to recommend that Department ap- , 

proach Israeli representative Washington re new Israeli requirement - 

Jerusalem visitors have civilian visas for entry into Israel. Ethridge 
agreed: report matter Department and suggested French representa- 
tive Washington consult. Department re what action desirable. We 
doubt. wisdom ‘constant heckling approaches. but suggest this matter 
might be included in any general over-all approach re Jerusalem or 

| Palestine which Department may make to Israeli-Government.> _ 

4 Secretary: Acheson, on April 1, informed Mr. Ethridge ‘as follows: ° ay want 
you to know that we have given very careful consideration to, Palun 97, Mar 28, . 
which I have discussed with the President. We also have in mind Palun 99, 
Mar 29, and: Palun'105, Mar 31. I have asked Sharett to see me Apr. 5 and shall 
go over these questions with him. The President says that he will cover the same 
points with President Weizmann when he arrives in this country.” (Telegram 166, - 
identified also as Unpal 73, to Beirut, 501.BB Palestine/4-149) 

Palun 97 is identified also as telegram 149 from Beirut, p. 876; Palun 99, 
identified also as telegram 151 from Beirut, March 29, is not printed.
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Sent Department 163, repeated Jerusalem 36, Tel Aviv 6, Amman 
unnumbered. [ Ethridge. | fo Oe 

| Co ae _ PINKERTON 

| Editorial Note | 

The Governments of Israel and Transjordan signed a General 
Armistice Agreement at Rhodes on April 3; for the text, see SC, 4th 
yr., Special Supplement No. 1. | 

Editorial Note — 

The meaning of the expressions “Rhodes formula” and “Rhodes- 
type talks” in connection with the methods of negotiation between 
Israel and some of its Arab neighbors for armistice agreements is not 
entirely clear. The United Nations Bulletin of March 15, 1949, page 
226, states that, with the convening of the Egyptian and Israeli nego- 
tiators at Rhodes, there “followed 42 days of almost continuous session. 

| The procedure adopted was for Dr. Bunche to hold preliminary dis- 
cussions separately with each delegation on each substantive item. 
Then informal meetings were arranged between the heads of the dele- 
gations and the Acting Mediator. And when discussion on the item 
had reached an advanced stage, joint formal meetings of the two dele- 
gations were held.” ae - ON 

| A press release by the United Nations, No. PAL//456.of March 9, 
states that the delegations of Israel and Transjordan, the same after- 
noon, held “their first joint informal meeting which lasted two and a 
half hours. In a very cordial atmosphere, an exchange of views took 
place on 11 points raised by both delegations in connection with the 
delineation of armistice lines, including the Jerusalem sector.” (10 _ 

files) | CO a | ee 

The nature of these expressions became of special moment to the 
Department of State early in 1948. Rufus G. Smith of the Office of 
United Nations Political Affairs, on March 4, 1948, prepared a memo- 
randum entitled “The Rhodes Formula,” which read in part as follows: 

“The 1949 armistice agreements between Israel and its four Arab 
neighbors were achieved pursuant to a November 1948 Security Council 
resolution which called on the parties to negotiate ‘either directly or 
through the acting mediator on Palestine.’ a | 

After adoption of the resolution, Israel said that it would prefer 
direct negotiations but, if this was not immediately practicable, would 
be prepared to negotiate through UN intermediaries. Arab replies
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did not deal with the procedural aspect and the meetings apparently 
began with no advance agreement on how they would proceed. _ 

The account of the chief Israeli negotiator and Bunche’s: reports 
agree that the first one or two meetings were separate. According 
to Bunche, the first joint meeting took place on the second day. The 
Israeli account says that at this meeting the delegations first exchanged | 
views through Bunche but ‘it was not long before the delegations were 
arguing with one another directly.’ Bunche’s report only says that the 
two delegations were introduced at that first meeting and that he 
became chairman at their request. Thereafter, according to Bunche, 
there would be preliminary discussions between himself and each of 
the delegations separately, ‘informal meetings between heads of dele- 
gations and the United Nations,’ and ‘joint formal meetings. of the two 
delegations? 
_ Apparently, then, there were both joint. meetings with Bunche in 
the chair and informal meetings between Bunche and each party sep- 
arately. There is no indication of the frequency of each type of 
meeting. It-is also not clear whether the substantive negotiations took 

_ place in the separate sessions, in the joint sessions, or in both. Israel | 
would: probably maintain that they took place in the joint sessions, or 
at least primarily in such sessions. Bunche, while referring to some 
Israeli descriptions of the negotiations as ‘inaccurate and misleading,’ 
has refused to expand publicly on his reports to the Security Council 
at the time. a, at . eS 

_ Bunche’s reports, however, do reflect a gradual change in terminol- 
ogy. By the time of the Israel_Jordan and Israel—Lebanon discussions, 
which began after the Israel-Kgypt agreement was signed, he was 
talking of negotiations ‘between’ representatives of the parties under 
UN chairmanship. Also, in his summary report to the Council on all 
four armistice agreements, submitted after conclusion of the Israel— 
Syria agreement, he recommended adoption of a draft resolution 
referring to negotiations ‘between’ the parties.” __ a 

~The memorandum continued with a chronological account of the 
negotiations and their background and aftermath, which, in pertinent | 
part, referred to Mr. Bunche’s report of January 12, 13, and 25, 
printed on pages 649, 654, and 698, respectively ; and concluded with a 
‘section entitled “An Israeli Account of the Rhodes Negotiations,” 
which presented the views of Walter Eytan, tlie Chief Israeli Rep- | 
resentative at the Rhodes negotiations, as given in his The first Ten 
Years (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1958), pages 28 ff 

The Department, on March 7, 1968, informed Amman that “virtually 
only authoritative reports on procedures followed at Rhodes are those 
Bunche submitted to UNSC. ... In any event it [is] clear that 
‘Rhodes formula’ . . . embraced variety of methods, both formal and 
informal, joint and separate.” (telegram 126252) 

Mr. Smith’s memorandum and telegram 126252 are filed under POL 
27 Arab-—Isr. | _ Co | —_
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867N.01/4-549 : OF - Be 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State: — 

SECRET os New Yorx, April 5, 1949. 

[Subject :] Palestine Problem __ 

Present: The Secretary | | | 
Mr. Sharett, Foreign Minister of Israel _ , 
Dean Rusk — | Oo 

I expressed appreciation for Mr. Sharett’s visit and stated that I 
wanted to congratulate him upon the armistice recently concluded 
between Israel and Transjordan. I then expressed the hope that the 
negotiation of an armistice with Syria could rapidly be brought to 
a conclusion. a ; . | 

I said that I had had an opportunity to discuss with the President 
the matters which had been discussed between Mr. Sharett and myself 
in Washington, and that I now wished to discuss with Mr. Sharett 

_ the President’s views on the general situation. Oo 
_ The President has been following the situation in the Near East 
with very close attention and deep personal concern. Oo 

- On the question of the boundary settlement, to which attention 
would turn as soon as the armistice negotiations had been completed, 

_ the President wished to reaffirm his attitude which he has expressed 

on many occasions. a 
The President supports the settlement of the November 29 resolu- 

tion and considers that Israel has a clear and unequivocal claim to the 
territories allotted to Israel in that resolution and that any changes 
in such territories adverse to Israel must have Israel’s consent. Insofar 
as Israel might itself wish a rectification of the November 29 
frontiers—and we can understand that some rectification will be de- 
sired—we believe that these changes must be brought about by agree- 

| ment. Further, such agreement should result from negotiation and 
consent in the genuine meaning of those terms. The President believes 
that Israel must be prepared to offer territorial concessions In one 
part of its territory in exchange for increments of territory which it 

_ 14)prafted by Mr. Rusk; it is a redraft in the first person of a memorandum 
drafted originally in the third person, with no substantive changes. Both memo- 
randa are filed under the same number. Secretary Acheson transmitted a copy to 

‘President Truman with his memorandum of April 7, which stated in part: “You 
will recall asking me to send you a copy of this memorandum so that you could 
use it in connection with your conversation with Dr. Weizmann when he arrives 
in this country.” (867N:01/4-749) sis . lg 

The Acheson—Sharett conversation began at 11:15 a. m. on April 5 in Apart- 
ment 42-A, the Waldorf Towers (marginal notation on Mr. Acheson’s memo- 

randum of March 31, p. 886).
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desires elsewhere. Actually, the President does not foresee that there 

should be any serious difficulty in reaching agreement on this basis. 

With respect to Jerusalem, the President stands behind the concept 

of internationalization as set forth in the solution of the General 

Assembly of December 11, 1948. It is recognized that the interest of 

the international community is primarily in the Holy Places and in 

the maintenance of orderly conditions around the Holy Places. Inter- 

national interest is not primarily concerned with regulating the day- 

to-day activity of the inhabitants as such. For that reason the 

President. believes that it should be possible to work out arrangements, 

perhaps under the trusteeship system, under which Israeli and Arab — 

authorities could accept responsibilities in Jerusalem, but which 

recognize international interest and authority for the Holy. Places. 

I then stated that the most serious difficulty and the source of 

ereatest immediate concern to the President was the question of Pales- 

tine refugees. These refugees number some 800,000. They constitute a 

serious political problem disturbing to the good order and well-being 

of the Near East. The Assembly resolution of December 11 set up the 

principle of repatriation. While it can be understood that repatriation 

of all of these refugees is not a practical solution, nevertheless we 

anticipate that a considerable number must be repatriated if a solution 

is to be found. —- a | , 

_ The President is particularly anxious that an impasse not develop 

on this subject, with one side refusing to negotiate for a final settle- 

ment until a solution is found for refugees, and the other side refusing 

to take steps to solve the refugee question until there is a final political 

settlement. We must avoid the argument as to which is the horse and 

which is the cart, because in fact the political settlement and the refu- 

gee solution are part and parcel of the same problem and both are 
cart and both are horse. | | | | 

The President believes that now is the time for Israel to make a real 

contribution to a political settlement by showing that it is prepared 
to make a beginning on the refugee problem. The Israeli Government 

could state that it considers this problem a necessary part of a final 

political settlement, but that it is prepared to move immediately to | 

attempt repatriation of a portion, say a fourth, of the refugees eligible 

for repatriation. I stated that we hoped that Israel could accept im- 

_ mediately the repatriation of refugees coming from areas now under _ 

Israeli occupation, but not allotted to Israel under the November 29 

resolution and, in addition, a substantial number into Israel proper. 

A statesmanlike move by Israel with respect to refugees would make 

it possible for the President to continue his strong and warm support
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for Israel and efforts being made by its Government to establish its 
new political and economic structure on a firm basis. 

In reply, Mr. Sharett stated first that he was familiar with our views 
on boundary questions and that he was also hopeful that an agreed 
solution could be reached. He stated that he realized that mutual ad- 
justments were involved but that he did not see any insurmountable 
difficulty. | a 

Regarding Jerusalem, Mr. Sharett said that he personally found the 
suggestions about trusteeship reasonable and worthwhile suggestions 
for further study, and that his own attitude was that a solution might 

_ very well be found along those lines. He stated, however, that he did 
not wish to exclude at this time another kind of solution which might 
be reached by agreement between Israel and ‘Transjordan—an agree- 
ment which would require the imprimatur of the General Assembly 
and which would, of course, take into account international interest 
in the Holy Places. He stated that in prior discussion with Trans- 
jordan on the subject of Jerusalem they had found Abdullah insistent 
upon the principle of annexation rather than of internationalization. 

The impression left by Mr. Sharett was that the Israeli Government 
had not rejected the idea of a joint trusteeship of some sort for the city 
of Jerusalem, but that it still had in mind the possibility of a direct 
agreement between Israel and Transjordan which could be agreed to 
internationally. 

On the question of the refugees Mr. Sharett stated that he first had 
a question about the numbers involved. Israeli experts thought that 
the number of legitimate refugees was in the number of 500,000 to 
550,000, but that there were many local inhabitants who described 
themselves as refugees in order to obtain relief. / . 

Apart from numbers, Mr. Sharett stated that he could not agree to 
a distinction between territory allotted to Israel under the Novem- 
ber 29 resolution and other territory now under Israel control. The 
primary reason is that security in Israel is indivisible, and he illus- 
trated this by a detailed explanation of operations in the West Galilee 
area. He stated that Israel could not give up the minimum security 
which it had won with so much blood and expenditure by reintroduc- 
ing large number of refugees into the very areas from which Israel had 
been seriously threatened. = oo 

Mr. Sharett then restated the Israeli position that the refugee 
problem can only be solved in terms of final peace settlement and that 
basically resettlement is the proper solution for refugees. He stated 
that the question arose out of war and could only be settled in a peace. 
He said there would never have been a refugee problem had the Arabs 
not initiated the war; that Israel had been willing to accept the pres-
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ence of a large Arab minority within its territory, but that the situa- : 

tion is now completely changed and that to return refugees who had 

once left the country created quite a new problem. Hestated that their 

return would disturb the homogeneity of Israeli areas; they could 

settle themselves in neighboring Arab states, not only to their own 

benefit but to the benefit of the Arab states themselves and would 

increase the productive capacity and capital equipment of such states. 

_ He stated that he would report fully my remarks to his Government | 

and, indeed, that Mr. Ben Gurion would be discussing the refugee 

question with the Palestine Concilliation Commission on April 7. | 

- [then continued by stating that I thought Israel should consider the 

refugee question inthree phases. Fe 
As a first step I thought that the Israeli Government. should find 

a way to state that it is prepared to accept a considerable number of 

refugees on a repatriation basis. Since there may be some difference 
of opinion as to the numbers involved, it may not be possible to talk 

about precise figures, but some quantitative indication of what. Israel 

could do would be an important step. Such a step would permit Mr. 
_ Ethridge and the Palestine Conciliation Commission to proceed with 

an orderly consideration of the entire question, would set the frame- 

work for a discussion of a political settlement and would make it 

easier for us to get the assistance of Congress in dealing with the later 

aspects of the problem. OO ne 

As a second phase, I thought that, as peace discussions continued, __ 

the Israeli Government might be able to say that since discussions 

would be going well and there would be a prospect of a settlement, 

the Israeli Government could then begin actual repatriation. Initially | | 

repatriation might be to less critical areas from a security point of 

view and could be worked out so that it would not jeopardize the 

Israeli military position, : a a 

_ The final step would be the final political settlement which would _ 

include whatever additional contribution Israel could make in terms 

ofrepatriation, | a 
Mr. Sharett said that he felt that the two fully understood each 

other’s point of view and that he would report my statement fully to | 
his Government and asked me to express his appreciation to the Presi- 

dent for the President’s interest and concern in this question. 

Mr. Rusk raised with Mr. Sharett the difficulty being caused by 
certain administrative action by local authorities by which Israel 
would unnecessarily complicate and prejudice forthcoming negotia- 
tions. He cited the recent requirements that visitors to Jerusalem _ 
have civilian visas. Mr. Sharett thought that the only visas involved _ 
were those required for transit through Israel itself, but that some
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question about: permits may have arisen. In. connection with direct 

entry into:Jerusalem from Arab-held territories,.He said he would get 
, in touch: with his Government immediately and try.to clarify that 

situation? © 

: * The Department sent a lengthy summary of the Acheson-Sharett conversation 
to Ambassador McDonald and Mr. Ethridge at Tel Aviv on April 6. The telegram 
noted that the Israeli Foreign Minister saw the Secretary at'the latter’s request. 
After its summary, the Department concluded as follows:. “We do not feel that 
McDonald should associate himself with PCC in meeting with Ben, Gurion, since 
he is not member of PCC. However, Dept desires hé as Amb urgently give PriMin 
full account interview, stressing points made by President and Secy. si 

“Both. McDonald and Ethridge should express to BenGurion serious concern 
this Govt at reports from UN Mediator of reported Israeli incursion into Syrian 
territory Apr. 5. Dept understands McDonald ‘has already. received direct com- 
munications from Bunche and has seen -text of urgent message from Bunche to 
Israeli Govt Apr 5 stating that if any Israeli forces are beyond Syrian frontier 
he must-insist this is most flagrant and dangerous violation of SC truce and that 
such forces must be withdrawn immediately. McDonald should state that, coming 
on very day when Secy has in terms of friendly interest so fully explained to 
Israeli FonMin President’s deep concern for prompt. peace in Palestine, this. 
report if true would necessar[il]y cause most unfavorable impression here, 
particularly at a time when Israel membership UN on point being discussed GA.” 
(Telegram 208, 501.BB Palestine/4-649) | ns ot 

. The text of Mr. Bunche’s message to the Israeli Government was transmitted 
to the Department by Beirut in telegram 177, identified also as Palun 111, April 5, 
11 p. m.; 501.BB Palestine/4—549. ae | : ce 

501.BB Palestine/4-549: Telegram a | 

- Lhe Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL a Berot, April 5, 1949—1 p. m. 

174. Palun 108. [From Ethridge.] During second and last joint 
meeting: between Commission and Arab states at Beirut on April 5, 
representatives of Egypt, Transjordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and 
Syria informed Commission their governments agreed to continuation 
of exchange of views at some neutral place at an ‘early date. Iraqi 
representative. stated his government was unable to accept and that 
prior to further discussion GA Resolution December 11 regarding 
refugees should be accepted by Israel. Iraqi representative privately 
stated, however, Iraq would send observer to further meetings. | 
_ Egypt, Transjordan and Syria representatives indicated Italy, Brus- 

sels, and. Evian would be acceptable for meeting in that. order. 
Lebanon preferred Evian. Saudi Arabia had no instructions. Com- 
missioners did not discuss matter further with Arabs re Jerusalem nor 
among themselves. Commission plans defer decision regarding place 

and date pending meeting with Ben-Gurion April 7.” a 
Arab representatives made it clear they expected Commission to 

present their views regarding imperative character paragraph 11 GA
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Resolution. December 11 and that Israel, if it desired. to cooperate, 

might be expected now to make it possible for Arab refugees to return. 

to their homes and to cancel other present Israeli measures re refugee 

land and property which are prejudicial to interests of refugees. 

Commission explained it planned ‘to visit Tel Aviv April 7 and | 

would present Arab: views regarding refugees and would ascertain 

Israeli attitudes 9 

- Department please pass to US Mission, New Yorks 

' Sent Department 174; repeated Tel Aviv 7, Jerusalem 28, Baghdad. 

15, Damascus 23, Amman unnumbered, Cairo 17, Jidda unnumbered, 

Pb spethetge pen epic 8 .» ». PINKERTON 

1Mr, Ethridge, on April 4, had expressed his view to the Department that the | 

Arabs had made a real concession in agreeing to go ahead with peace talks and 

that “If Israel would make concession now on refugees we would be on our way.” 

(Telegram 170, identified also as Palun 107, from Beirut, 501.BB Palestine/ 

4-499) Sere, eee 

Oe ne Sk _ Editorial Note | 

The Second Progress Report of the Palestine Conciliation Commis- 

sion was released in two parts, dated April 5 and 9. They dealt pri- | 

marily with Arab and Israeli views, respectively, on the Palestine 

refugee question. The text of the report is printed in GA, 4th Sess., 

Ad Hoc Political Committee, Annex, volume II, page 3. , : 

501.BB Palestine/4-549 :Telegram oe OS , 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET | ss Jurusatem, April 5, 1949—3 p. m. 

266. Article 8 of Israel Transjordan agreement provides for special 

committee which “shall have exclusive competence over such matters 

‘as may be referred to it”. Questions. listed for committee attention. 

pertain mainly to J erusalem and have direct. bearing on future city. 

In defending agreement before Knesset. Ben-Gurion stated, accord-. 

ing to Palestine Post, one of major problems in negotiations overcome 

when questions connected with Jerusalem left to special committee “to 

be settled without UN intercession”. Post quotes Dr. Bunche as saying 

special committee will find means making life for people in Jerusalem 

easier and helping Jerusalem return to normal. Diplomatic corre-. 

spondent of Pos? asserts Israel and Transjordan will negotiate directly 

through special committee-without intervention of any third party on 

all questions outstanding “including those which would normally be:
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subject of Peace Conference and which would have been regarded as 
within scope of PCC”. He believes establishment of special committee 
has seriously weakened position PCC. oo | 

Israel has long shown desire settle problem Jerusalem directly with 
Transjordan without “interference of third party” and Consul[ate] 
General has consistently maintained UN must be considered interested 
party in any agreement re Jerusalem. Creation this committee with 
apparent approval acting mediator furnishes Israel and Transjordan 
convenient means settling question concerning Jerusalem by mutual 
agreement and without taking into account UN interest in city. Diffi- 
cult to perceive how functions assigned committee will not make more 
difficult carrying out provisions GA Resolution December 11 re 
internationalization. __ | a 
en oo BuRvETT 

501.MA Palestine/4-549 : Telegram oo | | . 

Lhe Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | Brut, April 5, 1949—4 p. m. 
175. Palun 109. [From Ethridge.] On April 4 Eytan, Director Gen- 

, eral Israeli Foreign Office replied to PCC letter referred to in Legtel 
160 March 31+ and stated: | re 

Ben Gurion directs me to confirm it is intention of Government of 
Israel to accommodate certain of its departments in Jerusalem and 
government aiter careful study of question finds itself unable accept 
view this step is incompatible with Article 8 of GA resolution Decem- 

| ber 11. There is in considered opinion of government’s advisers nothing 
in this article nor in any other article of GA resolution December 11 
that could be interpreted as forbidding Government of Israel to 
establish any of its departments in Jerusalem. | 

Pending final determination of future of Jerusalem Government of 
Israel deems itself entitled to use accommodation available there as 
matter of administrative convenience. | 

Eytan then expressed Government of Israel’s: regret PCC in April 1 
press release in Beirut “should have publicly criticized” government’s 
conduct before reply could be made to PCC letter. | | 

‘Identified also as Palun 102, not printed; it advised of a letter from the 
Palestine Conciliation Commission to Prime Minister Ben-Gurion, which, in citing 
press reports on the transfer of Israeli ministries to Jerusalem, stated that if the 
reports were confirmed the “PCC would be obliged to call attention of Israeli 
Government to incompatibility of such measure with paragraph 8 of GA resolu- 
tion December 11.” The letter requested the assurance of the Prime Minister that 
it was not the intention of the Israeli Government to transfer the ministries to 
Jerusalem. (501.BB Palestine/3-3149)
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| - Bytan concluded by confirming PCC appointment April 7 with 

Ben Gurion who was looking forward to exchange of views with PCC 

on present situation and on plans for future. — Jo ihaity 
PCC decided April 5 to take two steps: (1) To write Eytan that 

PCC press release had not criticized government but had stated. con- 

tent PCC letter which expressed PCC opinion that if it were true 

Israel planned transfer Ministries to Jerusalem PCC considered. it 

incompatible with GA resolution December 11; and (2) to discuss 

matter with Ben Gurion April? Sota yee 

- PCC remains of opinion transfer of Ministries to Jerusalem 1s 

incompatible with GA resolution December 11. It is matter of Israel 

intent. Theory expressed in Eytan’s letter that resolution ‘is silent 

would presumably make it possible for Israel to announce Jerusalem | 

as capital of Israel with impunity. | 

Boisanger believes US and France should discuss with Sharett in 

Washington. We agreed report matter to Department and suggested | 

French representative Washington consult Department regarding 

desirable action. - | | ee ‘ 

— Repeated Jerusalem 39, Tel. Aviv 8, Amman unnumbered. 

[Ethridge.] | a | | | 

| | a | Oe n PINKERTON | 

867N.48/4-549: Telegram - | : : | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom* | 

TOP SECRET __ a, Wasurneton, April 5, 1949—6 p. m. 

1176. For McGhee from Satterthwaite. In general discussion with 

Secy Apr 2 re NEA area, FonMin Bevin? emphasized desirability 

holding Arabs “in line” and expressed view US and UK shid adopt 

common line for development potential resources needed for our de- 

fense. He stated that after Palestine question settled, he hoped con- 

centrate on several major development projects, particularly Lake 

Victoria and Lake Tana water schemes and Euphrates. Latter he con- 

sidered offers possibility. establishing under good living conditions 

population of five to six million capable withstanding Soviet pressure. 

Bevin further stated Arab refugee problem being studied. He said 
40,000 could be resettled on Jordan slopes and that he was putting 

pressure on Syrian Govt for resettlement 200,000-800,000 Northern 

Syria. He hoped Transjordan could absorb remainder. © an | 

1This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem as No. 187 and for Mr. Ethridge as 
Unpal 74. _ | | Oo | on 

2Mr. Bevin was in the United States to attend the Second Part of the Third 
Session of the General Assembly, which began in New York on April 5.
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- Re general area he favors vigorous econ development drive by West, 
since development important for capital goods market and for food 
production. | : , as 
Secy replied that President is greatly interest ME development as 

| complement to Western European recovery, is extremely interested in 
Euphrates project, and desires concentrate on development problems 
rather than diffuse our energies. Secy further stated our desire proceed 

| on internat] front and belief IBRD appropriate org for development 
Point IV program. [Satterthwaite.] _ Oe — | 

: 0 . | ACHESON 

867N.20.4/3-2949 — ) 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Johnson) 

RESTRICTED Wasuineton, April 6, 1949. 

_ My Dear Mr. Secretary: During the course of a call which he 
paid upon the Secretary of State on March 22, the Foreign Minister 
of Israel, Mr. Moshe Sharett, stated that the Israeli Government was 
very much interested in obtaining American technical assistance for 
the organization and training of the Israeli Army. He said that his 
Government would like to offer positions as advisers to a limited 
number of retired United States Army officers, or Reserve officers on 
inactive status, who were skilled in the various branches of military 
organization. Mr. Sharett added that the purpose of his request was 
not to prepare the Israeli Army for offensive operations but to re- 
organize it in the most efficient manner possible to permit the reduction 
of the number of men now under arms. 

Mr. Sharett was told that the Department. would be glad to discuss — 
his request with your office and to give it sympathetic consideration. 
It was also explained that in the absence of permanent legislation, it 
would be impossible to comply with his request on the basis of a 
military mission, __ — 

The Department would appreciate receiving your opinion as to 
whether the procedure suggested by Mr. Sharett is permissible under 
the law and regulations and agreeable to the National Military Estab- 
lishment. It appears that it would be desirable and in the national 
interest to permit competent retired or reserve officers, having the 
confidence of the National Military Establishment, to assist the Israeli 
authorities in the basic organization of theirarmy. == 

It appears also, however, that while we should, if possible, give 
agreement in principle to Mr. Sharett’s request, it would be advisable 
to postpone the granting of permission to individual officers until such 
time as the armistice negotiations between Israel and the Syrian Gov-
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ernments have been successfully completed, or at least until we are 

satisfied that the likelihood of a renewal of hostilities in Palestine 

has passed. ce 

Sincerely yours, | J AMES KE. WEBB 

501.MA Palestine/4-649 _ a Te | — 

«The President to the Secretary of State oe 

oo — ee WasHINcTON, April 6, 1949. 

~My Dear Mr. Sucrerary: In accordance with Section 1 of the 

Joint Resolution providing for the authorization of a special con- 

tribution by the United States for the relief of Palestine refugees 

(Public Law 25, 81st Congress, approved March 24, 1949), IT have 

today allocated $8,000,000 to the Department of State from funds 

advanced by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation under the pro- 

visions of Section 2 of the aforementioned Act, which advance has 

been deposited with the Treasury of the United States, and estab- 

lished under Appropriation Symbol No. 119/0004s. SO 

These funds are to be used by the Department of State as a special 

contribution to the United Nations for the purposes set forth in the 

resolution of the General Assembly of the United Nations of Novem- 

ber 19, 1948, providing for the relief of Palestine refugees. 

Sincerely yours, | OO -Harry S. TruMan 

501.BB Palestine/4—849: Telegram ~ . | | 

The Ambassador in I srael (McDonald) to the Secretary of State. 

SEORET a | Tex Aviv, April 8, 1949—noon. 

968. ReDeptel 208, April 6.1 Ethridge arrived Tel Aviv April .7 

in time study Dept instructions before PCC Conference with Prime 

Minister. After receiving brief report from Ethridge of PCC talk 

with B[en-] G[urion] and Foreign Office staff I saw Prime Min- 

ister. My exchange with Prime Minister followed closely Dept’s argu- 

ment and complemented and reinforced presentation BG PCC. — 

1. Prime Minister said he had not heard of “alleged Israel violation 

of Syrian frontier” until morning April 7; charges might be true 

and if confirmed troops would be ordered back at once and commander 

punished. Prime Minister insisted Israel concerned only to have 

Syrians return their side international frontier. Hour later Shiloah 

(in course long explanation at residence with staff re Israel-Trans- 

jordan armistice agreement and related matters being reported air-. 

gram fully) said positively that Israeli troops already withdrawn. 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 894. - | a 7 a
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2. On question Israeli’s frontiers, Prime Minister’s attitude identi- 
cal with that of Sharett reported Deptel 208. 

3. Re Jerusalem Prime Minister said President Truman’s view 
(Deptel 208) was encouraging and that he hoped Israel and Trans- 
jordan could reach agreement on administration of city and inter- 
nationalization of holy places. Israel prepared if necessary challenge 
PCC’s Jerusalem recommendations before GA. 

4. Re refugees, Prime Minister repeated Sharett’s arguments 
(Deptel 208) and insisted any repatriation program must be “integral 
part peace settlement. It must not precede nor follow peace’’. Israel’s 
contribution to repatriation and resettlement must wait until Arabs 
no longer threaten resumption war because returning refugees now 
might welcome invaders. He argued GA December 11 resolve impliedly 
accepted this thesis and he insisted that Israel’s answer on this point 
was unshakable. 

In reply my argument that American and world public opinion was 
increasingly critical of Israel’s position and that it should in own 
interest accept Dept’s program of gradualism, Prime Minister replied : 
“Iam fully aware public criticism but Israel too small make promises 
it cannot or does not intend to carry out. Israel right self-protection 
is paramount. Govt must insist irrespective criticism right defend 
country’s existence. Not fair ask it jeopardize safety by repatriation 
now”. | 
Comment: At present I see no prospect softening Israel’s position 

refugees. Attitude Jerusalem and frontiers more promising. Hence 
it is fortunate PCC is pressing plans Kuropean conference. I hope 
Dept decides call regional conference heads of American missions 
(Embtel 259, April 8)? before Ethridge who strongly supports plan 
leaves this area. OO 

| McDonatp 

? Not printed : in this message, for the attention of Mr. Satterthwaite, Ambassa- 
der McDonald suggested the “possibility regional conference preferably Rhodes 
while Bunche still there, of heads Missions Beirut, Damascus, Baghdad, Amman, 
Tel Aviv, Jidda, Cairo and possibly Yemen. Attendance Ethridge also obvious 
advantage him and us, and your or Hare’s presence as chairman would be most useful.” (501.BB Palestine/4-349) Sy 

501.BB Palestine/4—849 : Telegram : | a . . | an 

_ Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET JERUSALEM, April 8, 1949—1 p. m. 
272. In Old City yesterday encountered extreme bitterness and 

resentment among Palestine Arabs over signature Israel Transjordan 
armistice. Particularly angered over provisions in Article 6 for turning 
over to Jews area in triangle containing 16 villages and reportedly 
89,000 inhabitants. Asserted villagers defended homes during entire 
period of conflict and saw no justification for surrender their lands.
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Villagers reportedly begging Iraqis to stay and delegation sent Bagh- 

dad to plead case. Arabs scoffed at clause permitting villagers remain 

and stating Jews would not enter villages. Stated essential work 

surrounding lands to survive and many persons from Tulkarm and 

Qualqiliya also depend on lands to be given Jews. Pointed to fate 

villagers left in Faluja area when Egyptians withdrew alleging were 

terrorized by Jews and forced by physical violence to leave, Antici- 

pated great majority Arabs in area would become refugees. 

Open criticism of Transjordan and King Abdullah voiced. Stated 

in desire conclude immediate peace and obtain title to Arab areas in _ 

Pakistan [Palestine], King paid no heed to wishes or rights Palestine 

Arabs. Denied persons signing treaty had right to speak for Palestine 

Arabs or dispose their territory. US and UK assigned share of blame | 

since failed give Abdullah concrete assurances assistance In event 

Jewish attack. - | Oo 

Abdullah Tel, Governor Old City, confirmed above feeling Palestine | 

Arabs. Stated as adviser to King had warned him that cession territory 

in triangle most unwise politically and “would shake kingdom ‘Trans- 

jordan”. He refused associate himself officially with negotiations 

despite anger of King although did conduct Jewish officials to Shuneh. 

Stated that alleged compensation to Transjordan in Hebron area mere 

fiction since territory of no value and contained no “name” villages. 

Tel stated from military point of view could sympathize with demands 

Jews for improvement of lines in triangle. He urged they compensate 

by giving back villages in Ramle Ludda area (not towns) or 

Beitjibrin sector. This would enable King to show people concrete 

quid pro quo and offset adverse political reaction. Jews as usual refused. 

to give anything not even village of Dawayima although this discussed _ 

for three hours. | | EE 

Re Jerusalem Abdullah Tel maintained not intention Arabs exclude 

UN from Jerusalem discussions (Contel 266, April 5) through crea- 
tion special committee. Said this undoubtedly desire of Jews but Arabs 
wished and realized needed assistance UN and PCC in Jerusalem 
settlement. Claimed would not accede to any further demands Jews 
in Jerusalem and wasnowtimeforJewsgivesomething, = == 

Re Syrian coup, Abdullah Tel, who recently proceeded Damascus 
as emissary King Abdullah, stated revolt entirely internal against 
associates President Quwwatly who completely corrupt. Stated group 
surrounding President of Lebanon of same ilk and should watch step 
or might suffer similar fate. Asserted Iraq and Transjordan both 
supporting Zaim. Oo | | | 

1The reference is to the coup by Col. Husni Zaim which overthrew the Gov- 
ernment of Syria on March 30; see Secretary Acheson’s memorandum of April 25 
to President Truman, p. 1630. | , 

501-887—77—_58
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From above conversations appears that Israel obtained its.demands 
at cost further bitterness among Arab people and that in acquiescing 
King Abdullah also incurred public resentment. Only by risking strong 
popular opposition and possible upheavals can Arab leaders, regardless 
own wishes, agree to further Jewish demands without receiving real 
concessions in return. To obtain permanent peace treaties and even 
temporary stability in area essential find formula for forcing Israel 
to make concessions in accord with US policy as set forth by Jessup 
in speech November 20 and to comply with GA resolution December 11. 

~ Sent Department 272, repeated Baghdad 22, Beirut 56, Damascus 19, 
Amman 21. Pouched Cairo, Jidda. . Oo | 

- | BuRvDETT 

501.BB Palestine/4—949 : Telegram oe | 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | JERUSALEM, April 9, 1949—10 a. m. 

— 274. Palun 115. [From Ethridge.] On April 7, PCC had 214 hour 
meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Ben-Gurion and his aides. Dis- 
cussion revolved around (1) general and specific instructions contained 
in GA resolution December 11; (2) Beirut meeting with Arab states; 
(3) date and place of further meeting between Arab states, Israel 
and PCC. | 

Discussion revealed, in general, that (1) Prime Minister was willing 
to send Israeli representatives to some neutral place such as Switzer- 
land or Italy where Arab representatives would also be present for 
talks either separately or jointly and either through PCC or directly 
beginning April 26. Prime Minister would consult his government 
and give definite. answer before April 12; (2) Prime Minister was 
unable to make any commitment regarding refugees prior to peace 
settlement during which question would be discussed and toward solu- 
tion of which Israel would contribute what it could; (3) Prime Minis- 
ter was unable to accept principle of internationalization of Jerusalem 
area as envisaged in paragraph 8 GA resolution December 11 and 
intended to argue case before GA in September. International super- 
vision of holy places was acceptable, ee oe 

Yalcin as PCC chairman opened discussion emphasizing PCC task 
under general instructions regarding conciliation and specific instruc- 
tions regarding Jerusalem and refugees. Before Beirut meeting Arabs 
had wished to make talks with Israel contingent on prior solution for 
refugee question. At Beirut PCC had been able to persuade Arabs to 
continue talks at early date at neutral place without advance commit- 
ment regarding refugees. PCC had already requested Israel for con- 
ciliatory statement on refugees without result. Would Israel now be
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willing to accept’ principle of repatriation, resettlement and rehabilita- | 

tion as stated in paragraph 11, GA resolution December 11¢° 0 

' Ben-Gurion replied it was not within Israel’s competence to change | 

GA instructions regarding Jerusalem and refugees. Instructions were 

matter entirely between GA and PCC. When GA considered’: PCC 

reports, Israel would be “on equal footing” to argueitscase. .. | 

Ben-Gurion pointed out that paragraph 11, GA resolution Decem- 

ber 11 specifically stated “refugees wishing to return to their homes and 

live at peace with their neighbors”. Ben-Gurion emphasized Arab 

states made war on Israel and that Palestine Arabs were invited. by 

Arab states to fight Israel. Peace has not yet been achieved and it 

was not yet clear Arabs wished to live at peace. Israel was willing 

to contribute to solution of refugee problem. Such action would be in 

interest of justice and self-interest of Israel. It would depend, however 

on whether peaceful relations were established between Israel and 

Arab states. | | | | re 

~ Ben-Gurion continued GA decision on November 29 to international- | 

ize Jerusalem was based on reasons no longer valid. UN had failed to 

protect Jerusalem in May, 1948. Destruction in Jerusalem had been 

caused by Arab states which defied UN. One hundred thousand Jews 

had been imperiled. Israel objects to decision of December 11 regarding 

internationalization and wishes to argue case before GA in September. 

Although PCC is bound by paragraph 8, GA resolution December 11, 

Israel does not accept. However, Israel accepts. international super- 

vision of holy places. Israel bases its attitude on (1) presence 100,000 

Jews in Jerusalem and (2) significance of Jerusalem as capital city 

since David. Jerusalem is to Jews what Rome and Paris are to Italians 

and French respectively. — Sa os 

- Yalcin replied regarding refugees it was not question between victor 

and vanquished but one of human rights. If Arab states were wrong 

they might be punished but not Arab people. Israel has always had ~ 

world sympathy which has assisted Jews in reaching promised land. 

If Israel denies Arab rights, world opinion would be alienated. Israel 

should not, like Hitler, use methods incompatible with standards 

western civilization, =| | | a 

- Ben-Gurion answered that Israel had been faithful to moral prin- 

ciples and reiterated Israel would make its contribution but that it | 

depended on Arab states at time of peace settlement. Ben-Gurion / 

emphatically denied Israel expelled any Arabs from Israeli territory 

and, with considerable emotion, stated creation of refugee problem was 

organized plan by Arab states or British or both. Mandatory power 

should be brought before some world court or morals [sic]. Even now. 

propaganda campaign magnifying refugee problem from 500,000 to
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800,000 was being waged by those who had instigated Arab war against 
Israel. Ben-Gurion contended resettlement of Arabs in Arab states 

would be more humane than in Israel. Repatriation and resettlement 
would be discussed at peace settlement at which time Israel would not 
forget humanitarian side of question. - 

Ethridge outlined development of Arab thinking during PCC tour 
of Near Eastern capitals and at Beirut during which PCC had empha- 
sized unrealistic character of Arab position of refugees and necessity 
of considering question within framework of peace settlement. Arabs 
had made great concession by agreeing. Intermediate steps were now 
required. Refugee question was key to solution whole Palestine prob- 
lem. Israel held key. Israel might now make conciliatory gesture which 
would be appreciated by Arab states and world. US government and 
people were concerned regarding refugees. Ethridge suggested Israel 
might take action regarding such subjects as continued flight of refu- 
gees from Israel as reported by representatives of refugee groups, de- 

| terioration Arab orange groves, blocking of Arab accounts and similar 
matters. Such action might mitigate problem. At same time PCC could 
help by investigating refugees on relief roles and determining whether 
nomads and others were unjustifiably obtaining relief. _ | 

Ben-Gurion replied any Israelis expelling Arabs would be punished. 
Any cases brought to Israeli attention by PCC would be investigated. 
On subject world opinion regarding refugees Ben-Gurion stated Israel 
was small and serious situation would arise if world opinion turned 
against Israel. Self-preservation, however, was more important. If 
refugee problem was considered before peace settlement and Arabs 
were repatriated Israel might be attacked; consequently Israel could 

. _ not undertake any program before such settlement. Israel feared Arab 
states and not Arabs but, pending peace with Arab states, Arabs 
readmitted to Israel might become Arab Army. Ben-Gurion appreci- 
ated importance of contradicting PCC which represented great indi- 
vidual states and UN but it was question Israeli self-preservation.? 

Sent Department repeated Tel Aviv 29. [Ethridge] = 8 > 
| re oe -. Burpetr 

* Consul Burdett, on April 9, reported that “POC this morning discussed Jeru- 
salem question in light of Ben Gurion statement yesterday (re Palun 115). 
French delegate maintained. that PCC should regard this as rejection GA resolu- 
tion of December 11 and unacceptable to PCC. For this reason his delegate would 
not participate in further discussions this subject with Comay. PCC would pro- 
ceed to draft detailed proposals in light its interpretation GA resolution. Ethridge 
argued that PCC should not present proposals to GA without having explored 
fully with parties concerned possible areas [of] agreement. Israel should not be 
in position to argue that proposals unacceptable because of lack consultation. 

: Regardless position PCC he wanted Halderman consult with Comay. PCC agreed 
Halderman should do this and make results available for further work on detailed 
proposals.” (Telegram 276, also identified as Palun 117, from Jerusalem, 501.BB 
Palestine/4-949) |
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The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL _ - JerusaLtem, April 9, 1949—2 p. m. 

278. Palun 119. Commission decided this morning to open further 
talks at Lausanne on April 26 providing adequate communication 
facilities available. Official decision will be taken April 12. USDel 
favored Rhodes but received no support from Jews, Arabs or col- 
leagues in that viewpoint. Ethridge argued against commission leav- 
ing this part of the world and insisted upon inserting In summary 
record statement that it was mistake. Even those Arabs who had at 
first supported Rhodes withdrew support when Syrian coup came | 
about. Arab press and radio are referring to Rhodes as island of 
shame. Jews flatly said they did not want to go there. ee! 

| — Burperr 
BOL.BB Palestine/4-1149 Sg Red 

| Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the President 

SECRET — - . JgrusaLEM, April 11, 1949. 

Dear Mr. Prestpent: [Here follows one paragraph of personal 
observations.] eis ght 8 one 

This is by far the toughest assignment you have ever given to | 
me. The Arabs are shocked and stupefied by their defeat and have 
great bitterness toward the UN and the United States. The Jews 
are too close to the blood of their war and their narrow escape, as 
they regard it, from extinction, and too close to the bitterness of | 
their fight against the British mandate to exercise any degree of 
statesmanship yet. They still feel too strongly that their security 
lies in military might instead of in good relations with their neigh- 
bors. That is fantastic, of course, for so small ‘a country and I have 
tried to point out to them that by not making peace quickly they are 
endangering their own security by stimulating Arab irridentism, and 

the security of America and the Western World. In other words, 

the absence of peace plays into Russia’s hands. De 
The Arabs have made what the Commission considers very great _ 

concessions; the Jews have made none so far. I appreciate greatly 
the help you have given along that line and will of course be grateful | 

_ if you will keep the pressure up. _ | | 
I am convinced that there is no sound solution to the refugee prob- 

lem—that is, no solution that will not continue dangerous political 
agitation—short of the application of Point 4 of your inaugural 
message to the Middle East. I have been working with George 
McGhee, who was in charge for the State Department of the imple-
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mentation of the Truman Doctrine. He was; as you: know, sent out 

by the Department to look into the refugee: situation. He and TI are 

. agreed on what we consider a sound approach. He returns to the _ 

United States next week and I have asked Mr. Acheson if he will _ 
not seek an.appointment forhimwithyou. ©. © =. ..°. 

Again, thank you very much for your many evidences of kindness. 
andconfidence., 

_ Sincerely yours, . = =  .Marx Erxrincs 

S67N48/4-2149 
- Memorandum of Conversation, Prepared Presumably by the First. 
__.. Seeretary of Embassy in the United Kingdom (Jones)1 . 

SECRET .. a Oo [Lonvon,] April 18, 1949. 

Subject: Meeting re Arab Refugees | 
Participants: Mr. Michael R. Wright (Chairman), Asst Under- 

- Secretary of State, British Foreign. Office | 
Mr. E. A. Berthoud, Foreign Office 

+ “>: “Mr, Bs Boothby, Foreign Office es 
>. °.. § Sir John Troutbeck (B.M.E.O.,Cairo) 

| | Mr. Norman Young (British Treasury) . ©, 
7... Mr. J. Beith (Foreign Office) -- © © 

- 0. 2.) Mr, A. G.*Maitland (Foreign Office). . - . 

Miss C. Waterlow.(Foreign Office) - = > 
+... Mr. J. J. McCloy (President, International Bank) 

| se Mr. G. C. McGhee (Department of State) — 3 

+... Mr. G. Lewis Jones (American Embassy, London) 

The persons named above met in the Ambassadors’ Waiting Room of 
the British Foreign Officeon April13. SS 

“Mr. Wright opened the meeting by saying that it was strictly 

informal and that just as he understood that everything said on the 

American side was subject to confirmation, so, too, everything said on’ 

the British side would have to be taken up with Mr. Bevin and was: 
subject to his approval. OF - - oo 

Wright said that Foreign Office information is that the total of 

refugees is now closer to 900,000 than to 800,000, and that we are all: 

faced with the problem that present relief efforts will end next fall 
(December at the latest). He said that the UK is anxious to pass 

from the stage of relief to the stage of resettlement. The UK has 

4transmitted ‘to the Department by London in despatch 702, April 21..The. 

despatch. noted that Mr. McGhee participated “in a series of conversations” re-. 

garding the Arab refugee problem and that the memorandum printed here re-, 

corded the most important of these conversations. BT So,
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in mind:a number of long-range plans for the:social.and economic 
betterment of the Middle East. He thought the necessity for-these : 

being implemented. as quickly as possible is: emphasized by the recent = 

loss to the West of China. He said that the Middle Eastern countries = = 

have many problems not very different from those of China and that 

it would be tragic if for lack of-attention from the US and the UK 

_ these countries should go the way of China. = = po he, 

An outstanding source of discord and infection:in the Middle East, 

Wright said, is the presence of the 900,000 Arab refugees, who have 

an “unsettling” effect wherever they are located. The UK would like 

to marry its development:plans with plans for the resettlement of 

the refugees. a Eg | 

Wright said that he would be frank: the UK is very “distressed” 

at the possibility that all aid to the refugees should be through United 

Nations channels. He did not think that the UN is a particularly 

efficient body for such work, and the UN approach might permit the 

USSR-to:obtain a foothold in the Middle East through participation 

in UN organizations. Also, in whatever form financial help was given, 

the major contribution would have to come from the UK and the US: 

Wright said that the UK fully realized, however, that the US has 

special problems and that in order to satisfy Congress US aid might 

have to take place undera UN ora PCC umbrella. = = De hess 

Wright said the Foreign Office‘ has carefully examined all of the 

developments. projects in the area and has selected three short-range 

schemes which they feel could be put into effect very quickly, “In. 

order to show the way”, the UK is unilaterally making a ten-year 

£1. million loan: without interest to the TJ Government for a very 

simple scheme which would involve resettlement within the next year 

or two of between 40 and 60 thousand refugees. / 

- The second plan favored by the Foreign Office is the Jordan Canal 
Plan which would cost £8 million for works and £8 for land purchase, 

and which would involve agreement between Israel and TJ. In four 

or five years the Jordan Canal Plan, it is estimated, could resettle more 

than 100,000 refugees. a _ ee 

- The third plan which attracted ‘the Foreign Office was the Gezira | 

Scheme in Syria which, within a few years, could take care of another 
100,000 refugees. re oe 

- The potentialities of Iraq-are great, but the works there are larger 

and more costly than those he had mentioned. Estimates show, how- 

ever, that within six to ten years it might be possible to settle 200,000 

refugeesinIragy 
Wright said that very germane to the refugee problem generally 

is whether Istael will permit a number. of Arab refugees to return to 

their homes. He said UK policy. is that Israel should either take the
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| refugees back or compensate them, but the UK realized that the chances 
of Israel following either course are extremely poor. How poor will 
depend upon the pressure which the US Government is prepared to 
exercise on Israelinthisconnection. 
Wright said that the £1 million interest-free loan to Transjordan 

was a firm proposition. However, because of the financial position in 
which it finds itself, the UK will have to consider its financial par- 
ticipation in wider schemes very carefully. 

Wright then asked for the views of Mr. McGhee. 
McGhee said that the US is anxious to see the refugee problem 

settled and is willing to “do its part” in such a settlement. However, 
the US wished to avoid unilateral responsibility in this matter, and 
this would indicate the necessity fora UN or PCC facade. — 

_ McGhee said that he had just toured the various Arab States, had 
seen the refugees, and had seen the areas where they might at some 
future time be resettled. He had discussed the question exhaustively 
with Mr. Ethridge of the PCC and with a large number of officials __ 
working in the area. This had led him to adopt certain basic assump- 
tions in working out the slow process ofresettlement: = = 

(1) Number of refugees is about 700,000; | a ae 
(2) Repatriation of a certain number of refugees to Israel (he had in 

mind 200,000) is of the utmost importance, because such a gesture by 
Israel would go far to alter the attitudes of the Arab States who now 

| flatly refuse to discuss the refugee question. - | 
(3) Transjordan, Syria and Iraq, in that order, offer the best oppor- 

tunities for refugee resettlement; only token contributions could be _ 
expected from Lebanon and Egypt. , | ‘: 

(4) Resettlement of refugees zs the Middle Eastern development 
program. : = | 

(5) Re financial aspects it must be recognized that Point Four will _. 
be of use only for technical assistance; that in addition to foreign 
exchange, any program will require providing the local government 
with local currency; and that Arab States themselves can not be relied 
upon to make sacrifices to help with a problem not of their making. 

(6) Best approach to Arab Govts would be to stress the development 
aspect for their benefit and not to stress the refugee aspect. Neverthe- 
less, the rise in the standard of living in each Arab country will be 
the index of its ability to absorb refugees. By the same token, so far 
as the US is concerned, emphasis on development may be a kind of 
Pandora’s Box which might lead to a flood of demands from South 
American and other countries for extensive development programs. 

(7) Before the US can make any moves with regard to develop- 
ment and resettlement in the Arab countries, the US must have rea- 
sonable assurances that the Administration will have funds available 
for this purpose. To proceed without such assurances would be to risk 
letting the Arabs down and lowering US prestige disastrously. 

(8) The number of private and UN agencies involved in the refugee 
problem now and potentially are such that planning on an area basis



will be necessary in order to assure proper priorities between the 
various projects. : i | 

Mr. Wright then asked Mr. McCloy to speak. | a 
McCloy said that the International Bank does not deal in relief 

matters; its sources of supply would immediately dry up if it tried 

to do so. The Bank must have reasonable prospects for repayment and 

“it takes a good deal of imagination to see such prospects in the Middle 

East.” | | - ose i ss oo 
~ One idea which had occurred to McCloy was exploring, asa possible =| 

factor which might tip the scales in favor of certain projects in the 

Middle East, the idea of a consortium of countries which would under- 

write the Bank’s loan. He suggested possibly the UK, US, and France. 
‘He admited that there is no precedent for this in the US, but he did 
not think guaranteeing such a loan without appropriating funds would 
be improper for Congress if it chose to do so. ee ae 

- McCloy explained that the UN does not interfere with the Bank’s 

business. eS so ak | 
- McCloy said that one factor inherent in Middle Eastern countries 

is that large scale foreign investment would almost inevitably have 
such an inflationary effect that it would frustrate the investment itself. 
McCloy took up McGhee’s idea of planning on an area basis and 

said that he hoped that this planning group would not produce another 
report. The World had too many such reports and he understood that 
another one from the Middle East is “on the fire” in the UN Secre- 

tariat. It was his thought that it was much better to build one small 

dam at a time rather than to embark on a grandiose five-year plan for 
the entire area. | | 
Mr. Norman Young said that there was no sense in the UK loaning 

sterling to Iraq for local expenses when Iraq has large sterling sums 
at its disposal in London. He pointed out that on account of the | 
British balance of payments position it would be extremely difficult 
for the UK to make further loans to the Middle East involving the 
provision of capital equipment goods on credit. The Treasury was, 
moreover, opposed in principle to lending for conversion into local 
currency since it was considered that this must inevitably result in 

inflation, pete fella ge - 7 | 

Sir John Troutbeck suggested that it might be possible to use the 
very large oil royalties now being accrued by the Persian Gulf Sheikh- 
doms for regional development, since very little scope for such devel- 
opment exists within the Sheikhdoms themselves. | | 

- McGhee then discussed attached “working paper” in detail, = 
At the end of McGhee’s remarks, the Chairman said that he found 

the idea of using PCC as the UN facade very attractive. It had the | 
advantage of being a going concern, to which UN has already given
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broad responsibilities. He said that Mr. Bevin is extremely interested 
in the development of the Middle East and in the refugee problem and 
that, consequently, the Foreign Office would like to go over McGhee’s 
working paper with Mr. Bevin. He was glad to note from a remark 
made earlier by McGhee that the US looked with favor upon the 
£1 million UK Pilot Project in Transjordan. | 
McCloy said that he did not like the idea of another special survey 

of Palestine. He said there are a number of active expert groups 
connected with ‘the UN, including FAO, WHO, etc., who have funds 
and experts. He thought these agencies might be called upon to 
supply any technical advice required and that to his mind, in view of 
the work which has already been done on various ME projects, “a 
couple of engineers” would be enough. : , : 
_ Wright said the McGhee’s idea was “selection” rather than “survey”, 

| He suggested that it amounted to a “small PCC working group”. 
_ Sir John Troutbeck said that he felt that there was a vital need 
for statistical information regarding all phases of the refugees. 

| McGhee said this was a problem which he felt should be tackled at 
once and suggested that if the Foreign Office could name a, suitable 
individual (such as Mr. Mills of the Colonial Office) he felt quite sure 
that the PCC would welcome an opportunity to avail itself of his 
services. He was going to look into the possibility of a similar expert 
being supplied from Washington. — | | 

_ The meeting ended with an expression of appreciation to McGhee 
for his lucid exposition of the problem. Wright said the Foreign 
Office would keep in touch with McGhee through the British Embassy 
in Washington and through Lewis Jones.? 

_ [Here follows an account of the further telephone conversation 
between Mr. Jones and John Beith of the Eastern Department later 
the same day. | 

; Attached to this memorandum was an undated working paper entitled “Pro- 
posed Plan of Action” ; for the version of April 27, see p. 939. a | 

501.BB Palestine/4—949 : Telegram | Oo 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem 

SECRET | Wasuineton, April 13, 1949—11 a. m. 

- 195. Unpal 76. [For Ethridge.] Re Palun 103, Mar 311 and 117, 
| Apr. 9,’ you are authorized discuss with other members PCC possibility 

expressing intern] responsibility and concern for Holy Places in 

1 Identified also as telegram 161 from Beirut, not printed. = $= ~ 
> 3 oaeutitied also.as telegram 276 from Jerusalem, not printed, but see footnote 1,



a 

‘Jerusalem by means of Arab and Israeli trusteeships along lines out- 

lined by Secy to Sharett as reported 2nd para Deptel 208, Apr. 6 to 

TlAviVS iaeatcsteias 
We have impression from Palun 117 that Fr position is unrealistic | 

and that we must seek achieve minimum of internationalization of 

‘Jerusalem which will be possible of acceptance by both sides rather 

than to perfect intricate and logical plan which will have no basis in 

reality. You are authorized in conversation with Israeli officials to 

‘Gndicate that Sharett told Secy he personally found suggestions for 

trusteeship reasonable and worth further study, although he did not 

‘exclude possibility solution by direct agreement between Israel. and | 

Transjordan. — | : oo Se es 

| — - | : _ ACHESON 

_ §Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 894: the second paragraph of the telegram is 

virtually a direct quotation of the sixth paragraph of Secretary Acheson’s memo- 

‘yandum of conversation of April 5, p. 890. 5 

‘BOL.BB Palestine/4-1349: Telegram en 

My, Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET — | ss JerusAtEM, April 18, 1949—1 p. m. 

991, Palun 126. For the Secretary from Ethridge. Two days aiter 

‘Commission’s talk with Ben-Gurion last week Lipschitz, one of three 

Israeli members of Jerusalem Committee set up in Foreign Office, 

called me and urgently asked to see me. Obvious his primary purpose 

was to arrange meetings here for Comay who seems to be second man 

at Foreign Office during Sharett’s absence. Comay came to J erusalem 

and talked with Halderman and Yenissey, Turkish member of Jerusa- 

lem Committee. Afterwards he had three-hour talk with me, during 

course of which he disclosed Tsrael’s position on almost all matters 

‘under PCC consideration. Following is summary of Israeli views on 

‘primary questions: ne 

- Jerusalem: Comay said that Ben-Gurion had been angered by 

Yalcin’s observation that Commission was bound by its terms of ref- 

erence and question of full internationalization was not therefore 

debatable. Ben-Gurion had reacted more strongly than had been in- 

tended and had therefore over-stated Israel’s position. Intent of Ben- 

‘Gurion’s statement was that if Commission felt bound to propose full 

‘international regime in letter and spirit of resolution, Israel would 

‘be compelled to oppose in GA. It was not Ben-Gurion’s intention to 

deny possibility of acceptable solution within resolution. He desired 

to correct PCC report which was sent to Lake Success and would write 

the Commission letter correcting impression left upon Commission.
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Comay’s main point was that Commission should strive to achieve plan 
acceptable to parties concerned, namely Israel, Transjordan (or other 
adjacent state) and UN. If Committee were to proceed without 
reference to states immediately concerned, product of its work would 
probably be unacceptable and would not contribute to solution of 
problem. He considered it possible to achieve plan which would be 
acceptable to all concerned. He was convinced that UN would accept 
plan containing more limited form of internationalization than might 
have been contemplated when resolution was adopted last December, 
provided plan were acceptable to parties concerned. Ben-Gurion, basis 
of his own extensive experience with UN here is convinced that GA 
would not only accept such plan, but would be extremely pleased to 
achieve settlement of problem. a 
Comay advised “month of masterly inactivity” while Transjordan 

and Israel try to work out through special committee agreement on 
Jerusalem. He thought there would be no difficulty about Jewish-Arab 
lines in Jerusalem since Israel would be willing to compensate for 
Arab expropriated property inside city. What Israel had proposed to 
Transjordan, in informal talks that seem to be going on now, is divi- 
sion of city into three zones: Jewish, Arab and international (Old 
City). Dayan told me later that Transjordan had shown reluctance 
to discuss any matters other than these strictly within armistice terms 
although Transjordan had previously evidenced willingness to effect 
opening of Bethlehem and Scopus roads and to deal with other 
technical matters preliminary to any peace settlement. | 
Comment: Ben-Gurion’s strong reaction in which he virtually 

announced that Jerusalem would be capital of Israel did in fact create 
strong reaction in Commission. As reported previously, French and 
Turkish delegates refused to allow their members of Jerusalem Com- 
mittee to meet formally with Comay for further explanations of Israeli 

position. For USDel I said that whether other members met or not 
I would instruct Halderman to do so and to explore with both sides and 
all parties concerned fullest possible area of agreement. Commission 
finally agreed that Halderman should represent Jerusalem Committee 
in talks with Comay and convey information to Commission. I told 
Comay that I did not of course consider that he had so far helped us 
toward a solution and I hoped he would continue his talks with Halder- 
man and give us his full views. He promised to do so “a little later’’. I 
am sure what he has in mind is trying to work out a deal with Trans- 
jordan and present the Commission with written agreement, achieved . 
perhaps in manner of Tulkarm agreement. Nevertheless, I am willing 
to consider any agreement that can be made between them although | 
Tam afraid it will give my French colleague apoplexy. |
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Comay has so far not even discussed anything substantive on Jeru- 
salem. It is obvious from French plan previously reported that French 
will press for full internationalization including international force, | 
special courts, distinct citizenship and special currency for Jerusalem. 
I consider that impossible and fantastic. I am afraid, however, that 
Turks will swallow it and that we may come to situation where there 

will be two reports to GA although I will do all I can to prevent it. 
Turkish attitude is not based so much upon any consuming passion 
for protection of holy places as upon distinct pro-Arab bias and upon, 
I fear, growing desire to put Israel in defensive position whenever 
possible perhaps a personal reaction to Israel’s refusal to give at 
any point. My own position, I feel, accords with Department’s and 
with my Contel 192, March 7. ~ es 

It occurs to me Ankara may be giving Yalcin and Yenissey fairly 
free hand in this stage PCC work and that their reaction is largely _ 
personal. Yalcin, for example has consistently opposed Rhodes as 
meeting place and maneuvered for Geneva whereas Sarper, according —_— 
to NY tel 450, April 3? did not think Turkey would object to Rhodes. | 
PCC work on Jerusalem, refugees and other matters might proceed 
more smoothly if Department were able to instruct our Embassy An- 
kara to keep Turkish Government regularly informed of develop- 
ments and to suggest importance of cooperation within PCC. French, 
although better informed re Palestine than Turks and having under- 
standably more rigid position re Jerusalem may also have personal 
bias; consequently French understanding of US position might be 
improved through their Embassy. Washington views such as those | 
reported Amman telegram 85, Aprilll?arecaseinpoint. = = = 
Refugees: Comay’s position on refugees was pretty much as has 

been reported with few additions. He said that at low point there were 7 
about 70,000 Arabs in Israel-held territory but number has increased 
to about 180,000 through infiltration and through taking over of new 

_ territory, such as Tulkarm and in Beersheba area. Israel did not feel, 
therefore, that it could take many more. He asked if Commission had | 
any figure in mind. I told him Commission had not discussed figure | 
because it stuck to principle of resolution but that my own feeling 
was that since Israel had once accepted state with 400,000 Arabs in it | 
she should be prepared to take back at least 250,000 refugees and com- 
pensate others. He said it was completely impossible, that Israel was 
deterred at moment from reducing her immigration quota of Jews only 
by sentiment and political dynamite. On any practical basis, he 

, Not printed. Selim Sarper was Turkish Representative at the United Nations. 
not prin was a repeat to Jerusalem of Amman’s telegram 160 to the Department,
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added, immigration would certainly have to be cut because adequate 
employment, housing and services were not being provided for those 
who are coming in and Israel could not possibly double her burden 
in next two years. Later in conversation he said that it was probable 
that total number of Arabs in Israeli territory might reach 200,000 
eventually: through infiltration and “our taking a token number”. 
Aside from economic burden, Israel determined not to have any fifth. 
column inside its lines particularly. if faced by stronger Arab state 

backedbymajorpower. 
Comment: It is obvious. that Israel has not changed position on 

refugee problem whatever. Israeli Cabinet yesterday. considered . 
memorandum of suggestions from Commission as to. steps that-might. 
be taken now to mitigate plight of refugees and also proposal of | 
statement by Ben-Gurion clarifying Israeli position and mollifying 
Arab sentiment. No word has come from that meeting. Israel does not . 
intend to take back one. refugee more than she is forced to take and 
she does not intend to compensate any directly if she can avoid it. 
Ben-Gurion and Comay have both argued that refugees are in-. 
evitable result of war and no state in modern history has been ex- 
pected to repatriate them. Both cite Baltic states and. Turkey. They - 
contend also that number greatly exaggerated and they can prove it. 
Israel refuses to-accept any responsibility whatever for creation of . 
refugees, I flatly told Ben-Gurion and Comay that while Commission. 
was no tribunal to judge truth of contentions, I could not for moment - 
accept that statement in face of Jaffa, Deir. Yassein, Haifa and all. 
reports that come to us from refugee organizations that new refugees | 
are being created. every day by repression.and terrorism such as now | 
being reported from Haifa. I have repeatedly pointed out political 
weakness and brutality of their position on refugees but it has made - 
little impression. They are aware that world sentiment is being 
roused to some extent by plight of Arab refugees but they contend . 
they are being subject to calumnies and vicious propaganda. I have 
answered that they are master propagandists of world and that if 
Arabs had tenth the genius at it they would rouse public opinion to 
where it would engulf Israel in wave of indignation, particularly in - 
view. of fact that world has so greatly helped. Israel to come into. 
being. They don’t admit that world has helped. Comay told me that 
but for US intervention at wrong time (apparently. with proposal. 
for second truce) Israel would be at Jordan. “And,” he added, “she 
needs space”. _ ; ee 

Territorial Settlements: Comay said that there will be little diffi- 
culty with Lebanon or Syria and “only minor local adjustments of 
border on. a give-and-take basis to increase our-security” will be sug-
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gested. He thought either Lebanon or Egypt might be first to sign 
peace agreement. Israel, he said, has no territorial claims on Egypt 
and he did not think Egypt would make any on Israel. Settlement of 

Gaza strip, he thought, would be between Transjordan and Egypt 

rather than between Israel and Egypt. — Oo Oo 
As to Transjordan, Comay said that Abdullah had advanced idea 

of port.on Mediterranean with corridor across Negeb but Israel had 
no intention of giving up Negeb or allowing it to be cut in half. 

He felt that something could be worked out to give Transjordan guar-. 
anteed access to some port, either Gaza or one further north. Any 
arrangement. with Transjordan would depend upon the position of 
Arab Palestine. He repeated that if Arab Palestine were to fall to 
-Transjordan, which he considers inevitable, a “new situation” would 
arise in which Israel would have to give greater consideration to her 
security. That would involve not giving up any territory in Samaria 
but of getting more by going to the Samarian foothills. Tulkarm, for 
instance, would sooner or later have to become Jewish. It would also. 
increase security, importance of Western Galilee which Israel intended 
to hold in any case. i | | . 
Comay did not feel that Abdullah would have any great reluctance 

to give up more of Arab Palestine because, he argued, “He is getting 
a bonus out of the war by additional territory and more population”. 
Comay insisted that Israel would not sign any peace with Trans-.— 
jordan that envisioned extension of. British-Transjordan treaty to 

_ Arab Palestine. He said there has been mention of federation of Trans- 
jordanand Arab Palestine . ce 
Comay thought that in southern Arab bulge, the armistice lines 

would pretty well hold. | 
Comment: Israel’s position as to Gaza strip is, I believe, that 

she does not want it with 330,000 Arabs in it, 230,000 of them refugees, 
particularly since she has back country upon which they have been 
living. She is probably content at the moment to let it wither. That 
is also true as to Tulkarm. Palestine Arabs with whom I have talked | 
say that armistice clause not only created thousands of new refugees in 
that they will eventually be driven out of villages that were given up 
but that it was the death sentence of Tulkarm, which has lived on rich. 

land that Abdullah surrendered. Palestine Arabs are bitter with Ab- 
dullah, Britain and US. They contend that our inactivity amounted to 
pressureupon Abdullahtosign, = 8 = > - - a 
It is obvious from Comay’s statement of Israel’s territorial claims 

that she is in direct. contravention of US policy. When.I told Comay 
that he was certainly aware that President and Secretary had only 
recently reaffirmed to Sharret US views on territorial settlement he. 
replied, “yes, but we hope to change Washington’s mind”. oe
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General Comment: In spite of all Department has done since 
January, Israel has stiffened rather than modified her position. Armis- 
tice talks emphasized Arab weakness because, as Bunche told me, 
Israel gave at no point and Arabs gave at every point where con- 
cession was necessary. Israel intends to exploit that weakness to the 
maximum. , oe | | 

Again it seems to me that Israeli position has brought into question 
whole US policy as to Palestine. One matter of concern is that unfair 
arrangements sponsored by UN and approved by US would have 
serious repercussions in Middle East and tend to discredit US, besides 
providing good basis for exploitation by unfriendly powers. , 

| a [ Erxripce | 

| Editorial Note | 

On April 18, King Abdullah handed a message to Stabler, the 
Chargé in Transjordan, with the request that it be transmitted to 
President Truman. In the message the King stated that the confisca- 
tion of Arab property in Jewish-occupied areas was against the prin-| 
ciples of international law. Noting that a year had elapsed since the 

Arabs fled their lands, and that their financial condition had worsened, 
he requested President Truman to exercise his personal influence 
towards restoration of the property and assets of the Arab refugees. 
King Abdullah stated his belief that efforts to relieve their condition, - 
which could be made through the International Red Cross and other 
channels, would be the basic step towards solving the problem of the - 
refugees and toward facilitating the peace talks which were about to 
begin. | oe i ne 

The King’s message to President Truman was transmitted to the 
Department by Amman in telegram 162, April 13, 3 p. m. 
(867N.00/4-1349) _ - Sn 

867N.01/4-1849 : Telegram oe es 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | Amman, April 13, 1949—4 p. m. 
163. During conversation this morning King made following 

comments: | 

1. He trusted Israel would abide by armistice agreement and would 
not take any further aggressive action. He believed Israelis were try- 
ing to work with him to obtain peace but hoped US, as friend both 
parties, would use its influence to bring about just settlement. He 
regarded last paragraph President’s message March 28 (Deptel 38,
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March 28+) as guarantee against breach armistice agreement by Israel. 

I pointed out US Government would be prepared make strong repre- 

sentation to either side attempting such breach. 

9. Transjordan would send delegation to PCC meeting at Lausanne 

composed of Transjordians and Palestine Arabs with latter in major- 

ity. However, he believed that any meeting in which all Arab states 

took part would not result in progress toward peace. Peace settlement 

between Transjordan and Israel would be reached in direct talks held 

in this area. He said Transjordan would be willing. commence such 

talks irrespective attitude other Arab states, for Transjordan which 

had entered war with others, now left alone in Palestine. He reiterated 

desire for outlet to sea and thought that with six outlets on Palestine 

coast Mediterranean Sea [Transjordan | should be given one. 

3. As British had pressed him so much regarding relations between 

Transjordan and Egypt, he had agreed to Prime Minister undertaking 

talks with Egyptian Government. But he believed Farouk remained | 

hostile and regarded latter’s message to Zaim regarding necessity for 

retaining Republic in Syria as directed toward Transjordan and him- 

self. Egyptian forces in Bethlehem-Hebron still of Lave] fomenting 

unrest. that area and if they are [not?] withdrawn as promised 

upon return from Cairo of Prime Minister, they might have to be 

removed forcibly, 
conghs 

4, Situation in Samaria now quiet notwithstanding efforts junior 

Tragqi officers to excite disorders. Has appointed Lt. Colonel Mohammed 

Mayta (formerly Commander 6th Legion. Regiment Old City) as 

Military Commander with orders take strong action to suppress fur- 

ther disorders. Transjordan has now assumed full responsibility for 

law and order that area and determined to maintain it.? — | . 

Pouched Arab capitalsand London. . — | TS 
ee | SrABLER 

2 See footnote 1, p. 878. | - | 

?Chargé Stabler, on April 15, advised that on the previous day Ahmad Khalil, 

appointed Governor: of the Samaria District; Naim Touqan, appointed Governor 

of the Hebron District; and Ahmad Touqan, a prominent resident of Nablus, 

called on him at-their request. “They indicated that while there was still bitter- 

ness and resentment over Transjordan—Israel armistice, it was on wane and that a 

Palestine Arabs wished settle Palestine problems soonest. Only solution was settle- 

ment based on partition and on unification Arab Palestine. and Transjordan.... 

They considered that acceptance partition principle at Lausanne might make 

settlement with Israel easier to achieve. ... This group considered it was 

entirely possible that Transjordan and Israel could and would establish friendly 

relations and that at future date exchange diplomatic representatives would take 

place... . Khalil and others. inquired whether US would. support Arab accept- 

ance of partition principle and would exert pressure on Israel to reach settle- 

ment on this basis. While making no specific comment LT indicated that adoption 

reasonable and practical attitude on problem would make early settlement Pale- 

stine question more possible and stated policy of US Government on final terri- 

torial settlement.” (Telegram 165 from Amman, 867N.01/4—1549) Mr. Stabler’s | 

message noted that all three of his visitors were Palestinian Arabs. 

501-887—77-——_59
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Secretary’s Daily Meetings, Lot 58 D 609 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Executive 
Secretariat (Humelsine) 

[Extract] | a | 
SECRET EYES ONLY [| WasHineton,| April 15, 1949. 
Subject: Summary of Daily Meeting With the Secretary | 

| Participants: The Secretary | | 
| The Under Secretary - 

; Mr. Rusk ; | 
Mr, Kennan — | 
Mr. Bohlen | 
Mr. Humelsine , — 

Arab Refugee Problem | | | 

~--Mr.-Webb said that Mr. George McGhee was back from his pre- 
liminary survey of the Arab Refugee problem and that he was seeing 
McGhee and Rusk on this subject at 5:30 in the afternoon. In con- 
nection with this item, Mr. Acheson said that it was his opinion 
that we should have a more positive program in regard to our relation- 
ship with [the] Israelifs]. Mr. Rusk said that in this connection the 
Department was making a study of the various steps that we could 
take to put positive pressure on the Israeli Government in an attempt 
to secure a reasonable and fair settlement of the problem. | 

IO Files - oe | : - oO os 

Message Released by the United Nations Security Council on — 
April 16, 1949 o - 

5/1308 a 

CasLecram Dartep 16 Arrin 1949 From tae Acrine MepraTor “TO 
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TRANSMITTING DECLARATIONS BY TSRAEL 
AND SYRIA CONCERNING THE CEAsErirE AGREEMENT oe 

For Present or Securrry Councix: I have honour to report that 
following identical declarations addressed to M. Henri Vigier as my 
representative and Chairman of Israeli:Syrian armistice negotiations 
were signed by heads of two delegations and exchanged 13 April. These 
declarations developed out of Syrian proposal for a formal ceasefire 
agreement. As preliminary to armistice negotiations, and as indicated, 
both parties wish them communicated to Security Council, 

Declaration madeonbehalfofIsraelreads ©
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“T have the honour to make to you the following declaration on 

behalf of Israel : | . | a 

- Tsrael accepts and confirms the resolution of the Security Coun- 
cil of 15 July 1948 as a measure which forbids any recourse to 

military force of any form. Such a measure will remain effective so 

- Jeng as the Security Council has not expressly abrogated it. 
It is understood that such a measure obligates the interested 

parties to grant every facility to United Nations observers in 

order to allow them to ensure a complete and effective supervision 

of the ceasefire. | | | an 
I should be grateful if you would communicate this declaration 

to the interested parties and the Security Council. Alouf Makleff’ ” 

[Here follows the declaration in French by Syria signed by Fezi 

Selo.] 9. | Oo - | 

- The armistice negotiations will be formally resumed on 21 April. 

867N.01/4-1649 : Telegram | a 

‘The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State © 

TOP SECRET URGENT Amman, April 16, 1949—8 a. m. 
166. With conclusion of Transjordan—Israel armistice agreement, | 

next item on Transjordan-Israel agenda is presumably initiation talks 
through special committee (Article VIII Armistice Agreement) lead- 
ing to settlement remaining differences and to peace accord between 

two countries. Israel for its reasons is most anxious to commence such 
direct talks without third party soonest and is probably pressing 

Transjordan through various mediums in this regard. As Department 
is aware, Abdullah is also anxious to settle Palestine problem soonest 

but at present is taking no action re special committee in view public 
reaction in Transjordan and Arab Palestine to armistice agreement 

(last paragraph Legation’s 158, April 91). However, as resentment 
wanes, it may be expected Abdullah will appoint Transjordan dele- 
gates to special committee and instruct them meet early date with 
Israelis. In ensuing talks it is thought that in his desire for settlement, 

and in belief RI [he?] could count on no outside assistance, he would 
be inclined accede somewhat too rapidly and generously to Israeli 
demands which include Jerusalem settlement and other points. 
_ While it is realized that policy of US Govt is to encourage and pro- 

mote steps which might lead to settlement Palestine problem, it is 
equally true that cardinal point of US policy is support UN. It would 
seem, however, that with commencement special committee talks and 
with probable accession by Transjordan to Israeli demands, UN, PCC 

*Not printed. , ,
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and GA. Resolution December 11 would be relegated to background 
position of insignificance and future of Jerusalem and other matters 
would be decided without taking into account world community. With 
this possibility in mind, it is suggested. Department might wish con- 
sider instructing me advise King on friendly and personal basis that he 
might do well to proceed slowly re special committee talks in order 
await outcome Lausanne Conference and possible further negotiations 
under auspices PCC. Although King has often expressed his belief 
that UN has proven itself ineffective and impotent, it is thought he 

would nonetheless accept this advice, which might be coupled with 
reaffirmation US attitude re internationalization Jerusalem and US 
policy on final territorial settlement.2 a | | 

Sent Department 166, repeated Jerusalem 89, for USDel PCC, 
London 27.0 . 

ne STABLER 

| *The Department, in its reply of April 20, stated that it had “given careful 
consideration suggestion advanced ur 166 Apr 16 but after review all factors 
involved believes it not desirable approach King this sense.” (telegram 49, 
867N.01/4-1649) . — a 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET . JeRrusALEM, April 16, 1949—noon. 

— 800. Palun 127. [From Ethridge.] Department’s suggestion re 
Jerusalem conveyed French delegation along lines indicated Unpal 
76.1 Boisanger did not comment this suggestion but said he thought 
agreed position within PCC possible. 
_ Secretariat has produced working draft proposals re Jerusalem as 
requested by Jerusalem Committee, drawing on French paper and 
various unofficial suggestions by USDel. This paper represents sound 

basis work in view USDel and we think might be adjusted to trustee- 
ship pattern. 

Paper proposes following international organs, all other powers to 
be in hands authorities Jewish and Arab zones. | 

_ UN administrator appointed by GA would have direct control and 
power make regulations re holy places to which status guo applies and 
supervision protection and access other holy places in area. Could call 
on authorities to grant rights passage visitors these places, and power 
decides disputes re holy places. 
. All persons in area would be entitled human rights as set forth UN 
December and administrator may bring questions appropriate authori- 
ties and if necessary to appropriate UN organ. 

* Identified also as telegram 195, April 18, to Jerusalem, p. 910.
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Area would be demilitarized and formal assurances given by parties | 

re demilitarization and inviolability demarcation lines. Administrator 

would report violations SC. 

- Administrator authorized recruits small force for protection holy 

places and his headquarters staff. Ce Se 

~ Administrative council consisting 10 members, 4 from each zone and 

two:neutral, would be responsible for common public services, coordi- 

nation measures for maintenance peace and order, budgetary matters 

and other municipal matters common to area. such as town planning. 

- International tribunal appointed by President ICJ would have juris- 

diction disputes re competence organs.and courts within area and also 

whether acts of organs compatible statute. = 

Mixed tribunal would have jurisdiction cases in which parties do not 

belong same zone. ee ee 

- Responsible Jewish Arab authorities would be called on to negotiate 

economic arrangements with view facilitating commerce between 

ZONES. | So 

Under foregoing plan international organ would exercise actual 

governing power only over holy places, which point already agreed by 

states concerned. As to other main points such as demilitarization, 

peace and order, free ‘access and human rights, USDel thinks inter- 

national obligations should be proposed and might be substantially . 

strengthened by giving international tribunal power hear complaints 

and render advisory opinions on motion international authority. This 

might be more effective means effectuating international interest than 

direct reference appropriate UN organ, where debates likely to be on 

political basis and result ineffective resolution. Reference such organs 

could follow, taking into account advisory opinion and subsequent 

attitude parties concerned. States concerned might find it difficult to 

reject expression international interest through such method. 

- Principle questions re trusteeship which occur to us at present 

- Can main purposes trusteeship under charter be reconciled with 

objectives international community re Jerusalem and with public 

opinion in area? | | 

In addition to direct international authority over holy places, should 

not international interest be afforded expression re other basic points 

in regard area as whole? If so, should this not be focal point of inter- 

nationalization and would not creation trusteeship, with administra- 

tion awarded adjacent states focus attention rather on division city 

between separate sovereignties ? 

| [Ethridge] 

| BURDETT
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867N.01/4-1649': Telegram | | 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Amman, April 16, 1949—5 p. m. 
168. King said this morning that on April 15 he had received Eytan, 

Sassoon and Dayan at Shuneh to discuss various matters relative to 
armistice agreement and special committee talks. HM indicated that 
Israeli attitude much more friendly and reasonable than during pre- 
vious meetings re triangle. Israelis had agreed in areas affected under 
Article 6 armistice terms would remain unmolested and that villagers 
would be given free passage back and forth to Arab lines. HM said he 
had told Israelis that Transjordan would be prepared accept peace 
agreement at Lausanne conference regardless attitude other Arab 
states. However, he also indicated to them that he doubted any accord 
could be reached at such conference and that only direct talks could 
result in agreement. He pointed out to them that such agreement would 
have to be sanctioned and guaranteed by PCC or by one or more great 
powers. | eS 7 
‘King informed that he would instruct government commence special 

committee talks immediately. (It is understood first meeting will be 
held at Shuneh on April 21 in presence Transjordan Prime Minister 
who still being in Cairo as yet uninformed. Prime Minister expected 
return April 18 and it is believed he may wish postpone such talks. )1 

[Here follows final paragraph speculating on the composition of the 
Transjordanian delegation to the Lausanne Conference. ] | 

Sent Department 168, repeated Jerusalem 90, London 28. 
Os | STABLER 

‘Further details of the meeting of April 15 were furnished by London on 
April 20, based on information reported to the Foreign Office by Minister Kirk- 
bride. King Abdullah was said to have asked for a port on the Mediterranean, 
either in the vicinity of Gaza, with aecess via Beersheba, or at Acre; compen- 
sation for Arab refugees; and the unfreezing of Arab assets in Israel. The 
Israelis appeared taken aback by the first of these points, stating “such port 
would divide Israel. They offered full transit facilities to Transjordan to and 
through Haifa. King countered by offering Israel transit facilities to Aqaba if 
Transjordan took over Beersheba.” (Telegram 1524, 867N.01/4-2049)
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501.BB Palestine/4-1949:: Telegram 
. 

“Phe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET a | JerusateM, April 19, 1949—5 p. m. 

309, Palun 130. From Ethridge for the President and Acheson. 

Please read this in connection with Palun 129 April 19° _ | 

[Here follow first two paragraphs requesting Mr. Ethridge’s relief 

gg American member of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, to 

return to his newspapers. | a 

As for the work here: Weare beginning to see the beginning of the 

ond. I assume a Jerusalem plan acceptable to the US and in major 

degree to countries involved can be worked out. In fact it is in the 

making: and Halderman will present it to Department when he comes 

home. At any rate, it will not be presented to Assembly until 

September. _ | - 

~ After nine weeks we have persuaded Arabs to sit down for peace 

talks with the Jews. If there is full-dress debate at Lake Success on 

admission of Israel, there will be a delay of several weeks in beginning 

those talks on any effective basis for reasons set out in Palum 129. If 

such a delay were inevitable, I would in any case have to ask for relief. 

If fight over Israel’s admission is not serious, negotiations would. go 

| along quickly at Lausanne, lam convinced. Egypt and Israel apparent- 

ly both anxious to sign; outstanding difficulties between Israel and 

Lebanon and Syria not so serious that long negotiations would be 

involved. Major negotiations between Transjordan and Israel, and my 

belief is that Israel will get pretty much what she wants and give very 

little, if anything. | 

Refugee problem, most serious of all, is one that. will hang on for 

two or three years. Commission cannot solve it, but can set up machin- 

ery for solution providing US Government agrees. to general plan. 

4 Identified. also as telegram 308 from Jerusalem, not printed; Mr. Ethridge 

reported that at the Israeli Prime Minister’s request, he had “proceeded from 

Jerusalem to Tiberias April 18 for purpose of further discussions re refugees and 

Jerusalem prior to PCC departure for Lausanne. Ben-Gurion added nothing new © 

of substance to. his previous statements of Israeli policy to PCC but made some 

interesting remarks re details which are being reported separately.” 

Following this meeting, Mr. Ethridge saw Mr. Comay, who informed that the 

Israeli Foreign Office was “considerably concerned” because the question of 

Israeli admission to the United Nations had been referred to. Committee One by 

the General Assembly. Mr. Comay was unsure whether this action was merely a 

delaying device by the “Arabs, British and others” or whether a full-dress 

debate would follow “during which it would be necessary for Israel substantively 

_ to state its position re such outstanding questions as refugees and Jerusalem.” 

| Mr. Ethridge concluded that “In view of Israel’s intransigeance particularly on 

refugees and territorial questions and her unwillingness to heed advice from 

US which I believe would have kept her out of her jam at GA, it would probably 

be salutary to have world public opinion brought to bear upon her through UN.” 

(501.BB Palestine/4—1949 ) : |
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Neither French nor Turks want to take initiative on that, but are will- 
ing to work under guidance of US. I have agreed with George McGhee 
on a plan which he will present to Department. My colleagueson Com- __ 
mission have agreed that if State Department approves in consulta- 
tion with British, French, and Turks, they will accept any plan 
American Delegate introduces. In any case, Department will no doubt 
shortly give an answer on general procedure and Commission can set 
up machinery. SE 

Frazer Wilkins of US Delegation thoroughly familiar with every- 
thing that has gone on and could be deputized to continue in Lausanne. 
I would be glad of course to be at the Department's call in the States 
and to give all the help there that Ican. | BS | 

_ [Here follow the last two sentences of the telegram, bearing on Mr. 
Ethridge’s return to the United States, with May 15 being the suggested 
date of arrival.] [Ethridge. | | , 

| | oe ‘Bourpert 

501.BB Palestine/4-2049: Telegram —— OO, 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET _ JERUSALEM, April 20, 1949—9 a, m. 

311. Palun 132. From Ethridge to Acheson. Comment Amman tele- 
gram 1667 [, repeated] to Jerusalem as 89. —— oe 

(1) From what I learn Abdullah is so anxious to make peace that. 
it is probably too late to give him any advice that would do him 
any good. — 

(2) Reported to us yesterday unofficially that Transjordan Dele- 
gation at Lausanne would be headed by Transjordan chief but most. 
of delegates would be Palestinian Arabs. In that case they would 
offer stronger resistance to Israel’s further demands than Abdullah 
would and therefore advice probably unnecessary. a 
_ (8) Even if foregoing were not true, I believe that any assurance. 
given him should go no further than reaffirmation of previous US 
position as contained in President’s recent message to Abdullah and 
our promise that if in course of negotiations there was threat of force 
or duress and facts warranted it we would be prepared to make 
unilateral representation at Tel Aviv. = is - 

(4) As I have interpreted both US and UN policy it has been to 
encourage direct negotiations toward an honest and fair agreement. 
Therefore heavy responsibility involved in intervening in Transjordan 
affairs by attempting to persuade her to adopt different negotiating 

Dated April 16, p. 919. oe Fe



tactics than she would otherwise do. Wisdom such course appears 

highly doubtful unless US frankly prepared.to sponsor effective meas- an 

ures to prevent further Israeli incursions on Arab Palestine and Trans- » | 

jordan: territory. Our understanding current Arab opinion UN. and 

US re-Palestine leads us to think any advice from US would be mis- 

interpreted perhaps too optimistically and that its acceptance would 

proceed from ulterior motives, = a 

[(5)] Territorial question appears really important on this connec- 

tion. Re Jerusalem, we are not at all sure Trans} ordan would prefer 

jnternational to bilateral division city. While they would accept inter- 

national they have shown no enthusiasm for it. Furthermore parties 

cannot control Jerusalem solution in same way as boundaries. Iiven 

if they made agreement it would still be possible superimpose interna- 

tional regime of only kind that now seems possible, namely one which 

will recognize respective sovereignties adjacent states. In view actual 

situation, preliminary agreement between parties might be more help- 

ful our objectives than otherwise, [Ethridge.] 

501.BB Palestine/4-2049: Telegram = / a | Ba 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

secret =i (asti(‘<ié‘é‘ééCOC*‘# SS ERUSALEM, April 20, 1949—10 a. m. 

_ 812. Palun 133. From Ethridge. On April 18 I visited Ben-Gurion 

at Tiberias at his request. Prior to my departure from J erusalem, 

Comay informed me Ben-Gurion would discuss such pending ques- 

tions as issuance of conciliatory statement re refugees by Israel 

Government and Israeli views re some form of internationalization 

of Jerusalem. Ben-Gurion mentioned neither question and appar- 

ently had no intention of doing so. Instead Ben-Gurion analyzed at 

length Britain’s mistaken imperialistic policy in Middle Kast in past 

and present and stressed economic and humanitarian role which posi- 

tion of US in world affairs ought to require US to play in this area. 

Ben-Gurion said that British were still attempting to operate in 

Middle East under policies in vogue toward end of 19th century; 

that Britain was attempting to rule through little kings like 

Abdullah; that US should declare its second independence of British 

Foreign Office; and that US must develop Middle East economically 

and raise living standard throughout area. - | nee 

. Jerusalem: Ben-Gurion did not seem to wish to discuss interna- 

tionalization of Jerusalem as set forth in paragraph 8 General As- 

- gembly Resolution December 11 but confined himself to observation 

that J erusalem could not be capital of Israel “for several years.”
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Jerusalem was too near “edge of Israel.” If, however, Israel’s eastern 
boundary were Jordan, Jerusalem could become capital immediately. 
Meanwhile, Tel Aviv was not suitable capital, apparently for security 
reasons but Haifa would be and might be. Israel planned to make 
Jerusalem center for watchmaking, diamond-cutting and other light 
industries. Return of tourists and pilgrims would be important to its 
economic existence. Demilitarization of Jerusalem could not be fore- __ 
seen under existing circumstances. a oo : 

Refugees: Ben-Gurion made no reference to possible conciliatory 
statement by Israeli Government re refugees and it was obvious from 
trend of his remarks that there has not been slightest-change in Israeli 
views despite statement of American position by McDonald. Ben- 
Gurion emphasized role which US should play economically in Middle 
Kast and stressed that resettlement was only logical answer. Egypt 
was overpopulated and if Arab states were wise Egyptians would be 
resettled in Iraq. There was no reason why Palestinian and Israeli 
Arab refugees should not be resettled in Iraq and in Syria, both of 
which were seriously underpopulated. Israeli itself cannot and will 
not accept return of Arab refugees to Israeli territory for security 
and economic reasons. Israel will, however, contribute to assistance 
for refugees in three ways: : | | 

(1) Compensation for Arab land to be paid to Arab farmers 
through Israeli-Arab mixed claims commission. Ben-Gurion men- 
tioned, in this connection, that Israeli could have war claims against 
Arab states but that these claims should be considered separately and 
apart. _ 
P2) Israel would permit Arab refugees to return with object of 

reuniting separated families. | 
(3) Israel would assist in resettlement of refugees elsewhere, prob- 

ably by making available its knowledge and information of Near East 
countries and by sending Israeli experts and technicians at no charge to 
assist in whatever resettlement program might be developed. | 

Territorial settlement :. Ben-Gurion indicated Israel had no inten- 
tion of relinquishing any part of Negev. If I thought its southern 
portion “a wilderness”, which I said I did having flown over it that 
morning, I should “come back and see it in ten years.” Israel could 
develop even most unpromising parts of Israel territory because “it 
not only loved but needed it.” Transjordan would not be granted cor- 

_ ridor to Mediterranean nor would there be corridor between Trans- 
jordan and Egypt. Israel could not be cut in two. British would not 
be permitted access across Israel undér cover of Tratisjordan. Trans- 
jordan could have “free zone” in Tel Aviv or Haifa or anywhere else 
it chose on Mediterranean with right of passage. Present Gaza strip _ 
might become autonomous like Luxembourg. If Egypt did not want 
Gaza because of refugees therein Israel would accept and permit those
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refugees to return to their homes. Transjordan could have [access to 

the Mediterranean ?] without corridor but with right of free passage. 

Israel believed it should have all of west coast of Dead Sea as Trans- 
jordan had all of east coast, particularly if Transjordan absorbed 

rump of Palestine. British bases in Arab Palestine under Anglo- 

Transjordan treaty would not be permitted. Arab Palestine might be 

accorded special status in settlement through federal device in union 

with Transjordan. ee, Be 
Peace settlements: Ben-Gurion considered that Israel would be 

able to conclude settlements with Egypt and Lebanon first because of 

close affinity with each. Israel and Egypt had much in common and 

agreement would break ice. Immediate prospect re agreement with 

Lebanon was more dubious as there were rumors of another Lebanese 

Government crisis. Ben-Gurion hoped for quick armistice and peace 

settlement with Syria. Iraq would not negotiate. Transjordan would. 

Israel must always consider whether Arab state representatives really 

represent their countries. Farouk is probably Egypt but who is Zaim 

and does Nuri speak for Iraqi people. Ben-Gurion felt Zaim coup 

might not be internal and considered Nuri British agent and hated by 

Iraqis. Abdullah was definitely British tool. Israel, nevertheless, 

could endeavor to conclude settlements with as many Arab states as 

possible as quickly as possible. Individual problems between states 

could not be considered outside framework of settlement. [Ethridge.] 

, | | ; - = - Burverr 

oe _ Editorial Note a | 

Mr. McClintock, on April 20, drafted a telegram to Mr. Ethridge 

for the signature of Secretary Acheson. After reference to Palun 

129 and 130 of April 19 (see page 923) and discussing the relief of 

Mr. Ethridge, the draft telegram read as follows: “This Govt is 

not disposed to change policy because of Israeli intransigeance as 

most recently manifested by Ben Gurion as reported Palun 183, 

April 20. We support resolution of Dec. 11 and your able effort to | 

present logic of that resolution to Israeli and Arab Govts still has 

our full backing. If Israeli application for admission UN calls forth 

major inquiry in present GA and Israelis, as -you predict, decide to 

stall at Lausanne, we would then be disposed to utilize your desire 

for relief to derive maximum diplomatic advantage. Your resigna- 

tion from PCC could therefore have political significance and would 

serve to show Israeli Govt that US Govt is not pleased with its tactics. 

“Ffowever, we are disposed to resort to fullest diplomatic pressure 

on Israel at present time and are prepared, if Israeli Govt pays any 

heed to our suggestions, to tell them that if they will go ahead on a
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reasonable peace settlement, including satisfactory assurances re 
Jerusalem and refugees, we will do our utmost. to insure that GA. 
handle membership question with maximum of swiftness and mini- 
mum of debate. In such case, as.you predict in Palun 130, talks at: 
Lausanne might go along quickly. We should in that event wish very 
much that you continue.as our Representative with assurance that 
once Lausanne conversations reached successful conclusion you would 
at once be relieved of-your responsibilitieson PCC. = = 
_“Therefore,.as I see it, we should within a few weeks be able to 
relieve you of the PCC assignment either by reason of Tsraeli in- 
transigeance and consequent stalemate, or by Israeli willingness to 
compromise and therefore a speedy conclusion to your efforts.” 
(501.BB Palestine/4-2049) BS - 
The editors have been unable to find any evidence that the draft 

telegram was actually sent. . So | Oo 

867N.01/4-2049 : Telegram a 

‘The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State \ 

TOP SECRET _. Jerusatem, April 20, 1949—4 p..m. 

_ 816. Primary US objective in Palestine understood by Consulate 
General to be restoration peace and tranquility. Policy based on 
premise long-term stability, economic and political development 
Middle East and its affiliation with western democracies of vital 
interest to US. US position on’ refugees and boundary settlement 
dictated by above considerations. Support for internationalization 
Jerusalem apparently motivated largely by general policy supporting 
UN resolution and wishes Christian particularly. Catholic groups 
rather than on consideration vital strategic interests US. Attitude 
Israel regarding final settlement as reported Palun 126 4 again point- 
edly underlines necessity facing question what measures US will take 

to implement policies adopted in nationalinterest. © 5 
- Conclusion armistice agreements apparently marked important step 
towards achievement US objectives. However, cognizance must be 
taken of fact agreements acquiesced in by Arab states under varying 
degrees of force or threat of force on part of Israel. Arabs realized 
were defeated militarily, felt could count on no action by UN or great 
powers to curb further aggression by Israel and thus must sign armi- 
stice on any terms. Use of blackmail particularly flagrant in case of 
Transjordan negotiations which UN official characterized as marked 
by “utter perfidy on one side and utter stupidity on other”. Inevitable 

- 1§¢e telegram 291, April 13, from Jerusalem, p.911. Se
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result -has been storing. up turbulent reservoir resentment against 

Israel, UN and US which will constantly seek favorable opportunity 

burst forth. In addition has created strong reaction against Arab 
ruling groups and repeated calis to “new generation” to free country 

from despotism present rumors [rulers?] as first step towards resuimp- 

tion military action against Zionism. With discrediting old leaders, 

blow to Arab nationalism-and frustration resulting from failure anti-_ 

Zionist. campaign, younger men seeking new set ‘values which 

Communists only too willing -provide.. So 

Hasty conclusion. peace treaties ignoring rights of one party will — 

only breed instability and preparations for renewal of fighting contrary | 

to interests of UN, US, Israel and Arabs. Department may, therefore, 
wish instruct American Legation (Amman telegram 166, April 16 

to Department) to informally advise King US prepared, if warranted 

by facts, to make strongest representations to Israel against use of 
force or threats of force both during and after peace negotiations 

including talks in Special Committee. This would give Transjordan 

badly needed confidence and permit it to negotiate without duress and 

on. equal basis with Israel and would be in accord. with traditional | 

US policy of favoring agreements openly and freely arrived at. Would 

prevent King from feeling must give in to such damaging demands 

as those in Article 6 of Armistice agreement. President’s message to 

| King could be interpreted to King in above manner and similar assur- 

ances might be given other Arab states. In adopting this position US 
should be prepared take requisite measures against Israel if necessary. 

Regarding Jerusalem now appears.not likely PCC will be able, obtain 
real UN control over Jerusalem and that international regime will 
take forms mentioned in Palun 127.? Such regime could be superim- 
posed regardless nature agreement reached between Transjordan and 
Israel in direct negotiations. However, because special UN interest and 

obligation maintain peace and security in Holy City essential that 
Transjordan not accept settlement imposed by. duress and that rights 

and interests Palestine Arabs be protected. King ‘Abdullah has_not 

always shown much zeal in protecting interests Palestine Arabs and 

their confidence in him has been. considerably shaken by terms armis- 
tice agreement. If UN insists (perhaps through Jerusalem Committee 
of PCC) on participating in any Jerusalem settlement as third party 

involved could assist in reaching equitable agreement that would con- 

tribute to permanent tranquility. Such settlement should include 

return to Arabs of traditional Arab areas seized by Jews with demar- 

cation line running approximately as outlined in Consulate’s telegram 

35, January 18. Also compensation for property remaining in Jewish 

2 Identified also as telegram 300, April 16, from Jerusalem, p. 920.
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Sections, resumption of public utility services in entire city using 
existing facilities, free access to Mount Scopus and free use Nablus— 
Bethlehem road. oe | 

As means controlling Israel suggest postponement until September _ 
session Israel application for UN membership. Israeli actions includ- 
ing two offensive in Negev, attack in Galilee, seizure southern Negev, 

incursion into Syria and liberal use of big stick in armistice talks 
hardly support her claim to being “peace-loving state”. Nor does her 
refusal to abide by sections GA Resolution December 11 regarding 
refugees and Jerusalem indicate much respect for organization she 
now seeking join. Postponement would enable US to continue tactics 
of acting through UN on Palestine question and would demonstrate 
to Israel that she cannot continue to ignore with impunity opinion 

| world community.* | | 
Sent Department ; repeated Amman 22. 

Burvert 

-The Department replied, on April 26, that it “appreciates reasoning ur 316 
Apr 20 but after careful consideration all factors involved believes it not desirable 
take step suggested third para re instructions Leg Amman.” (Telegram 222, 
867N.01/4-2049) 

-501.BB Palestine/4—2049 : Telegram 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 
| to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY New Yor, April 20, 1949—11:05 p. m. 
- 509. Bunche today told us he would remain as Acting Mediator only 
until the Syrian negotiations were completed. Is fairly optimistic 
that when negotiations reopened after the religious holidays on 
April 21 they would make good progress. _ | 

_ In discussing his draft proposed SC Resolution (Beirut’s No. 132, 
Paiun 95, March 24) and Department’s suggested changes (Deptel 193 
to New York, Unpal 70, March 29), Bunche said that there was no 
need for PCC to share in cease-fire observation as suggested Depart- 
ment’s paragraph 6,7 since each armistice agreement is self-contained 
arrangement providing for an armistice commission chaired by chief 
of staff of the truce supervision organization or senior officer of or- 
ganization designated by him. Commissions are to handle questions 
relating to terms of armistice and minor disagreements and difficulties. 

Outbreak of fighting must be referred to SC in any event. Bunche 

1 This was a repeat of No. 156, March 29, to Beirut, p. 884. 
* See paragraph numbered 38 in No. 156. BC
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pointed out that such an arrangement is a continuation of existing 
situation under which chief of staff handles locally minor incidents, 
refers basic disagreements to Mediator, while actual fighting must be — 
referredtoSC. | | Po | 

In connection with the armistice commissions, Bunche said it was | 
the intention after the Syrian negotiations were completed to com- 
bine the commissions, establishing one for Northern and one for 
Southern areas. The UN and the Israeli personnel would remain the 
same, the Arabs changing as the agenda of the commissions might 
require. | a a 

Bunche believes that Riley or his successor, together with a force 
of about thirty officers and thirty enlisted men, should continue to be 

- empowered to supervise the truce organization in maintaining the 
cease-fire. | 7 Oo : 

Re Department’s suggestion for paragraph 5,° Bunche does not 
believe it necessary specifically terminate office of Mediator in SC © 
Resolution, pointing out that office established by GA and December 11 

Resolution provided for automatic termination when functions trans- 
ferred to PCC. | | . | - 

~ Bunche agrees thatthe Truce Commission might be dissolved, as | 
suggested in Department’s addition to paragraph 3.+ a 

Resolution along foregoing lines will have to be spensored by some 

SC member since Acting Mediator has no such authority. | 
Bunche is prepared, if asked, to make an oral statement to SC, 

supplementing his written report following conclusion of Syrian 

negotiations. He furnished USUN a rough draft of his proposed writ- 

ten report which is summarized in Usun 510, April 21.5 Text being 

forwarded by pouch. | . 
Bunche has refused suggestion from Lie and other sources that he 

should lobby for the early admission of Israel to UN. Feels this in- 
appropriate for Acting Mediator, and that before Israel. admitted 
should “come elean” on the following points: (1) report.on Berna- 
dotte’s assassination; (2) attitude toward refugees; (3) attitude 

toward internationalization of Jerusalem; (4) boundary demands. He | 
reacted favorably to informal suggestion above points might best ‘be 
covered at opening Lausanne Conference. _ | Ds, 

In respect to the report on Bernadotte’s assassination, Bunche 
stated he had ‘been assured by Israelis that it would be ready before 
GA opening, although it would be largely a negative report. Kban 
has promised him to expedite submission. | 

a  *See paragraph numbered 2 in No..156. 
- ‘See paragraph numbered 1 in No. 156. 

® Post, p. 933. | | | | :
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- Bunche fully shares Ethridge’s observations.and recommendations 
on refugees, which he discussed fullyin Beirut. = 
’“He-was bearish on prospects for effective internationalization of 
Jerusalem. Said that only if USG willing put strong pressure on 
Israelis will Jerusalem be internationalized. Believes Jerusalem ques- 
tion has-been pretty well settled by the probable Transjordan-Israeli 
deal under which Abdullah will get Arab Palestine and part of 
Jerusalem. He anticipates, however, that such arrangement may blow 
up. when Abdullah realized that small Arab section of Jerusalem 
likely to be squeezed economically by Israelis so that in less than.a 
year it will not be viable. Israelis fully cognizant weakness of Arab 
Jerusalem. Although not hostile to the concept of two trusteeships for 
Jerusalem, Buncheisdefinitelyskeptical 9 oe 

‘In respect to boundaries, Bunche observed that Israelis would 
never commit themselves on what their eventual goals were. It: was 
clear that they did not intend to give up territory in Negev, or else- 
where, which had been assigned them in armistice agreements. Until 
‘some clarification of this point, however, the Arabs have legitimate 
grounds for hesitation and doubt about final arrangements. st 

-* Bunche expressed his great appreciation for Department’s back- 
| stopping and effective intervention during numerous critical periods 

in his negotiations. = : a Be : 
He emphasized repeatedly that he is most anxious to get away for 

a long rest as soon as possible since he is in very poor health. 

867N.00/4-1349 a eee 

President Truman to King Abdullah Ibn el-Hussein of Transjordan3 

CONFIDENTIAL  _—.....:.... ~=[WAaAsHINGTON, undated. | | 

_ [-have received Your Majesty’s message of April 13, 1949, concern- | 

ing the restoration of Arab refugee property in Israeli-occupied areas. 
_In accordance with its instructions, the Palestine Conciliation Com- 

mission, on which the United States Government.is represented, is 
actively discussing with the Israeli Government the question of imple- 
mentation of the General Assembly: resolution of December 11, 1948 
with respect to the return of refugees to their homes and compensation 
for. the property of those who do not return, In addition, the United 
States Government has emphasized to the Israeli Government its hope 

1 Transmitted to Amman in telegram 52, April 21, 7 p. m., with the instruction: 
“Pls transmit fol reply from Pres to King Abdullah (urtel 162 April 138) :” Re- 

| garding No. 162, see editorial note, p.916. © | |. aA 
Telegram 52 was repeated to Jerusalem for Mr. Ethridge and to Tel Aviv. 3



that no action will be taken prior to the negotiations called for under 

that resolution which would prejudice the attainment of an agreed 

settlement on the question of the return of refugees to their homes 

and the restoration of property to refugee owners. The United States 

Government will continueitseffortstothisend. © - 

Your Majesty is assured that the question of the Arab refugees, 

- which is under active consideration by this Government, is a matter 

ofdeep personalconcerntome, 
J appreciate Your Majesty’s good wishes, which I heartily 

reciprocate. =. | eee 

er Harry S. Truman 

501.BB Palestine/4—2149 : Telegram en 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Secretary of State oe 

SECRET New Yors, April 21, 1949—12: 80 p. m. 

510. Bunche has made available to USUN rough draft of his report 

to SC. It briefly reviews the truce period and armistice negotiations, | 

is couched in general and judicious terms. No specific criticism made 

of the parties except for sharp statement that some of the ten UK 

personnel killed in operation were lost under conditions which fully 

justifies the UN in holding the governments concerned responsible. In 

some instances had adequate protection been given the deaths could 

~ Report draws some broad conclusions re technique of settling dis- 

putes on basis of Palestine experience. For example, concludes that an 

imposed truce can be applied and supervised for a period of four to 

five months at the most but then must be superseded by the next step 

toward peace. Observes that independent communication and transpor- 

tation systems indispensable for success of negotiations and life of 

personnel. ee a te ee A te, 

Negotiations leading to armistice agreements described as being in 

each case tortuous and difficult. Demonstrate, however, that once the 

parties could be brought together they could, with UN assistance, be 

led to reasonable agreement. Asserts there is good reason. to believe 

that peace settlement will be forthcoming in due course by virtue of 

‘efforts of PCC. He expects armistice agreements to remain in force 

His conclusions point toward his suggested SC Resolution (mytel 

509, April 20). Since armistice agreements provide for-own machinery 

for supervision and call for UN assistance in this regard, unnecessary 

to continue impose on states concerned the onerous conditions of SC 

501-887—77——60 a
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truce. Suggests SC might consider adopting new resolution declaring 
unnecessary prolong truce of July 15 Resolution, but reaffirming order 
to desist from further military action pursuant to Article 40, and 
calling on authorities to continue observe unconditional cease-fire. Such 

action consistent with realities of situation and would fully safeguard 
‘basic objective of SC that fighting not be resumed. | 
- Suggests that remaining Mediator’s functions be transferred to PCC 
since there is no longer any useful function to be performed by the 
Mediator. Further activity by him would unfavorably impinge on 
PCC work. Concludes that in such situation as Palestine most effective 
instrument of Mediator or Conciliator is prompt and vigorous UN 

action. | 

AUSTIN 

867N.48/4-2249 | a 

Memorandum by the Coordinator on Palestine Refugee Matters 
| (McGhee) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET [Wasuineron,| April 22, 1949. 

Subject: Palestine Refugee Problem. | 

Discussion | | 
Attached are the following papers on the Palestine Refugee Prob- 

lem based on careful study by the Departmental officers concerned and 
observations during my recent visit to the Near East. They develop 

| from the Policy Decision of March 15, 1949, certain new Policy 

Recommendations and a Proposed Plan of Action. | : 

1. Policy Decision of March 15, 1949. 
2. Conclusions. 7 | | 
3. Policy Recommendations. 
4. Proposed Plan of Action. 
5. Proposed Steps to be Taken Within U.S. Government. 
6. Tentative Approach to Total Cost of Program.? CO 

Recommendation | | 

It is recommended that the proposed Poliey Recommendations be 
approved. | - 

a See Mr. MeGhee’s memorandum of March 15 and footnote 4 to that memo- 
randum, p. 828. 

2 Nos. 2 to 6 are printed, below. Their specific authorship is not indicated but the 
presumption is that they were drafted in Mr. McGhee’s office. All of these papers 
were dated April 27 unless otherwise indicated. The editors suggest that papers 
of earlier date were originally attached to the memorandum of April 22 and — 
that these revisions, .chiefly .dated:-April: 27, superseded the earlier. papers and. 
were subsequently attached tothe memorandum of April.22, 0
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| | , {Annex 1] . | | 

a Parzstrne Rervcer Prosiem - 

BS ss CONCLUSIONS — | 

1. Although the total number of Palestine refugees and destitute 
persons now receiving relief is 950,000,* it is assumed that the maxi- 
mum number of bonafide displaced persons who must eventually be 
repatriated or resettled will not exceed 700,000. The difference will 
be largely applicable to Arab Palestine. | 

2. The disposition of the refugees is now a political issue of the 
highest order between Israel and the Arab States, neither of which 
will consider it as a refugee problem. ‘This situation will probably 
continue until there is some general peace settlement. | 

3. In the meantime, continuing and vigorous pressure will have 
io be exerted upon Israel and the Arab states if their agreement to 
repatriation and resettlement, respectively, on the scale required, is 
to be secured. With the exception of Transjordan, which appears 
to see in the refugees an opportunity to improve her political and 
economic position, the Arab states are reluctant to accept refugees 
for permanent resettlement for political as well as economic reasons. 
They take the position that Israel, and to a lesser extent the United 
Nations.and the United States, created the problem and are respon- 
sible for its solution. They feel ‘that this should be through repatria- 
tion, in accordance with Article 11 of the General Assembly 
Resolution of December 11, 1948. The Israelis, on the other hand, are 
reluctant to repatriate any large number of refugees because of eco- 
nomic and security considerations, and because of the need for land 
to carry out their planned Jewish immigration program. The Israelis 
take the position that the problem was created by the invasion of 
the Arab states, and must be solved by resettlement. | 

4. Agreement by Israel to repatriate at least 200,000 refugees, pur- 
suant to the General Assembly Resolution, is considered a necessary | 

_ precedent to any ultimate and satisfactory solution of the refugee 

*Distribution of refugees and destitute persons, as estimated by Palestine Con- 
ciliation Commission : | | 

Syria. ee ee ee ee es 85,000 
Lebanon. 20. 6. 6 ee ee we wee ee ee ee ww we we» 6181, 000 
Traq . 6 we ee ee ee we we kw ee ee ee ee ee 5, 000 
Arab Palestine . . 6 6 6 ee ee ee ee we ee ew we. 630, O00 

| Transjordan . 2. 2 6 ew 8 ee ee ee ee ww ew we ww ew w)~=699, BOO 

Israel . 2. we ee ee he we ee ee 

Total 2. ee eee ee ee 950,000 
{Footnote in.the source text. ]
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problem. This is necessary to reduce the total to a number capable 
of assimilation on a self-supporting basis in the Arab countries within 
a reasonable time, and to provide'a favorable atmosphere for assump- 
tion by the Arab states of the responsibilities involved in the resettle- 
ment. In view of the large-scale preemption of Arab lands, housing 
and employment possibilities in Israel, primary attention should be 
directed to securing repatriation of refugees to those formerly pre- 
dominantly Arab areas now under Israeli military occupation which 
are outside the boundaries of the Jewish state-as defined in the resolu- 
tion of November 29,1947, 

_ 5. There has been no appreciable absorption of refugees into the 
existing economies of the Arab states, nor can there be under present 
conditions without increase in unemployment, further depression of 
the already low standards of living and deterioration of-the political 
stability of the Arab states, already seriously undermined by economic 
problems and the recent hostilities. == Be 

- 6. The refugees will continue to be largely dependent for their 
support upon assistance from outside the-Arab states, after termina- 
tion of the present UNRPR relief program now expected at the end 
of the year. The present number of refugees cannot be supported by 
the Arab governments nor by the voluntary relief organizations, 
either within or outsidethe Arabstates 
* %, At the earliest possible date and certainly at the termination of 
the present UNRPR program, assistance to the refugees should wher- 
ever possible be on a work rather than‘a relief basis, even though the 
initial cost per refugee is greater. A ‘work relief program will serve 
to check the present serious deterioration in morale among the refu- 
gees, and will result in accomplishment of useful work directed toward 
their own resettlement, toward raising’ the economic potential of the 
country in which they live and toward an orderly reduction in need 
for further outsideassistancn, 
” 8. Absorption of the refugees into the economies of the Arab states 
on a-self-supporting basis can only be achieved’ through raising of 
the economic potentials of the countries involved through increase in 
amount or productivity of arable land, development of new industries, 
improvement intransportation,ete =, 
« 9 Apart from political considerations Syria,.Irag and Transjordan 
offer significant: possibilities for resettlement or employment of refu- 
gees. Lebanon offers limited possibilities. Egypt and Saudi Arabia 
could take only token quotas. Although possibilities for immigration 
to other countries should be thoroughly explored, the number involved 
would probably not be great. Resettlement possibilities : aw
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Syria (ti(itsté‘<«~‘;‘;*S:S Up to 200,000 © Up to 750,000 
Trage Sore Poken 2 ‘Over 750,000 .°: 

Transjordan (and Arab Pales- 150-200,000 Same - . | 

tine) es me 

Gaudi Arabia © 9 © ss Token ‘Same | me 

10. Overall responsibility for the refugee problem should be placed 

squarely on Israel and the Arab states. All outside assistance should 

be under the auspices of the United Nations. Any plan developed to 

deal with the refugee. problem should be formulated within this — | 

context, and should utilize all possible sources of assistance including 

interested and able UN member states, specialized agencies, related | 

international organizations and private organizations. Although any 

United States contribution to solution of the refugee problem should 

be made available within the framework of UN responsibility, the US 

should assure that its assistance is eff ectively utilized through super- 

vision of development and work relief projects undertaken wholly or 

largely with US funds. oo oO a, 

11. The objective of a refugee program should be to repatriate or 

resettle the refugees as rapidly and economically as possible, while 

minimizing present and potential economic and political dislocations. 

For example, although on political grounds Syria and Iraq are re- 

luctant to.take refugees, their ability to provide a basis for eventual 

self-support is far greater than that of Transjordan, whose acceptance 

of the majority of the refugees would necessitate permanent sub- 

sidizationofthecounty. = 
12. In order to secure the cooperation of the Arab states, any solu- 

tion of the refugee problem must be formulated within the broader 

framework of the interests of the countries concerned. This will 

require full recognition of the. legitimate economic development 

aspirations of the countries involved, in their own interest as well as 

in the interest of solving the refugee problem. Nationals of the coun- 

tries concerned should in many cases be the immediate beneficiaries 

of the projects, with the refugees benefiting indirectly. Since the 

development. projects required for solution of the refugee problem 

will probably absorb most of the external financing available for the 

Near East during the next.few years, the. questions of economic de- 

velopment and of the solution of the refugee problem are indivisible, 

and both must be taken fully into consideration and carefully co- 

ordinated in any overall plan which is evolved. This would also apply 

to United States assistance to the Near East through the “Point Four” 

Program. On oe
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18. Insofar as possible all outside assistance to the Arab states in 
connection with the refugee problem should, for internal Arab politi- 
cal reasons, have at least the appearance of being as a result of the 
request of the states concerned. oe 

14. The present distribution of the refugees among the Arab states 
has an important bearing on the situation that would result if no 
further outside assistance were provided after termination of the 
UNRPR program. Only Lebanon and Transjordan would face a 
really difficult situation in caring for or assimilating their refugees. 
Jf Transjordan acquires all of Arab Palestine, including the Gaza 
strip, she will have on present figures 729,000 refugees, in comparison 
with an original population of 850,000. Transjordan is in reality an 
artificial state created by the British, and exists only by virtue of a 
British subsidy. The total government budget is only $5,000,000. It 
is itself unable to do anything for the refugees and their care, and 
at the termination of the UNRPR program, would remain a respon- 
sibility of the UN, the UK or whoever would be willing to assume it. 
In their present mood and circumstances other Arab states have 

| neither the desire nor the resources to assume it, and would be in 
good position noZ to assume it. | a 

15. No new program which gives hope of solving the refugee prob- 
lem should be initiated unless financing can be assured for the achieve- 
ment of certain minimum objectives. Failure of the program due to 
lack of financial support would further prejudice UN and US 
prestige and relations with the Arab states, and further aggravate 
the dangerous economic and political conditions created by the refugee 
problem. Although as much as possible of the financial assistance re- 
quired should be furnished on a loan basis, grants will continue to 
be required, particularly for work relief and local currency costs. _ 

| | [Annex 2] | | | 

PALEstINE REFUGEES | 

| POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS | | 
Jt is recommended that: oe 
1. As an essential condition to the solution of the Palestine refugee 

problem, the United States exercise continuing pressure on Israel 
by all appropriate means to repatriate a minimum of 200,000 Arab 
refugees, to Israel and Israeli-occupied areas of Palestine, from refu- 
gees now outside this area eligible for and desiring repatriation. 

*Mr. McGhee, in letters of April 29, transmitted copies of the Conclusions and 
of the Proposed Plan of Action, below, to London, Beirut, Damascus, Tel Aviv, 
Amman, Baghdad, and Cairo.



9. The United States exercise coordinate pressure on the Arab states: 

to accept and cooperate in the resettlement of the remaining Arab 

refugees (approximately 500,000), - 

8. It be recognized that there will be need for continuing outside 

assistance for the refugees after termination of the present UNRPR 

program (now estimated as December, 1949). oe 

"4, Such outside assistance continue to be extended under the auspices 

ofthe United Nations. | | 7 | 

5, Such assistance place primary emphasis upon work relief rather 

than direct relief, and be directed toward a progressive reduction and 

eventual elimination of outside assistance, through reintegration of 

the refugees on a self-sustaining basis into the political and economic 

structure of the Near East, in such a manner as to create a minimum 

of present and potential economic and political tensions. | | 

6. The United States cooperate actively with the Palestine Concilia- 

tion Commission in the development of a program for achieving the 

foregoing objectives, for presentation to the General Assembly at the 

September session. | . 

7. Funds required for execution of this program be obtained to the 

maximum extent possible through loans to the states concerned from 

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the 

United States Export-Import Bank and from other member states, 

and through assistance from the United Nations and its specialized. 

agencies and international organizations. , | 

8. The United States be prepared to contribute as a grant, subject: 

to Congressional appropriation, its share of such additional technical 

and financial assistance as it considers necessary to achieve the mini- 

mum objective of the overall program, while at the same time refusing 

to accept direct responsibility for the problem and confining United 

States assistance thereto within limits consistent with the national 

interest. | | 

9, The general plan of action set forth on the attached statement be 

pursued in the attainment of these objectives. a 

| | [Annex 3] 

PanEsTINE REFUGEE PROBLEM 

PROPOSED PLAN OF ACTION 

1. Initiate immediately, together with the United Kingdom, a con- 

certed program to overcome the present political stalemate preventing 

the Arab States and Israel from facing the refugee problem realis- 

tically and constructively. Full use should be made of direct diplomatic 

approach, official statements, publicity, etc., particularly as a back-
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ground for the forthcoming extended talks between the Arab States 
and Israelin Switzerland, 9 0 

2. In the meantime encourage all-new public and private programs 
and projects, such as the UK pilot irrigation project in Transjordan 
and the International Bank flood control project in Iraq, which can be 

initiated within the present context and which will serve to alleviate 
the refugee problem in-both its short and long range aspects... 

8. Recommend to the Palestine Conciliation Commission that it 
establish permanent headquarters and add to its staff such administra- 

: tive and technical personnel as are required for carrying out its oper- 
ational responsibilities as they arise. Services should be initiated as 
soon as practicable to achieve coordination with the UNRPR program, 
to facilitate repatriation, resettlement and compensation, employment 
and emigration of refugees, and to represent the refugees vis-a-vis 
Tsrael and other governments. | 

4. Support the PCC proposal that it add to its staff other technical 
experts to initiate certain planning studies with respect to thé refugees 

| and the problems which will be faced in their repatriation and resettle- 
ment, which can be undertaken immediately within the present po- 
litical context. Assist in the recruitment of the necessary personnel. 

5. Initiate immediately planning required for the establishment of a 
broader economic survey group to be set up under the authority of the 
PCC as soon as political conditions permit, which would, in full co- 
operation with the states concerned and with other interested UN 
members, international and private organizations, examine the situa- 
tion in the countries concerned in the light of existing surveys and 
recommend measures required to: me, : | 

a. Overcome economic dislocations created by the recent hostilities; 
6. Provide necessary assistance for refugees from the hostilities and 

for their reintegration into the political and economic life of the area 
on a self-sustaining basis ; | | 

. ¢. Foster actively such economic development projects as are re- 
quired to achieve the foregoing and which will, at the same time, serve 
to increase the economic potential of the countries concerned. 

The technical group would recommend specific projects and sources of 
financing, as well as an integrated economic program and means of 
carrying it out. | ae a 

6. At an appropriate stage in the work of the economic survey 
zroup, & more permanent agency would be created, pursuant to PCC 
recommendation, to carry out the approved program. Such agency 
would rely wherever possible on direct action of the states concerned, 
other UN members, international and private organizations. It would 
coordinate such activities, facilitate the furnishing of technical and
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fnancial assistance required and exercise general supervisory 

functions. ethyl ge OR yr aes 

PE gees nee aye ok 

cose! Parustrne Rerugee Proprem So , 

ss PROPOSED STEPS TO BE TAKEN WITHIN U.S. GOVERNMENT =~ ve 

1. Approval of proposed Policy Recommendations and Plan of 

ActionbytheSecretary, ©... a 

9. Preliminary. discussion of proposed policy and plan of action 

with the President, particularly with respect to Recommendations 

Land 8. . 7 : BS 
. 8. Preliminary discussion of proposed policy and plan of action 

with Congressional leaders, particularly with respect to Recommen- — 

dation 8. ne OS 
4, Preliminary discussion of proposed policy and plan of action 

with the British, and determination of part UK can and will play in 
| refugee program. - A 7 | - ee ne ee 

5, Initiation of action under Recommendation 1 and 2 and Proposed 

Planof Action1-5..- a _ a oe 

_ 6..Preliminary discussion with Presidents of International Bank 

and Export-Import Bank to determine extent to which their institu- 

tions can participate in financing development projects which will 

contribute toward refugee resettlement. 

4, Discussions with representatives of U.S. private organizations 

interested in the Palestine refugee problem to obtain their views: on 

the proposed program and the contribution they can make toit. 

8, Referral of whole question of the Palestine refugee problem to the 

National Security Council for decision as to action called for in the 

light of the national interest. ee 

- 9, Final decision by the President on action to be taken in the 

light of the NSC decision. a a 

10. Final discussion of President’s program with Congressional 

leaders, with indication of possible financial assistance to be sought 

from Congress. oo. oC 

- 11. Assuming political conditions in Near East permit, activate eco- 

nomic survey group called for in Recommendation 6 and Plan of 

Action 5 by assisting PCC to obtain outstanding American to head up 

group and competent technicians for its staff. 

.47hispaperisundated. Og sig
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| [Annex 5]> | 

PALESTINE REFrucEE PRoBLEM So 

TENTATIVE APPROACH TO TOTAL COST OF PROGRAM 

1. Approach on basis of cost for support of refugees: 
Assume that outside assistance for direct support of the refugees 

will be required on a decreasing scale for 3 years. 
Assume that 700,000 refugees must be supported for the first year, 

whether resettled or repatriated, an average of 500,000 for the second 
year, and an average of 300,000 for the third year. 
Assume that the total outside cost of supporting refugees is $30.00 

per person per year on a relief basis and $60.00 per person per year 
on a work relief basis. | 
Assume that 3/4ths of refugees will be supported the first year on 

the basis of work payments and 1/4th on the basis of relief, and that 
in the next two years 7/8th will be supported through work payments 
and 1/8th through relief. 

Total Cost for Direct Support on This Basis 
Ist year 2nd year — ard year = —s_- Total 

Relief $ 5,250,000 $ 1,875,000 $ 1,125,000 $ 8, 250, 000 
Work 31,500,000 26,250,000 15, 750,000 73, 500, 000 

Total $36, 750,000 $28, 125,000 $16,875,000 $81, 750, 000 
9. Approach from standpoint of resettlement cost: 
Assume total cost of resettlement is $350.00 per person and for 

repatriation $175.00 per person. | 
Assume 2/8rds of these sums will be paid for wages and other local — 

currency costs which will be furnished on a grant basis, and 1/3rd 
for foreign exchange expenses. or other items which can be set up 
on a, loan basis. 

Assume these funds will be required over a period of three years in 
ratio 5.3.3. 

Total Cost for Resettlement 

Ist year 2nd year 3rd year Total 

Loan $32, 000, 000 $19, 000,000 $19,000,000 $ 70, 000, 000 
Grant 64,000,000 38,000,000 38,000,000 140, 000, 000 

Total $96, 000, 000 $57, 000, 000 $57, 000,000 $210, 000, 000 

3. Although there is on the basis of “2”, adequate grant funds for 
expenditure for wages of refugees it cannot be assumed that all of 

5 This paper is undated.
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these funds will be applicable to refugees. Some refugees will not be 

employable on resettlement projects, and some resettlement. wage ex- 

penditures must be madetootherlocallabor, 
Capital outlays in addition to those required for refugee resettle- 

ment will also be required to assure a balanced program within each 

country and to provide some legitimate development in the countries 

concerned not directly connected with refugee resettlement. == 

4, - It is tentatively. estimated that total cost of an integrated pro- 
gram will be between 250,000,000 to 300,000,000, of which approxi- 

mately 2/3rds will be on a grant basis and 1/8rd on a loan basis. 

Source of such funds might be as follows: | | 

International Bank and/or Ex-Im Bank $100, 000, 000 
Compensation from Israel 50, 000, 000° 

Grant thru UN 100-150, 000, 000 

U.S. share (70%) of grant} 70-105, 000, 000 

+Near East already allocated $12,000,000 for fiscal 1950 for technical assistance 

under planning for Point Four Program. [Footnote in the source text. ] 

501.BB Palestine/5-449 | 7 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL OO - [Wasuincron,] April 25, 1949. 
Item No. 3—President Weizmann’s Visit | 

The President went over the four points? which we hoped he would 
stress with President Weizmann. He approved ofthemall. | | 

After luncheon I got separated from the President and Mr. Weiz- 

mann and involved with other guests. The President, Mr. Weizmann, 

the Israeli Ambassador, and the Vice President discussed the four 
points. : | | 

The President told me, after the interview, that he had made all four 
points. He said that President Weizmann had taken a helpful attitude 
on all of them. He said that the internationalization of Jerusalem 
could be worked out. He foresaw no insoluble difficulty in the bound- 
ary matters. He said that Israel would help financially with the refu- 
gees. I am not clear as to what was said about repatriation, although 
I know that the President pressed him on this matter. a 

As we were leaving, President Weizmann asked the President again 
for assistance on UN membership. I said that the Israeli representa- 

+The four points were set forth in a memorandum of April 23 from Mr. Rusk 
to Secretary Acheson for his conversation with President Truman concerning 
the latter’s luncheon with President Weizmann later the same day. They dealt 
with the position of the United States on the internationalization of Jerusalem, 
boundary settlement, the refugee question and Israeli membership in the United 
Nations (867N.01/4—-2349). The luncheon was actually held on April 25.
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tives could.really be of more assistance than we could if they would 
show.a conciliatory attitude along the lines mentioned to Mr. Weiz- 
mann bythePresident. © =. = 

_ As we were parting, President Weizmann said that he thought it 
might be.a good idea for him to have a talk with me. I think that it 

might be worthwhile to follow this up whiletheyarehere? 
*'The editors have found no documentation in the Department of State files 

indicating a followup conversation with President Weizmann. - =.» 

BOLAA/4-2649 ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

SECRET . -[Wasuineton,] April 26, 1949. 

Subject: Tsrael’s Desire for Admission to the U.N 

Participants: The Secretary, Mr. Acheson Se 

Oo Mr. Elath, Ambassador of Israel | } 
_ -‘Mr. Eban, Israeli Representative at Lake Success 

Mr. Satterthwaite, Director, NEA 

Ambassador Elath opened the conversation by reviewing the posi- 
tion of Israel’s application for admission to the UN. He said that his 

Government attached such importance to this matter that he wished 
to introduce Mr. Eban, who was in charge of the problem at Lake 
Success and have him discussthesituation withme. = 
_ Mr. Eban then spoke at some length along the lines of a conversa- 
tion he and Mr. Elath had had with Senator Austin in New York a 
few days ago. He emphasized the great disadvantage under which 
in his opinion the Israeli Government’ was working by not being a 

_ member of the U.N. The six Arab States, on the other hand, had the 
great advantage of not only being able to express their views to the 
GA, but they also, by virtue of their six votes, could have considerable 
influence on the votes of other members. a | 

_ Mr. Eban remarked that the questions of Jerusalem, the Arab ref- 
ugees and the boundaries seemed to be those causing the greatest diffi- 
culty. He then went on to discuss these three problems, devoting the 
greater part of the exposition to the Jerusalem situation. oe 

He said that the Israelis had not only supported the plan for Jeru- 
salem set forth in the resolution of November 29, 1947 but had par- 
ticipated in its drafting. Subsequently, however, the Arab States 
themselves had violently opposed the implementation of this plan by 
engaging in hostilities. He felt that insufficient importance had been 
attached internationally to the fact that whereas one year. ago the 
conditions in Jerusalem had been those of utter destruction and
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chaotic warfare, peace and order had subsequently been restored, 

thanks to the efforts of the Israeli Government, to a remarkable de- | 

eree. The problem was one of integrating the necessities of the State | 

of Israel with the desires of the other states to maintain and protect 

the Holy Places. In this connection he asserted that 95% of the Holy 

Places are controlled by the Arabs. He thought, however, that con- 

siderable progress had been made and that a solution satisfactory to 

the U.N. was possible. In this connection he cited the address of Presi- 

dent Weizmann of April 23 which, he said, had the full support and 

authority of the Israeli Government. oe 

With reference to the refugees Mr. Eban thought that emphasis 

should be on resettlement rather than repatriation, although the 

Israeli Government had never rejected the idea of repatriation. 

He felt that there should be less difficulty in reaching a settlement 

regarding boundaries and hoped that by negotiation this could be 

workedoutatLausanne  ssses—sSS 
Toward the conclusion of his rather lengthy exposition, the intent of 

which was to present as strong a case as possible for Israel’s early 

admission to the U.N., Mr. Eban said that his Government planned, 

at an early stage of the Lausanne talks, to make a statement ofacon- > 

ciliatory nature which he hoped would be of assistance in expediting 

Israel’s admission. Oo oe EB 

- When Mr. Eban had finished I said that I felt that the Israeli 

Government itself was in a much better position to facilitate its en- 

trance into the U.N. than we were. T recalled that I had suggested 
to President Weizmann at the White House luncheon yesterday that 

| if Israel would only make some conciliatory gesture or statement along 

the lines that we have suggested, we would then have some basis on 

which to talk to the other nations in the General Asssembly. | 

- Frankly, I continued, I had been very disappointed in my failure 

to obtain any results from the two long talks I had with Mr. Sharett. 

Not only had my suggestions not been acted upon but in ‘some ways 

it seemed that we were farther away from a solution than whenIT had _ 

talked with Mr. Sharett. The three questions, in order of importance, 

which appeared to call for some explanation by the Israeli Govern- 

ment were the refugees, Jerusalem and the boundaries. _ 
With reference to the refugees, I had never suggested that Israel 

accept a specified number now. I had only suggested to Mr. Sharett 
that Israel first announce that it would accept the principle of repatria- 

tion. Next, at least half of the refugees had come from areas outside 

the Israeli boundaries fixed by the UN Resolution which were under 

Israeli military occupation. Surely it should be possible to allow a 

good number of such refugees to return to non-strategic areas. Then, 

Jater on, when the final peace settlement had been reached, or shortly
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before, it should be possible to determine the exact number which could 
be. repatriated. Mr. Sharett, in spite of my two talks with him, had 
flatly rejected this thesis and had even gone so far, when I had sug- 
gested the emotional and moral values that my proposals might have, 
as to suggest that such values should not be taken into consideration in 
international settlements. I had therefore been pleased to read Presi- 
dent Weizmann’s statements. I could only wish that he had been pres- 
ent when Mr. Sharett had been making his views known to me. 
With reference to Jerusalem, I was glad to note that progress was 

apparently being made and mentioned in this connection the arrange- 
ments which were under way for Dr. Weizmann to discuss that prob- 
lem with Cardinal Spellman. | a 

As to the boundaries, I was disappointed to learn from Mr. 
Ethridge’s telegrams that Mr. Ben-Gurion was apparently adamant 
in clinging to the view that Israel was entitled not only to the ter- 
ritory allowed it by the UNGA resolution but to all the rest of the 
territory it occupied militarily. Since, in writing at least, I under- 
stood the Government of Israel to accept the position that it was will- 

ing to negotiate on the basis of the November 29, 1947 resolution, it 
seemed to me that this was a very unwise position to take. | | 
We were fully in accord with Israel’s making the best bargain it 

could but did not want this bargaining to be on the basis of threats. 
This was particularly important in view of the fact that a bad bargain 
would not lead to permanent peace. As they knew, the Arab Govern- 
ments were already under heavy attack from their public and press 
for-having been too hasty in signing armistice agreements. If the final 
boundary settlements were such as to lead the Arab peoples to believe 
they had been imposed by force, Israel would, in my view, be acting 
contrary to its own best interests. a a 

Again I pointed out that I was not-trying to tell the Israeli Govern- 
ment what it should do. The U.S. had supported Israel’s application 
for membership and would continue to do so. Unless, however, the 
Israeli Government were willing to make its position known on these 

important issues, it would be difficult for the U.S. Delegation to go 
to the other nations at Lake Success and endeavor to persuade them 
that they should also vote for Israel’s admission at this session? 

a The Department, on April 27, informed New York that the “US not in position 
join in sponsoring resolution for admission Israel pending further info re possi- 
bility Israeli reps Lausanne giving assurances concerning status: Jerusalem, 
Palestine refugees, and territorial settlement which would create favorable 
atmosphere for admission Israel. - 

“Such res unnecessary for action on application and would, if presented. in 
manner suggested, be attempt influence other dels. Our position of.support for 
application when actually considered remains unchanged.” (telegram Gadel 23, 
501A A /4-2749) » eo a | a
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- Both Ambassador. Elath and Mr. Eban replied briefly to my re- 

marks. They felt that perhaps Mr. Sharett’s real views had not been 

fully understood. Mr. Eban expressed himself as optimistic regarding 
the possibility of reaching an agreement on the boundaries and Am- 

bassador Elath felt that the question of the refugees could also be 

worked out, once the question of the danger to Israel’s vital interests 

had been eliminated. They said they would, of course, make my views 

known to their Government and seek clarification of their Govern- 
ment’s viewsonthepointsIhadraised? = 7 - 

- "The Department summarized this memorandum for Tel Aviv on April 28 in 
telegram 250 (501.AA/4—2849). The telegram also noted that “Elath called Apr 28 
once more to urge speedy action re Israeli membership UN. Expressed convic- 
tion Lausanne talks. would not be real success as long as Israel not member, 

- gince Arab states would see no reason take speedy action toward final peace as 
_Jong-as’world: community apparently. did not regard Israel'as worthy of mem- 
bership. Dept reiterated necessity Israel’s making conciliatory gesture on three 
above points in order create atmosphere favorable admission Israel. Elath said 
he realized Israel would have to make some compromise re refugees, but that 
naturally Israeli Govt did not wish give away this valuable trump card before 

final peace negotiations.” ©§ = .. a So | 
~ Yelegram 250 concluded with the instruction to Tel. Aviv to “Pls seek earliest 
appropriate opportunity convey PrimMin and FonMin ‘substance Secy’s conver- 
gations with Eban and Elath, emphasizing in strongest terms points made by 
Sey 

501.BB Palestine/4-2649. 5° ee 

 -‘ Lhe President of Israel (Weizmann) to President Truman 

| | _ - Wasiineron, April 26, 1949. 
- My Dear Mr. Present: Our meeting yesterday was amemorable 

_ occasion and again, on behalf of my government and myself, I-thank 
you for your hospitality and profound understanding. = = = | 

Because of the peace negotiations about to begin in Lausanne, I was | 
especially heartened by your observations regarding the admission 

of Israel to the United Nations. So long as the Arab governments seek 
by political means to destroy the elements of stability in the present 
situation, neither Israel nor the Arab peoples will be free to turn their 
‘energies to peaceful development. No single act, in my judgment, will 

contribute se much to'the pacification of the Middle East, as the speedy 
admission of Israel to the United Nations, and the withdrawal of this 
final act of recognition from the arena of political debate. 

' Iwas also extremely happy to learn that you were familiar with 
the position of my government on the question of Jerusalem. As I 
stated last Saturday, although Israel bears a direct and inescapable 
responsibility for Jewish Jerusalem, I am satisfied that there is no 
real incompatibility between the interests and concerns of Christianity, 
‘to which His Holiness the Pope has recently given eloquent expression,
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and the aspirations of the people of Jerusalem to assure their govern- 

ment and security in conformity with their national allegiance. I firmly 

believe that a harmonious solution of this problem can swiftly be 

secured with international consent. The concern which you expressed 

and the considerations which you emphasized lend added force to the 

urgency for a speedy and broadly acceptable solution. as 

- I stress again that we are fully mindful of the problem of the Arab 

refugees and of our own obligations toward them. But, except to a 

limited degree, the answer lies, as I stated, not in repatriation but in 

resettlement. As a scientist and a student of the problem, I know the 

possibilities of development of the Middle East. I have long felt that 
the underpopulated and fertile acres in the river valleys of Iraq 

constitute both a seductive invitation to neighboring countries and a 

massive opportunity for development and progress in the Middle East. 

Similar opportunities exist also in northern Syria and western Trans- 

jordan. In that development the government of Israel will make its 

contribution, , . 7 — a 

| For all that you have done, Mr. President, in facilitating the estab- 

lishment and recognition of my country—beginning with your plea 

for the admission of 100,000 Jewish refugees—I again express the __ 

profound gratitude and thanks of the people of Israel. Your leader- 

ship has been a source of inspiration and encouragement to us. And 

| under your leadership I look forward in the long future to warm and 

friendly relationships between the government of the United States 

| and the government of Israel.t 

Yours sincerely, | - Cu. WrIzMANN 

1 President Truman sent a brief acknowledgment on April 27, in which he ex- 

pressed his appreciation of “your frank conversations in regard to things pend- 

| ing ‘with regard to Israel. 
“I -hope everything will work out in a satisfactory manner and we can 

eventually get a lasting peace in the Middle East.” . 

501.BB Palestine/4—2649 | oe . 

| Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and Afri- 
can Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Deputy Under Secretary of 

State (usk)* | 7 | 

SECRET [Wasnineton,] April 26, 1949. 

Subject: United States Position Regarding Jerusalem — 

The Palestine Conciliation Commission which meets in Lausanne 

today will resume its consideration of some kind of international 

Sent also by Leonard C. Meeker of the Office of the Legal Adviser, and Dur- 

ward V. Sandifer, Acting Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs.
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regime for Jerusalem on the basis of the December 11 Assembly Reso- 

lution. It will be necessary to give some directives to Mr. Ethridge and 
for this purpose four possible alternatives are outlined at the end of 

_ thispaperforyourconsideration, £4 
Until now the discussions with Israel and Transjordan on this sub- 

ject have led to no agreement, except that both parties reject any far- 
reaching scheme of internationalization. The Prime Minister of Israel 
flatly stated to the Commission at Tel Aviv 7th of April “that the 
Israeli Government accepted without reservation the international 
regime for the holy places, but maintained that Jerusalem outside the 
holy places should be a part of the State of Israel”. He added that the 
State of Israel “would take its case on the Jerusalem question to the 
General Assembly”, en rs 
A recent telegram from Mr. Ethridge (Palun 127)? outlines a pro- 

posal which combines certain elements of the French paper and vari- 
ous unofficial suggestions by the USDel which Mr. Ethridge thinks 
represents a sound basis for the Commission’s recommendations to the 
General Assembly. This combined draft, which is the basis of Alter- 

~ native 2 below, is based on a minimal international obligation for 
Jerusalem under which a United Nations Administrator appointed by 
the General Assembly would have direct control over the holy places, 
including power to control access to them and decide disputes regard- 

‘ing them. The Jewish and Arab authorities respectively would ‘be 
responsible for the day-to-day administration over their respective 
zones. Jerusalem would be demilitarized and formal assurances given 
by the two parties regarding inviolability of demarcation lines. This 
proposal appears to follow fairly closely the line indicated by the 
SecretarytoMr.SharettonApril5. 9 00 

| This memorandum sketches four possible approaches to the Jerusa- 
lem problem. | re 7 

Alternatives — | | So , 

1. International control of holy places alone. oo 
_ The PCC might recommend that it was.inadvisable or impossible 
to give concrete expression to the international interest in Jerusalem 
other than by providing for United Nations control of specified holy 
places in the Jerusalem area. This control could be exercised by .a 

United. Nations Administrator designated by and responsible to the 
General Assembly. The Administrator would have power to make 
regulations for use of holy place guards. The expenses of the Adminis- 
trator, an appropriate staff, and the guards would be met by the United 
Nations budget. This arrangement for United Nations control of.the 
holy places would be subject to approval by the General Assembly and 

* Identified also as telegram 300, April 16, from Jerusalem, p. 920. 

501-887—7761
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_would.come into force when accepted by the Governments of Israe! 
and Trans-Jordan; these Governments, it is presumed, would parti- 

_ tion Jerusalem, aside from the holy places, by agreement between them- 
selves, and such direct discussions are now actually in progress. The 
_resolution of the General Assembly approving the above arrangements 
for the holy places could contain provisions regarding access to the 
holy places. - OO | re 

2. United Nations administration of holy places, partition of Jeru- 
salem, and international undertakings covering thearea. = 

In Palun 127 the United States Delegation to the Palestine Concilia- 
_tion Commission has suggested a plan which goes somewhat further 
_than the previous alternative but falls short of a true international 
regime for the City of Jerusalem. Under this plan the holy places in 

_the Jerusalem area would be subject to the regime outlined in Alterna- 
_tive 1 above. In. addition, the remainder of Jerusalem would be par- 
titioned into Arab and Jewish zones, to be administered by Trans- 
_Jordan and Israel, respectively. Persons living in one of the zones 
_would have the citizenship of the state administering that zone. Jeru- 
_salem would be demilitarized. There would be international under- 
_takings that the Declaration of Human. Rights, approved by the Gen- 
eral Assembly in December 1948, should be taken as a standard for the 
conduct of administration in the two zones. There. would be an inter-- 
national administrative council, four from each zone and two neutral, 
_to.adyise the two groups of zonal authorities on common services, co- 
ordination of police functions, city planning, economic. arrangements, 
-and other matters of municipal concern. There would be. a right of 
access across the zones of Jerusalem to the holy places for all persons 
determined by the United Nations Administrator to be entitled to 
frequent these places. For-the most part, local courts would perform 
judicial functions in their respective zones. There might be a mixed 
tribunal to handle civil cases in which there was zonal diversity of 
parties, There should be an international Court of Justice to decide 
questions concerning the interpretation and application of the arrange- 

“ments for Jerusalem. This tribunal would give its opinion upon re- 
“quest by the authorities of either zone or by the United Nations Ad- 

‘ ministrator. Opinions of the tribunal should be régarded as binding 
on the zonal authoritiés and the Administrator. All of the above ar- 

-rangements for Jerusalem would be embodied in an instrument per- 
‘haps called a Statute. This Statute would first be approved by the 
General Assembly. It would come into force upon deposit with the 

- Secretary General of acceptances by the Governments of Trans-Jordan 
_and Israel. Finally, the Statute would provide'that it could be amended
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or revoked by the General Assembly in a further exercise by that body 
of its dispositive power over Jerusalem. poe ORGS title 
_ 8. United Nations trusteeship for the Old City, = 

A third alternative has been suggested, in which the arrangements 
referred to above in Alternatives 1 and 2 would be augmented by plac- 
ing the Old City of Jerusalem under the international trusteeship 
system of the United Nations. The Old City, about one square mile — 
which is now occupied. by the Arabs, contains important Christian, 
Jewish and Moslem shrines. Under such an arrangement the United 
Nations Organization itself could be the administering authority for 
the trust territory, pursuant to Article 81 of the Charter. Under this | 
alternative, the provisions with respect to holy places in the Jeru- 
‘salem area would be the same as those outlined in Alternatives 1 and | 
2. The actual administration of the trust territory would presumably 
be carried on by a United Nations Administrator and staff provided 
for by the Trusteeship Council, but its public utilities would be as- 
similated to the other parts of the city. Trusteeship over the Old City 
of Jerusalem alone would have serious political disadvantages from 
the Arab pointofview. 4° 6 

» 4. Two trusteeships for Jerusalem. = es 
. A fourth alternative would be to institute the arrangements con- 
templated in Alternative 3 by means of. placing the Arab zone of 
Jerusalem under Trans-Jordanian trusteeship and the Jewish. zone 
under Israeli trusteeship. The provisions of Alternative 1 with respect 
to holy places might be retained, with a United Nations Administra- 
tor controlling them. During Secretary Acheson’s talk with Foreign 
Minister Sharett of Israel early in April, the Secretary suggested 
trusteeship as a possible solution for the Jerusalem problem. Mr. 
Sharett, while not committing himself or purporting to express the | 
views of his Government, indicated that he thought trusteeship might 
provide a solution and ‘that the idea deserved to be looked into. If 
Trans-Jordan and Israel were to become administering authorities 
over two trust territories in Jerusalem, problems would be raised by 
the seating of these two countries on the Trusteeship Council when 
they are admitted to membership in the United Nations. Not only 
would: Israel and Trans-Jordan be admitted to the Council, but. two 
more nonadministering powers would have to be elected to the Coun- 
cil. Enlargement of the Trusteeship. Council would probably impair | 
somewhat the efficiency of that organ, More important, however, the 
problems of the two Jerusalem trust territories would be so different | 
from the problems of the other trust territories that it is questionable
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whether it would be appropriate to place Jerusalem under trustee- 
ships and introduce into the Trusteeship Council two or four states 
having no experience with colonial problems. Naturally Israel, Trans- 
Jordan, and the two additional nonadministering powers would have 
a voice in all matters coming before the Trusteeship Council. It ap- 
pears from Palun 127 that the United States Delegation to the Pales- 
tine Conciliation Commission doubts the advisability of trying to ac- 
complish through trusteeships the objectives of the international 
community concerning Jerusalem. | 

hecommendations a 
The Offices which join in this memorandum believe that Alternative 

2 would be preferable to any of the others. There are several reasons 
which point toward this conclusion : | 

1. The United States Delegation to the Palestine Conciliation Com- 
mission regards a plan along the lines of Alternative 2 as constituting 
the most realistic and desirable plan under the circumstances. 

2. Such a plan would give expression to the interests of the inter- 
national community in Jerusalem. | 

3. At the same time it would not involve the United Nations Or- 
ganization in substantial expenses or administrative responsibilites. 

_ 4 This plan, perhaps with certain modifications and adjustments, 
would seem to be possible of acceptance by the respective parties. 

5. The plan would avoid certain difficulties for the Trusteeship 
Council which it is believed would result from a plan comprising two 
trusteeships for Jerusalem. | 

If you concur, we think instructions in the sense of the above should 
be sent to Mr. Ethridge. If you feel that the Jerusalem problem re- 
quires further consultation within the Department at the present stage, 
it is suggested that you might wish to meet at an early date with officers 
of NEA, UNA and L to discuss this problem in order to reach a 
Departmental decision on the instructions which should be sent to 
Mr. Ethridge. , | | | 

867N.113/5-~1949 an a 

Lhe British Embassy to the Department of State — 

SECRET | 

| 7 Patestine Arms Exmparco _ | 
« In view of British treaty relations with certain of the Arab states 
and of the British Government’s concern about internal security in 
the Middle Eastern countries, the Foreign Office have been giving 

1 Handed to Secretary Acheson by British Ambassador Franks on April 29; 
see Secretary Acheson’s memorandum of conversation, April 29, p. 958.
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thought to the question whether the time has not come, now that armis- - 
tice agreements have been signed, for the Palestine arms embargo to be. 
lifted. Mr. Bevin thinks that, as Dr. Bunche has announced that he 
considers his mission complete, there will be no need to discuss the: | 

matter with him, but Mr. Bevin would like to learn the views of the 

United States Government on this question. mo 
2. Mr. Bevin is convinced of the urgent need to make some im- 

mediate and favourable response to repeated Arab requests for arms. 
Now that armistice agreements covering the whole front in Palestine 
have been signed, and in view of the declaration which Mr. Bevin made. 
at the signing of the Atlantic Pact to the effect that it did not minimise 
either British interest in or determination to support others not in- 
cluded in the Pact with whom the British Government had had long | 
years of friendship and alliances, there appear to be no sufficient argu- 
ments to justify continued British refusal to supply the armaments 

requested. This is particularly so in the case of Egypt where, as the 
State Department know, the first steps towards technical military 
talks between the British and Egyptian authorities are now being 
taken. The British Ambassador at Cairo considers that the talks can- 
not succeed unless the arms embargo is raised, at least so far as Egypt 
is concerned. In order to secure British military requirements there, 
the British Government must be prepared to assist the Egyptian Gov- 
ernment to build up their own military strength. The British Govern- 

ment cannot hope to persuade any Egyptian Government to agree to 
their requests unless they can prove conclusively that they are willing 
to help in the development of strong, well trained and well equipped 

Egyptian armed forces. Mr. Bevin believes that Mr. Acheson will 
agree that a military agreement with Egypt would have an important 

effect on the stability of the whole of the Middle East. 
3. The need to fulfil British treaty obligations to Iraq and ‘Trans- 

jordan is, in Mr. Bevin’s view, hardly less pressing than in the case | 
of Egypt. There is reason to fear trouble in Arab Palestine from the 
ex-Mufti’s irregulars, who must now be disbanded, as well as from 
the Kurds in Iraq. The British Government therefore feel that the 
least they can do is to permit the supply of certain quantities of war 
material to Egypt, Iraq, and Transjordan and, if necessary, to the | 
other Arab states for internal security and training purposes. The 

British Government would ask for suitable guarantees that these sup-. 
plies would not be used for offensive purposes in Palestine. Such 
supplies would, however, in any case amount to so little that any 
resumption of fighting against the now well-equipped Israeli army 

would be out of the question. | |
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4, Mr. Bevin is sure that Mr. Acheson will agree that it cannot 
‘have been the intention of the United Nations to make it impossible 
for the Arab states to keep order within their own frontiers, yet this 
has been the effect of the embargo, notably in Iraq. In view of the 
approval given by the Acting Mediator some time ago to the supply 
of war material by France to Syria for internal security, and of the 
fact that Dr. Bunche’s functions have virtually come to an end, the 
British Government would be prepared, provided they had the sup- 
port of the United States Government, to proceed on the lines sug: . 
gested above without further reference to the United Nations. _ 

5. It may be that the United States Government, if they are in 
general agreement with these arguments, would prefer to deal with | 

: the matter in one stage by raising the embargo altogether forthwith. 
The British Government would not object to this. But since it might 
be held necessary to obtain a United Nations resolution for that pur- 
pose, there are perhaps advantages in going no further than the 
proposal made in paragraph 3 above. In this connexion the British. 
Government would see no objection to the supply of war material by 
the United States to Israel for internal security purposes. oo 
6. The British Government would be grateful for the views of the . 

United States Government on this question as soon as possible. 
-[Wasuineton,] 27th April, 1949. | a a 

501.BB Palestine/4-2849 _ 7 oo oo a 
Memorandum of Conversation With the President, by the Secretary 

| So of State : | 

SECRET — - PWasrneron,] April 28, 1949. 
Item No. 2—Letter from Dr. Weizmann Oo 
‘The President showed me a letter from Dr. Weizmann,’ a copy of — 

which willcometoustoday. | : ee 
The letter referred to a request that we assist by talking with other . 

members of the United Nations on the subject of admission of 

Israel to the United Nations. The President agreed that Dr. Weiz- 
-mann’s attitude on refugees was not satisfactory and thought. that we. 
were not in a position to bring pressure on other members of the 
United Nations oo | coal 

_I related to the President my last meeting with Ambassador Elath- 

2 Bon Se atate A esun's memorandum of conversation, April 26, p. 944.
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Mr, Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State. SO 

SECRET = Lausanne, April 98, 1949—11 a.m.” 

-PCC 1. Palun 136. From Ethridge. Scheduled commencement PCC " 

meeting with Israel and Arab states at Lausanne April 26 held up. | 

24. hours.on account delayed arrival interested delegations. On April OF 

PCC met separately. with Israeli Delegation consisting of Gershon 
Hirsch and Eliahu Sassoon, with Egyptian Delegation consisting of | 
Abdel Chafey el Labab and Mahmud Rhmazi and with Lebanese Dele-_ 

- gation consisting of Fuad Bey. Amoun and Mohamed Ali Hamade. 
PCC meeting with Syrian Delegation consisting of Adnan Atassi- 
planned April 28. PCC informed Transjordan Delegation will arrive | 

this week. Saudi Arabia will not attend, but will accept such arrange- 

ments as other Arab states make with Israel. Iraq refused at Beirut | | 

to. attend and has not yet sent expected informal observer. Yemen 

understood maintain same position as Saudi Arabia. 

Substance of remarks by Israeli Delegation indicated Israel had 

not altered its position re refugees and Jerusalem as stated by Ben . 

Gurion, Sharett and Comay. Hirsch made no allusion whatsoever to 

conciliatory statement re refugees nor manifested any disposition to 

work with PCC on possible plans for internationalization of Jerusa- | 

lem. On contrary Hirsch stressed conclusion of peace with Arab states 

was primary objective. Refugee question and Jerusalem could not be » 

discussed in advance, but could be considered during peace talks. 

Hirsch and Sassoon strongly urged-PCC recommend to GA that it 

not debate refugees and Jerusalem at Lake Success while they were 

being considered at Lausanne. Hirsch believed if full debate took. 

place at Lake Success public declarations on refugees and. Jerusalem . 

would undoubtedly be required which would have important effect on 

quiet negotiations at Lausanne. Hirsch stated that there was no dispo-. 

sition on part of Israeli Delegation now to discuss current questions 

at Lausanne if debate took place at Lake Success. It was made clear, : 

nevertheless, that little progress could be expected at Lausanne in’ 

anterim <0 eR ee ee 

- Hirsch also indicated Israeli Delegation would be unable to exchange - 
views with Syrian Delegation before present Israeli-Syrian armistice 

negotiations were concluded. Peace talks with Arab States should be. 
limited in each case to subjects of common concern. Egypt, for ex- 

ample, had no more right to discuss Jerusalem than Persia or Turkey.. 

Israel hoped, therefore, that pertinent agenda would bé arranged 

between Israel and various Arab States. PCC, on other hand, might 

have its own agendas with Israel and Arab States respectively.
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Egyptian and Lebanese Delegations both stated their presence at. 
Lausanne indicated cooperation with PCC and desire for peace. Both 
considered, however, that solution for refugee problem and Jerusalem 
were essential before peace talks could progress. Discussion re terri- 
torial questions was premature at this stage. Amoun indicated, how- 
ever, that Lebanese Delegation was ready to discuss J erusalem and 
Holy Places with Jerusalem Committee immediately. OO 

Following meetings with Israeli, Egyptian and Lebanese Delega- 
tions, PCC considered Israeli request that PCC recommend to GA 
that it not debate such questions as refugees and Jerusalem while PCC 
was discussing at Lausanne. PCC decided it would be presumptuous | 
on its part to make such recommendation and felt that if it were sub- 
sequently necessary to submit special or periodic report to GA such 
reports should be confined to statement of Israeli and Arab coopera- 
tion with PCC and degree of acceptance of provisions of GA resolu-_ 
tion December11. | | SO 

. oe [ ErHrince} 

501.BB Palestine/4~2849 : Telegram OO a 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 

CONFIDENTIAL | ‘Wasuineton, April 28, 1949—7 p. m. 
944, Unpal 85. For Ethridge. Elath Apr 28 gave Dept copy cable 

sent by Sharett Apr 27 to Dr. Mohn} and you. Fol salient points. 
Israeli Govt much concerned over Syrian unwillingness to withdraw 

forces occupying Israeli territory. Israel agreed withdraw forces from 
Leb during Israeli-Leb armistice negots and negot. with Syria can 
make no progress unless Syrian Govt prepared accept same principle. 
Syrian delegation appears using presence Syrian troops on Israeli soil 
as means bringing pressure on Israel agree to what is liable become 
permanent alteration in frontier between two countries. Israel bound. 
insist withdrawal Syrian troops as essential condition conclusion. 
armistice agreement, Israeli Govt also disturbed by press reports con- 
cerning Syrian intention mobilize immed 20,000 additional men and 
inclined view this may be cover for new aggressive action contemplated 
against Israel. Under circumstances Israel sees little profit in: dis- 
cussing final settlement with Syrian delegation Lausanne and’so long 
as ho progress is made in Israeli-Syrian armistice negots owing Syrian 
Govt. refusal accept polit boundary as armistice demarcation line 

* Paul Mohn, Chief Political Adviser to Mr. Bunche. | | |
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Israeli delegation Lausanne will be instructed not enter formal or in- 

formal conversations with Syrian reps.” os 7 

Elath bespoke Dept’s assistance persuading Syrian Govt agree with- 

drawal troops. Dept stated US only recognized Syria Apr 27 and Dept 

doubted advisability approaching Syrian Govt this matter at present. 

Informed Elath that believed preferable await outcome such efforts 

as Dr. Mohn might make this regard but would reconsider situation if 

no progress made Israeli-Syrian negots next few days. Dept stated 

belief it essential Israeli-Syrian armistice agreement be speedily con- 

cluded so that Syria could effectively participate in Lausanne talks. — 

- os a oo ACHESON 

2Mr. Sharett’s message of April 27 was summarized by Mr. Ethridge in his 

telegram from Lausanne of April 29. Mr. Ethridge also added that “PCC decided 

‘April 29 inform Foreign Minister that SC and Bunche were responsible for 

armistice agreements and PCC had no jurisdiction. 7 | 

“My personal opinion is armistice agreement between Syria and Israel should 

if possible be concluded prior Lausanne but that Israel argument without 

validity based on understanding Syrian line in Israel established before truce 

whereas Israel’s line in Lebanon established after. truce. Furthermore past 

‘armistice agreements were concluded without prejudice political settlement.” 

—(Palun 188, 501.MA Palestine/4-2949) | — : 

This telegram was repeated to Damascus as No. 184 and to Tel Aviv and New 

‘York. Mr. Bunche informed the United States Mission at the United Nations 

that private military talks between the Israelis and Syrians to discuss armistice 

lines and reduction of forces had broken down at the first meeting on April 27 

‘(telegram Delga 63, April 29, 5:32 p. m., from New York, 501.BB Palestine/ 

42949), oe : 

501.BB Palestine/4-2049 oo | | 

| The President to Mr. Mark F. Ethridge, at Jerusalem 

| : [Wasuineron,] April 29, 1949. 

_ Dear Marx: I appreciated very much your letter of the eleventh 

and I was particularly interested in the attitude of the Arabs with 

regard to the present situation. a 
I am rather disgusted with the manner in which the Jews are ap- 

-proaching the refugee problem. I told the President of Israel in the 
presence of his Ambassador just exactly what I thought about it. It 

may have some effect, I hope so. | - 

Sincerely yours, [Harry S. Truman]
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“867N.113/4-2949 TE BEST pe Ra 
_, Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET : —  [Wasrtneron,] April 29, 1949. 
Subject: Palestine ArmsEmbargo Be 
Participants: Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador 

ss The Secretary of State oO 
| | Mr. John D. Hickerson, Director for European Affairs 

Sir Oliver Franks.came in to see me at 12 noon today by appointment 
made at his request. He handed me the attached self-explanatory 
memorandum dated April 27, 1949 entitled “Palestine Arms Em- 
bargo.”* Sir Oliver summarized briefly the contents of this memo- 
randum, stressing the British Government’s concern about internal 
security in the Middle East countries and stating that Mr. Bevin is 
convinced of the urgent need to make some immediate and favorable 
response to repeated Arab requests for arms. Sir Oliver stated that 
in all cases except Egypt the arms would be entirely for the mainte- 
nance of internal security. As regards Egypt, he stated, the first steps 
toward technical military talks between the British and Egyptian 
authorities ? are now being taken and the British Government proposes 
to furnish the Egyptian Government, in order to secure British mili- 
tary requirements there, assistance in building up Egypt’s own mili- 
tary strength. oo He 

I inquired whether the British Government contemplates talking to 
Dr. Bunche about this matter. Sir Oliver replied that his government 
did not contemplate approaching Dr. Bunche about this in view of his 
announcement. that he considers his mission complete. I also inquired 
about the time element and Sir Oliver replied that while his govern- 
Ment regarded the matter as urgent, he did not believe that he could 
mention any particular time element within which they desire to act. 

. I inquired whether he had any information about the type and 
quantity of arms involved. Sir Oliver replied that he had very limited 
information on this subject. He went on to say that he understood 
that nothing more than small arms would be involved for countries | 
other than Egypt. For Egypt the British Government contemplates 
supplying not only small arms but probably some light artillery and 
some light tanks, 

I told Sir Oliver that we would examine his memorandum carefully 
and sympathetically and get in touch with him later about it, I pointed 
out that I had inquired about timing largely for the reason that the 
furnishing of arms to Middle East countries by the British Govern- 

* See p. 952. 
* For documentation on this subject, see pp. 186 ff.
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ment may introduce an element of importance jn connection with the 

consideration in Congress of our Military Assistance Pact. Sir Oliver 

commented that this had probably not been considered in London and 

that he would call Mr. Bevin’s attention to this aspect of the matter 

which he himself considered asoneofimportancee 

- Sir Oliver commented in passing that it was not clear whether his | 

government contemplated formal action for lifting of the Palestine 

Arms Embargo by UN action or whether, if the U.S. Government 

agreed, his government simply contemplates assuring the Middle East 

governments in question that the arms will be furnished without 

formalactionbytheUN. = = |... oe 

5O1L.BB Palestine/4-2949:Circular telegram = a 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices * 

secreT =—si(asi‘<i‘iaées)~«é*é#(#O(C#«(WassrNerTOoN, April 29, 1949—5 p. m. 

_ Unrealistic and intransigent attitude of both Israel and Arab states 

re agreement to repatriation and resettlement, respectively, of Arab 

refugees has created problem of serious concern to ‘USG and major 

obstacle to PCC’s task of implementing Dec 11 res with respect to 

refugees. Coincidental with PCC meetings Lausanne, Dept considers 

it essential that strongest diplomatic approach be made to both sides 

in endeavor to soften their respective attitudes this question and to 

support. PCC in its task. We are suggesting similar approach to Arabs 

by UK Govt. Oo OO oes 

“Pls make earliest approach to PrimMin and FonMin of Govt to oO 

which you are accredited along follines: re 

‘USG continues support principle of repatriation of refugees so 

desiring in accordance GA res of Dec 11. On Apr 5 Secy made strong 

representations to Israeli FonMin re Pres’ conviction of necessity for | 

early Israeli agreement to repatriation ; Pres on Apr 25 took occasion 

Weizmann’s visit to press him rc repatriation; Secy made similar ap- 

proach to Israeli Amb Apr 26. USG will continue use best efforts vis- 

\-vis Israel this regard. However, USG is in full agreement with PCC’s 

second progress report to UN, which emphasizes likelihood that not | 

all refugees will decide return to their homes and consequent necessity 

obtaining agreement in principle by Arab states to ‘resettlement. those | 

not desiring repatriation. 

-» Karliest beginning to liquidation this question essential in view rapid 

depletion UNRPR funds. Since establishment UNRPR,; UN members 

TAt Jidda, Cairo, Baghdad, Damascus, Beirut, and Amman, presumably. for 
actions jana to London ‘and Jerusalem and to Bern for Mr. Ethridge, ‘for
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have contributed generously to alleviation plight of refugees, and 
have relieved Arab states of large measure enormous burden of relief. 
However, unless evidence is forthcoming that both sides are cooperat- 
ing with PCC in endeavoring liquidate problem, and that concrete 
progress is being made therein, there is likelihood further aid would 
not be forthcoming from international sources, and that legislatures 
UN member states would be unwilling agree to further extension 
assistance. > | | | 
_ Ref is made to recommendation of PCC in its progress report that 
Israel and Arab states might undertake program of public works 
which would make possible return of refugees and early absorption 
those not desiring return to their homes. USG notes with interest 
PCC’s expressed willingness recommend favorable action on such a 
request by UN organs if Israel and Arab states should apply for tech- 
nical and financial aid in preparing and executing such a program. 
USG deeply hopeful Arab states will give early indication their 

willingness to contribute to resettlement of those not desiring return 
Israel. This would immeasurably facilitate ability PCC to formulate 
effective plans for disposition refugee question as whole, and would 
be important element in influencing attitude of UN member states 
towards possibility further assistance. 

At meetings with PCC in Lausanne, USG considers both Israel and 
Arab states have significant responsibility for cooperating with PCC 
in obtaining agreed settlement to permit earliest feasible liquidation 
this problem, and avoid its perpetuation as threat to peace, stability 

| and development of all Near Eastern states. 

ACHESON 

*The Department additionally informed London, on April 29, that “McGhee’s 
survey of Arab refugee situation, and reports of our diplomatic missions and 
PCC emphasize fact that no progress possible re liquidation problem until 
political atmosphere improved by Israeli agreement to principle repatriation and 
Arab agreement to principle resettlement. USG therefore proposes employ co- 
ordinate and continuing diplomatic pressure both sides, in order provide maxi- 
mum support PCC discussions Lausanne. It would be of considerable value if 
FonOff would instruct diplomatic missions approach Arab Govts soonest in 
endeavor obtain their agreement to principle accepting for resettlement those 
refugees who do not desire return to Israel.” (Telegram 1473, 501.BB Palestine/ 
4-2949) 

501.BB Palestine/4—3049 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET JERUSALEM, April 30, 1949—1 p. m. 
342. Colonel Dayan yesterday furnished following information: 

(1) Activities of special committee—at last meeting Arab delega- 
tion stated they were proceeding to Lausanne and proposed speical
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committee suspend work until their return. Israeli “put pressure? = 
on ‘Transjordan stating would not discuss peace or other questions at. - 
Lausanne unless Transjordan conformed to armistice agreement and — 
continued special committee talks. Transjordan agreed appoint other oe 
representatives to continue work. © ae a oe 

[Here follows remainder of telegram primarily concerning action 
taken by the special committee, principally the movement of traffic 
on vital roads. and the operation of the railroad, and on territorial 
settlement in Jerusalem. Concerning the latter point, the Trans- 
jordanians were said to have “refused discuss any territorial changes 
stating that should be considered at Lausanne. Dayan emphasized 
negotiations for territorial changes should be on basis what each party 
now holds and not on what held before war or ownership.”] 

| _ Burverr 

867N.01/5-149 : Telegram | | | | . a | 

. The Minister m Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Damascus, May 1, 1949—10 a. m. 

- 959. Transparent hypocrisy in Sharett’s cable of April 27 to Dr. 
Mohn (Deptel 184, April 28+) is doubtless already evident to all con- 
cerned but full comment is nevertheless given in hope of helping to 
elarify atmosphere and hasten armistice agreement so that broader 
aspects of problem may be realistically approached. ns 
- Israeli contention that natural boundary desired by Syria as armis- 
tice demarcation line might become permanent alteration in frontier 
between two countries seeks to confirm Syria’s conviction that if Syria 
retires to old political frontier as armistice demarcation line, Israel 
will subsequently accept no alteration in that frontier particularly as 
Syria knows of no offer of Israel to withdraw from Western Galilee or 
other areas outside partition frontiers as earnest of willingness to 
have final sovereignty all such areas for determination in peace talks. 
Without holding any brief for Syria’s “right” to frontier rectification, 
what is sauce for goose should be sauce for gander. : 

As evidence of their'alleged sincerity let both parties retire simul- 
taneously from areas not contemplated by partition resolution leaving 
such areas under UN supervision pending determination of sov- 

 ereignty by peace conference. Otherwise let’ status guo be accepted as 
provisional for armistice purposes with clear understanding that. 
armistice demarcation lines are tentative only and subject to confirma- 

This was a repeat of No. 544 to Bern, p. 956. |
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tion or rectification by peace conference. Thus latter may proceed in 

more hopeful atmosphere. ee 
Re McDonald’s comment in Tel Aviv Embassy: telegram 314, 

April 29? to Department re Israel’s sincerity yet unwillingness to yield 

even to extent of leaving disputed frontier area for subsequent deter- 

mination, might it not properly be asked what profit it for Syria to 

enter into peace negotiations with Israel if only benefits Syria can 

hope to obtain therefrom, slight rectification of frontier, is relin- 

quished without any guid pro quo or other guarantee before peace 

talks begin. Considering US policy as outlined by Jessup November 20 

(Deptel 57 February 25) we can scarcely in good conscience ask Syria 

to relinquish small salient within partition frontier while remaining 

silent over Israel’s retention even provisionally of extensive area out- 

side partition frontier in Western Galilee conquered by Israel during 

and in violation of truce. Surely if Israel’s professions of desire for 

peace are genuine, she should be willing to make some coricession as 

earnest thereof.as Syria has already done (Mytel 256, April 28 *), or 

at least to leave all controversial issues for determination by peace 

conference. = = oe 

~ Sent Department 259; repeated Bagdad 47; Tel Aviv 22; London 

70; Paris 55; Bern 1 for Ethridge; New York for USDel 1. Pouched 
Amman, Beirut, Cairo, Jerusalem, Jidda, Athens, Ankara, Moscow. 

a rs KEELEY 

* Not printed. oe Be 
8 Not printed; it reported that Syrian Prime Minister Zaim had “intimated 

willingness as part general. settlement including realistic frontier adjustments 

accept quarter million refugees if given substantial development aid in addition 

to compensation for refugee losses.” (890D.01/4—2849 ) : a 

‘Telegram 256-also noted that the Prime Minister “reiterated his earnest desire 
to liquidate Palestine debacle by pursuing henceforth policy of give and take 
provided he not asked to give all while other side takes all.” It concluded that 

there was a “real opportunity for rapid settlement of Palestine problem if only 

US Government will exert itself to bring Israelis to face situation realistically 

and in spirit of fair compromise.” > ES 

501.BB Palestine/5-149 : Telegram Gs Bs a 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET: oe oo Ayewraw, May 1, 1949—8 p.m. 

~-193: During call on Prime Minister this morning I conveyed to 

thim views of US Government regarding refugee question as contained 

in Depcirtel April 29,5 p. m. and left him aide-mémoire on subject. 

Prime Minister expressed appreciation for these views and for fact



that US Govt is continuing to press Israel regarding acceptance re- 

patriation principle in accordance GA Resolution December 11. He 
said ‘Transjordan accepted in principle resettlement of refugees not 
desiring return their homes and was well aware of necessity for.re-. 
settling ‘such refugees. Transjordan Govt recognized that not all 

refugees would elect to return their homes. However, Transjordan still, 
maintained its position of insisting that Israel accept principle of: 

repatriation of refugees who do desire return their homes. Settlement. 
of refugee question which he regarded as urgent factor in’solution of 

Palestine problem would be made much easier if refugees had free 
choice of whether to return to their homes or to resettle in Arab states’ _ 

orelsewhere, © ag 
Tawfiq Pasha commented that while he had adopted common line 

with’ other Arab states regarding repatriation principle at.Beirut = 

meetings with PCC, he had in separate conversations with Ethridge 
and McGhee expressed willingness and awareness regarding resettle- 
ment principle. He felt such parallel approach was realistic as on one 
hand it did not work against common line of Arab states and on other 

hand it did provide positive line in assisting PCC work out overall 
solutionto problem. = = = 2 ss—‘i—s 

Prime Minister: pointed out that-one of essentials in solution retf- 

ugee question was matter of boundaries, He hoped that UN and. US 

would adhere to partition principle and that Israel would be obliged. 
accept settlement on this basis. He stated that it was clear that solution 
refugee question would be simpler if Arabs should. be compensated. 

by Israel for territories over and above those allotted to Israel by 
November 29 Resolution, Return to Arabs of such territories would. 
make resettlement much less difficult. On 

‘Prime Minister continued that he hoped have opportunity hold 
further. talks with McGhee regarding possible assistance to Trans- 
jordan. in technical and financial fields. He mentioned number projects’ 
and indicated Transjordan Govt might prepare certain concrete pro- 
posals, He assured that. whatever assistance was received would be 

_ put to profitable use in connection Transjordan development. 
_In conclusion I emphasized to Prime Minister great importance 
which US Govt. attached to acceptance by Arab states of resettlement. 
principle and urged he use his influence with other Arab states in this 
regard, I also emphasized that US would, as indicated in President’s 
message of April 21 to King, continue press Israel regarding accept- 
ance repatriation prineiple. Prime Minister thought this was realistic 
approach and would endeavor to do what. he could regarding other 
Arab states.
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Sent Department, repeated Geneva for USDel PCC, pouched Arab 
Capitals, London, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv. a a 
non a a STABLER 

*The Department’s reply, on May 16, requested Amman to “express Dept’s 
appreciation to PriMin for his cooperative and humane attitude towards accept- 
ance resettlement principle. However, you shld endeavor convey to him idea 
that, while USG deeply hopeful that TJ will be prepared receive refugees up to 
its absorptive capacity, in its own interests TJ shld keep in mind natural limit- 
ing factors of country and should not over-extend itself in this connection.” 
The reply gave the Department’s tentative estimates that “maximum potential 
absorptive capacity TJ together with area of central Pal:presently under Arab 
mil occupation wld permit assimilation of not more than 150,000—200,000 
refugees . . . Moreover, assimilation this number possible only on basis intensive 
development TJ and Arab Pal over two or three year period.” (Telegram 60, 
501.BB Palestine/5-1649) _ 

867N.48/4—2249 , | 

Memorandum Prepared Presumably in the Office of the Coordinator 
oe _ on Palestine Refugee Matters (McGhee) | 

SECRET OO | [Wasnineron,] May 2, 1949. 

| | | ‘PALESTINE REFUGEE PRosLeM 

- _ NOTES FOR DISCUSSION WITH PRESIDENT | 

_ Of the attached papers the most important is Policy Recommenda- 
tions: No’s. 1 and 8 are the critical recommendations. 
No.1: The real question is how far we go in putting pressure on 

the Israelis to repatriate a considerable number of refugees (at least 
200,000), which Ethridge feels necessary for success of the Lausanne 
talks and which is believed to be necessary for any ultimate solution of 
the refugee problem. So far thé strong talks given the Israelis by the 
President and the Secretary on this subject have not resulted in tan- 
gible concessions. The present issue is whether we go further through 
such action as holding up remainder of Eximbank loan :($49,000,000) 
and withdrawing Eximbank Mission. _ 7 

No. 8: This represents an internal decision on the part of the | 
executive. It means that, subject to Congressional approval, reasonable 
assistance from other UN nations and cooperation from the states con- 
cerned, we have decided that we intend to “see through” financially a 
minimum refugee program, before we raise Arab hopes through as- 
suming leadership in an economic survey group. to be created by the 
PCC. If there are not adequate loans forthcoming from the Interna- 
tional and Exim Banks, we intend to request our share as a grant from 
Congress. Final decision should, of course, be made on the basis of the 
best advice we can get from Congressional leaders and Bank officials. 
Ethridge needs such a decision in order to know how far to go in hold- 
ing out hope to Israel and the Arab states for assistance in repatriation
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and resettlement, as an inducement to get them to face these issues. | 

realistically and constructively. The range of grant funds that the US: 

might be called upon to make is believed to lie between $25,000,000 and. 

$50,000,000 a year for 3 years, depending upon ultimate cost, amount 

of Israeli compensation, amount available from the Banks and amount: 

contributed by other UN states. te 

867N.48/5-249 eS Be a 

Memorandum of Conversation With the President, by the Secretary — 

| ee of State sp Se 

SECRET = | oS [Wasuineton,] May 2, 1949. 

Subject: Palestine Refugee Problem. es : 

I went over the main points of Mr. McGhee’s memorandum * with 

the President, directing his attention specifically to the tentative finan- 

cial commitments which might be involved. | : 

The President believed that it would probably be necessary for him. | 

to make the commitments (subject to Congressional action) ‘but that 

before he did so he would like to have this matter laid before him in a: 

memorandum which-he could: submit to the Bureau of the Budget and 

the Secretary of the Treasury, so that there could be orderly considera- 

tion of these new proposed commitments. If we can get such a memo- 

randum to the President tomorrow, he believes that he could have the 

matter considered and possibly acted on at the Cabinet meeting on 

Friday. Until that is done he does not believe that it would be proper 

for me to agree, even tentatively, as this might be misleading. 7 

+ Presumably the memorandum of April 22, p. 934. : | 7 4 

‘S0LBB Palestine/5-249: Telegram ae ae 

Lhe Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State. — | 

| SECRET a Damascus, May 2, 1949—8 a. m. 

961. Mytel 256, April 28.1 When I orally communicated text 

| Depcirtel April 29, 5 p. m. to Prime Minister Zaim last evening he 

reminded me that several days ago he had expressed his desire speed 

solution Palestine problem and had stated his willingness to accept 

as part comprehensive settlement of Palestine conflict quarter million 

or more Arab refugees for resettlement provided they are compen- 

sated for their losses and Syria is given adequate financial aid neces- 

gary to resettle them. He reiterated his sincere desire for prompt 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 962. 
501-887—77——62
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agreement with Israel and his willingness to enter direct negotiations , 

with Israel to that end. He went on to say that as Syria, Transjordan. 
and Egypt. are Arab states most directly concerned in Palestine- 
problem, he is willing meet with Abdullah and Farouk in effort to. 
reach common basis for realistic approach to Israel. re 

While eager to give concerete proof of his sincerity already evi-. 

denced by his proffered concessions, he emphasized that unless Israel 
also manifests spirit of compromise stalemate will continue since Arab 
states cannot be expected to make all the concessions. oo 

- He laughed at Sharett’s fear that mobilization 20,000 recruits could | 
be immediate threat to Israel. Call up is internal measure to take 
potential trouble makers off streets. Without arms and other equip- 
ment they could be used only as labor battalions and will, he said, 
be so used. Israel has, he added, nothing to fear from Syria if it comes. 
to reasonable terms. Others had created debacle; he wishes earnestly 

to liquidate it so as to get on with more important things: internal 
development and preparation against Soviet menace which he insists 

| isrealthreatofmoment.2  —_—© cp | 3 
Sent Department 261; repeated Beirut 56; Baghdad 49; Tel Aviv 

24; London 72; Paris 57; Bern 3 for Ethridge. Pouched Amman, 
Cairo, Jerusalem, Jidda, Athens, Ankara, Moscow. OO a 

2 Chargé Patterson, on May 3, discussed the content of the circular telegram 
of April 29 with the Egyptian Prime Minister: The latter was reported to have 
stated that the “Lausanne talks were based upon UN’s December 11 resolution. 
whereby principle of repatriation established. Egypt insisted this principle 
should be reaffirmed by all participating Lausanne conversations, Zionists in 

. particular. Once principle of repatriation shall have been established as basis 
of conversations Egypt and Arab States (Prime Minister believed) would ‘at 
once get down to study of practical aspects of problem.” (telegram 430, May 8, 
6 p. m., from Cairo) Lobo Ds a 

Minister Pinkerton discussed the circular telegram with the Lebanese Minister 
and received his assurances that the “Lebanese-delegation Lausanne: meetings - 
with PCC has been given widest instructions to cooperate with PCC in finding ~ 
answer problems. He reiterated that [Lebanon?] is already overpopulated and 
is organized on confessional lines so delicately balanced. that acceptance: per=: 

: manent settlement any refugees here would be impossible.” (Telegram 217, 
May 4, noon, from Beirut) Nos. 430 and 217 are filed. under 501.BB Palestine/ 
5-349, /5-449, respectively. 

501.BB Palestine/5-249 : Telegram - : - | | : Oe | - a 

: Lhe Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET ti st—~—~—s SP, A, May 2, 1949—1 p. m. 
_ 323. Two hours prior receipt April 29 of Deptel 250, April 28, 
Ford+ and I talked at Foreign. Ministry about almost identical sub- 

* Richard Ford, Counselor of Embassy inIsrael. - oe oe
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jects. Share distressed 2 Tsrael’s desire to make conciliatory statement 

but was embarrassed by Colonel Zasuk’s insistence “rectify” interna- 

tional frontier under -guise armistice negotiations, thus endangering. 

peace 
| 

“Later, April 29, at Kaplan * tea for Export-Import Bank experts, 

T talked with Shiloah of Foreign Office who said Israel is puzzled by. 

Department’s suggestion “conciliatory gesture about boundaries” be- 

cause if there is to be no independent Arab state in Palestine and. 

no one considers such possibility, hence Israel’s yielding on boundaries. 

could only mean parceling out Palestine territory among neighboring 

Arab states, a result never contemplated in November 29 GA resolu- 

tion. In reply, I urged my desire prompt talk with Sharett and 

Ben-Gurion together. carn ete 

April 30 morning, when I took General Donovan‘ to Sharett’s 

residence, I told latter of contents of Deptel 250, April 28, and my 

wish confer with him and Prime Minister. Foreign Minister agreed 

try for early date but said absence Prime Minister Jerusalem attend- 

ing Zionist action SG committee and coming May Day and Independ- 

ence Day celebrations during first half this week make such conference 

difficult. Iam continuing to press for it soonest 
I believe Israel officials because of their realization of national 

advantage of close US cooperation and ultimate cooperation with — 

Arab states’ desire meet President and Department’s views as far-as 

Foreign Minister and Prime Minister consider politically possible. 

I will continue utilize every formal and informal opportunity press 

US views in hope securing desired statement soon. Am hopeful on 

Jerusalem and refugees but pessimistic on boundaries. ers 

2 Phese two words should read “Sharett stressed” (copy in Tel Aviv post files, 

lot 56-F 31,.350Israel). ©. 0 ees 

@ Bliezer Kaplan, Israeli Finance Minister, oe 

‘4Maj. Gen. William J. Donovan, until 1945 Director of the Office of Strategic 

Services; at this time on an extended. tour of the. Near Hast. - 

S01BB Palestine/5-249:Telegom 
The Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland? - os 

SECRET ‘Wasutneton, May 2, 1949—8 p.m. 

566. Unpal 88. For Lausanne. Re Palun 127 ? Dept considers Secre- 

tariat working paper re Jerusalem constitutes sound basic approach 
and hopes that in due course it can be made basis future work in prefer- 

ence French proposals. reef DR PR Poet oe Se ve Delage 4 

1-This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem. 

2 Algo identified as telegram 300, April 16, from Jerusalem, p. 920.
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Dept also approves suggestion providing compulsory arbitration 
controversies re fulfillment by states concerned of obligations under- 
taken re Jerusalem area. We consider that tribunal should be given 
jurisdiction such controversies on motion UN Administrator or au- 
thorities either zone. Our position at this stage should be that decisions. 
should be legally binding. ee os 

_ Dept understanding that UN would bear expenses of UN Adminis- 
trator, his staff, guards for Holy Places, international tribunal, and 
other expenses appropriately chargeable. Authorities governing local 
zones would bear local costs, and costs their participation in mixed 
bodies. | | 

| ACHESON 

501.BB Palestine/5-349 : Telegram , | 7 
_ The Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Barn, May 3, 1949—11 a. m. 
661. Palun 189. During past week PC met separately with Syrian 

delegation and Transjordan delegation headed by Fawzi Pasha Mulki. 
Both indicated desire to cooperate for Near East peace. Commission- 
ers, advisers, and Azcarate also had numerous separate discussions 
with individual members of Israeli and Arab delegates. PCC’s under- 
lying impression is Israel and Arab states are sincerely desirous of 
making peace arrangements soonest but. are maneuvering for position. 

_ Israeli delegation is seriously concerned re question of Israeli ad- 
mission to UN. It fears extensive UN debate may delay and even pre- 
vent Israeli admission at this GA session. It continues to suggest PCC 
recommend GA not debate such matters as refugees and Jerusalem in 
view Israeli and Arab talks with PCC at Lausanne. PCC has, how- 
ever, maintained position stated in Palun 136.1 Israeli delegation is 
also communicating with Tel Aviv re possible conciliatory statement. 
on refugees. Partial drafts thus far seen are evasive. US delegation 
hopes satisfactory statement will result but fears Ben-Gurion’s strong 
views will prevent. Israeli delegation has given no indication of work- 
ing with PCC’s committee on Jerusalem re plans for internationaliza- 
tion of Jerusalem area. SO | o 
Arab delegations are keenly aware of their present tactical position. 

Arab delegations are not yet ready to meet with Israeli delegation for 
this reason and because of general reluctance to move quickly. It seems 
unlikely Arab delegations will engage in substantive discussion with 

* Also identified as telegram PCC 1, April 28, from Lausanne, p. 955. _



Israeli delegation either directly or through PCC until UN debate on 
Israeli admission is concluded. Arab delegations appear willing, how- 
ever, to discuss all questions with PCC. Pek Loh hy 
PCC therefore plans to continue to talk with individual delegations = 

and will endeavor to draw up agendas of points which may eventually 

serve as framework for Israeli-Arab discussion either through. PCC 
or directly. It is also hoped PCC might draw up certain preamble 
material on which Israel and Arab states could agree and which would 

serve as point of departure for further discussion as was case at 

Rhodes. _ | : | 
Eytan, now heading Israeli delegation, also approached Ethridge 

re Israeli-Syrian armistice negotiations expressing view that if agree- 
| ment were signed with mandate frontier as armistice line Israel 

would be willing make border rectifications in peace talks. Syrians are 
already familiar with this argument and are probably unlikely to 
forego present bargaining advantage. In order resolve impasse US 
delegate suggests Syrians might withdraw to frontier while Israelis 
withdraw from equivalent area in Israeli territory. Area evacuated 
could then be considered as neutral pending and without prejudice to 
effect settlement. | 

| | VINCENT 

501.BB Palestine/5—349 : Telegram | . 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
| of State | 

SECRET | Lonpon, May 8, 1949—5 p. m. 
709. Proposal contained Deptel 1473, April 29; repeated Bern 556 

discussed with Michael Wright and Beith of Foreign Office. Both 
agreed that UK approach Arab states re principle resettlement might 
have beneficial effect but felt that in making it, account should be 
taken differing circumstances countries concerned. Wright pointed 
out Transjordan has already agreed to accept refugees while there 

| is little likelihood that appreciable numbers could be resettled in 
Egypt, Lebanon and Saudi Arabia. He also remarked Arab states 
would presumably be reluctant voluntarily give up remaining bar- 
gaining weapon by subscribing to resettlement principle. We pointed 
out that approach did not envisage consideration number-each -coun- 
try would be called on to absorb but merely agreement to a principle. 

_ Moreover, Arabs should be willing to do so in return for Israeli ac- 
ceptance principle repatriation.
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~~ Our comments appeared to overcome Wright’s objections, and he 
said he would immediately refer proposal to Bevin with recommenda- 
tionthatit beapprovedt - | 
Sent Department 709; repeated Bern 36. | SO 

| : | . a Ce DowveLas 

*London, on May 4, advised that Mr. Bevin had given his approval and that 
the Foreign Office had sent instructions to British missions in Arab capitals 
“directing them to inform respective governments that UK fully supports repre- 
sentations made by US representative re. agreement principles resettlement.” 
(telegram 1740, 867N.01/5—449) oe | 
The Department informed London on May 4 that the “Views you presented to 

FO as reported Embtel 709 of May 3 timely and coincide Dept thinking. Irrespec- 
tive great difference ability individual Arab States absorb refugees essential 
they as group make progress toward recognition principle which will permit 
states who can to take such action at appropriate time without breaking: Arab 
line. .. . Essential that both [Arabs and Israelis] make progress toward com- 
promise position and US and UK should assist in achieving this end with all 
means available.” (Telegram 1515, 501.BB Palestine/5-349) . 

867N.48/5-449 oe | oe a | 

_ Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

SECRET | Wasuineton, May 4, 1949. 

Subject: ‘Repatriation of Arab Refugees from Palestine 

| At our meeting on Monday + you directed me to submit to you the 
estimated cost for a program of repatriation and resettlement of the 
Arab refugees from Palestine. This was for the purpose of having 
the estimated cost subjected to orderly consideration by the Budget 
Bureau and the Treasury Department before the matter came to you 
for decision. OB | - 

You will recall that the matter comes up at the present time not in 
connection with any announcement of detailed figures, but with Mr. 
Ethridge’s desire to lay some plan for solution of the problem before 
the Delegates meeting at Lausanne. Mr. Ethridge did not wish to do 
this unless the United States Government would agree in principle 
to substantial United States financial assistance in carrying out the 

: program. He felt, and we agreed, that he was wise in this, that to 
make a proposal and later have it fail for lack of financial support 
would affect the United States interests adversely in the Middle Kast? _ 

_ +See Seeretary Acheson’s memorandum of May2,p.965. - = ©. |. 
* Attached to this memorandum is a second memorandum dated May 4, sent to 

President Truman by~Secretary Acheson, which dealt with the estimated cost 
of the Palestine refugee problem. It is not. printed; for the version of Mary 9, 
which superseded it, see p. 983.
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867N.48/5-449, i | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Johnson) — 

ea TAR Dh RTs +. > Wasutneton, May 4, 1949. 

My Dear Mr. Szcrerary: Reference is made to Secretary For- | 

restal’s letter dated September 23, 1948, in which he transmitted a 

‘memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of Staff + concerning the relief of 

the Arab refugees from the Palestine hostilities, who numbered at that | 

time approximately 300,000. po | co 

_ As you will recall, on November 19, 1948, the General Assembly ap-. 

proved a resolution calling for a $32,000,000 program for the relief of 

‘Palestine refugees, to be raised by voluntary contributions from the 

member states of the United’ Nations. The resolution recognized that | 

“the alleviation of conditions of starvation and distress among the 

Palestine refugees is one of the minimum conditions for the success of 

the efforts of the United Nations to bring peace to that land”. The _ 

enabling legislation for a United States appropriation of $16,000,000 

as our contribution to such a program was signed by the President on 

“March 24,1949, © 7 ot 

- The United Nations relief program is expected to terminate by the | 

Lend of 1949, when the funds at its disposal will be exhausted. No pro- _ 

vision now exists for continuing assistance to the refugees from inter- 

‘national sources after termination of the present program. It is recog- 

‘nized, however, that the need for assistance will continue beyond 1949, 

and that the administrative and material resources of the Arab states 

‘and of voluntary relief organizations are wholly inadequate to sup- 

“port an assistance program of this magnitude... — Co 

- For some time the Department has been studying the question of the 

long range disposition of the refugees, who now number at least 

700,000. The consistent refusal of Israel and the Arab states to. agree 

in principle to the repatriation and resettlement, respectively, of the 

refugees, has rendered it impossible for the Palestine Conciliation 

Commission, which is charged by the General Assembly with facili- 

tating settlement of the problem, to initiate any measures looking 

towards its progressive liquidation. A concerted diplomatic approach 

to both Israel and the Arab states is being undertaken by the Depart- 

ment, in concert: with the United Kingdom, in an effort to secure the 

‘agreement of both sides to repatriation and resettlement on the scale 

required. 0 re 

_ +A partial quotation from. the letter of then Secretary of Defense Forrestal 
and the full text of the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum of September 22, 1948, 

| ‘are included in telegram Telmar 19, September -28, 1948, to Paris, Foreign 
Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part2,p.1427 2.0 .
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Assuming that these political obstacles can be overcome, however, 
there is no possibility under present conditions of any appreciable 
absorption of the refugees into the economies of the Arab states, 
already seriously weakened by internal economic difficulties, without 
“Increasing unemployment and depressing the already low standard of 
living. Absorption of the refugees on a self-supporting basis can 
only be achieved by raising the economic potential of the countries 
involved, through increase in the amount or productivity of arable 
land and creation of new employment opportunities. OO 

~ In the Department’s opinion, any continuing program of assistance 
‘would have to be based on three primary considerations. First, it 
should be formulated on a work relief basis rather than on the basis of 

direct relief. Such a program would raise the morale of the refugees, 
would result in the accomplishment of useful work directed towards 
their resettlement, towards raising the economic potential of the states 
involved and towards a progressive reduction and eventual elimina- 
tion of the need for external assistance. Second, in order to secure the 
cooperation of the Arab states, any solution of the problem should be 
formulated within the broader framework of the interests of the coun- 
tries concerned, with special reference to their economic development. 
‘Third, any outside assistance should be made available under the 
auspices of the United Nations. - 

_ On the basis of the preceding considerations, it is apparent that 
considerable financing from external sources, both in the form of 
direct grants for work relief projects and loans for economic develop- 
ment purposes, are required for solution of the problem. The financial 
requirements for such a program, which will require a minimum period 
of three years, are tentatively estimated at $250,000,000-$300,000,000 
from all sources. These funds should be provided by the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and/or the United States 
Export-Import Bank, in the case of projects meeting their require- 
ments; by the United Nations, its specialized agencies and related 
international organizations; and the remainder by grants and loans 
from the governments of interested United Nations member states. 

From the political point of view, the Department considers that 
failure to resolve the refugee problem would serve to perpetuate con- 
ditions of insecurity and unrest in the Near East, and that the refugees 
would serve as a focal point for the breeding of political extremism of 
both a leftist and a rightist character. From an economic standpoint, 
transfer of full responsibility for custodianship of the refugees to the 

Governments of the Arab states, even if they agreed to accept it, would 
constitute an insupportable strain upon the local economies, and there- 
by further aggravate political unrest and instability. oo
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In order to formulate more precisely the nature and extent of this" 

Government’s interest in the refugee problem, and the degree to which 

we should participate in effecting a solution, an appreciation of the | 

probable effects of the refugee problem upon our military and strategic. 

interests in the Near East would be of considerable value to the 

Department. a : 

It would be appreciated if you would transmit the foregoing to the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff, with the request that such an estimate be pre- 

pared forthe Department’s guidance. - 

Sincerely yours, | | | Dean ACHESON 

501.MA Palestine/5—449 os Oo | | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 
African Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET STE ee [Wasuineton,] May 4, 1949. 

Subject: Visit of Israeli Ambassador. — | | 

Discussion: | | | 

The Israeli Ambassador, Mr. Eliahu Elath, has an appointment with 
you at 4:15 this afternoon. He is under instructions from his Govern- 
ment to deliver to the Secretary a copy of a statement which has been 
prepared for Israeli representatives to make before the ad hoc Com- 
mittee of the United Nations General Assembly when the question of 
the admission of Israel to the United Nations is discussed by that Com- 
mittee. The background of this matter is briefly as follows: a 

One of the most important problems which must be cleared up be- 
fore a lasting peace can be established in Palestine is the question of 
the disposition of the more than 700,000 Arab refugees who during the 
Palestine conflict fled from their homes in what is now Israeli occupied 
territory and are at present living as refugees in Arab Palestine and 
the neighboring Arab states. The December 11, 1948, resolution of the 
United Nations General Assembly on Palestine resolved that the 
refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their 
neighbors should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date. | 
The Israelis have consistently maintained that the solution of the Arab 
refugee problem lies not in repatriation but in resettlement inthe Arab _ 
states. Representatives of the Arab states, on the other hand, have in- 

sisted that a prerequisite to a final peace in Palestine is the acceptance 
by Israel of the principle of the repatriation of those Arab refugees 

who desire to return to their homes. | 
Arab and Israeli representatives are now meeting in Lausanne, 

Switzerland, with the Palestine Conciliation Commission to discuss a |
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final peace settlement. Mr. Mark Ethridge, the American member of 
the Commission, believes that the question of the refugees is the key 
to the success of the Lausanne meeting and has been urging the Israelis. 
to make a conciliatory statement accepting the principle of repatria- 
tion. If the Israelis do this, Mr. Ethridge believes the Arab representa- 
tives will be influenced to conclude a final peace with Israel. 

The Department, through the Embassy in Tel Aviv and here in 
Washington, has been backing up Mr. Ethridge on this point. When 
Israeli Foreign Minister Sharett’ was in this country the Secretary 

| emphasized to him the desirability of Israel’s making a conciliatory 
statement concerning the refugees and the President recently spoke in 
the same vein to President Weizmann of Israel. CS 

The case of the admission.of Israel is now up before the United 
Nations and several members thereof have expressed displeasure that 
Israel has so far disregarded the section of the December 11 General 
Assembly resolution concerning the repatriation of the Arab refugees. | 

Under these circumstances, the Israeli Government has apparently 
decided to make some kind of a statement on refugees in the ad hoc 
Committee of the General Assembly. Since the Secretary urged upon 
Mr. Sharett the desirability of making such a statement, the Israeli 
Government desires that a copy of the statement be furnished the 
Secretary. a oO | Oe | 

Lecommendation: OO 7 

It is probable that the statement will not be satisfactory from our 
point of view in that it will not be the kind of firm acceptance of the 
principle of repatriation which we would like to see the Israelis make. 
Under these circumstances, it. would be most undesirable if Israeli. 
representatives at Lausanne and in the United Nations were to seek 
to give the impression that the statement had been submitted to the 
United States Government before it was made and had been “cleared”. - 
It is therefore recommended that during the Ambassador’s visit you. 
limit yourself to listening to what he has to say, to accepting the state-. 
ment without reading it in his presence, and to thanking him for the 
Israeli Government’s courtesy in making a copy of the statement 
available to us. If it is impossible to avoid reading the statement in the | 
Ambassador’s presence, it is suggested that you inform him that you. 
will wish to consider the statement thoroughly with the officers of the 
Department concerned withthe matter, = ee 

As today is the first anniversary of the independence of Israel, it is 
suggested that you congratulate the Ambassador upon thisevent. __



501.BB Palestine /5—449 : Telegram - pO | | on an | 

ss Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State 

seorer’ = t(i(‘é‘éaé’.. ©. Burn, May 4, 1949—11 a.m. 

676. Palun 140. On May 3, Dr. Walter Eytan as head of Israeli 

delegation Lausanne, made first formal appearance before PCC for. 

purpose presenting “latest” views of Israeli Government re such out-. 

standing matters as refugees, Jerusalem, boundaries and procedure. 

Substance of Eytan’s remarks, particularly re refugees, again indi- 

cated Israel had not modified its position as stated by Ben Gurion - 

(Palun 13)1 or Comay (Palun 126).? Intransigence of Israeli position - | 

re refugees came as considerable surprise to PCC in view of more 

lenient line hinted by Eytan and other Israelis during past week. 

(Palun 139).* It was indicative to me that Secretary’s conversation | 

with Sharett, McDonald’s instructions (Deptel 208)* and Secretary’s 

conversation with Elath and Eban (Unpal 85)° have apparently | 

fallen on deaf ears. This is particularly disheartening because Arab — 

representatives are increasingly indicating disposition to come to- 

erips with situation. Fawzi Mulki of Transjordan delegation, for ex- 

ample, indicated in no uncertain terms last evening that Transjordan 

Government considered primary objective to be quick peace. Such . 

matters as refugees and Jerusalem, although important, were sec- 

ondary and would ‘almost solve themselves as peace was achieved. 

Israelis apparently fail to appreciate importance of conciliatory ap-. 

- proach toward outstanding problems. Arab fears re public opinion 

at home are deprecated. Maximum concessions from Arabs appear 

to be more important to Israelis than constructive conclusion to re- 

cent conflict which would répresent some meetings of minds. Eytan 

put Israeli case as follows: (a) Refugees: In order remove any: 

possible doubt in minds of public or individual POC members, Israel 

2 presumably. Palun 138, identified also as telegram 3812, April. 20, from. 

Jerusalem, p. 925. os re re | 

2 Tdentified also as telegram 291, April 18, from Jerusalem, p. 911. mo at 

 .® Identified also as telegram 661, May 3, from Bern, p. 968. In a press conference 

held at Lausanne on April 30, Mr. Eytan made a statement on the matter which 

was released by the Israeli Office of Information in New York on May 2. Mr. Hytan: 

was said to have recognized “that the refugee problem is one of the main prob-. 

iems confronting this conference. The Israeli delegation has come prepared 

to tackle it with sincerity, and above all, in the spirit of realism. We believe it 

to. be soluble. We are prepared to help in finding a solution and to cooperate . 

with the UN and the Arab states in its implementation, on the assumption that. 

cooperation with the Arab states will extend to other spheres too. The solution, 

however, is inseparable from the general peace settlement with the Arab states.” : 

(telegram Delga 70, May 2, 7:25 p. m., from New York, 501.BB. Palestine/5-249) 

‘Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 894. et | a ge ead 

'* Identified also as telegram 544, April 28, to Bern, p. 956
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reiterates it accepts no responsibility for fact refugees are refugees. . 
War in Palestine is real and only cause for present situation. Israel 
had nothing to do with flight of Arabs and sought to avoid creation 

| refugee problem. Eytan said he had duty to emphasize Israeli view 
that Arabs and Arab states were responsible for war. Israel realizes, 
however, situation exists in Middle East in which 550,000 people, not 
800,000 or more as reported, are homeless and views with concern for 
humanitarian and political reasons. As Israel is part of Middle East 
it is interested in contributing to solution of refugee problem. Israel 
alone could not handle problem; nor could Transjordan. ‘Physical 
return to Israel 1s impossible socially and practically. On Novem- 
ber 29, 1947, Israel was prepared for large Arab minority. If there 
had been no war matters would have developed differently both 
politically and economically. Flight of Arabs has made Israel Jewish 
territory which returning Arabs would not recognize. Partial ex- 
change of population which has thus resulted is healthier in long run. 

| Experience shows large minorities are troublesome and lead to in- 
stability. ‘To return Arabs would be backward step socially and politi- 
cally and would make matters worse. 

Israel would be prepared to contribute to refugee assistance in 3 
ways, providing some plan for large-scale international action re ref- 
ugees were undertaken: (1) Return of presently separated families; 
(2) Compensation; (8) Technical assistance. Eytan analyzed Israeli 
contribution as follows: 

General: Unless resettlement and rehabilitation of refugees with 
international assistance were to be considered further discussion with 
PCC would be fruitless. Israel believes Arab refugees should be re- 
settled under Arab rule for social, political, economic and religious 
reasons. Israel doubts whether returning Arabs would be content under _ 
Israeli rule. Eytan doubted Israel would issue conciliatory statement 
indicating possibility of repatriation and if it did that Arabs would 
come back. Eytan cited fact that Arabs from Arab villages transferred 
to Israel under Israeli-Transjordan armistice were moving out of own 
free will and in complete absence of force or persuasion which had been 
strictly enjoined. Eytan doubted whether returning Arabs would be 
willing to accept obligations such as service in Israeli army. 

(1) Return of Presently Separated Families: Israelis prepared to 
study whether scheme can be arranged with Arab states under which 
Israel would take part of refugees. Time for declaration in terms of 
numbers has not arrived as figure depends on scheme. Large-scale in- 
ternational help will be required. Israeli delegation is authorized to go 
into question on this basis. Israelis prepared to reunite separated 
families based on formula of close relationship. 

(2) Compensation: Israelis prepared to pay compensation for loss 
of land owned and cultivated by Arab farmers. Lands owned but not
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cultivated would not be compensable. Israel believes compensation 

should be handled in reasonable way by payment into common fund 

for refugee use and to avoid squandering by individuals. | 

(3) Technical Assistance: (a) Israelis willing to place its ex- 

perts at disposition of management of overall resettlement scheme. 

‘Arabs have few technicians and Israelis can help. Israel cannot, how- 

ever, give technical assistance to isolated efforts but only to some gen- | 

eral Near East scheme. 
(db) Jerusalem: Israeli delegation will talk with J erusalem Com- 

mittee re Jerusalem and holy places. Otherwise, Israeli views were well 

~ knownto PCC... |. - | | . 

(c) Territorial settlement: Israel prepared to discuss frontiers 

with legitimately interested countries. Gaza strip would be of interest 

to Egypt and Transjordan but not Syria. Israel did not consider it 

necessary to settle all details or some political boundaries at Lausanne. 

Some boundary questions could be discussed in normal fashion between 

individual states later. OO . | 

(d). Arab declarations: Israel feels PCC has exerted strong pres- 

sure on it as though Israel were “in dock”. Israel is not responsible for 

situation in Palestine. Israel considers major concession is due from 

Arab states with whom real guilt for war lies. Arab states lack courage | 

to state they are seeking peace. Arab states are not interested in peace 

but in ridding themselves of refugee problem. PCC could ask Arab _ 

delegations to issue declaration re peace aims which would clear 

atmosphere. Thus far Arab states have been pampered. Israel would 

welcome Arab statement and believes Arabs would respond to PCC 
| request. BE oe | 

a 7 a | ETHRIDGE 

867N.01/5—-449: Telegram | Oo | | 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL US URGENT “Ten Aviv, May 4, 1949—2 p. m. 

332. At state dinner May 3 Sharett asked me report to Department 

in strictest confidence that special meeting Israel-Syrian armistice 

negotiators to be held May 5 without presence UN officials at request 

Syria. Foreign Minister regards this as crucial test. He pleads for US | 
good offices [garble] urge Colonel Zaim not insist on “rectification” 

of frontier. If this demand is withdrawn, Foreign Minister optimistic 
agreement armistice and prospect of peace negotiations. — | | 

Comment: I hope Department can act promptly.* Lind Comment. 

‘The editors have found no evidence in the Department of State files that 
it ordered the exercise of the good offices of the United States in this matter. 
On May 7, the Department advised Tel Aviv of its anxiety to receive information 
concerning the outcome of the Israeli-Syrian meeting of May 5 (telegram 280, 
867N.01/5-449). In reply, on May 10, Ambassador McDonald stated he had been 
advised by General Riley that the “meeting was complete failure. Neither side 
would budge.” (telegram 347, 867N.01/5-1049 )
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New subject: Foreign Minister told me that Israel expects issue 
either New York or Lausanne new and comprehensive refugee state- 
ment. Comment: I hope but I cannot be sure it will be conciliatory. 
End comment? = Oo an CS | 
a . a | — MeDonarp 

_ *? Presumably the statement by.Mr. Eytan as reported in supra. Ons 

867N.01/5-449:: Telegram - oo a . - 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State ~ 

seCRET = ss SoU SALEM, May 4, 19493 p. m. 
851. Abdullah Tel, commenting on Jewish attack near Beit Safafa, 

characterized it clear breach armistice and SC imposed truce, Asserted 
King and Transjordan Government most disturbed over precipitotis 
action Jews when Transjordan had done everything possible meet 
Israeli demands. Explained Colonel Dayan after consulting Tel Aviv 
gave Legion “ultimatum” to withdraw from area allotted Jews by 

| specified hour. Dayan offered delay operations only if Transjordan 
would immediately appoint new delegates to special committee and 
convene committee night May 1 to complete discussion questions on 
agenda, Amman refused appoint delegates immediately but gave Le- 
gion orders withdraw from area assigned Jews and take every pre- 
caution avoid incidents. Villagers resisted. Tel thought Jewish attack 
might be warning of what would happen in triangle if delay in time- 
table occurred. Was strongly critical of Arab delegates. on specia! 
committee for accepting line giving areas inhabited by Arab villagers 
to Jews. Felt: relinquishment of territory immediately after Egyptian 
withdrawal created especially unfavorable impression on Palestine 
Arabs. Said understood tentative agreement reached in special com- 
Inittee re-Latrun and free access on Scopus and Bethlehem roads but 
position of Transjordan Government not yetknown. Ss ne 

Sir Hugh Dow, British Consul General, wondered whether Jews 
seeking pretext seize additional territory. Felt action boded ill for 
turnover of section in. triangle since Jews might claim Legion not able 
maintain order and occupy large area. Reiterated his belief Israel so 
accustomed have its.own way, concrete action as distinct from repre- 
sentations required before would cease efforts to expand. — oe 

Sent Department, repeated Amman. a EES
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501.BB Palestine/5—449 : Telegram - . - . 

The Secretary of State to the-Legation in Switzerland * 

CONFIDENTIAL | US URGENT Wasurineton, May 4, 1949—6 p. m. 

_ 683. For Ethridge as Unpal 91. Israeli Amb called at Dept May 4 

to deliver advance copy of statement on refugees which he said Eban  — 

_would probably make before GA Ad Hoc Committee May 5.’ Said 

. statement being made result US Govt suggestion, _ 

_ Statement declares Arab states responsible for creation refugee 

problem. Israeli Govt believes solution inseparably linked with solu- 

‘tion issues outstanding between Israel and Arab states and can only be | 

found within final settlement creating conditions cooperation between 

Israel and its neighbors. | oO a ge 

Israel anxious contribute solution problem. Study of economic, 

irrigation and other possible potentialities Arab states reveals greater 

possibilities for stable solution by resettlement Arab states rather 

than Israel. Israeli Govt thus contends resettlement in neighboring 

areas be considered as main principle of solution. “However, Israel 

will be ready to make its own contribution to a solution of the problem, 

It is not yet ascertainable-either how many wish to return under con- 

ditions that may be prescribed by the Assembly or how many Israel 

can receive inthe light. of existing political and economic. considera- 

tions.” Extent of Israel’s contribution settlement this problem will 

depend entirely on formal establishment peace and relations good 

-neighborliness between Israeland Arabstates. = 

Israeli Govt has already announced acceptance of obligations to 

-make compensation -for- lands abandoned. and. previously. cultivated. | 

Reaffirms its obligation protect persons and property all communities 

living withinitsborders 
While indicating its readiness to do all possible contribute solution 

_final settlement refugee problem, Israeli Govt hopes that those states 

‘which ‘caused problem by. their initiative in proclaiming war will 

_face up squarely to their responsibilities and undeniable opportunities 

available to them for settling problem in manner beneficial their own 

economic needs. Immediate declaration by “all govts their desire. for 

-early peace settlement would create favorable atmosphere for discus- 

‘sionthisproblem = 6 ope, 

a a ACHESON 

“apis telegram was repeated to USUN New York, Tel Aviv, and London. 
- "Mr, Eban addressed the Ad Hoc Political Committee on May 5 in connection 
with Israel’s application for membership in the-United Nations. During the 
course of. his address, he discussed various issues between Israel and ‘its Arab 
neighbors, including the refugee question and the City of Jerusalem. A-summary 

of his address is printed in United Nations, Oficial Records of the Third Session — 

of the General Assembly, Part II, Ad Hee Political Committee, Summary Records 

of Meetings, 6 April-10 May 1949, p. 227. |
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867N.01/5—-549 : Telegram 

Phe Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

‘TOP SECRET Damascus, May 5, 1949—10 a. m. 
267. Mytel 260 May 1.1 Zaim tells me and General Riley confirms 

that Counselor Tarazi of Syrian Foreign Office and Lieutenant Colonel 
Nasser meeting secretly on Syrian-Israeli frontier today Thursday 
with Shiloah and Colonel Yadin. Syrian representatives have broad 
powers and Zaim will also be available by telephone to instruct them 
if necessary to meet concessions with concessions. Moreover Zaim has 
reiterated to me his continued willingness personally meet Israelis rep- 
resentatives of equal rank (mytel 256, April 28)* for direct discussions 
all outstanding issues. oe Oo 

Repeated Tel Aviv 26, London 74, Paris 59, Bern 5 for Ethridge 
PCC, Ankara 39, USUNDel New York 3, pouched Amman, Baghdad, 
Beirut, Cairo, Jerusalem, Jidda. 

a oo KEELEY 

1Not printed. si. a 

867N.01/5-—749 : Telegram | . 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL = © | _ Amman, May 7, 1949—2 p. m. 
199. Legtel 194, May 4.1 King gave me following account this morn- 

ing of his talk with Sharett May 5: oF : 
Meeting had taken place at Shuneh in presence of Transjordan 

“Prime Minister. King began meeting by expressing pleasure that 
Sharett and Prime Minister had met and hoped agreement could be 
worked out. | nn 

Sharett said he gratified by appointment new Transjordan dele- 
| gates to special committee as Israeli public opinion had been “shocked” 

to learn that committee talks suspended after meeting April 20. 
(Understood Transjordan representatives now Abdullah Tel and 
Hamad Farhan? with Ahmad Khalil as advisor.) - 

Prime Minister expressed hope that outlines for peace settlement 
could be reached here to be implemented by delegates at Lausanne but 
said it appeared that Israelis proposed that only those points of in- 
terest to Israel be discussed this stage and that all Transjordan points 
-be deferred to Lausanne. Sharett replied that on contrary Israel wished 
discuss and settle all points. _ —— 

* Not printed. — Oo 
* Secretary in the Transjordanian Government. Ss ,
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- Sharett then stated particular concern of Israel over resumption 

work at potash plant and Rutenberg.’ Prime Minister countered by 

stating that Israel would have to agree to certain Transjordan de- 

‘mands before agreement could be reached on potash and Rutenberg. — 

‘Prime Minister then inquired whether Israel would agree to par- 

tition lines as basis for final settlement. Sharett stated that Arabs had | 

never accepted partition and therefore it was now part of history. | 

At this point Prime Minister, who seemed to think Sharett had 

adopted somewhat “superior attitude” pointed out that he had never 

wanted war but that Jews through breach truce in Jerusalem, Deir — 

Yassin and other incidents had forced him into it. Consequently — 

Sharett had no right to talk to him as he would to Egyptians or 

others. Transjordan was entirely willing to agree to most of Israeli 

demands such as Latrun and Mt. Scopus but could only do so if 

Israel would agree to Transjordan demands. He said that most im- 

portant thing was to arrive at peace settlement which was acceptable 

to people rather than to official bodies and which would guarantee . 

future relationships. He did not want war and way to avoid it was 

firm and reasonable settlement. He pointed out Transjordan desire 

for outlet to sea and its concern re refugees. He was willing consider 

Latrun and Scopus situation if Israel would consider such matters 

as return Arab quarters Jerusalem. 
- Sharett replied that Israel was in agreement re peace and was also 

in agreement with Transjordan on other matters. Said that Israel 

agreed with Transjordan re undesirability internationalization Jeru- | 

salem and also agreed to Transjordan having outlet to sea. Re latter 

point stated Israel would give Transjordan free port at Haifa. . | 

3The Rutenberg Hydro-Hlectric Works were located at Naharim at the junction 

of the Jordan and Yarmuk Rivers. Chargé Stabler, on July 11, advised the 

Department of his recent visit to the Works, stating “It is understood that prior 

to the hostilities in May 1948, the Jordan Government and the Jewish Agency 

reached some form of agreement concerning the protection of the Hydro-Electric 

works. It is possible that the Jordan Government would have been able to observe 

this agreement if it had not been for the arrival of the Iraqi forces. When the 

Iraqi forces came into the area, the Israelis departed, but only after blowing 

up certain of the dynamos in the main dynamo building. Later the Iraqi finished 

the job, even removing numerous machines. ... The area has been under the 

control of the Arab Legion since the departure of the Iraqi troops three months 

ago. All looting and damage has been stopped by the Legion and the area is 

under guard... . It is quite obvious that the Rutenberg Hydro-Hlectric works 

can only be operated again by an agreement between Jordan and Israel. J ordan, 

on its part, is incapable of operating such a works by itself and; moreover, the 

Israelis can control the flow of the Jordan. Israel, on the other hand, cannot 

commence operations of the works as all the buildings are in Jordan territory. | 
In addition, Jordan can control the flow of the Yarmuk River. It would appear 

that it would take some time yet to reach an agreement on the operation of the 

- Rutenberg Hydro-Electrie Works as it remains, along with the Dead Sea Potash 

Works, an important bargaining point for Jordan.” (Despatch 65 from Amman, 

890i.6463/7-1149) | 

501-887—77——68
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He indicated that Transjordan could not accept Haifa proposal 
and wanted outlet at Gaza through Beersheba. Sharett replied this 
not possible as it would cut Israeli territory. King then suggested 
Israelis should return Ramle and Lydda immediately so Transjordan 
could have outlet at Majdalor Ascalon. / an 
King said meeting ended on friendly note but felt that no progress 

had been made. When I inquired whether he was hopeful that talks 
would lead to early and acceptable settlement he replied “I cannot 
answer yes or no—it depends on support I receive from US and 
others”. He indicated he would like to meet again with Sharett or 
Ben-Gurion. we oo oo 

_ Sent Department 199; repeated Jerusalem 99, Geneva for USDel 
PCC 10, London 34, Tel Aviv 8. oe 

| rr on. a | Oo STABLER 

4Tel Aviv reported, on May 10, that the Foreign Office had confirmed the meet- 
ing of Mr. Sharett with King Abdullah on May 5 and had “informally indicated 
no progress had resulted from discussion which was described as ‘friendly but 
fruitless.’ (telegram 348, 867N.01/5-1049) EE 

501.BB Palestine/4~-2949 : Telegram | a OC 

‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon ~~ 

SECRET: = — — Ss Wassuineton,.May 7, 1949—4 p. m. 

225. Pls take early opportunity resume conversation reported urtel 
217, May 4,1 expressing Dept’s appreciation over instructions to Leba- 
nese delegation to cooperate fully with PCC at Lausanne in solving 
refugee problem, and Lebanese intention use its influence with Arab 
states to induce reasonable attitude. oe 

‘You should inform FonMin that Dept is aware of sensitive Chris- 
tian—Moslem balance and would regret any disturbance to Lebanon’s 
equilibrium. ‘We believe, however, that Lebanon could agree to accept 
for permanent resettlement reasonable portion of refugees now in 
Lebanon, selected on basis half Christians half Moslems, in order 
maintain equilibrium. USG fearful that failure Lebanon indicate 
agreement to principle resettlement would materially lessen willing- 
ness other Arab states to share in burden which Lebanon has so gener- 
ously assumed up to present, and might accordingly result in perpetua- 

_ tion large-scale refugee problem in Lebanon. US is therefore hopeful 
that in own interest Lebanon will express willingness in principle 
accept some refugees for permanent resettlement, as humane and con- 
structive example to other Arab states to take similar action. 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 966. |
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Inform FonMin we are continuing press Israel re repatriation and | 

we agree that compensation by Israelisnecessary? == 

2 This telegram. was repeated to Bern for Mr. ‘Ethridge. ‘Beirut replied on 

May 18, advising’ of the belief of the Foreign Minister that “it is unlikely Lebanon’ 

will be able receive many. Palestine refugees for permanent settlement. For 

possible effect on other Arab states, however, he agreed in principle to accept 

as many as could be absorbed into Lebanon. . . He expressed belief that number | 

can never exceed token or symbolic acceptance” (telegram 237, 501.BB Palestine/ | 

51849). 

867N.48/5-949 oe ees 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President | 

SECRET OB _-—, Wasuineron, May 9, 1949. 

Subject: Estimated Cost Palestine Refugee Program _ 

1. An expenditure of $250-275 million over the next three years. is 

estimated to be necessary for repatriation and resettlement of 700,000 

Arab refugees on a self-sustaining basis’ (Tab A). Costs may be | 

ereater if. a coordinated program cannot be carried out with full 

cooperation of the states concerned on the basis of sound planning 

and administration. The program as contemplated would involve capi- | 

tal development projects such as irrigation, rural industries and vil- 

lage development, as well as an interim relief and work program 

(Tab B). a 
2, Overall responsibility for the refugees should remain with Israel 

and the Arab states, Outside assistance should be under United Nations | 

auspices. It is in the national interest of the United States, however, 

that the program be carried out successfully, and the United States 

should be prepared to aid Israel and the Arab Governments to this 

end through appropriate financial and technical assistance. = 

- 8. In order to assure success of the program the United States _ 

should be prepared to furnish as a grant that portion of the total 

cost that remains after loans from the International and Export- 

Import Banks, compensation by Israel and contributions by the states 

concerned, Great Britain and other United Nations states, and by 
private and commercial organizations. On the basis of estimated 
maximum and minimum contributions from these sources, it would be 
necessary to ask the United States Congress for a contribution to this 
program in the form of a grant of $120-150 million over the next | 

‘Tabs A and B are not found attached to the Department’s record copy of 
the memorandum of May 9 but are attached to the one of May 4 (see footnote 

_ 2, p. 970). It is the opinion of the editors that the same attachments accompanied 
both memoranda to the White House. Tab A is printed infra. Tab B, dated April 21 
and entitled “Estimated Costs of Implementing Refugee Settlement,” is not 

printed. rn | 

| |
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three years, or $40-50 million a year. No plan will be made, however, 
involving contributions by the United States as a grant exceeding 
about 50. per cent of the total cost of the program, based on best 
available estimates of amounts likely to be forthcoming from the 
other sources listed above, without seeking new authority, = = = 

4, 'The segment of this assistance which the International Bank and 
the Eximbank may choose to finance is uncertain in view of the finan- 
cial risks involved. For that reason participation of the banks is as- 
sumed to the extent of only $15 million as a minimum and $50 million 
as 2 Maximum.? | | 

| Dran ACHESON 

| [Annex 1] 

Memorandum on the Palestine Refugee Problem? | 

SECRET | . - [Wasuineron, | May 4, 1949. 

Oe - Parestrine Reruger Prosrem | | 

| FINANCING REPATRIATION AND RESETTLEMENT OF PALESTINE REFUGEES 

Approximately 700,000 refugees from the Palestine hostilities, now 
located principally in Arab Palestine, Transjordan, Lebanon and 
Syria, will require repatriation to Israel or resettlement in the Arab 

states. | 

1. Total costs of repatriation and resettlement of refugees are esti- 

mated at a minimum of $267,500,000, to be expended over a three year 
period. This includes. $30,000,000 for repatriation to Israel, $160 mil- 
lion for resettlement in Arab states, $27,500,000 for, direct and. work 

relief, and $50,000,000 for subsidiary development’ projects necessary 
to achieve balanced development of the economies of the Arab states. 

2. If Israel will agree to and cooperate in the repatriation of 
200,000 refugees, .it is estimated (see Table I) that they can be returned 

to farms and villages in which dwellings have been rebuilt or restored, 

| *This memorandum is.identical to the one of May. 4’ ( see footnote: 2p. 970), 
except for paragraph numbered 3, which reads as follows in the version of 
May 4: “In order to assure success of the program the. United States: should 
be prepared to finance that portion not to exceed about 50% of the. total .cost 
that remains after loans from international sources and contributions by Israel, 
the Arab states, Great Britain and other UN states, and private and commercial 
organizations. On the basis of estimated maximum and minimum contributions 
from these sources, it will be necessary to ask the United States Congress for 
contribution to this program in the form of a grant of $120—-150 million over the 
next three years, or $40—50 million a year.” a | 

| ‘Secretary Acheson discussed the estimated cost of the Palestine refugee pro- 
gram with President Truman on May 12. His memorandum of the conversation 
records that “The President said. he would speak to the Director of the Budget 
about the matter this afternoon, in an effort to get us a prompt reply.” (Secre- 
tary’s Memoranda, Lot 53 D 444, Secretary’s Memos) : 

* Presumably prepared in the Office of the Coordinator on Palestine Refugee 
Matters.
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and that they can be supplied with farm animals, tools and utensils , 
which have been lost or destroyed, with seed for the first planting and 
food enough to last until the first harvest, at an average cost of $150 
per person. Approximately half of the estimated $30,000,000 cost of 
repatriation represents capital items which would restore the net 
worth of the Arab properties. The other half represents for the most 
part wages to be paid to the refugees for work leading to their resettle- 
ment, which would go to supply food, clothing and other basic neces- 
sities to the dependents of the workers until they become self- 
sustaming, 

3. The 500,000 remaining refugees must be resettled in Arab states. 
In view of the fact that Transjordan, Arab Palestine and the Lebanon 
do not provide an economie basis for settlement of all the refugees 
now within their borders, additional land must be sought elsewhere. 
Among the Arab states which can be considered for large scale absorp- 
tion of additional: refugees only Syria offers land which can be pre- 
pared for resettlement on a. self-sustaining -basis over the next 2-3 | 
years. Iraq ‘cannot -bé counted: upon for any substantial resettlement | 
because” of political difficulties and because development will take 

For projects similar to the Jezirah Valley and the Ghab:-Swamp in 
Syria and for development of the Jordan Valley in Transjordan, it is 
estimated (seé ‘Table II) that 500,000 persons can be settled on land 
newly acquired and irrigated at a-cost of about $320 per capita. On 
that basis $160,000,000 would provide for about 85,000 families of six 
persons. Each family would be settled on 8 acres of land, given the 
facilities to build houses of the type to which they are accustomed, sup- 
plied with farm animals, seeds, simple tools and household utensils, 

_ and paid enough in wages to provide food, clothing and other neces- 
sities until the first harvest. Resettlement cost for non-agricultural 

_ refugees, who will in many cases require working capital as well as 
homes and other facilities, is assumed to be the same. Included in the 
cost are such items as schools, roads, water supply, sanitation, and 
other minimum community facilities. There is also an allowance for 
limited expansion of government administration and services in the 
new areas. About 40% of this cost or' $64,000,000 involves capital items 
which willincreasenet worth, 6 | 

4, Although every effort should be made to provide for the susten- 
ance of the refugees through work payments, on resettlement projects, 
relief feeding will continue to be necessary for as many as a quarter of 
the refugees for the first year. In addition, although there is an ample | 
wage component in the estimated resettlement cost to employ all able- 
bodied refugees, many jobs must go to local citizens and it is estimated 
that as many as a quarter of the employable refugees cannot work 
directly on resettlement projects in the first year. Even though such |
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refugees: are put to useful work it must be budgeted for separately. It 

is estimated that the proportion remaining on direct and work relief 

should be halved in-the second year, and halved again in the third year. 

«On the basis of the cost: experience of the UNRPR program of ap- 

proximately $30.0 per person annually for direct relief, and an esti- 

mated cost of twice this amount for persons supported through work 

relief, the refugees on relief and work relief would require $15,750,000 

the first year, $7,875,000 the second year and $3,937,500 the third year, 

or a total of approximately $27,500,000. oe oo 7 

5. Capital outlays in addition to those required for refugee resettle- 

ment must be made if balanced development programs in the countries 

concerned are to be assured, and some consideration ‘given to their own 

development requirements apart from those associated with refugees. 

For additional expenditures of the magnitude of $50,000,000, allotted 

to the various countries in accordance with a regional plan, it should 

be possible to increase chances for success of the program and to ac- 

complish considerable agricultural and other development for the 

benefit of the present population of the area. This is the most flexible 

portion of the program and may be reduced if funds are not available. 

6. A relatively small amount of financial assistance is counted on 

through International Bank and Eximbank loans. At the present time 

both institutions are cautious of lending to the governments of the | 

Near East area. Where governments have specific revenues, such as oil 

royalties which can be assigned directly for debt service, the banks are 

inclined to regard loan applications more favorably ; however, none of 

the countries concerned have oil production. Unfortunately. Syria, 

| which is the most immediate prospect for large-scale resettlement, has 

in prospect only transit fees from the Trans-Arabian Pipeline which 

may amount to less than $500,000-annually. Syria’s poor general finan- 

cial condition, together with a drastic adverse trade balance, are other 

| factors which make lending by:either bank relatively difficult. ‘Trans- 

jordan is not.a member ofthe International Bank. 

~, The minimum program capable of repatriating and resettling the 

refugees over the next three years will cost, as shown above, about: 

$967,500,000. The United States will probably be called on to finance 

the total costs that remain after the following’ contributions, which 

are given as possible minimum and maximum figures in the light of 

| the limited evidence available: => Se 

'  -oans from Interna; Ce a 
tional and Exim = =.” 

/ - Banks ~~ 7 “~~ $15, 000, 000 to $50, 000, 000 
Compensation . from © re 

| .- Israel. — . .80, 000, 000 to 50, 000, 000 

| | Contributions from | > OS | 

SO other. states and © . . . | 

. organizations 95, 000, 000 to 50, 000, 000
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Assuming maximum contributions from these sources of $150,000,000 

the United States contribution would be $117,500,000. Assuming mini- | | 

mum contributions from these sources, or $70,000,000, the United 

States contribution could still be limited to $150,000,000 by reducing 

capital outlays under Paragraph 5 above. A portion of funds appro- — 

priated under the “Point Four” Program would be applicable against | 

this amount. Remaining funds would have to be sought through Con- 
gressional appropriations. It is assumed that expenditures would take 

place in three equal installments of $40-50,000,000 per year. It should 

be recognized that prolonging the program over a greater number of 

years may reduce annual costs somewhat, but would add considerably 

to the total cost because of the added direct and work relief that would 
be required. = © | : OO Soe les, 

i wns | oS re 7 [Annex 2] - os 

Papi I Os - 

_ ° Repatriation of 200,000 refugees in Israel ($150 per capita) — 
ac (in millions of dollars) 

CE Item Cost = Items — 

Irrigation ra ane , $5.0 $1.7 — 
Dwellings | : oo — mB 
Farm Tools and. Utensils | | - «33.8 ~—6B0380C” 
Farm Animals oe 8.1 8.0 — 
Assoc. Facilities, incl. transportation = 8.6 18 | 

Total — | poe Ws $30. 0 $15.0 

co - _ [Annex 3]. | ae 

oo | Taste II OO | 

-.. Resettlement of 500,000 refugees in Arab states 
($320 per capita) 

~ Gn millions of dollars) Oe 
ee ee | Total Capital 

oO 7 Item . _ Cost . Items. | 

Land 0 «$14.2 = $14.2 © 
Trrigation 28.4 9.5 

Farm Tools & Utensils - 9.2 9.2 
Farm Animals © a | 23.1 23.1. 
Assoc. Facilities, such as Schools 170 5.1 
Transportation costs, expansion of govern- oe | 

: ment facilities, etc. | 95.6 9 4.2 

Total : $160.0 $67.4
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501.BB Palestine/5—949 : Telegram 

The Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Brrn, May 9, 1949—noon. 

699. Palun 142. For the Secretary from Ethridge. Have reserva- 
tion on TWA flight leaving Geneva May 24 and feel that I must make 

| it. Hope very much that deputy will be quickly designated. 
Situation here, leaving aside reaction to US sponsorship of resolu- 

tion of admission, on which we have no detail yet, is roughly this: 

Jerusalem: Reported in separate telegram (see Palun 143)! from 
Barco.? General situation is that Jerusalem Committee about in agree- 
ment and we will have no difficulty in getting agreement in committee 
or Commission on basis of secretariat paper with some amendments. 
Tactically, however, it would be mistake to advance plan now because 
it would only confuse other issues. My idea is that plan should be put 
through Commission after other matters settled and I have discour- 
aged Barco from pushing for agreement now. Feel sure that can be 
attained when time is ripe. — —— | | 

Negotiations: Although Arab States say they want to negotiate 
en bloc through Commission Sassoon has already made contact with 
Transjordan and Egyptian delegations. Both Israelis and Arabs have 
to think about meetings. Eytan thinks he is making some progress 
with them. Arabs have assured me that nothing substantive discussed 
and that they are determined to negotiate en bloc. I have responded 
that they have a right to do that if they desire but that would pre- 
suppose agreement among themselves on such questions as the dis- 
position of Arab Palestine, the Gaza strip, territorial compensation 
from Israel for territory held beyond partition plan, disposition of 
refugees who would not be taken back or did not want to go back, and 
other problems. Obviously they have not agreed among themselves 
and wanted time to think over what I said. They have asked for a 
meeting with the Commission on Tuesday and in meantime have ap- 
pointed Boulas of Arab Palestine Refugee Committee as liaison man 
among themselves. 

Arabs have been urging Commission to present plan to them. They 
want to be in position to say that peace was imposed by UN. In fact 
two of them have told me that if T will draft a peace plan they will 
consider it as “instruction”. I have of course refused to do so both on 
behalf of the US and UN. I have told them that since we have pressed 
Israeli delegation in two public and several private meetings to reveal 
its position on all matters we must also press Arabs to reveal their 
position. The Commission would then undertake to ascertain any com- 
mon ground and would have a basis for negotiation. If the viewpoints 
were irreconcilable and the two parties asked for it the Commission 
would present a working paper and agenda as basis for discussion. 

* Identified also as telegram 698, May 9, noon, from Bern, not printed. 
* James W. Barco, Adviser to the United States Delegation at Lausanne.
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Arabs are holding meetings over week-end to undertake to get to- 

gether. All of them are most anxious for peace, particularly Egypt 

and Transjordan. 

On the basis, no doubt, of Zaim’s statement to Keeley, Syria has 

modified her position. Zeineddine? until yesterday held stubbornly 

to position Syria would not consider anything but refugees first. He 

is now willing to discuss refugees and territorial settlement jointly 

and expressed in private conversation with me Syria’s willingness to 

take up to 250,000 refugees providing Syria was compensated terri- 

torially. He says he has no instruction from Zaim to demand it but 

| he regards Syria’s price as panhandle of Palestine, part of eastern 

Galilee and western Galilee to Acre. He disclosed that Syria is hold- 

ing up armistice negotiations not because of minor rectification of 

border but in an effort to get in one agreement, whether in armistice 

orat Lausanne, cessionofmuch greaterterritory, 
Eytan has told me that Egypt had rather hand over Gaza strip with 

its 80,000 population and 245,000 refugees to Israel than to Trans- 

jordan. That confirmed by Transjordan representative who feels, how- 

ever, that Egypt will hold on to Gaza strip and give it to nobody. 

Egypt is interested primarily in shortening her line with Israel which 

would be accomplished by return of southern Negeb to Arab control. 

It is obvious that while Arab delegation are willing to tell me and 

perhaps other members of Commission what they want they have not 

yet brought themselves to where they will tell each other, except I am 

sure they have agreed that what is left of presently held Arab Pales- 

tine will go to Transjordan. 

Arabs have frankly admitted that they are waiting outcome at Lake 

Success before getting into real negotiations. Egyptians said to me, 

“we have weapon and we are using it.” Commission feeling is that if 

Israel wins at Lake Success she will become hopelessly intransigeant 

and if she loses Israel will endeavor maintain her present position as - 

best she can while looking forward to September session. Commission 

feels that if Arabs win they. will feel more confidence but not intran- 

sigeance and will be more secure with public opinion at home to the 

point that they can go ahead with negotiations. In any case Lake Suc- 

cess has certainly delayed work of Commission and may further delay 

itafterissueissettled. 8 
When the USDel here has received detail of US sponsorship of 

resolution of admission will send reaction and comments. In meantime 
members are. staying in their hotel rooms. [Ethridge.J: 

’Warid Zeineddine, member of the Syrian Delegation at Lausanne and Acting 
Secretary-General of the Syrian Ministry for Foreign Affairs. :
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501.BB Palestine/5—949 : Telegram | . 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel 

SECRET US URGENT | Tren Aviv, May 9, 1949—7 p. m. 

282. Info reaching Dept re Syrian armistice negots indicates offer 
| by Zaim of. personal talk with Ben-Gurion re outstanding questions, | 

but that possible offer has not reached Ben-Gurion:! Pls bring this offer 

to notice Ben-Gurion in appropriate manner, indicating interest USG 
in view -importance armistice agreement to success Lausanne 
discussions.” Ns 7 a 

ee ee 7 | ACHESON 

1 New York, on May 8, had advised that “Zaim has offered talk personally with 
Ben-Gurion re armistice lines and: other outstanding questions. ... Bunche sus- 
pects that Zaim’s proposal may not have been brought to Ben-Gurion’s attention. 
Bunche suggests that it would be helpful if Department would manage to bring 
Zaim offer to notice of Ben-Gurion.” (telegram 573, 501.BB Palestine/5-—849) | 

? This telegram was. repeated to New York and Damascus and to Bern for 
the U.S. Delegation at Lausanne. In reply on May 12, Ambassador McDonald 
Stated he had spoken to the Israeli Prime Minister about a personal talk with 
the Syrian leader and was informed that he had known of this suggestion from 
the beginning (telegram 357 from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/5—1249). | | 

867N.48/5-1049 a ; | - | | 

 -* Lhe Department of State to the British Embassy — 

SECRET | | oo | 

_ATDE-MEMoIRE 

The Department of State wishes to express appreciation to the Gov- 
ernment of the United Kingdom for its views+ concerning a plan of 
operations which might be adopted with respect to settlement of the 
Palestine refugee problem. The Department of State is pleased to note 
the United Kingdom’s general agreement with the Proposed Plan of 
Action ? submitted by Mr. McGhee during his recent visit to London. 

With reference to the specific comments of the United Kingdom 
concerning establishment of a survey group, the Department of State 
is of the opinion that adoption of the procedure suggested by the 
United Kingdom would imply the assumption of direct responsibility 
with respect to solution of the refugee problem by the United States 

* The British views were expressed in the form of a telegram from the Foreign 
Office to the British Embassy here. The Department copy of this document is 
undated but was received in Mr. McGhee’s office on May 2. It is filed with the 
Aide-Mémoire of May 10. 

7 See annex 8, p. 939. |
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in conjunction with the United Kingdom, This Government is net 

prepared to accept stich direct responsibility for solution of the refu- | 
gee problem. “Moreover, it is considered. that the establishment of a 

survey group by the Conciliation Commission is clearly within its 

terms of reference as set forth in the General Assembly Resolution of 

December 11, 1948, and that the Conciliation Commission would not 

be fully discharging its functions if it failed to take such action. ‘The 

United States does not wish to undermine the authority of the Com- | 

mission through unilateral or joint action within the range of the 

latter’s competence. | CEE BE En 

The Department of State agrees with the United. Kingdom that 

the proposed survey group should be small, that it should consist of 

the best qualified experts obtainable, and that it should be free to 

make its survey without supervision or interference. It is assumed, a 

however, that these objectives could be achieved under the auspices of | 

the Conciliation Commission if United States and United Kingdom 

representatives were appointed by the Commission to keep positions in 

the survey group, in recognition of our special interests in the refugee 

problem. The United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees may be | 

cited as an example of a United Nations body which was established | 

on sound organizational lines and has carried out its task without 

interference, essentially under American and British leadership. 

- The Department of State agrees that it would be desirable for the © | 

states concerned to associate themselves with and participate in the 

work of the survey group. Indeed, it is considered necessary for the 

success of the group that it be created as a result of the invitation of 

the states concerned and with their full cooperation, to assist them in 

carrying out developmental projects of theirownchoicee = 

In view of the urgency of the refugee problem, the Department of 

State agrees that first consideration should be given to projects for | 

which basic surveys have already beenmade. BS 

The Department of State recognizes that assistance to the states 

concerned for execution of the refugee program will be required over 

and above loans likely to be obtained from the International Bank | 

and other fiscal institutions, and is gratified to note the assistance 

which the United Kingdom has already given Trans} ordan through 

the loan of a million pounds. — Sete te 

- With respect to paragraph 4 of the United Kingdom statement,’ the | 

Department of State is giving further consideration to the type of 

Paragraph 4 of the Foreign Office telegram cited in footnote 1 immediately 
above stated that the task of maintaining the refugees and organizing their | 

resettlement should revert “to fall and overt United Nations authority” and that 

a specialized agency of the United Nations would best carry out the function.
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organization required to carry out any program recommended by the 
survey group, and the proper auspices for such an organization. The 
views of the United Kingdom will be carefully considered in this 
connection ; however, it is not felt that final decision need be made at 
the present time. 

Wasuineton, May 10, 1949. 

501.BB Palestine/5—1049: Telegram oo 

Lhe Consul at Geneva (Troutman) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED Geneva, May 10, 1949—11 a. m. 
410. Palun 145. From Ethridge. After PCC meetings with Arabs at 

Beirut and with Israel in Tel Aviv, commissioners had informal mect- 
ings with Israelis in Jerusalem re preliminary measures which Israel 
might take without prejudice its interests for purpose creating atmos- 
phere favorable to success of Lausanne talks. During past week Israeli 
delegation has informed PCC re these measures as follows: | 

_ (1) Asraeli declaration re refugee problem: Recognizing refugee 
problem is one of main problems confronting conference. Israeli dele- 
gation prepared to tackle with sincerity and in spirit of optimism. We 
believe problem to be soluble and are prepared to do everything pos- 
sible to help in arriving at solution. We shall cooperate with UN and 
with Arab States in implementing solution of problem on assumption 
that cooperation with Arab States will extend to other spheres as well. 

(2) Israeli declaration re proprietary rights of refugees and pay- 
ment: of compensation: Fact that absentee property has been placed 
under custodian: (see paragraph 5) indicates Israel’s general attitude. 
Israel accepts principle of compensation for land abandoned and pre- 
viously cultivated. Proprietary rights of refugees are recognized by 
Israel for purposes of such compensation but recognition does not bind 
government as far as concerns use or restitution of lands involved. 
Government reserves right to enact legislation for more rational use 
of absentee property and for purpose of guarding against speculation 
in such property without prejudice to payment of compensation or to 
such limited measures of repatriation as may be agreed upon. co 
(8) Israeli declaration. re rights of minorities:. Israel fully. re- 

spected rights of minorities within its border and would punish anyone 
infringing these rights. a i Se 

(4) Israeli assurance re blocked accounts: Israel has no intention 
of confiscating blocked Arab accounts in Israeli banks. Funds would 
be available to proper owners on conclusion of peace, subject. to such 
general currency regulations as may be operative attime. 
(5) A suspension of application of absentee law: Law at present 

in force placing of refugee property in category of “enemy property” 
under custodian. Custodian acts as trustee for absentee owners whose
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property is administered in their interest and as far as possible pre- 
served against deterioration after manner of similar custodianships in 
other countries, Be 

(6) Undertaking re deterioration of refugee property, see para- 
raph 5. | | , | 

° (7) Employment of certain number refugee workers in Israel, e.g., | 
port of Haifa, orange groves, et cetera: under consideration by 
Israeli delegation. _ a 

Re return of presently separated families (Palun 140)? Eytan has 
informed PCC following its request Israel would be willing as prelimi- 
nary measure to take census by inviting Arabs resident in Israel to fur- 
nish details concerning relatives who are now refugees and who would. 
wish and be eligible to apply for repatriation under conditions stated 
(genuine relatives of close degree of consanguinity and commencement 

of repatriation not to begin until final Israeli DPS [ste] Arab settle-. 

ment).[Ethridge] = cE | 
Fe TROUTMAN: 

1 Identified also as telegram 676, May 4, from Bern, p.975. _ | 

501.BB Palestine/5—1049 : Telegram er a Se et 

| The Consul at Geneva (Troutman) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Oo Geneva, May 10, 1949—11 a. m. 

411. Palun 146. From Ethridge. PCC members and Israeli dele- 
gates recently discussed informally possibility of commencing Israeli- 
Arab negotiations through device of preamble of general principle in 
which both parties could agree. It was thought such an agreement. 
would create favorable atmosphere and provide point of departure for | 
further discussions and for further agreement. Bunche utilized this | 
device to initiate discussion and agreement at Rhodes. | 

Eytan recently provided PCC with rough draft which might serve 
as basis for discussion on principles governing future relations and 
territorial settlement between Israel and Arab states. Israeli delega- 
tion did not consider itself bound to accept draft and presented as 
preliminary suggestion to facilitate negotiations. Draft agreement | 
consists of preamble and two articles. Preamble cites pertinent para- 
graphs GA Resolution December 11 and PCC meeting at Lausanne. 
First article refers to Palestine war, Middle East peace and UN 
charter. Three principles affirmed : | oo - | 

(1) Continued observance Armistice agreements; ae 
(2) Right to security, freedom and sovereignty ; | ; 
(8) Agreement prerequisite to establishment diplomatic relations 

and economic cooperation. ae
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‘Second article coutains definition of boundaries (in blank), under- 
taking to respect such boundaries, reservation re subsequent boundary 
changes, contact between frontier authorities to prevent incidents, 
settlement of frontier disputes by peaceful means through negotiations. 
and arbitration = 

- PCC was of opinion draft preamble beginning statement of general 
principles rather than detailed formulation would prove more accept- 

| able to Arab Delegates at this stage. PCC considered Article 1, sub- 
paragraphs 1 and 3 unnecessary and unwise respectively. PCC believed 
it would bé preferable to consider agreement along lines of Article 2 
after it proved possible to bring Arabs to agreement.on: less. contro- 
versialmatters. 7 

-“Present- PCC thinking tends to short agreement containing preamble 
and one article. Preamble would-cite GA Resolution’December 11.and 
Lausanne meeting. First and only article would declare intention not 
to resort-to threat or use of force in settlement to any dispute arising 
from situation in Palestine and to settle any such dispute or question 
by peacefulmeans, 
PCC draft is being informally discussed with Israeli and Arab 

delegates. | Ethridge. | tee et Do pee 

oe TROUTMAN 

867N.01/5-1049: Telegram: | , ee a 

_. The Ambassador in Iraq (Crocker) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ~ PRIORITY == + Baeupapn, May 10, 1949—1 p. m. 

- 963. ‘In striking contrast to meeting with Foreign Minister reported 
Embtel 260; May 7, was my conversation with Prime Minister Nuri 
yesterday. Speaking dispassionately, Nuri expressed views along fol- 

1. First and foremost necessity to solution Palestine and attendant 
problems is determination territorial boundaries. = 

9. If some authorities would guarantee Israel would be made to 
abide by November 29, 1947 and December 11, 1948 UNGA Resolu- 
tions, real hope for liquidation Palestine problem would ensue. _ 

- 3. Implementation such policy would automatically create living 
space in such places as Western Galilee and Lydda and Ramleh areas 
to permit absorption as much as 350,000 refugees. — - 
4, Such considerable reduction in number refugees would enable 
Arab States examine how best they could help in solving problem of 

| remaining refugees. ne OO 

*Not printed; it advised that Ambassador Crocker had. communicated to 
| Foreign Minister Jamali the substance of the circular telegram of April 29 

(p. 959). The Foreign Minister was said to have “countered with number un- 

realistic and intransigent remarks indicating Iraq. adamantly opposed taking 

any measure help alleviate refugee problem.” (501.BB Palestine/5-749)
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5. Coincidentally, fullest possible economic development would 

enable Iraq (a) settle during first four or five years bulk nomadic 

Iraqi tribesmen who wish make homes in fixed areas and own land 

and (b) plan on settling Palestine refugees after needs Iraqi tribes- 

7 menaremet. . | - | a oo 

6. Such economic development should create conditions which would 

make possible five or six years hence adoption policy envisaging con- 

siderable refugee immigration into Iraq. Oe 

7. T£ UN fails take necessary action in time to stop Israel’s constant 

flaunting [flouting] of solemn UN resolution, probably only help Iraq 

might extend would be to consider advisability arrange voluntary ex- | 

change on pro rata basis of Iraqi Jews for Palestine Arabs. 

_ 8. Expulsion Iraqi Jews to make room for Arab refugees not policy 

Iraqi Government would normally adopt as Iraq treats its Jews as 

Iraqi nationals entitled same rights as Traqi Arabs. If pressed too hard, 

however, firebrand Iraqis might take matter into own hands and 

cause untold misery to thousands innocent persons.. 

Citing foregoing as some of reasons why he hoped UN would take 

effective measures to make Israel abide by earlier UN resolutions, Nuri 

expressed wish to help liquidate Palestine problem. His unwillingness 

participate Lausanne meeting springs from his sincere conviction that 

UN has done little to. make Israel accept. its decisions while at same 

time has done everything possible make Arabs accept fatt accomplis 

created by Israeli violations UN. resolutions. Now is time for UN 

rectify situation and enable Arabs work towards development stability 

and securityinMiddleEast. 2 - 

Comment: Nuri, who suffered fainting spell in Majlis? two days — 

ago and appeared far from well yesterday, spoke with true ring of 

sincerity. If we could satisfy him that UN will make Israel accept 

UN decisions, he would probably be best man in Iraq to help us move 

ahead in trying solve Palestine and refugee problem. If, however, we 

persist pressing Iraq to fall in line without exacting positive commit- 

ment from Israel in advance, we fear that his attitude because fear 

of internal upheaval will harden and our task will to that extent. 

become even more difficult. = Oo os 

Sent, Department 268, repeated London 93, Jerusalem 25, Tel Aviv. 

20, Bern 5 for Ethridge, pouched Arab capitals. - 7 

| DAS he age . CROCKER 

? The Iraqi Parliament. - ee oe 

7 Editorial Note as 

The General Assembly, on May 11, considered the proposal to admit 

Israel to membership in the United Nations. Senator Austin noted 

that the Ad Hoc Political Committee of the Assembly had recom-
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mended the proposal by a large majority and that the United States 
was cosponsor of the draft resolution to effect the admission. The 
text of his statement is printed in the Department of State Bulletin, 
May 22, 1949, page 655. | 
The Assembly voted 37 to 12 in favor of the draft resolution. There 

were 9 abstentions, including the United Kingdom and Turkey. The 
United States, the Soviet Union, and France were among those voting 
affirmatively. The President of the Assembly thereupon declared that 
Israel had been admitted to the United Nations. The Assembly’s pro- 
ceedings on May 11 are printed in United Nations, Official Records 
of the Third Session of the General Assembly, Part II (hereinafter 
cited as GA (III)), Plenary Meetings, pages 330, 331. The text of 
resolution 273 (III) of May 11 appears in GA (III), Resolutions, 
5 April-18 May 1949, page 18. OL | 

Hassouna Pasha, Under Secretary of the Egyptian Foreign Office, 
expressed to Chargé Patterson on May 12 “disillusioned acquiescence 
in an accomplished fact with regret that UN had found precipitate 
action necessary in respect of new state which had not yet shown 
regard for international obligations, respect for which customarily 
precedes recognition or acceptance into a fraternity of nations.” (Tele- 
gram 466, May 12, 5 p. m., from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine/5-1249) _ 

501.BB Palestine/5—1149 | Be 

Lhe Israeli Ambassador (Elath) to the Secretary of State — 

re : ~Wasuineton, May 11, 1949. 
My Dear Mr. Szcrrrary: I should like to express the deep grati- 

tude of my Government for the invaluable support given by the 
United States in the discussion of Tsrael’s membership application in 
the Ad Hoc Committee of the United Nations. I believe that the draft 
resolution gained enormously in effectiveness and prestige through 
the forma] association of the United States with it. | 

I should like you to know that the conversation which Mr. Eban 
and I were privileged to have with you on April 26th has had a deep 
effect on the Israeli Government. In formulating our attitudes on 
the various outstanding problems, we took care to keep certain prin- 
ciples in mind. In the first place we strongly upheld the right of the 
General Assembly to be regarded as the ultimate moral arbiter in issues 
of deadlock or difficulty. It was made clear by our representative again 
and again that in so far as we find difficulties in the December 11, 
1948, Resolution we aspired to resolve them by agreement, not by de- 
fiance. We shall stretch ourselves to the utmost to bring our policy 
in conformity with United Nations resolutions, or if necessary, to seek
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authority for any divergences by appeal to the General Assembly | 
itself. | 

I believe that our delegation was successful in impressing upon the 
United Nations that the Jerusalem question required the discussion 
and exchange of new proposals, which, while in accord with the Decem- 
ber 11th Resolution, take proper account of realities and of the welfare 
and sentiment of the population. We were gratified to understand from 
you on April 26th that in your view any international regime estab- 
lished in Jerusalem should have as its primary concern the protection 
and control of Holy Places and religious institutions, rather than 
actual administration of the City, which now enjoys the blessings of 
peace and orderly life, both in its Arab and Jewish sections. We have 
been able, with nothing but the influence of argument and discussion, 
to satisfy the apprehensions of most of the Catholic countries of Latin 
America, Seventeen out of twenty of these countries have supported 
our application under no kind of pressure but that of explanation and 
debate | So | 

_ Every approach to a genuine peace discussion brings nearer the hope 
of a successful settlement of the refugee problem. Throughout the 
Ad Hoc Committee’s discussions our representative maintained the 
view, upheld by the Conciliation Commission, that the “final solution 
of this problem will be found, within the framework of the economic 
and social rehabilitation of all the countries of the Near East.” We 

have endeavoured in all our recent statements to avoid any. negative | 
attitudes, and we look forward to an agreement at Lausanne defining 
the exact contribution of each Government concerned, as well as of the 
international community. We have noted the ‘Conciliation Commis- 
sion’s judgment that “the refugee problem cannot be permanently | 
solved unless. other political questions, notably the question of bound- 
aries, are also solved.” Accordingly, our delegation at Lausanne has 

_ taken the initiative in asking for an immediate discussion and settle- 
ment of outstanding territorial questions. You may have observed that 
in the debates of the Committee our representative, mindful of our 
conversation with you, pledged Israel to a settlement of boundaries by 
agreement through the same methods of negotiation and reciprocal 
concessions which has had beneficial results in the armistice negotia- 
tions. All governments understand that an attitude of give and take 
may be necessary if an agreed settlement is to be reached at an early 
date. : 7 | 

It is our hope that the atmosphere of the peace conference at 
Lausanne will enable our Government to explore the paths of con- 
ciliation in more detail and with greater freedom than could possibly 
be done at a public forum, such as the General Assembly. The United 
States may have noticed that our delegation at Lake Success austerely 

501-887-7764 |
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refused to seek any immediate tactical advantage by obscuring the 
real difficulties still outstanding. Despite the sharp and critical scrutiny 
which our policy of candour invited, we insisted on bringing our 
difficulties and reservations into the open light of day. It is therefore 
all the more significant that an impressive majority of disinterested 
international opinion has expressed its confidence in Israel in full and 
detailed knowledge of difficulties which we have neither dissembled 
norconcealed. > ee Co 

_ I should like to assure you in conclusion, Mr. Secretary, that the 
settlement of outstanding questions by agreement with the Arab States 
under the auspices of the United Nations remains the over-riding 
objectiveofmy Government’s policy. © = ©. 

Accept [ete] _... BE. Exata 

501.BB Palestine/5-1249: Telegram re ere 

Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State -~- 

RESTRICTED - ~~. «. °.. Lavsannz, May-12,1949—3 p. m. 

. Palun 148.. During past four days informal talks have taken place 
between PCC, Israel, Arab delegations re signature protocol ‘which 
would permit Israeli Arab talks. through PCC to commetice. Arab 
delegation desired that: (1) first. objective conversations ‘be ‘solu- 
tion refugee question ; (2) attached map showing [19]47 partition lines 
be used as: base for territorial. talks. Israeli delegation was* willing 
adopt device protocol with map.showing partition lines. PCC in agree- 
ment but did not wish restrict talks to refugee question only. Arab 
delegation after delay several days during which Syrian delegation 
apparently took obstructive line finally agreed PCC formulation. 
-On May 12 PCC Israeli Arab delegations separately signed protocol 

with map attached. ~— Be 
Protocolisasfollows: = | Be en 

“The UN PCC anxious achieve quickly possible objectives GA reso- 
lution 11, December 1948 re refugees, respect for their rights and 
preservation of their property, as well as territorial and other ques- 
tions, has proposed to Israeli delegation and Arab States delegation 
that working document attached hereto be taken as basis for talks 
with Commission. __ | a 

The interested delegations have accepted proposal with understand- 
ing that exchanges of views which be carried on by Commission with 
two parties will bear upon territorial adjustments necessary to above 
indicated objectives.” | | | oe 

Map consists of Palestine outline on which [19]47 partition lines 
for Jewish State, Arab State international area of Jerusalem are in- 
dicated. Map is not labelled “plan of partition”.
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Israeli delegation signed with reservations that: — a - flee 

(4) Tsraeli delegation could not be party to any exchange of views 

with Syrian delegation until armistice agreement was concluded ; 

~ (2) No communication re protocol was madetopressand; 

(3) Signing in no way prejudiced right of Israeli delegation to 

express itself freely on matters. at issue on which it fully reserved 

~ PCC has no objection to reservations but pointed out: ee 

(4) Protocol would be. applicable to. direct: Isracli-Syrian talks | 
when governments themselves wishedcommence; 

- (2) UN official press reports will probably appear in future as past 
re conference PCC matters (Re Palun 147).* PCC and its press officer — 

would not in such circumstances be barred from replying or com- | 

. (3) Both Israeli and. Arab Delegations:had right to free expression 

their position at all times. hep 

Arab delegations met reservation of Israeli delegation re Syria by 

reaffirming their right to discuss all matters re Palestine with PCC. 

-—Tsraeli Arab talks through PCC under protocol may thus continue. 

PCC also decided to establish subcommittee for general matters 

including particularly territorial questions. States members of PCC | 

will be represented by De la ‘Tour Dupin for France, Yenisey for 

Turkey, Wilkins for US. ‘Israeli Arab views re territorial questions 

under protocol will be sought by commission. © ©. 5." me | 

_* Identified also as telegram 412, May 10, ila. m., from Geneva, not printed. | 

‘The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

363. During call with Hare on French Consul General Neuville, 
latter expressed following views: a 

[Here follow two paragraphs giving these views] 
Comments: 7 : 

- 1-Military observers agree Israel could easily take remainder 
Arab Palestineby fore = sss | oo 

- 2-LLegion could probably suppress any disturbances by Palestine 

_ Arabs.at present unless aided from outside. a | | 

 8.—Statements of Neuville confirm reports from Consulate General 

of widespread and growing, although partly concealed resentment 

against Transjordan. Press and radio statements recently more open
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in their criticism and emphasize both giving up to Israel of Arab 
land and appointment by King Abdullah of puppets to “represent” 
Arabs of Palestine. 
4.—Although Consul General not able agree entirely that Palestine 

Arabs would prefer union with Israel, following factors tend make 
this attractive: Failure Transjordan protect their interests versus 
Israel, realization great military superiority Israel, failure Abdullah 
provide them voice in determining own fate, consciousness of personal 
nature Transjordan Government and relative backwardness Trans- 

| jordan as whole, more favorable economic opportunities in Israel, es- 
pecially higher priced markets for agricultural products, possibility 
such union would permit return large numbers refugees to both Arab 
Palestine and areas now under Israel control. : 

Sent Department 363, repeated Baghdad 25, Beirut 70, Damascus 27 ; 
London 11, Geneva 10 (for USDel PCC), pouched Amman, Cairo, | 
Jidda. 

| 
a re  . Burperr 

501.BB Palestine/5-1249: Telegram 7 re a 
The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 

oe to the Secretary of State OF 

CONFIDENTIAL | URGENT New York, May. 12, 1949—4 :17 p. m. 
587. Bunche has sent Vigier a revised compromise proposal for set- 

tlement Israeli-Syrian discussions along the following lines: 
(a) Truce lines to be the armistice lines; 7 (6) A demilitarized zone to be established on Auja model in Egypt agreement, Syrians to withdraw to their frontier. Israelis also to with- draw. For those points on which it is not possible to persuade Israelis to withdraw, a radical reduction of forces to effective strength should be established; _ a | | 
(c) Demilitarized zone to be under UN supervision again on Egypt armistice model. Israeli civil officers to operate in zone; | . (d) Syrians to withdraw by stages from demilitarized zone; (¢) If absolutely necessary, Israelis might be allowed one or two outposts in demilitarized zone. This would be last resort, however. 
Bunche says he is working on Syrians and believes that they will 

agree to foregoing plan. He has warned them that they cannot hope 
for a more favorable settlement if negotiations break down and the 
question goes to SC. The essential for them is that Zaim have a face- 
saving device such as Israeli withdrawal or drastic reduction of forces. 

Bunche has talked with Eban, who indicated Israel’s unwillingness 
to make any withdrawals or reduction of forces alleging that pos- 
sibility of Syrian outpost being left in demilitarized zone should ap- 
parently be discussed in negotiations and would nullify withdrawal.
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Bunche informed him and Vigier that any outposts which might be 
established should be in defensive force only and very few in number. 
Bunche is using argument with Israelis that his plan will give them 

their major point which is to get the Syrians out of Palestine, 
Bunche would appreciate any assistance possible from Department 

on foregoing proposals which will be presented at meeting tomorrow. 
os AUSTIN 

501.BB Palestine/5—1249 : Telegram oS Co ho 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
 Onited Nations (Austin) _ 

PRIORITY = | _ Wasutneron, May 12, 1949—6 p. m. 
268. Following is text of memorandum on Syrian-Israeli armistice 

talks leftin Dept by Israeli Amb May12. ©=§ = | 
1. During the fighting in northern Palestine Israeli troops occupied | 

fourteen villages in Lebanese territory adj oining Eastern Galilee. 
Syrian troops occupied Israeli territory in two sectors, the first in the 
Huleh Region and the second between the Sea of Galilee and the 
Syrio-Palestinian frontier. = s—™ ne 

2. During the Lebanese-Israeli negotiations Lebanon demanded the 
restoration of the international frontier: The Mediator and his staff 
insisted on this point with the utmost vigor. Israel accepted this posi- 
tion, and the Lebanese-Israeli armistice was concluded through a uni- 
lateral withdrawal by Jewish forces from Lebanese soil. __ a 

3. In the Syrio-Israeli armistice discussions Israel has asked for the 
application of the same principle, namely, the restoration of the in- 
ternational frontier. Throughout the armistice negotiations with other 
states, while demarcation lines within Palestine have been fluid and 
subject to negotiation, the utmost concern. has been expressed by 
United Nations representatives for the preservation of established in- 
ternational frontiers. Thus, a temporary Jewish encroachment into 
Kgyptian. territory was most speedily corrected and the utmost con- 
cern was devoted: to maintaining the integrity of the Palestine-Trans- 
jordan frontier during any troop movements or armistice delineations. 
It may be said that whenever a truce line has been in the vicinity of 
an international frontier, the armistice line has been based upon the 
frontier and not upon the truce positions. © =. st 

4. The Syrian delegation has persistently refused to base the armis- 
tice demarcation line on the international frontier and has openly 
asserted that Syria has claims for frontier revision in the final politi- 
cal settlement. a 

5. This Syrian position, inadmissible in itself under Article TI, 
paragraph 4, of the Charter and under the precedents established in
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other phases of the truce and the armistice negotiations, is aggravated 

by the fact that the Syrian position on Israeli territory at, Mishmar 

Hayarden is held in violation.of truce. This is the only instance re- 

maining in Palestine where any troops are in a position not authorized 

either under the truce or the armisticeagreements. 

- 6. Israel maintains its right to carry out the principle advocated 

in the Lebanese negotiations, namely, the withdrawal of Syrian troops 

to the frontier with Israel taking over control on its own territory 

previously occupied. Nevertheless in an effort to compromise, Israel 

has been willing to give consideration to a proposal whereby Syrian 

troops on withdrawing to the frontier would not be replaced by Israeli 

troops. The proposal is that the vacuum thus created should remain 

a, demilitarized zone containing no forces of either side. This device 

has successfully solved deadlocks in other armistice discussions. For 

example, the disputed area at El Auja occupied by Israel troops and. 

claimed by. Egyptian forces was made a demilitarized zone. This 

compromise led to the successful Egyptian-Israeli armistice agreement. 

7. This principle applied to the Syrian front would not prejudice 

the claims of either party in the final political settlement. If Syria 

has a territorial claim, that claim would not’ be prejudiced since no 

Israeli troops would be in occupation of the area. Similarly, Israel’s 

claim to maintain the present frontier would not be prejudiced by 

the fact of Syrian occupation. The matter, therefore, becomes very 

grave if Syria declines to accept this compromise and insists on main- 

taining its present positions intact. In conversations between the 

Acting Mediator and the Israeli delegation at Lake Success, the former 

has expressed sympathy for the compromise of the demilitarized zone. 

This may indeed by the only method of securing the main desires of 

each party. This Syrians could regard the armistice line as being where 

it is at the moment, while Israel’s main principle would be vindicated 

| by the fact that no Syrian troops were on Israeli soil. It should be 

added that whereas Transjordanian, Egyptian and Israeli troops are 

at, present in areas not allotted to them by the November 29th Reso- 

lution, none of them is on the territory of any existing state. Thus 

Article II, paragraph 4, of the Charter is nowhere infringed upon. 

8. The new Syrian regime has recently been recognized by the 

| - United States, Great Britain, and France. These three governments 

should therefore be in a position to influence the Syrian government 

in favor of complying with the principles and precedents established 

before. These principles should not be applied when they redound, as 

in the Lebanese agreement, to Israel’s disadvantage and relinquished 

when they require an effort onthe partofan Arabstate. = 

9. The Syrian position at the moment is so difficult to defend within 

the principles of the Charter and of previous armistice practice that
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Israel would not hesitate to make a complaint to the Security Council. 

It would, however, be infinitely preferable for this matter to be settled _ 
by negotiation and agreement. It is clear, therefore, that all available 
international influence should be brought to bear in order to persuade 

the Syrian government to give the same weight to an established inter- 
national frontier as has been given in all similar circumstances before.* 

1 Phe Department, on May 12, directed New York to bring telegram 268 to the 
attention of Mr. Bunche as soon as possible and to seek his attitude concerning 
“US approach Syrian Govt in effort persuade latter accept compromise proposal | 
would be helpful,” in view of the apparent Israeli acceptance of the main principle 
of that proposal (telegram 265, 501.BB Palestine/5—1249). cme shat 

501.BB Palestine/5-1249 : Telegram eR See ; ) ce 

Lhe Consul at Geneva (Troutman) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL oe PAS - - - GENEVA, May 12, 1949—6 p. m. 

_ 483. Palun 150. From PCC. On basis of assurance from Depart- 
ment that US would not sponsor resolution admitting Israel unless 
satisfactory assurance were given at Lausanne on points in question I 
told Arab delegation that their first reaction when announcement of 
sponsorship was made was renewed cynicism and intimation that I 
had misled them. Their more considered reaction is to feel that cer- 
tainly Israel must have given more assurance to the State Department 

than it has given at Lausanne. I also hope very much that is true; | 
otherwise I'am afraid that what I say to Arabs in other respects will be 
discounted. If such assurances were received from Israel I would like 
most urgentlytoknow whattheyare - | 
Am glad to report that Israeli delegates’ attitude since admission 

has not seemed to change for the worse. Eytan seems as anxious as ever, 
if not more so, to go ahead with negotiations and to speed’ them up. 

5OL.BB Palestine/S-1240: Telegram aoc 
_..... Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria | 

CONFIDENTIAL US URGENT _. Wasurneron, May 12, 1949—7 p. m. . 

— 209. USUN reports? that. Bunche has sent Vigier revised com- 

promise proposal for settlement Israeli-Syrian discussions. Dept con- 

siders this probably fairest possible solution impasse. | 

In telegram 587, May 12, p. 1000.
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For your info proposal is along following lines: 

[Here follows a summary of points a, b, c, and d in telegram 587.] 
Pls inform Syrian Govt soonest Dept sincerely hopes it can agree 

to foregoing plan. It is most unlikely that they could hope for more 
favorable settlement if negotiations should break down and question 
be referred to SC. Syrians stand to gain thru Israeli withdrawal and 
thru immeasurably improved prospects of reaching final settlement 
Lausanne which would result from armistice settlement. | 

Dept is making similar reps at Tel Aviv.? | : 
| ACHESON 

*In telegram 288, May 12, 7 p. m., not printed, the last two paragraphs stated: 
“Pls inform Israeli Govt soonest Dept Sincerely hopes they can accept this 
compromise since it should result in withdrawal of Syrians from Palestine which 
is presumably their major objective, and immeasurably increase possibilities of 
reaching final agreement at Lausanne. - . _ 

“Also state Dept is likewise urging acceptance on Syrian Govt.” (501.BB 
Palestine/5—1249) | 

Telegrams 209 and 288 were repeated to N ew York. . 

5OL.BB Palestine/5-1249: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 

SECRET = - _ Wasuineton, May 12, 1949—7 p. m. 
619. Unpal 98. For USDel, Lausanne. Re US cosponsorship resolu- 

tion admission Israel (re Palun 1421) Dept concurred view USUN 
that admission Israel at this session in full accord with Charter and 
would help settlement Palestine question. US sponsored Israeli ap- 
plication in SC in Paris on Dec. 17, 1948 and again in NY on Mar. 4, 
1949. Participation by US among several states to provide formal 
basis for GA action was not under circumstances of considerable 
political import whereas refusal to do.so would be interpreted as.con- 
spicuous shift in our policy amounting to opposition to Israeli member- 
ship. Dept believes failure of Israeli application would militate both 
on Arab and Israeli side against. settlement.at Lausanne and in later 
negotiations. Since beginning of Palestine question in UN Arabs have 
repeatedly delayed acceptance realities of situation until events have 
moved them far beyond their own best interests. Further, they have 

| intimated privately on several occasions that it would assist settlement 
if they could be presented with decision with which they would have 
to comply. When such imposed solutions were arranged, Arabs bit- 
terly opposed and failed to translate such decisions into face-saving 
formulas for Arab domestic opinion. On Israeli side, Israel is now 

* Identified also as telegram 699, May 9, from Bern, p. 988. OO
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in position of having received from us support on all questions on 
which they are entitled to support and time has now come for them 
to produce basis for settlement. Dept does not believe that transitory 
question of joining in cosponsoring resolution affects substantially our , 
ability to press Israel for reasonable attitude. If pressure is required, 
it must necessarily be more substantial in nature. Lastly, US prestige 
in UN has suffered through apparent changes of attitude on our part 
during history of this question. Dept considered we should avoid fresh 
round of confusion and irritation arising from equivocal position on. 
Israelimembership. ee | a 

Asst Secy Rusk telephoned Elath in NY Fri night subject refugees 
and called him into Dept on Wed to press for positive action on refugee 
question. Rusk insisted Israeli Del Lausanne should leave no doubt 
in PCC that Israel accepts repatriation as substantial element. in 
solution refugee problem. He also urged that time has come for Israel 

to take second step presented by Secy to Sharett, namely, to begin 
actual repatriation prior to final determination of numbers to. be re- 
patriated and: final political settlement. Elath is expected to furnish 
Dept with further information on early repatriation of families of 
Arabs now residing in areas under Israeli control.as well as. other 
repatriation which could be accomplished without security threat. 
Rusk stated it necessary for us to know Israeli views on, refugees in 
order to make our own plans on economic and other matters regard- 
ing that area. Also insisted that solution of refugee problem should 
not be used as bargaining point for problems of boundaries and in- 
ternationalization of Jerusalem. Elath agreed these issues should be 
kept separate. Oe | | an 

Austin’s statement in plenary session on Israeli membership being 
repeated separate telegram. | 

| ACHESON 

501.BB Palestine/5—1349 : Telegram | ' 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL New Yorn, May 13, 1949—1: 55 a. m. 

Delga 112. Deptels 265 and 268 May 12.1 Bunche, on May 12, had 
very unfavorable reaction Israel memo re Syrian-Israel armistice talks 
because of memo’s inaccuracies, half truths and Israel unwillingness 
withdraw or reduce forces and permit mixed Armistice Commission 
control demilitarized zone, especially in respect civilian return to 

- + Former not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1008.
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demilitarized area. He received essentially same note from Eban today 
and rebutted it-strongly. Rather than approach to Syrians, Bunche 
wishes Department would urge acceptance his compromise (mytel 587 ; 
May 12) on Israelis who are the recalcitrants. Bunche made following 
specificcommentsrememo: = 

Lebanese agreement not a fair comparison for Syrian agreement 
since Israelis agreed withdraw from Lebanon as: prior condition to 
negotiations in talk between Ben-Gurion and Bunche December 5. 
Also, Israelis were definitely outside Palestine invading Lebanon. Thus 
is not accurate to state that Mediator during armistice negotiation 
insisted vigorously on this point and Israel unilaterally 
accepted withdrawal. a 
Basis for all armistice negotiations has always been truce lines. 

Israeli incursion into Egypt was a truce violation in October. Bunche 
said he did not insist on established international frontiers and never 
heard of alleged principle that “whenever” a truce line was in vicinity 
of international frontier armistice line was based upon frontier and 
not upon truce positions. Points out that this not true in Gaza, Auja, 
elsewhere in Negeb, or in Transjordan agreement. As result of other 
factors it happens to be true on Lebanese front, ss . 
At is absolutely not true that Mishmar Hayarden is held in viola- 

tion of truce. Only Syrian violation was taking Hill 223 from which 
they have withdrawn. 

_ Re statement that present dispute is only instance of nonconformity 
to truce or armistice agreement line, Bunche points to Western Galilee 
occupied by Israelis in October. Oo OO 

Israelis, in speaking of Syrian withdrawal, omit mention of their 
own withdrawal or radical reduction of forces on which Bunche has 
been pressing them hard. Thus it is misleading to state that at Lake 
Success Bunche has indicated sympathy for Israeli stand re demili- 
tarized zone. OS 

Last sentence paragraph 7 and general approach of memo indicate 
| again Israeli claim that they should have all November 29 area plus 

what they have been able to seize. Points out this does not square with 
| US position re necessity for compensation if adjustments to be made 

in November 29 lines. | ne 
_ Not mentioned in memo is Israeli claim that their civilians might 
return to any point in demilitarized zone. Bunche proposal is that 
Israeli civilians be allowed to return to Mishmar Hayarden, since it 

was a Jewish settlement, but that others return be controlled by 
Armistice Commission. . : , / a oe 

If Israeli-Syrian talks collapse and cannot be revived, Bunche will 
_ report to SC placing blame on Israelis. However, he does not envisage



action in immediate future, expecting May 18 talks to be unfruitiul but 

to be continued. Re 

New subject: ne 

Bunche informed:from Tel Aviv through Mohn that Ben-Gurion | 

willing meet Zaim only after conclusion Israeli-Syrian Armistice 

Agreement. Bunche observes there is nothing inthis for Zam. > 

501.BB Palestine/5-249: Telegram Se eae 

Phe Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria 

‘SECRET ~~ Wragytneton, May 18, 1949—4 p. m. 

- 919. Urtel 256 Apr 281 and 261 May 2. Dept notes with interest 

marked progress you report re Zaim’s attitude resettlement Arab ref- 

ugees. This is first concrete evidence Syrian willingness take large 

number refugees and is particular importance since Syria only Arab 

country except already willing Transjordan which can assimilate such 

number within reasonable time. If this opportunity can be exploited 

back of refugee problem can be broken. You shld take early opportu- 

nity discuss matter further with Zaim giving appropriate emphasis — 

his expression of willingness accept quarter million refugees, which 

Dept regards as humane and statesmanlike contribution to solution 

this problem. Express hope Zaim will use his influence with other Arab 

states adopt similarly constructive attitude towards problem, within 

limits their absorptive capacity, in order assist PCC in permanent 

, liquidation problem. Emphasize steps USG is taking to persuade 

Israel make appropriate concessions re repatriation (Depcirtel Apr 

99), which it is understood will help Arab Govts in accepting respon- 

sibilities for resettlement. Development program along lines discussed 

during McGhee’s visit in Damascus well under way and Dept hopes 

advise you shortly details as finally approved. Meantime you shld 

avoid any direct offer US assistance while at same time indicating 

that door is open to appropriate approach through PCC, which has 

expressed willingness recommend favorable action re assistance re- 

quested. You shld in. particular avoid any inference that, USG is en- 

couraging development projects as ‘bribe to Arab states to accept ref- 

ugees. Emphasis shld be placed on Israeli and Arab responsibility 

cooperate with PCC in obtaining agreed settlement refugee question 

in their own self interest, viz., creation condition for lasting peace in 

_ NE, elimination security threat of possible refugee dissidence or com- 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 3, D. 962, | : a 7 Lk
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munist exploitation and contribution refugee manpower to develop- 
ment latent resources of recipient countries.’ 

__ AcHEsoN 

* This telegram was repeated to Bern for Mr. Ethridge and to London. The 
Same day, the Department sent telegram 196 to Baghdad in reply to the latter’s 
263 of May 10, p. 994. It noted that Baghdad’s “discussions with Prim Min indicate 
for first time possible future change in Iraqi policy which wld permit immigration 
Pal refugees. Even if necessary wait 5 to 6 years as indicated in ref tel Iraq 
may prove of vital importance in ultimate solution refugee problem through 
resettlement of refugees not repatriated in Israel or assimilable in Transjordan, 
Syria, or Lebanon. Consequently, you shld take early opportunity discuss matter 
again with Prim Min giving emphasis to his statement that economic develop- 
ment of Iraq shld create conditions which would make possible considerable 
refugee immigration in future,” along much the same lines as telegram 212 
(867N.01/5-1049). 

. 501.BB: Palestine/5-1349: Telegram = =— a : ST 

“The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET = NIacT’ —-- .. “Damascus, May 18, 1949—8 p. m. 
PRIORIFY, 0 ae 
281. General Riley informs me proposal set forth in Deptel 209 
May 12, is no longer valid and that modification thereof already before 
delegations. At today’s meeting Israeli delegate requested interpreta- 
tion certain aspects current proposal before considering it and is 
presently seeking instructions Tel. Aviv. In circumstances General 
Riley feels it would serve no useful purpose for me make represen- 
tations indicated by Department; on contrary that such representations 
might wellconfuse situation. 

Next meeting scheduled for Tuesday, May 17, when it is hoped 
modified proposal will be discussed in joint session. | | 

| General Riley suggests and I agree that I be authorized to support 
with Syrians, at moment we may jointly consider appropriate, what- 
ever compromise seems fairly to safeguard interests both parties. 
Legation representations in support of Israeli-weighted proposal in 
sense penultimate paragraph Deptel 209 can only have stiffening effect. 

Syria long ago became accustomed to its inability obtain Justice in 
SC. For US to remind Syria that this situation likely to continue if 
she fails accept Israeli armistice terms will not. I feel sure, be per- 
suasive, particularly in light of favor currently being shown Israel 
by US re Israel’s acceptance as UN member despite her continued dis- 

_ regard of resolution of December 11 and her failure otherwise fully 
to live up to standards of UN Charter. | 

Sent Department; repeated Tel Aviv 30. Department pass USUN 
New York 5. Pouched Amman, Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Jerusalem, 
Jidda, London, Paris, and Ankara. 

KEELEY
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S/P-NSC Files, Lot62D12 00 
Memorandum by the Secretary of Defense (Johnson) to the Executive 

Secretary of the National Security Council (Souers)? 

TOP SECRET =  . ~ . Wasrineron, 16 May 1949. 
NSO4 
Subject: United States Strategic Interests in Israel. a 
~The Joint Chiefs of Staff position with respect to Palestine, for- 

mulated at a time when conditions therein were highly unsettled, 
was developed principally around the possibility of a United Nations’ 
decision to introduce military forces into that country with conse- 
quent possible involvement of United States and/or USSR troops. 
This policy has been overtaken by events in that the United States 
recognized the provisional government as the de facto authority of the | 
new State of Israel on 14 May 1948 and fully recognized the State of 
Israel on 29 January 1949. 

In view of the foregoing developments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
have prepared a brief study, from the military point of view, of 
United States strategic objectives in Israel in the light of the current 
situation, and I enclosed a copy * thereof herewith. It seems to me 
appropriate, in the light of developments over the course of the last 
twelve months and in view of the conclusions reached by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, that the National Security Council re-examine and de- 
velop an up-to-date policy on the question of the United States position 
with respect to Israel. If the Council agrees, I further suggest that the 
preparation of an initial report on this subject be requested from the 
Secretary ofState ee 
-By.separate communication, a copy. of which is attached,* I am 

forwarding a copy of this memorandum and its enclosure to the Sec- 
retary of Stateforhisinformation. = = SO 

ce ee Belogtare be 

 Srupy or Unrrep Staves Srrarectc Opgsucrivis in Iskarn+ 

1. Such strategic importance as Israel possesses is due to its cen- 
tral location in the Eastern Mediterranean—Middle East area.. The 

*Lot 62 D 1.is a serial and subject master file of National Security Council 
documents and correspondence for the years 1948-1961, as maintained by the 
Policy Planning Staff of the Department of State. | 
“Submitted by Admiral Souers to the National Security Council with his note 

of May 17. . a | a 7 oo 
-® Below. . So . 
_* Not reproduced herewith. [Footnote in the source text.] 
*This study bears no date. oe | -
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direct land routes (road and rail) between Turkey and the Cairo- 

Suez area pass through Israeli territory. In addition, the main land 

routes from the Caspian area of the USSR and from Iraq, Iran, and 

Saudi Arabia to Egypt and the Levant pass through or near Israel’s 

territory, as do the pipelines from the Middle East oil areas to the 

Mediterranean. Israel controls the land approaches to the Cairo—-Suez 

area from the east, the border between Israel and Egypt being about 

one hundred and fifty mileseastoftheSuezCanal. 

9. There is little possibility now or in the immediate future. of 
Israel becoming an important base area since the country lacks the 

facilities to accommodate large forces or installations. Furthermore, 

there is little reason for majer base development by the Western — 

Democracies in Israel because of the more highly developed and more 
accessible Cairo-Suez area some two hundred miles to the West. How- 

ever, the Israeli-area does contain a fine, but small, artificial harbor 

at Haifa, and an excellent, although limited, system of well-developed 

airfields and. air bases. In our hands, these air installations would be 

most useful in the interdiction of the lines of communication from the 

USSR to the Middle East oil resources with medium and short-range 
aircraft. In the hands of the Soviets, these fields would provide. bases 
from which the Soviets could seriously interfere with our operations 

inthatarean 
3. From the viewpoint of tactical operations, Israel’s territory and 

its indigenous military forces, which have had some battle experience, 
would be of importance to either the Western Democracies or the. 
USSR in any contest for control of the Eastern Mediterranean-— 

Middle East area. It is estimated that in such a contest the USSR has 

the capability, and would probably attempt to secure or neutralize the 

oil facilities of the Middle East and to operate against the Cairo- 

Suez base area. The final line of strong defensive possibilities for the 

defense of the Cairo-Suez area is at the Jordan rift. Should Israel 

ally herself with the Western Democracies in the event of war with the 

USSR, full advantage could be taken of defensive positions in that 

country and of Israel’s forces for the defense of the Cairo—Suez area 

and for land operations to defend or to recapture the Middle East oil 

facilities. The cooperation of Israel would be of considerable assist- 

ance to the Western Democracies in meeting maximum Soviet capabil- 

ities in the Palestine area. Israel, as an ally or as a friendly neutral, 

would enable the United States to use the Cairo—Alexandretta railway. 

for a limited time for the shipment of supplies to Turkey. Israelasan _ 

unfriendly neutral would deny us these advantages. 

4. Communist domination of Israel would permit the USSR to con- 

trol the Haifa terminus of one of the oil pipelines from the Middle
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East. It would interfere with our support of Turkey by land routes 
from the Cairo-Suez area. It would enable the USSR to infiltrate the 
Cairo-Suez area and would facilitate a Soviet land-offensive against 
thatarean = = si wn, a | 
5. The United States and Great Britain have practically the same | 

strategic interests in the Middle East-Eastern Mediterranean area. 
However, the international reactions to the Palestine question have 
produced a complex, entangled political and psychological situation. 
6. Israel, after a bitter conflict with the neighboring Arab states, 

has recently emerged as an independent Jewish nation. In general, 
the attitude of the of the United States in regard to this development. 
can be considered as favorable to Israel. The United States and the 
USSR were the first to recognize Israel as a sovereign state. On the 
other hand, due primarily to her special relations with the Arab | 
states, the United Kingdom has been slow to establish normal relations 
with Israel | | | | 
7 The new State of Israel has close ties with the United States 
because of our large and influential Jewish minority and is geo- 
graphically well separated from Soviet-dominated countries. How- 
ever, there is an opportunity for Communist: penetration through 
Jewish immigration into the new nations from eastern Europe, the 
Balkans, and ‘China. There are indications that significant numbers 
of immigrants who have passed through Communist indoctrination 
courses have already entered Israel. Israel’s foreign policy can at 
present be considered pro-Western although not necessarily anti-— 
Soviet. However, Israel’s announced policy is one of neutrality in 
the “cold war.” Israel’s leaders have stated privately that their sym- 
pathies lie with the West but that for the present it is necessary for 
Israel publicly to assume a “neutral” position since the new state still 
needs Soviet support in the United Nations, and desires to facilitate _ 
the emigration to Israel of Jews now in the “Iron Curtain” countries, 

8. There is considerable agitation for a Mediterranean counterpart 
of the North Atlantic Pact. Greece, Turkey, and the Arab states have | 
been mentioned as possible members. In spite of Arab opposition to 
Israel, the strategic location and military strength of the latter make 
it almost mandatory that Israel be a member, providing the partici- | 
pation of Saudi Arabia and Iran is not precluded by such action, if | 
the pact is aimed to resist: Soviet aggression. | = : 

_ 9. Israel is surrounded by her defeated foes who are still unfriendly. 
The United Kingdom has been and still is the proponent of the Arab | 
states. As an expedient in the international field, Israel may accept 
friendly overtures from other great powers, including the USSR.
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Thus, Israel may become a danger or an asset depending upon the 
nature of her future relations with the Soviets and with the Western 
Democracies. oe ee ee : 

10. The British have governed Palestine under mandate and have 
| close ties with some of the neighboring Arab countries. They have 

military personnel, together with treaty rights, in Egypt, Trans- 
jordan, and Iraq. In the event of global war, the United States 
would probably wish to use facilities in the Cairo-Suez area in con- 
junction with the British. Hence, any negotiations or arrangements 
having strategic implications with regard to Israel should be coordi- 
nated with the British. oe | 

11. Certain expressions of views by the Joint Chiefs of Staff relat- 
ing to the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East have bearing 
on United States strategic interests in the new State of Israel. These 
views are stated below for ready reference : 

a. From the point of view of the military considerations, the secur- 
ity of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East is of critical 
importance to the future security of the United States; and 

6. The stability of the Middle East, including assurance that the 
peoples of this area will not turn to the USSR and against the United 
States, is a vital element in United States security. oo 

_ | CONCLUSIONS a : Sc 

12. a. In the light of. the foregoing, it is concluded that United 
States security interests with respect to the new State of Israel are: 

| (1) That Israel should be oriented towards the Western Democra- 
cies and away from the USSR; 7 ee 

(2) That Communist infiltration should be blocked and domination 
of Israel by the USSR should be prevented; Bn 

(3) That the differences between the new Israeli state and the 
neighboring Arab states should be reconciled at least to the extent that 
Israel and the Arab states would actin concert to oppose Soviet ag- 
gression ; and ae Dog Ene 

(4) That from the United States military point of view it would be 
advantageous if British relations with Israel were such that.a common 
approach could be taken by the United States and the United King- 
dom in achieving mutual objectives with respecttoIsrael. 

6. In view of the interests of the United Kingdom.in the Cairo— 

Suez area, her over-all position in the Middle East-Eastern. Medi- 
terranean area, and the general similarity of United Kingdom and 
United States security interests there, and regardless of the political 
attitude of the United Kingdom toward Israel, any steps taken by the 
United States to protect our security interests in Israel should be co- 
ordinated with the British.
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501.BB Palestine/5-1649 : Telegram : - we EE AER Ua | 

_. The Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State — - 

sooner =i (st‘aé~*”;”C#*;*Cé@]*S RY Many 16, 1949—3 p.m. 
741, Palun 151. For the Secretary and McGhee from Ethridge. Your | 

pouched letter of May 3* and proposed plan of action dated April 27 2 

will be commented upon specifically in separate telegram and certain 

revisions suggested. Meantime here are what we regard as important 

elements of situation at moment: oe | RS 

(1) Itis important for political reasons here that French and Turks 
in Washington also be approached for clearance of plan. They under- 
stood at Beirut that conversations would be held in Washington, and — 

_ Frenchman this morning raised point that nothing had been heard 
from his government about such conversations. In addition to impor- 
tance in. getting plan through PCC, possibility exists that France | 
might give material help. In discussion ‘Thursday night. with Harri-. 

man,? he indicated, that under certain conditions ways might be found 
for French Government to help financially. Conversation at British 
Foreign Office also opened possibility that McCloy might be able to | 

- find way through consortium to underwrite help that is not now bank- 
able. Urge quickest consultations with both French and Turkish repre- 
sentatives in Washington, even though such consultations produce 

(2) It seems'to me still necessary to reconcile our position with 
. British. While they have approved general plan, they apparently still 

do not want to go through UN. Believe all of us agree that 1t 1s prefer- 
ablethat help be giventhatway. ne foe 
_ (3) It is also. highly desirable to provide some minor funds as soon. | 

as possible to put refugees to work. With small amount of capital new | 
villages built. by refugees could be started in Arab Palestine and light 
‘public works projects instituted with the idea that they would fit into 
major projects later. Commission is convinced that unrest. among retf- 

--ugees growing and likely to explode if idleness continues. Very little . 
money would be required to start employment and in any case, would 
be necessary to bridge gap between UNRPR and initiation of any | 
large project. Could private organizations or individuals or oil com- 

-- panies be induced to put up some funds now? Specific projects could 
_» be recommended fairly quickly by technical committee which Com- 

~ mission is sending out and by refugee. organizations which already 
have some projects in mind. Would of course need to be closely super- 
vised. oS we a 

(4) My own idea of procedure would envision skipping one step you 
have in mind in the plan of action. Instead of creating a survey com- 
mittee in advance of major board, my feeling is that after proper com- 

ot Copy not found in Department of State files. Possibly it was similar in content 
to Mr. McGhee’s letters of April 29; see footnote 38, p. 938. | | 

* See annex 3, p. 939. | | - 
~ . 8 Ww, Averell Harriman, United States Special Representative in Europe for 

the Economie Cooperation Administration. | - - 

501-887—77——65 ce
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mitments from Arabs and Jews, PCC should call for setting up of ME 
development board which could then set up its own survey committee, 
using such information as the PCC technical committee now in forma- 
tion would have assembled in the meantime. 

(5) Agree heartily with paragraph 15 of conclusions, particularly 
first sentence, also with statement that maximum commitments from 
Israel to repatriate and agreement by Arabs to accept refugees should 
be forthcoming before major plan is advanced. Situation here is that _ 
we have almost arrived at point where both those commitments will 
be forthcoming. Am convinced that Israel, because of pressure applied 
by US and UN debate, is willing to take more refugees then she was 
two months ago. We are still pressing and will press for her to take 
250,000 in addition to those already in Israel or final total of 400,000 
which is less than number under 1947 partition plan. It is likely that 
if she agrees to that figure or anything approaching it, she will herself 
ask for help. CE ee = a 

Arabs have already been told and have already admitted in private 
conversations that they will have to take refugees. My own attitude 
is that Israel should first take the maximum number possible; that, 
secondly, as many as possible, depending upon economic factors, should 

| be settled in Arab Palestine and that balance must. be distributed 

between Syria and Transjordan. Am convinced that both Syria and 
Transjordan are prepared ‘between them to take somewhere rising 
400,000, but they naturally do not want to commit themselves until 

| Israel has given her final figure. Even then they will not want to 
commit until they are assured of outside help. I am unable to give that 
commitment as matters stand. However, I am sure asecret commitment 
can be secured from them if they know that in turn-help will be 

forthcoming from the outside. It has therefore become most urgent 
and imperative for me to have a commitment, from the State Depart- 
ment and the President somewhat along this.generalline: 

In the spirit of the President’s statement of October 4, 1946,* in 
accordance with US policy re Palestine as stated at the UN, and in 
the spirit of point 4 of his inaugural address, the President reaffirms 
his position that if a final settlement can be found for the Palestine 
question and a peace concluded between the nations which have re- 
cently been at war, he is willing to recommend to Congress a plan for 
economic assistance for the development of the ME, and in the mean- 
time to make available through UN and other sources such technical 
and financial assistance in the settlement of economic and. refugee 
problemsasmaybepossible ~~ | | a 

If I could have that commitment, I could say to the Israelis that 
it is conditioned upon their absorbing at least 400,000, to the Arabs 
that it 1s conditioned upon their requesting help for resettlement of 
balance. | | | 

| *See President Truman’s telegram of October 8 to British Prime Minister 
Attlee, Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vu, p. 701.
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Matters here have reached such a state of urgency that it is necessary 
for us to have some commitment as quickly as possible. It would greatly 

contribute.to peace in the ME if we could haveit. [Ethridge J | 

S67N.01/5-449 OS 

Draft Letier From the President to Francis Cardinal Spellman, » 
So Roman Catholie Archbishop of New York* = 

co Oo | | WasHINGTON, undated. | | 

~My Dear Carpryan Sreriman: Thank you for sending me im 
your letter of April 29? an account of your conversation with Dr. 
Weizmann and Mr. Eban on the status of Jerusalem.*? As you know, 
this is a question which deeply interestsme. = oo 

T° wish to assure you that the United States Government firmly 
supports the principle of the internationalization of Jerusalem. The 
United States delegation voted for the General Assembly Palestine 
resolutions of November 29, 1947, and. December 11, 1948. The latter 
resolved that the Jerusalem area should be placed under: effective 
United Nations control and instructed the Palestine Conciliation 

Commission to present to the Fourth Regular Session of the General 
Assembly detailed proposals for a permanent international regime for 
the Jerusalem area which would provide for maximum local autonomy 

for distinctive groups consistent with the special international status: 
ofthe Jerusalemarea. is De Tae bs Ft 

: ‘In view of your deep concern with the matter, a brief account of 
some of the basic problems connected with the establishment of an 
international Jerusalem enclave will be of interest to you. Competent 
officials of this Government have estimated that. the annual cost of 
a 4,000-man police force to maintain order in Jerusalem would. be im 
excess of $30,000,000. Such a police force would of. necessity have to: 
be a well-organized and efficient body, particularly in view of the 

. + Prepared in the Department of State’ and transmitted to President Truman 
by Secretary Acheson in his memorandum of May 17. The President sent the 
letter to Cardinal Spellman, presumably as drafted, on May 19% 2. 
*Not printed. OF 

-* Cardinal Spellman’s letter of April 29 to President Truman described his 
conversation with these Israeli spokesmen, who had been his dinner guests the | 
previous. evening. The guests had spoken of a type of internationalization of 
Jerusalem quite different from the one the President and the Cardinal had. dis- 
cussed at an earlier but undisclosed date. At that discussion, the letter stated, 
the President and the Cardinal had envisaged creation of an international 
enclave under United Nations rule, as decreed by the resolution of the General 
Assembly on November 29, 1947, and confirmed at the Paris session of the General 
Assembly in December 1948. The Cardinal expressed himself as being somewhat: 
puzzled, therefore, at the information imparted to him by his guests that the - 
Department of State had suggested to them what the Cardinal termed “a miti- 
gated—so called ‘indirect’—internationalization” under. which Jerusalem would 
be divided into two parts as trusteeships of the United Nations, with Israel and 
Transjordan as administering authorities. | es
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fact that a large segment of the inhabitants of Jerusalem is strongly 
opposed to the established [establishment] of an international regime 
which would [have] complete authority to regulate the daily activi- 
ties of the populace. It is also of considerable importance that, under 
the Mandate, Jerusalem was not self-supporting but depended upon 
revenues from the rest of Palestine, revenues which would not be avail- 
ableto Jerusalem asaninternationalenclave. = 8 = | 

Experts of this Government who have appraised the likelihood of 
the contribution by the different nations of the large sums necessary 
annually for the administration of Jerusalem as an international en- 
clave conclude that the countries most directly concerned would ‘be 
unable or unwilling to provide the funds required. The international 
community is much interested in the status of Jerusalem because of 

| concern for the free access to and protection and preservation of the 

Holy’ Places, but there are indications that the nations are not. con- 
vinced of the necessity of establishing the kind of international regime 

which would exercise complete control over the day-to-day existence 
of theinhabitantsof Jerusalem. = _ | | | | 

-- Under these circumstances, and in view of the fact that the General 

Assembly resolution of December 11, 1948, states that an international 

regime for Jerusalem “should provide for maximum local autonomy 

for distinctive groups consistent with the special international status 

a of the Jerusalem area”, the United States Government has come to 

believe that’ it should'be possible to work out an arrangement whereby 

_. Israel and Transjordan could:accept: a large share of -governmental 

responsibility in the Jerusalem area under the overall supervision of 

some representation of the United Nations. This representation would: 

be placed over the entire Jerusalem area, but its primary concern would 

consist of controlling the Holy Places and providing for their preser- 

vation and protection, and free access thereto. The United States 

Government has not reached a final decision on the question, and its 

attitude-in this regard will in large measure be. determined by the 

proposals to be made regarding the status of the City by the Palestine 

Conciliation Commission, upon which the responsibility for this task 

hasbeen placed by theGeneral Assembly. = = sss 

| Officers of the Department of State have, in discussing the status 

of Jerusalem with representatives of the Government of Israel, men- 

tioned as one possible type of international regime for J erusalem the 

establishment of a joint Israeli-Transjordan trusteeship under the 

- -United Nations trusteeship system. The discussions in question were, 

however, general and exploratory, and, as I have stated the final posi- 

tion of the United States Government will not be taken until the 

recommendations of the Palestine Conciliation Commission on Jeru- 
salemhavebeenmade. © a 

- Icertainly agree with you that there is considerable contrast between



Dr. Weizmann’s readiness to admit some degree in internationalization — 

for Jerusalem and Mr. Ben Gurion’s reported remarks concerning the 

City. However, I am sure you will have noted that Mr. Eban, in his _ 

statement before the ad hoc Political Committee of the General As- 

sembly on May 5, admitted the possibility of an international regime 

applicable to the whole City of J erusalem. In view of the attitude taken . 

by Dr. Weizmann and Mr. Eban, it seems to me possible that Mr. Ben 

Gurion’s words may not have reflected the final position of the Israel1 | 

Government on this question. | a o 

_ Dr. Weizmann’s statement that any Arab refugee who so desired 

might return to Israel is difficult to reconcile with the position taken 

by Israeli representatives in discussions of the refugee problem with 

representatives of this Government. The former have been consistent 

in maintaining that the best solution of the refugee problem lies in 

resettlement outside of Israel. This Government. believes that agree- 

ment by Israel to the repatriation of a good member of the refugees 

is essential to a lasting peace in Palestine. In his statement at Lake 

Success on May 5, Mr. Eban seemed to accept the principle of re- 

patriation, and it is my. earnest hope that when a final Palestine peace 

settlement is reached a sizeable number of the refugees will be 

repatriated. ae Oe 

The United States Government is profoundly indebted to Mark © 

Ethridge for his outstanding patriotism in accepting the difficult as- 

sienment as United States Member of the Palestine Conciliation Com- 

mission. He has certainly beendoingasplendidjob. 

_ Iam grateful to you for giving me the benefit of your thoughts on 

the Palestine problem. I am fully aware of the extremely important 

Christian interest in Jerusalem, and I am, of course, in complete agree- 

ment with the desire of the Christian world for assured free access 

to the Holy Places and for their protection and preservation, 

With my most sincere best wishes,- EL a 

Sincerely yours _ a Harry 8S. TRUMAN 

867N.118/B-1749- ne 

| The British Embassy to the Department of State 

- pos se io ) Papestiwp ArMs EMBARGO 90° 4 5 So | 

— The British Ambassador “left with - the Secretary of State an in: 

formal memorandum dated 27th April setting forth Mr. Bevin’s 
views on the Palestine Arms embargo in the light of British Treaty 

relationships with certain of the Arab States and of the British-Gov- 

ernment’s concern about internal security in the Middle Eastern 
countries, SENS 1 ME, ERY
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_ 2, Mr. Bevin has now heard that the King of Egypt has told the 
Egyptian Prime Minister to proceed with military talks with British 
representatives and that three Egyptian officers have been nominated 
for the purpose. Simultaneously the Egyptian Prime Minister has 
again pressed the British Government about the resumption of the 
supply of arms to Egypt. It is clear that very little progress can be 
made with the former without thelatter. = ne: 

3. Mr. Bevin also understands that, following the signature’ of 
armistices between Israel and the neighbouring countries, the United 
States Government are informing both Israel and the Arab Govern- 
ments that they are prepared to accept trainees from the Middle East 
for training in the United States National Defence Establishment. 
This might perhaps be regarded as a step in the same direction. 

4, Mr, Bevin recognizes that a connection might be made between 
the supply of arms to the Arab States by the British Government and 
discussions about a military assistance programme in connection with 
the North Atlantic Treaty. He has verified that the military equip- 
ment which the British Government might supply to the Arab States 
thas long been earmarked and consists of purely British-type equip- 
ment. This equipment in no way corresponds with equipment being 
requested from the United States as a result of the North Atlantic 
Treaty. The supply of the latter would not enable the British Govern- _ 
ment to release any corresponding or equivalent types for use by 
the Arab States, which would in fact be incapable of using such 

equipment, Bn 
_ 5. Mr. Bevin is most anxious to proceed at an early date as proposed 
in paragraphs 3. and 5 of the British Embassy’s informal memo- 
randum of the 27th April and he would therefore be most grateful 
for Mr. Acheson’sviewsassoonaspossible == ee 

[Wasuineton,] 17th May 1949, Oo Co 

501.BB Palestine/5—-1749 : Telegram , ST 

Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL Lausanne, May 17, 1949—noon. 

Palun 155. During past few days PCC has had further meetings 
with Israeli and Arab delegations separately. Discussion revolved _ 
around emergency steps which Israel was willing to take on basis 
of PCC memo (re Palun 145+) and activities of General Committee 
in relation to Israeli Arab PCC protocol (re Palun 148).?. a 

1 Telegram 410, May 10, from Geneva, p. 992. | OO . 
- * Dated May 12, p. 998. | | : a
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- Eytan restricted his remarks to general Israeli views on boundaries 

indicating specific details would be discussed with General Committee. — 

Eytan said re refugees Israel was willing to do as much as it could, 

but that it could not handle problem alone and that its contribution 

would depend on extent of final settlement and on character of terri- 

torial arrangements. Eytan insisted Israeli view should be presented | 

to Arabs by PCC. Eytan observed that admission of Israel to UN 

formalized its rights under charter as well as its obligations. Charter | 

is based on premise that UN members settle disputes by peaceful 

means. Israel would welcome statement to this effect by Arabs and 

suggested PCC obtain it. Charter is also based on sovereign equality | 

of its members. Israeli admission to UN should thus facilitate Arab 

problem of working and negotiating withIsrael 

Eytan remarked re boundaries that partition was based on inde- 

pendent states in Palestine, but [he] did not mention economic union or 

internationalization of Jerusalem. Arabs tried to prevent but failed 

as Jewish state was established and Arab was not. On November 29 

GA did not divide Palestine between Jews and Arab states but be- 

‘tween Jews and Arabs of Palestine. Arab states have no claim what- 

‘goever on Palestine. Arab states are in temporary military occupation 

of Palestine. First task of General Committee is to face this situation 

of unlawful military occupation. Israeli delegation will insist on with- 

drawal of all Arab states. Principle of self determination should be 

observed for Arab Palestine. Future of Arab Palestine should be left 

toitsinhabitants. CO 
PCC observed in reply that if its first task was removal of Arab_ 

troops from Arab Palestine it might also be argued removal of Israeli 

troops from Arab Palestine would be required. Eytan conceded logic 

of argument, but expressed view Israeli occupation was legitimate 

whereas Araboceupationwasmot. © © 
PCC also observed that assuming plebiscite for Arab Palestine was 

necessary or desirable, essential preliminary step would undoubtedly | 

be return of refugees to their homes. Eytan did not reply or expand 

hisremarksrethissubject. = a 
Comment: PCC has consistently pressed Arabs to consider 

refugee question in context of final settlement including territorial 

arrangement. PCC doubts wisdom of urging Arabs at this early stage 

in negotiations to issue unilateral statement re settlement of disputes 

by peaceful means since this objective may be accomplished through 

their agreement to. preamble (Palun 146) and is actually demon- 

strated by their presence in Lausanne and continuance of talks 

through PCO. Oo | 

~ Re withdrawal of Arab troops and plebiscite in Arab Palestine, 

GA resolution December 11 is silent on both subjects. Eytan virtually
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withdrew Israeli demand re withdrawal of Arab forces when faced 
with possibility of counter demand re withdrawal: Israeli forces. 
Simultaneous withdrawal, although desirable, is beyond realm of 
practical possibility at this time. Plebiscite for Arab Palestine also 
seems impractical. Recent reports indicate, in any event, that Trans- 
jordan military administration is gradually being converted into 

| Transjordan civil administration. In final analysis it seems equitable 
to argue that neither Israel nor Arabs have right to stipulate govern- 
mental structure of other, and thereafter to base their remarks re 
territorial change and other matters on such stipulation. | - 

_ This morning Arabs vehemently held to their formal collective posi- 
tion that refugees return should be given absolute priority over other 
aspects of problem. PCC replied it continues press Israelis on refugee 
issue but, as this is unquestionably bound up with territorial settle- 
ment, PCC could not confine discussions purely to refugee matters. 
- Comment: PCC hopes move Arabs to more practical position 
when General Committee meetings begin, especially as there will then 
be opportunity for discussion with individual delegates. At moment 
Arabs are mainly occupied watchingeach other. — — 

Israelis too may be induced to adopt more realistic approach when 
they realize UN debating tactics are of little value here where they are 

| in reality dealing with Arabsonly ratherthanwithUN. 
_ We also. hope Israelis will realize prejudicial effect their present 
press tactics may have on progress of Lausanne talks (re Palun 147). 
Following confidential statement to PCC re withdrawal of Arab 
troops Eytan related substance at press conference. USDel has 
pointed out.to Israelis such tactics will not further negotiations and, 
if continued, might definitely prejudice them. - ce 
a - Ersrice — _ 

* Identified also as telegram 412, May 10, 11 a. m., from Geneva, not printed. 

501.BB Palestine/5-1549: Telegram Be 

| The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria’ 

CONFIDENTIAL ~*~  - Wasutneron, May 17, 1949—7-p. m. 

~ O17. Ur 281 May 18 third para. Connection possibility US. repre- 
sentations re Israeli-Arab armistice agreements. Dept has worked 
closely with Bunche and, as in case Deptel 209 May 12, has not in- 
structed US reps make representations until so requested by Bunche. 
Dept appreciates ur suggestion but view fact Bunche has the respon- _ 
sibility for conduct negots desires that question possibility and timing 
US representations be handled through prior consultation with him 
as heretofore: © 90° 7



View further revision Bunche. proposal Dept concurs representa-) 

tion to Syrian Govt present time not desirable. Fo ee | 

501.BB Palestine/5-1149 ee | 

-. The Secretary of State to the Israeli Ambassador (Elath) | 

ee Wasrineron, May 18, 1949. 
-EExcenrency: I have received Your Excellency’s letter of May 11, 

4949, on the occasion of the admission of Israel to the United Nations. 

The sentiments which you expressed in connection with United States 

support of your country’s application for membership are. oreatly ap- 

preciated. The United States Government, which has consistently 

advocated the admission of Israel to the United Nations, was gratified 

at the outcome of the vote in the General Assembly and warmly 

welcomes Israeltothe family ofnations = es | 

The Department: has noted with interest your statement concerning 

the effect upon the Israeli Government of the recent conversation be- 

tween you, Mr. Eban and myself. Iam pleased that your Government 

does not underestimate the importance which the United States Gov- 

ernment attaches to the points made during that conversation, espe- 

cially the questions of the refugees, the status of Jerusalem, and the 

final boutidaries. ee ee 

Now that the problem of the admission of Israel to the United 

Nations has been resolved, this Government is convinced that the way 

has-been cleared for positive progress towards a final peace. The ques- 

tion of the refugees seems to be the principal obstacle blocking the 

way to a Palestine settlement. The United States Government was: 

eratified to note that the Israeli representative’s statements before 

the Ad Hoc Committee of the General Assembly gave assurances that 

Israel will contribute to the solution of the refugee problem and that 

it accepts the principle of repatriation. With the cessation of hostilities 

in Palestine, the security problem involved in the return of refugees 

to Israeli-controlled areas has greatly diminished and this Government 

sees no compelling reason why the repatriation of a significant number 

of refugees should not commence in the very near future, particularly 

to those areas which are outside the boundaries of Israel as: defined 

by the General Assembly resolution of November 29,1947. 0 

The Arab states have greatly relaxed their previous position on 
the question of resettlement. Consequently, action by Israel along the 

lines of our recommendations would in all likelihood give the Arabs 
concrete proof of Israel’s desire for a lasting settlement and provide 
the impetus to bring the Lausanne talks to a successful conclusion. This
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Government firmly believes that a substantial measure of repatriation 
of refugees on the part of Israel is essential to a solidly-established 

_ peace in Palestine, and that, in the interest of the future relations 
between Israel and its neighbors, the wisdom of such a step is 
undeniable. ee oe 

With regard to Jerusalem, it is felt that substantial progress has 
been made in bringing closer together the views of our two Govern- 
ments on that problem. The responsibility, however, for formulating 
proposals concerning the type of international regime to be established 
has been placed by the General Assembly upon the Palestine Con- 
ciliation Commission, and therefore the final position of this Govern- 
ment on the matter will be taken in connection with the work of the 
Commission. . Oo a 

| It 1s gratifying to note that Israel has pledged itself to a settlement 
of the boundary question by agreement through negotiations. This 
Government agrees that concessions will have to be made by both 
sides if an agreed territorial settlement is to be reached. You are of 
course well aware of the basic position of the United States on the 
boundary question. ; Oo a : 

This Government notes with pleasure your assurances of Israel’s 
acceptance of the General Assembly as the surpreme. arbiter on out- 
standing problems, and of Israel’s desire to make the utmost effort 
to bring its policy into conformity with resolutions of the United 
Nations. This laudable attitude on the part of your country will be 
of substantial assistance in connection with the final settlement of the 
Palestine problem. The Israeli Government’s policy of seeking the 
settlement of outstanding questions by agreement with the Arab states 
under the auspices of the United Nations is fully in accord with that 
of the Government of the United States. __- | . 

Accept [ete.] = | - Dean AcHESON 

501.BB Palestine/5-1649 | - | Oo 
Memorandum by the Coordinator on Palestine Refugee Matters 

) (McGhee) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | [Wasurneton,] May 18, 1949. 

Subject: Palestine Refugee Problem  __ | _ | 

1. Ethridge in Palun 151 of May 16 “For the Secretary” urgently 
requests decision re US financial backing of Palestine refugee program 
along lines submitted in your Memorandum for the President. 
Ethridge feels that he has almost arrived at the point where commit- 
ments can be obtained from both Israel and the Arab states to take
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refugees in the numbers required for satisfactory solution of the prob- 

lem, if they can be assured of outside help. i | 

9. It would. greatly facilitate an agreement on this program if 

Ethridge could have word of the President's decision before his de- 

parture from, Geneva, now scheduled for May 24. He has conducted 

most of the basic negotiations with the Israelis and Arabs personally 

in private meetings and isin best position to getagreement. _ 

- 3, If you could mention this to Clark Clifford at lunch today per- 

haps he could facilitate a decision by the President prior to your meet- 

ing with the President tomorrow or the Cabinet meeting Friday, | 

without your having to raise the issue with the President again.” 

“a In a memorandum of May 19 to the Director of the Office of Financial and 

Development Policy (Knapp), Wilfred Malenbaum, Chief of the. Division of 

“Investment and Economic Development, stated : “T gather the President, who 

has been shown the attached [telegram 741, May 16, from. Bern, D. 1613] by 

Acheson, is about ready. to buy Ethridge’s formula. (He is still awaiting reaction 

from Treasury and the Budget Bureau on our final cost, estimates, although f 

gather that their answer may modify the magnitudes but not alter the basic 

decision to proceed.) I am worried about the formula Ethridge proposes because 

of our old fear that it may become too much of a U.S. program. At the minimum, 

any cable authorizing Hthridge to proceed should make clear the political dangers 

in other areas of publicity that can in any way be interpreted as a special U.S. 

assistance program for the Middle East... . We are talking with the Inter- 

national Bank and the Eximbank to see how great are their specific interests | 

in projects which might be considered part of this program.” (501.BB. Palestine/ 

10 Files, A/AC.25 ns 

Report Prepared by the Committee on Jerusalem of the Palestine 

—  . Goneciliation Commission — 

RESTRICTED | re [Lausanne?,] 18 May 1949. 

Com. Jer/W.18 = = | Sb iool ee 

mo  s)Pperrmmwary DrarFr 

INTERNATIONAL RecrME For THE JerusALEM AREA ; 

Oo ss X, GENERAL PROVISIONS OS wage 

Article 1. The area of Jerusalem shall include the town of Jeru- 

salem, together with the surrounding villages and towns, the most 

western of which is Ein Karim (including also the built-up area of 

Motsa), the most northern Shu’fat; the most eastern Abu Dis, and 

the most southern Bethlehem. - a 

. Article 2. The area of Jerusalem shall be divided into two zones 

defined hereafter as the Jewish zone and the Arab zone. The de- 

marcation line between these two zones shall be as follows: ...% 

1 Omission in the source text. OF Fe a te a oa
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Article 3. The powers of the responsible authorities of the two zones 
may be exercised in respect of all matters not reserved by the present 
Plan to the exclusive competence of the international regime. | 

- Article 4. 'The United Nations shall be represented in the area of 
Jerusalem by an Administrator appointed for five years by the Gen- 
eral Assembly. He shall be responsible to the General Assembly and 
may be dismissed by it. The headquarters of the Administrator shall 
be “Government House”. The General Assembly shall appoint a 
Deputy Administrator on the proposal of the Administrator. 

The Administrator and the Deputy Administrator shall not be resi- 
dents of the area of Jerusalem or nationals of the State of Israel or 
ofan ArabState. | : | a 
| Article 5. The Administrator and the Deputy Administrator shall 
be assisted by an Administrative Council. This Council shall be com- 
posed of nine members, three of whom shall be appointed by the re- 
sponsible authorities of the Jewish Zone, three by the responsible 
authorities of the Arab zone and three by the Administrator. The 
latter will endeavour to ensure by his choice the representation of the 
principal communities other than Arab and Jewish in the area of 
Jerusalem, © 70 

Article 6. On behalf of the United Nations, the Administrator shall 
ensure: o an Oo | 

(1) the protection of and free access to the Holy Places, in accord- 
ance with the terms of Articles 12 to 14 below; Oo 

(2) the control of the demilitarization and of the neutralization of 
the area, in accordance with the terms of Article 15 below; 
_ (3) the protection of human rights and of the rights of distinctive 
groups, in accordance with the terms of Article 17 below... = 

Article 7. The Administrator, assisted by the Administrative Coun- 

cil, shall ensure: rs : 

{ 1) the coordination of measures for the maintenance of public 
order; | 
(2) ’ the operation of the main services of common interest to the 

- area of Jerusalem; Be | ne 
. (3) the equitable allocation of the contributions of each zone to- 
wards expenditureinthecommoninterests.§ 

_ Article 8. The following matters shall be submitted for the ap- 

proval of the Administrator, with whom the final decision shall rest: 
sales, exchanges and all other transactions relating to real estate and | 

to rights connected. therewith; the construction and demolition of 

buildings and alterations thereto; the laying-out of squares and public — 
gardens; the opening up of new roads; public utility works...
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_ Article 9. There shall be established in Jerusalem an International 
Tribunal composed of three Judges who shall not be residents of the — 

area.of Jerusalem or nationals of the State of Israel or of an Arab 
State. They shall be selected by the President of the International 
Court of Justice ae tha os | 

The Tribunal shall have jurisdiction with.respect to: | 

(1) cases of jurisdictional conflicts between administrative organs 
and courts of the one zone and administrative organs and courts of 
the other zone; _ Ce et Be be ee Py 

(2) cases submitted either by the Administrator or the responsible | 
authorities of the Jewish or Arab zone involving claims that laws, ordi- 
nances, regulations, administrative acts or court decisions applying 
to the area of Jerusalem are incompatible with the present Plan. __ 

The decisions of the Tribunal in all cases under paragraphs (1) and 
(2) of the present article shall be legally binding on the Parties; 

(3) cases submitted by the Administrator concerning any matter | 
specified in Parts WT,1V,Viand VI Be | 

(a) Ifthe Tribunal deems that a dispute submitted under para- 
graph (8). of this Article is susceptible of decision on the basis of 
Jaw, it shall decide on that basis, utilizing the present Plan; or 
any of the sources set’ forth in Article 38, paragraph’1 of the — 

Statute of the International Court of Justice. Such decisions 
_. ghallbelegally bindingonthe Parties. 2 se | | 

(6) If the Tribunal deems that the dispute is not susceptible 
of decision on the basis of law, 1t shall render an opinion ex aequo | 
et. bono, giving special consideration, where appropriate, to the 
principles and ‘purposes of the United’ Nations, to important 

~ United Nations resolutions and declarations, and to important 
multilateral treaties. Such opinions shall be advisory in character. 

Article 10. There shall be established in Jerusalem a Mixed Tri- 
bunal composed of three Judges, two of whom shall be appointed by | . 
the responsible authorities of the Arab and Jewish zones respectively. 

_ The third Judge shall be appointed by, the President, of the Inter-_ 
national Tribunal and shall assume the chairmanship of the Mixed | 
Tribunal. He shall not be a resident of the area of Jerusalem or a 
national of the State of Israel orofan Arab State. | : 

The Mixed Tribunal shall have jurisdiction with respect to all civil 
cases in which the parties involved are not residents of the same zone | 
or in which: one or more of the parties involved are not residents of | 

either zone. The Tribunal shall likewise have criminal jurisdiction 

with respect to all cases of offenses committed in one of the two zones, | 

in which one or more of the defendants is a non-resident of such zone. — 

. Article 11.'The Administrator shall be authorised; to. recruit the. 
number of guards necessary for the protection of the Holy Places,
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religious buildings and sites as well as for the protection of his head- 
quarters and his staff and of any other place under his supervision and 
protection. He shall further be authorised to recruit the auxiliary ad- 
ministrative personnel necessary for the carrying out of his functions. 

Such guards and personnel may be dismissed by the Administrator. 
The expenses of the salaries and allowances of the Administrator, 

the Deputy Administrator, the members of the International Tribunal 
and of the Mixed Tribunal, the guards and the administrative person- 
nel shall be borne by the United Nations. - ee 

YT, HOLY PLACES, RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS AND SITES sit, 

' Article 12. The Holy Places, religious buildings and sites in the area 

of Jerusalem and the routes giving immediate access to them, shall 

be placed under the exclusive control of the United Nations Adminis- 

trator. The latter shall be empowered. to make regulations to assure 

their protection and free access to them, and to station guards charged 

with the maintenance of orderinsideand outsidethem. © | 

These. Holy Places, buildings and sites, and their dependencies 
shall not be subject to any tax from which they were exempt on 29 
November 1947. Their owners and occupiers shall not be subject to 

. any tax which would place them in a less favourable fiscal situation , 

than that which they occupied on 29 November 1947. 

Article 13. The Administrator shall ensure for ministers of religion 

and to pilgrims free circulation throughout the area of Jerusalem. He 

shall have the power to negotiate and to conclude with all the inter- 

ested States arrangements destined to facilitate the circulation of 
ministers of religion and of pilgrims who wish to enter or leave the 

area of Jerusalem, — | ne . 

_ Article 14. The Administrator shall decide disputes which may arise 
between religious communities or within a religious community in 
connection with Holy Places, religious buildings or sites. His deci- 
sions cannot be called in question in any court of the two zones. He 
shall further have the power to carry out necessary repairs to Holy 
Places when such repairs are urgently needed and the community or 

communities concerned, though having been called upon, do not carry 
out within a reasonable timetherepairinquestion, = 7 

5 oY, DEMILITARIZATION AND NEUTRALIZATION, 

Article 18. The area of Jerusalem shall be permanently demili- 
tarized and neutralized. There shall be no military or para-military 

forces or stocks of war material withinthearea. 5 
- The responsible authorities of the two zones shall give formal-as- 
surances with respect to the demilitarized character of their respec-
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tive zones, and the inviolability of the demarcation line between the 

zones. These formal assurances shall include the following provisions: 

- (a) Both regular and irregular forces will be withdrawn; 
(6) All entrenchments and fortifications of a military nature of any 

kind will be destroyed ; . ys 

(c) All military operations, ground or aerial, within the perimeter | 

of the area’of Jerusalem-are prohibited as are-all military. operations, 

ground or aetial, which originate outside the area but might be capa- 
ble of affecting places within the demilitarized area; 

- (d) The importation, exportation, stockpiling of arms or muni- 

tions of any type is prohibited within the area as is the maintenance 
of passage through the area of military personnel ‘either combatant 
or auxiliary. OPE ee ele oe dn SPERM Set ee 

- Any violation, of the provisions of the present Plan or any attempt | 

to alter the international regime by force shall immediately be re- 

_ ported by the Administrator to the Security Council. 
Nothing in this article shall affect the right of the two parties to 

maintain within their respective zones police forces armed with nor- 

mal police weapons, for the. purpose of maintaining. order and se- 
curity. The number of police in each zone shall not exceed 1,000. 
- eo RCONOMIC AND FINANCIAL. PROVISIONS = 0° 

Article 16. The responsible authorities of the Jewish and Arab zones 

shall be called upon to hegotiate such arrangements of an ‘economic _ 

and financial nature which may be appropriate in the circumstances, | 

taking into consideration the necessity of facilitating commercial rela- 

tions between the two zones. PE IS 

_. VI, HUMAN RIGHTS AND FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS =| . 

Article 17, All persons in the. area. of Jerusalem shall enjoy: the 
human rights and fundamental freedoms set forth in the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rightsof 1948.00 

- Tf the United Nations Administrator considers that any such rights 
are being interfered with, he may bring the matter to the attention 
and submit the case to the Tribunal as provided in Article 9 or, if 
necessary, bring the matter before the competent organ of the United 

Nations. | ee . 

| Article 18. The Administrator shall determine the conditions under 

‘which persons of any origin or of.any nationality (including the citi- 
zens of the State of Israel or of an Arab State) who are not domiciled 
in the area of Jerusalem may be allowed to take up residence there. 
He shall deliver, prolong and suspend the necessary authorizations.
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Article 19: The responsible authorities of the Jewish and Arab zones 
shall maintain in their respective zones only such agents and officials, 
and shall establish only such administrative organs and public serv- 
ices, as are normally necessary for the administration of municipal 
affairs.” Oo re 

- 2 There is available in the files of the Department of State-a six-page memo- 
‘randum sent to Mr. Barco at Lausanne by Durward V. Sandifer, the Acting 
Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs. It noted that the preliminary 
draft on Jerusalem. had “been examined. by officers of UNA, L, and-NEA, who 
have collaborated in the following commerits and suggestions.” i; 

The memorandum has the date “5/18/49” penned in and it is filed under 501.BB 
-Palestine/5-1849. The editors speculate that.the memorandum was actually sent 

later, inasmuch as the preliminary draft was dated May 18. ao ne 

501.BB Palestine/5-1849: Telegram) © 4 ee re 

ss Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET _ | _ -- Lausanne, May 18, 1949—3 p. m. 

- Palun 157. I understand and accept views expressed in Unpal 98 1 
but can hardly be expected to concur in view of commitment recorded _ 
in intel of April 28 ? on which I based my statements in PCC and my 
talks with both Israeli and Arab delegates at Lausanne. 

_ LT agree “Israel is now in position of having received US support 
on ali questions on which they are entitled to support and time has 
not [now] come for them to produce basis for settlement.” We shall 
continue press them to reveal this basis re refugees, territory and 
Jerusalem. It must be admitted, however, that US sponsorship of ad- 
mission resolution in absence of assurances at Lausanne requested by 
us has weakened our position and muffled my voice. . eS 

This is demonstrated by past admission instransigence of Israeli: 

delegation forecast in Palun 142 * on subject of refugees and territory. 
| Israeli delegation has not indicated acceptance in any way of US. 

policy re refugees and territory as stated by Mr. Acheson to Mr. 

Sharrett (reDeptel 208, April 6‘). Its present approach these prob- 
lems indicates concentration on resettlement rather than repatriation 

1 Identified also as telegram 619, May 12, to Bern, p. 1004. 
*'This circular telegram stated “We have informed USUN del New York US 

not now in position join in sponsoring res for admission Israel to UN. We first 
want from Israeli reps at Lausanne conference assurances re status of Jerusalem, 
refugees and territorial settlement, which would create favorable atmosphere 
for admission Israel.” (800.00 Summaries/4-2849) = : ae a 

_* Identified also as telegram 699, May 9, from Bern, p. 988. _ - 
* Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 894. - nn BS
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and acquisition of additional territory rather than exchange. It is 

difficult furthermore to reconcile this approach with conciliatory re- 

sponses of Elath to Rusk reported in Unpal 98. We hope, however, : 

Department’s views will prevail-after further consideration by Is-_ 

raelis, otherwise Arabs may conclude that no solution is good solu- 

tion pending September GA. Results would be impasse at Lausanne, 

maintenance of status quo of armistice lines in Palestine and irrepar- __ 
| able delay in esséntial preliminary steps for resettlement of refugees. — 
eg Be EEE 0 arnrpon 

867N.48/5-049: Telegram BARE BR 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Saudi Avabiat = 

SECRET °° ~=—————COs a Wasuineron, May 18, 1949—7 p. m. 

187. Reur 334 May 9? pls express Dept’s appreciation FonOft’s | 
indication Arab states prepared to contribute to solution of refugee 

problem by resettlement. You shld seek early opportunity continue 

discussion this question with SAG, informing it that USG is making 
every effort urge Israel accept return those so desiring. In this con- 

nection USG noted with interest Israeli statements before ad hoc 

Committee GA that it is willing contribute solution of problem and 
that it accepts principle repatriation. We are now urging Israel give 

early indication that it will agree repatriate considerable number and 
that it will commence repatriation near future. Israel has, moreover, 
announced to PCC and ad hoc Committee GA its acceptance of obliga- 
tions to pay compensation. Re SAG assurances that Arab states will 
arrange resettlement after refugees fully compensated, every effort will 
of course be made to speed process compensation. Of necessity; how- 

ever, latter will be time-consuming legal process, involving detailed 
determination. property rights and examination individual claims... ... 

USG therefore hopes that progress towards resettlement those so ~ 18 
desiring will not. be-deferred. pending completion this.process,and that 
SAG will use its influence Arab’ League to bring about realistic and 
humane appreciation urgent need for commencing solution of problem. 

ACHESON 

1This telegram was repeated to Bern for Mr. Ethridge and to. London, Damas- | 
cus, Beirut, Cairo, and Baghdad. a TL a . 

* Not. printed; it described the Saudi Arabian Government’s current thinking 
in the following terms: ‘“(a) USG should insist return to homeland those refu- 
gees willing live Israel. (6) Israeli Government should give guarantee obey UN 
decisions. (c) Refugees. unwilling return should be compensated by those whe 
took possession their properties. (d@) After-refugees fully compensated, Arab 
states will arrange resettlement.” (S67N.48/5-949) OO 

501-887—77——66
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867N.113/5-1949 oe Sb | 

Phe Department of State to the British Embassy 
SECRET OO Se | | 

MEMORANDUM ar 

The Department of ‘State has reviewed the memoranda left by the 
British Ambassador during his calls of April 27, 1949 and-May 17, 
1949, relative to the Palestine arms embargo, and before reaching a 
decision with regard to the questions raised wishes to suggest that im- 
mediate conversations be undertaken between the United Kingdom 
and the United States. These conversations might. include the follow- 

. Ing subjects: | | | 

1). Role of the United Nations in the matter (1.e., United Nations . 
Resolutions and Mediator, effect on Palestine Conciliation Commis- 
sion negotiations, et cetera.) | Co 

2) Basic needs of each country in the area for internal security. 
83) Needs above those of internal security in connection with both 

Anglo—United States strategic planning. nares | 
...4) Political objectives which might be achieved by relaxation of 
the arms embargo. OC rs | 

5) Coordination of any programs with the Military Assistance 
Program proposed by the United States; possible effect on the pro- 
posed Military Assistance Program, ee 

6) Timing, terms and conditions, including financing, of proposed 
shipments... Be ay 
_) Possible coordination of any program with the. French Govern- 

ment in order to insist that it does not duplicate shipments. 
__ 8) Decisions as to which country should make shipments to each 
State and what each country might contribute toward any plans form- 
ulated under point two above." oO ae 

| 7 This. undated memorandum was drafted on May 16 but was not handed to 
the British until at least 3 days later. Mr. Satterthwaite, in a memorandum of 
May 19 to the Secretary or the Under Secretary, submitted the memorandum for 
approval and suggested that when it was handed to the British Ambassador, “you 
orally make clear that in suggesting these conversations we are not making any 
commitment relative to a°change in. our own arms export policy, and are par- 
ticularly concerned with the possible effect of such a program on current negotia- 
tions at Lausanne and the military assistance program shortly to be put before 
Congress.” (867N.113/5-199) = a OS 

501.BB Palestine/5-1949: Telegram = 

- -- Lhe Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = Damascus, May 19, 1949—10 a. m. 

288. For George McGhee. Mytel 281 May 13. As both parties re- 
jected modified Bunche proposal General Riley informs me negotia- 
tions adjourned indefinitely. Meanwhile Vigier and Riley hope work 
out another proposal that might have more prospect acceptance.
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- Considering Israeli intransigent attitude as exemplified by Prime 

Minister Ben-Gurion’s uncompromising refusal (‘Tel Aviv Embtel 

342 May 9 to Department)? Bunche’s invitation that he meet with 

Prime Minister Zaim (who in advance of invitation volunteered his 

willingness meet. [Ben-|Gurion in effort cut Gordian knot), stalemate 

seems likely to continue indefinitely: While am convinced Zaim will- 

ing make generous concessions on other pending matters such as 

refugees, internationalization Jerusalem and boundaries elsewhere 

than slight rectification desired in Syrian-Israel1 frontier in region 

of Lakes Hula and Tiberius, Zaim is unlikely yield everything with- 

out any quid pro quo as Israel seems to demand. To do so could 

well cost him his job and remove best. hope so far of Syrian accept- 

ance compromise settlement Palestine conflict. pt etagiweelgesl 4 

- General Riley’s suggestion (mytel 281) that US Government’s sup- — 

port of Mediator’s efforts be communicated to Syrians only when 

Riley and I consider moment propitious was not intended to by-pass 

Mediator but rather to face realities realistically (Deptel 217 May 17). 

Experience has shown that Bunche being far from scene of negotia- 

tions is often as much as 48 hours behind developments and conse- 

quently his recommendations and any diplomatic support. requested 

by him often inapplicable to situation as it exists by time they reach 

scene of action. — coe oo 

Bunche’s departure before conclusion of Syrian-Israeli armistice 

was generally considered prematurely optimistic by those who under- | 

stood Syrian internal problem and Israeli appetite. Because of ineffec- 

tiveness remote control, Legation believes Bunche should either: re- 

turn to seene of negotiations or relinquish initiative to those on spot. 

Legation favors Bunche’s return. believing that only he on spot is 

likely to be able to force some sort of modus operandi for armistice 

that will permit talks to open for settlement broader problems includ- 

ing delimitation permanent Syro-Israeli frontier, - a 

© Those concerned with refugee problem should understand that Zaim 

expressed willingness (repeatedly reiterated) to accept quarter miul- 

lion or more refugees for resettlement was contingent on and part of 

general péace settlement. 
Everyone who has discussed matter with Zaim is impressed by his 

sincerity and broadminded attitude toward Israel (far cry from stub- 

born intransigence previous Syrian Government) but his ardor is cool- 

1Not printed: it advised that Ambassador McDonald had conversed with the 
Israeli Prime Minister on May 8 on the subjects reported in Tel Aviv’s telegram 

— B23, May 2, p. 966. He commented that it was “Evident Israel not now. prepared 

to go in public beyond. recent statements.on refugees..and Jerusalem. Re bound- 

aries it will not publicly suggest, possibility yielding territory now held. This does 

not preclude possible concessions in bilateral talks with Transjordan at 

Lausanne.” (868.48/5-949)
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ing in face of evident Israeli insatiability. While Zaim is at least try- 
ing to measure up to Kemal Ataturk’s stature (mytel 256 April 28)? 
and is susceptible to moderating influence, it is unfortunately, becom- 
ing increasingly evident (Tel Aviv 342) that Ben-Gurion is no 
Venizelos. Yet unless Israel can be brought to understand that it can- 
not have all of its cake (partition boundaries) and gravy as well 
(areas captured in violation of truce, Jerusalem and resettlement Arab: 

refugees elsewhere) it may find that it has won Palestine war but lost 
peace; a 
Should be evident that Israel’s continued insistence upon her pound 

of flesh and more is driving Arab states slowly (and perhaps surely) 
to gird their loins (politically and economically if not yet militarily) 
for long-range struggle that profiting by mistakes.of past could make 
Israel’s task far harder than might be-case if far seeing Israeli states- 
manship were:to grasp opportunities. of moment to reach negotiated 
settlement on reasonable terms. Israel and its UN sponsors more than 
Arab states would stand to suffer most by indefinite prolongation cur- 
rentstalemate, Se 

— Sent Department 288, repeated Tel Aviv 33, USUN New York 6, 
Bern 8, for’ PCC;-pouched Amman,.Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Jeru- 
salem, Jidda, London, Paris, Ankara. = 9 sss 

Saaaee .  Kreney 

.* Not printed. . . 7 | / | . | oo 

501.BB Palestine/5-1949: Telegram a BO | | 

: The Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland: — | 

SECRET =... . 'Wasnineton, May 19, 1949—1 p. m. 

652. Unpal 106. For Ethridge. Fol:are comments on your numbered | 
| paras Paluni51:2% 6 0 pa 

1. On McGhee’s return neither French nor Turkish Embs had recd  __ 

instrs re discussions with Dept on Pal refugee program as agreed with 
PCC at Beirut. Moreover, until decision made re US financial support 
for program Dept has desired proceed cautiously. Preliminary mtg 
was held May 9 with Benard of Fr Emb, which had in meantime recd 

, instr to meet with Dept but had recd no substantive instrs. Benard 
raised no issues re proposed plan of action, and later exchange of tech- 
nical info was agreed upon. Fol receipt Palun 151 mtg called May. 18 
with Turk and Fr Emb reps for gen discussion. Be 

1 This telegram was repeated to London. Ca | oe 7 
* Identified also as telegram.741, May 16, from Bern, p. 1013. — | Se
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-9.°Several mtgs have been held with Brit Emb reps and info ex- 

changed. ‘No reply yet recd Dept’s Aide-M émoire May 10 mailed you 

May 11, but AmEmb London in 1620 [1920] May 16% advises UK 

generally willing follow Dept’s lead. Dept agrees with you approach 

to refugee problem shld continue to be through UN and expects no. 

difficulty with Brit assuming US and UK can play parts commensurate 

with their interests in problem and can be relatively free of close UN 

supervision, = Cp | 

3. Dept agrees desirability initiate limited work projects at earliest 

opportunity and will be glad receive recommendation PCC Technical | 

Comm and explore all possible source funds including possibilities 
-. ander UNRPR. It appears unlikely, however, that additional.US grant 

funds can be obtained for this purpose from present session Congress, 

and other sources believed uncertain before new program agreed. 

4. Dept agrees desirability skipping survey group phase if this cld 

accelerate program. However, until authoritative survey made, pro- 

gram approved and funds obtained there is little that proposed De- 

velopment Board could do of operational nature. Head of survey group 

, wid- appear ‘to-require different: capabilities than man-to carry out 

program. Moreover, it is essential to get man of greater stature to 

head short survey and sell program to UN,.US public. and Congress 

than can probably be obtained for longer range administration of pro- 

gram. Until program developed it will be difficult ascertain typeoperat- 

ing agency required, particularly with regard auspices and degree of 

centralization to be followed in execution program. Such an agency 

mayrequireGAapprovah 

_ 5. Dept pleased at your report that satisfactory commitments ex- 

pected from Israel and Arab states shortly re repatriation and resettle- 

ment, respectively. For your info, all Dept plans. call for financial 

assistance for repatriation as well as resettlement. Dept agrees your 

proposed allocation of refugees and strategy in gaining acceptance 

your plan. Dept aware that you need US commitment along lines. 

given urtel before Israel and ‘Arab states will agree accept definite 

number refugees. You will be advised socn as Pres has made decision. | 

ce eS BN ee iS yet p at Sig gM 7  . AcHESON 

Not printed ON | a
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501.BB Palestine/5-349: Telegram =. © | — oo 

— The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt 

CONFIDENTIAL - = .————:—S&§.- Waastne@ton, May 19, 1949—7 p. m. 

507. During call on SecState May 17, Egyptian FonMin * expressed 
disappointment re recent events in UN, but stated Egypt nevertheless 
desires pursue course of friendship with US on mutually satisfactory 
basis. Secy stated US reciprocates these feelings and desires encourage 
good relations between Egyptand US. = 

Secy then emphasized deep concern of USG re Arab refugees; stat- 
ing that we are continuing urge Israel accept principles of Dec 11 res. 
He said our representations had not been as successful as we wished, 
but that we had made some progress. We believe substantial number 
refugees shld return Israel but it is evident that a number could not. 
Latter wld have to be resettled elsewhere. Ba 
FonMin replied that. Egypt was concerned with this problem, as 

factor which wld disturb. peace entire NE. Expressed hope that all so 
desiring wld be permitted return. Egypt, as one of world’s most densely 

| populated regions, had no room for additional immigrants, he added. 
Secy stated-he was aware of this, but felt Egypt cld play construc- 

tive role in Lausanne discussions. Problem wld require agreement: be- 
tween parties concerned, and USG hopes for Egypt’s cooperation. 
Khashaba Pasha stated in gen terms that Egypt prepared cooperate 
with US and other countries in helping achieve solution of refugee 
problem. = = peta ee 

Pls take early opportunity pursue subject further with PrimMin, 
expressing Dept’s appreciation FonMin’s assurances cooperation as in- 
dicated preceding para and PrimMin’s assurances (urtel 430 May 3)? 
that, once principle of repatriation. was established, he was confident 
Arab states wld-at once begin to'study. practical aspects of resettlement 
problem. USG hopes Egyptian reps Lausanne will be instructed by 
Egyptian Govt use their influence to bring about similarly construc- 
tive and realistic attitude on part of their colleagues. - : 

_ USG fully appreciates difficulty Egypt wld have in absorbing great 
number refugees. However, if Egypt were to accept small number, it 
wid contribute to reduction of problem and make it easier for other 
states assume responsibility for those which they are able absorb. USG 
agrees with PrimMin that considerable number refugees will not wish 
return to Israel. 

USG noted with interest Israeli Govt’s acceptance of principle of 
repatriation, in its statements before ad hoc Committee GA, and its. 
assurances that it is prepared contribute to solution of problem. USG: 

* Ahmed Mohamed Khashaba. 
* Not printed. 4
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_ will continue use its best efforts induce Israel accept return substantial 

number and urge early commencement repatriation activities. 

USG hopes Egypt will use its great influence in Arab world to urge 

Arab states adopt cooperative attitude towards this urgent problem, 

as important means contributing to itsearly solution. =~ a 

- _ | ACHESON 

50L.BB Palestine/5-1949: Telegram = eo 7 

‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland* | 

CONFIDENTIAL =  . Wasuineron, May 19, 1949—7 p. m. 

655. For Ethridge. Israeli Amb Elath, discussing Arab refugees 

May 19 with McGhee, stated his Govt is in full agreement with USG 

that both repatriation and resettlement are required for solution of 

| problem. He stated, however, that Israel not in position define number 

to be repatriated prior (1) formal conclusion peace and (2) assurances 

that plans have been made for resettlement fixed number, with neces- 

sary financing. If Israel repatriated portion and remainder were not 

resettled, security problem would be aggravated rather than relieved, 

and remainder Arabs wld insist on repatriation as well. | 

McGhee pointed out we consider repatriation substantial number, 

not merely token number, required to obtain favorable atmosphere 

for Arab cooperation in resettlement remainder, and to reduce prob- 

lem to number capable assimilation on self-sustaining basis in Arab’ 

states within reasonable period. Only on basis agreement repatriation 

and resettlement: adequate numbers cld PCC formulate plan for re- 

settlement. It is obvious that USG, in responding to any request from 

PCC or UN, eld not agree extend assistance in support plan which it 

considers unworkable, and we consider resettlement number approach- 

ing 700,000 an unworkable plan. ns 7 

McGhee agreed with Elath that problem was three-sided consisting 

agreement by Israel repatriation given number, agreement by Arabs: 

resettlement given number, and formulation resettlement plan involv- | 

ing outside assistance. McGhee stated that agreement re repatriation 

appeared necessary first step in overcoming present impasse, but to 

be realistic considered it possible that agreement on all three points 

might be reached simultaneously at Lausanne. US considers that: 

responsibility for problem rests with UN and PCC. Comment: it 1s 

believed Elath sought to convey that Israel prepared talk numbers for 

repatriation as soon as assurance received that Arabs wld agree re- 
settlement, remainder and outside financial assistance’ forthcoming. 

Financial ‘assistance repatriation not discussed. =~ a oe 

a ACHESON 

17This telegram was repeated to London and Tel Aviv. | | |
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501.BB. Palestine/5—2049: Telegram Co Sees oe 

The Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET PRIORITY = ——— - Bern, May 20, 1949—10 a. m. 

769. Palun 160. From Ethridge. Israel’s full territorial demands 
upon the. Arab states were laid on the table today. Back from a day 
with Sharett in Geneva, Eytan sought me-out and in three-hour con- 
versation, told me what Israel has in mind when she gives her position. 
to the Commission, perhaps on Friday.? Far from having modified 
her position, Israel has stiffened her demands. 

_ I opened the conversation by saying to Eytan that I thought the 
time had come for frankness and that I hoped he had new instruc- 

| tions from Sharett since the conference here was in a-virtual stale- 
mate. He answered that far from having new instructions, Sharett 
was shocked by the Commission’s reaction to Israel’s position and that. 
Sharett had instructed him to come back to Lausanne so as to tell the 
PCC again what should be “self-evident truth” of Israel’s position. 

That position isthis: _ / re 
: On: Lebanon, Israel will have no demands at the moment: She is 
ready to accept the Polish * armistice lines, which coincide, with how- 
ever a proviso that if in the future either state desired to open nego- 
tiations looking toward. border rectification it might be done. Inquiry 
on my part developed that Israel wants a slice of Southeastern Lebanon 
which she considers necessary to her development scheme, but is willing 
in some way not made known to compensate her for it. For the time. 
being, however, no demands would be made and Eytan felt a quick 
peacecouldbemade se 

As to Egypt, Israel’s first demand would be for the political bound- 
ary between Palestine and Egypt, which would put the Gaza. strip 
in Israel. That demand, said Eytan, would at least force Egypt to talk 
about the Gaza strip. I gathered that if Egypt says no, the demand 
will not be pressed. However,.Israel is more and more in favor of hav- 
ing the Gaza strip and is willing to take both the refugees and normal 
population, with, however, the proviso that Israel would have a right 
to screen out and deport terrorists or Mufti followers. Eytan said he 
had just been authorized by Sharett to make the demand for the Gaza. 
strip. . | | 

+The date referred to as “today” may be May 19, inasmuch as telegram 769. 
was presumably drafted on that day. Note that the Department referred to the 
date as May 19 in its telegram 682 to Mr. Ethridge on May 24, p. 1051. ee 

*Mr. Ethridge, on May 23, advised from Lausanne that Mr. Eytan on May 20 
had informed the PCC of the Israeli position along lines similar to those eX- 
pounded by him as reported in Palun 160 (telegram Palun 162, 501.BB Palestine/ 

oy a  wwious garble; perhaps the words “Palestine-Lebanon frontier lines as” 
were intended. . oe DS



_ As to Syria, Eytan says Israel is not willing to negotiate and will 

have no demands until an armistice is signed. However, Israelis will- 

jing to accept the international frontier providing a second clause 

makes the same provision for later reopening for the rectification of 

the border. Ce s a rar 
As to Transjordan, Eytan repeated legal argument previously made | 

to Commission, that no Arab state has a right to any territory in 

Palestine and that any Arab state that won territorial addition would 

be getting a bonus out of the war. - a | 

‘I told him that the Commission was not deluded at all by that argu- 

ment; that we recognized it as an opening move with Abdullah to 

divide up the rest of Arab Palestine. Eytan said that of course Israel 

would have more demands.as to territory in Arab Palestine and the 

new demands would not be based upon military considerations but 

upon the developmental scheme. _ ee ee 

Engineers had been discontented with the Tulkarm triangle line be- 

cause it still did not put Israel in position to bring water down from 

the north to the south without having to tunnel under mountains at 

prohibitive cost. The new demand would be directed toward shorien- 

ing the waterline. Israel had in mind giving Abdullah a few villages 

around Latrun and in the south in return for the new strip in Samaria 

and in return for opening the Latrun road. He said there might be a 

few other minor concessions here and there on a “mutual” basis. 7 

Eytan made clear that while intending to keep occupied areas such 

as Western Galilee, Israel has no intention of giving up any part of 

the Negev. He said that also there were many reasons for that posi- 

tion: (1) Israel was convinced that with water she could develop it; . 

(2) there were psychological: reasons. and. attachments which would... _ 

make it impossible for any Israeli Government to give it up; (3) pub- 

lic opinion in no case would stand for what would obviously be a con- 

cession to the British, not to the Arabs; (4) there was no reason why 
the Arabs should have it when they could not develop it and put ref- 

- [asked Eytan about Israel’s intentions toward Lydda, Ramle and 
Jaffa. He said she had none except to keep them. Arabs in Jaffa be- 

yond those already there were entirely out of the question and Lydda 
and Ramle had been filled up with immigrants and there was there- 7 

| fore no place for Arabs. ee SE 7 | Ds ree 

' On the refugee question, I pointed out to Eytan that the Arabs still 

consider some concession on. emergency measures as an evidence of 

Israel’s good faith. He answered that Israel had made concessions al- 
ready beyond what she should have because Arab Governments are not 
interested in refugees so much as in exploiting their own~interests, 

which in this case takes the form of forcing Israel into a bad negotiat-
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‘ing position. Therefore Israel would do nothing more about refugees 
now. | oe | oe 

Comment: Eytan told me that he recognizes the stalemate nature 
of negotiations here and is ready to make his position known to the 

7 full Commission. The Arabs are meeting today to determine whether 
they are willing to do that also. The US Delegation anticipates that 
when the Arabs know Israel’s position the conference is likely to break 
‘up. The Arabs feel that the Jews need peace more than they do and are 
willing to wait it out until September apparently. a 

Neither side seems to be ready for peace, despite protestations to the 
contrary. Certainly unless Israel modifies her demands, there is no 
possibility of peace on any basis heretofore envisioned by the State 
Department. There seems little likelihood that Israel’s demands will 
‘be modified. On the contrary, Eytan told me today that Israel is basing 
her policy upon the knowledge that Egypt and Syria are buying arms 
‘in Europe. He professes to know from whom and in what quantity. 

Department’s comments will be welcome. [Ethridge.] - - 

a oe co — | | VINCENT 

:501.BB Palestine/5~2049 : Telegram Oe | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 1 7 

SECRET WasHineton, May 20, 1949—1 p. m. 

658. Unpal 109. For Ethridge. [Re] Palun 153? Dept agrees all 
suggested changes Proposed Plan of Action Pal Refugee problem 
except elimination economic survey group which has been implicit in 
Dept plans and discussions with British since Embtel 128 of Mar 22 
from Beirut. See also Deptel 652 (Unpal 106) of May 19. Such a group 
‘appears necessary to make authoritative recommendations re distribu- 
tion of refugees, selection and priority. of development projects, cost 
of program and sources of financing, and to provide an integrated 
regional economic and development plan. Group would, as indicated 
‘proposed plan, have a broader focus than refugees. Members of group, 
particularly head, must be outstanding in their respective fields and 
representative proper interests UN member states and Int orgs if their 
recommendations are to bear proper weight with GA, US Cong and 

- public, other UN states, Int Bank and other Int and private orgs who 
‘ean contribute to program. Wherever practicable it is envisaged having . 
appropriate Int body furnish technical man, i.e., Int Bank would fur- 
nish financial expert. It is doubted if recommendations PCC staff 
technical group of type now being recruited would carry sufficient 

2 This telegram was repeated to London. ; 
* Identified also as telegram 742, May 16, from Bern, not printed; it suggested 

various changes in the wording of the proposed plan of action, p. 9389.
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weight with all concerned to assure acceptance of program. Agree 

PCC staff technical group might carry to conclusion studies re refugee 

aspects of problem including initial studies on organization of any 

permanent refugee agency, if this is decision; however, Dept feels 

that broader economic aspects could be better dealt with by separate | 

body such as envisaged as survey group. Oo 
re | ACHESON 

501.BB Palestine/5-2049: Telegram On | 

pe The Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland | 

SECRET ts” - Wasurneton, May 20, 1949—1 p. m. 

Unpal 110. For Lausanne. We agree (Palun 153*) ur proposal 

France and Turkey join US and UK in concerted program urge 

Israel and. Arabs. face refugee problem constructively through re- 

patriation and resettlement. Pls outline to Yalcin and Boisanger genl 

nature our approaches Israel and Arabs (Depcirtel Apr 29,5 p. m. 

and Unpal 85, Apr 28), informing them Dept concurs your view re de- 

sirability parallel approaches by French and Turkish Govts and re- 

questing that they so inform their Govts earliest opportunity. In 

absence. instrs this subject to French.and Turk missions Washington, 

we believe approach by you speedier and moreeffective. = 

co gh ee Foe et Sa sere a _ ACHESON 

~ 2 ee footnote 2,p.1088 OR Bg 

BG7N.01/8-2049:Telegram 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

secRET ti(itst“‘é‘é. US ERUSALEM, May 20, 1949-2 p. m. 

370. Dayan called last night to discuss yesterday’s special committee 
sessions, Barco present. Committee meeting ended in complete dead- 

lock and Dayan saw no prospects for agreement or usefulness in, fur- 
ther negotiations. Asserted informally felt gloomier re prospects con- 

tinued peace in Jerusalem than at any time since his arrival last Au- 
gust. Has advised Israeli Government to request UN to return Jewish 

sections Mt. Scopus to complete Israeli control under terms of agree- 
ment signed last. July providing for UN protection on Mt. Scopus 

“until hostilities cease”, Then proposes inform Transjordan bluntly | 
Israel intends to have free access by agreement. or otherwise. Feels 
Transjordan bound by Article 8 of armistice agreement to grant free 
access-and if refuses, Israel free take appropriate measures in view 
breach armistice. oe
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_ At committee meeting Dayan suggested agreement on following 
lines: Israel to receive Latrun salient in return for territory in Beit 
Nabala region, free access to Mt. Scopus; Arabs to receive free access 
to Bethlehem on main road, electricity for Old City, use Tulkarm- 
Qalqiliya road until new section in Arab territory constructed. Arabs 
demanded as essential addition point return of Arab quarters in Israel 
hands and stated willing allow Jews return Jewish quarter Old City. 
Dayan argued special committee should consider only questions speci- 
fied in Article 8 of armistice agreement and territorial changes: in — 
Jerusalem should await peace treaty. However, if Arabs insisted on 
changes now willing consider return of Arab quarters in exchange for 
equivalent territory northern Jerusalem to connect Mt. Scopus with 
Jewish sectionst oe | | 

- Comment—Only thing Israel considers essential Jerusalem in im- 
mediate future and determined to have, is free access Mt. Scopus. At 
least possibility exists will use force rather than wait for peace con- 
ference decision. Dayan stated would launch propaganda campaign in 
US against Transjordan for failure permit free access to cultural and 
humanitarian institutions after agreeing to do so in principle at 
Rhodes. Main Arab wish is return Arab quarters and they realize 
principal bargaining weaponisMt.Scopus. = = © 
_ During conversation I suggested to Dayan possibility general agree- 
ment covering all Jerusalem problems. He definitely preferred leave 
territorial matters to peace conference but agreed would consider gen- 
eral over-all settlement now provided Arabs make territorial adjust- 
ment in north in return for some, but not all, Arab quarters in south. 

| Felt Arabs would maintain present adamant refusal give anything 
except:free access to Mt. Scopus in return for Arab quarters. - | 

T'wo possible solutions apparently exist, one—general settlement 
covering all problems affecting Jerusalem area. Might take following 
lines: Israel to receive Latrun salient, territory north of Jerusalem 

1 Amman, on May 20, advised of information from Hashem Debbas, the King’s. 
Chamberlain, that at the special committee meeting at Jerusalem on May 19, 
which lasted for.4 hours, the Israelis wished to discuss only two points—the 
Latrun salient and access to Scopus. Regarding the salient, the Israelis were said 
to be “only willing give in return use Bethlehem road. Transjordan representa- 
tives insisted that they would agree to both points only if Israel returned Arab 
quarters now Jerusalem. ... Israelis indicated they would not consider any 
proposal relating to Jerusalem itself.” The Chamberlain informed that the next 
meeting would be held on May 29 but expressed doubt that progress would be 
made. Mr, Stabler commented that “Transjordan position re committee matters: 
has stiffened considerably and no indication exists they propose modify stand. 
This due to. difficulties caused by triangle agreement and by realization armistice — - 
precludes renewal hostilities. by Israel to attain-its ends. Moreover, government 
seems convinced it preferable to leave all negotiations this stage to Lausanne 
Conference and King apparently concurs this policy.” (Telegram ‘212, 867N.01/ 
56-2049) oS es
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built up area comprising land included in Hebrew University and 

Hadassah development plans and connecting with Jewish section of 

Sanhedriya, permission for Jews to return to Jewish quarter Old 

City with corridor through Mt. Zion assuring free access, free ACCESS 

to Wailing Wall and Jewish cemetery on Mt. Scopus. Arabs to re- 

ceive territorial compensation in Latrun area in direction Beit Nabala, 

free use Nablus~Bethlehem Road, electricity for Old City and follow- 

ing sections southern Jerusalem: Mt. Zion, Deir Abu tor, Bakka, por- 

tion German colony, Ramat Rahel, Talpiyot, Allenby barracks, Ala- 

mein camp and section Beit Safafa now held by Jews. Exact size | 

territory in both north and south Jerusalem subject to negotiations. 

Suggestion: uses as starting point areas now held, in belief neither 

UN nor US will force Israel start on basis areas held at end mandate. 

__. Consider above maximum Arabs can now expect receive Jerusalem and 

Department will note is considerably less than offered by Dayan last 

January. Israel building up old Arab quarters to increasing extent 

and populating them with new immigrants. Delay will make return | 

Arab quarters progressively more difficult. Disadvantages. proposal 
is that will take considerable time, involve major changes and exceed 
in scope task assigned special committee by armistice agreement. 

~ Second—limited agreement to remain in effect only until permanent 
peace treaty signed. Israel to receive: Free access to Mt. Scopus, free 

wise: Latrun road. Arabs to receive: Free use’ Bethlehem road, elec- 
- «tricity, free use Tulkarm-Qalqiliya road now in Jewish hands, free 

| access to Arab College in Government House, neutral zone. Such agree- 
ment would meet principal Israeli demand and would conform to 
Article 8 Rhodes Armistice Agreement. Arabs would obtain consider- 
able benefits but not their main desiratum. Would be simpler and 

easier tonegotiate. = 5 | 

~ Consul General would appreciate learning which approach Depart- 
ment and USDel PCC consider preferable. Expect call Abdullah el 
Tel tomorrow with Barco and obtain his views on’ progress 

a *. Sent Department, repeated Amman 29, Geneva 12 (for USDel, 
PCC). Pe EEE EASE 8 oe oe oe — a 

| Ae Barge - : | — Burperr | 

*# Mr. Ethridge advised, on May 31, that the American Delegation at Lausanne ) 
“doubts final solution for Jerusalem can be reached while general Palestine 
question is under discussion at Lausanne. Pending presentation by PCC of Jeru- 
salem plan called for in December 11 resolution, USDel perceives no objection to 
limited agreement mentioned urtel 370 provided agreed to by both parties and 
provided they understand it to be interim arrangement pending GA decision on 
Jerusalem area.” (telegram 829, identified also as Palun 179, from Bern, 501.BB 

- Palestine/5-3149) - : , ee
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867N.01/5-2349 ee - a 

_ Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | S [Wasuineron, May 23, 1949.] 

_  Meerine Wir Prestoent, Monpay, May 23, 1949 

| _ ARAB REFUGEE COMMITMENT _ | 

The President. understands that he has made a commitment in this 
direction and desires it implemented in a realistic manner. He under- 
stands that this problem is a long-term one and that there is no im- 
mediately available solution which will remove it from the area of 
consideration and action for some time to come, — ee 

a James E. Wess 

867N.01/5-2349: Telegram - : _ . 

‘Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State _ 

CONFIDENTIAL = — is JERUSALEM, May 23, 1949—1 p.m. 

372. Mt. Scopus discussed with Abdullah Tel during call to intro- 
duce Barco 2ist. Confirmed Dayan statements negotiations in special 
committee deadlocked but did not appear pessimistic re possible con- 
sequences. Indicated Transjordan desired leave question for settlement. 
in peace treaty when could use free access as bargaining weapon in 

effortregainArabquarters 
Stated Israeli wished agreement in special committee limited to free 

movement on roads but this of no real value to Arabs. Could not really 
use main Bethlehem road since not possible permit Arabs pass down 

: street past their houses occupied by Jews without right enter. Also 
free access to Mt. Scopus equivalent to return of large Jewish quarters 
since would allow. reestablishment: thriving community. Re overall 
agreement involving exchange land in Mt. Scopus area for Arab 
quarters said impossible for Arabs give Israel corridor. to Mt. Scopus 
‘since would cut Arab sections off from north. Admitted might be able 
cede small area land including police training depot but not connecting 

| Mt. Scopus with Jewish sections except by road under Arab control. 
Reiterated Arabs given all could in Jerusalem. - | 

Learned Arab Legion headquarters in Jerusalem has protested to 
UN against new fortifications Israeli reportedly effecting Mt. Scopus. 
Comment—almost. insurmountable difficulties agreement re Scopus 

again brought out by two talks. Only possible if work on premise : 
Jerusalem area demilitarized and eliminated from any future conflict 
thus making military positions of no importance. Land bridge to 
Scopus from Jewish Jerusalem would place Arab sections at mercy of 
Israel and at same time would cut off possibility of expansion Arab
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quarters towards Ramallah, most logical direction. Would go a long 

way towards making Jerusalem entirely Jewish controlled city. Yet 

Israel certainly not willing give up Mt. Scopus and possesses necessary 

force at moment establish corridor. Also without strong outside pres- 

sure which appears most unlikely difficult believe Israel will relinquish. 

any Arab quarters except for territorial gains north Jerusalem. | 

Sent Department 372, repeated Geneva 18 for USDel PCC; 

pouched Arab capitals. _ _ Oo | 

a . - 7 | |  _Bourperr 

501.BB Palestine/5-2849 : Telegram — oe | 

Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED tw . Lausanne, May 23, 1949—3 p. m. 

Palun 165. Re Paluns 148 + and 162.2 On May 21 Arab delegates in- 

formed PCC re May 12 protocol as follows: pO , 

1. Arab delegates reaffirms Palestine problem concerns all of them. 

equally, ee 

[2.] Arab delegates are confident PCC will spare no effort see cer- 

tain measures (refPalun 166°) are given full effect without delay. 

3, Arab delegates consider refugee question most pressing of all 

under May 12 protocol. Delay may entail serious consequences for poli- 

tical, social and humanitarian reasons. Solution recommended by Gen- 

eral Assembly resolution December 11 must be implemented in entirety 

soonest. | | Be 

As first step Arab delegates ask refugees from areas defined May 12 

protocol map (western Galilee, Jaffa area of Lydda, Ramle, Beersheba 

in [and?] area of Gaza) be enabled return their home forthwith. Also 

those refugees from Jewish Jerusalem. 
- Arab delegates, anxious personal security and free exercise their 

rights shall be assured refugees returning their homes until areas 

mentioned have been evacuated by Jewish troops and authorities re~_ 

quest PCC consider and put into effect in name [apparent omission | 

refugees. OT - 

4. PCC will doubtless consider in discussions certain measures taken. 

by Jewish authorities in Jewish Jerusalem which obstruct settlement: 

Jerusalem question, = CO | Pe 

Particularly important depts and services installed in Jerusalem in 
disregard General Assembly resolution December 11 shall be trans-. 

ferredelsewhere withoutdelay. © =. a 
ErHRipGk 

‘Dated May 12, p. 998. | - | 
2 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1036. 
8 Infra. |
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50L.BB Palestine/5~2349 : Telegram a Coe Oo 

Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED =i (asi(issststé<‘<i;‘;‘;;*‘«*L SAN, Maas 23, 1949—2 p. mr. 

- Palun 166. RefPalun 145.1 On May 18 Arab delegates informed PCC 
as follows: | | a 

PCC having decided question of future measures re protection of 
rights and property of refugees be placed on agenda of General 
Comite. Arab delegates submit without prejudice to substance of ques- 
tion following demands: ; oe | 

1. Return of orange and fruit [orchards to?] growers, owners and 
workers. | Eee eK 

2. Immediate unfreezing of Arab bank accounts. 
3. Abrogation. of absentee act and annulment of subsequent en- 

_forcingmeasures. - a 
4, Suspension of all measures of requisition and occupation of Arab 

housesand lands. | _—- | | | : 
~ 5. Reuniting refugees belonging to same family. Be 

6. Assurance of freedom of worship and respect of churches and 
mosques. BS 7 | 

7. Repatriation of clergy. _ | | | - 
8. Freeing of wakf property and free use thereof. OE 
9. Assurance to returning refugees of security. _ ae 

"1 [dentified also as telegram 410, May 10, from Geneva, p. 992. .°° 

501.BB Palestine /5-2349 : Telegram ree a . | : . 

‘The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET > Poe te | . - | Camo, May 23, 1949—5 p. m. 
501. Deptel 507 May 19, 7 p. m. sent via Tripoli received May 22. 

On preceding day refugee situation touched upon in conversation 
with Prime Minister, requested primarily to discuss subject. matter 

— . Depair 227 April 20.1 So 
On mentioning to Prime Minister my understanding that authorized 

representative Israeli Government had at Lake Success accepted in 
principle right of refugee repatriation, Prime Minister rather testily. 
replied that application of acceptances in principle could be and might 
easily be so long delayed as to be valueless. Acceptance in principle 
and implementation in practice by Israelis were two entirely different _ 

things. 

* The editors are unable to identify this communication. _ Oe
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On chancing to meet Prime Minister evening 22nd, following receipt | 
Deptel 507, I had opportunity briefly to allude to Khashaba Pasha’s 
discussion of refugee problem with Secretary State and to voice hope 
that Egypt, as a leader among Arab states, might give lead toward | 
study and solution of refugee problem which, as Prime Minister had | 

| some weeks ago informed me, would inevitably involve resettlement 

as well as repatriation. I trusted Egypt, despite its over-population, 
might accept at least token number refugees for the inspiration and 
guidance of other Arab states less burdened with population. Inter- 
ruption prevented my pursuing subject until at hour departure I again oe 
reminded Prime Minister [apparent omission]. I shall seek another | 
opportunity to revive subject. Be 

- British Ambassador,? whom I accosted same evening on subject | 
refugees, stated he had called on Prime Minister about 10 days ago _ 
but had found him. apparently little disposed to admit any responsi- | 
bility for plight of refugees or for initiative in alleviating such 

_ Prime Minister had informed British Ambassador, on being pressed _ 
for statement of his thoughts on handling relief problem, that prior 
to action by Arab states, Israelis should start repatriating Palestine — | 

: Arabs to Israel and give compensation to those preferring resettle- 

ment. British Ambassador found Egyptians inclined to blame every- 
one but themselves for existing situation, = = a 

Continuing, British Ambassador stated Prime Minister had added 

expression of his desire that relief agencies should estimate number 

of refugees insisting on repatriation as well as those willing to be 
resettled. | | oo - 

It will be recalled by reference mytel 480 May 3 that Prime Minister. 
had indicated to me that as soon as Israel had accepted in principle | 
the Arab refugee right of repatriation the Arab states would initiate 
‘plans for breaking down refugee problem into its component parts 

_ “with a view to'solving it. To judge from Prime Minister’s remarks to 
Sir Ronald, Prime Minister is resorting to delaying tactics with new | 
conditions in order stave off disagreeable necessity of spending time, — 
energy and probably money in study of alien Arab problem which he 
would like to have devolve on others, presumably, UN, US and UK. | 

_.--Foregoing recital not encouraging from standpoint of supplying 
evidence of lively Egyptian desire to cooperate in solution refugee | : 
problem but perhaps final word yet to be spoken. Oo 

_ | | ParreRson 

. “Sir RonaldIan Campbell, 8 ©. oe 

501-887—77-—_67 ae | ,
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501.BB Palestine/5-2349 : Telegram | Oo | 7 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 
Oe to the Secretary of State ee | 

SECRET | New Yorx, May 23, 1949--6:35 p.m. _ 
_ 627. When sounded out at Department’s request re his return to 
Near East for Syrian-Israeli negotiations (Damascus 288, May 19), 
Bunche said that if he entered negotiations personally it would short 
circuit his immediate aim of forcing a meeting between Ben-Gurion 
and Zaim. He thought there was little use in further discussions be- 
tween present Israeli and Syrian representatives; that the question 

| needed to be taken to higher level. _ 7 an | 
Bunche, together with Riley, who came to New York today, is — 

drafting a new set of proposals which will be available to USUN 
May 24 for comment prior to their dispatch to Vigier. | | 

His plan is to send these to the field with a suggestion that Ben- _ 
Gurion and Zaim negotiate on this basis. Bunch will inform both 
parties that if his proposal for such negotiation is not accepted, he 
will turn the matter over to the SC. He will point out to Israelis that 
they will be in a very weak position in that event. — an 

- Bunche reiterated that Zaim must have a quid pro quo from Israelis 
because of his domestic situation. As Bunche recently informed 
Sharett, Israelis cannot expect Syrian withdrawal unless they are will- 
ing to make some concessions. | . 

| | | Austin 

501.BB Palestine/5—2349 : Telegram | | a - 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 

RESTRICTED a Wasuineton, May 23, 1949—7 p. m. 

673. Unpal 113. For Ethridge. Fol exploratory suggestions put for- 
ward for your comment re composition proposed PCC Survey Group. 

| Group would consist nine men as fols: — 7 oO | 

1) Chief: Outstanding US businessman with top level govt ex- 
perience, not connected any partisan NE movement and with great 
prestige with US Govt, Cong, public, financial community and private 
organizations. _ | CS - | | | 

2) Deputy: Outstanding Brit national, preferably with long NE, 
but nonpartisan experience, possibly top civil servant who has re- | 
ceived high honors. _ 

[Here follow the remaining seven suggestions, comprising outstand- 
ing persons in the fields of finance, industry, and trade; agriculture; 
construction and public works; community services; administration ; 
refugee problems and legal problems. |
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Of substantive principals at least one shld be French. Other experts _ 

can be utilized as desired on loan or consultant basis from US (some 

possibly under. Point 4), UK (some from BMEO), UN, and other 

member govts and int. orgs. Group would not be created, of course, | 

until Israelis and Arab states assume appropriate responsibilities 

re repatriation and resettlement, respectively, and agreed to cooperate | 

fully with Group. In connection with comments request your sugges- 

tions as to candidates, which also under consideration by Dept. .Pro- 
posed terms of reference will follow. — 7 Po 

; ne “Wess , 

501.BB Palestine/5-1649 : Telegram ee 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland — 

SECRET US URGENT Wasnineron, May 23, 1949—7 p. m. | 

NIACT re 7 
674. Unpal 114. (For Ethridge eyes only.) Ref ur Sec 5 para 2 

Palun 151 May 16, US cannot, of course, give general commitment for | 

development program in Near East in connection with refugee prob- 

lem. Following shld, however, provide you support requested. Pres 

has made decision to recommend Cong that this Government will | 

within UN framework support program for repatriation and resettle- 

ment Pal refugees which is satisfactory to US with financial and tech- 
nical assistance subject to following conditions: “ 

1. Upon plan forthcoming from PCC or UN that has reasonable 
chance for success at reasonable cost. | | ee 
- 2. Upon full acceptance by Arabs and Israelis of responsibilities | 

| involved and upon their active cooperation in carrying out agreed 
an. | 

° 3. Upon appropriate assistance from int and other sources. In this 
connection you should make clear to Arabs and Israelis and other PCC 
‘members that such US financial assistance as may be forthcoming will | 
be contingent upon satisfactory contributions by other interested 

parties. cess ae | ee 

| New approach to Cong for funds for refugee problem not possible 
‘this session ; however, executive will put request before Cong at earliest 

opportunity following development satisfactory overall UN program, _ 
and informal agreement with other countries as to what their financial | 
contributions will be. You are authorized utilize foregoing in effort 
obtain agreements by Israel and Arab states to repatriate and resettle | 
respectively, number of refugees specified in Palun 151. You should, | 
however, keep US commitment in as general and informal ‘terms as 
possible and make no commitment as to specific US contribution. It | 
should be clear that program contemplated by Pres consists for most
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| part in relief and wage payments for refugees and cost of refugee 
resettlement projects, which will of course benefit countries concerned, 
but contains only limited development projects not associated.directly 
with refugees. Dept desires not make any more formal undertaking or 
public statement at this time, but wld prefer oral commitment if pos- 
sible. If, however, in your judgment written commitment becomes 
necessary, form of commitment shld be cleared with Dept.* | 

| _ | | a | WEBB 

1This telegram was repeated to London as No. 1789. It was also sent, on May 27, | 

to Arab capitals and Tel Aviv “for background info only.” (circular telegram, 
-501.BB Palestine/5—2749) 

The Department, on May 27, authorized London to inform the Foreign Office 
of the substance of No. 1789 but directed the Embassy to “make clear to Brit 
that Pres’ decision does not prejudge or predetermine respective contributions 
to: such program by U'S, UK and other interested parties. Dept believes question 
of principles to govern contributions by UK and other sources shld form subject 
early discussion between US and UK, perhaps in Washington.” (telegram 1846, 
501.BB Palestine/5-2749) = - | oe | 

| ‘867N48/5-2449 os , OS 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Congressional 
. Relations (Gross) to the Acting Secretary of State+ © 

| Sa [Wasuineron,] May 24, 1949. 

Subject: Discussion with Senators Connally and Vandenberg Re- 
_.. garding the Palestine Refugee Problem. . © - _ 

_ George McGhee and I met with Senators Connally and Vandenberg ? 
on the afternoon of May 28 to outline the problem which was discussed 

| with you on Friday. McGhee made a good presentation. The reaction _ 
, of the Senators was, however, far from enthusiastic and. it is quite 

clear that we may expect to have tough sledding with the proposition 
when it is ready for submission. . | ee 

_ I told the Senators that this was simply a “reporting mission” on 
| our part and. that we were not contemplating the submission of any 

further Palestine refugee program for action at.this session. Senator 
Vandenberg was somewhat more outspoken than Senator Connally 
in questioning the validity of the program, but both repeatedly asked 
how we could justify action which. in effect underwrote the situation 
brought about by the taking of houses and land away from the Arabs 
by the Israelis. ‘This line of questioning suggests the great importance 
of making certain that in working out any arrangements involving the 
granting of funds by the United States, we must insist that the Israeli 

1 Secretary Acheson was at Paris attending the Sixth Session of the Council of 
‘Foreign Ministers, which met from May 23 to June 20.. SO , | 

_ * Tom Connally, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, and 
Arthur H. Vandenberg, ranking Republican member of the same committee.
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government does its full part and makes appropriate contribution to a 

the solution of the problem. _ | a So 

867N.01/5-2449 : Telegram aE a ne ee ne 

The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET Awan, May 24, 1949—2 p. m. | 

918. Situation now developing with respect to special committee | | 

talks has many of earmarks which characterized “negotiations” on 

Arab triangle. Israelis are presenting strong and irrevocable demands 

as well as insisting on what Arabs should agree to receive in return. 

At same time Israelis are indicating that if their demands are not | 

satisfied, they will obtain them by other means. Thus Israelis, in hope 

of intimidating Transjordan into acceptance, are starting familiar 

pressure treatment, including veiled threat of force. It cannot be 

doubted that Dayan’s visit to Jerusalem (Jerusalem telegram 370 

to Dept?) was calculated attempt to have word conveyed to Trans- — 

jordan that Israeli patience nearly exhausted. aad 

It is true that at Rhodes Transjordan accepted in principle solution 

to matters mentioned in clause 2 Article 8 of Transjordan-Israel armis- 

tice agreement. (No mention need be made at this time of fact that 

Israeli refused discuss question of cease-fire until Transjordan had - 

given agreement in principle to these points.) Such acceptance in © 

principle still exists and Transjordan still willing to make agreements : 

on these points provided Israel will satisfy certain Transjordan de- 

mands. It is one thing for Transjordan to state what it wishes to 

receive as compensation; it it another for Israel to state what Trans- | 

jordan should be willing to receive. (For example, Tsrael seems intent 

on providing electricity for old city and on giving Arabs free use 

Bethlehem road. Israel does not appear interested in fact that Arabs — 

have no particular desire for either.) Agreement on basis latter could 

hardly be defined as having been reached by negotiations, and consent 

- ingenuinemeaningthoseterms. > me ns 

-Transjordan has been subjected to much criticism for giving in to — 

Israeli demands in triangle area for it has been argued that if Trans- 

jordan resisted and Israel had resorted to force, world opinion would 

have been shocked and UN would have instituted measures to restrain — 

Israel. However, it cannot be said that US response to Abdullah’s plea 

for assistance gave any such hopeful indication. As result this storm 

bitter criticism by Palestine Arabs and many others, both King and 

_ Governors, have been badly frightened and all indications point to” | 

Dated May 20,p.108 rs ee a
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fact they will refuse acquiesce in any further attempts at “blackmail”. 
It can be said that Transjordan would prefer Israelis to make good 
their demands by force rather than meekly submit to threat of force. 
Only possibility for reaching agreement now would be for Israel to 

| curb its voracious territorial appetite and show some signs of “nego- 
tiations and consent in: genuine meaning those terms.” 

In adopting above policy there is no doubt Transjordan has support 
and encouragement from certain non-Arab quarters. I also feel that 

| Transjordan would run grave risk, from Arab viewpoint, in submitting 
further to Israeli demands, notwithstanding blandishments regarding 
“final territorial disposition”. However it would not be surprising if 
Transjordan were even now subjected to criticism by some quarters 
for not bemg “reasonable” and for not giving in to Israeli demands in 
interests of “peace”. | | 

- Basically, Arab demands boil down to return of certain Arab quar- 
ters Jerusalem now held by Israelis and it is unlikely these demands 

can be altered. Much has been said to effect that it would be in Israel’s 
own. interests to make some conciliatory gesture toward Arabs. Discus- 
sions regarding Jerusalem would seem to offer good opportunity to | 
make this gesture, but so far Israel has not accepted this friendly 
advice nor has any power shown itself disposed to press Israel in this _ 
respect. If it is still not possible for Israel to consider return certain 

| Arab quarters Jerusalem to Arabs without making unreasonable 
counter demands, then it would seem preferable to bring adjournment 
special committee, leave status quo in Jerusalem and permit Lausanne __ 
conference to deal with Palestine question, including Jerusalem, as 
whole use | | . | a . | 

It would appear impractical to adopt courses of action suggested 
by Jerusalem in its telegram 370. First proposal on overall settlement 
could hardly be carried out without participation of UN which is 
precluded from special committee talks by armistice agreement. More- 
over, on third party mediation there would seem little chance either 
side would agree on division of territories concerned. Probably Israel 
would request areas in northern Jerusalem far in excess what itis pre- 

| pared give Arabs in southern Jerusalem. Consequently another dead- 
lock would ensue. : | 
Agreement on basis second proposal would appear to be difficult 

if not impossible to reach as Transjordan would be giving up its 
| principal bargaining point in return for those concessions in-which — 

it is not particularly interested. Once having given up this point there 
would be little, if any, chance of ever obtaining satisfaction its main 

| demand. Israel on other hand would obtain desired free aecess to Mt. 
Scopus which it would gradually turn into its own definition of 
“free access”. Since at this time there appears to be little possibility



that special committee, which seems to be operating in vacuum, can 

reach any peacefully arrived-at agreement, it would in my opinion be 

better to adjourn it sine die and without pre] udice and hand ‘over 

matters under its jurisdiction to PCC at Lausanne. In order to achieve | 

this, however, it will be necessary for PCC and US to put pressure on 

Israel, which is at all times out to achieve its ends regardless of means. 

It would seem unfortunate, after all work which has been done to 

-_-bring about peace in Jerusalem, to permit developing situation to — 

imperilthat peace. , ee 

Sent Department, repeated Bern 6 for USDel PPC, pouched Arab 

capitals, London, Jerusalem. | ey 

| oe _ STABLER. | 

501.BB Palestine/5—2449 : Telegram a te we es | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 

TOP SECRET US URGENT | WAsHINGTON, May 24, 1949—6 p. m. 

682, Unpal 116. Eyes alone for Ethridge from Rusk. Fol is draft 

note developed by Dept’s staff along lines to be handed Israeli Amb. 

in Washington. Text has not been considered by Acting Secy nor by 

Pres. To expedite matters, however, we would greatly appreciate your 

comments, to include (1) accuracy, (2) underlying policy, (3) your | 

estimate whether note of this sort would strengthen your hand in 

| Lausanne discussions, (4) any suggested modifications. For obvious: 

reasons request utmost security this draft text. Dispatch of note pre- 

supposes basic decision to take specific steps, initially in the economic 

field, to demonstrate US determination to modify Tsraeli attitude. 

“Bxeellency: I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that. 

the, Eres, of the US has instructed me to inform the Govt. of Israel 

as fols: | . 

The Govt. of the US is seriously disturbed by the attitude of Israel 

with respect to a territorial settlement in Palestine and to the question. 

of Palestinian refugees, as set forth to Mr. Mark ‘Ethridge by Dr. 

Eytan on May 19, 1949 at Lausanne upon instructions of His Excel- 

lency the FonMin of Israel.t According to Dr, Eytan, the Israeli Govt. | 

- -will'de nothing further about Palestinian refugees at the present time. 

Tn connection with territorial matters, the position taken by Dr. Eytan | 

apparently contemplates not only the retention of all territory now | 

| held under military occupation by Israel, which is clearly in excess 

of the partition boundaries of Nov. 29, 1947, but an additional acqui- 

sition of further territory both within and outside Palestine. _ 

As a mem. of the UN PCC and as a nation which has consistently. 

striven to give practical effect to the principles of the UN, the US. 

- Govt. has recently made a number of representations to the Israeli | 

1 ee telegram 769, May 20, from Bern, p. 1036. Se
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Govt. concerning the repatriation of refugees who fled from the con- 
flict in Palestine. These representations were in conformity with the 
principles set forth in the resolution of the GA of Dec. 11, 1948, and 
urged the acceptance of the principle of substantial repatriation and the immediate beginnings of repatriation on a reasonable scale which 
would be well within the numbers to be agreed in a final settlement. , The US Govt. conceded that a final settlement of the refugee problem 
must await a definitive peace settlement. These representations, as 
well as those made concurrently to the Arab States concerning the resettlement outside of Palestine of a substantial portion of Palestine refugees, were made in the firm conviction that they pointed the way to a lasting peace in that area. 

In the interests of a just and equitable solution of territorial ques- 
tions the US Govt., in the UN and as a mem. of the PCC, has supported the position that Israel should be expected to offer territorial com- 
pensation for any territorial acquisition which it expects to effect beyond the boundaries set forth in the res. of the GA of Nov. 29, 1947. The Govt. of Israel has been well aware of this position and ofthe view | of the US Govt. that it is based upon elementary principles of fairness andequity, = | } | 

The US Govt. is deeply concerned to learn from Dr. Eytan’s state- ments that the suggestions both on refugees and on territorial questions which have been made by it for the sole purpose of advancing pros- pects of peace have made so little impression upon the Govt. of Israel. The US attitude of sympathy and support for Israel has arisen out of broad Amer interests and principles, particularly out of its sup- port for the UN and its desire to achieve peace and security in the Near East on a realistic basis. The US Govt. and people have given _ generous support to the creation of Israel because they have been convinced of the justice of this aspiration. The US Govt does not, how- ever, regard the present attitude of the Israeli Govt. as being consistent 
with the principles upon which US support has been based. The US Govt. is gravely concerned lest Israel now endanger the possibility 
of arriving at a solution of the Palestine problem in such a way as to 
contribute to the establishment of sound and friendly relations between 
Israel and its neighbors. | 

The Govt. of Israel should entertain no doubt whatever that the 
US Govt. relies upon it to take responsible and positive action concern- 
ing Palestine refugees and that, far from supporting excessive Israeli 
claims to further territory both inside and outside Palestine, the US 
Govt. believes that it is necessary for Israel to offer territorial com- pensation for territory which it expects to acquire beyond the bound- 
aries of the Nov. 29, 1947 res. of the GA. 

The Govt. of Israel must be aware that the attitude which it has 
thus far assumed at Lausanne must inevitably lead to a rupture in 
those conversations. The US Govt. must state in candor that it con- 
siders that the Govt. of Israel must provide a basis for a continuation 
of such talks under the auspices of the PCC and that a rupture arising 

| out of the rigid attitude of the Govt. of Israel would place a heavy 
responsibility upon that Govt. and people. : | 

If the Govt. of Israel continues to reject the basic principles set _ 
forth by the res. of the GA of Dec. 11, 1948 and the friendly advice
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offered by the US Govt. for the sole purpose of facilitating a genuine 

peace in Palestine, the US Govt. will regretfully be forced to the con- | 

clusion that a revision of its attitude toward Israel has become 
unavoidable.” My . ose £ eo A 

: cei -—  FRusk] 
| oo | | me . WEBB 

| 501.BB Palestine/5-2549 : Telegram oe a 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

ee _ | the Secretary of State | | 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY New Yor, May 25, '1949—1 p. m. | 7 

639. Following is note Bunche proposes to send Zaim on May 26 

together with his draft proposal on armistice demarcation lines from | 

Syrian-Israeli discussion. A somewhat similar note will be sent to 

Ben-Gurion at the same time. Bunche intends that this new compro- 

mise should be discussed by the existing delegations under Vigier’s | 

chairmanship. If, as he expects, no progress is made at this level, he 

will address a renewed appeal to Ben-Gurion and Zaim to negotiate | 

the armistice agreement personally, offering UN assistance for this 

purpose. HE AN Es CR er 
~ Bunche would appreciate US support for his proposal. Support will _ 

be particularly neededin Tel Aviv. Ce re 

“1, Following personal consultation with General Riley who has | 

just returned to Lake Success for this purpose, cable communications 
with M. Vigier, and a careful study of the negotiations thus far con- 

ducted, I have the honor to submit for the consideration of your 

government the following suggested draft article on the armistice 

demarcation line in the Israeli-Syrian draft armistice agreement. — | 

9. In submitting this draft article as a compromise proposal, T 

realize that it does not fully meet the desires of either party as thus | 

7 far expressed in the negotiations. But you will agree, I am sure, that 

no agreement is possible unless each party is willing to make some 

concessions and accept some compromises. | 
_ 3. Lam confident that this draft article is consistent with the basic 

purpose of the SC resolutions on Palestine, and particularly the resolu- 

| tion of 16 November 1948. It will separate the forces, thus reducing 
to a minimum the possibility of friction and incident. It will require 

some withdrawal by the armed forces of each party. It is purely a 

temporary arrangement, for the duration of the armistice and pending 

| territorial settlement. The provision for a demilitarized zone, subject 
to the authority of the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission 
and the observers attached thereto, fully safeguards the territorial _ 

claims, positions and interests of both parties for the final settlement. 
Neither party, therefore, can validly claim to lose advantage by accept- 
ing the provisions of this draft article, unless it be argued that there 
is no substitute for force and armed possession in the protection ofa 

claim. As a.representative of the UN, I cannot endorse any such view,
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and more particularly so since our experience with UN demilitariza- 
tion of such highly strategic areas as Government House and Mount 
Scopus in Jerusalem, and the El] Auja sector in the Negev, gives con- 
vineing proof that such arrangements work well and give full protec- 
tion to the rights and claims of the interested parties. | 

4. I would emphasize that although vital interests of both parties 
are admittedly at sake in this agreement, it is an armistice and not a 
peace treaty we are negotiating. Neither party, therefore, is entitled to 
insist on final arrangements which must properly await the peace 
settlement, or which would clearly prejudice such settlement. The 
Israeli-Syrian armistice negotiations must not, in any way, impinge 

| upon the settlement discussions now being conducted by the Concilia- 
tion Commission at Lausanne. 

5. In formulating this draft, I have had in mind the stated fact 
that the armed forces of the Arab states entered Palestine for the sole 
purpose of protecting the rights and interests of the Arabs of Pales- 
tine. I can well understand that the desperate plight of the vast num- 
ber of Arab refugees and the extensive territory now under the control 
of Israeli forces gives you grave concern and is a strong factor in 
determining your position as regards Palestinian territory now oc- 
cupied by Syrian forces. But I submit that the provision for UN re- 
sponsibility over the territory in the proposed demilitarized zone gives 
more than adequate protection to your interests and is much more con- 
sistent with the letter and spirit of the SC resolutions. | 

6. [ earnestly appeal to you to give this draft your most serious 
_ and sympathetic consideration. It is my intention to call upon the 

delegations of the two parties to reconvene at an early date in order 
_to continue their negotiations with this draft as a working basis.” 

_ Following is draft article on armistice demarcation lines: _ 

: “1. In view of the fact that the question of territorial settlement is 
one of the matters being dealt with in consultations with the UN Con- 
ciliation Commission now taking place at Lausanne, it is emphasized 
that the following arrangements for the armistice demarcation lines 
between the Israeli and Syrian Armed Forces are not to be interpreted 
as having any relation whatsoever to ultimate territorial arrangements 
affecting the two parties to this agreement. | 

2. The armistice demarcation line herein defined is in response to 
the request of the SC in its resolution of 16 November 1948, and with- 
out prejudice to the rights, positions, interests and claims of either 
party to this agreement. In pursuance of the spirit of the SC resolu- 
tion, the armistice demarcation line has been defined with a view 
toward separating the armed forces of the two parties in such manner 
as to minimize the possibility of friction and incident. | 
3..The armistice demarcation line shall be delineated on the map 

attached to this agreement as annex (blank). Where the existing truce 
lines as certified by the UN truce supervision organization run along 
the recognized international boundary between Syria and Palestine, 
the armistice demarcation line shall follow the boundary line. Eise- 
where, the armistice demarcation line shall follow a line midway be- 
tween the certified truce lines for the Israeli and Syrian forces. —
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4. The armed forces of the two parties shall nowhere advance 

beyond the armistice demarcation line. | 

5. a. Where the armistice demarcation line does not correspond to 

the international boundary, the area between the armistice demarca- 

tion line and the boundary, pending final territorial settlement between 

the parties, shall be established as a demilitarized zone from which 

the armed forces of both parties shall be totally excluded, it being 

understood that the Ein Gev and Dadara sectors shall also be included 

in the demilitarized zone. 
b. The purpose of the demilitarized zone shall be to safeguard the 

territorial claims, positions and interests of both parties pending final 

territorial settlement and to separate widely the armed forces, while 

providing for the gradual restoration of normal civilian life in the | 

area of the zone without prejudice to the ultimate settlement. 

¢, Any advance by the armed forces of either party into any part 

of the demilitarized zone, when confirmed by the UN representatives, 

shall constitute a flagrant violation of this agreement. | 

d. The chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission established in 

article (blank) of this agreement and United Nations observers at- — 

tached to the Commission shall be responsible for ensuring the full 

implementation of this article. | 

6 "The withdrawal of such armed forces as are now found in the 

demilitarized zone shall be in accordance with the schedule of with- 

drawal annexed to this agreement and in any case shall be completed 

within ten weeks from the date on which this agreement is signed. 

f. The chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission shall ibe em~ 

powered to authorize the return of civilians to villages and settle- 

ments in the demilitarized zone and the employment of limited num- 

bers of locally recruited civilian police in the zone for internal security 

purposes, and shall be guided in this regard by the schedule of with- 

drawal referred to in sub-paragraph (¢) ofthisarticle.”* 

| 7 a AUSTIN 

1New York, on May 27, advised of two revisions in the draft article on armis- 

tice demarcation lines, as fellows: In paragraph 5a, the words “between Syria 

and Palestine” were to be added to the first sentence after the words “mterna- 

tional boundary” ; and a new paragraph 6 was to be added, reading “‘On each side 
of the demilitarized zone there shall be areas, as defined in annex .______ to this 
agreement, in which defensive forces only shall be maintained, in accordance 

with the definition of defensive forces set forth in annex ______ to this agree- 

ment.” (Telegram 652, 501.BB Palestine/5-2749) | 

501.BB Palestine/5—2549 : Telegram as 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 
| the Secretary of State | 

SECRET New Yorn, May 25, 1949—7:05 p. m. 

644. Bunche and Riley were both of opinion last evening that dis- 
closure of Israeli territorial aspirations to PCC will result in break- 
down of Israeli-Syrian armistice negotiations. They also agree that.
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this disclosure will probably wreck PCC talks and might also threaten 
armistice agreements. Cs | , 

| | ; an | _ AUSTIN 

501.BB Palestine (H) /11-2849 - oo | . 

OO Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State 

| SECRET es [Wasuineron, undated. ] 

Meetine Wiru Present, Taurspay, May: 26, 1949 

Le PALESTINE REFUGEE PROGRAM 

I informed the President of the Congressional reticence about the 
| Palestine refugee program. He instructed me to carry the program 

forward in spite of this and arrange for its submission. a 

867N.01/5-2649: Telegram oe 
The Chargé in Transjordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET vee - Amman, May 26, 1949—noon. — 
216. British Minister informed this morning that King had re- 

ceived other message from Sassoon through Transjordan Minister 
Paris to effect that as Lausanne Conference not appear to be making 
progress toward peace settlement it would be desirable for Trans- 
jordan and Israel to undertake separate negotiations immediately. 
Prime Minister has taken line in which King apparently has ac- 
quiesced that separate negotiations while Lausanne Conference pro- 
ceeding undesirable and Sassoon has been so informed. If Lausanne 

- Conference fails, then matter of separate negotiations can be discussed 
again, a ee 

_ Kirkbride also told me that he had received personal note from 
King stating that postponement separate negotiations all very well 
but what would he do if Israelis attacked him. HM did not under- 
‘stand how French could supply arms and ammunition to Syria which 
not only did not have treaty with French but also did not have armis- 
tice, while UK refused give arms to Transjordan which had both 
treaty and armistice. Kirkbride commented that “Man in street” in 

| Transjordan beginning grow restive about this situation. He has put 
matter up again with British Foreign Office. Comment—King has 
on numerous occasions mentioned to me possibility lifting arms em- 
bargo as result signature armistice. There is also some apprehension 
amongst people as to future if Israelis should choose use aggressive
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means to satisfy their demands. While criticism of US and UK con- 

tinues, no increase in intensity has been noticed recently. Lind 

comment* = = = oO Pa eo ee 
_ Sent. Department 216; repeated London 40, Bern for USDel PCC 

7; Jerusalem 103, Damascus 41. es | | 

| ae | | hn _ STABLER 

_ Mr. Wright of the British Foreign Office discussed the question of ending or 
relaxing the arms embargo in the Middle East with Messrs. Hare, Kopper, and 
Jones at London on May 24. He noted that “Defense talks with Egyptians have 
begun but latter insist on early arms supply and it is abundantly clear UK 
cannot hope make progress with Egypt without some arms deliveries. Since Syria | 
getting arms from France, and Israel from various sources, Foreign Office believes . 
continuance strict US-UK observance embargo is becoming more and more | 
futile and damaging to vital US—UK interests in Egypt. Both Transjordan and —— 
Iraq are also pressing for arms and Trevelyan of British Embassy Baghdad, 
coming London present Iraqi case for arms.” (Telegram 2043, May 25, 8 Dp. Ma, 

from. London, 867N.113/5—2549) | | ee | | | So 

Poe gy hh ao Editorial Note = 

On May 26, the Chargé in Transjordan, Wells Stabler, reported 
that after drafting telegram 216( supra) he received a personal letter 
concerning the Palestine situation from King Abdullah, the text of 
which he transmitted to the Department in telegram 217, May 26, 
4 p.m. from Amman (867N.01/5-2649). 

| King Abdullah reviewed his position vis-a-vis Palestine in a con- | 
versation with Stabler on May 28 and made a “strong plea that US 
should take solution Palestine problem into its hands and should bring 
about imposition settlement based on partition or on aid [other?] plan 
equitable to both Transjordan and Israel.” (‘Telegram 222, May 380, 
3 p.m., from Amman, 867 N.01/5-3049) © : | 

865C.01/5-2649: Telegram | oo . — | | | 

ss The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State —- 

| SECRET | Paris, May 26, 1949—5 p. m. 
| _ 2164. From Secretary. Bevin called on me this morning. [Here 

follow sections on Cyrenaica, printed in volume IV, page 557, and 
on Greece, printed in footnote 2, page 342. | | - 

| Bevin then took up question of shipment of arms to Egypt and other 
Arab states noting Israel gets all it wants and Arabs can buy from ~ 

* Messrs. Acheson and Bevin were attending the Sixth Session of the Council 
of Foreign Ministers which met at Paris beginning May 238.
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Czechs if British do not fulfill existing contracts. He said they were 
planning to go ahead with de jure recognition of Israel and then 
announce they would fulfill their arms contracts with Arabs. He dwelt 
particularly on troubled situation in Egypt, and their need to train 

| Egyptian air force. I suggested they should take up propriety par- 
ticular shipments with Bunche and informed him concerning our 
general thinking this problem. Bevin then took up situation of Arab 
refugees, hinting that Israeli intransigence might be due our en- 
couragement. I told him about my talks with Sharett and of my and 
President’s talks with Weizmann stating emphatically we had taken 
strong lines on refugees and frontiers in which we had been far from 
encouraging them. Bevin said that they had rumors of possible re- 
newed Jewish aggression. He then handed me elaborate paper on 
possible settlement Arab refugees in various Arab states which I am 
forwarding air pouch. He said he would not put this forward officially 
‘but hoped their thinking could be combined with ours. I told him we 
also had detailed plan under consideration in Washington. 

I indicated to Bevin we would communicate our views to him on 
these several points. _ 
. ee [Acuzson ] 

501.BB Palestine/5—2649 : Telegram | oo 

_ Mr, Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State _ 

‘TOP SECRET = -NIACT. | Lausanne, May 26, 1949—7 p. m. 
Palun 167. Consult Rusk for distribution. Reference Unpal 1162 I 

consider underlying policy accurate. Note of this character would 
strengthen my hand at Lausanne. It may not be as effective now as 
it might been at earlier date as Israeli views regarding refugees and 
territory have crystallized such extent, both privately and publicly, 
that it may be difficult for them to change. I strongly recommend its 
despatch nevertheless, if we are to attempt to achieve a peace in theme 
which will not subsequently come apart at seams. I have several sug- 
gested changes: | | 

1. First paragraph, first sentence: Omit “as set forth to Mr. Mark 
Ethridge by Dr. Eytan on May 19, 1949 at Lausanne upon instruction 
of His Excellency, the Foreign Minister of Israel” and substitute “as | 

_ set forth by the representatives of Israel at Lausanne in public and 
private meetings”. Palun 160? correctly. reports Eytan’s views and 
views of his colleagues. There is no doubt they are views of Tsraeli 

* Identified also as telegram 682, May 24, to Bern, p. 1051, | 
* Identified also as telegram 769, May 20, from Bern, p. 1036.
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Government but to avoid technical evasion we suggest substitute 

hrase. Co 

. 9. First paragraph, second sentence: Add at end “although it has 

under consideration certain urgent measures of limited character”. | 

Israeli Delegation recently informed PCC it had sent Tel Aviv for 

consideration urgent measures listed in Palun 166.° Department is 

doubtless aware general Israeli approach to urgent measures of this 

character from Palun 145.* a a 

3, First paragraph, third sentence: Omit “but an additional | 

acquisition further territory both within and out Palestine” and sub- 

stitute “but. possibly an additional acquisition of further territory - 

within Palestine”. Israeli Delegation May 26 revealed Israeli views 

regarding frontier with Transjordan which are being reported sepa- . 

rately. In essence, Israeli Delegation proposes political boundary shall 

be boundary between.former mandate and Transjordan;i.e.1)south- 

ern end Lake Tiberias to junction armistice line with Transjordan 
border, east of Jenin and 2) middle of Dead Sea to Gulf of Aqaba. | 

With regard to Central Palestine, present armistice lines from junction 

of armistice line with Transjordan border east of Jenin to middle of 

Dead Sea would be allowed to stand until it was determined whether — 

Transjordan, independent government, international authority or some 

other form of.government was in control. Modifications between Israel | 

and that government might subsequently arise for discussion and its 

attitude would be determined by character of government. Meanwhile, 

_ ‘Transjordan was in military occupation with which military changes 

might be discussed. Israeli Delegation stated it had not included Jeru- 

salemareainitsproposal | : ee ae 

Reference to Israeli acquisition outside Palestine would not 

strengthen note and would cause controversy. Israel desires small 

parts of Lebanon and Syria and possibly in Transjordan for economic 

reasons but will undoubtedly have to approach on exchange basis as 

international frontiers are involved. » _ | , a | 

4, Sixth paragraph, first sentence: Omit “both inside and outside” 

and substitute “within”. os a —— | 

Undoubtedly Department has considered question of reference to 

Jerusalem problem in note. I agree no reference should be made be- 

cause PCC plan will be considered by GA in September. I suggest, 

however, that Department might orally suggest to Israeli Ambassador 

that final settlement Palestine question would be facilitated if mean- 

while, Israeli Government were able to take such conciliatory steps : 

regarding Jerusalem as action indicating Israeli Government was 

temporary trustee for Arab land and property within Jerusalem area 

and postponment transfer Israeli Government functions to Jerusalem. 

ee ee IE RTDGE 

3 Dated May 23, from Lausanne, p. 1044. ne 

4 Identified also as telegram 410, May 10, from Geneva, p. 992.0
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867N.01/5-2749 — | | | 
Memorandum by the Acting Secretary o f State to the President 

TOP SECRET — re Wasuineton, May 27, 1949. 
Subject: Representation to Israeli Government on Territorial Settle- 

Inent in Palestine and Question of Palestinian Refugees. 
_ 1. Israeli Position toward Final Settlement a 

Mr. Mark Ethridge, United States Representative on the Palestine 
Conciliation Commission, reports in a telegram dated May 20 (Tab 
A)? that Israel has now put forth its full territorial demands upon 
the Arab States. Under authorization from the Israeli Foreign Min- 
ister, the Israeli representative at Lausanne has stated as follows: 
(1) While Israel makes no demands upon Lebanon at present, it would 
later like a portion of southeastern Lebanon considered necessary to 
Israeli development plans. The Israeli delegate said Israel would 

| be willing to compensate Lebanon for this territory, but he did not 
specify in what way this would be done ; (2) Israel desires to acquire 
from Egypt the Egyptian occupied Gaza strip, allotted to the Arabs 
under the partition resolution of November 29, 1947; (3) Israel makes 

| no demands upon Syria at present, but will accept the international 
frontier with the proviso, also to be applied to Lebanon, that if either 

_ state desires to open negotiations in the future for border rectification, 
this may be done; (4) Israel will make further demands upon Trans- 
jordan for territory in Arab Palestine considered necessary to Israeli 

_ development plans. Israel has in mind giving Abdullah a few villages 
in return; (5) Israel will retain occupied areas such as Western 
Galilee and Jaffa, Lydda and Ramle allotted to the Arabs under the 
partition plan; (6) Israel will relinquish none of the N egev. The 
Israeli delegate subsequently, however, indicated to Mr. Ethridge 
the possibility that Israel might make some compensation.in the Negey _ 
in return for the Gaza strip. | 

The Israeli delegate further stated that Israel will do nothing more 
concerning the Arab refugees at the present time. Oe 
2. United States Position | | - —_ 

In the interest of achieving an equitable territorial settlement for 
Palestine, this Government has consistently supported the position 
that Israel should offer territorial compensation for any territorial 
acquisition which it expects to obtain beyond the boundaries allotted 
to Israel in the resolution of November 29, 1947, Moreover, since the 
General Assembly resolution of December ‘Li, 1948 calls for the re- 

“Not found attached; the telegram referred to is presumably No. 769 from Bern, p. 1086.
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patriation of those refugees desiring to return to their homes and live | 
at peace, and in view of the impossibility of resettling the total number 
of refugees in the Arab States within a reasonable period of timeand | | 
ata reasonable cost, this Government has recently made representa- 
tions to the Israeli Government urging its agreement to repatriation 
of a subtsantial number of refugees and the immediate commencement 
of repatriation of some portion thereof. Despite the emphasis upon 
repatriation in the resolution of December 11, we have urged upon 
the Arabs the necessity for their agreement to the resettlement in the 
Arab States of a substantial portion of the refugees, in view of the fact 
that the return to their homes of all the refugees desiring to go back 
would be difficult because of the continuing arrival in Israel of large 

numbers of European displaced persons. | ets 
| Our representations on these two questions have thus far met with no | 

success with the Israeli Government. Israeli officials have in fact in- 
formed our representatives in Palestine that they intend te bring about 
a change in the position of the United States Government on the above 
points, through means available to them in the United States, There 
are also indications that the Israelis are prepared to use the implied | 
threat of force to obtain the additional territory which they desire in 
Palestine. ne | os a 7 
3. Efforts of the Palestine Conciliation Commission = 7 

- The Conciliation Commission has vigorously endeavored to per- 

suade the Israelis and the Arabs to withdraw from their extreme posi- 

tions concerning a final Palestine settlement. With respect to refugees, 
| the Commission has succeeded in persuading the Arabs to give up their 

previous insistence upon repatriation as a prerequisite to negotiations 
on other outstanding issues, and in persuading certain of the Arab 
States to give favorable consideration to resettlement of a. portion of 
the refugees. The Commission has failed to obtain any concessions 
from the Israelis on a territorial settlement or the refugee question. 
It is now the considered opinion of Mr. Ethridge that the conference 
at Lausanne is likely to break up when the Arabs learn of the present | 
Israeli position toward a final settlement and that there will exist no 
possibility of peace on any basis heretofore envisioned by the United 
States Government unless Israel modifies its demands. Mr. Ethridge 
believes that such modificationisunlikely. = | | 

4. United States Interest SO | | 

- The United States interest in the security and stability of the Near o 
Kast has been a principal motivation of our efforts, both in the United 

_ Nations and on the diplomatic level, to urge both parties to the Pales- _ 
tine dispute to take measures leading to a sound and equitable peace. 
The strategic interests of the United States demand early termination. 

501-887—77——_-68 | are
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of the present conditions of instability and mutual suspicion, which 

| provide such a favorable atmosphere for Soviet penetration and ex- 
ploitation of the Near East. The present instability will certainly con- 

tinue if the Lausanne talks break down as a result of the new Israeli 

| position, which is susceptible of interpretation by the Arabs as con- 
firming their constant fears of Israeli territorial expansionism. Fail- 
ure of the Israelis to modify their present demands will inevitably 

aggravate Arab distrust of Israel and bring about renewed Arab 

charges that the United States remains passive no matter how un- 
reasonable the demands of Israel. The Department of State is firmly 

convinced that the Israelis as well as the Arabs must therefore be 
prepared to make some concessions, and that, if Israel will modify 

its present demands, a solution can be achieved which will be both 

advantageous to Israel and acceptable to the Arabs. — 7 

5. Recommendations —— oe | : | 

(a) The Department believes that the time has come to make a basic 
, decision concerning our attitude toward Israel. The United States 

has given generous support to the foundation of the Jewish State, since 
| we believed in the justice of this aspiration. We are convinced that 

there is no reason why the Jews and the Arabs cannot live together in 
peace in the Near East, providing they each adopt a reasonable atti- 

tude toward the other. 
| In the light of all the foregoing, the Department considers that it 

is now essential to inform the Israeli Government forcefully that, if 
it continues to reject the friendly advice which this Government 

has offered solely in the interest of a genuine peace in the Near East, 
this Government will be forced with regret to revise its attitude toward. 
Israel. There is attached a draft note to the Israeli Government for 
your consideration (Tab B).? This note has been discussed with Mr. 
Ethridge, who believes that it would strengthen his hand at Lausanne 

and strongly recommends that it be sent. | 
(6) If the Israeli Government does not respond favorably to this 

proposed representation, it will be necessary to take measures designed 

to convince Israel of the importance to this Government of a revision 

| of Israel’s present policy. Such measures, in addition to a generally 

negative attitude in the future toward Israel, might include (1) 
refusing the request of the Israeli Government for United States | 
technical advisers and for the training of Israeli officials in the United 

States; (2) withholding approval of the $49,000,000 as yet unallocated | 
of the $100,000,000 earmarked by the Export-Import Bank for loan 

to Israel. | | _ | 7 

, Not found attached; for note as actually sent, see telegram 322, May 28, to 

Tel Aviv, p. 1072. | |
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(c) Although the Department of State is convinced of the neces- 

sity of carrying out this plan of action in the light of our national 

interest in the field of foreign policy and strongly recommends that — 

you approve this suggested course, the matter involves other important | 

considerations, since the proposed course of action would arouse strong 

opposition in American Jewish circles. It is therefore suggested that 

you may wish to ask your advisers to give careful consideration to the 

possible implications of the above procedure. | / | 

The Department hopes that it will receive your reply on a most 

urgent basis if this Government is to achieve a modification of the 

Israeli attitude in time to save the Lausanne meeting. Mr. Ethridge 

informed the Department by telephone on May 28 that he does not 

believe the meeting can last much longer than a week under the present 

circumstances. Dr. Bunche and General Riley concur. a | 

— | [James E. Wess] | 

501.BB Palestine/5—2749: Telegram — ee o 7 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET —,- Wasutneron, May 27, 1949—2 p. m. | 

1844, Urtel 2087, May 25.1 You may inform FonOff substance paras 

1 through six inclusive of Tab A attached to memo to Pres dated 

May 9, but not para 7 or covering memo. You shld make clear to 

FonOf that financial estimates therein were obtained through analysis 

best US-UK technical info available to USG; that figures do not 

constitute in any sense an approved US program or specific US finan- 

cial commitment and that figures are susceptible of reduction or ex- 

pansion in light of number of obvious variables. We hope discuss fore- 

going soonest with Brit Emb Washington. ) 

Reur para 1, we are aware of urgency formulating plans continuing 

refugee relief. We are sending you today by separate tel our sugges- 

tions re frame of ref for proposed Economic Survey Group, for 

FonOfi’s comments. Functions of survey group would include deter- 

mination number refugees unable receive direct or indirect support on 

wage payment basis and estimated costs direct relief for this category. | 

Assuming political situation permits activation survey group near 

future, it could complete its overall recommendations to PCO, includ- | 

ing action which wld be required by GA re continuing relief program, | 

by Sept 1. Unless it becomes clear within few weeks that group cannot . 

+*Not printed; it advised that Messrs. Hare, Kopper, and J ones discussed the 

refugee question with officers of the Eastern Department of the British Foreign 

Office on May 24 and sought the Department’s permission to. advise the Foreign 

Office of the contents of telegram 1789, May 23, to London, and the memorandum 

of May 9 to the White House (501.BB Palestine/5-2549). Telegram 1789 was a 

‘repeat of 674 to Bern, p. 1047. a —
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be activated near future, Dept wld not | wish prejudge survey group’s 
conclusions by formulating independent plan for relief program out- 
side context of overall plan for solution refugee problem. 

| | crag ite oe Wess 

501.BB Palestine/5-2749 : Telegram . . - 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 

RESTRICTED - _. .  Wasurneton, May 27, 1949—4 p. m. 

‘704. Unpal 119. For USDel, Lausanne. Herewith Dept’s suggestions 
for terms of ref proposed Econ Survey Group (or such designation as 
may be decided upon) in form of draft res: | a 

_ Desiring to implement paras 10 and 11 of GA res Dec £1 and to 
obtain info which will serve as basis for recommendations for further 
action by GA, member states, appropriate specialized agencies, and 

intorgs,and: = | | | | 
Having noted declarations of reps of Israel and Arab States with 

_-respect to repatriation, compensation, and resettlement of refugees: 

1. Hereby establishes, pursuant to authorization granted under 
"para 12 of foregoing res, an Econ Survey Group to examine the 

econ situation in‘countries affected by the recent hostilities, and 
to make recommendations which will enable govts. concerned to 

_. further such measures and development programs as are required. 
to overcome econ dislocations created by the hostilities; to rein- 
tegrate refugees from the hostilities into econ life of area on 

_ self-sustaining basis within minimum period of time; and to pro- 
: mote econ conditions conducive to maintenanee of peace and 

stability in the area; oe | 
2. Instructs Econ Survey Group to recommend an integrated 

program to achieve the foregoing objectives, including an opera- 
tional plan for carrying out program recommended together with 
estimated costs and methods of financing; 

_ 8. Appoints fol persons to constitute Group (Unpal 113) ; 
| 4, Requests SYG to furnish such staff and services as Group 

may require; | | | 
5. Authorizes Group pursuant para 14 of GA res of Dec 11 te 

invite assistance those Govts, specialized agencies and internatl 
orgs which may be able facilitate its work through provision of 
expert personnel and technical info; . | | 

6. Requests Group to submit report to Comm not later than 
Sept 1, 1949.” | | —— 

For your info, Dept believes Econ Survey Group might approach its 
task along follines:  _ | — 

In collaboration with govts concerned a 

_ (a) Explore measures which can be taken by govts eoneerned with- 
out outside financial assistance to achieve objectives para I above; -
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— (b) On basis existing plans and surveys, examine proposals sub- | 

mitted by govts concerned for econ development and settlement proj- 

ects requiring outside assistance which would make possible absorption 

of refugees into economy of area on self-sustaining basis in minimum 

time and with minimum expenditure; _ ee a ee 

- (ce) Examine other econ projects which can, with outside assistance, 

provide temporary employment for refugees not employed on devel- 

opment and settlement projects para (0); _ oe - 

“(d@) Fixamine such other development and settlement projects re- 

quiring outside assistance which, though not associated directly with 

employment and settlement of refugees, would serve to achieve objec- 

tivesof paral; _ | a Se | 

~ (e) Estimate number of refugees who cannot be supported directly 

or indirectly through employment envisaged under paras a-d, to- 

gether with estimated period during which direct relief will be re- 

quired and cost thereof; a econ 
(f) ‘Study problem of compensation to refugees for claims for 

property of those who do not return to their homes, and for loss of 

or damage to property, with special reference to relationship of such 4 

compensation to proposed settlement projects; es Do 

- (g) Study the problem of rehabilitation of refugees including mat- 

ters concerning their civil status, health, education, and social services.’ 

Dept feels Commission discussion on compensation should be post- 

poned pending report of Group (para f). Analysis problem compensa- 

tion being made by Dept, will be forwarded next week. ; | 

Your comments requested re foregoing, which is being discussed 

with Brit.2 — a Lo my. OO 

: : | po a CO WEBB 

1The Department, on August 11, added a paragraph h, which read as follows: 

“Propose organizational structure to achieve objectives para 1 within UN frame- 

work to coordinate, supervise and facilitate measures for relief resettlement, | 

econ development and related requirements such as community service facilities 

pearing in mind interests of all govts concerned and probable sources available 

5 orag) within and without area.” ( telegram 1097 to Bern, 501.BB Palestine/ 

2 This telegram was repeated to London as No. 1848 and to New York, the | 
latter for information. London, on June 2, advised that the British generally 

‘agreed with the suggested terms of reference and the Department’s interpretation | 
of them (telegram 2157, 501.BB Palestine/6-249). =) ee 

501.BB Palestine/5-2849: Telegram —™S ae 

The Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED OTe ee Berry, May 28, 1949—10 a. m. 

818. Palun 168. From Ethridge. Eytan on May 25 wrote PCC mem- 
bers individually along following line: — 

-. (1). Israelis Delegate has informed PCC that two memorandums 
(summary of information contained in Palun 145? and that contained 

1 Tdentified also as telegram 410, May 10, from Geneva,p.992, 0 ~§ = |.
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| in Palun 166?) were being studied Tel Aviv. Meanwhile Israelis have 
duty to draw PCC attention to basic misconceptions. Pity and mis- 

_ take to derive conclusions from false premises and to attempt to find 
refugee solution on unrealistic assumptions. 7 - 

(2) Important Arab Delegates understand war which their gov- 
ernments brought to Palestine had much of evil aftermath they must 
have been able to foresee. Fleeing Arabs abandoned property and 
homes precipitately. Whole villages fled including orange grove 
workers. Bank accounts were left intact. Clergy departed. 

(8) Vacuum resulted. Urban and rural property destroyed. Armies 
moved in. War was bitter and destructive. It would be doing refugees 
disservice if refugees persist in belief that return would find homes, 
shops or fields intact. Difficult in certain cases to identify village sites. 

(4) During war large numbers Jewish immigrants entered and now 
continues totalling over 250,000 in 1948. Intention of Israel to continue 
admittance as many as wish to enter. - 

(5) Shelter was difficult. Impossible if Arab houses were not empty. 
Israel took advantage of vacant houses. Jaffa, Lydda, Ramle, Beer- 
sheba, Safad, et cetera, are today almost wholly occupied by Jewish 
residents. War and refugee flight have changed face of country. Arab 
reference to suspension of requisition measures and occupation of Arab 

| property is unrealistic. If sincere Arabs lack information re conditions 
in Israel. Foregoing is general but will be [made?] specific on request. 

| (6) Israel considers itself in no way responsible for fact refugees 
are refugees. Cause was war launched to kill Jewish state. Arab States 
are now attempting wash hands of evil created by them and to foist 
responsibility on intended victim. Tone of Arab memorandum refer- 
ring to principles of humanity and justice ill befits representatives of 
only states that have ever taken up arms in attempt undo UNGA 

| will. Tone suggests Arab Delegates perhaps unconsciously are deceiv- 
ing themselves in approach Palestine problem. 

(7) Important appreciate responsibility for constructive solution of 
refugee problem rests upon those responsible. In so far as Israel is 
prepared contribute within framework general peace settlement con- 
tribution can only be on lines applicable to solution elsewhere. Any 
Arab state offering resettlement will claim right to decide where and 
how, will not recognize right of individual refugee to particularize 
and will offer resettlement where and how consonant with domestic 
condition. If in eventuality envisaged Israel finds it possible to con- 
tribute toward refugee resettlement its terms will be same. 

(8) No return to status quo ante since war and subsequent immi- 
| gration have decisively and unalterably transformed aspect of coun- 

try. Clock cannot be turned back. If resettlement in Israel at all, it 
will be on basis of existing economic and security situation. If Arab 
expects to return to house, trade or field, illusion should be dispelled. 
They no longer exist. If they exist they are probably occupied. Even 
if not occupied, Israel could not for security and many other reasons 
bind itself to restore. Resettlement in Israel would have to be on 
basis planned scheme devised for refugees as group and unrelated 
except for compensation to any proprietary rights claimed by 
individuals. : | | 

From Lausanne, dated May 23, p. 1044. |
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(9) Problem facing Arab Delegates and PCC is refugee question 

on basis existing situation in Israel and Arab States. Certain situation 

exists and only in context is any hope of workable solution. Attempt 

te recreate previous conditions of 1947 or 1948 is profitless and doomed : 

allure. | 
(10) Frankness based on conviction success at Lausanne depends 

on full understanding of facts. Wishful thinking by Arab Delegates 

and failure realize actual situation will delay progress and ultimately 

lead collapse negotiations. Israeli Delegate does not suggest: Arabs 

Delegates are deliberately blinding themselves. More likely lack of a 

information causes misapprehension. Israeli Delegate does not suggest 

transmittal this letter to Arab Delegates but feels, however, it would 

be helpful if PCC negotiators with Arabs bear in mind possibility . 

Arabs unaware revolutionary changes in abandoned refugee property. 

Israeli Delegate also feels it may be useful to explain present situation 

and consequences thereof. | | 

Comment: USDel has summarized information contained this tele- 

- gram to give Department indication present thinking Israeli Delegate | 

re refugees. Eytan lectured PCC privately May 26 in same vein. With 

PCC agreement I told and wrote Eytan some of his assumptions and. | 

conclusions outlined this telegram at variance my views and no useful 

- purpose in discussion. I regretted he considered it inadvisable transmit | 

his views to Arab Delegates. Heretofore PCC endeavored assist parties 

to final settlement by transmittal views of each. Mutual understanding 

would facilitate settlement. PCC could not be expected embrace views 

of either for purpose of persuading other. I conceived GA resolution. 

to assist Israel is to negotiate with Arabs rather than UN. 

As result Eytan plans redraft letter for transmission to Arab Dele- 

gates, I consider important development for psychological reasons- 

It is hoped Israeli views drafted with Arabs rather than UN in mind. 

will be more temperate and persuasive. [ Ethridge. | 

| VINCENT 

501.BB Palestine/5-2849 : Telegram | 

| The Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State _ 

RESTRICTED ee Bern, May 28, 1949—10 a. m. 

-- 819. Palun 169. From Ethridge. Reference Palun 165.1 Eytan on 

May 25 wrote PCC re Arab memorandum along following line: - | 

(1) Wide gulf separates views of Arab and Israeli delegates. Latter 

has taken wide view. Outstanding problems are organically linked. | 

Piecemeal approach is impossible. Israel is willing to cooperate in 
solution of refugee problem if solution is seen organically as part of 

final settlement between Arab States and Israel. oo 

1From Lausanne, dated May 23, p. 1048.
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(2) Arab Delegates have refused to talk overall settlement and 
have concentrated attention on one problem. This narrow view has 

_ lead to no results. Arab memorandum proposes return to homes of 
refugees from certain areas. Memorandum is particularist and un- 
realistic, characteristic of whole Arab approach and fails take account 
of present situation in Palestine or of aim of peace. 

(3) Israeli Delegation has instructions to make every effort towards 
_ final liquidation of Palestine conflict, establishment of sincere peace 

and normal relations and stability of ME. Ultimate objective at 
Lausanne must be permanent peace. Within this context Israelis still . — 
prepared to cooperate with Arab Delegates in finding refugee solu- 
tion. Arab Delegates appear, however, to have authority to discuss 
only one question. Their instructions seemingly disregard everything 

| else as has been clear from start and is confirmed by Arab 
memorandum. 

(4) Israeli Delegation suggests to PCC that determined effort 
should be made to persuade Arab Government to face problems at 
issue in spirit greater realism. Israeli Delegation is convinced peace 
is ultimate objective of parties and that PCC can demonstrate 

| to Arab Delegates that present course has brought goal no nearer. 
Continued unrealistic demands cannot advance Arab or refugee cause. 
‘Proposals in Arab memorandum offer no sort of basis for negotiation. 

(5) Israeli Delegation trusts PCC will find way to turn present 
| talks into useful and realistic channels toward peace. [ Ethridge. ] 

eee a VINCENT 

_ B01.BB Palestine/5—2849 : Telegram | 

| The Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED 7 | | ‘Bern, May 28, 1949—10 a. m. 

820. Palun 173. From Ethridge. Israeli representatives on May 26 

informed general limits of [to?] PCC of Israeli proposal re frontier 
between Israel and Transjordan. Israeli representatives considered 

| frontier should be considered in two categories: (1) Northern and 
southern sections; (2) Section east of “triangle” and Hebron. 

Re first category Israel suggested frontier between Israel and Trans- 
jordan should be political boundary between Transjordan and Pales- 
tine under British mandate, ie., from junction point of Transjordan- 
Syrian frontier in north to El Fatur in south and from middle of Dead 
Sea to Gulf of Aqaba. | 

Re second category Israel did not propose to discuss at present time 
as no determination had been made as to disposition of central Pales- 
tine. Israel would, however, accept present armistice line as boundary
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whether central Palestine was governed by Transjordan or inde- 
pendent authority. Israel had no ambitions in central Palestine. Israel 

planned to propose certain modifications in armistice lines but could 

only discuss with final established authority in central Palestine. | 

Israeli attitude re modifications will change in accordance with charac- _ 
ter of governing authority, ie., whether Transjordan, independent = =— 

state or other authority. Israel did not wish to advance suggestions re 

its disposition. Israel wished give all interested including Arab states, | 

Arab inhabitants and refugees opportunity to decide re future status 
of central Palestine. | : oe, 

Tsraeli proposal does not include Jerusalem area. | | 
Meanwhile Israel regards Transjordan as occupying authority in 

central Palestine and will be able discuss military changes in armistice 
lines with Transjordan. [ Ethridge. ] Ce 

| St VINCENT 

501.BB. Palestine/5-2849: Telegram - 

Lhe Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PO Bern, May 28, 1949-—11 a. m. 

821. Palun 174. From Ethridge. Consult Rusk for distribution. In — 
three hour closed meeting with Commission yesterday Eytan advanced | 
idea that stalemate here could be broken to which his letter referred _ 

(reference Palun 169+) only by “imaginative broad plan” for resettle- 
ment of refugees, in which international responsibility as to finance | 
would be chief factor. He suggested Commission advance proposal to 
both sides which would in effect lift refugee problem out of context 
of Lausanne meetings. He obviously had in mind program on which | 
Department has been working. 

I pointed out to him that in effect what he was proposing was that 
somebody else relieve Jews and Arabs of their responsibilities and pick 
up the check for it. He agreed that my remark was true if crude but 
said there was nothing reprehensible about it as it had happened a 
good many times before in world history. I replied that of course there | 
was nothing, reprehensible about it but any such aid should have 
proper base. I told him he knew very well US had been considering | 
such aid but we felt there must be number of conditions attached 
to it. | a | 

- First must be that Israel must satisfy US and other nations which 
might participate in such scheme that she had accepted her full re- _ 
sponsibility as to number of refugees who would return as to civil 

1 Identified also as telegram 819, May 28, from Bern, p. 1067.
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rights guarantees to them, as to assurance of fair and just compensa- 

tion to those who did not return and even to those who did return but 
in much less favorable circumstances. I pointed out President must 

| go to Congress to ask for appropriations if he decided to make com: | 

mitment (at no time indicating that any had been made) and he would 
certainly not make any recommendation that was not based upon what 

he conceived to be fair and permanent settlement in Middle East. — 
Second point I made was that Arab delegates must agree in prin- 

ciple they would accept refugees left over and that the Arabs had 
made it clear they would not make any such commitment until Israel 
herself had made some commitment on refugee problem beyond any 
she has made. Therefore, Arab position was in Israel’s hands also. 

Third condition must be that such plan would be workable and 
acceptable to UN. Israel could not expect member nations of UN to 
accept plan which they did not regard as having been based upon 
acceptance by Israel and Arabs of their full responsibility toward 
refugees and bona fide intention their part to make settlement of 

refugees material factor in peace settlement. 
Fourth condition is that other nations must participate, including 

‘Israel. If Israel looked at that condition she must realize other nations 
likely to contribute would be Britain and perhaps France. Even if 
US brought itself to sponsoring plan without exacting from Israel _ 
‘fulfillment of its duty he could not expect Britain to look with favor 
‘upon it in view of her connection in Arab world. Certainly same con- 
sideration would apply to France and Turkey. 

| I pointed out further that whole key to peace had been in Israel’s 
hands since January and still was and that while UN nations might 
be willing to buy peace in Middle East as I had suggested they wanted 
to be sure it was peace. Israel had primary responsibility in proving 
that. | 

Eytan said he understood US viewpoint clearly, took notes on it 
- cand indicated he wanted to communicate it to his government. He 

also agreed to consider document for Arabs (reference Palun 168 ”) 
that would expound Israel’s full position on refugee question. He 
contended that in making proposal for Gaza strip Israel had agreed 
to accept all refugees there, all normal population, other Arabs in 
Palestine and members of broken families. Total would be about as 
many as Israel agreed to accept under partition. He felt Israel would 
have discharged its full obligation if she did that. | | 

| I agreed that quantitatively she would have accepted her full obli- 
cation, but pointed out that he had made proposals with two con- 

ditions: international help and acquisition of Gaza strip. What was 

2 Tdentified also as telegram 818, May 28, from Bern, p. 1065. Co
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now lacking was statement to Commission as to how many refugees 
Israel would take if she did not get Gaza strip. He agreed to consult 
his government on alternative proposal. = = ee 
Understand next Cabinet meeting in Tel Aviv is Tuesday. That | 

meeting will probably determine in great measure whether Lausanne | 
conference breaks up. Press reports we get from ‘Palestine indicate 
that Foreign Office thinking there is that conference might as well | | 

break up and leave Israel free to make enforced peace with Trans-_ 
jordan. My own feeling is that Israel prefers that to accepting any 
responsibility for refugees or making any territorial concessions at 
all. [Ethridge.|_ OS | 

| - Oo VINCENT 

501.BB Palestine /5-2849 : Telegram - os | 

Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State = 

SECRET Bern, May 28, 1949-—lla.m. 

899, Palun 175. Consult Rusk for distribution. In private meeting 
last night with Fawzi Mulki of Transjordan Delegation, he told me 
Arab Delegates will not make any further concessions here. He said 
their attitude was based on several factors: | | 

1. They felt they had made concessions in signing protocol (refer- 
ence Palun 1481) acknowledging partition as fact and as basis for 
further negotiation; in being willing to accept what they regarded as 
minor concessions on refugee problem as set out in their 9-point memo | 
(reference Palun 166?) without demanding more substantial conces- 
sion now; and in indicating in point 3 of their May 21 memo (reference 
Palun 165 *) that they were willing to go into territorial talks, even 
if their method was to back into such talks. On contrary, they argued 
that Jews have given nothing and are demanding more. No Arab poli- 
tician could dare make any further concessions. 

2. Neither Egypt nor Syria cared in circumstances whether they 
made peace, and Lebanese had taken position that it would go along 
with, but not ahead of, other Arab states. They want peace on basis 
they regard as decent, that is, one that would not overthrow their 
governments. He said armistice agreements had badly shaken Arab 
world and Arab politicians had been able to explain them away only 
by saying armistice lines were not peace lines. To give more now than 
armistice lines called for would be to wreck Arab governments, and 
Arab politicians could not be expected to do that. 
_ 38. Transjordan’s attitude had modified and hardened considerably 
because of experience in Tulkarm triangle and in Jerusalem area. 
Fawzi Mulki felt that by their excessive gun-point demands Jews, 

‘Dated May 12,p.998 a | oo 
7? Dated May 23, p. 1044. oN : | | 
“Dated May 23, p. 1043. - - oe | ,
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while pretending so [séc] friendship with Abdullah, had actually 
lowered his prestige to point where he could no longer help them in 
peace making. He said feeling was shared by all Abdullah’s advisers 
and even by King himself and was responsible for failure of mixed 

| committee at Jerusalem and for King’s refusal to approve separate. 
meetings between Mulki and Sasoon at Lausanne. Mulki says Trans- | 
jordan is determined that unless Jews make some concessions by which 
Transjordan can rescue some of her prestige he doubted whether any | 

| peace could come and he personally would not sign such peace. “All 
the King can do is dismiss me,” he said, “I will not face wrath of people 
of Transjordan and Arab world by signing away more than we have 
already given. The Jews have been too clever.” Fawzi Mulki said he 
would continue to try here and would discuss with Arab Delegates 
question of asking commission to make proposals before breaking up. 

Fawzi Mulki said there would, of course, be no trouble in getting | 
commitments from Arab Governments on accepting refugees provid- 
ing Israel made satisfactory commitment. He says Arabs have already 
agreed among themselves they will have to accept refugees and even 
iraq has given some encouragement. 

ae 7 | ETHRIDGE 

501.BB Palestine/5—2849 : Telegram . . a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY ~Wasuineton, May 28, 1949—11 a. m. 
NIACT | | | 

322. Pres desires you deliver following note classified secret im- | 

mediately to Ben-Gurion. 

“Excellency: I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the 
| Pres of the US has instructed me to inform the Govt of Israel as fols: 

The Govt of the US is seriously disturbed by the attitude of Israel 
with respect to a territorial settlement in Palestine and to the question 
of Palestinian refugees, as set forth by the representatives of Israel at 
Lausanne in public and private meetings. According to Dr. Eytan, the 
Israeli Govt will do nothing further about Palestinian refugees at the 
present time, although it has under consideration certain urgent meas- 
ures of limited character. In connection with territorial matters, the. 

| position taken by Dr. Eytan apparently contemplates not only the 
retention of all territory now held under military occupation by Israel, 
which is clearly in excess of the partition boundaries of Nov 29, 1947, 
but possibly an additional acquisition of further territory within | 
Palestine. | 

As a mem of the UN PCC and as a nation which has consistently 
| striven to give practical effect to the principles of the UN, the US 

*At 7 p. m., May 27, the Department sent a telegram to Secretary Acheson at 
Paris, numbered Telac 23. The editors have been unable to locate a copy in the 
files of the Department but presume it transmitted the text of the note to be 
delivered to the Israeli.Prime Minister. The Secretary replied.the following day, 
stating “Agree. with text and dispatch.” (Actel 20, 501.BB Palestine/5—2849) 
Actel 20 was received in the Department at 10:17 a. m., May 28.
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Govt has recently made a number of representations to the Israeli | 

Govt, concerning the repatriation of refugees who fled from the con- 7 
flict in Palestine, These representations were in conformity with the 
principles set forth in the resolution of the GA of Dec 11, 1948, and 
urged the acceptance of the principle of substantial repatriation and 
the immediate beginnings of repatriation on a reasonable scale which | 
would be well within the numbers to be agreed in a final settlement. 

~The US Govt conceded that a final settlement of the refugee, problem — 
must await a definitive peace settlement. These representations, as well | 

as those made concurrently to the Arab States concerning the resettle- 
ment outside of Palestine of a substantial portion of Palestine refugees, 
were made in the firm conviction that they pointed the way to a lasting 
peace in that area. 6 ce 
~ In the interests of a just and equitable solution of territorial ques- 
tions the US Govt, in the UN and as a mem of the PCC, has supported 
the position that Israel should be expected to offer territorial compen- | 
sation for any territorial acquisition which it expects to effect beyond 
the boundaries set forth in the res of the GA of Nov 29,1947. The Govt 
of Israel has been well aware of this position and of the view of the 
US Govt that it is based upon elementary principles of fairness and | 
equity, I 

| TT he US Govt is deeply concerned to learn from Dr. Eytan’s state- 
- ments that the suggestions both on refugees and on territorial ques- 

tions which have been made by it for the sole purpose of advancing 
prospects of peace have made so little impression upon the Govt of 
Israel. ee eae es 
The US attitude of sympathy and support for Israel has arisen out 

of broad American interest and principles, particularly out of itssup- 
port for the UN and its desire to achieve peace and security in the Near 
East on a realistic basis. The US Govt and people have given generous 
support to the creation of Israel because they have been convinced of _ 
the justice of this aspiration. The US Govt does not, however, regard | 
the present attitude of the Israeli Govt as being consistent with the , 

__-principles upon which US.support-has. been based. The US Govt is 
gravely concerned lest Israel now endanger the possibility of arriving 
at a solution of the Palestine problem in such a way as to contribute to ~ 
the establishment of sound and friendly relations between Israel and | 
its neighbors. | } 
_ The Govt of Israel should. entertain no doubt whatever that the US | 
Govt relies upon it to take responsible and positive action concerning 
Palestine refugees and that, far from supporting excessive Israeli | 
claims to further territory within Palestine, the US Govt believes that 
it-is necessary for Israel to offer territorial compensation for territory | 
which it. expects to acquire beyond the boundaries of the Nov 29, 1947 

~ The Govt of Israel must be aware that the attitude which it has thus _ | 
far assumed at Lausanne must inevitably lead to a rupture in those 
conversations. The US Govt must state in candor that it considers 
that the Govt of Israel must provide a basis for a continuation of 
such talks under the auspices of the PCC and that a rupture arising | 
out of the rigid attitude of the Govt of Israel would place a heavy re- 
sponsibility upon that Govt and people. |
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_ If the Govt of Israel continues to reject the basic principles set 
forth by the res of the GA of Dec 11, 1948 and the friendly advice 
offered by the US Govt for the sole purpose of facilitating a genuine _ 
peace in Palestine, the US Govt will regretfully be forced to the con- 
clusion that a revision of its attitude toward Israel has become 
unavoidable.” a ons | | 

Please report time of delivery niact in order that Department may 
furnish copy to Elath.? _ | 

as | | | WEBB 

2A marginal notation states that this telegram was “cleared with the White 
House 5/27/49." : | 
Mr. Satterthwaite, on May 30, handed to the Israeli Chargé Uriel Heyd, the 

text of the United States note to the Israeli Government. The latter made no 
comment after reading the note. Mr. Satterthwaite “made no comment other than 
to emphasize the fact that the note had been delivered under the instructions of 
the President.” (Memorandum of conversation by Mr. Satterthwaite, 867N .01/ 

5-3049) me | 
Israeli Ambassador Elath called on Acting Secretary Webb on May 31 just 

prior to his departure for a visit to Israel. The prime subject of their discussion 
was the United States note. Mr. Webb records that “With strong emotion in his 
voice the Ambassador said he prayed to God that the United States Government 
would not underestimate Israeli determination to preserve the security of Israel 
at all costs. It would ‘be a tragic thing, he said, if the friendly relations between 
our two countries should be altered because the United States Government. in- 
sisted on a course of action which would threaten Israeli security. He expressed 
the fervent hope that this would not come to pass. 

“I said that I was sure the Israeli Government realized that the United States 
Government would not send'such a note without prior and careful consideration 
of all the aspects involved. I referred to the friendly relations between our two 
countries, and to the United States desire to see these relations continue, and I 
said that it was out of the deep friendship of the United States for Israel that 
we had made the recommendations which we believed would lead to a lasting 

| peace in the Near Hast. I reiterated that what was necessary was a’sincere desire 
by all-the parties to bring about a genuine peace.” (Memorandum of conversation, 
501.BB Palestine/5-3149) | | 

501.BB Palestine/5—2949 : Telegram — 

Lhe Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET NIACT , Trex Aviv, May 29, 1949—6 p. m. 

PRIORITY | a | 

406. ReDeptel 322, May 28. During half hour conference (Ford also 
present) May 29 with Prime Minister and Foreign Minister at former’s 
home they read slowly note from President. At end of reading Foreign: 
Minister said “this grave note calls for considered answer which we 
shall prepare.” _ | a | a 

Prime Minister then expressed following: US is world power 
which helped us much before and after state set up. US has right to 
“have a say.” But note ignores two fundamental facts: SO
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1. November 29 resolution never carried out by UN, US or Middle 

East States. It contemplated two states, Israel and independent Arab. 

Palestine, united by customs and other ties at peace with one another 

and neighbors, Prime Minister unable recall any strong action by US. 

or UN-to enforce November 29 or prevent aggression by Syria, Egypt, 

Lebanon and Iraq. Instead embargo encouraged aggressors against 

Israel whose very existence was in danger. Had Jews waited on US or 

UN they would have been exterminated. Israel was established not on 

basis November 29 but on that of successful war of defence. Hence 

note’s suggestion is today unjust and unrealistic for it ignores war and 

continued Arab threats which make November 29 boundaries: | 

impossible. / - | | | | | 

9, Solution refugees can be considered only-as part peace settlement. 

Arab States refuse make peace and on May 4, Israel’s independence. 

day, threatened renewal war. So long as this attitude persists refugees | 

are potential enemies of Israel. If war were renewed could Israel ap- 

peal to US to send arms or troops for defence against refugees fighting - 

on side of aggressors? Upon whom does US ask Israel to rely ¢ 

In impassioned conclusion “off the record” Prime Minister said : | 

“US is powerful and we are weak; we could be destroyed; but we do 

not intend to commit suicide by accepting November 29 settlement in 

today’s fundamentally changed conditions.” | | 

Comment: Manner of Prime Minister’s response and unusual 

reticence of Foreign Minister indicated extreme seriousness their re~ | 

ception of President’s note. When Prime Minister opined that this 

was strongest representation yet sent by US to Israel I agreed but 

otherwise made no comment. There is no grounds however, for confi-~ 

dence Israel will accept without substantial reservations fundamentals. 

of US position. I anticipate Israel’s formal reply soon. L'nd comment. 

a | | McDona.p. 

--'B01.BB Palestine/5-8149 —— | | | 

- - Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET _ | [Wasuineron, May 31, 1949.} | 

-. Meerine Wire Present, Turspay, May 31, 1949 | 

| ae NOTE TO THE ISRAELI GOVERNMENT = 

I indicated to the President the substance of the reports we have 

‘received ‘as to the reaction of the reaction of the Israeli Government 

to our recent note, and he expressed real interest. I feel very sure that, 

he has no doubts as to the wisdom of the course being followed. |
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501.BB Palestine/5—8149 : Telegram | | 

_ Lhe Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET TEL Avty, May 31, 1949—noon. 

408. Herlitz+ of Foreign Office at residence my invitation May 30 

in an hour’s informat talk said: | 

1. “Gaza plan” had been first suggested by Ethridge to Eytan. Then 
Israeli Cabinet after long debate voted, with two abstentions, to accept 
Gaza—Rafa strip and its 250,000 to 300,000 Arabs. . | 

2. Egypt had privately indicated its willingness relinquish strip. 
3. Task of repatriating and resettling on Israeli soil this “vast 

number” of Arab refugees was considered as “gigantic” involving 
“severe personal sacrifice all Israeli people”. a | 
. 4, Lausanne “was not on verge failure”. Ethridge was “naturally 
impatient for results” but Arabs “not” preparing go home. On con- 

| _ trary they sending for families and renting homes Lausanne. 
5. Foreign Office and Prime Minister hopeful that strong repre- 

sentation made by US to Israel was also being made to Arab states 
‘in appropriate form. | 

Comment. As Herlitz talked I remained silent feeling that Deptel 
322, May 28, could not be strengthened by any commentary of mine. 
End comment. : | a 

| McDonatp 

1 Esther Herlitz, Acting Director of the American Division of the Israeli For- 
eign Office. . 

_g67N.01/5-3149 : Telegram | | : _ | oo oe 

_ Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State. 

RESTRICTED _... . . JERUSALEM, May 31, 1949—2 p. m. 

388. Transjordan—Israel special committee met Jerusalem 29th and 
~will meet again June 7. No progress madeon major issues but agree- 
‘ment reached to permit Arabs harvest crops in lands of triangle given 
‘Israel for additional week. — es 

Talks by ConGen with both Israel and Transjordan delegates show 
. considerable pessimism as to possibility any progress. Bergman * states 

submit specific plan for exchange territory in north for Arab quar- 
: ter in south but doubts Arab proposals will form acceptable basis for 

discussion, - re 
Sent Department 3888; repeated Geneva 17 for USDel PCC; 

~pouched Arab capitals. . | | | Se 

. a Presumably Abraham Bergman, District Commissioner for Israeli Jerusalem.
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501.BB Palestine/5—3149 : Telegram | 7 a 

, The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | | Parts, May 31, 1949—7 p. m. 
2202. Webb from Acheson. Bevin Conv Four. Bevin discussed Pal- 

estine question with me this morning. He referred to their conversa- 
tions in New York with Bunche who had agreed they could supply 
small arms but said he could not go further pending conclusion Syria 
and Israeli armistice. Bunche had prepared draft for SC but not yet 
ready to submit it. Bevin chiefly concerned situation arising from 
Israeli claims to territory both sides upper Jordan which would give 
them complete control of all water resources. UK hopes for four-party 
agreement on water development permitting settlement 100,000 refu- 
gees and leaving adequate water for Israel. He suggested we secure 
help of Bank and perhaps Conciliation Commission to study common 
use of water under joint auspices. Bevin further amplified previous 
arguments regarding defense arrangements with Egypt and other | 
countries. He emphasized they must have an agreement with Egypt 
if trouble comes. He had settled the question of water resources and. 

was making progress on Sudan and Ethiopia. UK has sent Slim + and 
_ Egyptians have appointed three of their best people to discuss plans. 

Bevin thinks if he now lets Egyptians have such arms for training as 
he can properly send under Bunche’s ruling, he could stall for a couple | 
months before supplying other arms but would need to give some assur- | 

- ance further action within that time. Bevin thinks much depends on 
settling Syrian and Israeli difficulty. He is asking Schuman ? to use 
his influence with Syria. UK ready to spend. considerable sterling 
various refugee projects. | 

I told Bevin in very strict confidence that we had given stiff note oe 
to Israel and were awaiting their formal reply. I stressed necessity for 
avoiding any reference to our note. I emphasized our belief very im- 
portant British avoid raising issue by sending arms while outcome this 
step of ours is awaiting. — | Sn | 
- Bevin considered this very helpful and then raised Transjordan 
question. Wright reported Transjordan received recent note from | 
Israel maintaining demands for Syrian withdrawal, asserting Concili- | 
ation Commission had failed and requesting direct negotiations in 
Jerusalem between Transjordan and Israel parallel to Lausanne dis- 
éussions. Abdullah told British he was defenseless but would be ac- 
eused by other Arabs of going behind their backs if he agreed to Jeru- 
salem talks. Bevin had not previously received this information but 

. * Field Marshal Sir William J. Slim, Chief of the British Imperial General Staff. 
_* Robert Schuman, French Foreign Minister. 

501-887—77——69 | |
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commented UK should tell him not to enter Jerusalem talks. If Israelis 

attack Arab Legion it would be serious new matter for UN. In such 

case Bevin would feel bound to release the munitions held at Amman — 

and expressed hope US would agree he should do so although he would | 

not release it unless Israelis first attack. Bevin added Abdullah has 

also asked their advice whether they should now incorporate Palestine 

territories which he is administering. Bevin would like to have them 

do this so their treaty would apply to these territories also. Wright 

said their legal people believed they could argue treaty applies now 

without incorporation on basis de facto administration. Bevin specif- 

 jeally requested our views on question Transjordan incorporation of 

territories and I told him I would secure word for him as soon as 

possible. Bevin expressed sympathetic understanding US political 

problem in face of domestic pressures and strong desire to avoid 

any break in our common front. I answered affirmatively Wright’s 

specific question whether we agreed they could go as far as Bunche’s 

authorization re shipment of arms. cs : 

| | ~ [ AcHESON ] 

2In Telac 32, May 31, 4 p. m., to Secretary Acheson at Paris, the Department 

had speculated that Mr. Bevin might “inquire re US attitude on disposition 

| . central part of Pal now occupied by Transjordan troops. Dept’s policy on this is 

to favor incorporation area in Transjordan. Suggest Bevin be.so informed.” 

(740.00119 Council/5—-3049) Presumably, this telegram reached Secretary Acheson _ 

too late to be used in his conversation with Mr. Bevin. OO | 

867N.01/5-2649 : Telegram | — 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Transjordan | 

SECRET -Wasuineron, May 31, 1949—7 p.m. _ 

69. In replying to King’s letter subject ur 217. May 26 you shld 

state that there is no truth whatsoever in allegation that US rep PCC 

interested in no other problem but that of refugees. Inform King 

USG, as mem PCC and nation deeply interested in peace and 

stability Near East, diligently working for just and equitable solu- 

tion of all problems involved in Pal situation and for success Lausanne 

talks. In furtherance establishment peace USG has heretofore ap- 

proached both sides on several factors involved and will continue do: 

so whenever believes such approaches constructive. | os 

| You shld express appreciation for King’s views concerning US role 

in final Pal settlement and state USG determined vigorously seek — 

equitable settlement within framework UN. re 

You shld tactfully remind King that US policy re arms established 

as result UN arms embargo. Express hope that continued peace in
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Pal and progress toward final settlement may produce circumstances | 
which will lead to UN decision liftembargo. _ : | 

In conclusion you shld express appreciation for constructive atti- 
tude shown by Jordan re final Pal settlement and particularly for _ 
King’s assurances concerning his peaceful intentions. | 

| a ae Wess 

501.BB Palestine/5-3149 : Telegram ae . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative at | 
ae the United Nations (Austin) | 

CONFIDENTIAL | Wasuineton, May 31, 1949—7 p. m. © 

296. In event Syrian armistice case brought before SC we are con- 
sidering desirability SC recommend parties submit dispute arbitra- 

_ tion, naming Bunche arbitrator. Procedures looking toward | | 
persuasion of parties would have been exhausted by time case brought 
before SC and recommendation arbitration would seem appropriate. 
Parties will find some difficulty in rejecting proposal since armistice 
would not involve permanent territorial settlement. : 

- Would appreciate your views and unless you see objection suggest | 
you discuss this with Bunche. Dye | 

| Se So BES | WEBB 

867N.01/5-8149: Telegram oe 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland | 

SECRET Wasuineton, May 31, 1949—11 p. m. 
Unpal 124. For USDel, Lausanne. Dept appreciates reasons for 

concern Jerusalem expressed Jerusalem tel 370 May 20 and Amman 

tel 215 May 24 and also substantial contribution these tels our under- 
| standing Jerusalem situation. Dept inclined to feel present procedures — 

will not be productive results and that new approach desirable. Fol- | 
lowing suggestion draws on both reftels. —— 
PCC might call upon both sides to accept its appointee as chairman | 

Special Comite but with ultimate power as arbiter. Terms of reference 
would need. definition. which shld generally include territorial de- | 

_ limitations and public utilities in Jerusalem to extent solutions re- 
- quired in final peace settlement. _ | | 

Appointee would have as first function serving as chairman Spe- 
cial Comite and assisting parties to reach agreement. | 

Second function would be to arbitrate any differences on which 
agreement not reached within agreed period. a
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As third function it would be understood that agreement of parties 

or arbitral award on matters covered by terms of reference would 

form basis corresponding section of PCC detailed proposals on 

Jerusalem. | | | ae 

In prelim discussions fol names have been suggested for Arbitra- 

| tor: Charles De Visscher, Belgian Judge of ICJ, and Dr. Azcarate. 

Your comments and those of Jerusalem and Amman are invited 

but you may take this suggestion before PCC, or individual members 

if you see fit.t : - 

| a 7 , _ ‘WerppB 

This telegram was repeated to Amman as 71 and to Jerusalem as 262. Mr. Eth- ) 

ridge replied, on June 3, that the American Delegation doubted the practicality of 

the procedure suggested in Unpal 124 “because it seems unlikely procedure eould 

be completed before September GA. Agreement of Israel and Transjordan to 
change constitution of special committee and terms of reference and agreement re 
ehairman-arbitrator would involve lengthy negotiations. ... It therefore seems 

preferable follow procedure suggested in Palun 179.” (telegram Palun 183 from 

Lausanne, 501.BB Palestine/6-349) Regarding Palun 179, see footnote 2, p. 1041. 

Editorial Note | | | 

The short name “Transjordan” has hitherto been used in the For- 

eign Relations series to designate the territory ruled by King (for- 

merly Emir) Abdullah. On June 1, 1949, there appeared in the 
Jordanian Official Gazette (No. 984) a notice by Prime Minister 

| Tewfik Abul Houda, which, as supplied to the editors by the Bureau | 

of Intelligence and Research in the Department of State, read as 
follows: | 

“Tt is to be remembered that the decision of the Houses of Parlia- 
ment which was taken on May 25, 1946, and which declared the in- 
dependence of this country said that the name of this Kingdom is the 
‘Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan’. The Jordan Constitution, pub- 
lished at the beginning of February, 1947, approved this decision. 

oe However, it is noticed that the name of Transjordan is still applied 
to this Kingdom, and certain people and official institutions still use 
the old name in Arabic and foreign languages, which makes me 
obliged to point out to all who are concerned that the correct and 
official name which should be officially used in all cases is: ‘Al- 

| Mamiakeh Al-Urdunieh Al-Hashemieh’ and in English “The Hashe- 
mite Kingdom of the Jordan.’ ) 7 - 

“IT beg the Minister of Foreign Affairs to inform all foreign lega- 
tions in Amman, the Jordan legations in foreign countries, and the 
Secretary of the United Nations of this official name.” (8901.01/6-149) 

The editors, accordingly, have decided to use hereafter the short 

designation “Jordan” in the annotating of documents in the Series. 

Yussef Haikal, the first Jordanian Minister to the United States, 
presented his credentials to President Truman on June 1; see Depart- 

.- ment of State Bulletin, June 12, 1949, page 765.
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501.BB Palestine/6—149 : Telegram : | - | 

 - Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY  ~—> Parts, June 1, 1949—10 a. m. 

Actel 30.1 For Rusk? from Jessup.? ReEmbtel 2202, May 31, Bevin 
Conversation 4. 7 | | . : - 

- Michael. Wright last night supplemented and partially corrected 
-Bevin’s statements to Secretary on Palestinian question. First essential 
point UK position re Syrian-Israeli frontier is desirability agreement 
in principle before frontier fixed that water will be used for benefit | 
four states under joint auspices. They worried American engineer 
Hayes project for local use water by Israel. UK thinks if agreement 
reached on equitable use of water both sides of actual frontier, the line | 
will settle itself. They do not suggest UK or US express any opinion __ 
concerning location frontier. a | 

| - Re arms supplies, Wright emphasized Bevin considers essential 

making some definite promise to Egyptians re future deliveries pre- 

sumably after two-month interval as indicated reftel 2202. oe | 

Re Transjordan, Wright made British request more specific. They 
| must give immediate advice to Abdullah on Jerusalem negotiation and 

on incorporation Palestine territories. They hope US representative 
would convey US views to Abdullah direct or that at least we would 

tell UK, first, whether we believe he should stick to Lausanne talks 
and refuse separate negotiations Jerusalem ; second, whether we would 

_ approve incorporation Palestinian territories. If we do not approve | 
immediate incorporation, do we have objection British announcing | 
now theory stated reftel 2202 that they consider their treaty applies 
to the administered territories without incorporation. Of course, what 
they want is something to help Abdullah’s morale short of supplying, 
arms and ammunition. Wright suggested it would also be helpful if we: 
could tell Abdullah we would take very serious view of resumption of | 
fighting whether started by Israelis or by Arab Legion. ne 
Wright stated Bevin further inquires whether we think it would be 

useful for Wright to go to Washington at time of Secretary’s return . 

to Department with view to further discussion Near Eastern questions, 
Bevin dining privately with Secretary tonight. If you can send even 

partial replies any UK questions on any of points raised by Bevin, 
Secretary would be glad communicate information to him this evening. | 

Your niact Telac 32 * just received. Anything further still welcome. 

[ Jessup. | | a | 
| | ACHESON 

_ 3 As originally received in the Department of State this telegram was numbered _ 
2218. It was subsequently corrected to Actel 30. 

7 Dean Rusk became Deputy Under Secretary of State on May 31. | | 
> Ambassador at Large Philip Jessup, Alternate Member of the United States 

Delegation at the Sixth Session of the Council of Foreign Ministers. 
‘Dated May 31, not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 1078. |
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501.BB Palestine/5~3149 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY WASHINGTON, June 1, 1949—1 p. m._ 

NIACT oe 
Telac 38. Fol replies questions ur 2202 and 2218 May 313 _ | 
1. Dept agrees re desirability agreement in principle before frontier 

delineation that water resources will be used benefit all states con- 
cerned. Will so inform Ethridge requesting his views re feasibility 
obtaining such agreement at Lausanne. Economic Survey Group 
which PCC plans activate near future wld resurvey water resources 
in question with view their equitable use by all states concerned for 
development and refugee settlement purposes. 

9. Dept believes Abdullah shld not enter into reference separate 
- conversations with Israel parallel to Lausanne talks, and is instruct- 
ing Leg Amman so to advise King. According to info from Amman 
King has practically made up mind take same decision. | 

3. View Jordan now administering Pal territory Dept believes shld 
be feasible proclaim incorporation near future, with proviso re final 
boundary settlement at later date, but believes essential consult 
Ethridge before making final decision view possible effect on 
Lausanne talks. Also consulting Ethridge re extension Brit treaty to 
Pal territory and will advise urgently.? 

4. Dept believes Wright visit Washington would be helpful. Would 
be interested learn what specific topics he would like discuss. © 

WEsB 

. + The latter is dated June 1; see footnote 1, p. 1081. 
*'These matters were raised with Mr. Ethridge in telegram Unpal 125, June 1, 

7 p. m., to Lausanne (501.BB Palestine/6—149) ; its content closely paralleled 
that of telegram 72 to Amman of the same date, infra. 

S67 N.O1 /5-3049 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Jordan* 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Amman, June 1, 1949—7 p. m. 
NIACT 

72. View Sassoon communication Abdullah asserting Lausanne 
talks have failed and requesting direct negotiations between Jordan 
and Israel parallel to Lausanne discussions, Dept desires you infor- 
mally advise King US Govt believes Lausanne talks have by no means 

1The Department transmitted the substance of this message to Jerusalem in 
telegram 263, June 1, 7 p. m., which was repeated to Tel Aviv as No. 330 (501.BB 
Palestine/6-149).
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failed and it essential no party take action likely undermine discus- _ 

sions. Accordingly, US Govt in most friendly spirit desires suggest it 

would not be advisable for Jordan enter reference separate negotia- 

| tions.2 US Govt approves position taken by King and reported ur 222 

- Dept desires your views urgently onfol. | | 

Bevin has informed Secy Abdullah has asked UK advice whether 

he should now incorporate Pal territories administered by Jordan. 

- Bevin would like have Jordan do this so that Brit treaty would apply 

these territories also. UK legal advisers believe they could argue treaty 

- applies now even without incorporation on basis de facto administra- 

tion. If US does not approve immediate incorporation, Brits desire 

know whether we object their announcing they consider UK-J ordan 

treaty applies to administered territory without incorporation. Bevin © | 

seeking something raise Abdullah’s morale short of supplying arms 

and ammunition and would like US reply soonest.* 

Dept urgently investigating legal implications. | 

| Z WEBB 

8 Mr. Rockwell, on J une 16, analyzed the reasoning of the Department in sending 

telegram 72. His memorandum stated in part: | | 

“Although no agreement had been reached at Lausanne, largely because of the : 

rigidity of the Israeli position, the Department felt that Sassoon was totally 

ineorrect in stating that the talks were a complete failure. The Department also , 

believed that it was essential to give the strongest support to the Conciliation 

Commission, which was attempting. to reach an equitable agreement between the 

parties and offered all the necessary facilities to the parties for reaching such | 

an agreement. Under the circumstances, separate talks seemed totally unneces- . 

sary, and likely to lead to circumstances similar to those under which Trans- | 

jordan was forced to give up considerable territory in order to achieve an armi- 

_ gtice with Israel. Accordingly, the Department, in the interests of a just settle- 

7 ment, suggested to King Abdullah that he not enter the separate talks with Israel. 

“An additional motive for the Department’s approach to King Abdullah was 

the possibility that Israel and Transjordan, by negotiating together on the ques- | 

tion of Jerusalem without the presence of the Conciliation Commission, might 

reach an agreement concerning the City which would disregard the international | 

| and Christian interests in J erusalem and in the Holy Places.” — : 

_ Mr. Rockwell’s memorandum was transmitted to Acting Secretary Webb in a 

memorandum of June 16 by Messrs. Rusk and Satterthwaite, which stated that 

“This matter has been taken up with Mr. Connelly and Mr. Niles at the White 

House by Mr. Franklin D, Roosevelt, Jr.” (867N.01/6-1649) — a 

*Chargé Stabler, in reply on June 3, gave his view that “incorporation Arab 

Palestine in Transjordan at this stage would have adverse effect on Lausanne 

talks and on Palestine Arabs and-would contribute to additional difficulties 

between Transjordan and certain Arab states.. Moreover, I believe that US and 

UK, whose advice and support it would soon be known had been sought and 

obtained, would lay themselves ‘open. to criticism for countenancing action of this 

nature ‘out of court’.’” However, to show some form of support to Abdullah, he 

saw “no reason United States Government should interpose any objection to 

. British announcement that they consider UK~Transjordan Treaty applies to 

administration territory. without incorporation,” should the Department be 

satisfied that the arguments of the British legal advisers were sound (telegram 

230, June 3, noon, from Amman, 867N.01/6-349). os co |
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| 867N.01/6=249 | | | 

Memorandum, Presumably Prepared by Ambassador at Large 
- Philip C. Jessup + | . 

TOP SECRET , Paris, June 2, 1949. 
_ In answer to a number of the points raised by Mr. Bevin with the 
Secretary and amplified by Mr. Wright to Mr. Jessup, the following 
preliminary comments canbe made: | 

1. It is agreed that it would be desirable to secure agreement in 
principle before delineation of Israeli’s frontiers that water resources 
will be used for the benefit of all states concerned. 

2. It is agreed that Abdullah should not enter into the suggested 
separate conversations in Jerusalem parallel to the Lausanne talks, 
and the United States Legation at Amman has been instructed so to 
advise the King. a 

3. It is agreed that it would be feasible for Transjordan to proclaim 
the incorporation of the administered Palestine territory in the near 
future with a proviso regarding the final boundary settlement at a 
later date. However, final decision on this point and also on the ad- 
visability of announcing the extension of the United Kingdom Treaty 
to cover the administered territories is reserved pending further con- 
sultations now in progress. a | 

4. Further details will be communicated by the United States Em- 
bassy in London to Mr. Wright. a a 

 . *Seeretary Acheson sent the text of this memorandum to the Department in 
his telegram Actel 35, June 3, 9 a. m., from Paris, with the statement that he had 
handed Mr. Bevin the memorandum “Today” (740.00119 Council /6-349) . 

501.BB Palestine/6-249 : Telegram | - 

Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | JERUSALEM, June 2, 1949—4 p. m. 
395. Approach to Jerusalem settlement advanced in Deptel [Unpal] 

124 to Lausanne [Bern]* appears excellent in principle. Would in- 
volve direct negotiations under PCC appointed chairman and mutual 
agreement between parties to greatest extent possible. Questions not 
agreed on to be arbitrated by chairman whose decision binding. Pro- 
cedure should provide maximum satisfaction to local populations, 
solution disputed points with maximum equity and result conform- 
ing to UN resolution re Jerusalem. Terms of reference could be so 
defined that settlement could form part of PCC proposals for Jeru- 
salem now under consideration and so limited that special committee 
would not conflict with Jerusalem sub-committee of PCC. Believe 

1Dated May 81, p. 1079.
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essential negotiators work on premise entire area of Jerusalem will 
be permanently demilitarized and neutralized. In addition to terri- 
torial delimitations and public utilities, committee should consider | 
“right of passage” to such places as Scopus and holy places and “right 
of residence” by Jews and Arabs in each other’s zone while intimately _ 
bound up with location territorial demarcation line. Account also — 
should be taken of fact settlement reached would become part of per- | 
manent peace treaty and must fit into overall framework of treaty. 

Necessary [to] estimate reactions parties directly involved. 
[Here follow the estimates that Jordan would probably welcome | 

the proposals, especially the provision for arbitration; that the Pal- 
estinian Arabs, with objections, would probably accept the proposals ; 
and that the Israelis would likely be opposed, anticipating greater 
benefits by direct negotiations. There also follow personal comments 

- on possible arbitrators. | a 7 
‘Sent Department 395, repeated Geneva 19 for USDel PCC, Amman | 

30.0 | - | 

ne | | Burvetr 

501.BB Palestine/6-249 : Telegram | | 

Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State 

‘TOP SECRET » Lausanne, June 2, 1949—4 p. m. 

Palun 181. Consult Rusk for distribution. OO 
1. Reftel 717, May 31.1 I regret McDonald is apparently refraining 

from using his influence with Israeli Government to underline Presi- — 
dent’s and Department’s approved position regarding Palestine as set 
forth in Deptel 682, May 24. We need all help we can get, particularly 

in Tel Aviv.? 
2. I also regret apparent importance which McDonald attaches to 

Herlitz’? remarks. Miss Herlitz recent graduate Eytan’s civil service 
_ school, is acting chief of North American Section of Foreign Affairs; 

and while it may be assumed she speaks officially, I doubt if as much | 
weight may be given her remarks as those of Ben-Gurion, Sharett, 
Comay (all whom must be available in Tel Aviv) and Eytan. 7 

8. In this connection, it is clear from record Ben-Gurion first men- 
tioned Gaza strip proposal which was subsequently officially presented 
by Eytan in Lausanne (reference Paluns 133 April 20, 142 May 9, 160 
May 20 and 162 May 21 [23] ®). | 

__- Not printed : it repeated telegram 408, May 31, p. 1076. | 
? President Truman read the first paragraph of Palun 181 on June 138; for his | 

reaction, see footnote 2, p. 1125. | | 
* Palun 162 not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1036.
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4, What is date and source of information Egypt willing relinquish 

Gaza strip? This has always been considered possible by me and some 

Arabs but chief of Egyptian delegation, who has spoken to me with 

greatest frankness, has never even hinted at it. Any possibility of 

developing this project at present was torpedoed by Eytan’s release 

to press of official proposal to PCC. Egyptians could hardly be ex- 

pected acquiesce under such circumstances. | 
5. No comment on point 3 with which I agree. I might add same 

problem confronts Arabs and UN as well. | | 
| oe | ETHRIDGE 

501.BB Palestine/6—249 : Telegram | 

Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State 

SECRET a LAUSANNE, June 2, 1949—5 p. m. 

Palun 180. For McGhee. Agree with proposals re refugees including 

survey group whose functions not clearly understood here when we _ 

recommended elimination. In light explanations consider most 

important. — | 
Re commitments: Arab states assured me commitments re resettle- 

ment will be forthcoming when Israel makes her commitment re 
repatriation. Hopeful that will come about after Tel Aviv meetings 

now in progress. Eytan communicated my talk (Palun 174+) to Tel 
Aviv and left last night for consultations there. | | 

Re approach by mission: In view Arab statements, most useful 
time for approach would be after Israel has made her commitment. | 

| It will be, perhaps disappointing in that Israel will say if she cannot 

have Gaza strip she will take only small number refugees. In that | 

event us both here and in Washington will have to insist on greater 
number but it will probably still be necessary to persuade Arabs take 

greater number than they now contemplate. 
[Here follow two paragraphs, dealing with the composition of the _ 

survey group, said to be “excellent,” and “next steps.” | 
Reservation: I have one important reservation to all proposals re 

refugees. We do not think any commitment should be made until it 

is clear that both Arabs and Jews are in process reaching agreement 

re territorial settlement. In other words, if interested powers are com- 

| mitted to liquidating refugee problem, territorial problem itself may 

remain unsolved because use ? of intransigence of parties. Both refugee 

rs . 
1 Identified also as telegram 821, May 28, from Bern, p. 1069. 
2'The editors suggest that the word “use” should not appear in the text.
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and territorial problem should be solved simultaneously if possible in 

: order increase possibility of successful solution? Be 
| | | ETHRIDGE 

| ‘The Department of State replied on June 7, setting forth its agreement “re 
desirability simultaneous solution territorial questions and refugee problem, but 
desires underscore necessity for positive progress towards solution refugee prob- 
lem near future, in view importance time element with respect to GA and Con- 
gress. We therefore hope will be possible activate Economic Survey Group soon 

| as Israel and Arabs firm up respective commitments re willingness accept specific 
numbers refugees and indicate willingness accept and cooperate with Survey 
Group. Survey activities cld then proceed concurrently with negots for final ter- 
ritorial settlement.” (telegram Unpal 187, 501.BB Palestine/6—249) 

| 867N.20A/6-349 / 

The Secretary of Defense (Johnson) to the Acting Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET | WasuHineton, 3 June 1949. 

_ Dear Mr. Secretary: This is with further reference to your letter 
of 6 April 1949 concerning the provision of American technical assist- 
ance in the organization and training of the Israeli Army. 

You will recall that on 80 April 1949, I forwarded an interim 
informal reply + to your letter in which T set forth the conclusions of 
a legal study by the Secretary of the Army of the questions involved, 
and stated that I was seeking the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
on broad policy considerations that were involved. I now have the 
views of the Joint Chiefs of ‘Staff and have, in addition, discussed this 
matter, among others, with Mr. Eliahu Elath, the Israclian 

Ambassador. : | ' | | 
_ Based upon the legal study of the Secretary of the Army, the views 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, my discussions with Mr. Elath and con- 
sideration of this general subject in my office, I believe the following 

| factual conclusions may be stated in response to the several] questions 
contained in your letter of 6 April 1949. | 

a. It would be impossible for a retired officer of the regular Army 
to participate as an individual in the provision of technical assistance 
in the organization of the Israeli Army. This follows from the pro- a 
visions of Article I, ‘Section 9, Clause 8 of the United States Constitu- 
tion which forbid any person holding any office from accepting any 
emolument, office or title of any kind from any foreign government, or 
its other agencies or instrumentalities. 7 

b. It would be legally possible for a Reserve officer not on active _ 
duty to accept a position with, or engage himself as, a military ad- 

| 1 Not printed. | | | | :
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viser to the Government of Israel, provided he did not actually enter 
the military service of Israel, and provided that such action did not 
at the time contravene that provision of the United States Code 
which states that any citizen of the United States who accepts and 
exercises a commission to serve a foreign government in war against 
any state with whom the United States is at peace shall be fined not 

a more than two thousand dollars, or imprisoned for not more than 
three years, or both. | | 

c. It would be possible for a Reserve officer not on active duty to 
resign his commission and accept a position with, or engage himself 
as, a military adviser to the Government of Israel, provided that such 
action was not at the time in violation of the aforementioned pro- 
vision of the United States Code. | | | 

d. A military mission to Israel could be established by the President 
under the authority of the Act of 19 May 1926, as amended. The au- 
thority to take such action exists only “during war or declared emer- 
gency”, but for the purposes of the particular law, World War II has 
not been terminated. Thus, although as indicated in your letter of 6 

) April 1949, permanent authority for the establishment of such a mis- 
sion is lacking, interim authority does exist. Moreover, the draft of 
foreign military assistance legislation prepared by the Foreign Assist- 
ance Correlation Committee provides for the deletion of the clause 
quoted above so that this legislation, if enacted, would permit the estab- | 
lishment of such a military mission in peacetime. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion, and I concur, that 
from the standpoint of the National Military Establishment, the only 
suitable method of providing the kind of technical assistance requested 
would be through a military mission. Although legally possible, as 
indicated above, we do not think it advisable that this government 
should, in any wise, sponsor or support the acceptance by Reserve 
officers, or by Reserve officers who have resigned their commissions, of 
positions as military advisers to the Government of Israel. Therefore, 
if the Israeli Government should undertake to employ such individ- 

uals, it should be made abundantly plain that such employment is in | 
| no wise under the sponsorship of the United States Government, and 

that such individuals cannot be supplied with assistance or support of 

any kind by the National Military Establishment. The reasons for this 
position can be concisely stated: In the first place, we could not 
associate ourselves with any arrangement which attempted to estab- 
lish a military mission by indirection at a time when, for reasons here- 
inafter discussed, the official establishment of such a mission would 

be inadvisable. In the second place, we believe it would be anomalous | 
| to have any element of expressed or implied United States Govern- _ 

ment sponsorship of such individuals in a situation where United 
States military control over such individuals was completely lacking.
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Similarly, we do not believe it would be advisable at this particular : 
time to establish a United States military mission to Israel, although | 
such action might well be desirable at a later date. From a military 

standpoint, and as indicated in my letter to you of 16 May 19497 it 
would be advantageous to foster the orientation. of Israel to the 

United States. From a military point of view, however, this should a 
not include the initiation of any action, such as the establishment of a. 
military mission to Israel, which might expose the United States to the 

possibility of overt involvement in the Jewish-Arab. conflict..Our 
strategic interests in the Middle East would certainly suffer if Israci 
should become involved in a resumption of the armed conflict with her 
neighbors after our establishment of a military mission with the Israeli 

Government. Consequently, any action of this kind would be inad- 
visable until after conditions with respect to Israel and the Arab 
League have become so stabilized that risk of further conflict in that 
area is remote. It should be added, moreover, that the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff are of the opinion that the Israeli Army is not presently in any 
dire need of foreign technical assistance in its organization and. 

training. a a pee | 
Whenever conditions in the Middle East are stabilized, we are of the | 

- opinion that, should the Government of Israe] still desire a military 

mission, the over-all question of military missions to the nations of the 
| Middle Kast should be taken up with the British Government, in view 

of the fact that the United States and United Kingdom have generally 
similar security interests in this area. In addition, if such a military 

_ mission were to be established, the Joint-Chiefs of Staff are of the view, 
in which I concur, that its personnel should consist of active duty 
officers, rather than retired officers. Be 
In arriving at the foregoing conclusions. we have recognized that | 

the policy of the United States Government toward Israel is one of 
friendly support, and our opinions with regard to the question of tech- 
nical military assistance are, therefore, offered solely from the military 
point of view and without specific knowledge as to what the limits of 
present governmental policy may be. However, within these limita- 
tions, we recommend that definitive action on the Israeli request be | 
deferred until stability in the Middle East area has been assured, and 
until, at that time, the British attitude on the larger question of tech- 

nical military assistance to the various nations in that area has been 
explored. | 

Sincerely yours, = Lor JorNSON 

“Not printed, but see the last paragraph of. the enclosure to Secretary John- 
son’s memorandum of May 16 to Admiral Souers, p. 1012.
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7 501.BB Palestine/6-249 : Telegram a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

TOP SECRET  NIACT WASHINGTON, June 3, 1949—7 p. m. 

Telac 50. Ref para 3 Telac 388 June 1. View Ethridge negative 
reaction immediate incorporation Pal territory now administered by 
Jordan or extension Brit treaty to this territory (ref Palun 182 
June 2 being rptd you’), Dept believes desirable inform Bevin US © 
considers advisable no action be taken above two points present time. 
You may wish make available to Bevin Ethridge’s opinions.? 

WEBB 

1 Ag Telac 52, June 8, 7 p. m., not printed. | 
| ? Secretary Acheson, in reply from Paris on June 6, stated: “We communi- 
| cated to Bevin today point[s] made Telac 50 repeating your reftels to Holmes in 

London requesting inform Michael Wright. Embassy London instructed to follow 
up on Wright visit Washington.” (telegram Actel 44, 501.BB Palestine/6-649) 

Julius C. Holmes was Counselor of Embassy in the United Kingdom. __ 

501.BB Palestine/5—2849 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 1 

- TOP SECRET | WasHineron, June 4, 1949—2 p. m. 

Unpal 183. For USDel, Lausanne. For your info only, since USG 
regards refugee problem as overriding factor in determining eventual | 
disposition Gaza strip (Palun 174 May 28), USG would approve 
incorporation area in Israel as part final territorial settlement pro- 
vided this cld be achieved by negot with and full consent Egyptian 
Govt and provided territorial compensation made to Egypt accord- 
ing Pres’ formula if Egypt desires such compensation. Event transfer 
to Israel, USG considers fol provisions wld be essential to safeguard 
refugees and residents Gaza strip: (1) clear and unequivocal as- 
surances by Israeli Govt concerning acceptance refugees and resident 
population Gaza strip as legitimate cits Israel with same rights and 
same protection accorded Jewish cits, and Israeli Govt undertaking 
that its civil and military authorities will respect spirit and letter of 
such assurances; (2) provision for UN supervision of transfer of 
area and of subsequent status and treatment of population for appro- 

| priate period of time. | | 
In opinion Emb Cairo (Palun 181 June 2) without consulting 

Egyptian auths, Egypt might well be willing cede Gaza strip to 

_* This telegram was repeated to London and Cairo. |
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Israel provided latter assumes refugee burden, since area wld ulti- | 

mately become administrative and financial liability to Egypt. Azzam | 

Pasha? (Cairo A-565 May 16* rptd you) expressed similar views. 

Emb considers it. probable Egyptian Govt wld reserve final decision : 

until formal peace negots and wld use as bargaining point. 

2 Secretary-General of the Arab League. | . | | 

*® Not printed. | 

501.BB Palestine/6-649: Telegram | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation m Switzerland — 

SECRET oo . | | WasHINnGToON, June 6, 1949—3 p.m. | 

Unpal 134. For USDel, Lausanne. In recent conversation in Dept 

- Bunche expressed view that Middle East arms embargo should be 

lifted upon conclusion Syrian armistice. His proposed res (Palun 95)* 

intended to have this effect. In formulating its position on this question 

Dept would be interested in your views as to whether lifting the | 

embargo would have any serious effect prospects achieve peaceiul — 

settlement Palestine conflict.? | 

| SO , : . WEBB 
TTI 

1Tdentified also as telegram 182, March 24, from Beirut, not printed, but see 

footnote 1, p. 869. 7 — 

- ®Mr, Bthridge, in reply on June 8, stated: “USDel believes SC should dis- 

 eontinue certain provisions of outstanding resolutions including arms embargo 

following conclusion Israeli-Syrian armistice agreement. USDel does not believe . 

such action would have serious effect on peaceful settlement. USDel hopes it will | 

be possible avoid prolonged debate in SC on lifting embargo and that it will be - 

handled as discontinuance of one of several provisions.” (telegram Palun 187 from | | 

Lausanne, 501.BB Palestine/6—849) | | 

The following day, the United States Mission at the United Nations gave its 

view that “it would be most unwise precipitously and completely to lift ME arms | 

embargo in near future (re Unpal 134). A dangerous armaments race might 

result if all controls are taken off by SC and there is no agreement among prin- 

cipal potential arms suppliers. Arms sales should somehow be limited not only 

with regard to war potential but also having in mind economic burden and need | 

for refugee assistance and economic development. There are too many warning 

signals to overlook, including current tense situation at demilitarized Govern- | 

ment House, the frequent boastful military attitude of Israelis expressed in New | 

York, Washington, and Israel. Some Arabs also obviously champing at the bit to | 

..gecure arms and assume military posture. It seems almost certain that an uneasy 

situation will prevail in ME for long period, even assuming reasonably successful 

outcome of Lausanne discussions.” | 

- The Mission also gave its opinion that limited arms for police forces might be 

made available, noting that Mr. Bunche had approved at least one Egyptian 

| application to purchase sidearms for police purposes (telegram 698 from New 

York, 501.BB Palestine/6-949) . 
Regarding the difficulties at Government House, see footnote 1, p. 1098. |
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501.BB Palestine/6-749 a : | : Oo 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State = 

TOP:SECRET = - [Wasutneron;] June 7, 1949. 

dy Meeting Wrra PRESIDENT, JUNE 7, 1949 7 oes 

ISRAELI PROPAGANDA IN PALESTINE CASE ss 

I informed the President of the activities of certain agents of the 
Israeli Government and he requested me to stand completely firm in 
the position we have taken. If necessary, he is agreeable to the Depart- 
ment informing the Israeli Ambassador that, unless such activities 
cease, our note will be immediately released and the Department will 
take action to clear up any possible misunderstanding that has been 
created. oe oe SO 
a | oe | _ James E. Wess 

711.00111 Armament Control/6~749 : Circular telegram _ | : - | 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular 
Officest / Oo 

SECRET | WasuHineton, June 7, 1949—6 a. m. 

View UK desire permit supply certain quantities arms and ammuni- 
tion to Egypt, Iraq, and Jordan and if necessary to other Arab states 
for internal security and training purposes, UK Govt recently 
approached US Govt re possibility lifting Near East arms embargo. 
Dept has informed Brit Emb that it is belief of US Govt that it would 
be untimely for UK to deliver “military equipment” to Arab states 
without change in SC truce res or without agreement of Bunche. 

With regard to shipment of weapons and ammunition for internal 
police as opposed to military purposes, Dept suggested UK might wish 
discuss subject with Acting Mediator. Dept understands from Brits 
their reps subsequently approached Bunche and obtained his approval 
limited shipment of arms to Arab states for internal police purposes. 

- | | WEBB 

1 At Arab capitals and Ankara. " - : ao a a |
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51.BB Palestine/6-349: Telegram 7 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland * 

secrer —i(<=é‘éswtO!#!”””!” UW ABINGTON, Sune 7, 1949—8 p. m. 

- Unpal 139. For USDel, Lausanne. Dept has fol questions and com- 

ments on Palun 1792 and 183, Jlem 19, Jun 2,* and Amman 15, 

Jun45 ae ne | 

Your endorsement in Palun 170 [279] of “limited agreement” men- 

tioned Jlem tel 370, May 20, appears to refer second suggestion that | 

tel. We have two queries as to this. First, we are not clear as to pro- 

cedure evnvisioned for reaching such agreement. Agreement of this 

scope appears to:come within ‘terms referénce existing special comite 

which seems unable make progress. Second, as stated in Jlem tel, this 

proposal does not contain principal pt [point?] demanded by Arabs. 

We accordingly need further clarification as to how this solution cld , 

be brought about. , 7 : 

— Jt was existing impasse that led to Depts suggestion that parties be | 

called upon adopt new procedure involving slightly altered terms 

reference explicitly including territorial adjustments. Suggestion wld 

be based upon need peaceful solution, failure efforts negot agreement, 

and offer impartial procedure which wld result solution based on 

equity and having backing internat] community. Admitting one or | 

both parties might reject procedure, they wld nevertheless find this 

difficult in face argument just mentioned and their reaction and 

arguments might themselves pt way further proceedings. __ | 

A possible compromise resulting from such suggestion might be 

that suggested Amman reftel which basically similar except for omis- 

sion arbitral function. Wld seem preferable attempt arbitration and 

if impossible recede this position, = : | 

Amman suggestion in Legtel 215, May 24, that special comite be 

adjourned and that Lausanne conference deal with Jlem as whole wld 

be acceptable if PCC has necessary technical info and if it desires 

take on negot added problem on which previous negots unsuccessful.® 

— Uphis telegram was repeated to J erusalem and Amman. es Co oo 

: 2 Tdentified also as telegram 829, May 31, from Bern, not printed, but see foot- 

note 2, p. 1041. 7 co - 

*® Dated June 3, from Lausanne, not printed. | | 
_ 4Phis was a repeat of telegram 895, June 2, from Jerusalem, p. 1084. 

5'This was a repeat of telegram 288, June 4, 3 p..m., not printed, ‘but see foot- 

notes 3and4,p.1108 2° =). a a Co , oo 

In reply on June 13, Mr. Hare set forth the belief of the United States Dele- 
gation that it would be “premature for PCC take on Jerusalem problem in absence ~ 
of agreement. on general Palestine question.” (telegram Palun 200 from Lausanpr”. 

501.BB Palestine/6-1349) ) Oe 

501-887-7770 |
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Dept appreciates considerations Palun 183 but envisions PCC wld 
~make proposal including broadly stated terms reference and sugges- 

| tion high caliber arbitrator. Parties shld indicate acceptance or rejec- 
tion rather quickly or time limit eld be set. If acceptance conditioned 
on modification terms reference or selection arbitrator, these cld be 
taken up expeditiously and if not successful project cld be dropped. 
‘Time limit cld also be set for conclusion proceeding. In view reaction 
Jlem and Amman we withdraw suggestion Azcarate but think Judge 
ICJ wld be appropriate since Court in adjournment until fall. In 
addition De Visscher, Judge Klaestad of Norway wld seem appro- 
priate choice. , | oe 7 

Dept continuing maintain open position this question and invites 
‘comments. 7 

| WEBB 

501.BB Palestine/6-849 oe 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Director of the Office 
of Near Eastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite) 

SECRET [ WasHineTon,| June 8, 1949. 

| I called Mr. Ethridge at Mr. Rusk’s suggestion to explain the diffi- 
culties we are encountering in finding a successor and to ask 1f he would 
be good enough to remain in Lausanne a few days longer in order to 

~enable us to make final arrangements about a successor. This, we 
thought, might make it possible for him to complete the present phase 
of the talks. 

Mr. Ethridge said first before replying he wanted to report on 
developments there. Mr. Eytan returned about an hour ago and im- 
mediately released a copy of an article in today’s Palestine Post under 
the by-line of its diplomatic correspondent. Eytan has requested that __ 
copies of this article be circulated tonight. The gist of this article is 
that it can be stated authoritatively that in spite of impressions to the 
contrary there has been absolutely no change in the policy of the Israeli 
Government with respect to the questions of boundaries and refugees 
and that nothing has happened to alter the attitude of the Israeli Gov- 
ernment in the slightest. 

Mr. Ethridge said that he is seeing Eytan in about one hour. The | 
Arab delegations have asked to see him tomorrow morning about the 
Jerusalem situation. Fawzi el Mulki has told him that unless the 
Israeli troops are withdrawn from the neutral zone surrounding the 
‘Government House it will be impossible for him to carry. on any 
further conversations. |
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Mr. Ethridge then went on to explain that he and his staff were at 

the moment considering making the following suggestions to the De- 

partment. If I understood them correctly in spite of a very bad con- 

nection it was to the effect that the Commission propose an 

adjournment to mid August, when it would meet again at Lake Suc- 

cess. In the meantime a small staff would be retained which would be 

available to the parties if they had further suggestions. In this case 

Mr. Ethridge could, of course, continue as U.S. Representative. = 

Mr. Ethridge has already cabled the text of ‘the Palestine Post 

article. He did not indicate that he would be cabling the foregoing | 

suggestion to us now. Rather he requested that we phone him at — 

11 o'clock tomorrow morning our time (4 p. m. Lausanne time). He 

apparently feels that in all probability the talks will “blow up” 

tomorrow. ae De 

With reference to our request that he stay on a few days, he said 

that he would, of course, if necessary although it would be incon- | 

venient for him. Since Hare has full information concerning all as- 

pects of the problem, he seemed to feel that Hare could tie up the loose | 

endsaswellashe > : _ | 

Mr. Ethridge also reported that Mr. Sassoon has told many people 

in Lausanne about our note. Cy Sulzberger* is about to arrive in | 

Lausanne and will no doubt hear about the note. Mr. Ethridge does 

not intend, of course, to discuss the matter with Sulzberger. He does, 

however, intend to give him background information concerning the 

situation in view of the fact that Sassoon has been talking so freely. I | 

said that we would, of course, have no objections to this. _ 

1A reporter for the New York Times. | 

- §01.BB Palestine/6—849 : Telegram 
| 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel + 

TOP SECRET oe - ‘Wasuineton, June 8, 1949—11 a, m. 

344, Dept gathered from conversation with Shiloah June 6 that 

Israeli Govt is under impression that note which Pres recently directed | 

be delivered Tel Aviv was in large part motivated by Israeli offer 

at Lausanne to take Gaza strip and refugees therein. Shiloah said 

Govt was “astonished that it should be accused of territorial expan- 

sionism” because of this offer. | 

his telegram was repeated to Bern for the American Delegation at Lausanne.
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_ Pls take earliest. opportunity disabuse appropriate Israeli officials 

this misconception, leaving no doubt. in their minds that dispatch of 
note was occasioned by rigid Israeli position, as set forth by Eytan, 
on refugee question and overall territorial settlement, despite reiter- 
ated US suggestions these matters arising out of concern for peace and 
stability NE and based on principles fairness and equity. Oo 
With regard to Gaza strip, state that US sees no reason why area 

might not be incorporated Israel as part final territorial settlement 
- provided this cld be achieved by negot with and. full consent of in- 

| terest Govts and providing equitable territorial compensation made 
to those Govts if desire such compensation. re 

WB 

_ 501.BB Palestine/6-849 : Telegram | | 

| - Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED i ss Lausanne, June 8, 1949—11 a. m. 

| -Palun 188. Information contained Deptel 727, June 2+ is further 
evidence Israeli tactics revealed Palun 184? toward objective break- 
ing up Lausanne Conference and blaming PCC. PCC has made it 
clear it would welcome direct talks if parties would consent. All dele- 
gations on PCC including particularly USDel have encouraged direct 
talks. Thus far, however, Arabs have refused because Israel’s unyield- 
ing position and because first private meetings between Israelis and 
Arabs were released by Israelis to press. Basic reasons for failure of 

_ either direct or indirect talks are those outlined in Palun’s 174 and 
175.8 OC 

Specific instances Israeli misrepresentations are: Ee 

1. Paragraph 2 reftel is similar attacks in Israeli press designed 
discredit PCC. Boisanger has been to Paris; Yalcin to London but 
PCC has continued to meet and delays have usually been attributable 
to failure either side make or answer reasonable proposals. For ex- 
ample Israeli Government has not yet given complete answers to Arab 
proposals regarding urgent measures first broached early April and 
again confirmed recently (Palun 166).4. Be | 

_ 2. Each sentence in Paragraph 3 is inaccurate.even including state- 
ment Arabs and Jews have been slipping off to Paris to talk. Arabs. 

1 Sent to Bern for Mr. Ethridge, not printed; it gave excerpts from telegram 
668, June 1, 7:45’ p. m., from New. York, not printed, describing a conversation 
by John C. Ross with Messrs. Eban and Shiloah the same day. (Nos. 727 and 668 
are both filed under 501.BB Palestine/6-149) : ne 

? Dated June 4, 11 a. m., from Lausanne, not printed. oo 
- * Identified also as telegrams 821 and: 822, May 28, from Bern, pp. 1069 and 
1071, respectively. oe oe BO . . 

* Dated May 23, from Lausanne, p. 1044.
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assure me Sassoon has undertaken to lure them away but they will _ 

not play his game.as he promises nothing. He has however, been in 

contact with Abdullah through Paris (reference Palun 184). 

3. First sentence Paragraph 4 is generally untrue. There has been 

no divergence views between members PCC. As to second sentence 

Arabs have not yet reached stage of discussing territorial compensa- 

tion officially. Private conversations with them indicate, however, their 

eventual acceptance necessity therefor. oo | 

“4. Arabs have thus far refused consider Israeli territorial proposals | 

including Gaza strip project pending constructive action by Israelis 

regarding refugees. Arabs privately consider Israeli Gaza strip project 

unacceptable as it trades refugees for territory. a 

It is most unfortunate that an already difficult task should be com- 

| plicated by inaccurate reports. Although Sassoon with whom have 

discussed these reports denies sending Shiloah such information, I 7 

have impression both Sassoon and Shiloah are deliberately muddying 

the waters, — | | 
E:THRIDGE | 

867N.01/6—849 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Jordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET Amman, May 8 [June 8], 1949—11 a. m. 

936. Legtel 217, May 26. During call on King this morning I asked 

him whether there had been any further developments re Sassoon’s 

message. HM indicated that Transjordan Minister Paris had been in- 

structed to reply to Sassoon’s message that Transjordan Government | 

considered Israel’s demand that Transjordan troops leave Palestine 

without prejudice to Transjordan rights in Arab Palestine and that 

while Transjordan interested in reaching peace agreement it not in- 

- terested in direct negotiations. (Foreign Minister had earlier told me 

that Transjordan Government had summarily rejected Sassoon’s pro- 

posal.) In reporting his talk with Sassoon as result above instruc- 

tions, Transjordan Minister Paris said Sassoon had proposed that 

Transjordan and Israel agree on peace terms calling for following 

boundaries: (a) Northern and southern boundaries to follow old 

international frontiers; and (6) Hast-West boundary to follow pres- | 

ent armistice lines with adjustments in Jerusalem and Latrun areas. 

Israel unwilling give up any area it now holds, but would be willing 

consider return certain refugees to Ramle and Lydda which would 

remain under Israeli sovereignty. King said this of course not 

acceptable. | | | Oo 

At this point, I conveyed to HM Department’s views as expressed 

in Deptel 72, June 1. King listened attentively and indicated his
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agreement these views. However, he pointed out that there are only — 

_ two courses of action to be followed in settling Palestine question— 
either peace or war. HM does not want war and is desirous of reach- 
ing peace settlement. But if US unable to bring about just and reason- 
able peace, then US must not deny him right to have arms and am- 

| munition for self-defense. He reiterated that US could be sure that | 

a these arms and munitions would be used for self-defense only. 
HM then referred to Israeli attack evening June 6 in “Hill of Evil 

Counsel” area Jerusalem + as evidence Israeli intentions not peaceful. 
He expressed concern re possibility Israelis planned take further 
aggressive action Jerusalem. ‘Transjordan Government had requested 
Gen. Riley come to Jerusalem and he expected there this morning. 

(King’s Chamberlain later said special committee meeting sched- 
uled for June 7 had been called off pending settlement situation grow- 
ing out of Israeli attack.) | 

| Sent Department 236, repeated Bern 16 (for USDel PCC), Jeru- 
salem 112. 

STABLER 

*Chargé Stabler, on June 8, reported information from Jordanian sources that 
an Israeli detachment had moved into the Arab College and Agricultural School 
near Government House and had placed minefields and barbed wire along the 
northern and western approaches to Government House and that General Riley 
had referred the matter to Mr. Bunche as a violation of the Israeli-Jordanian 
Armistice. Similar sources also informed the Chargé that a number of shooting 
incidents had occurred in the triangle area. Mr. Stabler “strongly” recommended 
that the Department urge restraint on the Israeli Government and that the Con- 
ciliation Commission hasten implementation of the proposed plan of action 
regarding the Special Committee, lest peace in Jerusalem become problematical 
(telegram 238 from Amman, 501.BB Palestine/6-849). Regarding the proposed 
plan, see Unpal 133, June 4, to Bern, p. 1090. 

The Department, on June 10, expressed to the U.S. Delegation at Lausanne 
its serious concern about the Chargé’s report and “strongly” urged it to “consider . 
possibilities PCC exerting control over this situation before recess.” (Unpal 143 
to Bern, 501.BB Palestine/6-1049) Mr. Hare replied, on June 13, that “USDel! 
does not believe PCC is either in practical or official position to exert control over 
Situation referred to in Unpal 143. ... PCC has neither the organization at 
Lausanne or Jerusalem to handle such matter. Even if PCC could handle, GA _ 
resolution December 11 makes no provision for its jurisdiction of matters arising 
under truces or armistices pending transference such function by SC to PCC.” 
(Palun 199 from Lausanne, 501.BB Palestine/6-1349) 
Consul Burdett, on June 8, advised that Israeli seizures near Government House 

“now considered by Consulate General serious and carefully planned Israeli move” 
and that the Arabs had immediately protested to the United Nations and had 
stated that they would not attend further meetings of the Mixed Armistice 
Commission until Israeli troops were withdrawn. Mr. Burdett expressed himself 
as being “convinced strongest measures should be taken to force withdrawal 
Israeli troops from Govt House area. UN now faced with complete cessation 
negotiations in Jerusalem and probable repercussions at Lausanne... . fact 
Israel able carry through such move ‘with impunity will only make final settle- 
ment much more difficult by demonstrating again to Arabs unwillingness UN curb 
{srael and by enticing Israel to further such acts.” (telegram 402 from Jerusalem, 
867N.01/6-849 ) | |
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| 501.BB Palestine/6—849 : Telegram a | 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

| | of State 

TOP SECRET | Lonpon, June 8, 1949—1 p. m. 

9908. 1. Substance Paris’ 367, June 6 delivered June 7 to Michael 

Wright (see Telac 50 and Telac 52).° 

2. Wright said UK will make no move for time being re extension 

British treaty but that it would have to watch situation from day to 

day. Foreign Office most anxious learn (a) Israeli reply US démarche: | 

mentioned by Secretary (paragraph two Paris’ 2202, June 2 | May 31}, 

to Department), and (6) possible steps Lausanne by Israelis (para- 

graph one Palun 182, June 2). | 

3. Re steps by Transjordan towards incorporation. Wright said he: 

thought British Ambassador Kirkbride Amman would be able steady 

situation since he has been authorized tell Abdullah that UK will 

supply internal security arms (paragraph one Amman’s 234, June 6 

to Department 2). Arms supply will begin next week along lines para- 

ravh three. Embassy’s 2177, June 3.3 Bevin excised from list some | 
7 ye ane 

additional “doubtful items” in order conform strictly Bunche concept. _ 

4, Re Ethridge observation Palun 182 that UK probably considers | 

Negev gone anyhow, Wright said Foreign Office very much in dark re 

developments Lausanne and very conscious deep Transjordan dis- 

couragement re Israel. Nevertheless Foreign Office continues to hope 

that pressure upon Israel to make territorial concessions Negev would. 

be successful because in British eyes importance land communication ) 

between Egypt and Transjordan is in no way lessened. oe 

5. Wright asked time formulate thoughts re visit Washington which: 

in any case will be impractical before return Sir William Strang * 

from Middle East June 18. 

1 These telegrams to Paris are dated June 3. The former is printed on p. 1090; the | 

latter, not printed, repeated the text of Palun 182, June 2, from Lausanne. No. 182 

contained Mr. Ethridge’s view that unilateral incorporation of Arab Palestine by 

Jordan “would probably provoke Israelis to take same action as to all territories 

they occupy and freeze situation as it is. That would effectively put off any con- 

cession in Negeb or elsewhere. British probably feel Negeb is gone anyhow and 

they are undertaking to protect Transjordan in negotiations on Arab Palestine. 

But, from American point of view, we are still pressing for concession in Negeb. : 

Until we get a yes or no on that seems to US Delegation that we should not 

| 6 O49) any action that would prejudice American policy.” (501.BB Palestine/ 

3 Not printed ; in paragraph one, Mr. Stabler reported information conveyed to 

him on June 4 by British Ambassador Kirkbride that as a “result Anglo-American 

talks British Government has decided to supply ‘internal security arms’ to J ordan, 

Iraq and Egypt.” (890i.24/6-649) 

® Not printed ; this paragraph stated that “Small arms and small arms ammuni- 

tion only would be involved at this stage.” (867N.113/6-349) 

4 Permanent Under Secretary in the British Foreign Office. |
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Sent Department 2205, repeated Paris 405 (for Secretary), Bern 55 
(for Ethridge and Hare). © | 

| | HoiMeEs 

867N.01/6—-849 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET NIACT- Tex Aviv, June 8, 1949—6 p.m. 

439. Personal attention of President and Acting Secretary. Cur- 
rent press reports from Washington, New York, and Lausanne tend 
confirm judgment Israeli officials (given me privately, see Embtel 
499, June 7+) that United States is moving towards policy which will 
ask of this country surrender of at least portion southern Negev as 
“compensation” for its retention of territories Israeli armies have 
conquered outside November 29 partition area. 

Though Department has given no specific indication that demand 
for surrender of Negev tip is its policy, I can see no other territory 
to which this insistence could be logically applied. From point of 
view of American and British strategic interests it would be advan- 
tageous 1f Britain could be guaranteed land bridge (either through 
‘Transjordan or Egyptian occupation) from Sinai desert to Trans- 
jordan; and only such possible bridge is, of course, southern Negev. 

Two considerations should, however, I think give us pause before 
Department and President commit themselves irretrievably to this 
policy. | 

1. I am as convinced, as I have ever been of anything, that Israeli 
Government will not yield any portion of southern Negev unless 
forced do so; and this force will have to be military force or such a 
degree of economic pressure as would be tantamount to war. 

2. In its resistance to giving up southern Negev tip, Israel would 
have at least full moral support of Soviet Union. 

New subject: Reply President’s note (Deptel 322, May 28) prom- 

ised for this afternoon. | 
McDonatp 

* Not printed. | 

501.BB Palestine/6—849 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel 

- CONFIDENTIAL — PRIORITY WASHINGTON, June 8, 1949—7 p. m. 

NIACT a 
— 847. Fol is draft article on Israeli-Syrian armistice demarcation 
lines which Bunche has instructed Mohn and Vigier to deliver Tel 
Aviv and Damascus.
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“1, In view of the fact that the question of territorial settlement is- 

one of the matters being dealt with in consultations with the UN Con- 

 ejliation Commission now taking place at Lausanne, it is emphasized 
that the following arrangements for the armistice demarcation lines- 

between the Israeli and Syrian Armed Forces are not to be interpreted 

as having any relation whatsoever to ultimate territorial arrangements 

affecting the two parties to this agreement. | | 

9. The armistice demarcation line herein defined is in response to the: 

request of the SC in its resolution of 16 November 1948, and without: 

prejudice to the rights, positions, interests and claims of either party 

to this agreement. In pursuance of the spirit of the SC resolution, the 

armistice demarcation line has been defined with a view toward sepa- 

rating the armed forces of the two parties in such manner as to mini- 

mize the possibility of friction and incident. ee 

8 The armistice demarcation line shall be delineated on the map 

attached to this agreement as annex (blank). Where the existing truce 

lines as certified by the UN truce supervision organization run along 

the recognized international boundary between Syria and Palestine, 

the armistice demarcation line shall follow the boundary line. Else- 

where, the armistice demarcation line shall follow a line midway | 

- between the certified truce lines for the Israeli and Syrian forces. © 

4. The armed forces of the two parties shall nowhere advance 

beyond the armistice demarcation line. ~ | | 

5. A. Where the armistice demarcation line does not correspond. 

to the international boundary between Syria and Palestine, the area . 

between the armistice demarcation line and the boundary, pending 

final territorial settlement between the parties, shall be established as 

a demilitarized zone from which the armed forces of both parties: 

shall be totally excluded, it being understood that the Ein Gev and 

Dadara sectors shall also be included in the demilitarized zone. 

_ B. The purpose of the demilitarized zone shall be to safeguard the 

territorial claims, positions and interests of both parties pending final 

territorial settlement and to separate widely the armed forces, while 

providing for the gradual restoration or normal civilian life in the 

area of the zone without prejudice to the ultimate settlement. 
C. Any advance by the armed forces of either party into any part: 

of the demilitarized zone, when confirmed by the UN representatives, 

shall constitute a flagrant violation of this agreement. 
D. The chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission established 

article (blank) of this agreement and United Nations observers at- 

tached to the Commission shall be responsible for ensuring the full 
implementation of this article. — 

FE. The withdrawal of such armed forces as are now found inthe | 

demilitarized zone shall be in accordance with the schedule of with- 

drawal annexed to this agreement and in any case shall be completed 
within ten weeks from the date on which this agreement is signed. 

_ F. The chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission shall be em- | 

powered to authorize the return of civilians to villages and settlements 
in the demilitarized zone and the employment of limited numbers of 
locally recruited civilian police in the zone for internal security pur- 
poses, and shall be guided in this regard by the schedule of withdrawal 
referred to in sub-paragraph (E) of this article.
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6. On each side of the demilitarized zone there shall be areas, as 
defined in annex (blank) to this agreement, in which defensive forces 

: only shall be maintained, in accordance with the definition of defensive 
forces set forth in annex (blank) to this agreement.” + 

- WEBB 

This telegram was repeated to Damascus, The Department of State, in tele- 
gram 238, June 8, 6 p. m., to Damascus, expressed its belief that the Bunche 
“proposal is most practical solution current difficulties and desires you take 
earliest opportunity strongly urge FonMin or PrimMin in your discretion to 
accept proposal. You shld state USG has instructed you make this approach 
in sincere belief proposal is real contribution to lasting peace in Pal and will 
“remove one major obstacle in way of final settlement.” (501.BB Palestine/6—849) 

Telegram 238 was repeated as No. 346 to Tel Aviv for action. Minister Keeley, 
on June 15, conveyed the sense of telegram 238 to Prime Minister Zaim. The latter 
stressed “Syrian willingness continue armistice negotiations and said he had 
instructed Syrian delegation to show greatest possible compromising spirit 

| since ... he is sincerely anxious to reach satisfactory modus vivendi with 
Israeli at earliest possible date.” Mr. Keeley cautioned, however, that “stalemate 
likely unless some means can be found to restore Syrian faith in UN ability to 

control Israeli without which Syrian Government will understandably be reluc- 
tant to make concessions that could have domestic repercussions embarrassing to 
it but which may be necessary to reach agreement with Israel.” (telegram 327, 
June 16, 8 a.m., from Damascus, 767N.90D/6-1649) 

501.BB Palestine/6-849 | a 

The Government of Israel to the Government of the United States 

TOP SECRET | [Text Aviv,| June 8, 1949. 

The Government of Israel has given very careful and serious study 
to the note delivered by the American Ambassador in Tel Aviv on 
May 29, 1949. While deeply appreciating the keen personal interest 
taken by the President of the United States in the fortunes of Israel 
and the Middle East, the Government of Israel regrets that the terms 
of the note appear to be based on a misunderstanding of the position 
adopted by the Government of Israel and by its delegation at 

Lausanne. 

| The Government of Israel cannot possibly accept the contention that 
its line has been “to reject the basic principles set forth by the Resolu- 
tion of the GA of December 11, 1948”. The cardinal injunction of that 
resolution is the call made in Article 5 upon the governments con- 
cerned “to seek agreement by negotiations, conducted either with the 
Conciliation Commission or directly, with a view to the final settle- 

_ * Transmitted to the Department by Tel Aviv in telegram 441, June 8, midnight, 
which began as follows: “ReDeptel 322 May 28. Foreign Minister handed me 
following reply, dated June 8, to President’s note at residence at 9 p. m. today: 

“Wxcellency, I am directed by the Prime Minister to request you to transmit the 
following communication to the President of the United States :” 

Telegram 441 ended ‘with: “Signed Moshe Sharett, Minister Foreign Affairs.”
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ment of all questions outstanding between them.” This course the Gov- 

ernment of Israel has consistently pursued. It has continually and on 

its own initiative made ‘direct approaches, before and during the 

Lausanne Conference, to representatives of Arab states with a view | a 

to exploring the possibility of peace negotiations. It has given its full | 

cooperation to the Conciliation Commission for the purpose of effect- 

ing a comprehensive peace settlement. ‘The Government of Israel is , 

satisfied that Mr. Eytan and his colleagues have actively and unswerv- 

~ ingly followed this line. | 

If today the position at Lausanne is one of virtual stalemate, this 

is due entirely to the attitude adopted in concert by the Arab states 

concerned. Their delegations have persistently refused even to meet 

the delegation of Israel under the Commission’s auspices. None of 

them has declared itself willing to discuss outstanding problems in | 

the context of a lasting peace settlement. All the concrete suggestions 

and the offers made by the Israeli Delegation through the Commis- _ 

sion have so far remained unanswered. In these circumstances the 

_ Government and people of Israel would deeply resent any suggestion | 

that a rupture in the conversations, if it should occur, would be due | 

to Israel’s “rigid attitude”. In the face of this contrast between Israel’s 

continued readiness to negotiate peace and the Arab states’ obstinate 

refusal to do so, the Government of Israel is perplexed by the expres- 

gion of concern on the part of the United States Government “lest 

Israel now endanger the possibility” of arriving at a peaceful 

settlement. / | Bo 

- As for the general attitude of the Government of Israel to the 

provisions of the GA Resolution of December 11, 1948, it may be 

pointed out that it was to elucidate this very subject that the repre- 

sentative of Israel was invited to appear before the Ad Hoc Political 

Commission [Committee] on May 5, 1949.2 The Government of Israel 

had instructed Mr. Eban to set forth fully its views on all points at 

issue and it may be deduced from Israel’s subsequent admission to | 

the membership of the UN that his explanation—all of them strictly 

in relation to the December Resolution—were considered satisfactory 

bytheGA. | a _ 

~The US Government is criticizing the attitude of Israel on two 

specific counts: (1) The final territorial settlement; (2) the solution 

ofthe Arab refugee problem. | | 

~ On the first count, what appears to be a factual misconception | 

should first be eliminated. The Government of Israel is at a loss to 

understand the reference in the note to the alleged contemplation by | 

2 See footnote 2, p. 979. |
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Mr. Eytan of “an additional acquisition of further territory within 
Palestine”. The only suggestion for any such extension of Israel terri- 
tory—viz. for the incorporation within it of the Gaza—Rafa area 

| with all its present Arab population, including the refugees—came 
not from the delegation of Israel but from Mr. Ethridge, the US mem- 
ber of the Conciliation Commission. 

On the main issue of Israel’s boundaries, the Government of Israel 
is fully aware of the view expressed by the US representatives in the 
UN and at Lausanne that Israel should be expected to offer territorial 
compensation for any areas acquired by it beyond the boundaries laid 

| down in the GA Resolution of November 29, 1947. The Government 
of Israel must respectfully point out that this view does not repre- 
sent a UN policy. It forms no part of the Resolution of December 11, 

_ 1948. On the contrary, a proposal to introduce into that Resolution a 
provision for the giving-up by Israel of an area in the Negev in re- 
turn for Western Galilee was rejected by the Assembly. Paragraph 
5 of the Resolution, quoted above, left the field open for a territorial 
settlement between the parties completely unprejudiced by any a 
priori principle. | | 

The principle of territorial compensation, related to the 1947 award, 
is one which the Government of Israel cannot accept. That territorial 
award was based on a series of assumptions which failed to materialize. 
The hopes of peaceful implementation were erased by the Arab revolt 
from within and the Arab invasion from without. The Arab state of 

| Palestine and the economic union did not come into being. The Resolu- 
tion of November 1947 was indeed a source of tremendous encourage- 
ment to the Jewish people, and the part played by the US in promoting 
its acceptance by the Assembly will never be forgotten. Yet in the de- 
cisive struggle which preceded and followed the termination of the 
British mandate, the Resolution itself proved of little avail. The state 

| of Israel evolved out of chaos and bloodshed. It had to uphold its integ- 
rity and independence alone and unaided, fighting against overwhelm- 
ing odds. Nothing has occurred to invalidate the justice of the assign- 

| ment to Israel of the areas included in the Jewish state by the 1947 
Resolution. On the other hand, the war has proved the indispens- 
ability to the survival of Israel of certain vital areas not comprised 
originally in the share of the Jewish state. In his report to the GA, the 
late UN Mediator as long ago as last September stated : “The constant 
question—is not whether it may be advisable to review and revise the 
Resolution of November 29, 1947. It has already been outrun and ir- 
revocably revised by the actual facts of recent Palestine history”. In _ 
any case, the Government of Israel cannot agree that the act of aggres-
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sion committed by the Arab states in defiance of the Charter and of the 

GA calls for a territorial reward. | | | 

On the question of Arab refugees, the Government of Israel feels 

bound to restate the basic facts of the situation. It was never part of 

the Jewish design to force Arabs out of the country. The Jewish au- 

thorities accepted the plan of November 29, 1947, in full knowledge 

that it entailed the presence within the Jewish state of a very consider- 

able Arab population. They were ready to mold the administrative | 

structure and economic policy of the state accordingly. What produced 

the Arab exodus was the war on Israel. The exodus was partly sponta- 

~ neous, partly decreed from above by Arab leaders and commanders. 

The population which fled was that from the midst of which the first 

murderous attacks on the Jews were launched. ‘The alleged menace to 

sts future was invoked by the aggressors in justification of their inva- | 

sion of Palestine from outside. The refugees are thus members of an — 

ageressor group defeated in a war of its own making. History does not 

record any case of large-scale repatriation after such experience. 

‘Moreover, the exodus has wrought a profound change in the ethnic 

pattern and economic structure of Israel. What was to have been | 

started as an almost equally balanced J ewish-Arab country has become 

an overwhelmingly Jewish society. The Arab economy lies in ruins, All 

the energies of Israel are focused on the absorption of the large-scale 

| immigration now in progress, the task which so largely motivated the 

UN Resolution on Palestine and in particular its support by the UN. 

‘New social and economic processes are gathering momentum in Israel, 

and the wheel of history cannot be turned back. It 1s inconceivable that 

the Government of Israel should find itself able to undertake in one 

and the same breath the absorption of mass Jewish immigration and — 

the reintegration of returning Arab refugees. Both are problems of 

resettlement involving stupendous efforts on the part of the state and 

the double burden is far more than Israel can bear. Nor are the return- 

ing Arab refugees likely to feel, in the long run, happy and secure 

- inthenewsetting = a a | | 

Israel is by no means unmindful of the humanitarian aspect of the — | 

problem. It has gone much further than many other nations when 

- faced with a similar situation. It has declared itself ready to pay 

compensation for land abandoned, to reunite families separated by the 

war, and generally to make its contribution to the solution of the prob- 

lem by resettlement. Such a contribution must needs be limited by two 

compelling considerations; first, national security, and second, eco- 

nomic feasibility. Israel cannot in the name of humanitarianism be 

| ‘driven to commit-suicide.’ Nor can Israel be forced to adopt methods.
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of rehabilitation which would be economically ruinous’ and self- 
defeating. . a - 

_ In its earnest desire to approximate its policy on Arab refugees as 
closely as possible to the terms of the Resolution of December 11, 1948, 

_ the Government of Israel has gone as far as the self-preservation of 
the state of Israel would permit. That trend has been given full 
expression in the statements of Mr. Eban to the Ad Hoc Political Com-- 
mission [Committee] and of Mr. Eytan to the Conciliation Commis- 
sion. May it be recalled that the December Resolution does not provide 
for repatriation in absolute terms. It states in paragraph 11 that “the 

| refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their 
neighbors should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date”. 

| It is submitted that practicability must primarily be tested by the 
touchstones of security and economic realism. | 

: Certain limited, though not negligible measures of repatriation have 
actually been carried through in recent months and others are under 
urgent consideration. Anything more substantial, if it should at all 
prove feasible on economic grounds, must await the restoration of 
peace. The security consideration is here paramount. Israel received 
no armed assistance from the UN when it fought for its very existence 
and it would be idle for it to rely on such help in the future. | 

| ‘The Government of Israel earnestly trusts that on further con- 
sideration of the problem the US Government will agree that the 
Arab states cannot have it both ways by explicitly declaring, on the 
one hand, that it is not part of their purpose to conclude peace with 
Israel, and demanding, on the other hand, an immediate solution of 
the refugee problem at the expense of Israel. The exodus is a direct 
consequence of their criminal invasion. They should not be allowed 
to shirk their crucial responsibility and to represent the plight of 
the refugees as an isolated phenomenon, artificially torn out of its 
real context. The Government of Israel observes with deep satisfac- 

| tion that the US Government shares its view “that the final settlement 
of the problem of refugees must await a definitive peace settlement”. 
But as long as the Arab states do not evince any readiness even to 
discuss peace, any significant measure of repatriation is clearly im- 
practicable. The Government of Israel is conscious of no conflict. be- 
tween this attitude and the principles of the Charter, which seeks to 
guarantee a secure existence to all peace-loving nations. a 

The Government of Israel regards the friendship of the Govern- 
ment and people of the US as an asset of Israel’s foreign relations 
than which none is higher in value. It hopes that the consideration of 
the present reply will restore the sympathetic understanding of the 
US Government for the problems and anxieties facing Israel.
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501.BB Palestine/6—949 OF eB 

Memorandum by the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Rusk) to the 

| |  - Under Secretary of State (Webd)* 

TOP SECRET oS [Wasurneton,] June 9, 1949. 

Subject: Israeli Reply to United States Note. - 

Discussion: | 

Telegram No. 441 of June 8 from Tel Aviv 2 conveys the reply of the 

- -—Jsraeli Government to the note which the President directed Ambas- . 

sador McDonald to deliver to Prime Minister Ben Gurion. | | 

The reply in effect rejects the cardinal points of the United States: 

note concerning the territorial settlement and disposition of the Arab. 

refugee problem. It states that the United States position on the ter- | 

ritorial question does not represent a policy of the United Nations and 

that the Government of Israel cannot accept the principle of territorial | 

compensation related to the 1947 boundaries. With regard to the 

refugees, the note repeats the familiar arguments blaming the Arab. 

states for the plight of these people and stating the reasons why in | 

the opinion of the Israeli Government it is impossible for a large num- 

ber of refugees to return to their homes. ‘The note maintains that Israel | 

has gone as far as it is possible for it to go under the present circum- 

stances in regard to repatriation and reiterates the position that noth- 

‘ing more can be done until a final peace settlement is reached. _ 

| Although firmly rejecting the points made in the United States note,. 

the Israeli note is not aggressive in tone and concludes with the hope 

that consideration of the Israeli reply. will restore the “sympathetic 

understanding of the United States Government for the problems and. 

anxieties facing Israel”. | 

The basic positions of the United States and Israel thus remain un- 

changed, and there is no reason for the United States to abandon the ~ 

firm position it has taken as regards Israel. You may wish to inform 

the President this morning that the Department will immediately con- 

sider what steps should next be taken and will shortly make recom- 

mendations to him as to a possible course of action with regard to this 

problem, 7 | | oe 

1 Sent also by Mr. Satterthwaite. | — | : | | 

2 See footnote 1 to Tel Aviv telegram, June 8, p. 1102. 7
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#01.BB Palestine/8—-949 : Circular airgram . me 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices 

SECRET WasHINGTON, June 9, 1949—9 :10 a. m. 

We transmitted to Ethridge, our rep on UN Palestine Conciliation 
Comm, as well as to our reps in Jerusalem and Amman,? our further 
comments on our suggestion that PCC appoint a rep to chair meetings 
of special comm. of Israeli-Jordanian reps, with ultimate power of 
arbiter. We stated our suggestion based on need for peaceful solution, 
failure of current efforts to negotiate agreement for Jerusalem, and 
Offer of impartial procedure which would result in solution based on 
equity and having backing of international community. We feel would 
be difficult under this procedure for parties to reject our suggestion. 
‘With reference suggestion our rep in Amman ® that our suggested 
procedure be adopted except for omission of arbitral function, we feel 

| arbitration should be attempted and, if unfruitful, it would be possible 
to recede from this position. We also believe that suggestion that 
‘Lausanne conference deal with Jerusalem problem * as a whole would 
be acceptable if PCC has necessary technical info and if it desires take 
on these added negotiations. | ee 

a . | | WEBB 

* This airgram, although prepared as a circular message, was sent only to the 
“Embassy in the United Kingdom. : | 

“In Unpal 139, June 7, to Bern, p. 1093. 
* As sent in telegram 233, June 4, 3 p. m., not printed. 

| * This suggestion had been made in telegram 233 from Amman. 

501.BB Palestine/6-949 : Telegram , | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation 
| at Lausanne Oo | 

SECRET NIACT WASHINGTON, June 9, 1949—7 p. m. 
| Unpal 141. For Ethridge. In event definitive political discussions 

shld be suspended for extended period, we are deeply concerned over 
critical delay in activation proposed Economic Survey Group and 
implementation its terms of reference, since according to present plans 
further UN and Congressional action wld be based on Group’s 
recommendations. : | ) 

In your opinion, is there any possibility prior your departure of | 
extracting sufficient eommitment Israel and Arab states to permit 
immediate formation of Group, without reference remainder of 
political negotiations? As minimum conditions, such commitment —
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would appear require agreement Israel and Arabs repatriate and re- | 

settle respectively substantial number refugees prior to or at least by | 

time of and as part of final peace settlement (without designation of 

specific numbers at present time if such designation cannot be ob- | 

tained), and assumption both sides primary responsibility therefor 

subject to outside assistance; it wld also require both sides to request 

or accept, cooperate with and otherwise facilitate tasks of Economic 

Survey Group along lines set forth in Group’s stated objectives 

7 (Unpal 119, Deptel 704 to Bern, May 27 numbered para 1). It shld 

be made clear both sides that Group’s functions wld be wholly non- 

political in character, designed solely to expedite final settlement, and 

that USG wld require fullest cooperation both sides with objectives | 

and activities of Group as pre-condition to extension any US economic 

aid to Near East through UN or otherwise. _ es 

If you consider such commitment adequate and obtainable, how | 

wld you propose PCO issue resolution (Unpal 119) or otherwise 

establish Group? ‘It is believed that nominations for Group cid be 

furnished you on short notice. Pls advise Dept urgently diplomatic 

support which US might extend to obtain foregoing objectives. 

Se — WEBB _ 

50L.BB Palestine/6-1049 deen mo 

| Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State 

TOR SECRET ee a [Wasnineron,] June 10, 1949. 

Meeting Wire Present, Tuurspay, June 9, 1949 | | 

on ISRAELI REPLY TO UNITED STATES NOTE er 

- The President read the attached memorandum * with respect to the — 

Israeli answer to our note, and expressed satisfaction that the Israelis 

appeared to be reacting well to the essential objectives which he and 

the Department are trying to achieve. He informed me that he had 

let it be known by a number of Jewish leaders who had called 

on him that unless they were prepared to play the game properly 

and conform to the rules they were probably going to lose one of their 

best friends. OO : a | 

4 The memorandum of June 9, p. 1107. | | | 

501-887—77——71 |
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867N.01/6-1049 | 

Memorandum by the Department of State to the President 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 10, 1949. 
Subject: United States Relations with Israel. Oo 

On June 8 Israel replied to the United States note which Ambas- 
sador McDonald delivered in Tel Aviv upon your instructions on 
May 29. The reply firmly rejected the points made in the United States 
note concerning a final territorial settlement and the disposition of the 
refugee problem. Under the circumstances, the following course of 
action vis-a-vis Israel is suggested. 

1. Immediate adoption of a generally negative attitude toward 
{srael. This would include: refusing Israeli requests for United 
States assistance, such as for the training of Israeli officials in this country and the sending of United States experts to Israel; mainten- 
ance of no more than a correct attitude toward Israeli officials in this 
country and toward American organizations interested in promoting 
the cause of Israel; and failing to support the position of Israel in the 
various international organizations. 

2. Export-Import Bank Loan. The Export-Import Bank should be 
immediately informed that it would be desirable to hold up the alloca- 
tion of the $49,000,000 as yet unallocated of the $100,000,000 earmarked 
for loan to Israel. , | | 

3. Uneted States Contributions to Israel. The time is appropriate to 
undertake explorations as to whether it is proper, now that a Jewish 
state has been established as an independent foreign country, for 
United States contributions to the United Jewish Appeal and to other 
Jewish fund-raising organizations to continue to be exempt from 
income tax as having been made for charitable purposes. Such contri- 
butions are now of direct benefit toa sovereign foreign state. 

4. feeply to Israel Note. A reply to the Israeli note will be drafted, 
answering the points made and reiterating the United States expecta- 
tion that Israel will take action along the lines suggested by the United 
States. — Be 

* Drafted by Mr. Rockwell. : | 

501.BB Palestine/6-1049 : Telegram | | oo 
Lhe Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State ~ 

TOP SECRET NIACT Trev Ayrv, June 10, 1949—10 a. m. 
443. ReDeptels 344, 346, 347, June 8 and further re Embtel 441, | 

June 9 transmitting Israel’s reply to President’s note (Deptel 322, 
May 28). 

* Telegram 346 was a repeat of 238 to Damascus, not printed, but see footnote 1 
to telegram 347, June 8, p. 1102.
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Ford and I June 9 conferred hour with Foreign Minister who in- | 

yited me visit his office. Herlitz and Leo Kohn ? also present. | 

1. Sharett noted press reports from Washington quoting Acting 

Secretary and said: “we here besieged for news”. Nonetheless, Foreign 

Office has admitted merely “exchange of views”. Sharett “will say no 

more unless US prefers and takes initiative fuller news”. Israel “would 

not oppose publication of notes”. | | : 

Comment: Publication of notes would, I think, be unfortunate be- | 

cause certain arouse strong public feeling. Morning June 10 Foreign 

Office had no explanation Israeli statement Lake Success June 9. E'nd | 

comment. | | Be 

9. Sharett followed up Israel note on two points: _ | 

| a. Boundaries. (Deptel 346, June 8). In conference with Secretary 

Acheson in New York * Foreign Minister had accepted former’s phrase 

“mutual adjustments” boundaries in sense of “minor adjustments” and 

not “compensations or exchanges”. “Could not have possibly thought 

of concessions to Lebanon, Syria or Egypt as rewards for their unsuc- 

cessful war of aggression”. Sharett thought Secretary Acheson’s words _ 

“mutual adjustments” referred primarily to boundary between Israel 

and Arab Palestine. Is “sorry if Secretary misunderstood”. | 

Comment: Noteworthy that Sharett emphasized twice evident sat- 

isfaction Department’s conclusion that territorial “compensation” 

Gaza strip would depend on “desire” other government’s “such com- 

pensation”. E'nd comment. | | SO 

b. Refugees. “Measure of repatriation actually carried out” totalled 

approximately 24,000 divided nearly equally between Galilee and 

Negev. Total Arabs now in Israel 150,000. Measures “under urgent | 

consideration” include specific permission to “round out families” and 

more “general permission return of women and minor children of 

Arabs resident in Israel”. ~ ks - ca | 

Comment: Sharett’s manner of presenting these admittedly limited. | 

concessions was possible indication Israel’s softening on refugees. H'nd 

- 8. ReDeptel 344, June 8, Sharett emphatically denied Eytan had 

ever used any expression indicating Israel had desire further terri- 

torial expansion except in connection with Ethridge’s suggestion 

“Gaza plan”. Foreign Minister emphasized there is no justification 

charge.Israel’s position was “rigid”, | | 

~ Comment: No doubt Sharett feels Israel wrongly charged with 

“rigidity”. End comment. Oo Oe 

| 3 Political Adviser to Mr. Sharett. | . oe . 

. * Presumably the conversation of April 5; see Mr. Acheson’s memorandum of 

-that date,p. 890.0 ©. po Oo - |
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4. ReDeptels 346, 347, June 8, Sharett said cabinet would discuss 
Bunche’s proposal “within two hours”. Israel would attend armistice 
meeting tenth. Major obstacle in acceptance is demilitarization of Ein 
Gev. I argued this minor compared with larger issues. Foreign Office 
telephoned June 10, 9:30 a. m. Riley reported Syrians unable attend 
today. Sa Seg | a 

Comment: Despite Foreign Minister’s protest I believe even chance 
Israel acceptance Bunche plan. End comment. a oo 

, sees Be , ‘McDonatp 

501.BB Palestine/6-1049 : Telegram . So 

Lhe Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY oe Bern, June 10, 1949—3 p. m. 
909. Palun 194. From Ethridge. No progress made so far in recon- 

ciling Arab and Israeli positions and no possibility obtaining com- 
mitment of type outlined Unpal 141? before my departure.? Also 
practically no prospect obtaining such commitment in course subse- 
quent PCC discussions here. However, I have some ideas on subject 
which hope discuss on arrival Washington June 14 and suggest De- 
partment delay action till then. [Ethridge.] BS 

Cony A So : _ oe VINCENT 

* Dated June 9, to Lausanne, p. 1108. - 
?Mr. Ethridge left Lausanne on June 10. He was succeeded on a temporary 

basis by Raymond A. Hare. | | : | 

501.BB Palestine/6-1049 : Telegram | Oo 
Lhe Minster in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary o f State 

RESTRICTED _ | Bern, June ‘10, 1949—8 p. m. 
912. Palun 192. From Ethridge. On June 8 Eytan returned — 

Lausanne from Tel Aviv after week’s absence during which it was 
common knowledge Israel was reexamining its position regarding 
Israeli-Arab talks through PCC. On June 9 Eytan lectured PCC at 

_ length on manner in which talks should be conducted and made gen- 
eral restatement of Israeli position regarding outstanding matters 
including refugees and territory. Eytan’s remarks indicated Israel 
had not modified its position in any way, shape or form. _ 
Summary of Eytan’s remarks follows: . 

(1) Conduct of talks: Eytan believed stalemate existed at Lau- 
sanne. General dissatisfaction reflected in irresponsible talk, gossip, 
threats and recrimination. Difficulty must be surmounted and fresh 
start made. Patience and frankness were necessary.
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(2) General approach: ‘PCC members and Arabs say Israel asks 

unreasonable. Outstanding problems between Israel and Arabs were 

discussed during Israel admission debate at Lake Success. Eban made — | 

full statement. GA admitted Israel. It follows GA was satisfied with _ 

Israel’s attitude on outstanding problems.1 We are acting in con- 

formity with Eban statements at Lausanne. If others think us un- 

reasonable it must be in another context. Se 

- (3). Reality in Israel: Conditions in Israel have changed since 

November 292 and continuing change rapidly. Jaffa, for example, 1s 

no longer Arab and in some sections no longer exists. Automatic Arab 

talk regarding return of refugees is unrealistic. Such talk will not 

advance Lausanne discussions one inch. a Ts - : 

(4) Middle East peace: Israeli objective at Lausanne has been 

~ yvestoration.of Middle East peace. But other questions including refu- 

gees, territory and compensation are subsidiary. Arabs want peace 

also. Thus far main obstacle has been sustained refusal of Arabs to 

negotiate peace. Refusal is main cause for present deadlock. — | 

(5) Refugees: Detailed Israeli position known to POC. Israel very 

much concerned regarding refugee problem in Palestine and Middle 

East. Tendency in world since World War I has been to eliminate 

minority problems. Minority problems cause national and inter- | 

national unrest and conflict. UNSCOP did not consider exclusion of | 

Arabs and Jews from Jewish and Arab states respectively because it 

assumed peaceful implementation. War resulted. Exodus occurred. 

Grave minority problem for Jewish state thus solved itself by events. | 

Israel never contemplated removal of Arabs. In light of world’s tragic 

experience during past 30 years Israel believes “recreation of minority 

within Israel—as Arabs insist—would be retro-step for peace of 

‘Middle East and of world”. Israel will, however, contribute as much as 

it can in context of general peacesettlement. = = = 

Eytan proposed supply PCC with summary of statements by Arab 

leaders calling for revenge. Eytan cited recent discussion in Egyptian 

Parliament regarding 72 million pound budget for arms. In such 

circumstances Israel considered it unreasonable to permit return of | 

refugees, Every government which has elementary regard for its 
people will adopt attitude similar Israels. a 

(6) Territory: Israel accepted May 12 protocol as basis for dis- 

cussion. Israeli principle is GA principle of mutual adjustment of 

borders to common advantage of each party by free negotiation. Israel 

| cannot accept “purely arbitrary mathematical proportion of formula”. 

Partition resolutions of November 29 are not sacrosanct. Israel is not 

bound to adhere, Partition was based on peaceful implementation. | 

War results. Only Jewish state appeared. Arab state did not. Arabs 

1The Department, on June 15, commented on this point as follows: “Dept | 

believes entirely unwarranted construe GA debate and decision re admission | 

Israel as endorsement their policy before PCC.” It then cited Mr. Eban’s statement 

pefore the Ad Hoc Committee on May 5 (see footnote 2, p. 979) that only the 

_ provisions of Article 4 of the Charter were relevant in considering an applica- | 

tion for membership and that it was “unjust withhold consent admission on 

grounds difference opinion on solution certain internatl problems.” (telegram 

Unpal 151, 501.BB Palestine/6—1049) | 

P 1 ae date in 1947 that the General Assembly voted to approve the partition of | 

a :
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| are, however, entitled to state. Israel cannot agree that because Arabs 
| failed to establish state* other Arab states are entitled to territory. 

, It’s too contrary UN principles to reward states which attempted to 
upset UN resolution by force. Decision along such lines would under- 
mine UN and world peace. If there were Arab state Israel’s territorial 
position would now be different. Israel is prepared, however, to dis- 
cuss its frontiers with each of its present neighbors. Eytan considered 
direct talks with Arabs essential for any territorial arrangement. 

_ (7) Israeli efforts at Lausanne: Eytan recapitulated various pro- 
posals and suggestions of Israeli delegation toward progress of 
Lausanne talks. Eytan recalled steps reported in Palun’s 145, 146, 
162,° 173.° Eytan stated points outlined in Palun 146 still formed basis 
Israeli thinking. Failure to receive response regarding preamble was 
grave disappointment. Arabs had not answered territorial proposals. 

- Israeli delegation may be prepared to put forward further suggestions 
if useful. To help meeting, Israel is prepared to make free zone at 
Haifa for import and export without Israeli duty. Israel may make 
other suggestions to help other Arab states. Israeli efforts are funda- 
mentality different than Arab efforts which consist entirely of 
demands. | 

(8) Future steps: (a) Israel continues accept May 12 protocol; 
(5) present despondency should be overcome; (¢) Eytan would be 
glad state Israeli case directly to Arab delegates. | 

a [Ethridge | 
os | VINCENT 

* In Palestine. 
*Both dated May 10; identified also as telegrams 410 and 411 from Geneva, 

pp. 992 and 993, respectively. — . 
* Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1086. 

. * Identified also as telegram 820, May 28, from Bern, p. 1068. 

501.BB Palestine/6—-1049 : Telegram . 

Mr. John C. Ross to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL New York, June 10, 1949—3: 04 p. m. 

709. Bunche has report from Riley in Jerusalem that Dayan has 
| informed him that there was a misunderstanding and that he will 

withdraw Israeli troops from demilitarized zone around Government 
House, replacing them with MP’s. A partition of area will be arranged 
by Riley following NAC meeting June 11. Foregoing message from 
Riley followed a previous one which indicated belligerence and hos- 
tility on Dayan’s part. Reason for change not apparent. 

Bunche says he does not understand motives for Israeli actions 
Government House zone since it obviously endangered their broader 
objectives. He does feel, however, that it was a deliberately planned 
action since Dayan is not a hot-headed or impetuous person. 

| Ross
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| — Editorial Note | | 

Ambassador McDonald, on June 11, cabled to the Department, for 

the personal attention of the President and the Acting Secretary, that 

“Press and private reaction here to incomplete reports from Washing- 

ton and elsewhere of contents of President’s note indicate complete 

unanimity that: (1). US has no right moral or legal for its ‘demands’; 

(2). Such demands must be ‘resisted’.” He concluded by urging that | 

“further US views not be expressed in terms of imperatives as in con- 

cluding paragraphs President’s note unless President and Department 

are prepared to use extreme measures ultimate effort [efect| of which 

no one could now foresee.” (telegram 445 from Tel Aviv, 501.BB 

Palestine/6-1149) | 

Later the same day Ambassador McDonald sent a followup cable 

to the Department for the personal attention of Clark Clifford at 

the White House. After referring to his telegrams 439, June 8, page 

1100, and 445, he stated : “Motivated only by my grave concern Depart- | 

ment, with best intentions of causing Israel to make what seems to 

Washington ‘reasonable and necessary concession’ on refugees and 

boundaries, our government so embittered Israel opinion that Ben-_ 

Gurion and Sharett would be forced despite their will and better 

judgement to resist US demands. Israel concessions with refugees are 

| possible if request for these is not again put in form of demand. But | 

under no circumstances except use of overwhelming force will Israel 

_ yield any part of Negev... . 
“This telegram and two referred to above have been written in full 

remembrance of your final words to me when I was leaving White 

House before coming Israel.” (telegram 446 from Tel Aviv, 867N.01/ 

6-1149) _ | BS | 

867N.01/6-1149 : Telegram 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt . 

SECRET Wasuineton, June 11, 1949—2 p. m. 

, 573. Egyptian Amb called on ActSec June 10 at own request and | 

left memo? re lifting arms embargo. He stated Egypt greatly desires 
lifting of restrictions which as result embargo it has imposed on trade 
navigation, pointing out no serious fighting has occurred for six 
months and stating Arab states have no aggressive intentions. 

He said sole concern Arabs is just settlement Pal question, to | 
which major obstacle is Israel’s aggressive attitude. While Arabs 
originally opposed partition, they now willing accept it although cld 

| ‘Dated June 10, not printed. _ : |
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not state fact publicly. Arab states have two major objectives, settle- 
ment refugee problem and final settlement which wld protect them 

| against Israeli aggression. They desire all of the UN resolutions to 
be observed, particularly res calling for repatriation refugees. They 

_ also feel Pres’ principle territorial compensation shld be observed. 
In response to query as to whether Amb felt independent Arab state 
cld be established in Pal, he stated this was matter which wld have to 
besettled by Arabstates a : 

ActSec emphasized importance which USG attaches to Israeli Arab 
cooperation in achieving final solution. USG does not wish negots 
Lausanne to fail. Amb stated Egypt doing all possible to make negots 
succeed, | - | - | 

To specific query re his Govt’s position on Israeli offer accept Gaza 
refugees in return acquisition Gaza strip,? Amb said Egyptian Govt 
regards proposal as “cheap barter”. He stated first step is to permit 
those refugees in Gaza so desiring to return their homes, but had no 
suggestion re disposition remainder. He further stated Egypt wld 
wish make proposals re frontier rectification, which wld not involve 
large amount territory but wld be designed secure strategically de- 
fensible frontier for Egyptian and Israeli security. Did. not state 
when these proposals wld be put forth. ) | Oo 

ActSec stated question re arms embargo wld require careful study 
on part of Dept, pointing out it involved not only US regulation but 
SC truce res. Amb agreed, and indicated Egypt did not wish raise 
contentious argument in SC re question but desired prior discussion _ 

, with SC members before raising questioninSC. oe 
Amb then took up subject training Egyptian officers in US. ActSec 

explained we had recently informed NME® we no longer have any 
objections to training Israeli and Arab officers. However NME has 
very limited quota for foreign students and therefore needs of many 
countries require consideration. Moreover because security considera- 
tions, many courses open only to Amcits. ActSec stated we are anxious 
be helpful in matter but quite possible NME cld not place all students 
which Egyptiansmight wishsendtoUS. ee 

8 Mr. Eban informed Mr. Ross during the afternoon of June 10 that “following 
Rhodes armistice discussions with Egypt, Abdul Munim Mustapha, head of 
Egyptian delegation, had first raised question of Israel taking over Gaza-strip. 
This discussion was inconclusive. Subsequently on April 30, presumably, Eban 
said, because Egyptians had talked in same sense, Ethridge at Lausanne in con- 
versation with Hytan had suggested Israel take over Gaza strip including the 
250,000 refugees therein (this is figure Eban used). The idea of taking over this 
number of refugees shocked Eytan who, however, reported matter to his govern- 
ment which, after much consideration and in sincere effort to get something 
tangibie started at Lausanne, instructed Eytan to make proposal of May 20.” 
(telegram 712, June 10, from New York, 501.BB Palestine/6-1049) - 

* See letter of April 6, p. 898.
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agra 
: Pls take early opportunity discuss disposition Gaza strip with Egyp- 

tian Govt, requesting its views re Israeli offer. You shld emphasize to 

Egyptian Govt US concern re refugees that area, which thas no eco- 

nomic potential for future settlement, and ask Egyptian Govt ‘its | 

plans re disposition those who do not wish return Israel, since latter 

might be considerable number. You might in this connection obtain 

Egyptian views with regard frontier in light Ambs reference to stra- . 

tegic rectification in order that we might explore possibility of ex- 

change of Gaza strip for frontier rectification further south. | | 

Rpt reply to USDel Lausanne.” | ae 

| | | | | | WEBB 

: *This telegram was repeated to Bern as No. 7 7 (Unpal 145), for the American 

Delegation at Lausanne. Chargé Patterson, on June 14, reported that prior to 

receipt of telegram 578, i.e, on June 11, he had prought up the question of the 

Gaza strip proposal with Foreign Minister Khashaba. The latter’s views “were 

to effect that while Egypt contemplated. retention no portion Palestine as such | 

-Bgypt required most effective frontier for defensive purposes. This frontier 

stated to be Gaza—Beersheba—Dead Sea line. Responsive to my question Minister | 

admitted that Egypt at present not willing cede Gaza coastal strip to Israel in 

return for Israel's offer assumptions charge 200,000 or more refugees in Gaza— 

Rafa strip.” (telegram 578 from Cairo, 867N.01/6-1449) 
a 

Sunn nsk ee | | 

867N.00/6-1149: Telegram eS ee 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET | _Jerusaem, June 11, 1949—6 p. m. 

409. Present tense situation Jerusalem attributable in large part to 

failure reach agreement in Special Committee on questions both Jews 

and Arabs consider essential. Break in deadlock likely to result in — 

quick relaxation and barring complete failure Lausanne eliminate in 

immediate future present danger resumption hostilities Jerusalem. 

Essential element is speedy solution through simplified procedure. | 

Consulate General considers not advisable refer question to Lau- 

sanne. Would thus become involved in whole peace treaty procedure | | 

with consequent long delays, personnel at Lausanne not familiar with 

details of problem and would have start all over again, extent of dis- _ 

agreement would not be diminished by simple reference to Lausanne. 

Same issues must be resolved regardless locale. Arbitration procedure _ 

would also involve delay, arbitrator would not be familiar with ques- — 

| tion, and Israel at least could be expected refuse accept principle ar- | 

bitral award. | ee a 

Consulate General therefore, suggests following approach combin- 

ing certain features Department and Amman proposals. Settlement 

Government House matter necessary prerequisite. Request by Special 

Committee to MAC to hold series extraordinary sessions under direct
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| chairmanship General Riley. Section 3, Article 12 of Armistice permits 
changes in agreement by mutual consent. Both sides to present concrete 
plans for settlement along lines outlined below and under terms of 
reference specifically providing for territorial exchange. Riley would 
be able give publicity to proceedings and also use his prestige to facili- 
tate agreement on terms he considered equitable.1 At same time PCC 
and/or US Government should point out to respective governments 
(or if preferred to local authorities) in friendly manner necessity 
reaching agreement swiftly thus eliminating this great cause possible 
trouble. Israel again should be specifically admonished against use 
force or threats and ill effect present series incidents pointed out. Also 
could be told that because concessions made in past by Arabs and as 
measure of assistance in refugee problem, PCC and US hope will be 
able adopt generous attitude on quarters. In note to ‘Transjordan, dis- 
advantages of stalling should be forcibly brought out (although this 
may avoid causing Transjordan trouble with other states or Palestine 
Arabs delay certainly does not contribute towards peaceful settlement 
which is prime US objective). Transjordan also should be cautioned 
against excessive demands and inclination lure single issue of Scopus 
to recoup past losses of disproportionate nature. In this case Trans- 
jordan has shown tendency expand demands as Israel showed willing- 
ness make concessions, For example willing at one time trade access to 
Scopus for access to Arab College (Amman telegram 208, May 18 to 
Department) which Jews perfectly willing grant. 

Consulate General believes best chances of success offered by final 
settlement on following basis: Israel to obtain free access to Scopus 
by new road from Sanhedriya in direction of “French Hill” plus ter- 
ritory vicinity Sanhedriya might also be given but need not constitute 
“land bridge.” Arabs to receive in addition to Bethelehem road and 
electricity return certain Arab quarters and certain Jewish areas in 
South. Arabs must recognize not possible obtain wall their old quarters 
and area likely regain steadily diminishing. Baqa quarter now opened 
to new Immigrants and once such persons settled down extremely | 
difficult dislodge. Crucial point of course is amount area in North to 
be exchanged for quarters in South but Consulate General feels that 
with constant pressure by PCC, Riley and perhaps interested govern- 

| _ Inents possible reach solution. _ - 
Above procedure advanced in interest speed, to avoid further stall-. 

ing and to provide for use present UN machinery avoiding compli- 

* Chargé Stabler, on June 17, gave his support to the suggestion regarding the 
Special Committee as set forth in telegram 409 (telegram 250 from Amman, 
867N.01/6-1749).
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cations of setting up new committee. Consulate General considers lines’ 

settlement mentioned will meet to maximum extent possible in limited 

agreement of nature under consideration desires of both parties. =~ 

Sent Department, repeated Amman 36, Geneva 27, Tel Aviv 52. | 

ee a ae BurRDEert — 

501.BB Palestine/6-1149: Telegram — | : 

The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = | Damascus, June 11, 1949—7 p. m.. 

329, Views in Deptel 238, June 8+ delivered to Vice Prime Minister 

and Foreign Minister Arslan 1 p. m. today. He asked me to thank 

Department for its advice but said its interest in seeking cause of 

peace in Palestine might be more effective if weight its influence were | 

brought to bear upon Israel to respect its international engagements 

and thus help create atmosphere favorable to armistice and peace 

negotiations. | | | | 7 ee 

Contending that as small area Palestine territory now occupied by 

Syria was taken in fighting against Israeli before truce whereas | 

Israel holds unchallenged vast areas occupied during truce, suggested. 

demilitarization on Syrian front is scarcely equitable measure. Arslan 

admitted current Bunche proposal nevertheless seemed to offer best 

basis yet suggested for discussion and he had accordingly authorized 

Syrian delegation to reenter negotiations. However, as experience has’ 

taught Syrians to be wary of any agreement that depends upon Israeli 

respect for UN guarantees he thought moment inpropitious to hope 

for agreement. Even Bunche must consider it unfortunate that Israeli 

had chosen this time to underscore their cynical disregard for their 

pledged word by entering and fortifying demilitarized Government 

House zone in Jerusalem. | : | 

This latest aggression took place, said Arslan, even while Bunche in 

personal message to Zaim earnestly appealed for most serious and 

sympathetic consideration his draft proposals assuring him that “UN 

responsibility over territory in proposed demilitarized zone gives acde- 

quate protection to Syrian interests” and citing Government House 

among others as example of UN demilitarized area which “gives con- 

-vincing proof that such arrangements work well and give full protec- 

tion to rights and claims of interested parties.” Bunche must today be 

sadly disillusioned man, said Arslan. | | | a 

Typical of their incomprehensible arrogance latest Israeli aggres- | 

sion has not only jeopardized Syrian Israeli armistice negotiations, but 

-1Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 347, June 8, p. 1102.
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has put wind up in all Arab circles, said Arslan. Added he has warned 
_ other Arab capitals that Government House may be first move in con- 

quest of Jerusalem itself if not remainder of Palestine which now ef- 
fectively within Israeli control. ee | | 

As Prime Minister Zaim had shortly before my call on Arslan ex- 
pressed similar views to Foreign Minister I feel that no useful purpose 
would be served by seeking to deliver Department’s message to Zaim 
or otherwise trying further to pressurize Syrians into accepting 
Bunche proposal until some effective means are found and applied to — 
guarantee Israeli respect for its engagements and for UN authority. 
To pressurize Syrians in face of Israeli action at Government House 
(Jerusalem’s Contel 401, June 7? and sequence to Department) would 
I feel sure be interpreted by Syrians only as further evidence of our 
alleged pro-Israeli attitude and weaken such influence as we still have 
with them which might better be reserved for more propitious moment 
such as when Israel itself can be brought to show more accommodating 
spirit. My French colleague, with whom I am keeping close contact, 
fully shares my views in this regard. Zaim told him that while inclined 
to accept Bunche proposal if Israeli respect for UN guaranteed 
pledges better assured than recent unfortunate experience has given 
reason to expect, he is disinclined to commit Syria before presidential 
referendum June 25 (mytel 315, June 8).? To do so might well cause 
disturbing repercussions which he is not prepared to risk during 
crucial pre-election period. _ | | | 

[Here follow four paragraphs dealing primarily with Mr. Arslan’s 
| denunciation of Israel’s aggressive attitude. ] a 

If despite unfavorable atmosphere indicated above Department de- 
sires me to urge upon Zaim acceptance Bunche proposal it would be 
helpful to have its reasons why Syria should not let Government House 
incident influence its acceptance of similar UN guarantee of proposed 
demilitarized areas on Syrian-Israeli frontier.® =~ : 

Sent Department 322, repeated Baghdad 61, Beirut 72, Jerusalem 
48, London 84, Paris 68, Tel Aviv 37, Amman 32, Ankara 44, Bern for 

PCC 13, Cairo41,Jidda26. = ee 
Department pass Army, Navy, Air, - So 

| OB oe  _KEe.ry 

*Not printed. = | 
* The Department, in reply on June 16, directed Damascus to “urge upon Zaim 

acceptance Bunche proposal’ and to “point out that as result intervention such 
officials UN as Bunche and Riley Israeli troops have now been withdrawn” from 
the Government House area (telegram 248, 501.BB Palestine/6-1149)..
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867N.01/6-1249 : Telegram | ee | 

- The Chargé in Jordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET ae AmMan, June 12, 1949—Ii1 a.m. 

043. According to reliable military source here number of incidents | 

along entire Jordan-Israeli front have increased rapidly in past few 

days with ten such incidents being reperted on June 10 alone. Casual- 

tiesarealsoreported. - CE | 

‘Legion troops at Latrun report “extraordinary” Israeli movements | 

opposite them and believe Israelis are preparing some kind of attack 

onLatrunsalient = s—S [ Cn 

Same military source also reports greatly increased Israeli military 

activity “in and immediately behind” J erusalem with two Israeli bri- 

gades—fourth and sixth—and armored cars: in. Jerusalem area. | 

(According to Rhodes agreement only two battalions, but no armor, , 

are allowed in Jerusalem.) Local authorities are seriously concerned 

that Israelis may be planning further operations in Jerusalem area, 

such as seizure Mt. Scopus or Latrun or both. Legion source stated 

few days ago that while Legion could cope with local incidents, it | 

could not cope with any general outbreak of fighting, 

Jordan Government has brought above (except for Latrun report) | 

formally to attention Riley. _ pais we wes 8 

~ Comment—In view Israeli action in Government House area and 

above indications they are planning further aggression, I would now 

recommend that Department should make immediate representations 

Tel Aviv along lines suggested in penultimate paragraph Legtel 239 

June 91 without awaiting further word from Bunche. I fear that prob- 

ably protracted attempts by Riley to settle situation will only give 

- -_Igraelis more time in which to prepare further aggression. US should 

therefore make it quite clear to Israel at this time that troops must be | 

| withdrawn and that any further aggressive acts will not be tolerated. — 

End comment. Oo | - oo | 

- Sent Department 248, repeated Bern (for USDel PCC) 22, Jerusa- | 

lem 119, London 46, Beirut 48, Baghdad 65, Damascus 50, Cairo 29." | 
OS a - | oo _ STABLER 

1 Not. printed ; that paragraph read: “In meantime I strongly urge Depart- 

ment to recall its telegram 37, March 25 and President’s message to Abdullah 

(Deptel 38, March 28) and urgently consider possibility, in event Riley and 

Bunche should feel such step desirable, making representations in most forcible 

terms to Israeli Government to effect that Israeli troops must be withdrawn at 

once and unless Israeli will give undertaking to renounce agency of force to 

achieve its demands, US Government will be obliged to reconsider its attitude 

toward that state which has received up to this time unstinting US support.” 

(867N.01/6-949) Regarding telegram 38, see footnote 1, p. 878. . 

2The Department, on June 14, replied that it was keeping in close touch with 

Mr. Bunche, “who has intervened directly, is taking strong line, and at present 

does not desire US assistance.” (telegram 78, 501.BB Palestine/6—1349)
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501.BB Palestine/6—-1249 : Telegram | . cs 

Lhe Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED PRIORITY Bern, June 12, 1949—noon. 

— 920. Palun 197 from Hare. On July 11 Eytan again appeared be- 
fore PCC for further discussion of matters mentioned Palun 192.1 

- Boisanger opened meeting by criticizing certain of Eytan’s June 8 
| statements including unwarranted comparison Bunche’s success with 

that of PCC, Eytan’s allegation that PCC had opposed direct nego- 
tiations as well as unjustified Jewish press attacks on PCC. | 

Hare put 3 questions to Eytan regarding June 8 statement: _ 

| 1. Did Israelis anticipate action on Arab memos (Palun 165 and 
166? which might help break ice for further negotiations) ? 

_ Hytan replied memo mentioned Palun 166 under sympathetic study 
but sidestepped memo mentioned Palun 165; | —_ 

2. How did Israelis reconcile position regarding minorities in light 
paragraph 11 GA resolution December 11? — 

Eytan replied Israel did not interpret GA resolution as “categorical 
imperative.” GA debate November 1948 indicated “point of view close 
to that of Israeli Govt.” Israel believed paragraph 11 linked return 
refugees with peace settlement. Some clauses of paragraph 11 are not | 
“practical of implementation” ; | | 

3. Did Israel distinguish regarding territory allotted Jewish state 
November 29 and territory subsequently occupied for purpose of final 
territorial adjustment and is latter subject to relinquishment or 
exchange? — 

Kytan replied evasively reiterating “mathematical approach does © 
not commend itself to my govt.” . | 

- Yalcin expressed belief these questions important and he personally 
not satisfied with replies. a | | 
Eytan then made 4 suggestions: | | 

(1) Conference work retarded by limited. authority of Arab dele- 
gations which appear able discuss only refugees. Could not PCC send 
member or high official of secretariat to Arab capitals and for appear- 

| ance sake to Tel Aviv to explain situation and attempt remedy this 
deficiency ; 

(2) GA resolution December 11 clearly established authority for 
direct contact between parties. As 6 months have passed PCC en- 
titled speak with vigor to Arab delegation or Arab Govts regarding 
direct contact; 

(3) PCC. should establish 5 subcommittees: general terms of | 
peace, frontiers, refugees, Jerusalem, economic and allied matters, all 
of which should meet jointly with Israeli and Arabs. 

* Also identified as telegram 912, June 10, from Bern, p. 1112. 7 
7 Both dated May 23, from Lausanne, pp. 1043 and 1044, respectively.
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(4) Eytan pointed out present discussions based on May 12 proto- | 

col but suggested as possible additional approach that armistice | 

agreements conclude under November 16 resolution form common | 

ground and might be made fruitful basis further talks. | | 

~ Yalcin and Boisanger immediately replied rejecting practically all 

Kytan’s suggestions. Regarding first suggestion Arabs had full au- 

thority to negotiate and real difficulty lay in failure of Israelis to live 

up to December 11 resolution. | | | 

| Regarding second direct contact useless until basic groundwork 

laid. Also resolution did not require them negotiate directly. | 

Regarding third no use establish subcommittees until substantial 

basic agreement. - 

Regarding fourth Yalcin did not understand Eytan’s suggestion 

and expressed opinion that May 12 protocol was in effect and might 

therefore be dangerous shift this agreed basis to armistice agreements. 

Hare said his initial reaction essentially [similar?] to Yalcin’s and 7 

-_ Boisanger’s. Eytan’s suggestions embodied thoughts which merited 

careful consideration. Hare hoped Eytan would be able express fur- | 

ther ideas of constructive nature. oe 
Eytan disappointed but said would endeavor develop further ideas. | 

Repeated Paris as 56 for immediate delivery to Mark Ethridge at | 

Hotel Crillon. [ Hare. | - | 

: | | VINCENT 

501.BB Palestine/6-1249 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation 

| : — at Lausanne | | 

TOP SECRET  §NIACT WaAsHINGTON, June 12, 1949—1 p. m. 

-Unpal 146. In recent conversation with Sec, Bevin expressed con- 

cern re situation arising from Israeli claims to territory both sides 

upper Jordan which would give them complete control all water re- 

sources. He stated UK hopes for four-party agreement re water de- 

velopment to permit settlement 100,000 refugees TJ and leave adequate 

water for Israel. Michael Wright supplemented remarks emphasizing | 

that first basic point UK position re Syrian-Israeli frontier is desir- 

ability prior or separate agreement in principle before frontier fixed 

that waters of Jordan Valley will be used benefit Israel, TJ, Syria, 

Lebanon under joint auspices. UK believes that if agreement reached 

re equitable use water, frontier line will settle itself. UK does not sug- | 

gest US-UK express any opinion re location frontier. 

UK pointed out that conflicting plans exist for use of waters, since 

TJ is studying plan for construction Jordan—Yarmuk canal to provide 

land for refugee settlement, and Israel has now received final plans
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from Hays and associates providing for diversion most or all Jordan 

water for Israel before it reaches TJ. | | 
Dept informed Sec of its concurrence re desirability agreement in 

principle before frontier delineation that water resources will be used 
benefitallstatesconcerned. | | 

| What is USDel’s opinion re possibility obtaining such agreement | 
near future? If obtainable, such agreement might expedite territorial 

| settlement. If Economic Survey Group cld be activated an important 
function cld be conduct resurvey water resources in question with view 

| their equitable use by all states concerned for development and refugee 
settlement purposes. | | | 

| oo . WEBB 

501.BB Palestine/6-1249: Telegram a 7 oe . 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | | Parts, June 12, 1949—1 p. m. 

2413, From Ethridge. USDel at Lausanne commenting separately 
on Israel note. OO 7 

(1) If there is to be any assessment of blame for stalemate at 
Lausanne, Israel must accept primary responsibility. Commission 
members, particularly USRep, have consistently pointed out to Prime 
Minister, Foreign Minister, and Israeli delegation that key to peace 7 
is some Israeli concession on refugees. USDel prepared memo months 
ago of minor concessions which could be made without prejudice to 
Israel’s final position, pointing out that such concessions would lay 
the basis for successful talks at Lausanne. Israel has made minor 
concessions with reservations, but has steadfastly refused to make 
important ones and has refused to indicate either publicly or pri- | 
vately how many refugees she is willing to take back and under what 
conditions. Israel’s refusal to abide by the GA assembly resolution, 
providing those refugees who desire to return to their homes, etc., 
has been the primary factor in the stalemate. Israel has failed even to 
stipulate under what conditions refugees wishing to return might | 
return; she has given no definition of what she regards as ‘peaceful 
co-existence of Arabs and Jews in Israel and she consistently returns 
to the idea that her security would be endangered; that she can not 
bear the economic burden and that she has no responsibility for 
refugees because of Arab attacks upon her. I have never accepted | 
the latter viewpoint. Aside from her general responsibility for refu- 
gees, she has particular responsibility for those who have been driven 
out by terrorism, repression and forcible ejection. 

(2) The statement, “the Government of Israelis ata losstounder- 
stand the reference in the note to the alleged contemplation by 
Mr. Eytan of ‘an additional acquisition of further [territory | within 
Palestine’ ” is a falsehood. Also the statement that the GA | Gaza?| 
proposal was first advanced by me. As previously reported it was 
first advanced by Ben Gurion and so reported to the Department at 
the time. In appearing before the general committee Sassoon and
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Lifschitz presented Israel’s claim for more of Arab Palestine and 

used the Hayes (TVA) project map to justify proposed new bound- 

aries with Arab Palestine. It was made clear that the proposed canal 

must be all inside Israel, which would mean that further territory, 

including Tulkarm and the northwest corner of the Triangle, must go 

to Israel. In addition members of Isracli delegation have told me that 

their demand for withdrawal of Arab troops was designed to establish 

bargaining position with Abdullah so that Arab Palestine could be | 

further divided. Comay said, “we will point out to Abdullah that he 

is getting a bonus out of the war.” Ben Gurion told me (see telegram 

re Tiberias talk; * do not have reference here) Israel wanted the entire 

western shore of the Dead Sea. Sharett told the commission in his 

first meeting that strip from Haifa to Tel Aviv must be widened back | 

to Samarian Hills for security reasons. Under threats Israel took over 

Tulkarm area villages. By force she has taken over new territory in 

Jerusalem. a | a | | ea 

.(8) I leave to the Department whether Israel’s admission to UN 

sanctified what she is doing. Personally, I do not see how the argument 

ean be accepted. Israel was state created upon an ethical concept and 

should rest upon an ethical base. Her attitude toward refugees is 

morally reprehensible and politically short-sighted. She has no security 

that does not rest in friendliness with her neighbors. She has no secu- | | 

rity that does not rest upon the basis of peace in the Middle East. Her | 

position as conqueror demanding more does not make for peace. It | 

makes for more trouble. | a | / | 

(4) Asto Gaza strip: I have felt since it was first mentioned that 

it could be a basis for settlement of refugee problem to extent of 

 Tsrael’s responsibility and also a basis for territorial settlement. I 

have pointed out consistently that it 1s a good proposal providing 

it is accompanied by a guid pro quo: some part of the Negev. I have 

also pointed out that a concession in the Negev is more than a satis- 

faction of strategic concepts; it is a major point in Arab thinking. 

One thing that will make for eternal friction in the Middle East is 

to drive the wedge into the Arab world. a — 

"There never has been a time in the life of the commission when a 

generous and far-sighted attitude on the part of the Jews would not 

have unlocked peace. Perhaps they are too close to the siege of Jeru- 

salem to see it now. As an advocate of the new state I hope they come 

on it eventually. Otherwise there will be no peace in the Middle Kast, 

no security for Israel and no possibility of lifting the economic block- 

ade with which she must remain a remittance-man nation.? a 

Repeated Bern 87 for USDel Lausanne. [ Ethridge. | | Lo 
_ Bruce 

1 See telegram 312, April 20, from Jerusalem, p. 925. : 

| 2 Acting Secretary Webb met with President Truman on June 13. His memo- 

randum of conversation stated: “The President read the enclosed telegram 

from Ethridge, No. 2413, with great interest, and was particularly impressed 

by the last paragraph. . | 

“Fe also read the first paragraph of Palun 181 and indicated that he would 

leave it to my discretion as to whether to send a strong message to Ambassador 

McDonald insisting on his support.” (Secretary’s Memoranda, Lot 53 D 444) 

Palun 181 is dated June 2, p. 1085. | 

501-887—77——72 | |
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| d01.BB Palestine/6—-1249: Telegram 

_ Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineron, June 12, 1949— 10 p. m. 
NIACT 

Telac 78. Fol re Pal (Actel 63 June 12+). 
(1) General Pal Situation. As you know from Ethridge, Lausanne 

talks appear completely stalemated and PCC about to recess, Israeli 
Govt has made non-aggressive but completely negative reply to note 

| which Pres directed be delivered Tel Aviv. Pres convinced firm line 
| must be maintained and Dept now considering measures which might 

be taken to emphasize necessity modification Israel viewpoint to open 
way to settiement. Reply to Israeli note will be drafted in consultation 
Ethridge. In view PCC stalemate, now appears necessary US play 
more direct role re Pal settlement. US role would continue to seek basis 
of settlement among parties and not on basis preconceived notions of 
our own, After reply to Israeli note and certain steps to underline 
seriousness our purpose, we have in mind making strong specific sug- 
gestions both sides, particularly re: boundaries and refugees. Since 
precise proposals only in formative stage and depend upon further 
consultations Ethridge, Bunche, Israeli and Arab reps, suggest you 
limit yourself to informing Bevin negative character Israeli reply, 
that US Govt determined to maintain firm position and keep pressure 
on all parties, and that we are now considering what further steps 
should now be taken. | 

(2) Jordan situation. Dept giving further study extension Anglo- 
Jordan treaty to Pal territories now occupied by Jordan, in light of 
PCC stalemate and recent Israeli move Jerusalem. Essential point is 
UK attitude should Israelis seize upon extension treaty as excuse for 
grabbing more of Arab Pal. Israeli military could probably reach 
Jordan river in few days, probably before UK could get into action 
militarily. UK problem would then be to counterattack with forces 
not now in that area or to fail honor extension of treaty. View limited 
UK mil strength Jordan and divided UK public opinion re Pal, to- 
gether with sharpest possible reaction large segments US public 
opinion, such decision by UK has most serious and far-reaching impli- 
cations. You might by questioning draw out Bevin’s own view of im- 
plications and UK line of action in event Israel-Jordan hostilities. 

*Not printed; in this telegram from Paris, Secretary Acheson stated in part: 
“Bevin’s secretary also stated Bevin wished talk with me again Monday or Tuesday regarding general Palestine situation, Transjordan situation, and recent Jewish aggressive moves in Jerusalem. Any guidance from Department would be appreciated.” (740.00119 Council/6-1249).
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Bevin should not rely upon US approval or support for all conse- 

quences treaty extension nor should he overestimate US influence with 

Israel. Past record suggests Israel has had more influence with US 

than has US with Israel; this particularly true on military matters 

since Israeli armament has come from eastern Europe and illicit tratiic | 

over which we have had no control. Believe US as member PCC should | | 

concentrate on negotiated settlement and not become involved with 

explosive issue extension Anglo—Jordan treaty unless situation reaches 

more of crisis stage than present. These are tentative views, subject to 

further study and consultation here. | . 

(3) Israeli move Jerusalem. Judging from available reports Israeli 

move into Govt House neutral zone was violation spirit not letter 

Israeli-Jordan armistice agreement. Presence Arab civilians and mili- 

tary in or near area gave Israelis good pretext. Situation confused and 

Gen. Riley attempting bring parties to agreement on withdrawal forces | 

both sides and partition area. Meeting reps both sides under chair- 

manship Riley likely in day or so. We understand Israelis may agree 

withdrawal troops from newly-occupied area and replacement by 

civilian police. View fluid situation Dept has taken no action and plans 

not to do so unless requested to by Bunche, who kept fully informed by 

Riley. Suggest Bevin be informed sense above. | a 

: oe 7 | , WeEpB 

Be Editorial Note | | a 

~The Palestine Conciliation Commission sent its third progress report 

from Lausanne on June 13. Mr. Hare, on June 17, transmitted a sum- 

mary to the Department, noting that the report covered the period 

from April 9 to the departure of Mr. Ethridge from Lausanne. He 

described the conclusions of the report as follows: | 

| “Immediate problem facing PCC consists in linking together nego- | 

tiations on refugee problem and territorial questions. Pressure exerted 

by Arab delegations in favor of negotiations on refugee question com- 

bined with Israeli pressure in favor of territorial negotiations threaten 

to create situation in which it would be difficult to arrive at agreement 

on solution of these fundamental problems. PCC concentrating for 

moment on this problem. PCC is endeavoring to arrest tendency by 

leading respective delegations to discuss refugee and territorial ques- 

tions. Solution must relate not only to general aspect including 

repatriation, resettlement and rehabilitation but also to more immedi- 

ate and no less important preliminary measures re safeguarding of 

refugee rights and property.” (telegram. 608, identified also as Palun 

216, from Geneva, 501.BB Palestine/6-1749) | : 

The text of the third progress report is printed in GA, 42/ sess., Ad 

Hoc Political Committee, Annex, Volume IT, page 5. Oo
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501.BB Palestine/6-1349: Telegram | . 

Mr, Raymond A. Hare to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET _ Lausanne, June 13, 1949—11 a. m. 
Palun 198. USDel has following comment on Israeli reply to Presi- 

dent’s note (refDeptel 761) :1 Se 
| General: Israeli reply should be read in conjunction EKytan’s state- 

ment before PCC reported Palun 192.2 Eytan put Israeli attitude re 
refugees and territory even more categorically. Return of. refugees 
would be “retrograde step.” Re territory, Israel cannot accept “purely 

| arbitrary mathematical proportion or formula.” USDel regrets that 
Israel unwilling approach refugee problem constructively through 
repatriation and resettlement and that Israel also. unwilling consider 
territorial arrangement in terms fairness and equity. USDel notes 

. with even greater regret Israel reply makes no reference whatsoever 
to support for UN and desire achieve peace and security on realistic 
basis as stated President’s note. USDel reluctant conclude Israel does 
not share these objectives with US. USDel suggests US would be on 
strong ground in emphasizing these points in such further action 
which may be taken in matter. | Bn 

Paragraph 1: Balance note proves Israeli position Lausanne has | 
not been misunderstood as arguments advanced in Israeli reply are 
same those put forward Lausanne: - - - | 

, Paragraph 2: President’s note made no reference to paragraph 
5 GA resolution December 11 re conciliation although US might well 
have added that Israeli proposals at Lausanne were not of character 
to promote agreement with view final settlement all questions with 
Arabs. ‘President’s note confined itself to refugees and territory. . 

Paragraph 3: Israeli reply is not accurate. Paragraph 5 GA reso- 
lution December 11 provides for “negotiations conducted either with 
Conciliation Commission or directly.” Arab delegates have not thus 

: far found it possible meet officially with Israeli delegation. (approx- 
imately 20 characters garbled)* meeting between Sassoon of Israel 
and Abdul Monem of Egypt appeared in press as result Israeli leak 
convinced Arabs further meetings premature. Official public meetings 
would be still more difficult for Arabs because of Arab public opinion. 
Virtual stalemate at Lausanne should be laid at door of both Israelis 
and Arabs. Following signature of May 12 protocol (Palun 148) 4 | 
Israelis advanced extremely [garble] proposals (Paluns 162* and 

* Dated June 9, 83 p. m., not printed ; it transmitted the text of telegram 441, 
June 8, from Tel Aviv. Regarding 441, see footnote 1 to Tel Aviv telegram, June 8, 

* ‘ Tdoatified also as telegram 912, June 10, from Bern, p. 1112. 
* As in the source text. 
* Dated May 12, from Lausanne, p. 998. 
“Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1036.
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173°) but made no proposal re refugees other than limited measures ae 

mentioned Palun 145.7 Arabs advanced refugee proposals. (Palun 

166) but made no proposal re territory other than suggestion ad- 

vanced Palun 165.9 Israelis have either failed take action or have not 

answered Arab memos re refugees and territory. ae 

Arabs have not answered Israeli proposals re territory. :‘USDel 

believes, however, that on balance Arab position more nearly in line 

protocol May 12 than Israeli and that at present stage negotiations 

next move up to Israelis and their failure act principal cause stalemate. , 

Paragraph 4: USDel perceives neither reason nor logic in Israeli — 

deduction that GA considered Eban’s explanations satisfactory because | 

admission followed. Be Lo | 

Paragraph 6: What Israelis at loss to understand in this para- - 

graph is apparently quite clear in eighth paragraph in which it is 

stated “the war has proved indispensability to survival of Israel of 

certain vital areas not comprised originally in share of J ewish state.” | 

Israeli territory proposals advanced officially to PCC include western 

Galilee, Jaffa, area between Ramle Lydda Beersheba, areas north 

| Gaza strip and south of Auja along Egyptian frontier, corridor to 

Jerusalem and other smaller areas throughout Palestine. Re Gaza strip 

Ethridge did not advance as previously indicated Palun 181.%° _ | 

Paragraph 7: President’s note did not present US position re ter- 

ritory as UN policy but as US policy. Rejection last fall of. certain 

paragraphs of GA resolution December 11 might be considered In any 

event to be superseded by admission resolution which recalled GA 

resolution November 29. It may also be noted that Sharett on again 

being informed of US policy by Secretary on April 5 (Deptel 208 to 

Tel Aviv") replied that “he was familiar with our views on boundary 

questions, was hopeful an agreed solution could be reached and did not 

see any insurmountable difficulty.” 

Paragraph 8: Please see comment on seventh paragraph..Present = 

paragraph as worded seems tantamount to unilateral revision GA 

| resolution November 29, judicial findings re aggressors and award. It 

seems also to reject US views that territorial arrangement should be | 

based on elementary principles fairness and security. US delegation 

fails understand why either Israel or Arabs have anything say about | 

eovernment of territory controlled by other. ne 

Paragraphs 9, 10 and. 11: USDel considers one-sided overstatement 

~ of developments in Palestine. It should be added for balance that 

© Identified also as telegram 820, May 28, from Bern, p. 1068. Bo 
? Identified also as telegram 410, May 10, from Geneva, p. 992. — pe 

- § Dated May 23, from Lausanne, p. 1044. | : oe a 

° Dated May 23, from Lausanne, p. 1043. | : _ | 

0 Dated June 2, from Lausanne, p. 1085. - oo 

4 See footnote 2, p. 894. oo | a
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| Israelis attacked in Haifa, Jaffa and Acre before end British mandate 
and that incidents such as (approximately 10 characters garbled)? 
massacre accelerated refugee flight. Former Arab economy with 
Israelis not entirely in ruins as small Arab farmers could certainly re- 
turn to their lands. Israel knows full well that neither US nor any 
other state expects it to tackle unaided reintegration of Arabs who 
elect return. Israeli measures on humanitarian grounds have thus far 
proved negligible. Israel has restricted compensation for land | 

: abandoned to that previously cultivated (Palun 145). Israel has made 
reunion contingent on census, close relationship and final settlement 
(Palun 145). Israeli contribution to resettlement consists only of tech- 
nical experts (Palun 140 1%). 
Paragraph 12: Israeli measures consist almost entirely of those 

listed Palun 145. USDel believed Department will agree these measures 
are hardly likely endanger self-preservation Israel. USDel also be- 
lieves additional measures listed Palun 166 could be considered falling 
within this category. Second paragraph of President’s note would seem 
also to indicate US has not considered repatriation “in absolute terms” 
but has approached refugee problem on basis both repatriation and 
resettlement. | | oe 

Paragraph 13: Please see paragraphs 9 through 12. a 
Paragraph 14: Arabs might submit almost similar paragraph by 

substituting “Arab states” for “Israel” and “territory” for “refugee” 
throughout. | : 

_ Paragraph 15: No comment. | | : 
) | | Hare 

* As in the source text. | 
™ Identified also as telegram 676, May 4, from Bern, p. 975. 

501.BB Palestine/6-1349 : Telegram | SO 

Mr. Raymond A. Hare to the Secretary of S tate 

SECRET Lausanne, June 13, 1949-4 p.m. 

Palun 201. Regarding internationalization of Jerusalem. Depart- 
ment may wish discuss with Ethridge working paper and give USDel 
further instructions. In particular USDel desires Department’s views 
on legal basis UN administration Jerusalem. Talks with Israeli repre- — 
sentatives have elicited evidence Israel prepared oppose any pro- 
visions in derogation Israel “sovereignty” over Jewish zone of city. 
Specifically their greatest. objection to provisions for UN adminis- 

| trators authority over questions of demilitarization and human rights 
as infringing rights of Israeli citizens by differentiating between one 
Israeli citizen and another on basis locus of residence. In addition they |
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oppose idea of administrator or municipal councils having any juris- 
| diction over common services except on basis ad hoc consultation with . 

‘Tsraeli officials for advice only. : | 

USDel believes that these and similar questions will be constant _ 

source trouble in future unless question of sovereignty is settled defini- 
tively in statute. We favor provision that sovereignty rests with people 
of Jerusalem but that UN is repository or custodian thereof and that 
under statute the exercise of certain attributes of sovereignty will be 
delegated to authorities of state adjoining the respective zones. Such 
provision if adoped would be consistent with continuing UN responsi- __ 
bility for Jerusalem and make more difficult future actions inimical 
to UN authority under color of right. At same time no practical dif- 

| ference need result in day-to-day exercise of municipal authority in 
respective zones by authorities of adjoining states. Difficulties in over- 
coming Israeli opposition to such a concept which interposes obstacle 
to possible plans for future expansion are apparent. Transjordan may | 
alsooppose. | | | | | 

| Oo oo | | Harn 

501.BB Palestine/6-1349: Telegram _ OO | 

Myr, John CG. Ross to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | New York, June 13, 1949—8:18 p. m. 

720. Following is summary of information obtained from Bunche’s 
staff on June 138. | | | 

In answer to specific question, Bunche does not request assistance 
from us in respect to Government House zone problem. He says that _ 
if Riley is unsuccessful, he may call for help. - | 

_ Syrian-Israeli armistice negotiations postponed to June 14 or 15 © | 
since Vigier and Riley in Jerusalem, and Dayan has just been named 
to head armistice negotiation delegation. Israelis have already agreed 
to new date, which is to be finally set after situation re demilitarized 

zone at Government House is settled. Vigier has cabled Bunche that 
settlement of Jerusalem demilitarized zone affair is indispensable 
prior condition for Syrian-Israeli armistice agreement. He has trans- 
mitted a note from the Syrians to Bunche which states that Syria 

cannot ignore the new Israeli aggression in Jerusalem which con- 
stitutes a violation of the armistice agreement. It states that Syrians 
can have little hope for favorable issue from the armistice negotia- | 

tions since Israelis infringe demilitarized zone agreements, and no 
guarantees appear to hold firm. Syrian note refers to Israeli promise | 
to Riley of mutual withdrawal from demilitarized zone and its al- 
leged subsequent violation. | | 

In reply to foregoing, Bunche has cabled that the Syrian position is 

extreme and unwise. He recalled that there have been violations of 7
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agreements by both sides in the past, and that it has been the respon- 
sibility of the UN to correct these violations. In the present instance 
the UN is making such correction. He further observes that if the 
criterion of compliance with agreements were used, neither side would 
qualify for participation in further negotiations. He also said he must 
challenge the implication that the UN is unable or not willing to carry 
out its commitments. He finally observed that recriminations were not 
helpful for the upcoming negotiations. Oo Oo 
Bunche also cabled Israelis today that he considered incident at 

Government House would have harmful repercussions on the armistice 
negotiations at present critical stage. He termed affair a deplorable 
incident and urged that every step be taken urgently to rectify situa- 
tion so that armistice negotiations may proceed soonest. Said it was 
understandable that Syrians wish efficacy of demilitarized zones and 
that UN could not guarantee sanctity of such zones. Cabled that there 
was no question but that UN had a special status at Scopus and Goyv- 
ernment House in connection with observation of demilitarization. 
Zones could only be altered by mutual agreement of parties. Pointed 
out that Rhodes armistice delegations of both parties could testify that 
no armistice agreement would have been possible were it not for the | 
UN supervision of demilitarized Government House and Scopus zones. 
Pointed out that the lines of both zones were determined by the SC 
truce arrangements. Any change in these lines could be made only by 
mutual agreement. Unilateral change was violation of SC truce. While 
he had no responsibility of supervision of armistice, as acting media- 
tor, he still had responsibility for SC truce. If lines were altered uni- 
laterally-and Israelis persisted in such truce violation, he would have 
no recourse except to report mattertoSC. | ee 
Eban informed Reedman this morning, in Bunche’s absence, that 

he was confident that Jerusalem situation would be straightened out. 
However, Eban alleged that UN had no business in being in Jeru- 
salem demilitarized zone. In effect, he said that it was UN itself which 
had violated the armistice agreement. Reedman informed USUN that 
he had pointed out to Eban that armistice agreement provided that 
any change in lines must be made by mutual agreement. However, 
even in event of mutual agreement, UN as third party present in zone 
must be informed even if only by courtesy. Also referred to SC truce 
line provisions. Eban also argued that demilitarized zone lines had | 
been altered by Israeli-Jordan agreement. Alleged that there had been 

| no Jordan protest until it had been stirred up by other Arab states. 

* New York, on June 14, reported further on Mr. Bunche’s views on this matter 
as follows: “While UN has no responsibility re the armistice supervision since 
agreements are self-contained entities, the SC truce and cease fire arrangements 
are still in effect. Bunche has responsibility for reporting to SC on these and can 
therefore bring present situation to attention of SC as violation of November 30 
cease-fire agreement.” (telegram 724, 501.BB Palestine/6-1449) | —
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Reedman was able to cite spontaneous Jordanian protests against 

Israeli action. | 

Eban, in letter to Bunche, dated June 10, received by latter today, 

asked him to use his influence on Jordanians to implement Article 8 of 

armistice agreement relative to Scopus. Stated that no progress had 

been made in negotiations. He did not offer any information regard- 

ing issues at stake or course of discussions. Since there is no UN 

observer at special committee meetings, Bunche 1s almost completely 

uninformed re status of these discussions.” — | | 
FE ae Ross 

2 New. York advised, on June 14, that “Bunche this noon requested US. support 

for his urgent request to Israelis that they withdraw from Government House 

| demilitarized zone.” It also reported that “Eban agreed fully with Bunche that 

UN was rightfully in demilitarized zone on request of parties and -could only be 

asked to leave if mutual agreement on disposition of zone reached between | 

parties.” (telegram 724, 501.BB Palestine/6-1449) _ : | a 

501.BB Palestine/6-1349 : Telegram : a oo : ee 

| Mr. John C. Ross to the Secretary of State on 

| CONFIDENTIAL priorrry New York, June 18, 1949—11:.30 p. m. 7 

723. Bunche informed USUN this evening that at MAC meeting 

Riley and Jordan voted for proposal that both sides should withdraw _ 

, from demilitarized zone in Jerusalem, but Israelis voted against, 

therefore proposal failed, = - ed ees 

| Bunche informed us that he is calling Eban in tomorrow to tell 

him bluntly that Israelis must withdraw from demilitarized zone or | 

he will immediately resign as_ Acting Mediator and inform SC that 

reason is Israeli violation | of agreement. Bunche says he will state 

publicly that there is no point in his attempting to negotiate a Syrian- 

Israeli armistice agreement if the Israelis are not going to. observe | 

such agreement. Upon his return to New York this evening, he re- 

viewed the entire situation and is thoroughly disgusted with Tsraeli 

policy re J erusalem demilitarized zone. He terms policy as “criminally 

crooked”, stating that there could be no doubt that whole basis of 

| armistice agreement was that Israeli-Arab lines should remain as 

they were unless changed by mutual agreement." | oe 

| | a ae oe | Ross 

* Jerusalem reported, on June 14, that “At conclusion 6-hour meeting yesterday 

| MAC passed resolution providing for simultaneous withdrawal troops of both 

| sides by 1000 hours GMT today.... Resolution stated both sides violated 

‘ armistice by moving troops into neutral zone. Riley cast deciding vote siding 

| with Arab Delegation against Israel.” (telegram 417, 501.BB Palestine/6—-1449) 

Later the same day, Jerusalem reported an unofficial statement by a United | 

Nations officer that Israeli and Arab forces had withdrawn from the Government 

House zone on schedule (telegram 421, 501.BB Palestine/6-1449). | 

i 
| 

.
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a 
Lhe Secretary of Defense (J ohnson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Wasuineton, 14 June 1949. 
My Dear Mr. Srecrerary: In reply to your letter of May 4, 1949, 

concerning the probable effects of the Arab refugee problem upon our 
military and strategic interests in the Near Kast, the views of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff have been obtained and I wish to give you the position 
of the National Military Establishment on this matter. 

The primary significance for the Military Establishment of the 
Arab refugee problem lies in the strategic importance of the Middle 
Kast to the U.S. and its security interests, This area is important not 
only from the point of view of actual military operations, but for its 
valuable petroleum resources which may be essential to the conduct 
of a future war. As the Joint Chiefs of Staff have frequently indicated, 
either unfriendly control of that area or the failure of the United 
States to retain the orientation of the area toward the West could, in 

| the event of a global war, have profound effect upon the course of such 
a war. 

It follows that all reasonable political and economic effort toward the 
maintenance and improvement of friendly relations with the nations 
of the Middle East is justified. It follows, further, that our policy 
logically should extend to strengthening of the Arab States so that _ 
their friendliness in war emergency may be useful. 

The present refugee situation as pointed out in your letter will, un- 
less rectified, serve to perpetuate and aggravate conditions of insecu- 

| rity, unrest, and political instability, with attendant opportunity for 
Soviet penetration. In addition, constructive United States assistance 
with respect to refugees would be an asset with respect to maintenance 
and improvement of friendly relations with the Arab States, while the 
withholding of such assistance would add to the trend toward Arab 
embitterment. | | | 

In connection with this matter I should like to refer you to a recent 
intelligence estimate prepared by the Central Intelligence Agency | 
(Intelligence Memorandum No. 180, a copy of which is attached‘). 
In this memorandum, the CIA points out the serious risks inherent in | 
the continuation of the present situations. These risks, insofar as 
they affect U.S. security, cause us serious concern. | | 

The refugee problem, if unresolved, may not have specific, direct 
effect upon present U.S. military (as distinguished from strategic) 
interests in the Middle East area. The refugee problem can, however, 
have very serious repercussions on our strategic interests because those 

| * Not printed. :
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snterests are bound to suffer unless the stability and friendship of the 

Middle East area are maintained and unless conditions there are suf- 

ficiently improved to permit Israeli and Arab reconciliation, at least 

to the extent that the area as a whole might reasonably be expected to | 

resist Soviet penetration and to act in concert to oppose Soviet | 

aggression. | Oo | | 

“We have offered no proposals for the solution of this very serious 

problem, but we stand ready to cooperate with you in taking appro- 

priate steps to do so. We agree fully, however, with the tenor of your 

letter. We believe that a satisfactory long-term solution for security In 

that area and the earliest resolution of this and other major differences | 

between Israel and the neighboring Arab States will pay important 

dividends in terms of our national security.” | 

Sincerely yours, Louis JOHNSON 

2 Secretary Acheson, in a memorandum of July 7, transmitted to President 

Truman a copy of Secretary Johnson’s memorandum and of the intelligence 

estimate (867 N.48/7-749 ). 

501.BB Palestine/6—-1449: Telegram 
: 

7 The Consul at Geneva (Troutman) to the Secretary 0 f State 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Geneva, June 14, 1949—4 p. m. 

547, Palun 204. From Hare. On June 18 PCC held private meeting 

with Eytan re some of Israeli suggestions reported in Palun 197.1. 

Boisanger reiterated Arabs continued find it difficult meet directly with 

Israelis and pointed out Arabs and Israelis had both agreed as result 

, Beirut meeting merely come to Lausanne for exchange views. 

~ Flare summarized Israeli and Arab proposals to PCC and observed 

next move up to Israeli delegates. | . | | 

_ ‘Bytan replied that six months had passed since adoption GA resolu- 

tion December 11, and it seemed logical believe Arabs should now be — 

able to meet directly with Israelis. Although Israel still had Arab 

memo outlined in Palun 166? under study, Eytan did not believe im- 

mediate affirmative action would be productive as Arabs had not 

thus far even commented on action already taken by Israelis as re- 

ported in Palun 145.° Furthermore he seriously doubted efficacy of | 

_ particularist approach to general settlement. Eytan then put hypo- 

thetical question whether, if Israel accepted principle of repatriation | 

“without any strings attached,” Arabs would be persuaded to conclude 

1 Tdentified also as telegram 920, June 12, from Bern, p. 1122. : 

2 Dated May 23, from Lausanne, p. 1044. 

8 Identified also as telegram 410, May 10, from Geneva, p. 992.
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| peace. Eytan continued that under present circumstances in Israel 
and elsewhere in Near East it would be impossible for Israel actually 
to consider return refugees until Israel was informed of complete 
scientific, economic and financial plan for repatriation and resettle- 
ment of refugees. Until latter was known in detail, Israel would not 
even be in position to consider how many refugees could be repatriated 
to Israel. Meanwhile, Eytan contended that. Israel’s proposal re sepa- 
rated families (Palun 145) and its willingness to take Gaza strip and 
refugees therein (Palun 162 *) was liberal realistic approach to refugee | 
question. Here again Eytan observed Arab delegates had not even 
commented on Israeli proposals. : : | 
Yalcin made moving statement re more affirmative approach by 

Israel pointing out Israel could accept principle of repatriation sub- 
ject to such provisions as those who wished to return, those who wished 
to live at peace with their neighbors, special categories, international 
aid. Yalcin’s contention was that acceptance in principle contingent | 
on numerous provisos would provide Arabs with point of departure 
and thereafter permit both Israelis and Arabs to tackle refugee ques- 
tion constructively. OS | 

Hare observed that all were convinced that Israel and Arab states 
sincerely desirous of establishment lasting peace in Palestine and 
Middle East. If refugee question remained unsolved, such peace would 
hopelessly be delayed. But to approach refugee question, it would be 
necessary to have: preliminary agreement of both sides. Unless such 

| agreement were obtained UN, international agencies, member govern- 
| ments and private organizations would have considerable difficulty 

in developing economic and financial plans for Palestine and Middle 
Kast which would assist in solving refugee question. . ee 
_ Eytan listened attentively although Ethridge discussion reported 
Palun 174° must have been familiar to him: Hytan’s argument might 
be described as: “Tell me how much you will pay and I will tell you 
what, if anything, I will sell.” _ So 7 a ae 

Eytan agreed further discussion with PCC would be helpful at 
some future date. At moment it is difficult.to determine Eytan’s moti- 
vation and intent in refugee question. Developments dnring next few 
days may make his meaning clear. — , 

Sent Department 577, repeated Paris 73 (for Jessup). [Hare] 
Se | TrRouTMAN 

| * Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1036. | * Identified also as telegram 821, May 28, from Bern, p. 1069. 

a
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501.BB Palestine/6~1449 : Telegram . — oe IR be, 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israelt | 

‘TOP SECRET | PRIORITY . - Wasuinerton, June 14, 1949—7 p.m. | | 

367. Deputy Under Sec Rusk June 14 called in Israeli Chargé, said __ | 
Dept had received reports cancellation all Israeli Army leave June 9 | 
and 10 and of unusual Israeli mil activity Jerusalem vicinity and | 
Syrian border region,? and inquired whether Chargé could tell Dept | 
if these reports true and if so what they meant. Chargé said. had 
receivednoinfo, © | Soe | 

Rusk then stated view signature armistice agreements and admis- 
sion Israel UN, US now considered mil phase Pal definitely at end. | 
Resolution problem Syrian-Israeli armistice now being worked on by 
Bunche and also was matter which in no way justified recourse to | 
mil action by either side. Same thing applied to situation in Jerusalem 
which had been prejudiced by recent Israeli move. Peace and stability | 
NE extremely important to US and Dept perturbed by above reports : 
from Israel. Rusk did not presume state what these reports meant. but : 
desired Chargé inform his Govt that US, as friend of Israel, would 
be deeply disappointed if Israel should undertake new mil action. No | 
one cld foresee consequences of such action, which would be completely | 
unjustified by circumstances. = sss re | | 

~ Chargé said wld immediately convey infotohisGovt. .... | 

ee SO ee re Wess | ! 

1 This telegram was repeated to Arab capitals and J erusalem and to Bern for | 
the United States Delegation at Lausanne. = ew | 1 

*Tel Aviv advised, on June 17, that the resumption of Syrian-Israeli armistice | 
talks had tended to relieve tensions in that area (telegram 467, 867N.00 (W)/ 

501.BB Palestine/6-1549 Be | Oo : 

Memorandum by Mr. Mark F. Ethridge to the Deputy Under 
—  Seeretary of State (Rusk)* Oo 

SECRET — P Wasuineron,] June 15, 1949. | 

_ The U.S. Delegation at Lausanne wants instruction on the following | 
points: | as | re | 

(1) Recess. In the attached telegram ? Hare points way in which a | 
_ shorter recess can be achieved and still avoid danger that Arabs will : 

not show up at New York. oa - | oo | ! 

oo .Mr. Ethridge, on his return to the United States, informed President Truman __ 
that “the Arab-Israeli negotiations at Lausanne under the auspices of the | 
Conciliation Commission are ‘deadlocked’ and that both Israeli and Arab repre- 
sentatives must adopt ‘entirely new approaches’ if a formal peace is to be i 
reached.” (Department of State Bulletin, June 19, 1949, p. 780) The date of i 
Mr. Ethridge’s interview with the President is not indicated in the Bulletin. : 

* Not found attached. . |
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In the light of his telegram and my own further thinking, what I 

would suggest is this: | | | 

That the American delegation be instructed, unless constructive pro- 

posals are forthcoming by the end of next week, to propose a recess 

in the talks to a date one month before the September Assembly, the 

Commission to meet then in New York (not at Lake Success). | 

The Jerusalem committee, technical committee on refugees, and the 

| general political committee be instructed to continue their work. _ 

The Commission to have temporary headquarters at League Palace 

in Geneva or in Jerusalem and members to be available to consider 

any new proposals or any other matter at the call of the Chairman. 

Agreement to recess on the part of Israel and Arab states is not 

necessary. Neither side will agree because it will be an admission that. 

they were in some way responsible. The Commission should assume 

the responsibility and regard it as a form of pressure on both sides. 

Both sides should be warned by Commission and by the U.S. that __ 

any resort to force in any circumstance would be regarded most — 

seriously. | | | 

Both sides should be told that the Commission, as always, welcomes 

any proposals that either side may make in the interim and that both 

parties are of course free to have any negotiations, direct or otherwise. | 

(2) Refugee Plan: You will remember that Kytan proposed to 

the Commission that the refugee problem be taken out of the context 

of the negotiations: that is, the United States is to pick up the check. 

Eytan appeared before the Commission again on Monday of this week 

and Hare summarizes his position in Palun 204° as, “Tell me how 

| much you will pay and I will tell you what, if anything, I will sell.” 

| Israel’s position on refugees has stiffened, rather than modified, since: 

the Tel Aviv conferences.. Whereas she said at first that she would be 

willing to consider the return of refugees within the context of a gen- 

| eral peace settlement, she now says. (quoting Hare), “Under the cir- 

cumstances in Israel and elsewhere in the Near East it would be im- 

possible for Israel actually to consider the return of refugees until 

Israel was informed of a complete scientific, economic and financial 

plan for the resettlement of refugees. Until the latter was known in 

detail, Israel would not even be in a position to consider how many 

refugees could be repatriated to Israel.” In other words, Israel is try- 

ing to force us to buy her into accepting her own obligation, = 

Her new position raises the question whether, having partially con- 

ditioned our promises of help on Israel’s fulfillment of her obligation 

under the resolution to our satisfaction, it would be prudent, helpful 

to a peace settlement, or possible either with the White House or with 

Congress, to abandon that position. | oe re 

* Identified also as telegram 577, June 14, from Geneva, p. 11385. oo
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Israel’s great burden in accepting refugees is of course apparent, but 
in her Gaza proposal she admitted the possibility, with help, of absorb- 
ing the 230,000 refugees there, the 80,000 normal population and the 
broken families (estimated at between 35,000 and 140,000 people). In 

_ the Gaza proposal she made no such condition as she makes now. She | 
could certainly with help absorb from 200,000 to 250,000 refugeeseven 

if she did not get the Gaza strip. If she would make a statement to that . 
effect, hedging it with reservations as to what sort of refugees and 
under what conditions, we could then get a commitment from the Arab 
states. 

I doubt very much, however, if in buying Israel into that agreement | 
in principle we are satisfying the Arab demand for her to evidence her __ 
good faith under the resolution or that we are helping the position of 
the United States vis-a-vis either Israel or the Arab states. If we are | 
going to buy peace let us make sure that it is to be peace and not dis- 

- gruntlement which would arise in Arab states from further financial 

concessions to Israel without requiring her to fulfill the obligations of — 
a UN member. I do not, therefore, think it is either prudent or con- 
tributory to peace to accept her conditions. | 

I leave to the Department the question whether the President or 

Congress would be willing to modify conditions under which help — | 
might be extended in resettlement and repatriation of refugees. 

| I would suggest, therefore, that you and George McGhee consider 
this course: | Oe 

(1) Instruct the American delegation that in view of the fact that | 
the President’s conditions have not been met, the United States is 
not willing to introduce into the Commission the “McGhee plan” at 

_ this juncture, although it renews the commitment that it is willing to 
help in the refugee situation under the conditions already outlined to | 
the Israeli and Arab delegations and to the members of the Commis- 
sion. It should be said, also, that if and when those conditions are met 
the United States will be willing to introduce the plan. - 

(2) In the meantime work on a governmental, rather than Commis- 
sion level, to get acceptance of the conditions. | | 

(3) Recognizing that time is vital, in view of the expiration of 
UNRPR funds and the approach of the General Assembly, establish 
an organization that is ready to go quickly into action once it has been 

_ approved by the UN. I think it is necessary even to go so far as to | 
have personnel on paper, though that would have to be quietly done. 

_ (4) Make every effort to obtain funds for interim aid, not on a 
basis of relief, but on a basis of employment. The morale of the refu- 

- gees is deteriorating daily and becoming more dangerous. If winter 
comes with no help, there will be an explosive situation in the Middle 

_ East. Money will obviously have to be obtained from sources other 
than Congress for that interim help. OO 

ST ee > M[arx F.] E[rurince] 

 *his refers, presumably, to Mr. McGhee’s memorandum of April 22 and its 
several annexes, p. 984. |
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867N.48/6-1549 | | | | 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Coordinator on 

| Palestine Refugee Matters (McGhee) co 

| SECRET | - Trex Aviv, June 15, 1949. 

- ‘Drar McGure: Back of my telegram of today * for your personal 

attention, copy of which is attached, lies the following reasoning. 

| Negatively, it is now indisputable that the PCC has shown such 

| inherent organizational weaknesses that not even the super-energy 

and devotion of Mark Ethridge could galvanize it into life. Of course, 

its problems have been difficult and neither Arabs nor J ews have co- 

| operated as they should; but the indictment that the PCC has shown 

itself “an inefficient postoffice” cannot be argued away. co 

‘Because the PCC is organically so weak, I think ita grave and 

unnecessary risk to contemplate using it as the base—no matter how 

indirectly—for the long term resettlement operations so wisely en- 

| visaged in your April 27 memorandum.’ To tie up those difficult and 

technical operations with an. organization as political and as weak 

asthe PCC wouldbetoinvitefailure. oC 

On the affirmative side, I urge in the strongest possible way that 

the basis for the resettlement operations should be a single individual 

with authority to give binding directions. At every stage in the devel- 

opment of these plans, there will arise prickly questions which unless 

erasped firmly by someone who has the power and the will to over- 

ride nationalist and other obstructive tactics will cause the history 

of the refugees resettlement program to be a repetition of the old one— 

toolittleandtoolate = | Be 

‘Could not Griffis’s office have its mandate so broadened as to con- 

stitute a requisite base for the projected resettlement operations ?. The 

advantages of such a setup would be several: Ce 

: 1. Single-headed direction in the formulation and execution of basic 

policies, thus avoiding the acknowledged and unacknowledged cross 

purposes in the PCC which have tended to paralyze its actions. —__ 

| 9. 'The energy and devotion at the top which are essential and can 

be secured only through the driving leadership of an executive of the 

highest calibre. | co 
3. Just recognition of the leading role which the United States 

through its generous contribution is making to a refugee solution. 

Such recognition will never be adequate through any tripartite base 

such as the PCC. | : 7 an 

T recognize that it may be difficult or possibly embarrassing for the 

Department to reconsider its organizational plans. Nonetheless, I feel 

1No. 452 from Tel Aviv, not printed; it expressed the Ambassador’s doubts 

that a “triple-headed PCC can be effective as base essential resettlement and 

related operations.” (867N.48/6-1549) | — 

2 his reference is presumably to the “Proposed Plan of Action,” p. 939. .
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impelled to make ‘the above suggestions in the conviction that such | 

reconsideration isessential.® = - 
Cordially yours, = Ses G. McDonatv 

® Mr. McGhee, in reply on July 1, advised Ambassador McDonald, in part, as: | 
follows: 7 RS Fea Bia | 

“Let me hasten to assure you that we have never contemplated. utilizing the | 
PCC as an operating agency. We have viewed the PCC asa body which could 
initiate studies and pave the way for the development of a resettlement program © | 
rather than one which would implement.such a program with any funds which , 
might be made available for that purpose. We have had in mind for some time 7 
the establishment by the PCC of an Economic Survey. Group to be composed of: | _ 
outstanding individuals whose personal authority would carry great weight. _ 
It has not yet been possible to activate this Group, the prizicipat ‘reason being 

| that we have not been able to get a specific commitment from the Israeli or Arab oe 
: Governments with regard to the number of refugees which they would under- 

take to repatriate ‘or resettle. Under these circumstances it may bé ‘necessary’ | 
to approach the problem in a somewhat. different. manner, but we are convinced | 
that the PCC should have a carefully formulated program as a basis for its | 
recommendations to the-General Assembly which will need to take the necessary: | 
action to initiate the future program. ... We fully agree with you that, what- - 
ever the form of the. organization, its success will in large part’depend upon 
the selection of a director who can give strong leadership to the program.” 

(S67N.48/6-1549) is renee 

_ Lhe Chargé in Jordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET == Aran, June 15, 1949—8 a. m. a 

_ 247. During talk with Prime Minister June 11, following discussed : 
_ I. Referring to present situation in Jerusalem, Prime Minister said 

Transjordan Government determined not to make further concessions 
to Israelis and would not recede from its position by Israeli threat or 
use of force. It would be preferable for Israel, which appearstohave = 
no end to its expansionist ambitions, to make good its demands by 
force and conquest than for Transjordan to make any further conces- _ | 

_ Sions in hope of settling problem on reasonable basis. Every.effort by 
Transjordan to meet with Israelis in spirit of reason and compromise __ 

_ had ended in failure. (In earlier talks same day King made similar | 
comments stating that although he had endeavored to be reasonable, — | 
Israel.always trying to get “stranglehold” on him). Prime Minister 

_ emphasized that his remarks did not mean that Transjordan had 
changed its attitude re desire settle Palestine problem and that | 
Transjordan had no‘ thought resuming ‘hostilities: He only wished ‘to | 

_ make clear that Transjordan: had gone about as far as it could. in 
acceding toIsraelidemands: = 

_ [Here follow paragraphs numbered 2 to 5, giving the Prime Minis- | 
_ ter’s views on the desire of Transjordan to establish good relations 

with Syria; the determination of Transjordan not to enter into sepa- 
rate negotiations with Israel; the need of Transjordan, Egypt, and — 
Iraq for internal security arms “as every bit of strength gained by 

501-887—77——-73 | , | :
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Arabs meant that much less feeling of superiority and aggressiveness 
_ on part Israel”; and the “fact” that continuation by Israel of its pres- 

| _ ent. policy would only result in increasing the determination of the 
_ Arab peoples “to prepare themselves for final destruction of Jewish _ 

Sent Department 247, repeated Bern 25 for USDel PCC, pouched 

a - London, Tel Aviv, Arab capitals, Jerusalem. rs re 
a oy ae es eS | — ne oo STABLER 

| ‘The M inister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET a os a _, Bury, June 15, 1949—noon. 
940. Palun 207 from Hare. USDel doubts. possibility obtaining 

| agreement mentioned Unpal 146 * in near future for following reasons: 

OL Israel is unwilling negotiate with Syria at Lausanne on any ques- | 
tion including political and economic matters under GA resolution 

_ December 11 pending conclusion Israeli-Syrian armistice. | 
| | 2. Arabs unwilling meet Israelis directly at Lausanne or even to — 

| reply indirectly through PCC pending affrmative Israeli action re — 
refugee question, = =| PER NE SR 
3. Resulting stalemate as Israelis unwilling talk refugee question ~ 

outside context general settlement including territorial question. = =__ 
| 4, PCC including French, Turkish and US delegates as well as Arab 

_ delegates and perhaps Israeli Delegation are not technically prepared _ 
todiscuss | re 7 

| oe ‘USDel believes water. resources question. should be studied by eco- 

: nomic survey group before it is considered by PCC or meeting of states _ 

concerned. [Hare] DEES BBE UE Women 

| a 1 Dated Juné 12, to Lausanne, p. 1128, re | 

501.BB Palestine /6-1549: Telegram, / — . | oe - os - = 

The Minister in Switzerland (Vincent) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL = — . oo | Burn, June 15, 1949—noon. = 

939. Palun 208. From Hare. At PCC general committee meeting _ 
June 14 Sassoon and Hirsch dispelled any hope which Kytan’s state- 
ments (reference Palun 205[204?1]) might havecontained. = 

. Agenda consisted points 1 and 2 in Palun 166 and point 3in Palun ~ 

a Identified also as telegram B77, June 14, from Geneva, p. 1135. | 
| * Both dated May 23, from Lausanne, pp. 1044 and 1043 respectively. ce
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Re point 1 Sassoon stated Israelis were unable consider refugee 
| return separately but only. in context of whole peace settlement con- | 

sequently immediate return was not possible. Israelis would, on other 
hand, take certain limited steps to preserve Arab property in orange 
groves. Sassoon indicated however, Israel had general economic plan 
for Israel which might provide for only certain acreage in orange 

groves. Some Arab groves including those lacking care or destroyed by | 
war would probably beputtootheruse. 2 
_ Re point 2, Sassoon indicated present Israeli currency regulations — 
would prevent unblocking of Arab accounts. Sassoon suggested Inter- 

national Red Cross might make use of Arab accounts within Israel a 
which would permit use of equivalent amount International Red Cross 

money outsideIsraelforrefugees. 0 | 
__. Israeli delegation stressed answers were preliminary as both points : 

are still “under sympathetic considerationin Tel Aviv’. | | 
__Re point 8, as result long involved discussion it became clear Israelis “ 
do not consider this Arab proposal on basis May 12 protocol as basis. | 
for negotiation of either refugee or territorial question (reference _ 
Palun 169 *). Arabs consider Israeli territorial proposals in Palun’s - 
162 * and 173 °.as violation of May 12 protocol. Result isdeadlock, = 

Sent Department 939, repeated Paris 58 for Jessup. [Hare] = 

| ?The Department commented, on June 20, that the use of blocked Arab accounts | | 
in the manner suggested in point two of the Sassoon statement “appears clear | 
violation spirit of GA Res Dec 11. Even if state claims right confiscate property — 
own citizens, applicable portions GA Res based on equity as well as law and | 
refugees fleeing from war seem to have position equivalent aliens whose property’ | — 

| entitled protection... ra. a | | 
- “EThe question of] Blocked accounts presents more clearcut ease but. different = = —~ 
only in degree from that of orange groves discussed under point 1. Shld be made: a 

clear no implication condoning any.misuse.Arab.property contrary to’principles 
‘law or equity.” (Telegram Unpal 157 to Bern, repeated to Tel Aviv, 501.BB 
Palestine/6—2049 ) OS | aD — Se 

* Identified also as telegram 819, May. 28, from Bern, p. 1067. . | 
| ° Dated May 23, from Lausanne, not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1036. | 

° Identified also as telegram 820, May 28, from Bern, p. 1068. | 

501.BB Palestine/61549: Telegram - 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State - : 

- Actel 74. During call on Secretary June 14 Bevin inquired as to our 
current thinking on Palestine situation, including Lausanne confer- 
ence and problem of Transjordan. Secretary outlined to him views _ 
expressed by Ethridge during visit Paris, mentioning probable _ 
adjournment Lausanne talks and Ethridge view neither side wants to _ 

make peace. Bevin inquired whether we thought Jews would start to
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| fight, stating this raised urgently question of supplying arms to Trans- 
- jordan. Secretary. discussed recent US note to Israelis and Israeli _ 

reply, reading substance paragraph two Telac 78+ and pointing out 
-_ Department wished Bevin consider carefully problem which might be 

oe -ereated if UK becomes involved in conflict between Israel and Trans- 
_ jordan. Bevin said he had not had report from British chiefs of staff. _ 

He was much concerned about abandonment of Abdullah and said 
trend of UK thinking was now in direction of giving Abdullah arms 

a and de jure recognition of incorporation of administered territories 
| in Palestine. Bevin said Abdullah had strong support in House of 

Commons, including Churchill’s support. He promised to give us con- — 

sidered answer onthisquestionindayortwo. === | 
a _ Secretary then gave Bevin substance first paragraph Telac 79? 

| reporting McDonald’s views on current Israeli ‘claims, adding that 
| Ethridge agreed with general viéw of Bevin about desirability of 

concluding agreement on water rights. Jessup mentioned view ex- 
pressed by both Ethridge and Cordier, who had just. come from 
Lausanne, to effect Arabs counting on weakening of Israel in next two 

| years. Bevin said some of his people believed civil war in Israel quite 
possible, and they doubted whether Ben Gurion could maintain his _ 
hold. Secretary also commented on difficulties Jewish drive for funds 

| in US now experiencing. a : 

| 1 Dated June12,toParis,p.12260 
, ** Dated June 13,5 p.m, to Paris, not printed; the first paragraph of this 

“top secret summary. for the: Secretary” digested: Mr. Sharett’s views as set forth 
in telegram 443, June 10, from Tel Aviv, p. 1110, and Ambassador :-McDonald’s. 
views as given in. his two telegrams of June 11; regarding. these two latter mes- 
sages; see editorial note,p.1115. 

501.BB Palestine/6-1649. ee 

Memorandum by the Acting Seoretary of State 

TOP SECRET _. . [Wasutneron,] June 16, 1949. 

Meetine Wire Presivent, THurspay,. JUNE 16,1949 . 

-~ yg APPROACH TO TRANSJORDAN = 

, I delivered to the President the original of the attached memoran- 

dum with respect to the recent U.S. approach to Transjordan. The | 
President read the pertinent sections and kept it. He indicated ap- 
proval of the actiontakeninthe Department. =
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-- MemoranpUM Loe ag 

Subject: Department’s Message to Transjordan concerning Separate. _ | 

Negotiations with Israele (RES | 

‘The following is the pertinent section of a message sent by the De- 

partment on June 1 to the American Legation at Amman, Trans} ordan: 

- [Here follows first paragraph of telegram 72 to Amman, except that — | 

the last sentence is omitted.] _ BF So | 

The background of this matter is as follows: | 

| In the latter part of May, at a time when the discussions being con- - 

: ducted by the Palestine Conciliation Commission at Lausanne were 

approaching a crucial point, Elias Sassoon, a representative of the | 

Israeli Government, sent from Paris a message to King Abdullah of = 

- ‘Transjordan asserting that the Lausanne talks were a complete failure 

and requesting Transjordan to enter into separate talks, parallel to— - 

the Lausanne discussions, in J erusalem. King Abdullah, who had © 

| placed great hopes in the Lausanne talks and had instructed his repre- __ | 

- gentatives to make every effort to reach agreement with the Israelis | 

there, reacted strongly against this proposal and confided his concern | 

to the United States Chargé d’Affaires. He was not inclined to accede 

to the Israeli request, since the talks were progressing at Lausanne and 

in view of what had happened when separate talks last took place be- | 

tween Israel and Transjordan without the presence of a third party. — 

This occurred in March, while Dr. Bunche was conducting negotia- — | 

tions for ‘an armistice between Transjordan and Israel with repre- 

sentatives of the two countries at Rhodes. Without Dr. Bunche’s. 

7 knowledge Israel proposed a secret meeting with Transjordan, to take - 

place in Jerusalem while the Rhodes talks were going on. Transjordan 

agreed, and during the meeting the Israeli representatives stated that 

Israel would not sign an armistice at Rhodes unless Transjordan _ | 

agreed in Jerusalem to turn over to Israel certain areas in central | 

- Palestine then occupied by Iraqi forces. Upon the withdrawal of the | 

Iraqi Army, Transjordan was scheduled to take over the areas occu- | 

_ pied by Iraq, but in J erusalem the representatives of Israel warned 

that if Transjordan attempted to do so without agreeing to turn over oe 

the areas in question, Israel, in addition to not signing the armistice, - 

would not be responsible for the consequences. The Israeli represen- | 

tatives gave those of Transjordan 24 hours to agree. Abdullah appealed | 

to the United States, but when no help came he signed the forced agree- 

- ment on the theory that when this was done and the armistice signed 

at Rhodes, it might be more difficult for the Israelis to make more | 

territorial demands. As a result, some of the richest land in Palestine
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| passed to Israeli control and the number of Arab refugees was con- 
| _ siderably increased. OTE ae eg 

_«»,Although no agreement had-been reached at Lausanne, largely 
| because of the rigidity of the Israeli position, the Department felt that 

a Sassoon was totally incorrect in stating that the talks were a complete 
_ failure. The Department also believed that. it was essential to give the 

- strongest. support. to the Conciliation Commission, which was attempt- 
| _ ing to reach an equitable agreement between the parties and offered __ 

| all the necessary facilities to the parties for.reaching such an agree- | 
| ment. Under the circumstances, separate talks seemed totally unneces- 

sary, and likely to lead to circumstances similar to those under which 
‘Transjordan was forced to give up considerable territory in order to 
achieve an.armistice with Israel. Accordingly, the Department, in the — 
interests of a just settlement, suggested to King Abdullah that he not 

| entertheseparatetalkswithIsrael. = - 
_ An additional motive for the Department’s approach to King 

| Abdullah was the possibility that Israel and Transjordan, by. nego- 
| tiating together on the question of Jerusalem without the presence of 

the Conciliation Commission, might reach an agreement concerning - 
the City which would disregard the international and. Christian 
‘interests in Jerusalem andintheHoly Places. = 

_—-«BOL-BB Palestine/6-1649 
| Oe Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State 7 

a TOP SECRET — PWasrineton,] June 16,1949. 

7 _ Mrerine Wrrs Present, Tuurspay, June 16,1949 | 

| oe oe MARK ETHRIDGE _ ee 
_ The President expressed himself as being satisfied with the approach | 
of Mr. Mark Ethridge to the Israeli problem and said he felt the / 

: proposal that the meeting be adjourned and then reconvened a month 
_.  beforethe UNsessionwasagoodone oo | 

_ The President desires to have for his information and files copies — 
_ of the memoranda covering the talks between Ethridge + and President | 

Ben Gurion. — = Ee 
Oo _ J[ames E.] W[zps] | 

- +Mr. Ethridge submitted a letter dated June 17 to President Truman confirm- - 
| ing his resignation as a member of the Palestine Conciliation Commission. The 

| | Department of State drafted a reply for the President, dated June 24, accepting 
6214) at the close of business the following day (501.BB Palestine/ |
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The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State = 

SECRET | .  Jmrusatem, June 16, 1949—noon. | 

496. Dayan yesterday explained to Consulate General Israeli posi- 

tion on relation between Jordan armistice agreement and SC resolu- 

tion on Palestine and present status UN personnel here. Armistice _ 

agreement which was signed to implement November 16'SC resolution 

| represents one step beyond SC truce order of July 15 and previous" | 

SC resolution on Palestine. Israel and Jordan have progressed from 

‘truce stage to armistice stage on road to final peace. Armistice agree- | 

ment supersedes various SC resolutions which no longer apply and | 

powers conferred by them on UN personnel as well as restrictions = 

imposed no longer in-effect. To interpret situation otherwise would — 

result in numerous contradictions. Terms of armistice conflict with 

| SC resolution and interpretation of mediator. For example, SC truce an 

- yesolution of July 15 and mediator’s instructions prohibit any change 

in lines while armistice provides for various shifts. Also under SC | 

resolution UN observers empowered to issue orders to either partyin 

| case of violation of truce; under armistice Chief of Staff can only vote | 

ag. one member of PAC [MAC]. Under SC resolution UN officers free 

move anywhere, observe and enforce truce; now can only move when | 

requested by MAC and lack enforcement powers. Bunche at Rhodes : 

much concerned with these contradictions but urged both parties pro- | 

_.ceed on basis realities rather than technicalities. - Di 

- Because only armistice now binding UN no longer possesses rights 

at Govt House and personnel privilege of moving as wishes. PCC ) 

never possessed special right conferred by SC resolution. UN person- | 

nel in same position as any other civilians and have no more right | 

- yemain in No Man’s Land than any other. Dayan denied any inten- 

tion challenging entire position UN in Jerusalem. a 

I replied stating was expressing only personal views, that did not | 

believe armistice supersedes and cancels out SC resolution. Latter - 

could only be altered by SC and remains in force until SC takes spe- | 

cific action or peace established. Mediator and UN personnel hold — eo 

~ game powers and rights as before but could logically refrain from 

exercising certain ones. Restrictions in SC resolution on both parties 

| remain fully in force. If Israel feels situation incongruous and wishes 

- change should as UN member apply to SC. Not proper question for 

consideration by MAC. However, I doubted SC willing rescind vari- 
ous resolutions until final peacetreatiessigned. 8 8 ists 

-. Sent Department 426, repeated Geneva 38, London 21, Baghdad 39, : 

Beirut 86, Damascus 41, Tel Aviv 58. Pouched Amman, Cairo, Jidda. — 

Dos | | BURDETT _
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| 501.BB Palestine/6-2249 ee 

. _ _ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary } | | - | of State — | 

| ‘TOP SECRET a [Wasurnerton,] June 17, 1949, 
Participants: The Acting Secretary—Mr. Webb _ at 

| _ Mr. Mark Ethridge | OC 
- _NE—Mr. Rockwell | OS 

‘Mr, Aubrey Eban—Israeli Representative in United 
: — Natios oo. . _ Mr. Reuven Shiloah—Special Assistant to Prime 

Oo Minister Ben Gurion Oo | 
Mr. Uriel Heyd—Chargé d’A ffaires a.1., Embassy of — 

| The meeting, which had been arranged at the request of Messrs. oe Heyd, Shiloah and Eban, began at 11:45 and lasted until 1 45, 
_ Mr. Eban opened the conversation by stating that he and Mr. Shi- 
 loah had been instructed by the Israeli Government; to offer certain 
verbal comment in connection with the Israeli reply 1 to the note which | the President directed be delivered in Tel Aviv on the basic aspects a _ of a final settlement in Palestine. | i 

a Mr. Eban stated that he first wished to assure me of the deep feel- _ 
ing of friendship which Israel felt for the United States and of the | 
profound Israeli gratitude for all that the United States had done for | 
Israel. I said that this friendly feeling was reciprocated and that the _ | United States desired its friendship for Israel to continue as strong in 

- the future as in the past. It was because of friendly interest in the 
| welfare of Israel that the President’s note had been despatched. Be 

_ Mr. Eban then said that the President’s note dealt with two main 
| subjects: territorial compensation and the refugees, | 

| Territortan COMPENSATION = —*™*S , 
With regard to the first, the Israeli Government had the following © 

objections. ae ae : 
Moral Objection— OO BF 
 [srael felt that it was immoral that anyone should think of reward- a 

ing the Arabs for the aggression which they launched against Israel. 
| There had been extremely heavy loss of life among the population of 

Israel as a result, and Israel believed that rather than receiving com- | 
_ pensation, the Arabs owed reparations to Israel. = - 

1 Dated June8,p.1102, | oe OO



rs oS agRABU sd A 

Territorial Compensation Rejected by the General Assembly— _ | 

~ Israel understood that the: United Statesis attempting toimplement = —__ 
the December 11 resolution of the General Assembly. ‘However, this | 

-_ yegolution made no mention of territorial compensation ‘but rather | 

called upon the parties to reach agreement among themselves without 
| any predetermined territorial formula being involved. Asa matter of 

fact, the General Assembly. had specifically rejected such a territorial 

formula. In the debate in the General Assembly Mr. Dulles? had 
stated that the boundary settlement.should be left entirely to the 

parties. The Palestine Conciliation Commission, while invoking the 

| principle contained in the December 11 resolution concerning refugees, _ 

. should also approach the territorial question in the manner envisaged a 

by theresolution. = = BOP oe es | 

Effect on Armistice Agreements— re ee a 

‘Tho territorial compensation formula prejudges the issues decided = 
_in the various armistice agreements which have been concluded. While, 
of course, these agreements are dependent upon the final settlement, | 

no one.can say that the decisions arrived at in the agreements will not 
have a very important effect upon the form of the final settlement. It- | 

is thus undesirable to undermine what has already been accomplished _ 

by the agreements. Eban maintained that Israel holds no territory 
wrongfully, since her occupation of the areas now held has been sane- oe 

tioned by the armistice agreements, as has the occupation of the ter- | 

ritory in Palestine now held by the Arab states. aa 

Psychological Effect on Arab World—. | ee 

+ It is most undesirable, by means of the territorial compensation — 

formula, to raise in the Arab world hopes which are impossible of ful- 

fillment. The Israelis have noted a definite change in the Arab attitude. | 

Arab representatives who formerly alleged they wanted no part of 

Palestine are now making demands for large slices of the Negev. 

REFUGEES ee | 
--Eban maintained that Israel had not adopted a negative attitude 

concerning the refugees. He said Israeli representatives had made the | 

_ following concrete proposals. a | ey | 

1. The proposal to take over the Gaza strip with all its occupants. | | 
9, An offer to repatriate members of broken families, aftera census 

of such members had been taken. He thought that maybe 50,000 per- | 
sons might come back to Israelifthisweredone. - el | 

_ 8. Israel. has accepted the responsibility for refugees who have 
- managed to filter back into Israel. All in all, Eban thought these 

“John Foster Dulles, member of the United States Delegation at the Second 
Part of the Third Regular Session of the General Assembly. |
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oe Israeli proposals. would -mean the eventual -repatriation -of. some 
| 300,000 refugees. Accordingly, it could not be said that Israel had — 

adopted a negative attitude or rejected the principle of repatriation. _ 
| _ . 1m this connection, Mr. Eban said that Mr. Acheson, during’a con: 

_ versation with Mr. Eban and Mr. Sharett in New York,’ had agreed | 
_ that the security question was an important deterrent to the beginning | 
of repatriation. Mr. Rusk interjected that this was not exactly so 

_ since what the Secretary had said was that Israel should begin the 
repatriation of refugees into areas where there was no security 
problem Oe re : 
. 4, Mr. Eban maintained that Israel had agreed to unfreeze Arab | 

_ bank accounts and to accept the responsibility for abandoned Arab 
dJandsinIsracliterritory, a 

| Mr. Eban then stated that the Israelis felt that their initiative at | 
Lausanne had been unilateral and that although they were ready to 
make peace at Lausanne, there was no reciprocity. As further indi- 
cations of the initiative taken by Israel, Mr. Eban cited the Israeli 
agreement to the internationalization of the Holy Places and the | 

| creation of a free-zone for Jordan at Haifa. There had been no re- 
| _ Sponse to any of these concessions by the Arab representatives. _ | 

_ Mr. _Eban continued by stating that despite the provision in this | 
sense contained in the December 11 resolution, there had been no direct 

- meetings at Lausanne between Arabs and Israelis. This had not been ~ 
the case with the negotiations conducted by Dr. Bunche. The Con- __ 

a ciliation Commission should bring the two parties together and this 
was one reason why Israel had made its proposal for the creation of 

| separate committees to discuss the various items upon which there 
_ were differences. Mr. Ethridge replied that the Conciliation Commis- | 

sion had always encouraged direct negotiation. Israel bore the main 
responsibility for the failure of such negotiations to materialize, be- =. 
cause on the few occasions when Israeli and Arab representatives had _ 
met together the results of their meetings had immediately appeared _ 
in the Palestine Post. This procedure put the Arab representatives 

| in an awkward position and discouraged further meetings. a 
| Mr. Shiloah said that he felt the Beirut meeting between repre- _ 

, sentatives of the Arab states was primarily responsible for the fact _ 
that the Arabs did not meet with the Israelis at Lausanne, because 

| the Arabs were mutually suspicious of each other and having adopted | 
a common attitude at Beirut they did not dare depart from this. — 

_ Mr. Ethridge said that without the Beirut meeting the Arabs would | 
never have agreed even to go to Lausanne. | | 

Mr. Eban then stated that the duty of the United StatesGovernment 
and the Palestine Conciliation Commission was to call upon the Arabs _ 

* See Mr. Acheson’s memorandum of April 5, p. 890. oe : re :



ea 

to meet in separate negotiations.-with the Israelis according to the terms | | 

ofthe December 11 resolution. _ noe a 

_ Mr. Eban then took up the Israeli territorial proposals, stating that 2 

with Lebanon Israel had proposed the political frontier as the final | 

| boundary, the same with Egypt, and the ‘present armistice line with 

Jordan, oy | 
At this point I said that so far I had seen no indication that the — | 

Israeli Government had any realization of the United States attitude - 

in this matter. As far as I could see, Mr. Eban had had nothing new — | 

to add to what had been said so many times before. How, I asked, 

could we reconcile the reports of Israeli troop movements * with the — 

stated reasonable attitude of Israel toward a final settlement? 

Mr. Eban said that Israel had no intention of undertaking military, 

activity. If there were any troop movements, it was because of concern 

regarding the possible intentions of Colonel Zaim, who was known to” | 

be an ambitious militarist. All of Syria’s neighbors, including Israel, | | 

were fearful of a possibleSyrianattack. na SE 

At this point the United States efforts to get Syria to agree to the 

Bunche proposal for an armistice with Israel were outlined to Mr. a 

Bhane ee 

I then stated that with regard to the recent note to Israel, the De- 

partment had of course scrupulously observed. Ambassador Elath’s  _ 

special plea that the utmost secrecy be maintained. Under these cir- | 

cumstances, we thought it most unusual that so much of the contents _ 

of the note had been made known in various partsofthe world. = 

_ -_[ said that it seemed to me essential that both sides should subordi-_ oe 

nate their special desires to the overall necessity for a real peace, and. | 

that I had the feeling that the desire to accomplish such a peace was. | 

not yet strong enoughin Israel. le - | 

Mr. Ethridge then reviewed the course of action taken by the Pales- 

tine Conciliation Commission. He explained how after considerable | | 

difficulty the Commission had succeeded in getting the Arabs to aban- 

don their attitude that the refugee question was the only point which 

should be considered and to come to Lausanne for general peace talks. - 

: ‘Tel Aviv, on June 18, reported the cancellation on June 9 and 10 of all leave | 
from the Israeli Army, with the apparent intention of “preparing for action if | : 

as result of Zaim’s reported refusal discuss Bunche proposal Syrian armistice 

- negotiations fail.” (telegram 448) The Department replied the following day, . 

giving its assumption that “you are doing everything possible prevent new — a 

| Israeli mil venture.” (telegram 365) Both telegrams are filed under 867N.20/ - 

| 6-1349. Tel Aviv advised, on June 17, that Miss “Herlitz categorically denied | 

_ that army leaves had been cancelled” (telegram 465, 867N.20/6-1749). we | 

- 'Tel Aviv advised, in telegram 465 cited in footnote 4 above, of further in- | 

formation from Miss Herlitz that Israeli-Syrian negotiations resumed on June 16. _ 

“in spirit of friendly cordiality,’ that ‘some actual progress’ was made, and | 

that next meeting called for June 21. Not expected any definite eonclusion will. | 

be reached for ‘some weeks’ as it is anticipated Syrian elections will tend slow | 

up proceedings, but Israeli officials appear optimistic of eventual outcome.” | |
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‘The United States delegation had told the Arabs that their position 
‘on the refugees was totally fantastic. The United States delegationhad _ 

_ zalso taken the main responsibility in drafting the proposals on J erusa- 
_ Tem, which were very favorable to the Israeli point of view. eee 

_ The Arabs regarded the United Nations and the United States as | 
| responsible for the refugee problem and maintained that the United 

States must obtain evidence of the good faith of Israel concerning the 
| refugees. Some temporary concession by Israel on this point, which — 

could have been surrounded by provisos, would have satisfied the 
Arabs and provided the key to the opening of final peace negotiations. _ 
Despite all the efforts of Mr. Ethridge and the State Department, , 
Israel made no such concession and the Conciliation Commission went _ 
to Lausanne with nothing to offer the Arabs. So | 

Mr. Ethridge said that he noted that the Israelis were attributing | 
the Gaza proposal to him, but the record was clear that Prime Min- 
ister Ben Gurion first broached the Gaza plan at Tiberias on April 18 | 

_ in a conversation with Mr. Ethridge. Mr. Eytan later took up the | 
subject again at Lausanne. 

| ‘Mr. Ethridge said that the Arab representatives had never stated ° os | that they were not willing to talk peace at Lausanne. ___ CO 
_ Mr. 'Eban, admitted “within these four walls” that it was true that _ 

| Israel had refused to make the commitment which Mr. Ethridge had . 
urged concerning the refugees, oo 7 | 

| _ He asked whether in view of the steps concerning the refugees 
which Israel had subsequently taken and which he had previously out- _ 
lined it would still not be possible to go to the Arabs and ask them 
‘to begin serious talks. Mr. Ethridge said that if Israel would make a 
concrete numerical commitment concerning the refugees the stalemate 7 
‘at Lausanne could be resolved. ee Oo 

Mr. Ethridge then stated that Mr. Shiloah had been wrong in pre- | 
| vious statements in this country that Israel had demanded no terri- 
— tory in central Palestine. Although Israeli representatives had not 

| made such demands to the Palestine Conciliation Commission they 
had stated them in the General Committee of the Commission, and - 
had discussed the necessity for more land in central Palestine in con- 
nection with the Israeli development scheme. a ee 

Mr. Ethridge stated his opinion that if Israel would assume the 
burden of taking back a portion of the Arab refugees, the world would = 
rally to Israel for having taken such a step based on ethics and | 

| Mr. Eban inquired. whether Mr. Ethridge could refute the observa- 
tion that the Arabs want to get the refugees back into Israel but do 
not wish to make peace. In reply, Mr. Ethridge said that at Lausanne | 
the Egyptian representative had told him that if Israel would take



back more than a, token number of refugees, Egypt would be willing | 
to talk about a territorial settlement and to lift the economic blockade. 
«Mr. Shiloah said that the security question could not be disregarded. 
Israel had not seen the McGhee plan and was not sure that an overall 

_ scheme. existed for resettlement of the refugees. All that was happen- | 

_ing was that pressure was being put upon Israel to take back adefinite = 
number of refugees. Egypt, Syria and Jordan were rearming.’: . 

©The Department, the same day, ‘summarized for the U.S. Delegation ‘at. 
| Lausanne the meeting with the Israeli officials. The Department noted that 

the “Israelis reiterated at length familiar arguments why Israel unable take 7 
affirmative action ‘re refugees and. territorial settlement as set forth US note. | : 
US reps maintained firm line refuting number of allegations made by Israelis.” 
The summary concluded as follows: “US ‘reps reiterated. belief that if Israel 
wld make firm commitment to PCC repatriation specific and substantial number. | 
refugees, deadlock at Lausanne wld be resolved and way to negotiations with 

| Arab states for overall settlements would be opened. Pointed out no possibility 
US assistance re refugees unless Israelis and Arabs definitely accept ‘their: 

responsibilities re repatriation and resettlement. - | 
‘Israelis were told US believes fair final settlement cld not be achieved on 

basis Israel retaining all 1947 territory plus all territory under mil occupation.” —- : 
| (Unpal 154 to Bern, 501.BB Palestine/6-1749) | | 

s67N.00/6-1149:T elegram = CN SRR be tee FD 

- The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel a 

-georer>  — ss—<ts=sSS Ss Ws TON, June 17, 1949—6 p. m. 

_ 875. Dept has decided to ‘propose Israel and TJ accept the procedure 
for Jlem along lines suggested in Jlem Tel 409 Jun 11 rptd to youas 52. 
Bunche has indicated agreement and requesting Riley act thiscapacity. _ 

- You are accordingly requested to make presentation and leave aide- 
mémotre with Israeli Govt along follines: | 

“The US-Govt is increasingly concerned that the situation in J lem 
constitutes a threat to peace in Pal. It therefore is. presenting the fol 
proposals to the govts of Israel and TJ with a view to obtaining an 
agreed. settlement as to the questions immed in issue between them. 
_ It is proposed that the two states agree that for this purpose the: | 

| Special Comite established by the Armistice agreement shld be super- 
-. seded by the Mixed Armistice Comm which shld meet under the chair-. _ 

manship of Gen Riley. The terms of reference shld include such | 
questions relating to the demarcation of Jewish and Arab zones, the | 
use of roads and other questions of access to places in the Jlem area, — 

- and the functioning of public utilities as require agreement between — 
the parties. Chmn shld have power to make proposals when: he deems OO 
desirable. Agreed settlement these questions will be without prejudice. 

_ to final decisions to be taken in collaboration with the UN regarding _ 
internatl status of Jlem area, but parties will agree to recommend 
inclusion agreed settlement in these decisions to extent conformable | 

| such decisions... =
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a ~ The Govt of TJ [Zsrael] is urged to accept this proposal in a spirit 
of accommodation and with determination that:an agreement must be 
reached with all possible speed in order. eliminate threat Jlem now 

: | presents tocauseofpeaceinPal” = et 

| _ We realize it may be difficult to achieve final agreement on terms __ 
reference thru separate negots Amman and Tel Aviv. However if you 

| - can achieve agreement in principle, parties cld meet in Jlem and finalize 
terms reference under chairmanship Riley.* | ne | 
ee oe EE Be . WEse : 

‘This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem. A virtually identical message was. 
. sent to Amman as telegram 82 the same day and time. The text of No. 375 was _ 

also sent as Unpal 153 to Bern, for the American Delegation at Lausanne, on 
June 17 (501.BB Palestine/6-1749). = PR, . 

_ . Ambassador McDonald discussed. the. subject matter of telegram 375 with. 
| - Miss Herlitz.at the Israeli Foreign Office on. June 19 and left an appropriate | 

: aide-mémoire the following day. He also described “Burdett’s plan Jerusalem 
, telegram to Department 409 June 11 as sound both in principles and details. 

it illustrates perfectly why immediate problem Jerusalem solvable only on spot.” 
(telegram 469, June 20, from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/6-2049). oe 

_ 501.BB Palestine/6-1749: Telegram ne 

| The Consul at Geneva (Troutman) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL = sS—s=—sS~—sé=—<—~si‘stS:SCSCG ena, June 17, 1949—T p.m. 
612. Palun 219. From Hare. On June 17 PCC met Arab delegates 

to discuss their memos of May 18, and 21 (Palun 166 and 1657) and to — 
_ elicit theix further views regarding territorial matters. It was obvious 

Sharett statement before Knesset reported in Paris Herald Tribune _ 
| June 16 to which Arab delegate referred at commencement of meeting 

: served as background for Arab remarks. _ ee 
_ Egyptian delegate made it clear that until progress is made regard- 
ing Arab memos of May 18 and 21 which dealt with both refugees and 
territory and, in effect, until refugee problem is settled inthis manner 
in accord with GA resolution December 11, he could noton basisof 
instructions from his government take up other matters such as'terri- 
torial arrangements. Recent statements have been reported from Tel _ 
Aviv regarding frontiers but nothing regarding refugees. It would _ 

___ not serve any purpose, therefore, in placing other matters before Arab 
delegates (such as Israeli proposal regarding territory). == = 9 > 

- Yalcin pointed out seriousness of Egyptian statement and asked if 7 
three other delegates had similar instructions. Lebanon, Transjordan | | 
and Syria supported Egyptian delegate. — ee 

[Here follows a detailed summary of the views of the delegates. of 
the three Arab States, stressing Arab lack of trust in the good will and 

BO * Both telegrams dated May 23, from Lausanne, pp. 1044 and 1043, respectively,
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intentions of the Israelis, their violations of the decisions of the United 

Nations, and their expansionist tendencies. ‘The Arabs, on the other 

hand, had “taken progressive steps in signing May 12 protocol and _ 

submitting on May 18 and 21 memos. Arabs unlike Jews have signed 

protocol May 12 without reservation.”]) 

| Lebanese concluded Arab delegates were legitimately preoccupied, | 

- that Jewish attitude was no help in common problem and that PCC. 

should therefore act. [Hare.J Og Sp cee 

ee Boe geet cst eee ee TROUTMAN - 

. 501.BB Palestine/6-1849 : Telegram | ecto : ae oe 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland | 

SECRET PRIORITY. = . Wasuineton, June 18, 1949—11 a.m. 
—  NTACT oo ee ee a FE : 

-Unpal 155. For US Del Lausanne. For Hare. After fullest consul- | 

tation Ethridge, Dept concludes useful purpose wld be served by oo 

_- proposing adjourn PCC for two or three week period, during which 

delegations wld have fresh opportunity consult their govts with view | 

to advancing constructive proposals upon reconvening Lausanne. =~ . 

During adjournment, Jlem comite, technical comite on refugees, 

and genl political comite wld continue their work. Members PCC wld: ms 

be subject to recall upon request either side. Both parties wid of 
 eourse be entirely free to conduct direct or indirect negots. Despite 

adjournment, PCC and USG wld under no circumstances tolerate 
- yesorttoforcebyeitherside. . | Dope ot AS 

Pls telegraph your comments on this proposal. If you concur in it 
Dept will seek Pres’s agreement and thereafter approach Ankara and | 

Paris requesting their support and suggesting they so instruct their oe 

reps Lausanne,* | ek ay TU 

a Oe aw WEBB 

1Mr. Hare, in reply on June 20, raised the “question of exactly what we could | 

hope to achieve by such a step. Eytan has just returned from consultation with: | 

| his government and Sharett’s speech would hardly presage changed policy. — 

Arab. delegates here continue keep refugees. doggedly to fore but they are split — 

_-- wide open on territorial.issue and. would: be hard put to discuss territory. even | 

| - if refugee obstacle removed. In face these basic substantive differences it. is 

difficult to see how short recess and reconvening here would further settlement 

as far as parties. are concerned. Furthermore renewed contact French and . 

| Turkish PCC members with their governments could. hardly be expected yield 

| productive results. This leads. to conclusion that, unless Department ‘itself fore- — | 

sees possibility of using. interim to advantage, probability is that negotiations 

| would be renewed here on essentially same basis.as present impasse except | 

that by that time I hope, Ethridge successor would have been appointed. Should © 

such, be the case I find it difficult to. see what would have been gained and would - 

 - guggest that. in that event further consideration be given to original idea of. a 

-. -recess.until August 15 in order make use of GA pressure where other expedients 

. hhavefailed: © ore pe ee Ded | 

- Basic fact of course is that neither side actually ready for peace at this time.” os 

{telegram 974, identified also as Palun 220, from Bern, 501.BB Palestine/6—2049)
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| _167N.90D/6-1649 : Telegram a Oe | 
| _. The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria 

(CONFIDENTIAL === sss Wa sN@ron, June 18, 19499 p.m. 
252, Referring to conversation reported in. your tel No. 327 of | 

| June 16,* you may tell Arslan that.US regards armistice agreements 
as very important stabilizing factors ME. The US will accordingly 

: be prepared exercise its influence in SC to end that SC should take 
any necessary measures within scope Charter to deal with any threat. 

| to or violation intl peace and security arising from any threat to or 
breach these agreements. You may inform Arslan that Israeli ‘Gov 
being informed this message with assurances impartial application? _ 

Reftel indicates possible misapprehension Arslan that Bunche pro- 
posal requires Syria withdraw several kilometers. behind its own 
border. If necessary please make clear that proposal only requires 
withdrawal to intl boundary. and that Syrians may station forces right | 

| up to the border, according Bunche’s own interpretation, = , 

* The Department repeated this paragraph in telegram 379 sent to Tel Aviv : the same day..It concluded the message with an instruction to “Snform Israeli 
Gov that our application foregoing policy will be impartial, depending entirely 
upon findings as to responsibility in event of threat or:breach armistice agree- ment.” (501.BB Palestine/6-1849) ts a Be | __ Minister Keeley was received separately by Foreign Minister Arslan and Prime : Minister Zaim on June 20 (telegrams 352, June 20, 501.BB -Palestine/6—2049, and . 
335, June 21, 867N.01/6-2149, both from Damascus)... The latter message ex- 
pressed his optimism that “there is now good chance of early agreement on basis Bunche proposal of June 8 if Israeli show equal accommodating spirit. Depart- . _ ment’s expressed willingness to put weight its influence in SC behind observance any agreement reached has had marked reassuring effect.” ees 

501.MA Palestine/6-1849: Telegram __ | , 
| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

CONFIDENTIAL - | oe oe Wasuineton, J une 18, 19493 Pp. m. | 
| 2104. Congressional action US appropriation for UN Refugee Re- 

_ lief nearly completed. Of $16 million appropriated, $4 million is con- 
ditional upon finding by ‘Pres that other nations have met their 
obligations to UN Relief Palestine Refugees. Congressional feeling _ 
strong that total contribution should be made only if effective support a 

| forthcoming from other UN Members. To date only $6,690,000 con- | 
tributed by govs other than US. Under terms of appropriation bill | 

| Dept considers it may be necessary.to limit US contribution from | 
conditional $4 million to amount total contributions from other na-- 
tions exceeding $12,000,000. | | Oo i



7 cogent vp) BBBABM Seco, — «1157 | 

. Griffis informed UK considering contribution one million pounds — | 
to British Red Cross for refugee program in Trans-Jordan and = 

_ plans approach UK on possibility channelling that contribution 
through UNRPR. Additional UK contribution in this amt.com- = > 
‘bined with anticipated French contribution of 500 million. francs 7 

and listing of Arab contributions in services and supplies estimated 
_ at approximately $4 million would bring total contributions from | 

govs other than US to about $16 million. If UK contribution Red 
Cross does not go thru UNRPR we see little prospect obtaining US 

- conditional contribution $4 million without which UNRPR would bo 
_ obliged closedown Octet. : 

| Therefore most essential for success of both present andlongrange = 
programs that proposed UK contribution for British Red Cross be 

_ channeled thru UNRPR. We see. no reason why under terms UN 
resolution of Nov. 19 conditional gift could not be madeto UNRPR 
so that UK could obtain credit at home for supporting British Red 
Cross and abroad for supporting UNRPR. Dept hopes Griffis can pro- | 
ceed London immediately explore matter with FonOff. UNRPR Lake 
Success informed Dept that parliamentary questions on proposed con- | 
tribution scheduled June 21. cogent ae EGE 

‘Please bring foregoing attention FonOff and express hope satis- _ 
factory formula can be found for purposes indicated.* re | | 

OO | 7 WB 
1 This telegram was repeated to Paris for Ambassador Griffis and to New York... 

A message of similar import was sent to Paris at the same date and time. It | 
stated that it was “Most essential for success of both present. and long range | 
programs that French contribution be effected.” (telegram 2177, 501.MA Pales- 
tine/6—-1849) | | oe | 

BG7N.01/6-1849: Telegram oan 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Jordant 

«SECRET © PRIORITY =  . ~ WASHINGTON, June 19, 1949-2 p.m. 

- 84. Ur niact 253, June 18.2 At time sending Deptel 82° Dept was — | 
‘under impression ‘parties had reached satisfactory interim agreement 
Govt House. Dept also acted under impression urgency Jerusalem _ 

negotiations be brought under effective UN chairmanship. == 

. 1 This telegram was repeated to Tel Avivand Jerusalem, © 00 ts | 
*Not printed; its first paragraph read: “Deptel 82, June 17 received this 

afternoon must have crossed mytel 250, June 15 [17]. As pointed out in my reftel 
am strongly of opinion that Government House question must be resolved before . . 

| any action can be taken on Department’s proposal. Unless that matter can he | 
settled, there would seem little chance that Transjordan Government would be" 
prepared to agree, even in principle, to this proposal. I believe Jerusalem: would 
concur in this opinion and also feel Riley would agree. Therefore recommend 
Department authorize me and Tel Aviv delay presentation of proposal until 

: Government House dispute is satisfactorily settled.” (867N.01/6—-1849) No. 250 a 
is not printed. | 

*Dated June 17, not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 375, p. 1154. | 
501-887—77——74 a | 7 . |
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| _ Dept does not know at this time whether proposal has already been 
_-—- presented Tel Aviv. We therefore consider you shld proceed present 

“proposal unless possible arrange directly with Tel Aviv more satis-_ 

| _ Dept does not regard its proposal as effecting any great change in 
situation. Principal objective is place Riley in charge negotiations re 

| territorial and other related matters Jerusalem area with object reliev- 
ing tension. Agreement in principle both parties would permit Riley 
in consultation parties arrange priorities. If TJ insists prior settle- 
ment Govt House zone, this would also fall under Riley’s jurisdiction 
and he could proceed accordingly. We feel simple fact agreement of — 
parties to international chairmanship of negotiations on comprehen- 
sive scale may itself tend relax tension and cause parties direct their 

| thinking toward peaceful settlement rather than seeking gain advan- 
| tagebyunilateralacts, 4 4 4 2 4 BE | 

In approving presentation proposals Bunche said that since one 
method had failed we shld try another. Did not seem feel this marked 
notable change in procedures already under way. _ CO 

Tel Aviv please note that in last para quoted material Deptel 3754 — 
“TJ” shidread“Israel”, 

»* Dated June 17, p. 1154. 7 | 7 

867N.01/6-2049:Telegram 

7 _ . Lhe Chargé in Jordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET w~ - Aman, June 20, 19494 p.m. 
| 255. In view Deptel 84, June 19, and since it not possible communi- 

: cate with ‘Tel. Aviv expeditiously I presented proposal contained in ' 
| Deptel 82 June 17+ to Foreign Minister this morning and left him | 

with aide-mémoire. Foreign Minister stated that’ Transjordanwas| 
| anxious to settle questions at issue peacefully but felt Israeli demands 

excessive. If agreement. could be reached on principle of returning life: 
in _Jerusalem.to nermal he believed there would be--no difficulty in 

| reaching understanding on present. problems. Without: agreement on _ 
this principle he was not hopeful. Foreign Minister promised take 
matter up with government urgently and give reply soonest. (It is 

| understood Cabinet will consider proposal at Wednesday meeting, 
in meanwhile. I will discuss matter with King and Prime Minister.) 

+See footnote 4 to telegram 875, p. 1154. — - es Te es iG



gga 1159. 
_ Suggestion’ that presentation proposal be delayed (Legtel 253, - 
June 18) was predicated on-my belief that if Government House 
question finally settled to satisfaction both parties, MAC under Riley 
could start on other questions with clean slate and Transjordan Gov- 
ernment would have more faith in Riley’s ability to bring about agree- | 
ment and in Israel’s sincerity.* : ee | 
- Sent Department 255; repeated Jerusalem 124,Tel Aviv21, | 

| 2 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p.1157, . Le BP a eh 
| ‘* Chargé Stabler reported, on June 22, that earlier the same day he had. been a 

- handed an aide-mémoire by the Jordanian Foreign Minister, which welcomed 
the U.S. proposal but noted that any agreement must be without. prejudice | 
to the ultimate status of Jerusalem (telegram 259 from Amman, 867N.01/6-2249). 

501.BB Palestine/6—13849 : Telegram | EOD , 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland — | | 

wecrer =—sss*=*=~=~*~*S*SWras ero, June 20, 1949—8 p.m. 
-Unpal 159. For USDel, Lausanne. Re internationalization Jeru- 

salem. (Palun 2011). In view insistent Israel refusal relinquish = 
sovereignty New City, Dept felt this was point on which most im- _ 
portant PCC submit proposals which cld be agreed to. Your ‘proposal. 
ingenious but Dept fears it wld give basis Israeli rejection entire | 
plan. We also consider it preferable avoid reference sovereignty and — 

- merely specify. respective powers exercised by authorities in area. | 
Dept. considers’that Secretariat working paper? wld place impor- 
tant attributes sovereignty in adjacent states, especially actual gov- 
erning power, except UN authority will exercise direct control over. | 
Holy Places and routes giving immedaccesstothem. © = © | | 
_As to points 2 and 3 in Art 6, adjacent states would actually govern. | 

subject to obligations enumerated Parts IV and VI. As to these points 
wid appear possible to specify that administrator shall exercise 
powers of supervision asenumeratedin PartsIVand VI. ss” 
It appears encouraging that Israel has not objected to principlede- | 

militarization. If they accept principle it wld seem difficult for them 
to reject: element UN:supervision of character specified since this ‘cal- | 

| culated only to effect supervision by impartial internat] body. As to’ nee 
| human rights, Dept does not envisage these obligations as resulting 

| in disparate treatment Israeli citizens inside and outside Jlem. We 
contemplate Decl of Human. Rights serving as standard of achieve- = 

-- 1 Dated’ June 18, frém Lausanne; p.-1130. oe 
| * Presumably Com. Jer/W.18, dated May 18, p. 1023. | : | a
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oo ment for administrations haying general governing responsibility in 
| _ Jdlem, as we assume. Decl would serve in ‘all-of Israel by virtue of — 

oe Israeli membership in UN. We do not contemplate attempt to enforce 
specifically the provisions of Decl in Jlem as such treatment not appro- 
priate to character of Decl. Primary reliance, for giving genuine effect 
to principles set forth in Decl as objectives, wld be.on administering 

a _ authorities in Jlem. Role of UN Administrator and Internat] Tribunal 
| wld be to take cognizance of serious departures from standards pro- 

claimed in Decl, and through judicial procedures to secure redress in 
such cases and bring about necessary changes by administering au- 

: _ thorities. Tribunal wld take into acct all relevant circumstances in de- | 
| termining whether an administering authority was living up to its 

| obligation to be guided by Decl as a standard of achievement in hu- 
| man rights field. Suggested redraft of Art 17 in Secretariat working _ 

-- paper is as follows: fag 

Art 17. The.authorities responsible for govt in the two zones of Jlem — 
. shall, in administering their respective zones, be guided by the princi- 
ples and standards set forth in the Universal Decl of Human Rights _ 
approved by the GA on Dec 10, 1948 “as a common standard of achieve- _— 

| ment for all peoples and all nations”. If the UN Administrator believes _ 
that zonal authorities in. Jlem are failing to comply with this obliga- 
tion, he shall bring the matter to the attention of the. Internat] Tri- — 

bunal in an appropriate proceeding, or, if necessary, bring the matter — 
beforeanappropriateorganofthe UN. © 

| . . We feel that if basic provisions re sovereignty cannot be rejected by. 
parties, PCC- will have more latitude in making other proposals even 
though parties may object. Israeli and. Arab spokesman in GA may 

_ | propose amendments and GA wld decide. Doubtful if. parties wld | 
| reject ‘entire plan if basic outline is reasonable. These considerations. 

oS wld apply to jurisdiction.given municipal council over common serv- 
ices mentioned reftel. Such provision does not appear important from | 

. UN point of view but shld be valuable to efficient functioning of city. _ 
Dept generally concurs opinion ConGen Jlem last para Tel 412, 

Jun 13,5 rptd to youas No.30.. 0 a 
_-—.: Foregoing discussion is for your assistance and does not‘have nature 

instruction. — ng _ 
- _ Dept..expects to pouch shortly composite suggestions for changes: 

in Seé¢retariat draft for Jieminstrument. | 
| ee 1809 

a > Not printed; it reported that the draft proposals for an internationalized 
Jerusalem had been discussed with’ French Consul General Neuville. The last | 
paragraph dealt with certain of the latter’s suggestions (867N.01/6-1349)..- |



501.BB Palestine/6-1449: Telegram = a Co - 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland — 

- Unpal 160. USDel Lausanne. For Hare. Palun 204, June 14.1 You — 
shid inform Israeli rep US views along fol lines: USG greatly dis- a 

_ turbed over present Israeli attitude refugee question, which represents _ 

marked departure assurances expressed by Eban May 5? before Ad 
Hoe comite GA when seeking UN membership. This attitude equally 
difficult. reconcile with Gaza strip proposal, which represents firm - 
admission on part Israel its ability assume responsibility 230,000 | 
refugees plus 80,000 normal residents area. By refusal come forth with _ 
constructive proposal based on quantitative acceptance without ter- 
ritorial acquisition (penultimate para Palun 174, May 28 *), Israel has | | 
effectively blocked any possibility obtaining cooperation Arabs in 
resolving refugee question and any justification further US approaches. 

_ to Arabs this purpose. — : | | a a 
_  You.shld express to Israeli rep USG’s disappointment re failure 

_ his Govt carry out purposes GA res Dec 11, despite Elath’s formal = 
assurances contained. his letter May 11 to SecState re Israel’s desire __ | 

make utmost effort to bring its policy into conformity with resolutions = 
of UN, and despite US offer technical financial assistance to Israel and ) 
Arabs in implementing program for solution of refugee problem under | | 

| conditions specified and as part UN program (Unpal 114, May 23+). _ 

_ You shld emphasize that onus of responsibility resolving refugee 
question lies squarely on Israelis and Arabs, and that USG is under 
no mandate from UN to lend its material resources to solve problem of _ , 

_ Asrach-Arab making.’ Therefore USG greatly regrets Eytan’s impli- SO 
cation that Israeli agreement repatriation is contingent upon assump- | 

7 Identified also as telegram 577 from Geneva, not printed) | 
-? See footnote 2, p. 979. - Co tt F, ae 

_ 8 ¥dentified also as telegram 821 from Bern, p.1069. Be 
| _ * Identified also as telegram 674 to Bern, p.1047. Re pos g 

*Mr. Hare, on-June 23, advised the Department. that prior to. and after | 
Mr. Hthridge’s departure, the American Delegation had been reluctant to raise. 
the question of general ecohomic aid at PCC meetings, in the absence of general | 
political agreement. between. the Arabs. and Israelis. Its reluctance: was based on - 

_ the expectation of “almost certain leak” to the press and on the possibility that | 
the PCC and the UN Secretariat might devote their entire attention to this = ©. 
subject. The American Delegation, however, had “privately discussed substance _ 

_ Unpal 114 and Palun 180 with French and Turkish members PCC but does _ 
not plan discuss question Officially in PCC until commitments mentioned Palun , 
168 and 174 are forthcoming. We continue to attach importance to reservation - 

_. in Palun 180 because of importance keeping PCC handling of refugee and terri- - 
tonal questions in step.” (telegram Palun 226 from Lausanne, 501.BB Palestine’ 
2349). rn ge ue ens | 
Palun 180 from Lausanne and Unpal 114 to Lausanne are printed on pp. 1086. | 

and 1047, respectively. Palun 168 and 174 from Bern are printed on pp. 1065 and 
1069, respectively. | . |
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_ tion financial responsibility by US, and must reiterate that agreement 
repatriation is obligation placed upon Israel by international com- 

- munity under Dec 11 res. see | 
--__USG further notes with disappointment that Israeli Govt has shown 

| _ no-inclination meet conditions on which US offer assistance. (Unpal 

, 114) was based. In event conditions met at future date, USG wld be © 
| prepared at that time consider question of assistance to Israel and _ 

_ Arab states. However, you shld emphasize implications such delay, _ 
| since US support of refugee settlement program conditional upon UN 

action and sponsorship. Such program wld necessitate time-consuming 
and laborious preparation by PCC prior to presentation to GA this 

| autumn. Under present circumstances, PCC not in position initiate 
_ preparation such program in absence necessary political cooperation. 

| Therefore any additional delay will mean increasing difficulty if not 
_ impossibility obtaining UN actionthisyear, = si 

‘You shld alsoinform Arabs USG attitude® = | 
| — : s es ae 

| Mr. Hare delivered the message contained in Unpal 160 to Mr. Bytan on 
| January 22. The latter “made no comment on substance of message other than 

to say it would be duly considered and that. he assumed reply in action rather 
than words would be preferred. I said that was exactly the case.” (telegram: Palun: 

. 227, June 23, 11 a. m., from Lausanne, 501.BB Palestine/6-2349) = =... 
The Department, on June 27, directed Tel Aviv to take the line set forth 

in Unpal 160 in discussing the refugee question with the Israeli Government 
- (telegram 406, 501.BB Palestine/6-2749)..- ti , - 

501.BB Palestine/6-1649: Telegram = = | | oO 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem+ 

| SECRET Wasuincron, June 20, 1949—8 p. m. 
_ 2%5. Dept endorses your reply Dayan conversation reported Contel 

a 426 Jun 16. We consider SC Res May 29 and July 15 in force. Some 
| changes brought about by armistice agreements which were negotiated 

by parties pursuant subsequent SC Res but these do not invalidate _ 
| those provisions earlier resolutions left untouched. Bunche regards 

these resolutions as in force and plans proposed new res superseding 
them when Syrian armistice concluded. He wld retain only simple | 
cease-fire and transfer mediator function this respect to PCC. Dept’s __ 
position on this proposal not yet formulated. | oo 

, Dept not certain whether UN position Govt House area can be 7 
7 properly described as legal right or as privilege. Issue lies primarily | 

| 2This telegram was repeated to Tel Aviv and Amman and to Bern for the 
| American Delegation at Lausanne. . SS - : a



ith 
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between UN and states involved but we wld support UN contention = 
right of free access. Neutral zone has been created by agreement parties 
and UN access recognized by them and confirmed by usage. sir. 
~ Dept wld consider it appropriate, subject your concurrence, inquire 
Dayan reasons for raising technical questions concerning UN rights __ 

_ this zone. As he says situation has progressed one step from trucée to | 
armistice. Assume all concerned hope hostilities phase concluded and | 
moving toward final peace. Challenging existing neutral zones appears __ 
retrogressive step. UN has important work in this process. It hasmade 
financial investment in Govt House and our understanding will con- 
tinue use of it so long as it has mission to perform in Jlem. If parties. | 
really desire peaceful settlement and coop with UN logical course wld | 
be preserve existing neutral area and lend full facilities to UN. When | a 
opposite attitude is taken we can: only speculate as to motives and - | 
naturally take into account strategic value ofarea. = = | 
i aN Pre raps ae — WEpp — | 

S67N.48/6-2149: Telegram a oe , 
The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET === i sss—“‘tité‘CS SE, Aviv, June 21, 1949—11 a. m.. 

471. Personal attention President and Acting Secretary of State. At: 
my request Herlitz of Foreign Office called residence evening 

nineteenth remaining two hours to read portions, paraphrase others 

, and discuss Eban’s cabled report of Israeli’s long meeting with Acting — 
Secretary and other Department officials June 18 [77]. According to oe 
Herlitz President and Department are primarily disturbed by: 

| 1. Israel’s failure make specific pledge repatriation refugees; | 
2. Fear lest Israeli be planning enlarge territory by force. ; 

_ Although some extremists in army and Knesset advocate expansion . 
| by use or threat of force and despite general opinion of both Israelis 

and foreigners that Israel is strong enough to impose its willon Arabs, 
I believe fear of Israel aggression is not warranted. My belief based 

1. Present task which government dare not shirk of absorbing ® _ 
- quarter of a million immigrants annually requires every available | 

economic resource; , oo | 
_. 2. Battle to reduce fantastic cost of living must be won if Ben- | 
Gurion cabinet istosurvive; > ee Os 

| 8. Outbreak war would wreck Israel’s basic purpose “in gathering 
of exiles” and defeat government on vital economic front ; | | 

4, Israeli’s repeatedly expressed confidence in General Riley and | 
readiness accept and even on occasion to request wider scope his media- 

: tion inconsistent with aggressive intentions; | | |
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_- 5, Aggression would alienate world opinion and risk economic, or 
other sanctions. = — | ee 

| _ Certainly Ben-Gurion, Sharett and General Staff are fully aware 
that further Israel expansion by force, even if war were won quickly, 
would be disastrously self-defeating. None of these men are reckless 
adventurers. On contrary their record during struggle against Britain 

| and Arabs and now against enormous domestic problems shows Israeli 
_ leaders as highly intelligent and practical. They, knowing that aggres- _ 

| sion would lose American support and President:Truman’s friendship __ 
have no intention invite self-destruction?. 8 

a | ne ...  McDonatp 

: 2In a Summary of Daily Meeting with the Secretary, Mr. Rusk “reported 
-. receipt of a telegram from Ambassador McDonald in which McDonald said that. 

the Israelis will not commit any acts of aggression. Mr. Rusk emphasized that | 
this was only McDonald’s view and that we had not received any assurances 
from any official of Israel. It was agreed that in replying to McDonald we should 
ask him to attempt to get such assurances.’’. (Executive Secretariat files, lot 

_58--D609) eee : | 

501.BB Palestine/6-2049: Telegram ts” Sa | 
-The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland | 

SECRET PRIORITY = = WASHINGTON, June 21, 1949—3 p. m. 

_ Unpal 161. For USDel Lausanne. For Hare. We have carefully. 
considered ur views Palun 220, June 20.1 However we still believe. 

. recess preferable to present stalemate, as means endeavoring obtain 
- objective set forth paral Unpal 155.2 Co 

OS Shorter recess after which PCC wld reconvene Lausanne about 
July 15 wld be preferable to longer adjournment, since latter might _ 
result in producing psychological atmosphere militating against fur- 
ther negots through PCC and wld probably remove any possibility 
activating Econ Survey Group for purposes GA action autumn: 

Session. So | : a oe 
USG will utilize recess to continue its efforts obtain more coopera- 

tive attitude both sides and to brief Ethridge’s successor as soon as 
appointed. = - CO 

| Pls discuss foregoing and Unpal 155 with Boisanger and Yalcin, | 
| informing them we are approaching Paris and Ankara with view re- | 

questing them issue similar instructions their delegates-PCC. Dept — 
informing SYGits views. Be a 

7 Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1155. 7 . | oo | a 
* Dated June 18, to Bern, ibid. - : a - .



_. If agreement your colleagues obtainable, you shld seek to begin | 

__- recess weekend June 25 or soonest thereafter and proceed Washing- 
tonimmed® | 
eee ee - eo - WEBB | 

; s The Department, on June 21, transmitted the substance of Unpal 155 and 161 
to Paris, except that it altered the wording of the second paragraph of the former 
message to read: “Members PCC wid emphasize that resort to force by either | 
side during or after recess wld under no circumstances be tolerated by PCC or | 
UN.” (telegram 2203, which was repeated to Ankara for action (501.BB Palestine/ 

| ~ 62149) ). No 2203 was also sent to New York the following day as the basis for oe 
urgent discussion with Secretary-General Lie (telegram 328, 501.BB Palestine/ 

_ Mr. Lie and the French and Turkish Foreign Offices concurred with the 
American proposal, except that the French Foreign Office, without withdrawing 

| its agreement, felt that the present was not an opportune time for a recess , 
(telegrams 761, June 22, from New York; 2595, June 22, from Paris; and 285, 
June 25, from Ankara, all of which are filed under 501.BB Palestine) . | | : 

501.BB Palestine /6-2249 : Telegram : | / | ) 

. The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET oo - Trr Avtv, June 22, 1949—noon. 

478, At my request Sharett received Ford and me Foreign Office 
June 21 for hourand quarter. — - | Oo | 

_ ‘With marked show of resentment at what he termed “Rusk’s per- 
- emptory fifteen minute summons” to Israel Chargé June 14+ Sharett 

_ outlined in great detail successive steps from May 25 to June 9 to secure 
‘personal conference -with Zaim or Arslan and of Syrian “endless eva- | 

| sions and delays”. Sharett exclaimed that to be accused of imminent 
aggression in midst such Israeli “patient conciliatory procedure” was 
“shockingly unjust” and made Zaim’s “intransigence a model for other | 
Arab governments.” ss - : | - 

As to present Syrian-Israeli relations, Foreign Minister hopes MAC | 
negotiations will succeed, but warned that Zaim could not expect in- 

definitely avoid withdrawal from Israel territory. “US should under-  _ 
_ stand that Israel will exhaust every peaceful means through MAC, UN | 

_ direct negotiations, etc., to secure mutual agreement but if Zaim 
persists in refusal accept Bunche proposal Israel does not intend re- | 

_- Mainquiescent.” oo mo a 
. . Comment: Foreign Minister evidently under heavy strain result | 

, of bitter criticism press and Knesset that government’s “pro-American | 
policy” has resulted “national humiliation”. I believe his words meant 
to emphasize with us that justice and expediency “require pressure on 

_--- 4 For an account of the conversation between Mr. Rusk and the Israeli Chargé, SO 
‘see telegram 367, June 14, to Tel.Aviv,p. 1187. > : . an a |
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Zaim to evacuate Israel territory” comparable to that exerted on Israel 
| evacuate Lebanese territory. ind comment..; 9 ee 
_ -- Related subject: Regarding Department’s aide-mémoire, Deptel 

875, June 17, Sharett took strong exception to opening sentence to 
- effect that actual situation Jerusalem threat to peace. As to substance 

| | Department proposal Israel “quite prepared to consider this important _ 
| suggestion.” ee Et eR 

Foreign Minister took exception also to “undue importance” given _ 
- in Acting Secretary’s conference with Eban, et al, June 18[77], to | 

oe report that Dayan had arrived Government House “in armored.car”. 
: This was not fact: Dayan “never uses armored car”. By mistake'an 

armored car did appear at Government House but Dayan “immedi- 
ately ordereditaway.”.. re a 

New subject: Regarding reunion Arab refugees families, Sharett 
explained this principle..being..maintained and procedure “being 

| worked out”. Decisions will be in individual cases with “security con- 
| siderations paramount.” re a 

| Comment: I fear this foreshadows relatively few reunions near 
oo future. L'nd comment. — Oc - , 

New subject: Regarding Gaza proposal, Foreign Minister said 
Prime Minister “disclaims conception at Tiberias” but Israel “still — 
willing accept strip including refugees.” Oe 

—  Gonclusion: As we were leaving, I said: “I trust nothing will 
happen to give grounds for fear about Israel’s pacific purposes toward _ 
Syria”. Foreign Minister replied: “If all peaceful means fail, we. 

| ‘can’t preclude possibility of ultimateuseofforce.” = | 
Comment: I believe this remark to be move in Israel’s efforts to 

| - secure that US influence Zaim to accept Bunche formula. Certainly — 
| non-armistice with Syria weakens all peace efforts with other Arab 

| states. Support therefore Bunche proposal is “key log” in present jam. 

| | Sa McDoxatp 
|  -B01L.BB Palestine/6-2349 © | a a 

—- Memorandum by the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Rusk) to 
, ss Mr. Matthew J. Connelly, Secretary to the President | 

TOP SECRET -. -- -‘Wasuineron, June 23, 1949. 

| The Secretary of State hopes to be able to speak to the President — 
about Palestine immediately after the Cabinet meeting on Friday, 

1 At the “9:30 meeting” on the morning of J une 23 in the State Department, 
Mr. Rusk submitted a proposed telegram and aide-mémoire regarding Palestine . 
which he requested Secretary Acheson to bring. to the attention of President 
Truman. The Secretary thereupon instructed Mr. Rusk to forward the two papers | 

| to the President (memorandum of June 23 by William J. McWilliams, of the 
Executive Secretariat, to the Secretary, 501.BB Palestine/6-2349).
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June 24. The attached papers deal with the points which the Secretary = 
will wish to discuss:in the event the President has an opportunity to 

-geethembeforehand. 
At'Tab A is the text of a proposed aide-mémoire? to be handed to - 

the Israeli Chargé d’Affaires in Washington as an informal reply to — oo 

the Israeli note of June 8, 1949 (Tab B), which itself was a reply to a oo 

United States note of May 29, 1949 (Tab C)* It is felt that itwouldbe 

desirable to reply to the Israeli note in order to correct certain miss 
-understandings-and points of fact in the event it becomes necessary, to 

__ publish the-exchange at some future date. ‘The proposed aide-mémoire | 

is moderate in tone and indicates the continuation of discussions be- 

tween the United States and the Government of Israel on the work 

. At Tab D isa telegram ? which it is proposed to send to Ambassador 

- McDonald in reply to the latter’s telegrams (Tabs E and F) * on the | 

question of further military action by the Government of Israel. No- : 

‘new policy question is raised in the proposed telegram butit is believed 
that the President would be very much interested in the question of 

possible military action® 

os 2 Not found attached. a ce a - - See | | - ; | a 

. ® See telegram 322, May 28, to Tel Aviv, p. 1072. _ | i , | 

* See telegrams 471 and 478, dated June 21 and 22, respectively, pp. 1168. and oo 

-_ § Seeretary Acheson, on June 24, discussed the matter with the President, who _ a 

approved both documents (memorandum of conversation by the Secretary, 501.BB | 

Palestine/6—2449) ; for their texts, see telegrams 397 and 398 to Tel Aviv, June 24, 

— -pp. 1178 and 1174, respectively, © Cae | 

501.BB Palestine/6-2249: Telegram | TER ee oe 

‘The Secretary of State to United States Mission at the United Nations 

SECREF 8 -- WasHIncron, June 23, 1949—7 p.m. a 

3831. Dept suggests reply to Eban ltr (urtel 7 59. Jun 221) alongthe => | 

fol lines: ee - OO os 

“The US Govt has also been concerned by the lack of progress of 
the Special Comite. Since this Comite is strictly bilateral, composed 
of representatives of Israel and Hashemite Jordan Kingdom, the US. _ 
has not participated in the negots directly or indirectly. For this rea- | 

son my Govt does not have complete info as to the proceedings and has | 
| not been in a position where it cld appropriately undertake to advise 

the parties. pe ee So : Me 

- Not printed ; it gave the text of a “letter addressed to Austin by Eban, dated | | 

| J une 21, received today, requesting UN [US] good offices to urge Jordan to 
implement provisions of Article 8 of Israeli-Jordan armistice agreement, and 

| ‘containing assurances that the armistice agreements between Israel and Jordan 
are working smoothly and show all signs of continuing to do so’.” (S0LBB 
Palestine/6—2249) oe | |
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| _My. Govt has nevertheless become convinced that the Special Comite 
wld not be productive of results and that a new approach to the prob- 
lem is desirable. It is understood that a similar view was expressed by 
the Israeli representative on the MAC in Jlem on Jun 13, 1949 (FYI | 

oe Jerusalem Tel 419, Jun 147), 00 
Accordingly my Govt, considering this to be its best. contribution to 

| _ @ solution, has ventured to suggest to the Govts of Israel. and the 
~Hashemite Jordan Kingdom that the problems under consideration 
by the Special Comite be transferred to the MAC which wld for this 
purpose meet under the chairmanship of Gen, Riley. It was also sug- 
gested that the terms of reference shld include questions requiring _ 
agreement between the parties relating to the demarcation of Jewish — 

| and Arab zones, the use of roads and other questions of access to places 
in the Jlem area and the functioning of public utilities. It was also 
suggested that agreed solutions of these problems shld be without 

_ prejudice to the final decisions concerning the international status of | 
_ .  Jlem which will be decided later in collaboration with the UN, but 

that these solutions shld be incorporated in such final decisions to the 
extent that they are comformable. 7 . ; 
My Govt is now informed that this proposal has been accepted in | 

principle by the Govt of the Hashemite Jordan Kingdom ® and that it 
- 1s recelving the consideration of the Govt of Israel. ns : 

Accordingly, responding to your inquiry, I feel that my Govt has — 
made the most appropriate intervention within its power in the cir- 
cumstances. My Govt earnestly hopes that its suggestion will be | 
accepted by both parties and that the resulting negots will lead to a 
satisfactory solution of these important questions.” OO | 

CLs ggh fe oo | | ACHESON 

* Not printed; it advised that “At yesterday’s MAC meeting Israel delegate 
admitted creation special committee in armistice agreement mistake. Despite 
great hopes originally held for direct negotiations talks stalemated. Expressed 
desire refer all pending problems to MAC.” (501.BB Palestine/6-1449) 

*The Jordanian Government on June 22 issued a press release announcing 
| acceptance of the United States proposal on handing over the question of Jeru- 

_ galem to the Mixed Armistice Commission. (telegram: 260, June 23, from Amman, 
501.BB Palestine/6-2349) — . . 
New York, on June 24, advised that General Riley had informed Mr. Bunche | 

that the special committee, on June 21, had voted to transfer its functions to the © 
- Mixed Armistice Commission under the former’s chairmanship (telegram 769, 

| 501.BB Palestine/6—2249). | - ae | 

| 501.BB Palestine/7-949 coe | - ae | 

: _ President Chaim Weizmann of Israel to President Truman* 

| Oo - _ Renovors, Israzr, 24 June 1949. 

‘Dear Mr. Prestpent: The Government of Israel have communi- 
cated to me the text of the Note transmitted to them on your behalf 
on the 29th May, as well as their reply of June 8th. The matters 

Copy transmitted to Secretary Acheson by President Truman in a memo- 
| randum of July 9, with a request for a suggested reply. - ae
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_ yaised in the Note are of such gravity that I feel impelled to address a 

you personally on the subject. You have throughout taken such a 

warm and helpful interest in the affairs of our young State that T am — 

most anxiously concerned that you, our great and good friend, should , 

be under no misapprehension regarding our position and intentions 

concerning the issues now at stake. I wish, indeed, it were possible | 

| for me to talk matters over personally with you. That is always the | : 

best way of removing misunderstanding. . vg ee RO 

We have all been distressed at the slow progress made at Lausanne. | 

It may be that the device of a Conciliation Commission, consisting 

not of officers of the U.N., but of delegates of three different. coun- 

tries, with different backgrounds and policies; was not the best way 

| of promoting a speedy settlement. It certainly appears to have been 

_ Jess effective than the mediation of one man pursued in the name of 

the United Nations as 2 whole. But be that as it may, we are trying | 

our best to work with this Commission and have submitted to them | 

a number of proposals, to none of which we have so far received any oo 

reply from the other side. Indeed up till now the Arab States have | 

altogether refused ‘to sit-with our delegates under the auspices of the = 

Commission, 9 Rpg bate spe: 

When our Delegation first arrived in Lausanne on April 30th, they | 

immediately announced that they had come with full authorization | 

to negotiate a comprehensive. peace settlement with the delegates of | 

the Arab States covering all the matters referred. to in the U.N. | 

Resolution of 11th December, 1948. They specifically stated that Israel | 

was ready to contribute towards ‘solving the Arab refugee. problem 

in cooperation with the United Nations and the Arab States. A few — | 

| days later they submitted to the Commission a draft preamble and | 

| two articles of a proposed: peace treaty.to.serve as a basis. for discus- | 

| sion. In this draft they proposed, among other things; the final liquida- | 

tion of the war, the establishment of normal political and ‘economic - 

~ yelations between Israel and the Arab States, mutual guarantees of 

the frontiers, abstention from the use of force for the settlement. of 

disputes, and international arbitration in case such: disputes. could | 

not besettled by agreements. © 

"To this day we have not received any reply to these basic, proposals: / 

Coming to the question of the Arab refugees, our delegation gave 

repeated assurances to the Commission that Israel: was. ready: to. co- | 

— operate with the U.N. and the Arab States for a solution of the refugee 

problem. We pledged ourselves to guarantee the. civil rights of -all 

| minorities within our territory; we-accepted the principle of compen- | 

- gation for land abandoned. by the Arabs; we declared our-readiness 

to.unfreeze Arab accounts in our banks immediately on the conclusion _ 

of peace; we set. up.a Custodian of Absentee Property. Our delegation |
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informed the Commission that the Government of Israel was ready 
to readmit members of Arab families separated by the war.. 

| In conformity with the General Assembly’s Resolution of Decem- 
ber 11th, relating to access to ports and means of communication our 

/ delegation has offered to create.a free zone in the Haifa port for the 
~ benefit of Transjordan. Various proposals were made by our delegation 

| for the delimitation of the frontiers of Israel with the Arab States, — 
7 Our delegation also elaborated our attitude on the Jerusalem question. 

_ . All these constructive proposals have not elicited a single reply from 
the Arab delegations. It would, indeed, appear that these delegations 

| did not. come to Lausanne with authority to negotiate a peace settle- 

ment, but solely for the purpose of arranging for the repatriation of 
the ArabrefugeestoIsrael. 8 8 8...) Sas 

a - Our delegations subsequently proposed the establishment of anum- 
| | ber of sub-committees to deal with the general principles and con-— 

| ditions of peace, the territorial ‘settlement, the refugee problem, the 
- Jerusalem question, and the economic development of the Middle East, 

, pursuant to Clause 10 of the U.N. Resolution of December 11th. We _ 

oe have not yet learnt the reaction of the Arab Delegations to these pro- 
| posals, Finally, when members of the Commission suggested in a spirit: 

| _ of despondency that the Conference be suspended for atime, ourdele- 
gation strongly opposed thiscourse. = > eee 

| I feel sure you: will agree, Mr. President, that in the light of these 
indisputable facts, we can hardly be charged with having failed to 
cooperate with the Commission. If so far nothing substantial has re- 

| sulted from.these talks, this is due essentially to the negative attitude 
| of the Arab delegations and their persistent refusal to meet us under 

: the auspices of the Commission. It is a great pity that the Commission _ 
| failed to dislodge them from that negative attitude. - | 

Permit me to add a few words on the two issues which are in the 
centre of the discussion: the territorial question and the refugee 

We have no aggressive designs against anyone and we are not look- 
ing for additional territory. But I think that no fair-minded man will 
deny us the right to retain that part of our ancient land which has | 

| become ours at a terrible cost of blood and treasure in the course of a | 
‘war forced: upon us-by ‘others. Most of the country which we hold 

a beyond the boundaries set out on November 29th, 1947 was occupied 
a by our forces.during the second military. campaign which was the 

result of the Arabs’ defiant refusal to accept the Mediator’s urgent 
| _ plea for a continuation of the first truce. Bitter experience has shown 

| that without that territory we are defenceless. Were we to giveup the 
corridor to Jerusalem, that great city, whose people suffered so much 
and so heroically last year, would again be exposed to the danger of
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having its water supply cut off and of being starved into submission. _ 

In exactly the same way, Western Galilee holds the key to the defence _ 

of Haifa and ‘the Valley of Jezreel, while the Ramleh area assures 

“the safety of-Tel Aviv from such menacing attacks as were launched 

upon it last year. None of these areas was ever allotted to any of the © | 

- Arab States with which we are now negotiating. All of them are occu- 

pied by Israel legally under armistice agreements. es 

"The ‘Palestine Arab State contemplated in the U.N. Resolution of | 

29th November 1947 has not come into being—not through any fault: | 

of ours—and there is no reason whatever-why the neighbouring’ Arab 

States who invaded Palestine in flagrant defiance of their obliga- 

tions under the Charter, shouldbe appeased by territorial “com- 

pensation” at our expense. Incidentally, all these demands for 

~ compensation in the end boil down to the same old question on which | 

you took so firm a stand last: year—the Negev. It is the Negev, par- 

ticularly the southern Negev, which appears again to be demanded 

from us. The reasons against it are just as potent as they were last 

year when you so strongly opposed our being deprived of that area 

which contains the country’s sole mineral resources and which, in ad- : 

- dition, is our only gateway to the East. What importance attaches to 

our having direct access to the Red Sea has been brought home to us | 

strikingly by Egypt’s closing of the Suez Canal to all ships—even | 

British ships—carrying, or suspected of carrying, goods to Israel. Be- | 

| cause of such closure we are compelled to bring vital supplies: (wheat, 

ete.) from Australia and the Far East all the way via-the Cape and 

Gibraltar. With the coast of Eylat in our possession and the Negev’ — 

_ opened up by transport roads, we shall have free access to the sea _ | 

-poutes which are vitaltoourexistence, 

. Now as to the refugee problem. It is a grave issue, but it was not 

created by us. It was not the birth of Israel which created the. Arab 

| refugee problem, as our enemiés now proclaim, but the Arab attempt 

to prevent that birth by armed force. These people are not refugees in | 

the sense in which that term has been sanctified by the martyrdom of | 

millions in Europe—they are part of an aggressor group which failed | 

and which makes no secret of its intention to resume aggression. They _ 

_ Jeft'the country last year at the bidding of their leaders and military = 

-eommanders and as part of the Arab strategic plan. But in spite of = 

all this we are, for humanitarian reasons ready to.contribute as far | 

as we can towards a solution of this problem. We have, in fact, done. 

a good deal more under this head than could, for obvious reasons, be 

published. Your Ambassador has been given details under this head. 

We have been steadily re-admitting Arab refugees during the last | 

| few months. The number of those who have returned exceeds 25,000. oe
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_ We are ready to. re-unite Arab families separated by the war, .and | 
_we are now approaching the various Arab States through the Mixed 

_. Armistice Commissions for setting up special machinery to facilitate 
their return in organised form. We are prepared to. re-admit more 
as part of a peace settlement. There are, however, two overriding con- 

, _ Siderations which limit what we can do in this sphere: we dare not  __ 
, _ again endanger our hard-won independence and security and withall 

| the good will in the world, we cannot undertake tasks which are 
economically beyond our strength. . REE 

_ So many malicious charges have been levelled against us in connec- 
| _ tion with this Arab. refugee question, that I cannot help drawing | 

| attention to the basic realities of the situation. We are a small State, 
_ nine hundred thousand Jews wedged in between forty million Arabs; 

| We held our own last year by a terrific effort and at very heavy 
sacrifices, losing some of our finest youth and suffering heavy damage. ) 
The Arab States are making no secret of their intention of resuming 
war whenever they are ready for it. Only two days ago Faris el _ | 

| Khoury, the former Syrian member of the Security Council and 
Chairman of the Syrian Chamber, déclared that the war. against us 

| “remains the corner-stone of Arab policy”. Not a week passes: without 
our being warned by authoritative Arab spokesmen of the coming 
“second round”. The Arab States:are rearming on a big scale, build- 
ing. up modern armament industries of their own and purchasing the Cj 
most deadly modern weapons. A few weeks ago squadrons of British | 
Vampire jet fighters ;were flown to the Suez Canal Zone—half an 

| hour’s air flight from our frontier—ready for instant delivery when 
_ wanted, while Egyptian pilots are being trained in their use elose by. 

| Kgypt has ordered British destroyers with 4’’ ahd 6’’ guns and sub- __ 
marines, while there is hardly any secret about the French rearming | 

| the Syrians. This rearmament, Mr. President, constitutes a direct | 
threat to the peace of the Middle East and thereby also to-the peace 
of the world. With this open threat of war hanging over us, can we | 
ignore the security aspect of the admission of a large Arab population 
who, whatever their individual. feelings might be, are likely to turn = 
againstusifwarrestarts?- =. 5 ee ee 
~ Apart from the security question, which to my mind is paramount, 
there is the economic difficulty. When. the United Nations in Novem- 
ber 1947 voted in favour of a Jewish State, it was motivated. pre: | 
eminently by the purpose of solving. once and -for all the Jewish — 
question in Europe, to get rid of the concentration camps and of the 
aftermath of Hitler’s holocaust. I know, Mr. President, that:this pur- 
pose was uppermost in your mind when. you gave.us your staunch and 
steady support in those critical days. We are now doing exactly what
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we were expected to do. We are liquidating one camp after another and 
have already brought over many thousands of their former inmates. 
Can we be expected at the same time to build up, alongside this big 
effort of reconstruction, a new Arab economy to absorb hundreds of 
thousands of Arabs? For let there be no mistake about it: the Arab _ 

| economic and social structure as it was prior to last year’s exodus 
has ceased to exist. The Arab refugee question can be solved in a big 
way only by a comprehensive effort of reconstruction. The crucial 
question is: is that effort to be undertaken in Israel, with all the 
political, security and economic stresses and strains arising therefrom, 
or in the neighbouring Arab countries where vast fertile areas are | 
available for such resettlement and where these people can find a home 
in the congenial surroundings of an Arab society ? ey | 

Our policy, as I stated before, is not one of absolute refusal to re- : 
admit Arabs and we may, if real peace is established, be able to do 
more in this respect than if the present atmosphere of latent war and | 
hostility continues. But an all-round solution can only be found as 
part of a general development scheme for the benefit of the Middle 
East as a whole. Towards such a development scheme Israel is ready __ 
to make its contribution: I hope it will be a significant contribution. | 
But to achieve all this there must be negotiation. agreement and peace. | 
The most vital need at the present hour is for Arabs and Jews to enter | 
into direct negotiations and hammer out an agreed settlement. I plead | 
with you, Mr. President, that you may use your unique influence to 
induce the Arab States to face the realities of the situation and to take 
that decisive step. | | a 

_ With affectionate greetings, 
Yours very sincerely, Cu. WEIZMANN 

501.BB Palestine/6—2249 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel 

TOP SECRET | WasHIneTon, June 24, 1949—8 p. m. 

897. Dept appreciates urtel 471, June 21, which has been read by the 
Pres with much interest. Dept considers points you enumerate make 
out conclusive case against further Israeli mil adventures from realistic 
point of view of Israeli self-interest. Same considerations apply to 
threat of force during course of negots for final settlement. US hopes 
such considerations appear as decisive to Israeli leadership as to out- 
side world and that assurances we have had from Eban are solidly 
based upon Israeli Govt decision that Israel will resolve its differences 
with its neighbors through the procedures of peaceful. settlement. 

501-887—77——75
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- Sharett’s statement reported penultimate para urtel 478? indicates 

necessity following situation with closest attention. , | 

FYI ref second para urtel 478 although urgency was emphasized 

by Dept officer making appt Israeli Chargé was given alternative times 

for Rusk appt and selected time himself. | | | 

| | ) | ACHESON 

* Dated June 22, p. 1165. a 

501.BB Palestine /6—2449 : Telegram | | 7 . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY WASHINGTON, June 24, 1949—8 p. m. 

398. Following Aide-Mémoire delivered today to Israeli Chargé + by 

Deputy Under Secretary Rusk: 

“The Government of the United States has received the note de- 
livered by the Government of Israel to the United States Ambassador 
in Tel Aviv on June 8, 1949, in response to the note of the United 
States Government dated May 29, 1949. The United States Government 
considers that there is an identity of interest between it, the Govern- 
ernment of Israel and the Governments of the Arab States in the early 
accomplishment of an equitable settlement of the Palestine question, 
an interest which is in fact shared by all of the Members of the United 
Nations. It is therefore regrettable that the Government of Israel did 
not respond more affirmatively with respect to the questions of 
Palestinian refugees and of boundaries discussed in the United States 
note. The United States Government will wish at an early date to 
discuss these questions further with the Government of Israel and 
other interested Governments, but in the meantime desires to make the 
following observations with respect to the note of the Government of 
Israel dated June 8, 1949. 

The United States Government does not consider that there has 
been any misunderstanding on its part of the position taken by the 
Government of Israel, as stated by Israeli Representatives at ‘Lau- 
sanne, on the disposition of the refugee problem and on the final 
terrritorial settlement in Palestine. : | 

With regard to refugees, Israeli Representatives stated that the 

Israeli Government will do nothing further at the present time, al- 
though it has under consideration certain urgent measures of a limited 
character. This position appears to be strongly reaffirmed in the Israeli 
note of June 8, 1949. The Government of Israel referred in that note 
to its readiness to pay compensation for land abandoned, to reunite 

families separated by the war, and generally to make its contribution 

to the solution of the problem by resettlement. It does not indicate that 

In a memorandum of June 24, Acting Secretary Webb described his meeting 

of June 20 with President Truman, as follows: “I reported to the President on 

my talk with the Israeli representatives [on June 17] and indicated that it 

would be necessary for us to answer the latest Israeli note.” (501.BB Palestine/ 

6—2449)
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it is ready to contribute to the problem by accepting a substantial por- 
tion of the refugees on the basis of repatriation. On the contrary, the 

~ note states, “It 1s inconceivable that the Government of Israel should | 
find itself able to undertake in one and the same breath the absorption 
of mass Jewish immigration and the reintegration of returning Arab ~ 
refugees.” It is quite true that the Resolution of the General Assembly 
of ‘December 11, 1948, indicated that repatriation should be permitted 
“at the earliest practicable date” but it can hardly be supposed that 
this reference to practicability was intended to subordinate repatria- 

~ tion to mass Jewish immigration into Israel. ; | | 
With regard to the statement in the Israeli note of June 8, 1949, 

that the incorporation within Israel of the Gaza strip and the refugees _ 
located therein was suggested by the United States member of the | 
Conciliation Commission, the Government of Israel will recall that 
Prime Minister Ben Gurion made this proposal to Mr. Mark Ethridge 
at ‘Tiberias on April 18, 1949.2 The United States Government has 
studied with interest a proposal along similar lines made by Israeli 
Representatives at Lausanne on May 20, 1949,3 and sees no reason why 
the proposal might not become the basis for discussions between the — 
Government of Israel and other interested Governments. | 

The United States Government regards the solution of the refugee 
problem as a common responsibility of Israel and the Arab States, 
which neither side should be permitted to shirk. It is for this reason 
that it has urged Israel to accept the principle of substantial repatria- _ 
tion and to begin immediate repatriation on a reasonable scale, and 
has urged the Arab States to accept the principle of substantial re-. 
settlement of refugees outside Palestine. The United States Govern- 
ment is convinced that unless both sides contribute fully to the | 

- golution of this problem, there is no basis for a settlement either of 
the refugee problem itself or of the other principal issues remaining 
unsettled. The United States Government is also convinced that the 
assumption of responsibility for the refugees by Israel and the Arab _ 
States constitutes a necessary condition to the provision of interna- 
tional assistance in the permanent disposition of the refugee problem. 

The Government of the United States notes that the Government 
of Israel maintains that it cannot accept the principle of territorial 
compensation, related to the 1947 partition award, since that award 
was based on a series of assumptions which failed to materialize. It | 
is observed, however, that the Government of Israel places considerable 
emphasis upon the continuing validity of the 1947 award where such 
emphasis supports its own position, for example, in connection with the 
military occupation by Israel of the southern part of the Negev during 
a period of truce and in connection with the presence of Syrian troops | 
in a portion of Palestine allotted in 1947 to Israel. In any event, the | 
partition of 1947 is the only authoritative expression of the views of 
the United Nations with respect to a just territorial division of Pales-— 
tine between Arabs and Jews. The General. Assembly has not indicated 
in which respects, if any, it believes the territorial basis of that award 
should be modified in the light of any changes in the assumptions | 
on which that partition wasbased. Se 

2 See telegram 312, April 20, from Jerusalem, p. 925. | 
_ * See telegram 769, May 20, from Bern, p. 1036. | |
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With regard to the statement that the United States position on 

the territorial question does not represent a policy of the United 
Nations, it must be recalled that, as a member of the United Nations 

~ Conciliation Commission, a body charged by the United Nations with 

| promoting a final solution of the Palestine problem, the United States 

has the right and, indeed, the duty of advancing such positions as it 

| believes may contribute to a just and lasting settlement. The United 

States Government could find no basis for such a settlement in the 

position taken by Israeli Representatives that Israel expects to retain 

all areas allocated to it by the 1947 Resolution of the General As- 
sembly, to retain areas which it has occupied outside the 1947 partition 

lines, and to submit further demands as to territory in Arab Palestine 

| in connection with the Israeli development program. 
The United States Government can not accept the contention of the 

Government of Israel that the admission of Israel to membership in 
| the United Nations indicated that the members of the world com- 

munity considered as satisfactory the attitude of Israel with respect 
to the provisions of the General Assembly Resolution of December 11, 

1948. Mr. Eban stated before the Ad Hoc Committee of the General 

Assembly on May 5, 1949,¢ that it was his Government’s understanding 
that nothing but the provisions of Article IV of the Charter were 
relevant in the consideration of an application for membership in the 
United Nations. He added that, while proposing to give the official 
views of the Government of Israel on the problem of Jerusalem and 
on the Arab refugees, he reserved Israel’s opinion with regard to the 
relevance of extraneous issues to the question of admission to member- 
ship. The present effort of the Government of Israel to invoke support 
from the General Assembly for its position on such questions seems 
to be at variance with the basis on which it itself sought support for 
its admission to the United Nations. If there is any misunderstanding © 
on this point which appears to impair the prospects of a settlement, the 
General Assembly can itself provide an authoritative interpretation 
of its action at its next regular session. 

The United States Government has noted with appreciation the 
reference of the Government of Israel to the friendship for Israel of 

the Government and people of the United States. The suggestions 
which the United States Government has made in connection with a 
settlement of the Palestine problem have been motivated by deep and 
genuine concern for the peace and stability of the Near East, of which — 
Israel is as much a part as are the Arab States, and by friendly interest 
in the future welfare of Israel. The United States Government con- 
tinues in its resolve to do everything within its ability to assist the 
governments and peoples concerned to find a peaceful and lastng 
settlement of the Palestine question. 

In conclusion, the United States Government wishes to emphasize 
its view that the military phases of the Palestine question must now 
be eqnsidered as terminated, and that any government which attempts 
to effect a particular settlement by the renewal of hostilities or the 
threat of hostilities would incur a grave responsibility before the 
community of nations. The United States Government welcomes the 
assurances it has received on this point from Representatives of the 

* See footnote 2, p. 979.
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Governments directly concerned and looks forward to an early 

settlement which will relieve the peoples of all communities in and 

around Palestine of the misery and violence which has been their lot ) 

during recent years.” | | | | 

Further comment will follow.? | - 

| | ACHESON 

5'This telegram was repeated to Bern for the American Delegation at Lausanne. 

Thomas E. Bromley, First Secretary of the British Embassy, called on Gordon 

7 H. Mattison, Chief of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs, on July 5 to inquire 

on behalf of the Foreign Office whether the United States had modified its 

recent approach to Israel regarding the refugee question and territorial com- 

pensation. Mr. Mattison informed Mr. Bromley that the second communication 

to the Israeli Government “did not represent any change in our approach to the 

subject. The reply had been designed to clear up certain Israeli misconceptions, | 

as well as to reiterate our point of view.” (memorandum of conversation, by 

Mr. Mattison, 867N.48/7-549 ) | | | 

S67N.01/6-2549 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Under Secretary of 

State (Rusk) * | a 

TOP SECRET | [Wasutneron,| June 25, 1949. 

Participants: “Mr. Rusk, Deputy Under Secretary of State 

| Mr. Uriel Heyd, Israeli Chargé d’Affairs Qi | 

| Mr. Mattison, NE | | 

I handed the attached aide-mémoire to Mr. Heyd after orally sum- 

marizing its contents and reading verbatim the last two paragraphs 

for emphasis? — | se te, —— | 

I also mentioned that it looked to us as if the Lausanne Conference 

was going to recess for a few weeks. This Government was most 

anxious that the recess period be used to the utmost advantage towards 

| developing a new approach towards the issues which are still out- 

standing. | a | | | 

‘In this connection we felt that the Gaza strip proposal was perhaps 

~ the key which would unlock the whole problem. For this reason we 

were most anxious that the Egyptians and Israelis get together and 

see what could be worked out. I inquired whether Mr. Eban would 

continue to remain in New York, in the event that it should prove 

advantageous for conversations to be held between the Israelis and | 

Egyptians there. Mr. Heyd replied that Mr. Eban planned to remain | 

in the United States until the return of Ambassador Elath. However, | 

if it were a matter of urgency the Ambassador would return im- 

mediately. a , | | ne | 

- 1 Drafted by Mr. Mattison. 7 7 | 
2 Note that telegram 398, supra, states that Mr. Rusk handed the Aide-Mémoire 

to the Israeli Chargé on June 24. | | | |
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: I stated that this would not be necessary, and explained that wehad 
no preconceived idea as to when the conversations might take place. 
It was possible that the Israelis might wish to use contacts that they 
already had with the Egyptians. On the other hand if these were not | 
satisfactory we were willing to help in arranging an exchange of 
views. 

Mr. Heyd said that he would communicate with his government 
and inform us of its reaction. | 

Mr. Heyd said that there was one other matter that Mr. Sharett had 
asked him to take up. This was with regard to my interview with him 

on June 24, 1949,* in which I had discussed reports of impending 
Israeli military activity. Mr. Sharett was surprised and somewhat 
hurt that we had given credence to such irresponsible stories. I ex- 
plained that we had received reports from a number of sources includ- 
ing Tel Aviv which when put together made a somewhat alarming 
picture. As a member of the UN and the PCC we had felt it our duty 
to bring these to the Israeli Government’s attention. We had been most 
gratified to hear that the reports were not true. If the resulting ex- 
change of views had cleared the air they had served a useful purpose. 

?It is not clear whether Mr. Rusk conversed with the Israeli Chargé on both 
June 24 and June 25. The editors have been unable to find a relevant memo- 
randum of conversation, dated June 24, in the Department of State files. | 

501.BB Palestine/6-2549 : Telegram | | | 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY JERUSALEM, June 25, 1949—noon. 

444, Riley states Israel interpreting Bunche’s latest proposal re 
Syrian armistice to mean Israeli administration control of demilita- 
rized area on border. All military forces to be excluded but since mixed 
administration not practical and area located on Israel side of border 

_ Israel authorities together with local Arab police will be responsible 
for administration. | 

*New York, the previous day, had advised that “Regarding Israeli efforts 
to secure from Bunche an interpretation that Israelis should have full civil 
authority and sovereignty over areas of demilitarized zone assigned to them, 
Bunche is taking stiff line that this type of legalistic argument and delay is — 
unwarranted. He is sending Vigier a reaffirmation that his compromise proposal 
should be accepted by both parties as it stands. It provides for a gradual restora- 
tion of civilian life in the demilitarized zone under the general supervision of 

. the chairman of MAC. Policing to be done by locally recruited personnel who 
shall be of the nationality of the settlements concerned. All questions of 

: sovereignty or of the law which should prevail in the areas should be left for 
the peace settlement. In respect to law needed for police action, Israeli law 
should apply to their settlements and Arab law in the Arab villages.” (telegram 
771, 501.BB Palestine/6—-2449) | SO
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- Riley feels above will be completely inacceptable to Zaim.who _ 

accepted Bunche proposal on understanding demilitarized area would 

be completely separate from both Israel and Syria with ultimate re- 

sponsibility for zone resting with UN. Riley asserts this was Bunche’s 

intention. er Co a 

In view above Israeli stand, confirmed by conversation last night 

with Sharett, Riley sees little chance successful conclusion armistice. 

Believes question must be referred to SC. Pointed out Israel rejected 

plan for exchange territory and now in effect rejecting proposal for | 

demilitarized neutral zone. Only other possible suggestion before 

reference to SC is accord to effect that since both sides not able | 

agree on changes present truce lines should become armistice lines 

- pending final peace treaty. He sees no chance Israel accepting this 

| since Israel working on premise armistice lines will in practice be 

final peace lines. - - - 

| Sent Department, repeated Geneva 41 for USDel PCC, Damascus 

45, - | 

501.MA Palestine/6—2549 : ‘Telegram - oe 7 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United K ingdom 

SECRET PRIORITY _ Wasuineton, June 25, 1949—2 p. m. 

2198. USG convinced that only means breaking Israeli-Arab im- 

passe re refugees in order meet common US-UK objectives that ques- 

tion and carry forward contemplated procedure for solution refugee - 

problem is through exploitation Gaza strip proposal. During period 

PCC recess, we propose exercise strongest diplomatic pressure effort | 

create more cooperative attitude both sides. , 7 | | 

-. We have informed Israeli Government that we regard its proposal 

assume responsibility refugees and residents Gaza strip in return for 

cession thereof as significant admission its ability accept substantial 

number refugees, and that we believe this proposal shld serve as basis _ 

for discussion between states concerned. : | 

You will recall that proposal flatly rejected by Arabs when trans- | 

mitted them by PCC. On June 10 UnSecy during conversation with 

Egyptian Amb? asked latter his Govt’s position on Israeli proposal. 

Amb replied that Egyptian Govt regards offer as “cheap barter”, and 

stated first step is to permit those refugees so desiring return their 

homes. He had no suggestion, however, re disposition remainder. He | 

further stated Egypt wld wish make proposals re frontier rectification = 

designed secure strategically defensible frontier for purposes Egyp- 

1 See telegram 578, June 11, to Cairo, p. 1115. | |
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tian and Israeli security. Amb said such proposals wld not involve 
large amount territory. EES | 

On June 11 AmEmb Cairo acting on instructions requested views 
Egyptian auths re Israeli offer,? emphasizing concern USG re refugees 
that area, which has no econ potential for future settlement. Emb 
asked Egypt’s plans re disposition those not wishing return Israel, 
since latter might be considerable number, and requested Egyptian 
views re frontier in light Amb’s ref to strategic rectification, in order _ 
US might explore possibility exchange of Gaza strip for frontier 
rectification further south. | a | 

_ Khashaba Pasha informed Chargé he had requested military opin- | 
ion from Brit Amb Cairo as to frontier line which Egypt cld most 
satisfactorily defend with own resources, and was advised that Gaza- | 
Beersheba—Dead Sea line shld be adopted. In response specific query 
from Chargé, FonMin stated Egypt wld therefore not be willing cede 
Gaza strip to Israel even if Israel shld agree relieve Egypt of 
refugee burden that area. | | | 

_ While USG wld be prepared support frontier rectification favor 
Egypt, in accordance Pres’ formula re territorial compensation, pres- 
ent Egyptian proposal is of course not politically feasible and wld 
defeat purpose providing for disposition Gaza refugees. | _ 
We propose take strong line with Egyptians, based on overriding 

consideration of getting constructive action re refugees. USG ur- 
gently requests firmest UK support these representations and hopes — 
UK will make utmost effort disabuse Egypt of its unrealistic atti- 
tude towards frontier rectification of character described foregoing. 

| Deptel to Cairo this question being repeated you separately. 
‘Pls discuss foregoing urgently with FonOff, rpt reply to Cairo and 

Bern for USDel.® 

ACHESON 

* See footnote 2, p. 1116. | 
* This telegram was repeated to Cairo and to Bern for the American Delegation 

at Lausanne. In reply, on June 28, London advised of information from Michael 
Wright that the “UK would instruct British Ambassador to mention to Egyptian 
Government US representations and to say that on territorial aspects these 
representations UK did not wish to give Egypt advice one way or other. How- 
ever, refugees constitute problem utmost gravity and UK believes that if Egypt 
desires to keep Gaza strip it would be in very difficult position before world 
opinion if it refused keep refugees Gaza area. ... Foreign Office inclined to 
think that it would be better for Egypt to keep Gaza strip and its refugees and 
for Israel to take another 150,000 refugees from elsewhere.” (telegram 2501, 
501.MA Palestine/6-2849 )
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867N.01/6-1449: Telegram — 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy n Egypt * 

SECRET § PRIORITY - ‘Wasuineton, June 25, 1949—2 p. m. 

| 626. Pls seek immediate interview FonMin to resume subject dis- 

cussed urtel 578, June 142 and convey to him orally Dept’s views 

along fol lines: | / 

USG. notes with profound disappointment negative attitude Egypt 

re cooperation refugee problem. Up to present, and despite urgency 

of refugees’ plight, no concrete or constructive proposals for solution 

refugee problem have been forthcoming from any of Arab states. On 

its part, Egypt has consistently demanded repatriation of refugees 

while admitting that substantial proportion will not desire return 

Israel, and only proposal of Egypt re disposition latter category has 

been that states other than Egypt assume responsibility therefor. 

Consistently negative approach of Egypt typified by attitude UnSecy 

Hassouna Pasha (Cairo A-690, June 16%), who informed AmEmb _ 

- Cairo that PCC subcommittees, designed to give simultaneous study | 
to refugees and other outstanding issues, were unacceptable to Kgyp- 

tian Govt. Arab states shld give most serious attention to consequences - 

during recent years of their steadfast refusal accept realities situation 

re Pal. © OO a 

| Fol considerations shld be of direct concern to Egyptian Govt: 

(1) UNRPR program funds will run out within few months; 

(2) UN most unlikely take further action to extend assistance to 

refugees without evidence tangible progress towards solution refugee 

| problem prior opening autumn session GA; (8) in absence such action, 

entire financial and admin burden relief and rehabilitation all refugees ) 

and resident population in areas under Arab military occupation will 

devolve upon respective occupying authorities as soon as UNRPR 
terminates, as well as full onus formulating and executing plans for 
their permanent disposition. _ a 

USG regards problem of refugees as joint responsibility of Israel 

and Arab states, and, as member PCC, cannot agree that either side 

should shirk responsibility. This fact of more than academic interest 

to Egypt, which as occupying power in southwest Pal, bears full re- 

sponsibility for 230,000 refugees and 80,000 residents that area. USG, 

motivated by sincere desire find means resolving this problem, re- 

quested info re Egypt’s plans for permanent disposition these people. | 

_ _Nosuch info has been forthcoming. 

This telegram was repeated to London and to Bern for the American Dele- | 
gation at Lausanne. 

| 2 Not printed, but see footnote 4, p. 1117. | 
* Not printed. : |
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Israeli proposal re Gaza strip constitutes Israeli commitment to 
assume full responsibility for refugees and residents that area, and as 
such shld be given most serious and constructive consideration by 
Egyptian Govt. Proposal shld serve as basis urgent discussion between 
states concerned, through direct or indirect negots. USG prepared 
lend all possible assistance facilitate such negots. Repeat reply to 
Bern for USDel Lausanne. a OO 

| | | ACHESON 

| 501.BB Palestine/6—2549 : Telegram | ae 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY JERUSALEM, June 25, 1949—4 p.m. 

445. Last night together with Riley met Sharett at reception and he 
outlined Israel reply to Department proposal re Jerusalem. After 
thorough discussion with Riley following comments submitted on dif- 
ferent points: | | a 

1. Israel not willing accept proposition threat to peace exists in 
Jerusalem. Both Riley and Consulate General feel definite threat to — 

: peace existed but danger diminished for moment by action of Depart- 
ment. Believe preferable play down this aspect now and Department 
might reply glad draw conclusion from Israel note that Israel has no 
intention disturbing peace in Jerusalem. If necessary cite evidence 

_ threat to peace could mention movement of troops by both sides into 
Government House zone, failure both sides reduce forces Jerusalem 
in accordance with armistice, flat statement by Dayan to Consulate 
General that if not able obtain Scopus by negotiation would take it by 
force (would prefer Department not quote Dayan). oe 

2. Israel feels special committee should not be superseded. No ob- 
_ jection perceived to special committee remaining in being to handle 
minor matters by direct negotiation such as harvest in triangle. Riley 
also plans establish subcommittee of MAC to deal with armistice 

| questions leaving MAC free consider Jerusalem problem. 
3. Sharett stated willing instruct Israel delegation at next special 

committee meeting propose or support if proposed by Jordan refer- 
ence to MAC of questions in article 8 of armistice agreement. I 
Inquired whether would also include elimination of Arab and Israel 
zones which was essential part ‘Department proposal. He stated Israel 

. not prepared discuss territorial changes Jerusalem until questions in — 
article 8 successfully settled. Felt ample room for agreement existed 
in article 8. Argued broadening terms of reference would only enable 

| Arabs dodge fulfilling armistice and carrying out agreement already 
reached in principle at Rhodes. Said armistice lines now settled and 

| should not move on to questions of permanent lines until all armistice 
problems solved.
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Consulate General believes discussion of territorial changes as 
well as other Jerusalem problems in addition to those mentioned 
specifically in article 8 indispensable part Department proposal. 

Change proposed by Sharett strikes at foundation of plan. Problems 

mentioned article 8 are of prime importance to Israel but of relatively 

little interest to Arabs. Acquiescense in Sharett views would have | 
effect of US supporting Israel demands without Arabs receiving ade- 
quate return. Arabs could only conclude US indirectly exerting pres- 
sure for further concessions to Israel. | 

Consulate General has considered proposal as opening way to real 

and permanent settlement of many practical problems affecting Jeru- 
salem including principally limits of two zones and freedom of access. 

Such agreement would not conflict with international status plans | 

and would be based on premise of demilitarized and neutral city. Riley 
agrees with this conception. However, he feels also MAC might be 
able make progress on article 8 questions alone although this not 
desirable  -©- | | , . 

Strongly recommend Department insist on consideration of terri- | 

torial changes. Department might reply along following lines: Since 

agreement apparently not possible on narrow range of problems in | 

article 8 hoped by broadening questions for consideration possible 

reach accord. Because certain matters apparently not soluble under | 

armistice conditions suggested move forward towards permanent 

peace. Plan will permit overall discussion of Jerusalem problem in | 

interest of establishing lasting arrangements and permitting return of | 
normal life to maximum extent possible for both Jews and Arabs. _ 
Department feels that working on premise Jerusalem area will be — 
permanently demilitarized zone two parties by direct negotiation 

under UN chairmanship can make progress toward solution in per- | | 

| manent manner of many practical problems affecting J erusalem. Such 
agreement could be incorporated in plan of PCC for international 
status of city. Both parties have stated armistice agreements including 

demarcation lines only temporary and changes eventually necessary 
affecting daily life of people will cause much less dislocation now than 
in future. = | a | _ oe 

As previously reported Israel has approached armistice agreements 
with intent that they shall constitute in practice permanent arrange- | 

- ments especially as to boundaries. This explains attitude on Syrian 
armistice. Riley shares this view. Once Israel obtains satisfaction on 
questions in article 8 of Jordan armistice will have all it wants and be | 
content allow armistice agreement remain in effect indefinitely, Would _ 
just sit back and refuse any territorial changes as is doing at Lausanne
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despite efforts of US. Final position taken by Israel on territorial ques- 
tion Jerusalem will certainly indicate attitude towards territorial 

shifts as whole. In view Dayan statements to Consulate General that 
willing discuss territorial changes Jerusalem, still believe possible in- 
duce Israel negotiate on whole Jerusalem question including specit- 
ically delimitation of zones. If Israel acceptance limited to article 8, 
feel Department should consider reply rejection proposal. 

Sent Department 445, repeated Geneva 42 for USDel PCC, Amman 
42, Tel Aviv 66. | 

| | BuRDETT 

501.BB Palestine/6—2549 : Telegram | . . 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Ten Aviv, June 25, 1949—8 p. m. | 

- 489. ReDeptel 375 June 17 and Embtel 478 June 22. Formal reply to 
aide-mémoire handed Ford June 24 by Herlitz of Israel Foreign Office. 
Note reiterates Israeli Government’s inability subscribe view of USG : 
that present situation Jerusalem constitutes threat peace Palestine 
“unless State Department is in possession reliable information indi- 
cating intention on part Government Transjordan to resort to offen- 

sive military action that area.” However, Government Israel “welcomes 

method proposed by USG for settlement certain points at issue between 
it and Government Transjordan” and while preferring that any items 
discussed under new proposal be limited to those specified in Article 8 
of armistice agreement and no others, “has instructed its representa- 
tives on special committee to propose, or to support proposal that 

items as specified should be referred to MAC to meet under chairman- 

| ship General Riley”. Note finally expresses hope that implementation 

new proposal will not mean final abolishment special committee which 

government Israel believes “should continue to exist and meet for dis- 

| cussion and settlement such problems as both parties may agree upon 

in accordance former practice”. 
In delivering note Herlitz stressed his [her] government’s hope that 

(1) Riley “and no one else” would act as chairman all meetings MAC 

under new proposal, (2) That only those items named Article 8 be 

handled and any such item or items already acted upon by special 

| Committee not again be revived, and (8) that special committee not 

be terminated. 
Copies of note being airmailed. | | 
Sent Department 489, repeated Jerusalem 54, Amman 15. 

| | McDonatp
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501.BB Palestine/6-2749 | oe | | , 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the President — 

TOP SECRET | - WaAsHINeron, June 27, 1949. 

| There are attached herewith in accordance with your request of 

June 16, copies of cables covering talks held between Mr. Mark 

Ethridge, United States Representative on the Palestine Conciliation 

Commission, and Israeli Prime Minister David Ben Gurion. 

1The copies enclosed were telegrams from Jerusalem, as follows: . Nos. 274, . 

275, and 277, April 9; 291, April 13; 308, April 19; and 312, April 20. All of these 

messages are printed in this compilation, except for No. 308; regarding No. 308, a 

see footnote 1, p. 928. 

501.MA Palestine/6—2749 : Circular telegram | oe 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices * : 

SECRET : WASHINGTON, June 27, 1949—9 a. m. 

| In discussing Arab refugee problem with Govt to which accredited, 

you shld take fol gen! line: 
You shld bring to Govt’s attention substance Depcirtel May 27, 

1 a. m2 (Unpal 114) which USDel PCC has discussed informally 
with Israeli and Arab delegations Lausanne. Conditions under which 
such assistance wld be forthcoming shld be carefully emphasized. 

| You shld then state that USG deeply disappointed re failure © , 

Israelis and Arabs to adopt constructive approach to refugees. You 
shld emphasize that onus of responsibility resolving refugee question 
lies squarely on both Israelis and Arabs, and that USG is under no 
mandate from UN to lend its material resources to solve problem of | 

Israeli-Arab making. USG notes with disappointment that neither 
Israelis nor Arabs have shown any inclination meet conditions on 
which US offer assistance was based. In event conditions met at future | 

_ date, USG wld be prepared at that time consider question of assist- 
ance to Israel and Arab states. However, you shld emphasize implica- 

| tions such delay, since US support of refugee settlement program 
conditional upon UN action and sponsorship. Such program wld 
necessitate time-consuming and laborious preparation by PCC prior 

| to presentation to GA this autumn. Under present circumstances, 
PCC not in position initiate preparation such program in absence 

1 At Amman, Baghdad, Cairo, Jidda, Damascus, and Beirut. 
2? Not printed; it repeated to Arab capitals the text of telegram 674, identified 

also as Unpal 114, May 23, to Bern, p. 1047. |
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necessary political cooperation. Therefore any additional delay will 

mean increasing difficulty if not impossibility obtaining UN action 

this year. 

You shld stress problem of impending termination UNRPR pro- 

gram, and inquire what plans Arab states contemplate for continua- 

tion relief to refugees under their custodianship. oe 

You may inform Govt that Israeli auths have received similar 
representations.® ; 

ACHESON 

®Chargé Stabler discussed the content of this circular telegram with King 

Abdullah on the morning of June 29. He pointed out that while Jordan had 

willingly accepted the principle of resettlement “in private conversations with 

US and other representatives, its attitude appeared quite different when acting 

in conjunction with other Arab States. Emphasized US Government is continuing 

exert pressure on Israel to give early indication how many refugees it will 

repatriate but suggested that immediate action by Arab States regarding re- 

. settlement those refugees unwilling or unable return would in no way diminish 

pressure on Israel or chances for repatriation. Also indicated that if some positive 

action not taken soon Arab States would find themselves with no outside relief 

assistance whatsoever and expressed belief Arab States totally unable handle 
problem on their own. 

“King said he agreed with this analysis and suggested that steps be taken 

now by US and other interested countries in making survey of resettlement 

possibilities in Jordan and Arab Palestine with view to drawing up plans for 

such resettlement. He indicated he entirely prepared move forward on this 

basis at once if financial assistance for carrying out projects assured and felt 

that ‘if you begin with me and others see what is being done, they will soon 

follow’.” (telegram 267, June 29, 7 p. m., from Amman, 501.BB Palestine/6—2949 ) 

501.BB Palestine/6—2749 : Telegram - 

| Mr. Raymond A. Hare to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL — _ LAUSANNE, June 27, 1949-—3 p. m. 

Palun 234. [Here follows the first paragraph dealing with answers 

to questions from Syria given by the Palestine Conciliation Commis- 
sion at its meeting with Arab delegates on June 25.] | 

2. Essence Arab argument regarding territorial views ran as fol- 
lows: Arab delegates would be willing further to discuss territorial 
matters if Israeli delegation returned to protocol of May 12 by basing 
its proposals upon it and if PCC undertook to pass judgment on Israeli 
and presumably Arab proposals in connection therewith, = 

Arabs argued Jews have done nothing to implement protocol. Para- 
eraph 11 GA resolution December 11 reference refugees could not be 

| subject of negotiation as it was GA imperative. Jewish territorial 

proposals under May 12 protocol were not “adjustments” but annexa- 
tions. Arabs consider such proposals as inclusion western Galilee or 

Gaza as violation of protocol. Arabs also consider that Jewish agree- 
ment take Gaza refugees if Gaza strip is ceded to Israel as contrary
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GA resolution December 11. Arabs will not make such rash proposals 
but have complied with protocol as shown by their memos of May 18 
and May 21. Arabs have already approached territorial question in | 
their May 21 memo. PCC has duty deciding whether Arab proposal is 
within terms of protocol. OO | | | 

Arabs added regarding resettlement they were prepared to examine 
as soon as they knew how many refugees did not wish to return on | 
basis completely free choice. Lebanese delegate specifically stated such 
refugees would find Arab countries ready to take them. Foregoing | 
represents highlights of three-hour meeting. Summary record being 
pouched, sy a | Oo _ 

| | HARE | 

 501.BB Palestine/6—2749: Telegram , — aa 

~The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel | 

SECRET PRIORITY WASHINGTON, June 27, 1949—7 p. m. 

405. Dept concurs views expressed ConGen Jlem in Sharett inter- 
view reported Jlem Tel 445, Jun 25,rptd Tel Avivas66. | 

If official reply not yet received, or if unsatisfactory on points indi- | 
cated reftel, pls reiterate views to appropriate officials. Our reference 
to Jlem constituting threat to peace was not an accusation but rather 
a statement of concern entertained by USG. Same statement concern 
made in presenting proposal TJ Govt. Concern seemed legitimate es- 
pecially in view troop movements neutral zone. As result various con- 
sultations USG glad to have assurances such concern not warranted. | | 

Restriction terms reference MAC to questions in Art 8 would frus- 

trate one of main objectives in making US proposal. On basis our info 
previous negots re this art we feel they must be given broader base if 

| agreement to be reached. Emphasize that Art 8 calls for negotiated | 
agreement and this can only be done in negots between parties, . 

Re demarcation Arab-Jewish zones, this subject has special position 
in relation armistice on one hand and final peace on other. PCC given 
task formulating detailed proposals for Jlem at fall session GA. Most 
appropriate such proposals should include permanent demarcation 
lines and other arrangements now under discussion in Jlem. Oppor- 
tunity to achieve final settlement Jlem is perhaps best prospect for | 
progress this year and shld be seized by parties concerned. Further- 
more agreement questions residence Arab-Jewish inhabitants respec- 
tive zones will become more difficult the longer negots are delayed. 

Pls use arguments above and those in reftel in manner to indicate 
strong view USG that proposal entirely fair and equitable and ur-
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gently desirable shld be accepted as means settling Jlem case and det- 
inite progress toward permanent peace in Palestine.* _ 7 

7 _ ACHESON 

1This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem and Amman and to Bern for the 
American Delegation at Lausanne. Ambassador McDonald read excerpts of tele- 
gram 405 to Mr. Shiloah on July 1, “stressing USG insistence on broader base 
formal Jerusalem settlement.” These views were reiterated to Miss Herlitz by 
ot . on July 5 (telegram 524, July 9, 2 p. m., from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/ 

867N.48/6-2749 : Telegram 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Cartro, June 27, 1949—8 p. m. 

628. Following receipt Deptel 626, June 25, 2 p. m. requested in- 
terview with Foreign Minister just returned from Alexandria. 
Khashaba Pasha received me noon 27th. I read over to him state- 
ments attributed to him mytel 578 June 14? all of which he confirmed. 
Thereafter I orally rendered to him in French US Government’s 

views on lack of constructive attitude by Egypt and other Arab states 
in cooperating towards solution refugee problem. On my mention of 
Egypt’s “negative attitude” Khashaba Pasha interrupted and in- 
quired with asperity if Egypt’s steady insistence on positive imple- 
mentation of numerous UN resolutions could be called negative. Egypt _ 
had, in accordance with UN resolutions, insisted on right of refugees 
desiring to return to their homes to do so. Those who did not desire 
to return to their homes in Palestine (and by homes he meant their | 
houses and lands) should be compensated by Israel. Such persons 
should be admitted to the Arab states and the Arab states, Egypt in- 
cluded, would confer together as to distribution such refugees who 
had opted for resettlement. As for Egyptian refusal to accept pro- | 

| posed PCC’s subcommittees Foreign Minister stated that these sub- 
committees were Israeli devices designed to confuse humanitarian 
with territorial problems and perhaps indefinitely to delay former 
category which would not admit of delay. The human, that is, refugee 
problem, must be settled first since questions relating to demarkation 

of frontiers might drag on for years. 
Foreign Minister, who frequently interrupted me in a rather agi- 

tated fashion (due perhaps to unaccustomed fast this first day of 
Ramadan), listened to my exposition regarding financial difficulties 

_ which would in all probability, arise in absence of immediate construc- 

tive thinking on the Arab part during current recess of PCC. 
However, on my mention that in opinion US Government the refu- 

, gee problem was a joint responsibility of Arab states and Israel, min- 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 4, p. 1117.
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ister became annoyed and inquired if the Arabs did not have a right 
to defend themselves against aggression. | 

Israeli proposal of assuming responsibility for Gaza strip refugees 

| and inhabitants in return for Gaza—Rafa coastal area amounted to 

their insistence on being paid for fulfilling a prior obligation imposed 

upon them by UN. Moreover, the Israelis had made no promise to a 

permit the return of the refugees to their hearthstones, orchards and | 

fields. For such refugees to be turned off in all probability into the 

desert of the Negev adjoining the Gaza strip to re-create such life as 
they could in that barren soil was not repatriation in the sense under- _ 
stood by Egypt. However, in conclusion Minister stated Egypt would _ 
not refuse to give serious consideration to any plan designed as _ 
humanitarian measure and susceptible of bringing stability to an area 
or situation. He desired, though, in order to enable his government to 
give thorough study to views presented by US Government, to receive — 
written communication embodying such views. | | | 

Does Department authorize my summarizing its views in form of 

memorandum or other informal communication which I might send 

Minister under cover of personal letter? | 
Khashaba Pasha informed me of his prospective return this after- | 

noon to Alexandria where Prime Minister has already preceded him. 
~ He will return Cairo Monday, July 4, to attend dinner which he will | 

offer in honor Secretary Treasury Snyder. | 
It would be desirable to have for communication to him at that time 

| any further views Department may desire to express. | | 

It would seem that at least initial reaction of Foreign Minister to 

Department’s suggestion of utilization of Israeli proposal as basis for | 

discussion is far from favorable. | | | 

Sent Department; repeated Bern, USDel Lausanne. | . | 
| | PATTERSON 

501.BB Palestine/6—2849 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | Tet Aviv, June 28, 1949—noon. 

495. ReDeptel June 25 [24], number 398. Following repeated read- 
ings of text I asked Herlitz of Foreign Office to residence. Ford also — 
present. For more than hour June 27, we informally discussed main 
points text. | 

Then Herlitz read and paraphrased portions of Israeli Chargé’s | 
report on conference with Rusk June 25.1 Chargé stressed friendliness | 
of Department’s reply and Rusk’s verbal recommendation of bilateral 

1 See Mr. Rusk’s memorandum, p. 1177. | 

501-887—77-——76
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negotiations between Israel and Egypt, possibly on basis Gaza plan 
| and later with other Arab states individually. Chargé said Rusk sug- 

gested “probable necessity territorial compensation” to Egypt. Herlitz 
interpreted Rusk’s words as meaning “southern tip Negev”. (To this 
I made no comment.) Egypt considered by Rusk as key to deadlock. 
Chargé added Rusk also suggested “territorial compensation to other 
Arab states” (or as singular state) in subsequent negotiations. _ 
My questions to Department are: “Is above summary Rusk accu- 

rate and does his suggestion cancel earlier Department’s discourage- 
ment of bilateral negotiations between single Arab state and Israel?” 
(Deptel 330, June 1).? | | 
Related subject: Taking advantage of friendliness of Depart- 

ment’s reply to Israel, Deptel 398, June 25 [24], I brought conversa- 
| tion to refugees and said to Herlitz substantially: “No amount 

friendship for Israel can hide fact that it has, re refugee repatriation, 
| been poor in promise and poorer in performance. Recognizing all 

| difficulties, there are no justifications Israel’s relative inaction. Im- 
possible exaggerate human tragedy if Israel persists failure cooperate. 
If Israel in good faith proposed absorb the more than 200,000 refu- 
gees Gaza strip, it must have envisioned ways to do this. Hence, no 

, logic in Israel’s argument it unable repatriate more than few tens of 
thousands (as also stressed to Foreign Office by Kopper * on his recent 
visit). Unacceptable everywhere except in Jewish circles, will be 
argument that ingathering of exiles makes repatriation Arabs im- 
possible. Israel self-interest requires refugee cooperation asked by _ 

| Department.” (Close paraphrase my refugee remarks.) - 
I shall press these views with Weizmann at lunch today ¢ and later 

with Ben Gurion and Sharett. , 
Meantime, please wire details US and UN emergency refugee relief 

financial proposals reported Leopoldville radio night June 27. 
New subject: Will continue to press on Israeli officials points 

Deptel 397, June 24. | | 
Sent Department 495; repeated Bern 7 (for USDel PCC). | 

| ~ McDonarp 

? Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 72, June 1, p. 1082. | | 
5’ Samuel K. C. Kopper, Special Assistant to the Director of the Office of Near : 

Eastern and African Affairs. . | | ae | - 
4Ambassador McDonald lunched with President Weizmann at Rehovoth on 

June 28 and urged the views of the United States on the refugee question. Presi- 
dent Weizmann was said to have replied in substance that “your people don’t 
understand these refugees are our enemies and potential fifth column. Don’t your 
people read repeated threats from Arab capitals renewal war?’ When asked how 
he reconciled his position with the Israeli offer to take the Gaza strip, he replied 
“That would be more than we ought to do but it certainly is utmost that is 
§3949) (telegram 498, June 29, 1 p. m., from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/
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867N.01/6-2849: Telegram 
| 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt" 

SECRET | | WasHInGTon, June 28, 1949—7 p. m. 

635. You are authorized present substance Deptel 626, June 25, to 

‘FonMin as aide-mémoire, adding fol additional considerations: Oo 

USG firmly convinced Gaza strip proposal forms basis important 

contribution to final settlement Palestine problem as well as construc- 

tive approach to solution grave humanitarian problem of refugees, 

and notes with appreciation FonMin’s assurances (urtel 628, June 27) 

- that Egypt prepared give serious consideration to any plan designed as | 

humanitarian measure and susceptible of bringing stability to area. — 

USG is not unmindful of considerations prompting FonMin’s con- - 

 vern re disposition and future well being of refugees in Gaza strip 

(urtel para 4) if Israel shld assume responsibility such refugees. Ti 

Egypt so desires, USG is prepared seek fullest info from Israeli Govt 

re specific plans underlying Israeli proposal, including future status 

refugees as Israeli cits. USG is also prepared advocate establishment | 

appropriate international supervision to insure necessary guarantees 

welfare refugees are observed. _ an 

USG recalls with deep appreciation that Egypt, by its constructive _ | 

action as first state to conclude armistice agreement, gave necessary 

impetus to conclusion of hostilities in NE. We are deeply hopeful that 

Egypt, recognizing earnest desire Near Hastern peoples and interna- 

| tional community for restoration peace and stability Near Kast, 1s now 

prepared give similar stimulus to final settlement outstanding issues 

by entering into early discussions with Israel re Gaza proposal. USG 

reiterates that, if so requested, it stands ready to facilitate such dis- 

cussions by all means at its disposal. ae 

Rpt reply to London and to Bern for USDel Lausanne. oes | 

{This telegram was repeated to London as No, 2223 and to Bern for the 

American Delegation at Lausanne, | 7 - | 

501.MA Palestine/6-2549 : Telegram . Pog 

Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy im London | 

| SECRET —. . Wrasgurneron, June 30, 1949—7 p. m. 

2259. Pls seek early opportunity call upon Bevin and review ques- | 

tions outlined Deptel 2198, June 25 and 2223, June 28.4 You shld then 

make representations along fol lines: re a 

‘This was a repeat of 635 to Cairo, supra. | I , :
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| USG disturbed by UK attitude concerning Gaza strip and refugees 
therein as set forth urtel 25017 June 28 and puzzled re basis FonOff 
belief that Egypt might be prepared assume responsibility for refu- 
gees in Gaza strip, view population pressure in Egypt and steadfast 
refusal Egyptian authorities, in response approaches by US reps both 
Washington and Cairo, to consider acceptance even token number. 
In this connection, UK will recall that Egyptian auths recently took 
steps remove into Gaza strip some 10,000 refugees who were being 
maintained in Egyptian territory. - : | 

Egypt thus appears excluded as settlement area. Moreover, UK 
will recall that US-UK refugee working papers give no indication 
Gaza strip has economic potential for settlement any significant por- 
tion of refugees now in area. In addition resident population of 
80,000, who are for most part on relief at present time, Dept esti- 
mates number refugees in Gaza strip at minimum of 230,000, not 
150,000 as UK appears to believe (last para urtel). 

In view of foregoing, USG finds it difficult believe Egypt has any 
plans involving either total or partial Egyptian responsibility for dis- 
position Gaza refugees or that Egypt capable formulating such plans 
in foreseeable future. | | | 
USG recognizes that strategic considerations involved in UK think- 

- ing this question. In opinion USG, however, any strategic advantages 
which might be obtained from permanent retention Gaza strip plus | 
present occupants by Egypt wld appear to be outweighed by admin- 
istrative burden and enormous financial requirements involved in 
maintenance refugees on permanent basis, particularly since nature 
of area precludes execution of self-sustaining settlement projects. 
US is prepared support politically feasible modification Egyptian 

frontier in return for cession Gaza strip with all present occupants 
to Israel. In interests Egyptian-Israeli security, and equally in in- 
terests US—UK security, however, USG is convinced that speedy solu- 
tion of refugee problem, establishment final Palestine settlement, and 

| encouragement of modus vivendi between Israel and Arab states con- 
stitute firmer basis for strategic security of all states concerned than 
eld be achieved through exploitation minor military advantages of 
Gaza strip. 
US has made and continues to make strongest representations to 

Israel urging quantitative acceptance substantial number refugees 
without territorial acquisition. No result has so far been obtained, 
and only hopeful development presaging repatriation of large num- 
bers of refugees has been Israeli offer concerning Gaza strip. View 
facts that agreement between Israel and Egypt on Gaza strip and 

_ refugees would probably pave way for Israeli-Egyptian final settle- 

| * Not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 1180. .
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ment and thereby constitute decisive step towards overall Palestine 
settlement; that funds for UNRPR program are rapidly being ex- 
hausted; and that possibility getting UN action on constructive refu- 
gee program this autumn along lines contemplated by US-UK | 
becoming increasingly remote, USG firmly convinced that Gaza pro- 
posal shld become basis for discussion between Egypt and Israel. USG 

hopes UK will agree that solution of grave and potentially explosive | 

question of refugees is of overriding importance to US-UK strategic 
interests in NE area, and therefore reiterates its urgent request for 

firm UK support of US representations to Egypt. 
—_ | ACHESON 

501.BB Palestine/7—149 : Telegram . 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET BS JERUSALEM, July 1, 1949—2 p.m. | 

451. US proposals for negotiations in MAC on Jerusalem problems 

discussed yesterday with Dayan. From his comments believe Sharett 

rejected plan for following reasons: op ee | | 

1. Would constitute admittance by Israel that agreement not pos- 
sible on questions in article 8 of armistice; that Jordan no longer 
bound to carry out article 8 if agreement not also reached on broader 
questions mentioned in US proposal. Would thus nullify section of 
armistice which Israel feels grants it important right. re 

2. Known position of US on territorial settlement. Discussion of | 
delimitation of zones would only mean Israel giving territory and 
receiving very little in return. | oo 

3. Might indirectly involve acquiescence in international regime for 

_ Jerusalem to which Israel firmly opposed. a a 

Dayan suggested Sharett might consider direct talks on permanent 
Jerusalem agreement between Israel and Jordan under chairmanship 
of third party outside of terms of reference and machinery of armis- 

tice. He added such talks might consider whole question of peace treaty 

with Jordan since very difficult reach settlement on Jerusalem when 

boundary line and other points regarding remainder of Palestine not | 

determined. In these talks permanent arrangements regarding Latrun, — 
Scopus, and other questions mentioned in article 8 could be reached 
but without affecting agreement already reached in principle for dura- 
tion of armistice. | | , 

_ Above approach might accomplish most objectives US proposals but 

might well conflict with work of PCC, develop into direct peace talks 
between Israel and Jordan and even if acceptable to Jordan encounter 

opposition from other Arab states. | | a 
Sent Dept 451, repeated Geneva 44, Amman 48, Tel Aviv 69. 

| Burperr
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867N.01/7-149 : Telegram ee , 

The Chargé in the Soviet Union (Kohler) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | ‘Moscow, July 1, 1949—3 p. m. 

1661. 1. It seems to us in retrospect that Soviet support for inter- 

. nationalization Jerusalem under TC nothing more than formalistic 

gesture which had to be made in order not jeopardize adoption and 

| implementation overall partition plan embodied GA resolution No- 

vember 29, 1947 (Jerusalem’s numbers 437 and 440 to Department). 

9, Soviet supported this resolution because it believed creation weak 

independent state or states in Palestine would further its basic objec- 

tive of eradicating Anglo-American influence in area and substitution 

therefor of Soviet Communist influence. Internationalization Jeru- 

salem under TC not entirely compatible with this objective but cer- 

tainly better from Soviet viewpoint than British control. 
3. While western orientation present Israeli Government not pleas- 

| ing to Soviet Government, such reports as Beirut’s 282 June 10 * point 

toward concentration Communist Middle East effort in Israel and 

hence to conclusion that Soviets nevertheless consider Israel as “soft” 

for penetration purposes. a : | | 

4. As probability establishment separate Arab state in Palestine 

begins recede, alternative dispositions Palestine area outside present 

Israel-held territory would appear to be either incorporation within 

Israel or within Jordan. © . | 

5. Incorporation within Israel would obviously better suit Soviet | 

objectives: in view relative strength parties concerned. it also appears 

more likely outcome. | | 

6. Under these circumstances we may anticipate Soviet shift away 

from previous emphasis on carrying out November 29 GA resolution, — 

including plan for internationalization Jerusalem. New line may be | 

clothed in phraseology reminiscent of original Soviet preference for 
unified bi-national state in Palestine and thus have certain appeal to 

| Palestine Arabs. (Communist propaganda line with Arab refugees 

reported. Beirut’s 282 points this direction.) - 
%. Fact that Soviet press has been completely silent on Palestine 

issue for some time may also indicate stage being set for new Soviet 
approach Palestine. / oo | 

Both dated June 23; neither printed; the former cited an editorial ina 
| Communist newspaper in Jerusalem, which denounced the internationalization 

of Jerusalem as a device “to enable US gain control over Israel” and asserted 
that even international control over the Holy Places “would result in complete 
control by American rulers over all Jerusalem.” Mr. Burdett concluded that 
“Strong opposition by Commmnist paper to any form internationalization Jeru- 
sa peated change in USSR attitude this question.” (867N.01/6—2349)
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Sent Department 1661, repeated London 160, Jerusalem 1, Tel Aviv _ 

7, Arab capitals unnumbered. , 

| - KOHLER | 

867N.01/7-149 : Telegram ae | | 

oe The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt a 

SECRET 7 | | Wasuineton, July 1, 1949—8 p. m. 

659. Deptel 626 June 25 and Deptel 635 June 28. On June 24 Dept 

informally advised Israeli Emb USG anxious for Israelis and Kgyp- 

| tians to get together and discuss Gaza strip proposal. Dept also stated _ 

USG willing to facilitate such exchange of views either in New York 

or elsewhere. | | cog ERS 

- Israeli Chargé July 1 informed Dept he had received message from | 

Sharett stating Israeli Govt desirous begin proposed discussions with | 

Egypt and anxious for assistance USG in bringing about conversa- | 

tion. Israeli Govt would prefer discussions take place Lake Success but | 

willing consider any other arrangement agreeable to Egypt. 7 

Dept realizes Emb has not yet received reply to Aide-Mémoire sub- | 

| ‘mitted per Deptel 635 June 18 [28]. If favorable reply received Dept 

desires Emb immediately approach FonOff and state discussions with 

Israelis have resulted in suggestion that informal discussions be held 

Lake Success between reps Egypt and Israel. You shld inquire whether 

Egypt Govt agreeable foregoing and repeat US offer to facilitate such | 

discussions by all means at its disposal. : 
‘Dept instructing Emb London? request Brit FonOff instruct Brit 

Emb Cairo concert with US Emb and strongly support US represen- _ 7 

tations re Israeli-Egyptian discussions Lake Success if Egyptian Govt | 

reply US Aide-Mémoire favorable? | 

Bo | ere _ ACHESON : 

—1In telegram 2300, July 1, Sp. m., not printed. oo . a | 
 ? This telegram was repeated to New York. Chargé Patterson’s Aide-Mémoire, 

dated June 30, was presented to the Egyptian Foreign Minister on July 2 (tele- 

grams 642, July 5, and 713, July 26, both from Cairo, 867N.01/7-549, 501.MA 
Palestine/7—2649). The Chargé conversed on the matter early in July with Under | 

| Secretary Hassouna. The latter was said to have “reacted vigorously my allega- 
tion that Israeli proposal concerning Gaza has been sole constructive measure 
advocated in respect of long-term aspect of refugee problem, stating that Arabs 
had expressed constructive views Lausanne as he intimated Ethridge and Hare 
both knew. He added that it was really for PCC to advance solutions to refugee 
problem. Hassouna was also hotly antagonistic to Israeli desire take possession 
additional territory as represented by Gaza-Rafa strip and expressed surprise — 
that USG could regard such measure as constructive proposal. He evidently re- | 
garded it as an indication of Israeli predatory intent and, indeed, stated that 
as long as Israelis felt they could obtain American support, they ‘would never 
accept any proposition from any quarter.” (telegram 649, July 7, from Cairo, 

| 867N.01/7-749)
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501.BB Palestine/ 7-149: Telegram . oe 

} The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel | 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, July 1, 1949—8 p. m. | 

4920. Ur 495 June 28. Rusk in talk with Israeli Chargé discussed 
| territorial compensation to interested Arab states in accordance Presi- 

dent’s formula which well known to you. | 
Suggestion re Israeli-Egyptian talks applied specifically to Gaza 

strip proposal. Rusk foresaw such talks might lead to broader discus- 
sions with Egypt and possibly conversations with other Arab states. 

Dept would not discourage bilateral negotiations freely entered into 
by Israel and Arab states according terms GA res Dec 11 and un- 
accompanied by attempts coercion. Dept’s suggestion Abdullah sub- 
ject Deptel 330 June 1? made view circumstances surrounding pre- 
vious bilateral Israeli-Jordan talks resulting Israeli occupation addi- 
tional area triangle, necessity give maximum support PCC at crucial 

| moment, and possibility Israel and Jordan might reach agreement re 
Jerusalem which would exclude international and Christian interest 

| that city. 
Dept hopes you will not allow Israeli officials evaluation of tenor of 

US reply to give them impression that US Govt does not attach most 
grave importance to points made in US notes. What was Herlitz reply 
to your remarks re refugees ? 

Dept has no info re “US and UN emergency refugee relief financial 
proposals”. Broadcast may have been based upon SYG Lie’s urgent 
appeal to UN members for more contributions UNRPR.’? 

| ACHESON 

1Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 72, June 1, p. 1082. : 
2 Ambassador McDonald replied on July 5 that he was grateful for the clarifi- 

eation of the Department’s position regarding bilateral negotiations. He advised 
further that “Government here has repeatedly insisted it has never used threats 
in Israel-Transjordan negotiations, Israel officials do not misinterpret Deptel 379, 
June 18 as weakening of USG position President’s note May 28. I stress every 
opportunity that USG attaches ‘most grave importance to points made in US 
note’ and leave no room for doubt. Re Dept’s question Deptel 420 Herlita’s reply 
my refugee remarks (Embtel 495, June 28), she remained silent.” (telegram 513 
from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/7-549) Telegram 379 is not printed, but see 
footnote 2, p. 1156. " .
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867N.01/7—849 : Telegram a | 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET | | Tex Aviv, July 3,1949—3 p.m. 

| 511. Shiloah of Foreign Office, who returned Tel Aviv June 30, was | 

at residence my request two hours July 1. Ford also present. Re Wash- | 

ington impressions Shiloah said: | | | 
Was gravely troubled and perplexed by “widespread and deep sus- 

picion in USG of Israel’s purposes”. US and Israel have same basic. | 
purposes in Middle East—(1) stability, (2) peace, (3) prosperous and 
secure Israel and Arab states. Third objective impossible without 
achievement of first and second. USG and Israel differ only about 
means, yet their relations poisoned by USG’s suspicion of Israel. Arab 
states are openly rearming, pledging renewal of war and refusing 

discuss terms of peace, but Israel alone is charged by USG as potential 
agoressor. Cause of this discrimination must be found and eradicated. 
Obviously prevailing suspicion not primarily matter of USG person- _ 
alities, What can Israel do to end USG suspicions? (Close Shiloah’s 

— main statement) ps 7 a | | | 
In reply I admitted frankly fact and gave list reasons USG fears of 

Israel’s purposes. I stressed that Israel’s failure yield on issues refu- 
gees or frontiers and its evident superior military strength were basic 
causes. Ford pleaded eloquently that Israel make large and definite 
refugee offer, = © © | : | a - 

_ Replying Shiloah said pressure on Israel for refugee offer was “easy | 
way” for us and if granted would solve nothing, but only prepare way 
for another similar demand on Israel later. He then repeated his per- 
sonal suggestion made “towards end” of conference in office Assistant 

Secretary June 18 that a small committee immediately draft general 
but comprehensive plan refugee settlement. _ 

Re Department Gaza suggestion (Deptel 399 June 24 [25]) Shiloah 
expressed warm appreciation and said Israel will press bilateral nego- | 
tiations. He fears failure however “unless Cairo ceases feel that USG 
on theory territorial compensation, supports transfer southern tip = 
Negev to Egypt”. CO 

| Comment: Shiloah’s anxiety reflects grave concern of government 
here and its resentment at “injustice of USG’s suspicions”. Depart- 
ment’s willingness sponsor Israel-Egyptian negotiations is, I think, 
most helpful move in long time. Its success would loosen key log in 
both refugee and territorial jam. E'nd comment. a 

| | | | McDonatp 

*Mr. Shiloah at this point was referring, presumably, to the meeting with 
Acting Secretary Webb on June 17. Mr. Webb’s memorandum of that conversa- 
tion did not include Mr. Shiloah’s suggestion as set forth in this paragraph. 

| |
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501.BB Palestine/7-549 : | 

Memorandum by the Acting Director of the Office of United Nations 
Affairs (Sandifer) to Mr. James W. Barco* | 

| RESTRICTED | [WasuineTon,| July 5, 1949. 

The working paper of May 18, 1949 entitled “Preliminary Draft, 
International Regime for the Jerusalem Area” has been examined by 
officers of UNA, L, and NEA, who have collaborated in the following 
comments and suggestions which are transmitted for your assistance. 
Please give us your reaction to these suggestions and keep us in- 
formed as to the views of your French and Turkish colleagues on such 
of the points as you may take up with them. 

It is suggested that the working paper might be given a title such 
as “Instrument Establishing an International Regime for the Jerusa- 
lem Area”. This would make it possible to refer to the document as an 

“Instrument” rather than a “Plan” as is now done. 

Article 3. Powers of government in the two zones shall be exercised 
by the competent local authorities in their respective zones except 
as otherwise provided in the present Instrument. oe - 
Comment: Tt is believed preferable to eliminate the phrase “ex- 

clusive competence” found in the working paper in favor of the 
expression “except as otherwise provided”, which is a more accurate 
description of the division of powers set forth in the Instrument. 

Article 4. It is suggested that the proposed United Nations rep- 
resentative be given the title of “Commissioner” instead of 
“Administrator”. | | 

After the first paragraph of Article 4, the following might be 
inserted : | 

“The Commissioner shall report annually to the General As-  __ 
sembly. He shall also make special reports to the appropriate , 
United Nations organ whenever he deems it necessary.” 

Article 5. Delete the last sentence and substitute the following 
| phrase as the last clause of the preceding sentence: “and three by 

the responsible authorities of the two zones acting jointly or, 1n event 
of their failure to agree, by the Commissioner.” a 

Comment: This suggestion is in line with the suggestion in Jeru- 
salem telegram 412, June 13, the reasons for which are regarded as 
completely valid. , a . 

Article 6. On behalf of the United Nations, the Commissioner shall 
ensure the protection of and free access to the Holy Places, in ac- 
cordance with the terms of Articles 12 to 14 of the present Instrument. 

1Mr. Barco was formally attached to the Division of United Nations Political 

Affairs; at this time, he was on detail to the American Delegation at Lausanne. 

The memorandum of July 5 was sent to him, in care of the Consulate at Geneva, 
with a letter of July 14 by Mr. Sandifer, who by that time had become Deputy 

Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs (501.BB Palestine/ 

7—-1449). |
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Article 6 bis. Similarly on behalf of the United Nations, the Com- 

missioner shall supervise : | rear | 

(a) the permanent demilitarization and neutralization of the 

area, in accordance with the terms of Article 15 of the present 

| Instrument;and > oo | — 

(b) the protection of human rights and of the rights of distinc- | 

tive groups, in accordance with the terms of Article 17 of the pres- 

ent Instrument. | | 7 a 

| Comment: We consider that the word “supervise” is a more ac- 

curate expression of the function of the Commissioner under para- 

graphs 2 and 3 of Article 6 of the working paper. | | 

Article 7. The Commissioner, assisted by the Administrative Coun- 

cil, shall promote, facilitate, and participate in: re Coe 

Oo ¢ a) coordination of measures for the maintenance of public | 

order ; ae | - 

| (6) operation of the main services of common interest to the 

Jerusalem area; > | | | | | 

(c) equitable allocation of the contributions of each zone toward | 

expenditures in the common interest; and Oo 

| (ad) planning and execution, on an area-wide basis, of such 

matters of municipal concern as regional planning, the develop- 

ment of transport and communications, and the construction and | 

- operation of public utilities. | | | i 

Comment: It is believed that the expression “promote, facilitate, 

and participate in” more accurately describes the role of the Commis- — 

sioner than the term “ensure”—an obligation which might also be be- 

yond his power to carry out. a - DO 

— Article 8. Delete. fees | 7 | 

Comment: The part of Article 8 which is desirable to retain is 

here moved to Article 7, resulting in the deletion of Article 8. _ 

‘Article 9. There shall be established an International Tribunal | 

for Jerusalem composed of three judges to be appointed by the Presi- 

dent of the International Court of Justice. Each judge shall hold 

office for a term of _______ years from the date of his appointment 

and until a successor shall have been appointed, unless his post on 

the 'Tribunal shall earlier have become vacant. The President of the 

International Court of Justice shall determine when a vacancy has 

been created through resignation, disability, or death. A judge may 

be removed for cause by the General Assembly of the United Nations, 

thereby creating a vacancy. A judge may be appointed for successive 

terms. In the initial appointments, one judge shall be appointed 

for _____ years, the second for _____ years, and the third 

for _______ years. The judges of. the International Tribunal shall 

not be residents of Jerusalem or nationals of the State of Israel or 

an. Arab State. The Tribunal shall sit in Jerusalem. Tt shall prescribe oe 

its own rules of procedure. The Tribunal shall designate one of its 

number to serve as president for such period as the Tribunal may 

determine. The judges shall receive uniform salary, and allowances, 

in amounts to be determined by the General Assembly. |
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The International Tribunal for Jerusalem shall have jurisdiction 
to hear and determine cases between the responsible authorities of the 
Jewish and Arab zones and between the United Nations Commissioner 
and the responsible authorities of either zone involving claims that 
laws, ordinances, regulations, administrative acts or court decisions 
applying to the area of Jerusalem are incompatible with the present 
Instrument. | | | 

Alternative teat for preceding paragraph: | 

{The International Tribunal for Jerusalem shall have jurisdiction 
to hear and determine cases between the responsible authorities of 
the Jewish and Arab zones and between the United Nations Com- 
missioner and the responsible authorities of either zone concerning the 
interpretation or application of the present Instrument. | ” 

The Tribunal shall also have jurisdiction to review, in its dis- 
eretion, final decisions of the Mixed Tribunal for Jerusalem provided 
for in Article 10 of the present Instrument. 

Decisions of the Tribunal shall be binding on the parties. 
The International Tribunal may issue such orders within its com- 

petence as it deems necessary to the effective exercise of its 
jurisdiction. CC | | 
Comment: As indicated in Unpal 88, May 2, we favor making the 

| decisions of the Tribunal legally binding in all cases. On this basis the 
distinctions made in paragraph 8 of Article 9 of the working paper 
become unnecessary. Also it seems that paragraph 2 of this Article 
would include paragraph 1, which may therefore be eliminated. 

An alternate text is submitted above for paragraph 2 embodying the 
usual language used in treaties for conferring compulsory jurisdiction 

| over the subject matter. Such language would be desirable on general 
principles, but there is doubt whether in this case it might give an 
appearance of rigidity which would be objectionable to the parties. 

The paragraph concerning the review of decisions of mixed courts is 
suggested because it is felt that such cases, even though the parties are 
individuals or corporations, might involve the interpretation of the 
basic Instrument for Jerusalem. _ 

Article 10. The following introductory paragraph for this article is 
suggested : 

“There shall be established a Mixed Tribunal for Jerusalem 
composed of three judges. Each Judge shall hold office for a term 
of ————— years from the date of his appointment and until a 
successor shall have been appointed, unless his post on the Tri- 
bunal shall earlier have become vacant through resignation, dis- 
ability, or death. A judge may be appointed for successive terms. 
One judge shall be appointed by the responsible authorities of 

: the Jewish and Arab zones respectively. The third judge, who 
shall serve as president of the Tribunal, shall be appointed by the 
President of the International Tribunal for Jerusalem; this third 
judge shall not be a resident of Jerusalem or a national of the 
State of Israel or an Arab State. The Mixed Tribunal shall sit 

| in Jerusalem. It shall prescribe its own rules of procedure. The 

* Brackets appear in the source text. : :
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| judges shall receive uniform salary, and allowances, in amounts 

to be determined by the General Assembly.” 

- This would be followed by the present second paragraph of the 

working paper, with the insertion of the word “all” before “the 

parties” in the second line. _ | | 

The following additional paragraph for Article 10 is also suggested : 

“The Mixed Tribunal may issue such orders in Jerusalem as it 

| deems necessary for the effective exercise of its jurisdiction. The 

- decisions and orders of the Mixed Tribunal shall be executed by 

the appropriate authorities of the zone in which such decision or 

order applies.” 7 

Article 11 bis. The salaries, allowances, and administrative expenses _ 

of the United Nations Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner, the | | 

International Tribunal for Jerusalem, the Mixed Tribunal for Jeru- | 

salem, and the staff of the Administrator, including guards and admin- 
istrative personnel, shall be included in the annual budget adopted by 

the General Assembly and shall be paid by the United Nations. 

Comment: This text would replace the last paragraph of present 

Article 11. | 
Article 12. As to the first paragraph, it might be desirable to specify 

that guards may also be stationed on the routes specified by the Admin- 

istrator to give Immediate access to the Holy Places. 
With regard to paragraph 2 on taxation, we would consider that the 

corresponding clause, (Article 56, paragraph 6) of the Trusteeship 

Council draft Statute, would be preferable. This clause was based 

almost textually on the General Assembly Resolution of November 29, _ 

1947 and had wide acceptance among United Nations members, in- 

cluding France. : 
Article 13.'The Commissioner shall undertake to secure for minis- 

ters of religion and pilgrims free circulation throughout Jerusalem. . 

He shall have power to negotiate and conclude with the States con- | 

cerned arrangements to facilitate the travel of ministers of religion | 

and pilgrims to and from Jerusalem. | | 

Article 16. It is suggested that the second paragraph begin as 

| follows: © | 7 

“The reponsible authorities of the two zones shall make declara- 

tions to the General Assembly guaranteeing the demilitarized 
character of their respective zones .. .”? 

The third paragraph might read : : 

| “Any violation of the provisions contained in these assurances _ 

or any attempt to alter the international regime by force shall, 

unless settled by negotiations or pursuant to a decision of the 

Tribunal, be reported by the Commissioner to the Secretary Gen- | 
eral, who shall bring the matter to the attention of the Security 

Couneil.” | | 

In the fourth paragraph we suggest that “two parties” be replaced 
by “responsible authorities” and that the following be added to the end | 

5 Omission in the source text. |
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of the paragraph: “ynless temporarily authorized by the United 
Nations Commissioner.” 

Article 16. We suggest the deletion of the phrase “be called upon to.” 
Article 17. Our comments on this article have already been tele- 

graphed to you. | | 
Article 18. We suggest that this should be deleted. | oa 
Article 19. A possible alternative to this article would be a provision 

that Jerusalem shall not be the capital of either of the adjacent states. 

We also have in mind the possibility of using the International Tri- 

bunal in certain matters outside the Jerusalem area. In particular we 

have in mind the possibility that the parties might be called upon to 

: give undertakings that they will not impose undue restrictions on the 

entry and free movement of persons desiring to visit the Holy Places 

in Palestine. It appears possible to give the International Tribunal 

jurisdiction to determine whether visa regulations and other measures 

, are unduly restrictive of such free access. _ 

867N.01/7-549 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET = § PRIORITY Tent Aviv, July 5, 1949—noon. 

512. From reliable private American, whom I trust completely but 
am pledged not name, I am told that President Weizmann is calling 
conference with Ben Gurion and Sharett July 6 to urge that Israel 

offer unqualified + non-aggression pacts to Arabs States. | 

I would appreciate Department’s reaction this idea and its advice.’ 
| | | McDonatp 

1Ag originally received in the Department, telegram 512, at this point, read 
“qualified”. The correction was made on July 8. : 

2'The Department replied on July 5, stating that it would be “pleased see non- 
aggression pacts freely entered into between Arab States and Israel. However, 
Dept unable give to proposal ur 512 July 5 the full consideration necessary with- 
out further details. For instance, what is meant by ‘qualified’? Does Weizmann 
envisage non-aggression pacts as forming part of overall peace settlement, or 
wld he plan make proposal before and separately? Difficult see how Israel cld 
hope Arab States wld take favorable action on proposal unless it connected with 
final settlement.” (telegram 423, 867N.01/7-549) | | 

867N.48/7-149 | 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Johnson) 

SECRET | - Wasutinerton, July 6, 1949. 

My Dear Mr. Srcrerary: The receipt is acknowledged of your 
letter dated June 14, 1949, in which you analyze the probable effects 
of the Arab refugee problem upon United States military and strategic
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interests in the Near East, in response to the Department’s request for 

such an appreciation. This appreciation, as well as the intelligence est1- oe 

mate prepared by the Central Intelligence Agency which you trans- 

mitted as an enclosure, are of considerable value to the Department. 

The Department is transmitting your letter together with its enclosure 

to the President ? for his information. | | 

You are doubtless aware that the President recently made a decision 

to recommend to the Congress that this Government, within the 

framework of the United Nations, support a program for the repatria- 

tion and resettlement of the Palestinian refugees with United States oe 

- financial and technical assistance. Such assistance would be conditional | 

upon (1) formulation by the Palestine Conciliation Commission or the | 

United Nations of a plan which has a reasonable chance of implemen- 

tation at a reasonable cost; (2) full acceptance by Israel and the Arab 

states of the responsibilities involved and their active cooperation in | 

| the execution of an agreed plan; and (3) appropriate assistance from 

international and other sources. | | | 

If these conditions are fulfilled, the execution of such a program of 

repatriation and resettlement would have important effects in meeting 

the objectives of the National Military Establishment in the Near East. | 

You are assured that the position of the National Military Estab- _ | 

lishment will be given the fullest consideration in the further develop- 

ment of this Government’s policy toward the Arab refugee problem. | 

| Sincerely yours, — a Dean ACHESON 

1-With Secretary Acheson’s memorandum of July 7, not printed. 

501.BB Palestine/7—649 : Airgram | 7 | 

| The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | JERUSALEM, July 6, 1949. 

A-94, The following general observations, admittedly of a specu- | 
lative nature, are respectfully submitted regarding the current situa- 
tion in Palestine: | . | 

- 1—The favorable opportunity for settlement of the present phase of 
the Palestine problem existing at the time of the signature of the first _ 
armistice agreement has now passed. Willingness on the part of the 
Arabs to end, at least for the time being, the fight over Palestine has 
been replaced by a general hardening of attitude and reaffirmation of 
their early conviction that it is impossible to do business with the 
Jews. The turning point and one of the principal causes of this change | 
was the harsh terms exacted by Israel in the “Triangle.” Thus Israel
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' has missed an opportunity to start on the long and difficult road to- 
wards achieving at least a working relationship with the Arabs upon 
which her future depends. SRE 

2—Arab efforts are now turning to relatively long range plans for — 
the time when it will be possible to resume the war against Israel. 
Recognition of their past weaknesses and readiness to actually work 
for that future date rather than rely on talk is growing. The Arab 
Legion program for training Palestinians has met with good response 
and recruits are now drilling at numerous villages. The Arabs have 
no immediate intention of resuming hostilities, but the movement is 
towards a day in the future when a successful war will be possible 

a instead of a day in the future when real cooperation with Israel will 
be possible, Although Arab disunity is still great, each state is appar- 
ently working separately towards the same objective. 

| 3—The immediate desire of the Arab refugees is to return to their 
original homes regardless of the government in control. Morale is low, 
they see little hope in the future, and the meagre personal possessions 
which were salvaged have been expended. The Palestinians consider 

_ themselves the victims not only of the UN and Israel but of the failure 
of the other Arab States to live up to their boasts. - 

| 4—-Despondency, misery, lack of hope and faith, and destruction of 
former standards of values, make the refugees an ideal field for the 
growth of communism. Having lost everything, the rosy, although _ 
vacuous, pictures of a Communist society are a strong temptation. 
d—Recent reports of US pressure on Israel have raised to a high 

pitch Arab expectations that Israel will be forced to conform to the 
often stated US policy both with respect to territories and refugees. 
Non-fulfillment of these hopes will bring a correspondingly bitter 
reaction. 
6—The State of Israel has no intention of allowing the return of 

any appreciable number of refugees except, perhaps, in return for 
additional territory. By this date there is much truth in the Israel 
contention that their return is physically impossible. Arab houses 
and villages, including those in areas not given Israel by the parti- 
tion decision, have been occupied to a large extent by new immigrants. 
Others have been deliberately destroyed. There is practically no room 
left. Arab quarters in Jerusalem, until recently a military zone, are 
now almost full and new immigrants are pouring in steadily. 
~—Despite Israel’s declarations, the state is financially unable to 

pay compensation for Arab property taken over. Great difficulty is 
experienced even in financing current Jewish immigration and settle- 

| ment. Barring outside loans or gifts, the funds are not on hand. 
8—The UN and particularly the US thus find themselves in the
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position of indirectly supporting and financing Jewish immigration. 

and settlement. By feeding and settling Arab refugees deprived of = 
property and means of livelihood, the UN and US are enabling Israel | 
to use the same property and means of livelihood for new immigrants. 

_ 9-Failure of the UN in the past to protect the rights and interests 
of the Palestinian Arabs by forcing Israel to comply with the various _ 
UN Resolutions is largely responsible for the present situation. The 

- policies which Israel has been permitted to follow have placed her 

ina position whereareversalisalmostimpossible. = = | 
-10—The State of Israel has no intention of consenting to any re- 

duction in territory now held except for minor rectifications with full 

compensation. ‘Israel conducted the armistice negotiations with the | 
intent that the boundaries fixed should be minimum frontiers of the | 

 newstateandnottemporaryarmisticelines, 9 oe 
11—Israel has three additional immediate demands. If it proves _ | 

impossible to satisfy them by negotiation, the employment of force 

is not unlikely. These are: withdrawal of Syrian forcestothe former _ | 

Palestine boundary; elimination of the Latrun salient; free access to, 

and additional territory on, Mount Scopus. - a 

_ 12—-Israel eventually intends to obtain all of Palestine, but barring - | 

unexpected opportunities or internal crises will accomplish this ob- | 

jective gradually and without the use of force in the immediate future. _ 

" 18—Israel is convinced of its ability to “induce” the United States 
to abandon its present insistence on repatriation of refugees and terri- = 

torial changes. From experience in the past, officials state confidently | 

_ “you will change your mind,” and the press cites instances of the ef- 
fectiveness of organized Jewish propagandaintheUS.  ——— | 

14—Under the present, circumstances the UN and US are confronted | a 

with two broad choices: = OE | 

-a-—Empley the necessary punitive measures against Israel to force 

her to consent. to a reduction in territory and repatriation of refugees. 
At this late stage strong measures are required which will have a severe 

| effect on the State of Israel economically and politically, 
~ 6—Admit that the US and UN are unable or unwilling to take the | 
required measures, and therefore that US policy on boundaries and | 

refugees cannot be.carried out. This will require plans to liquidate the | 

Palestine problem, formed on the premise that the refugees will not | 
return and that no territorial changes will occur. _ na eek 7 

-. 15—Delay in making the necessary determination will only make __ 

it more difficult either to force the necessary reversal on Israel or to 

develop resettlement. plans for the refugees and to. conclude at least. | 

| de facto peace treaties, - eiak - oe a | Se | 

| | a BURDETT | 

501-887—77—77 | oo | - | a
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501.BB Palestine/7-649 : Telegram gg 

~ Lhe Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

| secrer, ti t:~—~<‘ CO Aviv, July 6, 1949—3: 46 p.m. 

| 516. In hour talk yesterday and Foreign Office, Herlitz told Ford 
Israeli Government had sent July 1 request via PCC # to representa- 

_ tives of Egypt, Lebanon and Transjordan for names Arab dependents 
: (wives, children) now those three countries of “breadwinners” now in _ 

_ Israel in order immediate steps may be taken reunite these divided 
__. families in Israel. She not prepared hazard number possible repatri- | 

ates under this plan but felt would be “less than 25,000 persons.” | 
| Re Jerusalem proposal (Deptel 375, June 17) Herlitz said Dayan 

| was told by Burdett July 2 that proposal transfer certain functions 
| SP Commission to MAC “had been withdrawn by USG” and asked 

confirmation this report in view Israeli agreement support proposal. 
| Please advise present statusthisdevelopment? 

- Sent Department 526; repeated Jerusalem57;Amman17. 

| | a Be —  McDonarp 

-47he request was actually made through the Mixed Armistice Commission: - 
The correction was requested by Tel Aviv in its despatch 178, July 8 (501.BB — 
Palestine/7—849) . a | rns Bo Pag ins co 

*The Department’s reply on July 7 stated that “USG has not withdrawn 
| proposal re MAC. Dept has assumed Riley investigating possibility setting up 

new arrangement view acceptance proposal by Jordan and willingness Israel go | 
- along despite reservations. Dept desires Emb press points made Deptel 405 

| OS une 27.” (telegram 433, 501.BB Palestine/7—649 ) oe So 

867N.48/7-649: Telegram oe | a | Oo 

ss Phe Secretary of State to the Legationin Jordan = 

RESTRICTED ss . Wasutneton, July 6, 1949—6 p. m. 

7 93. In meeting with Haikal July 6 McGhee expressed appreciation __ 
for cooperative attitude shown by Jordan re refugees but pointed out 

ss any int. assistance in solving refugee problem depended upon agree-. 
ment Israelis and Arabs accept their responsibilities re repatriation | 
and resettlement. Said he thought public announcement by Jordan of 
readiness accept some refugees might be helpful in leading other Arab _ 
states agree accept own responsibilities. Inquired whether Haikal 

| thought his Govt willing makesuchstatement.- oe 
OO Haikal said wld consult Amman but believed Govt'wld be agreeable 

make public statement accepting for resettlement a number of refugees 
“who did not desire return to homes in Israeli-occupied areas”, with | 

--_- proviso re int. assistance. : a So
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In conversations this matter with auths you shld stress necessity _ / 

that all parties accept responsibilities re refugees in order provide basis — 

for any possible int. aid within framework UN, Wld be difficult, for 

example, establish int. refugee program on basis cooperation only one = 

country such as Jordan. You shld inform auths that US believes pub- | 

lic statement by Jordan wld be helpful in inducing other Arab states © 

cooperate, but leave no doubt in their minds that while statement wld | 

be deeply appreciated by US, it wld only be first steps and that int. 

refugee program can not be established without cooperation Israel _ 
and Arab states and without prior survey resettlement and repatria- | | 

tion possibilities in Arab states and Israel. State US continues press 

Israel re repatriation. . | | oe 
-. Jn conversations with auths you shld emphasize points made Dep- 

circtel June 274 000 OO : 

oe cetera. Be ACHESON 

-. 2'The formal reply to the Chargé’s representations were embodied in a Jor- | 
danian Foreign Office note of July 19. The note stated that Jordan supported the | 

right of the refugees to return to their country in accordance with United Na- 

tions decisions and that the Government would cooperate concerning those | 

| - refugees who did not wish to return, providing financial assistance were forth- | 

-eoming (telegram 285, July 20, 9 a. m., from Amman, 501.BB Palestine/7-2049).° | 

Mr.. Stabler concluded his telegram with the observation that “No mention is 

made in note of public statement. It is clear from various talks with Foreign : 

. Minister and others that. Jordan Government does not feel it can make such 
statement at this stage” = © | sees os | - re 

867N.01/7-349 : Telegram Be | 

The Secretary of State to the E'mbassy in Israel. 7 . 

‘TOP SECRET os -- ‘Wasutneton, July 6, 1949—8 p. m. 
430. Fol Dept’s comments ur 411 [617] July 3 for your use with _ 

Shiloah and other Israeli officials who may take similar line: So | 

_.. US as anxious as-is Israel for peace, prosperity and stability NE, 

but can not.agree that this can be achieved on Israeli premises regard- | | 

ing territory and refugees. Pe - 
_ On basis investigations its reps abroad US Govt does not believe _ 

Arab states preparing resume conflict. Any public statement to con- 

trary designed for internal consumption within Arab states can be — es 
matched by corresponding Israeli publicstatements. = 

- US Govt has pointed out to Israeli Govt on numerous occasions __ 
steps latter might take to facilitate arrival peace NE and continued a 

full US support ofIsrael, : | : Oo | 
US Govt can not. agree that repatriation substantial number refu- _ 

- gees wld “solve nothing.” In opinion US Govt such move wld be major 
step on road to peace. oe
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~ US Govt also rejects apparent implication Shiloah that solution. 

, tefugees problem is responsibility of US. Clear that primary respon- 

| sibility lies with Israel and Arab states, which. shld discharge this _ 

responsibility through repatriation and. resettlement, respectively. Oo . 

Pe ee - . ACHESON 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—749 re Fe 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

| State for Near Eastern and African Affairs (Hare) — 

SECRET | _ PD Wasnineron,] July 7, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. Aubrey Eban, Israeli Representative to the U.N. 

, | - -Mr. Uriel Heyd, Israeli Chargé D’Affaires ai. — - 
_ Mr. George C. McGhee, Assistant Secretary, NEA? — 
SO Mr. Raymond Hare, Deputy Assistant Secretary, NEA 

+ In the course of a luncheon conversation on July 7 Mr. Eban | 
inquired whether the Department had heard anything from the Egyp- 
tians regarding the possibility of conversations in New York on the | 

| Gaza strip question. He said that he had intended leaving this week- — 
end for a short trip to Tel Aviv but that he would naturally defer his 

-_ departure in case there was a prospect of the holding of conversations 

at an early date. Mr. McGhee said that we had not heard from the 
| Egyptians as yet but that we expected to do so any time now and 

that we would, of course, inform the Israeli Embassy as soon as we 
7 received word. — re — 

Discussing the substantive side of the Gaza strip proposal, Mr. Eban | 
said that from the economic standpoint this area was of little interest 

| to Israel; its acquisition would merely result in Israel obtaining - 
: - several miles of additional coastline. The situation was quite different, _ 

- however, when viewed from the standpoint.of security. Gaza wasonly 
a short distance from Tel Aviv itself and as long as it remained in the 
hands of a country with the military potential of Egypt it could not 

| but constitute a perpetual threat to Israel. It was true that the return 
: of any sizeable number of Arab refugees would also constitute a _ 

oo threat to Israeli security but in the case of the Gaza strip it seemed 
abundantly clear that the risk of accepting responsibility for the 

| refugees there was far overshadowed by the danger of that area re- 
maining in Egyptian possession. . | ee - 

. ? Messrs. MeGhee and Hare become Assistant Secretary of State and Deputy 
.  Agsistant Secretary on June 24 and July 6, respectively, | |
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_.. Mr. McGhee observed that, as Mr. Eban doubtless:-knew,; we had 
| seen promising possibilities in the Gaza strip idea as.a step-toward — 

Palestine settlement’? but that unfortunately the proposal had been 
made in such a.way as to produce the effect of being a straight barter | 
of refugees against territory. Mr. Eban said that he too felt that the 

__-presentation of this matter may have left something to be-desired. In | 
further discussion on this subjéct Mr. McGhee observed that although | 
direct discussion ‘on the. Gaza proposal was favored as.a practical | 

| measure he assumed that such negotiations would have to. be inte< 
| grated in due course into other negotiations, particularly with refer-— 

ence to Transjordan. Mr. Eban indicated that such would doubtless be — a 

the case. 8 2 so send be re eye 
_. 'Purning to the general question of refugees Mr. Eban said.that he _ | 

was concerned lest Israel should make a gesture in that direction only: | 
to have it refused by the Arabs on the basis of inadequacy and thus — 

leave Israel “out on.a limb”. He expressed doubt in:the circumstances _ oe 

_ whether it was advisable for Israel to make such a-move. Mr. McGhee — © 
.  gsaid that he viewed the matter from:an entirely different point.of 

: view. Presuming that the gesture made by Israel was indeed:serious,  —s_ 
it would constitute a positive and much needed step in the direction of 
peace. It could, for example, be made contingent on acceptance of the — | 
remainder by the Arab States: It was, of course, obvious that Israel — | 
would not be able to’ take back all of the refugees but a move. which , 

_ would indicate that. it was willing to make a real effort to contribute 
_ to a solution would create an entirely different .and more promising — : 

atmosphere. Mr. McGhee went on to emphasize the gravity of the situa- _ 
tion which would arise as a result of failure to take constructive action 

, on the refugee question in the very near future. He’said that as a result 
of consultations with officials of the United Nations and of his own. 
personal knowledge of Congressional attitude he was certain that _ | 
little could be done by ‘way of obtaining further funds on a straight 

relief basis, Relief-could only be obtained if promise were given of 
some constructive program for the. liquidation of the problem. It. 7 

| would be an extremely serious matter for both Israel and the Arab 
_ States if it should become apparent that failure to take action on this = — 

| important question ‘was the direct result of.a lack of their willingness 
to assume responsibilities which they jointly shared. Mr. Eban ap- : 
peared to be particularly impressed. by this argument and said that he | | 
would make 4 point of stressing it on hisreturntoTel Aviv. ss 

The Department, on July 8, instructed the American Delegation at Lausanne | 
to inform the French and Turkish Delegations of the Gaza strip proposals tiadé | 
by the United States (telegram Unpal 181, 501.BB Palestine/7-849); °° 0. 2° :
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_-§01.BB Palestine/5-3149 — | cee ee Ce 

‘The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the Senate Foreign 

ne Relations Committee (Connally) | 

| |  Wasutneton, July 8, 1949. _ 

, ‘Dear Senator Connatiy: In accordance with the request of your 

Committee, dated May 31, for the Department’s comments on 8.J. 

Res. 98 proposing to establish the Near Hast Survey Commission, the 

Department has made a careful study of the proposal and does not — 

--—-- yecommend enactment of this measure. — re 

‘The Department is in full agreement with the objectives of this _ 

| resolution, which are directed towards promoting the economic de- 

| velopment and the general welfare of the Near East, and appreciates 

the recognition accorded by the resolution to the special importance 

of this area of the world. | — | . | 

The Department is convinced that the obj ectives of the resolution 

‘should be sought through a United Nations framework, and that the 

United States should avoid the implication of assumption of direct 

responsibility for development needs of the Near East. Such an impli- 

cation would unquestionably be drawn out of the creation of the pro- 

posed Commission, even though the resolution directs that the work of 

the Commission be coordinated with UN activities. The United Na- 

tions, through the Palestine Conciliation Commission and the United 

Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees, has already assumed responsi- 

| bility for and is actively seeking solution to many of the problems of 

the Near East which are included in the objectives of the resolution. 

| _ The Department attributes great significance to the activities of the 

Palestine Conciliation Commission, in which the United States is one 

| of the three participating governments. Pursuant to its task of pro- 

moting final settlement of all problems outstanding between Israel and _ 

the Arab states, the Conciliation Commission has been charged by the | 

United Nations with the repatriation, resettlement, and economic and 

social rehabilitation of the refugees from the Palestine hostilities, and 

| has been instructed to seek arrangements which will facilitate the 

| economicdevelopmentofthearean = = = | 

"The Conciliation Commission is undertaking, in close cooperation 

with the United States Government and its other participating mem- 

| bers, to formulate plans for the accomplishment of the above purposes. 

| Such plans, which are parallel in their objectives with those outlined 

| in Section 6 of the Joint Resolution, are well under way, on the basis" 

2Not printed. a a : CS
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| of previously prepared, comprehensive surveys of the Near East. It oe 
is understood, moreover, that the Conciliation Commission plans to 
establish an economic survey group, composed of high ranking admin- : 

- istrators and highly competent technical specialists, who will coordi- - 
nate on a ‘regional basis the existing surveys of the Near East, with a 
view to accomplishing the repatriation and. resettlement of refugees | 
and contributing to the economic development of the entire area. Under , 

its terms of reference, the economic survey group will be required to | 
examine the economic situation in countries affected by the recent 
hostilities, and to make recommendations which will enable the gov- _ 

- ernments conc¢erned.to further such measures and development pro- 

grams as aré required to overcome economic dislocations created by 
- the hostilities; it will be required to reintegrate refugees into the eco- _ . 

nomic life of the area on a self-sustaining ‘basis within a minimum | 

period of time, and to promote economic conditions conducive to the 

- maintenance of peace and stability inthearea. __ rn 

Furthermore, the technical assistance and investment guarantee pro- 
~ gram which has been submitted to the Congress by the President would 

| enable this Government to participate in the economic development of = 
this area. In developing a preliminary budget for the technical assist- 
ance program particular attention was given to the Near East as an 

~ area in special need of this type of assistance as an essential element = 
initseconomic development. | 

‘Under these circumstances, the Department welcomes the interest 

which has inspired the Joint Resolution under reference. It believes, | 
however, that the purposes of the resolution will be better served by — | 
cooperative action such as that contemplated through the Conciliation | 

~ Commission. Such coordinated effort would insure against duplication = 

| and would bring to the problem the facilities and support of other 

- interested governments and international organizations which isessen- 
tial to solution of the economic and related problems of the area, | 

In view of the great interest of the United States in the establish- 

| ment of a firm and lasting peace in the Near East through the efforts 
of the United Nations, the Department of State hopes that the Con- 
gress will give maximum support to measures recommended by the _ 

- United Nations and its organs tothisend. | a eee | 

| In view of the request from your Committee for a report at this — | 
time, we have not awaited Bureau of the Budget clearance. , 

_ Sincerely yours, #8 © =~ Forthe Secretary of State: 
7 | ehh Ernest A, Gross 

Oo Os Assistant Secretary
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Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 

Near Eastern and African Affairs (MoGhee)* 

CONFIDENTIAL = =— (i issti(“(eststé<‘<~tsésCS™SSS L Waser ONN,,] July 8, 1949. 
Participants: Mr. McGhee, Assistant Secretary of State = = 

> Dr. Charles Malik, Lebanese Minister = 
—, . (NE—Mr. Mattison © 0 

_-__. [Here follows discussion of various matters, particularly the refugee question) = = 

| _ Dr. Malik then developed the main theme of his call, namely that 
there should be an immediate “two weeks” conference between the 
United States, Britain and France, on a very high level. Such a con- 

| ference could settle matters in a way which would insure peace inthe = 
Near East for the next twenty-five years. It could be held in secrecy, 
and decisions taken which: were vital to the whole area. With agree- | 
ment, reached, the United States could then embark on a program 
which would mean the salvation of the area. At this point he was © 

| careful to elaborate that he felt that economic development projects 
should be given a relatively low priority. Of first importance was the 
question of firm political guidance. Citing General Sir Edward 
Spears? as an example of what a firm guiding hand could achieve,he 
said that the Arab states were in a stage of uncertainty where such 
treatment was necessary. st en 

| [interrupted to explain that there might be difficulty in American 

participation. in such a program. We were not politically adept at 
this kind of action and, furthermore, we did not like the kind of re- 

sponsibility which such advice necessarily entailed. As a second point, 
I mentioned the fact that the American public was not accustomed 

a to seeing the country occupy such a role, and there would undoubtedly 

) be public criticism on the grounds that we were interfering with the | 
internal political affairs of other countries. - re 

| _. [Here follows further discussion of the type of program that Min- 

| ister Malikadvocated] 8 esas | 

“1 Drafted by Mr. Mattison, | 
ss ** British Minister to Syria and Lebanon from 1942 to 194400 

| Te i Bp Editorial Note 

New York, beginning July 8, sent several reports to the Department 

concerning the armistice negotiations between Israel and Syria. The | 

report of July 8 stated that there had been general agreement on the
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_ draft of an armistice and that some demarcation of armistice lines had _ 
been achieved (telegram 811, 501,BB Palestine/7-849), 6 

_. Disagreements.were encountered subsequently, particularly onthe = 
 Iocation and possible modification of the “certified truce line,” which 
had. been established on. July 18, 1948, after the second truce (tele- 

grams $15,818, and $19 from New York, all dated July 11, 501BB 
Palestine/7-1149). - | | | CNET D les or | 

501.BB Palestine/7-649 : Telegram-- = = 

‘The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the--- - 

CONFIDENTIAL >) ~~» Wasuineron, July 8, 1949—6 p. m. | 

851. Fol Dept’s. comments ur 804.July 6.1 Dept.agrees visit Eban | 
Tel Aviv wid be advantageous but desires point out no indication yet 
received. Egypt will agree to proposed conversations, In conversation = 
with McGhee July 7 Eban stated planned to leavefor.Israel this week- 

_ end but prepared. delay. departure if any. signs received: Egyptians 
_ desirous‘undertaking discussions, 

_ View shortage of time before fall GA session Dept considers it desir-_ 

_ able that POC reconvene af possible on schedule and that it and dele- 
gations proceed take decisive action remajorissues. . 
. Role of USG re Gaza strip discussions. that of friend suggesting 

| parties talk over proposal together. US will not participate as third 
| party in discussions or act as mediator. If third party assistance de- | 

sired PCC shld provide. Other members PCC have been informed that 
__ -USG considers Gaza proposal shld serve as basis discussion between 

Israel and Egypt and that USG willing facilitate such discussion shld 
parties desire undertake. 

4 Not printed; it reported that Mr. Eban had called on Mr, Ross that morning = 
to discuss the proposal regarding the Gaza strip. ‘The Israeli representative had | 

stated: that he would represent his Government in conversations with Dgypt and | 

that. he planned to leave for Tel Aviv on July 10 for brief consultations. 
—- Pelegram 804 stated also that Mr. Eban “raised question whether USG acting: 
with regard to Gaza strip discussions in its capacity as*member-of PCC, that is 

-- with knowledge and consent-of other members, . . . [He]-considered it very im-  _ | 
portant that UN be tied in. He thought best formula, if occasion should arise, 

| ‘would be that USG: had been assigned by agreement among members.of PCC _ 
--—- to.assist parties for.this particular purpose”. 2 te | 

_ Mr. Eban’ spoke finally concerning the arms embargo. “As he saw it, there Do 
were two:alternatives: © First, conclusion of Syrian armistice would be final step 

_ in creation of whole new situation in which all bets would be off; ‘in this case 
something very like an arms‘race would be very likely tostart. = . 

- “Ag gecond alternative, SC might conclude that armistice phase had been 
completed, but that peace had not yet been achieved ; therefore, arms embargo as 

| ‘contained in SC resolution should be continued until achivement peace ‘settle- : 
ment. Eban expressed clear preference for second alternative’as more prudent 
and giving less occasion to temptation of risking resumption of hostilities.” |. 

- (501.BB Palestine/7-—649) ae | a
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Agree that if discussions take place at UN headquarters it shld: be 
understood they taking place within UN framework. UN further tied 
in by fact that Israeli Gaza proposal made during discussions held 
under auspices UNPCC. PCC cld consider any agreement reached be- 
tween Israel and Egypt as having been accomplished accordance its 

| terms of reference. Dept sees no need for formula proposed by Eban — 
re role USG. | oe awk Ss dtl: o / . 

SOLMA Palestine/7-949:Circular-telegram) = 

| _ The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices} 

| RESTRICTED = = =~ ° WASHINGTON, July 9,1949—1 a. m. | 

| _ You are requested to seek an appropriate occasion to bring orally to — 
the attention of Govt to which you are accredited details of recent _ 
Congressional action re US contribution to UNRPR program and 
implications thereof as fol: US has already contributed $8 million 

| to UNRPR and a further sum of $4 million will be paid shortly under 
appropriation recently passed by Congress. An additional $4 million 

‘may be contributed upon a finding“by Pres that other nations have 
_ met their obligations to UNRPR. Such finding cannot now be assured - 

in view failure many nations make substantial contributions. = «= 
: _ You shid inform Govt that, even if full $16 million forthcoming 

| from US, UNRPR funds wld be exhausted within few months. In | 
: event that finding of Pres unfavorable, UNRPR operation will cease | 
oe in August. USG can not request present Congress authorize further | 

contributions to UNRPR beyond sum which it has already allotted, 
and it is doubtful whether either UN or US would be responsive to 
request for additional funds for continued relief program in absence 
constructive steps by Israel and Arab states upon which cld be based 
long range repatriation and resettlement program. = | 
You shld make abundantly clear to Govt implications these factors. | 

Upon termination UNRPR, there is no assurance that full burden both 
administration and financing of relief all refugees will not. revert to | 

| states in which refugees now being maintained or which constitute 
occupying authority in respective zones of Arab Pal. Even if tragic 

_ humanitarian implications termination international relief fail to 
move NE states to constructive action, neither Israel nor Arab states. 
can remain aloof to or avoid consequences of attendant security _ 
problem. = —t*™S a BO 

-+At Arab capitals and Tel Aviv and at Bern for the American Delegation at 
' Lausanne. —. ~ —_ oe, a oo, |
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-USG therefore urges that most serious‘and urgent consideration be = 

given to consequences of failure to take earliest action to contribute — | 

- to political agreement through PCC making possible for PCC totake = 
steps looking towards long range solution of refugee problem. In’ | 
light possible early termination relief program, USG convinced that | 
itis no longer possible for states concerned to maintain present pre- 

_ occupation with doctrinaire approach to refugee problem or to pursue 

"course dictated solely by narrow self-interest. If they persist in doing 
so, world community, which has borne cost of custodianship refugees 
during past year, will hold NE states responsible for deterioration _ 
already tragic plightofrefugess) 8 

-- USG therefore considers it essential that Arab states and Isracl 

openly assume their respective responsibilities resettlement and re- | 

| patriation before termination thisperiodof grace. = 

BATESON | 

S01LBB Palestine/7-1149: Telegram a oo 

- The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State _ 

ToPsecrer. wiact ©. Ten Aviv, July 11,1949—3 p.m. a 

| 528. Acting immediately on Department’s instructions its circtel un- — 

numbered July 9 and Deptel 483, July 7,1 Ford and I talked with | 

_ Sharett at Foreign Office 35 minutes early morning July 11. _ | 
_ - I presented with utmost earnestness USG’s strong views that Israel 

should accept broader base MAC jurisdiction Jerusalem in order ad- ) 

~- vance settlement of additional issues including permanent demarca- 

tion lines and possible agreement to be incorporated by PCC initsgen- 

- eral Jerusalem plan for UN GA. | vo beh fe e 

Replying Sharett gave “conditional” answer promising “fuller and 

more definitive” later after consultation. He put forcibly these objec- | 
tims: me a 

‘1. 'Transjordan armistice is binding but not yet implemented. Israel = 
insists on implementation before broadening base discussions with 

~ Transjordan. USG “instead of putting pressure on Transjordan to 
carry out armistice is putting pressure on Israel to agree new terms — 

| negotiations without and before implementation existing armistice”. 
| 2. USG position if accepted would be “unhealthy precedent” be- 

| cause any agreement “could be made null by one party insisting on ~ 
new terms before carrying out original terms”. Moreover, acceptance _ 

_ USG proposal would involve “much larger issues than Jerusalem”; | 
eg. Abdullah’s authority over whole Arab Palestine which Sharett | 
said would “remain Arab but not necessarily under Abdullah”. : 

Not printed. | | en |
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 —ss« SB H Practicalby OSG: terme difficult acceptance because in negotiat- 
ing final demarcation lines. Jerusalem, ‘Transjordan is expected make 

_ far-reaching claims including return of former. Arab portions new 
|  gity, which Israel. will resist,” Acceptance USG’s present suggestion 

‘would’ mean that “Washington influences would be used against Israel 

a i, At end, Shavrett: reiterated that. above answer was conditional. 

” Comments Usaticipate that Israel's final reply will in essohce be 
as above. Unless Department can‘offér to Israé] ‘more convineing rea- 

' - Sons’ for acceptance than those in Deptel 405, Israel will continue, I 

fear, to resist USG proposal and will insist on carrying-out Trans- 

; Personally, I cannot avoid: conviction ‘that some Burdett’s argu-— 
ments Jerusalem’s telegram 66, June 25, repeated Department 405 — 

-  [4Z5] are ingenuous. For example, his contention that “problems men- 

_ tioned in Article 8 are of prime importance to Israel but of relatively 

- [little] interest to Arabs” and that if US supported Israel’s demand 
for carrying out this armistice article “without Arabs receiving ‘ade- 
quate return” they “could only conclude US indirectly exerting further 
pressure for further concessions to Israel;” this argument seenistome __ 
to demand that Israel make new concessions in order that USG con- 
sent to urge Transjordan -catry out armistice terms. Tough-minded | 
realistic Foreign Office here not likely aceede unless offer tangible 
quid pro quo. End comment. | 
~ Re my suggestion (Embtel 524, July 9*) I still feel Jerusalem con- 

| ference with Riley and Burdett highly desirable... __ a 
- + New subject re refugees; I put most strongly considerations Dep- _ 
— cirtel July9. ' SO , ; 

| _ - Sharett’s reply in summary follows: Og, 

| “1. “Israel is not responsible for refugee problem.” a oe 
2. “We are vitally interested in problem and that.something be done 

| soonest and are anxious help. We may not have said last word re our | 
| proposals. but situation extremely difficult”. Then. Sharett added 

erimly that. “repeated and publicly obvious representations by USG 
to Israel on this.subject make government’s concessions more difficult. 
We need to be allowed to act without visible American pressure”: Fur- 
ther reply awaits conference Foreign Office with Eban who expected 

_ Comment: I hope but I am not sure that Sharett’s words fore- 
| shadow more. constructive refugee proposal by Israel than any here- 

tofore. Hind comment. 2 
| Sent Department, repeated Jerusalem 58, Amman 18, Bern 12... 

| | McDownatp 

| 2 Dated June 27, p. 1185. | | _ 
| ’ Not printed. | | 7
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501.BE Palestive/7-040s Telegram | 

SECREF° - Wasurneron, July 11, 1949—6 p. m. 

487. Fol for your background info: in conversations with Israck 

officials. With refererice Israelt intention reunite divided families (ur 

526 [516] July 6) USG welcomes this first tangible step toward com: 
mencement; the immed repatriation long requested by USG but. hopes | 
Israeli auths will make every effort enlarge scope this. process particu-. a 

larly view fact plan as originally presented to PCC by Israeli reps os 
envisaged return mémbers divided families, not merely those which | 

_ Rave “breadwinners” in Israel. USG believes’ that despite current - 
| status Syrian-Isracli relations Israel shld make similar approach to ~ 

_ Syria asevidence goodintentions. = = eR | 
US press reported FonMin to have dectared in announcement pro- | 

eram. for reunion of families that Israeli policy toward majority refu-- | 

-- gees remains unchanged. If this’true you shld make cléar to Israeli 

-- auths that USG considers that limited operation described urtel; which 

would merely implement Israeli commitment of longstanding, in no ) 

way. fulfills Israel’s obligation: assume its responsibility to undertake | 

| Be ee es ACHESON 

This telegram was repeated to Arab capitals and London and to Bern for the | | 
American Delegation at Lausanne, wk ee 

| ‘Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France ~ 

RESTRICTED. PRIORIFY ., _. -Wasutneron, July 12,1949—T p.m, 
2598; Pls inform FonOff that USG. giving urgent consideration to 

means strengthening PCC and improving chances fulfillment its taskg. 

Pursuant. these objectives, USG suggests. immediate approach, in 
which it requests Turkish ‘and French support, to Arab states along 

- “Govts of France; Turkey, and US, motivated by sincere conviction — - 
_ that every effort must: be made. to facilitate progress towards. success 

ful conclusion PCC’s tasks, and to accord PCC full cooperation therein, © 
hopes Govts concerned will instruct their delegations to enter into = 

- forthcoming discussions at Lausanne with new and constructive ap-_ / 
proach towards all issues outstanding. Up to present time, pregress-of 

-__ sion were authorized by their Govts to diseuss or negotiate only with 
_ Fespect to limited aspects of Pal settlement, or to insist upon, estab- 

- lishment of priorities in approaching the several questions. PCC 
member govts must emphasize that terms of ref under which PCC |
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| was established by. GA res of Dec 11 have. application to govts and _ 
| authorities concerned, as well as to members PCC. It is earnest con- 

_ _-vietion of PCC member states that all delegations to Lausanne on re- _ 
: convening July 18 should be given full authority by their respective 

_ govts to enter into discussion and negotiation of all issues which fall 
: within purview of PCC—particularly status of Jerusalem, territorial 

. settlement, and disposition of refugees, Indeed, a primary purpose of © 
Protocol of May 12, 1949 was to enable Arab and Israeli delegations 

| to extend their exchanges of views to all questions covered by GA res. 
After talks resume, therefore, refugees and territorial questions shld be 
subject concurrent discussion.” — a a 

Substantially similar. approach wld be made Israel, taking account 
: of fact that Israeli del has full authority discuss all outstanding 

questions © 2 a re 
| At time of foregoing representations, we propose inform both sides | 

that this bilateral approach. _ oe Be 

| If FonOff agrees re foregoing approach, USG wishes send immed 
tel to Arab states and hopes Turk and French Govts prepared take 

| similar actions = i oe 

1 This telegram was repeated to Ankara for action and to New York for in- 
formation. Ankara advised, on July 15, that the Turkish Foreign Office agreed 
to approach the “Arab states along lines Department’s draft although not in 
identical language. Will also approach Israeli Government through Turk Con- 

| sulate General J erusalem.” (telegram 322, 501.BB Palestine/7—1549) - 

-§01.BB Palestine/7-1849 oF | | | 

: M emorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern 
| - and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET Oe | [Wasuineron,] July 13, 1949. 

Subject: United States Support of the Palestine Conciliation Com- _ 
-- mission and Establishment of an Economic Survey Mission. oe 

_ It is considered essential in the national interest that the United 
States Government take the initiative in an effort to overcome the — 

_ present impasse in the negotiations for a settlement of the Palestine _ 
question. ‘This is necessary in order to assure formulation of an in- 

| terim program under United Nations auspices for solution of the — 
refugee problem which would create a favorable atmosphere for a final | 
political settlement; to replace the temporary United Nations refugee 

: 3 Transmitted, through “Messrs. Webb and Rusk, together with a summarizing 
| memorandum of July 13, in Mr. McGhee’s memorandum of the same date. to | 

Secretary Acheson. The transmitting memorandum bears the Secretary’s “OK” 
in a marginal notation. ee — | |
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relief program which is rapidly drawing to a close, and to take steps 
to overcome economic dislocations arising out of the hostilities which 

| are seriously handicapping economic progressinthe area. 9. 
| _ Failure to take such action would result in increased suffering and _ | 

possible widespread starvation among the. refugees, attended by 7 
_ further deterioration ‘of present conditions of unrest which would be — 

exploited by communist and opportunist elements and would gravely | 
-- endanger the'security of the Near East. Moreover, unless some prog- 

ress towards solution of-the Palestine problem is achieved before the | 
- opening of the General Assembly in September, the entire question eS 

will be subjected.to further acrimonious and unproductive debate. | 
The discussions at Lausanne under the auspices of the Palestine - 

| Conciliation Commission. have reached an impasse largely over the 5 
_ disposition of the refugees. If substantial progress can be made to- | 

wards solution of this problem, a decisive step will have been taken | 
. towards a general settlement. It would have been preferable if the © 

initiative with respect to outside assistance could, in, accordance with 

previous plans, have awaited satisfactory agreement by Israel and 
the Arab States as to disposition of the refugees, and full assumption 

of their responsibilities toward repatriation and_ resettlement 
respectively, —— ce gel We mie Bey era 

_.. It is, however, believed that outside initiative can be taken now to . 
survey the refugee and other economic problems remaining from the . 
hostilities, without:eommitting the United Nations, the United States | 

or any other government to any specific line of action, or to any action 
at all unless:specified conditions are met. Such a survey will, it is 
believed, facilitate agreement on disposition of the refugees by offering _ | 
hope to the countries concerned for the assistance known toberequired 

__. for any successful repatriation or resettlement program, and serve to 
divert their preoccupation from their present short-range objectives 

_ to longer-range economic solutions to broader problems. = 
Recommendations: 

__~ -It is recommended that the following course of action be pursued by : 
_ the United StatesGovernment: = = £55 | 

1, Palestine Conciliation Commission. ee 
a, The United States Government take immediate steps to | 

strengthen. the Conciliation Commission by the nomination of a strong” 

___- representative, who must be present at the next meeting of the Com- 
- -missionin Lausanne, scheduled for July18. = / | 

6. The United States representative urge the Commission to request / 
the Secretary-General of the United Nations to strengthen the staff of | 

_ the Commission by the appointment of a highly qualified American _ 
administrator as Chief of Staff, and supporting personnel, to carry
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- out its coordinating and operating functions. (Whoéver is appointed __ 
eould; as a éollateral duty: responsible directly to the Secretary- 

| - General, be appointed to succeed Mr. Stanton Griffis who is resigning | 
effective August 1 as head of the UNRPR:) PSEA ORB SP BN 

| ~“e, The Conciliation Commission, after it reéonvenes, be urged bythe 
Unitéd: States representative to devote its attention chiefly to the ques- 

| tions of territorial settlement, the status of Jerusalem and the political 
aspects of the refugee question. ‘Any final specific. allocation of the 

| refugees on a geographical basis would ‘take into consideration the - 
technical analyses of this question as-submitted in the report of the 
Economic Survey Mission, 5 | 
- 9:'Heonomic Survey Mission, 9 - 

. °-@. "The Conciliation Commission be urged by the United States 
- Kepféséntative-to establish an Economic Survey Mission at the earliest 

| Practiédble moinent, pursuant to its authority under paragraph 12 of 
the Gerieral’ Assembly resolution of Decémber 11, 1948. The terms of 
referénce of this: Mission should be based upon the foregoing resolu- 
tion with-special reference to paragraph 11 thereof, which establishes 
the principles 6f repatriation and compensation for refugee property, 
and ‘instrticts thé Conciliation Commission to facilitate the ‘specific 

_ tasks of repatriation, resettlement, economic and social rehabilitation 
| of the refugees, and payment of éompensation, Within this Coiitext, the 

_ Economic Survey Mission should be charged with’the objectives of 
examining the économic:situation in-countries affeeted by the recent | 
hostilities and making recommendations which will énable the govern- 
ments concérned to further such meastires and developthent programs 

oo as-are-required to: (1) overcome economic dislocations created by 
thé hostilities; (2) reintegrate the refugees from the-hostilities into 

| the eéonomic life of the area on‘a sélf-sustaining basis Within @mini- 
mum period of time; and (3): prothote économic:eonditions conducive 
to the maintenance‘ of péace and stability in the aréa. Recommenda- 

- tions by the Survey Mission relative to political problems with. which _ 

| the.Commission, is concerned should be at:the request of the Commis- 
sion and confined to the economic aspects thereof. The report of the — 

. _ Mission would serve as a basis. for. further. action in the General 

_ Assembly and. by appropriate international organizations and inter- 
ested governments, including such action asthe President may wishto 

-- recommend to.the Congress with respect to United States participa- 
_ tion in the program. It will be recalled in this.connection that on 

May 26, 1949, the President. approved. the principle of United States _ 
participation in such a program under certain specified conditions 
whicheanstillobtam, © 

-. 6, The Conciliation Commission be urged by the United States rep- 
resentative to request the appointment of an outstanding American
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_ still'to be designated as Chief of the Economic Survey Mission, and | 
that the Chief appoint, in agreement with the Commission and the - : 
Secretary-General, a British and a French deputy and such expert = 
personnel, selected on a multinational basis, as'may- be required to | 
carry out the economic survey. Such personnel-should be chosen on the 

___basis of their special qualifications and in, consultation with interested 
_ governments and appropriate international organizations... 9 = | 

"¢. The Department seek at the September meeting of the General | 
Assembly an effective integration of all United Nations responsibilities a 

_. remaining in connection with the Palestine hostilities, including refu- _ 
gee relief, rehabilitation and resettlement, and economic programs. | 
8. Diplomatic Representations. | 

_. The Department: utilize the present recess in the Lausanne discus- 
sions to attempt through diplomatie representations to obtain a more 
realistic and. constructive approach to outstanding problems on the 
part of both Israel and the Arab States, and, in the light of the con- 
tinued: refusal of Israel to agree to the principles set forth in the Pres- | 

_ ident’s ‘recent representations to Israel, to take concrete steps to con- — | 

vines ‘the Israeli Government of the grave importance which the 
United States attached to.these representations. (This will be made the 
subject of separate recommendations.) 

4, Public Statement by the President. ) 
~ Simultaneous with the announcement: by the Secretary-General of 

President issue.a public statement, now in preparation, pledging | 
United: States support of the Palestine Conciliation Commission and 

_ the Economic: Survey Mission. This statement would: also include a - 
_ definition of long-range United States poli¢y towards the Near East- oe 

erm aréa as a whole, minimizing present issues between Israel and the _ | 
_ Arab States 00 

BOL.BB Palestine/7-1849 © an 

> Fhe Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secrétary of State 

Subject: Comment on the Jerusalem Consulate General A-94,_ 7 
_». July 6, of Mr. Burdett, re “Current Situation in Palestine”. 

_ Sir: I have the honor to submit the following comments. on Mr. 
-_Burdett’s “general observations” which I have read and reread with 

closest attention. oe | | | . 

Oo 501-887—77—_78__ a . oe oe |
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- ‘Regretfully, I must record that I can agree unqualifiedly with only 

four (paragraphs 3,4, 5 and 10) of Mr. Burdett’s fifteen theses. From 

all the other eleven theses, I find myself forced by my understanding 
| ofthefactstodissent. 

| Herearesomeexamplesofmydissent: =. = |.) | 

1. Mr: Burdett’s categoric statement that “the turning point and © 
one of the principle [principal] causes” of the “hardening of the atti- _ 

tude” of the Arabs was the “harsh terms exacted by Israel in the Tri-- 

| angle” (paragraph 1) is not-supported by any evidence. In fact, the 
attitude of the Arab states other than Trans-Jordan on the issue of ~ 

peace with Israel was intransigent before as well as after the Israel 

armistice with Trans-Jordan. BO - os 

9, Admittedly “the movement (among the Arabs) is towards a day 
in the future when a successful-war will be possible.” (Paragraph 2.) — 

But. Mr. Burdett’s implication that these Arab plans for resumption — 
of war are solely the fault of Israel is manifestly unjust unless the 

very existence of Israel be deemed justification for Arab plans to de- 

stroy the new State by war. _ | | - 

3. I cannot share Mr. Burdett’s certainty that “Israel has no inten- 

| tion of allowing the return of any appreciable number of refugees 

except, perhaps, in return for additional territory.” (Paragraph 6.) 

- On-the contrary, at the time his despatch was filed, intensive consid- 

eration was being, and: continues to be; given by Israeli-authorities in 

oe Tel-Aviv to the repatriation of a large number of Arab refugees with- 
out involving additional territory forIsrael = Bo 

4, Mr. Burdett’s charge that the UN failure “to protect the rights _ 

and interests of the Palestinian Arabs by forcing Israel to comply with . 

| '- the various UN resolutions” has been “largely responsible for the pres- 

| ent situation” (paragraph 9). would be more persuasive if anywhere 

: in his:despatch he took-account of the’ Arab states’ violation of vital 

UN decisions, notably the basic partition decision of November 29th. 

| _ 5. Mr. Burdett’s related charge that Israel “eventually hopes to ob- 

| tain all of. Palestine” (paragraph 12) is consistent with his central 

- thesis that this State alone is the devil of the piece, but hecitesno proof _ 

of Israel’s alleged expansionist program. —_- | a 

6. Similarly, it would be interesting to have the evidence on which — 

| ‘Mr. Burdett bases his statement that “Israel is convinced of its ability 

to ‘induce’ the United States to-abandon its present insistence on refu- 

gees and territorial changes.” He gives no proof of this flat declaration. 

: (Paragraphi13.) | 

BC %. Unsound and deféatist is Mr. Burdett’s statement that “the UN 

| and the US are confronted with only two broad choices: (1) Employ | 

| the necessary punitive measure against Israel. . . . or, (2) Admit that 

| the US or the UN are unable or unwilling to take the required | 

' measures.” a | So : 

‘The United States is not limited to two such absolute and mutually 

exclusive choices. | Be



| The task of statesmanship is precisely to avoid the easy way of | 
adopting either of two such extreme measures as Mr. Burdett. con- oo 
tends are the only alternatives. I have no fear that the State Depart- 
ment or the President will be tempted to impale themselves on either __ 
horn of this destructive dilemma. ee 
On the contrary, the United States has consistently—except when 

special circumstances have seemed to dictate otherwise—sought to use — 
its influence in equal measure with both Israel and the Arab states. _ 
Why should not our Government continue to influence both sides | 

- equally in the direction of moderation and conciliation, merely vary- | 
ing the nature and amount of its persuasion according toitsjudgmené —s_—> 
on the particularissueinvolved? ee he 

- Suecess in the achievement of President Truman’s high ideals for 
_ the Near East require policies not based on prejudgments either pro- 

_ Arab or pro-Israel, but on a combination of extraordinary discern- __ 
ment, flexibility andrealism. = a - 
‘Respectfully yours, - James G. McDonarp — : 

-§01.BB Palestine/7-1849: Telegram Be rn | 

- _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom? — , 

SECRET —si(<itsi‘i‘éé) ....., Waste TON, July 13, 1949—7 p.m. 

_ 9432. Reps Brit Emb July 13 furnished Dept list points suggested 
| by FonOff as basis PCC approach solution Palestine problem. Fol 

- substance points and informal comments reps Dept. tas | 
1) Acceptance of refugees by Arabs and Israelis for resettlement _ 

and repatriation. Dept agreed and there was further accord that view 
circumstances Israel latter could probably not be expected accept more | 

_ than quarter million refugees forrepatriation. = bey en 
2) Israeli Gaza strip-proposal should be accepted on condition safe- | 

guards devised re future treatment Gaza refugees Israel and terri- | 
torial compensation made by Israel for strip. Dept agreed some kind | 
international supervision treatment of refugees in Israel essential. - 

_ Re second condition Dept in agreement provided. Egypt desired ae 

| 3) Israel should make territorial compensation for areas outside  — 
. 1947 boundaries retained by her. Dept agreed but pointed out danger __ 

creating impression that US would not agree to any settlement which 

_ did not provide for territorial compensation. US did not wish attempt 

This telegram was repeated to Arab capitals. a | 

- : OS
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force Arab states accept: compensation if they did not desire, and if 
agreement reached between parties without duress which did not 

| include territorial compensation US would not oppose. = 
4) If territorial compensation should take form of award to Jordan 

7 or to Jordan and Egypt of part or whole of Southern Negev, thus 
| providing land bridge between Egypt and Jordan, Israel should have | 

| “guaranteed” freedom of access and communication to Red Séa. 
| ‘Equally Arabstates should have “guaranteed” freedom of communica- 

| tion and access to ‘Mediterranean through ports of Gaza and Haifa. 
If another solution were adopted for Southern Negev there should 

| nonetheless be guaranteed freedom of conimunication and access across 
it between Egypt and Jordan and between Israel'and Red Sea. Alter- 
native method of providing for freedom of communication and access 
might be neutral zone or zones. Dept stated opinion that continuity 
of land communication between Arab states was most important terri- 

a torial item in Palestine settlement as far as Arabs were concerned. Felt: ) 
it might be possible for PCC informally make specific territorial pro- . 
posal to parties and that this might well take form. suggested arrange- 

| ment involving transfer part of Southern Negev to Egypt and Jordan 
__-with agreement for Israeli access Red Sea. Dept inquired how much of 

Southern Negev UK thought ‘would be necessary transfer to Arabs 
in order assure effective land communications between Jordan and 
Egypt. Brit reps said ‘they would query FonOff. Dept pointed out 

: such proposal as Gaza—Dead Sea line obviously unfeasible. Dept: saw 
| no resson for afrénging ‘aceéss-to Mediterranéan for Arab states at 

| Gaza if similar arrangement made at Haifa. “0s 
- 5} Freeport at Haifa with arrangement by which Iraqi crude could 

| be freely exported im return ‘for provision by Iraq of normal supplies | 
for Haifa refinery. Dept stated general agreement: desirability estab- 
lishment free zone facilities Haifa for Arab states but doubted’ possi- 

| bility or desirability establishment free port completely free of Israeli 

- 6). Partition of Jerusalem -for administrativé ‘purposes with inter 
national ‘supervision, particularly of Holy’ Places.. Dept ‘stated ‘its 
position on Jerusalem in gerieral agreement with this. ~~ 
_%) Incorporation of Arab Palestine in Jordan. Dept ‘agreed de- 

| sirable this should be done at-appropriate time. "°° 
| . 8)- Istael_and Arab states concerned should agree to share for their | 

| mutual benefit waters of Jordan and Yarmuk. Deptagreed. == =
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|. The Secretary of State to the Hmbassy in Israel a 

CONFIDENTIAL Niacr. _ -_—-- WasutNeron, July 18, 1949—7 p. m. _ 
_ 446. Follows message from Bunche to Sharett, Jul 18, concerning 
final phase Syrian-Israeliarmisticenegotiations:, === =” | 
[Here follows the text of Mr. Bunche’s message to Israeli Foreign 

Minister Sharett, It noted that the Syrians had accepted the, funda- : 
~ mental Israeli condition that they withdraw from their occupied posi- — 
_ tions in Palestine, subject to three conditions. Mr. Bunche requested Sa 

that Mr. Sharett.go as far as he reasonably could toward accepting 
the Syrian reservations, in order to conclude speedily the prolonged Bo 
negotiations] =. | heartow wate ipa’. 

Dept desires you see Sharett soonest and give full support to posi- a 
tion set out in Bunche message, emphasizing earnest. hope US Govt 
that remaining obstacles conclusion armistice can be surmounted. You 
may wish first consult with-Riley and Vigier in order obtain additional | 
backgroundremaining pointsatissue. ss 

1The text of Mr. Bunche’s message was sent to the Department by New York — 
in telegram 827, July 13, 10:51:p..m,, 501.BB Palestine/7—1349,: Ambassador 

| Austin, the same day, reported Mr. Bunche’s observation that “he would be 
‘greatly obliged if Department of State could get across to Tel Aviv’ support for _ | 

a a haan Sharett” (telegram 824 from New York, 501.BB Palestine/ - 

501,BB Palestine/7—1449: Telegram ros Bea no - Poi aypte et he ercuho pe | 

*° Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET  Serusatem, July 14,1949—1la.m, 

468. Comments on Tel Aviv’s 528, eleventh follow: = 
, 1, Although Jordan bound ‘abide by terms armistice, article 8: pro- a 
vides only for “formulation of agreed plans and arrangements”. Not 
bound reach agreement in ‘practice despite previous agreement in_ 
principle a 

9, Since past history special committee shows not.possible formulate 
- agreed plans, logical adopt different approach, broaden terms refer- _ 

ence and attempt progress from armistice conditions to-peace condi- > 
tions, ete te hy Ee ee . 

4. [32] Proposal as understood by Consulate General hasalwayspos- 
sessed twofold purpose lessening tension Jerusalem by solving article 8 | 

_ problem and progress towards peace through agreement on delimita- 

tion Arab Israel areasand related questions. = =
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5, [42] Relinquishment by Israel portion Arab quatters seized by — 
-. force in Jerusalem necessary as part final peace and consistent with US 

: policy on territorial settlement. Opposition by Sharett to Depart- 

ment’s proposal on grounds would involve return Arab portions 

Jerusalem directly contraryto US policy, = 
8. Demarcation of zones'essential part plan for international status 

oo Jerusalem PCC required present September GA. Line can be drawn 
either by agreement between Israel and Jordan or arbitrarily by PCC. 
If Israel persists in rejection US proposals suggest PCC immediately 
consider demarcation line and other related questions. == 

6. Consulate General believes US should intensify efforts secure — 

Israel acceptance US policy on both refugees and territory since 

_Sharett’s remarks afford grounds for hope representations making 

. themselvesfelt £5 £828 ee | 

- 8. [7?] Israel acceptance broad terms reference still considered pre- 
requisite start actualnegotiationsin MAC. = = 

Sent Department; repeated Tel Aviv 75, Amman 47, a 

| 867N.48/7-1449: Telegram | wets ee 

_ The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

secorer =si(‘(‘tstsi‘S*éi‘s;é‘s;s*é‘«d aac, Tully 14, 1949—5 p.m. 

| 384. President Zaim summoned me today and in hour-long review 

-_-yarious matters separately reported, expressed his anxiety over refu- 

gee problem, stressing his conviction that unless refugees can speedily 

, ‘be resettled their deteriorating situation and morale will make them 

| increasingly amenable to Communist propaganda. Unlike most 

| Syrians, he lost no time in recriminations or fulminations against 

Israel for failure to implement repatriation provisions of December 11 

UN resolution but made earnest plea for US aid in resettling refugees, 

7 implying resettlement is only realistic solution distressing problem. — 
| - Recalling that as long ago as April 28 (mytel 2567) he had expressed 

| his willingness resettle quarter million or more in Syria if refugees ~ 

- fairly compensated for their losses and Syria given adequate aid. He 

ss begged me urge my government come forward with financial and 

technical assistance to help him fulfill his offer before Communists __ 

succeed in their increasing appeal to these victims of Palestine conflict. 

Explaining that he could not openly take initiative because powerful 

opposition would attack him for selling out to Jews and their backers, 

he pledged his wholehearted cooperation if US would take lead. “Give 
us needed help, show us way and we will prove our good will.” Here as 

| 1 Not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 962.
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example latter, he alluded to cooperative response Syria has made : 
_ to US plea for compromise in armistice talks with Israel saying he 
personally had directed Syrian delegation to make extreme conces- __ | 
sions as earnest his appreciation USG’s constructive promise support | 
observance agreement and as gesture his desire speedily liquidate | 

_ Palestine problems. Armistice would be reached and refugee problem ee 
must be solved. — a BST ee 

Referring to numerous economic development projects which Syria _ 
is anxious to implement and concerning which detailed studies already | | 
made (despatch 165, July 14)? he pled for necessary funds and tech- , 
nical assistance promptly to alleviate them as means of absorbing | 

__ Reminding President that USG has consistently shown its concern 
_ for refugees both ‘in making substantial contribution their relief and | 

in urging necessity for realistic approach to resettlement, Isaid we 
have long ‘foreseen and pointed out distressing and dangerous situa- _ 

_ tion that will exist when current relief funds are exhausted as they — | 
Soon will be without other provision in sight (pages two and three _ 

_Legations A-134, May 11).? He interrupted to express his pleasure | 
_ that his and our thinking should be so similar and repeated earnestly oo 

“we want to resettle them as speedily as possible, but you must help 
us do it”. I then presented Department’s views as outlined Depcirtel | 

_ May 27, 1a. m.? and said US felt that greater initiative should come a 
from Arab states. Reiterating probable dire political consequences if | 
Syria openly took initiative, Zaim said “if everyone concerned waits | 
for someone else to move, problem will not be solved in thousand years. 

_ Recognize difficulty of our position and help us to prove our good will. , 
_ It is in your interest as much as ours that this problem be speedily oO 

solved.” _ moe Sr a ; | 

Believing that no useful purpose would be served by prolonging 
discussion. pending receipt of Department’s reply to Legtel 380, 
July 13? and authority to make specific suggestions for Syrian con- | 
sideration, I said I would not fail report his views to my government — 

_ which T knew would be happy to learn of his awareness of serious 
_ implications of problem and of his continued willingness to approach — | 
_itssolution realistically, 

_ Sincerity of Zaim’s will to action is unquestionable if for no other - 
reason than his awareness that Palestine problems stand in way reali- 
zation many of his dreams. While Legation shares belief that he can- 
not safely go too far in advance of Syrian public opinion in what | 

-- £ Not printed. | Se : 
*Not printed ; it repeated to Arab capitals and Tel Aviv the text of telegram 

674, May 23, to Bern, p. 1047. | |
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- would here be considered unreasonable surrender to Israeli intransi- 
genee, it is evident that he is susceptible of being led by, friendly US 

: ‘initiative not only. in: resettling refugees but.in compromising other — 
differences with: Israel. In Legation’s opinion. it is in interest of peace 

7 in. Middle East to capitalize. on Zaim’s cooperativeness by recognizing 
delicacy his position and by encouraging him with our.support. wher- 

—_ ever possible it | a 

| If, as:reeommended Legtel 380, we eschew scolding tactics and 
take initiative in-building constructively on cooperation offered us, 

| resettlement in Syria can begin as promptly as projects can be-acti- 

- vated with needed funds and technicalassistance,. = 

While appreciating considerations that influenced Department to 

- gondition its help of elements set forth in Depcirtel May 27, Legation 

believes urgency of matter calls for more direct leadership in assem- 
bling and eoncentrating desirable international, assistance. Legation — 
fears that unless. US. takes and keeps initiative in-UN to evolve work- 

able plan, cooperation on-international plane will be forthcoming too 
| slowly te. solve problem before it worsens dangerously and perhaps 

| irrepatably. = oi igac 2 

: Our acceptance of leadership entails danger of being blamed. for - 

| shortcomings of any suggested plan of action but our successful solu-__ 

tion this distressing problem would be great humanitarian gesture 

oo worthy our best traditions and would pay dividends in helping re-__ 
| store our oncehigh prestigeinArablands. 

_ Sent Department 384, repeated Lendon 98, Paris 83; pouched Am- 

man, Baghdad, Beirut, Bern, Cairo, Jerusalem, Jidda, Tel-Aviv, An- 

| kara, Moscow. = 
| oe Gs KEELEY 

| 501.MA Palestine/7-1349 : Telegram 2 eS . 

; The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt 

. SECRET = -. Wasurneron, July 14,1949—11 p.m. 

"401, Reurtel 669 July 131 and others on same subject. Dept con- 

cerned lest Egyptians be given impression that US is insisting they _ 

agree to Gaza strip proposal. You shld make every effort to impréss 

Egyptian officials that US position is that this is proposal which has | 

merit, and shld not be summarily dismissed. For this reason USG 

believes it essential that it be discussed between parties at. interest. 

| Egyptian agreement to discuss question wld not involve commitment 

1Not printed. a i te oe a
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to accept proposal. It wld be concrete ‘statesmanlike gesture. How- — | 

ever, outright refusal to discuss wld leave Egypt open to accusation 

from other side that it had refused to even discuss a matter of mutual | 

interest and wld undoubtedly be used as opportunity for propaganda © | | 

campaign against Egypt. Fa a EB ae ES | 

_ If Egyptians shld attempt to argue that question already discussed a 

at PCC you shld point out that immediate negative reaction of Egyp- 

tian delegate at Lausanne did not constitute in the view of this Govt a 

“discussion” of question, © en 7 : 

_- Dept cannot understand your reference in first [last] para reftel ? 

to “USG’s complaisant partiality to Israel”. In interestsofpeaceUSG 

has on number of occasions made firm representations both sides, and — 

has sought impartially to give advice whenever cause of peace in area 

cld be advanced thereby. Further comment on this and points raised | 

in your A-746 July 1 ° will follow.* ee | 

a _ ACHESON 

2 This paragraph gave the comment of Chargé Patterson.after his conversation 

with Abdul Moniem Mustafa,. head of the Egyptian Delegation at Lausanne, as . 

follows: “I found Mustafa Bey’s position possibly foreshadowing that.iof Egyp-- . 

tian Government not in accord with realistic appraisal of situation. If Egypt is 

weak in military sense Egyptian lack of confidence in Israeli good faith in UN © - 

ability to enforce its resolutions and in USG’s complaisant partiality to Israeli _ 

should: induce willingness to compromise and make best of bad bargain however | 

unjust.” (867N.01/7-1849) ee | 

‘The Department, on July 14, sent to London a telegram. broadly parallel to | 

No. 701. The telegram queried whether the British Foreign Office “now contem- 

plates extending dipl support US representations to Egypt” concerning the Gaza 

strip proposal’ (No. 2450, 501.BB Palestine/7-1449). Its content was discussed 

on July 15 with Michael Wright, who in referring to the British program set forth | . 

in telegram 2482, July 13, to London, p. 1228, stated that “it was Bevin’s belief 

that coordinated approach for whole program as embodied in British suggestions | 

| held most hope for success. Wright felt personally that to press Hgyptians further | 

on Gaza proposal, in isolation from other points, might well prejudice Egyptian _ 

acceptance proposals as whole.” (telegram 2790, July 15, 6 p. m., from London, 

501.BB Palestine/7-1549) 5 

Statement Released by the Department of States — | 

The appointment of Paul A. Porter as United States Represent- | 

ative of the United Nations Palestine Conciliation Commission was 

announced. by the White House on July 16, 1949.2 Mr. Porter recently — | 

served as Chief of the American ‘Economic Mission to Greece with 

the personal rank of Ambassador, = RS | 

"+ Reprinted from Department of State Bulletin, Fuly 25, 1949, p.98. This source 
does not indicate the date of release. si eminent 

_ * The American Delegation at Lausanne was:notified of Mr. ‘Porter’s :appoint- 
| ment in Unpal 186, July 16, which also informed that Mr. Porter planned to 

leave the United States immediately for Lausanne (501.BB Palestine/7-1649). — |
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. The Palestine Conciliation Commission is charged with the task of — 
facilitating settlement of all issues outstanding between Israel and 
the Arab States under the General Assembly resolution of December 
11, 1948. This government attaches great importance to a speedy solu- 
tion of these issues and offers its unqualified support in the fulfillment 
oftheCommission’stask. Bo Co 

| . This government welcomes the resumption of the Lausanne meet- 
_ dings, which represent a further advance in the direction of peace be- 

tween Israel and the Arab States. The recent discussions at Lausanne _ 
| were of material benefit. in clarifying the respective positions of the 

a two parties. In the opinion of the United States as a participating 
member of tlie: Commission, the groundwork has now been laid for 

_ constructive negotiations in which both parties must cooperate to the 
full if the area of disagreement is to be progressively narrowed and a 

| final settlement obtained. a 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—-1649: Circular telegram = - co - | 

: ‘Lhe Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices! = 

RESTRICTED PRIORITY . |§ WASHINGTON, July 16, 1949-1 a.m. 

| In order to strengthen PCC and to improve chances fulfillment its - 
task, you are instructed immediately to approach govt to which you 

_--areacereditedalongfollines: a 
| _ “Govt of US, motivated by sincere conviction that every effort must 

be made to facilitate progress towards successful conclusion P-CC’s 
a _ task, and to aeeord PCC fullest cooperation therein, hopes govts con- | 

cerned will instruct their delegations to enter into forthcoming dis- _ 
cussions at Lausanne with new and constructive approach towards 
all issues outstanding. Up to present time, progress of PCC has been © 
impeded by fact that certain delegations to Commission. were author- 
ized by their govts to discuss or negotiate only with respect to limited 
aspects of Pal settlement, or to insist upon establishment of priorities 
in approaching the several questions. US Govt must emphasize that 

| terms of ref under which PCC was established by GA res of Dec 11 
have special application to govts and authorities concerned as well 
as to members PCC. It-is earnest conviction of US Govt that all dele- 
gations to Lausanne on reconvening July 18 should be given full au- 

) thority by their respective govts to enter into discussion and 
negotiation of all issues which fall within purview of PCC, particu- __ 

, larly status of Jerusalem, territorial settlement and disposition of 
refugees. Indeed, a primary purpose of Protocol of May 12, 1949 was 
to enable.Arab and Israeli delegations to extend their exchanges of 

.  * At Cairo, Tel Aviv, Beirut, Damascus, and Amman, © a oo |
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“view to all questions covered by GA res. After talks resume, therefore, 
refugees and territorial questions should be subject to concurrent _ 

discussion.” ee : Oe Be a 

Govts of Israel and Arab States should also be informed that 

similar approach has been made to both sides. ee | 

_ Re other members of PCC, Turkish Govt has already agreed. to 

approach Govts of Israel and Arab States as has US Govt. Dept hopes | 

to be informed shortly that French Govt has also agreed? 

PA BSP AR ENTS gn 7 ACHESON _ 

A Chargé Stabler discussed ‘the content of this circular telegram ‘with the | 

Acting Prime Minister and’ King Abdullah on July 20. The King gave his views | 

as follows: “Regarding Jerusalem said his ideas and those of Israel. were 

close and felt there should be no difficulty. reaching agreement. Regarding terri- . 

torial settlement believed it should be based on partition with adjustments pro- ce 

vided latter did not harm Jordan. Regarding refugees indicated his belief that 

ag general principle all refugees should be resettled in Arab areas. If large 

-. numbers should return {to Israel] they would be source of -eonstant friction | 

between Arab States and Israel and dangerous situation would be created. How- 

ever Israel should permit return those desiring become Israel citizens _(which 

he thought would be few) and those who desire enter Israel to settle their 

properties. . . . Again made plea for US financial assistance in form. loan and 

machinery.” (telegram 286, July 20, 8 p. m., from Amman, 501.BB Palestine/ | 
7-2049) mee me : Se 

On July 21, the J ordanian Foreign Minister informed the Chargé that he had. 

instructed his delegation at Lausanne “to discuss all outstanding issues without 

regard to priorities on basis of UN decision Jerusalem, frontiers and refugees.” 

(telegram 289, July 23, 10 p. m., from Amman (501-.BB Palestine/7-2349)) =. ‘ 

Cairo, on July 22, advised that after discussions with high Egyptian officials, — , 

there was “no reason to believe instructions Egyptian delegation Lausanne have 

been amplified in sense recommended ‘by Department.” (telegram. 702,.501.BB 

 Palestine/7-2249)) > sidiegpet est ygl= tho] gg FR | 

_ 601.BB Palestine/7-1649: Telegram te 

Phe Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria a 

CONFIDENTIAL © ~~ WASHINGTON, July 16, 1949—2 p.m. 

288. Dept informed Riley and Vigier feel responsible Israel Govt * | 

in armistice negotiations goes long way toward meeting Syrian | 

_ reservations re Samakh area and the Syrian Govt should now accept _ 

Israeli compromise offer.? Next meeting armistice delegations-Mon- 

day, July 18, when armistice agreement might possibly be initialed a 

for subsequent signature later in week. Dept understands Riley and 

Vigier. have seen you and Syrian PM and request your support their oe 

__-views with Syrian Govt. Dept endorsestheirrequest. = | 
a a ACHESON . 

- "The text of the Israeli response was transmitted by New York in telegram 833, | 
July 15, 6:59 p.m. (501.BB Palestine/7—1549), not printed. 

This information was reported by New York in telegram 832, July 15, | 
4:57 p. m. (501.BB Palestine/7—-1549) , not printed. | | |
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SOLMA Palestine/7-1340: Telegram) 

“Phe Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria = 

a SECRET = > =... ©... Wasuitneton, July 16, 1949—6 p. m. 

: — 284, Urtel 380 July 131 indicates different interpretation than that _ 

intended by. Dept‘of word responsibility in Depcirctel June 27. Dept’s | 

position. that Israelis and Arabs bear primary responsibility for solu- 
| tion refugee problem contains no implication of blame for sequence 

of events leading to creation of refugees but is based squarely upon 

_ physical fact that problem intrinsic to the area by virtue of physical 

presence of refugees in Arab states, separated from their property, 
| assets and homes in Israeli or Istaeli-controlled territory. Since US _ 

| does not. accept primary responsibility nor would support UN in ac- 
ceptance, such responsibility must reside in Israel and Arab states. 
Concept of responsbility was dicussed openly and frankly by US rep 
with all Arab dels Lausanne, all of whom appeared fully to under- 
stand. US position. For these reasons, Arab dialectics can-do no more 
than ‘perpetuate deadlock, without in any way removing refugee 
problem from geographical sphere of Arab states. Both sides have 
inescapable responsibility to take action re refugee question or suffer 
consequences to their own security which will inevitably result from | 

- continued inaction. = i 

= Dept fully aware of pros and cons of past history with respect to 

creation refugee problem. We are firmly convinced, however, of neces- 

sity both parties abandoning their preoccupation these arguments 1f _ 

any solution is to be achieved before major disaster is precipitated by 
refugee problem. | ee ~ 

Depcirctel June 27'and Depcirctel July 9 1 a. m. in essence offer 

_ ‘ Arabs and Israelis two alternative choices: Depcirctel June 27, to- 

gether with Depcirctel May 27 1 a. m.? on which it is based, clearly 
indicate basis on which USG prepared offer material assistance in 

| solution refugee problem. Depcirctel July 91 a. m. cites alternative 

- of complete inaction’ by Israelis and Arabs, with resultant inability 

a of international community initiate further action and attendant re- 

percussions upon best interests Israel and Arab states. | 

| —1Not printed. ~ it | - 7 ee 
*Not printed; it repeated to Arab capitals the text of telegram 674, May 23, | 

to Bern, p. 1047. De : oe
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You shld therefore proceed make representations along lines Dep- 

circtel June 27 and July 9, emphasizing considerations set forth _ 

above® | | | 
Oi PT BN a | _ ACHESON _ 

| -* This telegram was repeated to Tel Aviv and was pouched to Arab capitals, | 
London, Paris, Jerusalem, and Ankara and to Bern for the American Delegation 

at Lausanne. Minister Keeley discussed the content of telegram 284 with the 
Syrian Prime Minister on July 17 and reported that the latter “was visibly and 

- yolubly disappointed that no distinction was made between Syria and Israel or | 

: between Syria and certain other Arab states in assessing blame for alleged _ : 
| inaction. .. . In addition to making maximum contribution to refugee relief it — | 

long ago offered to accept for resettlement double or more number already parked - 
 on-its territory. Acceptance responsibility for creation of refugees as implied by 

- Department in referring to problem as one of ‘Israeli-Arab’ making was another | 

matter and simple justice aside no Syrian Government could stand which © 

-. aecepted any part of blame for creation of Arab refugees or which thus or in any | 

| other way admitted or connived in alienating right of refugees to return. to | 

their ancestral homes in Palestine and their right to compensation for losses 
if in actual circumstances they. are precluded by Israel from returning or do | 

not wish to return to live under Israeli tyranny.” (telegram 390, July 18, 9a. m., 

- from Damascus, 501.MA Palestine/7-1849) ee be 

SOLBB Palestine/7-1749: Telegram 

The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _Prioniry = —~Damascus, July 17, 1949—7 p. m. | 

- 887, When I discussed Israeli reply with PriMin Barazi July. 15 he 

- concluded that, irrespective qualms re details, Syrian Government _ 

would, as “of its appreciation of friendly advice of its friends” (mean- Oo 

ing US), accept Israeli compromise offer. Following receipt today 

- Deptel 283 July 16 I broached subject again when PriMin came to my | 
house to review various matters separately reported and learned that | 

true to his promise he had yesterday instructed Syrian Delegation to a 

accept terms without further discussion. = , 
_ Unless Israeli raise new issues or renig, armistice agreement will be 

- Initialled tomorrow, July 18, and signed during week he said. “I have | | 

given you. my word; it is final.” Haveinformed Riley, ©. | 

_. Sent Department; repeated Baghdad .76,. Beirut. 87, London 100, | 

Paris 85, Tel Aviv 48, Jerusalem 58, Amman 49, Cairo 52, Jidda 83, 

Ankara 56,Bern24 (for USPCC),
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- §01.BB Palestine/7-1849 : Telegram | oe te Lees as, oe 

The Minister in Syria (Keeley) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL  — sits Damascus, July 18, 1949—7 a. m. 

| 889. Prime Minister told me yesterday that because of heavy cost 

| (30,000 Syrian pounds monthly) and belief of Syrian delegation that — 

nothing likely to be accomplished at Lausanne because of Israeli in- 

transigence he proposed cut delegation to one officer and one clerk. I 

replied that while composition Syrian delegation matter for his deci- _ 

| sion its reduction at this time might be interpreted as weakening 

| Syrian interest. in work of PCC which would be unfortunate on eve © 

| arrival Paul Porter whose appointment I extolled. Oo 

Also took advantage of occasion to convey sense Depcirtel July 16, | 

| 1a. m.and to urge that Syria take leadership in constructive approach 

at Lausanne (Bern for USPCC). In reply to Prime Minister query 

“tell me what you want me to do” I suggested strength Syrian delega- 

| tion be maintained at least temporarily and be given full authority 

and instructions to discuss all outstanding problems which fall within 

purview of PCC, particularly status J erusalem, territorial settlement | 

| and disposition refugees. Oo : oe 

a After some discussion he agreed and added that he would strengthen 

- Syrian delegation by replacing Farid Zaynaldin “who is too rigid dia- 

 lectician” and by adding one or more realists, perhaps bringing Ed- | 

mond Homsi, Syrian Minister London to Lausanne. In addition Prime _ 

Minister said he would use his influence with other Arab statesto get 

them to adopt more positive attitude. He would do so out of his convic- 

tion that it is in interest Syria and other Arab states to follow advice _ 

| and leadership of US in solving Palestine problems. As Syria has 

| already followed US advice in armistice [negotiations?] with Israel 

 (mytel 387, July 17) so it is prepared to do in peace talks in belief said 

_ Prime Minister that US influence would henceforth be increasingly 

: exerted towardendsofjustice.  °= — , Oo 

| Pointing out again how difficult it is for Arab states to take jnitia- 

tive in compromising with Israel Prime Minister indicated willing- 

— ness go along on any reasonable arrangements that would serve cause 

. some peace in Middle East. He recalled statement he had made to 

ss Ambassador Griffis and me months ago in this connection (mytel 651, 

- October 18, 1948 1) and reiterated hope that UN under US inspiration 

| and leadership would speedily impose Palestine settlement based on 

partition plan of November 29, 1947 which Arab states would in 

present circumstances have to accept as force majeure. 

_ 4Not printed. |
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If present friendly Syrian Government remains in office and if = 

[garble] request initiative and leadership (mytel 384, July 14 anc | 
888, July 17°) in refugee resettlement and in working out reasonable | 

_ compromise in other matters before PCC Legation believes and Riley _ 
_. concurs that Syria now offers best Arab leadership in reaching overall _ | 

peace settlement. = — I 
_If we want peace and stability in Middle East we must boldly 
accept leadership in achieving it? DL BEENESS Wah : oe 
Sent Department 389; repeated London 102, Paris 87, Bern 25, 

pouched Amman, Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Jidda, Jerusalem, Tel | 
Aviv, Ankara 00 oe : 

Oo oe rr re Ce | Keetey 

?Latter not printed. =~ mega ce, 
“In reply on July 20, the Department instructed Damascus to convey to the 

Prime Minister “US appreciation Syria’s cooperative attitude reflected in his | 
forthright action in reinforcing ‘Syrian participation in PCC meetings and for 
endeavoring infiuence other Arab states act similarly. US confident continuation oe 
this policy will be most beneficial in speeding settlement outstanding problems.” 7 
(telegram 287, 501.BB Palestine/7-1849), OO 

- Minister Keeley transmitted these sentiments to the Prime Minister on July 21. | 
_. The latter urged the United States Government “keep secret his offer endeavor | 

influence other Arab states realistically to adopt more positive policy at Lausanne : 
and to follow US lead. Prime Minister reemphasized success his efforts this re 
spect likely to be in proportion to how well secret kept.’ (telegram 400, July 22,. 
10 a. m., from Damascus, 501.BB Palestine/7-2249) = ar 

501L.BB Palestine/7-1949 eg tals ee ae 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern — | 
and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Secretary of State aoe — | 

TOP SEORET = [Wasser on,] July 19, 1949. 
Subject: Appointment with Paul A. Porter a ae ee 

_. On July 16 the President appointed Paul A. Porter to succeed Mark 
Ethridge as the United States representative on the Palestine Con- 

_Ciliation Commission, oe | 
Mr. Porter plans to leave Washington July 21 by plane for Lausanne. 

_ My. Porter hasan appointment with you at 11:45 a. m.and with the _ 
Presidentat3:15p.m.onJuly20,0 00 2 Bo 
Since Mr. Porter’s appointment on July 16, officials of the Depart- 

ment have had an.opportunity to brief Mr. Porter in detail on alk 
aspects of the Palestine question including the instructions which. | 
Mr. Lovett, with the President’s approval, issued to Mr. Keenan and. 
Mr. Ethridge? (TabA). 70 | 

_ This memorandum was transmitted to the Secretary through Mr. Rusk who / 
initialed it, ee | ‘ee Lovett’s letter of January 19 to Mr. Ethridge and footnote 1 thereto,, | 7 p. 681. a oo |
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oe -< Tt is anticipated that Mr. Porter will inquire to what extent and 

| in what manner the United States Government will support him _ 

in his negotiations as the United States representative onthe Palestine 

Conciliation Commission. It is accordingly suggested that you may 

| wish, prior to your appointment with Mr. Porter, to discuss the present _ 

stage in developments regarding Palestine withthe President. 

-. Jt is recalled that the President directed the Department on May 29 ~ 

ee to approach the Government of Israel in a friendly and firm manner 

with regard to its attitude on the subjects of Arab refugees and a 

| territorial settlement in Palestine. It was stated at that time that 

“if the Government of Israel continues to reject the basic principles 

set forth by the resolution of the General Assembly of December 11, 

1948, and the friendly advice offered by the United States. Govern-_ 

ment for the sole purpose of facilitating a genuine peace in Palestine, 

a the United States Government will regretfully be forced to the con- | 

| clusion that a revision of its attitude toward Israel has become 

unavoidable.” — a 

The Government of Israel has continued to refuse to heed the advice 

of the United States Government concerning the principle of terri- 

torial compensation for areas held by Israel outside the 1947 Palestine _ 

partition lines and the repatriation of a substantial number of Pales- 

7 : tine refugees without reference to territorial acquisition. It is hoped, 

however, that during future talks at Lausanne, the representatives of 

— Israel will adopt a more conciliatory attitude. rs 

Meanwhile, in-order to strengthen Mr. Porter’s authority and to — 

-- inerease the prospect of success at Lausanne at this critical stage, it 

| ig recommended that Mr. Porter be authorized to emphasize privately 

- to the representatives of Israel at Lausanne two important points: 

| 1. that the United States Government continues: to stand firmly | 

| behind the principles enunciated in its note of May 29;and 

| 9. that, pending the adoption of a more conciliatory attitude by 

| Isracl, the United States Government is finding it extremely difficult — 

| to give favorable consideration to the two following matters: . 

| | a) Further allocation of funds under the $100,000,000 loan 

requested by Israel in 1948. One of the principal reasons leading 

- to favorable action by the ExImBank on this request was the 

-. belief that there were hopes of an early and final peace in Palestine 

- and the consequent establishment of normal economic conditions 

o in Israel which would facilitate the ultimate repayment of the 

: - loan: Israel’s failure thus far to heed the friendly advice of the _ 

United States may be said to have delayed peace and normal 

| -  geonomic relations. Pending positive action by Israel to attain 

, these objectives a suspension of further allocation of funds is ac- 

| cordingly warranted on banking grounds. | | | | 

_ 6) Ways and means by which the United States, through the 

United Nations, might be able to participate in an overall program 

for the repatriation and resettlement of Palestinian refugees. In
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_ order to plan a program which would be acceptable to the United | 
| _ States Congress, banking institutions and United Nations mem- 

ber states, some measure of agreement between the Arabs and | 
| _ the Jews and a definite prospect of peace in Palestine are essential; . 

otherwise there would be no firm base on which the United States 
_ or other members of the United Nations would be able to formu- - 
- late and participate ina workableprogram. © 9. 

It is also recommended that Mr. Porter continue to emphasize to 
the representatives ofthe ArabstatesatLausanne: | 
_that the United States continues to support the principle of repatria- | 

tion of those refugees who wish to return to Israel; but at the same | 
time, hopes that the representatives. of the Arab states will be able - 
to make constructive suggestions with regard to the resettlement of 

_ those refugees who do not wish to return. Failure to do So would have | 
the consequences indicated under2(0) above. | i epe ke | 

Recommendation: — . | | | 
It is recommended that wee | | eo eee | 
1) Mr. Porter be authorized to approach the Arabs and the Israelis | 

privately as indicated above; © a Bo 
2) The representative of the Department recommend to the ExIm- 

Bank that.it- temporarily postpone further allocations under the loan. | 
_ pending positive action by Israelat Lausanne? -.- Ss 

_ [Here follow concurrences by officers of the Office of Near Eastern 
and African Affairs and of the Office of United Nations Affairs.) 

| ‘In an attached undated memorandum, Mr. McGhee wrote: “Mr. Porter dis- 
cussed this with the President yesterday and the President approved the course 
of action recommended in this memorandum.” So , - 7 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—-1949 :Telegram re coe 
_ ‘Lhe Ambassador in Israet (McDonald). to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET Tren Aviv, July 19, 1949—noon. - 
_ 549. Re Depcirtel July 16 received July 18. Department will have : 
noted in Embtel July 18, 5451 niact, that following my repeated | 

_ representations to Foreign Office Israeli Government through Shiloah 

__ 4 Not. printed; it reported that Ambassador McDonald conversed with Mr. | 
Shiloah on the evening of July 15. The latter made known that he would replace — 
Mr. Hytan as head of the Israeli ‘Delegation at:-Lausanne, that he would be | 
“taking with. him more ‘elastic program’ ” and that he hoped “for progress before 
UNGA if PCC will bring two groups together.” The: Ambassador commented 
to the Department. that “What Shiloah said and way he said it encourages. me. 
to hope.that Israel’s policy especially on refugees is developing favorably.” - | 7 

‘The following day, the Ambassador saw Mr. Eytan, who emphasized that Israel | 
“intends to be ‘more..forthcoming’ at Lausanne and hopes that.‘Arabs and US. 
delegates will also be more conciliatory’.” Mr. Eytan was said. to have said that. it 
was “essential” that the “UN have success” in the negotiations. (501.BB Pales- 
tine/7T-1849 ) - . oe 

501-887—77—_79 |
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July 15 and Eytan July 16 declared that Israel delegation was return- | 

ing Lausanne instructed along lines similar Department’s suggestions. 

July 18 after dinner for Justice Douglas at residence, Ben-Gurion by 

- implication confirmed Israeli plans for more conciliatory and broader | 

approach at Lausanne. Despite this prior substantial Israeli assent | 

views Depcirtel July 16 were formally urged upon Foreign Office by 

| - Ford in conference with Herlitz July 19 who is reporting immediately. 
toSharett. OO | - | 

| Sent Department 549, repeated Baghdad 15, Beirut 27, Damascus 24, | 

Amman 21, Cairo 18, Jidda 1, Lausanne. — oe | 

a —- McDon arp. 

-501.BB Palestine/7-1949: Telegram = eS ce 

The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State — 

‘RESTRICTED | Betrvt, July 19, 1949—3 p.m. 

| 369. Re Depcirtel, July 16. Lebanese Delegation to Lausanne has 

| been impressed with need to reach agreement on outstanding issues | 

being discussed and it has received instructions from President and 

' Prime Minister to cooperate fully with PCC. Principal delegate has 

been given full authority in negotiations. In two conversations [had 

with him during his stay Lebanon, he indicated complete willingness 

to cooperate and so far as Lebanon is concerned realization of urgency 

| for finding solution on all points, Foreign Office says Turk Chargé has 

made similar approach and has received similar assurances.* _ 
| | | 7 PINKERTON 

| 1The Department, on July 20, directed Beirut to “Convey to Pres and PriMin | 

US appreciation Leb cooperative attitude re PCC negots and instru[ction]s this 

T 1ptD) to principal Leb delegate Lausanne” (telegram 353, 501.BB Palestine/ 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—2049 : Telegram | 

| : Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State _ | 

CONFIDENTIAL - - Lausanne, July 20, 1949—11 a.m. 

| Palun 246. In conversation this afternoon Abdul Monem stoutly 

- denied US charge regarding negative Egyptian attitude, stated Egypt 

anxious for just peace based on return large number refugees and par- 

tition plus compensation. Egypt in no hurry sign unjust peace which 

| would not be lasting and rather than do this preferred await develop- 

: ments. Would take long time for bitterness Near East to subside 

| enough to permit Arab states sign peace and meantime, who knew 

what might happen in Israel? Israel is carrying crushing economic _ 

burden and possibility civil war should not be disregarded.
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- Said Egypt had decided could not discuss Gaza proposal. Showed i 
complete indifference fate Gaza refugees who were international and 
Jewish responsibility and maintained if international aid stopped = 
Egypt had means support. ae a : 

- Negev must remain Arab.and Egypt needed Gaza—Beersheba—Dead 
Sea line for defense. oo ae ee 
‘Only sign progress Egyptian position here was information he had | 

- been authorized discuss matters other than refugees. Said he willing | 
consider any proposal put forward by PCC but refused commit self 

in replies to questions regarding possibility Egyptia:.-Israel condo- 
- minium Southern Negev or guarantee Israeli access Akaba if Southern | 

Negevin Arabhands. - | | a 
_ Hirsch has made it very clear that. Israeli Government does not 

desire that Palestine question be discussed in GA this fall. Put forth 
“personal” suggestion that if PCC saw any hope for progress at time 
opening GA, it should-recommend Palestine be excluded or placed at, | 

| veryendofGAagenda., - | | | Co 
Have asked Arab delegates what their position will be if Shiloah 

brings substantial concessions from Tel Aviv, All have said would | 
discuss concessions with great interest but obvious that during recess 
they have reached no common position regarding territorial issue. — 

es : a, / | - _ Rock WELL | 

767N.90D/7-2049: Telegram OO | ) 
» The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria | | 

ee Waseineron, July 20, 1949—7 p.m. 

| 288. Express to Syrian Govt gratification USG with regard sig- 
nature Israeli-Syrian armistice agreement on July 201+ and express 
hope this further step toward peace in Palestine will increase possibil- : 
ities successful conclusion to meetings now taking place with PCC at 

.* For text, see SC, 4th yr, Special Supplement No. 2. - - | . a . 

.* This telegram was sent simultaneously, mutatis mutandis, to Tel Aviv. as 
No. 461. Nos, 288 and 461 were repeated.to New York. = - oO a , 

For the statement made by Secretary Acheson on July 20 on the signing of - 
me go ee Synian armistice, see Department of. State Bulletin, August 8, 1949, 

| a  —- Bditorial Note | | | | 

The Department of State, on July 21, released a statement by Secre- _ | 
_ tary of State Acheson on the Palestine problem. The key paragraph | 

read as follows: “Now that the position of both parties have been — oo 
fully defined in previous sessions of the [ Palestine Conciliation ] Com- ©
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mission, it will materially advance the task of the Commission if both 

the Israeli and the Arab delegations return to Lausanne with full © 

| authority to enter into constructive and effective negotiations. It will 

| also greatly facilitate the Commission’s task if both sides: will now 

extend their exchange of views to all problems covered by the Gen- 

| eral Assembly resolution of December 11, in order to make possible a | 

simultaneous and balanced approach to the closely related. problems — 

of territoral settlement and disposition of ‘the refugees from the hos- 

| tilities.” The full text of the Secretary’s statement is published in 

| Department of State Bulletin, August 1,1949;page148.. 2 0 

- Acting Mediator Bunche, on J uly 21, transmitted a-report to the 

Security Council on the status of the armistice negotiations and the 

truce in Palestine. He observed that Israel had- concluded : armistice 

| agreements with Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, ‘and Syria; that the.agree- 

ment with Jordan covered the front held: by Iraqi forces, making 

unnecessary negotiations between Iraq and Israel; that the Saudi 

Arabian forces in the Palestine conflict had served under Egyptian 

command and were therefore covered by the terms of the Egyptian- 

| Israeli armistice; and that no agreement involving Yemen was neces- — 

sary since Yemen had no forces in the conflict. =~ ne 

a As a result of these agreements, the report indicated, “an armistice 

| now applies to all of the fighting fronts in Palestine and by the terms — 

oo of the agreements the military phase of the Palestine conflict is 

| ended.” » | ee 

The report contained Mr. Bunche’s conclusions and his proposed 

| draft resolution, as follows: _ ae | : | 

1. The practical application of the Security Council’s truce in Pal- 

estine has now been superseded by effective armistice agreements : 

--———-yoluntarily negotiated by the parties in the transition from truce to 

permanent peace. Since all of these agreements are self-enforcing-and — 

| establish the necessary machinery for their supervision, with the 

assistance of the United Nations Chief of Staff of the Truce Super- 

vision Organization and United Nations observers at his command, it 

| would seem unnecessary longer to impose upon the States concerned 

the restrictive conditions of the Security Council truce. The Security 

Council resolution of 15 July 1948 imposed not only a truce and the 

conditions relating thereto, but ordered the Governments and authori- 

- ~ ties concerned, pursuant to Article 40 of the Charter of the United 

| Nations, to desist from further military action. | oo oo 

2. In view of the existing state of affairs in Palestine, the Security 

Cotincil might consider it advisable to review the situation in the hght 

of the new’ conditions and to take appropriate-action.. Such action. 

might declare it unnecessary to prolong the truce provided. for in the.
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7 Security Council resolution of 15 July 1948. It might, at the same time, 

reaffirm the order in that resolution to the Governments and authori- | 

ties concerned, pursuant to Article 40 of the Charter of the United 

Nations, to desist from further military action, and might also call 

upon the parties to the dispute to continue to observe an unconditional , 

cease-fire. Action along some such lines would be consistent with the 7 | 

 pealities of the present situation and would at the same time fully safe- 

ouard the basic objective of the Security Council that fighting in _ 

- Palestineshallnotberesumed. oe 

3. In conclusion, I would respectfully call to the attention of the 

Security Council my communication to the Council of 17 January _ | 

1949. In my view, the action which the Council might now properly | 
take should also provide, in accordance with General Assembly reso- | 

lution 194 (IIL) of 11. December 1948, for the termination or the | 

transfer to the United Nations Palestine Conciliation Commission of 

~ such functions as now remain to the position of Mediator under Secu- | 

rity Council resolutions. With the armistice agreements concluded, 
there is no longer any useful function to be performed by the Mediator. — 

| Any further activity by me would inevitably impinge upon the work 

| of the Palestine Conciliation Commission. This could create only con- 

| fusion and’ duplication of effort and would serve no useful purpose 

whatsoever. Under the terms of.the several armistice agreements, I | 

have no responsibility for their implementation or supervision, since ) 

this responsibility, by mutual agreement, is assumed by the parties a 

themselves. With the truce obsolete, the armistice agreements con- | 

eluded, and the Palestine Conciliation Commission, conducting peace 

negotiations, the mission of the Mediator has been fulfilled. I am happy | 

| to have had this great opportunity to serve the United Nations and the 

| cause of peace in Palestine and in this, my final report, wish to thank = 

the Security Council for the indispensable support which it has given | 

to me in my efforts to discharge the responsibilities entrusted to me. | 

| 4, Finally, it is clear to me that the success or failure of any media- 
tion or conciliation effort in a situation such as that presented by 
Palestine must depend very largely upon the measure of support 
afforded by the United Nations. If the voice of the United Nations is | 
strong and clear, it can be the decisive factor in the mediatory effort _ 
to resolve the conflict. The most effective instrument at the disposal of 

- a mediator or conciliator is the assurance of prompt and vigorous sup- 
port.and action by the United Nations. Se | 

5. [ have taken the liberty of attaching to this report, as an annex, | 
- @ memorandum suggesting the general lines of the action which the 

_ Security Council might now consider it appropriatetotake. 

! LF a a. -. Ranpo J. BuNCHE | 

ee ee ee ced pa ph Amex a | 

The Security Council, = = a Ss py 

Having noted with satisfaction the several armistice agreements _ 
concluded by means of negotiations between the parties involved in a 
me conflict in Palestine in pursuance of its resolution of 16 November 

3 . 

| oe | 
| | | |
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Expresses the hope that the Governments and authorities concerned, | 

having undertaken by means of the negotiations now being conducted 

by the Palestine Conciliation Commission, to fulfil the request of the 

General Assembly in its resolution of 11 December 1948 to extend the 

scope of the armistice negotiations and to seek agreement by nego- 

tiations concluded either with the Conciliation Commission or directly, 

will at an early date achieve agreement on the final settlement of all 

| questions outstanding between them ; | Oo 
Declares that the armistice agreements, as an important step in the 

transition from truce to permanent peace in Palestine, render un- 

) necessary the prolongation of the truce as provided in the resolution 

of the Security Council of 15 July 1948; ae 

| Reafirms the order set forth in its resolution of 15 July 1948 to the 

Governments and authorities concerned, pursuant to Article 40 of the 

Charter of the United Nations, to desist from further military action, 

and calls upon them to continue to observe an unconditional cease-fire ; 
Requests the Conciliation Commission, with the assistance of the 

United Nations Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization, 
to undertake the observance of the cease-fire in Palestine, and termi- 

nates all remaining functions of the United Nations Mediator on 

| Palestine under Security Council resolutions; __ , ee 

Requests the Secretary-General to continue in existence such of the 

present Truce Supervision Organization as the Conciliation Commis- 

sion, in consultation with the Chief of Staff, may require in maintain- _ 

ing the cease-fire, and as may be necessary in assisting the parties to | 

- the armistice agreements in the supervision of the application and 

observance of the terms of those agreements. = - | 

‘The full text of Mr. Bunche’s report is printed in SC, 42h yr., Supple- 

| ment for August 1949,pagel. 8 7 ae 

501.BB Palestine/7—2249: Telegram. Do . ae . o oe , 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in [srael+ — 

SECRET.  ..~—~. ~~~» WasuineTon, July 22, 1949—7 p. m. 

472, Re our proposal Jlem negots under Riley, Dept has fol main 

points: Art 8 Armistice Agreement. does not rigidly limit. subject 

matter negots re Jlem but includes any questions which parties may | 

submit. In any case Art calls for formulation agreed principles these 

—— subjects and implementation obviously requires agreement in free 

negots between parties. Unsuccesful effort to reach such subsequent 

- agreement shld not be regarded as violation Armistice Agreement. 

Foregoing considerations admittedly technical but support our con- 

trolling motivation achieve agreement these questions which are vital 

to settlement Jlem question. It appears possible. that sufficient bar- 

1This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem, Amman, Bern (for the: American 

, Delegation at Lausanne), and New York. ©... . CO
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gaining points exist both sides among these related problems to fur- | 
nish basis compromise agreement. Dept hopes that parties can dis- | 
regard technical aspects and undertake broadly based talks which 
might make possible settlement Jlem question. __ ee 

Sharett’s statement that Israel will resist return former Arab quar- oe 
ters is first official statement we have had to this effect. It appears 
directly contrary to provision GA res Dec 11 concerning return | 
refugees to homes and contrary gen US policy and principles justice 
and equity. Question shld at least be subject negots. a 

- Dept considers possible PCC will feel.compelled include recom- _ | 
mendations territorial and related questions in its detailed proposals — / 
for internat] regime which it must present this fall. Highly desirable 

such proposals have prior agreement parties but if this not possible 
PCC may have to make own recommendations. — pe | 

cy mo ACHESON | 

501.MA Palestine/7-1949 :Telegram poe - | os | | 

Phe Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland 

secRET --- Wasutneton, July 22, 1949—7 p. m. 7 
—. [Unpal] 198. For USDel Lausanne. Pls inform your colleagues 

PCC re folandifthey agree proceedasfollows: = = 

~ On basis Cairo tel 689, July 19,1 rpted to Bern, Abdul Moneim — 

1Not printed: it reported at length on conversations held at Alexandria ‘by 
Chargé Patterson with British Ambassador Campbell, Acting Chief of the Royal 

| Cabinet Hassan. Youssef, Foreign Minister Kashaba, Secretary General of the 
Arab League Azzam, Mustafa Bey, and the Egyptian Finance Minister on July 15, 
16, and 17. The conversations dealt with the Gaza strip proposal. The Chargé — 
advised that all those consulted found little to approve;in the preposal; while _ 
Egyptian officials “denounced it as forerunner Israel aggression against Gaza, = | 
expressing great surprise and I may add contemptuous surprise that the govern- 

. ment of a great nation such as US should lend itself to such disreputable scheme.” 
After describing his various conversations, the Chargé commented: “From fore- | 
going lengthy and perhaps. repetitious recital.Department may find cumulative — 
evidence not only of total lack of Egyptian faith in any proposal emanating from =| 
Israel but also.a growing suspicion of inability or unwillingness of USG to view | 
Palestine controversy impartially. This may serve to amplify and clarify refer- | 
ence to USG’s complaisant partiality to Israel mentioned in concluding paragraph : | 
Embtel 669, July 13, which was designed to emphasize a certain lack of realism 
on Egypt’s part. I fear that continued harping on merits of Gaza plan which are | 
completely invisible to Arab eyes, may cause Egyptians to view USG as an accom- — 

plice of an expansionist and aggressive Israel and impair, if. not destroy nascent 
. cordiality which. Egyptian officials and others have been showing toward US 

_ and its citizens and interests in interval since conclusion February 24 armistice. | 
It is not pleasant to see practices of one’s government treated with the very real 
intellectual and moral disdain evident in minds and indeed on lips of ranking : 
officials of a foreign government.” The Chargé concluded that “should Depart- | 
ment be able guarantee Egypt territorial compensation sufficient provide land | 

| bridge between. Egypt Jordan, Egypt I believe might adopt more conciliatory : 
: ~ attitude toward proposed: settlement.” (501.MA Palestine/7-1949) Regarding : 

669, see footnote 2 to telegram 701, July 14, p. 1229. : . |
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| Mustafa Bey expressed willingness discuss Gaza proposal in presence 
PCC. While obvious intent 1s summary rejection proposal, you and 
your colleagues shld take initiative privately to raise question with 
him on basis reftel, expressing appreciation his willingness under- | 
take discussions and pointing out that USG, in making proposal _ 

. for such discussions, held no brief for any specific locale for discus- 
sions but merely suggested Lake Success as convenient meeting place 
during recess. Now that PCC has reconvened, his suggestion conduct 
talks Lausanne quite proper. If he shld raise objection that Gaza 
proposal not in accord with May 12 protocol, you shld emphasize that _ 

| protocol’s primary intent was to create technique under which negots | 
cld be extended to cover all issues outstanding under Dec il res,and 
that therefore any reasonable proposals put forward shld be given 
serious attention. Regardless of whether he intends enter into pro 
forma or substantive discussions Gaza, you shld inform him you and 
your colleagues prepared. immediately approach Israeli del privately , 
with view ascertaining whether it prepared make territorial compen- | 
sation for Gaza strip of character which PCC cld consider equitable 
for presentation to Egyptians, and what guarantees it has in mind 
for refugees and residents along lines set forth para 1 Unpal 133, 
June 4. - a a a 

_If progress made in private discussions, it is anticipated Israeli del 
shld then add proposal for such equitable territorial compensation 
and foregoing guarantees to 1ts May 20 Gaza strip proposal (Docu- | 

| ment AR/12, May 232) in PCC meeting and that Arabs shld then 
formally discuss proposal in PCC meeting. ee - 
_. Palun 246 July 20 just received. We assume Abdul Moneim meant _ 
Egypt cld not discuss Gaza publicly at this stage. In view his assur- 
ances to US Chargé Cairo, however, pls proceed along lines foregoing.? 

a OO _- ACHESON 

- | 2 AR/12 was a memorandum of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, which 

| transmitted to the Delegations of the Arab States at Lausanne a summary of ~ 

the proposals and suggestions made by the Israeli Delegation on May 20 (IO | 
files). The Israeli proposals and suggestions are set forth in telegram 769, May 20, | 

from Bern, p. 1036. _ | Oo _ Oe 
’This telegram was repeated to Cairo. The formal rejection by the Egyptian | 

| Government of the United States proposals was made in the form of an undated 
aide-mémoire handed. to Chargé Patterson on July 25 (telegram 713,. July 26. 
9 a. m.). The Departnient replied on August 4, stating that “Although Dept — 

cannot agree with contentions in Egyptian reply it is believed undesirable to 

continue to press Egyptian Govt re Gaza strip proposal. Proper foeus of discus- 

sion this subject now appears to be Lausanne.” (telegram 778, repeated to Bern 

for the American Delegation at Lausanne) Both telegrams are filed under 501.MA 

Palestine/7—2649. . | . - . oo,
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501.BB Palestine/7-2249: Telegram a . | - 

.. - Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland * | 

| secrer ss (assti(‘<ié‘éét~””~~CtC*;*; Wa stnerton, July 22, 1949—T p.m. 

Unpal 199. For USDel, Lausanne. Re Deptel 472 Jul 22to Tel Aviv | 

- Dept wld appreciate comments appropriate procedure in event failure | 

parties agree demarkation lines. and related subjects Jlem area. Dept | 

- considering fol alternatives: — - oo a  aality 

PCC might recommend as part of proposals that agreement shld be : 

reached by parties and that failing agreement within specified time | 

UN authority shld delimit zones on basis status quo Nov 29, 1947. — ce, 

‘Second alternative. If parties fail agree within next few weeks PCC | 

shld make own recommendations as part of proposals after consulting 

- expertopinioninJlem? =. 2. ye 

oe | | 7 ey ee ACHESON 

- * This telegram was repeated to Tel Aviv as No. 471, to Jerusalem as No. 304, 
to Amman as No. 101, and to New York as 382... a Z | | 

2In reply to this telegram and the one supra, Ambassador McDonald observed - 
that the problems of Jerusalem, refugees, and boundaries were “little if any | 

| nearer solution than when PCC was created, more than seven months ago.” The 
_ Ambassador concluded that.“Lack of progress not attributable personalities nor : 

wholly to inherent difficulties of issues nor to stubborness governments concerned. 
Department. should ‘face fact that PCC has been inherently self-stultifying: 
Despite Porter’s best..efforts PCC will, I fear, remain.incapable that series of — 
strong affirmative united actions essential bring Arab states and Israel to move | 

- beyond present armistices.. . ie ele RRn ss Rg 
. "In light of PCC record, gravity of, unsettled. problems and urgent need for | 

speedy action, I urge Department begin now campaign to have UNGA replace 
PCC by single man authority. This change vital even if Bunche be not available a 
to do job.” (telegram 566, July 26, 7.p.m., from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/ 72619) | ae eee OE EEN 

501.MA Palestine/7-1849: Telegram, | | 
| The Secretary of Siate to. the Legation in Syria - 

SECRET : - Wasuineton, July 22, 1949—7 p. m. 
_ -- 298. Urtel 890 July 18.1 In reply your query as to what Dept spe- | 

_ cifically desires from Syria to advance refugee solution, it wld be of | | 

considerable value if Zaim wld authorize Syrian del inform PCO 
officially of its willingness cooperate in facilitating solution of refugee _ | 
problem by accepting substantial number refugees for permanent _ 

settlement Syria. Such undertaking by Syria wld in no way relieve 
Israel of its repatriation responsibilities and other Arab states of - 

_hecessity cooperating in resettlement. We also hope Syrian cld be 
instructed use its influence induce other dels to adopt similar position | 

| simultaneously at Lausanne. Se es | 

| * Not printed. os BE Ba 7
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In making foregoing suggestions, we recall, of course, that Arab | 

| dels to PCC at June 25 meeting Lausanne expressed willingness ex- 
amine resettlement question as soon as they knew how many refugees 

| - did not wish return to homes on basis completely free choice, and stated 
that such refugees wld find Arab countries ready to take them. How- 

ever we now hope it would be possible to make more practical and 
forthright statement along lines suggested, which wld more accurately 

reflect Zaim’s demonstrated interest in settlement of refugees in Syria 

| and wld materially advance progress of negots towards permanent — 

solutionof problem. == = | er oe 

Since some progress has been made in private discussion with Arabs _ 

| and since certain indications exist that Israel may now be prepared 
| make concessions re refugees, we are concerned lest forthcoming Arab | 

League Political Comite meeting result in hardening of Arab attitude, 
and thereby produce setback to PCC negots. , | , 

On suitable occasion, you shld make ref to Arab League meeting and 
state that Dept understands refugee question will be taken up. You 
shld then make fol observations: — —— Oo 

| - Dept has received indications that PCC now has reasonable hopes 
achieving early progress towards practicable solution refugee problem. | 
We are aware that Arab states, who bear burden of refugees, wld wel- 

| come such solution. Dept believes that all parties now appreciate fact 
| that solution can- only be achieved through effective cooperation 

Israelis, Arab states, UN and its member govts. For this reason Dept 
| hopes that at forthcoming meetings Arab League, Arab reps will find © 

- it possible to adopt position in Beirut which will make it possible for 
Arab reps at Lausanne constructively to approach resettlement of 

refugees in connection with overall solution for Pal problem. 
| Sent Damascus, repeated to Beirut and Amman for similar action 

vis-a-vis Lebanese and Transjordan govis2 = oT | 
| . a oo ACHESON 

| 2'This telegram was also repeated for information to Bern for the American 
‘Delegation at Lausanne. Its content was summarized and sent to Baghdad, Jidda, 

| and Cairo as a circular telegram of July 22, 11 a. m. (501.MA Palestine/7—2249). | 

Minister Keeley conveyed.the substance of No. 293 to Prime Minister Barazi on 

| July 25. The latter “said he would immediately send cable instructions to Syrian 

representatives at Lausanne to confirm to PCC formally oft-repeated offer to 

accept for resettlement substantial number of those refugees who not desiring 

return to Palestine to live under Israeli administration are compensated for their 
| losses as foreseen in UNGA resolution December 11 and who elect to settle in 

Syria. Barazi implied number would depend upon Syria’s. absorptive capacity in 
light of amount of resettlement aid furnished (in past tentative figure has been 
250,000 to 300,000) . - oo . oO oO 

| _“As for forthcoming meeting Palestine Political Committee Barazi said it likely 

to be held in Egypt (Alexandria) and he is optimistic it will support realistic 

and constructive attitude at Lausanne. For his part he will exert his whole 
influence to that end.” (telegram 408, July 25, 11 a..m., from Damascus, 501.MA , 

| Palestine/7—2549) . |
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_ -501.BB, Palestine/7-1549 : Telegram _ | | | | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

| SECRET PRIORITY  __ | WAsHINGTON, July 23, 1949—92 p- m. 8 , 

- 2582. Brit Emb Rep (Embtel 2790 July 15)* recently discussed Brit 
suggestions outlined Deptel 2432 July 13 with Dept. Brit stated | 

_ they were prepared to approach Arab States, France and Turkey re | 

these various points. Dept suggested, however, that it might be wise — 
temporarily to postpone such approach (except for Gaza strip pro- — 
posal which was currently being discussed by Brit Emb Cairo with 
Egyptian officials) until Brit and ourselves had agreed more precisely . 

) on form and substance of approach. Brit Emb seeking further views 
FonOff on certain points, ce wees | 

| It may not therefore be necessary for Wright to raise proposal with | 
_ Bevin for time being. Pls'inform Dept re current Brit views on Gaza - 

strip proposal. ee | - oe 
| | ACHESON | 

The Chargé in Jordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | On , Amran, July 28, 1949—midnight. | 

291. During talk with King this morning, he made following | 
commentst | 

| _ 1. He had received no information from Fawzi Pasha re agreement 
Transjordan and Arab delegates that Transjordan should annex Arab | 

_ Palestine (Depintel July 21, 1a. m.1). However, believed annexation 
inevitable and desirable. During feast next week, delegation from | 

_ Nablus would present to him formal request for annexation, having | 
first held meeting in Nablus to accept partition principle. Delegation | 
would include former followers of Mufti and he thought this action’ | 
significant. HM felt such areas as might be returned to Arabs should _ 
alsobe annexed to Transjordan, = = | a : a 

| 2. Regardless what other Arab. states. wished Transjordan still 
desired settle with Israel on permanent basis. “This is my will.” 

| 3. He had sent memo to government suggesting new ministry for 
resettlement (refugees) be formed, under Ragheb Bey Nasha Shibir __ 
(former mayor Jerusalem and elder statesman) if latter would accept. | 
Ministry would be charged with formulation plan to resettle refugees 

_ in Transjordan and Arab Palestine along lines Legtel 286, July 207 

1 Not printed. oo a a oe oo . “= Not printed; it reported information from King Abdullah that “He had given 
orders to his government begin resettlement, in Jordan and Arab Palestine and | 

, had in mind scheme to be directed by Musa Alami for use his private and state | 
domain lands on both sides Jordan valley.” (501.BB Palestine/7-2049) ne | :
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In addition each Transjordan village would be requested take 10 per- | 

cent refugees living in Hebron and Samaria districts where resettle- | 

ment possibilities difficult. He again expressed hope Transjordan 

would receive US and international aid soonest. Promised would send 
me copy hismemoto government. = | | | | 

4, He doubted whether league political committee would hold meet- . 
ing as planned since no agreement on site could be reached. If not held 

| it would make no difference. eR, ee - 

| 5. King has received official invitation visit Spain and would do so 
following visit to England. (Re visits please see Legtel 274, July 5.*) 

_ Pouched Madrid, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Arab capitals, London. 
Department summarize USDel PCC... | ee | 

| a | hoe ln | _STABLER 

* Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 117 ,D. 1284. ae | 

i Editorial Note Be 

Following his return from Tel Aviv, Ambassador Elath called on 

Mr. McGhee to discuss his recent trip. Mr. McGhee’s memorandum of 

conversation, dated July 25, cited the Ambassador as expressing “the 

opinion that our recent note to Israel regarding refugees and territory 

had been emotionally phrased. The Government had been somewhat 
hurt, possibly because it isa new state and unused to diplomatic ex- 

change. I replied that we did not consider that our note had been 

emotionally phrased but had reflected the facts regarding the situation _ 

| relating to Palestine under UN resolutions and established US policy.” 

| Regarding the note, see telegram 398, June 24, to Tel Aviv, page 1174. 

The Ambassador was also reported to have stated that Egyptian 

| refusal to discuss the Gaza strip proposal “showed that Egypt, and = 
‘ probably the other Arab states, did not sincerely desire peace. If they 

did they would be endeavoring to seek a way out of the present situa- 

tion in the Near East. oO - | 

“JT pointed out that we had hoped the Egyptians would be willing 

during the recent recess of the PCC to adopt this proposal as a basis 

for discussion. Although this had not proved possible, I hoped that 

future developments at Lausanne might lead to this result through a 

| simultaneous discussion of such interlinked subjects as territory and | 

| refugees. I added that I felt that the inability of the Egyptians re- _ 

cently to discuss the Gaza strip proposal was not indicative of alack 

of desire for peace but was merely based on Arab emphasis on other 

matters such as repatriation under the GA Resolution of December 11. 

I emphasized the importance we attach to a conciliatory attitude on — 

the part of the Israeli delegation at Lausanne in order to break the 

vicious circle which had thus far existed in Israeli and Arab talks with : 

the PCC.” (867N.50/7-2549)
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| oe  Bditorial Note | 

In a-note of July 25, 1949.to the Secretary of State, the Egyptian 

Ambassador, Mohamed Kamil Bey Abdul Rahim, reiterated an earlier _ 
| Egyptian request of June.10 for United States support. towards - 

| bringing to an end the arms embargo imposed by the Security Council 

(see telegram 573, June 11, to Cairo, -page 1115). The Ambassador cited 
the damaging effects of the embargo on trade and stated: that the 

: embargo was a ‘hindrance to Egypt’s industrial and. economic. devel-_ 

opment, as. well as to her program of defense. He noted that United 
States goods needed for, Egypt’s development were among the articles | 
covered by the embargo. The Ambassador requested the United States 

to take into account the cessation of hostilities in Palestine and the 
conclusion of all armistice. agreements, including the Syrian Armi- 

| stice signed the preceding. week,, (501.BB Palestine/7-2549) .., 

—601:BB: Palestine/7-2549° ae ES “ : ae Pty Bor we ae Pos a ody os ‘ - 

7 Major General John H. Hilldring* to the Secretary of State o 

a Prtonix, Artzona, July 25, 1949, 
Duar Mr. Secrerary: Before I left. Washington last, April the 

_ President asked me to take a.message from him to the appropriate 
Officials of Israel. The message related to his deep concern about:the - 
attitude of the Israeli governmentasto: ip las. 20 Giles 

 LArabrefugees,and 
2. Acceptance by the. Israeli government of the UN decision: of | 

| November 29, 1947, for the future control of Jerusalem. cee 

~ At noon last Monday I reported to the President on ‘this mission, © a 
_ and on other matters regarding Palestine, and ‘at four o’clock on Mon- 

-. day—a few minutes before I was'to depart for Chicago and Arizona _ So 
| I was informed that the President wanted me to repeat to you the 

_ report I had made tohimearlierintheday.:: ) soe. | 

| > As Mr. Battle has: probably:told you, Timmediately called your > 

office. Th view of the fact that I do not expect to be back in Washing. 
ton for some weeks, I suggested, and Mr. Battle concurred, that I - 
send you a brief résumé of my report to the President which I can | 
expand, if you desire more detail, when I return to Washington. : 

On my- second day in Israel I’called on the foreign minister and | 
delivered: the President’s: message to. him. I later discussed it with 
the Prime Minister and several other Israeli officials. I made it clear, | 

aoe 1 Formerly a member of the United States Delegation at the United Nations and | | | 
Assistant Secretary of State for Occupied Areas. a ee
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| as the President wanted, that he was personally concerned and dis- 

turbed about these matters. oo : | 

| Mr. Sharett stated that he was distressed to hear that the Presi- 
dent felt as he did, and took some time to explain to me the domestic 

threat which any Israeli government would face if it agreed to the 

| return of any Arab refugees. He asked me to examine the refugee 

and Jerusalem problems on the ground while I was in Israel, and to 
discuss these matters with him again beforeT left. 4 2 

| - During my seventeen days in Israel I gave considerable time and — 
| thought to this project. At the end of my visit Mr. Sharett was’ at 

Lake Success. Therefore, I related my impressions and views to one 
| of his assistants. Here in brief is what Isaid: = — 

, 1. The President is right.. The refugee problem should be separate 
7 from the other issues, and a settlement of the refugee problem effected 

promptly. As a beginning Israel should make a generous and bold 
| proposal as to what it was willing to contribute to the settlement. 

2. The Jerusalem problem was complicated. I wanted to give more 

| thought. to it. Anyway it could wait, in my judgment, until the ref- 
| ugee problem was well under way toward settlement. = = , 

The officials expressed regret that I did not agree with their pro- 

posals and attitudes about Arab refugees, but promised to communi- 

, - catemy viewstotheforeign minister, 4 £44242 
- Subsequently, two Israeli officials came to Paris to discuss this issue 

with me, and on a later visit to Paris Ambassador Elath conferred 

with me again about it. Finally, in London during my last week in 

Europe I had several talks with two officials from Tel Aviv. At the 

conclusion of each of these European discussions the Israeli officials 
7 expressed the conviction or the hope that their government would | 

| accept in some considerable part the President’s proposal as to refugees. | 

- Last Saturday the Israeli Consul General in New York came to 

| Washington to see me. He informed me that his government was 

willing: | | 7 | - ee 

E 1. To discuss the Arab refugee problem separately, and Sn 
9. Toagree to admit 100,000 Arab refugees, including the 20,000 who 

| have already entered Israel illegally, but not including any that might 
be admitted under any. future negotiation or settlement in regard to 

| the Gaza strip. oO - - | 

Mr. Lurie madeit quiteclear: © oo Bn 

) 1, That this proposal would be offered, however, only if it were satis- 
factory to the President and to the United States government, and __ 

9. That this was their final figure, not a starting point from which 
| to bargain. He based this conclusion on the judgment that the quarter 

of a million Arabs who would then be in Israel. would be.as many 
| Arabs as his country could absorb. without creating either a threat 

to the security of the country or an inordinately great economic 
| problem. |
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[informed Mr. Lurie that I would give his message to the President.. | 
I have not, of course, given Mr. Lurie any indication of the President’s _ 
reactiontothisproposal. CUE fee | 
 Asto J erusalem, T informed the President that it was my judgment — , 

that the UN decision of November 29th would never be applied 
| because: 2 ae oan et Pea gE | 

| 1 Neither Israel nor Transjordan wantsit, ae 
2. After the experience of the 100,000 Jews in Jerusalem during the | | 

siege of 1948, no government in Israel which agreed to it would last 
fiveminutes,and 
_ 3, There is much difference of opinion among the so-called Christian — 
countries as.to the wisdom of insisting of the 1947 UN decision instead 
of some other, and perhaps better, scheme of UN control of Holy places 
not only in Jerusalem but also in Bethlehem, Nazareth and elsewhere. 

I also gave the President several personal observations at random: 

1. The Israeli government and most Israelis are disturbed and 
__ worried about recruitment and rearmament in Arab league countries, 

_ which in.my opinion accounts in large measure for their super- — 
sensitiveness in regard tosecurity. .§. oo Sy 

| 2. Neither the UN nor the US is ever going to bring about: peace | 
in the Near East. This will be accomplished, if it isever accomplished, 
only by the Jews and the Arabs themselves with the help and guidance | 
of the UN and the US, or both. I am certain that the indifferent results 

_ which have come out of the Lausanne Conference are traceable to the 
fact that the UN commissioners have been keeping the principals to 
the settlement apart—deliberately, instead of encouraging them to 
discuss the issues together. | 

__ 3, One reason why America hasn’t been more effective in the Pales- 
tine affair is because of the kind of Americans who are involved in it. _ 

| They belong in too many cases to one of two groups: 

| a, Those who feel that the Jews of Palestine are always wrong, 
and. a - Lo | 

| _ 6, Those who feel that they are always right. 

Both groups are wrong, of course, and it seems quite clear to me that 
a peaceful settlement of the Palestine problem cannot be expected to | 
be brought about, or to be influenced, by people from either group. Dr. | 
Bunche isanotableexceptiontotherule = = eo : 

_ 4, Another observation that worried me considerably was the differ- | 
ence in attitude toward Israel between British officials and our own. | | 
The British officials I talked to were without exception completely | : 

_ realistic and unemotional about Palestine. Their attitude can be sum- | 
med up in a few words. If there is going to be a Jewish State in the 

_ Near East, then we must find a way to get along with it. Invariably 
I was then asked, “Do you believe we, British, will have much trouble 

_ making friends with Israel?” I never encountered in any Britisher the : : 
attitude of one U.S. official observer who said to me, “I am not anti- _ | 
Jewish; I am simply pro-British. I am going along with the British.” _ | 
_ 5. I am convinced that Israel wishes to be oriented to the west. Its 3 

. | | |
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officials and its people want the friendship of the United States, want | 

to pattern Israel largely after the American way... - oe 

6. The President has great prestige and influence with Israeli _ 

officials. Once they are convinced that expressions of U.S, policy rep- 

; resent the views of the President, they carry great weight. a 

| I believe that this is a complete outline of my report to the President. 

| Of course, it is not as full a statement as I was able to give the Presi- 

dent in nearly forty minutes. As I said in the beginning of my letter, 

I shall be very happy'to fill in the-details, if you feel that they would 

be useful to you, when I get backto Washington, 

| - I am very much impressed with the splendid job you are doing, 

which doesn’t surprise-me.in the least. Congratulations, and my very 

| best wishes for your continued. success.and health. ee | 

_ Sincerely, a Jou Hiniprine 

. -2-Messts: Wilkins, Rusk, and ‘Aaron §. Brown, Assistant: to Mr, Humelsine, pre- 

pared a.draft reply on August 11,, which contained substantive informal com- 

ments. Secretary Acheson discarded the draft and prepared his own reply, which 

| - withheld “questions and coniments until we have a chance to talk together.” > 

Neither the draft nor the actual reply, dated August 16, is printed. They are filed. 

with the letter of July 25. Ambassador McDonald has given a brief account of © 

Major General Hilldring’s visit to Israel in My Mission to Israel, p.170.: | 

| ToRMes, A/AC20 oe 

Preliminary Draft Declaration by the Commitee on Jerusalem of the 

Un éted Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine 

resmerore>, =i (sti“‘<—*‘“‘;*SC”C#~«C*#*C SAN A,] 26 July 1949. 
~~ ComJer./W29 re 

DECLARATION. CONCERNING THE Hoty Puaces, Reticious BUILDINGS _ 

AND Srres IN PaLesTINE OUTSIDE THE JERUSALEM AREA © | 

_ In implementation of paragraph 7 of the resolution of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations of 11 December 1948, the Government 
of... formally undertakes by the following provisions to 
guarantee the protection of and free access to the Holy Places, re- 

- ligious buildings and sites in- Palestine situated in its territory: | 

4, Freedom of conscience and the free exercise of all forms of wor- 
ship shall be guaranteed, subject to the maintenance of public order. | 

- 9. The Holy Places, religious buildings and sites ___________ shall 

be preserved and their sacred character protected. No act of a nature 

to profane that sacred character, such as the construction of buildings — 

in an unsuitable proximity shall be permitted. 
3. Rights existing on 15 May 1948 concerning the Holy Places, 

religious buildings and sites shall not be impaired. | oo 

_ 4.-The Government of _________ undertakes to guarantee freedom 

| of access, of visa and of transit to ministers and pilgrims of the Chris-
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tian, Jewish and Moslem religions, without distinction‘as to national- | 
ity, subject only to considerations of national security and to the main- we 
tenanceof publicorder.. | | 

_ . 5. No form of taxation shall be levied in respect of any Holy Place, 
| religious building or site which was exempt. from such taxation on | 

15 May 1948, 0 | 
~ No change in the incidence of any form of taxation shall be made | 
which would ‘either discriminate between the owners and occupiers me 
of. Holy. Places, religious buildings and sites or would place such 

- owners.and occupiers in a, position less favourable in relation to the 
general incidence of that form of taxation than existed on 15 May 1948. 

6. The provisions of Articles 1 tod shall be under the effective super- | 
vision of the ‘administrative:and judicial authorities of the-United , 
Nations in Jerusalem, in conformity with the.relevant provisions of 
the Instrument establishing a permanent international regime forthe = 
Jerusalem area. The Government of _________. undertakes to cooper- 
ate actively with the United Nations Commissioner in this task and _ 

_ to take special.account, in regard to the granting of entry.and exit visas | 
and. residence permits in its territory to ministers and pilgrims of the _ 
Christian; Jewish and’ Moslem religions, of “the recommendations 
addressed to it, by the United Nations Commissioner. The Govertiment 
of... furthermore undertakes to grant the latter the privileges 

_ and facilities necessary for the performance of his functions... 

501.BB ‘Palestine/7—2649 : Telegram: s - ane = re os ot cone - 

The United States Representative atthe United Nations (Austin) to. 
a the Secretary of State PESTS Sy 

SECRET PRIORITY New Yorn, July-26, 1949—1:21 p.m. — 

859. Eban at his request called on Ross’ late yesterday afternoon — 
and discussed the following matters of which he said he understood the 
only one Elath was instructed to take up with the Secretary on Wednes- _ 
day is the:question of.continuing the armsembargo. 9) - 9) + | 

.. [Here follow sections on the.discussions.at Lausanne, relations with . | 

_ Syriajand the armsembargo.})6 
: 4. Egyptian blockade: Si Moun Shas pias a tis dg te tn 

_ Eban’ referred to the Egyptian practice ‘of stopping. ‘shipping | 
: through Suez destined for Haifa. This practice he said was a severe 

economic handicap to Israel with regard, for example, to importation | 
of meat from Australia and was also a severe handicap to the UK 

_ with particular reference to the passage of tankers from the Persian 
Gulf through Suez destined for the Haifa refineries. This forced the | 

UK to use dollars to buy oil from dollar areas, The Israeli Government | 
could not understand the Egyptian position in this matter. They con- | 
sidered the blockade an act of war rather than an armistice. On the 

_ other hand, the Egyptians who all along have denied the existence of | 

| 501-887—77—_80 | | | |
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war, say the armistice terms do not in any way comprehend the block- 
ade and that the blockade is a sovereign act of the Egyptian Govern- 

| ment, that other governments have nothingtodo with, = == 
_ Because of the concern which the Israeli Government feels the UK © 

_ Government shares with them in regard to this matter, Israeli repre- _ 
sentatives.in London have been instructed to take this matter.up with 

| the UK authorities at London this week. They will seek to determine 
| in the first instance whether there is any truth in the rumors that the 

Egyptian Government has given assurances that there will be no more _ 
, searches of shipping going through. Suez and destined. for Haifa. If 

there is-no truth in these rumors, the Israeli representatives: will seek 

to determine the UK view of what might be done to get the blockade 
| —ilifted* BR re 

Co SO A STEN 

: 1 These last two paragraphs were quoted in airgram 839, August 1, to London, 
with a request that the Embassy “keep Dept fully informed as possible results 

-  ‘Israeli-UK discussions referred to.” The airgram was sent also to Cairo and 
7 Tel Aviv: (501.BB Palestine/8-149).. 0 ss BO 

Messrs. Ross and Eban discussed the questions of the arms. embargo and of 
the Egyptian blockade on August 1. Concerning the latter, Mr. “Eban said Israeli 

| Minister in London had also discussed this with Bevin, pointing out the incon- 
sistency of Egypt receiving arms from the UK on the basis that peace exists in 
Palestine while maintaining the blockade on the basis of war existing. Bevin was 
reported as having told Israeli Minister that UKG had made representations to 
Egyptian Government but had not yet received response. Eban expressed hope 
that UK representative would refer to Egyptian blockade and desirability of 
lifting it in SC.” (telegram 875, August 1, 1:59 p. m., from New York, 501.BB 
Palestine/8-149) | | oe | 

501.BB Palestine/7—2649 : Telegram , . 

_ Mr. Paul A. Porter to the Secretary of State | | 

SECRET Lausanne, July 26, 1949—4 p. m. 

| Palun 249. Preliminary impressions leave me dubious as to pros- 
pect of important. changes of attitude as result recess. Regret that 
holidays ending Ramadan, failure Shiloah arrive (due July 27), and — 
unavailability Egyptian delegation make it impossible at present ob- 
tain more definitive views. Talks with colleagues on PCC and delega- 
tion members available give no grounds for optimism as to settlement _ 

‘ by agreement here. Apparently parties willing to continue endless and 
- aimless discussions. os | S re 

_ At Executive session PCC morning July 25, I suggested we spend 
| next two weeks in exploring prospects of agreement. If it. should 

appear, as seems likely, that no agreement can be developed by mutual 
consent, PCC should then initiate proposals that in its view are equi- 

_ table. I obtained provisional approval for this procedure. . ..
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Therefore request Department’s views and instructions on (1) | | 

equitable territorial settlement; (2) provisional allocation refugees _ 
by area in light Nr. 1; (3) information re status survey group project; 
(4) preliminary position US re desirability placing overall Palestine | | 
question on GA agenda. Letter detailing these first: reactions being 
prepared and subsequent telegram will convey suggestions US dele- — 
gation re possible territorial settlement. | 

_ -. This request covers waterfront and I recognize its general character. 
- Feel it important however that Department begin formulating a | 

specific position on outstanding issues in view of probable contingency 
that impasse will continue and PCC may have obligation to initiate 
proposals. Failure to follow such:course could make UN role in bring- 
ing about Palestine settlement meaningless and cast UN efforts into | 
category of futile debating society. We may’ be forced to take initia- | 
tive and I want instructions as specific as possible. == | 

et PORTER 

| ‘BOLBB Palestine/6-949: Telegram _ | 

ss Fhe Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the > | 
ST EE United Nations = oe 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasnrneton, July 26, 1949—5 p. m. - | 

390. Urtel 6938, June 9.1 Dept assumes in light Israeli-Syrian armistice 
_ that Bunche will raise again at early date introduction into SC. of res 

terminating functions of mediator and revoking clause of SC resof 

May 28 preventing import or export of war material into area. - 

- Dept believes before deciding its position on lifting arms embargo 
it would be useful to confer with Bunche so that Dept may explore 

: with him (1) considerations underlying introduction of his proposed 
res at this time rather than after current phase of work of PCC con- 
cluded; (2) whether-he anticipates from his conversations with other _ . 
SC members that lifting arms embargo will be in issue in SC and sub- | | 
ject of. sharp debate. _ | - | 
_ Accordingly, request you arrange early meeting at mutually accept- 
able time for Bunche, Ross and Wilkins in NY and that you request 

_ Bunche defer presentation res until we have had opportunity to discuss oe 

- ee eS 

GN ot printed, but see footnote 2, telegram Unpal 134, p. 1091. ° | ere 

oo
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| 501.BB Palestine/7-2649: Telegram = cs 

0 Mr, Paul A. Porter to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET - —..._.. Lausanne, July 26, 1949—5 p. m. 

a ~ Palauan 250. Present thinking USDel re Unpal 199, July 24 [22] as 

follows: If failing agreement at Lausanne PCC decides to make rec- 
| ommendations to fourth GA re over-all Palestine territorial settle- , 

. ment, would be appropriate include recommendation. re demarcation 
Jerusalem as part Jerusalem proposals if parties have by then: failed 

| ~agree'in PCC)»: Pop Sk eget oh Se bs ay SViGhy Wie 

If above decision not taken. PCC could recommend as part.of:Jeru- 
_ salem proposals that parties reach agreement re demarcation through 
mediation UN authority. on basis.status quo November:29:) = :..1.. 

__..- USDel-believes would be undesirable, so. soon‘after: establishment 
| UN representative Jerusalem, to submit authority of latter to severe 

7 and pérhaps fatal test involved in attempt to delimit zones without 
agreement parties. If parties failed reach agreement under mediation 
UN representative latter could still exercise. authority:on basis status 

: quo and attempt strength position. In-conrse time might.bring par- 
ties to agree with him or recommend that UN call upon parties accepta 
specific demarcation. | | | 

. es -. . . PorTer 

| T67N.90D/7-2149: Telegram 

. Phe Secretary of Staté to the Embassy in Israel 

secreT = ~~... Wasuineton, July 26, 1949—7 p. m. 
476. During past two years USG has consistently supported UN in . 

its handling of Palestine. USG-has also sought ways of bringing | 
| Israelis and Arabs together directly or indirectly in UN or. outside 

UN. Para 4 of .GA Res Dec 11 provides that parties seek agreement — 
_ by_negots conducted either with PCC or directly. Dept recently sup- 

ported direct talks between Israel and Egypt for this. reason, and 
because PCC was in recess., Thus far Arabs, have been unwilling, how- 
ever, undertake direct talks: = gh pe 

| Dept considers it preferable at this critical stage to _place major em- 
| phasis on new phase PCC activities and strongly to support new US 

rep. If emphasis were shifted at this time to series of personal con- 
ferences between high Israeli and Arab officials, we wld appear to be — 
undercutting PCC and thereby prejudice its present prospécts for 
success and its future usefulness. Meanwhile, possible personal con- 

- ferences might be protracted and lead to no result.
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Dept believes Ben Gurion’s desire for action, as reflected by willing- 

ness meet Zaim, might equally well be implemented by Israelidel at = = 

Lausanne. Such Israeli efforts at. Lausanne to reach agreement with 

Syria might also have effect of promoting agreement between Israel 

- andother Arabstatesat Lausanne. enn / 
It may be desirable at later date to encourage direct talks between | 

high Israeli and Arab officials if under conditions then existing such 

talks should appear advisable to supplement discussions at Lausanne | 

- or otherwise to accelerate developments. Meanwhile, youare instructed = | 

informally to emphasize to Israeli officials importance we attach to 

current phase PCC discussions* | 
Se A EEESON 

 * This telegram was repeated to Amman.as No. 105 and to other Arab capitals, he. 

London, Bern (for the American Delegation at Lausanne), Jerusalem, and New | 

York. Tel Aviv replied on August 8 that Foreign Minister Sharett the previous _ 
- day had expressed his dismay at the admonition contained in telegram 476 and 

had stated that “Israel determined seek peace in Middle East and ‘means business’ 
in its resolve cooperate every way with PCC to this end. Nevertheless, as ‘sover- . 
eign independent state here to stay’ he felt Israel should be. given:‘free. hand’ in 
its efforts contribute toward attainment peace whether via PCC or through direct , 

~ gontact with Arab neighbors; and said’ his Government convinced such bilateral 
approach US would be helpful in reaching PCC’s own objectives. Foreign Minister | 
said he voiced Prime Minister’s sentiments this respect and that Shiloah had 
conveyed same to Porter.” Bee PEER eS ea 

_ . The Foreign Minister had also expressed the hope that the “ ‘Arab states would _ 
be counseled, and. influenced’ accept. proposal” concerning the Arab refugees 
“promptly since longer Arabs delayed action, more increasingly might Israel, 

forced -by: public opinion, ‘disengage itself from:commitments’.” (telegram 602, _ | 

(501.BB Palestine/8-849)- a , 

501.BB Palestine/7-2649 ; Telegram: . ob ay Cow Pelagia 8 vf pt a o 

The Secretary of State to the Legation in Switzerland = 

CONFIDENTIAL : - Wasurneton, July 26, 1949—7 pm 

Unpal 208. For USDel Lausanne. As soon as you consider desirable — : 
in order support current negotiations, you are authorized take steps | 
to establish Econ Survey Mission. When decision made, pls notify = 
‘Dept and inform your colleagues of Dept’s view that PCC shld acti-. 

“" vate economic survey mission near future.pursuant para 12 of Dec 11 
_ res.in order meet urgent need for carefully formulated program prior 

GA. action autumn session. Dept believes terms of ref this Mission aan 
shld be based on foregoing res with special ref para 11 thereof, which _ a 
establishes principles of repatriation and compensation for refugee 
property, and instructs PCC facilitate specific tasks of repatriation, 
resettlement, econ and social . rehabilitation, and payment of com- 

- pensation. Within foregoing context, Mission shld be charged with = 
objectives set forth Unpal 119, May 27, numbered paral. =
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7 In Dept’s opinion, designation as mission, in which all members __ 
_ would be clearly responsible to chairman, wld greatly expedite comple- 

_ tion survey and insure coordinated action. We also believe members of 
| mission shld not serve as reps their respective govts! but as members 

- _- International organ under auspices PCC. - | re 
| Re composition, Dept believes Unpal 118, May 23 shld be modified 

in order include French deputy as well as UK deputy, in light 
| France’s traditional interests NE and stated desire participate ac- 

tively in refugee program. In addition to chairman and deputies, 
mission wld include such technical personnel as required to carry out 
survey, selected by chairman on multinational basis and on basis their 
special qualifications, in consultation with interested govts and ap- 

| propriate international organizations, and subject to final approval 
of PCC. Dept hopes Turk Govt wld be prepared make qualified 

: _ personnelavailableon requestchairman. = Oo 
| _ Dept hopes US national to serve as chairman can be chosen within. 

| few days. As soon as you consider appropriate, pls ask Boisanger 
obtain views FonOff re proposed French deputy and express hope 
French Govt. will look into question availability outstanding French 

| candidate this post. sn : a on 
As soon as Dept informs you re nomination of American rep, PCC 

_ eld then proceed make formal request that SYG announce establish- 
ment of survey mission and purpose thereof. White House announce- _ 

oo ment wld be made concurrently. At same time PCC members shld 
make formal approach to all NE govts, requesting their cooperation 
with mission. | . a , : 
Repeated to Amembassies Paris and Ankara for discussion with. 

FonOffs upon authorization from you.” re 
| | ACHESON © 

Tn an explanatory note to London, the Department, on July 26, stated that 
“While individual members of mission wld of course advise their respective govts: 
of proceedings of mission, Dept. does not consider it feasible for members of 
mission to serve as reps of their respective govts. Latter wld not only raise diffi- 
cult administrative and financial problems, but might make acceptability of 
mission to govts of NE even more difficult to overcome.” (telegram 2617, 501.BB 

Palestine/7—2649) oo . 
? This telegram was repeated to Paris and Ankara with an additional note that 

Unpal 113 and 119 were being repeated to them separately. It was also repeated 
to London without the additional note. | , 

The Department, en August 4, informed London that in conversations with | 
British Embassy. officials, it had “emphasized. necessity maintaining international 
status of econ survey mission in order to place matter in UN context and to avoid 

- impression that direct responsibility is being assumed by US or GB or any other 
state. We have pointed out that USG, which wld probably make major financial | 
contribution to any program established, must insist upon keeping UN between 
itself and refugee problem.” (telegram 2770, 501.BB Palestine/8-449) |
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-501.BB Palestine/7-2749 : Telegram a | 

- The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | s,s Serwsatem, July 27,1949-4 p.m. 

_ 495. Consul General strongly favours second alternative Deptel 304, | 
July 22.1 Believe impossible present realistic plan providing for “ef- | 
fective UN control” without consideration matters listed Article Sand) 

in addition questions such as demarcation zones, means of access to | 
holy places, status such sites as Jewish cemetery on Mount of Olives — 
and permission Jews reside-in Jewish quarters Old City. These points 
are of immediate practical concern to parties directly involved and 
recommendations with respect to them will vitally affect acceptability = = = ==> 
PCC proposals. Demarcation lines will also play major part in deter- 
mining stability UN regime and certain Christian nations have great | 
interest. in exclusion their institutions from Jew zone. Feel decision. | 

en such’fundamental and far reaching issues should be made by PCC a 
and GA. and not postponed by reference to Jerusalem authorities _ 
appointed by UN. Fear any failure at September GA. reach definite . 
decision re Jerusalem both as to nature international regime and on 
“practical” questions would seriously jeopardize hope for any form 

.  internationalization. | ee ee a 

- With refusal Israel to negotiate on basis Department proposal and 
expressed determination Sharett resist return Arab quarters, prospects 
agreement between parties or even start negotiations on major ques- | 
tions now remote, Only relatively short time remains before September _ | 

GA and delay while waiting for agreement could prevent preparation — 
PCC :plan. Positions of Transjordan and Israel particularly on ques- 
tion delimitation zones now ‘appear so diametrically opposed that im- 
posed solution apparently inevitable. Also Department suggestion that a 

| zones be delimited on basis status quo November’ 29, 1947 will require 
imposition on Israel. Under circumstances decision by GA would have 

- much more weight and chance of acceptance thanoneby UN Jerusalem 
authorities. | - | ae | 
_ In view above Consul General suggests following procedure:  __ 

1. Continuation efforts to induce Israel negotiate with Transjordan 
on basis Department proposals. Agreement to maximum extent pos- | 

_ sible eminently desirable and negotiations could narrow zone within 4 
which PCC must makedecision, =| | : a | 

_ . 2, Elaboration on proposals by PCC Jerusalem subcommittee at 
same time and without waiting results Israel-Transjordan discussions. 

| * This was a repeat of Unpal 199 to Bern, p. 1245. . - | 

a | | 

: | : |
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This would assure readiness plan by September and any points agreed 
| to by Transjordan and Israel could be incorporated. Jerusalem com- 

- - mittee might wish return to Jerusalem or request representatives of 
- member governments on spot to advance suggestions. | | 

‘Sent Department 495, repeated Tel Aviv 81, Geneva 46, Amman 53. 
| 7 | . . Bourperr 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—2049 : Telegram a | | a 

The Secretary of State to. the United States Delegation at Lausanne 

CONFIDENTIAL  Wasutneton, July 27, 1949—7 p.m. _ 
Unpal 211. [For Porter.] Dept notes with interest urtel Palun 246, 

July 20, Hirsch advised Rockwell Israeli Govt not desirous Palestine 
question be discussed next GA. In view Shiloah’s expressed. greater _ 
cooperative attitude to McDonald re refugees ‘(Bern Tel 15, July 18, 

from Tel Aviv?) Dept believes Israeli motives warrant further ex- : 
ploration.? Dept believes discussion Palestine question in GA almost 

| inevitable. One, continued need relief refugees makes question almost _ 
certain agenda item since UNRPR funds exhausted by October. Only 

- quick decisive solution problem in PCC could lessen chance lengthy 
careful GA consideration. Two, Dept believes GA entitled consider 

| results its Dec 11 res. Three, implementation any solution refugee 
7 problem satisfactory Israelis Arabs undoubtedly will require aid other 

UN Members hence should have GA. authorization and assistance. 

| _ FYI, you shld bear in mind USG plans for refugee resettlement, __ 

| repatriation, rehabilitation contemplate continuing direct. relief by | 
UN through voluntary contributions and coordinated aid from US, — 

| UK, France and other sources under UN auspices for economic de- 
velopment refugee settlement areas. Estimate at your briefing July 20. 
re likelihood getting Congressional appropriation was request shld 
be made only after GA consideration entire problem. oe . | 

Be - ee _ ACHESON 

1This was a repeat of No. 545 from Tel Aviv, not printed, but see footnote 1, 

P PT ansanne reported, on July 29, that “According to Hirsch, main motive for 
Israeli Government’s desire that general Palestine question not be discussed fall 
GA is deleterious effect inevitable acrimonious debate would have on discussions 
Lausanne and on general Israeli-Arab relationships. Hirsch has suggested that. 
if at some later date prior opening GA PCC. feels there is hope of progress at. © 
Lausanne, PCC should recommend that general Palestine question not be dis- 
cussed at all or be placed at end of agenda.” (telegram Palun 255, 501.BB 
Palestine/7-2949) a oe Se
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_ 501.BB Palestine/7-2849 - oy | 

_ Memorandum. of Telephone Conversation, by the Deputy Under — 
BU Secretary of State (Rusk) | a | 

SECRET Oo | : FWasurxeron,] July 28, 1949. . 
 _ [told Mr. Connelly + that Ambassador Elath would probably bring 

up today the question of retaining the arms embargo on Israel and 
_ the Arab States. I said that Ralph Bunche had recommended to the | 

_ Security Council that the various truce resolutions be rescinded and | 
that the Security Council proceed on the basis of the armistice agree- 
ments. I told Mr. Connelly that the Secretary of State would wish | 
to discuss this matter very carefully with the President and that the = 

_ Secretary hopes that the President will make no commitment to 
Ambassador Elath prior to the Secretary’s talk with the President. , 
_ Mr. Connelly said that he would take care of the matter and see 
to it that the President “just listens”. He stated that he would need 
nothing in writing, that my telephone call wassufficient. 

a Matthew J. Connelly, Secretary to President Truman, be 

501.BB Palestine/7—2849 - | _ a a Z a os | | Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Under Secretary of ee 
| State (Rusk)? a a 

CONFIDENTIAL te a [Wasurneron], July 98,1949. 

Participants: Eliahu Elath, Israeli Ambassador ©) 2 | 
Uriel Heyd, Israeli First Secretary) = 

Doo Ge Mr. Rusk A a 
oe NE A—Mr. McGhee © _ , | | 

The extent, to which Israel will be able to contribute to the Arab 
_ refugee problem in the Near East by permitting repatriation. Ca 

Action Required. Sa ae ee ee 

To determine what reply the US Government will make to the | 
Israeli Ambassador with regard to his remarks relating to the present an 
attitude of Israel re repatriation. ei —_ ig | | 

iprafted by Mr. Wiking | | 

a <s|



| 
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Action Assigned to ~ ne 

| On July 28 the Israeli Ambassador Eliahu Elath, accompanied by 
: his aide, Uriel Heyd, called on me at his request for the purpose of 

| discussing Israel’s present attitude regarding the question of Arab 
refugees in the Near East. Oo oc | : 

- The Ambassador said that his government had decided to permit 
the return of 100,000 Arab refugees for two reasons: (1) to demon- | 

- strate Israel’s cooperation with the US; and (2) to contribute what 
| it could to a solution of the general Arab refugee question in the Near _ 

Kast. Ambassador Elath added that the Israeli proposal was based on 
the assumption that.the Arab states would be willing to conclude peace _ 
at Lausanne, and that the present Security Council arms embargo 

| under the Security Council resolutions of May 29 and July 15 would 
_ bemaintained. re 

_ Ambassador Elath stated that his government had reached its de- 
cision for these two impelling reasons in spite of the fact that Israeli 

| security and economic experts had considered the proposed decision 
| ag disastrous. | OS . oe | 

The Ambassador explained, in reply to questions, that the 100,000 
Arab refugees would include returning members of separated families 

oe and ArabinfiltreesintoIsrael = 8 © es 
The Ambassador said that Israeli Foreign Minister Sharett had | 

a been scheduled to present the foregoing information to American Am- 
- bassador McDonald in Tel Aviv on July 27th, and that Israeli Dele- 

oe gate Shiloah planned to inform the PCC at Lausanne similarly shortly. 
Ambassador Elath said the Israeli delegation hoped the PCC would 
establish a refugee committee to which the Israeli proposal would be 
submitted. Reference would not be made, however, to the necessity for 
a formal conclusion of peace or the question of the arms embargo. _ | 

| I thanked Ambassador Elath for his statement regarding the admis- _ 
sion of 100,000 refugees into Israel and said we would study it. 

| Mr. McGhee inquired whether the 100,000 refugees was a rigid maxi- 
mum figure, pointing out that if the Israelisand the Arabs at Lausanne 

| attempted to tackle the question of approximately 750,000 refugees in | 
its entirety, it would be necessary to approach the question flexibly. It _ 
was our thinking that each of the parties should accept its responsi- 

: bility and absorb its share of this common problem. For example, if 
- Israel absorbed only approximately 250,000 refugees, i.e., the 100,000 

to be admitted and the Israeli estimate of 150,000 already in Israel, 
| and if the living spaces for refugees in the Arab states totaled only 

300,000, there would be a gap of 200,000 refugees. What would happen. 
| to these refugees? Israel and the Arab states should solve the whole
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problem and not only a part of it. It could not be assumed that Israel 
: and the Arab states could leave the balance to UN or some other un- 

determined authority. Oo es | 
_ Ambassador Elath replied that the 100,000 figure was the maximum. 

| He appeared to be confining himself to the exact phraseology of his 

instructions because he was unable to reply with regard to responsi- 

bility for refugees that might not be absorbed by Israel and the Arab | 
states.2 | wo a ee Dee! | 

| - Ambassador Elath expressed his government’s view that the present | 

arms embargo should be maintained in order to avoid an arms race . 
in the Near East. I observed that the recent conclusion of armistice _ 

| agreements between Israel and Lebanon, Syria, Transjordan, .and | 
Egypt separately would seem to remove the necessity for the main- | 

tenance of an arms embargo. I inquired whether Israel would be Ca 
willing to give its. assurance that it would not import arms, which 
would thus have the effect of removing one of the chief elements in = 

. Arab fears regarding Israel. Ambassador Elath replied that the 
armistice agreements were a step on the road to final peace and that | 
he could assure me of Israel’s nonaggressive intentions. His govern- _ 
ment felt, however, that the arms embargo should be maintained at | 
the presenttime. 

- Ambassador Elath remarked, during his discussion of military mat- 
ters, that such groups as Palmach and Irgun, which had previously 

been highly autonomous, were now integrated into the Israeli Army. 
The Ambassador ‘again referred to his government’s hope that the — 
US Government would soon be in a position to provide high-ranking 
US Army Officer for the purpose of assisting Israel in reorganizing : 
its military establishment. I told the Ambassador that this matter 
was still under consideration within the Department. | 
_ The Ambassador added that he hoped to have a further discussion 
with me and Mr. McGhee regarding the foregoing matters and that | 
he also hoped to call upon the Secretary in the near future. I told | 
him that the Department would immediately take these matters under 
consideration and would communicate with him further concerning = 
them. I also-told him that’ an appointment would be arranged with 

- theSecretary, | 

_ -*# The Department summarized Mr. Rusk’s memorandum of conversation up to 
this point in. Unpal 214, July 29, 8 p..m., to Lausanne, which was repeated to : 
London, Arab capitals, and Tel Aviv (501.BB Palestine/7—2949). Unpal. 214 | 
stated, additionally, that ““Elath was informed we do not consider it. appropriate : 
for Dept to advise as to. adequacy. or inadequacy of number of refugees permitted | a . 
to return as Arab reaction and influence of Israeli proposals on Lausanne negots - 
would determine this point. Arabs might not consider present Israeli figure-as | 
complying with GA Res Dec 11 and might not be able to resettle balance of = = x 
refugees even if they so desire. It wld be difficult for US and other states to - : 
come forward with assistance plan in event all refugees not provided for under oo | 

resettlement and repatriation plan.” } a | 

i
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7 Ambassador Elath subsequently discussed details regarding the 
| Gaza strip proposal with Mr. Wilkins. The Ambassador explained, in 

reply to a question, that if this proposal proved acceptable to the Arabs 
it would not be possible for Israel to absorb the 230,000 Arab refugees 
within the area of the Gaza strip. On the other hand, if the Gaza 
strip proposal should now prove acceptable Israel would not be able 

| to maintain its proposal regarding the 100,000 refugees. The Am- 
-_ bassador said he had not been informed by his government whether - 

the proposal regarding 100,000 refugees and possibly 180,000 refugees 
from the Gaza strip would simultaneously be acceptable to. his 

| government. | a - | 
Mr. Wilkins inquired whether the Israeli Government had con- 

sidered the possibility of enlarging this proposal to include territorial 
compensation along the Egyptian frontier within the area allocated 
to the Arab state in Palestine and now occupied by Israel. Mr. 

| ‘Wilkins observed that such addition would lift the Gaza strip pro- 

_ posal out of the context of a bargain of “refugees for real estate” and 
might therefore make it acceptable to Egypt. Ambassador. Elath said 
he did not know and that he himself had never thought of this possi- _ 

| bility. He remarked, in this connection, that Israel would never permit 
the blocking of access to the Gulf of Aqaba for Israel through the 
relinquishment of territory in the tip of southern Palestine, for the 
purpose of giving Transjordan direct accessto Egypt... = 

_ Ambassador Elath subsequently. informed Mr. Wilkins that his 
- government had not indicated what form peace should take at Lau- 

| sanne: but conceded it need not necessarily be along the lines of a 
peace treaty but might. assume the form of unilateral declarations 

) by the states concerned, bound together under the title of “Act of 
Lausanne.” rr oe oo 

| 501.BB Palestine/7—2849 : Telegram ce ns SO 

oe Me, Paul A: Porter to the Secretary of State — oe 

RESTRICTED  ==——~COt«~‘COSC;«. Xz SANE, July 28, 1949—11 a. m. 

Palun 252. As result urging by general committee, chiefs all Arab , 
| delegations have agreed cable their governments recommending that 

_ favorable reply be given to Israeli démarche through MACs re re- © 
, ‘uniting separated families and that steps be taken to begin reunion, _ 

_ Also as result urging by general committee Israeli delegation has 
agreed request Israeli Government give favorable consideration Arab 

desires re conditions for reunion families based on oriental concept 
offamily unit. OO OO Tn 
Bn oO -- PorTeR
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501.BB Palestine/7-2849 : Telegram peed Bon ce 7 | 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State | 

georer 7 en Aviv, July 28, 1949—noon. | | 

571. In 40-minute talk with Foreign Minister [at] his office [at] = 
his’ request late yesterday, Ford and I were informed that Israeli. | 
Government, reviewing exchange of words both oral and written which. | | 
had taken place.recent weeks re Arab.refugee problem, had been“deep- 
ly impressed” by one argument in particular, namely that:until coun-_ | | 
tries involved including Israel: specified actual number refugees: they | 

important financing could be undertaken. Agcordingly, while still’ 
adhering. to general.policy outlined by Eban at; Lake Success May.5 
that resettlement best solution refugee problem, Israeli Government. | 

had now decided make concrete contribution toward “overall solution” =| 
that problem and.‘in interest of general peace settlement” by offering 
take back total of: £00,000: refugees. Immniediate procedure in. imple- | 
mentation this offer will be for Israeli delegation in Lausanne to in- 
form PCC that “if Arab delegations prepared enter. peace negotia- | 

tions, Israel will then announce willingness go ahead with repatriation _ | 
program.” Foreign Minister stressed no territorial expansion strings 
attached to above offer. He also underlined that 100,000 was limitas sss 
this number would bring total Arab population in Israel “well over 7 

quarter million, far beyond margin of safety by all known security — | 

standards.” Finally he urged fullest secrecy above proposition until | : 
Israeli Delegation Lausanne had acted. OO Oo 

Related subject: Foreign Minister said with some asperity that — an 
after nearly four weeks no written reply had been received regarding | 
Tsrael’s offer reunite Arab families. In case of Lebanon “oral accep- | 
tance” had been expressed by one official, later to be denied in Beirut, — : 

_ but nothing had come from Egypt or Transjordan. Foreign Minister _ | 
added that immediately Syrian armistice was signed that country had i 
also been invited participate in divided family program (reDeptel | 

Sent Department 571; repeated Baghdad 19, Beirut 31, Damascus: 
28, Jerusalem 62, Amman 25, Cairo 23, Jidda 5, London 73. . (ET Se ONES cana edi |
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_ 501.BB Palestine/7-2849 : Telegram | a 7 : 

, ss Mr, Paul A. Porter to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET. | - Lausanne, July 28, 1949—2 p. m. 

| ~ Palun 253. Shiloah arrived today July 27 and in private conversa- 
. tion stated following position of Israeli Government which he said 

adopted because US pressure. | 

1. Israel now prepared discuss refugees outside context of. final 
Palestine settlement. oo - ye 

2. In discussions of refugee question Israel prepared if PCC so 
| desires, officially commit self to accept specific number refugees for 

- repatriation. Shiloah showed no inclination to mention number and 
I did not press him inthis first meeting. - 

| 3. Actual repatriation of above number of refugees could not begin 

~  @ Overall plan for repatriation and resettlement drawn up and 
—_ | means to put in operation assured. Israel could not be expected 

accept refugees under US pressure only to find that remainder 
continue in relief camps and are not resettled. a 

| 6. There must be evidence, convincing to all parties, that real 
| progress being made toward final settlement. Israel did not insist _ 

upon formal peace treaties but could not be expected to admit 
large number of refugees if Arab states had no intention of mak-. 
ing sincere efforts to reach peaceful settlement. _ Bo 

Shiloah emphasized necessity for international refugee repatriation 
and resettlement plan and urged that US hasten formulation such | 

plan. — - | a : 

a When question territory mentioned Shiloah said PCC would have | 
“bitter wrangle” with Israeli delegation over any plan involving re- 
duction Israeli occupied territory. Strongly outlined familiar position _ 

| re necessity Israeli retention Negev. Maintained that “alleged” psycho- 
logical desire of Arabs for continuous land connections between Arab 
states merely hastily erected screen to cover 19th Century ideas of 

| military strategy. Said Israeli Government: “might” consider sug-— 
gestions for territorial “adjustments” which did not involve loss of 
Negev. 7 a 

I am not encouraged by this position but shall of course attempt 
to make most of it and plan press for continuous sessions PCC with 

| Arabs and Israelis in attempt discover soonest whether possibility of | 
agreement exists. | | 

| ee PORTER ©
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_ 5OLBB Palestine/7-2649: Telegram a che UR | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Lausanne 

SECRET — *. Wasurtneton, July 28, 1949—9 p. m. . 

-. - Unpal 218. Ref Palun 249.1 Although Dept not yet precisely in- a 
formed what attitude Israeli and Arab Dels will take Lausanne, Dept a 
hopeful its recent diplomatic approaches to NE capitals and growing | 
realization there of necessity for some early action re refugees will | 
produce results Lausanne. Parties should be made to understand that if | : 
their intransigence continues next report of PCC to UN will neces- | 

sarily reflect their respective positions. a 
Dept concurs your suggestions two weeks exploratory period and | 

- PCC initiation proposals if direct agreement not in sight. We believe | 
anything in the nature of a PCC plan shld be avoided at least until fol. 
stage is tried: Proposals shld -be advanced by PCC on individual 
problems in manner which seems most effective and PCC shid be con- | 
tinuously prepared to withdraw, substitute or modify proposals in oe 
light reaction parties. This procedure wld keep discussions on nego- | 
tiating basis with parties continually talking in terms of solutions for © 
various problems and shld afford maximum opportunity reaching 
solution between now and time report must be madetoGA. 

Dept is presently preparing supplementary views and instructions 
on four points mentioned para 3 Palun 249. Meanwhile, fol comments | 
may be helpful: ' Oo oe ; mo 

: (1) This subject is under current consideration concerning which a 
you will be informed shortly. | a 

(2) Dept considers Israel shld absorb approx 400,000 Arab refugees. 
and residents, of which Israel estimates 150,000 are already there. 

- However, you should avoid US responsibility for any specific figures. . ) 
Balance of refugees outside Israel will be absorbed almost entirely by. | 
Syria and Jordan including central Palestine. Allocation will neces- — 
sarily depend upon disposition Gaza refugees and whether Lebanon, | 

~ Egypt, and Iraq will be able retain token number. Further advice will 
fol this general subject ; | | | 7 a 

| (8) Survey group project progressing and can be ready at PCC call. 
_ Meanwhile, Dept awaits your reaction re timing of PCC action under 

Unpal 208.2 Further advice will fol shortly onthismatter; = = is a 
(4) Dept’s preliminary views re placement on GA agenda sent 

separately (Unpal 211°). a 

Fol receipt your proposed letter and further tel Dept will frame 
specific instructions on which US initiative in PCC, if required, may 
be based. Meanwhile, USDel’s reaction to tactics and views herein | 
mentioned will be appreciated. | | : 

| re _ ACHESON | 

1 Dated July 26, p. 1254. : | | 
- * Dated July 26, to Bern, p. 1257. : 

* Dated July 27, to Lausanne, p. 1260. |
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501.BB Palestine/7—2849 : Telegram - en, ; 

| _. . The Chargé in Jordan (Stabler) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET | - Amman, July 28, 1949—10 p.m. 

| . 294. Tel Aviv telegram [566] July 26 to Department‘ repeated | 
| Amman 24. I agree with Ambassador: McDonald it would be futile 

attempt settle Jerusalem problem on basis. first suggestion Deptel 101 
| July 22.2 If proposal. meant demarcation.of zones without inter-. 

nationalization, Transjordan would probably accept.: However if..it | 
meant internationalization of Jerusalem called for.in GA resolution of: 

| November 29, 1947, it is believed King would oppose. it notwithstanding 
official attitude of Transjordan as expressed at. Lausanne: On Israeli — 
side there :seems little doubt. proposal, with or without international-: 

ization, would be. resisted. in every: possible. way. Consequently 

if UN should proceed along.-this line,.it is believed another opportunity. 
would present itself for flaunting [fouting].of such decisions... _ 

| Unless it shortly becomes clear. that-Israel accepts. Department’s: 
proposal re MAC .(Deptel 82, June 17)* without reservation it would. 

| appear problem will have.to be.dealt with by PCC along lines second) __ 
alternative Deptel 101 and as originally proposed by Legation. Would 

| _ suggest definite time limit now be set re Israel’s final reply Depart-. 
ment’s proposal. ee a oe re 

: While agreeing with Ambassador McDonald that it would be most 
unfortunate 1f members of PCC prove unable agree amongst selves 

on single proposal, feel time has now come for PCC to take matters 
into own hands and put forward soonest definite joint proposals for 
settlement all outstanding issues. Further discussions with Arab and 
israel delegates along lines first part Lausanne conference will, 
I believe, prove to no avail and will only lead to failure present: 

| session. With anticipated change Israel attitude and with continuing __ 
pressure on both Arabs and Israel it may be that sufficient leeway will _ 

| exist between positions both parties.to permit PCC to put forward 

compromise proposals. | | - | : | 
| I fear single man authority suggested by Tel Aviv would have no 

| more chance success than PCC in settling Palestine question as he 
would still be obliged deal with Arab states as group and Israel. It 

| seems certain Arab states would not agree at this stage enter into 
separate negotiations with Israel under UN auspices. Moreover it 
would not be possible for Arab states in their present frame of mind _ 
to undertake direct negotiations with Israel. This due fact that for 

1 Not printed, but sea footnote 2, p. 1245. pT 
> This was a repeat of Unpal 199, ibid. | 
* Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 375, June 17, p. 1154. cette
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first time:since beginning Palestine conflict Arab states represented __ 
at Lausanne have reached some degree cooperation and understanding 
and deviation by any state from this line would be regarded as | 
“treachery”. Transjordan for one which is so sensitive to criticism at : 

this time could not consider such direct negotiations. In addition to 
above:it is felt any plan put forth by “single man authority” would | 

suffer the same fate as Bernadotte plan in GA. ee . 
-  _[ coneur views expressed Deptel 105 July 26* that at this critical 

stage fullest support should be given US representatives PCC and 
to PCC in general. PCC should be encouraged present joint pro- — 
posal, acceptable to member states and UK, to Arab and Israel dele- 
gates Lausanne. Moreover US should be prepared to give its fullest _ 
support to such proposal with assurance that its position will not — 7 

change. Se 
_ Department summarizeUSDel PCC. = 2 

, Sent Department 294, repeated Tel Aviv 37, London 54, Jerusalem | 
138, Baghdad 73, Beirut 54, Cairo 36, Damascus 57. Pouched Jidda. | 

ie be eee _ . STABLER 

* This was a repeat.of 476 to Tel Aviv, p. 1256. OC . _ oo oo a 

501.BB Palestine/7-2949 © Ba 
Memorandum by Mr. John C. Ross to the Deputy Under Secretary of 

State (Rusk) 

secrerT  . ._—-«..._..._.. . [Wasuineron?,] July 29, 1949. 
__ As I see it there are three alternative courses concerning the arms | 
embargo for Palestine, which was discussed at a meeting with Depart- _ 
mentoffcersthismorning; © © ©. | 

1. To lay the draft resolution proposed by Bunche on the Security _ 
— Council table until say September, possibly later, in any event until 

afterthe PCC makesitsreport. 0s | 
_ 2. To propose adoption of the Bunche resolution amended to provide | 
for retention of thearmsembargo. pie gmc hug 
-° 3. To propose adoption of the Bunche resolution (subject to minor | 
amendments). ee os EE SS 

_ The first alternative has the possible advantage of avoiding discus- 
sion in the Council at this time of the controversial embargo question. _ 
I doubt: however if this advantage is real in view of the fact that the | 
Israelis have made public their position in favor of retaining the | 
embargo and in view of the risk that the Russians may bring up the 

1 Addressed also to Mr. McGhee. 7 a 

| 501-887-7781 i - |
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- question. This ‘course would have the ‘effect legally of retaining the 
‘embargo until we know. a little better how the: PCC discussions at 

_-Tuausannearegoingtocomeout. 2 2 
| -» On the other hand I think this course confuses two phases of the 

| ‘Palestine question which we have in the past weeks and months tried to 
| keep quite separate, namely the armistice phase and the definitive peace © 

making phase. Also, I feel that this course would create a negative 
| reaction psychologically [and] might thereby impair public confidence 

and impair the work at Lausanne. Bunche would probably oppose this 
| course and we could probably expect fairly strong opposition from 

the British and the Egyptians,atleast. 
‘Phe second alternative. would have the advantage of protecting us 
against the risk: of an arms race in the Near East. To propose this 
alternative in the Council however would, I feel quite sure, be.contro- 
versial and although strongly supported by the Israelis and probably _ 
also by the Russians and the Ukrainians, would be strongly opposed 

| -by the British and the Egyptians. I think we would have a chance of 
‘getting the Council to support us in such proposal but only as a result 
ofveryconsiderableeffort. = =. wm 

The disadvantage of this course is that it would be widely inter- _ 
preted as indicating a lack of confidence on the part of the United 
States in the relatively early achievement of peace.in Palestine. As | 
corollaries I think Arab. confidence. in. our.impartiality would be 
shaken and the peace effort at Lausanneimpaired. 
Although I orginally strongly favored retention of the embargo 

| for the time, being, I have now come to the view and so recommend 
‘personally that we should adopt the third alternative, namely to pro- 
“pose ‘adoption of the Bunche proposed resolution subject to such 

| minor amendments as we may think desirable. © © | 
In proposing that this course be followed I have in mind two corol- 

laries. First, that we:make a statement ‘in the Council (and endeavor 

| to. get.the British and if possible the Egyptians and the Israelis to 
make similar statements) of a reassuring character. In such’a state- 
ment we would call attention to our own control of arms and muni- 
tions exports and make clear that we have no intention of permitting 
so far as we are concerned anarmsraceto get started. .. =~ 

The second corollary is that, through diplomatic channels we en- 
“‘deavor to assure that an arms race will not get started. The diplomatic __ 
‘channels T have in mind are with the British, the French, the Arab 
‘States and Israel and possibly also‘such other states as Sweden. | 
~“T should make clear that the foregoing recommendations are per- 

| ‘sonal. I discussed this matter with Ambassador Austin before leaving
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New. York and he at that time was inclined, as was I, to favor reten- 
tion of the embargo. I will of course take up my present view of the | 
matter’ with the Ambassador’on my return to New York.on Monday 

- and I should like if possible to take up with-him at the same time the | 
- Department’s view if it has by then been‘ determined. In view of the | 
fact that the Council will probably meet on this subject on Wednes- 
day next, I think it is important that a decision’be reached as promptly 
as possible so that there will be time enough before the meeting: for __ 

. consultations both in Washington and in New York.: 9 ©.) | 

ee SoC. Ross 

© -President.Zaim of Syria: informed Minister Keeley on July 30 that | | 

a, formal request. would be addressed to the United States Government . 
fo cértain military equipment and uniforms, to be used by internal oo 
security forces. The Legation suggested that the Department would 

| “wish examine request in light political consideration Syrian good- | 
will. toward and cooperation in UN-US plans refugee resettlement.” — 
(telegram 420, August 1,5 p. m., from Damascus, 890D.24/8-149) ) 

 'Fhe formal request was made on July 30 in a letter from the Chief 
of the Military Cabinet of the President of the Syrian Government to 
Minister Keeley. Damascus transmitted a copy to the Department on 

August tin despatch 187 (890D.24/8-149). 
~~ Marginal notations on telegram 420 state that'a reply to Damascus 
and a circular telegram were drafted on August 5. They were not sent | 
and-copies have not been found in the files of the Department. A fur- | 
ther marginal notation states that “Reply not ‘necessary because of 
Aug 14 coup @état”.: For-decumentation on the several coups in Syria 

/-BOL.BB Palestine/7-3049: Telegram. 

Mr, Paul. A. Porter to. the Secretary of State + +s 

RESTRICTED © °° ~ Lausanne, July 30,1949—1 p.m 

 Palun.256. Shiloah July 28 notified PCC Israel is prepared discuss - 
| refugees and to ‘specify number willing repatriate subject two con- 

ditions set forth Palun 258 July. 28. 6 0 a 
July 29 Shiloah by letter submitted third condition—that discus- 
sions re refugees must be held directly between Israeli and Arab 
delegates in presence PCC. | : |
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__ . ‘PCC decided would not present third position to Arabs as condi- 
_ tion. July 28 notified Arab delegates of Israeli position and first two 

---—-—- gonditions. Reference to third position was limited to informally ex- 
_ pressed hope that Arab delegates would at opportune moment find it 
possible engage in joint discussions with Israelis. = = = | — | 

Arabs all said only had powers talk with PCC. Joint discussions 
out of question. Would consider Israeli position and attendant two 
conditions. Oo , a 

I called upon Arabs accept, stating PCC felt Israeli conditions 
| reasonable and that Israelis not attempting gain parliamentary ad- | 

. vantages or entrap Arab delegates. Stressed humanitarian aspects 
refugee situation and fact UNRPR funds running out with little © 

| likelihood more to become available unless political agreement reached 
| : re repatriation and resettlement. Egyptian delegate gave impression _ 

his delegation would accept. Arabs will give answer August 2. 8 

501.BB Palestine/8-549 a Tee | 

Oe Memorandum by the Secretary of State | a 

| SECRET _  [Wasurneton,] August 1, 1949. 

/- . CONFERENCE WITH THE PresipeNT—JuLy 29 

The President informed me that the Israeli Ambassador, who has 
| recently returned from a visit to Israel, called on him and said that he 

| would shortly call on me. The President thought that his attitude was 
| more conciliatory than it had been prior to his departure. He made 

the following points: OO 

~. (1) The Israeli Government was anxious to make progress on the _ 
refugee question and would repatriate up to 100,000 refugees. . 

_ (2) They wished the United States to oppose in the General As- | 
sembly any raising of the embargo on arms. | 

_ (8) The Israeli Government wished to retain the Negeb. | 
(4) The Israeli Government wished to retain the continued friend- _ 

| ship and support of the United States Government? _ . 

. - . | Dinan] A[cHEeson] 

1 Addressed to Messrs. Rusk, Sandifer, and McGhee and to Ernest A. Gross, 
 .. Assistant:Secretary of State for Congressional Relations, and Adrian 8S. Fisher, | 

| the Legal Adviser. _ | : 
7A summary of this memorandum was sent to the American Delegation at 

: Lausanne in Unpal 219, August 5, 8 p. m. (501.BB Palestine/8-549), repeated | 
to New York, Arab capitals, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, London, Paris, and Ankara.
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50L.BB Palestine/8-149: Telegram | 

Mr, Paul A. Porter to the Secretary of State | 

secrset  —i(<isté‘éa ’C*;*;*#*WL as sANNE, August 1,1949—-100.m. | 
- Palun 257. Following comments Unpal218* 2 

(1) Agree procedure second paragraph but desire stress necessity 

-. avoiding further delays insofar as possible. | a es | 

(2) Agree Israel: should be expected end up with approximately 

400,000 Arab refugees and residents. ‘Basis estimates Riley, believe 

120,000 more accurate figure for Arabs now in Israel. Responsibility — 

_- suggesting any specific figure if such action taken would rest with PCC 

(8) See Palun 258 ? for action taken re survey group. 4 

(4) ‘On basis present situation Lausanne believe discussion general | | 

Palestine situationinGA desirable. a Ah MS 

Dated July 28, from Lausanne, p. 1267. . BT 
- *Dated August 1, from Lausanne, not printed; it advised.that the Delegation 

had discussed the question of the economic survey group with the other members 

| of the Conciliation Commission, who were in general agreement that the group 
_be constituted as envisaged by the Department in Unpal 208, July 26, p. 1257. | 
(501.BB Palestine/8-149) i ee | 

867N.48/8-149 : Telegram 8 ee | ra | | wages 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL a JERUSALEM, August 1, 1949—4 p. m. 

- 499. ConGen concurs fully with opinion expressed. last paragraph | 

- Palun 255.1 Israel currently concentrating every effort consolidate 

holdover entire area now in its possession with particular emphasis on 

sections not allotted Israel by GA Resolution November 29. Ben- 

Gurion and Sharett personally encouraging settlement present border | 

areas (ConGen airgram A-97, July 6)* while movement new Jewish — 

immigrants into fofmer Arab sections Jerusalem progressing steadily, = 

Israel press indicating desire avoid general discussion Palestine at 

September GA. | | a | 

_+Dated July 29, from Lausanne, not printed; the last paragraph stated that : 
the “Israelis here have stated their belief it unwise for PCC to deal with im- 
portant problems involved in Palestine settlement in hurried atmosphere of work- 
ing against GA deadline. I think, however, that PCC should use this deadline 
as pressure to induce parties take concrete steps forward and I also have growing 
impression that despite their assurances regarding desire for quick peace, Israelis. 
are not sure GA might not adopt settlement plan they considered unfavorable 
and would not mind having further time to consolidate their situation in Pales- : 
tine.” (501.BB Palestine/7—-2949) . en | |  , 
_ * Not printed. — - | | a |
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Postponement beyond September GA of decision on repatriation of 
_-_- refugees, boundaries and international regime for Jerusalem will 

further jeopardize small chance now remaining for obtaining settle- 
ment in accord with UN Resolution, US policy and principles of justice 
and equity. Delay will provide Israel with additional opportunity con-. 
solidate her position and reinforce her argument that “turning back | 
clock” impossible. re | ) L 

~ Contel 495, July 27 recommended presentation definite plan covering 
_ all aspects Jerusalem problem to September GA. Suggest report by 

| PCC on overall situation with specific recommendations re refugees 
and boundaries might. constitute best approach entire problem. Must 

| reiterate view often expressed that Israel will not comply in substan- 
tial manner with either GA Resolution, US policy or principles of 

_ justice and equity unless US or UN willing employ-forceful measures. _ 
| Sent Department repeated Geneva 47 for USDel PCC, London 33, 

Baghdad 46, Tel Aviv 83, Beirut 95, Damascus 52, Cairo 23, pouched 
Amman, Jidda. | | 

an rs _ Burverr 

| 501.BB Palestine/8—-149: Telegram = i sits a ae 

Mr. John C. Ross to the Secretary of State = 

SECRET _- New Yorr, August 1, 1949—8: 08 p. m. 

878. Bunche, with whom I discussed question this afternoon, con- 
tinues to favor lifting arms.embargo and said he planned.to.make this 
position clear to Eban whom he was seeing later this afternoon. He 
stressed that any attempt to maintain embargo was unrealistic since | 
it would require to be effective rebuilding truce supervision organiza- a 

tion in order to establish observers at all airfields and ports In area and | 

getting permission of states concerned, including Israel, to do so, 
which permission he was sure would not be forthcoming. He also 
stressed that if this subject were debated, facts of Israeli imports 
from eastern Europe would inevitably be brought out. In addition he 

anticipated whole question of immigration of fighting personnel and 
| men of military age into Israel, contrary to truce provisions, would 

also be brought out. ce | ee 
- I told Bunche Department had not yet reached decision and would — 
want to take his views into account. As alternative to lifting embargo | 

| I asked what he thought of idea of Council deferring action on his _ 
report leaving aside his own personal inclinations. He thought it —_— 
would be very bad to follow this course. SC, he said, called on the 
parties for prompt action in effecting armistice as transition between __ 
truce and permanent peace. Parties have in good faith and despite
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serious obstacles complied: with SC request for action. It would: be 

therefore an act of bad faith of part of SC to defer action on his report’ * 

at this time. Such deferment would be interpreted as expression of ; 

Jack of confidence in parties, particularly in view of fact armistice 
agreements (see for example article 3 of Syrian agreement) contain = 

__-very strong nonaggression pledges. Furthermore, leaving his personal 

inclinations aside, he as mediator would be supposed, if the Council 

deferred action, to do a lot of things which are now obsolete and | 

impractical, re eereras . 

| Bunche hopes very much it will be possible for Council to complete 

action on his report at Thursday’s meeting. He hoped US would 

| sponsor his draft resolution but agreed it would be better for Canada 

todosoiftheyarewillng, ns 
On terms of Bunche’s draft resolution he agreed it would be better 

to eliminate language referring to Conciliation Commission in last 

two paragraphs and said if it were suggested in the Council to elimi- 

nate this language, he would support this suggestion and say that from 

the standpoint of the work of the PCC it would be better for it not 

, to become involved in observance of the cease fire. | tt . 

| ROS 

501.BB Palestine/8-149:Telegram = ee 

_ Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the U nited Kingdom 

SECRET : Wasuineron, August 1, 1949—8 p. m. | 

2710. Brit Emb reps and Dept officials have recently had further | 

discussions re points in Deptels 2432, July 13 and 2582, July 23, Brit | 

, and ourselves now appéar in substantial agreement in principle. It is 

of course understood that this is not a rigid position as developments 

at Lausanne might necessitate modification as discussions progress 

at Lausanne. Proposed Brit approach to Arab States, Israel, France — 

and Turkey in support our similar views relating such matters as 7 

Palestine refugees, territorial settlement and J erusalem area wld be ~ 

most timely at this stage in view second phase of discussions at | 

Lausanne. ee eee he 

For ur information, on July 25 Brit Emb rep conveyed to Dept | 

further FonOff observations re certain details relating to points dis- . 

cussed in Deptel 2432, July 18. Dept plans transmit following com- — | 

| ments to Brit. Emb rep Aug 1 and suggests you also inform FonOff 

prior to general approach it proposestomake: | 

1. Re territorial settlement Dept does not believe only alternative 1s | 

| restoration of Western Galilee to Arabs by Israelis. Other alternatives - 

might conceivably lie in area north of Beersheba and along Egyptian
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| frontier south of El Auja; or,! in some form of UN guarantee of ac- 
cess across southern Palestine and to portsin Palestine; = 89. | 

| _ 2. Although it proved impossible to bring Israel and Egypt.together 
: with Gaza strip proposal as basis of discussion during recent PCC 

recess Dept hopeful proposal might be integrated with other refugee 
and territorial proposals for discussion during present phase Lausanne 

| 3. Dept agrees Arab govts might prefer conclude something less 
formal than peace treaty in first instance but. does not believe absence 
‘of formal declaration of war would be valid argument as armistice — 

| agreements have been concluded between Israel and contiguous states: 

_ oe | a ACHESON 

_ 7 As originally drafted, there appeared at this point the words “Gf territorial 
compensation proves impossible.” They were deleted: by the drafter prior to the 
encoding of the message. rr re —— - : 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-249 : Telegram SR | 
co Mr. Paul A. Porter to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET . Lausanne, August 2, 1949—8 p. m. , 
| _ Palun 260. Reference Palun 253.1 In meeting with PCC August 2 _ 

Arab delegates accepted conditions set by Israelis as basis for discus- 
sion refugee problem. Delegates demonstrated cooperative attitude. 

PCC. immediately proceeding meet. Shiloah. obtain for transmission 
Arab delegations terms Israeli proposal re refugees. 

| ee PorTER 

3 Dated July 28, from Lausanne, p. 1266. ‘. a ; oo 

501.MA Palestine /8—249 : Telegram an a 7 . . . oo ts 

- Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET = ss JERUSALEM, August 2, 1949—3 p. m. 
| 900. In talk last night Kunde, US representative technical com- | 

| _ mittee on refugees, made following points: | 
[Here follow 13 numbered points. | | oe : 

_ Comment: Open admission by Comay ' of Israel plans for return-_ 
| ing Arabs confirms previously deductions that Israel has no intention. 

| * Mr. Herbert Kunde’s points 11 and 12 noted Mr. Comay’s frank admission — 
to the Committee that returning Arabs would be treated in the same way as new | 
Jewish immigrants, would be integrated into the collective economy, and would . 

| be placed where their services were ‘most needed. There was no possibility that 
the Arabs would return to their original homes. Mr. Comay was also cited as 
saying that the program for reunion of families “would in. practice amount to 
selection. by. Israel of certain desirable categories of Arabs for return. Would 

: be selected on basis security consideration and skill.”



| whatsoever conform with December 11 GA resolution in either letter 

or spirit. Section 11 resolves that refugees wishing return to their 

. homes and live in peace with their neighbors should be permitted to | 

~ do so at earliest practicable date. In case highly individualistic Arab, 

attempts to fit him as cog in Israel collective society and disregard 

his right return home is equivalent to exclusion Arabs from Israel. 

Difficult escape belief Jews loudly touted Israel projects. for reunion 

- families and return 100,000 refugees possess many earmarks of sham | 

to evade efforts US and UN motivated by principles of humanitarian- 

ism, justice and equity to protect rights of original inhabitants Pales- 

tine in accordance UN resolutions. ae : 

| - Plans mentioned above and other evidence present conditions and 

future status Arabs may expect in Israel point up great and continu- | 

ing difficulties UN will face in assuring Arabs in Israel equitable | 

treatment and guaranteeing them basic human rights. Consulate 

General suggests emphasis might be shifted to rectification of tem- 

porary armistice lines to restore to Arabs area given them by GA 

| resolution November 29 or equivalent fertile lands for use in intensive | 

resettlement Arab refugees outside Israel. In absence willingness or 

feasible means for UN or US force Israel actually permit refugees 

| return to their homes and live under acceptable conditions, this al- 

ternative might provide closest equivalent to repatriation called for 

by December 11 GA resolution. Would be in accord. with US policy | 

| on boundaries. To forestall further consolidation by Israel of her posi- 

tion in all areas now held, action at September GA would be necessary. 

| - Department summarize last five paragraphs for USDel, PCC. 

- _ Sent Department 500, repeated London 34, Amman 55, Baghdad 47, 

Beirut 96, Damascus 53; pouched Jidda,Cairo, = _ 

a | Oe , - Burperr 

50L.BB Palestine/8-349 

| Memorandum by the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Rusk) to the 7 

CONFIDENTIAL  =—=~=~=~—....__. | Wasutneton,] August 3,.1949. 

Subject: Consideration of Dr. Bunche’s last report to Security Coun- 
| cil, including lifting of SC Arms Embargo NE. Ty 

During the past six months, separate armistice agreements have been — - 
concluded between Israel on the one hand, and Egypt, Lebanon, Trans- _ 

jordan and Syria on the other, under the guidance of Dr. Bunche as 

Acting UN Mediator. These agreements are of indefinite duration, | 
incorporate “what amounts to a non-aggressive pact”, provide for the 

- withdrawal and reduction of forces and establish machinery under |
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General W. E. Riley, UN Chief of Staff, USMC, for the settlement of 
| differences which may arise undertheagreements.. .  ~ Oo 

| - On July 21 Dr. Bunche submitted a report: (Tab A‘) ‘to the SC 
| relating to the present status of the armistice negotiations and the 

truce in Palestine. This report concludes that Dr. Bunche’s responsi- _ 
bilities under various SC resolutions including that of November 16, 
1948 have now been discharged and suggests that such functions as 
remain might be terminated or transferred to the Palestine Concilia- 
tion.Commission which was established under the GA resolution of 
December 11, paragraph 2c (Tab B). Dr. Bunche attached a suggested 

_ resolution as an annex? to his report. In neither the report nor in the 
resolution does Dr. Bunche make any specific references to the raising | 
or the retention of the arms embargo imposed. by the SC on May 29, 

| 1948. Officers of the Department, however; have been advised of Dr: | 
Bunche’s personal view that approval of his suggested resolution by 
the:SC would in effect lift the armsembargo. ~~ co oo 

_ The principal question at issue is whether the United States repre- 
| sentative in the SC should support the Bunche proposal for transfer- 

ring his functions to the PCC and rescinding the earlier truce resolu- 
tions of the SC, despite the fact that by so doing the existing SC arms 

_ embargo would be lifted. The State Department considers that there _ 
is no difficulty about transferring Bunche’s functions to the Concilia- _ 
tion Commission and agrees that we should now proceed on the basis 
of armistice agreements rather than SC truce resolutions. A specific 
question is whether the existing UN arms embargo should be retained. 

| There appear to be three courses, discussed in detailin Tab E, which 
might be followed : | a | 

| (1) The US might support postponement of consideration of Dr. 
Bunche’s report and annex. 

(2) The US might support the adoption of Dr. Bunche’s report and 
annex, but call for the retention of the arms embargo. : | 
(8) The US might support the adoption of Dr. Bunche’s report 

and annex including the cancellation of the arms embargo subject to 
such minor amendments as may be desirable. a 

The following are the principal points for consideration in connec- , 
| tion with the arms embargo question: I 

| 1. While postponement of the issue would appear to be desirable, it 
might be difficult to obtain because the Bunche ‘report has been sub- 
mitted and it can be assumed that one of the parties or one of the mem- 
bers of the Security Council would raise the question in the Council. In _ 
fact, the Security Council is scheduled to meet on Thursday morning | 
to consider the report. - BS a 

2 Tabbed materials cited in this memorandum are not found attached. Regard- | 
mS see eS report of July 21, see editorial note, p. 1240, oo
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9. The theory of the armistice agreements which have now been con- 
| eluded between Israel and all of its Arab neighbors is that the military | 

phase of the problem is over and that in the progression from truce to — 

armistice to final settlement the completion of the task of the Palestine | 

~ Conciliation Commission is all that remains. oe ss 
3. In practice the effect of the arms embargo has been favorable to 

 Tsrael in as much as Israel has been able to obtain substantial quantities 

of arms despite the embargo. | | Sane | 

4, If the lifting of the arms embargo would in practice precipitate 
an arms race in the area it would seriously jeopardize a settlement and 
would add to the already heavy economic problems ofthe area, . 

5, Great Britain and France have already begun certain deliveries: | 
to the Arab countries, with the knowledge of Bunche, on the ground — 

that these arms were needed for internal security. It is doubtful that 

the Arabs would continue to comply with an arms embargo, par- | 

ticularly if Israel continued to buy arms abroad. The retention of the 

arms embargo would probably mean that both Israel and the Arab 

States would seek arms from iron curtain countries. | 

6. Israel has asked that the arms embargo be continued until a final: 

peace settlement. has been reached at Lausanne. In talks with USUN 

in New York, Mr. Eban indicated, however, that they were principally 

interested in assurances against an arms race. Bn - 

4, The retention of an arms embargo, if it is to be enforced, would 

require revisions and additions to truce enforcement machinery which 

has been used up to this point. Such additional machinery would prob- 

| ably involve commitments both of personnel and budget from the — 

United States. es a Dae eg 

| ~ 8. Some increase in arms appears to be required for legitimate in- 

ternal security purposes in the Arab States, resulting from unrest 

arising from the Palestine question as well as from the presence of ~ | 

large numbers of refugees. Mr. Bevin has strongly emphasized this 

- point in discussing U.S.-U.K. common security interests in the Middle. | 

Conclusion 22 abe RE | 

From consideration of the above items it is concluded that, on 

balance, the United States.should support the. Bunche proposal to _ 

eliminate the truce resolutions despite the arms embargo feature, but 

should use its influence in the Security Council and diplomatically to 

ensure that arms going to the Middle East are within the scope of 

legitimate internal security requirements, 

| Recommendations = - OE On 

| 1. That USUN be instructed informally to ascertain the attitude of 

. other SC members in order to determine what position they are likely 

totakeintheSC. 3 | Bo | | : | 

2, That, unless these informal soundings indicate a strong disposi- | 

tion toward postponement of SC action until a later stage in the PCC | 

— talks, the US support the lifting of the arms embargo and the adop- 

| tion of Dr. Bunche’s resolution, and in so doing: © |
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| _ ,(@) Make a statement in the Council (and endeavor to get the Brit- | 
ish and if possible the Egyptians and Israelis to make similar state- 
ments) of a reassuring character to the effect that we have no intention 
of permitting, in so far as we are concerned, an arms race to get 
started ; Oo | | | a 

_. (6) Through diplomatic channels, endeavor to assure that an arms 
| race will not get started.’ | | a 

- *In the “Summary of Daily Meeting with the Yecretary” on August 3, Mr. Rusk 
is recorded as having “presented a paper on Palestine to the Secretary. The main _ 
issue in the paper was whether or not we should agree to lift the arms embargo 
in the Middle East. Mr. Rusk pointed out that the Israelis had changed their 
attitude on this question. He made a point, however, that he thought there should 
be complete understanding on this issue with the President. The Secretary said 

| that he would meet with the President today and get a firm decision. The urgency — 
of this matter was brought about because the Security Council of the United | 
Nations is meeting with Dr. Bunche on this matter starting today.” (Secretary’s 

| Daily Meetings, Lot 58 D 609) pe a So 

501.BB Palestine/8~—349 . ee 7 Oo | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL ee _[Wasurneron, | August 3, 1949. | 

| | AUTHORIZATION OF Action on Buncoue Resonsrion « _ 

-.  ‘{T discussed the attached memorandum of August 31 and the two 
telegrams from Ross of August 1 > with the President. I also told 
him that a telephone message from Ross this morning stated that 

_ Eban did not intend to propose amendments to the ‘Bunche Resolu-. 
. _ tion, Finally, I said that the latest information indicated that the 

debate on the resolution might be very short indeed and that, unless — 
_ we raised objection, it would probably be passed tomorrow. _ 

The President was clear that we should support the Bunche resolu- 
| tion. He has great confidence in Dr. Bunche’s recommendations and 

is convinced that his standing in the country is such that his recom- 
mendations would not be misinterpreted. The President thought that 
if any action later on is necessary in regard to arms it can be dealt 

| with as a separate matter. I suggested that, if Eban raised the matter 
of reassurance that there should not be an arms race, I thought that 
we might join with others in expressing the same desire and there- 
after take such diplomatic steps as were available to prevent this from 
occurring. 'The President thought that this was a sound view. 

You * may, therefore, proceed along the above lines. | | 

1 Supra. | . | : 
. * Presumably Nos. 875 and 878; the former is not printed, but see footnote 1, 

p.1254. | 
* Copies of this memorandum were sent to Messrs. Rusk (for action), McGhee, 

| and Sandifer. : : | |
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501.BB Palestine/8-349: Telegram a : oe, 

| Mr. Paul A. Porter to the Secretary of State = 

7 CONFIDENTIAL > | Lausanne, August 3, 1949—4 p.m. | 

- Palun 261. PCC (US chairman) met with Israeli Delegation 
August: 3. Informed Israelis re Arab acceptance Israeli conditions for 
discussion refugee problem and requested delegation set forth its 
proposal. oe CO 

1. Shiloah asked if Arabs could now be considered to have commit- 
_ ted themselves to opening discussions on all issues outstanding between | 

parties. If so, Israeli Delegation would like PCC give publicity. Chair- 
man stated PCC did not believe that in accepting Israeli conditions 
Arabs had formally obligated themselves to discussion all issues, but a 
said Arabs in informal discussions with PCC had indicated willing- | 

: ness do so. Shiloah could not agree that Arabs could withdraw from 
| _ talks whenever did not like turn they were taking and insisted dis- 

cussion on refugees must be regarded as commencement discussions on 

all points. Chairman stated PCC in private meeting would consider 
, what kind of publicity might be given to present developments and 

exactly what form it might take. Was agreed Israeli Delegation would 
not discuss August 3 meeting with press representatives. So! 

| 2. Shiloah after stating usual disclaimer of Israel irresponsibility 
for refugees and stressing security consideration, said Israel now 

_ willing see increase of Arabs in Israel above number there at end hos- 
_ tilities by what Israel considered large number. Could mention ap- | 
proximate number Israel had in mind if PCC so desired, but desired 
point out could be no lasting solution unless Arab states willing share 

-_- responsibility. — Oe ee a 7 | 
3. Shiloah then proposed that UN immediately set up body to study _ 

economic possibilities in Arab states and propose specific projects for | 
_ resettlement refugees there. Subject formulation overall plan and if 

international assistance furnished, Israel would make contribution 
mentioned paragraph two. - } ne 

4. Responding to question from chairman, Shiloah said approximate 
: figure Israeli Government had in mind was 100,000. Declared present __ 

_ Arab population in Israel between 165,000 and 170,000 and said Israeli | | 
Government envisaged eventual total Arab population of around 
250,000. This figure based on Israel’s retaining all present territory. | 

_ Wished make clear would retain full authority direct returning 
refugees to specific localities and to specific economic activities. = = = 

(5. Referring to international assistance mentioned’ by Shiloah, — 
_ Boisanger asked whether Israel envisaged such assistance being di- . 

rected at economic improvements in Israel which would enable latter |
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absorb refugees or to specific repatriation projects. Shiloah said would — 
reply later. et Oe OS 

6. Chairman asked what Israeli attitude would be if proposed UN 
Investigating Commission should study repatriation’ possibilities 
Israel and find. latter could absorb more refugees than figure men- 
tioned. Shiloah replied could not give definite reply at that. time but 
desires once more stress security factor of which Israel better judge 
than anyone else. As result prodding by chairman Shiloah stated 
would give great weight to findings of such UN group. =. 
_% Chairman then asked whether PCC could take it that approxi- _ 

_ mate figure mentioned was not absolute or impossible of change. 
, Shiloah said would agree to such interpretation but desired make 

statement that 100,000 represented heavy tax on Israel. Israeli Delega- | 
| tion had no intention of bargaining and had presented figure as honest 

estimate Israeli capacity absorb refugees. Refused agree that proposal 
represented Israeli. acceptance degree responsibility for solution 
refugee problem. Preferred proposal be considered as indicating Israeli 
recognition of problemt = Oo , 

7 I an 7 -Porrer 

- The substance of Palun 261 was conveyed by a circular telegram of August 10, 
4a. m., to London, Paris, Arab capitals, Ankara, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem (501.BB | 

_ Palestine/8-1049). — oe | ce 

501.BB. Palestine/8—449 | . ; 7 | a a . | Oo 

. + Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President — 

| oO So Wasnineton, August 4, 1949, 
| Subject: Payment of United States Contribution to United Nations | 

. Relief for Palestine Refugees | a 
1. Public Law 25, 81st. Congress, a Joint Resolution of March 24, 

1949 authorized the appropriation of funds not to exceed $16,000,000 
for the relief of Palestine refugees, in response to the message sub- | 
mitted by you to the Congress on J anuary 27,1949 2 

| , 2. Public Law 119, 81st Congress, appropriated to the President | 
$12,000,000. for the relief of Palestine refugees, and an -additional 
$4,000,000 for the same purpose, “to such extent as the President from 
time to time finds that other nations party to such United Nations 

_ agreement have met their obligations to the United N ations Relief for 
Palestine Refugees .. .”2 re 
8. The amount of $12,000,000 has already been paid to the United 

Nations. The United Nations has presented to the Department (a) an 

_ Not printed. | | . ce re | 
, * Omission indicated in the source text. :
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official statement to the effect that contributions in the total amount of 

$13,377,930, in cash, kind and services have been received or are in proc- | 

ess of delivery from other governments as of July 31, 1949, and that 

there have been additional contributions, concerning which definitive | 

information is not yet known, and (6) a request that the United States 

~ make a further contribution at this time. The Acting Secretary Gen- 

~ -eral of the United Nations states that the need for additional funds is 

so critical that the relief work cannot continue into September without 

the assurance of matching funds from the United States. | 

4. The Department of State believes that the request. of the United _ 

| Nations is reasonable and that the situation is urgent. The Department | 

therefore recommends that the President make a finding that other 

nations party to the United Nations agreement have met their obli- | 

gations to the United Nations ‘Relief for Palestine Refugees in the 

form and to the extent of the contributions, totaling $13,377 ,930, shown 

in the attached schedule as having been received by the United Nations 

Relief for Palestine Refugees or in process of delivery from govern- 

ments other than the United States as of July 31, 1949; and that the 

President authorize the payment of a contribution of $1,377,930 as an : 

addition to the contribtition of $12,000,000 previously made. Further | 

implementations of Public Law 119 will be required later as additional 

statements are received'from the United Nations® = | 

8 President Truman, on August: 10, made a: finding “that other nations party 

: to the agreement.on United Nations Relief to Palestine Refugees. have. met their | 

obligations under said agreement. to the extent that an additional contribution to 

| noid ‘Nations in, the amount ‘of $1,377 ,930 is justified.” (501.MA Palestine/ 

. | | Editorial Note et 

| Ambassador Austin, on August 4, addressed the Security Council : 
on the Palestine question..Near the end of his statement, he noted that | 

- the conclusion of the armistice agreements “justifies confidence in the | 

early establishment of permanent peace in Palestine. As the Security | 

Council foresaw in. its resolution of 16 November 1948, progress to- ae 

ward peace in Palestine would involve a transition from a truce to an 
| armistice, to be followed bya final settlement, Such a final settlement 

ig the task of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, and, with the 

- conclusion of these Armistice Agreements before us today, only the 

completion of the task ofthe Palestine Conciliation Commission — 

- “Therefore, the Security Council, as contemplated in its resolution 

- of 16 November, may appropriately bring to an end the stringent -
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measures which were instituted to ensure more effective observance of 
the truce, including certain of the prohibitions of the parties included 
in the Security Council resolutions of 29 May 1948 and 15 J uly 1948. 
Among these was an embargo placed on the parties to the dispute and 

: all other Governments and authorities. concerned to refrain from | 
importing or exporting war material and personnel into the affected 
area. These restraints, which characterized the truce period, are no 
longer appropriate or necessary now that. we have firm commitments 

| from the Parties in the Armistice Agreements to refrain from all 
hostile activity and to adjust their differences, if any, peaceably.” | 

| Ambassador Austin then stated that “An arms race would jeopard-. 
| ize the armistice and the settlement.” He asserted that the United 

States “does not intend to allow the export of arms which would per- : 
mit a competitive arms race in the area. K:xport of arms to that area of - 

| the world should be strictly limited to such arms as are within the 
scope of legitimate security requirements, again as recommended by 
Dr. Bunche. We hope that prudence will prevail not only among the 

, parties but among all nations of the world which are in a position to 
supply arms and that they will pursue a policy similar to that which 

_ we intend to pursue.” (SC, 42h yr., No. 36, pages 26,27) | 
New York reported that during the Council’s-deliberations on Aug- 

ust 4, Mr. Bunche’s draft resolution was sponsored by Canada and 
supported by the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Egypt, 
China, and Cuba. It advised also that the references to the Palestine 
Conciliation Commission in the Bunche diaft had been replaced by 
references to the United Nations Chief of Staff, a change agreed 
to by Mr. Bunche (telegram 891, August 4, 10:55 p. m., 501.A- 

| Summaries/8-449). a OS | 

8901.001/7—-549 : Telegram Se | 

: ‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Jordan 

SECRET  Wasuineton, August 4, 1949—6 p. m. | 
117. Dept has given careful consideration suggestion contained 

urtel 274, July 5+ re visit Abdullah US but feels present uncertainties 
Lausanne negots and necessity US impartiality in exertion of pres- 
sure on both sides to reach agreement renders. planning such visit. 
difficult this stage. | a 

* Not printed ; it stated that the British Government had invited King Abdullah 
to visit in August and queried whether the Department would consider inviting 
him to visit the United States following completion of that trip (890i1.00/7-549). , 

. Mr. Stabler, in a letter of February..19 to Mr. Rockwell,: had raised the question 
of a royal visit to the United States. Mr. Rockwell’s response. of March 16, 
initialed by Mr. Satterthwaite, stated “we believe the idea mefits sympathetic 

- consideration but feel that nothing whatsoever could be done about it before 
. a settlement is reached in Palestine.” Both letters are filed under 890i.001/2-1949.
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Furthermore Presidential sched so crowded that visit most difficult © 

arrange. If and when invitation extended might be desirable shld 

King proceed from Amman direct to US rather than via England. 
Therefore fact of King’s visit to England not necessarily controlling 

_ as to time of visit. | | oe a 
| a ge ACHESON: 

| 501.BB Palestine/8—449 : Telegram . | . | 

Lhe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
| a of State , | 

| SECRET oe ---- Lonpon, August 4, 1949—7 p. m. | 

| 3071. 1. Points contained Deptel 2710 August 1 communicated - 
Burrows and Beith, August 2. : ee a 

9, At FonOffs suggestion, Beith and Embassy officer today went 
over various points and comments contained Deptel 2432 July 13 and 
subsequent telegrams, as well as relevant FonOff telegrams with British 
Embassy, Washington. Beith preparing new draft using original 

_ British document. as basis.and endeavoring meet points raised since 
then. On approval by FonOff, revised document will be telegraphed 
Department. a oo | 

3. FonOff anxious know where it stands vis-a-vis Department in 
regard this matter. Earlier Department comments and reactions were _ | 
characterized as “informal” and “tentative thinking.” Deptel 2710 
states “British and ourselves now appear in substantial agreement | 
in principle.” Can we assure FonOff of Department’s “formal” agree- | 

-- ment in principle?> ee ne eee 
4, FonOff would be glad have Department’s views on timing. As 

Department knows British thought is to indicate to Egypt and Jordan © | 
and possibly other Arab Governments as well as French and Turks : 
that such program would have UK support. (Beith said today they =| 
would also probably include Israel. Does Department consider it would 
be preferable approach French and Turks before approaching Arab. , 

Governments and Israel or approach all simultaneously? Would De- _ | 
- partment have any objection UK mentioning to French and Turks. 

that US and UK are in substantial agreement in principle? =” | 
_ 5, It appears to Embassy that British program holds promise as; | 
basis for negotiations in PCC. This being case, Embassy feels there 

_. would be considerable advantage if US took initiative in discussing 
this program with French and Turks, telling them at same time we. 
are discussing it with British. British could then make approach in | 
support. As second phase, PCC could present program to Arabs and | 
Israelis, backed up by strong diplomatic support from UK, US, and, 

501-887—77-82 |
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if desirable, French and Turks. Foregoing procedure would: obviate , 
any embarrassment which might be caused by French and Turks learn- 
ing we have been discussing this question with British outside PCC 

| and presumably unbeknownst to them. Procedure would, moreover, 
have advantage keeping negotiations in UN organs which in final 
analysis will have responsibility for seeing settlement lived up to. 

EN Doveas 

501.BB Palestine/S-549: Telegram | _ os oO 

Mr, Paul A. Porter to the Secretary of State | 

‘TOP SECRET PRIORITY a _ Lausanne, August 5, 1949—5 p. m 

| Palun 265. PCC has asked principal advisers, meeting in private 
and not as general committee, to draw up informal proposals concern- 
ing territory allocation of refugees and J erusalem which PCC might 

consider submitting to parties as basis discussion. Jerusalem proposal 
willbe plan drawn up by Jerusalem Committe. 

First meeting revealed following reterritory: = = a 

(1) French representative stated French Delegation and French 
a “Government had specific ideas concerning territorial settlement. 

| French Government desired not to offend either Jewish minority in : 
France or Moslem population French empire. French representative, 
-accordingly, most reluctant participate in any discussions re territory. 
“Was only persuaded to do so when it was pointed out that any plan 
drawn up would be informal personal suggestion of advisers and that. 
at would not necessarily be accepted by PCC or by Governments of 
membersofPCC. a 

‘Despite above statement of French representative, there have been 
' ‘indications here that French Delegation PCC has been encouraging 

“Lebanese Delegation to advocate trusteeship over western Galilee. 
(2) Under instructions his government, Turkish principal adviser 

‘has drawn up plan involving transfer of Negev to Egypt and Trans- 
jordan below line Deir el Balah—Asluj—31st parallel-Transjordan 
frontier. Turkish plan would also transfer to Lebanon and Syria east- 
-ern Galilee above horizontal line between Lebanon and Syrian borders _ 
just north Lake Hula and would return to Transjordan areas in tri- 
angle given up during Israeli-Transjordan armistice negotiations, as 
-well as some territory in Lydda-Ramle area but not towns of Ramle 
-and Liydda. oa - . ee 
Turkish principal adviser and apparently Turkish Foreign Office _ 

convinced would be easier for Jews to give up Negev than all eastern 
-or western Galilee. Yenisey states Turkish plan would maintain de- _ 
sired Arab territorial continuity, give Transjordan corridors to sea 
_at Deir el Balah and create buffer between Egypt and Israel 

_ (8) I have authorized US principal adviser to advocate territorial 
distribution based upon judgment of prospects of acceptances and 
_defensibility. This proposal is not intended to represent any appraisal 
of objective factors of geographic, economic, ethnic or other considera-
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tions. It is simply put forward as possible basis of expedient settle- 
ment. Would appreciate soonest comments and instructions. Proposal 
follows: Do prredagre’y sit oay ygne, 
~ (a) Area enclosed by line from Mediterranean coast at Deir el | 
--. Balah to juncture thirtieth parallel and Egyptian - Palestine 
Di border to be transferred to Egypt. Remainder (raza strip to go to 

Israel. Se ee 
-. (0) Area enclosed by line running from northern-most tip 

~ present Transjordan controlled area central Palestine to juncture 
Jordan River—Palestine-Transjordan frontier to be transferred 

-  toTransjordan, | EE 
_....(¢e) Triangle areas taken over by Israel during Israeli-Trans- 

jordan armistice negotiations to be returned to Transjordan up to 
_. point just south of juncture Hadera—Afula road and 1947 parti- 
~ tion frontier between Israel and Arab'Palestine. == | oe 

- .(d) Area now held by 'Transjordan in south central Palestine 
-- to be extended westward to include towns of Beitjibrin and 

Qubeiba, and westwards outward and eastward to line running 
_.. from Dead Sea to eastern boundary between Israel and Arab | 

Palestine under 1947 partition, half-way between southern parti- > 
tion boundary Israel and central Arab Palestine and present 

- gouthern-most penetration Transjordan forces in central | 
Palestine. See Shag es at tye 

-...(@) IsraeltoretainwesternGalilee 2 2-5) 

~ Above general position does not include such points as Latrun | 
salient, Mt. Scopus and demarcation lines Jerusalem, agreement on 
which might be reached separately by Transjordan and Israel. 

| EE Boner 

 501.BB Palestine/8-349: Telegram) Be es | 

Mr. Paul A. Porter to the Secretary of State = 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Lausanne, August 5,1949—7 p.m. 

-Palun 266. PCC August 4 decided not transmit formally to. 
ArabDels Israeli proposal re refugees since if did so instant rejection — | 
would result and impasse be created. Substance proposal discussed. 
privately by PCC members with chief ArabReps. Reaction emphatic. 
Atassi+ told me, for example, proposal mere propaganda scheme and _ | 
“Jews either at your feet or throat”. Urged US make economic ar- | 
rangements with Syria and other Arab states for resettlement refugees 
and general development and Israel be left to condemnation world a 

- opinion. Other reactions not so violent but equally adamant in con- 
sidering refugee programlessthantoken. = = ~. © | 

1 Adnan el-Atassi, Head of the Syrian Delegation at Lausanne; regularly, | 
Syrian Minister in France. ey Cg fete ee
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PCC August.5 held private meeting with Shilosh in which he 
urged reconsider position. He expressed regret discussions could not 
proceed on imaginative scope regional development. Stressed historic 

- opportunity ME countries for internal development, emphasizing 
with exception Egypt others have area, water resources, etc. but lack 
population. Defended proposal as consonant with Israel’s economic 

, capacity and internal security. __ : 
Sassoon then directed attention to July 27 congress refugees in 

Lebanon after which spokesmen congress allegedly requested (1) no 
cession parts Arab Palestine to surrounding states and (2) that ref- 
ugees be armed to retake Arab Palestine. Sassoon stated this known in _ 
Israel and urged as proof security conditions paramount. . 
PCC pressed Shiloah review proposals and ascertain if more flexible _ 

attitude could not be adopted. PCC meeting with Arab Dels August 6 
to solicit informal proposals re their possible contribution solution 
refugee problem. | | _ | 

_ These events plus private talks convince me that although atmos- 
: phere may appear more conciliatory on surface basic positions remain 

unchanged. Feel obliged point out Department meeting July 28 ? with 
Elath apparently promptly reported Shiloah who advised me that. 
US policy linked to no specific refugee figure and that Israel proposal 
did not necessarily produce adverse reaction in Washington. Urge — 
Department make position clear to Elath and clarify any possible 
misunderstanding. We cannot take firm position here if there is slight- 

| est doubt as'to Department’s position (reference Unpal 214) — | 
Oo Now becoming more convinced no progress will be achieved here 

re refugees if problem approached in terms mathematical absolutes. 
Therefore ask Department’s approval following procedure: | 

. (1) Spend ensuing week attempting ascertain dimensions difference , 
| on refugees. _ 

| (2) Press PCC privately consider suggesting own solution re major 
| outstanding points (reference Palun 265).4 

(3) Submit privately to each del conclusions PCC as basis working 
draft. a | | 

| Would hope reach (3) in-10 days but would not guarantee achieve- 
ment any timetable here. | _ oo 

(1). Declaration by Arabs and Jews of responsibility solution | 
- problem | a 7 

_ (2). Recognition of variables in statistics. me | 
. (3). Agreement each party accept. refugees in accordance capacity — 

and availability internal economic assistance. | , | 

-2 See Mr. Rusk’s memorandum of conversation of that date, p. 1261. - 
-* Dated July 29, to Lausanne, not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 1263. | 

* Dated August 5, from Lausanne, supra.
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— (4). Pledge by all parties give due weight findings survey group 

connection specific development projects. _ - oo | : 

| (5). Statement by parties and/or PCC of targets re refugees as 7 

based on known facts and foregoing assumptions but with understand- 

ing that target number not absolutely binding on any party. | 

| Would like Department’s immediate suggestions re foregoing. | 

Believe this or similar approach only realistic hope accord. While ) 

privately ArabDels make specific commitments all reluctant take posi- 

tive public position, = Re Pe 

- Consider desirable survey group be set up soonest and am awaiting 

name US member in order PCC may request SYG establish. ee 

NE a | Ce - | — PoRTER | 

501.BB Palestine/8-749: Telegram os | 

~The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

SECRET NIACT Wasuineron, August 7, 1949—5 p.m. | 

PRIORITY eS | : Be , 

9798. Dept has following comments on Embtel 3071 Aug 4 and ~ 

Embtels 3099 and 3104 Aug 6:+* a 

1. Ref Para 3 Embtel 3071 and after studying Embtel 3099 Dept — 

- yeiterates position stated in Deptel 2710 Aug 1, which stated “Brit and | 

ourselves now appear in substantial agreement in principle. It is of 

course understood that this is not a rigid position as developments at 

| Lausanne might necessitate modification as discussions progress at 

Lausanne. Proposed Brit approach to Arab states, Israel, Franceand = 

Turkey in support our similar views relating such matters as Palestine | 

refugees, territorial settlement and Jerusalem area would be most 

timely at this state in view second phase of discussions ‘at Lausanne.” 

Dept considers Brit might approach NE govts as have French 

Turkish and US govts during recent months on these and other mat- oo 

ters. Dept does not consider that supporting approaches necessitate 

quote formal unquote agreement. In our view Brit approach would _ 

represent voluntary indication to interested govts of general Brit | 

thinking and of basic conformity with our general thinking. Dept 

considers it preferable to.maintain flexibility.at this stage rather than 

_toadoptrigid position. . , ye 
2, Ref Para 4 Embtel 3071. Dept considers that Brit might approach = 

French, Turkish and NE govts simultaneously although it has no | 

objection if Brit prefer to approach French and Turkish govts in | | 
advance. Dept has no objection if Brit inform French, Turkish and | 

| * Telegram 3104 not printed. oe |
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NE govts that US-UK are in substantial agreement in principle pro- 
viding it is pointed out that our position is not rigid and will take 

_ into consideration developments as discussions progress at Lausanne 
| where USDel is following same line in private discussions with French 

~ and Turks.? oe eae | | ST 
_ 8, Ref Para 5 Embtel 3071. Dept considers that our substantial 
agreement in principle holds promise as basis for approach to in- 
terested govts and might serve as basis for informal discussions at 
Lausanne, but that it does not represent quote basis for negotiations. 
in PCC unquote. US, French and Turkish Dels are already taking 
initiative at Lausanne as indicated in Palun 265.2 British supporting 
approach to French, Turk and NE govts should therefore be helpful 
atthistime. SO oo | | 

4. Ref Embtel 3099. Dept is in substantial agreement in principle 
but suggests regarding section “g? that sentence should read quote © 
US-UK favor incorporation central Arab Palestine in J ordan, when 

| feasibleunquote. = 8+ —s—C ae . 
5. Ref Para 3 Embtel 3071 and Embtel 3104. Dept would appreciate | 

your informing Brit FonOff foregoing views before Brit approach 
French, Turkish and NE govts.4 | es OC 
a ae , SO, ACHESON 

_* London reported, on August 9, that the Foreign Office had instructed the _ 
British Embassies.at Paris and Ankara to approach the French and Turkish. 
Foreign Offices regarding the proposals and that it had decided to await the 

| reactions of the French and Turkish Governments before approaching the Arab 
Governments and Israel (telegram ‘3129, 501.BB Palestine/8—949). mF 

_ = Dated August 5, from Lausanne, p. 1286. | 
* This telegram was repeated to Bern for Mr. Porter. | | 

50LA Summaries/8-849 : Telegram | oo Oo | Bo 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 
oe to the Secretary of State | a | 

|  EEtract] | oe - 
| a a New Yorx, August 8, 1949—7:54 p. m. 

Canada and France withdrew their own texts in favor of a new 
joint resolution and the USSR presented a series of amendments to 
the original Canadian draft, as the SC resumed consideration Aug. 8 
of Bunche’s report on Palestine. Tsarapkin (USSR) argued that re-. 
maining negotiations should be left to the parties themselves. Lunde 

| (Norway) supported the joint proposition. oe 7
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One USSR amendment—to disband the UN Truce Supervision 

| Organization—occasioned discussion, with Bunche warning it would 

nullify important provisions of the armistice agreements and repre- 

sentatives of the parties favoring the continued presence of the UN 

- personnel required by the agreement. Eban (Israel), however, saw no _ 

point in requesting the SYG to arrange for the continued service of 

personnel “required in observing and maintaining the -eease-fire.” 4 ; 

eg SE AA deg ¢ gw 

1¥or the further discussion of Mr. Bunche’s report by the Security Council on 

- August 8, see SC, 4th. yr., No. 37. The texts of the new joint resolution. by the 
Canadian and French Representatives and of the Soviet amendments are printed : 

ibid.,pp.2and6,respectively, = © PT A. GRA eS 

501.BB Palestine/8-949 :Telegram So oe Soe MEE ; | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Lausanne 

SECRET ~ ~~ ~~» Wasuineron, August 9, 1949—T7 p.m. 

- Unpal 223. Reference is made to Palun 263+ which reports info 

from Shiloah that Eban had been informed by reliable source close 

to White House that Pres recently stated to source he wld oppose any 

attempt to deprive Israel of Negeb and believed figure of 100,000 

-. vefugees to be repatriated by Israel very reasonable, = 

- Policy of Pres regarding territories and refugees has been stated | 

_ yepeatedly by Pres, State Dept and USDel POC. Shiloah and Eban 

shid be left under no illusion that such policy. has been changed or _ 

that there is any difference of view between Pres, Dept, and USDel 

onthesematters,§ PERN GEES 

| You are authorized to show copy this tel to Shiloah in Lausanne. 

USUN authorized to take similar action with Eban, and AmEmb © 

Tel Aviv with Israeli FO. For your info this tel cleared with White | 

et a sot ients RB pas ACHESON 

1 Dated August 3, from Lausanne, not printed. . Oo _ / 

| - 2'This telegram was cleared by telephone with Mr. Clifford. It was repeated 

-. to New York for action and to Arab capitals, J erusalem, Tel Aviv, London, Paris, 

and Ankara for information. — : 2, Bd | 
_ Mr. Ross, presumably on August.11, conversed with Mr. Eban about the content | 

of Unpal 223. The latter, after checking with the Israeli Embassy, gave a “very. | 

careful statement” of his understanding of the conversation between President, 
Truman and Ambassador Elath, as follows: “In reply to Elath’s exposition 

‘regarding the Israeli position on the Negev and certain reports that Israel 

should give up the Negev, the President said he did not. know of any such _ 

proposals, — ne hg ee Ge Sap gps - | 
-“Wlath indicated the willingness of his government to repatriate 100,000 7 

- pefugees. The President said he appreciated that step and. the attitude that 

prompted it.” (telegram 915, August 11, 9:09 p. m., from New York, 501.BB 

- Palestine/8-1149) |
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5OLMA Palestine/8-949: Telegram | , 
_. Lhe Chargé in Israel (Ford) to the Secretary of State | 

: SECRET Ee _ Ten Aviv, August 9, 1949—9 p. m. 
_ 607. Prior his departure yesterday for US, Ambassador read - 

| Jerusalem’s telegram 505, August 3,2 to Department and was of opinion 
there no grounds Burdett’s belief Knesset debate and attendant press _ 
campaign “conducted in Jarge part for foreign consumption in effort 

| create impression Israeli offer repatriate number refugees of tremend- 
ous importance and made by government in spite fierce internal 
opposition™, - : oe 

| New subject: Ambassador also read Jerusalem’s telegram 500, 
August 2, to Department and felt whole tone telegram was highly 
tendentious and that concluding suggestion to shift emphasis “to 
rectification of temporary armistice lines to restore to Arabs area given 
them by GA Resolution November 29 or equivalent fertile lands to 
use in intensive resettlement Arab refugees outside Israel” would | 
gravely endanger all hope progress toward peaceful agreement, and 
that Israel. would certinly resist, if necessary by arms, any change 
armistice lines. its | Co , 

Comment; I agree both above opinions. There is no doubt about 
| genuineness both internal opposition and resentment Israeli Govern- | 

| ment’s recent offer repatriate Arab refugees, and while offer undoubt- 
edly made as result foreign and especially US representations, its 
impact on local public opinion was nonetheless far-reaching and its 
jolt to government was softened only by ruse, whether intentional or 

oo not, of Prime Minister himself (Embassy’s A-211, August 5).? As re-. 
gards any contemplated change in present armistice lines, realities of 

_ situation are that Jews even now have so far consolidated their posi- 
tion in majority areas presently held, either through actual or fully 
planned settlements, that. any action initiated now which would result 

) dislodging them could easily prove disastrous. End comment. | 
Sent Department, repeated Baghdad 24, Beirut 36, Damascus 32, 

London 84, Amman 29, Cairo 30, Jidda 9, Lausanne; Tehran pass 
Jerusalem 67. | 7 | | os 

a Oo | -Forp 

1 Not printed. | | — ee 
* Not printed; it reported that the Prime Minister, in reviewing his Govern- 

ment’s position on the return of Arab refugees before the Knesset on August 2, 
created an uproar on raising a question as to when the opposition had warned 
the people of the danger of war with the Arabs and of the need to prepare their 
defense. Mr. Ben-Gurion claimed for his Government “the sole responsibility” 
for Israeli defense preparations. There was an outcry by the opposition in the 
Knesset and for 2 days the opposition press devoted all of its energy to refuting 
the Prime Minister’s allegations, deflecting them from the issue of the repatria- 
tion of the Arabs (867N.48/8—549). pe |
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: The Secretary of State to Francis Cardinal Spellman, Roman Catholic 

| Coe ., Wasatnetron, August 11, 1949. | | 

~My Dear Carpinau SrennMan: The President has asked me to : 

reply to your letter of July 13.1 I appreciate the further evidence of | 

your interest in’ the Jerusalem question and your understanding: of 

the delicacy of the problem with which the Conciliation Commission — | 
is dealing, 99° 0 an POPP aa Oe ear one 

-- Ttis recalled that the President’s letter of June 22? stated that | 

the United States Government firmly supports the principle of the 

internationalization of Jerusalem. It occurs to me that the subsequent oe 

_remarks regarding the economic difficulties which would arise in imple- | 

- menting this principle may have given you the impression that only 

economic factors wereinvolved. = 

- Political factors are also of great importance. For example, it is 

necessary to consider such matters as.the relationship between the | | 

| peoples and institutions in the Jerusalem area.and the adjacent states _ 

in order effectively to: integrate the Jerusalem area into the political 

as well as the economic life of Palestine. , he is 

_ With regard to some of your economic points, it is.recalled that the | 

- General Assembly resolution of November 29, 1947, provided for 

the partition’ of Palestine with economic union. This resolution also 

provided that a certain proportion of the surplus revenue from the | 

- Customs and other: common services should be utilized to supply 

income for the administration of the Jerusalem area. As you know, | 

the General. Assembly resolution of November 29 was implemented | 

| only to a very limited extent. As a result, neither the original plan a 

for the internationalization of Jerusalem nor the provision regarding 

revenue for Jerusalem has become effective; consequently it is neces- oO 

sary for the Conciliation Commission, in devising a practical plan — 

for the internationalization of the Jerusalem area, under the General 

_ Assembly resolution of December 11, to take these factors into | | 

| consideration. ee ge Sek | —_ oe 

It may be recalled that the General Assembly resolution of Decem- | 

ber 11, 1948, provided that the Jerusalem area should be accorded 

| special and separate treatment from the rest of Palestine and should 
be placed under effective United Nations control, and that the Concili- 
ation Commission was instructed to present detailed proposals for a_ 
permanent international regime to the Fourth session of the General | 

_ Assembly in September 1949. CF | 

| 1 Not printed. eS a | 
2The President’s letter was in reply to Cardinal Spellman’s letter of June 10; 

neither printed. They are filed under 501.BB Palestine/T—549.
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It may be remembered in this connection that the American repre- 
séntative expressed the view in Committee I of the General Assembly 

| on November 26, 1948, that “During the course of the coming year 
full consideration can be given to the difficult problems of the main- — 
tenance of law and order in Jerusalem and the cost of administra- | 
tion . . 2 It is our belief that the Jerusalem area should be integrated, 
in so far as is consistent with its special international character, with 
the people and institutions of the remainder of Palestine.” =838 = 

| . There seems little doubt that the: General Assembly, in framing its — 
resolution of December 11, had in mind the various economic consider- 
ations to which you refer, and that it hoped that a practical plan could 
be worked out during the year subsequent to December 11, 1948. _ 

With regard to the consequences of a recognition that the.adjacent 
states have sovereignty over the respective Arab and Jewish portions 
of Jerusalem, you raise the question whether, such sovereignty being 

Oo recognized, the adjacent states might not be able to invoke paragraph 
2 of Article 7 of the United Nations Charter in order to deny the 
rights ofthe United Nationsinthearea. = == oe 

: I believe that your apprehensions on this point will be dispelled by | 
the assurance that we have no intention of recognizing the sovereignty 

| of any state in the Jerusalem area. The type of international regime 
which we have in mind would involve the distribution of governmental 
powers among the three authorities concerned, namely, the two adja- 

| cent states and the United Nations authority. It will not be an applica- _ 
tion of the concept of sovereignty in the usual sense, but will rather be 

| a matter of a precise definition of the location of respective govern- _- 
mental powers. In the present case, where the only rights of the ad- 
jacent states in the area will be those defined in an agreement to which _ 
they are parties, they will clearly be in no position to deny the rights 
of the United Nations, which will be defined in the same agreement. 

It is my understanding that the Palestine Conciliation Commission 
| is still in the process of working out a practical plan for the interna- 

tionalization of the Jerusalem area which will take into account the | 

_ varied and complex problems which are involved. I regret that I am 
not in a position to supply you with a copy of this plan at this time 
as the Conciliation Commission has not yet submitted its report to the 
Secretary General of the United Nations. Meanwhile, a copy of your 
letter of July 13 and related correspondence are being forwarded to 
the United States representative on the Palestine Conciliation Com- 
mission for his consideration in relation to the plan on which the Com- 
missionis working, = oe aoe 

| Sincerely yours, Dean ACHESON 

- * Omission indicated in the source text. Sc |
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-- §01L.BB Palestine/8-1149 : ro 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary. of State for United — 
Nations Affairs (Sandifer) to Mr. James W. Barco, at Lausanne — 

pesteicrsp .——‘<‘i‘é;StC#t*C;#*«*é«Wassaeron, Acugust 11, 1949. | 

Subject: Comments on Preliminary Draft of Declaration Concerning | 

‘the Holy Places, Religious Buildings, and Sites in Palestine Out- | 

side the Jerusalem Area (Com.Jer./W.29, 26 July 1949), 

The preliminary draft of a declaration to be made by Israel and the , 

Arab state concerning the Holy Places, religious buildings ‘and sites 

in Palestine outside the Jerusalem area (Com.Jer./W.29, 26 July 1949) | 

has been examined by officers of UNA, L/P and NEA. The following | 

- comments and suggestions are the result of this joint examination and 

are transmitted to you for your assistance in further discussions on | 

--- Your letter of July 27, 19497 notes that the Jerusalem Committee 

intends to submit a preliminary draft of the Declaration to the Israeli 

Delegation for its comments. It is assumed that the views of the Arab 

Delegation will likewise be sought. _ | ae . os 

There follows a paragraph by paragraph comment on the draft - 

Declaration: we 

Paragraph 1. | | sce rear | 

It is suggested that the reference to “freedom of conscience” be 

omitted from this paragraph. A guarantee of freedom of conscience 

is a matter which does not relate particularly to the question of the 

Holy Places and access to them. Accordingly it is not believed neces- 

sary for the purposes of this Declaration. It will be observed that = 

freedom of conscience is not referred to in Paragraph 7 of the Assem- 

bly Resolution of December 11, 1948. Moreover, freedom of conscience | 

is not susceptible of limitation and couid not therefore be made “sub- 

ject to the maintenance of public order”, as it is in the present draft. 

Paragraph 2 cot OB ost 

 It-is suggested that the second sentence of this paragraph be deleted. 

_. The basic obligation. is contained in the first sentence. The second sen- 

tence indicates only one of many possible forms that a derogation | 

from this obligation might take. It is not believed desirable to empha- 

size in the Declaration the matter of “the construction of buildings in 

unsuitable proximity” and so possibly to detract from the broad char- | 

acter of the obligation stated in the first sentence of the paragraph. 

.. * Not found in Department of State files. _ Ce /
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Paragraph $8.0 SO ep 
~ The text of this paragraph seems satisfactory. As a matter of clari- 
fication, it is the understanding of the Department that the use of the 

| date May 15, 1948 in this paragraph and in paragraph 5 has the 
effect of preserving the status guo under the Mandate with regard — 

_ to the subjects indicated, and does not have the effect of including any 
new provisions which may have been instituted on 15 May 1948 

| immediately following the termination of the Mandate 
| Paragraph 4. a a | 

, _ The following rewording is suggested for this paragraph: — oO 
: “The Government of ________ undertakes to guarantee free- 

dom of access to the Holy Places, religious buildings and sites within | its territory and, pursuant, to this undertaking, will guarantee rights 
_ Of entry and of transit to ministers and pilgrims of the Christian, 

Jewish and Moslem religions, without distinction as to nationality, subject only to considerations of national security and to the main- | tenance of public order.” es Pe 

- Paragraph 6. oe 7 ee sO, a 
- No comment except for the observation made in connection with 

paragraph 3. oe | . | 
_ Paragraph 6. | | 

The following revision of paragraph 6 is suggested : oe 
“6. The Government of _______ undertakes to accept and to | give effect to such recommendations as may be made by the United 

Nations Commissioner, provided for in the Instrument establishing _ a permanent international regime for the J. erusalem area, with respect to the application and observance of this Declaration. The Govern- 
ment of ______—S__—s further undertakes to grant the United Nations 

_ Commissioner the privileges and. facilities necessary for the perform- 
anceofhisfunctions.” = = =. | CO 

Comment: a —— oo _ 
It was felt that the preliminary draft of paragraph 6 contained 

in Com.Jer./W.29 did not state with sufficient clarity the authority 
of United Nations Commissioner with respect to Holy Places outside 
Jerusalem and his relationship to the two states concerned in the 

| implementation of the Declaration. It was felt that an undertaking | 
-by the Governments to “cooperate actively” was not sufficient and 
that, as regards the protection of Holy Places which is the subject 
of the Declaration, the two Governments should be prepared to agree . 

_ to give effect to recommendations of the United Nations Commissioner. 
For your information, the Department contemplates the possibility 

that, in the resolution approving the Declaration, the General Assem-
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bly would instruct the United Nations Commissioner to report | 

periodically on the implementation of the Declaration. This would 

| insure that violations of the obligations assumed in the Declaration | 

could be brought to the attention of the General Assembly by the ae 

United Nations Commissioner. It is believed that existence of such a 

a provision would in itself promote the observance of the Declaration 

and that Assembly discussion of reports of the United Nations Com- | 

- missioner would be an‘additionalsanction, =~ | - 

501.BB Palestine/8—1149 : Telegram | OB 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Lausanne* 

"TOP SECRET - -Wasurneron, August 11, 1949—12 noon. 

--—- Unpal 224. Reference para four Palun 266? Elath was clearly © 
informed of Dept position on July 28 as stated Unpal 214.3 Mean- 
while, to remove any doubt which might exist in Elath’s mind or in 

_ his reports to his Govt, Asst Secy McGhee.on Aug 9 took advantage = 

of Elath’s presence in Dept for purpose presenting new Israeli Eco- 
nomic Counselor to emphasize 1) reports from USRep Lausanne = 
indicated Arab reaction to Israeli refugee proposal was unfavorable; 
2) press releases from Tel Aviv indicating that “Israel’s offer ... .* has 
been recd favorably by President Truman” were not indicativeof US 
thinking; 3) whatever merits of Israeli offer may be, it does not meet 
‘provisions of para 11 GA res Dec 11; 4) Israeli offer-does not provide 
 guitable-basis for contributing to solution of Arab refugee question in 
view of limited extent to which Arab states are now able to-absorb 
refugees on econ and financial grounds; 5) if Israel cld accept 230,000 | 
Arab refugees from Gaza area, it shld be able to make more sub- 
stantial offer now; and 6) on balance, US does not consider present — 

--_[sraeli offer to repatriate 100,000 Arab refugees satisfactory from 
standpoint of basis for ultimate solution of refugee problem. Although 
we remain unwilling to assume responsibility for naming figure, | 

| McGhee suggested to Elath that only Gaza figure or higher wld appear | 
tooffersatisfactorybasiss sss 
_ Elath expressed disappointment re reported Arab reaction. Present 
Israeli proposal to repatriate 100,000 Arab refugees was maximum 
for econ and security reasons, particularly latter. Elath added, how- | 

This telegram was repeated to London. | . | | 
? Dated August 5, from Lausanne, p. 1287. | | 
> Dated July 29, to Lausanne, not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 1263. ~ 

~ * Omission indicated in the source text. : : |
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ever that his Govt wld be informed re’six points which McGhee 
emphasized. = RB ES es ne 

_ Israeli reaction remains to be seen. Meanwhile, Unpal 223° shld 
| | further reinforce any discussions you may have re second point = 

_ Dept approves three-point procedure'in Palun 266, Re second point, 
- separate tel is being sent re Palun 265.¢ Re third point, Dept suggests 

differing views within PCC be included in conclusions as alternatives 
rather than as individual US, French or Turkish “plans”. Procedure _ 
in Unpal 2137 is considered preferable at this stage. _ | | 

| Dept approves five-point formula for solution re refugees. 
Re name US member of survey group, most promising candidate was 

_ unable to accept because of other commitments. Dept is actively work- 
| ing on this matter and hopes to inform you further shortly, 

a ft et EE buat See ACHESON 

- §Dated August 9,toLausanne,p.1291. 0 
-~" Dated August 5,from‘Lausanne, p.1286.. 5 © 2 fe Oc 
"Dated July 28, to Lausanne, p.1267, | | es oe, | 

501.BB Palestine/8-1149: Telegram ne 
Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED eee oe Lausanne, August 11, 1949—3 p.m. 
_ Palun 272. PCC has accepted general committee recommendation 
for establishment Lausanne mixed Arab-Israeli technical committee to 

- study means putting into effect accord on frozen funds subject Palun — 
270.1 Committee would consist 1 Arab 1 Israeli with neutral chairman 

| tobe provided by UN probably from Genevaoficen =. 
_. Israelis and Arabs have agreed establishment committee and Arabs 

_ have decided name Labbane ? as their representative, pointing out this 
| first instance they have agreed meet directly with Israelis. Azcarate 

| nowseekingchairman, = ss 7 
ee ee a Rock wr. 

| * Dated August 9, ftom Lausanne ; it reported that Arab and Israeli delegates 
- in the General Committee had “agreed to mutual unblocking, on pound for pound 

basis, of funds blocked in Arab states belonging to Palestine Arabs now resident 
in Israel and of funds blocked in Israel belonging to Palestine Arabs now resident 
in Arab states.” (Palun 270, 501.BB Palestine/8-949) - a 

- *# Abdel Chafi el-Labbane, member of the Egyptian Delegation. at Lausanne ; | 
regularly Chief of the Political Section of the Arab Affairs department in the: 
Hgyptian Ministry for Foreign Affairs. _ ok
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BOLBB Palestine/8-1149: Telegram 

2. Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State © 

secrer —i(asi‘<isi‘StSsSCstsS Ss La sanz, Auigust 11, 1929-—8 p.m. . 
 Palun 273. Following is résumé important positions developments 

since recess. a SE se 

1. General—since July 18° PCC through formal and. informal con- 

tacts informing self on position parties since: recess. Principal advisers 

now preparing questions on specific points at issue which PCC.could 

put to parties in effort get them clarify and. make more specific their 

positions. After receiving replies intention USDel and Turk delegation 

that PCC draw up compromise proposal which‘ it could present. to - | 

parties. If parties reject proposal. USDel and Turk delegation favor 

placing general Palestine question on GA agenda, with possibilityPCCO 

might present suggested compromise solution for consideration GA. — 

-. One difficulty in this is attitude Boisanger who states belief it pre- 

mature to present compromise proposal to parties and. that. POC must . 

continue discussions in effort conciliate parties. Alleges PCC has made © 

- progress and that on number important questions cannot be decided so 

fast. Moreover opposed: to PCC going to ‘GA with proposed solution 

stating PCC has mandate conciliate not arbitrate and that long as | 

either party ready continue conciliation discussions PCC-hasnochoice 

utdosos 5 PEA ppc geht baer as as | 

-. Boisanger position coincides with that of Israelis who strongly op- 

posed going to GA and state ready continue discussions here until — 

~ gettlement reached. Type of settlement they have in mind indicated by | 

| Sasson in private conversation when he said Israelis thought main task | 

‘PGC was persuade Arabs: adopt: Israeli position and ‘that: PCC was | 

| -wrong if it considered that conciliation involved proposals:which 

-would deprive Israel of any territory or envisage return of much more - | 

than 100,000... © = oo Pf ke Bp ee i ges 

_ Arabs generally favor going to GA. Some desire do :so in order | 

use GA as sounding board for restatement their position. Others such 

as Jordan delegation in order be “forced” to. acquiesce in possible | 

decision of GA resolution problem. USDel believes no Arab chiet | 

delegate here would dare break front by reaching agreement on impor- 

-.tant. points which could be considered unfavorable to. Arab position, 

_and that view this and.adamant Israeli attitude, position of Boisanger 

re possibility reaching agreement not sound. There has been progress 

on minor points but basic positions remain unchanged, USDel also | 

. believes that if GA passed plan which gave something to Arabs on | 

‘territory there is good chaiiceArab states would accept.
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USDel thinks attitude Boisanger personal and not based on instruc-_ 
| _ tions his government. May be necessary for US and Turk governments _ 

Oe discuss matter with French Government since there is extremely 
| _ undesirable possibility parties may learn of serious divergence within 

PCC and also PCC can take no decisive steps unless agreement 
- unanimous. - re | 

2. Lerritory—Israelis insist they need all territory they now hold 
especially Negev. Sasson has however twice indicated Israel might 

| be able give up territory along Egyptian: frontier in vicinity Auja. 
_ Arabs are standing on 1947 partition, May 12 protocol and US 

territorial position. Syria and Lebanon interested in western Galilee, 
Jordan wants back triangle areas and Ramle Lydda and desires 

, corridor to Mediterranean, and Egypt wants Negev up to line known 
to Department. Department familiar with tentative territorial sugges- 
tions USDel and Turk delegation. Work on established common ter- | 

, ritorial position in informal meetings of principal advisers has been 
‘stopped because Boisanger in line with his general position has 
instructed De la Tour Du Pin? take no effective part in discussions 
and no responsibility. for France :in any proposal which might be 

| drawn up. USDel-knows however that French delegation possesses 
map probably prepared by Benzihta’s personal initiative, indicating | 
suggested territorial distribution. = = =| a | 

| 3. Refugees—Department familiar with Israeli proposition. In 
addition, Sasson states if several thousands of refugees are left over 

oo after Arab states have indicated how many they will accept, Israeli 
_-willaccept for sake agreement. re 

| . Arabs publicly stand on December 11 resolution and state they will 
consider ‘resettling those refugees who do not wish to return Israel. 

Privately Syrian and Jordan representatives agree to inevitability 
| resettlement large numbers in their countries but state view necessity 

| maintain Arab unity and public opinion at home they cannot reach 
political agreement envisaging this. ee 
_ Arabs about to present to PCC utterly unrealistic counterproposal 
on refugees in reply to Israeli proposition. _ Se 

| ‘4. Serusalem—Jerusalem committee has run into unexpected snag 
due attitude French representation. Benoist 2 now arguing that it pre- 

| mature for committee to agree on Jerusalem as long as other issues 
unsettled; that. Vatican pressure makes it difficult: for French govern- 
‘ment to agree to anything less than complete internationalization, _ 

| that UN authority in Jerusalem must control real property transfers _ 

| = *M. le Viecomte de La Tour du Pin Verclause, attached to the French Delegation at Lausanne... - oO | oe Sn 
*Philippe Benoist, attached to the French .Delegation at Lausanne, |
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and immigration to city etc. Sudden tactics Benoist certainly reflect 

overall attitude Boisanger toward PCC initiative and probably desire 

“French Government accommodate Vatican. Members French delega- 
‘tion state important French Catholics sending them personal letters 

‘urging complete internationalization. Ee 

| | | | RocKWELL | 

-501.BB Palestine/8—1149 : Telegram . | | 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Lausanne? 

TOP SECRET ~ Wasurneron, August 11, 1949—9 p. m. 

— Unpal 225. Ref Palun 265.2 Dept believes discussion territorial 

“question within PCC shld be helpful at this stage. Asindicated Unpal 

213, Dept believes that procedure of having PCC agree on various 

alternative plans as basis for possible discussion between parties is | 

preferable to having PCC itself agree on a single plan for territorial 

adjustment which might be-unacceptable to both sides and share the 

fateofthe Bernadotteplan, i pe 
_ Dept has fol comments on your numbered paras: wha oe By | 

(1) Dept suggests procedure outlined Unpal 213 shld be emphasized Oe 

to French and Turkish dels in order to stress concept of flexible pro- , 

posals rather than rigid plan at this stage. . rie ge ee | 

| If French del has radically different proposals it is suggested they be | 

put forward as alternatives to general PCC proposals rather than as : 

separate and distinct French proposals. Dept believes foregoing pro- - 

cedure wld avoid confusion and misunderstanding which might arise 

from such discussions as those reported between French and Lebanese. _ 

-. (2) Turkish proposal appears substantially identical with that ee 

contained Keenan instructions Jan 1949 * except for northern Galilee. | 

~ and rectifications in central Palestine. ee 
_ (3) Dept is not clear re areas mentioned in (6) (¢) and (d). Pls | 

describe further, pe : 

Suggested US proposal appears, in general, to add territory to_ 

| Israeli Gaza strip proposal, to make certain territorial rectifications: 

in northern central Palestine and to add certain territorial changes in | 

southern central Palestine as exchange for western Galilee. : - 

_. US proposal also appears, in general, to be at considerable variance | 

with position US has previously taken. We therefore do not believe 

| your proposal shld be put forward within PCC as final US views or 

official US territorial position at this time. On other hand, it must be 

_-- '"Phis telegram was repeated to London. —_ | a OT | 
 * Dated August 5, from Lausanne, p. 1286. - a  , oie | , 

2 Dated July 28, to Lausanne, p: 1267. | OO OF 

“Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 681. | | - 

501-887—77-——83 |
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~ remembered that any territorial settlement which is acceptable to 
parties wld undoubtedly be acceptabletoUS. Oo 

| _ ._ Dept is presently working on alternative territorial position assug- 
_ gestion which might be put forward in General Committee of PCC. 

Following consultation with Porter concerning it, you will be further 
- informed. | ee 

. | | oS ae _ ACHESON 

| 501.4 Summaries/8-1149: Telegram . | | : — 

‘The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
_ the Seeretary of State Pe 

Oo  tracty a Oo 
7 ; plese BT . New Yorx, August 11, 1949—9: 15 p. m. 
ON Se | 

| 7 By a vote of 9-0, USSR and Ukraine abstaining, the SC Aug. 11 
adopted a joint French-Canadian resolution (S/1867) in connection 

| _ with the report of Acting Mediator Bunche on Palestine. Soviet 
| amendments, reintroduced in a slightly revised version, were. all 

The SC also adopted, without opposition, a Canadian-Norwegian 
draft (S/1362) paying tribute to the work of the late Mediator, the __ 

, _ Acting Mediator and members of their staff Oo 

 1¥or the concluding discussion of Mr. Bunche’s report by the Security Council 
of August 11, see SC, 4th yr., No. 38, pp. 1-14. The text of the Canadian-French 
resolution is printed infra; that of the Canadian-Norwegian draft is printed as | Resolution 72 (1949) in United Nations, Oficial Records of the Security Council, 
Fourth Year, Resolutions and Decisions of the Security Council, 1949, herein- | after identified as SC, 4th yr., Resolutions, 1949, p. 7. Senator Austin’s statement 
supporting the Canadian-French draft resolution and opposing the Soviet amend- : ments is printed in SC, 4th yr., No. 38, p. 5. So = | 

Resolution 73 (1949) Adopted by the Security Council on August 11, 

The Security Council, a _ Oo 
_ Having noted with satisfaction the several Armistice Agreements | 

_ concluded by means of negotiations between the parties involved inthe _ 
conflict in Palestine in pursuance of its resolution 62 (1948) of 
16 November 1948, Oo , 

1 Reprinted from SC, 4th yr., Resolutions, 1949, p. 8. |



1. Eupresses the hope that the Governments and. authorities con- 

cerned, having undertaken, by means of the negotiations now being 

- gonducted by the Conciliation Commission for Palestine, to fulfil the © 

request of the General Assembly in its resolution 194 (IIT) of 11 De-_ | 
cember 1948 to extend the scope of the armistice negotiations and to | 

seek agreement by negotiations conducted either with the Conciliation 
~ Commission or directly, will at an early date achieve agreement on 

the final settlement of all questions outstanding between them; | | 
_ 9, Finds that the Armistice Agreements constitute an important — 

step toward the establishment of permanent peace in Palestine and 

considers that these agreements supersede the truce provided for in 7 

Security Council resolutions 50 (1948) of 29 May and 54 (1948) of 

| 15 July 1948; , re ee ) 

3. Reafirms, pending the final peace settlement, the order contained 

in its resolution 54 (1948) to the Governments and authorities con- 
cerned, pursuant to Article 40 of the Charter of the United Nations, | 

to observe an unconditional cease-fire and, bearing in mind that the | 

several Armistice Agreements include firm pledges against any fur- 

ther acts of hostility between the parties and also provide for their | 

supervision by the parties themselves, relies upon the parties to ensure on 

the continued application and observance of these Agreements; _ | 

4. Decides that all functions assigned to the United Nations Media- __ | 
‘tor in Palestine having been discharged, the Acting Mediator is re- 

- Hieved of any further responsibility under Security Council 
resolutions; = ee ie i BS | 

5, Notes that the Armistice Agreements provide that the execution — | 

| of those Agreements shall be supervised by mixed armistice commis- 

sions whose chairman in each case shall be the Chief of Staff of the 

| United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine or a 
senior officer from the observer personnel of that.organization desig- _ 

nated by him following consultation with the parties to the — | 

. 6. Requests the Secretary-General to arrange for the continued 
--gervice of such of the personnel of the present Truce Supervision 

Organization as may be required in observing and maintaining the 
cease-fire, and as may be necessary in assisting the parties to the : 

Armistice Agreements in the supervision of the application and ob- | 

- ‘gervance'of the terms of those Agreements, with particular regard to 

- the desires of the parties as expressed in the relevant articles of the 

Agreements; 
7, Requests the Chief of ‘Staff mentioned above to report to the | 

Security Council on the observance of the cease-fire in Palestine in 
‘accordance with the terms of this resolution, and to keep the Con-_ 

| ciliation Commission for Palestine informed of matters affecting the _ | 

- Commission’s work under General Assembly resolution 194 (III) of 

11 December 1948. 2t—t™S ee |
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-501.BB Palestine/7-2549. as 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Egyptian Chargé (Chiati) 
| . The Secretary of State presents his compliments to the Chargé 

@Affaires:ad interim of Egypt and refers to the Embassy’s notes of 
| June 10, 1949 * and July 25, 1949, in which the question of the removal 

. of the Security Council’s Arms Embargo was raised. In these notes the 
Egyptian Government took the position that its restrictions on the 
dmovement of air and sea transport to Israel “had been imposed for no | 
other reason than to insure that the ships and planes enroute to Israel 
via Egypt did not carry armaments or war material to the Zionists as 
contraband in defiance of the Security Council’s decisions.” 
_, As the Egyptian Government is aware, following the conclusion of = 

| the Syrian Israeli armistice the Acting Mediator submitted his final 
xeport to the Security Council * and that body has relieved him of his 
‘functions. At:the same time the Security Council took action which in 
effect removed:the arms embargo imposed 'by its resolutions of May. 29 

and July 15,1948. 
, It is therefore evident that the obstacles which the Egyptian Gov- 
ernment found to the removal of its restrictions no longer exist, and __ 
it is assumed that immediate steps will be taken to remove the various 

| ‘restrictions which have been imposed since the outbreak of hostilities 

in Palestine. It is felt: that such action will be a constructive step to- 
.wards the restoration of normal conditicnsinthearea® © 9. 
- Wasuineton, August 12,1949, 2 

| , "Not printed; but see telegram 573, June 11, to Cairo, p. 1115. In an attached 
‘memorandum of ‘August :12 to: Mr. McGhee, Gordon H..Mattison, Chief of the | 
; Division of Near Eastern Affairs, noted that “The drafting of a reply. to the notes | 

, of June 10 and July 25, 1949 from the Egyptian Embassy was delayed in order : 
to take full advantage of Dr. Bunche’s proposal to the Security Council. that the 

| ‘truce resolutions involving the arms embargo be removed.” = = =  -- 
3 Dated July 21; see editorial note;p.1240; - 
:. i" Mr. McGhee handed this note to Dr. Chiati on August 12 and stated -that 
‘the Department felt that Egypt would act in accordance. with the. Embassy’s 
note of June 10, 1949 and lift the shipping restrictions which allegedly had been | 
continued in effect because, of the arms embargo. Mr. McGhee emphasized the 
‘fact that the United States had supported the removal of the Security Council’s 
‘resolutions. which had included the arms embargo. He pointed out that the 
removal of shipping restrictions by Egypt would be a constructive step toward 
nermal relations in the Near East area.” (memorandum of conversation by 
Stuart D. Nelson of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs, 501.BB Palestine/ 

. The substance of the note of August 12 was conveyed to. Arab capitals, Tel 
. Aviv, and Jerusalem in a circular telegram of August 16, 4 a. m., and to Bern 

| for Mr. Porter in telegram 1144, August 18, 8 p. m. (501.BB Palestine/8-1649, 
8-1849). mo
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501.BB. Palestine/ BUBED Ew Ee 

- President Truman to President Weizmann, at Rehéveth, Israet* 

PERSONAL = SS ~SsS™”:sS WWaasttcron, August 18,1949. 
«My Dear Present Weizmann: Thank you for writing me‘per- 
sonally with regard to our note of May 29, 1949, and- your Govern- _ 
ment’s reply of June 8. I.appreciate your desire to remove any mis- | 

apprehension regarding the position and intentions of your Govern- | 
- ment: I-am certain a personal-talk would be helpful. As this.1s not: . 

possible at the present time I shall endeavor to answer certain of your | 

points... coe Sipe Doe ce ee shies 
| ' It.is ‘true that. many long months have. passed since the Palestine 

question was first referred to the United Nations. On the other hand, 

it.is our belief that the United Nations has made remarkable progress | 

in view of the complexity of the problem. It may also be true that, a 

in theory; a single individual such as Count Folke Bernadotte: or 

- Dr. Ralph Bunche. would:have been able to proceed more rapidly than 

a commission consisting of three or more members. In practice, how= 
ever, experience has demonstrated that a single individual can ‘only 

succeed with active assistance on the part of interested governments. | 

We believe that the present Palestine Conciliation Commission has 
been able to function effectively, when one considers that itisresponsix = | 
ble for negotiating a longer range. political settlement whereas the 
Acting Mediator’s functions were confined to the achievement of | 

_ ghorterrangemilitaryagreements. 
_ The proposals which the Israeli delegation at Lausanne has ad- 

_ vanced have undoubtedly been helpful to the Palestine Conciliation — 

, Commission. Although some of these proposals have not been adopted, | 

it may be recalled that the representatives of Israel, Lebanon, Syria, 

get This: letter was drafted by Mr. Wilkins on August 8 and transmitted to 
President Truman for approval by Seeretary- Acheson with his memorandum of 

_ August 10. The memorandum noted that “Sending a reply [to President Weiz- 
| mann’s letter of June 24] at this time should be helpful in view of the discussions 

now taking place at Lausanne.” The White House returned the proposed reply | 
to the Department on August 15, with the President’s approval. oe 

_ Mr. McGhee: handed the President’s reply to Ambassador :-Elath.on August 18 
(see Mr. McGhee’s memorandum of that date, p. 1823) for transmission to the 
Israeli President. The Department, ‘on August 19, sent a summary of the reply 
to Tel Aviv: (telegram 535; 501.BB .Palestine/8-1949). and on August 31. trans: 
mitted copies ef the Truman—Weizmann correspondence to Tel Aviy, Arab: capitals, 
Paris, London, Ankara, New York, and Jerusalem for background information 
only and not: for discussion. outside these various missions (501.BB Palestine/ | 

_ 8-1549). Copies were also sent to Geneva for the -American. Delegation. at 
Lausanne on September 6 (501.BB Palestine/9-649)- 9 ee
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Transjordan and Egypt on May 12, 1949 were signatories to a protocol 
- of the Commission which should have the effect of facilitating further _ 

discussion of all questions, including the refugee problem, and thereby 
of achieving a final peace settlement. It seems reasonable to-consider 
the Arab agreement to the protocol of May 12 as a general reply to | 

_ theIsraeliproposals = = ©» | a 
' With regard to the general question of the Arab refugees, you may 
recall that the General Assembly resolution of December 11 provided 
that the refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace | 
with their neighbors should be permitted to do so at the earliest: prac- 
ticable date, and that compensation should be paid for the property 
of those choosing not to return. I am, therefore, glad to be reassured 
by your letter that Israel is ready to cooperate with the United Nations _ 
and the Arab states for a solution of the refugee problem; that Israel 
pledges itself to guarantee the civil rights of all minorities; that Israel 
accepts the principles of compensation for land abandoned by Arabs; 

_ that Israel declares its readiness to unfreeze Arab accounts under 
certain conditions; that Israel has set up a custodian of absentee prop- 
erty; and that Israel is ready to readmit members of Arab families. . 

| . It may be noted, however, that in making these proposals the Israeli 
delegation made them conditional, in general, on the conclusion of 
peace and other limiting factors, and that the representatives of the 
Arab states, on the other hand, considered the General Assembly 
resolution asimperativeand mandatory, =~ = = = > ©. | | 

With regard to (1) access to ports and means of communications, 
and (2) the delimitation of frontiers, it again: seems reasonable to 

| believe that the protocol of May 12 might be considered as a con- 
_ structive basis on which these matters could.be discussed. With regard 

to the Jerusalem question, it is my understanding that.the Palestine. 
Conciliation Commission has made excellent progress during which 

| it consulted all interested parties and that it is presently in the process 
| of preparing its report on this subject for the General Assembly in 

accordance with paragraph (8) of the General Assembly resolution 
| of December 11. OF | Oo 

In view of these developments at Lausanne, I believe one may 
conclude that the Arab representatives. are prepared to enter into 
negotiations with the objective of achieving a peace settlement. This _ 

- conclusion would appear to be reinforced by the Commission’s com- 
munique of July 28, which reports that “the Arab delegations and the _ 
delegation of Israel have given express assurances regarding their 
intentions to collaborate with the Commission with a view to the ©



definitive settlement of the Palestine problem and to the establishment 
ofa just and permanent peacein Palestine.” | 
~The Commission has already activated a number of subsidiary 

eroups, such as the General Committee, the Jerusalem Committee, and a 
- the Technical Committee on refugees. It is my understanding that | 

the Commission now has your project regarding additional sub- 
committees under consideration and that the commission might take 
advantage of your project to facilitate further discussions, = ao 

__‘With regard to direct negotiations, it may be recalled that the Gen-— | 
eral Assembly resolution of December 11 provides for negotiations 
conducted either with the Palestine Conciliation Commission or di- — - 
rectly. Thus far the representatives of the Arab states have been un- 

willing to enter into direct talks. It may be hoped, however, that fur- a 
‘ther progress at Lausanne might make it possible to conduct negotia- | 
tions both with the Palestine Conciliation Commission and directly. 

- With regard to the refugee problem, we are of the opinion that pri- | 
mary responsibility for a solution to this problem rests with Israel and 
the Arab’ states and that, assuming all concerned are willing to ap- | 

- proach it realistically and constructively, the United Nations, includ- 7 
ing its individual members, might be willing to assist the states con- 

| cerned in reaching such solution. It is reassuring that Israel, for hu- | 

manitarian reasons, is ready to contribute as far as it can toward a | 
solution of this problem and has been readmitting Arab refugees and 
is ready to reunite Arab families. oe 
~ During your recent visit to the United States I talked to you about | 
my feelings regarding the refugees and the question of a final terri- __ 
torial settlement. These views weré repeated in the recent exchange of 
notes between your Government and mine. I would be less than frank _ 
if I did not tell you that I was disappointed when I read the reply of 
your Government to our note of May 29. Even after talking with | 

, Ambassador Elath, following his recent return from Tel Aviv, I am , 
not certain that the present proposals of your Government will affect _ 
the current conversations at Lausanne in such a way as toachievea 
lasting peace between Israclandthe Arabstates. 
_ Whether or not one can say that Israel has cooperated with the _ 
Commission, it seems to us that the views of the Israeli Government | 
are in many respects at variance with the General Assembly resolu-— | 

| tion of December 11. The views of the Israeli Government may also be _ | 
considered as failing to take into-account the principles regarding ter- 

_ ritorial compensation advanced by the United States as indicated in our , 
 Aide-Mémoire of June 24. | | ,
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| : _ With regard to territory, your reassurances that Israel has no age 
a gressive designs against anyone and that it is not looking for addi- 

7 tional territory are appreciated. We can understand that you might be 
| somewhat apprehensive on. security grounds; nevertheless, it seems 

| reasonable to believe that the conclusion of armistice agreements with. 
the neighboring Arab states should prove reassuring and that both 
Israel and the Arab states on the basis of the General Assembly reso- 

- lutions of November 29, 1947, and December 11, 1948, should be able. 
| to discuss the territorial question. a ee 

: _ I sincerely hope that both Israel and.the Arab states will continue 
- the discussions at Lausanne in a-conciliatory spirit and with a greater 

understanding of the problems which exist between them. If both 
sides undertake an approach of this kind a settlement in Palestine 
would be greatly facilitated. Such a settlement would be an extremely. 
important contribution to the stability of the Near East and the well-_ 
being of its peoples. It would, in addition, provide a basis on which it 
would be possible more constructively to plan for the future. Ce 
_.Verysincerely yours, = = | |  .- HarryS. Truman _ 

S67N.01/8-18490 

The Acting Representative at Vatican City (Gowen) to-the 
—  Seoretary of State 

RESTRICTED = Ss Varta Crr¥, August 13, 1949. 
No. 2 _ 

oo - Sm: I have the honor to enclose a copy of an undated statement | 
entitled “The Present Situation in Jerusalem”+ which was handed 

| _ to me on August 12, 1949 by the Acting Secretary of State of the 
Holy See, Monsignor Domenico Tardini. The statement which, he said, 
has just been prepared by the Secretariat of State of His Holiness __ 
sets forth the latest views of the Holy See on the problem of Jerusalem 

| and is now being forwarded by the Vatican to all Apostolic Nuncios 
_ and other high ranking members of the Catholic hierarchy for their 
information, ee oo 
Monsignor Tardini remarked that this statement is an “unofficial, 

compendium of certain de facto and de. jure. considerations. which 
according to the Holy See should be borne in mind for a. proper. 

: * Not printed... - / a 5 - 7 7 —— - | - 7 a . at —_



appraisal of the position of the Holy See on the problem of J erusalem | 

and for a just, proper-and permanent settlement of that vital issue”. 

An informal English translation ? is attached for immediate reference. | 

| The gist of the statement is that in the opinion of the Holy See os 

| only complete internationalization of Jerusalem, its environs and all 

the Holy Places in Palestine can bring a true, fair, and lasting peace 

to the Holy Land, and that all other proposed solutions are inadequate. 

After a description of the “now very critical situation in Jerusa- 

lem” the statement goes on to point out what the Vatican believes | 

- would be a satisfactory solution of the problem, viz: | 
| [Here follow nine points said to offer a satisfactory solution of 

the problem of. Jerusalem and a reference to the Pope’s Encyclical — . 

, Letters of October 24, 1948, and April 15, 1949, “in which he recom- 

mended international control for Jerusalem, its environs and all the | | 

Holy Placesin Palestine.”|*  - | yl ies VE 

_ Respectfully yours, = FRANKLIN C. GOWEN | 

*Not printed. eee wie | 
| - ®Mr. ‘Gowen,:on- August 4, had raised the question whether the Department | 

would object to his arranging an appointment for Brigadier General Riley with 

the Vatican Acting Secretary of State, in order to deliver a message to the 

Vatican from Israeli Foreign Minister Sharett (telegram 30 from Vatican City, 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-449). The message as summarized in the telegram stated | : 

that Mr. Sharett “was anxious to ‘know just what Vatican wanted done with | 

Jerusalem problem. Was Vatican interested only internationalization Jerusalem 

under international regime? If so, then Israel Saw no solution to problem as _ | 

Israel does not consider possible to place some 100,000 Jews now residing in . 

New City under such control. It would’ mean these Jews -would be outside Be | 

Israel and subject only to protection of such administrative body against attack . 

by. Arabs. Sharett suggested (a) international control and/or supervision of 

holy places in Jerusalem area with same body supervising to lesser degree holy 

| places in other parts Palestine. Free access to all holy places would be guaran- | 

teed: (b) internationalization of Old City with Israel rendering such assistance 

as necessary to ease economic and living conditions there. Even if Old City was 

returned to Arabs similar arrangements could be made; (c) under (0) free 

access. to holy places in new Jerusalem ‘and other parts of Israel could be 

arranged. Sharett was interested in knowing whether or not Vatican if interested 

: in (a), (b) and (c) would be willing to arrange for meeting with Israeli repre- 

sentatives for purpose of explaining [eaploring?] possibilities looking forward 

to possible solution.” 
_ The Department, in reply on August 9, stated that “General Riley shid not act 

as intermediary between Israeli FonMin. and Vatican. Such action might give 7 

vise to unwarranted. polit implications in, view Riley’s USMC rank and position 

as Chief of Staff of Acting Mediator. Furthermore, presentation of Israeli views 

to Vatican by Riley, a function which wld ordinarily be responsibility.of Israeli 

, _ Min. Rome, might create impression US ‘concurred in Israeli views. Position of 

US rep on PCC might thereby be prejudiced and work of PCC re Jerusalem might 

be seriously affected.” (telegram 13 to Rome, 501.BB Palestine/8-949 ) ec
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501.BB Palestine/S-1540 ee ee a 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Harlan B. Clark of the Division — 
a of Near Hastern Affairs = 

| SECRET | _ ._ [Wasurneton,] August 15, 1949. - 
Participants: NEA—Mr. Hare ne 

‘Mr. Paul A. Porter ee | 
| - | Mr. Mark Ethridge ne 

| ; -. . Mr. Fraser Wilkin, NE its 
| Mr. Clark (in part),NE- Se 

| a + [Mr Faiz el-Khouri, Syrian Minister]. — 
| (a) Problem: The Syrian Minister expressed the opinion that an 

| injustice had been done in Palestine and said that he would like 
to have a. further opportunity to make his views known to Mr. 
Porter and Mr. Ethridge in this regard. It is believed he may be 
motivated by personal reasons of prestige in asking to consult with 
Mr. Porter and Mr. Ethridge. | a 

| _ (0) Action Required: In the present circumstances, it is recom- 
: mended that any further request by the Syrian Minister for confer- 

ences with Mr. Porterbediscreetly declined. = 8 | | - 
(c) Action Assigned to: NEC a 

Discussion: Be 

| After calling on Mr. McGhee (see memorandum of today’s date 
oe entitled “Views of the Syrian Minister on the Syrian Coup W@état 

of August 14”)1 the Syrian Minister asked to speak with Mr. Porter | 
| and Mr. Ethridge, who were consulting with Mr. Hare and Mr. | 

Wilkins in an adjoining office. Upon being introduced to them, Faiz | 
| | Bey began to criticize United States policy in regard to Palestine. He 

| declared that this Government was powerless to act fairly in the mat- - 
ter since, like nearly every other country, the United States was | 
completely controlled by Jews. He said that Jewish groups in England 

| had extracted all the benefit that they could out of the British Gov- _ 
ernment during the mandate period but that now Israel was an inde- 
pendent state they relied mainly on the United States to assist them in 
achieving their objectives. Mr. Ethridge and Mr. Porter asked specific __ 
questions as to how Faiz Bey believed that progress might’ be ‘made 
in settling outstanding questions, but he turned them aside, with the  __ 
remark that only by removing American support from Israel could 
a satisfactory settlement be made. He added that even Soviet Russia 

| appeared to have been subject to Jewish influence and that in these _ 

* Not printed, but see editorial note, p. 1682.
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circumstances when all the countries of the world were under the | 
— control of the Jews, “why could I be blamed for acquiescing in their _ 
control?” This mystifying query appeared to be rhetorical and before 

discussion was resumed, Mr. McGhee came in to say that Mr. Porter a 
and Mr. Ethridge were due in another conference in 2 or 3 minutes 
and asked that they be excused. Faiz Bey took his leave with the | 

remark “You see, there is never any time for me to make my views 

Nmowi® ee Eo 
- Mr. Clark who accompanied Faiz Bey to the elevator said he was | 

sure that Mr. Porter and Mr. Ethridge had been pleased to have this 

opportunity to talk with him and would have been glad to have dis- 

cussed the question with him further were it not for the fact that | 

their presence was urgently required at an important meeting already __ 

scheduled. Faiz Bey replied that he understood that perfectly andthat = 

what he was referring to was that he had tried to see Mr. Porter 

before his departure for Lausanne and had been told that he was so 

busy making necessary preparations for his work on the Palestine 

Conciliation Commission that it was not possible to arrange a meet- 

ing. Mr. Clark said that he knew that Mr. Porter had indeed been _ 

very busy prior to his departure but that at Lausanne he had had | 

full opportunity to discuss all aspects of the Palestine question with _ 

the Arab delegates to the Conciliation Commission meetings includ- 

ing the Syrian delegation which was in possession of pertinent in- 

structions from its government. Faiz Bey replied, “Yes, but Lausanne | 

is not enough. The Palestine question must be discussed everywhere”. 

- The Minister said he appreciated having the opportunity to meet — | 

Mr. Porter and Mr. Ethridge and seemed pleased at the reception — a 

| hehad received. ae PE Co | 

[Here follows the final paragraph giving an analysis of the per- - 

- gonal motivations of the Syrian Minister in desiring a meeting with 

Messrs. Ethridgeand Porter] = ee peep ts ' 

--§y1.516 Export-Import Bank/8-1549, eS | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Hasternand 

African Affairs (McGhee) to the Assistant Secretary of State for 

. Feonomic Affairs (Thorp) : 

CONFIDENTIAL ss [Wasuineron,] August 15, 1949. | 

On August 15 the recent decision of the President temporarily to 

| postpone further allocations under the $100,000,000 Exim Bank loan to a
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ao ‘Israel * was. discussed with Messrs. Rusk, Porter (US Rep. PCC), 
Kthridge (Former US. Rep..PCC), Satterthwaite, Hare, Dort,? and. . 
Whitman.* This is not ‘a.question of: cancellation of the unallocated _ 
balance of $49,000,000 on the original $100,000,000_ Exim Bank loan to 
Israel. It is merely a question of temporary delay of further alloca-. 
tions against the $49,000,000 balance. : 

It was agreed that early peace in Palestine, which was anticipated 
when the Exim Bank loan to Israel was first made in the spring of 

| 1949, has not been achieved. Even though the Palestine Conciliation 
Commission has been working in the Near East and in Switzerland 
during the past seven months, a peace settlement does not seem any 
closer today. In spite of limited proposals put forward by both parties 
regarding minor aspects of the Palestine question, no real basis for 
agreement under the auspices of the PCC seems to exist at the present 
time. In view of these factors it was agreed that the Exim Bank should 

_ suspend further allocations under theloan forthetimebeing, = 
It was agreed that the Secretary of State, asa member of the Board __ 

of the Exim Bank, should inform the Board that before further allo- 
cations are made the Department of State would like to review the 
situation regarding any specific request for funds for the purpose of. 

: _ determining whether the allocation would be appropriate in the light , 
of present circumstances. It is understood, for example, that a 
$5,000,000 request is pending for the Port of Haifa. It would need to 

| be determined whether the availability of these funds for the Port 
- of Haifa would be justified in the absence of progress towards peace in 

_ Palestine © | } 
~ It was also agreed that the Secretary of State should inform the 

| Board that the PCC plans to set up an economic survey mission for the 
purpose of studying the economic situation in the Near East, particu- 
larily the situation with regard to the repatriation of refugees. in 
Israel and their resettlement in the neighboring Arab states, and for 
the purpose of making recommendations regarding overall economic __ 

1 The Department, on August 5, advised the American Delegation at. Lausanne . 
that “Current conversations between reps Eximbank and Israeli reps Washington 
will shortly make it clear that further allocations under Eximbank loan have | 
temporarily been postponed.” (telegram Unpal 218, 811.516 Export-Import. Bank/ | 
8-549) In reply, on August: 8, Mr. Porter stated that he had “not injected 
EximBank loan into discussions here. Because of Shiloah’s firm position re 

- refugees and territories do not believe any discussions in this regard would  __ 
result in more than minor changes in basic position. Believe maximum effect : 
will be obtained when- Israeli Government learns from Bank officials that full 
economic cooperation with: US not feasible under existing situation.” (Palun 
267, 501.BB Palestine/8-849) Se | oe 
~ * Dallas W. Dort, Special-Assistant to Mr. Thorp... . PE 

* Roswell H. Whitman, Associate Chief of the Division of Investment and . 
Economic Development. . |
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projects for the Near Eastern area. In the absence of peace in Pales- a 

tine and pending the recommendations of the Economic Survey Mis- | 

sion it would be wise temporarily to suspend further allocations, as 

such allocations might subsequently be integrated with the recommen- 

dations of the Mission itself. | Ce Ba ee 

It is hoped that these arguments will convince the Exim Bank of | 

the economic grounds on which the Department’s views are basedand = 

that the Bank will take a similar line in such conversations as it might ; 

have when Israeli representatives approach the Bank regarding new | 

requests BF a | 

Recommendation: oe ee m : oS ee 

 - Tt is recommended that you discuss this matter along the foregoing _ | 

lines with appropriate officials of the Exim Bank, - 

501.BB Palestine/8—1549 : Telegram oe - | a : | 

Bist Mv. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State . 

a ee - a | an Lausanne, August 15,1949. 

| - Palun 275. Following substance questions put in writing to all: ) 

delegations by PCC August 15:0 See BS : | 

(1) Is delegation prepared to sign declaration according which oe 
(a) solution refugee problem should be sought in repatriation of | 
refugees in Israeli-controlled territory and in resettlement of those _ 
not repatriated in Arab countries or in zone of Palestine not under 
Israelis, 0 . | OS | 

- Jt is understood that repatriated refugees will become zpso facto | | 
citizens of Israel and that no discrimination will be practiced against 
them both regarding civil and political rights and obligations imposed | 
uponthembylawofland. a | 
~ Also understood that repatriation and resettlement will take place 
subject. technical and financial aid to each.party by international — 

community, 
(@) In case survey group should be charged by UN with establish- 

ment development projects in Near East of which main purpose would _ . 
be to facilitate repatriation, resettlement and.economic and so¢ial .re- 

| habilitation of refugees, all- parties will undertake to facilitate task | 
of group and take all possible measures to aid in implementation of 
such solutions as group might propose? = | oe | 

| (c) All parties will state that above mentioned understanding con- 
cerning refugees will not prejudice rights which parties reserve in 
connection with final territorial settlement ? vee See it 

_ (d) Funds for emergency aid extended to refugees must be renewed | 
until above-mentioned technical and financial aid shall have been 

_ allotted by internationaleommunity?
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. (2) Without committing its government and considering that no. 
| _ detailed statistics exist regarding refugees, is delegation prepared 

present provisional estimate of approximate number refugees its gov- 
| ernment would be readytoaccept? = — Co 

(3) What territorial adjustments does delegation desire be made 
_ to working document annexed to Protocol of May 12? + mabe 

| | Rock WELL 
| *Mr. Rockwell suggested to. the French and Turkish Delegations that they 

“make concerted effort, persuade all parties give affirmative answers re refugees 
subject Palun'275 and persuade Arab delegates make politically feasible replies 

| to question re territory.” He also urged that the Department, after consulting 
the Turkish and French Governments, make appropriate representations as soon | 

_ as possible to the interested Arab States and Israel. (Palun 276, August 15, 
5 p. m., from Lausanne, 501.BB Palestine/8—549) | | | / 

501.BB Palestine/S-1549: Telegram _ — | 
| Lhe Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State __ 

7 CONFIDENTIAL = =—— (6 (€sti—ti—sésSS RSATLEML, Att 15, 1949—3 p.m. 
519. MAC meeting yesterday considered Jordan complaint re ex- 

pulsion by Israel of Arabs from triangle territory taken over by Istacl _ 
| under terms armistice agreement (Amman’s 136, J uly 18). Accord- 

| _ ing to Riley Israel took position would not permit return any Arabs 
expelled except as part of general solution refugee problem at Lau- 

_ sanne. These Arabs would be included in 100,000 Arabs. In personal 
, conversation with Captain Ali Nuwar, Jordan representative, in pres: _ 

| _ ence of MAC Chairman Ballentine? Dayan stated Nuwar could bring 
question to vote in MAC and force Israel repatriate expellees but “they 
would regret it if they returned”. Riley commented to Consul General 
that although Israel position direct violation armistice agreement he 
hesitated advise Ballentine to force vote since would not be responsible 

| for treatment accorded returning Arabs, He considered this typical 
| example tactic negotiating by threat and admitted UN powerless de- - 

| termine whether Arabs, if they returned, received fair treatment, ©. 
| _ Believe above incident throws further light.on true value proposal 

_ repatriate 100,000 Arabs. = a 
| _ Sent Department 519; repeated Tel Aviv 1, Baghdad 51, Beirut 101, | 

- Damascus 57, London 4, Geneva for USDel PCC.50, pouched Amman, | 
Cairo,Jidda. is CO re 

| 1Not printed. So eg be 
*Col. Samuel S. Ballentine of the United States Marine. Corps, who was a 

: United States Military Observer with the Truce Supervision Organization and 
who was designated by General Riley as Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Com- 
mission for Israel and Jordan. | |
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Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern 
| and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Secretary of State> | 

CONFIDENTIAL «=—s—(<;é;‘i;‘é‘é;!..©d36—©~©~©~— dL Wasireron,] August 16,1949, 
Subject: Palestine Conciliation Commission == | 

Discussions 

_. Mr. Porter, the United States Representative on the Palestine 

Conciliation Commission, returned to the United States from Lausanne 

on August 12. Since his return to the present situation at Lausanne | 

| and in Palestine has been discussed in detail in. the Depart- | 

‘ment and in consultation with Mark Ethridge who visited Washington _ 
for this purpose. Mr. Porter’s general conclusion, with which we agree, | 

is that no real basis for conciliation between the parties exists at the — 

present time. The underlying reasons for this conclusion are set forth | 

in the attached telegram (numbered paras. 1-5.of TabA)? 9. 

: In view of this situation, it is believed that the most effective ap- — 

proach to a Palestine settlement at the present time would be on | 

economic grounds rather than on political grounds as has previously | 

| been the case. It is therefore proposed that the following procedure 

| be followed: 

| 1) The Palestine Conciliation Commission should as soon as possible | 
establish the proposed Economic Survey Mission which would proceed _ 
to the Near East, study existing data, consult interested governments 
and authorities. and-on this. basis prepare a report to the General oe 

_ Assembly through the PCC containing its recommendations for eco- 

nomic development and settlement of the refugee question. Before 
| establishing the Mission interested NE governments would be requested 

for advance assurances they would cooperate with the Mission. and 
) would give great weight to its recommendations (last 4 paras. Tab A). | 

_2)-The PCC should submit a progress report to the UN relating = 
its efforts at conciliation during the past seven monthsanditsestablish- 
ment ofthe Economic Survey Mission, 

- 8) The PCC should then recess for the time being. Meanwhile, the 
PCC will leave its Principal Secretary (Dr. Pablo de Azcarate) in — | 
Jerusalem, the Comimission’s official headquarters, for such activities 

-as may be necessary. The Commission may be reconvened at the request 
of Dr. Azcarate or: any one of its three members if future developments | 

require such action, | 
/ 4) The PCC should reconvene at Lake Success when the Economic , 

| Survey Mission: has completed its report (estimated at about — 
November1). 9° ar oe 

1 Sent through Mr. Rusk and initialed by him. | | 
*For text of circular telegram as actually sent, see infra. |
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5) The PCC should at that time submit a further progress report | 
to the UN incorporating the findings and. recommendations of the 
Economic Survey Mission. This report should also include the PCC’s 

: cwn recommendations as to whether the Commission should continue — 
| its activities or whether it should be replaced by some new agelicy. | 

. 6) ‘The Department is of the preliminary opinion it may be advis- | 
able to replace the Commission by a single individual such as an Agent 

| General to have responsibility for conciliation, economic development, 
_ refugee resettlement and relief and possibly Jerusalem. No decision | 

need be reached regarding the future of the PCC at this time as it is 
, still being studied. Meanwhile, this question will be discussed with 

| other interested governments to ascertain their views. | 
| 7) Mr. Porter tentatively plans to return to Lausanne about Au- © 

gust 20 for the purposes described in steps 1) and 2). Mr. Porter also 
plans to stop off in Paris where he hopes to discuss steps 1)-5) with 
our Embassy, the French Foreign Office and the French representative | 

_ on the PCC. This step is considered imperative to enlist French sup- 
port; otherwise the French representative on the PCC might attempt 
to hinder the action recommended in this memorandum because of his 

| personal inclination toward indefinite conciliation. A proposed tele- 
gram to Paris is attached (Tab B).* | / oe 

| Lecommendations : 7 | ee 
It is recommended that: _ oe ae 

1) you approve the foregoing procedure and = | 
2) that you approve the attached telegram (Tab B).* | 

[Fiere follow concurrences and a list of attachments. ] | = 

-® Secretary Acheson, on August 18, informed ‘President Truman that he and 
Mr. Porter recommended the course outlined in Mr. MeGhee’s memorandum. 
Mr. Acheson’s memorandum of the conversation states that “The President ap- 
proved our taking that course.” (Secretary’s Memoranda, Lot 53 D 444, Secre- | 
tary’s Memos) . 

* The telegram was sent to Paris as No. 3068 on August 18. It read as follows: 
“For Bruce from the Secretary. Ambassador Paul Porter, US Rep PCC, ‘plans 
arrive Paris Aug 19 enroute Lausanne. Recent developments at. Lausanne re 
Palestine appear require hew procedural approach for which we heed strong 

. French support. It would be appreciated if you would request Schuman to 
arrange consultation in Paris on Aug 22 between Boisanger, French Rep PCC, 
and French FonOff officials concerned.” (501.BB Palestine/8-1849) ‘Robert 
Schuman was the French Foreign Minister. SF 7 7 

A. 2-hour talk was held on the morning of August 22. Mr. Boisanger was said 
to have “expressed his appreciation usefulness and importance economic survey 
in providing basis eventual political settlement and accepted general lines policy 
put forward by Porter. Boisanger concerned, however, that adjournment PCC . 
be so handled as to make entirely clear machinery for negotiation remain .avail- 
able to parties and not abandoned. Also desired recess should not take place 
until Commission had received and examined Israeli and Arab replies on terri- 
torial question shortly expected. Porter stated this agreeable to him so long as 

_ Inatter dealt with promptly as possible preferably within one week.” (telegram 
3459, August 22, 5 p. m., from Paris, 501.BB Palestine/8—2249 ) Be
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-—s«#BOL.BB. Palestine/8—1649 : Circular telegram : 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices * 

CONFIDENTIAL -  Wassineron, August 16, 1949-—6 a.m. 

Reference current developments relating gen Palestine question, | 

| Dept analyzes present situation as fol: ee 

1) PCC: Hope for real progress at second phase Lausanne talks 

beginning July 18 has not been realized. Although both sides wld 

welcome peace, neither side is prepared at this time to make concessions | 

which wld make settlement possible. Israeli offers re Gaza strip or 

repatriation 100,000 Arab refugees are unacceptable to Arabs. Arab 

position which is based on rigid adherence to para ll of GA res Decil 

and May 12 protocol with its map indicating 1947 partition bound- | 

| aries is unacceptable to Israelis. No real basis for conciliation therefore 

appears possible at Lausanne. | — 

9) GA: GA will discuss Jlem and refugee questions during forth- | 

coming session and will probably discuss other aspects Palestine ques- 

tion including boundaries in connection with these items or as separate | 

item on agenda. Israelis wish to avoid GA debate, Arabs look forward 

to it. : | ee oe | | 

8) Israel: Israel is concerned with domestic problems and has 

‘allowed public opinion to develop within Israel to such an extent 

that it is almost impossible for Israeli Govt to make substantial 

| concessions re refugees and territory which wild open way to settle- — 

ment and friendly. relations with Arabs. Israel prefers instead to 

maintain status quo in Palestine. Objectives seem to be (1) Absorption 

of almost all Palestinian refugees by Arab States and (2) de facto | 

recognition of armistice lines as boundaries. Ss | 

. 4) Arab States: Arab states-are also concerned with domestic 

problems and are reluctant to. take any forthright action for time 

being. Basically Arabs believe agreement with Israel at Lausanne wid 

require new concessions or at minimum formal acquiescence In status 

quo re refugees and territory. Arab reps consider agreement on either 

basis politically impossible: for them because of polit repercussions =~ 

which might result at home. Status quo is therefore preferable | 

pending GA. | 

" 5) Refugees: Israel is willing to contribute to limited extent. 
Arabs privately agree that it will probably not be possible for most | 

- refugees to return to Israel and that it will be necessary to resettle | 

them in Arab territory, primarily Syria, Jordan and Central Palestine. 

Arabs will not, however, take this position publicly, Although Arabs | 

realize: UNRPR funds are rapidly ‘being depleted, necessity for early | 

-- golution to overall refugee question has not resulted in constructive — 

action on part of Arabs possibly because Arabs fatalistically antici- 

pate UN particularly US and UK will assume responsibility. at last | 

moment. ~ 0° En 

1 At London, Paris, Ankara, Arab capitals, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, and Lausanne: | 

501-887—77-——_84 | | |
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| | 6) Economic Survey Mission: Proposed mission is still under 
| urgent consideration in Dept. Implementation has been delayed pend- 

| ing determination re personnel in Washington and in Lausanne 
pending clarification of Israeli and Arab positions. Dept expects, how- 
ever, to be ready to proceed with Economic Survey Mission shortly. 

In view foregoing analysis, Dept considers that most effective 
a approach to Palestine settlement at present time wld be on basis of 

econ report by Economic Survey Mission rather than on polit agree- 
ment at Lausanne. Dept does not rule out possibility of further con- 

| cessions by Arabs and Israelis and some measure of agreement between 
them under auspices of PCC but considers major emphasis shld be 
shifted to Economic Survey Mission. It is contemplated Economic 
Survey Mission might briefly visit NE, study existing data, consult 

| interested govts and authorities and on this basis report its recom- 
mendations for econ development and settlement of refugee question 
toGA through PCC. Ss Fee 
_ Economic Survey Mission wld report, for example, which NE coun- 
tries wld be able to absorb refugees and to what extent in each case 

| under present circumstances. Economic Survey Mission wld also report 
whether internatl econ and financial aid wld be required and to what _ 
extent such aid wld assist NE countries in recovering from dislocations | 
arising from recent conflict and wld increase their ability to absorb — 
refugees. Report and recommendations of Economic Survey Mission 
wld cover all possible aspects of Palestine question on econ grounds. 

| _ Dept has been contemplating instructing AmReps at Damascus, 
_ Amman.and Tel Aviv-to request FonOff for assurances that Govt wld 

| cooperate with Economic: Survey Mission in supplying info and wld 
give great weight to recommendations of Econ Survey Mission. Am- 
Reps at Beirut, Baghdad, Jidda and Cairo wld also be informed but 
primarily. for purpose, of requesting cooperation of respective govts 

| as it is doubted resettlement, of refugees wld prove feasible except for 
token numbers in these countries. It wld be pointed out that advance 
assurances were essential to justify estab of mission and to indicate 

| _ Serious consideration which respective govts wld be willing to give its 
recommendations. It wld also be pointed out that in absence of such | 

_ assurances or other constructive action by Israel and Arab states long-. 
| range refugee resettlement and even short-range refugee relief wld 

: undoubtedly be delayed: . Be 
_ Dept considers, however, that it wld be inappropriate to approach _ 
FonOff re Economic Survey Mission for several days in view Zaim 
overthrow and probable Arab preoccupation with this matter. Mean- 

_ While your comments re analysis and shift of emphasis to Economic 
| Survey Mission are requested. . 

| ACHESON
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--601.BB Palestine/8—-1649 : Telegram ale, oars a . | : 

Ue, Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State a 

RESTRICTED Lausanne, August 16,1949—lla.m. 

Palun 277. Arab delegates in private meeting with PCC August 1 - 

[15?] delivered informal reply re Israeli proposal concerning | 

refugees. i ne | — 

- Followingmain points: 8 | ee 

| _ Arab expectation Jews. would advance reasonable proposals not rea- | 

lized. According terms December 11 resolution nearly 1,000,000 refu- 

gees must return their homes and Jews have offered accept less than 

100,000. Moreover Jews in basing their proposal on all territory now 

under Jewish controlignoreMay12protocohk 

Jews cannot oppose return large number refugees on economic = 

ground while encouraging mass immigration of Jews. Re objections on 7 

security grounds must be recalled international security is assured. by 

Arab delegates reiterate request in their May 23 memo for return 

all refugees coming from areas allotted to Arabs by partition plansuch 
as western Galilee, Jaffa, etc, Return these refugees does not depend on _ 

_-syill Jewish occupying authorities who do not have right interfere in 

affairs population occupied regions over which. they do not exercise 

— govereionty. 2 Se SPH 

| _ After this only question to be discussed is that of refugees to be re- 
| patriated.to regions allotted to Jews by partition. If Jewish proposal. , 

can be understood as applying only to this territory Arab delegations | 

would not be opposed to its adoption as basis discussion problem ref- _ 

ugeesfromthisregiont = os | 

4 Mr, Rockwell advised, on August 16; that in “View unrealistic and unhelpful — oe 

nature Arab reply to Israeli proposal re refugees PCC has decided not to trans- | , 

- mit to Israelis at present, but await. Arab replies to questions on refugees asked © , 

| by PCC August 15. PCC hopes efforts: made Lausanne and.by member govern- 
| ments in Arab capitals will result. in more reasonable approach to refugee prob- 

lem by Arab delegates.” (Palun 280 from ‘Lausanne, 501.BB Palestine/8-1649) 

-—-867N.48/8-1649 : Telegram ye Se ete | 

‘The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State = | 

secRET si (atst‘<‘éé!O~C*é*;*;C*‘é ERUSALEM, August 16,1949—3 p.m. | 

a 522, Comments follow on Tel Aviv’s 607, ninth received thirteenth. 

1. Obliged reiterate opinion expressed Contel 500, August 2 and 505, | 
August 8? that Israel offer repatriate 100,000 refugees amounts mainly 

-17he latter not printed, but see paragraph one of telegram 607, p. 1292, | |
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to “gesture”. Israel figures on Arabs in Israel areas quoted Contel 504, 
third,’ call for reduction of 100,000 by 25,000 “infiltrees” and families. 

, of breadwinners estimated by Arabs at 30,000, leaving total of 45,000: 
a _ eligible for admittance under new offer. Conditions of return described. 

by Comay (paragraphs 11 and 12 of Contel 500) and confirmed by 
Department’s infotel August 10.2 Apart from propaganda aspect. 

| (which might assist in breaking Lausanne deadlock) believe offer fails | 
| conform even to substantial part to Deeember 11 GA resolution and = 

US policy with respect either to numbers or conditions of repatriation. 
of refugees. ; | | 

2. Judging on basis press articles and public comments Jerusalem,, 
reaction to refugee proposal not comparable to intense controversy 

| generated by such questions as arms embargo and absorption of immi- 
_ grants. ConGen surprised by lack of stronger outburst. Hard to con- 

ceive transparent ruse employed by Ben-Gurion (Tel Aviv’s A-211)* 
would succeed more than momentarily in throwing well-informed and 

| _ Intelligent Israel public off. scent. Consider more plausible explana- 
| tion advanced by Jerusalem editor who asserted public realizes no real 

| prospect exists of return 100,000 in immediate future. — a : 
3. Agree fully with Tel Aviv as stated Congram A-94, July 6# 

that Israel will resist effort change present temporary armistice lines. 
. : However, in addition to reaction in Israel to such change, attention 

should be given to effect on Arab states of acquiescence in Israel’s re- | 
tention of territory seized by force mainly during periods of SC im- | 

| posed truce. SC resolution of August 19,1948 states “no party is entitled | 
to gain military or political advantage through violation of truée”: 
Furthermore, all armistice agreements signed by Arab states on 
understanding demarcation: lines were temporary and pacts include , : written provisions recognizing principle of no political gains during 
truce and stating agreements are without prejudice to final political 

_ settlement. ConGen believes on over-all basis more stable peace will 
result 1f territorial adjustments insisted upon. | 

4. Past experience of Arabs in Israel territory, regardless of state- 
ments of good faith of Israel Government instills little confidence that 
they will receive just treatment in future. (Contels 305, April 19, 330 
April 26, 519 August 15).° Little real possibility is seen that UN can | 
guarantee to Arabs human-rights and fundamental freedom set. forth 
in UN universal declaration on human rights of 1948. This reality — 

- together with conditions Israel imposing for return, led ConGen to 
suggest shift in emphasis to territorial changes provided in treaty. 

5. Tel Aviv’s 607 © in effect recommends abandonment or emascula- 
_ tion of US policy on boundaries and refugees as enunciated by Jessup 

November 20, constantly repeated and reaffirmed in. Deptel 331, Au- 
| gust 9’ with approval of President.. ConGen. submits that in lieu of | 

*Not printed; it reported that during .a foreign policy debate on June 16, 
Mr. Sharett: placed the total number of Arabs in Israeli-held territory at 155,000 
(867N.5011/8-349), - ae - o a | ' = Not printed. SO - | — | oS 

* Dated August 5, not printed, but see footnote 2, p..1292.. ae 
' = None printed. — oe OO oo ne *Dated August 9,p.1292, 0 ee 

7 This was a repeat of Unpal 223, p. 1291. : |
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special pleading of inability and unwillingness of Israel to conform, 

attention might be directed to settlement within broad framework US 

policy. Solution imposed by Israel with force or threats of force on - 

UN, US and Arab states will hardly contribute to lasting peace, or 

fail to strike at vitals of moral authority upon which UN and US | 

world leadership hinges. ES UE 

_. Department pass Lausanne. a ) 

-- - Repeated Baghdad 52, Beirut 102, Damascus 60, London 45, Cairo 

95, Jidda 10. Pouched Amman. Bn 

ae ere | oo Burverr 

501.BB Palestine/8-849: Telegram _ Br ee 

| | The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel * foe | 

‘SECRET a - ‘Wasurineton, August 16, 1949—7 p. m. 

526. Dept is at loss to understand Israeli reaction to substance Deptel | 

476 July 26. Dept did not rule out direct talks between high Israeli — 

and Arab officials if such talks shld appear advisable to supplement | 

-. discussion at Lausanne or otherwise to accelerate developments (ref 

- _Embtel 602, Aug8?). | ee : 

| Dept also regrets to note Israeli “take it or leave it” attitude re 

refugees. We are firmly convinced that primary responsibility for 

yefugees rests with Israelis and Arabs and that both parties must work 

together constructively to solve problem. Dept believes consideration | 

shld also be given by Israelis to public opinion of Arabs with whom | 

Tsrael must live in NE and to world public opinion with which 

Israel must reckon in GA as well aslocal Israeli opinion. = ae 

- While foregoing is for your confidential info, you are authorized 

to make use of substance this tel in such further conversations as 

you may have on this subject with Israeli officials. oe oo 

| . : | | : | ACHESON | 

1 This telegram was repeated to London, Arab capitals, Bern (for Mr. Porter), 

and New York. | : a oe 

_ # Not printed ; but see footnote 1, p. 1257. Oo a Oo 

§01.BB Palestine/8-1749 : Telegram OO - : 

Oo Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL =—_ ss si ss—<—stsi‘CSCSL SANE, August 17,1949—4 p.m 

~Palun 28820 
_. [Here follow two. paragraphs on discussions between the Jerusalem 

~ Committee and Israeli officials. concerning the movement of additional — 

government offices into Jerusalem, as reported to the Department in 
telegram 506, August 3, from J erusalem (867N.01/8-349).] ob .
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| _ New subject: Jerusalem Committee has now adopted text draft in- 
| strument for submission to PCC and is in process drafting accompany- _ 

: ing report. Final text represents compromise French and US views but 
does not do violence to essential points US position and includes major _ 
number Department’s drafting suggestions. French reluctant adopt - 
any text at this time, and growing concern French delegation over _ 
Vatican opposition to division Jerusalem between Israel and Arab ~ 

7 _ autonomy only overcome by firm US attitude re necessity submitting _ 
proposals to PCC which follow closely basic provisions May 18draft, 
and willingness compromise on following points without which no 
French agreement likely: | So | SO 

(1) Immigration, _ : | oo . 
(2) Final decision disputes between religious communities over 

Holy Places in Jerusalem to rest with international tribunal in event a 
Commissioner’s efforts toward settlement fail. | — 

~ Re (1), provision, now so drafted as to have little meaning, reads as 
| follows: ne oe | 

“Article 5. The responsible authorities of Jewish and Arab zones — 
| shall not carry out an immigration policy of a nature to change the _ 

present demographic equilibrium of the area of J erusalem.” 

Re (2), French FonOff follows Vatican view that Commissioner _ 
cannot be entrusted with final decision in disputes concerning status quo. 7 | | | 

a US representative in agreeing above changes has emphasized final 
decision on draft rests with PCC. Important step will have been taken 
however when draft submitted to PCC with approval French repre- 
sentative Jerusalem Committee. This should be accomplished in few 
days if no further instruments from Paris. Text of draft and report. 
will be airmailed. oo 
Oe | | 7 RocK WELL | 

501.BB Palestine/8-1749: Telegram | mo 
Lhe Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State — 

_ SECRET Cairo, August 17, 1949—6 p. m. 
«74, Under Secretary Hassouna Pasha in conversation sixteenth re- _ 

ferred to SC’s action in lifting arms embargo. Hassouna speaking for 
Prime Minister Sirry Pasha expressed earnest hope that US Govern- 
ment might see its way clear to implementing embargo lifting through 
abolition of numerous present restrictions on export of arms from US. 
‘In reply I stated that I would bring his views to attention my gov-— 

ernment pointing out my belief that US Government while favoring _ 
arms for defence was allergic to weapons capable of use in offensive 
warfare. a | Be
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Any positive action which the US Government may be disposed to. 

take in above sense might possibly be made conditional on like lifting 

by Egyptian Government of its own restrictions dating from Palestine 

hostilities with especial reference to interference with ships, crews and 

cargoes in Egyptian portsortransitingSuezCanale - 

ye _ PATTERSON | 

1 Cairo had advised, on August 16, that ‘there is no truth in rumors that the | 

- Begyptian Government will no longer search shipping passing in Suez and destined | 

for Haifa. As previously reported, what the Egyptian Government undertook in 

its regulations was to confine its attention to war matériels....A few days | 

ago five American cars consigned:to Tel Aviv were seized by the authorities in 

Alexandria. Details of this seizure are being obtained from the Consulate General 

at Alexandria and immediate protest will be made to the Ministry.of Foreign 

| Affairs based on the assurances which they have given regarding the nature of | 

cargo to be interfered with.” (airgram 857, 501.BB Palestine/8-1349) Be . 

~The Departinent of State, on August 18, prepared a report entitled | 

“United States Policy Towards Israel and the Arab States”; and on — | 

August 81, Secretary Acheson transmitted a copy to Secretary of | | 

Defense Johnson, in a message which referred to the latter’s com- | 

_ munication of May 16 (890.00/8-3149). Regarding the communication _ 

of May 16, see the last paragraph of Secretary J ohnson’s memorandum | 

of the same date to Admiral Souers, page 1012. ce 

_ The report. was submitted on September 1 for the consideration — 

of the National Security Council; see editorial note, page 1889. 

-601.BB Palestine/8-1849 a | fal : | - | 

Memorandum of C onversation, by the Assistant Secretary o f State for 

Near Eastern and African Affairs (McGhee)* 

SECRET ---« PWasurneton,] August 18,1949. 

Participants: Eliahu Elath, Israeli Ambassador __ oe 

Uriel Heyd, First Secretary, Israeli Embassy | eee | 

ep okt NEA—Mr. McGhee ss OS gue | 

NEEM. Wilkins | 

Problems 
_. (1) President Truman’s reply ? to President Weizmann’s letter of oo 

S (2) Alleged division between White House and State Department. 

_ (8) Developments at Lausanne re Israelis and Arabs. | ces 

2 Dated August 13, p. 1805. ,
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| Action Required: 7 SRN ee ae | 
| _ (1) To transmit summary and full text of President Truman’s reply 

| to the American Embassy in Tel Aviv. eo 

(3) To instruct the American Embassy in Tel Aviv to refute the 
_ myth that the PCC and US discouraged direct talks between Israelis 
and Arabs. ee re 

| Action Assigned To: NE Lo | - 

| ‘The Israeli Ambassador called on me today at my request to discuss 
various matters relating to Israel and the Arab states. We hadamost. _ 
frank and friendly discussion throughout. : an 

| (1) I told the Ambassador that President Truman had replied — 
to President Weizmann’s letter of June 24 and I asked the Ambassador _ 
if he would be kind enough to transmit the President’s reply to Presi- 
dent Weizmann, As the Ambassador was willing, I handed him a 
sealed envelope containing the President’s reply. I also handed the 
Ambassador a copy of the President’s reply for his own informal and 
confidential information. I pointed out that President Truman’s 

- response should not be made known in any way and that I was pro- 
viding Mr. Elath with a copy in order to keep him informed of the _ 
attitude of the US and because of our confidence in him. Mr. Elath 

_ asked me if he could inform the press, whose correspondents even _ 
then were waiting in the reception room, that President Truman had 

_ replied to President Weizmann’s letter. I said that I thought this 
| inadvisable inasmuch as President Weizmann himself had not yet re- 

_ ceived the letter and it seemed likely that the press might attach un- | 
warranted significance to a reply at this time. It was, in fact, a co- 
Incidence and was not related in any way with Ambassador Porter's 
return to Lausanne, Ambassador Elath agreed. | 

(2) I informed Ambassador Elath of the contents of a recent ex- 
change of messages between the Secretary of State and Ambassador 
Porter in Lausanne* with regard to certain information which Mr. 

| Porter reported that Mr. Shiloah had received from Mr. Eban with 
| respect to Arab refugees and territory in Palestine. The Ambassador _ 

said that he was uninformed regarding the source at the White House 
from whom the information reported was: obtained, and suggested 

_ that the report might be based on a misunderstanding of his own re- 
cent interview with President Truman. I told the Ambassador that =| 

| we were not inferring in any way that his conversation was the basis 
for this report. I stressed the unity of the White House and the ~ 
Department regarding recent developments concerning Palestine. At 
the Ambassador’s request I provided him -with paraphrases of copies 
of the exchange of messages in question. Oo oe 

(3) Ambassador Elath questioned me with respect to Ambassador 
Porter’s recent consultation with the Department and asked whether — 

| *Palun 263, August 3, and Unpal 223, August 9. The former is not printed: | 
but for its substance, see Unpal 223, p. 1291. a pS . mR ; : ” aan
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any instructions had been given Mr. Porter prior to his return to | 

Lausanne. I replied that Mr. Porter visited Washington on routine 

consultation. I said that the US as a member of the Conciliation 

Commission was ‘still pursuing a policy of bringing the parties to-’ 

gether on outstanding issues and_ that. we hoped: particularly. that. 

agreement could be reached regarding refugees and territory. added | 

that according to reports from Lausanne there appeared.to be no real oe 

basis for conciliation. at. the present. time because of the widely _ 

divergent views held by the Israelis and the Arabs. Our main objec-’ 

tives in the NE are peace and stability. A refugee solution was abso- | 

~Jutely necessary. The US as well as other members of the UN wascon- | | 

sistently. reviewing the ‘general situation to determine whether some. 

new approach might not be devised which would assist: the ‘Tsraelis. oo 

and Arabs to reach agreement. Oo oo a 

_. The Ambassador replied that in the opinion of his Government 

agreement was prevented by two important factors: 
- (1) Direct talks between the Israelis and the Arabs were consist- | 
ently being discouraged not only by the Conciliation Commission. but. | 

particularly bythe US. Eg Re i | 

(2) The Arabs did not actually expect refugees to return to Israel 7 

and had no territorial demands. It could be seen, therefore, that the 

US position was more extreme than that of the Arabs. | | 

_ I told the Ambassador that the US Government was not opposed. to — | 

direct talks. I said that Mark Ethridge and Paul Porter had strongly __ 

urged the parties to negotiate directly. The Arab representatives in. 

Lausanne and elsewhere had, on the other hand, thus far been un-— 

willing to meet the Israelis directly. There were many reasons for this | | 

refusal, including such factors as Israeli leaks to the press concerning | 

earlier meetings, and the Arab belief that such meetings if they re- 

sulted in concessions might lead to political repercussions in Arab 

" I asked the Ambassador in what respect our position inregard to 

Arabs and territory was more extreme. He replied that we were insist- 

ing that Israel repatriate 250,000 refugees and relinquish the Negev. | 

He said Israel could not undertake either of these steps for economic 

and security reasons. I observed that the Ambassador’s statement. in a 

regard to the US position was incorrect. I said we had consistently | 

made it clear that the US was endeavoring to assist the parties and. : 

would support any fair reasonable agreement which was freely reached : 

betweenthem. © ae hee pride 

” Regarding refugees, the US had not stated that Israel should repa- 
triate 250,000 refugees. It had pointed out, however, that there were 
750,000 refugees and that Israel and the Arab states had primary 
responsibility for that, Statistical and technical information which ig 

"presently available indicated that this total number might be taken
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care of if the Arab states were able to absorb 500,000 and if Israel were 
able to repatriate a total of approximately 250,000. On the other hand, _ 
actual disposition of the refugees was a matter for determination 
between the parties and might be handled either directly between them 

_ orthroughtheCCQ, / 
With respect to territory, I recalled that the US had never expressed’ 

a specific territorial proposal and referred in this connection to 
Dr. Jessup’s statements before the UN on November 20-26, 1948, As 

| was the case with refugees, a settlement of the territorial question was 
| one for determination between the parties either directly or through 

the Conciliation Commission* = = 4 —s— oo 

* The Department summarized this memorandum for Tel Aviv in telegram 536, _ August 19, 8 p. m. (501.BB Palestine/8-949). It then concluded that “In such con- | versations as you may have with official and unofficial Israelis, you are authorized 
strongly to follow same line as McGhee re refugees and -territory. Dept is par- ticularly concerned that you refute myth re PCC and US discouragement of 
direct talks between Israelis: and Arabs.” No. 536 ‘was. repeated: to London as 
No. 2982 and to Paris, Ankara, Arab capitals, Jerusalem, Bern (for Mr. Porter), 
and New York, a | 

Editorial Note. 

| Replies to the Department's circular telegram of August 16 (page 
1317) were sent by various posts beginning August 19. Damascus (tele- 
gram 491, August 19), Baghdad (telegram 500, August 20), Beirut 

| (telegram 432, August 20), Amman (telegram 320, August 22), and Cairo (airgram 896, August 24) agreed on the desirability of shifting — 
| emphasis from political to’ economic factors. Jidda (telegram 493, 

August 20) made no direct comment but offered no objection. Tel Aviv | 
(telegram 640, August 19) concurred. anna 

| Jerusalem (telegram 526, August 22), on the other hand, expressed 
doubts on the efficacy of the shift on the grounds that an “Instinctive 

| reaction may occur on part of both Arabs and Israelis against creation . 
| _ of ‘yet another commission’”. Jerusalem also noted the “Problem of 

| formulating terms of reference of economic mission consistent with | 
UN resolutions and of such nature both Israel and Arab states will 
agree give great weight to its recommendations.” Jerusalem’s “most 

| serious objection” centered on the fact that the “Establishment of 
economic survey mission and shift to economic grounds might be — 

| construed as acceptance of present political status quo involving 
achievement by Israel of objectives re refugees and boundaries.” - 
London (telegram 3351, August 23) agreed that new tactics were 

| required but considered “it important that in shifting to economic _ 
_ approach, we should not relax pressure for political settlement lest 
we encounter pitfall Beith points out.” Mr. Beith had noted that
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-- with the shift of emphasis from political settlement, there would be 

a tendency for the territorial situation to freeze. oe | 

All replies cited above are filed under 501.BB Palestine. = - 

--§01.BB Palestine (B)/8-2449 ee 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to. the President — | 

BNE EERSTE gee GUS RES Wasuineton, August 24,1949, 

_-‘Mr. Gordon R. Clapp, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the — | 

Tennessee Valley Authority, today accepted appointment as Chairman 

of the Economic Survey Mission which was recently set up by the — 

Palestine Conciliation Commission. In order to stress the importance _ | 

which we attach to this Mission, it is proposed that you should make — : 

a statement following the announcement of Mr. Clapp’s appointment : 

by the Secretary-Generalofthe United Nations. == 
The purposes of this Mission will be to examine the economic situa- 

tion in the countries affected by the recent hostilities in Palestine, and | 

, to make ‘recommendations which will enable the governments con- oe 

cerned to further such measures and development programs as are _ 

| required to overcome the economic dislocations created by the hostili- | 

ties; to reintegrate the refugees into the economic life of the area on 

a self-sustaining basis within a minimum period of time; and to pro- - 

mote economic conditions conducive to the maintenance of peace and | 

| stabilityintheareaa = en 

_ The attached statement * not only emphasizes the importance which | 

we attach to the Survey Mission but also generally outlines United 

States policy towards the Near East. It is hoped that such a statement 

| of policy will be helpful to both the Israelis and the Arabs in reaching - | 

agreement which will permit a return of normal conditions to the area. | 

| | pe James E. WEBB 

-” 1 For the statement as actually released by the White House on August 26, see 

| Department of State Bulletin, September 5, 1949, p. 333. — : | 7 mo 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-2449: Aireram 7 | 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State : 

RESTRICTED _ Gastro, August 24, 1949. | 

~ A-899. On calling August 21 on Under Secretary Hassouna Pasha, 

I raised subject Department’s circular telegram, ‘August 16, 4 a. m.,1 

respecting Departmental note of August 12 to Egyptian Chargé, — 

| Not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 1304. | a ns |
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Washington, regarding desirability removal. of trade restrictions in 
view removal arms embargo. In so. doing, I recalled to Hassouna 
Pasha his own recent request. that. the U.S. Government, in view of _ 
arms embargo lifting by Security Council, should likewise cancel 

_ American rules and regulations in implementation of arms embargo. 
- Hassouna Pasha stated that he had not yet received Department’s. _ 

above-mentioned note August 12. However, Egyptian.Government has. 
removed restrictions on commerce through Egyptian waters and ports — 
aside from. implements of war, such as arms and ammunition. 
Hassouna Pasha stated that this meant manufactured weapons and 
ammunition and did not include raw materials or even manufactured. 
articles, such as rubber tires acceptable for use on military vehicles. 
On my pointing out, in view of arms embargo lifting, even these | residual restrictions should be removed. by Egypt, Hassouna Pasha. 
countered by indicating that so long as the U.S. Government had not — 
cancelled its own regulations limiting shipment of arms to the Middle 

| Kast, in respect of Egypt, Egypt should not remove its own restric- 
_ tions. If arms and ammunition were being supplied to Israel but not. _ 

| to Egypt, and if Egyptian restrictions were removed prior to U.S. 
_ action, Egypt might find itself powerless to prevent armament of 

Israel.. However, Hassouna did not make any categorical promise 
_ that if the U-S..cancelled its current restrictions on export of arms, 

Egypt would lift its own restrictions on passage of arms and am- 
| _ munition destined to Israel or its ports or waters. __ | Oo 

It would be helpful if I might be informed of the Department’s 
thinking on the subject of thisairgram. _ | 

| Be _ Parrerson. 

501.BB Palestine/S-2549 | a ne 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

State for Near Eastern and African Affairs (Hare) 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasurneron,] August 25, 1949. 
Subject: Status of PCC Activities and Export-Import Bank Loan. 
Participants: Mr. Eliahu Elath, Ambassador of Israel 

| a Mr. George C. McGhee, Assistant Secretary = , 
“Mr. James G. McDonald, American Ambassador to 

_.. .... Mr. Raymond A. Hare, Deputy Assistant Secretary _ 

1 Ambassador McDonald -left Israel.on August 9 to-return to the-United States _ for consultation. On August 25, he saw ‘President Truman. At.various other times : he spoke-with Clark Clifford, Under Secretary of State Webb, George C. McGhee, and--other State Department: officers and with Pentagon and other Government | | Officials. He also spoke extensively with nongovernmental persons. The Ambas- | re fecount of his consultation is. given in his My Mission | in-Israel,
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Action Requires 
‘To explain our position on the above to the Israeli Ambassador and 

to make similar explanation to the. Israeli Government through the 

American Embassy in Tel Aviv. | ee | | 

Action Assigned tor 

. NEA; NE. ee hope a ee a 

Discussions | 

| - Jn the course ofa luncheon conversation on August 25,Mr. McGhee 

mentioned. to the Israeli Ambassador the discouragement which we a 

| ‘had felt as the result of reports given us by Mr. Paul Porter, American | 

Representative on the PCC, regarding failure to achieve sufficient | 

_ progress by the conciliation process. However, Mr. McGhee expressed _ | 

confidence in achieving an ultimate solution and was particularly | 
hopeful that events might take a more constructive turn. with the | 

setting up of the Economic Survey Mission. He was confident thatthe 

‘Israeli Government would understand the significance of this measure 

and would afford the Mission fullcooperation, = | 
‘Mr. Elath replied that he did not share Mr. McGhee’s pessimistic | 

‘impression of the course of the conciliation talks and he was convinced 

of the importance of keeping such negotiation on an active basis. How- _ | 

ever, he was in agreement with Mr. McGhee as to the promising possi- : 

bilities of the economic approach and felt that it might do much good 
provided that it were made clear that conciliation was not being put 

on the shelf. Mr. McGhee said that he was in entire agreement regard- 
| ing the desirability, of not discouraging the conciliation process in any 

way. He felt, however, that by putting emphasis at this stage on the | 
economic aspect of the problem, the prospect of general. settlement 

/ would be considerably brightened. = aan | 

Mr. McGhee then observed that he had been informed that Mr. — 
Souers, of the’ Export-Import Bank, had recently talked with Mr. | 
Gass? regarding the status of the Export-Import Bank loan to Israel. - 
From what Mr. McGhee had been able to learn, it would appear that | 

-the matter as presented to Mr. Gass might well have given rise to mis- / 
- understanding and he wished to make a few remarks by way of clar- 
- ification. 'There was no question of suspension or cancellation of the 
Joan, but merely of reviewing the situation in the light of recent de- 

-_. yelopments, which, unfortunately, had not borne out the hopes for a 
peaceful settlement on which the original decision had been taken. 
However, this was only an act of prudence and in line with procedure | 
normally followed in evaluating conditions for foreign financial as- 

_ sistance in reaching final decision on specific projects. Furthermore, | 
| it was anticipated that the situation arising out of the appointment of | 

' : rhe names of Messrs. Souers and Gass are obviously transposed in the source 
TEXT.
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_ the Survey Mission might inject a more constructive note into the 
| situation and make for greater clarification. eee 

| _ Mr. Elath responded with obvious emotion that the report which 
he had received from Mr. Gass had been extremely upsetting to him 
since it cut across the type of relationship which he felt should exist 
between Israel and the United States and of which he was a personal 

) exponent. According to the information which he had received. from 
| Mr. Gass, the Export-Import Bank had stated: (1) that the decision 

to hold up action on the remainder of the loan had been taken very re- 
luctantly by the Bank after long discussion in which the Bank had on 

| several previous occasions refused to take action on economic or refu- 
gee grounds despite urging by the State Department; (2) that the 

| Bank did not consider that there were economic grounds on which to 
| justify the action taken; (3) that the decision reached had been as a 

result of a State Department “veto” for purely political reasons. Mr. . 
| Elath said that he had sent a full report on the matter to his Govern- — 

ment and had not yet received their reply, but in the meantime his per- 
sonal reactions were the following: = | 

_ (1) The action taken by the Bank at the apparent behest of the 
State Department clearly constituted a “breach of promise”. Not only 
was it thus a question of principle, but it would also have certain 
very specific repercussions in Israel, where commitments had been 

| made on projects covered by the remainder of the loan. ~° 
(2) The decision could only be interpreted as attempted duress but 

it should be made clear that such tactics. would not succeed. In fact, 
they could only be expected to have the opposite result.. , 

(38) Action of this type, if it became known, could only serve to 
- _ weaken the present government of Israel. Any such weakening would 

be contrary to the interests of the United States since another 
government could not be expected to be as friendly or cooperative. 

_ (4) Such action would serve to render more difficult the efforts at 
: conciliation being made at Lausanne and would be particularly unfor- 

| tunate in connection with the activities of the proposed Economic 
‘Survey Mission. CE ER | 

. Mr. McGhee thereupon reviewed and amplified the statements which 
he had previously made, particularly emphasizing the fact that there 

| _ was no suspension of the loan as such and that any suggestion of 
| failure to live up to a commitment was. completely untenable. He | 

| added that there was.no intention to exert duress, as should be evident _ 
by the timing of the discussions with the Bank and the fact that 
there was no specific action which this Government’ was currently | 
urging the Israeli Government to take. Mr. McGhee said that as 

| far as the Economie Survey Mission was concerned, it was entirely _
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by chance that these two matters had come up at. the same time and 

that there was absolutely no connection between them. In conclusion, = 

Mr. McGhee said that he was glad to have had this occasion for a | 

frank exchange of views and was confident that any present doubts | 

in this connection could be dissipated in the course of subsequent | 

discussions. | CO 

Mr. Elath expressed regret that he had felt impelled to speak so 

strongly in the course of a friendly luncheon conversation, but added a 

that, like Mr. McGhee, he was glad to have been able to discuss the oe 

matter in full sincerity and frankness) , 7 

-- §01.BB Palestine/8-2549 : Telegram OS a Oo 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 7 

CONFIDENTIAL — " Jzrusatem, August 25, 1949—noon. | 

532. Consulate General has not seen completed draft proposals (intel — 

August 23, 10 a. m.t) for Jerusalem. From conversations with UN _ 

‘secretariat here, understands commissioner entrusted by Article 6 

with ensuring protection of and free access to Holy Places and by - 

Article 12 with exclusive control of Holy Places and routes leading to | 

| them. Because definite possibility of disturbances at Holy Places or — 

routes leading to them, suggests Commissioner receive specific au- | 

thority to call on local Arab and Jewish authorities to assist him in 

maintenance order should he consider this necessary. Commissioner 

should not be forced rely entirely on his own guards, which might well 

- -proveinadequate? a 

~~ ReDeptel 304, July 22:% Would appreciate learning what pro-— | 

cedure PCC proposed to adopt in determining delimitation of Arab | 

- anddewishzones.  —_ Ss | 

oe Sent Department 532, repeated Geneva 54(forPCC). ee 

ee es BURDETT 

1Not: printed; this circular telegram summarized the substance of Palun 283, : | 

August 17, from Lausanne, p. 1321. 7 
2The Department informed Lausanne on September 1 that it concurred in the 

| ~ guggestion made in telegram 582. (Unpal 230, 501.BB Palestine/8-2549) | 

| _ * This was a repeat of Unpal 199, to Bern, p. 1245. | | | |
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| _ Secretary's Dally Meetings, Lot58D609 
Memorandum by William J. McWilliams, Assistant to the Director of 

the Ewecutive Secretariat: = 

Oo a [Extract] ran 

, SECRET [Wasuineton,] August 26, 1949. 
Subject: Summary of Daily Meeting with the Secretary | 

| Participants: The Secretary Oe oo 
The Under Secretary = — 
Mr. Rusk = © | ee a 

| : Mr. Kennan sts” | 
| Mr. Thorp oe oo 

~ Mr. McWilliams we 
Mr. Nitze 0 oe 

item 3. Israeli Loan Application rr | 
Mr. Rusk reported the difficulties in which we found ourselves as a 

result.of action. by the Export Import Bank in advising the. Israelis 
of the delay in consideration of their loan application. In accordance 
with the President’s directive, our object had been to drag our feet. 
However, the Export-Import Bank had advised the Israelis that they | 

_ were agreeable to going ahead with the loan application but. that the 
State Department had ordered it held up. Mr. McGhee was to talk 
to Ambassador Elath this:morning and the Secretary said that he _ 

| _ would take it up with the President at the Cabinet meeting since 
7 Mr. Niles* had already approached the President about it. oe | 

Note: The Secretary took the matter up with the President and 
talked to McGhee after his return from Cabinet meeting? = 

* David K. Niles, Administrative Assistant to President Truman. a | 
* The editors have been unable to find any evidence of what Secretary Acheson 

, told Mr. McGhee after the Cabinet meeting. | .
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- 501.BB Palestine (H)/8-2649 : a, | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Congressional = 

Relations (Gross) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Near — 

Eastern and African Affairs (McGhee) | 

oy OS [Wasuineton,] August 26,1949. 0 
| - There is a potential impact upon the Congress which may result 

from the proposed shift from a political to an economic emphasis | 
in the handling of the Palestine situation (Department’s circular. 

telegram of August 16). My principal concern is related to the difficulty 

which we may encounter when we go to Congress next session to _ | 

request further funds either for refugee relief or for economic devel- | 

opment and resettlement in the Near East. _ (I 

"You will recall that when we talked last May with Senators | 

Connally and Vandenberg they both emphasized that in working out. 

any arrangements involving the grant of additional funds it would. 

be essential that there be evidence that the Israeli Government is - 

doing its full part and making appropriate contribution to the solution | 

of the problem. While I realize that the Department. has tried its 
best to get the Israelis and the Arabs to make some contribution to’ | 

the settlement of the refugee problem, the fact is, I believe, that they 

have done practically nothing. Congress will require evidence that. 
the states in the Near East are doing something for themselves before _ 
any additional United Stateshelp willbegiven, = . 
~My concern is that the Economic Survey Commission [Mission] 

: might submit recommendations to the General Assembly (through the’ 

- PCC) which will bypass the political problem, ignore the fact that. 

the Avabs and the Israelis are doing nothing to help solve the problem 
themselves, and in effect commit the United States, along with a small — 

group of other states, to make further substantial financial contribu- 

tions either of an outright relief type or related to economic develop- | 

-mentofthearea, 9 5 
“I believe we must tread very carefully on the matter of committing = 

_ Congress. You will recall that the Senate Report on the Refugee Bil 

stated: 
The: Committee believes, however, that as a matter of general 

| policy, our delegations to the General Assembly should exercise ex- | 

treme care not to take any action which commits the Congress to _ 

expenditures for such voluntary programs to which all membersdo9 
not contribute under the regular United Nations budget.” 

. 801-887-777 —85 | | = :
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501.MA Palestine/8-2449; Telegram - a a 

_ ‘The Secretary of State to the United States Mission atthe = 
| | re  -. United Nations oe a 

| CONFIDENTIAL = = —— Wasurtneton, August 27, 1949—3 p. m. 
| 443, Reurtels 9641 and 987? concerning second mecting UNRPR 

Ad Hoc Advisory Committee. = oe 
_. Dept agrees GA action for provisional continuance of UNRPR will 

, be required before Nov. 1, but considers that relief program beyond 
| immediate period should not be considered until report of Economic 

Survey Mission has been submitted. We feel that determination of 
_ relief requirements for 1950 and method of financing should be con- . 
sidered by GA against background of Survey Mission report which 

| would probably not be available before Nov. 1. Consequently G.A action 
early in the Assembly should merely provide an extension of life for 

UNRPR, call on members for additional contributions to meet $32 
; million budget, and authorize the Secretary General to advance suffi- | 

cient funds from the Working Capital Fund for one or possibly two 
months operation in extremity, such advances to be paid from asupple- 

| ment to the regular budget. Although we hope GA action on the — 
Palestine question, including refugee relief, can be completed by 
Dee. 1, an advance for two mos operations would be more prudent. 

While recognizing possible difficulties in obtaining favorable GA 
. action along foregoing lines without indication of 1950 requirements, 

we feel that because of connection between relief requirements and 
estimated numbers who might be taken off relief in 1950 as a result of 
implementation of recommendations of Economic Survey Mission, it 

| would be desirable to avoid submission of overall figure before Mission. 
_ report. Per Capita cost figures would however be useful. 

_If SYG concurs in foregoing procedure we believe meeting of Ad 
Hoe Advisory Committee might be useful in preparing ground for 
provisional GA action. _ re | 

ae oe ACHESON 

| *Dated August 23, 5:27 p. m., not printed; it relayed information from 
Secretary-General Lie that the General Assembly would probably give priority 

| to the problem of extending assistance to the Palestine refugees (501.MA Pales- | 
| tine/8-2349).- | | | a 7 . 

* Dated August 24, 10:33 p. m., not printed ; it advised of Mr. Lie’s hope that 
| the General Assembly would complete consideration of the refugee relief problem 

before November 1 and of official estimates that UNRPR funds would hold out: 
through November (501.MA Palestine/8-2449).. a |
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501.BB Palestine/8-2949 | - CS St uray oe 

= The Chargé in Israel (Ford) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL = sss Tex Aviv, August 29, 1949. | 
NoM5 3° Con ee / 

Subject: Israel Attitude toward Economic Survey Commission. __ 
| ‘Si: I have the honor to transmit as enclosures to this despatch _ | 

copy of a memorandum dated August 15, 1949 from the United Na- 
tions Conciliation Commission for Palestine regarding the formation _ 
of an Economic Survey Commission to study conditions in the Middle | 

_ East with a view to facilitating the repatriation and resettlement of 
Arab refugees, and copy of the Israel delegate’s reply tothe memoran- 
dum dated August 23, 1949.1 These communications were handed to. | 

_. the Embassy on August 24, 1949 by a representative of the Israel == 
Foreign Office, and while it is appreciated that copying them [for 

_ transmittal?] to the Department may be a duplication of work, 
I nevertheless feel that the two communications taken together are 
of sufficient importance for future reference as to warrant them being : 
made the subject of this despatch. a ae 
The enclosures are believed to be self-explanatory and to require © 

little if any comment at this stage. Stress, however, should be placed. 
_ on the nature of the Israel delegate’s reply to Chapter II of the memo- 

-  yandum having to do with territorial settlement. The ironclad deter- | 
‘mination of the Government of Israel not tosurrender any oftheterri- = 
tory now physically occupied either by its citizens or by its Army or | 
by both is clearly apparent in this portion of the reply,andit wouldbe 

- misleading and perhaps even dangerous to assume that Israel will — : 
give up any appreciable part of the territory which it now considers | ] 
its own either by right of conquest orotherwise? = a 

| Respectfully yours, ~ RicHarp Forp: 

1Neither printed. = =” ee ee | 

_  # The Israeli reply asserted that all areas allotted to the control and jurisdiction | 
| of Israel under the terms of the armistice agreements: with its four neighbors” 

were to be: formally recognized as Israeli territory. Any changes in the final | : 
delimitations of frontiers were to be brought about only after negotiation and’ = ©. | 
agreement’ with those neighbors. The reply also stated ‘that the Government of - | 
Israel. would facilitate the task of the economic survey mission and. give full” / 

- consideration to its proposals but that it considered the resettlement of refugees : on 
in Arab territories was the primary method of solving the refugee problem,. | : 
oe Israel would contribute by | “agreeing to a measure of resettlement in ;
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 §01.BB Palestine/9-249 : Telegram | | . a 

a Mr. Stuart W.Rockwell to the Secretary of State - oe 

| SECRET = 9° | | | Lausanne, August 29, 1949—7 p.m. . 

Palun 288. PCC took following decisions August 29: 

| 1. Formally adopted Jerusalem statute and draft declaration re 

holy places.outside Jerusalem area and decided forward both shortly — 

to SYG. PCC made several amendments to J: erusalem statute as 

presented by Jerusalem committee of which following most important: 

a, Preamble, after referring to provisions of December 11 resolu- 
: tion concerning Jerusalem, states that UN “hereby establishes, in the 

exercise of its full and permanent authority over Jerusalem area, 
permanent international regime for the Jerusalem area in accordance 
with: the following provisions”. — a | 

_§. Article 3 “all matters not reserved by the present instrument to — 

the competence of the UN commissioner and thereby is provided for 
| : hereinafter are delegated to the respective competence of the respon- 

| sible authorities of the two zones”, Oe | oe 

| PCC believed above changes would strengthen position of UN | 

authority in Jerusalem, at least on paper, and would increase likelihood _ 

of obtaining affirmative votes for statute from Catholic nations in GA. | 

PCC recognized changes would probably also strengthen Israeli 

| opposition. a Se _ 

2. Re telegram from SYG-proposing Azcarate as UN. representative 

~ in Jerusalem subject Palun 286, decided cable SYG that PCC pre- 

| , ferred Azcarate remain as Principal Secretary PCC and therefore. | 

| requested list other candidates be cabled soonest? 

, “1 Dated August 23, from. Lausanne, not printed; it stated that the Palestine 
Conciliation Commission had decided to appoint a UN representative in Jerusalem: 

: in accordance with the GA resolution of December 11, 1948, and that this action. 

| had been taken largely on French initiative. The French were said to. have been 

disturbed by recent Israeli moves and statements indicating intention to make 

Jerusalem the Israeli capital and to feel that the presence of a UN representative. 

. would have some slight deterrent effect upon the Israelis and might facilitate 

establishment of an eventual international regime in J erusalem. Mr. Porter 

. indicated that he had “no illusion of effectiveness this move” but expressed the | 

‘belief that-“no useful purpose would be served by opposing.” (501.BB Palestine/ . 

| 2 The Palestine-Conciliation Commission appointed Alberto Gonzalez Fernandez 

‘United. Nations, Representative in Jerusalem on September 10: (telegram Palun_ | 

316, September 10, from Lausanne). Mr. Gonzalez, who was the Colombian 

Alternative Representative at the United Nations, proved unable to serve,. how-. 

ever, “owing illness his wife.” (telegram 1172, September. 21,-11.p..m., from New 

York) Consul Burdett concluded that whether the “illness physical or diplomatic,- : 

Israeli will... draw conclusion hostile and even threatening tone of press 

and speeches responsible. Will encourage use same tactics against any other 

| representative named and will strengthen Israel belief UN not prepared to insist 

on internationalization in face of determined Israel opposition.” (telegram 598, 

September 23, 4 p. m., from Jerusalem) The three telegrams cited in this footnote 

are filed under 501.BB Palestine/9-1049, /9-2149, and /9-2349, respectively.
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oe 3. Decided adjourn Lausanne on or about September 1Bandrecon~- 

- -yene New York on or about October 20, During this period Azcarate | 

will proceed Jerusalem maintain contact ‘with parties and report to. 

- eommissioners any developments or any communications or proposals. | 

| parties may caretomake. — fe me pe 

BE ROCKWELL 

| 501.BB Palestine/8-8049 : Telegram 7: - : : - 7 o oe | 

Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State . 

SECRET S . | - ‘Lavsanne, August 30, 1949—11 a. mm | 

|  Palun 290. Arab delegates August 29 delivered to POC 19 page | 

‘joint reply* to questions put by PCC to all delegates August 15 | 

_ (Palun 275)? Israeli reply expected August 80. 0 4° ao | 

~ Substance Arab reply as follows, based on USDel informal trans- 

- lation from French. Oo a OE ke. | 

Question (1-A)—Arab delegates cannot subscribe to any act or | 

declaration which would prejudice provisions of December 11 resolu- 

tions concerning refugees. However Arab states desire continue aid 

refugees while defending their inalienable right to return to their — 

homes. In this spirit Arab delegates welcome proposed declaration — 

and state they are in position to study its accomplishment in frame- 

work of above principles, taking into account refugees to be settled 

in Arab Palestine, in Jewish territory and in international zone of 

Jerusalem. a ee Be 

| ~ Question (1-B)—if survey group is established, Arab delegates will = 

, recommend to their governments that they facilitate mission of group , 

and take all measures which they shall judge opportune and possible 

= to assist in ‘carrying out solutions which group may propose. | 

~ Question (1-C)—Reply affirmative. = 7 | 

Question (1-D)—Reply affirmative. ——~ — | a 

Question (2)—Syrian and Jordan delegates are in position to de- 

clare that their governments are able to receive, after considering : 

findings of survey group, those refugees who do not return to their i 

homes, provided international assistance is furnished. For well-known 

, reasons would be difficult for Egypt to envisage resettlement of refu- _ | 

gees in its territory but when eastern frontier of Egypt has been recti- | 

fied Egyptian delegate. would be disposed to examine question in 

light of prevailing conditions and international assistance. Same_ 

reasons make it difficult for Lebanon to accept refugees. Oo 

Question (3)—Areas belonging to Arabs according to May 12 pro- 

tocol and now under Jewish authority are of nature to make 

, important contribution to resettlement of refugees. Compensation can | 

‘The reply was in the form of a letter dated August 29 from the Heads ofthe 

_ Arab Delegations to the Chairman of the Palestine Conciliation Commission 

(A/AC.25/AB/17, IO files). _ - a | | 
 ® Dated August 15, from Lausanne, p. 1813. oe _ Oo
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be of two kinds—purely territorial compensation and compensation 
| for resettlement of refugees not readmitted to Jewish territory. Jews 

| seem determined prevent return of majority of refugees. Therefore, | 
‘In addition to areas belonging to Arabs according to May 12 protocol, 

| ‘such as western Galilee, Ramleh, Lydda, Jaffa, Beersheba, Jed Faluja, 
| Arab delegates believe they have right to claim, as compensation for 

reingoes not readmitted to Jewish territory, the Negev and eastern 
| alilee. ee . Egypt must insure its security and not be separated from Arab 

| world. Jordan must also think of its security and desires direct con- 
| tact with Egypt. Moreover, central Arab Palestine will benefit by 

direct access to Mediterranean. For all these reasons Arab delegates 
consider that all of Negev must be included in Arab Palestine. a 

_ As regards eastern Galilee, it is in majority Arab in population and 
ownership of property. Legitimate Lebanese and Syrian-security rea- | 
sons, in addition to: principle of compensation, militate in favor of 
return of eastern Galilee tothe Arabs. ee 
__ Arab reply concludes with statement that regarding above: pro- 
posals Arab delegates ready to consider any suggestions PCC may 
care to make, | . | Oo 

601.BB Palestine/8-3049 : Telegratn | 7 | | | Oo cos 
| _ Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

Oe SECRET ae ees | | WasHIneron, August 30, 1949—6 p. m. 
| 3126. Embtel 3325 Aug 23.1 Depts attitude re direct talks has not 

changed. Dept has always held to view that direct talks between high 
| | Israeli and Arab officials shld be encouraged, if such talks wid con- — 

tribute to discussions at Lausanne and wld enhance possibility of ob- _ 
_ taining an agreed settlement. Ethridge and Porter have made this _ 

: viewpoint abundantly clear to Israeli and Arab dels at Lausanne and 
have continuously endeavored promote such talks. It will also be re- _ 
called USG actively supported proposal that Egypt and Israel shld : 

| _ hold direct talks on Gaza Strip. ©. a | oe | 
Ina very few instances Dept has not favored proposed negots owing 

a to special circumstances (timing, duress, etc.) which gave reason to | 
believe that such negots would not be constructive step toward agreed 

| settlement. Such cases have been exception to consistent policy of en- — 
| couraging direct negots whenever practical. | a 

~ + Not printed: it recounted a conversation with Mr. Burrows who was said to 
recall “several months ago US Government had taken line with Jordan of dis- 

_ couraging direct negotiations. Since that time, Jordan Government has on several 
. occasions inquired of UK Government its attitude re desirability undertaking 

| direct conversations with Israelis. UK Government, in order to concert with 
what it understood to be US views this subject, has discouraged Jordanians, Bur- 
rows inquired whether Department’s views have now changed.” (501.BB Pales- 

: tine/8-2349) | : ,
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_ Re desirability Jordan undertaking direct conversations Dept has 

- yecd no info indicating that Jordan or any other Arab state has | 

changed attitude and is prepared at this stage to enter into such con- | 

versations either at Lausanne or elsewhere. However if any real evi- | 
dence does exist that the direct talks between Jordan and Israel at | 

this stage could commence and wld contribute to settlement of Pal 

problem Dept wldbe far fromopposed? 

as s oo | , oo ACHESON | 

 ? The Department repeated this telegram on August 31 to Paris as No. 3239 and | 

to Ankara, Arab capitals, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem (501.BB Palestine/8-3149). | 

fF Bditorial Note 

- Ina note of September 1 to the National Security Council, Admiral _ 

Souers submitted for the consideration of the Council a draft report _ 
__-by the Secretary of State entitled “United States Policy Toward Israel | 
and the Arab States.” The note stated in part that the report was 
“prepared in light of the developments of the past year and in view | 
of the conclusions reached by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in NSC 47 

. [see page 1009] . . . . The Secretary of State, in transmitting the en- | 
closure, stated that the report was on the present position of the United 

/ States not only with respect to Israel but also to the Arab States, with 

particular reference to the problems arising out of the recent hostilities | 

in Palestine, and that the Department of State is of the opinion that 
the situation in the Near East is of such a character as to require | 

| reference to certain aspects of policy toward the Arab States in de- 
fining the United States position toward Israel.” The report is num- — 
bered NSC 47/1 (S/S-NSC Files, Lot 63D 351). - Oo 

-_In a memorandum of September 27 to Mr. Rusk, Max W. Bishopof 

- Mr. Rusk’s staff indicated that portions of NSC 47/1 were not accept- 
able to the Department of Defense (867N.48/9-2749). After consider- 7 
able discussion with officers of that Department, informal agreement , 

was reached “to rewrite certain paragraphs in that. paper . . . It 
would be much appreciated if you could have these revised paragraphs 
substituted for the corresponding paragraphs in NSC 47/1.” (Mr. | | 
Rusk’s letter of September 29 to Admiral Souers, 867N.00/9-2949). 

_- ‘NSC 47/1 is not printed herein, inasmuch as NSC 47/2, which in- | 
corporates the revisions, is printed in full on page 1430. There appear 

_ below, however, the sections of the earlier paper for which substitu- 
tions were made in the later version,as follows: = ee 

- -“T'7]e. The technical abilities of the Israelis, coupled with their 
~ access to Western technical and financial. assistance principally from - 

United States sources, have already resulted in much greater economic |
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opportunities and higher standards of living in Israel than those 
among the neighboring peoples. In the absence of assistance to the 
-Arab states this disparity will tend to increase in the future and to 

| result in further tensions between Israelis and Arabs. On the other | 
| _ hand, Israel’s program for large-scale economic development, required 

to implement successfully its ambitious immigration policy, will make - 
it dependent for the foreseeable future upon large-scale external 

—_ - financing through foreign capital investment, loans, and voluntary — 
| contributions. 

_[7]d. Israel’s military establishment, although small by. .Western 
standards, has proved itself adequate to resist the poorly equipped, 

7 ill-trained and badly led armies of the Arab League states inthe course _ 
of the recent hostilities and to occupy considerable territory beyond 

| that awarded under the partition plan. Ti the future, however, the 
. cohesiveness of the Israeli Army, like the government itself, may be 

| _ affected by pressures from extremist elements. Moreover, so long as _ 
| Israel continues to be isolated from her neighbors, Israel will be bur- 

, dened by the high costs and accompanying psychological effect of 
maintaining a state of military preparedness. == stst—~—tS BS 
_-[15]a. The political and economic stability and security of the 
Eastern Mediterranean and the Near East are of critical importance 

- to the security of the United States... - — Oe 
_- [15]6. It is in the national interest of the United States to have the 

_ respect and, in so far.as possible, good will of all the peoples of the 
Near East, Jews and Arabs alike, and their orientation toward the 

| West and away fromthe Soviet Union. © > | Es | 
_ [15]d.. The foregoing can best be achieved by asserting constructive 
leadership in the solution of the economic, social, and political prob- 
lems of-the area, and on an impartial basis as between Israel and the 
Arabstates. | | 
City of Jerusalem: — es oe oo 

__. [16]A. We should support the principle of the internationalization —__ 
| of Jerusalem. This might be accomplished along the following lines: — 

_ (1) United Nations control of the Holy Places; : 
. (2) Division of the city into areas to be administered by the — 
. respective adjacent states; and co oe ) 

(3) The establishment of obligations on the part of the ad- 
| jacent states to observe basic requirements with respect to de- 

_ - militarization, free access and observance of human rights, and 
the establishment of a system of compulsory arbitration to deter- 

| - mine whether these obligations are being fulfilled.” - Oo 

Finally, paragraph 21 in NSC 47/1 reads exactly the same as its © 
counterpart in NSC 47/2, except for the substitution of new wording | 

_ for the last sentence. In the earlier paper, this sentence reads as 
follows: OO | ; | 

| “Any US or UN assistance under such a program should be supple- 
| mentary to but coordinated with such efforts as Israel and the Arab 

states are able and willing to make to help themselves, should be _ 
_ designed to promote mutually advantageous economic relations be-
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tween Israel and the Arab states and to integrate their economies into 
a broader international economy, and should allow ample and increas- : 

ing scope for private enterprise.” | | - ; 

_ §01.BB Palestine/9-149° OC Sn 7 

: - Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

CONFIDENTIAL =—iC(<sé‘ S;;!”*~S~) 6dPWASING TON, September 1, 1949. 

Subject: Policy with respect to Arms Shipments to the Arab States . 
and Israel. _ ae re 

| - On November 14, 1947, the Department decided, in view of the situa-_ | 

tion in the Near East with respect to Palestine, that the issuance of 
_ licenses for the export: of arms, ammunition and other war matériel | 

- 4ntended for use in Palestine or neighboring countries should be sus- | 

—- pended pending clarification of the situation in that area. This deci- 

sion was made public in the Department’s press release of December 5, 

1947, Subsequently the Security Council in its resolutions of May 29 ~ 

and July 15, 1948, called upon all states to refrain from shipping war | 

--matérieltotheaffectedarea, © oe Be 

On August 11, 1949, the Security Council, in the light of reports 

submitted by Dr. Bunche, and a resolution introduced by Canada and 

France, determined that the armistice agreements which: had been | 

signed by Israel on the one hand, and Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan and 
_ Syria on the other, had superseded the truce arrangements, provided — | 

for by its resolutions, including the provisions with respect tothe ship- 

ments of war matériel. The United States supported this action, and — | 

Senator Austin made a statement in the Security Council, the perti- | 

nent portion of which is quoted herewith: Se 

_- &S9 far as the United States is concerned, it does not intend to allow ae 

‘the export of arms which would permit a competitive arms race in the  — 

area. Export of arms to this area of the world should be strictly limited | 
_ to such arms as are within the scope of legitimate security require | 

ments, again as recommended by Dr. Bunche. We hope that prudence | 

will prevail not only among the parties but among all nations of the . 

world which are in a position to supply arms and that they will pursue _ 

a policy similar tothat which weintendto pursue. = = | 

Tt is essential that the resources of this area be used for works of 

peace, for economic development, for the resettlement of refugees, and _ 
- for the achievement of higher standards of living for the populations 

_ of the area. It would be tragic and wholly wrong if the resources of the | 

area were to be dissipated in an unproductive arms race” = 

~-In view of the foregoing, the groundwork has now been laid to 

change the existing US arms export policy with respect to the Arab’ | 

states and Israel. The Department has already received inquiries on | 

this point and it is necessary that this Government’s arms export -
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policy be determined in order that such inquiries as are made may be 
answered. = | oS ie 

_ Your approval is therefore requested for the following recommenda- a 
tions formulated with the above in view: | es 

| (1) That requests for the export of arms to the Arab states and — 
| Israel be considered and acted on in the light of the principles laid 

_ down by Senator Austin and existing US policy governing such ex- 
ports generally. This would mean that arms shipments from the United 

| States to Arab states and Israel would be limited to those which are 
determined necessary: — Oo | SO | 

: (a) For the purpose of maintaining internal law and order by © 
the Government concerned in the reasonable and legitimate exer- 

| _ ciseofconstituted authority, _ a 
. (6) For the purpose of providing for reasonable requirements _ 

of self defense. OS a | 

| Shipments of arms to the affected areas will not-be permitted by 
this Government if, in its opinion, such shipments would adversely 

_ affect the maintenance of peace and security in the area.’ _ 
(2) That informal discussions be initiated with representatives of 

the British and French Governments for an exchange of information. 
and for consultations on shipments of arms to the Near Eastern area. 

44 marginal notation states that President Truman approved Secretary Ache- — 
son’s memorandum on September 1. At the same time, he directed that “no public 
statement be made of this and that it be treated as a routine matter, becoming 
known as export approvals are made. Following such approvals, it is anticipated: . 

_ that questions will be raised at the President’s or the Secretary’s press con- 
ferences. They are to be answered casually.” (memorandum of September 4 to 
Mr. Ross by Thomas F. Power, Jr., Deputy Secretary-General of the United 

_ States Delegation at the United Nations, USUN files) : a a 

501.BB Palestine(E) /9-149 a a 7 
. Lhe British Embassy to the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL | a | 
Od/121/49 Oo OC 

| ee | | PALESTINE a BS | 
_1, While pursuing with the State Department plans for the Survey 
Group the Foreign Office have also had under consideration what 
policy should be adopted by the United Kingdom Delegation at the , 

. forthcoming General Assembly when the future of the present | 
| Palestine relief measures is debated. They have reached the following 

— conelusions: | : Se | ne oe 

| _ (a) The final solution of thet problem lies in resettlement, and 
_ notin relief. The emphasis should lie heavily on resettlement when 

further international help is considered. — Ce | | 

a At this point, there appears the word “refugee” in longhand. There is no 
indication of the authorship of the insertion. | c
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(6) The final settlement of the refugee problem can only be reached | 
within the framework of a territorial settlement for Palestine. More- 
over, Israel and the neighbouring Arab States have an inescapable _ 
responsibility in regard to the refugees which they must be made to | 
acknowledge if they are to receive large scale financial help from | 

outside for development projects in connection with resettlement. — a 

—(c) It should be represented to the Arab States concerned that 

- whatever territorial settlement is finally reached and whatever number | 

of refugees Israel is persuaded to accept there is bound to remain 
a “hard core” of refugees with which they will have to cope. They | 
cannot escape this responsibility by postponing a political settlement, | 
and they may well forfeit: international help for resettlement by 

- domg so. | SF | ee ee 

_ (d) Development projects will not be able to absorb all the refugees 
for a period of years after the development projects are started. Even 

_ though the latest estimate for United Nations relief for Palestine ne 

~ refugees suggests that relief can be carried on until December (1.e. two 
~ months longer than previously estimated), the Survey Group will | | 

hardly be able to make its report, let alone secure the necessary 

finance before the present relief runs out. There will, therefore, be. 
| ‘a gap in the provision of relief which will have to be filled. os 

. 9, The Foreign Office believe that.the State Department shares 

their reluctance to continue relief without being certain that resettle- 
- ment is.on the way. Equally the Foreign Office fear that the number 

of refugees to be settled might drastically be reduced by illnessand > 

death if no provision, other than that of local governments, were to 

: be made to fill the gap before resettlement. The Foreign Office there- — 

fore wish to proceed on the following lines as soon as the constitution 

| of the Survey Group may definitely be spoken about:— 

(a) To put to Israel and the Arab States the basis for a settlement 
~~ gontained in the attached paper? and urge them to reach final agree- | 

ment within this framework as soon as possible on the lines set out 
in subparagraphs (6) and (c) of paragraph 1 above. _ OS | 

- (b) To warn these governments that existing funds for relief are 
expected to run out in the autumn or early winter, and that it is at 
present highly problematical whether further funds for relief will be 
forthcoming from the United Nations. However much either sidemay _ 7 
argue that they are not themselves responsible forthe refugee problem © 
the fact remains that the refugees are in their territory and will con- | 
stitute a very great burden if no settlement is reached and the provi- — | 
sion of financial help for resettlement is thereby discouraged. (A | 
British approach to the Jordan Government, which has done so much aan 

- more than any other for the refugees in proportion to its now exhausted | 
resources, would have to be on somewhat different lines. ) 

(c) Explain the functions of the Survey Group and hold out the* _ 
| financial help for resettlement schemes, — | Oo a 

: 2 See below. | | | | Z so 
*At this point, there appear the words “hope of” in longhand. There is no 

indication of the authorship of the insertion. |
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- In the approach described above the British Government would not 
| speak of further plans for relief but would be prepared to take the fol- 

_ Jowing lines at the General Assembly when the matter comes up. Pro- 
- ‘vided the Survey Group is duly constituted with the task of reporting 

‘to the Conciliation Commission and makes recommendations to the ap- 
| propriate bodies for the financing’ of development projects leading to 

resettlement the United Kingdom Delegate could announce at the 
United Nations Assembly British willingness to participate in further 
interim relief measures (provided contributions already promised to __ 

| UNRPR are paid up) in the ratio of one to nine as against all other | 
international contributions including that of the United States, i.e. 
the United Kingdom contribution would form one in ten of the total , 

| contribution. The upper limit of the British contribution would be 

£500,000 (in inconvertible sterling as before)and funds could not be 
voted until the 5th April 1950. The Foreign Office feel that the present = 
United Nations relief scheme has relied too exclusively on American 

, and British contributions and that every effort should be made to secure 
| proportionate contributions from other member States. a 

+ 8, The debate in the General Assembly is likely to raise the question | 
in what proportion it is considered that refugees should be resettled ag 
between Israel and the Arab States. The Foreign Office is aware that __ 

_ the United States Government have been pressing Israel on this subject — 

and would be grateful to learn of what number in excess of 100,000 the 7 
United States Government consider Israel should take. It is clearly 
difficult to fix an exact figure but the Foreign Office consider it im- 
‘portant that agreement should be reached on an approximate figure. 

4, From information in possession of the Foreign Office it seems that 

the three delegated authorities (the International. Red Cross, the | 
League of Red Cross Society and the Quakers) at present engaged in — 
Palestine refugee relief will be extremely unwilling to continue their 
work under the UNRPR unless fresh funds are in sight by October 

: and there seems to be a real danger of the present relief measures > 
breaking down unless something can be offered by that date. a 

. .§ The Foreign Office would much appreciate the observations-of | 
the State Department on the above proposals.and would be most grate- ~ 
ful if these observations could be received within the next week, | 

| - Wasuineton, Ist September 1949. Bn i
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, ES ee [Enclosure] 7 we oe *, 

- Proposep Basis or SETTLEMENT BerwEen IsrsEL AND THE © | 
7 Oe ARAB STATES Oo - a 

(i) Acceptance of refugees by both.sides in proportions to be = 

determined. == a ee 

| (ii) Israel’s proposal to incorporate the Gaza strip with the refugees 

at present in it could form part of a general settlement subject to the _ 

_. following conditions: = a a las Ae yeah 

(a) It should be made clear that there is no question of a mere | 
deal between territory and acceptance of responsibility for refugees. | 

- Territorial compensation for the Gaza strip should be found elsewhere | 

by Israel for the Arabs—see (iii) below—provided the Arabs demand 
such compensation. | oo 

| ~ (b)-Some safeguards should be devised in regard to the future = 
treatment of the Gaza refugees in Israel; they should be permitted > 

to return to any part of Israel where they had property or special — 

interests and they should be able to earn a livelihood and presumably | 

have full rights of citizenship. a | a 

- (iii) Territorial compensation for the Gaza area (if ceded) and — | 

- for other areas held by Israel but not allotted to her under the 1947 

Plan should be provided if the Arabs demand. it..The following areas | 

appear politically and geographically suitable for this purpose i.e. 

 eontiguous to other Arab areas :— SE IEE | 

| ¥ (4) A land-bridge in the southern ‘Negev between Egypt and - 

ordan, | cos SE eee oo . 
~ (6) An area in the Negev north of Beersheba connecting with Arab 

central Palestine. = Soe te De , 
| (c) An area along the Egyptian. frontier south of El Aujaw i 

| (d) The restoration of part or all of Western Galilee = a 

_(e) The Ramleh-Lydda area ae eee 

The Foreign Office see no reason to insist that any one of these — 

areas: should form the exclusive field for compensation. They could, | 

if necessary, be combined in various proportions. This would certainly 

provide greater flexibility for the discussions, But the shape of the | | 

eventual territorial compensation should in any case be governed by 

the requirements of either side in regard to communications and — | 

outlets to the sea (see (iv) below). : He ee 

(iv) Communications and outlets. If the territorial compensation 7 

: to the Arabs were to be in the form of the award to Jordan, or to) 

- Jordan and Egypt, of part or whole of the Southern Negev, thus 

providing a land bridge between Egypt and Jordan, Israel should : 

have guaranteed freedom of access and communication to the Red Sea. _ oe
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Equally the Arab States should have guaranteed freedom of communi- 
cation and access to the Mediterranean. If another solution were 

| adopted for the Southern Negev there should nonetheless be guaran- 
teed freedom of communication and access across it between Egypt 

: and Jordan and between Israel and the Red Sea.. An alternative 
method of providing for freedom of communication and access might 

be by a neutral zone or zones. ee ae 
: _ - (v) A free port (or at least a free zone for all Arab States) should — 

be established at Haifa with an arrangement by which Iraqi crude oil _ 
| _ could be freely exported in return for the provision by Iraq of normal 

_ supplies for the Haifa Refinery, re 
(vi) There should be a partition of Jerusalem for administrative 

purposes with international supervision, particularly of the Holy | 
: Places. — | - | a 0. | 

(vii) Central Arab Palestine should be incorporated in Jordan 
. (viii) Israel and the Arab States concerned should agree to share. 

- for their mutual benefit the waters of the Jordan and Yarmuk. 

_. Terms of Reference of the Economic Survey Mission — 

‘TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE Economic Survey Mission 

The Palestine Conciliation Commission, = Oo 
_ Desiring further to implement paragraphs 10 and 11 of General As- 
sembly resolution 194 (IIT) of 11 December 1948, and to obtain infor- | 

| | mation which: will serve as the basis for recommendations for further 

action by the General Assembly, Member States, appropriate special- 
ized agencies, and interested organizations,and ~ ne 
Having noted the declarations of representatives of Israel and the 

Arab States with respect to repatriation, resettlement and compensa- __ 
| _tionofrefugees, = == a re | 

| Pursuant to the authorization granted to it under paragraph 12 of 
| the foregoing resolution, = ee pS 

1. Hereby establishes under its auspices an Economic Survey Mis: 
| sion to examine the economic situation in the countries affected by the | 

recent. hostilities, and to make recommendations to the Commission  __ 
for an integrated programme: — oo Be 

= (a)To enable the Governments concerned to further such | 
| measures and development programmes as are required to over- 

- come economic dislocations created by the hostilities; = = 

Dated September 1, 1949; reprinted from GA (IV), Ad Hoc Political Com- 
| mittee, Annea, volume I, 1949, p. 29, | Os 7
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. (b) To-facilitate the repatriation, resettlement. and economi¢ | 

and social rehabilitation of the refugees and the payment of com- | | 

pensation pursuant to the provisions of paragraph eleven of the an 

- General Assembly’s resolution of 11 December 1948, in order to 

| reintegrate the refugees into the economic life of the area on a self- | | 

sustaining basis withina minimum period oftime; | 

| (c) To promote economic conditions conducive to the mainte- | 

nance of peace and stability in the area. So 

9, Instructs the Economic Survey Mission to include in its recom- - | 
‘mendations an operational plan for carrying out the recommended 

-- programmes together with the estimated costs and methods of | 

3, Authorizes the Mission, pursuant to paragraph 14 of the General 
_ Assembly’s resolution of 11 December 1948, to invite the assistance. of ! 

those Governments, specialized agencies and international organiza- | 

tions which may be able to facilitate its work, = ET aren 

Recommends that the Survey Mission approach its task along the. | 

_followinglines: oe eh Oo a 
“ ~ Tn collaboration with the Governments concerned: . | SO 

(a) Explore the measures which can be taken by the Govern- 
ments concerned without outside financial assistance to achievethe 

_- -objectivesofparagraphlabove; = | : 
--(b) On the basis of existing plans and surveys, examine pro- | 

- posals submitted by the Governments concerned for economic — - 
- development and settlement projects requiring outside assistance’ 

which would make possible absorption of the refugees into the 

~ economy of the area on a self-sustained basis in a minimum time 
with a minimum expenditure; : a | | | 

- (¢) Examine other economic projects which can, with outside 
| assistance, provide temporary employment for the refugees not | 

-. employed on the development and settlement projects of para- co 

- graph (0); ; ig ko | 
| ~ (d) Examine such other development, and settlement projects. 
_ requiring outside assistance which, though not associated directly 

---- with the employment and settlement of refugees, would serve to. | 
achieve the objective of paragraph1; — ee 

| -. (e) Estimate the number of refugees who cannot be supported 
directly. or indirectly through the employment envisaged under | 

| paragraphs (a)—(d), together with the estimated period during | 

_* which direct relief will be required andthe cost thereof; 

__ (f) Study the problem of compensation to refugees for claims 
i for property of those who do not return to their homes, and for. i 

. the loss of or damage to property, with special reference to the | } 
-yelationship of such compensation to the proposed settlement 

| (g) Study the problem of rehabilitation of refugees, includ-— | 
| _. ing matters concerning their civil status, health, education and _ 

- social services; 7 BE gD 
(h) Propose an organizational structure to achieve the objec- 

| tives of paragraph 1 within a United Nations framework, to co- -
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ordinate, supervise and facilitate measures for relief, resettlement, 
economic development and related requirements such as com- | a munity service facilities, bearing in mind the interests of all 

| Governments concerned. | Ne | 

, 7 1 Serremper 1949. eS 

766A.67N/8-1249 : Telegram Coe ae - 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting Representative at Vatican City 
Oo ee _ (Gowen) ae 

SECRET - WasHineton, September 1, 1949—1 p.m, 
_ 16. Re conversation on Jerusalem reported urtel 33, Aug 12,1 Dept 
desirous obtaining broadest possible support for proposals to be pre-e 
sented by PCC. With this in mind, suggest you seize opportune occa- _ 
sion to make fol points to Tardini: US Govt appreciates having 

__ Vatican’s views as expressed by him and itself is strongly in favor 
_ internat] regime for Jerusalem. US Rep on PCC became convinced at 

/ | early stage that essential problem confronting Comm was formulation 
practical proposals having good chance acceptance and which cld be | 
placed in operation, resulting in settlement this problem. Plan under 
consideration by Comm wld provide full UN control and protection _ 

| Holy Places with provision UN guards for this purpose. Jerusalem 
_ area wld be demilitarized. Although substantial powers govt for 

Jewish-Arab auths deemed necessary to acceptance plan, UN Author- 
| ity in Jerusalem wld possess real powers preserve character internat 

| - regime and assure protection of and free access to Holy Places. | 
~ PCC has devoted arduous work in attempt devise plan which will _ 

satisfy essential demands of all concerned. We believe acceptance of 
plan outlined above will not be possible unless it reeeives utmost sup- 

_ port from Christian community. We earnestly hope Vatican will agree 
this formula presents best possible satis and practical outcome PCC 
conscientious endeavor fulfill extremely delicate task assigned it by 

an GA. FYI Cardinal Spellman understood to have transmitted to Vati- 
_ can copies recent correspondence with Pres re Jerusalem (Dept’s des- | 
patch No. 5, July 5*), Vatican in turn transmitted. to French Rep 

+ Not printed ; it reported a conversation between Mr. Gowen and Msgr. Domen- _ 
ico Tardini, described as the “Vatican Acting Secretary of State,” in which the 

. - latter advanced the firm view that “Jerusalem and environs should be placed | 
under international control as indicated by UN in 1947 and again in 1948. Such 
international control with proper guarantees would assure lasting peace, tran- | 
quility [in] Holy Land. .... Placing Jerusalem under international control would 
create buffer area which neither Jews nor Arabs would violate.” (766A.67N / 

, “Not printed, a .
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PCC. Additional correspondence between Cardinal and Dept being 

pouched toyou.* geen ne a 

ss 8M. Gowen, on October 4, reported that Monsignor Tardini had given him: | 

the major objections of the Vatican to the formula on Jerusalem proposed by | 

the Palestine Conciliation Commission..He was gaid to have repeated “many | 

| times ‘that only through true and effective international regime and not through. a 

international control. would it be possible achieve: what Vatican would consider. 

fair and proper settlement of this vital problem.” One of the more specific a 

objections was the Commission’s acceptance “with some limitations Arab and. | 

Israeli sovereignty over their: respective zones. However, it facilitates conflicts 

between two. neighboring groups and complicates commissioner’s role who is. | 

placed without adequate powers between two sovereign groups.” (telegram 41. | 

from Vatican City, 867N.01/10-449) 

501.BB Palestine/9-149 : Telegram . . / | | 7 a . ; Cee . | | 

Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | LAvusANNE, September 1, 1949—5 p. m.. | 

—  Palun 294. Israeli delegation September 1 delivered to PCC written | 

reply + to questions put by PCC to all delegations August 15 (Palun 

975) .2 Substance reply as follows: | | | 

4, Israeli delegation prepared sign declaration along lines chapter: | 

lof PCC memo (re refugees) subject to precision on following points: | 

| qa, Israel considers solution of refugee problem to be sought co 

primarily in resettlement in area territories but is prepared con- 

| tribute by agreeing to measure of resettlement in Israel. _ | 

a b. Israeli Government cannot bind itself in advance to imple- 

~ ment such solutions as survey group may propose but will under- 

| take to facilitate task of group and give full consideration to any 

| - proposals groupmay putforward. 

Tsraeli delegation desires stress its understanding that any repatria- | 

tion in Israel would take place subject to financial assistance furnished 

by international community and that such assistance would be ex- | 

tended to resettlement of Jewish refugees from Arab controlled areas 

Palestine. | | . ee 

+ Israel’s willingness facilitate task of survey group rests within= 

framework of numerical contribution which it has declared itself = 

ready to make to solution of refugee problem. yaw et ts 

Israeli delegation reiterates that Israel can agree to repatriation of | 

-_ vefugees to Israel only as part of overall settlement of refugee problem. | 

and of Palestineconflict. == Lt Be = ; 

| 2. Re territory, Israeli delegation considers that in addition to- | 

territory indicated on map attached to protocol of May 12 all other 

+The reply was in the form of a letter dated August 31 from Mr. Shiloah to the oe | 

Chairman of the Palestine Conciliation Commission (A/AC.25/1S/36, IO files). _ 

| * Dated August 15, from Lausanne, p. 1318. - | 

501-887-7786 | | : | .
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| areas falling within control and jurisdiction of Israel under terms _ of the four armistice agreements should be formally recognized as — Israel territory. Adjustment of frontiers so created will be subject to 
negotiation and agreement between Israel and Arab Government in each case concerned... a, | Oe ee By this adjustment no territory is added to Israel which forms part’ of the four Arab states or was ever awarded to them by any inter-’ _ national instrument or held by them under any agreement. No terri-| | tory in which the four states exercise authority or jurisdiction under | the armistice agreements is added to Israel. Sl an 

If this adjustment not made, territory awarded to Israel. under international instrument or held by it under an agreement (armistices) would be awarded to one or more Arab States. 
| Israeli delegation holds that only this adjustment falls equally in — its effects on rights and positions of-each ‘party, makes no encroach- ment on existing sovereignties, and preserves juridicial status and. | stability achieved by the existing agreements, : 

| : Oo | ~ Rockwenn | 
| 501.BB Palestine(H)/9-249 Ot | oo 

a _ Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Harlan B. Clark of the 
Division of Near Eastern Affairs — el Ae 

_ - CONFIDENTIAL | « [Wasuineton,] September 2, 1949, | 
Participants: Mr. McGhee, NEA | —— | oO 

a a Mr. Hare, NEA : | . 
So Mr. Gardiner, NEA. Be | | Mr. Clapp, Economic Survey Mission - 

Oo Mr. Clark, NE a Oo | 
— Dr. [Charles] Malik, Lebanese Minister ce 

| Dr. M. B. Chiati, Egyptian Chargé d’Affaires  - 
| Oo Dr. Yusuf Haikal, Jordanian Minister oo 

a Abdullah Ibrahim Bakr, Iraqi Chargé @’Affaires 
| | Ahmed Abdul Jabbar, First Secretary, Saudi Arabian __ 

Se. “Embassy 2 Oo 
Problem: | | ne | | oo 
‘The Arab diplomatic representatives made inquiry as to the objec- 

tives of the Economic Survey Mission and the scope of its activities, 
Action Taken: : — oe ee 

Mr. McGhee and Mr. Clapp outlined the projected work of the 
Mission, emphasizing its area-wide character and the necessity. for 
cooperation by the Arab States with the Mission if its objectives. 
are to be achieved. = ©... |. So ee ned



Action Requireds | | 
_ Tt was agreed that copies of the text of the terms of reference of the | 
ESM would be made available to the Arab diplomatic representatives: 

Action Assigned to: NE Oe | 
Discussions — | 

_. The officers in charge of the Arab diplomatic missions in Washing- =——_ | 
ton called at their request to meet Mr. Gordon Clapp, Chief of Mission | 
of the United Nations Economic Survey Mission. Mr. McGhee intro- | 

_ duced the Arab diplomatic representatives to Mr. Clapp, and Dr. Malik | 
opened the discussion by stating that those present would be interested == | 
in having more information about the objectives of the Economic | 

_ Survey Mission and its terms of reference. Mr. McGhee said that copies | | 
of the United Nations press release in this regard would be made avail- 

- able to the Arab missions but that.in general the terms of reference 
| encompassed. all aspects of an economic approach to the problems  —_— 
which confronted the Palestine Conciliation Commission. He said that ae 
in frankness it had to be admitted that the work of the Palestine Con- ee 

- eiliation Commission on a political basis had thus far not been pro-. 
ductive of solutions to outstanding problems. Since these problems | | 
were closely bound up with the economic situation in the area it was — | 
thought that progress could best be achieved at the present stage by | | 
determining the needs and potentialities of the area, as well as how | | 
through economic measures these potentialities could be developed and | 
thereby contribute to a solution of the problem of the refugees'and | | 
other issues with which the Palestine Conciliation Commission is faced. | | 

_ Mr. Clapp said that, being an engineer and not concerned with | 
politics, he would confine his activities to technical matters. Moreover, | 

: he proposed to study the area as a unit and not on a country-by-country =| 
| or any other basis which would not permit full realization of the _ | | 
--potentialities of the economic resources available. He referred, for : 

example, to water resources which cut across country boundaries or | 
were shared by adjoining states, such as were found in the TVA 
system. He and his staff of TVA engineers had found that unless they - | 
could plan river control schemes on an area basis, regardless of state 
boundaries, they could not provide for full utilization of these re- ' | 
sourees. It had also been found that the engineers could not make | | 
development plans work unless the people of the area cooperated fully | 
in carrying out recommendations as to. soil management and conserva- | | 

* Mr. McGhee, in letters to the Arab diplomatic representatives on September 7, , 
enclosed copies of the press communiqué issued by the Palestine Conciliation - | 

: Commission.on. August 24. The communiqué outlined the objectives and functions 
of the Economic Survey Mission (501.BB Palestine (EH) /9-749). : 

| 7 7 |
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tion, as well as all other phases of the TVA program. The same prin- 
ciple would no doubt apply in the Near East where similar coopera- | 

| tion by the respective governments and peoples was the keynote to 
| successful realization of any programs which the Survey Mission 

| might recommend, and artificial barriers which might be found to 
: . exist should not stand in the way of such cooperation. re 

- Dr. Malik inquired as to when Mr. Clapp would leave and he | 
replied that it would be ‘within a matter of days. Mr. McGhee said 
that Mr. Clapp. would be accompanied by Deputies nominated by the __ 

| United: Kingdom, France and Turkey and that Secretary General Lie 
would ‘shortly be announcing their appointment. In selecting the _ 
Deputies and other members of the mission’s staff, care had been taken 
to obtain as wide representation as possible of interested United Na- __ 
tions agencies such as the FAO and WHO. Dr. Malik inquired as to 

_ whether Mr. Clapp had selected a headquarters for his Mission and 
| Mr. McGhee replied that, while this was a matter forthe United Na- : 

tions to deeide, some consideration had been given to Beirut asa pos- 
sible headquarters. He inquired whether Dr. Malik felt that his Gov- 
ernment would welcome the selection of Beirut as this purpose, bearing 
in mind that Lebanon would offer certain advantages including the | 
presence there of buildings which had been constructed for the © 
UNESCO meeting. Dr. Malik said that he was sure that his government 
would welcome the visit of the Mission but that he would like to have 
as much advance notice as possible in order that the necessary arrange- _ 

| mentscouldbemade.- SS Be 
| Shaikh Jabbar inquired whether the Survey Mission planned to 

| _ visit’all the Arab countries and Mr. Clapp replied he hoped he would 
be able to do so but that he would have to concentrate most of his time 
in those countries most directly concerned. Shaikh Jabbar said that he 
had that in mind since he understood that it was those countries _ 
actually: bordering on Israel which had been most directly concerned. 

_ Mr. McGhee recalled that the King of Saudi Arabia had already 
| undertaken to accept certain categories of refugees and had also made 

contributions of petroleum products for the refugee program. It might 
be most useful, therefore, for Mr. Clapp to investigate the possibilities 
as.to whether Saudi Arabia might not also be able to receive other 
categories of refugees. Shaikh Jabbar said that all the Arab States 
were willing to help out in connection with the refugees in so far as 
‘such action did not adversely affect their other “problems” in con- — 
nection with Palestine. | | oe | 

_ My. Bakr stated that Iraq had already compiled a number of surveys 
which might be useful in connection with Mr. Clapp’s study of Iraq’s
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river development projects. Mr. Clapp said that he wished to make — | 

full use of all-available studies since it was not possible in the short _ | 

time available to the Mission to make detailed independent surveys of | 

 eachindividual project’ | 

_- ‘Dr. Malik said he wished Mr. McGhee would clarify what he and | 

Mr. Clapp had said concerning the Economic Survey Mission’s terms | 

of reference. Specifically, by approaching the economic problems of ~— 

the Near East from an area basis was it envisaged that the Arab | 

States would be called upon to cooperate with Israel and would the | 

elimination of what had been referred to as “artificial barriers” refer = | 

to trade*barriers with Israel? Mr. McGhee replied that he realized | 

the difficulty of this problem to the Arab States but it was naturally 

the hope and objective of the United Nations to remove artificial 

barriers in the area which constituted obstacles to the resumption to 

normal conditions, and which thereby constituted a threat to area | 

and world peace. At some stage trade must be resumed throughout | 

_ the area; oil would again flow through its pipelines; and airplane and | 

- ghipping services which have existed in the past would be restored to | 

full operation. Mr. Clapp stated that it was obvious no useful purpose ; | 

would be served by his mission if it should recommend that develop- | 

‘ment schemes be implemented and if it should develop that the re- | 

sultant increased production of the area could not find its way to the | 

logical market outlets in the area. Shaikh Jabbar said that the more © | 

he learned about the scope of the Mission’s activities the more limited | 

‘he believed were its possibilities for success. _ ne | 

‘Mr. McGhee said that implicit in the entire undertaking of the | 

Survey Mission was the understanding that there would havetobe ss 

outside assistance to implement the recommendations which would | 

be made. This was clear, for example, in the President’s statement in | | 

announcing Mr. Clapp’s appointment, the contents of which were | 

familiar to all those present. He was sure it was understood that this _ | 

government could make no commitments in this connection in ad- ee 
vance of Congressional authorization but the desire of the United ~— | 

States to support the work of the Economic Survey Mission was : 

manifest. With that in mind, it was also clear that the Presidentcould i 

not recommend to Congress that it provide financial support for the _ | 

_ implementation of any plans recommended by the Mission should it =| | 

appear in advance that such plans were doomed to failure by virtue — | 

of artificial barriers and restrictions maintained by states in the area. | 

Such barriers as are clearly artificial must in time be eliminated if | 

any solution to the problems is to be successful. , a a 

| | | 

. . mo | 

a : | |
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a Dr. Malik said that it was apparent that conditions could only be 
stabilized in the Near East if at some stage the State of Israel and 
the Arab States settled down to live together in peace. However, he 
felt that this government had a definite responsibility to give guar- 

| antees to the Arabs States which would enable them to do so. Mr. 
_ McGhee replied that this Government was lending the fullest possible 

) support to the endeavors of the United Nations to facilitate 
| the final settlement of the Palestine controversy and would continue 

to do so. Its function in this respect was not, however, to impose 
the terms of such a settlement upon the parties to the controversy. 
It was rather for the Arab States and Israel. to work out, through the 

: machinery which the United Nations had set up, the bases of a 
| settlement that would provide the guarantees of peace which Dr. Malik 

had in mind. : ne 

. 501.BB Palestine/9-449: Telegram | | a 

- a Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State a 

SECRET | Lausanne, September 2, 1949—8 p. m. 
| _ Palun 295. Following comments USDel on Arab-Israeli replies 

~ PCC questionnaire (Palun’s 290 and 294). a 
| 1. Lefugee—replies refugee questions seem fairly satisfactory in | 

circumstances. Although Arab position on return of refugees con- 
Oo tinues be as set forth Palun 277,2 Arabs can be considered to have 

accepted principle of resettlement, and Syria and Transjordan ‘have 
formally stated they can receive those refugees who do not return. 
This seems substantial step forward, although by “those who do not 
return”, Syria and Transjordan theoretically mean those refugees 

| who are left over after large numbers have returned to areas Palestine 
allotted Arabs by partition and to areas which will remain in Israel. 
Israel has once more formally committed itself to measure of re- 

| patriation. Although Arab position is as stated above, and Israelis — 
a state the wish only repatriate as part overall settlement refugee prob- 

lem and Palestine conflict, and both sides say they can do nothing 
without international assistance, Arab and Israeli replies may be con- | 
sidered as political agreement on sharing responsibility for solution 
refugee problem. | | a 

| _ Israeli and Arab agreement on necessity for continuation relief 
| funds pending establishment repatriation and resettlement. project 

* Dated August 30 and September 1, respectively, from Lausanne, pp. 1337 and 

| 8) Dated August 16, from Lausanne, p. 1319.
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_ ghould be helpful when time comes seek further relief funds from UN. | 
2. Survey group—tisraelis and Arabs at Lausanne have made com- 

- mitments to facilitate task survey group and give full consideration 

its findings. Neither side has committed self to accept findings group, | 
and Israeli has limited its willingness facilitate groups work to | 
framework refugee proposition it has already madee ss” 

_ 8. Territory—Arabs have weakened their territorial position by 
demanding more than partition gave, and by basing their demands | 

upon confused mixture of May 12 protocol, need for Arab territorial 
continuity, alleged desire to secure territory for refugees in compensa- | 
tion for their lost homes, security needs, and plain desire for more _ 
territory. Arabs were clearly unable to agree among themselves on 
common territorial position and so threw everything into the pot, | 
apparently leaving it to PCC or GA to decide what pieces should be » | 
pulled out given to them. Arab representatives have privately ad- _ 
mitted this first territorial position is unreasonable but state they | 
made it so because they knew Israeli position would be equally a 
unreasonable. = =——— Bo re 

Israeli territorial position, although mentioning May 12 protocol 
cannot. be considered as based on it since it contemplates no adjust- | | 
ments in favor Arabs. Israeli emphasizing alleged legality their posi- | 

| tion view international instrument (November. 29 Resolution) and | | 
international agreements (armistice) conveniently disregarding _ | 
clause in armistice agreements safeguarding territorial claims parties. : 
Wide divergence territorial positions parties and rigidity Israeli oes 

position once more reveal unlikelihood arriving at voluntary agree- 
- ment. USDel believes that no matter how attractive proposals of — 

| survey group may be to Arabs, there is little likelihood of proceeding __ 
from present armed truce line to more stable conditions unless Israel 
ean be persuaded to relinquish some of territory it has occupied be- 

_.. yond partition lines. Some measure of agreement has been achieved | 
on refugees, but’ judging from attitude representatives here, Arabs | | 

will not accept any territorial solution which makes the armistice 
| lines, perhaps with minor modifications, the final boundaries of 

Israel. Syria and Transjordan, however, will probably in the end | 
agree to put into effect survey group recommendations for resettle- | 

: ment of refugees actually in their territories even if there has been __ 
no territorial agreement and substantial numbers of refugees have not 

-_ returnedtoIsraelicontrolledareas. = =|. © | | 

| _- Rockwenn
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501.BB Palestine/9-249 : Telegram SO . Po 

Mr, Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State | 

| RESTRICTED = isis LAUSANNE, September 2, 1949—10 p.m. 

— - *- Palun 296. PCC September 1 sent Jerusalem statute to SYG. Sep- 
tember 2 submitted to parties draft declaration on holy places outside 
Jerusalem and sent copy to SYG. September 2 also adopted draft _ 
terms reference for survey group as submitted by USDel on basis De- 
partment’s suggestions. 7 — a | 
re Rowen 

| _.7 The text of the transmitting letter of September 1 and the “Draft Instrument 
Establishing a Permanent International Regime for the Jerusalem Area” are 

= ‘printed in United Nations, Official Records of the Fourth Session of the General 
Assembly, Ad Hoc Political Committee, Annex to the Summary Records of Meet- 
ings, Annex, vol. 1, p..10. The Draft Instrument provided for four principle 
organs to govern the area of Jerusalem: a Commissioner to represent the United 
Nations in the area who would ensure the protection of and free aceess to the 
Holy Places, supervise the permanent demilitarization and neutralization of 
the area and ensure the protection of human rights and the rights of distinctive 
groups; a General Council; an International Tribunal;.and a Mixed Tribunal. 
The area of Jerusalem was tobe physically divided into a “Jewish zone” and an 
“Arab zone.” All matters not reserved to the four principal organs were to remain 

" within the competence of the responsible Jewish and Arab authorities in each of 
the zones. . A! a re 

The Palestine Conciliation Commission, on November 9, issued a statement in 
reply to critical comments on the Draft Instrument. The statement noted that the - 
plan was “based on the present division of the City” and left “to the Govern- 
ments of the adjoining States virtually all normal powers of government within 
the Arab and Jewish parts of Jerusalem respectively and makes it possible for 

_. them to retain or alter. the present local administrations without hindrance from 
outside. Provision is made, however, for limited measures designed to protect the ° 

| proper interests of the international community in Jerusalem and to facilitate — 
peaceful relations and normal intercourse between the authorities and inhabitants 

| _ of the Arab and Jewish parts of the divided City.” The full text of the Com- 
mission’s statement is printed in ibid., p. 15. oo Se 

ee . Editorial Note | oF 

The Palestine Conciliation Commission, on September 2, sent a letter 
to the Heads of the Arab and Israeli Delegations, which transmitted 
the text of a draft declaration on the “Holy Places, Religious Build- 
ings and Sites in Palestine Outside the Jerusalem Area.” - 

_ The purpose of the letter was to secure acceptance of the Declaration 
by the Arab and Israeli Governments, thereby giving their formal 

| guarantees to the Commission with respect to the subject matter of the 

declaration. | : 
Neither the Israeli reply of November 8 nor the joint reply by the 

_Arab Delegations on November 15 directly accepted the draft declara- 
| . tion. The former expressed Israeli “readiness solemnly to give formal 

- guarantees for the free exercise in Israel of all forms of worship; for
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the preservation of Holy Places, religious buildings and sites in Israel, — | 

and for the associated amenities; for the granting of rights of visit, — 

access and non-disturbance; and for appropriate tmeasures in régard | 

to taxation.” The reply stated, however, that it would be preferable to 

take up the actual formulation of a declaration in the light of the | 

forthcoming discussions at the General Assembly. - oo , 

‘The Arab reply was in the form of a separate declaration, which _ 

repeated the language of the first five articles of the declaration of the = 

Palestine Conciliation Commission, with minor language change, but . 

which made no reference to the last three articles. = | 

The texts of the letter and declaration of the Palestine Conciliation | 

‘Commission and the Israeli and Arab replies are printed in GA, 4th | 

sess., Ad Hoe Political Committee, Annex, volume I, pages 29-32, 

_ §01.BB Palestine(E)/9-349 So | a 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern 

| - and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Assistant Secretary of State | 

- for Congressional Relations (Gross) OS a | - 

oP Waseineron,]| September 3, 1949. 

- Tn your memorandum of August 26 you express concern regarding a 

difficulty which might be encountered if we should be placed in the | 

position of going to Congress next session to request further funds | 

| for refugee relief or economic development in the Near East without _ 

evidence that the Arabs and Israelis were making serious efforts of 

their own to meet their problems. _ | 

‘I wish to assure you that those of us who have been working on this 

~ problem have had this aspect very much in mind. Our original tactics 

in the Palestine Conciliation Commission were to insist that the refu- 

gee problem was a responsibility which had to be shared by both the | 

Arabs and the Israelis and that economic assistance would only be © 

| forthcoming after a sufficient degree of political agreement had been 

reached and the parties had requested economic assistance on a co- | 

operative basis. Unfortunately, despite the strenuous efforts of both | 

. Mark Ethridge and Paul Porter, progress in the PCC by the concilia- | 

tion process was negligible, and it was their joint recommendation 

that an effort be made to break the impasse by an examination of the ~ 

| economic aspects of the problem through a Survey Mission inadvance 

of substantial political agreement. . | rs 

---_In go doing, however, it has always been clearly understood that 

agreement on certain basic issues in the political field will be an essen- — 

tial precedent to any economic assistance as a result of the recommen-
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| dations of the Survey. We have made no advance commitment to — 
| furnish such assistance. In other words, we hope the recommendations — 

of the Survey Mission may solve enough of the economic aspects of the 
_ problem to make possible enough political agreement to get on with 
_ theeconomicprogram. its rer 

_As you doubtless know, Gordon Clapp, Chairman of the Board of __ __ Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority, has been appointed head 
_ of the Economic Survey Mission and will be leaving for the Near 

East within about a week. He and his group should complete at least 
a preliminary report by November 1 for consideration by the forth- 

_ coming General Assembly, 8 7 ge 

_ 501.BB Palestine/9-349 : Telegram a 
| , Mr. John C. Ross to the Secretary of State 7 . 

RESTRICTED _ Oo New York, September 3, 1949—12: 03 a. m. 
oe | 1045. Letter from Eban received today stated that Israeli repre- 

: sentative on Egyptian-Israeli MAC August 29 raised question em- 
bargo at Suez. By two to one vote MAC decided it was entitled re- 

| quest Egyptians not interfere with cargoes passing through Suez. 
_ ban reports Egyptian stated he could not discuss matter MAC since 

it was outside its province. Kban states, however, that Egyptian repre- | 
sentative indicated informally that all restrictions would be lifted 
except for warmaterial = _ a aa ae 

| So | SF Ross 

501.BB Palestine(E)/9-349: Circular telegram Oo 
| : The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices? 

RESTRICTED _-- Wasurneton, September 3, 1949—8 a. m, 
_ Initial reaction Arab states to announcement of ‘ESM for ‘NE | 

| unenthusiastic in part and even suspicious of Mission’s motivation. 
| You are instructed bring this to early attention of appropriate 

| FonOff officials, expressing Dept’s strong hope that govt to which 
you are accredited, as one of sponsors of ESM, will instruct its 

| Missions and info services in NE to make every effort elucidate ob- 
" jectives of and extend maximum dip! and publicity support to ESM. | 

Important to note emphasis on technical basis of Mission, com- 
_ posed of engineers, agriculturists, and other technicians, and to avoid 

| *At London, Ankara,and Paris, ts os |
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at, present juncture to greatest possible extent affront to Arab sus- | 

ceptibilities that will arise inevitably from emphasis on Israeli-Arab 

cooperative effort.” ee | | : | | Ce 

ae - a | a ee - © ACHESON 

7 - 2 London, on September 7, conveyed the contents of this telegram to the Foreign | 

| Office, which stated that it would instruct its Near Eastern Missions to extend — 

support to the work of the Economic Survey Mission (telegram 3596, September 7, | 

6 p. m., from London). Two days later London reported further reflection by the 

Foreign Office and its decision. to “await Department’s reactions to wider ap- 

proach to Israel and Arabs on Palestine settlement, which British Embassy Wash- 

ington was instructed on August 30 to discuss with Department, before instructing | 

its missions in Near Hast to extend diplomatic support ESM” (telegram 3642). | 

- The two telegrams from London are filed under 501.BB Palestine (E) /9-749, | - 

-§01.BB Palestine(E)/9-849: Telegram ot legge 2 | 

a The Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon woe 

SECRET _.  ‘Wasrrneton, September 3, 1949—2 p. m. 

| 476. Urtel 450, Aug 81.1 You shld seek early appointment with 

- FonMin and clarify Dept’s position re his views along fol lines: © | 

Establishment of ESM did not: stem from action of USG, as | 

FonMin implies. On contrary, ESM was activated by PCC as UN | 

organ, under clear authority granted it by para 12 of Dec 11 res, and | 

after close consultation with SYG of UN. PCC decision was made 

- fol discussions with all dels to PCC and submission Aug idofwritten © 

questionnaire to all dels at Lausanne, informing them re proposed — | 

functions and objectives of ESM. Written joint reply to question- 

naire received by PCC Aug 29 from Arab dels (reftels being rpted _ 

separately for info) clearly indicated approval of ESM’s objectives 

and readiness recommend that their respective govts extend full sup- 

port and facilities to ESM. Dept assumes Arab dels kept their respec- 

tive govts fully informed these official eommunications. FonMin will : 

doubtless appreciate that, since ESM constitutes sub-body of PCC, | 

Lausanne as seat of commission was logical and convenient place — : 

-.4+Not printed; it reported that the Lebanese Foreign Minister “made it clear | | 

| that he has greatest reservation concerning survey’s usefulness and considerable 

_ gseepticism as to its true objectives. ... He stated he believes the real purpose of © | 

the mission, although undisclosed, is to provide a means for relieving the in- 

creasingly grave economic conditions in Israel; that the timing of the mission | 

could be no ‘coincidence’. . . .. Furthermore, he could not but regard the survey. | a 

: mission as an instrument designed to force the Arab states into economic coopera- 

| tion with Israel . . . Foreign Minister also was disturbed by the timing of this 

| survey as he could not but conclude that it would mean an end to any further 

nic enn for political settlement at Lausanne.” (501.BB ‘Palestine/ |
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| - through which to channel official notification this question to dels 
. to PCC. eg! | a 

- You shld make special effort to dissipate FonMin’s fears that estab- 
lishment of ESM implies abatdonment by UN or US of political or _ 

_ other functions of PCC. USG deeply hopeful that agreed settlement 
| offering legitimate prospects for long range stability and peace in NE 

| 7 can be obtained, and believes approach through ESM as well as con- __ 
tinued efforts on political level essential to achieve such settlement. 

_ From point of view. of USG, therefore, establishment of ESM con- 
, stitutes reinforcement of work of conciliation; practical effort to deal 

on an urgent basis with economic dislocations related to hostilities, of 
which refugee problem in Lebanon is particularly critical instance ; 

| _ and means of providing PCC with technical info for incorporation 
| into its recommendations to GA for action at autumn session. a 

In view Leb Govt’s frequently expressed desire for external assist- | 
ance in economic development, Dept is somewhat surprised over 
FonMin’s reaction to this concrete step to obtain info on basis of which 
internat] assistance might be forthcoming. While Dept appreciates 
FonMin’s candor. in discussing ESM with AmLeg, we greatly regret 

| attribution of ulterior motives to US or UN sponsorship thereof. It is 
Dept’s understanding that “increasingly grave econ conditions” 
which FonMin stresses are not confined solely to Israel. It is — 
task of ESM to examine these conditions in all countries in area with 
view to recommending to UN measures for their early improvement. 

_ _ From point of view of USG, survey mission is by no means instru- 
| ment designed to force Arab-Israeli cooperation. USG is firmly con- 

| vinced that solution to econ problems of NE can derive solely from free __ 
_ will and initiative of nations concerned, and certainly not from im- 

| _ position of any solution or ‘program by UN or its member states. 
FonMin shld be aware that imposition of any such program or of ma- 
terial assistance required to implement it, is completely contrary to 

_- principles and traditions of US. oo 
US rep on PCC and Dept were deeply gratified with cooperative 

| tenor of Arab dels’ reply of Aug 29 with respect to ESM, and feel con- _ 
fident that FonMin’s preliminary reaction constitutes no invalidation 

| of his del’s statements. We appreciate FonMin’s stated willingness re- 
ceive ESM, but hope Leb Govt will in no way prejudge results of mis-_ 

| _ sion’s work and will extend it same cooperation and support which _ 
have characterized all Leb’s relations with UN and its organs. On part 
of USG, we are deeply interested in success of ESM, as means of pro- 

| moting political settlement and as contribution to econ betterment of 
NE. As such, USG is prepared to consider carefully such aid as this 
Govt might properly extend under UN auspices to carry out mission’s
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recommendations, provided such aid is desired and effectively utilized | 

by states directly concerned? =§ © | PO tee TS | | 

ee ACEO 

- 2 This telegram was repeated to Bern for the American Delegation at Lausanne | 

and to Cairo, Damascus, Baghdad, Jidda, Amman, and Tel Aviv. The Depart- _ 

- ment, in a circular telegram of September 3, 1 a. m., to diplomatic officers at 

each of these posts except Bern, authorized them at their discretion to express | 

the views set forth in telegram 476. in discussions with governments to which 

they were accredited (501.BB Palestine (E) /9-349). ae : _ | 

501.BB Palestine/9-349 : Telegram - / a | ee _ | 

| Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary o f State oo 

/ CONFIDENTIAL ‘Lausanne, September 3, 1949—8 p.m. | 

Palun 299. PCC September 3 sent letter to Israeli Delegation re- a 

 ferring to Israeli reply to PCC territorial question and stating that in ~ | 

opinion PCC any reference to armistice agreements In connection with 

final settlement territorial question should be considered in light — 

clauses in agreements safeguarding rights and claims of parties and | 

stating that armistice demarcation lines are not to be construed in any: | | 

sense as political or territorial boundaries. a ee 

~ PCC felt it desirable make: this formal representation for record 

and to avoid possible misunderstanding in future." Or | 

/ rr pe Rock WELL 

Mr. Rockwell, on September 5, informed the Secretary of State that Article . | 

16 of the Jerusalem instrument “does not delineate line between [Arab and | 

Israeli] zones. In letter transmitted SYG September 1, PCC explained that since 

demarcation line intimately connected final settlement Palestine problem, PCC 

does not deem advisable for present make any proposal re actual demarcation 

~ and believes instrument can be put into effect with present line as provisional | 

| without prejudice to establishment definitive line at later stage. Possibility PCC | 

proposing specific demarcation line to GA thus left open.” (Palun 300 from | 

| Lausanne, 501:BB Palestine/9-549) — Be cr mS , 

| 501.BB Palestine/9—549: Telegram» Do as CE Pe Ps | 

Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell tothe Secretary of State = 

RESTRICTED Lausanne, September 5, 1949-5 p.m. | 

_ Palun 3038. PCC September 5 sent letter to all delegates informing 

them of forthcoming arrival survey group Lausanne, stating the PCC 

would shortly send delegates letter containing observations and sug- 

gestions re replies to PCC questionnaire, and conveying to delegates 
PCC plans to. adjourn Lausanne between 15 and 20 September to re-- 

convene New York second half October. Letter explained that In. |
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deciding upon adjournment PCC desired give interested governments 
time study above PCC observations and suggestions and anyway had’ 
proceed New York view presence on GA agenda of items concerning 

| PCC. Delegates also informed commissioners at their entire disposi- 
tion during recess and that Azcarate proceeding Jerusalem maintain. 

= contact with partie. = | Os 
| Letter also transmitted for signature parties draft declaration re 

refugees suggested and prepared by USDel and based upon those - 
principles on which replies to PCC questionnaire showed parties were 
in general agreement. USDel proposed such declaration in order obtain 

_ More precise evidence of political agreement re refugees than devious 
replies to PCC questionnaire and in order that PCC might be able 
make public concise indication of progress during second session PCC. 
Although in replies to questionnaire parties said they willing sign 

| declaration along these lines, by no means certain they will do so. . | 
a ~ PCC observations and suggestions mentioned: above will be very 

general in character and by no means in form of final PCC position on 
refugees and territory. Oe a a 

| | | | - RocKWELt 
7 *Mr. Rockwell, on September 6, advised that “neither side wished sign draft | | declaration subject Palun 303. View public opinion at home Arabs unwilling sign’ declaration which mentions concessions they have made re refugees without reference to their territorial position. Israelis object to signing declaration which would imply they agreed Egypt and Lebanon not in position: accépt:large- numbers: | refugees. PCC may consider press release as compromise.” (Palun 305, 501.BB | Palestine/9-649) | co 

| IO Files: SD/A/C.1/261 a oo 
Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State ae 

CONFIDENTIAL | [WasHineron, | September 6, 1949. 
| CoMPENSATION FOR Properry Losses of PALESTINE REFUGEES 

| The attached memorandum indicates the present thinking of the 
Department on the question of compensation for property losses sus- 
tained by Palestine Refugees. . a oe 

As suggested in the memorandum it would facilitate the carrying 
| out of the contemplated United Nations program if the Survey Mis-. 

sion could | | | | 

1. Consult with appropriate Israeli officials with a view to obtaining | | as soon as possible a survey of refugee property in Israel, with an — 
estimate of its value. | 

2. Consult with such private or official persons in Arab ‘countries 
_ as might be able to assist in connection with an estimate of the value | 

of refugee property in Israel. | : Oo |
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3. Consult with other appropriate persons, particularly including 
UNRPR and its component organizations, in order to obtain recom- 

mendations for possible procedures for receiving and evaluating 7 

refugee claims for lossordamagetoproperty, 2 an 

re BOSE Noe - COMPENSATION 2 ey 

I. Principle of Compensation = | 

. The General Assembly, in its resolution of December 11, 1948, laid. | | 

down the following principle of compensation for the. Palestine | 

refugees: | ee — Ce | 

7 “11, Resolves that the refugees wishing to return to their homes | 

and. live at peace with their neighbors should be permitted to do so at | | 
the earliest practicable date, and that compensation should be paid for. | 

the property of those choosing not to return and for loss of or damage 
to property which, under principles of international law or in equity, : 
should be made good by the Governments or authorities responsible;” 

The general principle of compensation, thus enunciated should con- 
tinue to be adhered to. However, due to developments in 1948, the. 
principle should be made to apply to those who do not choose or are — , 

- -wnable to return to their homes, including those who, although rez __ | 

patriated, do not have their property restored. The resolution is ree 
- garded as being equally applicable to bona fide refugees, whether Arab 

or Jewish. There were relatively few Jews resident: in Palestine wha | 

~ fled: from their homes as a result of the hostilities, but some claims in. | 

_ thiscategory aretobeanticipated. © RE | 

In the same resolution the Palestine Conciliation Commission wag 
instructed to facilitate the payment of compensation. No progress was 
made due to the lack of a basis for political negotiations between the 

_ parties. It is now felt, however, that the United Nations, through the __ _ 

_ Survey Group and such appropriate authority as may be designated a 

_ by the General Assembly should carry this work forward. The refugees | 

for the most part were not nationals of any Arab state at the time 
they lost their property and did not enjoy diplomatic protection of — 

| such: States, and consequently no state derived any rights, legal or 
equitable, from loss or damage to refugee property. Consequently it | 
seems to be a task for the United Nations, by negotiation, to take steps: 

=. to protect their interests, and not that of the Arab government. © 
- The Israeli Government has consistently accepted the principle of | 
compensation, but has always linked with this the assertion that it 
has. war claims against the Arab States by virtue of the alleged fact — : 
that the war was caused by Arab aggression. We consider that any __ 

__ war claims by Israel are in an entirely different category from com: _ a 
pensation for refugee property and should not be treated as counter- — 
claims or.asin any way related tothisobligation, = = = Sd | |
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_ Compensation should be made on the basis of the property losses 

| actually incurred by the refugees. It is not contemplated that more _ 
| _ than a fraction of these losses will be actually compensated, nor that — 

| a full and complete evaluation of these properties should be attempted. | 
| _ However, this should be the basis in theory and as far as possible in 

_ practice. | CO | a 
) _ Most of the property losses can probably be compensated by means 

: of a lump sum payment into the fund for development projects for 
resettlement. This would be on the theory that most of the refugees 

| lost no more than they would receive when resettled, i.¢., living quar- 
ters, land, tools, ete. | 

On the other hand, there should be some kind of prorata compensa- 
tion to individuals who lost property in excess of the bare essentials. 
A possible formula would be that if it were determined for example 
that two-thirds of the losses were in bare essentials, two-thirds of the _ 

| compensation could be paid.into the resettlement fund. The other third : 
would then be available for proration among persons whose losses _ 

| Were moresubstantial = § =” OO . 
a Il. Determination of Compensation and Distribution of Amount Paid 

| _. According to the foregoing principles, it will be necessary, in due: 
| course, to receive and evaluate individual claims of refugees. The sur- 

_ vey group might undertake.a preliminary exploration of this problem, _ 
_ giving‘ consideration to its feasibility and the type of procedure under __ 

__ the proposed Agent-General which would be most effective. 9 
| However, the determination of claims would not necessarily bea 

prerequisite to the negotiating by the appropriate United Nations 
Authority of a preliminary lump sum award by Israel. Such an agree- 
ment might have a proviso that if the amount: paid proved less than a. 

_ Stipulated proportion of the finally approved claims, the matter would. 
| be reopened. for adjustment... Se 

Steps should be taken to obtain an estimate of property losses to be 
used as a negotiating basis. This estimate might be obtained:through a 
survey of property held by the Israeli Custodian of Absentee Prop-. _ 

| erty. If the cooperation of the Israeli Government could be obtained . 
| _ this should make the general task easier and might make. it possible. 

for the Survey Mission to make a beginning. The question should. at’ | 
_ least be discussed with the Israeli Government with a view to obtain- 

- ing its cooperation, but if such cooperation were refused, the Eco-. 
| nomic Survey Mission could so report. Of course, such a survey could 

: not indicate all-property losses: For example, most losses of personal _ 
property, aside from bank accounts, would not be shown. | 

| Attempts should also be made to obtain such information through: _ 
| private and official persons.in the Arab states who might be in a posi: |
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tion to give an estimate of the property involved. The possible source | 

_ of such information might be Mr. Sami Hadawi, a former official of | 

the Palestine Government connected with land taxation and now em- 

ployed in Palestine by the Jordan Government in a similar capacity. : 

Mr. Hadawi is understood to have saved records which he compiled 

while a member of the Palestine Government. He can be reached 

through the American Legation in Amman. gd | 

While Israel’s payment will undoubtedly be less than the actual | 

property losses, no reason is seen for her claim to limit compensation | 

to “lands abandoned and previously cultivated.” Such property ap- 

pears to be in no different case from residential and business property, 

and personal property. | i | 

| | Editorial Note — | 

The Department, on September 7, 6 a. m., sent a circular telegram | 

- to Ankara, Arab capitals, Brussels, The Hague, London, Paris, Rome, | 

Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem. The telegram gave the text of paragraph 1 | 

- and subparagraphs (a) and (6) of Secretary Acheson’s memorandum 

of September 1, page 1341, with very slightly altered wording. It then | 
continued as follows: “In light of foregoing, questions re US policy a 

should be answered as follows: In pursuance of recent action of 

UNSC and US support thereof, US Govt now prepared receive ap- 

plications for license export arms Arab States and Israel for con- 

sideration on individual merits.” (711.00111 Armaments Control/ | 

8m) 
In a further circular telegram of October 24, 8 :25 a. m., to a 

- Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Damascus, and Tel Aviv for action and to 

Paris, London, and Jidda for information, the Department informed | 

that the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949 failed to provide for 

United States military assistance to Near Eastern countries. Inas- _ | 

much as these countries would not even be entitled to United States oe 
| Government procurement assistance under that Act, the Department 

- suggested that they might wish to have recourse to the American 

commercial arms market. The export of arms purchased from such 
sources would be permitted “within the limitations of the policies 

‘stated by the US representative in the Security Council on August 4” 

(711.00111 Armament Control/10-2449). Regarding the Mutual De- 

fense Assistance Act of 1949, see Mr. McGhee’s memorandum of > 

August 16 to Mr. Berkner and footnote 2 to that memorandum, page . 

45; regarding Ambassador Austin’s statement, see the editorial note, 

page 1288. | | - a 

| - | | | a | 
 §01-887—-77——87 |
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_ 501.BB Palestine(E)/9-749: Telegram CS 

- The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Lausanne 

CONFIDENTIAL pRionITy WasHInerTon, September 7, 1949—5 p. m. 

~ Unpal 233. Although survey mission is instrumentality of PCC, in 
| opinion of USG it is and shld be treated as autonomous in:character 

by virtue of. its technical purpose and high rank of participants. 
| Clapp cognizant of this view. In order that ESM will have maximum 
- flexibility and scope to fulfill its objectives, Dept believes PCC shld ~ 

| not endeavor constrictor redefine broad terms of reference under . 
which ESM activated, or otherwise instruct ESM..You are instructed —_—T 
present US position this question if you perceive any effort this direc- _ 

| tion on part ofothermembersPCC. | 
| | CS AcHESON 

, S67N.01/9-849 ee es 

| Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near 
, Eastern and African Affairs (Hare) to the’ Deputy Under Secre- 

| tary of State (Rusk) 9 - 

SECRET 7s .  . PWasuineron,] September 8, 1949. 

Discussion 
| There is attached a telegram from the U.S. delegation in Lausanne, 

reporting on the authority of the PCC representative in Jerusalem, 
— that the Israeli Government proposes to move its capital to Jerusalem 

prior to the opening of the General Assembly. Reference to the possi- 
| bility of such action was also made recently by Sasson, member of __ 

| the Israeli delegation to Lausanne, in conversation with the French 
delegate tothe Conciliation Commission. 8 —™ 

In the event that the Israelis should take such action, it would , 
| prejudice effective action by the General Assembly on the statute for 

Jerusalem, and thereby impede progress towards a final settlement 
for.Palestine. Moreover, such an Israeli move would probably create a 

| strong Arab reaction, which could result in seriously impeding the 
_ work ofthe Economic Survey Mission. == | | ee 

. It is felt that this Government should make every effort to dis- 
| courage such action by Israel, if it is in fact contemplated, in the 

interests of promoting a final settlement and of supporting UN policy | 
towards Jerusalem. | CT ee 

* Palun 301, September 5, not printed. 7 a a | a On
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Recommendations Oe ee 

1. It is recommended that you sign the attached telegram.’ — - 

- 9. Tt ig further recommended that you authorize me to cal] in 

Israeli Ambassador Elath and bring to his attention the report and 

| this Government’s position on the question.’ — oo rd | 

 @Marginal notation by Mr. Rusk: “Done.” Telegram 585 was sent to Tel Aviv 
on September.8 and stated in part: . “If report appears have substance, you shld 
express to appropriate FonOff officials strong view of USG that such action wlidbe 

| - eontrary to spirit and intent of GA res of Nov 29, 1947, and res of Dec 11, 1948, 

and consequently to desires of international community. By obstructing PCC and 

GA efforts obtain. practical solution for internationalization J erusalem, such | 

action wld constitute serious setback to UN progress’ towards peace in Pal.” 

(501.BB Palestine/9-549) ae 
‘In reply, on September 11, Tel Aviv conveyed the assurances of Messrs. Eytan 

and Comay that the “rumored removal all government ministries to J erusalem | 

‘either prior to or following’ fall session GA was ‘utterly without foundation’ ” — 

(telegram 682, 501.BB Palestine/9-1149). a 

| - * Marginal notation by Mr. Rusk: “OK aE | 

5OLBB Palestine(E)/9-849 re Oo , 

~ Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Edward B. McEnerney of the | 

so 4 Division of Near Rastern Affawrs 3: | 

conrENTIAL «== (ss=s*s*=<«~—SSs«T Waa star] September 8, 1949.0 
- Subject: Economic Survey Mission, Licensing of Munitions Exports | 

for Near Kast. = woul eA LP REE 

Participants: Mr. El Kouny, First Secretary of the Egyptian 

oS Mrs. Hope, NE ee ee | 

- ' 4) os Mr. McKnerney,NE 00 oe 

_ [Here follows discussion of various aspects of the Economic Survey _ 

Mission] 040 a BE crn 

- Mr. El Kouny said he ‘wondered whether the group would take 

| cognizance of ‘political considerations as well as economic considera- a 

tions in the course of its work. He said it had all along been the under- 7 

standing of the Egyptian. government that the group would take 

political matters within its purview. Mrs. Hope said it was not ex- 

pected that the group would consider political matters which fell | 

under: the authority of the conciliation commission itself. She ex- 

_ plained:that the Mission would confine itself solely to economic ques- 

tions and that it was in no sense a policy-making organ. It was 

expected that Mr. Clapp’s recommendations would be based solely upon 

his technical observations. | |
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Mr. El Kouny said he was interested in learning whether or not 
there had been any change in the United States attitude toward the __ 

_ shipment of munitions to the Near East. Mr. Clark said that a revision 
| of our policy had been expressed in Senator Austin’s comments on 

August 4* before the Security Council. Asa result of this change, the 
Egyptian government might now submit to the United States Govern- 

| ment any requests which it might desire to make for export licenses 
on munitions. Such requests would be given consideration in accord- 
ance with their individual merits. Availability of military equipment 

| would depend in part upon the needs of the Military Aid Program | 
countries and the conditions of supply prevailing in the United States. _ 

Mr. Clark inquired whether the Egyptian government has taken any 
further steps to relax the controls which it had imposed on shipping 
through the Suez Canal and Mr. El Kouny said that all of these con- 
trols had been relaxed. Mr. Clark said that he was very happy to know 
this inasmuch as the United States Government had made its views 
known to the Egyptian government that the restrictions which had 

| been imposed on shipping were not warranted or in harmony with the — 
| Suez Canal convention. Mr. El Kouny said that he felt Egypt had been  -_ 

| justified and that they had done what any government in the same posi- 
tion at that time would have done. He felt that the terms of the Canal 

| Convention could not require Egypt to permit the passage through 
Egyptian waters of munitions destined for an enemy nation. He said 
that if Egypt were ever again confronted with the same situation she __ 

- would take the same action. Mr. Clark said that it was encouraging to 
| know that the controls had been removed. . _- | | 

| ) Mrs. Hope showed Mr. El Kouny a copy of Senator Austin’s speech 
| of August 4. He said he was confused by that portion of the speech 

which suggested that the United States licensing policy would be gov- 
erned by a desire to avoid the development of an arms race in the — 

_ Near East. He said this seemed to place special limitations upon the — 
granting of licenses to Near Eastern countries. Mrs. Hope said that the 
‘United States position, as set forth by Senator Austin, was based on _ 
the assumption that the Near Eastern armistice would hold, and on 
a desire to pursue a course which would be consistent with the main- 
tenance of peace in the Near East. Mr. El Kouny said that Egypt | 

| would not be applying to the United States for the types of equip- 
ment required for internal security. Material of that sort could be — 
procured from other markets, but Egypt would wish to buy from the 
United States matériel with which to maintain the security of the 
Egyptian nation in its international relations. Mr. Clark said that _ 

? See editorial note, p. 1283. |
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questions of the sort which Mr. El Kouny had raised could only be 
settled through the actual operation of the United States licensing 
procedure when applications were received for export of arms to Near | 

| Eastern countries. Mrs. Hope added that she felt that the whole pic- 
ture would be clarified in Mr. E] Kouny’s mind when he had had an 
opportunity to read Senator Austin’s statement in full. a | 

_ Mr. El Kouny thanked Mrs. Hope and Mr. Clark for the clarifica- | 
~ tion which they had given him on both the embargo question and the | 
question of the Economic Survey Mission’s work, and he reiterated | 
the strong desire of the Egyptian government to cooperate to the full- 

 estextent with Mr.Clapp’s group? | | | 

| ?The Department sent a copy of this memorandum of conversation to Cairo on 
October 5. Ambassador Caffery informed the Department, on November 1, that a 
“Tt is trusted that El Kouny Bey did not create the impression that controls — | 

| had been removed as they have not. They have, to a degree, been relaxed and | 
there are far fewer cases arising than at any time since their imposition. Mani- | 
fests are still regularly scrutinized and the fact that cargo Seizures have been 
practically nil for the past month merely indicates that no offensive cargo has : 
been discovered on the manifests. Added precautions of shippers and steamship | 

| companies alike are probably responsible for this. | - a a | 
“It is hoped that no intimation be given American shippers or shipping com- | | 

panies that the war-time shipping regulations imposed by the Egyptians have _ | 
been removed.” (airgram 1162 from Cairo, 501.BB Palestine (E) /11-149) “ | 

501.BB Palestine/9-849: Telegram | es | 

‘The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Lausanne 

SECRET _ | Wasuineron, September 8, 1949—5 p. m. 

Unpal .240. Dept discussed with Porter Sept 7 developments at 
Lausanne re PCC. View Clapp’s arrival Lausanne and forthcoming 
departure of Econ Survey Mission for NE, Dept strongly believes 
PCC shld complete its work soonest and bring present session to close. _ . 
Recessing PCC now wld give added emphasis to importance Econ 
Survey Mission. Prolongation might result in further hardening of | 
position of dels which might create difficulties for Econ Survey 
Mission. | | | oo 

“ a | | oe _ ACHESON 

*In a circular telegram of September 9, 6 a. m., to diplomatic and consular | 
Officers at Arab capitals, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem for action and to Bern (for 
Mr. Porter), London, Paris, and Ankara for information, the Department ob- 

| served that “Israeli and Arab reaction to date one of suspicion of ESM and : 
American participation therein. Israelis see ESM as a plot to force greater 
‘measure refugee repatriation than Israel desires; Arabs interpret ESM as © 
effort force Israeli-Arab econ cooperation and/or to achieve resettlement all | 

| refugees outside Israel.” The circular telegram also noted that the Dept had 
“requested UK, French and Turkish FonOffs instruct their missions and info 

_ services in NE render full diplomatic and publicity support to ESM.” (501.BB : 
Palestine/9-949) — :
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501.BB Palestine/9-249 _ on aged Ste 

Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of the Division of International 
“Organization Affairs (Halderman)+  — 

CONFIDENTIAL _[Wasuineron,] September 9, 1949, 

_ Commrrren ALLOCATION OF THE PALESTINE QUESTION 

i | - PROBLEM 

| _ The problem is to determine the proper committee or committees to 
which the Palestine case should be allocated by the General Committee. | 

RECOMMENDATIONS ce 7 ) 

| 1. All aspects of the Palestine case should be allocated to Committee 
1, except for possible interim action to provide direct relief funds 
(see recommendation 3) and the normal function of Committee 5 on 
financial aspects (see recommendation 4).. a oe 

| 2. The General Committee should recommend that Committee 1 
, should refer the question of direct refugee relief to Committee 3 for | 

report back to Committee 1. The report of the United Nations Relief 
| for Palestine Refugees would also be referred to Committee 3 to be | 

considered in connection with future relief programs. | 
3. In the event that it is necessary to make interim provision for | 

direct relief funds, due to the exhaustion of present funds, such ques- 
_ tion should be referred to Committee 3 for action early in the session. | 

This action should be limited to provision of stop-gap funds | , 
4. The foregoing allocations would be without prejudice to the 

normal function of Committee 5 with respect to financial provisions. 
5. Except as indicated in Recommendation 38, all aspects of the , 

Palestine case, including Jerusalem, should be deferred until the final 
_ report of the Commission, including the report of the Survey Mission, 

is submitted. These reports are expected about November 12 | 

, . DISCUSSION re 

The provisional agenda includes two items on Palestine: (1) 
Jerusalem and the Holy Places, and (2) direct refugee relief. It is 

1 Mr, Halderman had prepared an earlier draft of this memorandum on Septem- 
ber 2. The same day, he forwarded the draft to officers of the Division of Near. : 
Eastern Affairs, the Office of the Legal Adviser, and the Division of: United 
Nations Economie and Social Affairs for comment (501.BB Palestine/9-249).. 
The version of September 9 printed here was prepared presumably. after com- - 
ments by these officers. | a a ae 

? With minor changes, including the consolidation of Nos: 3 and 4, the recom- | 
| mendations were sent to the United States Mission at the United Nations on 

September 13, for use in further consultations with the Secretariat (telegram 
| 473 to New York, 501.BB Palestine/9-1349). SO



expected, however, that a later item will be placed on the agenda based 

on the report of the Conciliation Commission including the report of | 

the Survey Mission. These reports are expected to be submitted about : 
- November 1. oe OS BS | 

- It is the position of the United States that these reports should be | 

- gonsidered by Committee 1 and that this item should be the basis for oe 

the principal consideration of the United Nations program in respect 

of Palestine for 1950. | fed 

— Overall Consideration in Commitieel es 

Due to the interrelation of the political and economic aspects of the 

problem as revealed by the experience of the past year, it is felt that 
the United Nations should establish an integrated program for 1950 | 

to include all political and economic aspects. In order to achieve this a 
- integration it is considered that these matters should be placed in the _ 

_hands of Committee 1 for overall consideration and recommendation. | 

Since the problem of achieving a political solution has proved to 

be integrally related to that of the solution of the refugee problem 

(repatriation and resettlement).it is appropriate to have the. con-» | 

sideration of these two aspects take place together in Committee 1. — | 
The question of direct relief is somewhat separate and more appro- 

priate for consideration in Committee 8. (Recommendation 2, dis- 

cussed below.) However, in order to achieve the proper integration 
of this program with the others, it is recommended that it be placed 

in the hands of Committee 1 with the recommendation that it be — 

referred from that Committee to Committee 3 for consideration and 
report back to Committee 1. | - | Oo | | 

_ Direct Relief — a : 

| - It is considered that Committee 1 should refer the question of direct 
relief to Committee 3 for consideration and report back to Committee 

1. The General Committee should make a recommendation to this — 
effect in allocating the subject matter to Committee 1. ‘The reasons 
for referring the question of direct relief for consideration in Com- 
mittee S3are: = Oo oe 

(1) Separation of the direct relief question from the large scale 
economic development programs will. be conducive to a -successtul | 
appeal for voluntary contributions for continued direct relief. If di- 

rect relief is considered in conjunction with such large-scale develop- | 
- ment programs, many delegations may consider that their voluntary 

contributions are unnecessary. | : 
(2) Committee 8 will include the more “relief minded” members _ 

of delegations who should: be more sympathetic to the plight of the 
— refugees. |
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_ (3) Committee 3 has had more experience in dealing with relief | 
matters and their judgment on this question should be of value. The 
program established by Committee 3 last year was highly and un- 

. expectedly successful in bringing in the necessary contributions of 
$32,000,000. eS 

| (4) The subject of direct relief is normally within the terms of 
| reference of the Third Committee which deals with social, humani- - 

- tarian and cultural problems. | Oe 

Timing ae 

| Since the consideration of most aspects of the Palestine case must | 
| necessarily be based on the Reports ‘of the Conciliation Commission — 

and the Economic Survey Mission, it is desirable that consideration 
be deferred until the receipt of these reports, probably about Novem- 
ber 1. This is desirable in the interest of efficient management of the _ 

- General Assembly and the conservation of time. As to Interim Relief 
| Funds, and Jerusalem, see discussion below. | 

Interuem Refugee Relief 

Apart from the main consideration of the Palestine case there is _ 
oe possible need for action earlier in the session to provide interim funds 

to continue refugee relief until a more definitive provision can be 
| made. This may be necessary because of the possibility that current 

funds will be exhausted by December 1, before General Assembly | 
| action on the overall question can be taken. The Ad Hoc Advisory | 

- Committee on Palestine Refugees is meeting September 29 to con- 
| sider the need for such action on the basis of the financial situation | 

of United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees at that time. If neces- ) 
| sary this provisional action should be taken in Committee 3, early in 

the session, and should consist of authorization to draw on the Work- 
| ing Capital Fund for an amount sufficient to carry on the relief opera- 

tion for a short period. - | Oo 

| Jerusalem , | ce 
The Jerusalem question is substantively somewhat distinct from | 

the other aspects of the Palestine case. However, it will normally be 
in Committee 1. It should preferably be taken up at the same time as | 

7 the rest of the Palestine case, but further decisions may be necessary 
on this point in the light of the timing of the submission of the PCC > 

_ proposals and the reaction of other delegations to them. - | |



501.BB Palestine/9-1049: Telegram | as 

The Chargé in Egypt (Patterson) to the Secretary of State 

secrer i (assté‘!COCOCO.;CC Caro; September 10,1949—-9 a.m. 

846, Re London’s telegram 35051 to Department September 1. In 
conversation with British Chargé my house September 6, Chapman- — | 

Andrews seemed surprised on my inquiry concerning the current 7 
Egyptian Government attitude toward transit through Suez Canal of 

~ military supplies destined for Israel, with especial reference to petro- 
 leum. I stated that according to information available to me, tankers 
were converging on Haifa from various directions and from various 
places of origin ? so that a decision, if not yet taken by Egyptian Gov- oe 

ernment would appear a matter for very near future. I added that quite _ 
recently, however, Hassouna Pasha had orally assured me restrictions 

on transportation of merchandise in the direction of Israel would | 
- henceforward be limited to munitions of war which he described as _ 

being arms and ammunition and not including raw materials sus- 

ceptible of military use or even manufactured goods of like poten- 
tiality, such as rubber tires. — | | o 

| Although oil could perhaps not be considered a raw material in that | 

it might be immediately utilized for military purposes, the possibility 

existed that Hassouna Pasha could be considered as having tacitly as- 

sented to the passage through the Suez Canal of petroleum products. — 

- Chapman-Andrews negatived this supposition, stating that his Em- | 

-__ bassy had obtained information concerning articles regarded by Egyp- 

tian Government as absolute contraband and that “carburants” of all 

| kinds (by which French term he understood all petroleum products) | 

were included. oe | re : Loe 

The Under Secretary had spoken to Sir Ronald Campbell (before : 

the latter’s departure) in much the same reassuring, but possibly illu- _ 

| sory, sense as he had to me. os Oo ae 

- Accordingly, some special representations were evidently required 
if Persian Gulf or other oil were to be allowed through the Suez | 

CanaltoHaifaa = OS | ) 
Continuing, Chapman-Andrews stated he proposed to request an 

| audience of His Majesty in view of importance of the objectives and _ | 
of extremely confidential nature of the negotiations. Chapman- | 
Andrews did not hazard a surmise as to whether or not his approach | 
to His Majesty would be successful since he believed the Egyptians = 
fully to realize that the ultimate objective is not so much obtention of | 

| . a Not printed. | : oo : | . . - 

- _ ? For documentation on this subject, see pp. 91 ff. | | :
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| freedom from molestation in Suez Canal as the reopening. of the 
pipeline from Iraq to Haifa. ee Oo Oo 

He explained that the recent incident involving removal of WHO 
meeting from Alexandria (which is regarded as result of personal 
intervention of His Majesty in complete disregard of apparent desires 
and action of his Prime Minister who is concurrently Foreign Min- 

| _ ister and Minister of Interior) revealed lack of authority of head of 
_ Egyptian Government as contrasted with powerful position of the 

Chief of State. To make absolutely certain that a decision of prime | 
political and economic importance should not run the risks of being | 
overruled, it now seems necessary, in Chapman-Andrews view, for 
recoursetobehadtoHisMajesty.. ©. 9. 

_. On Chapman-Andrews inquiring if the American Embassy had 
taken occasion to raise the subject in conversation with Egyptian __ 

- officials, I replied negatively adding that such information as had 
reached me had seemingly been supplied solely. for purposes of 
information, 

__ Sent Department 846, repeated London 99. ee 7 
| OS | BF _-- Parrerson 

501.BB Palestine(H)/9-949: Telegram Bo oe: 

- The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom , 

SECRET” 7 _ -Wasurnecton, September 10, 1949—2 p.: m. 
- 8281. Urtel 3642, Sep 9.7 UK reaction to request for dipl.and pub- — 

, licity support of ESM difficult to reconcile with consistent UK sup- 
port. of ESM’s objectives in.all previous interchanges with US, and 
with very fact of Brit participation on ESM. USG believes that 
failure ESM to achieve its objectives wld result in deferment political = 
settlement foreseeable future, and that ESM therefore requires maxi- 
mum support from outset. USG firmly convinced that success ESM 

| is only present means creating atmosphere in which political-terri- 
torial settlement may be possible (‘Depcirtel 6:00 a. m. Aug 16), and 
that interjection political questions at present time might prejudice 
work ESM. This does not. of course preclude raising of political ques- 
tions as soon as acceptability and progress of ESM demonstrated, and 
atmosphere more auspicious for continuation political discussions. ©. 

Full US reply to UK Aide-Mémoire? expected within few days. — 
| ne _ ACHESON 

| -1Not printed, it reported that the British Foreign Office had decided to await 
. the reactions of the Department to a wider approach to the Israelis and the 

Arabs on settlement of the Palestine problem before instructing its Near Eastern | 
Missions to extend diplomatic support to the Economic Survey Mission (501.BB 

- Palestine/9-949). | | 
: | ? Dated September 1, p. 1842.
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_ 601.BB Palestine/9-1049: Telegram ee | 

Mr, Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State vs 

--gecRET  PRionITyY ° Lausanne, September 10, 1949—2 p. m. | 

-. Palun 317. Would appreciate urgent background information re _ 

announcement Radio Bulletin 2121 that ExImBank has approved | 

- $2,350,000 loan to Israel for port development. This seems entirely os 

contrary to basic decision re remainder $100,000,000 Israeli credit 

which Porter told me had been taken in Washington and apparently 
indicates radical change in US attitude toward Israel (Unpal 218).? 

There has been ‘no alteration in position of Israeli delegation here on 

~ basic issues which would justify such change in US policy, 
| Announcement will place: me in very awkward position vis-a-vis 

Israeli delegation, with members of which, on basis information — —_ 

brought by Porter and Unpal 218, I have been taking strong line re 

_ unlikelihood for present of large scale US-Israeli economic coopera-  _ 

| tion view Israeli attitude on main issues Palestine problem. = 
- Agree with Clapp announcement particularly unfortunate view 

possible effect on cooperation Arab states with US. a 

Ft Dated September 8, not printed ; it stated that “The newly announced loan to a 
Israel brings the total of credits established by the Export-Import Bank in favor | 
of that. country to $53,350,000. It leaves unallocated $46,650,000 of the $100,000,000 : : 

earmarked for Israel last January.” (News Division Files) Bo 

- a Dated August 5, from Lausanne, not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 13812. | 

-501.BB Palestine/9-1249 : Telegram | 

“The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the | 
Oo Secretary of State . oa: oo 

secrET - ~~... Lonpnon, September 12, 1949—8 p. m. | 

- 3670. 1. Question UK diplomatic and publicity support for ESM 

discussed again today with Burrows in light Deptel 8281, Septem- 
ber 10. Burrows emphasized FonOff anxious be all possible assistance | 

and cooperate every way possible in work of ESM. As result Embassy’s | | 

representations (Embtel 3596, September 7+) FonOff has already in- | 

structed British information services make every effort elucidate - 

objectives ESM. a | | oe 

| 2. Burrows stated FonOff also willing extend diplomatic supportto 

_ ESM, but wishes do so in most effective manner in order assure success. : 
Primary objections Arab States, as.expressed thus far, appear em- 
phasize their fear that political objectives being subordinated to eco- 
nomic objectives and that their case consequently being pre} udiced. He 

1 Not printed, put see footnote 2, p. 1359. SF es |
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mentioned fear Syria and Iraq that if resettlement refugees in those 
countries is recommended, their case for resettlement in Israel or Arab 

_ Palestine have disappeared. | _ a 
3. FonOff feels most effective means obtaining support Arab States 

| for work of ESM is to reassure them on political aspects as well. This, 
in part, is what FonOff hopes for from wider approach. In these cir- | 

| cumstances FonOff feels it will have greater success in selling ESM 
: to Arabs within context wider settlement. Burrows understands our 

reply to UK aide-mémoire may be received tomorrow and hopes that it 
may then be possible proceed with approach. Bm | 

| 4, It was pointed out to Burrows that replies to our approaches to 
Arab States and Israel had indicated suspicion of ESM. In these cir- 
cumstances, time is of essence and it appears be matter of some urgency 
to take every possible opportunity to explain objectives of ESM in 
order dispel such suspicions before they harden and negate possibility 

| ESM fulfilling its task. Both US and France are doing everything pos- 
| sible to assure that Arab States and Israel have proper understanding 

of this matter and UK cooperation this task would be helpful and per- 
| haps crucial. | - rs 

_ 5. Burrows reiterated that FonOff hepes very much that reply its 
aide-mémoire will be received tomorrow and UK could then proceed | 

_ wider approach. Meanwhile, FonOff will work out an approach on 
ESM alone for use in event there is any protracted delay in proceeding _ 

| with wider approach, ©.  — | Oo Se 
Oo | Hommes © 

867N.01/9-1349 OS Oo 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET , _[Wasurineton,] September 13, 1949. 

| Subject: Conversation with Mr. Bevin on the Middle East | 

Participants: Mr. Bevin! | —_ Se : 7 
- Mr. Dening? oo . | 

| | Mr. Acheson | ae on! | 
| | Mr. McGhee | | 

| a Mr. Butterworth * a ; a 
: OO _ - Ambassador Douglas | | a 

| Ambassador Jessup oe | 
| Mr. Satterthwaite + | 

| _ Mr. Bevin was in the United States to attend the Fourth Regular Session of 
the General Assembly, scheduled to meet at New York on September 20. 
_ # Maberly E. Dening, Assistant Under Secretary of State in the British Foreign 

OW Walton Butterworth, Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs; on | 
_ September 29, he became the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. 

| Aman ineston L. Satterthwaite, Chief of the Division of British Commonwealth
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_ Bevin opened the discussion on the Middle East with a complaint | 
_ about Palestine. He said the United Nations appoint commissions  __ 

which get nowhere and which lead to more:and more faits accomplis - 

_ which cannot be changed. He said this has happened in the matters 
of Jerusalem, boundaries, and Arab territories. Bevin said he was oe 
in favor of Abdullah having that portion of Arab Palestine which 
he now occupied and if there were no boundaries there. was no 
Palestine. He said the present situation was unsatisfactory and the | 
British were getting nowhere with the carrying out of their Eight 

- Point Program, although we had approved: it. McGhee said it was 
true that we had put forward no U.S. territorial settlement but we 

_ had through our representative on the PCC attempted to get both | 
sides to get together. The Arabs want considerable territory, the | 
Israelis do not want to give up any and their position in both terri- : | 
tories and refugees are too far apart for hope of settlement in the 

- PCC in the near future. More flexible proposals are needed on ‘both 
_ sides if there is to be hope of conciliation. Bevin asked when it would . 

- come to a head? Mr. McGhee replied that the present possibilities —_— | 

of the Commission through conciliation had -been: exhausted. The : 
_ Economic Commission although somewhat.:suspect by the Arab 

States, we nevertheless hope can induce the Arabs to accept ‘refugees | 
_ for resettlement and the Israelis to accept others for repatriation with 

offers of economic assistance. If solution to the refugee problem can a 
be found, perhaps normal relations can in time be resumed. We do not 
think that there is much hope of a territorial settlement at this time. | 
Bevin again said that the Jews.make faits accomplis and the Arabs - | | 
getmothing. 0 | 

_ Bevin then said that the British were making progress with Egypt | 
_ toward*an important treaty. The discussions were going along quite © | 

well on military, political, and economic levels: But failure to settle __ | 
the Palestine problem was blocking the whole Egyptian deal. McGhee | 
again said that he thought we had to cope with the problem for a while. 
- Bevin then discussed the problem of getting oil out of Iraq. He said 
that what was needed was “running rights” to Haifa. He had in mind 
a joint board to manage the port of Haifa along the lines of the Port — 
of London Authority. It could be well and impartially run. He _ 
thought the Jews could. easily grant “running rights” without in any 

_ way involving the sovereignty question. This could be done quickly 
and would start the port running again. Bevin said, as we knew, oil oO 

_ was very important to Iraq and the rights could be given. outside of 
any territorial settlement. Mr- McGhee said’ the Israelis had talked . 
only about a free zone for Haifa like that at Salonika. Mr. Bevin said | 
a free port would be better than a free zone, which, unless the port were | | 
controlled impartially, might not result in the oil and supplies being
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loaded. Bevin said he thought the Arabs would take such a deal. Mr. 
- MeGhee reminded him that the Arabs had up to now refused to co- 

- operate or even talk with the Israelis. Bevin said that the Regent. of 
| Iraq did not reject this idea and he might be tempted to take. the op- 

portunity to share in the management of the port, This also might — 
- easetheoutlettothe RedSea Problem. 

_. Ambassador Douglas inquired whether territorial settlement involv- 
ing Abdullah might. not complicate the whole Palestine situation. 

- _ Bevin said that the Gaza strip was not so important. Mr.: McGhee 
said that the other Arab States would probably oppose annexation of 

| the occupied territory to Jordan and that the inhabitants might even 
oppose it or prefer the Israelis. We agree that Abdullah should eventu- 

| ally get it, but not until a general settlement had been reached. Before 
that time such. action would probably create more: problems than it 

| would solve: = > yt ae a 

| Bevin then reiterated his concern regarding the effectiveness of the 
- various Commissions which had been set up. Getting to the refugee 

: problem he said that the British had put up half a million in sterling. 
Mr. McGhee said we were optimistic for:an ultimate solution and 

- would be more so if it.were not for the recent revolution in Syria. He 
said that.it seemed possible to take care of nearly all of the refugees 

| if the new Syrian Government would cooperate as Zaim had indicated 
a he was willing to do. Some refugees might ‘be left fora second-bite. 

| | Bevin then got another plug in for his Haifa scheme and said that | 
if Haifa problems were settled Iraq might play ball on the refugees. 

| I-asked Bevin to explain what he meant by “running rights”. He said 

a that since the territory behind Haifa and Haifa itself are in the hands - 
| of the Jews, the Arabs have no truck, railor pipe line rights to-deep | 

- water. The Jews are always in the position-of stopping the trade at 
any time. He thought no one would agree to a corridor. I asked him 
if the problem would be met.if “running rights” were granted tempo- — 

rarily for two years. Bevin said he would prefer to do it subject'to 

| notice as he thought a fixed. period would create-a row before.the 
period was-ended. Bevin again said he had no faith in the economic 

| development: commission. or any other:commission and that. Palestine 
was still a nightmare to him. I asked Mr. McGhee to try to do:some- 
thing to stir the pot and Bevin said he thought if we could only get 

one practical thing done, we would be better off than we are now when 
| everything is being frustrated* a 

| - 5 Wor the joint statement by the United States and the United Kingdom: on the 

| Acheson-Bevin. conversation, released by the Department of State on Septem- 
ber 13, see Department of State Bulletin, September 26, 1949, p. 467. ee
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501.BB’Palestine(B)/9-1849 - i core eke 7 po Pasty : Poa o ed zi | 

“Phe Department of State to the British Embassy. 

| CONFIDENTIAG 
es - i | — os : . , - | 

in substantial agreement in principle with respect to the Palestine — 
question, and in, this connection reference .is made to informal con- | 

versations which took place in July. and August between representa- 

tives of the United States Government and representatives: of the 
is desired to make certain specific comments on some of the points 
raised in the Aide-mémoire:* ee sgicrrags Sdomeart 

1. (a), The Department of State assumes that when the Aide 
mémoire refers to resettlement in general terms, as in paragraph 1, 
(a), (8), and (c), it means to include repatriation, While it is true 
that major emphasis will have to be placed on resettlement, it is _ 

_ essential that repatriation should also play an important role in the 
 solutionofthisquestion, 

(6) While it is clear that the final disposition of the refugee prob- 
lem. would be facilitated and hastened by a territorial settlement, the 
Department of State believes that the refugee problem can be dis- 
posed of in large measure on the basis of existing territorial delimi- | 

tations. In-other words, the absence of a territorial settlement should 
not prevent the development and implementation of plans for the 
repatriation and resettlement of therefugees. 

_-.(¢) The Department of State does not believe that the question of 
the disposition of refugees should be approached from the point of 
_-view that after Israel has accepted a certain number of refugees for 

-__ repatriation the remainder will have to be resettled by the Arab states. — a 

On the contrary, it is believed that the ability of Israel and the Arab - 
_ states to absorb the refugees should be determined on the basisofan = 

- authoritative technical study. It is probable that such a study will | 
indicate that all the refugees can only be accommodated if a certain — | 
degree of international assistance is provided. It is anticipated that 

the Economic Survey Mission will be able to provide this authorita- 
tive study, as well as the scale of international assistance which would _ 

| be required. It is therefore considered preferable to urge ‘Tsrael and 

_ the Arab states to assist'the Economic. Survey ‘Mission in its work a 

and on the basis of technical and economic considerations, to accept 
repatriation and resettlement on the scale required to accommodate - | 

- 2. (a) The Department of State feels that it would be inadvisable , 
to put. to Israel and the Arab states any specific plan for territorial | 
settlement. It believes that the question of territorial settlement is a 

_ matter for determination by the parties concerned either directly or | 

1 Dated September 1, p. 1842, | meee a 7 ee - i | oo
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through the Palestine Conciliation Commission. However, it considers 
| that a discussion of the problem of territorial settlement with the Arab 

| _ states and Israel in order to obtain their views might be useful at a 
somewhat later date. ao oe 

(6) In view of the fact that relief requirements for the next year — 
| cannot be fully. assessed until the Economic Survey Mission has made 

its report, the Department of State hopes that it will be possible for 
the Foreign-Office to withhold its determination concerning the maxi- 

) mum amount which it might contribute to the relief program. While | 
we are fully in accord with the view of the Foreign Office that every 

| _ effort should be made to secure proportionate contributions from 
| other member states, the ‘Department of State believes that the efforts 

of our respective governments.to secure a more equitable distribution 
of the relief burden might be jeopardized if the proposed United 

| Kingdom contributions were determined at thisstage. 8 = = 
| 38. As the Arab states have thus far shown no disposition to discuss 

7 resettlement quantitatively, and as Israel’s offer to repatriate 100,000 
refugees is not. acceptable to the Arabs, it is clear that both will have 

-to adopt a more flexible and compromising attitude in order that agree- 
ment can be reached. The Department of State believes that it should 
be stressed now and during the General Assembly, if the matter is 
raised, that Israel and the Arab states between them have the primary 
responsibility with respect to the refugee problem and should con- 

. tribute to its solution in such a manner that all the refugees would be. 
| accommodated, through repatriation and resettlement. Under these — 

circumstances, it would not be desirable to give even an approximation 
of the figures involved in connection with repatriation and | 
resettlement. | rs 2: 

4. While the Department of State dees not have an analysis of the — 
total contributions to UNRPR as of date, it understands that the antic- 
ipated contributions including a further United States contribution 
on the matching basis are not likely to be sufficient to finance UNRPR | 
until the end of the current year. It is further understood thatthe Ad. 
Hoc Advisory Committee of UNRPR which is scheduled to meet Sep- | 
tember 29, 1949, will be asked to review this situation and to make 
recommendations thereon. It.is the view of the Department of State _ 
that if the funds received by UNRPR are not sufficient to insure con= _ 
tinuation of operations until the end of 1949, the General Assembly — 
should take interim action authorizing an advance from the UN Work- 
ing Capital Fund to enable UNRPR to continue to that date, and pend- 
ing General Assembly action on the 1950 program after receiving the 
report of the Economic Survey Mission. = = = i ae | 

_ _ In view of the lack of progress in the field of conciliation thus far 
_ and the subsequent decision to shift the emphasis from the political to . 

the economic through the establishment of the Economic Survey Mis- 
sion, the Department of State is of the opinion that it would be wise 

| to.defer an approach to the Arab states and Israel on political ques- 
| tions for the time being—at least until adequate time has been 

| afforded for the Economic Survey Mission to demonstrate its effective- 
7 ness increating amorefavorableatmosphere.  . 8 | 

WASHINGTON, September 13, 1949. |
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501.BB Palestine/9-1349 : Telegram Soe eo — a | 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL —«si“‘<“‘isé‘éz”éCS ERUSALEM, September 13, 1949—4 p.m. 

. 565. Deptel 360, September 7.* ConGen wishes reiterate view ex- 

_ pressed Contel 495 July 27 re importance delineating final line between 

- Jewish and Arab zones in Jerusalem instrument to be presented to 

GA. Believes decision as to where line should run within international 
area of Jerusalem need not be affected by final boundary settlement. oe 

and can be determined independently. It is supposed that in any final | 

settlement Israel will retain corridor linking Jerusalem to Coast. 

Therefore same military and other factors must be considered in draw- | 

ing line regardless of exact final boundaries..ConGen is obliged to | 

differ strongly with PCC belief that present “provisional line” can 

be used without prejudice to establishment of definitive line later. | 

Israel attitude towards “temporary” armistice lines indicated only | 

- too clearly its probable reaction to any future change. While under — 

no illusion as to difficulties of imposing boundaries on Israel, ConGen / 

firmly believes that only possibility of change lies in incorporating 

specific final line in Jerusalem instrument now. It is assumed PCC and 

US not prepared accept present line, Prospects of Arab support for 

international. regime will be greatly increased by return of Arab 
- quarters, while Israel opposition must be assumed inanyevent. 

Following factors should be taken into. account: in drawing final | 

~ 1, UN previously unwilling to recognize that: conquest of territory 

by force confers legal right, particularly in J erusalem which theo- 

-_yetically has been continuously under UN protection. Thus logical — 

_- starting point is status quo November 29,1947. i 

| 9. At same time, for practical administrative reasons, essential that oo 

Jewish and Arab zones be homogeneous entities avoiding to maximum 

extent possible corridors and_ enclaves. ‘Therefore lines. should be — 

drawn creating compact Jewish and Arab zones which will involve 

‘retention by Jewish zone of some conquered Arab areas while sur- 

rendering large Arab quarters in southern Jerusalem and in addition | 

certain Jewish sections which cut Arab quarters off from main - 

- Arab zone. In practice Israel would receive targer area than held on | 

-— November2 00 ce tmageh 

| 501-887—77-——88 |
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8. Mount Scopus should be attached to Jewish zone probably by 
road to San Hadriya skirting Sheikh Jerrah quarter? =. 

Sent Department, repeated Tel Aviv 108; Department pass Amman 
66,Bern6L, 

| - Bopper 
* The Department of State, in reply on September 19, stated that the “PCC-has __ | not yet made final decision re inclusion demarcation line in proposals prior their 

presentation for consideration by GA” but was studying the situation. The De- " | partment of State also indicated that it would bear the suggestions-in mind and: | 
would “consult with USDel, PCC, re problem prior next PCC session.” :(telegram | 
378, 501.BB Palestine/9-1349) _ me oe 

501.BB Palestiné(E)/9-1349 : Telegram * ae SE 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom - 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY. WASHINGTON; September 13, 1949-9 p.m. | 
3332. Fol tel received from New York: — Cn 
(Code room: Please repeat to AmEmbassy London tel from New | 

: York no. 1113, Sept 13, control no. 4569.) ee 
- _ Despite earlier indications given to AmEmb Baghdad that Iraq wld 

receive ESM, Govt’s attitude has obviously hardened during past few _ 
days. Possibility such action stimulating similar attitude other NE _ 
states or even adoption common Arab League policy cannot’ be ex- 

_  Cluded. Latter wld of course spell deathblowtoESM. = — 
Since ESM has already received setback, and time is of essence (urtel 

8670 Sept 12),.pls bring foregoing to attention FonOff soonest, to- 
- gether with Baghdad tel 211 to London; Sept 122 and emphasize desir- 

ability urgent Brit supporting actions 
| A SON 

| _*Not printed; it gave the text of the reply by the Iraqi Acting Minister for 
Foreign Affairs to Secretary-General Lie’s request that facilities be made avail- | able to the Eeonomic Survey Mission. The reply, in effect, refused permission for: — 
the Mission to visit Iraq (501.BB Palestine (E.) /9-1349). ge 
_.* This was a repeat of telegram 579 to the Department of State, not printed... 
.* Mr. MeGhee, on September 16, expressed his belief to Mr. Clapp that “chances 
obtaining cooperative attitude improved in view apparent revision attitude Arab 
dipl reps here as result our discussion this week ‘re objectives ESM. Lebanese Min. | 
Malik expressed opinion Sept 14 road ahead for ESM shld be smoother henceforth 
and Iraqi Chargé stated he had telegraphed his govt recommending cooperation 
with ESM. | Se 

“UK, Fr and Turks will extend full support in NE to ESM. UK undertaking 
| urge Iraq revise its position as well as urge cooperation other Arab caps. We 7 

_ ‘Suggest you take no official cognizance Iraq’s rejection and, if questioned by press, . 
| express hope that, as ESM’s purposes are clarified, it will be welcomed by all 

members NE community.” (telegram 519, identified also as Esmig 2, to Beirut, - , _ 501.BB Palestine (E) /9-1649) | .
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YO Wiles, Lot 71 D440, SD/A/CA/2738 
-.. Position Paper Prepared in the. Department. of State? 

-conrpentian © «~~—~S™*~*~*~S*« Wastzncr0n,,] September 14, 1949. 

‘The problem’ is to determine the position which the Delegation — 
should take on the question of a permanent international regime for 

| the Jerusalem area pursuant to Resolution 194 (IIT) adopted by the | 

~— General Assembly on December 11,1948. 
RECOMMENDATIONS en ee 

—.. 1. The United States should strongly support the proposals of the | 

Commission.‘ (Annex 1 contains the plan proposed by the Commission 

and comments for the guidance of the Delegation? ©. 

_ 9, Ifthe PCC proposals are rejected by eitherthe Arabsorby Israel 

either before or during the debate, the United States should continue : 

to support the proposals as being the best.chance of. achieving an inter- : 

national regime and in the hope that the parties will acquiesce in a - 

United Nations decision. This position might be changed in the light 

of developments. = RECN ee 

: 3. Any amendments to:the Statute submitted during the course of = 

the debate should be considered by the Delegation and the Department 7 

in the light of the existingsituation. © 

4, If the PCC proposals are defeated by vote of the General Assem- 

bly, the: United: States should wait.and see what alternatives are ad- 

-- vanced. At this stage the Delegation should consult the Department 

astothe futurecourseofaction, 9 

- [Here follow sections marked “Background of Problem”; the “Is- 
raeli Position,” which stated in part that “Representatives of Israel : 

made it. clear from the outset of the Commission’s work that the New 
City of Jerusalem was regarded as part of Israel and would:not be re- 
linquished to an international regime. The inhabitants of Jewish Jeru- 
salem were Israeli citizens and it was, they asserted, inconceivable | 

a Lot 71 D 440 is the master . file of classified records and correspondence of 
: United States Delegations to sessions of the United Nations General Assembly for 

the years. 1945-1965, as maintained by the Bureau of International Organization | 

~ 2In connection with the Fourth Regular Session of the General Assembly ; the 
| paper is marked “Subject to Final Clearance.” © ©. SE | 

“Not found attached. ee ae
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_ that Israel would take part in a plan which would oblige these citizens 
_to live under another administration against their will’; and the 
“Arab Position,” which stated in part that the Arab States “have _ 

| recently indicated their acquiescence in an international regime for _ 
the City. This position is believed entirely due to their present un- | 
favorably [unfavorable] military position and that it expressesa wish _ 
for an international bulwark against further Israeli expansion. . . . 

_ The Arabs have been unanimous in making their principal demand 
_ that there should be an absolute United Nations guarantee that the | 

international character of the City shall be. preserved. The Commis- 
sion proposals undertake to meet this demand by means of the pro- 

_ visions for demilitarization. The Arabs have also insisted, as part of 
| _the demand for safeguards, that there should be no corridor linking 

the City with the State of Israel. The corridor nevertheless exists and — 
_ there is no prospect that it will be relinquished by Israel."]~- | 

| Position of the International Community—The strongest element | 
| of interest in the Jerusalem settlement among the membership of the | 

United Nations, apart from the Arab States and Israel,isfoundinthe  —__ 
| Catholic countries. While no great interest was manifested. during 

the first half of the year, there have recently been evidences ofincreas- 
| ing interest in the problem by the Vatican and.various Catholic com- 
_-- munities, This interest indicates a possibility of a strong demand for — 

an international. regime in the nature of a corpus separatum. . . | 
. Basis for Recommendation 1.—The United States concurred in the 
opinion of its representative on the Commission that an international 

| regime in the nature of a corpus separatum for Jerusalem would be 
| rejected by Israel and that no useful purpose would be served by pre- 

paring one more plan which would share the fate of previous.attempts 
of this kind by remaining a dead letter. The other two members of the | 
Commission were at first inclined to favor proposals for a completely _ 
separate regime even though they agreed that such proposals could not 7 

: be placed in operation. They were, however, persuaded by the United 
States Representative to attempt a practical approach which might | 

_ be acceptable to the parties and iat the same time fulfill the spirit and 
| letter of the resolution calling for an international regime. Israel and 

the Arab states have both agreed to United Nations control of the Holy 
| Places, which appears to be the focal point of international interest 

in the City. The proposals of the Commission call for a United Nations 
Authority with control over the Holy Places, including the provision | 
of United Nations guards, and with supervisory powers ever the other 
main subjects of international interest, namely, the observance of — 
human rights and demilitarization. The United Nations Authority is 
also given power to participate with a Joint Board in the consideration
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of questions which relate to the efficient functioning of the City. These | 
include such things ascommon servicesand utilities, 
_. Subject to the restrictions of the international regime, the powers 
of Government would be entrusted to the adjacent states of Israel — 
and, presumably, the Hashemite Jordan Kingdom. The details of the | 
international regime would be incorporated in an instrument having — 
the force of a treaty. The United Nations Authority, as well asthe 
states concerned, is given the power to intervene diplomatically in case — 
of alleged violations and, in case of a dispute, to submit the question _ 
for adjudication by an international tribunal especially created for 

the purpose. a oe Lh 
- In supporting this plan the United States considers that 1t fulfills 

| the resolution of the General Assembly and makes adequate provision oe 

- for those elements of the Jerusalem situation which are of particular | 
interest to the International Community. It is believed that the pro- 

| visions for international control are strong and can, if put into opera- | 
tion, ensure that the world interest in Jerusalem issafeguarded. 7 

| - We feel that the establishment of a Jerusalem regime in the nature 
| of a corpus separatum under the United Nations is entirely impracti- | 

cal. This is largely because it would be unacceptable to Israel but also 
- beeause, even if accepted, it would call for United Nations commit- | 

ments which the United Nations might be unwilling or unable to ful- 
fill. In- addition to heavy financial requirements such commitments 
would also include an obligation to maintain peace and order in a 
City which, if legally separated from the adjacent states, might very _ | 

| soon be faced with serious threats either internally or from outside. 
. - Jt is believed that the United Nations should be willing to accept.a 

genuine and substantial plan which has a good possibility of being 
| accepted by the parties concerned and of being successfully placed in __ 

operationn = TE ee 
| _ Demilitarization—If the plan is attacked on the basis of details, 

rather than as a whole, a likely point of attack might be that of de- 
militarization. Israeli representatives have often said that after their | 
experience of a year ago they could never again leave the Jewish 

_ population of the City unprotected. This is also a likely point of 
: attack from the Arab side, particularly since they claim that the — 

existence of the corridor gives Israel a strong military advantage _ 
which largely nullifies the effects of demilitarization. It is believed | 
that we should not recede from the requirement that the City be com- 

| pletely demilitarized. This is an essential, and one of the strongest, 
elements of the proposed international regime without which it is _ 

_ doubtful that the plan would be accepted by the Members of the | 
_. United Nations. The argument on the point of military advantage .
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| would be that both sides have direct access to the respective contiguous 
states and that the resultisapproximateequality..§ 5. «© 

7 Lhe Corridor.—lf the Arabs wish to reject the proposal they will 
undoubtedly make the existence of the corridor a basic argument. 
This will be linked. with the question of demilitarization and the claim 
will be made that demilitarization is in effect non-existent on the 

| Israeli side if there is-a direct connection between Jerusalem and 

Israel. It is probable that the Arabs will only use this argument if | 
they have. decided to. reject the plan, for there is no prospect that 

_ Israel will give up the corridor. It may, therefore, be useless to argue | 
the matter except for the slight possibility that combined pressure 
may persuade the Arabs to change their position. The. argument on 

this point: would be that Jordan also has a direct link with Jerusalem _ 
| and that the parties are, therefore, in-a position of equality, © 

Basis for Recommendations 2 and 3—In approaching the General 
Assembly. debate on the Jerusalem question the United States has the | 

| general view that the PCC proposals represent virtually a last chance 
to achieve any substantial degree of internationalization going beyond 
international control of the Holy Places. This view may alter asa 
result: of discussions during the Assembly period but appears well- 

a founded in: consideration of the widely divergent approaches to this _ 
| question on the part of Israel, the Arabs, and the international com-_ 

munity. The United Nations has adopted a procedure for bringing _ 
about: a solution of the problem by appointing a Commission to con- 
sider all aspects and bring in proposals. The Commission has en- . 

: deavored to take into account the. conflicting views of the parties | 
concerned and to present a plan calculated to reconcile their major | 

claims. Meanwhile the conditions for achieving internationalization 
have been gradually deteriorating by reason of the progressive con-— 

| solidation of the New City into the State of Israel, the filling up of 
- former Arab quarters with new Israeli immigrants, the extension of 

Israeli civil administration and the movement of government bureaus 
to Jerusalem. Consequently, we feel that the United Nations should | 
follow through strongly on the procedure it has adopted by making 
every effort to bring about acquiescence in the proposals of the Com- . 

| mission. If this fails the effort to achieve an international regime | 
| must: start again from the beginning in circumstances that are even 

less. favorable than when previous efforts were undertaken. Conse- — 
quently, even if Israel or the Arab States reject the plan prior to a 
vote in the Assembly, we should nevertheless attempt to get a favor- _ 

able Assembly vote on the chance that these parties:may acquiesce 

ina United Nationsdecision. = © a



_ If the proposals of the Commission fail in an Assembly vote there 
_ may reasonably be expected to be an effort on the part of the delega- an 

tions of some Catholic countries to put up a plan of more far-reaching = 
__ Internationalization. Israel would be almost certain to.oppose such | | 

proposals. The United States should cooperate .in the search for a ce 
practical solution. Decisions will have to be made in the light of the | 

| proposals made, the attitude of the parties directly concerned, and 7 
_ possible strong developments in American Catholic and Jewish public 
opinion. — ! : | 

501.BB Palestine/9—1449 : Telegram , | | 

Mr, Stuart W. Rockwell to the Secretary of State - | 

CONFIDENTIAL Lausanne, September 14, 1949—noon. 
_ Palun 320. 1. In final meetings with chiefs ‘all delegations Septem- 
ber 12 PCC delivered notes containing observations and suggestions _ 
re Arab and Israeli replies to PCC questionnaire (Palun 303) : - 
Notes to both parties, after making number minor observations on | 

specific points raised in replies, stated PCC did not believe would be | 
useful at present offer detailed suggestions re refugees, since desired 
await ESM (Economic Survey Mission) report. Be 
Notes then referred fact both parties had accepted May 12 protocol _ 

as basis for discussion territorial question, on understanding such dis- 
- ¢ussion would ‘bear upon adjustments which would be necessary make 

in order achieve agreement. PCC had come to conclusion Arab and ~ 
Asraeli' territorial proposals exceeded limits of what might be con- - 
sidered in broadest sense as adjustments to May 12 map. PCC conse- 
quently requested delegations and their governments to reexamine 
question and hoped that when work resumed in New York PCC would — 

_ find new proposals a practical working basis. = | 
Notes then stated PCC held firm view that if governments did not 

make substantial modifications in proposals or advance new sugges- — - 
tions would be very difficult or even impossible carry on constructive __ | 

| negotiations re territory. PCC felt would be premature for it to present | 
to parties any proposals involving more specific indications re such 
modifications, PCC felt, however, modifications should bear not. only | 

_ on territories claimed by Israelis and Arabs which lie outside bound- 
aries allotted to them on May 12 map, but also upon territories allotted _ 
tothemonsamemap. -- ee a 

Notes informed all delegations of PCC conviction that no excessive | | 
territorial demands should be allowed impede establishment-normal 
conditions of political and economiclifeinNE. = = | | 

1+ Dated September 5, from Lausanne, p.1361. ne 

| | .
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| - 9, Delegates orally informed PCC requesting government’s members 

PCC make representations in Israel and interested Arab States to 

emphasize importance member governments and PCC attached to sub- 

mission by governments concerned of new and more flexible proposals 

on territory in order provide practical basis for discussions New York. 

Therefore, hope that Department after consultation with French and 

| Turkish Foreign Offices re coordination will be able make such repre- _ 

| sentations in near future. ee - ee | 

: Mp RocKWwELL 

| | Editorial Note Bn 

The Fourth Progress Report of the Palestine Conciliation Com- 

mission covered its activities for the period June 9 to September 10. 

| After reviewing its efforts involving conciliation, the refugee question 

and the territorial. question, it concluded as follows: “The Concilia- 

tion Commission hopes that, upon the resumption of its work in New 

| York on 19 October 1949, it will receive from the Arab and Israel | 

delegations replies to its note of 12 September 1949, which will be 

a of a nature to permit.the successful pursuit of.its efforts to conciliate 

the points of view of the parties. The Commission also places great 

| - hope in the assistance of the Economic Mission, whose first. report is 

expected at the end of October, in connexion with the solution of the 

: outstanding questions, in particular the poignant problem of the 

refugees.” a | a 

‘The full text of the Fourth Progress Report is printed. in GA, 

4th sess., Ad Hoc Political Committee, Annex, 1949, volume II, page 

9. | , a 

- Regarding the note of September 12, see telegram Palun 820, 

September 14, from Lausanne, supra. _ | : 

501.BB Palestine/S-849 : Telegram - Be 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at Lausanne 

TOP SECRET - Wasuineron, September 15, 1949—8 p. m. 

~ Unpal 239. In view Palun 267, Aug 8,1 and subsequent info from 

Porter? in Washington, Dept did not understand that ref was being 

made at this time to ExImBank loan in discussions with Israeli del , 

— (Unpal218,Aug5*), Co OS 

a +Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1812. a oo | 
2 Mr. Porter, in a telephone conversation on September 23, informed Mr. Stabler 

that he had received a letter from President Truman accepting his resignation as . 

U.S. Representative on the Palestine Conciliation Commission as of September 15 

| _ (501.BB Palestine/9-2349).
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-_-Depts position re loan has consistently been premised on achieve- 

ment of peace in Palestine. In absence of peaceful conditions Dept 

obliged to review each application for allocation under loan to de- _ | 

termine whether in light existing circumstances at time it shld be | 

approved or deferred. Cancellation or long-term suspension of loan 

itself has never been under consideration at any time. Ce 

- Re Haifa allocation Dept desired review application in accord - 

above policy. ExImBank had, however, already taken position with | 

Israeli reps that while allocation justified, Bank unable authorize 

in absence Depts agreement. Israeli Amb was seriously concerned and | 

at loss to understand apparent difference of view between Bank and | | 

Dept. In these circumstances Dept considered it advisable to concur | 

in position which had already beentakenby Bank. oe 

- -_Jsraeli Amb understands Dept position that it will be necessary 

- for Depts reps on ExImBank to continue their obligation to review 

all future applications under loan in light of situation in Israel and | 

- its internat] relations and that Israel shld not construe such action 

ag either direct or indirect political pressure. | | 

Ptah | BC ook as 7 ACHESON 

_-501.BB Palestine(E)/9-749 : Telegram OE | Boo, 

| ‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon | 

SECRET | -' Wasutneton, September 15, 1949—8 p. m. 

| 512. Pls seek immediate appointment FonMin and in ur discretion | 

_- PriMin, and convey fol orally: | oo a | | | 

~ Leb reluctance support and cooperate with ESM (urtel 460 Sept 7 *) | 

and reported desire interject question into Arab League politics diffi- | 

cult reconcile with long record Leb cooperation with UN and US. . 

We regret FonMin’s tendency accept Amer press interpretations of = 

ESM as authoritative statements US policy, particularly in light 

-Dept’s assurances (Deptel 476 Sept 3 and Depcirtel Sept 9, 6 a. m.?) 
that ESM not designed force Israeli-Arab econ cooperation. PCC on | 

-” repeated occasions and prior activation ESM outlined to Leb and 
other dels Lausanne objectives ESM, and received their assurances 

Arab cooperation therewith. | | | | 

| In view repeated discussion Leb officials emphasizing econ burden _ 

of refugees, Leb reaction to ESM difficult to understand, since one of | 
ESM’s major purposes is to recommend means lifting such burden 

_ from Leb. Leb therefore stands to gain from cooperation with ESM 

2 Not printed. a | 
* Latter not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1369. | | |
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| on two counts, namely, in alleviation of strain produced by excessively 
- large refugee population and in obtaining support for Leb’s econ 

| development aspirations. ns EG 
You shld point out that cooperation with ESM implies no prior com- 

| - mitment accept its recommendations, although we hope that sound 
| techn basis on which they will be formulated will make them accept- - 

able not only to NE states but to all govts in position extend financial __ 

supportintheirimplementation.  §=§ = —_—_. , a 
From point of view USG, if ESM fails obtain necessary coopera- 

tion, we see no means obtaining settlement NE problems in foreseeable 
future. Conversely, if ESM meets with cooperation and good will from 
NE Govts, report will serve as basis constructive and beneficial action 

| during coming months by GA and interested member states towards 
solution econillsofNE& - ok 

_ Inform Clapp foregoing, = = = | , / 
| _ You may make such additions or deletions in foregoing as you feel 

wld assure effective presentation* ~~ | | - : 
: ee | _ . ACHESON. 

| . 3 Minister Pinkerton, on September 19, sought authorization to delay the sug- 
gested representations to the Lebanese Government, inasmuch as Mr. Clapp had | 
received complete cooperation from the Lebanese Government and because a 
reshuffiing of the Lebanese Government seemed imminent (telegram 480 from — 
Beirut). The Department gave the authorization the following day (telegram 
535 to Beirut). This exchange of messages is filed under 501.BB Palestine(E)/ 
9-1949, 9-2049. 

*The Department simultaneously instructed Damascus to arrange an immedi. 
| ate meeting with the Syrian Foreign Minister and make oral, informal represen- 

. tations along the broad lines of telegram 512 to Beirut (telegram 413, 
September 15, 8 p. m., 501.BB Palestine(E) /9-1549). Minister Keeley did so on 

_ September 16. He expressed the opinion that “ESM will be received by Syria 
following recognition [of the Syrian regime] but am not sanguine about Syrian 

. cooperation in implementing any ESM recommendations that relieves Israel of 
obligation to carry out UN resolutions.” (telegram 552, September 17, noon, 
501.BB Palestine (E) /9-1749) — Se os . | 

The Department, on September 15, also instructed Cairo to “continue to empha- 
Size importance which US attaches to its [ESM’s] success, and shld recall to 
FonMin that PCC on number occasions prior activation ESM discussed ESM 
fully with Arab dels Lausanne and recd their assurances Arab cooperation | 
therewith.” (telegram 921, 501.BB Palestine (E) /9-1549) Oo 

501.BB Palestine/9-1649 : Telegram oo Oo So ms Oo : 

| . The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

So oo. JERUSALEM, September 16, 1949. 

- _ 578. Sharett today issued following press statement: | 

, “Instrument stands as its own condemnation. It is patently ineffec- 
| tual in relation to purpose which it proposes to achieve. It bears no 

signs of real conviction on. part of its authors as regards its real 
ability. It represents vain attempt to adapt theoretically conception
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of international regime for Jerusalem based on principle of separate 
sovereignty in administration to realities of situation. In process its 
authors were driven to fly in face of those realities. By every test of __ : 
justice and realism instrument is anachronistic and incongruous. - 

It is idle to disregard fact that Jewish Jerusalem is today for all | | 
practical purposes and in every political military administrative eco- 
nomic social and cultural sense an integral part of Israel. But for 
that. organic connection and complete identification it would not have 
survived, nor would it have been able to maintain itself, While prob- 

~ lem of Jerusalem formed subject of theoretical discussion on inter- | 
national scene before number of successive bodies Jerusalem itself 
went through death agonies, defended itself successfully against its 
attackers and rebuilt its life. It could achieve this only as part of state | 
of Israel, and with its help find it is impossible to break this connection _ 
without again jeopardising its existence. re 
- Tacit assumption of instrument that crucial problems of state sov- 
ereignty and rights of inhabitants to national allegiance and full- 

| reset citizenship can simply be bypassed renders the whole scheme 

WIUSOTY. | | . a 
- Equally unreal is express assertion that affairs of Jerusalem can | 
today be effectively administered by mixed Jewish Arab council of : 
equal composition. All such theoretical experiments in constitution _ 
making at expense of Jerusalem’s vital interests are matter of past. 
Idea that population of Jerusalem can be. deliberately and artifi- 

cially frozen either in total size or in racial composition is utterly | 
fantastic. Provision contained-in instrument with regard to immigra- _ 

- tion is not merely a denial of right of every Jew to go up and live in 
ancient mother city of his people; nor does 1t merely constitute a grave | 
menace to Jerusalem’s economic future; it is simply unenforceable in a 
practice if Jerusalem is to be treated as living body and not as meta- 

_ physical abstraction. In providing for complete demilitarization of _ 7 
- Jerusalem, to be applied in future to Jewish and Arab parts of the 

city, authors of instrument have completely disregarded another 
cardinal fact—that Jewish Jerusalem is today surrounded on three 

- gides by [Arab?] territory. Formal equality of demilitarization be- 
comes sham when gross inequality is inherent in realities of security __ 
situation. Such inequality can only be remembered by ever present — 
capacity for effective defence. Tragic experience is there to be learned aon 
from, not to be brushed aside with sublime light-mindedness as 
irrelevancy.-- - a oe a 
Instrument itself is further convincing proof that application of 

principle of international responsibility to regime of Jerusalem cannot 
and need not go beyond supervision of holy places unless, indeed, 

- principles of international administration were confined to. the Old | 
City with its shrines and religious foundations. Growing number of — 
Christian countries and even some churches appear to be ready to 
accept this conclusion. In any case, insistence of international regime 
affecting sovereignty and administration by no means represents united | 

_ will of Christian world. In forthcoming assembly delegation of Israel | 
_ will do its utmost to show injustice and impracticability of proposed 

plan, and to prove to satisfaction of unfeasibility of solution which 
would fully safeguard rights and interests of all faiths and religious |
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_ institutions without encroaching upon freedom of Jewish Jerusalem 
and its indissoluble connection with its area Israel.” +. 

| ORE pe Burpverr 

+Tel Aviv reported, on September 20, that “Strong opposition to PCC Jerusalem | 
plan continues come from all sides, with menacing tones now being heard from | 
such extreme elements as Herut (successors to IZL) and Communists.” A Herut 
‘rally at Tel Aviv on September 16 “pledged that Jewish youth would resume 
fighting underground in Jerusalem if government did not take lead in resisting 
plot against Jerusalem.” Chargé Ford concluded that “public opinion being 
whipped up to burning and possibly fighting point on question Jerusalem’s 

oo future.” (telegram 699, 501.BB Palestine/9-2049) - a 

501.BB Palestine/9-1749: Telegram = | a | 
The Secretary of State to the Embassyin France 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, September 17, 1949—6 p. m. 

| 8489. USDel, PCC, reports that on Sept 12 PCC delivered notes | 
containing observations and suggestions re Arab and Israeli replies to. | 
PCC questionnaire handed to Arab and Israeli dels on Aug 15. PCC 

| informed dels territorial proposals exceeded limits what might be con- 
| _ sidered adjustments to May 12 protocol and annexed map. PCC re- _ 

quested dels and their govts to reexamine question and hoped that 
_ when PCC reconvened it wld find new proposals which cld be practical —- 

. working basis. a | | 
| USDel, PCC, reports that members PCC informed dels they request- | 

| ing their govts make representations to Israel and Arab states con- 
cerned in order emphasize importance attached to submission by these 

| states of more flexible and reasonable proposals on territory when PCC 
| reconvenes about mid-Oct. Dept believes such approaches wld be desir- 

| able and that French, Turks and US shld coordinate efforts. However, 
_ as emphasis has been shifted for time being to ESM and as ESM shid 

be permitted proceed unencumbered by injection political questions, 
Dept feels that it wld be preferable to postpone suggested approaches 
for moment. Pls discuss foregoing with FonOff, and indicate Dept 

| will consult further with Turk and French govts re approaches at | 
later date. a OO SO 

| | | | So . ACHESON 

* This telegram was repeated to Ankara for similar action. Ambassador Bruce, ; 
on September 19, advised that the French Foreign Office agreed with the content — 
of telegram 3489 and that it would “refrain from approaches and meanwhile 
concentrate on efforts to promote better understanding and better acceptance of , 
ESM.” (telegram 3867 from Paris, 501.BB Palestine (E) /9-1949) . OC 

The Turkish Foreign Office, on September 16, instructed its Missions to make 
_ the representations on territorial proposals requested by the Palestine Concilia- 
tion Commission (telegram 394, September 21, 5 p. m., from Ankara). Ankara, 
on September 22, advised that the Foreign Office had countermanded these ~ 
instructions (telegram 396). The two telegrams from Ankara are filed under 

. 501.BB Palestine/9-2149 and /9-2249, respectively.
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501.BB Palestine/9-1949 : Telegram ~ mo a | | | 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy inIsracl an 

-secRET == =———,sC Waastn@on, September 19, 1949—1 p. m. 

_. 605. Dept concerned re reaction Israeli Govt to PCC proposals for : 
permanent internat] regime in Jerusalem. Israelis have apparently | 

- rejected plan without even giving it thorough consideration which | 
we believe it deserves. Discuss matter with FonOff and point out | 

_ PCC has made diligent efforts reconcile position both parties and its 
_ conclusions have not been reached as result arbitrary decision. On con- | | 
trary, they have been prepared only after careful thought and study | 
of situation and represent PCC’s considered views as to practical ap- 
proach to internationalization of Jerusalem. We hope Israeli Govt — 
will give proposals most serious consideration and whatever objec-. 
tions they may have to plan will be presented to GA in conciliatory | | 
spirit which will assist G-A in putting into effect desires of world com- 
munityreJerusalem* = Ce ae 

A gone 

| | .This telegram waa repeated. to Paris, London, Ankara, Amman, J erusalem, 
and New York. Chargé Ford discussed the subject matter of the message with 

_ Mr. Shiloah on September 23. The following day, he advised the. Department | | 
that the Israeli spokesman left “no doubt either about his own disagreement | 
with PCC plan or about his government’s determination to oppose it.” (telegram | 
710 from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/9-2449) eek” : ase 

| -BOLBB Palestine(W)/9-1949: Telegram Co | 
. Lhe Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET. _. .. Betrut, September 19, 1949—5 p.m. | 
- 481. Simes1.ForMcGhee from Clapp. _ a a 

1. Although. fully cognizant of problems we face, I am not diss 
couraged by initial reception we have encountered (Legtel 480 19th).4 
- 9, I conferred at length Saturday, 17th, with Keeley. On basis his 
recommendation, Iwill not. make immediate approach to Syria, but | 

_ plan instead to go to Egypt first, perhaps end this week. Visit will be . 
— largely pro forma. Syria visit tentatively scheduled for next week. _ 
- 8 I am convinced. that: early discussions Arab states should be 

along lines work projects instead relief, with less talk of resettlement _ | 
during first stages. In early talks at Tel Aviv, I intend to begin ex- _ - 
ploratory talks on compensation as well as repatriation. | me 

| 4. [Here follows one sentence on the arrival of three members of | 
Mr. Clapp’s staff. ] | | So 

| | | [Clapp] , 
| _ PINKERTON 

* Not printed, but see footnote 8, p. 1390. ,
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| : | Editorial Note — | BT 

oe ‘Secretary. of State Acheson addressed the General Assembly on vari- 

ous subjects on September 21. Concerning the Palestine problem, he. | 

| said that-“it was a source of considerable satisfaction that the period 

of active hostilities in that country had been brought to a close by 
| _. the conclusion of armistice agreements between Israel and the-several 

Arab States. The efforts of the Acting Mediator and his staff in that 
connexion were worthy of high praise. re 
_ “Since the beginning of 1949 the United Nations Conciliation Com- | 
mission for Palestine had been carrying on its work. While no agreed — 
settlement: between the parties had so far been reached, there was | 
nevertheless hope that progress would be made in moving beyond the _ 

| armistice stage to areal and permanent peace. =~ ee 
_ “Eventual agreement between the parties was. essential for the 
political and economic stability of the area. Later during the session __ 

a the Conciliation Commission would present a report, including the _ 
recommendations of the Economic Survey Mission which was in the | 

| Near East. On the basis of that report, the General Assembly should __ 
be able to provide such machinery as might be necessary further to 
facilitate: and encourage agreement among the parties. The United 

| States stood ready to give its full support and assistance to that effort. 
“The plight of the Palestinian refugees presented to the world a 

pressing humanitarian problem. It was of the highest importance that 

the States immediately concerned should recognize and accept their _ 
- governmental responsibilities with respect to the problem. As an 

| interim measure, the General Assembly should make the necessary 
provision for the maintenance of those refugees until the time when 
they could again become self-sustaining members of the Near Eastern 

| communities. — cn a 
| “Jt was the hope of the peoples of all faiths that the General Assem- 

_ bly would be able to act successfully upon the report of the Concilia- 
tion Commission in respect to Jerusalem. In the view of the United _ 
States Government, it should adopt a practical plan fora permanent _ 

| _. international regime in the Jerusalem area and for the protection of, 
and free access to, the Holy Places.” (United Nations, Official Rec- 
ords of the General Assembly, Fourth Session, Plenary Meetings, Sum- 

| mary Records of Meetings, 20 September—10 December 1949, page 6)
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501.BB Palestine(H)/9-2149: Telegram a | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy inthe United Kingdom | 

SECRET = ~~ ~—-C WASHINGTON, September. 21, 1949—3 p. m. 

3498. For your background info, Dept has for some time been _ 
| disturbed by inadequate support given by Brit to ESM since its > 

activation. For example (1) Brit failed to inform their missions to 
_ support ESM and explain its objectives to NE govts until US repre- 

_ sentations made to UK; (2) Morton, discussing ESM with USDel | 

Lausanne, stated HMG seriously disturbed by turn of events re ESM - 
and said he understood agreement previously reached that ESM wid | 
consist govt reps empowered to suggest and conclude with NE states _ 
polit agreements for solution Pal problems based on repatriation 
resettlement projects; (3) Brit Chargé Amman informed US Chargé | 
his scepticism re success ESM and regret over Brit involvement in | | 
ESM; (4) Bevin in Sep 18 conversation with Sec displayed negative | 
attitude in general re Pal and said he had no faith in ESM or “any 
other commission”; (5) tel from Tel Aviv no. 124 to London Sep 20." - 

_ JUK attitude this question difficult to understand since Dept had 
understood all previous differences with UK re composition struc- | 

_ ture ESM fully reconciled (refer particularly to Deptel 2617, July 26, 
‘urtel 2978,° July 28; Deptel 2770, Aug 4; * urtel 8098, Aug 5*). Dept | 
hopes question inadequate support of ESM has now been satisfactorily _ 
resolved (urtel 8711 Sep 15%). eo 

Although Brit now appear to be acting more energetically, you 
‘shld seek whenever appropriate and on continuing basis to emphasize 
importance which USG attaches to UK participation on ESM, UK 

_ support in field, and eventual UK contribution to implementation — 
its recommendations. You shld inquire of FonOff re specific reaction 

this WAS a repeat of No. 700 to the Department; it stated. that “In talk with | 
British Chargé September 19 re ESM, he stated only specific instructions yet  __ 
received from his government indicated some unwillingness ‘be too precipitate’ | 
in lending support ESM in Israel because of opposition which had developed 

| certain Arab states: notably Iraq. Thus he said while he was authorized ‘in 
| principle’ to coordinate his approach to Israel Government with those of US and 

‘French, he must necessarily ‘go slow’ until results of current negotiations with 
recalcitrant Arab Governments became known and position ESM vis-a-vis such 
governments had been clarified.” (501.BB Palestine(E)/9-2049) = 2. | | 

_. * Not printed, but see footnote 1,p.1258. © 2 PSE | 
— SNot printed. 5 es . 

_ *Not printed, but see footnote 2,p.1258. i. : _ - | 
~ 5 No. 3093 not printed; it. gave-the observation of a Foreign Office spokesman os 
that except for the personnel question, there seemed to be general agreement with | 
en States on the establishment of the survey mission (501.BB Palestine/ 

| 8 Not printed, it reported thatthe Foreign Office had sent telegrams late. in the | 
evening of September 14 to British. missions at Arab capitals and Tel Aviv, 
requesting them to give diplomatic support to the Economic Survey Mission 
(501.BB Palestine (E) /9-1549). pe cop oe
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| each NE state to recent representations on ESM, explaining Dept’s 

desire for full info in order assure continuing coordination of action 

| _ this regard, and to insure concerted effort by US, UK, Fr, Turk 

| missions in NE to support and elucidate ESM’s purposes. 

- _ Pls report fully any evidence UK still reluctant extend support. 

| : a oo | _ ACHESON 

—-s«§01.BB Palestine/9-2249 Oe 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern — 

and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Deputy Under Secretary of 

State (Rusk) wa a 

SECRET  .  [Wasutneron,] September 99, 1949. 

Subject: Israeli reaction to PCC Jerusalem proposals oO 

_. Since the proposals of the PCC were released to the press last week, 

| ‘an intensive and violent press and publicity campaign hasbeen started 

| in Israel condemning the proposals (Tab A).* Moreover, the Foreign 

Minister and other government officials have made public statements 

- against the proposals* (Tab B). One particularly disquieting feature 

has been the threats of the Heruth (Freedom Party) to resume their 

terrorist activities if Jerusalem is internationalized, According to a 

recent press report, a former leader of the Irgun said in Tel Aviv on 

September 20 that “if the UN introduces conditions of foreign rule 
in the Israeli capital, then establishment of the underground would 

| be inevitable” (Tab C). ee as 
| . There is also evidence that the Israelis are carrying on their eam- 

oe paigninthiscountry, =... re 

7 According to a recent telegram from the Consulate General in Jeru- 

| salem, a New York Herald correspondent and a London Times corres- — 

pondent stated that the Israeli Government is conducting the most 

intensive press and publicity campaign these correspondents have yet 

| witnessed in their experience in Israel, in an effort to defeat the 

proposals (TabD). 3 | rs 

| Although we have sent telegraphic instructions to the Embassy in 

| Tel Aviv to discuss the matter with the Foreign Office and express 

the hope that the Israeli Government would give the proposals the 

| most serious consideration, presenting their objections to the GA in 

| a conciliatory spirit (Tab E), I feel that it would be desirable if you 

would call in Ambassador Elath and inform him of the Department’s __ 

| views on the PCC proposals and of its deep concern regarding the 

| ~ 1No tabbed materials in this memorandum foundattached. 
| 2Wor the Foreign Minister’s statement, see telegram 573, September 16, from 

_ Jerusalem, p. 1390. _ cl a 

* See telegram 605, September 19, p. 13938. , ee
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| attitude and line of action which the Israeli Government has appar- : 
ently adopted. It may well ‘be that if the Israeli Government persists 
in this attitude, the resultant situation will have a most unfortunate — 
effect in connection with efforts to arrive at some peaceful solution of 
the Palestine problem. RE / 

Recommendations: ES oe 
1, It is recommended that you call in Ambassador Elath and make — | 

_ thefollowing points: 000 | 
_. (a) The Department is deeply concerned regarding the reaction of , 

. the Israeli Government to the PCC proposals and notes that. Israel has 

. apparently rejected the plan without giving it the thorough considera- __ 
tion which webelieveitdeserves. 

(6) The PCC has made diligent efforts to reconcile the position of 
both parties and its conclusions have not been reached asthe result of eo 
any arbitrary determination. On the contrary, they have been prepared. 
only after careful thought and study of the situation and represent. / | 
the PCC’sconsidered views. is | to dae oe 

_ (c) We believe that these proposals represent a fair and practical _ 
approach to the establishment of a permanent international regime in 

_ the Jerusalem area, and hope that whatever amendments Israel may | 
have to the plan will be presented to the GA in a conciliatory spirit. 
We believe that Israel should approach this question on the basis of a 
desire to assist the GA in putting into effect the desires of the world 
community regarding Jerusalem—not on the basis of a desire to frus- 

, (d) We believe that the continuation of what appearsto bea press ==> 
campaign in Palestine to defeat the proposals may have the most. un- 
fortunate effects in connection with efforts to find.a peaceful solution 

_ tothe Palestine problem. The threats regarding the resumption of ter- | 
rorist activities are also most disquieting. __ OS Oo 

(e) It is possible that if present developments regarding the pro- | 
posals continue, hostilities in the Jerusalem area might break out and. 
might even spread to the rest of Palestine. OO a | 

(7) Itis recalled that Count Bernadotte’s assassination last Septem- 
ber followed closely on a press campaign against his activities. At the 
present time there are numerous American, French, Belgian, and. 
Turkish officials connected with the UN in Jewish Jerusalem whose 

_ lives may well be placed in jeopardy. The Ambassador is no doubt __ 
aware of the reaction which would be caused throughout the world if | 

: any of these people should become victims of the passions which are og 

presently being aroused. es : 
_ 2. It is recommended that you approve the attached telegram *® to’ 

_ Tel Aviv informing our Embassy that we are calling in the Israeli- | 
_ Ambassadoronthismatter (TabF). rare 

[Here follow concurrences and a list of attachments. ].  , | 

a 4 Ambassador Elath was called in on. September 28 ; for the memorandum | 
_ €overing his discussion with Department officers on that date, see p, 1409. . | 

° For a summary of the draft telegram as actually sent, see footnote 2,.p. 1412. 

501-887—17——89 | | | a |
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501.BB_ Palestine/9-2249 : Telegram a ghigtao ee a | ne 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of Siate | 

CONFIDENTIAL ss Surnusatem, September 22, 1949—noon. | 
| 587. Message contained Deptel 3791 delivered to Riley last night.: 

He is considerably “perturbed” over Israel attitude and endeavor- 
ing to fathom motives. Feels Israel may be attempting to eliminate _ 
gradually UN participation in MAC’s in belief can obtain greater 

| advantages without restraining influence of UN: Israel particularly 

annoyed at chairman’s developing into arbiter and at large adverse 
majority votes. SO ee ae 

: Developments follow: Egyptian MAC—Riley in receipt of an- 
| other letter from Eytan stating Israel distressed to learn of Egypt’s 

| refusal to accept “compromise” relocation of line (Contel 575, seven- 
teenth)? and expressing belief this due to Egypt’s effort to obtain 

| military and political advantage from~armistice. Eytan reasserted 
own position on line and stated Israel would use every legal means at 

its disposal to obtain acceptance. Claimed any effort to force different 
interpretation by action of MAC would. be tantamount to alteration 

| of armistice agreement and thus beyond competence of MAC (this | 
statement opens way to declaring any decision by MAC interpreting 

armistice as alteration of terms and thus outside its jurisdiction).  __ 
| Riley called on Sharett to discuss question and latter reiterated Israel. 

arguments stressing that armistice stood by itself and any other agree- 
| ment at Rhodes could not be used in interpreting it. ‘Riley differed _ 

| strongly and suggested Israel accept MAC views on location of line;. 
if Egypt later raised question of military post could argue troops 

| were based on settlement (troops based on settlements permitted in 
_ defensive zone but armistice does not specify whether new settlements 
may be founded in defensive zone). Sharett agreed reconsider matter : 
and answer today. ee | , , 

| Jordan MAC—Special committee investigating also alteration of 
line to permit inclusion of Wadi Fukin within Arab zone. In ex- 
change Israel now requesting area including other Arab villages. Ques- 
tion of Govt House again arisen. Previous efforts agree on line 
dividing area between Israel and Jordan not successful. 

| Jordan has presented complaint to MAC that Israel constructing 
blockhouses within former neutral zone which not yet divided. Israel 

*Dated September 19, not printed ; it expressed the Department’s serious con- _ 
cern about the situation developing in the Jordan, Syrian and Egyptian Mixed — 
Armistice Commissions:and its disquiet about various incidents and the “Israeli 

: attitude in general.” It also instructed Jerusalem to inform General Riley of the 
| Department’s concern and to keep the Department fully informed of develop- 
| ments (867N.01/9-1349). No. 379 was repeated to Amman, Damascus, Beirut, 

Cairo, and New York. — Oo TO a : 
, * Not printed. | Oo oe - - | 

- - e
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_ claims are houses. Riley and UN officers consider edifices are con- 

structed for use as military installations and give command of Jericho — 
road. This is violation of article 2, paragraph 1 of armistice. Chairman 

raised matter informally with Biran, Israel deputy member MAC, 
who stated that if MAC by majority vote ordered investigation people 
and army would “become very excited” and shooting might occur. _ | 
Riley feels best approach is to seek again agreement between Jordan — 
and Israel on division of area and concurrently obtain Israel consent _ 
to demolish blockhouses. Hopes Israel will agree if area divided. He © 
also considers demarcation line proposed during last negotiations as 
equitable. > : ee a - 
‘Department may wish consider desirability pointing out to Jordan 

Government advantages of reaching agreement on Government House _ oe 

division thus perhaps eliminating this troublesome question. | | 
| Syrian MAC—during visit to Damascus, Riley persuaded Colonel , 

Hinnawi to agree that chairman should determine what constitutes  __ 
return to normal civilian life in demilitarized zones. Chairman thus 
ean permit construction of houses Ein Gev area. Israel has taken no | 
action on letter from MAC chairman calling for destruction of forti- 
ficationsat KinGev. - — : | 
_ Sent Department 587; repeated Tel Aviv 60, Beirut 114, Damascus 
73; Department pass Amman 113, Cairo 380. | ee | 

| a ee | Burverr | 

_ 501.BB Palestine/9-2349 : OS : | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of the Division of Internationak 
Organization Affairs (Halderman)* ae 

CONFIDENTIAL _ _ [Wasuineron,| September 23, 1949. 

: _ . Pauestine Poririca, anp Rerucrr Prosiems ee 

ore PROBLEM | | on 

_ The problem is to determine the position of the United States as to | 
| action to be taken by the General Assembly with respect to the prob- | 

lems of achieving a political settlement of the Palestine case and the  —~- 
problems of direct relief, repatriation and resettlement of the Pales- 
tine refugees. The problem includes the main aspects of the Palestine | | 
case except Jerusalem and the Holy Places (see separate papers). = 

| 1 Transmitted to Mr. Rusk by Messrs. McGhee and Sandifer ina memorandum _ of. September 23, which stated that if Mr. Rusk approved the plan, “we propose He 
that it be discussed with the British and French as soon as possible, both within 

_ the Clapp Mission and in Washington, - se ee 7 
“We also propose to furnish the paper to the General Assembly Delegation | 

with the notation that it should not be discussed with other delegations pending. . | 
consultation with the French and British.” (501.BB Palestine/9-2349) : | |
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oe RECOMMENDATIONS oO 

| 1. Due to the interrelationship of the problems under consideration _ 
| - (discussion below), it is desirable that the General Assembly should 

establish an integrated organization for the future conduct of the 
Palestine case. | a a | - me 

| 2. A United Nations Palestine Commission should handle the gen- 

| eral supervisory and policy making functions. The present terms of | 
: reference of the Conciliation Commission might be used with suitable _ 

| amendments to include the additional authority and responsibilities 
to be conferred upon it and to define the relationship between it and. 
the other component parts of the integrated organization. The Com- 

| mission’s operational director in the conduct of operations should be 
the Agent General referred to in the following recommendation. As | 

| regards the composition of the Commission the present states repre- _ 
sented on the Conciliation Commission (United States, France and 
Turkey) might be continued. The Commission’s responsibilities in 

| respect to Jerusalem, if any, will depend upon the action of the Gen- 
eral Assembly on that problem. _ So | , 

_- 3. The executive director for the operations of the Organization 
should be a single individual, designated as Agent General (or some _- 

| - other appropriate title) who would be given broad responsibilities for 
| the direction of (1) the negotiation of a political settlement including 

boundaries and refugees, (2) the administration of direct relief, (8) _ 
| programs for development projects bearing relation to the economic 

dislocations created by the hostilities, including the resettlement and 
repatriation of refugees, and (4) possible duties in connection with 
Jersualem. The Agent General would report to and be subject to © 

| - instruction by the Commission on general policy questions. 
_. 4, In respect to the political settlement, the General Assembly would 

| grant authority to the Commission to continue to assist in the nego- 
, _tiations between the parties on all phases. This program would be 

oo conducted primarily through. the instrumentality of the Agent 
General. . | | | | | 

| "5. In respect to direct relief the General Assembly should make 
a provision for the machinery necessary for its administration and pro- _ 

vide a plan for contributions from United Nations Members (similar | 

to UNRPR). The Agent General should have a general supervisory 
| function in respect of direct relief. | 

, 6. In respect to the development projects the General Assembly 
| - ghould take note of the intention of certain governments to provide 

| funds for settlement and development, the projects to be coordinated 

by an “Authority”, probably consisting of the grantor states. The 

United States Government contemplates approaching the United 

Kingdom and Franceinthiscontext. | a
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7. In the fields of direct relief and development the details of what > 
should be provided by the General Assembly concerning the structure 
of the component parts of the Organization and the relationship be- __ 

| tween them, cannot be precisely determined until receipt of the recom- | 
mendation of the Economic Survey Mission. __ Os oe 

8. Under the plan, therefore, there would be four components of __ 
| the organization for which the Agent General would provide unified 

direction and coordination. United Nations funds as such would not a 

be used except for the administrative expenses of the Commission, the 
Agent General and his staff. Funds for direct, relief would probably 

| come from the special contributions of United Nations Members. —_ 
Funds for the development projects would probably come from those | 
states participating in the program, from bank loans, and perhaps 
other sources including compensation paid for refugee property losses. 

ee «DISCUSSION, Oo | 
_ Inter-Dependence of Political and Refugee Aspects of Palestine 

| Problem | Oo : 
| The solution of the three problems outstanding in the Palestine case 

| are in effect one problem with progress toward the solution of each to 
a large degree interdependent. A political settlement is unlikely unless 
arrangements are in train with respect to the resettlement and re- 
patriation of refugees. Commitments for the resettlement of refugees’ | 

_ are in turn dependent upon outside capital assistance for national de- 

velopment projects as well as upon progress toward a political settle- 
ment. Contributions toward emergency relief depend upon progress on on 
a program for the resettlement and repatriation program so that an | | 
end to relief expenditures would be in sight. BS | 

- Furthermore, the interdependence of the problems is such that in _ 
order to avoid a stalemate, a final solution of any of them must not | 
be contingent upon action on another. On the other hand a program - 
looking toward the solution of each is prerequisite to a program look- 
ing toward the solution of the others. © . 
Necessity of Integrated Organization ee : os 

On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, itis necessary toestablish === 
an integrated authority to provide unified direction and control of the , 
programs looking toward the solution of.each aspect of the problem. 

_ The Conciliation Commission has had broad functions relating to each 
_ phase, except relief, but it was not conceived, nor has it functioned as 

_ an operating agency. The General Assembly should therefore establish _ 
the machinery for the direction required to develop and operate an 
interrelated program. CF 

| _
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| COMPONENT PARTS OF THE ORGANIZATION - 

A. The United Nations Palestine Commission ot oe 

~ The United Nations Palestine Commission would probably consist 

of three states, i.e., the present members of the Conciliation Commis- 

~ gion. It would conduct the general supervisory and policy function of _ 

the United Nations. It should not be in continuous session but could 

, arrange to meet as necessary either in New York or elsewhere. The 

Agent General would stand in the position of its Executive in the 

field for the conduct of negotiations and the conduct of its super- 

visory functions over the other component parts of the organization. _ 

- The principal advantage of a Commission is that it would lend sub- 

stantial support to the Agent General who will be subject to strong 

pressures from opposing parties. Government members of the Com- 

mission are in a good position to apply pressure directly on the states 

involved in the dispute. Such pressures might be decisively effective 

in support ofthe Agent General. _ 

—sB. Coneiliation re So 

For the exercise of the functions under this heading, a relatively 

small staff would be required primarily responsible to the Agent Gen- 
eral. The cost of this function would. be carried in the regular United | 
Nations budget. | oe Oo | / 

C. Direct Relief a | 

- The United Nations, in establishing the UNRPR, undertook re- 

- gponsibility for providing direct relief for the refugees until Au- 

| gust 31, 1949. Direct relief on a large scale will need to be continued 

| until permanent resettlement and repatriation of the refugees or ac- 
ceptance by the governments involved of full responsibility for them. 
A further appeal to governments for funds would not be productive 

unless projected against the background of a program looking toward 

| the definitive solution of the refugee problem. In as much as the ~ 
source of funds for relief should have as wide a base as possible, and | 
since the appeal of all governments will need to be on a humanitarian — 
basis, it is therefore proposed that the responsibility for the present 

| functions of UNRPR be a part of the overall organization. -__ 
Contributions for this program would be on a voluntary basis. - _ 

D. Settlement and Development Authority - Oo 

_ The Economic Survey Mission is charged with making recommenda- 

tions in this context. The development of a suitable agency or authority _ 
| - for coordinating the participation of states (primarily the US, UK 

and France) in the projects for the resettlement of refugees within 
the framework of the proposed organization will require substantial 

preparatory work and negotiation because of the large funds required —
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and because of the complex problem involved in assuring that the | 
| projects achieve the desired objectives. | | 

_ The scope of the work of the “Authority” will require careful defini- 
tion, particularly in respect to such matters as whether work relief, | 
costs of the movement of refugees to their new countries, and other | 

| expenses incident to repatriation and resettlement should be borne by 
: the states participating in this program or treated as expenses of direct | 

| relief. A second problem is the relationship between the Agent General __ 
~ andthe Authority for purposesof coordination, = 7 : 

Consultations with the British and French are necessary to consider 
in some detail the problems involved in setting up such an authority 

7 and to reach agreement thereon including preliminary agreement on | 

contributions. Such consultations will take place during the course of : 
the Economic Mission, and final decisions cannot be made untilat least = 

-_- preliminary results of this work are known. ee 

EE. Compensation a : 

The problem of compensation is a distinct field which is nevertheless _ 
closely inter-related with the political and refugee aspects of the © 
Palestine problem. In as much as the problem is one to be worked out 
by negotiation, the Agent General might be given authority to take — 

-_gsteps to bring about the determination and fulfillment of obligations 
in respect of the payment of compensation for loss or damage to _ 
property owned by refugees, and to take appropriate measures to © 
effectuate the equitable disposition of the proceeds of any such 
payments. Co PR - . 

- 501:BB Palestine/9-2649 a | 

| Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern | 
and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Deputy Under Secretary of | 
State (Rusk) On | ; - eed 

| Se ke [Wasuineton,] September 26, 1949. | 

Subject: Long Term Organization to Continue Work of Economic | 
-  $urvey'Mission = | 
Probleniy | Se | 

_ The terms of reference of ESM? include the preparation ofalong 
| term organizational plan to operate in the field of relief and resettle-_ 

ment of the refugees from hostilities in Palestine. At. Mr. Clapp’s , 
_ suggestion the outline of such a plan is to be prepared by the Depart- 

- ment for ESM consideration. A draft to be submitted to Clapp is a 
| attached (Tab A).3 | Oo | oe 

| _* Sent also by Mr. Sandifer. | | as 
* Dated September 1, p. 1346. | | | 

~ * Not printed. ' | — |
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Discussion: aE ae 
| The enclosure outlines an organization. (Near East Settlement and 

Development Authority) to function with the Palestine Commission | 

(see separate paper on that subject)* on the assumption that the US, 
UK and France agree to establish it. Other members of the UN may | 
be admitted to NESDA. NESDA/’s role would be advisory and co- 

--— ordinative; it would have a staff to continue the work of ESM, and 
it would be consulted by its member governments before assistance 
was furnished to states concerned. Funds to operate its programs 
would come from bank loans, compensation, grants from abroad, and 
other sources. It would have no veto over projects of its members, 

| but its authority would stem from its knowledge of the area and 
undertakings to consult it before funds were made available for 
development. | a 

| NESDA’s work would be coordinated with relief operations of | 

UNRPR or its successor through the Agent General. | 
_ NESDA would call on the UN and specialized agencies for ad- 

| ministrative and technical staff. | | 
It is proposed to discuss the establishment of NESDA with the UK 

and France through the ESM deputies and simultaneously in Wash- | 
ington with the Embassies, in order that timely action may be taken as _ 
necessary by this session of the GA. — - | ae 

oo Recommendation: ae a SO 

_ Authorization to proceed with these discussions along the lines of 
the attached paper is recommended. | co 

| [Here follow concurrences. ] : | | | a 

*The editors are unable to identify this paper; possibly the draft to be sub- __ 7 
: mitted to Mr. Clapp is intended: oe - 

883.801/9-2149 : Telegram | - 
. . Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt + zo | 

SECRET Wasuineron, September 26, 1949—12 noon. | 

| 954. [In] Connection with representations Brit making [to] _ 
Egypts re passage Suez Canal by Haifa-bound tankers and at sugges- _ 
tion of Brit Chargé, Brit Emb approached Dept under instrus FonOff * 

: with request Emb Cairo be authorized lend support in form general 
approach Egypt Govt urging lifting restrictions on passage thru 

| Canal in respect all shipping. (Ref London’s Tel 3783, Sept 21? rptd | 
Cairo as 955.) Neth Belg Nor Swed Turk and Ital being similarly | 

| | 1 This telegram was repeated to London. | re _ 
| ~ *Not printed. — me eS
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approached by Brit with request their reps consult Brit Chargé in 
order determine if such action in fact desirable and if so time and - 
mannerofapproache === — | | eu Da mn | : 

----You authorized take such action. If approach made you shld base 
- your arguments on (1) previous US approaches re freedom of ship- 

ping thru Canal (Deptel 759 June 9 1948*) (2) fact armistice agree- _ | 
.. ments have been concluded between Israel and Arab states (8) removal 

_ of UN and US arms embargo (Depcirtel Aug 16 4 a. m. and Depcirtel _ 

| Sept. 7 6a.m.*). — a So | , 
| _ This approach is not of course connected with present activities — 

_. Econ Survey Mis and shld there be evidence Egypt misinterpretation 
you shld informally clarify. — ne Een 

Since drafting foregoing Brit report Chapman-Andrews* saw 
- -PriMin Sept 22 and outcome talk unsatisfactory. He will doubtless 

- inform you re conversation as factor in determining desirability sup- 

porting action by USandother powers. 
’ Dept also discussed with Brit Emb rep manner which supporting 
action might take and suggests you consider in detail with Chapman- 
Andrews. Brit Emb rep agreed with Dept solemn parade fon reps 

| in Cairo to Egypt FonOff wld certainly become known privately and 
- publicly in Egypt. Resulting publicity might subsequently prevent 

favorable Egypt action. Manner supporting action shld therefore be 
carefully arranged and might, in final analysis, determine whether _ 
supporting action wld beadvisableatthisstage. - 
moe —_ | Were. | 

7 _* Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1108. . : — ae - 
_ “Neither printed. 7 - | _ | : 

* Edwin A. Chapman-Andrews, British Minister in Egypt. a nn : 

867N.00/9-2649 SO a 

: Memorandum by the Assistant. Chief of the Division of Near Hastern . 

| Affairs (Wilkins) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Near 
Eastern and African Affairs (McGhee) , - | 

RESTRICTED . =~: _[Wasuineron,] September 26, 1949. | 

Subject: Mt. Scopus situation eR ee 
_. We have considered Dr. Senator’s request that the US Government - 

| make representations to Jordan regarding free access to Mt. Scopust __ 
but we believe that we should not take any action on this‘matter.: | 

- .4%he request of David W. Senator, Vice President of the Hebrew University | 
at Jerusalem, was made in a conversation with Messrs. McGhee, Wilkins, and 

_  §tabler earlier the same day (memorandum of conversation by Mr. McGhee, 
867N.4212/9-2649). | | | |
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During the negotiations at Rhodes between the Israelis'and Jordan, _ 
the Israelis insisted that Jordan accept certain conditions before they ~ 

| agreed to sign even a “cease fire.” Included in these conditions was free _ 
| access to Mt. Scopus. Due to the fact that the Jordan Government _ 

wished to proceed to the armistice stage, it accepted free access to Mt. 
‘Scopusinprinciple = — © ee 

Article VIII of the armistice agreement provided that a Special 
a Committee would be organized to “direct its attention to the formula- | 

tion of agreed plans and arrangements for such matters as either party _ 
may submit to it, which, in any case, shall include the following on | 
which agreement in principle already exists: free movement of traffic | 
on vital roads, including the Bethlehem and Latrun-Jerusalem roads; _ 

| resumption of the normal functioning of the cultural and humani- 
tarian institutions on Mt. Scopus and free access thereto; free access 

| to the Holy Places and cultural institutions and use of the cemetery 
on the Mount of Olives; resumption of operation of the Latrun pump- 
ing station; provision of electricity for the Old City; and resumption 

7 of operation of the railroad to Jerusalem.” SO 
To date the only matter that has been successfully handled by the | 

Special Committee has been the resumption of the operation of the rail- 
road. On all other matters the Special Committee was unable to | 
formulate any agreed plans. The Jordan delegates, while maintaining 
that they still agreed in principle to free access to Mt. Scopus, were 
unable to reach any satisfactory agreement with the Israelis on how 

: free access could be worked out. Mt. Scopus is a very strategic location 
7 overlooking the Old City and most of the main arteries leading to 

Arab Jerusalem from Jordan-controlled territory. Consequently, the 
Jordanians did not wish to give the Israelis complete freedom of ) 

| passage without any form of control. Moreover, Jordan has also raised 
the question of the return of certain Arab quarters in Jerusalem which, _ 
it is assumed, were presented to the Special Committee under the 
phrase “such matters as either party may submit to it.” - — 

a - The use of the Bethlehem road and the restoring of the electricity 
to the Old City are not very important to Jordan, as they have been 
getting along quite well without electricity and have built a secondary | 
road to Bethlehem through Arab territory. What is important to them 
is the return of certain Arab quarters now held by the Israelis. Jordan | 

| is determined to make use of the Mt. Scopus situation as a bargaining | 
point for their-demands. There is nothing in Article VIII which 
requires Jordan to accept any “plans.and. arrangements” for free 

— access to Mt. Scopus unless they agree to them. So far, Jordan has 
not agreed. _ . | ee
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Because of this impasse the Department proposed to Jordan and 
_ Israel that both accept to refer matters on Article VIII, as well as the - 

border questions involved in Jerusalem including demarcation lines, 
‘to the Mixed Armistice Commission under the chairmanship of Gen- — 
eral Riley. It was felt that Riley would be able to help the parties in : 
“the formulation of agreed plans and arrangements” and might be able — 

to produce compromise suggestions. Jordan accepted the proposal on | 
the basis that it favored the return of normal life to Jerusalem. Israel 

- accepted the proposal in principle but objected to the MAC dealing | 

_with the broader question of Jerusalem. In other words, Israel wished oe 
the MAC to consider only those points specifically mentioned in Arti- , 
cle VIII of the armistice agreement. — | oo 

Although we have pointed out to Israel on numerous occasions that | 
acceptance of our proposal might enable the parties to settle their dif- | 
ferences on the general subject of Jerusalem, without prejudicing the © oe 
interest of the world community in the city, Israel has refused to go 
along with the proposal. _ | | | | Oo 

: It is believed that it would be unwise for the Department to take any 
action on Dr. Senator’s request and that the question should be left to So 
the UN and General Riley to handle as they think best. | | 

2 The Department summarized this memorandum in telegram 636, September 30, 
6 p. m., to Tel Aviv and instructed Ambassador McDonald as follows: “In your 

_ talks with Israeli officials re PCC Jerusalem proposals, you might find it useful 
to point out above situation is one more reason why necessary for Israel to adopt | 
constructive and reasonable approach to Jerusalem question. PCC plan wld seem 

— to offer basis on which Israeli approach might now be based.” (867N.01/9-3049) 

501.BB Palestine(E) /9-2749 oo | | - 

Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of the Division of Near Eastern 
| Affairs (Wilkins) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Near 

Eastern and African Affairs (McGhee)? | Oo 

SECRET _ _[Wasuineron,] September 27, 1949. 

Subject: Emphasis on Work Relief by Economic Survey Mission. _ 

_ Discussions Co oe | OO 
There are attached two telegrams ? concerning the Economic Survey - 

Mission’s intention of placing primary emphasis initially upon work | 
relief projects “not necessarily implying permanent resettlement”, in | | 
preparing its interim report. The telegrams clearly suggest that the | 
question of permanent settlement projects would be deferred until a 

- * Sent also to Mr. Gardiner. a | = oe . | 
- # Not found attached. |
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_ the final report of the Mission, which will probably not. be submitted 

| until January 1, after the closing of the General Assembly. o 

_ Although the political considerations which motivated this tactical 

shift are understandable, the question of the time factor involved in | 

. the proposed schedule must be taken into account. If the preliminary _ 

report of the Mission is drafted solely or chiefly within the context 

of work relief projects, action in the General Assembly would pre- 

| sumably have to be confined to voting a large-scale relief and work 
_ relief program. Assuming that such a resolution could obtain the 

| mecessary votes in the Assembly, such a program would necessitate a 

greatly increased expenditure over a straight relief program, without 

materially advancing liquidation of the refugee problem, and would _ 

tend to further prolong the present political stalemate with respect 

| to the refusal of both sides to get on with settlement of the refugee 
problem. Finally, the proposed emphasis: would preclude action at 

the General Assembly to establish an Authority, which must be based. 

, principally on permanent settlement and development projects. | 

_ In view of the importance of the preliminary report of the Eco- _ 

nomic Survey Mission as a springboard for the establishment of the 
Authority, together with the advantage of obtaining concrete progress 

OO on permanent settlement projects where political conditions are favor- , 

able to their early initiation, notably in Jordan, it is believed that 

| Mr. Clapp’s preliminary report should be drafted as a total program 

| of relief, work relief, settlement and development projects, and that 

his final report should constitute a more detailed elaboration of these 

oe several aspects. — ; | : 

Recommendations : | Oo | 

| It is recommended that these. considerations be brought to Mr. | 

‘Clapp’s attention in the very near future, perhaps in connection with — 
‘transmittal of the working paper concerning the Authority, and that 

he be urged to draft his report in a manner calculated to give us a | 

basis on which to obtain financing of long range projects as well as 

work relief? = | . a | 

3 Attached is an undated note to Mr. Wilkins from Mrs. Hope, stating that “phis 
is the memo with which we tried to shift Clapp’s, approach.” The Department, on 

| September 30, informed Beirut: that the ESM intention to place its main emphasis 
_ on work relief in the early stages was causing concern, “lest ESM not include full 

consideration in interim report of operational plan... together with general 

: ‘approximation costs [and] methods financing. : ae 

... “Action by UNGA to establish organization under. which resettlement and 

development can move forward is essential, and to assure consideration this 
- ‘gession UNGA. to permit operations to begin in 1950, interim report shld contain 

adequate documentation supporting organizational plans.” (telegram 574, 501.BB 

Palestine (EF) /9-3049) . |
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501.BB Palestine(E) /9-2749 : Circular telegram a . - mn oe 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular NGA SE Ofices! _ | ee 

CONFIDENTIAL = ~~—s- Wasunoton, September 27, 1949—6 a. m. 
Since majority NE govts now appear willing receive ESM, in future. oe 

conversations with govt officials, you shld proceed on assumption __ 
govt will cooperate with ESM. Dept hopes as govts and peoples NE 
become accustomed presence and operations ESM, and as validity 
its purposes demonstrated, local criticism will abate and increasing’ 

-Ineasure genuine cooperationextended. = 2 2 ss—SS 
Continue report fully re local reaction ESM, including any sig- oe 

nificant evidence non-cooperation. _ | | 
| - | OO - Werps | 

At Cairo, Tel Aviv, Baghdad, Damascus, Beirut, Amman, and J erusalem. - 
_ According to an undated memorandum by Mary H. Hope to Mr. Hare attached to | 
this telegram, the message was not sent to Jidda because the Saudi Arabian 

| Government had informed the United Nations of its refusal to receive the. 
| Economic Survey Mission. oe oo . , 

501.BB Palestine/9-2849 en co mo | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Under Secretary of 
State (Rusk)* es aera 

CONFIDENTIAL © _. [Wasutneton,| September 28, 1949. - , 

Subject: Israeli reaction to PCC Jerusalem proposals. cn 

Participants: Eliahu Elath, Israeli Ambassador i 
ce — G—Mr. Rusk | ee 

| —  NE—Mr. Wilkins | a 
NE—Mr. Stabler | On - | 

Problem: To inform Ambassador Elath of our concern over the | 
Israeli reaction to the PCC proposals for the Jerusalem area, | 
Action Required: To inform Mr. Ross of USUN of Rusk-Elath_ | 

conversation and probability Eban would approach him to discuss’ | 

Action Assigned To; NE. re 

‘I informed Ambassador Elath that I had asked him to come in con-_ 
nection with the Israeli reaction to the PCC proposals. I recalled that. 

the GA resolution. of November 29, 1947, included, inter alia, provi-. - 
_ sions for the full internationalization of Jerusalem. Since it was not 

2 Drafted by Mr. Stabler, assigned to the Division of Near Eastern Affairs after . 
his return from duty in Amman. | oo | 

oe
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possible to implement this resolution, consideration was then given in 

the spring of 1948 to the possibility of trusteeship for all of Palestine 
| _ in order to provide governmental machinery for Palestine following 

the termination of the British Mandate. When the fighting in Jeru- 
salem became more severe, the UN focussed its attention on the Jeru- . 
salem question and considered ways and means of solving that question 
alone. A special trusteeship for the Jerusalem area was among the 

| plans proposed and I had had the occasion at that time to discuss this 
matter with Mr. Sharett. I told him that a practical plan should be 
adopted for a permanent international regime for the Jerusalem area 
which would permit the integration of Jerusalem, in so far as con- 
sistent with its special international character, with the people and 
institutions in the rest of Palestine. I recalled that Mr. Sharett had 

| not seemed averse to such a plan. I indicated that we believed that the 
present PCC proposals represent a practical approach of this | 

| character. We were therefore surprised and puzzled by the strength 
| and immediacy of the Israeli reaction and I had wanted to discuss the 

| - question with the Ambassador in order to clear up any misunderstand- 

ing which might have developed on their part regarding the plan. For 
example, I wondered whether their objections were based on the dif- 
ference between annexation and something lessthan annexation, = > 
‘The Ambassador indicated that Israel had no intention of annexing | 

Jerusalem and believed there was no foundation for such a charge. 
I said that perhaps I had not made my meaning clear, as I was not 
speaking of previous press reports that Israel planned immediately 

- to annex Jerusalem but was now referring to a final settlement of the 

| Jerusalem question. _ ee | | 
- The Ambassador repeated that Israel had no intention of annexing 

Jerusalem but felt that the present PCC plan did not take into account | 
several important factors in connection with Israel’s interest in Jeru- | 

- galem. He said that several points had annoyed them. He said the 
—— paragraph on immigration would prevent Israel from developing the 

economic life of Jerusalem and from increasing its growth as a cul- 
| tural and religious center for the Jews. On the question of security, 

the demilitarization and the limitation on the number of police placed 
in jeopardy the security of the 100,000 Jews who are resident in Jeru- 

| salem. Israel felt that in view of the fact that Jewish Jerusalem is 
surrounded on three sides by Arabs that it could not afford to neglect 

| the important question of security. Moreover, he doubted whether the | 

| UN could provide the administration necessary to carry out the plan. 

He wondered how the General Council as proposed in the PCC plan 

| would be able to operate and where the funds would come from to
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provide the $30,000,000 which the UN estimates is necessary for the 
| administration of Jerusalem.: ~ / a | 

| - L indicated that on the matter of security it would seem unfortunate 
to start a competition on the size of the police forces and the quan- 
tity of armaments. I expressed the belief that these matters could _ 
be discussed in the GA and could be worked out satisfactorily in the 

- General Council. With respect to the administration of Jerusalem, I | 
thought his figures out of proportion, and in any event it was quite 
 @lear that the two’areas would be administered and financed by the | 

_ administering states. The General Council would only be called upon 
- to consider matters which were commontobothareas © = | | 

_ I then pointed out that the Catholic and Protestant communities = 
in the US. felt quite strongly about the problem of Jerusalem. We 
had tried to keep the question out of public debate, as we wished the | 
matter considered along practical lines. We did not wish to have in- 

jected into the discussion the sentimental and. emotional approach 7 
which would make it very difficult to arrive at a solution. We had con- 
sidered Jerusalem ’as one problem in ‘Palestine which could be settled | 

-. without too much difficulty, and we had therefore been quite disap- 
pointed by the Israeli reaction. We wondered from the immediate © 
strong press comments and statements by officials in Israel whether the | 

- _Israeli-Government had carefully considered the plan. We also won- 
dered whether Israel and the US were talking about the same thing | 

with respect to the meaning of the various provisions. I said I felt that 
more careful consideration of the plan by Israel and. possibly talks | 

_-between--our people and the Israeli delegation in New York might | | 
result in dissipating some of the doubts which Israel had on various 
sections of the proposal: The Ambassador agreed and said he hoped : 
it would be:possible for Mr. Ross and Mr. Eban to get together. . _ 

The Ambassador said he felt it was unfortunate that the Israelis | 
had not been consulted on the proposals prior to their submission to. | 
the UN. He felt that the Israeli objective in Jerusalem, i.e., the preser- 
vation and protection of the 100,000 Jews in Jerusalem, could have — | 
been better taken into account. Mr. Wilkins pointed out that the Jeru- 
salem committee of the PCC, as well as others on the PCC, had dis- 7 
cussed the proposals in detail with Israeli officials both in Tel Aviv - 
andLausanneduringthepast8months = # = | 

The Ambassador asked whether we had received any reaction from a 
the Arabs with respect to the proposals. Mr. Wilkins said that 

| Dr. Malik had made a speech in the GA which appeared to favor: | 
_ the proposals, and that informal talks with certain Arabs in Wash- 

ington had indicated a generally favorable disposition. Sw
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- - The Ambassador then asked whether the US gave its support to the- 

proposals. I replied that the US, as a member of the PCC, had par- 
- ticipated in the drafting of the proposals, and that while final deter- 

mination on the question was one for the GA, the US did give its 
support in general to the proposals. However, I indicated that it was 

| quite possible that a number of amendments would be proposed during | 

| the: GA: discussions and that we were prepared to consider them. _ 
- I:then informed the Ambassador of our concern over the reports. 

. from Jerusalem:and Tel Aviv indicating that there might bearesump-. 

tion of terrorist activities. I pointed out that there were a number of | 
, American as well as other foreign officials in Jerusalem, and referred. 

to the fact that the situation in Jerusalem had been closely related to | 
| the assassination of Count Bernadotte. I expressed the hope that Israel 

| would take the necessary measures to protect the officials in Jerusalem. 

a The Ambassador said that the Israeli Government was aware of the 
| situation and felt the atmosphere in Jerusalem was considerably better . 

in this respect. However, Israel needed the help of the US in connection... 

with the Jerusalem proposals in order to avoid the resumption of these. 

activities. | : | | - : 
- In connection with possible discussion between our people in New: 
York and the Israeli delegation, I suggested that.Mr. Eban might | 
also wish to talk with some of the other delegations, including Colom- 
bia, which had expressed much interest in the question of Jerusalem.; | 
Mr. Elath replied that Mr. Eban had already done this and found that _ 
the majority of the Latin American delegations were more interested = 
in the free access to and preservation of the Holy Places than they were: 

in the broader question of internationalization. — | OS 
- IT requested the Ambassador to bring to the attention of the Israel1: 

| Government our concern with respect to present developments on the 
Jerusalem question? = =  —~ a 

2 In telegram. 63%, September. 30,8 p. m.,: to Tel Aviv (repeated to’ J erusaleni,; 
. Amman, and New York), the Department stated that “During past month Dept. 

has noted with concern continuation public statements by Israeli officials and 
_ inereasing press campaign ‘in Israel and. US with apparent purpose of creating’ 

| public belief proposed PCC plan provided for rigid internationalization and 
thereby prejudiced mutual relations between Israel and Jews resident in’ Jeru- | 
salem.” The telegram then summarized the Rusk-Elath eonversation: of Sep-. 

| tember 28 and concluded with an instruction “to discuss Jerusalem question. with 
Sharett and other Israeli officials along foregoing lines in ‘continuation of instrns 

contained Deptel 605, Sept 19, and conversations reported Embtels 703, Sept;23, . . 
and 710, Sept 24. You shld.emphasize that our approach to Jerusalem question — 
is based on fact that Jerusalem and area surrounding it necessary to its existence 
are of deep. concern to three:great world religions and that it is. our hope that 
‘solution for Jerusalem’s. many intricate problems will be achieved by calm and , 
constructive’ means.” (501.BB Palestine/9-3049) Of the reference’ telegrams, 
Nos. 703 and 710 are not printed:; but: regarding the latter, see footnote 1 to. tele- . 

: gram 605, September 19, p. 1393. .
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--BO1.MA Palestine/9-2949 : Telegram | an ne 

--* The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United 
ee oe Kingdom+  — a 

RESTRICTED , _ -Wasutneron, September 29, 1949—2 p. m. 

8548. Dept concerned problem financing UNRPR pending GA con- 
sideration ESM Report which will furnish basis GA action future | 

relief program. UNRPR cash expected run out about Dec. 15, after : | 
exhausting anticipated US contribution of $16 million matched by ) 
like sum from other countries, and supplies in pipeline about Jan. 15. oo 

UNRPR operating agencies seeking assurances continuation program 
as cannot take risks inherent in abandoning relief during winter. | 

Anticipated SYG will propose at UNRPR Ad Hoc Advisory : 
Comite mtg Oct 4 GA be asked give early consideration this problem, — | 
prior receipt ESM Report, and seek auth advance of $3 million from 

- Working Capital Fund to meet UNRPR requirements until Feb or 
possibly more to finance operations thru March. Dept most anxious — | 
avoid any GA action this question until ESM interim Report recd 
early Nov and until inter-related parts Palestine problem as whole can a 

_ be considered by GA because any proposal to extend UNRPR opera- } 
tions even temporarily wld inevitably invite premature discussion | 
future program, which can only be properly considered when ESM — 
report recd. To meet gap in funds that will inevitably arise pending 
action by govs on GA res, and give assurances to agencies of continua- 

tion operations without prejudice nature and extent future program, | 
Dept proposes recommend SYG appeal to TRO for assistance in form — 
of supplies and funds for which no immed allocation by it toitsown = 

-- program expected. We believe IRO presently in position grant such 
assistance and wld hope favorable action cld be taken by it at Gen 

~ Council mtg Geneva beginning Oct. 11. IRO report on fin position - 
as of March 31, 1949, showed unallocated funds equivalent to about | 
$15 million of which substantial amount in sterling. Dept understands | 
IRO presently unable apply large. part these holdings to TRO. opera- | 

tions and also [RO commodity inventories are high. View this situa- = 
tion and previous,IRO assistance to- UNRPR, Dept believes appeal 

TRO for assistance at this tinve shld result in favorable response.2? a 

- For-your info Dept discussed foregoing with Brit Emb and asked’ | 
for comments in hope estab identical position this subj at Ad Hoe 7 
Advisory Comite mtg Oct4andatIROGen Council. 
WS OE oe OB a Ss cad - WrBp - 

| 1 This telegram was repeated to'New York. . . cae coe a 
* London, on October 1, advised of the preliminary views of the Foreign Office, —— 

namely, that the IRO should not be depended on for financial assistance and | 
might help in a very limited way with supplies and that the IRO would be the ~ | 

| 10 140) to take over the work of UNRPR (telegram 3946, 501.MA Palestine/ 

 501-887-—77-——90 | | OO
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--§01.BB Palestine(E) /9-349 : Telegram oe | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Saudi Arabia 

CONFIDENTIAL | WaAsHINGTON, September 29, 1949—7 p.m. 

| 383. Dept informed! [that] SYG of UN received tel Sep 26 from ~ 

| SAG notifying UN of its refusal receive ESM because dissatisfied 

| with “trend of treating Pal problem”. | - 

| | You shld call on FonOff immed or soonest pilgrimage terminated, 

and make fol points, using background contained Deptel 336 Sep 3? 
| , and Depcirtel Sep 9,6a.m.* where relevant. = | | | 

| _ Dept disappointed SAG reaction and convinced latter based on 

misconstruction purposes ESM. You shld point out certain other Arab 

states were initially reluctant receive ESM, but when its objectives 

and non-polit character were clarified, this reluctance dissipated. With 

exception SAG, all Arab Govts to which SYG addressed communica- 

tion (Egypt, Syria, Leb, Jordan, Iraq) have now expressed willingness 

receive ESM. SAG action difficult understand view King’s humani- 
| tarian interest in contributing alleviation refugee problem, as indi- 

| cated by his request Aramco provide employment opportunities for _ 

| Pal refugees. Moreover, SAG action appears to be reversal previously _ 

expressed interest in development and irrigation projects frequently 

discussed with Emb and Dept. You shld make clear cooperation with 
_ ESM implies no prior commitment accept its recommendations, al- 

though we hope sound techn basis on which they will be formulated 

: will make them acceptable not only to NE states but to all govts in 
position extend fin or techn support intheirimplementation. —_ 

oo - You shld express Dept’s hope Emb’s clarification purposes ESM 

| will induce SAG reconsider at least to extent of receiving ESM in- | 
formally and informing ESM of SAG’s techn and development needs. 

| Foregoing has Amb Childs’concurrence. = | oS 7 
| _ Rpt reply Beirut for Clapp.* _ a — a 

"23n telegram 1192, September 26, 11: 57 p. m., from New York, not printed. | 
- 2'This was a repeat of No. 476, to Beirut, p. 1559. oe —— | 

8 Not printed. | 

‘This telegram was repeated to Beirut. Jidda replied, on October 4, stating 
that “SAG is profoundly disillusioned with results achieved to-date.by UN insofar ~ 
as benefit to themselves is concerned. .. . Now the King has expressed his dis- 
approval of PCC or any branch of it, as well as his personal regret that none of 

| the advice he gave in past to visiting American officials was heeded ; and he will 
likely continte to believe that ESM is essentially a US project, however much ~ 

we may explain its UN character. Embassy therefore questions whether it would. 

be either good taste or good tactics at this time to press SAG with a new request 

for entry of ESM and for cooperation with it.” (telegram 587, 501.BB Palestine | 

(BH) /10-449) SC
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501.BB Palestine(H)/10-149 : Telegram So Eds we | 

. The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY = |. Berrur, October 1,1949—1la.m. | - 
/ - 506. Simes 9. For McGhee [From Clapp], ss 

_ 1, Have completed first visits to Lebanon, Egypt, Transjordan and 
Syria, accompanied by deputies, I explained purpose of. Mission ; 

_ emphasizing immediate task to:report and recommend to UN by | 
| November 1 (now changed) a program of works for temporary em- | 

| ployment of able-bodied refugees where they are as a basis for dis- _ 
continuing or decreasing direct relief program. Asked cooperation 
of governments in such program without prejudice to their positions | 
on repatriation, compensation or resettlement. Asked for their pro-. — 

_ posals re such able and useful works projects near refugee concentra-_ 
tions. Offered our experts for joint consultations with understanding = 
that exploration of long-range economic development. possibilities 

_ would begin after November 1 for later report. Visits arranged in _ 
_ atmosphere of abating suspicion that reception of Mission would indi- © 

cate weakening attitude Arab States re repatriation and compensa- 
tion endorsed by UN resolution and that. agreement to temporary | 
works program would lead to resettlement without agreement by NE | 
Governments 9 eo Se 

| _ Egypt—three days. Brief conference with Prime Minister who was 
cordial and candid re Egypt’s inability to accept refugees in over- 

- crowded present population.t I emphasized immediate task Mission’ 
and asked cooperation on works program in Gaza area. Conference 
with Liaison Committee of government developed some ideas and per- - 
mission was. granted our experts to inspect Gaza area to see what can : 
bedone | 7 RE 

Dinner with Prime Minister. Trip to desert agricultural experiment / 
_ station. Fairly good press. Invited to return for visit to Aswan and | 

other developments. 0 = ae yk 7 
a Prime Minister endorsed temporary works program for refugees oe 

and is less adamant on repatriation issue than Arab League officials 
in hisown government. __ et 7 I 

| Thad most profitable conversation with Ambassador Caffery2 _ 

ss A Harry ©. Brown,’ Finance Officer and Acting Head-of the United: Nations | 
Relief for Palestine Refugees. office at Cairo, informed an Embassy officer that 
UNRPR had taken responsibility for the 5,000 to 6,000 refugees in Egypt at _ 
Kantara at the request of the Egyptian Government and had moved them to 
Gaza. He also stated that subsequently the:Egyptian-Government had made over- | 
tures requesting UNRPR to assume responsibility for the remaining ‘Palestinian | 
refugees in Egypt. These too were to be sent to Gaza. (despatch 881,- October 1, 
from Cairo,.501.MA Palestine/10-149) | a oo | . | 
4d efferson Caffery, who had been designated Ambassador to Egypt on July 9. |
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Transjordan—two days. Temporary works program and possible 
resettlement schemes freely discussed. Our experts joined us and began 
field trip both sides of Jordan. Government is ready to go just as far_ 

| on. resettlement as outside funds will permit. Desmond Morton trying © 
to arrange immediate allocation of funds available from British loan — 
to begin works program in Transjordan by Transjordan Government 
without awaiting Mission report. I have encouraged him to do so. 

_-'We had thirty minutes with King Abdullah who stated Arab case 
| forcefully. He endorsed resettlement in Transjordan and insisted 

upon access to Mediterranean by means of Negev not corridor and no | 
internationalization of Jerusalem. He had strong condemnation of UN. 
handling whole Palestine problem including Bernadotte assassination. 

| He hoped Mission would get action on its economic recommendations. 
_ Syria—two days.- You are familiar with difficulties in getting open 
door for Mission. We were well-received but with extreme caution 

| publicly by government. We had two-hour conference with Foreign 
Minister Qudsi first day. He stipulated and explained conditions we 
must accept if government was to “permit” Mission to study possi- 

| bilities in Syria. Orally conceptions seemed same as reported Keeley — | 
but because of delicate political situation of government and need for 
finding strong program of development helpful to resettlement in — 
Syria, I asked to have conditions in writing for later discussion. Con- — 
ditions in brief precluded any economic development studies having 
any relation to refugees. Keeley’s thorough briefing had prevented any: 
unpleasant surprise in this respect. | | 

I explained immediate need for temporary works program for 
| refugees now in Syria and asked if his conditions precluded discussions 

: or cooperation. I left him with clear understanding that. we could not 
assign experts to long-range economic developments studies unless | 
cooperation on temporary works program assured now. > 

- | Next day we had three hours negotiation with Qudsi on text of 
| conditions. Some progress, and we adjourned until next week. Expect 

to get into Syria on workable basis. Government afraid to decide any- 
| thing, but decree.extending working rights to refugees is good sign. . | 

They want our help on long-range development but will. not take | 
position publicly that such.develepments will, or are intended to, facili- 

| tate resettlement, for fear this will weaken their position re repatria- | 
| tion and compensation. Qudsi knows land development will attract 

refugees but insists resettlement must be unstated corollary and not 
a.subject for international discussion.? - re 

- ? Damascus, on October 10, reported that Mr. Clapp and his deputies:met with 
Foreign Minister Qudsi the previous day and agreed on a Satisfactory basis “for 

. _ technical. discussions.‘ and: field’ inspection in cooperation ‘with Syrian tech- 
nicians re possibility temporary work projects to employ refugees. Longer range | 
projects will be explored later probably after elections. ESM departed for Tel 
Aviv yesterday” (telegram 597, 50).BB Palestine (E) /10—1049). 7
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2. We had planned to go to Tel Aviv after Damascus and had tenta- ) 
__ tive date for September 30. In meantime we received official word via 

British that Israel Government refused to guarantee safety of Morton, = 
British member of ESM. I immediately called off date by cable in- | 

_ sisting upon responsible assurance from government for Mission as 
_ whole before any date would be set. Tentative date set for October 9 at : 

their suggestion and subject to satisfactory answer mytel re security. 
Prior to this interchange, Tel Aviv expressed impatience over decision | 
to visit Arab States first. Israeli Delegation raised question with meat 

_ Lausanne and later through UN ME channels. Obvious reason for 
visiting Arab States first is that is where refugees are and refugeesare 
Mission’s main problem. oy oe | 

_ 8. In official talks I have evaded formula for financing temporary : 
works except to say it would require cooperation from local govern-— | 

_. ments in supply materials, tools and equipment at least. At most inter- 
| national assistance for wages but probably less, Believe tentatively 

_ wages must come primarily from outside. Believe tentatively operat- 
ing administration of works program should be in national govern- — My 
ment with supervising auditing and full inspectional functions in 
international agency with power to stop funds at any time (interna- 
tional organization to be transitional and changeable for longer 
program), PEs ar Es us | a : : 

4. I have held full-dress conferences at each capital. Makes Ameri- 
can pressideal by comparison. = re | 

_ 5. American Missions at every capital indispensable our work and __ 
helped inconspicuously in many ways. Sands* accompanied ESM and | 
proved indispensable rn a 

_ 6. Trying to arrange Baghdad visitsoon. SO 
__ %. Preliminary report being drafted on relief extension, temporary 

works and will include ideas on compensation yet to be discussed at a 
‘Tel Aviv. Long-range schemes and resettlement for later report. Im- — 
portant to get refugees to work first. Oo cr | 

8. Do not expect interim report before November 10. | 
_ 9. PCC parentage of ESM definite handicap to Mission. Suggest 
you keep this in mind in considering parentage of organization to _ 

| carryoneconomicdevelopment programs. = | 
_ Sent Department, repeated Damascus 76; Department pass Cairo a 
52, Amman unnumbered. [Clapp.] == wo i | 

* William L. Sands, Jr., Second Secretary of Embassy in Lebanon. ws | | 

| | | |
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: oo — Editorial Note — oo oo 

- The Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs, 

| under the direction of Assistant Secretary of State McGhee, was _ 

| created effective October 38, 1949. The Division of Near Eastern Affairs — 

ceased. to exist and was replaced by the Office of African and Near 

- Eastern Affairs (ANE). Fraser Wilkins, at the same time, became 

| Officer in Charge of Palestine-Israel—Jordan Affairs in the new Office. | 

| The Department of State, the following day, released a statement con- 

cerning these and other details of its reorganization; for text, see 

Department of State Bulletin, October 31, 1949, page 677. : 

800.8890/10-449: Telegram =” ae ee 

| _. The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt 

7 CONFIDENTIAL — Wasuineron, October 4,1949—T p.m. 

977. Since fall 1948 Amer Export Lines has been operating separate 

| scheds Arab and Israeli ports. Company voluntarily adopted this 

| policy because it feared NE Govts might seize cargoes or apply other a 

restrictions vessels and passengers thereon calling both Arab and | 

Israeli ports on same continuous voyage. As result efficiency of service 

has been impaired. So Se 

: Because of improved NE situation company now proposes resume 

- including Arab and Israeli ports on same scheds. — | Oo | 

| As stated previous tels, Dept is of opinion signature armistices, 

removal UN and US arms embargoes and peaceful conditions pre- 

vailing NE shld eliminate any possible obstacles resumption normal 

| navigation and trade, movements passengers and cargoes etc. in eastern 

Med. Indicative of changed situation US has, for example, approved oe 

export license for four Beechcraft bombardier-trainers consigned 

- _ Egyptian Govt and giving active consideration other applications for _ 

- licenses mil equip destined NE Govts. — re 
Discuss foregoing with FonOff stating USG trusts there will be 

| no interference with normal operations Amer Export Lines or similar 

US services. Report reaction soonest together with estimate whether 

or not vessels likely encounter difficulties. Beirut take parallel action. 

- Urinfo: If response this approach not unfavorable Export lines — 

tentatively plan inaugurate new policy by routing freighter on con- _ 

tinuous voyage Arab and Israeli ports within the month. CS 

This telegram was sent also to Beirut as No. 583 and was repeated to Tel 

Aviv, Haifa, Port Said, Alexandria, and London.
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Ur further info: Rep Brit Emb Washington informs Dept Sirry — | 
Pasha in July granted permission Brit luxury cruisers Coronia and 
Brittanic call Alex en route Tel Aviv this winter with no restrictions | 
except on shore movements “Zionists” or bearers passports Israel or 
other govts not recognized by Egypt. Leb understood to have per- 
mitted at least two Bulgarian and one Danish freighters calling Beirut 

- en-route to/from Israel unload and load cargoes unmolested. (Beirut 
see ltr from Heald & Co Sept 142) | oo | 

_ * Ambassador Caffery spoke on varied subjects with King Farouk on October 10, | 
including the subject of lifting Egyptian wartime shipping regulations. The 

_ Ambassador reported the conversation in telegram 943, October 12; for text, — 

| Sint reported, on December 22, that the Lebanese Foreign Office had “pre- : a 
pared ruling to effect. ships which have entered Arab port either before or after 
visit to Israeli port will be allowed enter Beirut. Note must receive Cabinet 

. approval before signature.” (telegram 649, 800.8890/12-2249) This message also | 
_ advised that the Lebanese Foreign Minister had informed Minister Pinkerton 

that “he would like to see Lebanon sign treaty with Israel and it would closely 
follow any Arab country other than Jordan in negotiations.” | | 

- 501.BB Palestine/10-549: Telegram PO Re aS ma | | 

| The Chargé in Israel (Ford) to the Secretary of State — | 

CONFIDENTIAL oo Tex Aviv, October 5, 1949—1 p. m. | 

726. During hour’s general discussion October 4 of various pending — 
matters with Comay Israel Foreign Office, I took occasion mention _ | 
pertinent substance Deptel 637, September 30,1 stressing my govern- 
ment’s belief that present PCC proposals re Jerusalem represent prac- 
tical realistic approach permanent international regime that area, | 

_ pointing out our desire avoid injection arguments based on sentiment 

and emotion inherent in feelings of our vast Christian communities | 
re Jerusalem issue, and expressing earnest hope my government that | 
Israel will cooperate calmly and constructively in early solution ct 
Jerusalem problem. a - os - oe 

~ Comay. (who had report before him of Rusk—Elath talk 2) ‘under- . 

lining that he was speaking personally and not behalf his government | 
said feeling general in Israel Foreign Office circles that PCC proposal | 
“does not represent common ground” on which any discussion Jeru- | 

_ salem issue can be undertaken. He repeated Shiloah’s earlier assertion oe 
that Israel working on counterproposal of its own (Embtel 710 Sep-. 
tember 24*) and said that until such plan finalized and ready for 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p.1412, Se : . oe 
* See Mr. Rusk’s memorandum of conversation, September 28, p. 1409. 

| * Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 605, September 19, p. 1398.
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presentation GA he doubted that “any Israel official” would be. pre- 

pared to discuss any phase of PCC proposal as drawn up and pre- 

sented. He added in effect “at present our governments seem to. be 

| poles apart since while US obviously ready accept PCC proposal as — 

starting point for discussions, Israel unable accept plan even in prin- 

ciple.” Comay also said “we hope USG fully appreciates deep-seated 

| nature Israel public resentment against any effort deprive Israel of 

Jerusalem”. - | 

- Comment: Despite Comay’s assertion he not conveying his gov- 

ernment’s thinking, I have generally found him fairly faithful echo 

| his superiors. Hind Comment. — __ | | , 

: _ Sharett presently on vacation but expected back Tel Aviv October 6 — 

| at which time shall discuss with him substance Deptels 686 * and 637. 

Sent Department 726; repeated Jerusalem 87; Department pass 

Amman 52, New York unnumbered for USUN. | | | 

| | | - Forp 

“Dated September | 30, not printed, but see footnote -9-to memorandum by 

| Wilkins, September 26, p. 1407. 

501.BB Palestine/10—549 : Telegram - - | | - | | 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Jurvusatem, October 5,1949—4 p.m. 

: 604. Riley declared today crisis has now arrived in both Syrian and 

Egyptian MAC’s. He does not anticipate any resumption of hostilities. 

. Following occurred: a Ce | 

Syrian MAC—at Damascus Col. Hinnawi flatly informed Riley © 

Syria would not proceed with demolition of fortifications at Mishmar 

Hla Yarden and evacuation until Israel ceased violations. of armistice 

in Ein Gev sector and carried out decisions of MAC. Added Syria 

entitled take six weeks from date Israel complied with MAC decisions 

- to complete withdrawal from Mishmar Ha Yarden, Under terms of 

: armistice required to evactiate by October 12. Riley hinted that instead 

of violating armistice herself Syria should refer Israel violations to 

, SC. Hinnawi scoffed at-this, stating Syria could never obtain just 

| decision and if obtained UN would not enforce it. Riley showed Consu- 

| late General letter mentioned Contel 603 third? from Syrian Foreign 

| Office which lists Israel violations and strongly criticizes Chief of 

Staff for not forcing Israel comply. Major violations are failure Israel 

: to remove settlement in Ein Gev demilitarized zone despite. MAC 

decision given September 5 and failure destroy fortifications at Ein 

‘Not printed. 7 ee re
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_ Gev despite directive from MAC chairman dated September 9. Letter 
concludes with statement that Israel violations have placed armistice 
agreement in jeopardy. Hinnawi requested Riley return to Damascus 
by eighth with written answer and discuss matter with Foreign 

_- Minister. | a | : | | 
__ Riley states no question exists but that Israel has violated armistice ae 
and furthermore failed to carry out decisions of MAC and directive a 

_ from MAC chairman. This has prevented successful carrying out of | 
armistice terms. He feels Syria is erring in failing to report these | 

violations to SC and instead retaliating by refusing to carry out terms | | 
of armistice which Syria previously observed faithfully. Riley 
hazarded guess that for international political reasons Syria.may | 

-. Wish postpone evacuation of Mishmar Ha Yarden until after elections, 
especially when faced with Israel actions. Riley will attempt to per- | 
suade Dayan to remove settlement and destroy fortifications before _ , 

—  eighthbutisnothopeful. oe | | 

- Egyptian MAC—Shiloah still endeavoring prevail on Riley to write © 
interpretive letter mentioned Contel 603 ? as prior condition to Israel | 
acceptance this decision (not yet rendered) on locationofline. =~ 

_ Government House—UN administrative personnel now ordered to 
_ move to Beirut. This will leave only UN armed guard at Government : 

House. Riley does not need this building and does not wish to assume 
responsibility for its preservation. In talks with both sides Govern- | 
ment House treated as headquarters for PCC, Consul General believes 
UN should definitely retain Government House-for use in future | 
activities here? Oo - 

Sent: Department 604, repeated Bagdad 64, Beirut 117, Cairo 33, | 
Damascus 77, Tel Aviv 118. Department pass Amman 74. _ 

re Oc so | ~ BurRDETT © | 

This message reported that Mr. Shiloah had requested General Riley to write ; 
a letter giving his opinion that nothing in the Israeli-Egyptian armistice agree- 
ment precluded Israel from founding new settlements in the Negev. General Riley 
had declined on the ground that such a letter would prejudice his neutral position. - 

_ ({501.BB Palestine/10-349) | | | 
_ * Jerusalem, on October 12, reported information from General Riley that. (1) 
“Jsrael destroyed fortifications.at Ein Gev and removed settlement as agreed. 

| Riley flew Damascus and informed Syrians who apparently satisfied. Are evacuat- : 
ing troops from Mishmar Hayarden sector today, and by agreement with Israel | 
Will complete destruction of fortifications and removal of mines within three | 
weeks”; (2) “Israel and Egypt signed map on tenth showing line extending from. | 
center of Aqaba. coastal strip in aceordance with Riley’s and Egyptians’ inter- | 
pretation.” (telegram 617, 501.BB.Palestine/10-1249) 9 a 

| The last paragraph of telegram 617 reported information from Mr. Shiloah . 
that “Israel stood ready at any time to appoint representative to discuss directly | 
with Arab states any mutual question in effort to reach either formal or informal 

_ final settlement. Added this standing offer made with full authority of Sharett 
and government.” . |
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. 501.MA Palestine/10-149: Telegram | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

RESTRICTED Wasutneton, October 5, 1949—6 p. m. 
ss: 3625. Agreed at UNRPR Ad Hoc Advisory Comite yesterday that 

_ SYG shld appeal IRO, WHO, UNICEF to continue assistance Pales- 
- tine refugees in view recognized need for continuation relief during _ 

- winter months even tho funds for program beyond Dec. must await 

GA action after report ESM. Understand appeal will be made in gen 

terms within next day or two. _ - 

| . SYG did not submit to Comite proposal for early interim action by 
, GA for advance from Working Capt Fund as intimated in Deptel _ 

, 3548 2 since financial position UNRPR adequate for needs thru Dec. _ 
He assured operating agencies that if GA action on continuation relief | 
has not been taken early in Dec after having benefit of ESM recom- 

mendations he would request emergency action at that time. | 
ASYG Price indicated uncertainty re extent use Working Capital 

Fund for future program because of anticipated heavy demands for 
, other purposes. IRO assistance therefore believed needed as supple- 

ment to Working Capt Fund advance to continue operations thru 
| March before which time receipt gov. contributions unlikely. 

= Dept suggests IRO adopt gen res along lines 1948 Gen Council res 
which cld be based on appeal of SYG leaving to DG and SYG to work 
out specific arrangements. Under 1948 res IRO contributed 100,000 

blankets to UNRPR, detailed personnel and loaned $1 million flour _ 

on reimbursable basis. Assistance of this kind does not imply any take- _ 

over action UNRPR by IRO as indicated paras 1 and 2 of Embtel 
3946.5 = ee 

Suggest Warren * and Edmonds * explore unapplied funds and sup- 

plies available in inventories to ascertain extent to which TRO might _ 

assist without impairing its present program. Mathews UKDel indi- | 

| cated he wld recommend to FonOff support appealtoIRO. = 

1 This telegram was repeated to Geneva for Mr. Warren. a | 
2 Dated September 29, p. 14138. | OS 
8’ Dated October 1, not printed, but see footnote 2, ibid. sO 

- 4George L. Warren, Adviser on Refugees and Displaced Persons in the Depart- 
ment of State. _ | . So oo | 

. ’ Cecil-J. Edmonds, Permanent Delegate of the United Kingdom to the General — 

Council of the International Refugee Organization. = = | |
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501.BB Palestine(E) /10-749 : Telegram eres Soap cp ee . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Saudi Arabia* 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Wasuineron, October 7, 1949—7 p. m. 

400. View your observations (urtel 590 Oct 5?) believe you shld 
defer submitting note to FonOff for present. Dept will urge Clapp call 
onFuadBey. Pik bet 

~ You shld call on Yassin to renew conversation reported urtel 585, | 
- Sep 30% and endeavor informally to exploit his suggestion SA ob- | 

server be appointed. You shld point out that ESM maintaining HQ | 
in Beirut, which wld be good vantage point for SAG rep to study 

- ESM andreceiveinforeitsobjectives. = | 
: _ FYI we hope view Fuad’s presence Beirut he might be named SAG 

_ rep. | | ds ee Sees | 
- Plsinform your Brit colleagueofforegoing, = = © | 

mo oe | BE eo ees oo WEBB | 

ss’. "This telegram was repeated to London. oe OC 
| ~? Not printed; it noted that officers of the American Embassy and British 

diplomatic officials at Jidda were in agreement that the odds were heavily against 
| reversal of the Saudi Arabian refusal to receive the Economic Survey Mission. oe 

It also suggested that the Mission abandon the idea of visiting Saudi Arabia and 
proposed in its stead that Mr. Clapp call on Fuad Hamza,:an influential royal 

- eouncillor, then in Beirut to solicit his good offices with the King (501.BB | 

Palestine (IE) /10-549). -_ oo = | _ oe 
+= Not printed. Bah oe Be Ba SS 

) 501.BB Palestine/10-1249 : Circular telegram | a | - - | 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices t and the United 
| | ss States Mission at the United Nations = ss | 

- CONFIDENTIAL _ _- Wasutneron, October 12, 1949—10 a. m. 

_. Dept understands PCC plans reconvene formally Lake Success _ 
Oct 18. According recent info from Clapp, preliminary report will a 
not. be ready before Nov. 10. In view this sched Dept believes first for- | 
mal session shld be deferred until receipt Clapp report. ce 
_ Foregoing need not interfere with present travel plans PCC reps, 
since latter wld doubtless find it profitable proceed Lake Success con- 
sult together and with Israeli and Arab dels informally in advance of 

- formalsession 2 2 Be 
_ Consult Boisanger, Yalein and SYG re foregoing, stating that un- 

less they perceive objection, we plan inform Israeli and Arab dels to 
PCC of our views. Co So ge Tee a 

) a | | | ACHESON 

* At Ankara and Paris. | | ~
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- 501.BB Palestine (E) /10-1249 : Telegram 

, The Chargé in Saudi Arabia (Hill) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL -. Jippa, October 12, 1949—3 p. m. 

606. I was received. at Foreign Office this morning by YY? after 
brief wait because he delayed in conference with British Chargé. — 

_ We renewed conversations on points in Embtel 585 September 30? | 
with following results: , ee : 

a 1. Economic Survey Mission. YY said British Chargé had recently 
come to see him second time strongly urging that SAG reverse its 

| stand and receive mission. However, he had been in Mecca previous 
night with King and discussed whole matter with him at length 
and wished to state that SAG position remained unchanged (Embtel © 
585 September 30, paragraph 6). | —_ 
YY remarked that SAG is convinced real objective of ESM is to 

| seek means disposing refugee problem by resettling them in various 
Arab states thus doing away with one of principal reasons for Arabs - 

|  gontinuing their fight against Israel (this apparently a new thought 
: but somewhat in line with YY’s views as reported: Embassy A-354 | 

August 29). Oo | / OB 
| I said that important future benefits might be forthcoming from 

) ESM and that USG hoped SAG would send observers ESM which 
has Headquarters in Beirut and remarked that I understood Fuad 

oo Bey Hamza now in Beirut. YY replied this correct and added that 
Fuad would make excellent representative for SAG. He inquired if 

. ESM now holding any meetings in Beirut. I replied did not know 
. but presumed that if not already soon would be. Then I asked if 

: I could inform Department that Fuad will be SAG representative to 
7 ESM. YY replied I could say he is recommending him immediately _ 

and anticipates favorable decision. (This paragraph being repeated _ 
, London as Embtel 88 October 12 and Beirut as13.)? = | 

{Here follows discussion of other subjects.]} = = a 
7 OO a . Ano 

1Yusuf Yassin. ~ 2s” | | | 
* Not printed. re Sw . —_ 7 
*Fuad Hamza, on November 22, informed Ambassador Childs that he had not 

been appointed observer with the Economic Survey Mission and that Mr. Clapp . 
had not called on him. In view of his return to Beirut in a few days, the 

| Ambassador “urged him endeavor consult with Clapp informally and frankly. I 
| said I believed it mistake for SAG in its own best interests not to have some | 

contact with ESM. He promised see Clapp on his return and cooperate with | 
him in every possible way informally.” (telegram 690, November 23, 10 a. m., 

a from Jidda, 501.BB Palestine (E) /11-2349) a
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501.BB Palestine(H)/10-1349: Telegram 4 re 

- The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State ~ 

SECRET | | _  Brrrut, October 18, 1949—1 p. m. 
539. Simes 17. [From Clapp.} = | | 
1. Discussions ESM with Sharett, Horowitz, Kaplan e¢ al held at | | 

Tel Aviv in three long conferences. Sunday night (ninth) with Sharett 
and Israeli liaison committee headed by Horowitz. I explained purpose _ 
of first visit: Be | | | 

(2) To get facts about 30,000 Arab and 18,000 Jewish refugees _ 
now receiving UN relief and to learn what government doing with ~ 
and for them. I explained idea of temporary works program and asked 
their interest leading to economic assimilation Arabs now in Israel. os 

(6) To urge them more substantial acceptance of repatriation agree- | 
ment established in UNGA resolution than Israel had proposed 
to PCC. | rr ee Sa ee 
_ (c¢) To obtain current views re compensation and to urge agree- | 
ment to reconsider position making compensation part of general peace 
settlement and linking it with claims forindemnity. ~ == : 

_ (d) Appealed to Israelis to demonstrate validity of high moral 
_ professions by implementing UN resolution on repatriation and _ 

compensation. | | | | | 
(e) To lay basis for exploration long-range development after a 

interim report completed on refugee relief and works. _ Oo | 

| Response was long lecture on Arab responsibility for Arab-Jewish _ 
war and Israeli history from Moses to date. They defended unwilling- | 

| ness to repatriate in accord UNGA resolution by citing Arab refusal | | 
to accept UN partition. Sharett hinted doubt that offer between PCC | 
to repatriate 100,000 Arabs could be carried out because of strong | 
reaction of public and military chiefs against government’s offer to __ 
PCC. Position on compensation unchanged as stated to PCC1 | 
Monday morning (tenth). Again with Sharett, Horowitz e¢ ai. | 

_ Horowitz presented at great length desirability and feasibility of 
- resettling Arabs in Syria and Transjordan. I advised him that resettle- | 

| ment as solution had been made next to impossible even to discuss 

with Arab States, in fact because Israelis had identified it as their 
proposal. 7 a, OO 

| * Mr. Clapp’s reaction to his talks with the Israeli leaders was reported by 
the Manchester. Guardian on October. 12. In .an article datelined Lydda the : 
previous day, he was said to be “ ‘disappointed’ with Israel’s attitude to Arab - | 
refugee repatriation and compensation problems. .'. . In Israel my hopes have-: 

| tr tot iby (airgram 1871, October 14, from London, 501.BB Palestine :
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Monday night. We got down to business about Arab refugees now 

- in Israel. Arrangements made for staff to examine condition, number, 

- work opportunities, etc. ESM will consider facts obtained as measure 

of practical problem of repatriation. a 

— 9. Please advise Marguerite Owen, TVA, Washington of my return 

Beirut. CO | oe rn 

Sent Department 539, repeated Tel Aviv 28.[Clapp.] 

| - | | - PINKERTON | 

867N.00/10-1449 | | 

— Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of 

| Palestine-Israel-Jordan Affairs (Wilks) a 

—. CONFIDENTIAL. | | [Wasuineton,] October 14, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. Greenhill, First Secretary British Embassy 
| — Mr. Wilkins | — | , 

(a) Problem: The internationalization of Jerusalem and the in- 
corporation of Arab Palestine in Jordan.+ . | 

(6) Action Required: Orally to inform the British Embassy in | 

| Washington and the American Embassy in London of our views. —_ 
(ce) Action Assigned to: ANE Oo ee | 

Mr. Greenhill ? called this morning to discuss current developments | | 

regarding Palestine with particular reference to the internationaliza- 

tion of Jerusalem. oo | a | | 

oo Mr. Greenhill reported that the Foreign Office was pleased that the - 

United States Government had not adopted a rigid attitude regarding 

the present PCC proposals for the internationalization of Jerusalem 

and wished to make the following points with regard to present Arab 

and Israeli authority in Jerusalem : So | a 

1. Insofar as Israeli authority ‘was concerned, the Israeli Govern- 

ment or a group owing allegiance to the Israeli Government already oe 
have authority in the Israeli.area of Jerusalem. The Foreign Office 

did not believe equitable consideration could be given to the future of - 
the Jerusalem area unless we knew what Arab authority there was— 
at least in principle; _ a | - | 

1 British Minister Kirkbride, on October 4, had expressed to Mr. Fritzlan his | 

view that Jordanian annexation of Arab Palestine was the only way to pre- 

vent Israeli seizure of the area in a series of faits accomplis. Mr. Fritzlan replied — : 

. that “while this might be true, timing such act of union important consideration 

. and that ill considered hasty action on part Abdullah might cause much harm.” 

The British Minister “indicated. apprehension lest failure US and UK agree soon 

to formal annexation might cause King take such precipitous action.” (telegram - | 

364, October 5, 10 a. m., from Amman, 867N.014/10—549) . . 

| ?Mr. Denis A. Greenhill, First Secretary of the British Embassy. | |
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2. Early action regarding the incorporation of Arab Palestine 
within Jordan would solve the question of Arab authority in Jeru- _ salen. | DEVS a“ " eAOrIty 3 Z 

| ~The British Foreign Office had, therefore, requested the British _ 
Embassy to ascertain the Department’s urgent views regarding the | 
following possibilities: ee 

- * 4, ‘The General Assembly should be asked to approve in principle 
the absorption of Arab Palestine into Jordan as being in principle 
inseparable from a disposition of Jerusalem and of the refugee ques- : 
tion (perhaps leaving boundaries and the status of the Gaza strip for 
later discussion); _ ceo | 

-. 9, The General Assembly should be asked to direct the Palestine 

~ Conciliation Commission under paragraph 2 B of the December 11 oo 
resolution (which makes it possible for the General Assembly and the 
Security Council to issue new directives to the PCC) to bring about — 
the incorporation of Arab Palestine into Jordan at the earliest pos- 
sible moment and to report on action taken to the next session of the 

General Assembly. | | | , ) a 

| I recalled Mr. Bevin had previously raised this matter with the Sec-. a 

retary of State and that it was our opinion the incorporation of Arab > 

Palestine into Jordan at this particular moment was premature. 

expressed the preliminary personal view that present Arab author- oo 

ity in Jerusalem was as valid as present Israeli authority in Jerusalem | 

and that if either Jordan or the General Assembly took formal action 

‘regarding the incorporation of Arab Palestine into Jordan, Israel. 

would probably take formal action regarding the incorporation within 

Israel of those areas in Palestine which it now occupies beyond the: 

1947 partition line (Western Galilee, the region between Ramle, Lydda 

and Beersheba and the northern section of the Gaza strip). I added a 

that formal action by Jordan or the General Assembly might be ex-: | 
pected to inject political factors into UN consideration of the Palestine _ 
question which was now being handled on technical economic grounds. 

- [also recalled that the General Assembly had refused in the fall of 
1948 to take action of the character now being suggested by the Foreign 

I said that we would give immediate consideration to the present. 

British views and would inform him of our reactions. eee | 

.8Messrs. Wilkins and Greenhill met again on October 21 to discuss the | 
Palestine situation; for the nature of their discussion, see footnote 3 to telegram. | 
8828, October 25, p. 1452. - - . o | . a
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_ $01.BB Palestine/10-1449: Circular eirgram tt a : 

| The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices! 

SECRET - WASHINGTON, October 14, 1949—2:15 p.m. 

| For your background info, Dept’s analysis Pal situation follows: 
_PCC.—Despite PCC efforts promote final settlement Pal, positions 

of parties concerned remain too far apart to offer hope definitive settle- 
ment foreseeable future, or even hope of producing area of agreement | 
on which final settlement might be based. Next meeting PCC Oct 19 
not expected produce any material improvement in conciliation efforts. 
Impasse aggravated by apparent conviction each side that time works _ 

_ to its advantage. In our view, reverse is true., Missions must endeavor _ 
| through constant painstaking discussion with govts concerned to make | 

them aware leng range effects upon their own self interests of this 
| impasse. Israel, while endeavoring extract full measure polit and 

territorial advantage during stalemate, is forced maintain high psy- 
i chological and financial burden military preparedness at expense 

_ economic stabilization, and by prolonging its precarious isolation, is 
postponing establishment modus operandi with Arabs which is of _ 

: highest importance to Israel’s future existence. Arab states, while 
counting unrealistically upon econ boycott to obtain polit objectives, | 
are sacrificing opportunity for econ development and for social re- 

| form, further weakening resistance to revolutionary and opportunist , 
_ exploitation, and bearing burden costly military preparedness to detri- | 

_ ° - ment of economy. Continued unreasonable and intransigeant attitude | 
both parties is in opinion. USG serving to crystalize world opinion _ 

| against their positions and will undoubtedly make more difficult of 
implementation such measures leading toward final settlement which _ 

| depend upon cooperation and collaboration of international commu- _ 

ESM .—We continye support work of ESM as means of providing — 
new base on whieh polit agreement between Israel and Arab states 

_ might eventually be achieved, and of reducing refugee problemtolevel 
| at which it no longer constitutes major security threat to NE. area. 

| and to internat] peace. Therefore we believe substantial resettlement 
| repatriation must be carried forward on basis present territorial de- __ 

| ‘iimitations and without prejudice to final territorial settlement. = _ 
| Missions can help to dissipate prevailing charges that ESM is device a 

force Israeli-Arab econ cooperation or plot to benefit Israeli economy, 
by means critical analysis ESM terms of ref and by means elucidating __ 
self-interest states coneerned in projects recommended by ESM. Im- | 

| plementation ESM program is dependent in final analysis on: full | 
cooperation and initiative of states concerned. | a 

* At London, Paris, Ankara, Arab capitals, Tel Aviv, J erusalem, and New York, / |
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| US Policy—While USG continues regard permanent solution of — | 
Pal question as a. major objective.its policy towards NE, Dept.considers — | 

It essential that-.both. sides be made increasingly cognizant their, re- | 

sponsibilities for taking initiative in advancing towards settlement. = 
Unilateral US dipl efforts urge more tractable attitude both sides, and _ 
to obtain compromises therefrom have thus far had no appreciable 

' effect on position either party. Since states directly concerned must 
live with and adjust to any settlement which-may be achieved, USG. | | 

has emphasized repeatedly both.in PCC and through dip] meanshope __ | 
_ that both parties wld utilize PCC as medium through which to con- | 

duct negots on practical basis rather than an arena for unproductive 
controversies, or that both sides wld undertake direct negots, particu-_ 
larly when it appears such negots will lead to constructive action | 
towards final settlement, We will continue urge adoption these proce- ~ 
dures by parties concerned. You shld endeavor:.counteract current Od 

| propaganda that USG or PCC hasever endeavored prevent directtalks 
along foregoing lines. 6 a 

_. Re nature final settlement, USG wld support. agreement between / 
parties concerned reached on basis free negot and mutual consent,.If ae 
parties are unable agree we believe PCC cld with prior consent parties _ 
draft for their consideration compromise settlement of basic issues in-- | 

_ cluding territory and refugees. We do not consider it advisable at this | 
time for US unilaterally to advance specific proposals for territorial 

settlement or forrefugee distribution, 
While USG will not advance settlement proposals on natl basis, it — | 

will urge consideration by parties of all reasonable proposals which | 
may be advanced by UN or states directly concerned and will itself 
give consideration to support for such proposals on basis their individ- oe 
ual merits. We will for example extend genl support in UNGA to PCC 

-_ Jlem statute as basis for discussion, including support of such amend- 
ments as are designed to enhance its acceptability to both sides and to : 

_ achieve best practical plan for internatl regime Jlem area. We will also 
be prepared consider in UNGA recommendations of ESM, as UN me 

_ organ, for long range settlement and development program and for 
continuation relief, | pond 

_ Foregoing involves increasing emphasis upon UN as instrument 
_ through which to achieve final settlement and upon necessity for ini-_ 

_ tiative by parties directly concerned in reaching solution Pal problem. . 
a In UNGA consideration Pal problem, we hope debate willemphasize — 

| procedural rather than substantive matters and will be focused on | | 
| establishment future machinery for treating polit econ refugee and =” 

relief questions in order facilitate coordinated UN action re Pal in | 
future. ee | | | ae 

| 501-887—77-91 | SO | i
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| “Although foregoing has been policy USG for some time, its formal | 

communication to NE Govts at this time might be subject misinterpre- 

| tation. However, in any genl discussions re Pal question, foregoing _ 

| shld prove useful as basis for your remarks. — PO hee 

ee 7 on - ACHESON | 

a 501.MA Palestine/10-1249 : Telegram ee ee 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

RESTRICTED - -- Wasuineron, October 14, 1949—6 p, m. 

| 3726. Re Embtel 4104.* Dept deeply concerned UK intention con- — 

tribute only half million pounds Palestine relief. While requirements _ 

for continued relief program won’t’ be known until interim report 

- ESM, Dept does not foresee any possibility cutting relief costs in half | 

for coming year. Hopes UK will not make unilateral announcement 

| amount its contribution prior ESM Report and opportunity US-UK — 

| consultation concerning financial implications Palestine refugee 

program.” ne 8 Oe Oo | 

OO | Oo >> (ACHESON 

~ 1 Dated October 12, not printed. - no eo - : os | - 

oe 2 7This telegram was repeated to Geneva for Mr. Warren. An Embassy officer : 

discussed the message with Mr. Burrows on October 17. The latter made no offer 

to increase the British contribution but indicated that the British had no plans 

to announce a contribution prior to the report of the Economic Survey Mission 

(ielegram 4160, October 17, 7 p. m., from London, 501.MA Palestine/10-1749). 

| $/S-NSC Files, Lot 63 D 3512 Be a | os | 

Report by the National Security Council on United States Policy 

a - Toward Israel and the Arab States? — ; | 

TOP SECRET - -.—, Wasurneron, October 17 , 1949. 

NSC 47/2 . ee PE 

The Problem © 

| 1. To define and assess the policy which the United ‘States should - 

follow toward Israel and the Arab States, with particular reference _ 

to problems arising out of the recent hostilities in Palestine. oe 

9. The United Nations General Assembly on November 29, 1947, 

recommended the partition of. Palestine into a Jewish ‘state and an ~ 

| 1? This lot is a serial master file of the National Security Council documents and 

correspondence and related Department of State memoranda for the years 1947- 
1961, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State. 

2Mhis paper represents a revision of NSC 47/1, dated September 1; regarding 

the latter, see editorial note, p. 1389. ne .
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Arab state, with provision for economic union between them. It also 

- yecommended that. Jerusalem be established as a corpus. separatum — 

administered by the United Nations. With the termination by the. oe 

British Government of its mandate over Palestine on May 15,1948, 

a provisional government, of a state of Israel assumed power. The . : 

proclamation creating Israel did not define its boundaries, although © 

the concurrent Israeli request for United States recognition referred _ a 

to the boundaries set, forth in the General Assembly resolution of a 

‘Novemberr2% 
| 

_8. The Arabs of Palestine as well as the governments of the Arab - 

states of the Near East rejected the General Assembly partition reso. 
- Iution, and no government: was. established for the Arab portion of _ , 

Palestine as: recommended by the resolution. Fighting broke out be- BO 

- tween Arab and Jewish irregular forces prior to termination of the _ 

British mandate, and, concurrently with the promulg ation of the 

State of Israel, military forces of the neighboring Arab states entered. | 

Palestine and sporadic fighting broke out, particularly in the area 
betweenTel AvivandJerusalem. 8 sss 

4. a The area of the Jewish State as contemplated under the Gen-_ 

eral Assembly resolution was. approximately 5,600 square miles, the 
| area of the Arab state 4,400 square miles. The proposed population - - 

of the Jewish state was approximately 550,000 Jews and 500,000 — 
Arabs; that of the Arab state, 745,000 Arabs and 10,000 Jews; and | 

that of Jerusalem, 100,000 Arabs and 100,000 J ews. oe i 

_6. At the present time, the total area of Palestine under Israeli con-. 

trol or military occupation is estimated at 7,750 square miles. The 

present population of Israel consists of approximately 800,000 Jews. 

~ and 70,000 to 100,000 Arabs. Jewish immigrants have been entering 
-Israel-at the rate of 25,000 monthly since May 15,1948. 

-—-__¢, Asa result of the hostilities, some 700,000 Palestinian Arabs fled 
or were expelled from Israeli-controlled territory. They took refuge 
in areas of Palestine under Arab military occupation and in theneigh-. 
poring Arab states. The Palestinian Arabs, together with the Arab) 
populations of the independent Arab states of the Near-East, number. 

about 36,000,000. 
8. Prior to the outbreak of hostilities, the United States took ‘a | 

leading part in seeking a solution of the Palestine problem which 
would be acceptable to the interested parties. Since the failure of these _ 

attempts, the United States has actively supported the United Nations | 

in its efforts to end the.military conflict. The United States supported . 

the General Assembly resolution of May 14, 1948, authorizing the — 

appointment of a United Nations Mediator charged, among other. a 

_ functions, with promoting peaceful adjustment of the future situation
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in Palestine. It supported the Security Council resolution of May 29, 
1948, calling for a cessation of hostilities for a period of four weeks 
and establishing an embargo on the import of arms to the Near Fast. 

_ After expiration of this truce period, this Government introduced a 
resolution, adopted by the Security Council July 15, 1948, ordering the — 

- governments concerned to desist from further military action and 
deciding that the truce shall remain in force until a peaceful adjust- 
ment of the future situation in Palestine is reached. The United States _ 
assisted through diplomatic means the efforts of the Acting United 
Nations Mediator to negotiate armistice agreements between Israel | 
and the Arab states; armistice agreements have now been concluded by _ 

| Israel with Egypt, Transjordan, Lebanon, and Syria. This Govern- 
ment jointly sponsored a resolution, passed by the General Assembly 
on. November 18, 1948, establishing a United Nations relief program. 

| for Palestine refugees supported by voluntary contributions, as a 
means of assisting United Nations efforts towards restoration of peace 

| in Palestine. On December 11, 1948, the General Assembly passed a 
resolution establishing a Palestine Conciliation Commission, charged _ 

- with facilitating settlement of all issues outstanding between Israel 
and the Arab states. The Commission, composed of representatives of 

| France, Turkey, and the United States, is currently engaged in efforts 
to carry out its tasks of promoting a territorial settlement for Pales- 
tine, formulating an international regime for Jerusalem, and seeking _ 
asolutiontothe Arabrefugee problem. ess 

6. In support of the efforts of the Conciliation Commission, the — 
United States has made a series of strong representations to both the 
Arabs and the Israelis. This Government’s approach to the Arabs has 
been designed chiefly to induce them to accept the principle of sub- | 
stantial resettlement of refugees in the Arab states. The representa- __ 

tions to Israel have been intended to convince it of the necessity of 
| _ accepting the principle of substantial repatriation of refugees, andthe _ 

| principle of compensation to those states desiring such compensation __ 
for any territorial acquisition which Israel expects to effect outside 
the boundaries proposed in the partition resolution of November 29, | 
1947. The United States has warned Israel that if it continues to : 

| reject the friendly advice offered by this Government forthe purpose __ 
of facilitating a general peace in Palestine, the United States Govern- 

| ment will be forced to the conclusion that a revision of its attitude __ 
toward Israel has become unavoidable. eS 

7. a. Up to the present, United States relations with Israel have __ 
been based upon our traditional support of the aspirations of the 
Jewish people to obtain a national home in Palestine. In support of 
this policy of sympathy and friendship towards the Jewish people, 

_ the United States extended immediate de facto recognition to the new
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state; supported Israel’s application for a $100,000,000 Export-Import _ 
- Bank loan, of which it has up to the present time drawn ‘$51,000,000; _ 

and supported its application for membership in the United Nations. | : 

_ 6. The present Government of Israel is intensely nationalistic in a 

character, and-maintains an internal policy of compromise dictated by - oo 
the. necessity of reconciling the demands of its extremist elements — 

with the more moderate tendencies of the government party. The 
necessity of maintaining this internal balance makes it difficult for ; 
_Israel’s leaders to meet external demands for compromise with respect 

~ to relinquishment of territory and readmission of refugees which are 
essential to final settlement in Palestine. It also results in further - 
increasing Israel’s isolation among the neighboring Arab states and — | 
in reinforcing the charges of intransigence and expansionism which _ 
have been levelled against Israel. In addition Israel endeavors to | 
pursue a neutral course in its relations with East and West. This 
position of neutrality is motivated by the desire to obtain further | 
assistance from the United States, and to retain the diplomatic sup- 
port of the, Soviet bloc, to obtain military material therefrom, and oe 
to facilitate immigration to Israel of Jews from Eastern Europe. In 
view of the delicate nature of Israel’s internal political equilibrium, 
the government will be subjected to increasing pressures from political | 
radical and extremist groups to the extent that it makes concessions _ 
to the Arab states or otherwise follows policies contrary to the views oe 

- ofthesegroups = |. | * | a 
| -¢. The technical abilities of the Israelis, coupled with their access 

to Western technical and financial assistance principally from United 
States sources, have already resulted in much greater economic oppor- 
tunities and higher standards of living in Israel than those among | 
the neighboring peoples. In the absence of assistance to the Arab states | 

| this disparity will tend to increase in the future and to result in - 
further tensions between Israelis and Arabs. However, Israel’s pro- 
gram for large-scale economic development, required to implement suc- oe 
cessfully its ambitious immigration policy, will make it dependent for = 

. the foreseeable future upon large-scale external financing through ae 
_. foreign.capital investment, loans,.and voluntary contributions. There | | 
are forces at work which may tend to reduce the rate of immigration. | 
These forces include improved conditions in Europe, restrictions in 
USSR and satellite countries on emigration, relative decrease of con- - 

_ tributions from. abroad for financing immigration, and reports of 
increasingly difficult conditions in Israel itself. At the same time, 
if immigration continues at the present rate Israel may be unable, 
even with large-scale external financing, to improve its economic con- a 
dition sufficiently to prevent political and economic instability. This = 
would result in Israel being faced with a pressing need intensively =
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| to develop sub-marginal areas and to expand industrialization within — 
Israel. If unsuccessful, the Israeli Government might be tempted to a 

_ seek additionalterritory, = = = = _ a 
| _ d. Israel’s military establishment, although small, is a relatively 

| modern and effective fighting machine which has. proved itself ade- | 

quate to resist the poorly equipped, ill-trained and badly led armies of 

the Arab League states in the course of recent hostilities and to occupy © 
considerable territory beyond that awarded under the partition plan. | 

, It can be expected that the future effectiveness of. the Israeli Army 

| will increase with the implementation of current plans for training and 

reorganization. Arab military forces reflect the weaknesses of the Arab 

: governments in that they have demonstrated their inability to act in’ 
: concert against the Israeli Army. So long as there is the present wide 

| ‘discrepancy between the effective military power of the Israelis and — 
| of the Arabs, there remains, in the event of failure of non-military fac- __ 

tors to control the situation, the danger of Israeli extremist pressure 
__to resort to military action. Moreover, in the absence of a satisfactory 

modus vivendi between Israel and its neighbors, Israel will be bur- 

dened by the high cost and accompanying psychological effect of main- | 

taining a state.of military preparedness which in turn will detract 

from the effectiveness of ahy economic assistance given to that country. 

: _ 8. a. United States relations with the Arab states have been tradi- — 

‘tionally based upon extensive cultural, educational, and religious in- 
‘terests in the Near East, which have been reinforced in recent years by 

growing commercial and economic ties with the area, including exten- 

| sive petroleum interests. The political relations ‘of this Government __ 

oo with the Arab states have suffered during the past several years be- 

| cause of basic differences in views on the subject of the future of Pale- 
stine. Despite this serious setback to Arab-American relations, and the 

| deep-seated suspicion of our motives which has arisen, the Arab states 

| for the most part still desire closer relations with this Government, 

and have requested from the United States economic, technical, and 

| militaryassistance. 
: 

| _ b. The intense and competing nationalisms and personal’ and dy- 

| nastic rivalries which characterize the governments of the Arab states 

render them incapable of working together effectively or construc- 

‘tively in their own best interests. For the most part their internal pol-_ 

| ‘icies pursue a course of inaction or of endeavoring to maintain the 

- status quo. Their relations with one another are characterized ‘by un- _ 
| productive controversies and rivalries, and their principal “unity hes 

“Gn 'their implacable animosity toward and common fear of Israel. Be- 
catise of the generally inferior quality of their statesmanship, and the 

| ‘inertia of their ‘internal policies, the Arab states will continue to’ be 

| ‘stisceptible to exploitation by extremist-elements and to the imposition
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- of authoritarian and unrepresentative forms of government. The Arab a 

governments will, under present conditions, endeavor to. resist Soviet 

penetration or exploitation despite their weakness, and will continue 

to seek a, more positive Western orientation, = Bn - 

-¢. The weakness of the Arab governments is reflected throughout _ 

| the area in their retarded economic and social development, which has © 

been further aggravated by the economic dislocations arising from the — | | 

recent hostilities and by the presence of the Palestinian refugees in . 

their territory. However, in the absence of progressive or capable ~ 

leadership, the ability of the Arab governments to raise the living 

standards of their peoples above the level at which social revolution is 

a recurring threat will depend upon the provision of external technical oe 

“and financial assistance. — OT a ele yo - . | | 

-  d. The respective military forces of the Arab states also reflect the 

‘weaknesses of the Arab governments. In addition to their demon- — | 

trated failure to act in concert against the Israeli Army, their ability | 

- to maintain internal security will be seriously prejudiced as long as | 

the arms embargo is continued. Moreover, until a firm settlement is |. 

obtained in Palestine, the disproportionate emphasis upon their re- | 

| spective military establishments at the expense of economic and social | 

reforms will continue to burden the Arab states as well as Israel. | . 

| - 9. While the Near Eastern area has become a point of major interest | 

to the United States only comparatively recently, the United Kingdom | | 

_ has had important strategic, political, and economic interests in the | 

| Near Eastern area for over a century. However, the objectives of both — 

- governments are now substantially the same although there are at — 

times differences of opinion on methods and procedures. In addition 

we have had divergent views from time to time on the question of the 

| future of Palestine. Nevertheless, the desirability for a common ap- — | 

proach to problems" and collaboration wherever possible has been 

clearly demonstrated by the useful-results of our cooperation to date, = 

particularly since the outbreak of World WarlT] = 3 

| 10. On August 11, 1949 the UN Security Council adopted a resolu- | 

tion expressing the view that the ‘armistice agreements concluded _ 

between Israel and Egypt, Transjordan, Lebanon and Syria during © 

the past six months supersede ‘the Truce. provided for in the Coun~ 

_ cil’s resolutions of May 29 and July 15, 1948: In the United States view 

and in the view of other members of the Douncil this action brought | 

to an end the stringent measures provided for in the resolutions of 

| May 29 and July 15, 1948. Among these measures was the embargo - 

placed on the parties to the dispute, and all other governments. and. 

authorities concerned, to refrain from importing or exporting war 

material and introducing military personnel. into the affected area. - 

The United States view with regard to the export. of arms to the
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| area was expressed by Senator Austin in the Council on Thursday 
afternoon, August 4,asfollows: = = = ~ a | 

“So far as the United States is concerned, it does not intend to 
| | allow the export of arms which would permit a competitive arms race | 

_ inthe area. Export of arms to this area of the world should be strictly _ 
limited to such arms as are within the scope of the legitimate security 
requirements, again as recommended by Dr. Bunche. We hope that 
prudence will prevail not only among the parties but among all na- 

| tions of the world which are in a position to supply arms and that 
they will pursue a policy similar to that which we intend to pursue.” 

| 11, Analysis of the estimated funds which are likely to be available 
during the next few years from all sources, including both grant and 
loan funds, reveals that the development projects required for solu- 

| tion of the refugee problem will probably absorb most of the external — 
financing available from all sources for the Near East. Therefore the 

| questions of economic development and of solution of the refugee prob- — 
lem are indivisible and must be considered simultaneously and care- 

_ fully coordinated. es - , 
| 12. Our policy toward Israel and the Arab states will be an impor- 

tant factor in determining whether they can be stimulated to construc- _ 
_ tive action in their own behalf to provide the basis for a stable and __ 

progressive political structure and a balanced and viable economy. If 
either Israel or the Arab states fail to take such action, the security of 

__ the Eastern Mediterranean and Near Eastern area and United States - 
national interests therein willbe jeopardized. =  ~ 

| 13. In addition our policy toward Israel will be an important factor 
in determining whether Israeli policy with respect to J erusalem, Arab . 
Palestine, and the Arab states develops along aggressive or peaceable | 
lines. If Israeli policy develops along expansionist and aggressive lines, 
the security of the area and United States national interests therein | 

| will be jeopardized. | a 
14. In view of the strong passions which have been aroused, it will 

be many years before relations between Israel and neighboring coun- 
tries can become sufficiently stable as to be proof against sudden and - 
violent disruption. The situation, accordingly, requires careful imple- — 
‘mentation on our part, over a long period, of an objective, impartial | 
but firm policy which will instill moderation in both parties to the 
controversy and help to ensure that the competing nationalisms do not _ 
get out of hand. | os — pe 
Conclusions — | oo ee oe 

15. Our policy toward Israel and the Arab states should be based - 
| onthe fundamental propositionsthat: = = a oo 

a. The political and economic stability of the Israel and Arab states 
_ 1s of critical importance to the security of the United States. In the
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NSC memorandum “Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East—Basic 
U.S. Position”, approved November 24, 1947, it is stated that: “The a 
security of the Eastern Mediterranean and of the Middle East is vital 

_ tothesecurity of the United States” * = 
6. It is in the national interest of the United States to have the re- | 

spect and, in so far as possible, good will of all the peoples ofthe Near | 
and Middle East, Jews and Arabs alike, and their orientation toward 

| the West and away from the Soviet Union. | an / 7 | 
c. The differences between the new Israeli state and the neighboring : 

Arab states should be reconciled at least to the extent that Israel and : 
- the Arab states would act. in concert to oppose Soviet aggression. | 

_d. We should provide advice and guidance in the solution of the 
economic, social, and political problems of the area on an impartial 
basis, as between Israel and the Arab states, contingent upon the | 2 
willingness of these countries to apply the maximum of self help. 

e. There should also be close United States-United Kingdom col- 
: laboration wherever possible to achieve. the basic objectives. In | 

addition the United States should bear in mind the desirability of 
- collaborating with France and with Turkey and other Moslem non- 

Arab states.in the area for the same purpose whenever it is feasible. 
and practicable. = | So 

a 16. We should continue our efforts to achieve a settlement of the , 

Palestine problem along the following lines, working principally. | 

through the United Nations, but supporting those efforts through 

unilateral action and through joint United States-United Kingdom 
influence where appropriate: = = 8 °© | — Sr EE STE 

Immigration: . BS 

_ @ Israel should ‘in its own interests, accept the principle of co- 
_ ordinating the flow of Jewish immigration with the developing _ 

capabilities of itseconomy2 0 , 

Refugees: | ; oe 
6. Primary responsibility should rest with Israel and the Arab | | 

states for solution of the refugee problem, aided by such outside | 
_ assistanceasisavailable. © 9. OS , ere | | 

c. In accordance with the spirit of the General Assembly resolution __ 
of December 11, 1948, Israel should accept the principle of maximum 
possible repatriation of refugees who so désire, should begin immedi- _ 

ately actual repatriation on a reasonable scale within the number to be. | 
_ agreed in a final settlement, and should ‘carry out such repatriation _ : 

_ toconclusionas quickly aspossible © 

-*Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, “Documents Resulting | 
from Conversations with the British in Regard to the Eastern Mediterranean | 
and the Middle Hast”, dated November 19, 1947. [Footnote in the source text; , 

_ for documentation on “The Pentagon Talks of 1947”, see Foreign Relations, 1947, > 

vol. v, pp. 485 ff.] - le ale a, a fl 
*Subparagraph 16a did not appear in NSC 47/1. Subparagraphs b through h | 

are identical with those appearing in NSC 47/1, except for the relettering of.the | 
| - gubparagraphs. = 5 2 z : rs a
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ad. The Arab states should accept the principle of substantial re- 
settlement in their states of the large number of refugees who do not 

| wish or who cannot be repatriated, and should take immediate steps 
- toinitiatesuchresettlement. 2 020 0 

| e. We should endeavor to obtain for the refugees adequate com- 
pensation from Israel for abandoned refugee lands and property in = © 

| accordance with the General Assembly Resolution of December 11, : 
| 1948, and should resist efforts by Israel or the Arab states directly or 

- indirectly to relate the question of payment of such compensation to _ 
a the question of war indemnities. 7 ee 

f. We should be prepared within the framework of the United | 
| Nations, in accordance with policy already established, to support with , 

financial and technical assistance a program for repatriation and | 
resettlement of Palestine refugees. Our contribution is contingent 

- upon formulation of a plan which is satisfactory to us and has a. } 
| reasonable chance of success at reasonable cost, upon full acceptance | 

by the Arabs and Israelis of such a program and the responsibilities __ 
_. involved, upon their active cooperation in carrying out the program, _ 

and upon satisfactory contributions by other interested governments. —=— 

Economic: © - | | 
| _g. Weshould seek to promote economic arrangements between Israel 

and the Arab states such as the resumption of commercial intercourse 
| within and through the area, uninterrupted fiow.of petroleum prod- 

| ucts, and uninhibited operation of and access to internal and interna-- 
| tional surface and air transport facilities. _ | a 

Territories: a , — 

. h. We should assist the Israelis and the Arabs to achieve a final - 
settlement of the territorial question in Palestine by agreement or, 
failing that, by supporting a Palestine Conciliation Commission pro- | 
posal for presentation to the parties and, if necessary, to the UN or © 
by some acceptable modus vivendi. Although the United States would 

, be prepared to accept a solution freely agreed to by the parties, if 
| it is necessary for the United States to state its views, it should advance 

the following policy which is consistent with that approved by the . 
President: — ce : : 

7 If Israel wishes to retain any areas in Palestine allocated to | 
_ the proposed Arab state under the UN resolution of November 29, 
-- 1947 and now occupied -by Israeli forces, Israel should, if the _ 

| Arab states so demand, make territorial compensation elsewhere | 
and/or make other concessions of a non-territorial character as 
are required to reach an equitable agreement which could provide 
thebasisforalasting peace ©) 

Jerusalem Areas © re 

4 We should support the principle of the internationalization of 
the Jerusalem area as defined. in the General Assembly. Resolution 

: of December 11, 1948. This might be accomplished along the following. 
times: a



™ (1) United Nations control of the Holy Places; te 

(2) ‘Division of the Jerusalem area into sub-areas to be admin- | 

- 4stered by the respective adjacent states under the supervision of - 

the United Nations;and ay Pe A nee be 

(3) The establishment of obligations on the part of the adjacent | 

states to observe basic requirements with respect to demilitariza-— 

tion, free access and. observance of human rights, and the estab- | os 

. lishment of a system of compulsory arbitration to determine:. 

-. whether these obligations are being fulfilled. - Lo ae | 

1%. In the light of the Security Council Resolution of August 11, _ 

1949 and in order to promote internal security as a basis for general _ 

security in the Near Eastern area, we should permit the export of rea- a 

| sonable amounts of military material to Israel and the Arab states oe 

limited to such arms as are within the scope of legitimate security | 

requirements... a oo oo | 

18. We should by a policy of sympathy and firm leadership en- | 

courage Israel and the Arab states to develop friendly cooperation _ | 

with the Western nations, to exclude or control subversive. influences, _ 

| and to achieve relations of good will and trust with one another. 7 

— 19. We should endeavor to prevent discrimination against Jews 1n 

the Arabstatesandagainst ArabsinIsraeh = 

90. Any kind of regional economic or political arrangement to'in- © , 

clude Israel and the Arab states seems now unlikely because of the — 

dissensions and suspicions which prevail in the area, and may be quite | | 

. unlikely for some time to come. However, it is a possibility which 

should be kept under continuing review in the light of developments 

in the area. | OS Be ee, os 

21. It is desirable that the economic opportunities of the peoples of , 

the area should be raised above the level at which social revolution is 

a recurring threat. The United States should encourage the economic | a 

development and expansion of economic opportunities of the people of 

the area. We should, therefore, in addition to supporting a program | 

_ for solution of the refugee and other economic problems, which isde- a 

signed solely to restore the status quo ante, prepare or assist in the prep- | 

| aration of a. coordinated long-range program of economic and social — - 

development for Israel and the Arab states to be implemented by both | | 

multilateral and unilateral action through (a) technical assistance ; 
(8) loans from the United States Export-Import Bank and the Inter- — 

national Bank for Reconstruction and Development; (c) grants or | 

- Joans from interested UN states; (@) technical and financial assistance 

- from appropriate United Nations agencies; or (e) a combination of | 

the foregoing. Any U.S. or U.N. assistance under such a program : 

should depend upon a real effort on the part of the Israel and: Arab | 

states to help themselves and each other in consonance with the prin- 

ciples enunciated in the above conclusions, should be coordinated with a
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such efforts, should be designed to promote mutually advantageous _ 

| economic relations between Israel and the Arab states and to integrate , 

_ their economies into a broader international economy, and should al- 
: low ample and increasing scope for private enterprise = : 

‘The National Security Council and the Secretary of the Treasury adopted 
NSC 47/2 on October 17 and submitted the paper to President Truman “with 
the recommendation that he approve the Conclusions contained therein and direct 
their implementation by all appropriate executive departments and agencies of 
the U.S. Government under the coordination of the Secretary of State.” (note 
of October 17 by Admiral Souers). The President approved the paper on 
‘October 20 and directed its implementation along. the lines of the note (memo- 
randum of October 20 by Admiral Souers to the National Security Council. 
S/S-NSC Files, Lot 68 D 351). ea 

| 501.BB Palestine/10-1849 | OS ee Bo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State | 
for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (McGhee)* | 

CONFIDENTIAL - [Wasuineton,] October 18, 1949. - 

' Subject: Jews in Iraq; Proposed Syria—Iraq Union; Jerusalem; and | 
Israeli attack in the Gaza Area. — ee re 

Participants: Eliahu Elath—AmbassadorofIsrael === | 
oo NEA—Mr. McGhee rn ee 

: ~ ANE—Mr. Wilkins o Be . 
oe —  ANE—Mr. Clark Be | 

— — -  ANE—Mr. Stabler oe ore | 
| [Here follow introductory sections and the discussion on “Jews in _ 

: Traq.”’| a a oS 
| 2. Proposed Syria-Irag Union:? Mr. Elath said that reports his’ 

: Government has received regarding the proposed Syria—Iraq union 
had caused considerable concerned in Tel Aviv. Israel did not, of 

| course, wish to intervene in the internal affairs of any country and © 
did not wish to do so in this situation, particularly if union was popu- 
larly desired. However, his Government wished to inform the United | 
States Government of its concern over the proposed union with re- 

___ spect to the security of Israel and the general stability in the Near — 
East. His Government felt that such a union might bring with it dis- | 

orders which would threaten the security of Israel. It might also give | 
rise to the belief among the peoples of Syria and Iraq that the strength _ 
of the new state was such that it could take revenge on Israel for the _ 
defeat of the Arab states. Israel believed that the union of two weak 

a states did not mean a strong state and in any event Israel could 

| 14 Drafted by Mr. Stabler. | Be 
7 For documentation on this subject, see pp. 180 ff. = © 9°. Be
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defend itself. However, it was possible that all the present armistice | 
arrangements and any prospects for peaceful settlement of the Pales- 

_ tine problem might be upset by the union. ee 
Mr. Elath also said that this union could have grave internal reper- | 

cusions in Israel. The extremist elements might well regard the union 
as justification for action by Israel to annex Eastern Palestine. The _ . 

- Government, which would be extremely hard pressed by the ex- 
 tremists, would be placed in a most difficult position. => , 

- -[ told the Ambassador ‘that we had received a certain amount of — 
_ information concerning the proposed union and that there were certain © 

aspects which have caused us concern. I indicated that it was, of 
course, the policy of the United States not to intervene in the affairs 

-_ of other states and that while we would follow developments closely, | 
| the attitude which we adopted would necessarily be within the limita- | 

- tion of our basic policy regarding non-intervention. We neither sup- 
ported nor opposed the proposals for a union of Syria and Iraq and 
believed the peoples of these two countries should have an opportunity | 

of expressing their views concerning them through their own consti-. a! 
_ tutional processes, I expressed appreciation for the expression of views — | 

| of his government which I said we had, in fact, anticipated? | 
With reference to the Ambassador’s remarks regarding the annexa- 

tion of Eastern Palestine, I expressed the hope that Mr. Elath did not | 
mean by this that the proposed union and the question of Eastern 
Palestine were in any way related. The Ambassador assured me that oe 
his remarks only meant to indicate the possible attitude of the extrem- 

| -iststoward union, oe ™ re - : 
| 3. Jerusalem: Referring to his talk with Mr. Rusk on Septem- 

ber 28, Mr. Elath said that he had discussed the matter of the PCC | 
Jerusalem proposals with Mr. Eban, Permanent Israeli Representative 
to the United Nations. Mr. Eban had informed him of his belief that. a 
most of the South American delegations to the United Nations agreed __ 

_-with the Israeli point of view with respect to Jerusalem. Mr. Eban, 
following the suggestion made by Mr. Rusk to Mr. Elath at their 
meeting on September 28, had also discussed the Jerusalem question _ 
with members of the United States delegation in order to clarify any 

- misunderstanding which might exist between the two positions. From — | 

_. * Ambassador MeDonald conversed with Foreign Minister Sharett on October 17 . a 
-. Yhe proposed union of Syria and Iraq was the chief subject of discussion. _ | 

_ Mr. Sharett exhibited “considerable perturbation” and indicated it “would be idle 
pursue peace objectives when surrounded by an earthquake.” The Ambassador | 
gave as his “overall conviction” that “Sharett wishes distinctly to convey te me 
that ‘all bets are off’? re any previous commitment Israel may have made on | | 

- territorial, refugee or any other settlement looking forward peace in NE if a . 
fusion of Iraq and Syria is consummated.” (telegram 752, October 18, noon, 
from Tel Aviv, 790D.90G/10-1849) | we as
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these discussions it was quite clear.that basic differences existed 

: between the United States and Israeli positions. Mr. Elath, believing | 
that we would wish to avoid any headlong clash of views during the 
General Assembly consideration of the Jerusalem proposals, sug- 

| gested the possibility that the United States and Israeli delegations 
might now work out some agreement of views. He implied that the 

_Dnited States should adopt a position more in line with that of Israel. _ 
I told the Ambassador thatthe United States as a member of the 

| * PCC had participated in the drafting of the proposals for a permanent 

international regime of the Jerusalem Area and that we generally 

_- gupported the plan. We recognized that amendments would probably 

- be presented during General Assembly discussion and this Government 
was prepared to give careful consideration to any amendments which 

were advariced. Meanwhile, it was suggested that as the PCC was 
| _ convening shortly in New York, the Israeli delegation might find it 

| ‘useful to consult with the Jerusalem Committee of the PCC in order | 
_toclarify any misunderstandings.. s,s 

. . [Here follows an account of the discussion on Jerusalem and onthe _ 

| Israeli attack in the Gaza area; regarding the latter subject, see 

telegram 673, October 20, to Tel Aviv, page 1448] 

- §01.BB: Palestine(E)/10-1849: Telegram So 

 : The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State 

- RESTRICTED = PRIORITY : Betrut, October 18, 1949—noon. 

| -:-549, Simes 19: [From Clapp.] Future-organizational plans: ~ | 

 *. 4, Lo clarify background suggestions which follow, appears: advis- 

- able. stress points on which ESM thinking at variance with Depart- 

-. *"(q) ‘Funds required by long-term development body for first year’s _ 
~ operations not likely exceed $5,000,000 ; mostly required to bridge pres- _ 

ent gaps between preliminary general surveys and saleable engimeering 

_ -~plans.: Presently countries possess volumes of engineering. reconnais- 

| ~gance and generalized analysis, but no specific engineering work of the 

nature. required to make a project saleable or bankable. Governments __ 

“here inexperienced in such matters, and guidance for considerable 
_time required to bring schemes to point where positive action on.com- - 

‘plex project can be recommended. Therefore, for fiscal 1951, unneces- — 
_»sary.and -undesirable seek ‘long-term development. funds except on 

: “modest -scale. When. November field work. completed, ESM may be 

| “prepared to recommend more-funds sooner. - Cet gl tee 
“=< (h) ESM can report continued progress in‘ relationships with 

7 Syrian, Lebanese, Jordan Governments, but: only because has studi- 
ously avoided pressure on resettlement. Opinion in Arab states. re-_ 

mains so violently opposed to abandonment of rights of refugees to —
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| repatriation in Palestine that contemplation by Governments of set- 

| tling them elsewhere would likely make governments more shaky. 

Practical advantages of local public works to prevent further deterio- 

ration morale, to cause added mobility in refugee populations, and to a 

securé direct benefits from projects constructed, suffice to make such 

limited programs acceptable, and their effect will undoubtedly be | 

to achieve in -part the objective of resettlement. but through choice 

of individual refugees. However, whatever ESM or its successors in 

the near future can accomplish will depend on the divorce of its 
| activities, in Arab eyes, from any connection with political settlement 

of the Palestine war. ESM firmly of opinion that necessary connection 

--between economic development activity and political conciliation | 

should only take place at seats of government of interceding powers, 

‘and that consolidation in field, under. agent general or other aegis, 1s — 

~ unnecessary and doomed to frustrate economic approach, © 

9. Referring Department. document suggesting NESDA ? and Sep- 

| tember 23 paper headed Palestine Political and Refugee Problems, 7 

7 followingare ESMviews: 

| (a) Agreed consolidation of PCC political operations under agent — 

general sound. However, for reasons above-stated and in line with 

| planning later set forth in this cable, would delete references in Sep- | 

tember 23 draft to relief, and to development. Agent general, repre- - 

- gentative of SYG, would, be co-ordinate with chairman director of 

- EFINDI (Economic and Financial Development Institute of Near 

‘East—have other suggestions on title) whose functions outlined below. — | 

(6) While ESM finds much of NESDA draft acceptable, its pres- | 

ent: thinking would involve recommending the following steps: 

(1) Continuation of UNRPRonlyuntilAprill, | 
(2) Establishment early in’ 1950-at latest. of new agency : 

.... BFINDI by interested governments. undertaking to-contribute — | 

: toward development plans of area. EFINDI’s functions in devel- 

-..... opment substantially same as NESDA’s with reservations ex- _ 

pressed Paragraph ja-this.cable; further functions in regard to | 

- take over, under contract with SYG, of UNRPR operations as 
from April 1; planning and negotiation of arrangements for - 

works projects with Governments; co-ordination of work.of chari- 

“table agencies (the volume of whose direct assistance in meeting = 

refugee needs has assumed very considerable proportions nearly 
+ equalling UNRPR- assistance). Device of contract relationship oe 

© -~with. SYG avoids:establishment of:a third agency (or introduc- _ 

s~.., tion of TRO, to which ESM opposed account IRO,historical con- 
- nection with Palestine immigration), permits close coordination | 

of relief and. work projects, and of work projects and develop- oe 

- ~~ ments. Hoped that SYG would agree support appeal for funds as a 

~~ for UNRPR. for disbursement by EFINDI, but EFINDI would 

- require authorization use such funds either for direct relief or | 

“"- wagepayments. 9 

- 1 possibly the draft.to be. submitted to Mr. Clapp; see Mr. McGhee’s: memo- , 
| -randum of September 26'to Mr. Rusk, p. 1408: 6 ee
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_ 8, EFINDI would endeavor work out satisfactory arrangements, at 
as early a date as practical, with Middle East Governments to take over 

_ relief operations from agencies, and to establish work relief projects 
with a view to eventual full financial as well as administrative respon-- 

_ sibility for refugees. EFINDI would call on specialized UN agencies _ 
_ for assistance as appropriate in technical fields. Would start specific _ 

engineering studies forthwith, = = 8 = . | 
4. Calculation under study to estimate funds required by EFINDI 

_ during calendar 1950, for relief and work relief. Very preliminary 7 
| calculations indicate that costs may not exceed present UNRPR budget | 

| by amounts that appear unmanageable, ~ 7 oe 
_ 5. Have given only preliminary consideration methods staffing 
EFINDI. Most workable proposal yet suggested.is to employ director 

_ and staff through member ‘governments, and arrange detail of tech- 
nicians when required from UN or UN specialized agencies. In many 
of its functions, EFINDI would fit US Point 4 plans and UN plans | 
fortechnicalassistance. == = tit ) 

a ‘Have discussed foregoing with Morton and Labonne, and suggest 
Department take up with British and French. Would appreciate De- 
partment’s views on including Turkey in these considerations. While 
financial stake Turkey would obviously be small, there are advantages — | 
to increased interest. Consul general has been helpful colleague, andy 

| Turk’s presence EFINDI could help Arab states and improve Turk’s | 
relationships Near East neighbors. Be | 

. We are revising NESDA September 29 draft and Palestine Septem- 
| ber 23 draft to reflect above changes. Will telegraph. or mail revision | 

| end of week. [Clapp.] OS os . 
) oo | , PINKERTON 

501.BB: Palestine/10-1849 : Telegram _ | | | 
The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Tex Aviv, October 18,1949—1 p.m. 
756. In conference lasting 90 minutes with Foreign Minister Oc- 

| tober 17, Ford and I discussed substance Deptel 636, 637? and 647.3 

* Dated September 30, not printed, but see footnote 2 to memorandum by 
Wilkins, September 26, p. 1407. 

* Dated September 30, not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1412. SO 
“Not printed; it directed Tel Aviv to bring to the attention of the Israeli. | 

Foreign Office the substance of telegram 609, October 6, from Jerusalem (501.BB | 
Palestine/10-649). No. 609 advised that the Consulate General had received 
a “visiting card” from the New Underground for the Freedom of J erusalem. | 
The reverse of the card. was said to bear a handwritten inscription to “tell — 
Truman and Acheson through your facilities we will deliver all information CO 
to them.” The message also informed that General Riley had received a similar . 
card, with the statement “withdraw your proposals and inform all your agents, - 
Stop it. Otherwise you will go the same way as Bernadotte.” (867N.00/10—649) 7
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Foreign Minister first apologized his inability see Ford sooner ex- 
plaining “press of business” had kept him otherwise occupied. . 

| Re general question Jerusalem and particularly PCC proposals — 
_ Foreign Minister did not depart materially from position heretofore 

laid down by lesser officials of Foreign Office (Embtels 726, October 5, 
and 740, October 10). He called PCC proposals “provocative, ana- 
‘chronistic” document, saying both immigration limitation and de- — 
militarization features particularly “unrealistic”. He said Israel “fully oe 

aware” deep interest Christian world in safeguarding holy places but | 

--pointed out “fully 90 percent” these places in Arab hands and thus he 

was unable understand why Israel being “repeatedly importuned” in 

matter actually outside its control. He added Israel just as much con- 
cerned safeguarding its own holy place (specifying Wailing Wall and | 
-Rachael’s Tomb) which likewise remained Arab hands. He concluded _ | 
by saying Israel:“fully prepared approach Jerusalem question coldly 
and dispassionately” and “to give all consideration outside world | 
opinion provided such outside opinion gives: similar consideration. to — 

-.Jsrael’sinterests”.. oe | | a 
Re violence press campaign against PCC proposals and threats — 

_ physical violence implied in Jerusalem Congentel 609 and from other _ | 
“mysterious” sources, Foreign, Minister inclined dismiss latter as | 
“work. of irresponsible but harmless trouble makers”. Press reaction _ 

showed depth of Jewish feeling re Jerusalem “which had lasted some — 
_ thousands of years” and which PCC plan has merely “fanned into | 

new flame”. This connection Foreign Minister cited “violent anti- | 
Israel campaign” recently conducted by world Catholic press, all of. 
which he said was based on “slanderous lies and misrepresentation”’. 

Comment: Ford concurs with me-in belief that, pending discus- | 
sion Jerusalem question by GA, no useful purpose would be served , 
in further presentation subject here. I gather these people have | 

_ fermulated plans of their own for GA debate, and until then they | 
appear to be stalling by plowing old ground. Moreover, rather graver 

subject discussed at same long conference (Embtel 752, October 18°) 
has tended distract Foreign Minister’s attention from Jerusalem - 

_ issue which for moment. appears have more of an academic than active 
interest for him. | : & 

I am inclined to agree with Foreign Minister’s estimate of anony- 
mous threats of violence although in view last year’s tragic happen- | 
ings I propose bring each instance this nature, however far fetched, — 

_ promptly to Foreign Minister’s attention. End comment. = 
‘Sent Department 756; repeated Jerusalem 93; Department pass _ | 

Amman 57. , a 
ee | - McDonarv | 

| ‘ Latter not printed. | re | 
* Not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 1441. | 

co 501-887—77——-92 | :
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04. BB Palestine/10-1849: Telegram _ | | | 

| The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET | _ ss JgRusALEM, October 18, 1949—4 p. m. 

627. Reference last paragraph Contel 617, October 12*:reporting _ 

that Shiloah informed Riley Israel prepared designate representative _ 

: - for direct negotiations with Arabsatanytime. 

. - During recent talk with Riley, Glubb inquired whether Israel now 

| ‘ready for reasonable compromise settlement. Glubb expressed: view 

present situation could not last and perhaps two countries could work 

out agreement. Riley states Glubb did not appear expect any major 

concessions from Israel and specifically admitted that. not practical 

repatriate appreciable number refugees. es 

-.» Jn entirely separate discussion Colonel Seif el Din, chief Egyptian | 

| delegate at Rhodes talks, commented to Riley on unsatisfactory nature 

present situation and desirability reaching some definitive agreement. 

‘Colonel ‘Seif el Din-stated its retention? by Egypt not essential but 

some provision for refugees now therenecessary. = 6 

| Riley has at various times voiced concern over.present. imperma- 

‘nent armistice terms and desirability considering situation. which will 

“exist when present armistice agreements lapse. after one year. He 

is reflecting on. feasibility using MACs as medium for direct discus- 

_ “gions between parties aimed at de facto agreements on wide range of 
subjects of mutual interest.: Although not so labelled, agreements _ 

_- might-beeome basis for permanent settlement. Riley realizes Israel 

_ “anxious to initiate direct ‘talks. separately. with each Arab: state and 

believés. Transjordan and Egyptian thinking may be veering this 

-direction. 9 gg 

-- Comments=Consulate General would appreciate guidance from De- 

‘partment on this subject for discussions with Riley. Does Department 

- believe encouragement should be given to direct talks between parties 

, at present and are MACs considered suitable medium. Consulate Gen- 
eral ‘cannot conceive that Israel’ intends to relinquish.any part of — 

. -territory now-held (except for minor border rectifications). or-to accept 
‘any appreciable number of refugees. Talks and any resulting agree- 
ments therefore would be based on existing status quo8 oi 

| , | | wo is0. Burperr — 

"1Not printed, but see footnote 3,p.1421. 
2 Presumably, retention of the Gaza strip was intended. = 

. % Ambassador MeDonald,.on November. 8, expressed. his: complete agreement 
| with Mr. Burdett’s conclusions as set forth in the final two sentences of telegram 

627 (telegram 810 from Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/11-849).
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501,.BB Palestine/10-1949 : Telegram | | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 7 

the Secretary of State = 

_ RESTRICTED _ New Yors, October 19, 1949—7:51 p.m. 

1277. Palestine Conciliation Commission held first. meeting of third 
session New York October 19. Delegations not present. Following - 

| highhghts: - | ee So 

(1). Report of Azcarate—Principal Secretary Azcarate reported on 7 
his trip to Jerusalem and Arab States during recent recess. With regard 
to matters which PCC has instructed him take up in Near East, stated 
that Servoise was discussing question ef blocked accounts with Egyp- 
_tian and Israeli representatives and that there existed possibility for 

_ limited unblocking. Regarding possibility that Arabs resident vicinity 
armistice lines might be permitted work their land located in Israeli- 
held territory, Azcarate said that Israel and Jordan had reached agree- 
ment in principle that matter should be taken up in special committee 
created in Israeli-Jordan armistice agreement. Re reunion of separated 

_ families, representatives of Lebanon and Egypt had entered into con- 
| tact with Israeli representatives | and discussions were progressing sat- a 

-isfactorily. Efforts to persuade Israel accept PCC point of view re 
| orange groves had produced completely negative results. = | 

| Israelis had informed Azcarate that reasons for movement govern- _ | 
-ment Ministries to Jerusalem were that Tel Aviv was too crowded and 
in order to give maximum economic and social life to Jerusalem. Is- 

| raelis maintained that similar movement taking place in Old City, 
which had in effect become capital of Arab Palestine. 8 

- Azcaraté informed PCC Jordan: building new road. to Bethlehem | 
from Old City which. will pass close to Government House. Israelis | 
have constructed two block houses near Government House. These lo- 

~~ eated in neutral zone according present line of demarcation in Gov- 
“ernment House area but under proposed new line demarcation, now | 
being considered by Israel and Jordan, will liein Israeli zone... oe 

—" (2) PCC decided ‘hold pro forma meetings with Arab and Israeli 
~ delegationsinnearfuture, 9 00 

(8) PCC decided allow matter of appointment UN representative 
~ Jerusalem to die on vine by writing letter to SYG expressing regret — 

- SYG had been unable find candidate acceptableto PCO. =” 
; ~" -(4) View wide-spread misinterpretation draft Jerusalem statute, 
__ PCC instructed its legal adviser prepare explanatory study refuting 

| - main criticisms which PCC might consider releasing to press and — 
| members GA at later date. — | a
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Boisanger and Yalcin desire come Washington for consultations 

with Department. They consider it preferable such consultations take 
place with participation new US representative and hope he can be 
named byendofnext week, . _ 

Oo | | AUSTIN — 

867N.00/10-1749 : Telegram ee a | | 

: The Secretary of State to the Embassy im Israel* | 

“CONFIDENTIAL | - Wasurneton, October 20, 1949—8 p.m. - 

673. FYI Oct 18 McGhee informed Elath our concern over report — 

in Jlem tel 625, Oct 17? rptd to you 127. McGhee re-emphasized our — 

| view mil phase in Pal definitely finished and no justification for fur- 

_ ther mil action any sort. McGhee said Israeli actions this type cld only 
“serve exacerbate present situation and make settlement more difficult. 

Elath was requested inform Israeli Govt our views. a 
Se ee - ACHESON | 

- Phis telegram was repeated to Cairoand Jerusalem. an Oo - 

_ .2Not printed; it reported. information from General Riley that Israeli armed 
forces had attacked Beit Hanun, a town on the northern tip of the Gaza strip 

‘which divided the Israeli and Egyptian zones. The Israeli-Egyptian armistice did 

| not specifically permit or prohibit civilians in the area but Arab civilians had 
infiltrated during the summer to cultivate their orange groves and to harvest — 

. the now-ready crop. The attack drove out the civilians, Egyptian forces reporting | 

 4known dead and 19 wounded (867N.00/10-1749). oe oo 

501.BB Palestine/10-2249: Telegram 

The Acting United States Representative at the United N ations — 

(Jessup) to the Secretary of State a | 

TOP SECRET . New Yorks, October 22, 1949—1: 02 p. m. 

— -J285. Following learned in strictest ‘confidence October 21 from _ 

Fawzi Pashael Mulqi. | = a 

oo King Abdullah and Jordan Government have decided proclaim 

annexation Arab Palestine by Jordan on January 1, 1950. However, 

if Arab states by any chance move to set up independent statein Arab 

Palestine in intervening period, annexation will be proclaimed. before | 

January 1. Fawzi said United Kingdom approved idea of annexation — 

and that he certain United Kingdom would extend terms Anglo- -_ 
Jordan defense treaty to new territory. Just to be on safe side J ordan 

would request United Kingdom give formal undertaking re extension
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treaty before proclaiming annexation. If United Kingdom refused 
Fawzi thought Abdullah might not go ahead with plane. | 

Abdullah motivated by conviction Israelis will never give up any — | 
territory they now occupy and that he should take steps ensure reten- | 
tion that part Palestine occupied by Jordan. After annexation King | : 

plans hold elections for Jordan Parliament in which residents an- 
- nexed area will participate. | | | ae 

Fawzi said that six months ago feeling against Abdullah in Arab Oo 
Palestine was so strong, because of territory given up in Jordan- 
Israeli armistice agreement, that King risked being shot every time he _ 
went there. Now, however, his stock has risen to such a degree that | 
he thinks he could even risk a plebiscite on annexation question if —. 
this were necessary. Main reason for this change, according to Fawzi, 
is that Arab Palestinians have come to realize that Jordan is only | 
Arab state which can and will protect their interests. 
Department please pass London as USUN 57, Amman as USUN 3, 

JerusalemasUSUN6. = ae 7 | 

501.BB Palestine/10-1849 : Telegram : - an | a - a - | 

The Secretary of State to the Consulate General at Jerusalem. 

| SECRET . ., - Wasnineron, October 24, 1949—7 p.m. | 

400. Your tel 627 Oct 18, Dept has always considered direct talks | 
: shld be encouraged particularly when it. appears such talks wld. lead — | 

to constructive action toward final settlement (Deptel 354 Aug 31° 
- and Depcirgram Oct. 14,2:15 p. m.). Dept sees no reason why MACs > 

shld not be medium for direct discussions on. wider range of subjects 

(you will recall Dept’s proposal. that Israel_Jordan MAC under Riley 

_ consider broader.aspects Jlem question) , but believes parties concerned - 
must themselves make decision on this matter, = Bc | 

| Dept does not agree that present armistice agreements automatically oO 

lapse after one year. Provisions are made in all agreements for revision 
or suspension by mutual consent any time or after one year in absence 

mutual consent conference may be convoked to review agreement but: _ 

parties continue to be bound in all events by injunctions against resort oS 
to armed action of any sort. However, Dept does agree it most desirable _ 
efforts be made move beyond armistice stage. 2 Say | 

| db oe DE ES eke op ACHESON: | 

"his telegram was repeated by airgram to London, Amman, Cairo, Beirut, | 
and Damascus. _ ee eg a Pe ce 

* This was a repeat of telegram 3126, August 30, to London, p. 1338. ge
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501.BB Palestine/10-2449: Telegram Be 

7 The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
- a ss the Seeretary of State 

- suorer =5.2 =——(Ss—t*«~S:s«SNw Yo gx, October 24, 1949—11: 59 p. m. ; 
| Delga 138. PCC met with Arab delegates October 24 at request. | 

Egyptian delegate who had been instructed by Cairo make certain 
observations. Following highlights of meeting, = | a 

_ Abdel Moneim. began by recalling that from very beginning PCC 
| discussions Egyptian Government had insisted upon return of Pales- 

tine refugees. Egypt had acquiesced in PCC moves designed facilitate 
final Palestine solution, such as May 12 protocol and sending ESM. | 

| to NE, but still refugees not returned. — De | 7 | 
_. When ESM visited Egypt Abdel Moneim made following proposals 

a to Clapp: | Cn oe | | 

1. Original inhabitants Gaza area should be permitted cultivate 
hinterland other side armistice lines, which not being cultivated by | 
Israelis. Such arrangement would improve food situation Gaza area. ~ 

2. Original inhabitants that part of Gaza strip which became no 
man’s land under Israel-Egyptian armistice agreement should be per- 
mitted return from Egyptian-occupied Gaza area. _ oe 

. 8 The many refugees in Gaza strip who come from Beersheba 
region should be permitted return and cultivate lands which lying 
fallow. | a ee, | a 

_ Abdel Moneim concluded his‘remarks re refugees by asking PCC — 
| whether it possible consider refugee and territorial questions sepa- _ 

rately. Could Arab delegates make territorial demands without refer- | 
| ence to disposition refugee problem? He asked for PCC guidance. 

PCC states that in its opinion there could be no lasting solution of one 
question without a solution of the other, but that progress could be | 
made separately toward solution of each problem. | ) | 
Abdel Moneim then referred to PCC letter to Arab delegates of | 

September 2 transmitting text of draft declaration concerning Holy 
| Places outside of Jerusalem + (document A/AC/25/2).Hesaidthatin 

opinion of Egyptian Government Arab states, which traditionally | 
have scrupulously respected Holy Places, were not the ones to ask to | 
sign such-a declaration. When UN had decided re more important 
Holy Places in Jerusalem, then Egypt would abide by this decision. 

| ‘When P€C asked him clarify, Abdel Moneim heatedly replied that in 
simple terms Egyptian Government saw no reason sign declaration of | 

, this “minor aspect” Palestine problem while major issues covered in 
December 11 resolution remain unsolved. He thereupon orally com- . 

1 See Palun 296, September 2, from Lausanne, and footnote 1, p. 1356. -
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| mitted Egyptian Government to protect such Holy Places in Palestine. | 

as might remain under Egyptian jurisdiction and said this should be 

sufficientforPCC. = | ee | 

Al other Arab delegates strongly followed same line, refusing to | 

sion draft declaration and orally making same commitment as had. | 

Egyptian. Fawzi Pasha (Jordan) suggested that PCC submit these — 

oral declarations to GA as commitments Arab states re Holy Places 

outside Jerusalem. 2 = a an 

 Comment—This new common Arab front very likely is result ma- — | 

‘neuvers Fawzi Pasha to persuade Arab delegates support King Abdul- 

lah’s desire see status quo maintained in J erusalem. The Department. 

will recall that one of provisions of PCC draft declaration on Holy 

Places outside Jerusalem is that pending final settlement Palestine | 

problem governments concerned would guarantee freedom of access to 

Holy Places in territory at present occupied under armistice 

Abdel Moneim: next: informed PCC that upon instructions.Cairo, 

Egyptian delegate was preparing draft declaration concerning rights: _ | 

of Arabs who are now or may be residents of Israeli-occupied territory. Oo 

Declaration is to be based on declaration of human rights and genocide . 

 gonvention and will provide for formal guarantees concerning individ- _ | 

ual and property rights of Arabs in question. Egyptian delegate will’ 

submit this draft déclaration to PCC with request that PCC ask Israeli | 

delegate that arrangements be carried out for declaration to be made : 

by IsraeliGovernment. BO - | 

‘PCC said would examine declaration as soon as Egyptian delegate 

- madeavailable 8 ee OP 

ee ee = | AUSTIN, : 

--501.BB Palestine/10-2549: Telegram | Oo | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

secrer.——s—‘“stst~S:S~S*~SCS WW TNNVTONN, October 25, 1949—5 p. m.- 

_ 3828. US continues favor incorporation Arab Pal in Jordan but = 

-_ Dept considers action premature this time (Deptel 3768 Oct 19+). Re — | 

action after-G.A: (Embtel 4218 Oct 202) Dept believes matter might 

be reconsidered then in light GA action re Pal and gen polit and econ. | 

| developments in NE. We have. discussed matter informally with | 

- Not printed ; it summarized the conversation of Messrs. Wilkins and Greenhill 

| on October 14; see p. 1426. . BE - ee 

."* Not printed ; it conveyed what was described as the impression of the British 

Foreign Office that. the United States might be “willing agree: incorporation 

_ Arab Palestine in Jordan after GA.” (867N.014/10-2049)
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Brit Emb rep but made clear further consideration depended on 
developments.* oP. a a 

| | te ACHESON 

3 Messrs. Wilkins and Greenhill discussed the Palestine | problem again on | 
October 21. The latter stated that “Adequate arrangements should be made for 
the safety of the Holy Places and access to them.” Later in the discussion, he 
said that “The United Kingdom was prepared to give general support to the 
Palestine Conciliation Commission’s plan for the internationalization of the — 
Jerusalem area... It was not anxious, however, to take the initiative or to 
bring pressure to bear on Israel or the Arab states with regard to the plan.” | . 

| He also stated that his Government would avoid discussing the incorporation 
of Arab Palestine into Jordan during the current session of the General Assembly 
but would wish such action realized at the end of the session. | 

Mr. Wilkins’ memorandum of conversation notes that “I pointed out that the 
| views of the Foreign Office with regard to Jerusalem were not completely clear | 

to me. I said that if the United Kingdom Delegation confined its remarks in the 
General Assembly to the safety of the Holy Places and access to them, the im- 
pression might be created in the General Assembly that the United Kingdom | : 
did not generally support the internationalization of the Jerusalem area. Mr. | 
Greenhill said this was not the British intention and that he would bring this 
point to London’s attention.” Doe a 

Concerning the formal union of Arab Palestine and Jordan, Mr. Wilkins writes : 
that “I again pointed out that it was too early to tell what action might be taken | : 
on this score as it would be necessary to await developments in the’General _ 
Assembly and to consider the situation in the Near East after the end of the 

: General Assembly before we would be in a ‘position to determine what action 
- could be taken” regarding the matter. (501.BB Palestine/10-2149) = ©. 

--§01.BB Palestine(B)/10-2549: Telegram / Bn 

a The Secretary of State to the Legationin Lebanon 

| CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineron, October 25, 1949—7 p. m. 

| ) 642. Esmis21.[ToClapp.] © | : oe, 
1) On Oct 24 Dept officials discussed current thinking re ESM 

_- report and UN action in relief, resettlement and polit fields with reps 

— UK, Fr and Turkish embs ( Deptel 636 Oct 21). | | a 
2) Reps were supplied with a) diagram chart of UN structure * 

| which might result from anticipated GA action; 6) Brief analysis © 
| this chart;? ¢) Draft GA res? which was drawn up on basis Legtel — 

549 * and Deptel 636 for purpose of clarifying our thinking (summary 
- fols separate tel*) and d) ‘draft proposal for long-term org 

| 8) Reps informed four documents were preliminary working drafts: _ 
| and were laid on table to coordinate joint thinking:here and to keep 

| in step with your jomt thinkingin Beirut. 
4) Reps were requested ascertain views their govts re draft in light | 

of reports from their reps on ESM. a 

, 1 This telegram was repeated to Paris, London, and Ankara and to New York | 
for the American Delegation to the Palestine Conciliation Commission. == 

a ° Not found attached. | | oO oO 
* Dated October 18, not printed. : 

: * See infra. | |
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; 5) Additional mtg planned in week or ten days. Meanwhile we pro- | 
_ pose, following receipt, to incorporate views contained in document - 

| forwarded from Damascus Oct 22 (Legtel 556°) as well as your . 

further views based on Deptel636. = | | 
6) Dept understands Gardiner pians return US during first week | 

Nov via Paris and London. Brit Emb considers itinerary essential for | 

purposes coordination. — a Sag ae 
| a ACHESON — 

& Identified also as Simes 22 and dated October 20, not printed ; it stated that | 
a draft revision of an Economic Survey Mission paper dealing with the political . | 

‘and refugee problems and a draft proposal for a long-term organization would | . 
_ be sent to the Department from Damascus on October 22 (501.BB Palestine(E) / 
10-2049), | eee | 

501.BB Palestine(E)/10-2549: Telegram ee | 

_ -‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon to . | 

. CONFIDENTIAL = . © .Wasurneron, October 25, 1949—7 p. m. | 

643. Esmis 22. [To Clapp.] Summary important provisions prelim- 
_ inary working draft GA res re Pal? fols: 7 7 ee” 

/ ‘Preamble: GA recalling Dec 11 res and having examined reports | 
of PCC, ESM and UNRPR. ee a " : 

1. Organization: eg Pye 

_ (A) Establishes UN Pal Comm consisting present PCC members 
to exercise gen policy supervision re Pal; | , | | 
_ (B) Establishes UN Agent Gen Pal responsible direction UN ac- _ 
tivities re Pal; | | ; | 

_ ». (D) Decides continue UNRPR. | | | 

2. Political: | . | | 

(A) Calls on Israel Arab states seek agreement by negots conducted 
| with Agent Gen or directly with view final settlement outstanding. 

questions ; a | | | 
_ _ (B) Instructs Agent Gen facilitate and expedite effective negots by | 

_ Israel Arab states in task achieving final settlement and, as circum- — 
_ stances may require, make recommendations to foregoing or to GA | — 

: thruPCCasnecessary; ise oe 2 oe 
__ (C) Requests Agent Gen collaborate closely with UNRPR. and. 

_ NESDA develop effective coordination. | a | 

«8, Reliefs Se | | | ey : 

_ (A) Takes note ESM report re need continue direct relief and de- 
velop short range employment projects; | | a | | 

4 This ‘telegram was repeated to London as No. 3834, Paris, and Ankara, and — | 
to New York for the American Delegation to the Palestine Conciliation | 
Commission. = = BS | mS | 

* Presumably the draft resolution cited in paragraph numbered two in telegram 
642, supra. | | ,
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| , - (B) Determines on basis ESM ‘report sum (tentatively $32 mil- 
| lion) required ; , a ee A | 

a _(C) Urges UN members make voluntary contributions; =. 
: _.(D) Authorizes SYG to advance up to (tentatively $5 million) 

from UN working capitalfund; / 
_ (G). Recommends UNRPR collaborate closely with Agent Gen and 

(J) Requests SYG call upon present operating groups continue 
| services and, if subsequently unable continue, make other arrange- 

ments as required. a | , 

4, Refugees: Oo | ee cee : 

_ (A) Calls on Arab states Israel assume their full responsibility 
: - solution refugee problem and facilitate measures internatl assistance ; 

__ (B) Takes note ESM report recommending NESDA and declara- | 
tions certain UN members re willingness participate and urges estab 
NESDA; | : ae | , 

oe (C) Instructs Agent Gen collaborate closely with NESDA. . 

5. Compensation: . | SO a 

| (A) Decides Pal Comm acting through Agerit Gen shall have in- | 
| ternatl status equivalent protecting state re refugee property losses; . 

— (B) Calls on Israel Arab states to treat Comm as having this status ; 
- (C) Requests Israel Arab states notify Agent Gen if they wish 

- - undertake protection any Palrefugees; Bn 
| (D) Instructs Agent Gen take measures effect determination and 

fulfillment governmental obligations under internat! law or in equity 
re compensation payments, make appropriate releases and effectuate | 
equitable distribution proceeds. | ee 

Bn Reesor 

“BOLA Summaries/10-2549 : Telegram coe oS os : ) oe a ; : | | - _ 

The United States Representative at the United N ations- (Austin) 

a to the Secretary of State ek 

4 os - _. [Extract] oT | 

, SS ss New Yors, October 25, 1949-11755 p.m. 
12900 

- - The Council agreed without formal vote Oct. 25 to-a suggestion by 
| President Austin that discussion of demilitarization of Jerusalem be 

postponed pending GA Committee 1 consideration of the PCC report. 

_ Fawzi (Egypt), at whose initiative the question was placed on the 

a SC Agenda, registered his disagreement with this procedure but: did 

not formally object?) 09. re - 

"T For the proceedings of the Security Council on the demilitarization of Jeru- 
| salem at its 458rd meeting, see'SC, 4th yrj No. $9. 8 ns
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| 501.BB Palestine/10-2049 | . - Oo 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the President —— 

oS Be ay - Wasutneron, October 26, 1949. 

~The Palestine Conciliation Commission concluded the second phase 

| ‘of its work at. Lausanne, Switzerland on September 16, 1949, and | 

_ planned to reconvene in New York on October 19, 1949. Although it — 

~ is not expected that the Commission will commence its formal sessions _ 

_. before November 10, 1949, on which date the report of the Economic | 

Survey Mission is expected to be available, it is important that a : 

United States Representative be in New York to participate in pre- 

liminary discussions. Mr. Paul A. Porter, who had been the United | 

- States Representative on the Palestine Conciliation Commission, sub- 

| mitted his resignation, effective September 15, 1949. The Department | 

| had hoped that Mr. Porter would be able to represent the: United 

States again when the Commission reconvened but he has advised the 

- Department that pending legal business makes it difficult for him to 
serve at this time. Oe ae 

I.am submitting, therefore, for your approval, a request that Mr. 

| Ely E. Palmer, a Career Minister in the Foreign Service, be given a | 

recess appointment as United States Representative on the United 
Nations Palestine Conciliation Commission. | ) | 

‘This appointment is made in accordance with the provisions of Sec- 
tion 2 (d) of Public Law 341, 81st Congress. By virtue of Mr. Palmer’s | | 
status in the Foreign Service as Career Minister, he will receive no | 
additional compensation under thisappointment. 
_ There is attached herewith a recess commission for-your signature 

if this recommendation meets with yourapprovalt~ 
oe eos, os RS [ he eS JAMES EE. Weep | | 

" | Marginal. notation. by an unidentified Department officer : “Commission re- a 
turned signed by President 11/3/49.” According to the. Department’s announce- 
ment, printed in’-Department of State Bulletin, November 21, 1949, .p. 785, 
Mr. Palmer’s appointment was made by the President.on November;4. . 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel 

ResRicreD =»... Wasnineron, October 28, 1949—5 p. m. 
689. Board. Eximbank Oct. 26. authorized. credit. $20 million under a 

$100 million to assist financing purchase US equipment: materials 

services required for industrial projects designed to contribute indus-
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trial development Israel, as may be approved from time to time by 
| Board. Int 314%. Amortization 15 yrs. | a | 

7 ' Each project involving financing of more than $50,000 must be 
| presented to Board for formal approval and projects this amount or _ 

under must be submitted from time to time for Boards administrative _ 
approval. | a kee OS 

Israel already submitted 39 industrial projects amounting abt 

$11 million. , PU gee a 
Board considered and approved financing 28 projects about $6.1 mil- 

| | lion. Eight projects about $2.7 million require further info and on 
three about $2.2 million Israeli not completed itsstudy. ar 

an a | ACHESON 

: _, 7The Department, on October 27, sent to Tel Aviv the text of the press release — 
. issued by the Bank concerning the $20 million credit. The release stated that this 

action brought to’ $73,350,000 the total credit extended to Israel by the. Bank 
(telegram 687, 811.516 Export-Import Bank/10-2749). . . - 

--—s« §01.BB Palestine/10-2949: Airgram _ | 

| —- Phe. Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett). to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | a _ JERusALEeM, October 29,1949. 
' A-173. The Consulate General respectfully submits the following 
observations, admittedly general, regarding the future of Arab Pales- | 

| tine and the possibility of its annexation to the Hashemite Kingdom 
| of Jordan as seen from Jerusalem. | 

| 1. King Abdullah has definitely set his heart on the annexation of __ 
| Arab Palestine, the sooner the better. Arab Palestine would include 

| the Arab held sections of Jerusalem. His determination probably has _ 

been strengthened by reports of negotiations for the union of Iraq and 
_ Syria, thus diminishing prospects for fulfilment of the “Greater Syria 

Plan.” He is also getting old and would like to see his kingdom © 
augmented before hisdeath. __ ; | a 

_ ss Y, The United Kingdom supports this project and is inclined to 
favor immediate implementation. Although giving lip service to the 

_-- {nternationalization of Jerusalem, the British apparently feel that only | 
partition of the city is “practical” with the Arab section becoming 
part of Jordan. The British Consulate General in Jerusalem, atleast, 
has held reservations regarding the possibility of internationalization 

| ‘for some time. | | | - a 
3. The United States has given its blessings to annexation but at = 

| a future date and as part and parcel of a final settlement of the 

| _ Palestine problem. In addition, it continues to support internationali- 

zation of the entire Jerusalem area. oe
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4, The other Arab states, particularly Egypt and Saudi Arabia, | 
| are opposed to annexation both from traditional hostility to the 

- Hashemites and the realization that such action would further dimin- | 
ish any remaining prospects of their obtaining territory in Palestine. _ 
5, Israel is also strongly opposed. Her general objection to any | 
increase in the size and therefore the potential power of an Arab 

| state is augmented in this case by the ingrained conviction that = 
Jordan is only Britain in disguise and annexation would mean the ne 

return of the British by the kitchen door. Furthermore, an independ- | 
| ent Arab Palestine would be relatively easy to control and would in | 

all probability quickly degenerate into a vassal state, if not an actual 

6. Should incorporation take place, ‘particularly with the open or 
camouflaged sanction of the United States and/or the United King- | 
dom, Israel might quickly seize the opportunity and formally pro- 
claim her sovereignty over all the areas she now controls including the ~ | 

_JewishsectionsofJerusalem. © | 
4, The Arabs of ‘Palestine have been the principal victims of the | oN 

events since 1947. They are depressed, disillusioned and lack any | 
strong leader to replace the discredited old ones. A uniform charac- - 
teristic is their growing contempt for the United Nations at least in 
so far as its activities in Palestine are concerned. The refugees have’ 
been remarkably patient and have occasioned surprisingly few dis- | 
turbances; it would be still more surprising if theirendurance doesnot 

' break into disorders on a growing scale.’ Indications that the break- | 
ing point may be near are the increasing numbers who attempt to ae 
infiltrate back into Israel and the up-surge of individually organized _ 
raids across the demarcation lines. Complaints against living condi- : 
tions and paucity of food are also growing. | eS : 

8. Better informed refugees now realize that repatriation in the | 
_ sense contemplated by the December 11, 1949 resolution of the General 

_ Assembly is out of the question and they no longer think the United _ 
Nations will enforce the resolution. However, no one dares tosay so 
openly for the great mass of the refugees has been nourished on this 
illusion and a frank statement of the extent of the deception might 
kindle an explosion. It would certainly eliminate the chances of leader- 
ship of the person making the first announcement. 2 

9. No love for King Abdullah is expressed in private conversation | 
or felt for Jordan despite the King’s recent “triumphal parade” 
through Palestine. The King is commonly considered a despotic | 

| tribesman, and the Jordan Government autocratic in the extreme—the _ 
antithesis of the type of regime for which the younger intellectuals in 

_ Palestine are allegedly striving. What Palestinians fear is complete - | 
- subordination to Jordan. Imbued with contempt for the “Jordanian
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| Bedouin”, and conscious of both the small resources of Jordan itself 

and the.scarcity of persons qualified to direct a modern state, they 

: believe that in any joint state Palestinians should play an equal if not 

7 leading part. Particularly alarming to them is the present politicaland 

economic discrimination. Furthermore, resentment over cession of the — 

Triangle lands is still smouldering and has permanently shaken con- 

oo - fidence in the trustworthiness of King Abdullah as a protector against 

Israel, -. ne ee - _ 
: 10. Nevertheless, a growing number of the moderate, better in- : 

- - formed elements appear resigned to the fact that there is no alterna- 

tive to union with Jordan. They recognize that a viable Arab Pales-_ | 

: tine is impossible and that such a Lilliputian-state would quickly be 

swallowed by Israel. Under specific conditions in the formulation of _ 

which they had a prior voice, incorporation with Jordan would prob- _ 

ably beaccepted. 
11. Talk of union with Israel or close economic bonds between an 

| independent. Arab Palestine and Israel is heard. But, the conditions 

mentioned for this are the product of wishful thinking and clearly 
unacceptable to Israel. On the whole there does not appear to-be any 

- genuine, widely held desire to. cooperate with Israel in a realistic — 
manner. - Be re ot 

oe 12. Israel’s treatment of its present Arab population; its security 

arguments against repatriation of Arab refugees; the drastic differ-_ | 

ences between the semi-socialist communal state of Israel and the. 
Arabs’.traditional mode of existence; and the chauvinistic basically = 

anti-“goy” atmosphere in Israel; indicate that the interests of Pales- 
tinian Arabs would be served best by incorporation into Jordan. 

mo 13. Careful consideration should be given to the manner of achiev- 

| ing this union to minimize initial resentment and future friction. | 

A unilateral decree of annexation without specific protection for the 

rights and interests of Palestinians would provoke deep, widespread 

_ bitterness difficult to heal. It might even occasion disturbances. 

‘14, In the present. circumstances union-might be approached by the | 
selection, or preferably election, ofa group of Palestinian Arabs (not. _ 
mere Abdullah marionettes) to represent Palestine and draw up with 

| Jordan representatives an agreement for union under. specific and — 

acceptable conditions. Fhe selection might be entrusted to the various 
mukhtars, heads of families, municipal organizations and committees 

from the refugees camps. The union could take the form of a kingdom. 
| under one crown but with each side of the Jordan possessing local. 

| autonomy. and controlling its. internal affairs. Responsibility for de- 

fense,and foreign affairs could rest in a joint body. Such an arrange- 

ment would require reduction in the arbitrary power of the King in 
practice if not in form, and explicit provisions against discrimination _
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in favor of either unit of the Kingdom. Particularly important is | 

permitting the Palestinian Arabs a prior voice in working out the oo 
arrangements which would make them responsible for the type of 

- government organized and, therefore, give them a greater responsi- - 

_ bility foritssuccessful functioning, © - 

herve Glas atews BURDETT 

--501.BB Palestine (BE) /10-2549 : Telegram. — AR EO os | 

Phe Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanont = 

- CONFIDENTIAL =——( esi‘ ;;*S*S”~C. WWastnoron, October 31, 1949. 

663. Esmis 27. For Clapp from McGhee. We have studied your in- 
formative and detailed message (Legtel 564 Oct 25?) with care and | 

| have fol further viewson yournumbered paras: = 

| 1. We agree agent gen with primary responsibility pol matters shld 
| not also be charged by UN with responsibility for operations in econ — | 

field. Agent gen shld however in practice coordinate his pol activities a 

-_-with econ activities of UNRPR and NEDI as indicated in Deptel 636 3 

and 643.4 My SENS a | 

2. We cannot agree NEDI shld handle direct relief and work relief 

in addition to its long range econ functions. USG is not willing to. 
assume responsibility for admin direct relief and work relief. Device | 
of contractual arrangement with UN is unacceptable because it wld 
generally be considered we had assumed responsibility on national 
basis. UK, France and Turkey may certainly be expected react simi- 
larly. Congress wld certainly consider US involvement in NEDI as | 

unacceptable if it included responsibility for relief even if trusted | 

: American were chairman and responsibility were limited by contract co 
with UN. Furthermore we anticipate appeal for voluntary contribu- 
tions for relief from UN members wld be prejudiced and fear such : 

contributions wld not be forthcoming to full extent as UN members 
might-assume NEDIhadtakenover. 
-UNRPR shld continue function through present operating agen- 

| cies. We believe operating agencies can be persuaded continue par- | 

ticipate in view gravity problem involved. In fact we see no other 
satisfactory answer to adm problem since any change from present | 
system wld require organization and recruitment large staff for rela- | 

| This telegram was repeated to Paris, London, and Ankara-and tothe American __ | 
Delegation ‘of.the Palestine Conciliation Commission at. New York. | os 

* Not printed ; it gave Mr. Clapp’s comments on Department’s telegram 636 . 
(50L.BB Palestine (E) /10-2549) ; see footnote 3 immediately below. = > i oe 

’ Dated October 21, not printed; it advised that the Department agreed sub- | 
stantially with the content of telegram 549, October 18 (p. 1442) and offered 
various comments (501.BB Palestine (E)/10-1849); = mS | 

* Dated October 25, p. 1453. Be |
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tively short period. Experts tell us such staff is simply not available | 
because of many international organizations operating in other areas | 

| 8. We understand “NEDI” approximates “Social Club” in Arabic _ 
and beliéve it important title be included in interim report and suggest 
“NEDA” (Near East Development: Agency). Bs 

| _ ? 4, Arguments shld prove as effective if UNRPR handles and coordi- 
| natesitsactivities with NEDI. | 

5. We agree re US willingness and consider it essential your initial: 
report contain specific long-range development program at least for 

. central Palestine and Jordan as indicated in Deptel 636. | 
| 6. Although at outset UNRPR will have all funds, potentiality of 

NEDI shld: gradually become apparent to NE govts as projects are 
developed... on , a re cee 

_ Dept plans transmit further views re basic policy, in next few days. | 

501.MA Palestine/11-149 edge, Oo ae 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the President... | 

| _ _. Wasurneron, November 1, 1949. — 

Subject: Payment of United States Contribution to United Nations 
- ‘Relief for Palestine Refugees Be 

1. Public Law 25, 81st Congress, a Joint Resolution of March 24, 
1949, authorized the appropriation of funds not to exceed $16,000,000 | 
for the relief of Palestine refugees, in response to the message sub- | 
mitted by you to the Congress on January 27, 1949. Public Law 119, 
8ist Congress, appropriated to the President $12,000,000 for the relief = 
of Palestine refugees, and an additional $4,000,000 for the same pur- 

| pose, “to such extent as the President from time to time finds that 
| other nations party to such United Nations agreement have : 

a met their obligations to the United Nations Relief for Palestine 
Refugees... 72 | So | | 

| 2. The amount of $13,377,930 has already been paid to the United 

Nations, $1,377,930 of which was paid as a result of your finding of 
August 10, 19492 that other nations party to the United Nations _ 
agreement had met their obligations to the United Nations Relief for __ 

| Palestine Refugees in the form and to the extent of contributions in _ 

the amount of $13,377,930. | a 
3. The Secretary General of the United Nations has now informed 

the Secretary of State ® that “the total contributions in cash, kind or | 

| * Omission in the source text. . | a 
* See footnote 3, p.1283. | . 
* Letter of October 13, not printed. .
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services donated by Governments other than that of the United States, — 
| as of September 15, 1949, amount to $15,759,745.” This figure exceeds , 

by $2,381,815 the United States contribution to date. In view of this : 
information, he requests that the United States Government make an | 
additional contribution of $2,000,000 at this time, and states that he | 
will submit a final statement in respect to the balance of the author- _ 
ized United States contribution within the next two months. . 

_ 4, The Department of State believes that the statement of the Sec-_ 
retary General is justification for a favorable finding by the President. 

_ The Department, therefore, recommends that the President find that, 
as of September 15, 1949, other nations party to the United Nations - 
agreement have met their obligations to the United Nations Relief 

_ for Palestine Refugees in a manner and to an extent warranting a | 
further contribution of $2,000,000 at this time by the United States — | 
Government, and that the President authorize the payment of a con- _ a 
tribution of $2,000,000 as an addition to the payments of $13,377 5930 | 
previously made. A finding in respect to the balance of the authorized , 

_ United States contribution will be requested later. | : | 

- *Sent along with Mr. Webb’s memorandum were “Four Contribution Charts,” 
which ‘are not found attached to the Department’s record copy of the memo- 
 -randum. Presumably the charts:were eopies of those transmitted with Secretary- oe 

_- General Lie’s letter of October 13. These comprised: (1) a recapitulation of 
donations by governments other than the United States for relief of Palestinian | 
refugees ($15,759,745 as of September 30); (2) donations in cash and kind to 
the UNRPR fund made by each of. 27 countries, other than the United States, 
as of September 15. The British contribution of $4,032,258 was the largest in this 
category; (3) expenditures totaling $5,698,283 for direct care of refugees and 

_ local services by Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and Iraq, as of August 31. The 
Egyptian contribution of $2,230,704 was: the largest in this group; and (4) do- 

| nations made by the United Kingdom, Hire, Denmark, and Sweden to the Red 
Gross: and other: voluntary organizations. working with Near East refugees. As 
of September 15, these totaled $595,000, the British donation.of $403,226 being 
the largest (501.MA Palestine/10-1549). = re — 

- The Secretary of State, on: November 17, authorized Ambassador Austin to 
_ inform Secretary-General Lie that “the President of the United States has con- 

sidered the statement made by the Secretary General and has found that the | | 
extent to which other governments have met their obligations to the United: 
Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees allows him to authorize the payment of | 
$2,000,000 as.an additional United States contribution ». . [thus]. raising the 
total United States’ contribution to. $15,377,930.”. (instruction 358. to New York, 
501.MA Palestine/10-1549) OO ae | — a, 

867N.00/11-249: Telegram OF  apwhely 

«Phe Chargé in Jordan (Fritelan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET _ Amman, November 2,1949—10a.m. 
390. In recent conversations with myself and other foreign repre- | 

sentatives King Abdullah has openly expressed desire bring about per- > 
manent peace and conclude definitive treaty Jordan and Israel. Ex- 
pressed view that without restraint UN and Arab League he could _ 
easily negotiate satisfactory treaty with Israel. an | 

501-887-7798 | | | |
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| These expressions taken together with developments re future 

status Jerusalem, regarding which he and Israel have adopted equally 

intransigent positions, have doubtless been partly responsible for _ 

rumors King had undertaken secret direct negotiations with Israel _ 

looking to eventual settlement. Abdullah’s Aqaba trip added fuel to 

fire by suggesting to minds of some that he had gone there to contact 

Israeli agents. —— a a 
- Such negotiations were officially denied two days ago. Seems im- 

probable these rumors have substance in fact. Were Abdullah to begin 

| negotiations would be most difficult keep them secret and by becoming 

known his precarious position among Palestinians, unwilling yet com- 

promise belief UN resolutions re boundaries and refugees should be 

| - implemented, would be greatly prejudiced at time when he seeking | 

their support constitutional annexation Arab Palestine to Jordan. 

Furthermore revelation such negotiations would cause cabinet crisis 

alienating Palestine members whose services King strongly desires re- 

tain order give government more representative complexion. = 

| - Sent Department 390; Department pass London 95, USUN 14, Tel 

Aviv 59. Pouch Arab capitals, Jerusalem. oe OO 
| a - FRrrzLaNn 

501.BB Palestine(E) /11-249 : Telegram - - | | : 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

a a ) _of State | | a | 

CONFIDENTIAL oo _ Lonvon, November 2, 1949—5 p. m. 

| 4389. Wright last evening emphasized following points in inform- 

ing Embassy officers that telegram embodying preliminary Foreign 

Office reactions to Department’s draft resolution on Palestine (Deptel 

3834 October 25 *) had been sent British Embassy Washington for dis- 

cussion Department : , | | | 

1. Foreign Office doubts efficacy substituting one man agent general 

for present PCC. Foreign Office realizes that, Department’s thinking 

at least in part conditioned by low esteem in which PCC held by Arabs 

and Israelis are result past efforts. However, Foreign Office feels this 

element is inherent in Palestine problem and that same loss of esteem 

would in time attach one man agent general now attaches PCC. __ 

2. In addition to foregoing point, Foreign Office feels it would be 

undesirable raise question establishing new political machinery at 

- this session GA. Wright recalled that when British recently suggested 

raising question incorporate Arab Palestine into Jordan at this session _ 

GA, Department felt it would be undesirable since it would probably 

raise whole question of political settlement. Wright recalled Foreign 

Office agreed with us at that time. It now foresees same difficulty if this 

new question is raised. oe | i 

1This was a repeat of telegram 648 to Beirut, p. 1453. |
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3. Foreign Office feels it is important that NE states themselves 
would take responsibility: for development, which should be done | | 
through their own local development boards rather than through UN 
body. . | oe an - 
- 4. Tn accordance British policy keeping Soviets out of NE, Foreign | 
Office apprehensive creation UN body such as NEDI might open door 
for Sovietinfiltration = 9 © © 0.0 ee | 

oO Doras 
501.BB Palestine(E)/11-249: Telegram oy ee | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Lebanon’ renee 
‘CONFIDENTIAL _ Wasutneton, November 2, 1949—7 p.m. 

_ 669. Esmis 29. [To Clapp.] Dept analyzes current situation re eco- 
nomic development and refugee problem NE as fol po 

(1) PCC created ESM for purpose examining economic situation _ - 
arising from recent NE hostilities and recommending (a) means of 
overcoming economic dislocations; (6) reintegrating refugees into | 

- economic life of area; and (c¢) creating economic conditions conducive _ 
to permanent peace. ist - nn | 

- (2) Dept fully appreciates ‘practical difficulties and political com- _ 
plications which have confronted you and congratulates you on ESM’s | | 
progress. It seems clear, however, that Israel is unwilling to consider 
repatriation of refugees except in limited numbers and only in context 
of final political settlement with Arab states. There seems no prospect _ 
of latter at present time. Arab states are unwilling, except in case of: | 
desert-poor Jordan, formally to consider extensive resettlement of ref- 
ugees or to accept resettlement in return for international assistance 
for economic development. In other words existing impasse does not _ 

_ show signs of yielding to economic approach. Oo | | 
_ (8) Proof for this conclusion may be found in increasing emphasis 
which ESM has been forced to place on direct relief and work relief | 
at expense of plans for long-range development. = OC 

(4) Dept does not believe present attitude Israel re repatriation, | 
Arab states re resettlement is one on which UNGA or individual UN 
members including particularly US can base constructive future plan- . 
ning for development, ESM program drawn up principally in terms ae 
of relief and work relief with only passing reference to development _ 

will not in our view commend itself to GA, Congress, Parliament or 
_ any other legislature. GA would be confronted with necessity of | 

voting for further voluntary contributions with no assurance of definite 
date of termination of relief or of integration of refugees into economic 
life of area. US, as one UN member, would be faced with difficult - 
problem of requesting Congress for direct relief and work relief 
appropriation, possibly approximating sixteen million for 1949, with- + 
out assurance of Israeli and Arab cooperation in permanent settlement
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- of refugee problem. Dept cannot approach Congress on this basis. 

| (5) Dept is accordingly of opinion ESM, subsequently backed by 

| US, UK, France, Turkey and other like minded UN members, shld — 

embark on course of action outlined below. Altho concessions shld be 

made insofar as possible to sensibilities both parties in matters of form, 

recommendations shld be directed to solution basic problems without — 

being overly influenced by opposition expected; otherwise intran- 

sigence of both sides will only be encouraged. 

(A) ESM shld inform GA of results of its investigations in NE 

and shld make complete set of recommendations to GA on basis ESM 

terms of reference, ESM’s own experience in NE and such technical 

reports as are now available to ESM, particularly those relating to 

central Palestine, Jordan and Syria. ESM will then be in position of 

having outlined problem to GA on technical economic grounds only 

and not based on any political factor. Recommendations may well in- 

clude such matters as resumption trade, flow of oil, repatriation and _ 

resettlement, which will give this Govt basis for future diplomatic 

| approaches on these questions. 
(B) It will thereafter be possible for GA to study report and to 

determine what action it will recommend to Israel and Arab states 

and other UN members on economic grounds. => ae 

- (C) Individual UN members will then have full opportunity of 

considering Israeliand Arab reactions to ESM report and of deciding 

. - what assistance they may be able to extend. US, UK, France ‘and . 

Turkey wld be able more realistically to formulate their concept of 

NEDA and whether it shld be advanced during or after GA. oe | 

"-(D) ‘US wld have before it balanced ESM report, GA debate, Israeli 

| and Arab reactions and UN recommendations on which constructive: 

relief and long-range development plan cld be projected for presenta- _ 

| tiotoCongress. 

(6) Dept believes GA might establish — organizational structure 

along fol lines: we 
re 

(a) UN agent to have coordinating responsibility for various UN 

activities relating to Palestine including conciliation, relief, and eco- 

nomic planning and development. Latter to be carried out by agency 

suggested in (d) below. | ee ee 

(6) PCC to continue conciliation. === 8 °°. | | 

(c) UNRPR to continue relief. ; er 

, (d) Agency to be established for economic planning and develop- 

| ment (NEDA). Co Be 

Realize you may not wish make direct proposal concerning concilia- | 

| tion machinery, but your recommendation cld be based on assumption 

of need for continuing UN conciliation activities. — | a 

Foregoing has merit of keeping all activities within UN framework 

and at same time of maintaining flexibility under SYG for independ- 

ent or concerted action of component agencies. ESM report wld not 

stress connection between political and economic activities.
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- (7) Cordier and Bunche, with whom McGhee has discussed cur-  — 

rent Palestine situation in general terms, agree ESM and subsequently 

UN shld take decisive action on basic issues at this time along lines — 

suggested. 7 | aro | 

-- Dept wld appreciate ESM viewssoonest* 2 = 
BS eg Be fe Phe 3 ACHESON 

This telegram was repeated to London, Paris, Ankara, and New York, the 
last for the American Delegation to the Palestine Conciliation Commission. a 

_ Mr. Sheringham advised on November 7, that the Foreign Office was in sub- 
_ stantial agreement with the Department’s thinking as revealed in this telegram 

and that remaining differences were tactical and readily resolvable. The Foreign 

Office still had reservations concerning the UN Agent (see paragraph 6a and | 

London’s telegram 4389, November 2, p. 1462) and was of the opinion that the 
establishment of NEDA should be postponed until after the current session of 

the General Assembly in order to gauge the reactions of the General Assembly 

and the Middle East countries (telegram 4459, November 7, 4 p. m., from London, | 

_ 501.BB Palestine(E) /11-749)._ . , | — | 

: 501.BB Palestine/11-349 a | oe se | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Wells Stabler of the Office of 

African and Near Eastern Affairs * ce | 

CONFIDENTIAL  —_ _ [Wasuineton,] November 3, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. Boisanger, French Representative,PCC _ | . 
| Mr. Yalcin, Turkish Representative, PCC es 

| Dr. Azearate, Principal Secretary, PCC | 
Mr. dela Tour du Pin, French Advisor | 

| me _ Mr. Benard, First Secretary, French Embassy — | 
Col Mr. Esenbel, First Secretary, Turkish Embassy. — 

ce NEA—Mr. McGhee | | | 
vat ~. UNA—Mr. Sandifer ee - 

| UNP—Mr. Bancroft 7 | : 

. | Mr. Halderman ee 
ce Bye Og ANE—Mr. Berry es 

~ Mr. Mattison oe Fn 

eo Pp hy , Mr. Wilkins  — oe 7 | 

AO ype Mr. Rockwell | | 
5 | Mr. Stabler ae 

- Problem: To discuss with the French and Turkish Representative __ | 

on the Palestine Conciliation Commission the present and future situa- 
tion in connection with the Palestine problem. | oo | 

Action Required : None oo : | 
_ Action Assigned to: ANE | | 

_1Initialed by Mr. McGhee. _ :
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| ~« Dascussion: Mr. McGhee welcomed the members of the Commission 
_ and said that he was glad to have the opportunity to exchange views 

with them concerning present and future developments with respect to 
Palestine. oe oo 

Mr. Boisanger said that the principal matter of concern to the Com- | 
mission was the Israeli note of October 27 and felt that the Commis- 
sion should make an unequivocal reply to that note refuting the as- 
sertions made by Israel. He mentioned that the Commission had re- 
ceived a telegram today from the United Nations Press Representative 
in Jerusalem indicating that the Israeli Government had stated that 
the note did not mean that Israel refused further negotiations with the 
‘Commission. However, it was necessary for the Commission to make a 
definite reply in order that there should be no misunderstanding. Mr. 
McGhee said he agreed with this point of view. | 

| | Mr. McGhee then suggested it was desirable that the Commission 
should make continued efforts to urge the parties to undertake direct 
talks. He understood that the American representatives on the Com- 
mission had themselves urged these direct talks and assumed the Com- 
mission as a whole believed that such talks would be desirable. Mr. 
Boisanger said that he agreed that direct talks were desirable but 
pointed out that while the Commission should insist on direct talks, — 
.there was nothing in the December 11 Resolution which obliged the 
parties to undertake such talks. He felt that the Arabs because of 
their previous firm stand would be unwilling to enter into direct talks. 
He also pointed out that previous experience indicated that when the 
Arabs and Israelis did get together for direct talks they were not suc- 

| cessful. Mr. Bunche and Mr. Vigier had stated that from their ex- 
, perience it was always necessary for a third party to be present. How-_ 

ever, both Mr. Boisanger and Mr. Yalcin agreed that it would be most 
desirable to urge the parties to meet together with the Commission 
and the Commission intended to pursue its efforts in this connection. 

Mr. McGhee said that we fully understood the difficulties involved 
but felt that every effort should be made along these lines. 

Mr. Boisanger then referred to the statement made by the Arabs 
that they felt conciliation had failed and therefore wished the Com- 
mission to undertake mediation. The Commission proposed to inform 
the Israelis of this view. and to ask whether Israel would agree to 
mediation. He indicated that Israel feared that the Commission might | 
produce a new plan which might deprive them of territory whichthey 
now held. However, he believed that it was desirable to establish at 
least the principle of mediation and he felt that Israel, if it refused 
mediation in principle would be placed in a very bad moral position 
with respect to the United Nations. Mr. Boisanger considered that 
there were a number of points on which mediation could take place



without at the outset going into the more difficult questions. Mr. | 

Yalcin wondered whether the United States Government would have = 

the patience to bear with the mediation since this course of action 

- wouldundoubtedlytakeaverylongtime = 
Mr. McGhee said that he agreed that the Commission should inform _ 

the Israelis of the Arab desire for mediation and also felt that if 

- -_Tsrael refused, it would place itself in a bad light. He suggested 

that there were a number of smaller matters which could be dealt with a 

through mediation and suggested that the question of Mount Scopus _ 

mightbeoneofthem. Ce 
| _ Mr. Sandifer indicated his belief that the Commission could under- | 

take the mediation functions in that the Commission was empowered to 

conciliate which was a broader concept than mediation. It was pointed 

out that under the General Assembly Resolution of December 11, 1948 

the Palestine Conciliation Commission had, in any event, inherited oo 

Count Bernadotte’s mediation functions under the General Assembly 

Resolution of May 14,1948. ae | 

_ Mr. McGhee then explained briefly our views on the proposed orga- 

nization of United Nations functions with respect to the Palestine case 

and indicated our belief that it was desirable to have a United Nations 

coordinating agent who could ensure that the three operating groups, oe 

PCC, UNRPR, and NEDA were functioning in unison. Since all the 

questions involved in the Palestine problem are inter-related, it 1s 

desirable that. the three groups be. coordinated. Mr.. McGhee empha- . 

| sized that these plans are entirely tentative. = , 

Mr. Boisanger said that he was in general agreement with the pro- 

posed organization but felt it very important that in the General 

_ Assembly no substantive questions be raised. In this connection, he felt 

that the PCC should remain as it is in order that its terms of reference - | 

under the December 11 Resolution would remain the same. With | 

respect to NEDA he said that he was worried by the possibility that 

Russia could join the organization. Mr. Yalcin expressed the same 

concern. It was explained that NEDA would be formed by the partici- | 

pating governments and additional membership could be limited by 

those governments. It could be assumed, therefore, that the Govern- | 

~ ments concerned would not permit Russia to join. Mr. Yalcin pointed 

out that if the PCC consisted of representatives of Governments, it 

would not be possible for the United Nations Coordinating Agent to 

instruct the PCC on political matters. =” es 

_ Mr. McGhee said that we agreed that it was desirable to limit the 

debate in the General Assembly to procedural matters if possible and 

we felt that the proposed resolution on organization could confine 

the debate. — - Se ee . |
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Mr. McGhee then said that we were considerably worried by the 
, lack of security in the PCC and we had been embarrassed by the fact _ 

that everytime the United States représentative made a statement, it 
was made available to the press. He felt that the Commission should _ | 
address itself to this problem and if necessary could obtain a com- | 

| pletely new staff. Mr. Yalcin emphasized that in any case this lack of | 
| security could not be attributed to Dr. Azcarate, Principal Secretary 

of the Commission. Mr. McGhee responded that he was not accusing | 
_ anybody but he felt it was a matter to be dealt with. oo - 

The discussion then turned to the question of Jerusalem. Mr. Mce- 
Ghee informed Messrs. Boisanger and Yalcin that the United States 
gave its general support to the PCC proposals for an international 
regime in Jerusalem. However, we realized that amendments would 
be offered and we would be prepared to consider them in the light of 

| their individual merits in contributing to the workability and accepta- 
bility of the plan. Mr. Boisanger and Mr. Yalcin expressed agreement 
with this point of view and said their delegations in New York shared | 
the same view. Mr. Boisanger expressed the hope that it would be pos- _ 

_ sible for the United States, French and Turkish delegations in New | 
York to meet prior to the General Assembly consideration of the 

oo various Palestine problems in order to coordinate their action. Mr. Mc- 
Ghee said he thought this would be useful. | | 

Mr. Boisanger hoped that it would be possible to enlist the assist- 
ance of the Chairman of Committee I in confining the discussion in 
Committee I to consideration of such procedural resolutions which 

oo may be presented. He expressed the view that the resolutions should 
not be too detailed. He said that all delegates, of course, would have 
to be heard but that after they made their speeches he hoped it would _ 
be possible for the Chairman of the Committee to channel further | 
debate into consideration of the resolutions. _ 

867N.00/11-449: Telegram | 

Lhe Chargé in Jordan (Fritzlan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Amman, November 4, 1949—1 p. m. 
391. RefLegtel 3901 and Jerusalem Contel 639 2 re likelihood direct 

: negotiations between King Abdullah and Israel. — | 
Discussed question with Kirkbride who stated categorically he did 

not leave King’s side during recent Aqaba trip and impossible King | 

* Dated November 2, p. 1461. 
* Dated November 2, not printed : it advised of information that King Abdullah 

had established direct communication with Israel and had inquired whether 
_ Israel was prepared for a “reasonable” settlement and that Mr. Sassoon was 

anxious to start negotiations (790D.90G/11-249) .
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contacted any Israeli agent. Kirkbride states emphatically he has 

no reason believe King has established or intends in near future | 

establish direct contact negotiations Israelis with view to permanent | 

settlement. oe _ — : 7 —— | 
Kirkbride agrees with me however unpredictable King may be, 

he fully realizes such negotiations this juncture and their revelation | 

would be grave political blunders costing support those Palestinians | 

now backing him who have fresh in mind unpalatable results nego- 

tiations King and Israel last winter. It doubtful King yet prepared = 

openly abandon existing solidarity with Arab states re dealings with —- 

Israel. . | | 7 | | | oe | 

Comment: Rumors direct. negotiations still rife here. Doubtless 

based on King’s oft-repeated statement re desirability early settle- 

ment. However, there is often important difference between King’s 

| expression his desires and intentions and actions actually willing 

undertake implement them. Most improbable King would undertake 

such negotiations without apprising Prime Minister. _ 

- Pouched Arab capitals, Jerusalem. | | 

Sent Department 391, Department pass London 96, USUN 15, Tel 

Aviv 60.00 2 OC a | | | | 

PoE hg yigtiww rls My cee FRITZLAN 

501.BB Palestine(H)/11-549: Telegram ey 

- The Minister in Lebanon (Pinkerton) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL — ; _ _Brrrur, November 5, 1949—noon. | 

888. Simes 28. Reference Esmis 29, November 2. Clapp conscious 

| desirability taking firm line with Arab states and appreciated Depart- 

ment’s full cable under reply. All concerned here hope that text interim 

report, which will be in your hands within a week, will go far to 

clarify remaining points where local appreciation of issues differs from 

- -Department’s and leads to misunderstanding. ESM interim has been | 
so drafted, in opinion of all deputies, that its recommendation regard- . 

- ing organization will not embarass national delegates to GA. ESM | 

cannot, however, subscribe to organizational planning set forth in 

-reftel. Znter alta Clapp cannot and will not recommend any. US con- 

tributions to relief or works if UNRPR or any organization under | 

| SYG to handle program. | pe | — 

Reference paragraph 1 reftel, interim and final reports read together | 

will be fully responsive to terms reference as outlined insofar as any- 
thing can be fully responsive to terms of reference at this stage. | 

_ Department is incorrect in assumption paragraph 3 reftel. Plans 
for long term development of scope and nature envisaged before Clapp 
left US, including those involving international river development,
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| could yet be brought to stage where funds need be. sought: until 
engineering and related inquiries requiring two years time have been 
completed. However, works programs now to be recomitiended repre- 
sent beginnings of such development in locations where international 

| issues are not involved. Term works relief as used ESM would not 
be confused therefore with home industries in camps etc. as proposed 
by UNRPR, — er 
Reference paragraph 4, believe that approach of ESM is “pleable” 

to legislatures as it will recommend conclusion of relief within 18 
months time. Thereafter financing of development might be considered, 
taking into account then political factors. ESM remains convinced 
that modest beginnings development under relief financing are essen- 
tial prelude to such long term activity. The basic question here is : 
whether US considers it essential to have a part in the Near Kast. 
If so, the US cannot turn its back on a situation it is judged to be _ 
partly responsible for. OO Oe 

Reference paragraph 5, Clapp agrees but points out importance 
giving full consideration to weakness and internal difficulties local 
governments. 

Reference paragraph 5a, please see supra. Existing technical data 
inadequate for purposes considered by Department. Other items 5a and 
56 must await final report. 

Reference paragraph 6, regret unable cable all. data leading Clapp — 
to differ from Department’s views on economic organization. Gardiner 
will be able explain on arrival in Washington next week. | 

Sent Department 588, Department pass London 18, Paris 22, 
Ankara 18. | oe 7 

| | PINKERTON 

7 an Editorial Note oe 

| In a letter of November 5 to President Truman, King Abdullah of 
| the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan stated that he had provided 

instructions to Fawzi el-Mulki, the Jordanian Minister of Defense 
who dealt with the Palestine question before the Palestine Conciliation _ 
Commission, concerning issues which threatened Jordan’s existence. 
He asked President Truman to exercise judgment with respect to the 

7 demands of Israel and the Arabs and to put restraints on the party 
whose demands were beyond the range of possibility. King Abdullah | 

| noted that he continued to have confidence in and rely upon President 
Truman’s message of March 28 (see page 878), and that he hoped for 

| an opportunity to meet the President. (867N.01/12-149) 7 
With respect to the presentation of King Abdullah’s communica- 

tion to the Department of ‘State in December, see Mr. Hare’s memo- 

randum of December 1, p. 1515.
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 867N.00/11-549: Telegram a — a oe 

The Secretary of State to the Legation im Jordan. 

CONFIDENTIAL «=—s—<Os=é<‘<i«~‘sé‘s*S( Waser, November 5, 1949—5 pp. m. 

| 198. Senator, Vice President Hebrew University, accompanied by 

Amb Elath, again called on McGhee Nov 2? to discuss Scopus situa- 

tion and urge US intervention with Abdullah to carry out armistice 

terms and permit free access to Scopus. Elath stated Israel Govt now 

prepared make certain concessions to Jordan to demonstrate desire 

reach agreement this point and that Israeli UN Rep wld so inform 

- McGhee reiterated our sympathetic attitude toward Senator’s ob- 

jectives re resumption activities cultural and humanitarian institu- | 

tions Scopus and suggested good use might be made of MAC for 

resolving Scopus question. MAC consists of Israeli and Jordan reps 

and was set up and is now functioning for questions of this kind. Fur- 

thermore submission to MAC would probably in long run be more | 
effective than third country approach. : oo 

Pls inform FonOff re foregoing. Re Scopus, we hope Jordan Govt 

_-will be mindful of great interest in this country and elsewhere in func- 

tioning of humanitarian and cultural institutions and that it will | 

continue approach problem in spirit of determination to resolve 

present. impasse.? | 

| Oo | | | ACHESON 

-1The first visit by David W. Senator had taken place on September 26; Mr. 
Wilkins’ memorandum of conversation of that date not printed (867N.00/9-2649 ) 

2 This telegram was repeated to Jerusalem as No. 408 and to Tel Aviv. Simul- a 

taneously, the Department sent its first two paragraphs to Tel Aviv in telegram | 

705, in which it instructed Ambassador McDonald to “discuss matter with FonOff 

and referring Dept’s proposal (Deptel 875 June 17) suggest MAC wld appear 

most appropriate medium through which Scopus and other question[s] this 

nature cld be resolved.” No. 705 was repeated to Jerusalem and Amman. The 

Department, at the same time, directed Jerusalem, in telegram 406, to inform 

- General Riley in confidence of the substance of Nos. 198 and 705. Telegrams 198, 
705, and 406 bear identical file numbers. = - oe 4 

501.BB Palestine(B) /11-549 : Telegram —— a 7 a 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Seeretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ _New Yorx, November 5, 1949—6 : 28 p.m. | 

1817. For Tomlinson, UNE. Cordier today received cable from 
Clapp saying that he was omitting from his interim report all reference | 

to technical assistance in the Near East so that it would deal ex- 
-clusively with continuing relief assistance and work relief. There 

4 John D. Tomlinson, Advisor to the Office of United Nations Economic and | 
Social Affairs. 

|
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would thus be no mention of the need for, nor possible machinery and | 
general outlines of plans for, economic development. Clapp also said 
that it would not be possible for him to come to Lake Success in | 

November, stating he could answer questions by cable. He said that 
| Gardiner was qualified to express his views on all ESM matters. _ 

Cordier today replied to Clapp that it was most important that he 
come to Lake Success to discuss ESM report with PCC, Secretariat 
and GA delegates. Pointed out it would not be possible or appropriate 
for a non-UN staff member to explain to other delegates the views of 
the ESM. Cordier believes it most important that Clapp should be in 
New York to assist in holding the Palestine debate within bounds.? — 

Secretariat also objected to omission from interim report of any 
indication of need for long-range economic development. He told 

Clapp it was most important that Assembly should approve the prin- 
ciples and broad program for TA and development in the NE. Unless 
this were done, all such programs would be purely national actions 

| and would probably lead to more political difficulties in the area. 
Cordier argued that it was most important that development program 
should have GA approval in principle. Cordier did not state to Clapp, 
but he and Lie believe, that unless member governments are given 
assurance that some long-range UN economic planning is afoot UN 
members will be reluctant to contribute to continued relief program. 

| | AUSTIN © 

2 Mr. Clapp, on November 11, informed Mr. McGhee that he did not plan to | 
return for the meeting of the General. Assembly (telegram 594, identified also 
as Simes 29, from Beirut, 501.BB Palestine (EH) /11-1149). : 

ae Editorial Note . —_ . 

The First Interim Report of the United Nations Economic Survey 
Mission for the Middle East was signed at Beirut on November 6 
by Messrs. Clapp, Gokcen, Labonne, and Morton. It was transmitted | 
to Secretary-General Lie by Hussein C. Yalcin, Chairman of the Pal- 
estine Conciliation Commission, in a letter of November 16. The letter 

stated that “The Conciliation Commission considers that this report 
constitutes a constructive approach to the Palestine refugee problem 
and believes that the General Assembly will wish to give urgent consid- — 

| eration to it. The Commission is of the opinion that the Assembly will _ 
wish to obtain additional information concerning certain of the find- 
ings and recommendations contained in the report. In this connexion, 
in the light of the arrangements made by the Secretary-General with — 
the International Red Cross organizations and the American Friends — 

: Service Committee, particular reference is made to the recommenda-
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tion that the number of rations issued should be reduced by one-third 

as of 1 January 1950.” 7 oe ee 
The Interim Report commenced with a table of contents, a fore- __ 

word, and a discussion of “The Problem” and of the establishment, - | 
functions, etc., of the Mission. Then followed sections on interim find-. | 

| ings and recommendations, which read as follows: a oe 

en ae “Interim FINDINGS = __ a | 

As a result of the Mission’s studies, discussions with Governments 
and investigations in the field, the Mission finds that: . | ne 

1. The refugees themselves are the most serious manifestation of 
‘economic dislocation’ created by the Arab-Israeli hostilities. The |. 

| refugees represent about 7 per cent of the population in the countries | 
in which they have sought refuge. About 65 per cent of the refugees 
fled to Arab Palestine and Gaza, almost doubling the population. | 
Resolution of the demoralizing, unproductive and costly problem of 
the refugees is the most immediate requirement ‘conducive to the 7 
maintenance of peace and stability in the area’.” Perc ag | 

) 9. The continuing political stalemate in the relations between the | 
Arab countries and Israel precludes any early solution of the refugee | 
problem by means of repatriation or large scale resettlement. = 

| 8. The relief supplied by the United Nations Relief for Palestine 
Refugees (UNRPR), the United Nations International Children’s 
Emergency Fund (UNICEF), the World Health Organization 
(WHO), and the many. local and foreign voluntary agencies of | 
charity operating in the Near East has averted a worse calamity. Were 
all direct relief to be cut off now, many refugees would face a winter | 
of disease and starvation. Were charity alone to be provided for an- 
other year, it would be more difficult and costly to take constructive — a 
measures later. Nevertheless, the extent of direct relief provided © 
through United Nations funds should be stringently eut within the | 
next two months, There is no doubt that, however commendable it | 
may be to extend international charity to the needy, rations greatly 
in excess of the number justifiable within the original intentions of | 
the General Assembly of the United Nations have been and are being 
issued. ee BS , 

/ 4, Work in place of relief cannot be provided immediately for all. 
One thing, however, is clear. Rather than remain objects of charity, 
the refugees who are idle must have an opportunity to go to work: a 
where they are now; work which would increase the productive a 

| capacity of the countries in which they have found refuge. Until such 
work has been found, those refugees who are idle must remain a bur- 
den upon others, the United Nations, charitable societies. supported 

-by voluntary contributions, or the countries in which the refugees _ . 
now findthemselves. | | 

5. Useful, gainful employment can, however, be found for all the 
refugees able and willing to work. There are many potential oppor- 
tunities for useful and productive work to improve and reclaim the 
land, increase the supply and use of water, strengthen and extend road 

_ systems and improve sanitation and shelter. Suitable employment for 
the refugees can be provided in many places, especially in Arab Pales-
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tine and Jordan, where nearly half the refugees are located (see ap- , 
pendix C). | - 

6. This and other similar work could begin as soon as funds can be 
found to finance it. But the resources of the Arab countries sheltering 
most of the refugees are inadequate to cope unaided with the present 
cost of emergency relief alone, much less to finance the cost of putting 
the refugees to work. Money for this purpose must be found from 
outside sources. 

7. The inability of the refugees rapidly to find for themselves gain- 
ful employment in the Arab countries is but a symptom of the need — 
for development of the unused resources of the Near East, where lack 
of available capital is responsible for much idle manpower. This is a 
task for the Near Eastern Governments to do in their own way, and 
in due course, with the help of competent counsel and substantial | 
financial credits. | | 

BS RECOMMENDATIONS | Bn 

In the light of these findings, the Economic Survey Mission makes 
the following recommendations, which are explained later in the 
report. ee 7 | | 

t. -The emergency relief for refugees made possible by voluntary 
contributions from Member Governments of the United Nations should 
be continued through the winter months, and until 1 April 1950, 
under: the: present UNRPR system; the present minimum ration 
should not be reduced, but the number of rations issued should be | 
reduced by 1 January 1950:from the present. rate of 940,000 to 652,000 
(for an analysis of the number eligible for relief, see appendix B). 

- This would cost 5,500,000 dollars for the three months beginning | 
| 1 January 1950. Thereafter, further reductions should take place as 
7 men become employed in gainful labour and thus become ineligible for 

| _  @irect relief... 
' 9. A: programme of public works, calculated.to improve the pro- 
ductivity of the area, and such continuing relief as will be needed 
should be organized as an integrated operation, in co-operation with 
the: Governments of the countries where the refugees are located. 
This programme should be planned and arrangements negotiated with 

| , the appropriate Near Eastern Governments to begin 1 April 1950. 
No more rations should be supplied by the United Nations ‘after 

381 December 1950, unless otherwise ordered by the United Nations 
at the fifth session of the General Assembly, at which Near Eastern 
Governments.concerned would have an opportunity to present appro- 
priate proposals. Be 7 
‘Meanwhile, the agency handling direct relief on behalf of the United 

Nations should be empowered to negotiate with Near Eastern Govern- 
ments for the latter to take over as soon as possible, and at latest by | 

| 31 December 1950, responsibility for the maintenance of such refugees 
as may remain within their territories. | ee a . 

_- ‘Fhis programme for the nine months from April through December 
1950 would require 27 million dollars, which sum would include such | 
reliefas might beneeded. — | So oo . Be 

The United Nations should be prepared to continue the works pro- 
| gramme until 30 June 1951 (subject to review at the fifth session of 

the General Assembly), I
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| The works programme for the six months of 1951 would require 

91,200,000 dollars. _ | a | a 

Of the total of 53,700,000 dollars for the cost of relief and works 

projects for the eighteen months’ programme, the Mission estimates 

that approximately 25 percent, or 13,300,000 dollars, represents the 

cost of the necessary work materials, tools and equipment. The Mission 

considers that a considerable proportion of this sum, perhaps up to — | 

one half in certain cases, might be supplied by Governments of the 

- countries in which the refugees are now concentrated. | 

This would reduce the amount required from outside sources for | 

eighteen months from 1 January 1950 for a programme of relief and 

public works to approximately 48 million dollars, or an average of 

9,700,000 dollars per month. This is the same as the present monthly 

rate of expenditure by the United Nations upon direct relief alone* 

| (see appendix A).’ — ee | a | 

3. An agency should be established to organize and, on or after 

1 April 1950, direct, the programmes of relief and public works herein | | 

recommended. As a minimum requirement to the successful implemen- 

tation. of the relief and works programmes, the Economic Survey 

Mission urges that: | | he eee | 

(a) Subject to rendering such reports of its activities and | 

accounting for its expenditure to the General Assembly of the 

-_. United Nations as may be required of it.and within the policies 

established in its terms of reference, the agency should have full 
autonomy and authority to make decisions within the sphere of | 

“activities entrusted to it, including the selection of its subordinate | 

staff and the administration of funds made available to it. 

(6) The agency should be located in the Near Kast. | 
_... (e) The personnel and assets of the UNRPR should be turned | 

over to the new agency on 1 April 1950, or as soon thereafter as 

possible, in order that the functions of direct relief may be di- 
rected by the new agency’ ih appropriate relation to the works 

programme,» oe | 

__. (d) The agency should be authorized to take counsel with such | 
~- Near Eastern Governments as may so desire, concerning measures coo 

to be taken by such Governments in preparation for the time when 

- United Nations funds for'relief and works projects shall no longer 

~The Interim Report concluded with sections entitled “Guiding 

| Policies for Administration of Proposed Programme,” “Discussion — 

of Findings. and Recommendations,” and “Prospects for Employment” 

and four appendices entitled “Cost of Programme,” “Analysis of 
Refugees and Relief Recipients,” “Illustrative Outline of Works — 

-*§hould the United Nations decide to bring about a gradual reduction from 
940,000 rations per day to 652,000 on 1 April 1950, through monthly reductions: 
of 100,000, beginning on 1 February 1950, the cost of the alteration in schedule. 
would amount to 1,200,000 dollars. If the United Nations should prefer to main- 
tain the present rate of 940,000 rations per day, except as affected by work relief, - 
throughout the calendar year 1950 and thus provide charity to many thousands 
who are not refugees, the cost of this alteration in schedule would amount to 7. 
million dollars. [Footnoteinthesourcetext.] 9 9 © se |
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Projects,” and “Terms of Reference of the Economic Survey Mission” 
(GA, 4th sess., Ad Hoc Political Committee, Annem, volume I, pages 

16-29). | Oa | | 

501.BB Palestine(E) /11-949 RS 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Second Secretary of the 
| : Embassy in the United Kingdom (Root) 

SECRET | _ [Lonpon,] November 9, 1949. 

Subject: The Interim Report of the Economic Survey Mission 
(ESM) to the Near East. : 

Participants: Mr. Arthur Z. Gardiner, Department of State 
| Mr. John F. Root, American Embassy, London  - 

- Mr. M. R. Wright, Assistant Under-Secretary of State, 
Foreign Office | - 

| Mr. Bernard Burrows, Head, Eastern Department, 
Foreign Office _ ee 

7 : | Mr. J. G. T. Sheringham, Eastern Department, For- 
| eign Office | 

| | Mr. Trefor Evans, Middle East Secretariat, Foreign 
Office ©. |. : 

oo Mr. E. B. Boothby, Head, Refugee Department, For- 
eign Office a | | | 

| | Mr. C. J. Edmonds, UK Representative, TRO | 
| Hon. H. A. A. Hankey, Assistant, Personnel Depart- _ 

| ment, Foreign Office _ | | 
| | Miss Barbara Salt, Assistant, United Nations (Eco- . 

| nomic and Social) Department, Foreign Office : 

Note: Second conversation of two between Mr. Gardiner and Foreign 
. Office officials.t — - - 

Mr. Wright said he and his colleagues were glad for the opportunity 
| to have this preliminary discussion with Mr. Gardiner and to learn of 

the ESM thinking at first hand. He noted that any decisions of con- 
clusions with respect to the ESM proposals would await his forth- 

| coming talks in Washington.? | 
: Mr. Gardiner then offered to give the group some of the background 

to ESM’s work. He said there had been two particular sets of prob- | 
lems. The first was a question of engineering opinion. There had been _ 
a certain divergence between the views of the TVA engineers and the _ 
British experts. The British contemplated a series of headworks in 
the Jordan area which would distribute, but not increase, the supply 

* The first conversation took place the previous day; Mr. Root’s memorandum 
of the earlier conversation is not printed. . : 

_ ? For documentation on these talks, see pp. 186 ff.
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of water. Our experts felt that it would be more advantageous both 
from the point of view of costs and of results to undertake works 
which would increase the supply of water as well as bring it to the 

| areas where it was most needed. They were sure that for a reasonable 
outlay a dam could be built at Wadi Zerga and that in an integrated — 
irrigation and development project at Wadi Zerga some five thousand | 
farm families, representing twenty-five to thirty thousand people, 
could be employed. The TVA experts have had extensive experience , 
in the technique of building dams on limestone foundations and are | 

_ convinced that one can be built satisfactorily at Wadi Zerga so that 
no leakage will result. They were thinking in terms of a dam thirty-five 

| meters high and so constructed as to allow for later expansion if neces- 
_ sary. These observations, Mr. Gardiner said, represented the best 

_ professional opinion available, and the TVA experts were ready to 
guarantee that the project outlined could be carried out successfully. | 

| Sir Desmond Morton himself was in accord with the American view. 
Mr. Gardiner added that in all probability TVA technicians could be 
obtained to assist in carrying out the Wadi Zerga project. — 

_ Mr. Wright said that he would like to make his own position clear, | 
in view of the fact that there seemed to have arisen some mis- 
understanding. He felt that the best advice should be taken and the _ 

7 best work decided upon. He wanted to emphasize this point and to : 
repeat that the Foreign Office had no axes to grind. Mr. Gardiner _ 

. replied that it seemed-to be merely a case of doctors disagreeing. 
_ The second big problem to which ESM had to apply itself had to 
do with the question of how to organize for the future. In deference 

_ to the views of the Department and the Foreign Office, ESM had cut 
| a great deal out of the preliminary drafts of the interim report and 

had left the matter of long-term development in terms as general as. 
possible. Clapp was determined not to recommend a nickel for relief 
or work relief under UNRPR or for that matter under any organiza-— 
tion of the UN secretariat. It was simply too difficult to have a business- 

_ like operation. The ESM itself had had sufficient difficulties on that _ 
score. Clapp wanted a group of thirty-five and got eighty-four, and it _ 
was difficult to keep track of just what this entire number was doing — 

_ or what purpose they served. It was disconcerting to have a meeting 
one day and find a report on the meeting in the Palestine Post the next. 
Clapp had a phrase for the undesirables in the ESM secretariat: “ine 
competent saboteurs.” _ : ne cee 
ESM had in mind an agency composed of the principal contributing a 

countries, responsive to the GA but independent and autonomous in | 
carrying out the program of relief and work relief. ESM felt it could 

| put to work large numbers of people within eight to ten months’ time. 
The two principal projects recommended (Wadi Zerqa and Wadi 

501-887-7794 oO
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Quilt) would account for some 8,000 man-hours of work spread over 

eighteen months. Altogether ESM hoped to provide employment for 

60,000 to 70,000 “breadwinners” through the work-relief projects. 

[Here follow two paragraphs of technical discussion on the refugee 

~ question. | - 

Mr. Wright remarked that the presentation in the report was first 

class. He thought it was extremely encouraging that the Foreign Office, 

the Department and ESM seemed to be in fairly close agreement on 

their ideas. There were, of course, certain points in connection with 

the report which would have to be explored at some length in Wash- 

ington. It might be useful, however, at this time, to discuss one or 

| two of these points. a , as 

Mr. Burrows expressed concern over the political impact the cut in 

rations might have on the refugees themselves and on the authorities 

in the Arab states. The interim report emphasized that the saving 

| realized through the recommended cut in rations could be applied to | 

| the public works program. This was no doubt desirable but what con- 

sideration had ESM given to the political repercussions of the cut. 

in rations? He felt that this was a danger. point which might.be seized 

upon by the Arabs and that the Arab leaders might be forced. into a 

position where they were obliged to oppose the plan as a whole. 

Mr. Gardiner explained there were two considerations behind ESM | 

(1) It was incumbent on ESM to. point out that a certain number 

| of destitute persons were receiving relief. Tf it was the: intention .to 

provide relief for these destitute persons as well as the refugees, then | 

this fact should be clearly recognized bythe UN. 
(2) The second. point in ESM’s thinking was that the measure 

- would tend to put a burden on the Arab governments, leading them:* , 

to come to us with more specific proposals ‘for work reliéf and develop-.- 

| ment. The idea was to put the Arab states in a position of wanting to 

start trading with us, to take the initiative.in requesting ideas and 

funds for development. The ESM had considered the. point carefully 

and had decided on this particular proposal with the foregoing ideas 

7 in mind. Se BS oN OO 

_ [Here follow two paragraphs of technical discussion on the relief 

and work questions involving therefugees.} 0 

Reverting to the cut in rations, Mr. Burrows asked whether the. 

Arab governments were aware of this proposal. Mr. Gardiner replied 

he thought it would be news. to them. Mr. Burrows asked whether it 

wouldn’t be desirable to prepare the Arab governments in advance. — 

There was a danger that comment following announcement of the cut. 

' might develop in such an unfavorable way as to put the governments 

in an extremely difficult position and prevent them from dealing ra-. 

tionally with the whole report. Mr. Gardiner reminded the group that
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the proposals primarily concerned only three countries—Jordan, 
Lebanon and Syria. Mr. Gardiner thought there would be no particular | 
trouble with Jordan and the Lebanon. Syria would be a somewhat 
uncertain factor until after the elections. Our Embassy in Egypt was 
concerned about Egypt’s reception of the proposals and Mr. Gardiner - 
agreed that the report had little to offer in the Gaza strip. - | | 

| _ There was a general discussion of the means by which the Arab | 
countries might be forewarned of the ESM proposals, whether through 
the ESM, the PCC or our diplomatic missions. It was recognized 
that the report contained a certain amount of unpalatable medicine _ 
for all parties concerned, not only the Arabs, but that there was no 
way to avoid this entirely. It was agreed that the preparatory work 
which might be done among the Arab governments to avoid adverse 
reaction and insure a proper reception for the proposals should be 
carefully considered and that it was definitely a point to be taken up — 
in the Washington talks. Mr. Burrows suggested that possibly our | 
governments might refer in general terms to the fact that the report 

- would soon be taken up by the GA, that while we were not familiar 
_ with the contents of the report, it was likely to contain certain un- 
palatable things for the respective countries concerned and that we 
hoped the governments as well as the press.of these countries would 

_ weigh very carefully the ESM proposals in the light of the objectives 
we all desired. Mr. Sheringham brought up the threat to: public 
security in the camps and elsewhere among the refugees that might 

— result-from the announcement. of the cut’in rations. He feared there _ 
might. be riots and demonstrations and thought it might be only fair 

warn the countries concerned in advance of these dangers. Mr. 
Boothby mentioned the possibility that the Arabs: might marshal a 
move against the whole reportintheGA, = 

In answer to a question about the future plans of Clappand Morton, _ 
Mr. Gardiner explained that when the final touches had been put on | | 

| the interim report, they planned to go to Tel’ Aviv. They intended 
subsequently to go to Syria but were postponing their visit until after 
the elections. Eventually they will make another complete circle of the 
Near East countries involved and will draw up another report, which | 
will ‘place the emphasis on future economic development. For this a 
report they will draw heavily on the advice of their financial and eco- 
nomic experts. - ae Ce 4 - oe 
_ Mr. Burrows noted the absence in the report of any statement on 

| the numbers of refugees to be repatriated to Israel. Mr. Gardiner 
replied that ESM had purposely avoided this subject: He said there 
would be plenty of opportunity at the GA to refer to the December 11 
Resolution. ‘The facts seemed to be that Israel was going to take back a 

_ very few refugees, but there was no point in saying so now or to give ©
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| the Arabs’ hand away. It was, however, hard for him to see how Israel 
was going to take care of its own immigrants, let alone receive any 
largenumberof Arabs. sts | | | 

There was a general discussion on how the agency administering — 
relief and work relief might be related to the UN. The British felt 

a this point was especially important in view of the fact that the short- 
| term agency might eventually develop inte the group coordinating 

long-term developments: The British feeling was that the agency 
should be independent of the UN. It might be authorized and blessed 
by the UN and it might, as do other autonomous international organi- 
zations, report on its activities and submit its accounts to the GA. But 
it should not be controlled by the UN... | 

Mr. Gardiner said the State Department was determined that the 
_ agency would somehow have to be established within the “UN frame- 

work”—in other words, sponsored: by and responsive to the GA. At the 
| same time we were determined that it should be a business-like opera- 

tion. He said the formula for its relationship to the UN remains to be © 
worked out. | OS _ | 

Mr. Gardiner remarked that the State Department will do its best to 
get our share of funds from Congress, but we certainly were not going 
to carry the burden alone. To get funds from Congress, there would 
have to be some assurances of substantial contributions from other 
eountries. He did not know what these would be. Possibly if we sub- 
scribed half, we might expect a fifth or more from the UK. Mr. 
Burrows noted that this would mean a British contribution for the | 
eighteen months at a yearly rate of $6,000,000. Mr. Gardiner said that _ 
we also expected to get something from the French and of course | 
something in the way of local contributions from the countries where 
the projects were being carried out. There would also be certain © 
amounts available from such international organizations as UNICEF. 

Mr. Burrows noted that the view seemed to be gaining ground that 
| the agency would not be a body possessing funds for development but 

a group of advisers engaged in drawing up and recommending projects 
and in seeking money for their implementation. Mr. Gardiner said 

| that that was our view. We were certainly not going to turn over our © 
check bcok to anybody. We had in mind that the agency would have 
full access to such lending organizations as the Export-Import Bank, 
and we expected the contributors of funds to examine the record of | 
the agency’s deliberations before advancing money for a project. He 

| reiterated that while we were concerned with somehow working ~ 
“within the framework of the UN,” we certainly wanted a business- 
like operation. We intended to “sit across the table” from the bene- 
ficiary countries, as it were. | . |
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Mr. Boothby remarked that the agency would gain no prestige for | 

being tied to the UN, and Mr. Wright added that from their point of — | 
view any connection with the UN did not facilitate getting funds | 
from the British Government. Mr. Gardiner said the answer remained 
to be seen. He emphasized Clapp’s statement that he cannot and will | 
not recommend any US contributions to relief or public works if | 
UNRPR or any organization under the UN secretariat is to handle 
the program. Der Co 
Mr. Wright remarked that it was important that the UK con- 

tribution be in sterling and not in a hard currency and asked 
Mr. Gardiner what he thought the feeling in that respect would be. 
Mr. Gardiner felt that a sterling contribution would be possible, for 
there were relief and relief-work items, cement for example, that — 

could be bought in the sterling area. He emphasized again that a UK 
contribution would help to sell the idea at home. | eS 

867N.00/11-1049 : Telegram _ | | | 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

‘CONFIDENTIAL | Trex Aviv, November 10, 1949—noon. | 

814. In hour’s talk with Comay, Israeli Foreign Office, November 9 
on general matters, Ford took occasion discuss substance Deptel 705, | 
November 5.1 Made specific reference June 20 aide-mémoire (Deptel 
é75, June 17) and suggested MAC seemed most appropriate medium 
for handling Scopus and other questions this nature. Comay was 

. noncommittal other than to say Elath had sent similar information. He 
' added, however, that McNeil of British Government had spoken to _ 

Eban in New York re possibility making “horse trade” on several items a 
in Article VIIT Israel-Transjordan armistice agreement. Comay said | 

_ Israeli Government had authorized Eban to suggest that “if requested | 
from right quarters” Israel would be prepared give Arabs free access 
to Bethlehem Road and provide electricity for Old City in exchange 

_ for free access to Scopus. Comay unwilling vouchsafe any explanation 
of British interest other than over-all one of “getting on with job” — oo 
and also said no further steps appeared to have been taken following | 
McNeil-Eban meeting. Comay stressed that his government, in sug- 
gesting such “deal” within Article VIII, did not intend thereby to | 

_ establish precedent for handling other unsettled items that article or __ 
elsewhere in armistice agreement. | - - 
Comment: While Comay reiterated that his remarks were both 

“informal and unofficial”, Ford gathered impression he hoped sug- 

1 See footnote 2, p.1471. | oe
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gested “trade” would be broached by neutral source (British or US) 
to avoid automatic refusal should it come from either Arabs or Jews. 
End Comment? - — : | Os 

| Sent Department 814; Department pass Jerusalem 94, Amman 59. 7 

ne Se | ~  McDonatp 

2 Chargé Fritzlan, on November 10, advised that the J ordanian Foreign Minister 
and Acting Defense Minister were generally sympathetic to a return of cultural 
and humanitarian activities. The Foreign Minister indicated that, in return for 
access to Mt. Scopus, Israel must make a substantial. concession which would 

. contribute toward a resumption of normal living conditions in Jerusalem. Both 
Ministers were said to have viewed the matter as an appropriate one for con- 
sideration by the Mixed Armistice Commission (telegram 395 from Amman, 
867N.00/11-1049). - | | / 

890.00/11-949 | os oe | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Lucius D. Battle, Special 
Assistant to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Paris, November 11, 1949. 

Participants: Secretary Acheson . - a 
| Foreign Minister Bevin | 

- _ “Ambassador Douglas : | 
Mr. Barclay? a | 

| . Mr. Battle | : 

During a conversation with the Secretary this morning, Mr. Bevin 
raised several questions concerning the Near East. Mr. Bevin said that 
he was very worried over developments in the Near East. He men- 
tioned the emergence of new groups and new ideas in the Arab world. 

| He said that it was difficult for him to continue to urge Iraq and | 
| Syria not to get together in a union, when the underlying forces in 

that area were so strong for Arab unity. He said that he feared that 
Russia might start a cry for Arab unity, which would make our posi- 
tion more difficult. He said that he felt that the unity movement, as it 
gained momentum, would spread rapidly through the area. 

‘He expressed concern over the French insistence on the status quo, 
which the French based on the 1919 settlement. Mr. Bevin said that 
the British had no real hold over the people in the area. He said that 
the situation was quite difficult and he believed would become increas- ~ 
ingly so. oe | a 

He mentioned that he had asked Mr. Wright to discuss the problem 
with the Department of State in Washington. Continuing, Mr. Bevin 

| said that if he spoke to the French regarding their insistence on status 
guo, it would be regarded as a revival of old British-French jealousies. 

| Roderick E. Barclay, Private Secretary to Mr. Bevin.
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He expressed the hope that the United States could look into the 
matter and see if it were possible for the United States to take it up — 

withtheFrench = ©. | Do 
- Mr. Bevin asked if the United States had been considering these 
problems. In reply Mr. Acheson assured Mr, Bevin that the United 
States was greatly interested in these problems and mentioned. that 

_ Assistant:'Secretary McGhee was making every effort to evolve a new 
approach to the area. Mr. Acheson said that the United States would | 
continue to study and discuss these problems with the British, — — 
Mr. Bevin mentioned that he thought it possible that Pakistan 

would try to set itself up as a leader of Moslem groups in that area in 
an effort to strengthen Pakistan’s position against Nehru. 
_ Mr. Bevin mentioned that there appeared to be some difficulty in the 
proposed visit of the Prime Minister of Pakistan to Russia. Mr. Ache- | 

| son mentioned the fact that the President had approved the idea of 
issuing an invitation to the Prime Minister of Pakistan to visit the 

United States, at a date to be set later. He said that the Government 7 
of Pakistan was being informed that Mr. 'Truman was agreeable to a. 
visit from the Prime Minister and that if the Prime Minister indicated | 
his willingness to accept, an invitation would subsequently be issued | 
to him. | OO BO | ee 

867N.01/11-1149 Be - a OC 

| The Chargé in Jordan (Fritzlan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET AIR PRIORITY | ~ Amman, November 11, 1949. 
No. 1440 = Bo oe | 

_ Subject: King Abdullah’s Terms for Permanent Settlement With _ | 
‘Israelis on | | . 

I have the honor to report that General Riley appeared in Amman 
yesterday and at his request I arranged a meeting between him and > 

King Abdullah, at which I was present. | | | | 
Through the medium of Samir Pasha Rifa’i, Minister of Court, 

the General and the King expressed themselves as follows on various | 
phases of the Palestine question : | : - 

1. Demarkation of Line in Jerusalem Area | 

General Riley stated he hoped the King would appoint a Jordan 
member to the Special Committee of the Mixed Armistice Commission | 
considering this problem in order that minor rectifications in the Arab- | 
Jewish line in the Jerusalem Area could be effected. His Majesty 
expressed himself in favor of such a step and said he would consult 
Ragheb Pasha Nashishibi, Governor-General of Palestine, concerning | 
it. | |
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9. Direct Negotiations With View to Permanent Settlement a 

General Riley told King Abdullah that there was a strong and 
sincere feeling among responsible Jewish leaders (such as Ben-Gurion, 
Sharett and Eytan) that direct negotiations should be undertaken — 
with the King or his representatives in order to effect permanent 

Oo settlement of outstanding issues between the two countries. General 
Riley stated that the Israeli Government was prepared to open such 
negotiations on twenty-four hour notice. He added that he hoped he 
(the General) would be instrumental in helping bring about nego- 
tiations of this character as he believed the time was ripe for talks 

| above the level of the Mixed Armistice Commission. _ - 
The King prefaced his reply by stating that he was beginning to 

feel that he had no obligation to the other Arab States in his dealings 
with Israel. His was the only Arab State which had any extensive 
border with Israel and he thought he should be free to decide when 

| and how to negotiate with the Israelis. His Majesty continued by say- 
ing that he would begin direct negotiations with the Israelis im- 
mediately if the following points were accepted as the basis of a 

settlement : | 

, a. He felt it absolutely essential that Jordan have an access to the 
Mediterranean and he had decided that it would be most appropriate 
if Jordan obtained a corridor through Beersheba to Gaza. He thought, 
in the interests of all, Jordan should replace Egypt at Gaza and he 
believed he could arrange this with the Egyptians as he had persuaded 
them to evacuate Bethlehem and Hebron. | 

6. The Arab quarters at present included in the Jewish part of 
| Jerusalem should be returned to the Arabs. It was especially incon- 

ceivable that the Hebrew University and the Hadassah Hospital 
should continue to function where they did. Compensation for these - 

| two places would be considered at a time when the subject of com- 
pensation of refugees generally arose for discussion. 

c. In return for Israeli concessions on the above points, the King _ 
| would permit the Israelis to restore and operate the potash works at 

the northern end of the Dead Sea. He would guarantee free passage 
_ toand from the works via Jerusalem. — - : an 

In reply to the King’s statement, General Riley remarked that. 
he thought His Majesty’s demands unrealistic and excessive in view 
of existing circumstances. Something in the direction of the King’s 

- wishes might have been worked out eight months ago but at the pres- 
ent time the Israeli Government would never give serious considera- _ 
tion to such terms. The King replied that, in any case, such was his 
position and he could not enter into an agreement [argument?| con- 

| cerning its merits. He said that if the Israelis listened to his proposals 
and accepted them, they would derive immeasurable benefits as he 

would guarantee peace for them from Gaza to Lake Tiberias.
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- Apropos of direct negotiations with the Israelis, the King remarked __ 

that recently the Lebanese Minister to Jordan had asked him if there _ 
was any foundation to rumors that he was negotiating directly with 
Israeli authorities stating that, if such were the case, Lebanon wished | 
also to be included within the scope of the talks. General Riley laugh- 
ingly observed that the Lebanese were hoping and praying that Jordan 
would begin such direct negotiations in order that they too could break 
the present deadlock. To this the King replied, “They wanted us to take 
the lead in war and now wish us to be the first to make peace.” 

3. Entry of Christian Pilgrims into Arab Palestine from Jerusalem 
General Riley raised this question in view of the expected arrival 

of considerable numbers of Christian pilgrims desiring to visit Jeru-_ 
salem and Bethlehem during the Holy Year, saying that he had heard 
the Jordan Government had decided to refuse entry of such persons 
coming by way of Israel. (See Legation’s A-172, October 24, 1949.) | 
The General added that if pilgrims were permitted to enter Arab | 
Palestine, there would be no question of their having to return to 

_ Israel and that Jordan would probably benefit considerably from an _ 
economic standpoint. me | a 

The King readily agreed that pilgrims coming from Israel should | 
be allowed entry into Arab Palestine, but he thought they should be — 
carefully screened to keep out Jewish agents and communists. He 
promised to give appropriate instructions to the Prime Minister. | 
Assuming the Prime Minister is amenable to this change of policy, : 
it is likely that a modus operandi on this question can be worked out. | 
The Legation will not fail to bring to the Department’s attention 
developmentsinthisregard. = | 
Comments: The King was genuinely pleased to see General Riley | 

whom he greeted most affectionately. The discussions were conducted : 
throughout in a cordial manner and there were no recriminations. : 

Of course, there is not the least likelihood that the Israelis will listen 
to the King’s terms for a permanent Palestine settlement and there _ 
can be little doubt that His Majesty is aware of this. He would like 
very much to liquidate the whole affair, which is proving very burden- 
some as regards maintenance of occupation troops in Arab Palestine, . 
and devote his energies to consolidating his domain and restoring the ~ | 
economic life of the country. However, the King seems to feel that | 
the Israelis are more anxious than he is to come to terms and, therefore, 
he need not be in a hurry to reveal the irreducible minimum of his , 

_ demands. He certainly displays great caution, determined, doubtless, 
_ to make no terms which will not contain real advantage for his 

* Not printed. | |
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country. Failure to obtain such advantages as a result of any nego- 
tiations would, of course, at the present juncture be a grave political 

| blunder seriously jeopardizing his position.? | . : 
ne re oe A. Davin Frirzuan 

-? Chargé Fritzlan, on November 11, summarized his discussion with the British 
Minister, Sir Alec Kirkbride, concerning the question of the annexation of Arab 
Palestine to Jordan. He then commented: “From my observations at this post, I 
am strongly of the opinion that there is a considerable body of enlightened and 
progressive Palestinians who see in annexation of Arab Palestine to Jordan the 
only salvation for their country. They are willing to give a large measure of 

| cooperation to the Jordan Government and there is reason to believe that the 
- presence of Palestinians in the Government is acting as a check on the arbitrary 

rule of King Abdullah. Such Palestinians undoubtedly expect eventually that a 
constitutional monarchy in the true sense will be established in this country 
and that,- through force of population and relative advance in most of the 
arts, they will be able to exercise dominating influence in a united country.” 
(Despatch 141 from Amman, 867N.01/11-1149) ° . Pe 

867N.01/11-1449 | | ee | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State 

a | CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasutneton,] November 14, 1949. 

| Participants: U—Mr. Webb - Oo oe 
NEA-—Mr. McGhee , —_ , 

ee The Egyptian Ambassador | 
| a _ . The Saudi Arabian Ambassador 

Phe Minister of Jordan | 
-_. The Minister of Lebanon 

The Minister of Syria a 

The Chargéd’AffairesofIraqg | | | 
= _ The Delegate of Yemen tothe United Nations __ | 

: a The Secretary of the Yemenite Delegation to the © 
_. United Nations = > a - a 

- ANE—Mr. Stabler Be 

_ Problem: On the basis of the decision taken by the recent Arab 

| League Council Meeting the diplomatic representatives of the Arab 
states were instructed to present a joint memorandum ‘ to the United — 

_ States Government requesting our intervention with Israel to imple- 
ment the Protocol of May 12, 1949. | a re 

Action Required: 'To consider the position the Department should 
adopt on the joint memorandum. =— | 

| Action Assigned to: ANE a 
Discussion: The Egyptian Ambassador, acting as spokesman for 

the Arab representatives, expressed appreciation at being received by 
the Acting Secretary. He said that at the recent Arab League Council 

— * Infra. oe
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Meeting the member states had considered the Palestine situation and 
had instructed their diplomatic representatives in Washington to 
present a joint memorandum to the United States Government bearing | 
on certain aspects of the Palestine question. The Ambassador stated 
that the Arabs are greatly concerned, as is the United States, about 
the situation in Palestine. The Arab states have cooperated both with | 
the United States and United Nations and have accepted their advice | 
on a number of matters. They have also acquiesced in certain other 

_ matters on which the United States and United Nations have insisted. — 
In keeping with this policy of cooperation the Arab states represented 
at Lausanne had agreed to sign the Protocol of May 12,1949. 

_ The Arab states were much concerned by the fact that Israel had 

shown no signs of cooperation or good will and had in fact refused 
further collaboration with the Palestine Conciliation Commission. He 
also referred to the fact that Israel had incorporated Jaffa in Tel Aviv 
in violation of the United Nations. Israel had also refused to imple- 
ment the May 12 Protocol. The Ambassador produced a map attached 

_ to the May 12 Protocol and pointed out that implementation of the 
Protocol by Israel would have solved not only the'territorial but.the _ 
refugee aspects of the Palestine problem. He indicated the numbers 
of refugees which the Arab states believed could be settled in the areas _ - 
which would have been allocated to the Arabs through implementa- _ 
tion of the Protocol. The Ambassador continued that the Arab states 

| were entirely prepared to implement the May 12 Protocol and hoped | 
the United States would use its influence with Israel to persuade the 
latter to act in a spirit of good faith and cooperation in proceeding 

_ with the implementation of the Protocol. OC | 

_ [thanked the Ambassador for the expression of views of the Arab 
Governments and for the memorandum which T said would be given | 
careful consideration in the Department. I pointed out that it was the 
view of this Government that the United Nations and particularly the 
Palestine ‘Conciliation Commission were the proper medium through 
which negotiations should be conducted. I also indicated that since this 
was a problem directly affecting the Arabs and Israelis, it was desir- | 

_ able that they should take the initiative in advancing towards a 
settlement. I also suggested that direct talks might also be employed. __ 

_ emphasized that the United States would not advance any specific 
solution to either party, as the parties themselves must reach amu- 
tually satisfactory agreement. Mr. McGhee said that this was quite true ) | 
and stated that it emphasized that the United States was not in a 
position to urge specific proposals on either party. It was up to the 
parties themselves to take steps to reach an agreed settlement of the 
problem. I said that, of course, the United States stood entirely ready 
to assist the parties wherever possible in their desire to achieve peace.
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The main objective of the United States, and I felt sure also that of 
the Arab states, was the restoration of peace. Oe 
The Egyptian Ambassador said that with reference to the question 

of direct talks, it was extremely difficult for the Arab states to con- — 
, template such talks in view of the fact that Israel disregarded United 

| Nations’ decisions, had refused to work further with the Palestine 
Conciliation Commission and has.constantly presented the world with _ 

faits accomplis. 7 Ss | : 
The Iraqi Chargé d’Affaires then read a memorandum on instruc- | 

tions from his Government stating. that while Iraq is in complete 
agreement with the other members of the Arab League, it is in a special 
position of not having participated in the talks of the Palestine Con- 
ciliation Commission at Lausanne. The Government of Iraq would, © 
therefore, present in the near future a similar memorandum ? except ) 
for amendments necessary by reason of its special position. — , 

. again expressed appreciation for the views which had been pre- 
sented and the meeting ended. a | 

| 2 Dated November 14, not printed. | | | 

501.BB Palestine/11—1449 | | | 

| The Diplomatic Representatives of Various Arab States in the United 
| States to the Secretary of State | 

| | _. Mrmoranpum | | 

. The Diplomatic Representatives of Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, 

| Saudi Arabia and Syria, and the Head of the Delegation of Yemen 

to the General Assembly of the United Nations, acting under instruc- 
tions of their Governments, have the honour to submit to the Honour- 

| able the Secretary of State of the United States of America the _ 
following : | | 7 7 

The Governments of Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, 

Syria and Yemen have been persistently opposed to any solution of 

| the Palestine question that will not insure for the inhabitants of | 
Palestine the exercise and enjoyment of their rights and the protection 

of their legitimate interests in keeping with the principles of the 

United Nations and the right of self-determination of peoples. 
In supporting the rights of the Arabs of Palestine within the frame- 

work of these principles, the Arab Governments did not lose sight of 
the needs of international peace and security. | 

This is the reason why the Arab states were firmly opposed to the 

partition plan which was adopted by the General Assembly of the 

| United Nations on November 29, 1947, being convinced that this reso- 

lution, which contradicts the above-mentioned principles, is also likely
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to trouble the peace of the Middle East. Their apprehensions did not 

wait long to be confirmed, since, increasing their terrorist activities | 

in March and April 1948, the Jews had forced nearly two. hundred / 

thousands among the Arab inhabitants of Palestine to abandon their | 

| homes and seek refuge mainly in the Arab countries, obliging these 

countries to intervene militarily in order to prevent the complete 

extermination of these inhabitants. © Oe | Bes 
The truce which was decided by the Security Council on May 29 

and July 14, 1948 and which was accepted by the Arab Governments | 

each time on the advice and insistence of the Government of the 

United States in particular, has not, any more than the general armis- _ 

tice, eliminated the danger. oo : oe . . 

The Arab Governments are conscious that a solution should be | 

~ sought for this question and especially under the present international | 

circumstances which call for active collaboration of all peace-loving 

Jt is in this spirit that the Arab Governments, in response to the 

renewed appeal of the Government of the United States of America 
for reaching a realistic and peaceful solution of the problem, have — 

agreed to collaborate to this end with the Conciliation Commission _ 

that was created by the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 
of 11 December last. © 

: It is equally in this spirit that the Arab Governments signed at | 
_ Lausanne on May 12, 1949 the protocol adopting the territorial pro- . 

-_- visions of the partition plan with the necessary adjustments, thereby 
. bringing their attitude into conformity with the policy of the United _ 

| States in this matter—the policy which was proclaimed by the Ameri- 
can Delegate, Mr. Jessup, in the third session of the United Nations | 
in Paris, was reaffirmed by the President.of the United States in | 
his message to His Majesty the King of Jordan, by the American | 
representative in the Conciliation Commission, Mr. Ethridge, to the 
delegates of the Arab States, and finally by the representatives of the _ 

State Department at Lausanne. = | me | | 
In adhering, therefore, to the policy of the United States in this 

matter and in affixing their signatures side by side with that of the 
-- United States representative, the Delegations of the Arab Govern- _ 

ments have the right to believe that some sort of gentleman’s agree- 
ment, providing reciprocal obligations, was concluded. = - 

Nevertheless, no action has been initiated to put this. protocol into os 
effect until now, owing to the lack of good faith on the part of the | 

Jews who haveequallysignedit. es | 
- The Arab Governments have grounds to believe that the Govern- 

ment of the United States would not lack the means necessary to | | 
induce the Jews to respect their signature and carry out the obliga- 
tions resulting therefrom. | | |
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_ Considering the great concern of the United States Government 
for preserving peace in this particularly sensitive part of the world: 
and its desire not to spare any efforts in the attainment of this peace, 
the Arab Governments would not waver in giving it their complete 

| cooperation towards this end. But, it is necessary that the solution 
| which was deliberately accepted by them in order to settle in an 

effective manner a problem liable to paralyze their action, must be 
- implemented.. - BO | 

The Arab Governments have also solemnly affirmed during the last 
session of the Arab League, held in Cairo in October, their firm will 
to form a single front to the end of defending the peace against any | 
danger from whatever source this danger originates. ne 

They hope that the Government of the United States of America 
will not deny them its support in order to solve peacefully the prob- 
lem which preoccupies them, permitting them in this way to join their 
efforts with its own efforts in the pursuit of other ends not less urgent.. 

: Consequently, the Arab Governments trust that the United States 
| Government will not hesitate in giving them assurances that the peace- 

ful solution concluded by common agreement at Lausanne in the proto- 
col of May 12, 1949 will produce its full and complete effects, and that 
the United States Government will endeavor by using the effective | 
means at its disposal and by direct action with the other interested 
party, to expedite this solution. _ | ae 

, WasHIneTon, November 14,1949. | 

501.BB Palestine/11-1149 - | 7 : 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Robert N. Margrave of the 

| — - Munitions Division 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineron,] November 14, 1949. 
Participants: Mr. George Ignatieff, Counselor, Canadian Embassy 

Mr. G. E. Cox, Third Secretary, Canadian Embassy _ 
| - BNA—Wnm. L. Wight | | 

. 7 MD—John C. Elliott = | en 
| a MD—R.N. Margrave a 

_ [Here follow the two introductory paragraphs dealing with United 
States policy concerning exports of arms to the Near East. ] SO 

Mr. Ignatieff stated that the Canadian Government had been ap- __ 
proached by Israeli representatives with a request for quotations on — 
various military items (for example, 500 .50 caliber Browning ma- 

| chine guns, 2,500,000 rounds of .50 caliber machine gun ammunition, 
| _ 18,000 rounds 87 mm. AT proximity fuze ammunition, 50 105 mm. field | 

| guns, 150 artillery weapons higher than 57 mm., etc.). He queried
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whether the United States Government would consider exports of this 

order to be of considerable military significance with respect to the 

Near East. Mr. Elliott pointed out that although many unofficial 

rumors and “feelers” concerning Near Eastern desire for U.S. arms 

had come to the attention of the Munitions Division, to date exports 

from the U.S. to the Near East have involved no significant military 

items (largely sporting arms and civil aircraft parts). He added that 

- this Government would regard proposed exports to the Near East of i 

the nature and of the order described by Mr. Ignatieff as being of 
considerable military significance and, therefore, would be obliged to 

view such shipments with great concern. st” PS 
- Mr. Elliott informed Mr. Ignatieff that the Department is attempt- 
ing to gather together reliable information as to the relative strengths 
of the various Near Eastern military establishments so that, along 

' with information derived from consultation with the United Kingdom, : 
Canada, Belgium, France, and Italy, this Government would have an 
adequate basis for considering significant military shipments to the 
Near East. He pointed out that the proposed consultations with these 
Governments (of which only that with the United Kingdom had been 

- initiated) would result not only in a pooling of information with 
respect to Near Eastern arms exports on a post facto basis but also 

envisaged possible prior consultation with respect to proposed ex- 
ports of considerable military significance. Mr. Ignatieff expressed 
the view that his Government would be pleased to consult further 
with this Government concerning this whole problem and hoped that: : 
Mr. Elliott would keep him informed of the progress of U.S.-U.K. _ 

| discussions looking to the possibility of parallel and cooperative action 
concerning the central problemt = = | re | 

-20On November 17, Mr. Elliott, who was Chief of the Munitions Division, con- , 
ferred with a New York attorney, who had been asked by the Israeli Supply 

_ Mission in New York “to sound out informally the Department regarding the 
export to Israel of AT-6 aircraft for civil pilot training programs.” Mr. Elliott 
suggested that “AT-6’s were not the type of aircraft appropriate for a civil pilot. 
training program” because of their high military potential and indicated that 
the Mission endeavor to obtain smaller aircraft (501.BB Palestine/11-1749). | 

711.83/10-1249 : Airgram 7 | | | | 

. The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy m E'gypt 

TOP SECRET __ a Wasuineron, November 14,1949. 

_A-581. Department has read with great interest Embassy’s telegram 
No. 943, October 121 reporting your conversation with King Farouk 
and believes this frank initial exchange of views will contribute to | 

Ante, p. 228. |
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forming the basis for a new and improved phase of United States- 
Egypt relations. oe | | | 

While it 1s regretted that the King continues to place such emphasis 
on the Palestine question vis-a-vis US—Egypt relations the theme is 
well-known and it is assumed that you related to the King the efforts _ 
of this Government, in cooperation with the United Nations, to bring | 
about a settlement of the Palestine question. The main concern of this 
Government is that there should be political and economic stability 
in the Near East area and it considers an early settlement on the 
Palestine question as an essential condition to that stability. In further 
discussions with the King you should emphasize that the self-interest 
of Egypt as well as of the other countries of the area can best be 

| served by a resolution of the present impasse of the Palestine question. 
The following comments and information on certain of the specific. 

| points raised by the King may be useful to you: ne 
Training of Students—Training facilities have already been pro- 

| vided by the Air Force for two Egyptian officers in the field of photog- 
raphy and it is understood that the Army now has six Egyptian officers 
participating in training. Moreover, the Army andthe Air Force are 
now considering the feasibility of providing training for an additional 
number of Egyptian officers and it is hoped that definite commitments 
can soon be made. For your information, the Department of Defense — 
is'in the process of determining training requirements under the Mili- | 
tary Assistance Program and is, therefore, not in'a position to make 
definite commitments at this time on training facilities for countries 
not included in present legislation, = 

_. While you may transmit foregoing information in general. way. to 
the Egyptian authorities, Department and Defense Department prefer. 
that any specific information in regard to numbers or other details 
should be channelled through the Army or.the Air Force Attaché to 
the Egyptian Defenseauthoritiee. 4 

[Here follow observations on the resolution by the Security Council 
on August. 11 which provided for the superseding of the truce arraiige- _ 

| ments, including the provisions with respect to the shipment of war 
materials, and a partial quotation from Senator Austin’s statement of 
August 7 that the United States did not intend to contribute to a com-. 
petitive arms race in the Near East.]| . | | 

Since the adoption by the Security Council of this resolution, the 
United States has approved several export licenses for Egypt cover- 
ing such items as bombardier training planes, spare parts and a small 

7 amount of other material. In addition, the retransfer of lend-lease gun 
parts valued at $350,000 from Great Britain to Egypt has also been 

_ approved by the United States as is necessary in such cases. |
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_ The Department was encouraged to note that the King’s attitude _ : 

at the time of your conversation appeared favorable to the lifting of . 
_ Egyptian wartime regulations for the'Suez Canal. While it is regretted _ 

no further developments in this connection have occurred since that _ 
time, it is hoped that the Egyptian Government will find means at an a 
early date whereby it can raise the restrictions on the Canal. 7 
we eg — oe WEBB a 

——- §90D,00/11-1549: Telegram we 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the LegationinSyria 

RESTRICTED | _ Wasuineron, November 15, 1949—9 p.m. 

495. From McGhee for Minister Keeley. In conversation with me 
| Nov 5 Syrian Min stated that in his judgment Syria must “line up” | 

openly with US against Russia and requested my advice as to what | oe 
Syria shid do to demonstrate this fact and promote area economic 
and political stability. He stated his personal conviction time has 
come for positive action in settling Pal controversy and proceed with mS 
economic rehabilitation in NE. . | oe 

I welcomed his approach as statesman-like and said I had been dis- 
appointed by lack of progressive Arab leadership at present critical - 
juncture. Experience indicates continued inability Israel and Arab | 

_ states to reach agreement concerning outstanding Pal and econ ques- 
tions does not operate to advantage of Arabs. It seemed to me that 
Syria, because of mature state of political development, natural leader- 
ship and great economic potential was in unique position to assert = 
positive leadership in breaking impasse, and shld seize its opportunity == 

I said I believed Syria shld do two things: Cooperate to fullest | 
_ degree with the UN and particularly the ESM, and commence direct 

talks with Israel for a peace settlement. I recalled President’s state- 
_ ment on appointment Gordon Clapp as Chairman ESM, which ree 

flected sincere US interest take constructive part in planning practical | 
program rehabilitation and economic development in Near East. Here | 

_ was unique opportunity for Syria obtain practical benefits through | | 
cooperation with ESM on basis of whose activities US wld be more 
able to assist in economic planning. Syria cld express cooperation by oe 
early creation Development Board to cooperate with ESM and US. | 

_ Likewise Syria cld earn gratitude Arab posterity by taking lead in | a 
_ achieving peaceful settlement Pal controversy. I sincerely believed it a 

was in highest self-interest Syria find ways and means of engaging in — ; 

_ *¥or the statement of August 26, see Department of State Bulletin, Septem- | 
ber 5, 1949, p. 383. | | oe - 

801-887-7795
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| — direct talks Israeli Govt, however unpalatable this might: seem at out- | 

. set. Results cld only be advantageous to Syria and Arab world since 
every month’s delay brought new factors into situation none of which 

eld redound to ultimate benefit of Arabs. = re | 
| Faiz Bey declared he wld submit these views his Govt and requested _ 

I ask you convey similar views both to present interim govt and to 
| govt to be formed after the elections. You shld seek early favorable 

opportunity convey foregoing views to Syrian Govt unless you have | 
~ comment which you wish to raise with Dept or at Istanbul meeting.? _ 

You shld particularly suggest desirability formation Syrian economic 
development board draw up long range development projects and co- 

: operate with technical members ESM. [ McGhee. | Bn 
| | Bo 7 WEBB 

| ? Kor documentation on this subject, see pp. 165 ff. 7 os | | ; | 7 / , 

S67N.01/11-1649 : Telegram a | an a 

| _ The Chargé in Jordan (Fritzlan) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET 7 AMMAN, November 16, 1949—10 p. m. | 

402. In hour conversation with King Abdullah this morning he gave _ 
| me following exposé his attitude and recent actions re Palestine: 

oe {Here follow four numbered paragraphs, broadly paralleling the | 
report in despatch 140, November 11, page 1483, and stating in addition _ 
that the King expressed contempt for the “stalling and obstructive, 
attitude” of the other Arab League members and observed that with. 

a _ the complete failure of the Palestine Conciliation ‘Commission, he had 
no recourse other than to undertake direct negotiations with Israel. 

oe Of special note was the King’s statement that “he had recently received 
‘high Jewish personality’ and had discussed possible terms. (Presum- . 
ably this occurred last Sunday night which King spent at Shuneh.) 

| Abdullah stated both he and Israeli agent agreed early peace highly 
desirable as armistice soon expiring.” The King’s terms, in addition to 
those set forth in despatch 140, were said to include a rectification of . 
the existing line to restore the Jerusalem—Bethlehem road to Jordan 

. and mutual free port facilities at Haifa and Aqaba. The King also 
| expressed the hope that the Israelis would make reasonable conces- 

sions because of their “desperate” economic situation. ]_ : 
(5) Abdullah stated he very desirous visiting President Truman 

| and US. He wished me to convey to President fact that he harbors 
7 no hatred for Jews. Believes he could convince US Jew leaders reason- 

| ableness his attitude, and perhaps he and Weizmann (if also in US). 
| might reach agreement. | - | | 

| (6) King hoped during coming months Israelis would take no steps _ 
or permit incidents (e.g. boundary incidents) which would prejudice | 
chances early settlement, and he desired me convey this sentiment to_ 
Israelis through US Government. ee
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(7) Commenting on present negotiations at Lake Success, King | 
remarked he was sorry to see that Jordan PCC delegate was expressing re 
agreement with other Arab delegates against wishes and instructions | 

_ Jordan Government. In reply to my query His Majesty stated this 
especially true re status Jerusalem and presentation joint memoran- 

| dum to Department, step he considered illadvised. § 

Comment: King’s desire early liquidation Palestine affair isnatu- 
ral. However, it is clear any settlement agreeable. to -His Majesty, — | 
whether achieved through UN or direct negotiations, must include oo 

_ substantial advantages for Jordan. Abdullah especially interested | 
| securing access to Mediterranean and replacing Egyptat Gaza. | 

_ King sincerely and strongly feels his position could be strengthened | | 
by visit to US. He feels policy US Government has served greatly = 
strengthen Israelis and trips Weizmann to US has contributed largely ao 

_ toconsolidating Israeli position, 
_ Seems plausible that a visit by King to US, perhaps during coming 
spring, would serve focus US public attention on strategic importance __ 

_ Arab world to US and on urgent necessity providing solution such oe 
| problems as fate Arab refugees. Possibly such a visit could contribute 

to adoption and success refugee aid program. ee | 
Pouched Arab capitals, Jerusalem, 

| Sent Department 402; Department pass London 102, Tel Aviv 63, 
USUN 19, 

Ber 
+» New York, on November 19, reported information from the Jordanian Repre- _ | - sentative at the United Nations. that. he had received instructions from. King | : Abdullah adamantly opposing the internationalization of. J erusalem regardless | of the position of the other Arab Delegations and the Israelis and directing him | 
to explore the possibility -of undertaking direct negotiations with the Israelis | in New York. The Jordanian Representative was said to believe there was “no 
possibility Abdullah’ obtaining: his‘ territorial objectives from Israelis and that 7 
King playing with fire in contemplating direct negotiations.” (Telegram Delga : 232, 867N.01/11-1949) es Pe, OO 

ROLBB Palestine/11-1749 - | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Wells Stabler of the Office of 

7 African and Near Eastern Affairs a 

CONFIDENTIAL ===——s—§—»-s [Wasuneton,] November 17, 1949. | 
Participants: Eliahu Elath,AmbassadorofIsrael = == I 

| | Aubrey Eban, Permanent Delegate of Israel to the UN. | : 
| NE A—Mr. McGhee _ Be oe a 

i ANE—Mr. Berry — re 7 a 
| 8 Me Wilkins Sc So 

Mie Stabler Be
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| | Problem: Mr. Eban informed Mr. McGhee that Israel proposed to 

| submit to the United Nations a separate resolution on J erusalem which - 

would take into account the primary interest of the United Nations in 

the Holy Places. BS Oe: 
Action Required: None a cn : 

| Action Assigned to: ANE 

| Discussion: Ambassador Elath and’ Mr. Eban came in at their 

request this afternoon to inform the Department that Israel proposed | 

a to introduce an Israeli resolution on Jerusalem in the General Assem- 

bly. This resolution would take into account the primary interest of 

the world community in the Holy Places and would call for Israeli 

| , control of the Holy Places under United Nations supervision. It would 

also call for a United Nations Commissioner to be established in Jeru- 

a salem. His functions would be limited to the matter of the Holy 
- Places. The Israeli delegation had carefully considered the Palestine 

Conciliation Commission draft instrument and had come to the con- 

| clusion that the various organs of United Nations Government would 
seriously interfere with and cut, across present jurisdiction in Jewish 

7 Jerusalem. The delegation had also studied the recent clarifying state- 
ment of the Palestine Conciliation Commission and believed that 

| statement was more closely related to the Israeli draft resolution than 

to the Palestine Conciliation Commission draft instrument. Mr. Eban 

pointed out that the situation in Jerusalem today is entirely different 

| from that of two years ago. The United Nations had not assumed any 

authority in Jerusalem and.as a result fighting had broken out. It 

| now appeared that the United Nations was endeavoring to assume for. 

itself authority which had not existed previously. _ | So 

; He believed that the Jerusalem question should be presented inthe —_ 

-- United Nations on the basis of determining what the interest of the 

‘United Nations is in Jerusalem. He felt that the answer would be that | 

the primary interest of the United Nations in Jerusalem is the Holy 

. Places. He believed that considerable sentiment existed among the 

os delegations to the United Nations, that the United Nations should not 

| interfere with the daily lives of the people in that area and should 

- -—- goncern itself only with the Holy Places. While Israel could not, of 

course, speak for the other side, the Israeli proposal was based on the 

assumption that Jordan would make a similar offer. On | 
He indicated that while other delegations would undoubtedly be 

willing to offer the same type of resolution, it was felt that it would | 

be more dramatic for Israel, one of the parties most intimately con- 

cerned with the question, to present the resolution. He emphasized 

‘that Israel was anxious to avoid the injection of religious and emo- 

| tional factors into the consideration of the Jerusalem question and
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he hoped that the General Assembly would take into consideration the 

attitude of the peoples most-directly concerned.. ss | 
He said that he wished to inform the department of the intention of _ 

Israel to introduce this proposal and to state that the resolution was - 
| not being introduced for tactical reasons to defeat the Palestine Con- 

ciliation Commission proposal. It was being presented on the basis 
of assuring to the United Nations its legitimate interests in the area. 
He hoped there might be United States support forthis view. == oe 

| Mr. McGhee expressed appreciation for Mr. Eban’s presentation and oe 
said that the United States, as a member of the Palestine Conciliation : | 
Commission, had participated in the drafting of the Palestine Con-- © 

- ciliation Commission draft instrument and, therefore, gave its general | 
support to them. We realized that there would be amendments offered | 
and we would, of course, consider them in the light of their meritsand | 
of their contribution to achievement of agreement on a Jerusalem plan. | 
He pointed out that our support of the Palestine Conciliation Com-. 
mission draft instrument was not merely a formal one but was based 
on the conviction that the Palestine Conciliation Commission draft 
instrument offered the most reasonable basis for agreement. We had - 
been somewhat disappointed that Israel had felt that it could not go © 
along with the instrument but assured Mr. Eban that the viewsheex- | 
pressed would be taken into consideration. Mr. McGhee stated that | | 
since the General Assembly had set up machinery for dealing with 

_ this question and had instructed the Palstine Conciliation Commission = 
to submit detailed proposals for a permanent international regime in 
the Jerusalem area, it was up:to the General Assembly to: decide the 
question. a a - 

Mr. Rockwell pointed out. that the. Palestine Conciliation Commis- — 
sion’s clarifying statement should be taken as an indication of what | 
the drafters of the Palestine Conciliation Commission draft instru- 
ment had in mind at the time they completed their proposals. He also | 
stated that, generally speaking, it was the Palestine Conciliation Com- 

_ mission’s belief that the United’ Nations’ organization of administra~- 
| tion provided for in the draft instrument would not conflict with the _ 

jurisdiction of the administering’ states, except in those matters of = 
legitimate international concern. Then, in ‘his control over the Holy _ Se 
Places, the United Nations Commissioner would to a certain extent 
share with Israel and Jordan in administering Jerusalem. = ce 

__. Mr. Eban said that the Israeli view was that the Palestine Concilia-_ | 
tion Commission draft instrument would conflict with the jurisdic- | 
tion of Israel.in Jewish Jerusalem and regretted that.the Palestine __ | 

_ Conciliation Commission had approached this question from the wrong 
starting point. By this, he meant that the Palestine Conciliation Com- |
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mission should have commenced with the actual situation existing in 
Jerusalem today taking into consideration the attitude of the people 
most directly affected. In this connection it was pointed out that the , 

| Palestine Conciliation Commission had, of course, followed the in- 
: _. structions of the General Assembly with respect to the preparation of 

its proposals. - Be , SL | 

a 501.BB Palestine/11—2149 Ss De 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President. | 

| a | Wasuineron, November 21, 1949. 

Subject: Instructions to the United States Delegation to the General 
| _ Assembly onthe Jerusalem Question, sit 

__ When the General Assembly takes up the Jerusalem question ina _ 
few days, it will have before it the detailed proposals for an inter- 
national regime for Jerusalem prepared by the Palestine Conciliation 

- Commission of which the United States, France and Turkey are 
members. ~ Oo Be a | oc 

- The Commission prepared these proposals pursuant to the instruc- 
tions which it received from the General Assembly by the Resolution 
of December 11,1948,asfollows: 9 

| _ “Resolved that, in view of its association with three world religions, 
the Jerusalem area, including the present municipality of Jerusalem 

| plus the surrounding villages and towns, .. :1 should be accorded | 
| special and separate treatment from the rest of Palestine and should 

be placed under effective United Nations control. — __ ae 
1 

_“Instruets the Conciliation Commission to present to the fourth reg- | 
| ular session of the General Assembly detailed proposals fora perma- 

- nent international regime for the Jerusalem area which will provide — 
for the maximum local autonomy for distinctive groups consistent —__ 
with the special international status of the Jerusalem area;” — 

Israel has rejected the Commission’s plan and has submitted -an 
alternate proposal limited to United Nations supervision of the Holy 

Places. It.now appears that the Hashemite Jordan Kingdom will also _ 
oo reject it on the ground that it doesnot favor an international regime. 

| for Jerusalem. . ~ oo re 
| The Vatican has consistently advocated a stronger type of inter- 

nationalization, under full United Nations control. You will recall | 
_ that in correspondence with Cardinal Spellman you have assured him 

_ that this Government. firmly supports the internationalization of 
Jerusalem and does not intend to recognize the sovereignty of any state - 

1 Omissions indicated in the source text. _
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in the City. The Department of State has also written in the same _ 

| sense to Cardinal Spellman and other personalities and groups. oO 

Having discussed the foregoing considerations with the Delegation | 
_ In New York, the following instructions are proposed: == | 

1. The United States objective at this session of the General As- | , 
sembly is to obtain approval of an international regime for the , 
Jerusalem area which (a) will adequately recognize the status of 
Jerusalem as the center of three great world religions and will provide 
for the necessary protection of and access to the Holy Places under st 
United Nations supervision; (6) will contribute to peace and stability | 

_ In the area; (c) will be workable; and (d) will take into account the . 
interests of the principal communities in Jerusalem and the views of 
 Israeland Jordan. _ ee eye ne atop” | 

2. As a member of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, the 
United States participated in the formulation of the Palestine Con- | 
ciliation Commission draft instrument and should support. it, | | 
subject to clarifying amendments, as a basis for General Assembly 
consideration. — en BB Se | 
8. During the General Assembly discussion, the United States Dele- 

_ gation should state that it will examine on their merits any modifica- 
_ tions of the Palestine Conciliation Commission Instrument and any. 

new proposals. Such amendments or new proposals should be con- 
sidered by the Delegation and the Department in the light of the possi- 
bility of reachingageneralagreement. ess oe 
4, For’purposes of handling such amendments and proposals in'the -_ 

General Assembly and, if possible, reconciling them, the Department _ a 
believes that the Ad Hoc Political Committee should create a sub- 
committee consisting of equal representation from memberssupporting —_- 
Christian, Moslem and Jewish views. The Palestine Conciliation Com- 
mission might be invited toattend for advice and information. _ : | 

_ 5, If in the working out of a settlement for the Jerusalem question =| 
_ the Assembly should be unable to agree upon detailed and definite _ 

arrangements, the United States Delegation should, after consultation | | 
with the Department, support some other form of temporary arrange- 

| ments for the Jerusalem area which, pending further consideration by — 
| the General Assembly, would provide the necessary protection of and _ | 

_ access to the Holy Places under United Nations supervision and which ==> 
would offer further opportunity for reaching an agreement which 

_ would be acceptable not only to Israel and Jordan: but also: to the ey 
United Nations.?. ak | 

Be  DgAN ACHESON 

- *In a memorandum of November 21 covering his conversation. with President 
Truman, Secretary Acheson recorded : “I went over with the President the whole | 
history of this matter, calling his attention to all the documents, starting with 

_ the’ first resolution of the General Assembly and continuing up through. the 
| present recommendation of the Conciliation Commission. After considering what 

I said and reading the memorandum, the President approved it.” (501.BB : 
Palestine/11-2149) The President’s action is also indicated by his marginal | 
notation “Approved Nov. 21,1949", coe 

The Department, later the same day, telegraphed the five numbered paragraphs 
to the United States Mission at the United Nations as well as the fact, of Presi- | 
dential approval (Gadel 110 to New York, 501.BB/11-2149). Oe : | |
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501.BB Palestine(E) /11-2849 og RE ie : 
Working Draft Resolution Prepared in the Department of State * 

| RESTRICTED - _ [Wasuineton,] November 21, 1949. 

a ASSISTANCE TO- PaLesTINE RerucEEsS / 

The General Assembly, ORR a | ae 

| Recalling its resolution 212 (III) of November 19, 1948, and 194. 
_ - (IIT) of December 11,1948, Oo a | | 

- Hawing examined the First Interim Report of the Economic Survey — 
Mission, A—1106,? and the Report of the Secretary General on As- 

sistance to Palestine Refugees, A-1060,° | Oo 

: 1. Hxpresses its appreciation to the contributing governments, to the 
| United Nations specialized agencies, in particular UNICEF, WHO, | 

| UNESCO and IRO, to the ICRC, the League of Red Cross Societies, 
the American Friends Service and the numerous religious charitable 

| and humanitarian organizations, all of which have made substantial 
contributions in-their respective fields to the relief of the Palestine | 
refugees; . | ca a Se 

| 2. Recognizes that continued assistance for the relief of the Pales- _ 
tine refugees is necessary to prevent conditions of starvation and 
distress among them, and that constructive measures should be under- 

| taken at an early date to reduce the refugee problem with a view to 
the termination of international assistance; | OS a 
__3. Considers, on the basis of the estimate of the Economic Survey 
Mission, that $33,700,000 will be required for direct relief and works 
programs for the period January 1 to December 31, 1950, of which 

- $20,200,000 is required for direct relief, and $13,500,000 for works 
| programs; and that $21,200,000 will be required for works programs 

: from January 1 to, June 30, 1951, all inclusive of administrative ex- 
a penses; and that direct relief should be terminated: not later than 

December 31, 1950, unless otherwise determined by the General Assem- 
bly atits Fifth Session;# 

~-2_A-memorandum of November 22 from Messrs. Sandifer and Hare to the Secre-_ 
| tary of State notes that this draft resolution was “the result of intensive dis- 

cussions in the Department during the past week and coincides with the views | . 
- of Mr. Wright and his colleagues from the British Foreign Office with whom 

it has been discussed. The French and Turks appear to agree in principle.” 
(501L.BB Palestine (E) /11-2349) . . 

* Not printed ; regarding the report, see editorial note, p. 1472. ee 
* See GA, 4th sess., Ad Hoc Political Committee, Annex, vol. 11, p. 14. ~ 
* The memorandum by Messrs. Sandifer and Hare cited in footnote 1 above also 

stated that “400,000 refugees would be supported by the works program when 
. it is in full swing. It is anticipated that this program would in fact lead to the 

permanent absorption of a substantial number of refugees in or near the areas © 
where they are now situated although for reasons associated with Arab sensibili- 
ties, the Economic Survey Mission has not designated it as a resettlement 
program. : a en | , 

: - “Tt is anticipated that the United States would need to contribute about 50% , 
of the cost of the program. We indicated to Mr. Wright that it might be necessary © 

oe for the United Kingdom to contribute about 25%, leaving the balance to he 
borne by France, the beneficiary governments, and other interested governments.”
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4, Establishes the. “Near East Relief and Works Agency” | 

(a) to carry out in collaboration with local governments the — | 
direct relief and works program recommended by. the Economic 

_. Survey Mission; ~ | vy cp, 
(6) to consult. with Near Eastern governments concerning _ 

measures to be taken by them preparatory to the time when inter- | 
-. national assistance for relief and works projects is no longer | 

available; oo er oe, 
—- (@) subject to approval of its Advisory Commission, to assume 

_ such other functions as the ESM may recommend in accordance | 
withitstermsofreference; | ee eee oS | 

5. Establishes an Advisory Commission consisting of representatives | | 
of France, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the. United States to | 
advise and assist the Director of NERWA in the execution of the © 
program ; og es Bo ene 

6 [Alternative APS 
. Appomts __________ as Director of NERWA responsible to the 
General Assembly for the operation of the program and, in the event. - 
Of his death. or disability, authorizes the Advisory Commission to 

-appointhissuccessor; a oS 7 

[Alternative B}S 0 | 
Requests the Secretary General to appoint the Director of NERWA 

on the nomination of the Advisory Commission;, = | 
The Director shall be the chief executive officer of NERWA respon- 

_ sible to the General Assembly for the operation of the program. He | 
shall select and appoint his staff and shall to the extent possible 

_ utilize the facilities and assistance of the ‘Secretary General and apply 
the staff rules and regulations of the United Nations. The Director | 
shall; in consultation with the Secretary General and the Advisory | 

_ Committee on Budgetary and Administrative Questions establish | 
| financial regulations for NERWA; — , cu a 

7. Requests the Director to convene the Advisory Commission at : 
the earliest. practicable date for the purpose.of developing plans for __ | 

_ the organization and administration of the program; ) 
8. Urges Near. Eastern countries concerned to establish local devel- - 

opment boards to cooperate with NERWA; oo oo 
9. Continues UNRPR as established under Resolution 212 (III) of | | 

_ the General Assembly until April 1, 1950, or until such date thereafter 
_ asthe transfer referred to in paragraph. 10 is effected, and instructs | 

UNRPR to arrange for the gradual reduction in the number of rations. So 
-- from 940,000 to approximately 652,000.in accordance with the recom- _ : 
- mendationof ESM; — _ OB a Ce Cage ee ee 

10. Instructs the Secretary General to transfer to NERWA ‘the | | 
assets and liabilities of UNRPR by April 1, 1950, or as soon thereafter | 
as the Director of NERWA. may determine; oe a 

_ * Brackets appearinthe-source text. a Se
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On — 11. Urges all. Members of the United Nations to make voluntary 
| contributions in funds or in kind to insure that the amount of supplies 

and funds required is obtained for each period of the program as set 
out in paragraph 3 and states that to this end, voluntary contributions 
of non-Member states would also be accépted; contributions in funds 

| may be made in currencies other than the United States dollar insofar 
| asthe program can be carried out in such currencies; 

12: . Authorizes the Secretary General, in consultation with the Ad- 
visory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions to 
advance immediately a sum of up to $5,000,000 from the Working 
Capital Fund to finance operations pursuant to this resolution, such 

_ sum to be-repaid not later than December 31, 1950, fromthe voluntary — 
governmental contributions requested under paragraph 11 above; 

: 13. Authorizes the Secretary General, in consultation with the Ad- 
| visory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, to 
a negotiate with IRO for an interest-free loan in an amount not to exceed 

_ . the equivalent of $2,800,000 to finance the program subject to mutually 
satisfactory conditions for repayment ; a oe 

14. Authorizes the Secretary General to continue the Special Fund _ 
established under Resolution 212 (IIT) of the General Assembly, and _ 

7 to make withdrawals therefrom for the operations of UNRPR; and 
- upon the request of the Director, for the operations of NERWA; __ 

| 15. Urges UNICEF, TRO, WHO, UNESCO and FAO and other 
- appropriate agencies and private groups and organizations, in con- 

—-._-- Sultation with the Director of NERWA, to participate in the program; 
16. Directs NERWA to consult with the PCC in the best: interests 

of theirrespectivetasks; 8 
1%. Requests the Director of NERWA to submit quarterly reports, 

and such other reports as he deems necessary, to the Secretary General | 

for trarismission to the Members. of the United Nations and to non- 
member governments which have contributed to the work ef NERW.A. 

867N.00/11-2149: Telegram 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett): to the Secretary of State — , 

CONFIDENTIAL = SsC ERWSALEM, November 21, 1949—4 p. m. 

- _ - 655. Dayan on nineteenth gave following personal appreciation _ 
present. Palestine situation.-States is still in process taking over south- — 

) ern command; has established. direct. personal relations with Jordan 
| and. Egypt commanders in area; continues to follow activities of 

| MACS anddiscussthem with Sharett. = = 8 ©... 
| _ 1. Prospects favorable for direct negotiations with Jordan and 

| Lebanon after termination G.A- which he expects will take no final 

- action. Both have many open questions with Israel, particularly eco- | 
nomic, whose solution would be mutually beneficial. King Abdullah 
long fed on belief Great Powers or PCC will force concessions from
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Israel.. Now realizes just wishful-thinking and will have.to make 
direct settlement through own efforts. . Pynin eth abit ae 

| 9. Abdullah’s relations with other: Arab states. already very bad and - 
he disappointed at outcome Arab League meeting. Agreement with 

: Israel. could hardly cause further deterioration and would permit King © | 
_. show his independence of action and defiance other Arab States. Ab- | 

dullah; has always dreamed of building personal kingdom during his 
lifetime and this furnishes strong inducement to reach agreement — 
including incorporation Arab Palestine in Jordan. Abdullah one Arab 

.  Jeader who needs not fear popular reaction and overthrow his govern- i: 
ment. Assassination possible, but this danger always present. | 
3: Immediate agreement with Egypt and Syria more unlikely, 

Egypt commander stated could:not act until after Egypt elections. 
Syria also would have to wait until next Syrian elections. However, — 

problems with these two countries not serious. 
4. Agreements need not take form of formal treaties. He personally 

would like to see establishment very close relations with Jordan which 
- would give Israel Arab partner. Countries approximately same size; 

-- possesses.many mutual problems that. can only bé-solved through co- 
operation and joint:enterprises. Mentioned potash works and. develop- 

- ment.of Jordan Valley, oo 

5, Abdullah entirely willing accept all refugees now in his territory 
go question of repatriation. eliminated: insofar as: Jordan concerned. 
<6. Re boundaries, possible to make minor adjustments with Jordan 

to prevent owners from being. cut. off from-lands. Abdullah has now oo 
abandoned hopes for return.of Ramle-and Lydda,.and real corridor - 
to sea-naturally impossible: Lebanon needs boundary arrangement per- 
mitting labor’ in Lebanon to work. their “lands in Israel:.as during — | 

-. % Prospects best for-economic agreements. Israel-perfectly willing _ 
| give Jordan free zone at Haifa and right transport. any -goods. duty | 
__ .free.across its territory using own transport and administering free — 
_. zone. This would give Abdullah his own long desired outlet to sea. — 

Arrangements could be made re-activate potash plantsatbothnorthern = 
and southern ends of Dead Sea with produce shipped out-as previously _ | 

via Jerusalem. Under present: conditions Israel cannot export but | 
neither can Jordan. If no-agreement made, Israel will execute plan 

_ already prepared to build new road forexports, = 0 
--- 8. Jerusalem most difficult problem. GA will take-no.specific action 7 

~ and then Israel and Jordan can work out agreement. Could take form | 
either of complete partition of city cutting each side off entirely from | 

| other or cooperative arrangement. Latter preferred and could include - 
free access to Scopus in return for free use of Bethlehem Road (other |
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Israeli lately insisted on Israel-controlled corridor to Scopus and not | 
7 _ merely free access). Solution of Jerusalem problem would also permit 

_ Israel “make peace withconsularcorps”. = | 

_ Sent’ Department 655; repeated Baghdad 72, Beirut 130, Damascus 
91, Jidda 15, Tel Aviv 135, London 68. Department pass Cairo 47. 

: Pouched Amman.» i saree 

| 867N.014/11-2249: Telegram 

| ‘The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

- sgcoreT i “sc ti itwst—‘“‘s™S™S*CéST Re, Av, November 22, 1949—4 p.m. 

839. Re Deptels 729 November 181 and 672, October 20.2 In talk 
November 21 at residence with Eytan and Comay Ford and I again 
requested clarification recent Cabinet action re fusion Tel Aviv and 
Jaffa. After reiterating information given Embtel:808, November 8° 

_ Eytan said fusion was result of “informal Cabinet decision” and notin 
_ form of “decree,” that outside minutes of Cabinet meeting as which“de- | 

_ cision” was reached nothing in nature of written document covering | 
fusion existed, and that his government considered move “purely | 
municipal administrative action without political implications.” He — 

| added that. matter now rests with government. committee appointed “to 
study fusion”, that committee now deliberating move, and that no 
further step will be taken “to make permanent situation which in fact 

oe has existed for. many. months” until.committee renders its report. «= 
- Comment: . Specifically answering questions Deptel 672,.(1) Israel ) 

: Foreign Office officially confirms “government has decided to-form 
single: municipality of Tel: Aviv. and Jaffa” (Embtel 808),°(2) no 
decree exists according to Eytan, and (3) legal aspects and implica- 

_ tions -are.at. present shrouded.in careful double talk of which fore-. 

- goingisexample.And comment... 
Pg ae MCDONALD © 

| —1Not printed. — Be OC - 
: ~ * Not printed ; it requested official confirmation concerning the reported issuance 

| oe sia) decree providing for. the merger: of Tel. Aviv and Jaffa (867N.01/ 

ss * Not printed ; it furnished the text of a letter from the Israeli Foreign Office 
which confirmed that the Government had decided to form a single municipality | 
out of the two cities. The letter also-advised that certain fringe areas formerly _ 
in dispute had been incorporated into Tel Aviv earlier in 1949 and that “Since the . 

: rest of Jaffa.is fully occupied by Israelis, and since its municipal services arein _ 
fact provided. by Tel Aviv, as an extension of its own, the government’s decision ~ 
regularizes a situation actually existing.” (867N.01/11-849) a Oo
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-§01.BB Palestine(E)/11-2349, Oo a A 

—- Memorandum by the Department of State to the President 

SECRET :  ..  _ Wasuineton, [undated ]. 

Subject: Palestine Refugee Program ER ha 7 

| On May 23 and 26 Mr. Webb discussed with you a proposed Pales- 
tine Refugee Program. At that time you agreed that the Department | 
should proceed with the development of a program along the general. 
lines set forth in its memorandum of May 9, 1949. On August 26, 1949, — , 
at the time of the appointment of Mr. Clapp as Chairman of the Eco- | 
nomic Survey Mission, you issued a statement pledging the full sup-. 
port of this Government to this Mission and offering to give careful o: 
consideration to such assistance as we might render, under the auspices 
of the United Nations, in carrying out the recommendations of this 

Mission, a ee ) 
_ Mr. Clapp has just submitted his first report ? which recommends a a 

| combined direct relief and works program at a total cost of $54,900,000 
for an eighteen months period from January 1, 1950, to June 30,1951. 
The cost of direct relief would be $20,200,000 for the year 1950 and 
such relief would be terminated at the end of that year. The cost of 
the works program would be $13,500,000 for 1950 and $21,200,000 for 

_ the six months ending June 30,1951. | 
- The report further recommends that the present United Nations. | 
relief organization (United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees) oe 
be terminated in April 1950 and that.a new.agency be.established by | oe 

_ the General Assembly of the United Nations to carry “out both the | 
direct relief and works programs as recommended by the Economic 
Survey Mission. | we fee ees | _ 

Mr. Clapp has indicated to the Department, but not in the report, 
that it is:premature to embark upon a more ambitious program be- | 
cause: (1) the. Arab Governments are not. yet prepared to discuss 
resettlement on a large scale; (2) Israel has been unwilling to under- 

_ take repatriation of a substantial number; and (3) sufficent engineer-_ | 
ing has. not yet been done to warrant the initiation of large : 
expenditures. It is contemplated that works programs will merge into | 
plans for longer range development. an ra 

| ‘The Department has given careful consideration to Mr. Clapp’s 
report and has prepared a draft resolution * which supports his recom-  .- 

- inendations (Tab A). The proposed organizational arrangement gives 
full recognition to the interest and concern of the United Nations in 

* See Acting Secretary Webb’s memoranda of those dates, pp. 1042 and 1056. 
* See editorial note, p. 1472. . . | . . 

* Not found attached. Presumably, it was the draft of November 21, p. 1500.
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| the Palestine problem and at the same time provides a role for the 

) United States, the United Kingdom, and. France which reflects the 
| _ preponderant financial responsibility which they must assume. 

This draft resolution has been presented to the Bureau of the 
Budget, who have cleared it subject to clearance by the National 

| Advisory Council. Time does not permit National Advisory Council | 
clearance, and the Department. desires,.if you concur, to take action 

_in the General Assembly without such clearance. st 
| Had time permitted the Department would have preferred, com- 

- prehensive consultation with Congressional leaders. Oo | 

| | Recommendation» = oe rs 

‘Ibisrecommended: = 
_ 1. That the United States Delegation to the General Assembly be 
authorized to introduce or support a resolution along the lines of the. 

7 attached draft without, at this time, publicly indicating the amount 
| which the United States might contribute; = OO 

| 2. That the Department be authorized to consult with other dele- | 
gations regarding the amounts which they may be prepared:to.con- = 
tribute on the understanding that the United States contribution to.be _ 
requested from Congress would not exceed 50 percent of the cost as 
determined by the General Assembly ; 7 Be | 

3. That Congressional.leaders be consulted to the extent possible 
- by the Department of State ¢ on the proposed course of action= sy 

* Marginal notation by Acting’ Secretary Webb: “This program approved by. 
_ phone call to the President Nov. 23,1949,4:05p.m.” Co , 

= 5Thus, on December 2, a group of Department officers discussed the matter : 
with Judge John Kee, Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House 
(memorandum of conversation, by Arthur Z. Gardiner, 501.BB Palestine(E) / 

12-249). | | | | a 

890.20/11-2349 | . CS _ | Oo 

| Draft Defensive Security Pact Among the States of the Arab League, - 
| Prepared by the Egyptian Ministry of Foreign Affairs? 

SECRET : a [Carro?, undated.|° 

Pursuant to the principles and objectives of the Arab League Pact 
| and the Charter of the United Nations,and => Bh 

| In accordance with the sincere desire of cementing and strengthen- 
ing the ties existing among the States of the Arab League, and the 

- true wishes of those States to maintain their independence and to pre- | 
serve stability and tranquility in their countries with the maintenance _ 
of their common inheritance, and — | | 

, * Furnished to Ambassador Childs on the initiative of King Ibn Saud; trans- | 
lated at the Embassy and transmitted by Jidda in despatch 233, November 23.
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In compliance with the desire of the Arab State nations to unite 

together for common defense in order to maintain peace and security, | 

- The States who are members of this Pact have come to the following 

Agreement: Be 

— ArticLe I - | 

The contracting states guarantee hereby that in order not to expose 

international peace and security to danger, all these states should | — 

- gettle their international disputes through peaceful ways in accordance | 

with the Charters of the Arab League and the United Nations. These —_- 

states also should not, in their international relations, compel them- So 

selves to use the force or threaten to use it in any way which isincon- | 

sistent with the principles of the Arab League and the United Nations. 

ee ARtroie IT ee eee cae _ 

| “To realize the objectives of this Pact in a most effective way, the Oo 
contracting states should, in unity or separately, take effective con- _ 

tinuous action through their special means and through cooperation _ 
among themselves to maintain and strengthen their forcesasasingle 

| state and as a whole unity to stand against.any military aggression. 

_-'The contracting states. should, upon request from any of them, enter _ 

into consultation when the safety, the independence or the security | 

of any oneofthemisindanger.? > | 

~ The contracting states agree that any military aggression against | 

any one of them or against all of them is to be considered as directed 
against all of them. If such aggression has taken place each of them | Oo 

should, in accordance with its legal right to defend itself separately oO 

or as a whole group according to the text of Article 6. of the Arab 
League Pact and Article 51 of the United Nations Charter, help the | 
state or states attacked. Each one of them must take immediately, sepa- ; 
rately or in cooperation with the contracting states, all necessary steps) 

“In a memorandum of November 9 to Mr. Hare, Burton Y. Berry, Director of 
the Office of African and Near Eastern Affairs, stated that “Egypt, in an attempt 
to block recent moves towards Iraqi-Syrian federation, proposed the drafting of 
a collective security pact which provided for the armed participation of all Arab 
States in the event of an attack upon any member. Agreement in principle was | 
reached, and such a pact is now being drafted for consideration by the League | 
Council at a subsequent meeting. It is open to question whether the pact, even if . 
signed and ratified, will ever become more than a paper agreement.” (890B.00/ 

- 11-949). Mr. Berry’s memorandum also gave his view that the meeting of the Arab 
League Council from October 22 to 29, at which the proposed pact was introduced, _ 

| Teen to have been an attempt to prop up the tottering structure of the Arab | 

For documentation on the proposed Iraqi-Syrian federation, see pp.180 ff. =
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| including the use of armed force to establish order and peace. The 
Arab League and the Security Council should be notified immediately 
of every such military aggression, or any threat for using force and . 

| the steps which may betaken. ees | So 

| ree Articte V | Og 

| The contracting | states should announce that their international | 
effective commitments, either among themselves or among them and 
any other state are not in contradiction with the text of this Pact, — 
and that all of them guarantee that they will not conclude any inter- 
national agreement which in any way contravenes this Pact. oo 

a a ee — Articte VI_ | | - 

_ The Arab League Council is in charge of all affairs relative to - 
a the execution of this Pact. The said Council has the right to appoint _ 

a special committee of the Chiefs of Staff of the contracting states and 
this committee will recommend the necessary defensive steps to be 
taken, 

- ‘Ten years after putting this Pact into effect, each one of the contract- 
ing states may have the right to withdraw from the Pact one year from : 
the date of announcing its desire to withdraw, to the Secretary General 

| _ of the Arab League. The Secretary General of the Arab League will 
_ convey such announcement to the other contracting states. 

ve oo  Attorm VIII | Be 

ss This Pact and its supplementary documents must be ratified by each 
| of the contracting states in accordance with each one’s constitutional 

procedures. Such ratification will be kept with the Secretariat General 
| of the Arab League. This Pact is considered effective 15 days after 

its ratification, or after delivery to the Secretary General of at least 
four ratification documents of four states. a | 

| S67N.00/11-2349 : Telegram oo a | 

~The Ambassador in E gypt (Caffery) to the Secretary of State . 

| TOP SECRET | Catro, November 23, 1949—1 p. m. 
. 1094. Mytel 1060 November 14.1 Hassan Youssef told me last night. 

: that Shirine gave him Sassoon’s letter which he gave to the King. The _ 
| King said that he saw no object in dealing with Sassoon, for three 

a *Not printed; it advised that General Riley had brought a secret letter from 
Mr. Sassoon “to Ismail Shirine King’s brother-in-law proposing meeting at El Auja 

— between representatives of the two parties to explore possibility reaching general 
agreement between Egypt and Israel.” (767N.83/11-1449) . ee
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reasons: First, he does not know with what authority Sassoon 
speaks; second, Sassoon is leaving soon for Ankara as Israel repre-_ | 
sentative; third, it is better in any event to wait forthe Department's =” 
reply tothe recent Arabnote? we | 

___ In connection with the third point I told Hassan Youssef to tell 
the King that in my opinion the Arab suggestions were unrealistic a 
and anything but helpful at this juncture. He replied, “in that case 

__-what shall we do? Would it be possible to proceed on the basis of the 
existing demarcation lines between Israel and the Arabs?” He added _ 

-. quickly, “of course we could not admit to the other Arab states that ' 
we are talking of this, but if your people thought well of it I think Poe 

| wé might get somewhere.” He added also that this was only his own : 
suggestion, Cn oe 

__ Isaid, “I can tell the State Department you suggested it”, , 
‘Sent Department 1094, repeated Athens 33 forMcGhee. = | Foe ee ee EE ee 

_.- *Of November 14,p.1488. TER | 

| The General. Assembly, at its Fourth Session, dealt with (1) the - 
question of a permanent international regime for the Jerusalem area. | : 

_ and the protection of the Holy Places and (2) the question-of assist-_ 
ance to Palestinian refugees. oe Be | 

_ The Ad Hoc Political Committee of the Assembly. devoted 18 meet- 
ings to the first of these matters, from November 24 to 29 and from 

_ December 5 to 7. The Committee’s proceedings during the earlier of a 
_ these periods are printed in United Nations, Oficial Records of the - 

- Fourth Session of the General Assembly, Ad Hoc Political Committee, 
-- Summary Records of Meetings, 27 September-7 December 1949 (here- 
 inafter identified as GA, 4th sess., Ad Hoc Political 0 onumittee), pages — 
PAB-B06. 
‘Several proposals were offered to the Committee and on November 

_ 29, general debate concluded, whereupon Subcommittee 1 was ap- | 
_ pointed to examine the proposals (idid., page 305). OP 

 867N.01/11-2449: Telegram =” 7 ee 
_ The Chargé in Israel (Ford) to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET § PRIORITY _  Trn Aviv, November 24, 1949—1 p. m. 
| 842, Eytan called me to Foreign Office November 23 to announce | 

in “strictest confidence” that King Abdullah had “informally invited” | 
Government of Israel to enter into negotiations for final peace treaty 

| 501~887—77_96 | Se | |
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and that Israel had “formally accepted” invitation November 21. | 
| Eytan said Jordan reply expected momentarily and that while it was | 

- anticipated initial talks would be “largely exploratory” in character 
his government was determined enter “wholeheartedly” into discus- 
sions and hoped achieve “early favorable results.” Kytan then referred © 
to Israel Government note October 28 to PCC saying gist this note 
was “direct negotiations” and that present Jordan offer appeared to | 

be “first fruits” October note and also “vindication” Israel’s long-held | 
belief in efficacy direct negotiations. —_ So OS , 

| _ . Eytan then stressed his government’s hope that “we may. be left 
: alone to negotiate with Jordan in our own fashion” and that no “third 

| party influence or interference will be brought to bear” in forthcoming | 
negotiations. He said insofar as he knew only USG through Ambassa- | 

: dor Elath had been apprised new development * and was uncertain 
| _ whether King had informed British. He urged entire matter be kept _ 

| secret for present. | ee 

Comment: Kytan not normally demonstrative, restrained with dif- 
| ficulty his elation. From his manner there would appear tobe nodoubt _ 

| about Jordan offer. Incidentally he regretted “good news” had not been | 
available for Ambassador McDonald prior his departure early morn- 

_ing November 23 for Istanbul. And comment. — | a 

Sent Department 842, repeated Jerusalem 96, London 139, Depart-. 
ment pass Amman 60, Istanbul for Ambassador. McDonald 

unnumbered. oe ae ee 
| Se - | a — Forp - 

? Ambassador Elath had informed Mr. Hare of the new development on Novem- . 
| ber 22. The Ambassador had indicated that “it might also be necessary at some 
a stage to call upon .the United States Government to facilitate the progress of the 

[Israeli-Jordanian] talks” ; and had expressed the hope that ‘we would be willing 

to use our influence should it be required to bring about agreement.” | 2, ; 
-Mr. Hare, in reply, had “thanked the Ambassador for this information and 

| said that as he ‘well knew the United States Government had favored direct talks 
~ and that our principal objective on this question was the restoration of peace and 

. stability in the area. We should, of course, welcome any free negotiations which 
| would achieve this objective.’ (memorandum of conversation by Mr. Stabler, 

| 867N.01/11-2249) Be | oe 
?Chargé Ford, on November 28, reported information from a British source 

. that Messrs. Shiloah and Sassoon had left the previous afternoon to hold the | | 
first direct peace talks with Jordanian representatives that same night. The 
source had also provided information from Minister Kirkbride that the initiative 
for the talks had come from the Israelis rather than from King Abdullah (tele- 
gram 846 from Tel Aviv, 867N.01/11-2849). . | 

|  - Editerial Note , 

7 A conference of American Chiefs of Mission in Near Eastern coun- > 
oo tries was held at Istanbul from November 26 to 29. The agreed con- 

clusions (see page 168) embodied a ninth item entitled “Current
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Israeli-Jordan Peace Negotiations and Annexation of Arab Palestine | 
— todordan?” PORE | 

501.BB Palestine(H)/11-2649: Telegram 

‘The Acting Secretary. of State to the Consulate General at Istanbul 

SECRET oS _ Wasuineton, November 26, 1949-2 p.m. 

338. ForMcGhe. 
. 1. Brit informed Dept USGA Del late this week they support ESM | 
report and genl lines US draft res. Brit desired, however, to re- 
examine (a) structure proposed agency (UN director and Advisory | 
Comm) as against possibility utilizing IRO and (6) if IRO not con- 
sidered suitable, of creation of donors commite to direct relief and = 

| public works program either in addition to or in substitution: for | oO 

Advisory Comm. =. |. - a : 
Brit also stated their support ESM report shld not be considered 

- commitment to specific financial contribution as they not ready at, this ) 
time to indicate extent Brit contribution. | ee 
_ Nov 25 Wright and Hare agreed (a) proposed agency preferableto 
IRO since latter associated by Arabs with Jewish immigration, since 
TRO in process winding up its affairs, and because it not constituted 
handle proposed ESM program; (6) that comite of donors wld be _ | 

_ cumbersome and complicating either as addition to or substitute for 
_ Advisory Comm, that if changes required it wld be preferable increase _ | 
membership Advisory Comm by one or two states such as Denmark. | 
Gen question wld, however, be kept open pending further talksin NY 
between US, UK, Fr and Turk in light developments at UN. 
- Dept stated it understood Brit position re commitment at this stage 
re specific financial contribution and observe US similar position. _ | 

. In view possibility genl Ad Hoc Polit Comite debate re Jlem may | 
_ conclude early next week and need for coordination on ESM resin | 

NY, further discussions will be concentrated NY. Meanwhile, Dept 
- will continue work with UK, Frand.Turk here 8 st 

2. During early part debate Ad Hoc Polit Comite Nov 25 Israel 
_ rejected PCC statute grounds plan wld impose internationalization | 

_ against local right self-determination. Egypt rejected statute since , 
plan wld mean partition and ultimate annexation. Syria acceded to is 

_ demands for internationalization, indicating willingness study PCC | 
statute. UK and Canada believe statute represents desirable and prac- | 
tical solution. Brazil agreed support PCC plan. Nicaragua thought it | 
might serve basis for discussion. New Zealand favors real internation- 
alization Jlem area. View Abdullah’s insistence, Jordan expected de- 

_ liver statement opposing internat] regime. Chile said PCC plan rests a 
on false juridical position and GA shld limit self to holy places. If a
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| subcomite unable agree on a Jlem res, Bolivia believes PCC plan shld 

- be accepted as compromise. Netherlands, doubting agreement re Jlem 

| possible this session believes GA shld decide on principle internation- 

alization, and send commissioner for holy places pending final action. 

| 8. Iran Govt reliably reported to have handed expulsion orders 36 

: Iraqi Jews two Iraqi Christians. To AmEmb query Iran Govt stated _ 
order not confined Iraqi Jews but apply all Iraqi subjects, in accord- 

ance decree Council Mins passed Oct 5 in Shah’s presence. Govt states 
| relations with Iraq strained owing recent Iraqi restrictions on Iranian 

| cits in Iraq, allegedly affecting large Iran population Kerbala, and | 
recent expulsion number Tranians. Dept’s instructions Tehran being __ 

| repted you separately. | - | | | 

| 867N.01/11-2049 : Telegram te aa _ . Fs a 

: The Vice Consul at Jerusalem (foberts) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = st JERUSALEM, November 29, 1949—4 p. m. 

| 666. French Consul General Neuville today intimated King Abdullah 
: and Ben-Gurion holding secret meetings either in Jerusalem area or | 

| in South but actual location talks unknown. General Riley discounts 
7 meetings on basis King’s statement that although ready to treat would. 

_ waitouteomeof UN Assembly, © 
- Same source inferred Arabs and Jews negotiating exchange of Mt. _ 

| Scopus and Sheik Jarrah quarter for Arab quarters in South Jeru- 
salem, Riley believes this report may stem from his account of recent _ 
conversationswithKing. ©. | BC 

_ Sent Department 666; repeated Tel Aviv 136; Department pass 
Amman 79, Istanbul unnumbered. Oe OS 

—* Roperts 

| 767N.901/11-3049 ee : 

| — Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Wells Stabler of the Office of 
a African and Near Eastern Affairs . , 

a SECRET OO - [Wasurneron,] November 30, 1949. 

Subject: Jordan—Israel Talks | | : | 

Participants: Mr. Greenhill—British Embassy Oo 

7 7 Mr. Wilkins—ANE | 
_ Mr. Stabler—ANE | 

Discussion: — | oe 

| | Mr. Greenhill read telegrams from the British Minister in Tel Aviv _ 
| and the British Minister in Amman concerning the Jordan—Israel - 

| talks, | ae | a
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~ The British Minister in Tel Aviv reported a conversation with the 
Israeli Prime Minister. Mr. Ben Gurion indicated that Messrs. Shiloah 
and Sassoon met with the Jordan representatives on November 27. 
The talks were preliminary in nature, but Mr. Ben Gurion indicated 

_. he thought that agreement could be reached on all points except the _ 
question of the Negeb. Mr. Ben Gurion said that he was under the — 
impression that Jordan had raised the question of the Negeb at the | 

--request of the British Government. The British Minister replied that 
_ he understood Jordan was acting under its own initiative in this case, | 

and according to the Minister, Mr. Ben Gurion received his statement  —_— 
withsatisfaction. = = = | Fe 

_ British Minister Kirkbride in Amman reported that the talks had = 
taken place on the 27th at the King’s winter quarters at Shuneh. The | 
King had greeted the Israeli representatives but had not taken part . 
in the discussions. Samir Rifai Pasha? had acted as the Jordan 
delegate. a Ms Oe | 

It was agreed at the outset that the talks were of an exploratory 
nature and that it was desirable to take up the principal points or 
urgent matters first. Samir Pasha said that Jordan considered access | 
to the Mediterranean of vital importance. The Israelis agreed in prin- _ 

7 ciple, but discussions as to how it could be implemented were left to. 
‘another meeting. The Israelis then asked Samir Pasha whether Egypt = 
would be willing to give up the Gaza Strip to Jordan. Samir Pasha 
replied that this is a question which. would have'to be taken. up.at the | 

_ appropriate time between Jordan.and Egypt and did not seem a.proper 
subject for discussion with the Israelis. = - 
. The conversation.then turned to the subject of the Negeb and.Samir 
Pasha said that Jordan considered it should have a common: frontier | - 

with. Egypt and that the Arab States should be connected :by- land. | 
Jordan believed that'Israel should give up part of the Negebin return 

for which Jordan would assure to Israel free access to Aqaba. Jordan oe 
- would also request a free zone in Haifa: Sassoon pointed out that this Oo 

| question would raise considerable difficulties as’ the Negeb was the 
only land area in which Israel couldexpand.. 5 

| _ It was decided that ‘no decisions need be reached at the present weg 
_ meeting and-that the questions would: be. left. until another meeting. - 

_ The conversation then turned to Jerusalem and both Jordan and — a 
| Israel agreed that they were opposed to the internationalization of - 

Jerusalem. The Israelis pointed out that there were two matters in ; 
_ éerusalem which were of secondary importance and which could be 

settled later if the main questions were resolved. These points were 
_ access to Scopus and the return of Arab quarters. It appeared. that os 

Israel was prepared to give up the Arab quarters. | 

| * Jordanian Minister of Court. |
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- .- The-Israelis then said that they had one question to ask and certain 

information to give. The question was whether if Jordan should annex 
Arab Palestine, the Anglo-Jordan Treaty would extend to Arab Pales- | 

| | tine. Samir Pasha replied that it would, whereupon the Israelis indi- _ 

| cated:that they would have further to say on that. The Israelis then 
informed Samir Pasha that the United States Government had been ~ 
informed of the intention.to proceed with these direct talks and that 

oo it had encouraged Israel to reach agreement with Jordan. The Israelis 
| also indicated that the British were aware of these talks. They ex- 
-_ pressed. the hope that even if it was impossible to keep secret the fact _ 

that the conversations were proceeding, there would be a high degree 

a of security regarding their substance. = | 
It was agreed. that another meeting would take place on Thursday, 

December1. © 
- _ Kirkbride commented that the King appeared to be over-optimistic _ 

| as always. , 7 a, 

Fes Bditorial Note OE 

 , The Ad Hoe Political Committee began general debate on the ques- 
| tion of assistance to Palestinian refugees on: November .30. France, 

_ Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States had submitted 
a joint draft resolution on the matter.on November 29; for the text, 

see GA; 4th'sess:, Ad Hoe Political Committee, Annex, volume I; page 
| 53: The representatives. of thesesame nations, on December 1, in- 

— ~ troduced a revised draft resolution, which proposed that the General 

_ Assembly establish a. Near East: Relief and Works Agency “(a) to } 
| - earry out: in collaboration with local Governments the direct relief and 

, works-programmes as recommended by the Economic Survey Mission; 
. [and} €6) to consult with the interested Near Eastern-Governments 

- concerning: measures to be taken by them preparatory to the time when 
international assistance for relief and works projects isno longer avail- _ 
able.” The text of this measure‘is printed ibid., page 55. For John:C.- 
Ross’ statement giving the support of the United States to the draft 

| resolution, see GA, 4th sess., Ad Hoc Political Committee, page 308. 
The Ad Hoc Political Committee continued general debate on the 

| refuges question until December 2, at which time it adopted the joint — 
| - draft:resolution as aménded, by a vote of 48 to none, with 6 abstentions. _ 

: The proceedings of the Committee from November 30 to December 2 _ 
are printed ibzd., pages 307-880.
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867N.01/12-149 OO | a en 

_ Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near | 
| Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Hare) to the Secretary 

of State a | re - 

SECRET. = = ss [ Wasrirneron,] December 1, 1949. 
| Subject: Your Appointment With the Jordan Minister of Defense | 

on Tuesday, December 6, 1949, at 3:00 p.m. so 

| The Jordan Minister of Defense, Fawzi Pasha el Mulki, now in the 
_ United States as Jordan delegate to the Palestine Conciliation Com- 

mission, is calling on you on Tuesday, December 6, 1949, at 3:00 p.m., 
to present a letter addressed to the President by King Abdullah of | 

_ Jordan.’ A translation of the letter is attached for your information. 
(Tab A)2 | re 

_ Fawzi Pasha originally requested an interview with the President, — 
but it could not be arranged because of the President’s schedule. The 
President suggested that you receive Fawzi Pasha in his behalf. _ | 

__- It is understood that Fawzi Pasha will discuss briefly his country’s 
_ attitude on the Palestine question, including the problem of Jerusalem. — 

Recommendations a She ibe . 

_ 1. It is recommended that. you accept the letter on behalf of the | 
| President and express appreciation for Fawzi Pasha’s visit. You may 

wish :to inform him that the letter will be brought to the President’s 
_ attentionatanearlydate. cope 

. 2. It is recommended that. you take the following line with respect =” 
to the matters which Fawzi Pasha proposestodiscuss: =.) tst— 

| (a). Jerusalem. Oden ca ga bye wc eg la coe 

_. King Abdullah opposes the internationalization of Jerusalem on the 
_ grounds that it would. prejudice the security of Jordan, He believes 
- that if:Arab J erusalem were demilitarized ‘a gap would:be created in | 

-. Jordan’s defense lines and-both. Jordan and ‘Arab Palestine would be 
exposed to possible Israel aggression. Consequently, Fawzi Pasha, act- o 
ing as Jordan spokesman, has informed the United Nations that his | 

_ Government considers that Arab Jerusalem should remain under Jor- | 
dan control. Jordan has, however, guaranteed free access to and pro- — | 
tection of the Holy Places. | 7 ae 

| You may wish to point out to Fawzi Pasha that the United States 
continues to support the principle of internationalization and express | 

--—-s- * Dated November 5; see editorial note, p. 1470; a note by Mr. Brown of the Ex- —~™” 
- ecutive Secretariat indicates that King Abdullah’s communication was left with 

the Secretary by Fawzi Pashia on December 12. oo 7 
: Not printed. | | | oo ——
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| the hope that Jordan will cooperate with the United Nations in respect | 

to the Jerusalem question. — | oe ge 

 (b) Palestine Settlement — a eee 
Fawzi Pasha will probably refer to the President’s message of 

- March 28, 1949, to the King (Tab B),* and outline the present views 
of Jordan regarding a final settlement. In this connection, direct nego- 

- tiations are presently proceeding between Jordan and Israel and it _ 
may be that Fawzi Pasha will express the hope that the United States 
will continue to give sympathetic understanding to the desire of Jor- | 

_ dantoreachasettlement. rere 
Oo You might point out that the United States believes that: it is in the © 

, best interests of the parties themselves to settle this question as quickly 
as possible. We hope they will work either through the United Nations _ 

: or directly to achieve this end. It is suggested that you also indicate 
_ that the United States Government stands ready to assist the parties, 

both as a member of the Palestine Conciliation Commission and in _ 
such other ways as may seem desirable, in reaching a final settlement. _ 

8 Not printed. Re 

| 800.00 Summaries/12-149 : Circular telegram Oo ES oe ae 

| | The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices fo 7 

a CONFIDENTIAL:  —™—.-s «© WASHINGTON, December 1,1949—3 a.m. 

_ _Emb Cairo reports Min War issued secret itistructions in‘effect lift- 
| ing restrictions on*passage shipping through Siiez Canal and on nor- 

mal operating schedules US ships Medit area, ‘except those ‘carrying 
war materials, incl fuels (infotel). Emb says instr beginning becarried _ 

7 out all Egypt ports. Eg customs official Alexandria informed ConGen _ 
_ ships carrying non-mil cargo to-or from Israel can pass thra Suez 

| Canal and Eg ports without restriction molestation, provided ships 
bound from Eg for Israel first call at another port. fo 

| a oe oe A ORTESON 

| —tAt Tel Aviv, Arab capitals (except Gairo), London, Paris, and J erusalem. oe 

867N.00/12-149 : Telegram | | a - oe 

| The Chargé im Israel (Ford) to the Secretary of State oe 

SECRET Trt Aviv, December 1, 1949—1 p.m. 

850. Embtel 846, November 28.1 Shiloah, Israeli Foreign’ Office, 

| _ spent half-hour my home evening November 30 discussing Israeli- 

| 1 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1510. |
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Jordan secret talks. He confirmed he and Sassoon had begun talks — 
night November 27 at Abdullah’s winter palace Shuneh; that King | 
had spent first ten minutes with them talking “genial generalities” and | 
that thereafter he had delegated matters to Samir Pasha Rifai with 
his blessings and retired. Shiloah said subsequent 45 minutes dis- | 

- cussions conducted with “friendly cordiality,” Samir and Sassoon 
being “old friends with much in common.” 7 es 

_ Shiloah said neither King nor Samir brought up “old Jaffa—Lydda- _ 
Ramle. story” but concentrated solely on Jordan’s need for outlet to _ 

_ Mediterranean which, in Jordan’s eyes, meant “entire Negev in in- 
_terests in both Jewish and Arab world contiguity.” Samir felt pres- . 
ent Jewish wedge driven into Arab world must be removed in order | | 
justify to other Arab states any concession Jordan might now make ? | 
looking to final peacesettlement. = Oo | 

_. Jewish delegation’s reply, according Shiloah, was to effect Israel | 
_ fully realized importance to Jordan of Mediterranean outlet and was 

prepared make “any reasonable offer” but not at cost of entire Negev. - 
--  Shiloah argued that if Arabs wished avoid “inevitable Jewish ex- | 

- pansionism” in future, they must not cramp Jewish state now. Israel 
delegates said some other solution short of Negev “must and could be | 
found” and suggestion of Hebron—Gaza corridor was reportedly then. | 
put forward. Shiloah said he pointed out such an arrangement would | 
necessitate agreement with Egypt but that this was matter for peace- | 

| ful settlement: between Jordan and Egypt. “We might. be willing con- | Be 
cede corridor if Egypt willing concede western terminal.” et 

___Shiloah said talk terminated more or less on this note, that he and 
- Sassoon were then dinner guests of King who was in “jovial reminis- | 
cing mood,” and that second secret meeting with same participants at | 

_ same place was called for night.December 1. He said he unable say yes | 
or no to overall success first-meeting but stressed its friendly atmos- | 
phere. He said he believes King wants peace “with or without Negev? 
and that if tonight’s or any future talks break down solely because of 
Negev, it would indicate to him that King was not acting solely for 

_ himself but for “third party.” . | ay 
| Comment: Shiloah rarely brings himself. to. utterance. word 

“Britain” but that is of course his “third party.” In several recent. , 
_ talks with British Minister here he has repeatedly said insofar as he 

_ knows British Government is keeping hands off present trend ofevents, 
| that his government “doesn’t care who holds the Negev as long as it | 

is not the Russians,” and that while so-called Gaza corridor would be | 
no sacrifice for Israeli if Arabs prepared swallow it to save face, he : 
believed his government would applaud if only in interests getting on 
with job. — oe -
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| I stressed to Shiloah after last night’s talk keen interest my Govern- 
ment in progress present negotiations; pointed out he and Sassoon 
had assumed grave and delicate burden, the success or failure of which = 

| could have far-reaching consequences, and hoped he would keep me_ 
| current on developments. End Comment. = Br 

Sent Department 850; repeated London 140; Jerusalem 98; Depart- 
ment pass Amman 62. | ee 

| a Editorial Note BS 

| - Subcommittee 1 made its report on the Jerusalem area tothe Ad Hoc 
| Political Committee on December 2. The report included a draft reso- 

- lution which called on the General Assembly to restate its intention 
to place the area under a permanent international regime, which would _ 
make appropriate guarantees for the protection of the Holy Places, 

| as originally set forth by the General Assembly in its resolution of 
| November 29, 1947 (see footnote 1'to telegram 1271, Foreign Relations, | 

1947, volume V, page 1291). oe — a 
_ ~The draft resolution, accordingly, called for the establishment of 

the area as a corpus separatum and designated the Trusteeship Coun- 
cil’ of the United Nations to discharge the responsibilities of the | 

| Administering Authority. The draft resolution, moreover, called on _ 
the Trusteeship Council to complete preparation of the Statute of 
Jerusalem and to proceed withitsimplementation, = = ss 

~~ + “The Subcommittee’s report is printed in GA, 4th sess., Ad Hoc | 
| Political Committee; Annex, volume I, page 57. 

867N.01/12-549 OS ee pu 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Wells Stabler of the Office of 
- African and Near Eastern Affairs 

| SECRET [Wasuineton;] December 5, 1949. 

| Subject: Israel-Jordan Talks a - oe 

a Participants: Mr. Greenhill—British Embassy) sis 
oe Mr. Stabler Oo | 

| Mr. Greenhill read a telegram from the British Minister in, Amman — 
7 regarding the progress of the Israel_Jordan talks. The Israeli repre- 

sentatives, Messrs. Sassoon and Shiloah, and Samir Rifai Pasha had 
| met for the second time at Shuneh on December 1. a
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od The Israeli representative informed the Jordan representative that | 

Israel had come to the conclusion that 1t could not cede any- territory | 
as part of a settlement with Jordan. Samir Pasha replied that this == 
view was irreconcilable with the earlier recognition by Israel of the | 
necessity for Jordan to have access to the sea. It was necessary for | 
Jordan to receive this access through territory over which Jordan had — | 
sovereignty. The Israelis said that this was very difficult and there | 
were many points involved. Samir Pasha replied that in this event a 
there appeared to be no necessity for proceeding further withthe talks. 
Samir Pasha commented to the British Minister that the “visitors had | 

_ been taken aback” by his statement. se Be | | 

The Israeli representatives then asked what scheme for settlement , 
Jordan had in mind. Samir Pasha replied by asking whether the Israeli _ | 
claim to the Negeb was based solely on its need for a reserve of land 
capable of development. The Israel representatives replied in the 
affirmative. Samir Pasha then suggested that:in view of this; Jordan | 
suggested a partition of the Negeb. Israel would take the northern part oo 

_ which was capable of cultivation while Jordan would take the'southern a 

_ part which could not be cultivated in any way. Thus Jordan-would not 
only have access to the sea but also.a common frontier with Egypt. | - 
The Israelis commented that: this question could. not be dealt with 
solely on the basis of the cultivatability of the land and that other : 

_ factors entered into the situation. There then ensued along argument 
whichledtonoconclusion, 2 - 

_ The Israelis then said that: they had three points which they wanted > 
to discuss. | | cE 

| With respect to Jerusalem both Israel and Jordan were opposed to : 
internationalization and thought that partition was the best solution. 
The Israelis asked whether Samir Pasha could give any views on | | 

| partition to which Samir Pasha replied that he could not at this'time. | 
_ The Israelis then said'that it was necessary for them to gratify certain —__ 

religious elements in Israel: Consequently it was necessary for Israel* 
_ to have free access to the Wailing Wall. Samir Pasha said that he 

- wouldbearthisinmind. © = * 00 
-'The Israelis said that they wished to reeommence work at the Potash a 
Works in the Dead Sea and at the Hydroelectric Station at Nahariyim.. Ce 
Samir Pasha replied that Jordan was not: prepared to accept this 
exceptaspartofageneralsettlement. © 2 | 

.. The Israelis brought up the question of the Anglo-Jordan Treaty | 
and asked if it were possible for the United Kingdom to keep its bases’ 
east of Jordan. While they had no real objection to British bases West __ 

RG, reoccupy the Jewish quarters in the old. city and [Footnote in the source . 
| text; presumably Mr. Stabler intended that these words be inserted in the text.] |
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| of the Jordan, there was a psychological factor in Israel which had 
| to be borne in mind. It would be easier for Israel to recognize greater | 

Jordan ‘if the British did not return to Palestine. Samir Pasha had 
nothing to say on this point. The Israelis then said that they assumed 

_ that Jordan insistence regarding the Negeb was the result of British 
strategical requirements. Samir Pasha denied this and said that to 

| _ show the veracity of his denial he would offer an alternative to the 
Negeb. Jordan would accept a piece of territory from Hebron through 

_ Faluja to Majdal and another from Jenin through Nazareth to Acre. 
The latter strip would be a substitution of a common frontier with 
Lebanon for one with Egypt. ee os : 

Samir Pasha requested the Israelis to return to Tel Aviv and obtain | 
a straight answer on the question of access to the sea and cession of 
territory. The answer would show whether there was any use of meet- 

| ing again. The Israelis promised that they would send a message con- 
cerning these pointsonorabout December4. = | Sc 

| Samir Pasha commented to the British Minister that the Israelis 
appear determined not to break off the talks at that meeting and had _ 

oe been considerably shaken when Samir Pasha had suggested that. in 
| _ view of the Israel attitude on the cession of territory, no useful purpose | 

| would be served by continuing the talks. While the Israelis had been 
- fairly adamant regarding the cession of territory, particularly in | 

connection with the common. frontier with Lebanon, there had been 4 
number of hints that their position was not. necessarily final. Samir _ 

| _ Pasha. said that the meeting had been conducted in a cordial 
_.. atmosphere. oS a | cs 

The Ad Hoe Political Committee began consideration of the report 
: of Subcommittee 1 (see editorial note, page 1518) on December 5. Mr. 

Ross stated that the United States remained convinced that the pro- 
posals of the Palestine Conciliation Commission were the-best basis 
for a solution of the Jerusalem problem. He expressed regret that:the 

7 recommendations of Subcommittee 1 did not constitute an improve- 

ment over those of the Conciliation Commission: He averred that:the | 
Trusteeship Council would have the virtually impossible task of : 

| putting mto operation a new political system which failed-to take — 
| into consideration the realities of the situation. The Trusteeship Coun- | 

oe cil did not have at its disposal the force that might prove necessary in _ 
order to impose a regime on the population of the Jerusalem area 
which was obviously incompatible with its aspirations (GA, 4th sess., 

_.... Ad Hoc Political Committee, page 348. 7 : |
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$67N.00/12-549 : Telegram | | Sey | 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET a Tn Aviv, December 5, 1949—1 p. m. | 

| 859. Ford and I December 4 during hour with Ben-Gurion and 
earlier hour and half with Eytan and Comay canvassed: (1) 
Istanbul conference, (2) Israel position re Jerusalem, (8) re Egypt, 
(4) re Jordan, (5) Communism, (6) re ESM, (7) re Point IV, (8) | 

| US policy Near East. | oe i | 

--- 1, Istanbul: I gave orally substance of agreed statement and also | a 
made five points McGhee and I drafted as basis my arguments here. a 

| (See my “main talk” memorandum in Department’s summary of 
Istanbul conference.) © eS | 

Prime Minister showed keenest interest throughout, interjecting | 
| observations frequently and at conclusion my résumé commented 

follows: . _— | OO pT | 
| 2. Jerusalem: In impassioned demand for “true reason” interna- 

- tional community “intransigence” re Jews continued occupancy and 
rule of new Jerusalem, Prime Minister observed bitterly “Christianity 
still cannot accept nor tolerate fact that Jewish state now exists and | 
that its traditional capital is Jerusalem”. Declaring that Israel would a 

| make any desired promise re safeguarding and guaranteeing free. | 
access to “places sacred to all mankind” he added “such promises hold oe 
good today and will be observed twenty or hundred years hence”. He — 

| concluded gravely “it would take an army to get Jews out of Jeru- 
salem; and the only army I see willing to occupy Jerusalem is — 

_ -Russia’s”. _ Bo yg Bs tu gin 
3. Egypt: Prime Minister eagerly seized on my suggestion re _ | 

- possible direct talks Egypt. “Peace with Egypt would mean peace | 
and stability throughout entire Middle East” he declared and was 

| obviously desirous such direct talks soonest. He had, however, no 
face-saving device to suggest. On contrary, he said “Gaza is now 
wanted by Abdullah and hence is not bargaining point between Egypt | 
and Israel”. | - _ 

- 4, Fordan: Prime Minister confirmed secret talks now in progress - 
_ (Embtels 846, November 28 ? and 850 December 1) and seemed sanguine 

of outcome. Nonetheless, he emphatically subordinated effect Jordan 
peace to far more important need for Egypt peace. EKytan had pre- 
viously enlarged on latest talks with Abdullah December 1, saying | 
Negev no longer paramount issue and that talks now hinging primarily = __ 
on Gaza and “free passage” or corridor. Other issues including par- 
tition Jerusalem, Latrun, Scopus—Bethlehem roads, potash concession oe 

_ and free port Haifa, he implied were manageable. ~ | me oe 
In answer my question re extension British treaty in event Jordan > 

absorbs Arab Palestine, Prime Minister indicated as had younger _ ; 
colleagues gravity this issue. Prime Minister said “that’s something we | 
shall have to discuss with British”. es | 

_7 For documentation on the conference of Near Hastern Chiefs of Mission held —— 
at Istanbul from November 26 to 29, see pp. 165 ff. . _ . 

? Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 1510. | ne | . |
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[5.] Communism: Aside from his Jerusalem outburst, Prime 
_ Minister emphatically decried communism’s chances in Israel. “For 

three thousand years we Jews have refused accept regimentation and 
| have repeatedly fought it at risk national extermination. Today we 

are still Jews and still fight regimentation”. Re reported Vatican fear 
communism in Jerusalem, Prime Minister emphatically said: “Rome | 
will be Communist before Jerusalem”. . | 

6. ESM: Prime Minister significantly made no comment on my 
relaying of Clapp’s judgment that continued unrestricted immigration = — 

a to Israel would result ineconomiccollapse. = = | | 
| 7. Pomt IV: Prime Minister interested but: non-committal this— 

program other than to grunt at my disclosure that only 5 million. 
| dollars allocated entire Near East. | | 

8. US policy Near East: Commenting on my statement that “after 
| _ Istanbul I understand more clearly full implications new policy Near 

| Kast”, Prime Minister said with evident conviction and pleasure: 
“US must in its own interests. work out with or without Britain, 

, American Near East policy; we think we can see it beginning to take 
- shape”. | | | an Bo oo 

: Comment: Throughout the two and half hours of our two talks 
formalities were dispensed with and our exchanges were forthright. 
End comment. == 

Sent Department 859, repeated London 141, Jerusalem 99, Baghdad 
52, Beirut 77, Damascus 57. Department pass Amman 63, Cairo 72, 

_ Jidda 32.3 | ee Ba | 

Oo Oo McDonatp — 

a - * Ambassador McDonald, the following day, sent a message to Clark Clifford, 
suggesting that he read telegram 859 (telegram 865, 867N.00/12-649). . 

501.BB Palestine/12-649° © ee eS 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

_ ° CONFIDENTIAL a - [Wasuinxeron,] December 6, 1949. 

| Subject: Voting in the UN on Jerusalem a 
| The Secretary called Mr. Connelly at Key West this afternoon to 

report: on the situation which would take place this afternoon in the 
_ United Nations on Jerusalem. He was doing this not to bother the _ 

, President or to get any decision from him, but to explain what might | 
seem a course by the United States delegation contrary to the Presi- 

oe dent’s clear instructions. The Secretary said that he did not think that 
the proposed course was contrary to the instructions but thought that 

_ perhaps early press reports might lookasthoughit were. | 
So The Secretary said that his clear basic instructions from the Presi- 

dent on this question of Jerusalem were that the United States should 
stick with the Palestine Conciliation Report unless and until some- | 

| thing better comes along. If an agreement could be worked out between
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the Jews, some of the Arabs, and some of the Christian countries, the | 
United States would be for that, but for the present, it is clear that 
we. should. not abandon the Committee Report in which we oo 
participated. | a 

- ‘However, a subcommittee had been created which had made a report — | 

- in the Committee of the whole. In this report, some of the South vo 
American countries and some of the Arab countries not involved di- | 
rectly, want to go back to the idea of a separate state for Jerusalem. 

_ The Secretary said that that had not been possible last year and it 
would not be possible now since neither the Jews nor Transjordan 

would accept it. However, the proposal has a majority of two. The ~ - 
Secretary said that we would voteagainst this, | — 

_ The Swedes and the Dutch have brought up a proposal which may 
have a good deal of merit. Their proposal is to work out something - 
along the lines of the PCC report, but less formal and less complicated. 

The United States position on this will be that we are not going to 
vote for that in the Committee but if, between the time it leaves the 
Committee and reaches the floor of the United Nations, the delegates — | 
could. get together on this or some modification, the United States 

might be inclined to go along. At this point, however, if we voted for 
it, we would have everyone down on us; if we voted for the subcom- | 

mittee report we would have the Jews down on us. The Secretary , 
pointed out that we are now for the first time in the fairly good posi- | 
tion when we can say to the Vatican and the Jews that they should 

get together and talk to each other, but that we were not going to _ 

S11.22767N/12-649 a - | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Wells Stabler of the Office of 
| Sta 7 African and Near Kastern Affairs | 

SECRET _ [Wasuineron,] December 6, 1949. 
- Subject: Training of Israeli Officers | _ 

Participants: NEA—Mr. Hare - | | | 
| Mr. Greenhill—British Embassy OO | 7 

-  ANE—Mr. Wilkins — os | OO 
| ANE—Mr. Stabler | | | 

— Discussion: ee | | Se oo 

_ Mr. Greenhill came in today on instructions from the Foreign Office _ 
| to inquire regarding our attitude on the training of Israeli officers. | 

Mr. Greenhill said that some time ago the Israeli Government hadap- | 
proached the British Government with the request that Israeli officers | 

_ be trained in England. The British Government had replied that since
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7 the Israeli Prime Minister had stated: that Israeli officers were to be | 
trained in the East as well as in the West, it could not agree to train 

| any Israeli officers. Apparently this response had annoyed the Israeli a 

) _. Government, and it had recently again approached the British Gov- 
- ernment on the same subject, indicating that both the United States — 

_ and France had agreed to train Israeli officers. The British Govern- 
_ ment was interested to know the attitude of the United States. 

| Mr. Hare said that while the arms embargo was in effect we ac- 
| cepted neither Israeli nor Arab officers for training. However, since 

the lifting of the arms embargo, we were prepared to consider requests. 
_ The Defense Department, in which the responsibility for these matters 

lies, is reviewing its training facilities in the light of the obligations 
of the Mutual Defense Assistance Program. We assumed that when __ 

_ the Mutual Defense Assistance requirements have been met, the De- | 
fense Department might be able to provide limited training facilities 
for the Israelis and the Arabs. Mr. Hare pointed out that it was neces- 

a sary for us to maintain a balance between Israeli and Arab officers, 
particularly if the latter desired training facilities. 

Mr. Stabler indicated that the question of security also entered into _ 
this question and that the fact that Israel would send its officers both __ 

| to the East and to the West would undoubtedly be taken into. con- 
| sideration. Mr. Stabler also mentioned that we had received requests 

_. from Israel for training facilities for a large group of officers. He re-. 
ferred to recent newspaper articles reporting that the Israel Govern-. 
ment was annoyed that its requests had been ignored. The Defense | 
Department subsequently issued a statement that Israel’s request had 
been acknowledged and was under consideration. | : 

. Mr. Greenhill expressed appreciation for this information, which 
| he said he would forward to London. He said that the British Gov- 

| ernment in considering this question had to bear in mind not only 
the question of security, but also the fact that bad blood existed be- | 

- tween the British Army and the Israelis. oe 

oo 501.BB Palestine/12-749 | oo | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineton,] December 7,1949. 
Participants: The Secretary | | oe 

| | Deputy Under Secretary Rusk | | 
| _ Mr. Moshe Sharett, Israeli Foreign Minister. - 

| | Mr. Eliahu Elath, Israeli Ambassador | | 
| My. Wilkins—ANE — . 

* Drafted by Mr. Wilkins. | |
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Problem: Current developments at the UN regarding Palestine. 
Action required: None te | | OE ee 

_ Action assigned to: ANE Ee Be oe 
Mr. Sharett called on me this afternoon for the purpose of paying 

his respects during his current visit to the United States to attend the | 
| present session of the General Assembly and for the purpose of making a 

known Israeli views on certain aspects of the Palestine problem. © | 
| Mr. Sharett informed me that it was a great relief for him to leave | 

the present nightmare at Lake Success for the calm of Washington. 
He indicated that an “unholy alliance” of Arab states, Latin American - 

_ states, the USSR and its satellites had brought about, in subcommittee | 
of the ad hoc political committee, the adoption of an amended Austral- os 

| jan resolution providing for rigid internationalization in the Jeru- 
salem area. Mr. Sharett said that the ghost of November 29, 1947? was | e | 
“stalking the scene” and that many representatives in the United | 
Nations were bowing down before it. gaye Se Oo 7 

I asked Mr. Sharett if any progress had been made in recently 
reported conversations between representatives of Israel and repre- Oo 
sentatives of the Vatican in Rome. Mr. Sharett said he could tell me : 
confidentially that while it should be understood that the Vatican 
did not approve of present Israel proposals regarding Jerusalem, a 
message had been sent to him to the effect that he continue his present 

_ jine and that conversations could be continued later. Mr. Sharett said | 
that this message meant the Vatican was not displeased with the | 
manner in which the Israeli Government was conducting its relations | 

_ with Catholic representatives within Israel and that, as the Vatican | 
did not expect-any action. at the present session of the General As- | 

_ sembly, representatives of Israel and the Vatican could continue their 
current talks thereafter. Mr. Sharett believed that the Vatican was | 

_ divided regarding the question. of full internationalization for the | 
Jerusalem area, but that it would maintain its present position of © | 
support for full internationalization pending action by theGA. 

_. Tasked Mr. Sharett what the views of the Israeli Government were __ 
with respect to J erusalem. He informed me that his Government con- — oe 
sidered an agreement between the United Nations and Israel with | | 
respect to the Holy Places through the medium of a UN commissioner | 
appeared to be adequate and said that arrangements of this character — | 

_ would make it possible for Israel and Jordan to take care of the prac- : 
_ ticalaffairsofeverydaylifeinJerusalem. = : ca 

_ LT observed that when I had last seen Mr. Sharett in the spring of 
_ this year* I had pointed out to him that we envisaged, in the hght | 

“The date of the resolution by the General Assembly which called for the 
partition of Palestine and the establishment of J erusalem as a corpus separatum. 

- * See Secretary Acheson’s memorandum of conversation of April 5, p. 890. | 
501-887—77——97 | |
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of the General Assembly resolution of December 11, 1948, a practical 

arrangement for the Jerusalem area under the general supervision of 
the United Nations in which the authorities of the adjoining states 

| would have responsibility for administration. I remarked that he had 

| previously indicated that we were in general agreement and that his 
| present views were at some variance with his former position. Oo 

I asked Mr. Sharett what he thought of the Swedish-Netherlands 
proposal ¢ regarding the Jerusalem area. Mr. Sharett replied that its 
concept appeared acceptable but that it contained a number of serious 

faults, including suspension of laws and regulations by the UN com- 
missioner, the character of the Consular Court, and the prohibition 

on the establishment of national administrative agencies within Jeru- . 
| salem. He also indicated that Israel had a number of other reservations 

| and amendments to this proposal. oO oe | - 
| I asked Mr. Sharett what action he thought the United Nations 

might take regarding Jerusalem. Mr. Sharett replied that he thought 
| the United Nations should restrict. itself to a reaffirmation of its 

previously stated principles regarding the Holy Places, to a request 
| to the parties concerned that they make arrangements with the United 

Nations regarding the Holy Places and to a call upon the parties _ 
| that they cooperate with the United Nations in the reestablishment of 

peace in Jerusalem. _ ee 

| _ Mr. Sharett told me that, at Jordan’s request, Israeli representa- 
| tives had been holding a series of exploratory talks with King Ab- 

-dullah and his representatives and that, while he could not report any 
substantial progress, his Government was hopeful of the outcome. He 
said that this optimism was based on the present position of both gov- 
ernments in Israel and Jordan and that Israel was prepared to offer 
agreement to the incorporation of Arab Palestine in Jordan in return 
for peace from Abdullah. He said that no serious question of territory _ 

| existed between Israel and Jordan and that Abdullah, desiring a 

| port in-the Mediterranean, was anxious to obtain the Gaza strip from 

| Egypt and subsequently access, by means of road or strip, from Israel. 
Transfer of the Gaza strip was a matter solely between Jordan and 
Egypt. Israel would not be in a position to offer Jordan a territorial 

strip which would cut Israel in two but would be in a position to offer 

Abdullah free access from JordantoGaza. 

| - _T asked Mr. Sharett if Israel and Jordan had discussed the refugee 
question. Mr. Sharett said their representatives had not. _ 

_ Mr. Sharett concluded by informing me that Israel was seriously 

apprehensive regarding frequent Arab announcements of a “second 

- ‘The text of the draft resolution submitted by the Netherlands and Sweden 
eet. 5 is printed in GA, 4th sess., Ad Ht 06 Political Committee, Annex, __
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round” with Israel and regarding Arab rearmament through ship- | 
ments of British jets and tanks. He said that Israel would appreciate 
my authorizing shipments of military supplies from the United States oe 

_ through the granting of export licenses. I said that I wasnotinformed =| 
on this subject and that we would study it. Ambassador Elath said he ) 
would supply us with additional details regarding this matter.® 7 

°Mr. Hare had sent a memorandum to the Secretary of State on December 7, a 
_ prior to the latter’s meeting 'with Mr. Sharett, to brief him-on the Israeli and —s_ : 

_ United States positions on various important questions. The memorandum ven- 
tured into two questions which were not brought up directly during the Acheson- : 
Sharett conversation, as follows : a | 

“BF, Iraqi: Jews—lIsrael has expressed official concern to the United: States 
Government over the alleged persecution of Iraqi Jews and has conducted a 

. strenuous campaign, both in the United States and. elsewhere, on this subject. 
| “It is the well-established policy of the United States Government to urge : : 

that minorities of whatever faith in Near Eastern countries be treated in a 
| manner compatible with the objectives of the United. Nations with respect to | 

human rights and fundamental freedoms. This question has been discussed by. 
the American Embassy in Baghdad with many members of the Jewish community. | 
in Iraq, with American and European residents of Baghdad ‘and Basra and. with 

_ Christian and Moslem Iraqis of varying shades of political opinion. Our Em- - | 
bassy reports that despite certain difficulties experienced by the Jewish com- 
munity in Iraq, factual evidence does not support the conelusion that Iraqis. of 

_ the Jewish faith are being subjected to a campaign of genocide or of general | / 
persecution. Our Embassy is continuing to discuss this matter with the Iraqi 
Government and we hope :that Israel and Iraq will bear in mind the need: for 
approaching such questions in a moderate manner in order to avoid aggravating. | 
the situation, BS | 

: “G. Arab Collective Security Pact and Israels Relations with the Arab States— 
Israel has. expressed concern regarding the proposed Arab Collective Security | 

| Pact and has emphasized the dangers of such a Pact unless the Arab states cease | 
to talk about preparations for a ‘second round’ war with Israel. Mr. Sharett has 
informed our Ambassador in Tel-Aviv that United States or United Kingdom sup- 
port for such a Pact prior to peace between Israel and the Arab States would 
strengthen ‘Arab intransigeance and delay the achievement of such peace. | | 

“We understand a committee of the Arab League is presently.drafting a text | | 
of this Pact. We have not yet been informed of its full content. We have not, , 
however, received any. preliminary information, which would indicate that this 
Pact is preliminary to a resumption of hostilities by the Arab Statés against. 

Israel.” (S67N.O1/12-749) 

es editorial Note 

- The Ad Hoe Political Committee made its report to the General 
Assembly on December 7; for its text, see United Nations, Official Ree- | 
ords of the Fourth Session of the General Assembly, Plenary Meetings | 
of the General Assembly, Annex to the Summary Records of Meetings, 
1949 (hereinafter identified as GA, 4th sess., Plenary, Annex) , page 35. | 

_ The report included two draft resolutions adopted by the Committee 
for consideration by the General Assembly. One concerned the ques- 
tions of an international regime for the Jerusalem area and of the 
protection of the Holy Places, the Committee adopting the recommen- a 
dations of Subcommittee 1 by a vote of 35 to 18, with 11 abstentions.
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The second draft resolution dealt with the question of assistance to 
the Palestine refugees, which the Committee adopted. by 48 votes to 
none, with 6 abstentions. For the texts of the two draft resolutions, see 

| GA, 4th Sess., Plenary, Annex, pages 38 and 39. For the proceedings 
of the Committee from December 5 to 7, see GA, 4th sess., Ad Hoc 

| Political Committee, pages 3389-868. sw ou | 

- 867N.00/12-749 : Telegram eee BC 

| The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET - Trn Aviv, December 7, 1949—2 p. m. 

- 869. In 80-minute talk with Shiloah at his request Dec. 6 my house, 
heobservedasfollows: © | re 

(1) Jordan talks with Abdullah’s intermittent participation are 
continuing in “favorable atmosphere.” Central problem now is King’s 
insistence on Gaza outlet and control of corridor: Israel agreeable __ 
“free passage” and now searching for formula to satisfy Jordan with- 
out sacrificing Israeli sovereignty or dividing country. When Israel 
suggested possible Egyptian objection Jordan control Gaza, King 
replied: “Adjustment is possible with Cairo as family affair.” Shiloah 

| said next meeting, probably December 8, is expected to be “crucial”, 
and possibly last before opening formal negotiations. = |. ~ 
- (2) Egypt, Shiloah said, is “dear my heart”. He echoed Prime 

| Minister’s eagerness for early start negotiations (Embtel 859, Decem- _ 
ber 5) and said Riley was recently agent to carry letter from Sassoon 
to Sherine, Farouk’s brother-in-law, and in confidence also of [to?] 
Egyptian Army and Foreign Office. No answer yet received this 
Israeli bid for negotiations. Shiloah “fears no progress unless US © 
takes initiative bringing two countries together.” In Jordan talks, 
Israel had “made it perfectly plain that nothing would be agreed to 

7 - which might further alienate Egypt.” He explained “Though Israel 
. more intertwined with Jordan, -peace. with Egypt much more 

- important.” | 
_ (8) Jerusalem was discussed briefly. In passing Shiloah'made dis- 
quieting statement: “We shall, of course, expect part of old city in 
any final partition.” He anticipated no insurmountable ebstacle to | 
territorial adjustment in Jerusalem. ee 
. (4) Anglo-Jordan treaty’s extension to cis—Jordan ? would be “mat- 

ter of grave concern” and Israel would “almost certainly insist that 
certain clauses, e.g., right to establish ‘bases and maintain troops, be 
abrogated.” He echoed Prime Minister’s insistence this would. require 
high level discussion with British, — re 

: + presumably, on this side of the Jordan, i.e., the West Bank.
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(5) Shiloah asked if “Arab rearming and threats of second round” . 
had caused concern at Istanbul. On my negative reply, he commented 
that Israel must regard seriously such rearming, especially that of 

Egypt with scores of tanks and some jet planes. He expressed fear | 
that Arabs would interpret western shipment of supplies as approval 
of threats of second round. My assurances that US is convinced UK 
has no such purpose seemed not to satisfy Shiloah. — Ps | 
‘Sent Department 869 ; repeated London 142, Jerusalem 100, Baghdad 

58, Beirut 78, Damascus 58, Jidda 33; Department pass Amman 64, 
Cairo 73, Karachi for McGhee. a pe | 

| | a . ~ McDonarp- 

| _ Editorial Note | 

_ The General Assembly, at a brief meeting on December 8, adopted 
the draft resolution dealing with the question of assisting the Pales- | 

__ tinian refugees that had been proposed by the Ad Hoc Political Com- 
- mittee. The resolution was adopted by a vote of 47-0, with 6 absten- 

tions (United Nations, Official Records of the Fourth Session of the 
General Assembly, Plenary Meetings of the General. Assembly, Sum- : 
mary Records of Meetings 20 September-10 December 1949 (herein- 
after identified as GA, 4th sess., Plenary), page 571). ee 
_ The resolution was based on the First Interim Report of the Eco- | 
nomic Survey Mission. It recognized that “continued assistance for _ 
the relief of the Palestine refugees is necessary to prevent conditions ” 
of starvation and distress among them and to further conditions of _ 
peace and stability, and that constructive measures should be under- | 

, taken at an early date with a view to the termination of international cog 
assistance for relief.” vo a | a 
The resolution also considered that “the equivalent of approxi- | 

mately $33,700,000 will be required for direct relief and works pro- 
grammes for the period 1 January to 81 December 1950 of which 

_ the equivalent of $20,200,000 is required for direct relief and _ 
$13,500,000 for works programmes; that the equivalent of approxi- | 
mately $21,200,000 will be required for works programmes from 1 Jan- - 
uary to 80 June 1951, all inclusive of administrative expenses; and _ 
that direct relief should be terminated not later than 31 December 1950 | 
unless otherwise determined by the General Assembly at its fifth 2 
regular session.” oe ce me 

| The resolution established the United Nations Relief and Works 
Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East to carry out the | 
direct relief and works programs recommended by the Economic Sur- | 
vey Mission and to consult with Near Eastern Governments concern- os
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| ing measures to be.taken by them preparatory to the time when relief 
and works projects would cease. a | a | 
The resolution also dealt with such matters as the Office of Director 

of the Agency, an Advisory Commission, and the financing of the ac- 
| tivities of the Agency. It closed with an instruction to the Palestine | 

| Conciliation Commission to transmit the final report of the Economic — 
Survey Mission. The full text of the resolution (No. 302 (IV)) is 
printed in United Nations, Official Records of the Fourth Session of 

the General Assembly, Resolutions, 20 September-10 December 1949 
(hereinafter identified as GA, 4th sess., Resolutions), page 23. 

Editorial Note 

_ 'The General Assembly, in two meetings on December 9, considered 
that part of the Ad Hoc Political Committee report concerned with 

. establishing an international regime for the Jerusalem area and with 
protecting the Holy Places; the proceedings of these meetings are 

| printed in GA, 4th sess., Plenary, pages 572-607. 7 | 
Mr. Ross expressed again the opposition of the United States to 

the draft resolution adopted by the Committee and reiterated support 
for the proposals of the Palestine Conciliation Commission (#b7d., 
page 578). British Representative Cadogan also spoke in opposition to 
the Committee measure, while Soviet Representative Tsarapkin spoke 

| in favor of it (ébid., pages 573 and 589). Oo oe 
| The General Assembly, later the same day, adopted the resolution _ 

| proposed by the Committee by a vote of 38-14, with 7 abstentions. __ 
The United States and the United Kingdom were recorded in opposi- 

| tion (ibid., page 607) ; for the text of resolution, see infra, OO 

Resolution 303 (IV) Adopted by the General Assembly on December 9, 
| a 949% | 

The General Assembly, 7 - | 
-—- Having regard to its resolutions 181 (II) of 29 November 1947 and 

_-—- 494 (IIL) of 11 December 1948, | | | 
_ Having studied the reports of the United Nations Conciliation Com- 

| _ mission for Palestine set up under the latter resolution, = | 
I. Decides | | | | 

| -Inrelationto Jerusalem, ~~ | mo 

1 Reprinted from GA, 4th sess., Resolutions, p.25. | | . oo
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_ -_ Believing that the principles underlying its previous resolutions - 

- concerning this matter, and in particular its resolution of 2§ Novem- 

ber 1947, represent a just and equitable settlement of the question, . 

i. To restate, therefore, its intention that J erusalem should be 
placed under a permanent international regime, which should envisage 
appropriate guarantees for the protection of the Holy Places, both | 
within and outside Jerusalem, and to confirm specifically the following : | 
provisions of General Assembly resolution 181 (II): (1) the City | 
of Jerusalem shall be established as a corpus separatum under aspecial - | 
international regime and shall be administered by the United Nations; 
(2) the Trusteeship Council shall be designated to discharge the re- 
sponsibilities of the Administering Authority ...;? and (8) the City ~ 
of Jerusalem shall include the present municipality of Jerusalem plus 
the surrounding villages and towns, the most eastern of which shall be a 
Abu Dis; the most southern, Bethlehem; the most western, Ein Karim | 
(including also the built-up area of Motsa) ; and the most northern, 
Shw’fat, as indicated onthe attached sketch-map; sis | | 

2. To request for this purpose that the Trusteeship Council at its 
next session, whether special or regular, complete the preparation of _ 
the Statute of Jerusalem, omitting the new inapplicable provisions, | 
such as articles 82 and 39, and, without prejudice to the fundamental 
principles of the international regime for Jerusalem set forth in Gen- 
eral Assembly resolution 181 (II) introducing therein amendments in : 

_ the direction of its greater democratization, approve the Statute, and | 
proceed immediately with its implementation. The Trusteeship Coun- | 
cil shall not allow any actions taken by any interested Government or 

- Governments to divert it from adopting and implementing the Statute | 
of Jerusalem;. een } an | oe 

IL. Calls upon the States concerned to make formal undertakings, - 
: at an early date and in the light of their obligations as Members of the __ | 

_ United Nations, that they will approach these matters with good will 
| and be guided by the terms of the present resolution. et 

~ * Omission indicated in the source text. Oo | Oo — 

501.BB Palestine/12-949 : Telegram : 7 - . . | 

; ‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israel | | 

so RESTRICTED ~~ NIACT _ WASHINGTON, December 9, 1949—9 p. m. 

755. Reference adoption amended Australian resolution regarding 
Jerusalem by General Assembly. Please take all possible steps in your _ 
discretion to urge upon Israeli Govt and its officials importance of 
preventing any statements or action which would inflame situation in | | 
Near East, particularly in view current Israeli-Jordan talks and pos- oe 
sible further Israeli conversations with Vatican. _ So
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Sent Tel Aviv; repeated Amman for similar action except reference 
conversation with Vatican; repeated Jerusalem and USUN for info. 

— , ACHESON 

| 501.BB Palestine/12-1149 : Telegram OO ae 
Lhe Ambassador in Israel (M cDonald) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET  NIACT _ Tex Aviv, December 11, 1949—1 p. m. 
, 878. Immediately following receipt Department niact 755, Decem- 

ber 9, Ford and I had Shiloah my residence for hour December 10 
: and were at office Eytan 45 minutes December 11. oe | 

In reply to Department message Eytan quoted Ben-Gurion as stand- : 
ing on today’s statement: “Israel’s position on question of Jerusalem 
found clear and final expression in statements by the government and 
all parties in Knesset on. December 5. Jerusalem is an inseparable | 

| part of Israel and her eternal capital. No UN vote can alter this his- 
toric fact.” Ben-Gurion feels “nothing more now need be said.” There | 

| will be “special meeting government” this p. m. SO 7 | 
| Kytan said Israel immediately after UN vote stopped all further | 

transfer property to Russians under Knesset authority August 24. 
| “Bulk of property” not transferred and “no more will be transferred.” _ 

Kytan imphed Israel not required take any action re UN decision 
until Trusteeship Council drafted and its implementation is begun. — 
At point implementation “Israel may refuse access Jewish Jerusalem ___ 
to TC representatives or merely refuse cooperation.” No decision these 
policies yet taken. Eytan expects and hopes that meanwhile Russia 

| will press its advantage and make such demands in TC for participa- 
| tion government Jerusalem as will antagonize Western Powers and 

| prevent agreement. He said “Moscow and Vatican each hopes cheat _ 
_ the other. Their alliance cannot last.” _ | _ 

Kytan was more optimistic than Shiloah about effects UN decision 
| on Israel_Jordan talks. Next meeting will be December 13. Shiloah 

was pessimistic any agreement now except possibly on Jerusalem 
roads to Scopus and Bethlehem. Shiloah doubts Transjordan has or 
can secure consent Egypt transfer to Transjordan Gaza and strip. As 
to transit Transjordan to Gaza, Israel now offers road under Trans- 

| jordan jurisdiction on model of US agreement Panama, jurisdiction 

1In his statement before the Knesset on December 5, the Israeli Prime Minister 
stated in part: “We cannot today regard the decision of November 29, 1947, as 
being possessed of any further moral force since the United Nations did not 

. succeed in implementing its.own decisions. In our view, the decision of Novem- | 
ber 29 about Jerusalem is null and void.” The following day, the Knesset ratified 
unanimously the Prime Minister’s statement. (Despatch 804, December 12, from 
Tel Aviv, 501.BB Palestine/12-1249) | a



over road through Canal Zone. Eytan feels Abdullah more anxious 
than his advisers avoid break Israeltalks. == BEE ERE 

Comment; Whole Israel shocked and pro-Russian sections stunned | 
by success Russian-Vatican-Moslem combination. Russian cynicism 
is bitter pill for all, but especially for Leftists. Ben-Gurion and Cabi- oo 

_ net now see absurdity Sharett’s policy insisting on balancing Russian - 
“friendship” with that of US. I pressed this point cruelly with Eytan - 

_ and intend do same with Ben-Gurion and Weizmann urging them > 
speak and act accordingly. In particular I called Eytan’s attention to 
inexcusable anti-American despatches in Palestine Post which I be- 
lieve enjoys directly or indirectly government subsidies thus putting it | 
in different category from independent and party newspapers. L'nd 
comment. . | — ae a 

OO a | McDonaLtp 

T67N.90i/12-1249: Telegram | | a | So 

The Chargé in Jordan (Fritzlan) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET ke Amman, December 12, 1949—7 p. m. 

418. Saturday p. m. I had long audience King Abdullah at Shuneh | 
during which following discussed. ee a a 

‘4. Istanbul Conference: Conveyed substance recapitulation con- — oe 
ference conclusions to King who expressed pleasure US adopted strict — 7 
impartial attitude vis-a-vis Israelis and Arabs and that US approved | 

_ direct. talks and willing encourage both sides settle differences this | 
| manner. oer OY ’ oo es | 

2. Jerusalem: King bitterly resentful regarding GA action re 
Jerusalem and especially critical attitude Arab States. Asked me con- 
vey US Government appreciation US opposition amended Austrian | 

_ [Australian] resolution, protested he had many times declared he 
would not leave Jerusalem and he intended abide by these declarations. _ 
Derived some comfort from his belief internationalization will not be 
carried out. . a | | | | 

_ 8. ESM report: Abdullah very pleased GA adopted ESM report © 
without dissent and obviously expects much benefit from RWRA. | | 

| 4, Jordan—Israel negotiations: King fairly hopeful success. Raised) 
question US moral support “reasonable” Jordan claims. I replied US ) 
did not wish become involved in negotiation as we believe durable — 
settlement obtainable only through direct negotiations two parties | 
concerned without intervention. King replied he understood our posi- 
tion but hoped if opportunity arose US would support any Jordan — 

_ claims it considered reasonable (particularly concerned re outlet to 
Mediterranean) added he had recently detected more conciliatory | 

_ Israel attitude attributing this to possible suggestions made by Secre- 
tary Acheson to Sharett during recent meeting. Te 

After audience with His Majesty I had long talk with Samir Pasha | 
Rifai re progress negotiations with Israelis. He said crucial point was | 

| | 
,
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manner arranging Jordan access to Mediterranean. Official Jordan 
position still demands south Negev across which road could be built 
connect Tafila at SE.end Dead Sea with Gaza. | a | 

Samir. stated Israelis proposed corridor Hebron to Gaza under 
Jordan “jurisdiction”. To this he replied allegedly that only alterna- 
tive to south Negev which could be considered would be Hebron-Gaza 
corridor with full Jordan.sovereignty but giving Israel transit rights 
at specific points. In addition Jordan would demand return certain 
land Tulkarm area as well as Israeli relinquishment all Arab quarters | 

— Jerusalem, 
‘Samir added Israelis put forward claim for land west of Dead. Sea 

| to permit Israeli road link between potash works. both ends Dead Sea. 
_ They also expressed concern possible establishment British bases Arab. 
Palestine as having bad psychological effect. | 
December 8 talks were. inconclusive and it seems next discussions, 

date not fixed, will be decisive. I have feeling neither King nor Samir. . 
will wish continue negotiations unless basic question access to sea can 
be solved satisfactorily. 
. Re obtaining Gaza from Egyptians Samir believes this will not be 
difficult as Egypt would like to be rid of refugees among whom Egyp- 

| tian administration has been very unpopular. He feels this question 
can be resolved in time without great difficulty. — — - | 

| _ Re British bases in Palestine, Samir seemed feel some satisfaction 
| might be given Israelis as from military viewpoint present bases would 

a afford adequate protection. However, Jordan would never consider _ 
- restriction British treaty of alliance to east bank Jordan River. | 

Sent Department 418, Department pass London 107, USUN 23, Tel | 
Aviv 65, Jerusalem 147. Pouched Arab capitals, — ca a 

OO 7 OS | Frirzuan 

501.BB Palestine/12-1249: Telegram oO | : | 

~The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Nniact Tex Avrv, December 12, 1949—9 p. m. 
«PRIORITY re - os | - 

880. Eytan called me to Foreign Office 6:30 p. m., December 12 
expecting hand me advance copy Prime Minister’s “policy statement” 
on Jerusalem, first scheduled for delivery 8 p. m. Knesset session. 

. However, unexplained last minute cancellation and speech now set | 
December 13 Knesset. oo | | 

Eytan unable give me advance copy, but said BG had “made definite . 
point” avoiding any “inflammatory statements” in preparing speech, _ 
while at same time stressing Israel’s “rights” in Jerusalem and main-
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taining position heretofore held that Jewish Jerusalem “must remain _ 
sovereignty Israel.” Speech’s main purpose, said Eytan, is enable gov- 
ernment set “moderate and positive lead” for country, thereby. avoid- 
ing extremist groups. gaining advantage and public feeling “going. 
astray after strange gods.” Eytan said speech, broadly speaking, will - 
announce “continuation of action” rather than suggest any new action. 

 . Comment: T gather Israel proposes continue status quo ante vis-a- | 

vis Jerusalem, e.g., town planning, maintenance certain government _ | 

offices there, new construction, etc. and simply ignore existence GA 
| resolution. And comment. >’ ee Easy | 

Sent Department 880. Department pass London 145, Jerusalem 101, | 
Amman 65, Baghdad 55, Beirut 81, Damascus 60, Cairo 75, Jidda 35. : | MeDon AnD | 

501.BB Palestine/11-1449 | OT a | 

The Secretary of State to the Egyptian Ambassador (Rahim) | 

_. ‘The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency | 
the Ambassador of Egypt and has the honor to refer to the Joint Note 
of November 14, 1949, which was presented to Acting Secretary Webb 
by the Diplomatic Representatives of the Governments of Egypt, Iraq, . 
Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and Syria and by the Head of the 

| Delegation of Yemen to the General Assembly of the United Nations, = 
submitting certain observations regarding the question of Palestine. . 
The United States Government appreciates this expression of views 

and considers them as indicative of the desire of the Governments 
of the Arab States to reach an early and peaceful settlement of the 
Palestine problem. The views expressed in the Joint Note have been’ | 

- givencloseconsiderationby thisGovernment. = isi‘ 
- The United States Government considers that the United Nations, | 
which has been seized with the Palestine problem since the matter _ 
was first referred to that body in 1947, is the proper medium through 

| which a solution of the question should be sought. The General Assem- 
bly of the United Nations created the Palestine Conciliation Commis- 
sion for the purpose of assisting the parties to seek agreement by ne- _ 
gotiations conducted either with the Commission or directly. It is the 
hope of this Government that the parties concerned will continue to 
collaborate with the United Nations in its important task of bringing | 
about a peaceful settlement of alloutstandingissues. 8 88 —t 

It is for this reason that the United States Government considers 
that questions relating to the Protocol of May 12, 1949, signed under 
the auspices of the Palestine Conciliation Commission by Egypt, | 

| Jordan, Lebanon and Syria on the one hand and by- Israel on the |
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) other, should more appropriately be discussed with the Conciliation 
Commission. | | gets oe 

- One of the principal objectives of the United States with respect to 
the Palestine problem is the restoration of peace and stability in the 

| _ Near Eastern area. The United States Government is convinced that 
it is in the best interest of the parties themselves that they should take 
the initiative in advancing from the armistice stage to that of perma- 

nent peace and that they should employ all means at their disposal, 
including direct negotiations, to achieve this end. 7 

The United States Government stands ready to assist the Arab 
States and Israel, both as a member of the Palestine Conciliation Com- 
mission and in such other ways as may seem desirable, in achieving a. 

- final settlement of the Palestine question. , 

~ Wasurneron, December 13,1949. , | 7 

1 Separate notes were sent to the diplomatic representatives of Iraq, Jordan, 
| Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Syria on December 18. The same day the Depart- 7 

ment directed New York to convey orally to the Head of the Delegation of Yemen 
to the United Nations the substance of the notes. The Department explained that 
it was not desired to communicate in writing with the Head of the Yemeni Dele- 
gation since the United States did not maintain diplomatic relations with the 
present Government of Yemen. (instruction 383 to New York, 501.BB Palestine/ | 
11-1449) Mr. Ross carried out the instruction.on December 20 (memorandum of | 

a conversation by Mr. Stabler, December 20, 501.BB Palestine/12-2649). a 

501.BB Palestine/2-1349 | | | So , - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Under Secretary of 
a oO | State (Rusk)* | 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuinceton,| December 13, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. Aubrey Eban, Israeli Representative to the UN 
Dr. Moshe Keren, Counselor, Embassy of Israel 
Mr. Rusk, Deputy Under Secretary - 

SO Mr. Wilkins, ANE | Oo | 

: _ Problem: Implementation of the General Assembly Resolution of 
| December 9 regarding Jerusalem. | | Oe 

Action Required: To consider the Israeli view. oe a 
| _ Action Assigned to: ANE | , | 
_ ‘Mr. Eban, accompanied by Dr. Keren, called on me this afternoon, 

at their request, for the purpose of discussing the Jerusalem question 
in the light of the adoption by the General Assembly on December 9 
of a resolution instructing the Trusteeship Council to revise its statute | 
for Jerusalem and toimplementit. . | | — 

1 Drafted by Mr. Wilkins. |
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- Mr. Eban said he was glad the “nightmare” of General Assembly , 
consideration of the Palestine question was over and that he appre- 
ciated the harmony which had existed between the Israeli delegation | 

-and the US delegation in the Assembly concerning the Jerusalem | 
question, ee 

I interjected that I appreciated Mr. Eban’s remark but cbserved - 
that although we were agreed on opposition to the amended Australian 
resolution regarding Jerusalem, we had not been in agreement concern- | 
ing the type of resolution which we felt the General Assembly should 
pass. a ee Poe a | - | 

| . Mr. Eban said that this was correct but, now that the General oe 

- Assembly had adopted the Resolution of December 9, he wished to _ 
- discuss it from the point of view of immediate repercussions and future 
action. — | . a a | _ 

| Mr. Eban said that the immediate repercussions of the adoption of 
the General Assembly Resolution had been as expected in Israel. The —— 
people of Israel and the people of Jerusalem did not believe that. Jeru- . 

_ galem could or should be separated from Israel. Mr. Eban anticipated ==> 

that the Israeli Parliament would discuss the matter in detail and , 
. added that a resolution proclaiming Jerusalem as the capital of | 

_ Israel and a motion of no confidence in the Government would prob- 
ably be introduced. Mr. Eban remarked that because of the public | 
reaction in Israel and the proposed discussions and resolutions inthe _ 
Parliament the Prime Minister would probably be required to reassure 
the Israelis regarding the Government’sintentions. = == |... 

_ [asked Mr. Eban exactly what was the juridical status of Jeru- 
salem. He said it was exactly the same this week as it had been last | 
week. There was no change in the juridical status of Jerusalem, nor 
was one intended. | coe rn | , | 

Mr. Eban continued by remarking that the General Assembly 
Resolution of. December 9 cut across the existing patterns of authority | 
of Israel and Jordan in Jerusalem, that it cut across the existing | 
armistice agreement between Israel and Jordan as far as Jerusalem is 

| concerned, and that it cut across current talks between Israel and 

Jordan with respect to a settlement of the Palestine question, includ- | 
ing the particular question of Jerusalem. Mr. Eban stated that it — 

_ would be Israeli policy to bring about a “reversal” of the G.A’s resolu- | 
tionofDecember9, | | BO | 

| _ With respect to the Israeli-Jordan conversations, Mr. Eban believed 
that a successful outcome might be forthcoming in a matter of hours, a 

_ perhaps a few days, and that, in general, the General Assembly Reso- a 
lution had probably accelerated a successful outcome to these talks, | 
whereas it had probably made further Israeli talks with the Vatican | 
impossible = = - OO |
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~ Lasked Mr. Eban whether it would not be helpful if Israeli repre- 
sentatives continued to explore the Jerusalem question with the:Vati- 
can. He said that the Vatican was probably “elated” with the passage 
of the General Assembly Resolution of December 9, which the Vatican 

a had not anticipated, and that he was not optimistic regarding further _ 
talks at this stage. FO Ce he 

| I pointed out that a successful settlement of the Jerusalem. question 
| involved not only agreement between Israel and Jordan but: also be- | 

tween Israel, Jordan and other religious interests, including particu- 
larly the Vatican. I added that in order to achieve such agreement 

| all-of those interested would undoubtedly be required to compromise 
their official positions. I urged upon Mr. Eban the importance of en- 

_ deavoring, in so far as the Israelis could, the continuation of further | 
) _ talks with the Vatican. oe 

'-I remarked, with regard to the General Assembly Resolution of 
- December 9, that it posed a number of legal questions and that it 

raised the question of implementation. I recalled that. the ‘Trustee- 
ship Council was under instructions from the General Assembly and _ 

| observed that the Assembly’s action, in so far as the members: of the 
United Nations: were concerned, had the status of a recommendation 
as had the Assembly Resolution of November 29, 1947. I remarked, __ 
regarding implementation, that the UN had no forces at its disposal 
and. again expressed the hope that all of the parties. interested.-in | 
Jerusalem, ‘both. Israel and Jordan, as-well. as Catholic interests, | 

| would endeavor to work out together a settlement of the question. I 
- gaid that the US as a member of the UN on the Trusteeship €ouncil 

would work constructively inthe Council. 9 

501.BB Palestine/12-1349: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Mission at the — 
| oO nited Nations OS 

SECRET = = —~—~~—S- Wasuincron, December 13, 1949—12 noon. 

641. US rep on TC? shld be guided by fol considerations at TC mtg 
Dec 13 when question of Jerusalem arises. | Bn 
1. Although US voted against res adopted by GA, TC is.under _ 

| direction of GA.and shld make bona fide effort to carry out clear inten- 
| tion of Assembly. US as member of TC will discharge its responsibili- 

ties in attempting to carry out GA res but. US member should avoid | 
|  Jeadership in discussions. At same time because of our opposition to 

- Jerusalem res in GA we shld be careful that our position in TC does 
not undermine or give appearance of undermining GA’sdecision. 

? Ambassador Francis B. Sayre. |



9, First-task confronting TC is review and modification of statute 

of Jerusalem in accordance with para I (2) of GA res. This pararefers — | 

to need for amendments in statute in direction of its greater democrati- | 
zation. Inherent in'such problem is also need to consider element of = 

workability and acceptance. Although Dept does not believe that 7 

TC shld initially take steps toward impleméntation of statute, Dept 
does believe that elements of workability and acceptance shld be taken _ 
into account in modifications of the statute’ = 

--—--8, In opening statement US Rep shld say that views of US on _ 

Jerusalem have been stated in Assembly but US believes that, under _ Ss 

instructions from Assembly, TC must proceed to draw up draft statute _ 

for Jerusalem and US willcooperatetothisend. = = - 

4, In light of fact that GA res was only adopted on Dec 9 Dept | 
believes that all govts interested-in question and particularly members 

of TC may need some time now to consider problem further and to oe 

have opportunity to study views expressed in GA. US would favor | 
| therefore adherence to present schedule of TC so that initial work on : 

problem does not commence until latter part of Jan. _ re re 
5, Although US Del shld not take any initiative on question of place 

of TC meeting if subject is reopened in TC, US should support holding | 
winter meeting of TC in NY ratherthan Geneva. = pa 

6. Lf question of participation of Israel and Jordan in work of TC _ 
arises, US Del shld support invitation to them to participate without =~ 
vote but US shld not at this stage initiate invitation to them since 
their presence might precipitate the issue of their compliance or non- | 

compliance withGAres. ss” ee , 
7. If move is made in TC to establish a subcommittee to work on 

statute US Del shld support subcommittee of the whole rather than | 
- smaller subcommittee. If despite our position smaller subcommittee is 

established US shld seek to avoid membership on such, committee but 
_ shld not press this to point where it might appear that US is unwilling - 

- toassist TC in drafting statute? = 

ae 2 The Department sent the text of this telegram to London on December 16 and 
authorized communication of its substance to the British Foreign Office (tele- 

- gram 4505, 867N.01/12-1649), — | 

Oo Editorial Note | 

_. The Trusteeship Council, on December 13, began consideration of 
its responsibilities under the General Assembly’s resolution of Decem- 
ber 9. Ambassador Sayre enunciated the views of the United States 

the same day, guided by the considerations set forth in telegram 641, — | 
| supra. A summary of his statement is recorded in United Nations, |
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Oficial Records of the Trusteeship Council, Second Special Session, | 
page 37. | me 

The Council, on December 19, gave consideration to a Mexican draft 
| resolution (zb¢d., page 68), which proposed that the President of the _ 

Council be entrusted with the preparation of a working paper on the — 
Statute of Jerusalem, to be submitted to the Council at the beginning 
of its sixth regular session on January 19, 1950. The draft resolution, 
as amended, was adopted by the Council by 11 votes to none, with 1 

| abstention (zb7d., page 69). | a | | 
oo Then on December 20, the Council considered a draft resolution 

(abid., page 81), which expressed its concern at the removal to Jeru- 
| salem of various ministries and departments of the Government of 

Israel. Such action was said “likely to render more difficult the im- 
plementation of the Statute of Jerusalem.” The draft resolution also 
called on the President of the Council “To invite the Government of 
Asrael to submit a written statement on the matters. covered by this 
resolution.” The measure, as amended, was adopted by 5 votes to none, 
with 7 abstentions (7bid., page 84).. a | 
The texts of the two resolutions as adopted by the Trusteeship 

Council, numbered 113 (S-2) and 114 (S-2), are printed in United 
Nations, Official Records of the Trusteeship Council, Second Special 

| Session, 8 December-20 December 1949, Resolutions, page 2. 

767N.901/12-1849: Telegram OO 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary | 
| | Co of State | ee | 

SECRET _ Lonpon, December 13, 1949—7 p. m. 
4948. Furlonge, who has now replaced Burrows as head of Eastern 

__ Department, Foreign Office, said today that two recent telegrams from __ 
Kirkbride report December 8 meeting between Israel and Jordan was 7 

| very stormy. Principal bone of contention continued to be Jordan’s _ 
| demand for access to Mediterranean. Israelis offered to give Jordan 

“jurisdiction” over corridor, but took strong stand could not alienate 
| Israeli sovereignty over any territory. In presenting jurisdiction pro- 

posal, Israelis cited US-Panamanian agreement giving US right of _ 
access to Colon. Jordan turned offer down flatly. Israel reported to 
have argued could not give Jordan sovereignty over corridor, thereby 
splitting country in half, to which Jordan reported to have replied 
there was no question of splitting country in half, since Jordan desired — 
southern Negev as well. Talks then adjourned sine die. | 

| _ 2. Prior to foregoing deadlock, parties discussed question of Jeru- 
salem and there was agreement in. principal regarding re-drawing
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present line to meet points re access Hebrew University, Wailing Wall, | 
et cetera. Israel also requested cession of area containing power station 

| on Yarmuk River, to which Jordan replied it had not entered into , 

talks to discuss disposal of Jordan territory. | ) | 

- 8. Towards end of session, Abdullah reported to have come into room 
| and stated that there could be no peace settlement: unless Israel pre- | 

pared make some concessions. He must be able show territorial con- | 

 eessions in order justify his action with other Arab states. If such 
- eoneessions not forthcoming, he would prefer see present armistice _ 

arrangements continuing ineffect. = : ce 7 oe | 

4, DecisionastonextmeetinglefttoIsrael. 
5. Furlonge clearly gloomy on prospects any settlement between two 

parties as result these conversations. __ : CB 
_ Department pass Amman as London’s10. ~ ) . 

~~ Sent Department 4948, repeated Tel Aviv 79. | se re 
pe ER eg . a ~ Hormers | 

So Editorial Note ee | 

- The Fifth Progress Report of the Palestine Conciliation Commis- 
sion, dated December 14, reviewed its operations from September 16 to 
December 9. The report reviewed the problem of Jerusalem and the : 
Holy Places, the refugee question and the territorial question. It con-_ . 

cluded, in part, that “the Commission considers that it has received 
from the General Assembly in explicit terms the powers and obliga- 
tions to undertake in the present. circumstances a procedure of media- 
tion and in consequence, to submit compromise proposals to the parties 

— concerned. ... Therefore the Commission hopes to undertake this. — | 
task with the interested parties and thereby bring to a successful con- > | 
clusion the mission entrusted to it by the General Assembly.” The full | 

_ text of the Fifth Progress Report is printed in United Nations, 0 ficial. — 
Records of the General Assembly, Fifth Session, Annexes, page 9. - 

S67N.01/12-1449: Telegram ttst—~S - . OS , 

Lhe Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET PRIORITY = = ‘TEL Aviv, December 14, 1949—11 a. m. 
885. Comment on Embtel 882 December 13:1 Eytan’s prognostica- _ 

_ tions given me December 12 (Embtel 8807) that Prime Minister’s 
speech would contain “no inflammatory statements” hardly borne out 

Gurion fo the Knesset on December 18 (S07N OLS IMO) eee Minister Ben- 
| * Dated December 12, p. 1534. Oo Be | 

801-887-7798 | |
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| im such remarks as these: “Decision is utterly incapable of imple- 
| mentation if only for the determined unalterable opposition. of the 

inhabitants of Jerusalem themselves”; and “We are continuing with _ 

: the transfer of the government to Jerusalem and hope to complete it 
as soon as possible”; and “There is nothing now to prevent Knesset. 
from returning to Jerusalem. We propose that you take a decision to 

| this effect”. => | ae ne 
| _ These statements obviously made (1) to forestall more drastic de- 

mands by government’s violently outspoken rightwing critics such as 
Herut and (2) to confound Communists and leftist Mapam elements | 

_ supporting or apologizing for USSR stand: on internationalization. , 
Ben-Gurion evidently confident.of instant favorable reaction of Israel 

a to his bold directive. _ re a 7 

/ _ Embassy observer present during speech and subsequent Knesset - 
| debate reports proceedings generally quiet and orderly with only 

applause coming final announcement by speaker that “after Hanukka 
, recess” Knesset meetings will be held Jerusalem. E'nd comment. | 

Sent Department 885, repeated Baghdad 47, Beirut 83, Damascus _ 
62, Jerusalem 103, Jidda 87. Department pass Amman 68, Cairo 77, 

| London 147. opp Fp ee Sa i 

eS a MicDonanp | 

867N.00/12-1449 : Telegram a Ce | 

The Ambassador in Egypt (Caffery) to the Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET. ss Ss Cato, December 14, 1949—7 p. m. 
- 1152, Hassan Youssef Pasha said yesterday further in connection 

| with the Sassoon—Cherine matter that in any. case the approach on the 
_ Sassoon-Cherine level is not the proper level. He said “Why don’t 

you make yourselves. go-between: between Israel and Egypt? Only 
-_-you could persuade the Israelis to put forth items which might form 

7 basis of settlement. In effect there is really only one outstanding issue: 
boundary adjustment. If settlement of the refugees becomes a fazt _ 

| accompli and 1f agreement can be reached on territorial adjustments, 
-- peace can be made.” | | | Se 

He said also that he doubts sincerity of Israel concerning taking 
care of refugees there if Israel obtains control of Gaza area. “If 
Egypt,” he continued, “could obtain in lieu of Gaza area the section | 

_.*- which includes Beersheba and extending to Dead Sea, Egypt might 
| settle those refugees there” oe 

. He said conversations are under: way. to renew armistice but could 
give no details. He reaffirmed that Egypt had no desire to renew / 
hostilities. “However, if Israel resumes hostilities Egypt will be 
obliged to do as well as she can.” | ae 

| > - OAFFERY |
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| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Stuart W. Rockwell of the 
Office of African and Near Eastern Affairs So : 

CONFIDENTIAL == Ss [Wassineron,] December.15, 1949. _ 
Participants: Dr. Moshe Keren,IsracliEmbassy = = © 

Miss Esther Herlitz, Israeli Ministry of F orelgn oe 
BS  Wfairg | 
3 Mr, HaresNEAS 0, co 

= Mr Rockwell, ANE9 - 
_ Problem: Attitude to be adopted re Israeli desire that Trusteeship 

Council not take certain steps in connection with J erusalem case. 
_ Discussion: Dr. Keren and Miss Herlitz called at their request at 

| the instance of Mr. Eban. They said that Mr..Eban had heard that | 
| the Trusteeship Council was considering two matters: 1) The exten- 

sion of an invitation to the Israeli Government to designate repre- 
sentatives to take part in the discussions in the Council on the prepa- 
ration of a statute setting up an‘international regime for Jerusalem. 
2) A draft resoltition proposed by the French representative on the 
Council condemning Israel for recently taking action concerning J eru- 

_ salem in opposition tothe provisions of the General Assembly resolu: 
_ tionof December 9,1949. 5 = - a 

- Re 1), Dr. Keren said that the. Israeli Government hoped that no | 
- such invitation would be extended since Israel would be unable to | 

participate in discussions looking toward the establishment of a re- 
_ gime to which it was firmly opposed. An invitation to participate 

would have to be refused, with resulting embarrassment both for the — 
Trusteeship Council and Israel. Mr. Hare said that he thought it was | 
customary for the Council to issue invitations to the interested parties 

___ to attend sessions of the Council when matters of interest to them were | 
being discussed and that it might be difficult for the Council to makean 7 
exception in this case. He recalled that in the Somaliland case the | 

_ Council had issued an invitation to Ethiopia despite the latter’s atti-_ | 
tude on the matter. Mr. Hare could give no assurances as to what the | : 
US attitude in this instance would be, but we would keep the Israeli | 
‘position inmind, 

| _~ Re 2), Dr. Keren said that if the Council passed: a condemnatory | 
resolution public opinion in his country, already inflamed against the | | 
UN because of the December 9 resolution, would become even more +} 
bitter. Such a resolution would make it more difficult to obtain in a | 
calm and dispassionate atmosphere a new and more realistic UN | 
decision on Jerusalem. He very much hoped it would be possible to 

_ avoid bringing a resolution of this nature to vote in the Council. | 

oo | | | | |
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Mr. Hare said that we had heard that the French representative had _ 
introduced a draft resolution, but that he had not seen the text. We — 

did not as yet know what the attitude of our Government on this matter 

would be, but he wished to point out that a majority decision on Jeru- 

| ' galem had been taken by the United Nations and that the Trusteeship 

| Council had been given certain specific instructions by the General 

Assembly. The United States was a loyal member of the United Nations 

and of the Trusteeship Council, and was naturally going to play its 

part when the Council considered the course of action to take. Dr. 

Keren said that of course he understood this. | 

Mr. Hare stated that there have recently been strong actions taken 

and statements made in Israel concerning Jerusalem, and that it was 

natural that these should provoke a reaction in the Trusteeship 

| - Council. The United States Government was concerned by moves taken | 

- in Israel likely to prejudice or complicate the work of the Trusteeship 

Council in the task assigned it by the General Assembly. _ 

Both Dr. Keren and Miss Herlitz maintained that what had recently __ 

happened. in Israel was merely a further development in the process 

of moving Government offices to Jerusalem which had been going on 

for some time. They said that despite strong pressure in the Cabinet _ 

to do so, the Government had refused to proclaim Jerusalem the capital 

of Israel. Certain statements had been made to appease public opinion, 

but in reality the situation was more or less the same as before. __ 

_ Mr. Hare could not agree with this, and said that he thought that 

the recent events in Israel could not really be described as unimportant _ 

| further steps in a gradual process. Much stronger things had been 

done and said in the past few days. ne re 

Dr. Keren then returned to the importance of public opinion 1n 

| | Israel, and said that no democratic government, in the face of a_ 

- decision such as the one just taken by the General Assembly, could 

refuse to act as the people desired. We pointed out that as far as 

Jerusalem was concerned Israel had to reckon as well with world 

| opinion. | oo | re 

When questioned as to where the capital of Israel actually was at 

| the present moment, Dr. Keren said that Israel really would not have 

a capital until a constitution had been adopted. The provisional capital 

was at Tel Aviv, but both Tel Aviv and Jerusalem had the necessary _ 

attributes for a capital, particularly now that Government offices had 

been located in Jerusalem. | oe | 

| Dr. Keren then reiterated the hope that the Trusteeship Council _ 

would pass no resolution condemning Israel. Mr. Hare said again that 

he could give no assurances as to what the US attitude onthe question 

would be, as we had not had time to study the matter thoroughly.
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--¥67N.90i1/12-1549 : Telegram — , a : | 

The Chargé in Jordan (Fritzlan) to the Secretary of State | 

7 SECRET PRIORITY -. . Amman, December 15, 1949—10 a. m. 

421, Legtel 418 December 12. Yesterday evening I had hour and = 
. half talk with Samir Pasha Rifai re results fourth meeting with _ 

Israelis held Shuneh Tuesday * nite presence King. Pore 8 
Following questions listed for discussion and trend talks as follows J 

according Samir: | | | owes mk 

1. Territorial settlement including Jordan access Mediterranean. 
2. Jerusalem. | | oe a | | 
8. Tulkarm triangle (approved for separate discussion after Israeli _ 

| opposition). | re - oe 
# Israel road link along west shore Dead Sea connecting potash 

works. | : | | 
5. Application British treaty Arab Palestine. | eee 
6. Present and future treaty obligations both parties (this inserted 

request Israel and aimed Jordan obligations under AL charter). 

First question passed over on insistence Israelis (desiring doubtless 
test extent Jordan concessions before revealing their hand access to | 
sea) but on Samir’s condition it be discussed before meeting ended as — | 
it was crucial question. Oo oe 

-. Re Jerusalem, Israelis demanded change line afford them contiguity | 
_ of territory with Jew quarter and Wailing Wall in old city and with | 
Mt. Scopus institutions, Samir recognized reasonableness former and 

King readily assented. but Samir stated Jordan could not consider 
latter but. would be willing guarantee free access. This of course predi- 
cated on conclusion general agreement which would change line giving 

_ Jordan Nablus, St Pauls and Bethlehem roads and territory east and | 
would provide compensation for certain Arab quarters. Such arrange- | 

- - ment seemed in general satisfactory to Israelis. ee | 
Re Tulkarm, Samir claimed return fertile triangle area absolutely ) 

necessary. This land had been held by Jordan and had been given up | 
at armistice negotiations result of ignorance and stupidity. | 

Re question Israeli road link between potash works King gave im- 
| mediate assent. to Israeli demand. At this point Samir insisted on 

| returning to discussion of question Jordan access to sea rather than — | 
_ taking up two questions re treaties. ey ee ee 

_ After some discussion between Shiloah and Sassoon latter made | 
dramatic statement effect that as evidence good faith part Israelis,and _ 

in appreciation King’s conciliatory attitude, Ben Gurion had decided 
in face serious opposition especially from military that Israel should | 

* December 13. _ a a - | | |
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| give Jordan direct corridor from Hebron to Gaza (later amended to 
| corridor from Hebron to Gaza via Beit Jibrin) with full sovereignty 

subject to three reservations: (a) there should be no military instal- 
| lations or bases in corridor; (0) Israelis should have free passage 

across it at least three places; (c) British treaty of guarantee not to | 

apply corridor, Be 

| When King heard this proposal he expressed much pleasure and 
appeared believe agreement virtually reached. However, Samir re- 

_ plied proposal not acceptable. He had demanded South Negev and, 
had indicated he would consider as alternative reasonable corridor 

| with full Jordan sovereignty over it."He stated there were two reason- 
able and -acceptable alternatives. One was Israeli relinquishment | 

Western Galilee and suitable corridor to it, and other was corridor 
from Hebron to Majdal (slightly north Gaza) via Beit Jibrin and. | 
Faluja. He added Majdal only possible area which could be considered. 

| as point access in south because: (a) South coast very hilly with — 
exception Majdal area and consequently Majdal offered ‘only feasible | 
site for port; (6) there existed road connection between Hebron and 
Majdal while no such link with Gaza; and (c) while Jordan hopeful 

| eventually taking over Gaza from Egypt, this problematical. = 
- Israelis replied they had no authority offer corridor to Majdal but: _ 

agreed confer further with government. | | 
| _ Re Israeli reservations offer of corridor to Gaza Samir stated: (a) 

If Jordan agreed not establish military bases or installations in cor- 
ridor it would ask Israel to give similar commitment re area both 
sides corridor to extent corridor width; (6) Jordan agreed in prin- 
ciple Israeli free passage at certain points across corridor but could 
not now commit itself to number of points. Question British treaty | 
application to corridor not discussed but Samir believes injection this 
factor by Israelis indicative absence complete good faith, ==> 
Two remaining treaty questions deferred to later meeting. = 
‘Israeli delegates departed with intention requesting new instruc- 

tions for possible future discussions for which date not set. | 
Comment: Apparent Israelis attempting obtain Jordan agreement 

on separate [apparent omission] in hope deferring central question 
| Jordan access to sea. To counter such tendency Samir is making clear 

his refusal consider any aspects settlement except as integral part 
overall settlement, and agreement given on any particular question _ 
presumes reaching general agreement. I have strong feeling that _ 
neither Samir nor Prime Minister would be parties to agreement 
which did not embrace following as minimum: (1) corridor ~ 

| Hebron—Majdal with Jordan sovereignty over it; (2) Jerusalem line 
as giving Jordan Nablus, St Pauls and Bethlehem roads and terri- 
tory east; and (3) return of Jordan Tulkarm triangle. |
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It.is extremely doubtful that any Jordan government would agree 
_ to less..In general Samir seemed hopeful talks would succeed. Ques- a 

tion of their continuation will depend upon Israelis? ©. 7 

~~ Sent Department 421. Department pass London 108, USUN 24, | 
Jerusalem 148, Tel Aviv 66. | ee | 

he Ey  ‘Frrrzuan — 

2The Israeli version of the talks with the Jordanians on December 13 was 
' conveyed to Ambassador McDonald by Mr. Shiloah the following day. The Am- 
bassador’s. account, as transmitted to the Department on December 15; was a . 

| brief one, going into detail only in connection with King Abdullah’s request 
for Majdal and Ascalon as his “sea exit” instead of Gaza. No direct mention 
was made in the Ambassador’s account of the Israeli proposal to give Jordan 
a direct corridor to the Mediterranean (telegram 893 from Tel Aviv, T67N.90i/ 
12-1549). — ee | 7 

--501.BB Palestine/12-1749 eS | 

Memorandum by the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Near | 
| Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs (Hare) to the Secretary 

of State fe 

SECRET | [ WasHineton,] December 17, 1949. | 

| Subject: Message to Israeli Government Concerning Jerusalem. — | | 

Discussion: a OS Oe | 
You will recall that we had anticipated that at your Press Confer- | 

| ence on December 14 you would be asked concerning the attitude of a 
this Government on the move to transfer the Israeli Government from 
Tel Aviv to Jerusalem in opposition to the General Assembly Resolu- 

_ tion of December 9. We had suggested that you might wish to state that. | 
in the opinion of the United States Government it would be most 
unfortunate if any of the parties interested in Jerusalem took action 
which would prejudice or complicate the settlement of the Jerusalem 
question. However, none of the correspondents present asked this ques- 
tion, and the Israeli Government has so far not received any official 
indication of our reaction to Prime Minister Ben Gurion’s declaration Oe 
in the Knesset on December 13 urging the Knesset to move to Jeru-_ 
salem or to the subsequent removal of the Prime Minister’s office from a 

Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. » > Ea a | 

| Neither the General Assembly Resolution of November 29,1947,nor 
the draft statute for Jerusalem prepared by the Trusteeship Council. 

in the Spring of 1948 specifically prohibited the establishment of the 7 

capital of Israel in Jerusalem. The General Assembly Resolution of | 
~ December 9, 1949, again does not contain any such specific prohibition. 

_ Arrangements for the transfer of the capital to Jerusalem might 
eventually be worked out with the United Nations in the Trusteeship 
Council, but unilateral establishment of the capital in Jerusalem at
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- this particular time will undoubtedly be construed as contrary to the 
| spirit of the Resolution of December 9 and as open opposition by Israel 

_ tothe United Nations. rr | BO 
Following the General Assembly’s adoption of its Resolution of 

December 9, the Department instructed its representative in Tel Aviv 
to urge upon the Israelis the importance of preventing any statements | 

| or action which would inflame the situation in the Near East, par- 
ticularly in view, of current Israeli conversations with Jordan and the 
Vatican? (Tab A). This message apparently had little effect on the 
IsraeliGovernment. | - Oo 

~ Under the circumstances, it is considered desirable that the Israeli 
Government be informed of our attitude on the latest developments 
concerning Jerusalem, and the attached telegram has been drafted. 

(Tab B) ots - 
Recommendations: | - 

It is recommended that you sign the attached telegram.” 
[Here follows the concurrence of the Office of the Special Assistant | 

for Press Relations.| _ | : 

1 See telegram 755, December 9, p. 1531. ) a 
* See telegram 768, December 20, to Tel Aviv, p. 1555. 7 

| | Editorial Note _ | 

| The final report of the United Nations Economic Survey Mission | 
for the Middle East was signed at Paris on December 18 by Chair- 

| man Clapp and the three Deputy Chairmen. The document was in two | 
parts, the latter in the nature of a technical supplement. The two | 
parts were released by the Palestine Conciliation Commission on De- 
cember 28 under United Nations control No. AAC 25/6. The report’s | 
conclusions and proposals comprise the following: | oo 

: “The approach to economic development in the Middle East pro- 
posed by the Economic Survey Mission thus includes the following 
elements: | 

1. Recognition by the Governments of Middle Eastern countries, by 
the United Nations and by the Member Governments which desire 
to proffer friendly assistance tothe Middle East: © © | 

| (i) That peace and stability cannot be achieved in the Middle 
East until the masses of its peoples are able to enjoy a higher | 

| standard of living than at present ; a | - 
| (11) That the path to a higher standard of living for the popu- - 

lation of the Middle East is a long one;_ a | 
i (ii) That, through the efforts of Middle Eastern peoples and | 

Governments themselves, a higher standard of living can only be | 
| achieved through the development of the natural resources of
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| _ Middle Eastern countries which, to begin with, should be reflected | 
in an improved and modernized agriculture, without which sub- 
stantial industrial opportunity isdenied them; _ | 

| _ (iv) That the obstacles to economic development leave few 
| opportunities, if any, for the immediate prosecution of large-scale 

_ schemes or the fruitful application of large long-term credits for 
productive, self-liquidating developments; ae | | 

_ (v) That the proposed public works programme to provide 
_ temporary employment for Palestine refugees, as recommended 

_ In the Economic Survey Mission’s Interim Report (adopted and 
_ approved by the General Assembly of the United Nations, by | 

_ resolution 302(IV) dated 8 December 1949), by mobilizing a great. 
_ body of man-power, now idle, will improve the productivity of. 

_ the countries where the refugees now reside and can be the start 
| of larger developments; | EE Te 

| (vi) That several of the Governments of the countries most. 
oe directly affected by the recent hostilities between Arabs and | 

| Israelis need an opportunity to learn, by doing, the art and skill 7 
of planning, organizing and carrying out a development project, a 

_ conceived on a small enough scale to be within the competence | | 
_ of those Governments, important.enough to affect the country’s 

economy favourably, and comprising a sufficient variety of prob- . 
_ lems and technical requirements to afford overall training in a 

____ broad field, while being simple enough to assure success; 
(vii) ‘That the process by which the greater resources of the - 

| _ international community and the individual aid of friendly Gov- 
-ernments are made available to the Middle Eastern countries must — 

_ respect the sovereignty while strengthening the competence and 
independence of the country receiving assistance. 

| 2. Prosecution of the programme of work relief for refugees to be , 
inaugurated by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for 

| Palestine Refugees (established by the resolution of the General .As- | | 
sembly dated 8 December 1949) in such a manner as to shift more fo 
and more responsibility for the execution of the programmes on to 

| _the shoulders of the individual Governments and to ensure that these | 
_ programmes for temporary employment include those projects which | 

can add to the productivity of national and regional economies and 
lay the basis for subsequent larger developments offering a permanent 

_ livelihood to more people in the years to come. ©. a wo 
. 8. Establishment by each of the Middle Eastern Governments of 

_ a national Development Board, fully contained within the sovereign | 
jurisdiction of its governmental administration, charged with respon- _ | 

_ sibility for planning balanced, overall development, defining and 
_ recommending individual projects, and providing for their execution, _—_ 

_ with the help of such technical and ‘financial assistance from the in- _ 
ternational community or friendly Governments as each Middle | 
Eastern Government concerned may seek. oe Ce 
+ 4, (a) Prosecution by the Government of Lebanon of a pilot dem- | 

_ onstration project to achieve a complete survey, field investigation and 
technical report, preparatory to the ultimate development of the 
Litani Riverasaunit; = | | | ae 

| | _ ; |
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(6) Encouragement and technical assistance by the international | 
community, or individual friendly Governments, to the Republic of 

| Lebanon in the definition and prosecution of the Litani investigation 
with an assurance that, should the Government of Lebanon find itself 
unable wholly to finance this investigation from internal resources, a 

~ request for external financial aid would receive careful and friendly 
consideration. | So ge a | 

5. (a) Prosecution by the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan of a 
pilot demonstration project on the watersheds and stream bed of the 
Wadi Zerqa, and a pilot demonstration project on the watershed and 
stream bed of the Wadi Qilt, which will achieve the full and unified 
development and use of the waters of these wadis flowing into the 
Jordan River from the east and west respectively ; by building storage 
dams, to stabilize the downstream flow of the wadis and thereby in- | 
crease the year-round water supply, reduce the damage of floods and © 
add to the areas under irrigation and cultivation ; by using the develop- 

- ment of these wadis as an opportunity to employ Arab refugees and | 
as an encouragement for them to establish themselves as permanent 
and productive residents on the lands they thus bring into use; and 
by using these pilot demonstration projects as a special opportunity | 
to provide technical and administrative experience in the overall plan- 
ning and actual execution of public works. | , | 

(6) Financial and technical assistance to the Jordan Government 
by the international community, through the funds to be made avail- 

| able by the Member Governments of the United Nations for the refu- 
gee works relief programme, in order to begin these projects ; together | 
with an assurance that later requests for credits or grants with which 
to complete these pilot projects will receive careful and sympathetic | 

consideration by the United Nations or by individual friendly Gov- | 
| ernments, prior to the conclusion of the refugee works programme. _ 

6. (a) Prosecution by the Syrian Government of a pilot demonstra- 
tion project on the Orontes River in the Ghab Swamps, to reclaim, by 
drainage and other devices, potentially fertile lands now useless and 
uninhabitable, and to provide homes and other facilities needed for : 
the people who will be required to populate and till the land thus | 
reclaimed. | | | a 

_ (b) Encouragement.and technical assistance by the international _ 
community, or individual friendly Governments, to Syria in the plan- 
ning and execution of this project by the Syrian Government, with 

| an assurance that, should the Syrian Government find itself unable 
wholly to finance this development from internal resources, a request 
for external financial aid would receive careful and friendly 

| consideration. | a | OO 
—%. Creation of a fund, not to exceed $10 million, by the Govern- 

| - ments which, by action of the General Assembly, are called upon to | 

oe appoint their representatives to form the Advisory Commission of the 
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees; this 
fund to be available to the Advisory Commission, until expended, for 
allocation to Middle Eastern Governments as grants, reimbursable or 
otherwise as may be determined, for the purpose of facilitating re- 

| search, technical studies and investigations in agriculture,engineerng = 
and other modern scientific aids to development, and assisting in the |
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~ completion of pilot demonstration projects approved by the Advisory | 

Commission, upon application made by the Middle Eastern Govern- 
ment concerned. _ 

8. Preparation by the Governments of the Middle Eastern countries 7 
concerned, in consultation with the Advisory Commission of the : 
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees and _ | 
in connection with the functions of that body as laid down mm para-  ~ 
graph 7 (0) of the resolution of the General Assembly of 8 December | 

1949, of plans and recommendations for the further development ofthe => 
economic and natural resources of the Middle East, with particular | 
reference to those involving economic arrangements between two or _ 
more of the countriesconcerned. Re : 

. This approach to the economic development of the Middle East and — - | 

the policies and actions set forth herein are recommended for the 
early and careful consideration of the United Nations and the Govern- | 
ments whose active implementation of this approach will bring the | 

-- Middle East into a hopeful and significant era of economic, social and _ 
political advance.” (pages 12-13) 

867N.002/12-1849: Telegram | eee 

The Consul at J erusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State _ 

Be Se JERUSALEM, December 18, 1949. - 

695. Today’s Post reports regular weekly Cabinet meeting will be 
_ held first time in Jerusalem December 20. Also reports repairs being 

completed on building for Ministries of Trade and Industry, Agri- 
culture, Health, Police while Ministry of Foreign Affairs will not — 
move for some time and Defense to remain in Tel Aviv. Claim some 

thousand accommodations being readied for government workers in | 

Jerusalem, Ce Oo oe 

a os - Co 7  BurRDETT > 

501.BB Palestine/12-2049 ae / OE 

| _ Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President — oe 

a Oo / a " : - Wasutneron, December 20, 1949. | 

In the Fourth Session of the General Assembly, just concluded, the _ 
| position of the United States in the Jerusalem question was to support 

the proposals for an international regime for the Jerusalem area pre- ; 

sented by the United Nations Palestine Conciliation Commission, of 
_ which the United States is a member. The Commission formulated =| 

these proposals in accordance with the instructions given to it by the _ 
General Assembly in 1948, which called for the establishment of a_ | 
permanent international regime with maximum local autonomy. — |
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- With the exception of certain matters specifically reserved to the 
authority of the United Nations, the Commission’s proposals would 
have delegated all normal powers of Government in the Jerusalem 
area to the responsible authorities of the Arab and Jewish zones, i.e, — 
the Governments of Israel and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 
The principal functions reserved to the international administration 

| were the control of the Holy Places, the supervision of the demili- 
tarization of the area, and the protection of human rights in Jeru- 
salem. A joint Council was provided to facilitate the operation of the | 

| City as a whole and an international tribunal to determine disputes. 
arising under the Statute. =» — | | | a 

. The proposals of the Conciliation Commission represented a middle | 

ground between the two extreme positions, which were: ' | 

1. That Jerusalem should be a corpus separatum under a special 
ee international regime, separate from the surrounding area, and under 

| full United Nations administration. This was the solution previously | 
adopted by the General Assembly in its resolution of November 29, 

1947. This solution could not be implemented due to the outbreak 
, of fighting in Palestine and to the fact that the General Assembly _ 

recommendation of 1947 that there should be a Jewish and an Arab 
_ state in Palestine with economic union was never put into effect. 

, __ 2. That the two sides of the city be under the sovereignty and au- 
thority respectively of Israel and Jordan. Israel favored an inter- 

| national regime limited to the Holy Places while Jordan was only pre- 
pared to give to the United Nations full guarantees for the protection _ 
of and free access to the Holy Places. Ce | a 

| In the General Assembly this year Australia introduced a resolu- 
tion incorporating the first of these extreme positions—i.e., the prin- 
ciple of full internationalization under complete United Nations 

| control. This resolution immediately attracted the votes of the Catho- 
lic countries, (strongly urged by the Vatican), of the Arab States — 
(except Jordan), and of the Soviet bloc. With minor modifications, 
it was adopted by 89 votes to 14, with 5 abstentions. The United 
States, United Kingdom and other states opposed the resolution on = 
the grounds that it was unrealistic as it could not be implemented by __ 
the United Nations against the wishes of Israel and Jordan without _ 
the use of substantial forces. The United States delegation also pointed 
out that to set up a new City-State in Palestine would cost the United | 

| Nations large sums of money even on the assumption of willing co- | 
_ operation by Israel and Jordan. a a 

_ The United States delegation, while making clear its support of an — 
international regime for Jerusalem, voted against the Australian reso- 

| lution for reasons above stated and continued to support the proposal _ 
of the Palestine Conciliation Commission which in its view repre- 
sented a sound basis for a solution, giving substantial recognition __
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to the legitimate desires of Israel and Jordan and of the international | 
community. We also emphasized that, although we. would consider | 
carefully any. proposed amendments to the Palestine Conciliation 
Commission plan, we could not see our way clear to change our posi- 
tion except in favor of one which represented general agreement. _ | 

| It seems certain that the Arab States supported the Australian a 

resolution out of a desire to oppose Israel and that the Soviet group © 
_ did so largely in order to block the extension to Arab Palestine of the | 

control of King Abdullah of Jordan, regarded by the Russians asa 
tool of Great Britain, and to curry favor with the other Arab States. 
The Vatican, which has important religious interests in Jerusalem, _ 
doubtless realized that the Australian resolution could not be imple- | 
mented, but probably supported it in order to achieve a better bar- | 
gaining position in respect of Jerusalem. | ook oe 

) The General Assembly resolution of December 9, 1949 reaffirmed the - 
principle of the 1947 resolution that Jerusalem should be established | 
AS a corpus separatum under a special international regime adminis- . 
tered by the United Nations. The Trusteeship Council was directed | 
at its next meeting to complete the preparation of the draft Statute — 
for the City, which it had drawn up in compliance with the 1947 | 

— resolution, to approve the Statute, and to proceed immediately with 
its implementation without permitting any actions taken by any Gov- 
ernment todivertitfromthistask, PRE EINES 

- Israel has reacted to the General Assembly resolution of Decem- _ 
ber 9, 1949 by taking the following action in the direction of moving 

_ the Israeli capital to Jerusalem, while refraining from a formal _ | 
- proclamation tothateffect: = == | re | 

| 1. A statement by the Prime Minister that Jerusalem always had 
been and always would be the capital of Israel; | fe 

2, A-statement by the Prime Minister that the movement of the Gov- 
ernment to Jerusalem was under way, and would be accelerated; | 
8. Decisions to move the Parliament and the Office of the: Prime 

Minister to Jerusalem. ST ne ee 

_ Jordan has made strong official statements opposing the December 9 __ 

| - The United Nations Trusteeship Council has already begun to con- | 
sider the task of carrying out the General Assembly resolution and : 
will continue its work in Geneva on January 19, 1950. The United 
States representative, Ambassador Francis B. Sayre, has been in- | 

_ structed that although we opposed the resolution in the General Assem- | 
_ bly, we believe that the Trusteeship Council should make a bona fide 

effort to comply with its instructions from the General Assembly, but = 
| that the United States should avoid for the present taking a position | 

ofleadership. |
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| In connection with the Israeli action in respect of moving the Gov- | 
ernment to Jerusalem, the French and Belgian delegations have | 
introduced a resolution expressing concern and stating that such action 
is likely to render more difficult the implementation of the Statute. — 
Ambassador Sayre has been instructed to abstain unless the resolu- _ 

_ tion is revised to delete the reference to “implementation” of the 

Statute = = | | . 

| Conclusions = oe BS 
_ 1. Our underlying objective is to achieve a solution of the Jerusalem 
problem which will meet with a considerable degree of concurrence 
by the world community and be acceptable to the two nations which are 
most directly involved. ee 

: 2. We do not believe that this objective can be achieved under the 
terms of the General Assembly resolution because neither Israel nor 
Jordan will ever willingly agree to the establishment of Jerusalem 

| as a corpus separatum divorced from their respective control. = 
| 8. However, as a member of the Trusteeship Council the United 

States should not. give the impression that. it is obstructing the Coun- | 
a cil’s-work in.carrying forward a General Assembly resolution adopted 

by a majority of the United Nations, and we should be willing to make 
| a bona fide effort. in the first phase of the Trusteeship Council’s work, 

namely, the drafting of a statute for Jerusalem. But:the United States 
should not support action in the Trusteeship Council looking toward — 
the imposed implementation of the Statute for Jerusalem against the _ 

-wishesofthe parties. 
4, When the statute is completed there will then be an opportunity 

available to the Trusteeship Council, in light of the comments of the | 
interested parties, to consider whether it should take steps to imple- 
ment the statute. If at that stage the Governments of Israel and 
Jordan express strong opposition to the Statute as drafted, the United 
States should make it clear that on the basis of these reactions it would 
be impractical to attempt to enforce such a solution on the parties, 
and that to impose on unwilling parties a recommendation of the Gen- | 
eral Assembly would not contribute to a viable solution of the problem. 

_ 5. Toassist affirmatively in the settlement of the problem, the United 
States should privately encourage informal conversations between 
Israel and Jordan and the Vatican, but the United States should not | 
take any part in such conversations. We might suggest that a single | 
individual, such as Dr. Ralph Bunche, but not a representative of the = 

United States, conduct quiet consultations with the parties and with — 
| the Vatican with a view to exploring the possibilities of an agreed 

solution, : : | | | SC
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| - The Trusteeship Council has asked its President (Garreau of - 

France) ‘to prepare a first draft of a new statute for consideration by = 
the Council on January 19; he will be assisted in this task by Dr. Ralph | 

Bunche —= = oe 
6. It may be necessary in accordance with United Nations procedures 

for the General Assembly to consider the Jerusalem question at a 
- gpecial session in the spring of 1950 either as a consequence of the a 

Trusteeship Council’s inability to proceed with implementation of the 
statute or of agreement arrived atbetweenthe parties. 

7. We continue to believe, as we did as a member of the Palestine 
Conciliation Commission, that a reasonable solution should contain — 
certain underlying principles, such as protection of and free access | 
to the Holy Places under appropriate United Nations auspices, pro-_ | 

- gressive demilitarization of the Jerusalem area, administration by 
Israel and Jordan of their respective parts of the City, and the mainte- __ 
nance of human rights and freedoms. However, it is our view that any - 
solution agreed upon by the Christian world and by Israel and Jordan 
couldbesupportedbyus* 2 | 

Oo Dan AcHEgoN 

| _ *Mr. Rusk sent a copy of this memorandum to Senator Austin in New York | | 
| with a letter of December 21. The letter noted that ‘The President indicated his 

approval of what we had done and were doing on this matter, but since he had 
not’ had an. opportunity to study the memorandum carefully, we do not believe : 
that we should conclude that he intended his approval as a specific instruction to. 
you.” Mr. Rusk stated he was sure that the memorandum “will be the basis for | 

| more specific instructions as they become necessary.” (501.BB Palestine/12-2149 ) 

-§01.BB Palestine/12-1749: Telegram a 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Israelt = | 

| SECRET ....—«.._——i‘<ss sWesNG@TON, December 20, 1949—1 p. m. 

768. Pls convey fol to FonOff immed. US Govt has noted PriMin 
- Ben Gurion’s statement concerning Jerusalem in Knesset:on Dec 13 

and subsequent reports of removal of PriMin’s officeto Jerusalem. = 
As a friendly govt which has followed with interest and sympathy 

course of Israel’s development, US Govt desires to inform Israeli 
Govt that it considers particularly unfortunate any step or course of _ 
action on part of Israel likely to prejudice or complicate settlement. | 

| of Jerusalem question, especially at moment when problem of Jeru- 
salem is being studied by Trusteeship Council in accordance with 
terms of Res of UNGA of Dec 9, 1949. a a 

| | ACHESON | 

| This telegram was repeated to J erusalem and New York. | .
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| 867N.01/12-2249: Telegram ee co 
| The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

So of State | oo 

SECRET Oo Lonvon, December 22, 1949—6 p. m. 
| _ 5079. Embtel 5062 December 20.1 Furlonge, Eastern Department 

FonOff, said today that UK study of extension UK—Jordan treaty | 
to Arab Palestine was occasioned by recent. Israeli inquiry whether 
treaty would automatically apply to any territory which Jordan might __ 
gain as result peace negotiations. Israelis intimated they would be | 

| less happy about reaching agreement if treaty were extended such 
territory. Oe cE ae a 

Last evening FonOff instructed British Minister Tel Aviv to in- 
form Israeli Government that question extension to any area acquired 
by Jordan is matter which concerns only UK and Jordan. He. was — 

| instructed add, however, that UK has no intention establishing any 
bases in territory so acquired in time of peace, but that. what UK — 

| might do in case’of war or threat of war was another question which 
UK could not express its intention at present time. 

| British Minister Amman was instructed inform Jordan Govern- 
| ment of foregoing message, but to add for Jordan’s own confidential 

| information that it is firm intention of UK to apply treaty to any 
| areas acquired by Jordan as soon as they have been incorporated | 

withintheir state | 
—_ Asked if foregoing applied to any corridor which Jordan might 

acquire, Furlonge replied affirmatively.  __ 
When we recalled that he had told us December 19 that FonOff 

studying certain points on which it contemplated Jordan might ask 
| its advice, Furlonge replied treaty was principal item. He reiterated 

it is desire UK to maintain hands off attitude toward Jordan-Israeli 
| talks. However FonOff has also given Kirkbride some comments  —_ 

“mostly of technical nature” on question of corridor for his guidance 
in case he is asked by Jordan. Asked if establishment of corridor would 
pose any particular problems for UK, Furlonge replied in negative 

| | _ but stated FonOff did not think corridors were ever completely ‘satis- 
factory arrangements. ee 

Sent Department 5079; repeated Tel Aviv 84, Baghdad 118,Cairo 
159, Jidda 66, Beirut 46,Damascus77. 

| an - Hommes 

‘Not printed. Oo CS
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-, 501.BB Palestine(E)/12-2349° . PE gene GT | 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Johnson) — | 

_ SECRET — Wasnineton, December 28, 1949. oe 

-_- My Dear Mr. Secrerary: The Department of State is preparing | a 
for presentation to the next session of Congress proposed legislation 
for United States participation in the United Nations program for | 
relief, work relief and economic development among the Palestinian | 
refugees in the Near East. This program will follow recommendations 

_ made by the Economic Survey Mission under the United Nations in _ 
its first interim report to the Palestine Conciliation Commission. On — 

_ the basis of this report the General Assembly of the United:-Nations | 

unanimously adopted a resolution on December 8, 1949 which pro- ma 
vides for the implementation of the recommendations of the Mission. _ . 

_ For your ready reference we enclose a copy of the interim report and _ 
of the General Assembly resolution. __ BO a 

| ‘The cost of the proposed program is $54,900,000 for an 18 months’ a 
-_- period ending June 30, 1951 and, in view of attendant circumstances, | 

the Department considers that.a reasonable share of the total cost to ° 

_ be borne by the United States is 50 per cent. Therefore the Congress 
will be requested to appropriate $27,500,000 for contribution to the 
program, and for expenses incident. to United States participation. | 
The object of the program is the restoration of economic conditions 
conducive to the maintenance of peace and-stability in the Near. East. | 
area affected by the recent hostilities in Palestine. The Department __ | 
is convinced that the course of action proposed by the Economic 
Survey Mission and approved by the General Assembly is necessary 

_ to achieve this end and that this course is prudent and wise. Strategic 
considerations underlying United States policy in the area were raised 
ina letter from Secretary Forrestal to the Department dated Septem- a . 
ber 23, 1948 in which he transmitted a memorandum on the subject = 
from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and you referred again to this sub- | 
ject in a letter to me dated June 14, 1949 in which you emphasized the _ 
importance, to our long range interests, of solving the problem of the. 
refugees and of other major differences between Israel and its neigh- _ 

boring ArabStates ee 
Recent discussions have been held in an interagency group regard- 

ing the proposals of the Economic Survey Mission and the General __ | 
_ Assembly resolution, and the Department of Defense has been repre- : 

sented at these discussions by Captain R. F. Pryce, U.S.N., who is. | 
therefore familiar with most recent developments. = = ©= | | | 

* Regarding these papers, see telegram Telmar 19, September 28, 1948, to.Paris, | | 
Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1427. | | 

501-887—77-——99 - | oo)
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a The program must be ready for presentation to Congress early in | 
January, and if a complete case is to be presented, it will be necessary 
for the Department of Defense to testify as to the strategic importance 
of maintaining stability in the areas affected. I hope that the Depart- 

| ment of Defense will participate in the presentation. .- sit 
| _ Sincerely yours, | |  . -Dran ACHESON 

883.00/12-2349 : Telegram | ge 
The Ambassador in Egypt (Caffery) to the Secretary of State 

| | SECREF > oe Carro, December 23; 1949—3 p.m. 

1166. The King’s principal advisers after much recent discussion 
among themselves have decided to propose next week to the King that 

| Egypt propose a definite boundary solution for peace with Israel. They _ 
| have decided also to propose that this step be taken in the near future 

without waiting for the results of the election.* 7 oe | 
| Repeat to McGhee. —  arrERY 

7 This. telegram was made a subject of a circular telegram sent December 27, . 
2 a. m., to London, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Amman, and New York. (800.00 Sum- | 
maries/12~2749) Ambassador McDonald, in reply on December 31, 11 p. m., . 
stated that “It would be helpful here if Caffery could elaborate Cairo’s attitude. 

- I am sure Israel would welcome Egypt if approached directly or through US 
Government or otherwise. Sharett told me December 31 Israel had responded 
favorably to recent information Egyptian suggestions in MAC that those ex- 
changes be broadened to include political issues. To date no Egyptian reply to | 
Israel’s willingness broaden MAC.” (telegram 924, from Tel Aviv, 867N.01/ - 
12-3149) = | po —— 

: - - 767N.90i1/12-2749: Telegram _ ; OO oO 

The Chargé in Jordan (Fritzlan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | Amman, December 27, 1949—10 a. m. 

7 481. I saw Samir Pasha Sunday morning, received following re 
meeting between him and Shiloah and Sassoon last Friday: Outset 
Samir asked Israelis what formula they devised satisfy Jordan’s claim 
access Mediterranean. Shiloah said after much consideration Israeli 
Government had decided could not give up [apparent garble] but 

| would give Jordan sea front of about 3 km. just north Israel—Egypt 
line and possibly 3 additional km. if present no-man’s land on front 

divided between Israelis and Egyptians. Israelis would allow Jordan 
full sovereignty over corridor Hebron to this coast point width to be 
50 to 100 meters. However, should Jordan later obtain Gaza strip |
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from Egypt (Israel would support Jordan’s claim) Jordan must | 
return coastal area obtained from Israel. Shiloah admitted this point _ : 
access sea consisted rough country covered with sand dunes and would | 

be little if any economic value though satisfying Jordan’s political _ 
ambitions. PEE | 

| To this proposal Samir replied Jordan access to sea was of impor- | 
tance purely from economic standpoint and Israeli offer therefore ee 
worthless. Also he could not think of corridor in terms of meters. 

- Jordan must obtain. substantial amount territory to-justify peace | 
settlement with Israelis to Arab world. Added he saw no point con- | 
tinuing negotiations unless Israel recognized validity these arguments. _ | 
Finally he put Israelis on defensive by implying they had divulged to | 
press such content recent talks which he thought. were highly secret. | 

| At this.pomt King Abdullah injected conciliatory note and, Samir 
thinks, would likely have gone far accept Israeli proposal but for ill- | 
considered remark by Sassoon that even if Israel made peace with 7 
Jordan they would have maintain large military forces view potential - 
threat other Arab states. He added Israel could make substantial con- 
cessions Jordan only as part general settlement with all Arab states. 

_ Hearing this King became indignant expressing surprise that so little 
importance should be attached to agreement with Jordan. _ —— 

- Upshot of meeting was decision negotiations should continue though 

Samir expressed belief time had: come inform Jordan Government 
progress talks and let:Prime Minister decide if adequate basis existed _ 
for initiation formal discussions or whether matter should be dropped. 
Tentatively agreed after King returns from Baghdad and Samir from — | 
Tehran (proceeding Tehran tomorrow extend invitation to Shah visit 
Amman) Samir should discuss ‘situation with Ben-Gurion in 
Jerusalem. te | | a | 

Comment: Samir anxious force issue access to sea and it seems | 
clear Israelis must go much farther than they have accommodate 

| Jordan if Samir will agree continue talks. He seemed tired and dis- 
- couraged and somewhat indifferent outcome discussions. His meeting | 

with Ben-Gurion should decide whether formal negotiations are begun 
_ or whether discussions are discontinued: — eS ee | 

Following conversation with Samir T received substantially same  __ | 
account latest‘ Jordan-Israel meeting from British Minister Kirk- a 

| bride who has generally refrained from expressing his view re what — 
Jordan should get out of peacesettlement. - 

| - Sent Department 431; Department pass London 117, USUN 29, Tel 
Aviv 68, Jerusalem 150, Cairo 55; pouched Arabcapitals. =
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767N.90i/12-2749 : Telegram » eyes | a - 

The Consul at Jerusalem (Burdett) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL | JERUSALEM, December 27, 1949-4 p.m. 

708. After stating he is following Israel—Jordan discussions closely, | 
~ Colonel Dayan on twenty-fifth commented: | ee : 

| (1) Although agreement in principle obtained on all points raised, 
negotiations now reached impasse. King ready conclude peace on basis 

__- present position two parties but not able find Prime Minister willing 
| sign agreement. Difficulty not any specific issue but fundamental ques- 

tion of willingness conclude treaty with Jews. No Jordanian leader 
except King willing incur public odium involved such action. | 

| (2) If present opportunity to conclude agreement missed, consider- 
able period may elapse before chance arises again. Current unstable 

| situation Syria likely revive greater Syria and Fertile Crescent plans 
oo and cause King postpone any action re Israel. King’s sudden visit 

Baghdad indicates his preoccupation Syrian problem. Syrian internal 
troubles may spread to other Arab states leading to wide area and 
long period turmoil. Israel-Jordan agreement now would contribute __ 

| to stability whole area. Also negotiations will prove more difficult after 
election new Jordan parliament with large percentage Palestinians. 
(3) Inquired (Dayan. spoke entirely personally and informally) . 

whether US prepared urge both sides conclude peace. I replied basic 
US objective is area peace-and stability and US thinks direct negoti- _ 

_ tions best approach to settlement but not willing specify conditions to 
either party. Dayan stated was not suggesting US supporting specific 
terms but fundamental question concluding peace with Israel. I in- 
quired whether he thought conclusion peace. would cause internal 
difficulties in Jordan. He reiterated peace will produce stability: not | 
 eontrary. te : : a Le 

(4). I stressed importance to Israel of peace with Arab state and | 
asked if Israel not able advance proposals more favorable to Jordan 

and strengthen King’s position. Dayan claimed Israel now made maxi- > 
mum possible concessions; gone much further than first anticipated; 
terms especially Jordan sovereignty over corridor certain to shape. 

| .(5) Made following incidental statements: Samir Pasha Rifaiex- 
pected become next Jordan Prime Minister. Corridor to Mediter- 
ranean Sea as envisaged by Israel limited to road and narrow stretch — 

| on either side. Israel considered corridor exchange for Jewish quarter 

old city. If Jordan preferred territory other than corridor and willing | 
~ accept free zone in Haifa, Israel prepared negotiate this basis. Because 2 

pressure orthodox opinion Israel must have Jewish quarter old city 7
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and corridor linking it to Jewish sections appears only possible 
| arrangement. == sss , ne | 

- Sent Department 703, repeated Tel Aviv 140, Baghdad 76, Beirut 
36, Damascus 97, Jidda 19, London 71; Department pass Amman 80, 
Cairo 58. = | gg eae 

| | — Burperr | 

S67N.01/12-2949 : Telegram oye pond. ee | 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State | 

‘SECRET Trex Aviv, December 29, 1949—1 p. m. | 

918. At my request, Shiloah was at residence an hour December 28. | 
Ford and Herlitz present. - - | - 

_ Shiloah said last Israel-Jordan meeting December 23 had been 
— “sticky” because Samir had reverted to “completely unacceptable 
demands for cession Negev or of corridor so wide as to divide Israel.” 
-.Shiloah guesses Samir’s earlier lesser demands may have been | 

- maneuver with intention finally demand Negev. If this be explana- | 
tion, Shiloah “favors suspending negotiations.” He asked [suggested ? | ce 
that Jordan’s stiffening might be result Samir’s desire wait on develop- “ 

_mentsin Syria. OC ve ee 
— Again Shiloah discerned “no UK adverse” influence in talks unless 

| perhaps before beginning of series talks UK had insisted on “secure 

land bridge from sea to Persian Gulf.” oe EOS 
Re Syria, Shiloah reiterated with great emphasis his conviction | 

_ Abdullah and Iraq are studying union moves which would “upset 
whole Middle East precarious balance. Egypt and Saudi Arabia would — | 
react strongly and Israel could not be expected remain quiescent.” In 

-answer my question whether Israel’s objections would be less if union 
- were won “peacefully and through will of peoples,” Shiloah replied, 

| “there is no possibility Syrian-Iragi and Jordan peoples would be | 
allowed express selves on union. In any case, Israel would regard union => 
as dangerous to Tsrael’s security and as challege to Middle East 

peace a ea 
~~ .. Comment: Ford and I agree that in above Shiloah is expressing = 

firm views-of his government ‘based on sincere.concern. lest union. 
jeopardize Israel’s hopes move gradually towards peace through bi- 
lateral negotiations. H'nd comment. | | 

| Sent Department 918, repeated Baghdad 62, Beirut 92, Damascus 67, 
-. Jerusalem 109, Jidda 42, London 156; Department pass Amman 73, 

— Cairo 84. , 

| McDonatD
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| 867N.01/12-2949 : Telegram ns ee a 

The Chargé in Jordan (Fritzlan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET oo in AueMaAN, December 29, 1949-1 p. m. 

| 434. Following are Legation’s comments Jerusalem telegram 703 
| December 27 to Department : : | 

| 1. King Abdullah’s role re Jordan Israel talks has shown him ex- 
tremely conciliatory, but firm in belief Jordan must obtain substantial 
territorial concessions before he could justify agreement his people and 
Arab world. Has been especially insistent over access sea. Legation’s 
information does not indicate King willing sign agreement basis pres- 
ent position two parties. However desirous he was reach agreement — | 
before last meeting December 23, Sassoon’s blunder.(Legtel 431 De- 

| cember 27) seems have stiffened his attitude. Undoubtedly Samir 
more exacting in attitude than King and Prime Minister even more | 
than Samir. However, case of Samir, and probably Prime Minister as 
well, there 1s little difficulty re principle concluding peace with Israelis 
but rather over specific content of any peace settlement and there is 
no reason believe Samir has modified position outlined recent Legtels. 
King, of course, is well aware reluctance Samir and Prime Minister 
conclude treaty except on favorable terms and will be guided. by this 
knowledges = ae 

_ 2. Legation agrees Dayan recent events Syria serving divert King’s _ 
attention to some extent from settlement with Israel and. if present 
opportunity conclude peace not grasped chance may not soon recur. 
Also negotiations would undoubtedly prove more difficult after 

| Jordan Parliament elections. “ en 
_ _ 8. For some time Samir Pasha has been only serious contender for 

Prime Minister job and it is widely held he will be offered post before 
| long. This possibility would be much greater if he instrumental ob- 

taining satisfactory agreement with Israel. However, privately Samir | 
has intimated preference retain his comfortable post as Minister of 
Court which gives him strong position with King and enables-him 

| engage in and keep au courant of Palace intrigue, rather than assume 

heavy responsibilities Prime Ministership.. 9. 0 eee | 
: Sent Department 434, pouched Arab capitals. Department pass 

London 119, Jerusalem 151, USUN 30, Tel Aviv 69. © ee
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501.BB Palestine/12-2949 : Telegram | | et 

The Chargéin the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL  — Lonpon, December 29, 1949—7 p. m. | 

5149. At Wright’s request, Evans, head NE Secretariat. Foreign | 

Office, today gave us following information re UK contribution to , 

--NERWA. Figures mentioned have been approved by Chancellor > 

Exchequer. tae 

1. UK prepared contribute 2,250,000 pounds, of which 1,000,000 | 

pounds would be comprised of UK loanto Jordan, = = | 

2. Remaining 1,250,000 pounds would be subject following condi- 

tions: (a) up to maximum of 1,250,000 pounds, UK would match | 

one-quarter of total contributions of other governments than US. (In 

other words, governments other than US would have contribute 
5,000,000 pounds for UK to make maximum contribution.) (0) 750,- 

- 000 pounds would be earmarked for expenditure on projects which will | 

- provide for resettlement. | 
3. Foreign Office hopes condition (a) will spur other governments . 

to make maximum contributions. » a | 
4, Foreign Office feels condition (6) will strengthen hand of 

| RERWS. so that funds will not be wasted on hopeless areas such as 
| Aza. | oe an 

5, Evans stated foregoing, when figured on percentage basis, com- ce 

pares favorably with UK contribution to UNRPR. , | 

6. Bevin will take opportunity at Colombo conference to urge other 

| dominion governments to make maximum possible contributions to 

‘We recalled that while in Wright conversations Washington, it had ~ 

been recognized that either government authorized discuss specific | 

figures, nevertheless proportions of 50 percent US, 25 percent UK and | 

15 percent France had been mentioned. Evans confirmed this but said 

he would also recall that at same time Wright had mentioned ’Chancel- 

~ Jor had authorized only 500,000 pounds as UK contribution. Present: | | 

figure represents increase of 750,000 over that figure and: while UK | 

__- wishes it could be more, he agreed that was not possible.) 9 
| eS | | HoLMEs 

a tas Saag web Editorial Note © 0 0 8 wee oo | 

‘The White House, on December 30, released a statement. by ‘Presi- . 

dent Truman ‘concerning the completion by Gordon R. Clapp of his _
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| task as Chairman of the Economic Survey Mission to the Middle East. 
| At one point the President stated: “In accord with my previously 

| _ expressed intention to give careful consideration to such assistance as _ 
we might appropriately render in carrying out the recommendations _ 
of the survey mission, legislation is now in preparation for presenta- — 

_ tion to the Congress requesting authorization for this government to 
assume its share in the cost of the program proposed by the United — 
Nations for the Near East.” | | | 7 

The full text of the President’s statement is printed in Department 
of State Bulletin, January 9, 1950, page 55. | 

867N.01/12-3049: Telegram | | | a 

President Truman to King Abdullah Ibn el Hussein of the Hashemite 
| Kingdom of Jordan) | 

SECRET Wasuineton, December 30, 1949—6 p. m. 
, Your Masssry: TI have received the letter ? which Your Majesty | 

_ was good enough to send me through His Excellency Fawzi Pasha el 
Mulki. I very much appreciate this expression of Your Majesty’s views __ 
on a problem with which the United States Government has so long 

| been concerned. ; | | 
Your Majesty may be sure that this Government will continue to | 

. give the closest attention to the Palestine question, in the constant hope 
_. that an equitable settlement may be achieved. | | 

_It-is my belief that the cause of peace in the Near East would be 
greatly furthered if the states most directly concerned in the Palestine 
dispute should find it possible to agree among themselves upon the 

: basic elements for a just settlement. | oe 
_ Isend to Your Majesty the warm expression of my personal esteem 

_ and my best. and most cordial wishes for the continued prosperity of 
Your Majesty and of the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan in the | 
forthcoming year. | | oo - 

| | Harry S. Truman 

*Sent to Amman in telegram 216, which instructed that the message be trans- an 
mitted to the King. The message was drafted in the Department of State and 

_ . sent to Presisdent Truman by Secretary Acheson, with his memorandum of 
December 29. The memorandum stated, in part, that “I believe that itisdesirable 
to avoid any commitment in replying to King Abdullah, but that in the interests 
of a Palestine settlement it would be helpful to give indirect encouragement to 

, the King to continue the secret talks now going on between Jordan and Israel.. 
The attached reply has been drafted with these points in mind.” President | 
Truman, in a marginal notation on December 30, approved the proposed reply a 
(867N.01/12-3049). . 

. * Dated November 5; see editorial note, p. 1470.
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§67N.01/12-3149 : Telegram SO | ae | 

The Ambassador in Israel (McDonald) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Trt Aviv, December 31,1949—1 p.m. 

999, At his request Foreign Minister talked to me his office 45 _ 

minutes December 30 with Eytan and Shiloah present. | 

Summarizing his recent conversations with Secretary Acheson,* | 

: Sharett said he wished give Department formal statement on J ordan- 

Israel talks as follows: | ; Oop | wo eS | 

Despite promising beginning of earlier talks impasse reached De- oe 

—cember 23 over “width of corridor.” Israel prepared grant under ae 

Jordan jurisdiction or possible sovereignty width sufficient for auto 

and railroads but will not cede width of 40 to 50 kilometers.* because 

- such demand suggests purpose different from securing free access to | 

sea. Wider corridor could be used for “intensive settlement and as pos- 

sible base for military operations.” Israel “went as far as it dares - 

politically and perhaps farther than is safe strategically in offering == 

Jordan jurisdiction or sovereignty over narrower corridor.” | 

_ Sharett expressed hope that King would revert to earlier concilia- 

tory attitude and that USG would find it possible to indicate to King _ 

its hope that “prospects of agreement not be ruined by demand be- 

yond guaranteed freedom of access, and that meantime adventures in 

Syria not be permitted to inflame ME.” OSES a 

Comment: Sharett obviously desires conclude peace J ordan but I | 

am sure cabinet dare not yield on wider corridor. End comment. — | 

| _ Sent Department. 922, repeated Baghdad 63, Beirut 98, Damascus | 

68, Jerusalem 110, Jidda 43, London 157, Department pass Amman 

74, Cairo 85. pS Co ORE og 
SUR sath fe ga BL Nog dee ~McDonap 

= 1 See memorandum of December 7 by Secretary Acheson, p. 1524. Ch | 

2At10-p. m. on December. 31, Tel Aviv telegraphed a correction of its telegram | De 

922, as follows: “Jordan in December 23 talks with Israel did insist corridor . 

she ‘kilometers wide’ but did not specify number of kilometers. Sharett my house ~ 

December 31 said ‘Jordan might have meant 10 or 15 kilometers but did not | 

- mame figure’.” (telegram 923, 867N.01/12-3149) ee ms =



Be KUWAIT 
PROPOSAL OF THE UNITED STATES TO ESTABLISH A CONSULATE 

| A KUWAIT | 
125.0090B/4-2149 , | 7 

_ ‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

CONFIDENTAL ee ce 7 WasHINeTOonN, April 21, 1949. 
No.192 2 | a 

The Secretary of State refers to the Department’s telegram No. 7 97 
dated March 8, 1948, informing the Embassy that the Department had 

_under consideration establishing a Consulate in the Shaikhdom of 
| Kuwait and requesting the Embassy to ascertain whether the British 

Government, which enjoys a special treaty relationship with the 
Shaikhdom, would be agreeable to the establishment of such an | 

| office, | a ) 
In its responsive telegram No. 1581 of April 16, 1948,1 the Embassy | 

quoted the following text of a letter dated April 15, 1948, addressed 
to the Embassy by the Eastern Department of the Foreign Office: | 

| a “We fully. appreciate the desire of State Department to provide 
_ routine consular services for US citizens in Kuwait and are anxious to 

- meet their wishes. We feel that most practical way of providing facil- 
| | ities which State Department requires would be to arrange, on analogy — 

of arrangements existing at. Bahrein, the US consular representative 
in Basra should perform consular functions in Kuwait onan informal 
basis and without exequatur. This would mean that he would not be 
officially appointed or described as US Consul in Kuwait but we hope 
that you would not regard this as serious disadvantage. In view of our 
Special treaty relationship with the Sheikh, the channel through which 
US consular representative would conduct relations with the Sheikh 

_ and other authorities of Kuwait State would be our political agent. _ 
Latter would, of course, do everything possible to help your consular 
representative and to ensure that interests of US citizens are fully | 
cared for. | 

_ If these arrangements are acceptable to the State Department and 
you will let us know, we will at once send necessary instructions to our 
authorities in Persian Gulf to put them into effect and to give every 
possible help to US consular representative at Basra in carrying out 
his functions in Kuwait.” | 

Not printed. | | 
1566
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_ The Embassy explained that the British Government, was unwill- | 

ing to weaken the special treaty relationship which it enjoys with 

Kuwait and feared that should an American Consulate be established 

in Kuwait demands for similar facilities would be made by Saudi 

Arabia, Iran, Iraq, and possibly Soviet Russia. The Foreign Office 

believed that a fair trial should be given the procedure suggested in ot 

its letter of April 15, whereby the American Consul ‘at Basra would | 

| undertake informal consular representation in Kuwait though re- 

-- maining resident at Basra. | BF a | 

The Consul at Basra has for a considerable period been endeavor- 

ing to perform consular services for the large American community 

in Kuwait by correspondence and by visits to Kuwait on a monthly 

basis. Notwithstanding the sincerity and extent of the Consul’s en- 

deavors, his experience has shown that the arrangement is unsatis- | 

factory, and that it is inherently incapable of working satisfactorily. 

The needs for having a Consul resident in Kuwait are real, urgent and 

immediate. They have been brought repeatedly to the attention of the | 

- Department during the past year by the Gulf Oil Company which has 

a fifty-percent interest in the Kuwait Oil Company’s concession in oe 

Kuwait, covering the largest proven petroleum reserves of any field | 

| in the Near East. More recently the American Independent Oil Com-_ 

pany, a wholly American concern which has obtained an oil conces- ; . 

| sion for the Shaikh of Kuwait’s undivided half interest in the so-called 

| Kuwait-Saudi Arabian Neutral Zone, has also urgently requested _ 

| the Department to establish a Consulate in Kuwait so that routine | 

-_ gonsular services’ will be available to the large number of American | 

- employees and their families it will soon be sending to Kuwait. 

The fundamental fact is that in Kuwait, as in every other area 

where such needs for consular services exist they must be handled by 

a resident consular officer personally and on a day-to-day basis. The 

following areexamplesoftheseneeds: = | a . 

A, Citizenship Work: With hundreds of Americans already resi- 
dent in the Kuwait district and additional large numbers expected to 

proceed there in connection with oil enterprises and construction pro- - 

grams, there is a constant demand for consular services of one sort = 

or another in connection with passport matters. American passports 

| - are made valid for periods of two years or less and must be renewed 

or replaced thereafter. When an American community is first estab- 

lished overseas.in connection with large-scale development pro} ects as | 

those in the Persian Gulf oil fields, experience has shown that at the 

outset most Americans are in possession of valid passports and during 

the first year or two their needs for passport services are relatively 

small. As.time goes by, however, the demand for such services in- 
‘creases at a rate out of proportion to the number of people involved. 

_ Not only must passports be renewed and replaced, but amendments
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must be made to show the inclusion: or exclusion of members of 
families of the bearer arriving in or departing from the area, aS well. 

_-as to show births and deaths in such families. Consuls must document 
| births and marriages on standard forms and on request be present as 

witness at marriage ceremonies. Each American citizen and the mem- 
bers of his family are likewise registered-at the Consulate and card _ 

: files are maintained showing their whereabouts. To endeavor to per- | 
| form the paper work on such documentation by mail from a distant 

| post is cumbersome, inefficient and, where the volume is large, almost =. 
wholly impracticable. , oes . 

B. Protection of American Citizens: The United States Govern- > 
ment has the obligation to afford suitable protection to its citizens 
wherever they may reside, and it is often in this phase of consular work 

- that physical presence of the consular officer is most urgently necessary. | 
Cases have already arisen in Kuwait where American citizens have 
become involved in litigation or criminal processes, and it is logical 
to assume that with the steady increase in the number of Americans 

resident in Kuwait such cases will likewise tend to increase. This | 
Government has acquiesced for the time being in the trial of American | 
citizens before the Agency Court in Kuwait under the legal system 
established by British Orders in Council. However, regardless of the | 
type of enforcement agency and court procedures which apply to such © 

| cases, it is the right of the accused to have ready access to such pro- 
tection as a representative of the United States may appropriately 
extend to him. It seems self-evident that if such protection is to be 
available to the American citizens involved from the earliest moment 
of their need, such protection can only be afforded by an officer resi- 
dent nearby.. It is thought that the Government of the United King- 
dom will recognize both the validity of this statement and the fact 

_ that it may be’to the advantage of the local authorities, especially the 7 
Political Agent, to have close contact with the United States repre- 
sentative charged with such rights and obligations of protection. 

_ dn cases of wider emergency such as have engulfed the Near East 
many times in the past century and twice within a relatively recent 
period of years, the weighty responsibilities of this Government’s | 
representative in the area can only be carried out if he is in close : 
proximity to those whom he is charged with protecting’, Here again 
it is believed that the British Government will recognize the mutual 

| Interest of our two governments in having effective American consular _ 
representation in Kuwait. ce Be 

C. Shipping and Seamen: At present more than. a hundred 
American tankers are loaded with petroleum products in the harbor 

_ of Kuwait annually, and with the steadily increasing rate of pro- 
duction of oil in Kuwait it is anticipated that the number of tankers 
serving the port. will also grow. Likewise, many merchant cargo ves- 
sels of American registry call at Kuwait each year. At. present ship- 

| ping services are performed by the Consul in Basra but, owing tothe 
distance which separates him from the harbor of Kuwait, when absent 
from Kuwait he is unable to perform all the services required of him 
by law. Included in the list of services which heis precluded from per- 
forming are those with respect to the deposit of ship’s papers, which sy 

| in some cases may seriously prejudice the fulfillment of other duties 
incumbent upon the officer. He is likewise unable to examine the ship’s |
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papers and to issue crew list visas. He is unable to sign discharged 

seamen off the articles and pay them the wages deposited by the 

master, as required by law. Other duties with respect to handling and 

| affording relief to American seamen are made difficult, if not im- 

- possible, by virtue of the fact of his absence from the port. In so far as: 

| he endeavors to handle the documentation in connection with shipping 

and seamen by mail or by signing forms in blank he is deprived of | 

| the opportunity to examine each ‘case personally to determine its 

bona fides, and may in fact by so doing be contravening the Foreign 

Service Regulations or Statutes of Congress. The special duties of 

consuls with respect to seamen were among the first imposed by Con- 

- gress in providing for consular representation abroad, and the very | 

-— nature of such duties in a port served by American ships requires the 

presence ofthe Consul. - Be we, 

-D. Documentation of Merchandise: A limited but growing volume 

of work is involved in documenting merchandise for shipment to the _ | 

United States of goods produced in or transiting through the Shaikh- 

- dom. The issuance of consular invoices has hitherto been handied by _ 

| mail but a resident consul would be in a much better position to insure , 

that shipments are being prepared in conformity with United States — 

~ customs.and import regulations. — oe | 

~~, Consular Reporting: Consuls are charged by law with sub- | 

mission of reports on the above-mentioned matters and on other 

equally important subjects affecting our economic and commercial 

yelations with the area. The importance of the American economic 

interest in Kuwait has already been mentioned and is of such mag- 

nitude as to require no further emphasis. The Department of State | 

, and other interested agencies of the United States Government require 

reports from Consuls. These reports cover a wide variety of subjects, | 

such as financial conditions, crop conditions, basic economic trends, 

| character of commercial activity, recommended types of trading prac- | 

tices and agency connections, and many other related matters. The. | 

| volume and extent of consular reporting on Kuwait has thus far been 

necessarily limited by the inability of the Consul to maintain constant 

touch with local conditions arising from the fact of his residence in 

| Basra instead of Kuwait. The increasing scope of American business 

activity in Kuwait makes it imperative that the volume and quality . 

of consular reporting on the Kuwait district be improved. 

| F. Relations with American Companies and with Local Officials: 

The present practice of assigning to the Consul in Basra the duty of — 

maintaining contact with the representatives of American companies a 

in Kuwait and with local officials has prevented the development of 

| that intimate working relationship so essential to the American In- 

- terests involved as well as to the Governments of the United States 

| and the United Kingdom. A case in point is that of the dispute which — | 

has arisen over the islands off the coast of Kuwait and the Kuwait | | 

Neutral Zone, involving two American companies, the American In-. 

dependent Oil Company and the Gulf Oil Company which owns half — 

interest in the Kuwait Oil Company. The Department believes that = 

it would have greatly facilitated the satisfactory settlement of this 

dispute had an American consular representative been resident in | 

-_ Kuwait and working in close cooperation with the parties in dispute : 

as well.as with the Political Agent. However, it is also on matters of a
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_ & more routine nature which when added together form an even greater 
justification for the establishment of a Consulate in Kuwait. The day- 
to-day problems are many and growing and in the spirit of the Anglo- | 

_ American conversations on economic and cultural cooperation-in the 
Near East held in Washington in October 1947 it is believed that an 

| American consular officer will be of great value in helping to. work 
out the harmonious development of our commercial relations in 

_ Kuwait. In the course of executing his duties, the Consul will, of course, 
have regard for the special treaty relationship existing between the 

| United Kingdom and the Shaikh of Kuwait. | | | 

| In view of the foregoing, you should renew the Embassy’s previous 
request to the British Government for its acquiescence in the estab- 
lishment of an American consular office in Kuwait. In discussing the , 
subject with the Foreign Office, the Embassy should convey: the De- 
partment’s view that the establishment of an American Consulate in 
Kuwait would not adversely affect the existing British relations with 

_ Kuwait but on the contrary would work to the long-range mutual — 
advantage of the United States and the United Kingdom. You may 
algo point out that requests from other states for the establishment 
of consulates in Kuwait could still be refused on the just ground 
that they lack tangible interests in Kuwait comparable to those of the 
United States. | no ce 

| With reference to the Foreign Office’s analogy between the provi- - 
sion of consular facilities at Kuwait and Bahrein, the Embassy should. - 
point out that the handling of our consular needs. at Bahrein by the 

_ Consulate in Dhahran is an inconvenient and unsatisfactory arrange- 
ment and one which we would not wish to duplicate in Kuwait where | 

a the demand for American consular services is greater and more 
pressing, ee 

_ In view of the constantly growing American interests:in Kuwait, 
it is hoped that the Government of the United Kingdom will agree | 
that the request of the United States for consular representation _ 

_ there arises from normal and legitimate needs, and. will accord this | 
-- request its fall approval. Be OO 

125.0090B/8-1949 : Airgram - a - - i a _ 7 . 

7 The Ambassador in the United: Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

CONFIDENTIAL = . . Lonpon, August 19, 1949. | 
Subject: US Consulate at Kuwait, Arabiag 7 

| A-1555. With reference to the Department’s Instruction .No. 192 _ 
of April 21, 1949, and this Embassy’s interim reports, there is quoted 
below a. letter dated August 16, 1949 (ref E.7746/1902/91).which was | 
addressed to this Embassy by Mr. B. A. B. Burrows, Head of the _ |
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Eastern Department of the British Foreign Office, replying to our 

representations carried out in accordance with the reference — 

instruction. oe! oS a a ge 

“Will you please refer to Lewis Jones’ * letter of the 29th April? | 

to me forwarding a request from the State Department for our agree- 

ment to the opening of a United States Consulate in Kuwait. | a 

Ag I have already made clear in conversation with Lewis Jones, we | 

have fully accepted the strength of the arguments in favour of the 

establishment of a consular representative of the United States Gov-— . 

ernment in Kuwait and appreciated that the increase in the volume ot 

work has caused difficulties im the administration of consular business 

from Basra; but while we have been most anxious to meet the practi- 

eal requirements of the United States Government, we have also — 

| been seriously concerned at the political repercussions which are | 

likely to arise. The Iraqis have already asked for the appointment of | 

a Consul and if an Iraqi Consul were to be appointed the Egyptians | 

might be expected to follow up with a similar demand. At present the 

‘United States is the only country with which the United Kingdom has _ 

a Consular Convention, but we expect to negotiate such conventions 

with a number of other countries soon and are at present negotiating => 

one with Egypt. These conventions are likely to include a provision | 

| similar to that in the UK-US Convention providing that a Consulate 

| may be opened at any place where a Consulate of a third country 

‘5 established. If there were a U.S. Consulate in Kuwait, we should | 

| be unable on the conclusion of our'Convention with Egypt to refuse 

the opening of an Egyptian Consulate there. For this reason we fear | 

that it cannot be argued that the establishment of a U.S. Consulate | 

would not constitute a precedent. _ ee 7 SS oo 

“If the way were thus opened to Egyptian and Iraqi penetration there ~ 

| vould be a real danger that Kuwait would be rapidly infected with 

| all the ultra-nationalist maladies from which those two countries are | 

at present suffering. Kuwait would become involved in Arab League 

affairs and in all the rivalries and intrigues which now divide the 

Arab States. This involvement of Kuwait in Middle East politics 

would be to the advantage neither of the United States nor ourselves. | 

| 1 might add that if Consuls were appointed from outside countries | 

at Kuwait there would be a similar demand for representation at - 

- Bahrein where similar considerations apply. __ | | 

This desire to exclude the hurly-burly of Arab politics does not of 

course mean that we wish to keep Kuwait or Bahrein in permanent | 

tutelage; but our hope was. that.they would develop in their own time. 

on. a steadier and more stable basis than most of the Arab States have 

done. In this connexion, we are well aware of the need. for strengthen- 

| ing our own political representation in Kuwait and steps to this end | 

have already been taken. — _ SP Pe eg Ta | 

We thought it desirable to set out fully the above consideration — 

which would explain to you the difficult situation in which the U.S. | 

‘Government’s request put us and the reason why we have taken some 

time to consider the matter. We are sure that the State Department > 

will wish to weigh these considerations carefully before coming toa | 

1G. Lewis Jones, First Secretary of Embassy in the United Kingdom. : 

* Not printed. | | ,
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| final decision. If they finally decided that they wished to go on with 
| the idea of appointing a U.S. Consul.at Kuwait in spite of the diffi- 

culties to which we call attention we should not wish to object. In 
order however to reduce so far as possible the dangers and difficulties 
to which we think this appointment might give rise, we should like 
to have your agreement to the following three points in relation to the — 
status of the U.S. Consular Officer at Kuwait :— 7 

| “The first is that his exequatur should be issued by H.M. Gov- 
| ernment and not: by the Sheikh of Kuwait. We are informed that 

in view of the international status of Kuwait, for whose foreign. 
relations H.M. Government are responsible, this is the only correct 

_ procedure. This would imply that foreign consuls established in 
| Kuwait would deal with the Kuwait authorities through the 

British Political Agent on all except purely routine matters. . | 
The second is that the appointment would not alter the present 

jurisdictional arrangements at Kuwait under which the British 
Political Agent is responsible for dealing with legal cases involv- 
ing non-Arab foreigners. OO | 

| The third is that the appointment would not affect the existing 
| arrangements embodied in political agreements with the Kuwait 

| Oil Company and the American Independent Oil Company (and 
which would be similarly embodied in a political agreement with 
any company which obtained a concession for exploiting oil in 
the seabed under Kuwait’s control and jurisdiction) according 
to which the relations between the company and the Sheikh except 
on routine matters are handled through the Political Agent. | 

If on further consideration the State Department felt able to sug’- 
gest some method of dealing with their practical requirements which _ 
did not involve the political difficulties which we foresee in the present 

| proposal, we should naturally be very glad to consider any such 
suggestion, = | | 

I should make it clear that we have not yet made any approach to 
the Sheikh of Kuwait on this subject.” a a | 

| a eo | Dovcias 

. | Editorial, Note oe _ 

The question of establishing an American Consulate at Kuwait was 
discussed on November 22 by Department. officers with Michael 

_ Wright, Superintending Under Secretary of State in the British | 
Foreign Office. For the statement agreed to by the United States and ~ 
United Kingdom Groups, see page 85, | | |
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INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN QUESTIONS OF ECONOMIC 

AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO SAUDI ARABIA; RENEWAL OF | 

UNITED STATES TENANCY AT THE DHAHRAN AIRFIELD;* ELEVA- | 

TION OF THE UNITED STATES LEGATION AT JIDDA TO THE STATUS 

OF AN EMBASSY | a | ee Oo 

124.90F/1-549 | oe ne | 

- Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the President — 

SECRET >  -Wasutneton, January 4, 1949. | 

| In view of our large and rapidly growing economic interests in 

Saudi Arabia, involving the employment of several thousands of | 

- Americans in that country, and the especially cordial attitude which | 

- _King Ibn Saud? has long displayed toward the United States Gov-. _ 

ernment, the Department gave thought early in 1948 to raising the 

status of our Legation at Jidda to an Embassy. Although desirous 
of effecting the change at that time, the Department felt that it would | 

be wise to defer action until the unfavorable atmosphere created by | 

the Palestine problem improved.* You may recall that we elevated - 

our Legations at Cairo and Baghdad in 1946.4 The British took 

similar action at Jidda in November 1947. _ _ - 

With the adjournment of the United Nations General Assembly - | | 

at Paris, and the creation of the Conciliation Commission,’ the De-| — 

- partment is of the opinion that it would now be opportune to proceed ~ 

with the proposed elevation of our Legation to an Embassy. Our 

Minister at Jidda, Mr. Rives Childs, recently informed the Depart- - 

ment* that this action would be welcomed by the Saudi Arabian | 

~ Government as evidence of a reciprocal desire on our part for strong 

| and friendly ties; he adds that it would be regarded as recognition. 

of the importance we attach to our interests in Saudi Arabia, and could. 

not but be pleasing to the King. Such a move would, of course, involve a 

reciprocal action on the part of the Saudi Arabian Government. _ | | 

+¥For previous documentation on these subjects, see Foreign Relations, 1948,. | 

vol. v, Part 1, pp. 209 ff. Ce as | 
2 Abdul Aziz ibn Saud, King of Saudi Arabia. = | | 
>For documentation on the Israeli problem, see pp. 594 ff. a | 

- *See Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vi1, pp. 78-80, concerning Cairo, and ibid.,. : 

pp. 569-570, concerning Baghdad.. | 7 

5 Ror a discussion of the Palestine Conciliation Commission, see pp. 594 ff. 
® Telegram 658, December 22, 1948, from Jidda (124.90F/12-2248) ; not printed. : 

a | | 1573 | 

- 801-887—77——100 | a oo | |
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If you approve, the Department proposes to instruct Minister 
| _ Childs to approach the Saudi Arabian Government with a view to. 

effecting the elevation of the respective Missions at Jidda and Wash- 
ington in the near future. In the event the concurrence of the Saudi 

_ Arabian Government is obtained to these proposals, it is recommended — 
_ that Mr. Childs be raised to the rank of Ambassador.? 

_ EES Rosert A. Lovert 

7A marginal note, dated January 5, 1949, indicated President Truman’s ap- 
proval. The Legation in Saudi Arabia was notified of this approval and directed 
to inform the Saudi Arabian Government (telegram 9, January 10, to Jidda, — 
124.90F/12-2248 ; not printed). Sheikh Asad al-Fagih presented his credentials 
to President Truman on March 4 (Department of State Bulletin, March -13, p. - 
328), and J. Rives Childs presented his credentials to King Ibn Saud on March 18 
(despatch 86, April 2, from Jidda, 123 Childs/4—249). | 

867N.01/1-449: Telegram | oo oo 

The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET Jippa, January 4, 1949—11 p. m. | 

11. Dhahran’s 1, January 2 to Department.’ This report believed 
without foundation, = | Sf | ~ 

7 At my request Deputy Foreign Minister ? outlined viewpoint SAG 
regarding terms of extension airbase agreement.? He stated: 

-1, SAG did not put any term on SAG-US friendship. 
2. SAG could not conclude long term agreement at this time with- 

_ out causing repercussions in other Arab states owing to “negative” 
7 policy US had pursued so far as Arabs concerned in Palestine ques- 

tion. Despite such negative attitude SAG desired strongly conserve 
| US friendship and as evidence thereof was willing prolong Dhahran : 

agreement on temporary basis. It was for US to decide for itself policy. 
towards. Arabs and character friendship US wished with. Arab world. 
including Saudi Arabia and US might be sure any evidence given: 
of US desire for properties would be immediately reciprocated. 

‘Sent Department 11,repeated Dhahran3. a co | 7 , 

+ Not printed ; it reported.a rumor that the. Saudi Arabian Government would. 
extend the Dhahran Air Field Agreement for 10 years if the United States would 
spend $27 million renovating the airfield during the first year of the new agree- 
ment (890F.7962/1-249).. oe 

* Shaikh Yusuf Yassin. Oe a 
*The airport at Dhahran, which was built by the U.S. armed forces and = 

completed in 1946, was operated by the Air Transport Command in an Agree- 
ment with the Government of Saudi Arabia. The Agreement was to last until 
March 15, 1949. ~ . - re . _
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-s«- S90F.7962/1-1049 : Telegram tS Ea 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

TOP SECRET © | WasHineron, January 18, 1949—8 p. m. | 

18. Nat Mil Estab has arrived at following positions re US rights 

- Dhahran: a re | 

US would still strongly prefer occupy base on tenure at least twelve 

years, especially because highly improbable that under shorter tenure 

NME could secure Congressional approval any appropriations new 

construction. Even if rights granted for twelve or more years, no 

estimate could at present be made funds which might be available 

expansion Dhahran. Developments affecting NME suggest Air Force 

budget may be cut. This means all-around reduction Air activitiesand 

plans for Dhahran may suffer proportionately. Since Air Force not | 

now in position even estimate how much it may be able spend Dhahran | 

no reference figures can be made. Funds minimum maintenance opera- oe 

tion and present training assured but any budget for new construction. | 

| and increase training and other activities would require Congressional 

| approvak  — — cle Oo | 

, Tf, as pointed out Legtels 11 Jan 4 and 26 Jan 10," longer tenure —_ 

cannot be obtained without substantial guéd pro quo NME will accept _ 

_ tenure on less than 12-year but at least one-year basis from March 15, 

1949, subject to extensions of at least twelve months in absence of / 

12 months’ notice from either Govt to other of intention terminate 
agreement. It should be clearly understood that under such tenure US _ 
would probably not be able to do more than maintain Base in state 

insure its delivery sound condition SAG upon eventual expiration — 

agreement with expenditure such sums as may be necessary for that 

purpose and to continue but not expand present training program | 
__Dhahran and continue but not increase facilities being afforded in US 

_ gerviceschoolsinconnectionthattraining,§ = =” | 

“You are authorized present to SAG your note proposed Legtel 648, | 
— Deci82withfolchanges: © | 

[Here follow the suggested word changes. The note in its revised 

form is printed infra.] _ en 

For your background Dept recognizes US required register agree- 
ment with UN pursuant Article 102 Charter within 6 or 8 months after | 

| adoption. It is planned, therefore, once renewal has been obtained, ) 
remind SAG our niutual obligation under Charter and importance : 

| which US attaches meeting this obligation as indicated cire. instr 

Apr 9, 1948.* If SAG then objects registration renewed agreement it 

7 -1Qatter-not printed. re ne ae : a 
| * Foreign Relations, 1948, vol.v, Parti1,p.260. . » a 

Not printed. 9 |
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should be possible work out substitute simplified form and publish. 
You should accordingly avoid making commitments to contrary. 

890F.7962/1-2649 | “gue ee a | 
Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Saudi Arabian Deputy 

| _ Minster for Foreign Affairs (Yassin) 

TOP SECRET it Jippa, January 20, 1949. 
Excettency: I have the honor, acting under instructions from _ 

my Government, to request, in consideration of the friendly ties exist- 
| ing between the United States and Saudi Arabia, renewal of the 

_ existing Dhahran Air Base Agreement, embodied in exchanges of 
notes of August 5, August 6, and December 20, 1945 and J anuary 2, 
1946,? as amended, which expires on March 15, 1949. a | 

| Renewal of this agreement will permit the United States Air Force 
to continue to discharge its existing long range communications com- 

_ mitments and will-at the same time afford an opportunity for con- | 
tinuation and possible expansion of the training program for the 

| Saudi Arabian students at Dhahran and in the United States. It is : 
my Government’s view, which it is believed the Saudi Arabian Gov- 
ernment will share, that maintenance of the Dhahran Airbase Agree- 
ment offers a particularly practical means for continuation of the 
friendly collaboration already existing between the two Governments. 
The existing Airbase Agreement provides that the United States 
Government will turn over these installations in sound condition to 

| the Saudi Arabian Government for operation, control and mainte- 
| nance upon expiration of the Agreement. My Government interprets 

such provision as a continuing obligation to maintain the Dhahran 
Airbase in a state to insure its delivery in sound condition to the _ 
Saudi Arabian Government upon expiration of the Agreement with 
the expenditure of such funds as may be necessary for that purpose. 
The amounts to be expended will naturally depend upon the use which 
it may be desired to make of the Base in agreement with the Saudi 
Arabian Government. | | | a 

It is understood that renewal of the existing Dhahran Air Base _ 
Agreement includes renewal of those provisions of the Agreement _— 
which pertain to civil air rights which are set forth in this Legation’s | 
note of December 20, 1945 and the note dated January 2,1946 of the __ 
Saudi Arabian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It is further understood 

| that if a civil air transport agreement between the United States and 

| * Transmitted to the Department as an enclosure to despatch 19, January 26, — from Jidda ; not printed. ' | en : a 997 For summary, See bracketed notes, Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. VIII, pp. 983,
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Saudi Arabia should come into effect during the existence of the 

Dhahran Airbase Agreement, as renewed, the provisions of such civil | 

air transport agreement would supplant those provisions of the 

Dhahran Airbase Agreement which pertain to civil air rights. | 

- My Government requests the existing Air Base Agreement to be — | 

extended for a period of at least one year and that its life after | 

| March 15, 1950 be subject to annual extensions of twelve months in es, 

the absence of notice from either Government to the other of intention , 

to terminate the Agreement upon twelve months notice. _ es | - 

- T avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the => 

assurances of my highest consideration. — | So ee 

a | So | J. Rives Comps 

- $90F.7962/1-2449: Telegram | | me PB a | 

The Minister in Saudi Arabia (C hilds) to the Secretary of State 

TOR SECRET oe Jippa, January 24,1949—10 a.m. 

 -B4, Legtel 52, January 22.1 Deputy Foreign Minister called late — 

twenty-second and said he had discussed Dhahran with King and 

Faisal. From his conciliatory manner I am convinced King has in- a 

- tervened exercise moderating influence on Faisal. Yusuf began by —— 

repeating statement he has frequently used recently that HM did not: | 

set any term or limits on friendship with US. He expressed strong fat 

desire to reach Dhahran agreement without any arguments, “TI - 

realize,” he said, “importance Dhahran to us and its defense needs 

in present international situation. It is our wish however stay US in | 

Dhahran will not have appearance occupying that area. For outward 

appearance, we propose new agreement on a nominal lease basis.” 

(He first mentioned rather jocosely “from one dollar to ten million” mo 

but later more seriously said compensation for lease would be pro 

forma and character compensation would be left to conscience US. 

| SAG recognized arms embargo? precludes military equipment as 

compensation and are thinking in terms such items as airplane en-— 

- gines of which there is great need.) Yusuf said SAG recognized 

difficulty would be encountered in obtaining from ‘Congress funds | 

under short term lease. Ability to obtain funds would be measure of | 

| US confidence in SAG. He emphasized it was in our mutual interest 

renewal be. in form new agreement to. (a) include such provisions =—_ 
of existing agreement which it might be mutually desirable to retain 

-4Not printed; it reported that Amir Faisal, ‘Saudi Arabian Minister for For- 
o eign Affairs, had returned from a United Nations meeting in Paris annoyed :with — | 

the United States. and intending to influence the Saudi Arabian Government to | 

ss: pursuea more exacting policy towards the United States (890 F.7962/1-2249). 

2 For references to documentation.on the embargo on, shipments of armaments | 

to the Near East, see index entries in this volume under-“Palestine, Arms Policy 

for Palestine and the Near East.” Ce ee PE te sate na |
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| and (b) certain general provisions which he would outline. Yusuf 
then read memo covering above of which following rough translation: 

| “With reference previous conversations between US and SAG re - 
DAB and in accordance désire expressed by US Govt to benefit from 
DAB, in view its urgent needs and in accordance desire SAG main- 
tain uninterrupted friendship US, SAG desires offer as one of several 

) proofs its friendship everything which may assist US Govt at DAB. 
“It is known DAB terminates March 15 and entire airport with all 

| its fixed installations will be property SAG in accordance provisions 
~ _ DABagreement.” : | | 

| SAG prepared to leave facilities which US Govt can use at DAB 
at present for period one year under following conditions: (a) agree- 
ment upon an annual lease (6) training number of Saudi students 

| at DAB and in US (c) rehabilitation DAB in accordance with agree- 
| ment between two governments. _ a 

: SAG has been and still is discussing with US Govt with view reach- 
ing agreement which would insure integrity SA and make available 
to SA military equipment enabling SA defend itself. In view diffi- 
culties hindering reaching agreement on this subject SAG does not 
‘wish make use requested conditions as condition giving US right use 
DAB one year and SAG hopes during coming year it may be possible 
reach an agreement by which SAG hopes help to maintain the in- — 
tegrity of country and obtain what it has requested for defense its 
country. — ye - | 

, Sent Department 54, repeated London 18, Dhahran 12. ; 
Sn ee CHILDS 

| 890D.00/2-349 : Telegram | BS ee 
Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET _. Suppa, February 3, 1949—10 a. m. 
88. Legtel 48, January 19.1 Deputy Foreign Minister referred our 

| discussion re Greater Syria? and said he had since discussed this’ | 
_ subject with HisMajesty, = ° °° 

~ -"Net printed; it contained Yusuf Yassin’s views regarding the attitude of 
King Abdullah of Transjordan towards achieving a Greater Syria by first. in- 
corporating Palestine into Transjordan. According to Yusuf, the incorporation | 
of Palestine into Transjordan was a decision for the Arab League with which 
the:Saudi Arabian Government would abide ( 890D.00/1-1949), Lo: 

? The problem of a “Greater Syria” refers to Saudi Arabian fears that the _ 
Hashemite rulers of Transjordan and Iraq (particularly the former) were plan- 
ning to establish a Greater Syria to include the two states as well as Syria, part 
of Palestine, and possibly Lebanon. __ . — — SO 

' The Hashemite family of Hussein, Sherifs of Mecca: and Medina and rulers | 
of the Hejaz, had been ousted in the middle 1920’s by King Ibn Saud, who had oa 

| annexed the Hejaz to his domain. The Kings of Transjordan and Iraq were 
: descendants of Hussein and Ibn Saud feared an increase ‘in their power would 

‘result in their attempts to regain the Hejaz. a - 
_ For documentation on the interest of the ‘United States in. the problem, see 

_ Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 738 ff. BEE
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-. SAG has received information King Abdullah and Regent Iraq 

are taking new measures realize Greater Syria. First step would be | | 

| annexation Arab part Palestine to Trans} ordan and bringing about 

revolution or instability Syria and later taking active measures against | 

SA. This is latest information received from His Majesty on sub] ect.3 | 

His Majesty would like to know if USG has such information or a 

more detailed information than above. His Majesty would like to | 

know what USG advises SAG to do in matter. Has USG any objec- 

tions in stating its views frankly this question: will armsembargo  ~ 

~ be in effect long time as result which SA may be stopped from equip- | 

ping itself properly with arms. His Majesty requests foregoing not | 

be discussed with third party. Oo oe | | 
er a - CHILDS 7 

|  § King Ibn Saud amplified on his concern regarding the “Greater Syria’ prob- 

| lem in a letter to Yusuf Yassin which the latter was instructed to discuss with 

: Minister Childs (telegram 100, February 9, from Jidda, 890b.00/2-949 ; not . 

printed). | | co eS 

Department of Defense Files - - . | | | 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State 

- CONFIDENTIAL —  [Wasurneron,]| 10 February 1949. | 

- My Dear Mr. Secrerary: In your letter of 19 November 1948 * you 

pointed out that the agreement between this Government and the 

Saudi Arabian Government covering our rights at the Dhahran Air © | 

Base expires on 15 March 1949. At the same time, you posed certain | | 

~ questions of a military nature which would have an important bearing 

on the conduct of negotiations with King Ibn Saud for this extension | 

of thisagreement. ee — ° 

In accordance with your suggestion, and as I indicated in my letter 

of 20 November 1948,? I asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to give de-_ 

- tailed consideration to the specific questions which you raised. Based 

upon their views, and after further study of the matter in my own” 

office, the position of the National Military Establishment with refer-  __ 

ence to these questions may be stated as follows: - - | 

Question: “(1) Is the extension sufficiently important to justify the — 
expenditure of additional sums by the Air Force on the development 

of this base, and. if so,/how much might those sums be?” | | 
— Answer: Yes, the Air Force will support action by which the Con- 
gress would be asked to appropriate sums permitting the expenditure _ 
of an initial development sum of $19 million on the Dhahran base, and 
thereafter at the rate of approximately $5 million a year for all ex- _ 
penses required to maintain the base in fully operable condition. | 

_-—- For text, see Foreign Relations, 1948,.vol. vy, Part 1,p.255. 7 
--2Not printed. - - oO
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Question: “(2) How long an extension would be required in order 
_ tojustify such expenditure?” : | 

| Answer: Preferably 25 years with the option of renewal, subject to 
termination by either party on six months’ or one year’s notice, pref- 

— erably the latter. 7 a | 
— Question: “(3) Is the National Military Establishment prepared, 

provided the embargo against shipment of arms to the Near East is 
lifted, to supply the Government of Saudi Arabia with arms and other 
military equipment ?” _ a / | 
Answer; In view of uncertainties as to the duration of the current _ 

embargo, any definitive answer to this question should be postponed 
until such embargo has been lifted. At that time, the National Military 
Establishment will be glad to re-examine the matter in the light of 
equipment and funds then available, and in the light of priorities 

| which may be established by the Department of State for aid to na- | 
| tions of the Near and Middle East. Oo 

_ Question: “(4) How large an expansion of the Air Force Training | 
Mission. . .2 might be undertaken at Dhahran 2” 7 > 

Answer: The Air Force considers that an expansion of its Training 
Mission would be warranted as part of an agreement to retain rights 
at Dhahran. However, the amount of expansion should not exceed 
double the strength of the present mission. | 

: Question: “(5) Would the National Military Establishment be pre- 
: pared to extend the scope of the training provided Saudi Arabia to 

include instruction in fields other than aviation 2?” cet 
| Answer: Yes, the Joint Chiefs of Staff will be prepared, subj ect to 

budgetary limitations, to expand the training mission to Saudi Arabia 
and its objective to include not only airport operation but also air base 
defense. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that this additional training 

— will go far toward the attainment both of the United States strategic 
objective and of King Ibn Saud’s desire for trained military person- 
nel as a stabilizing influence in his country. — : Se 

| Should further questions concerning this subject arise, the Chief of 
| Staff of the Air Force or his designated representative will participate — 

with the appropriate representatives of the Department. of State in — 
further planning in regard to the extension of the Dhahran Air Base. 

Sincerely yours, a a JAMES ForRESTAL — 

* Omission appears in the source text. . oe oe 

890D.00/2-349: Telegram ‘ Se, 7 - co Se 

| The Secretary of State to the Légation in Saudi Arabla 

TOP SECRET - -—-- Wasurneton, February 19,1949—1 p.m. 
62. Legtel 88 Feb. 3. You may inform FonMin in response his ap- 

_ proach re Greater Syria problem that although we are of course aware 
various ideas advanced in this respect we have read no indications of 
any impending move toward realization. As FonMin mentions annexa- 
tion Arab part Palestine to TJ would be first step you shld tell him we |
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wld not consider merger this territory as recommended by UN Medi- a 

 atorto be related Greater Syria. oo ies oe | | 

| ~ You may wish add that mutuality US and UK interests is such . 

that US wld not hesitate approach Brit Govt again concerning | 

Greater Syria problem if threat affecting peace and security of ME — 

shld materialize. (Legtel 100 Feb 9.)* In your discretion you may re- 

mind SAG however that preservation peaceful cooperation among | 

Arab States is fundamentally and primarily responsibility of Arab 

statesmen themselves. | a a | 

- Re question arms embargo you may say we propose to give con- 

sideration to lifting embargo when peace is restored in Palestine. a - 

es 7 | | oe ACHESON 

: 7 Not printed ; but see footnote 3, D. 1579. a - | | 

711.90F/2-2749: Telegram — a | | | 

‘The M inister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State ) 

TOP SECRET Tappa, February 27,1949—2 p.m. 

188. All members SAG have been Riyadh some days where discus-  __ 

gion took place SAG-US relations. Following return Prince Faisaland 

Acting Foreign Minister Jidda, I spent three hours today Foreign 

Office with latter. Yusuf said HM instructed him discuss SAG-US | 

relations based on latest developments. He said: “International 

_ situation is as momentous as it was. Sole problem which US has had in > 

connection Arab states in general, and SAG in particular, is Palestine. — 

- This situation is being dealt with through established procedure. HM | 

would like to know view USG re US-SAG relations. oe 

- “Is USG still of opinion present situation does not permit any 

- modification previously expressed view time not propitious discussion | 

- military and other aid SAG, including tripartite agreement.’ When- 

ever questions raised with USG, USG always referred SAG to UN. 

If USG does not favor tripartite [agreement], will it be more disposed | 

-.~bilateralagreement?” As faras SAG concerned,HM said weareready 

to do everything which will help in strengthening friendship ties 

—- between US and SAG. We are ready to assure USG all their requests _ 

based on mutual interest will be met. USG should be certain SAG will 

| cooperate with USG. Period of that cooperation is for as long as Saudi 

family in power. As HM has requested guarantees and commitments 

_ from USG, he is ready to give in return such guarantees and commit- . 

| ments. All facilities required by USG in air, on sea, and on land, will 

1 Between the United States, the United Kingdom, and Saudi Arabia; see 
Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, pp. 209 ff. | : . |
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| be accorded in a manner which will assure sovereignty of country and 
oe not subject SAG to criticism of other foreigners that SA is colony of US. : a 7 So 

_ HM says USG ought to reconsider its attitude re SA, because its | 
«common interests with SAG are not as those with any other country, 

_ So its attitude toward US should differ from that toward other coun- 
| tries. If USG believes has interests in SA vital and fundamental, and 

if USG would like to develop and strengthen such interests with SAG, 
we would be pleased to receive either special US delegation with US 

| Minister Jidda or to send SAG delegation to US to be headed by one 
. of Princes to discuss existing mutual interests between two countries. | 

Such delegation should not be appointed unless we are sure USG pre- ~ 
pared reconsider its attitude and is ready to do so. I said. HM’s observa- 
tions would be studied with great care, interest, and attention, by 
USG. I assured Acting Foreign Minister that purpose and desire of 

| USG was to strengthen our relations with SAG. I added principal 
difference in my view between points of view USG and SAG was as 

_ to time and means of achieving an aim shared by both. I mentioned _ 
attention USG now largely concerned conclusion Atlantic Pact and 
if there was any delay in making known by my government to HM 
of our comments on his observations, this should not be attributed — 
to any indifference our part or any lack.of realization of the impor- 
tance HM’sremarks, = bese S ae oO 

_ Yusuf said he felt himself principal difference separating us this 
question was matter of time and added HM has said, “Time has come”. 

Later on, Acting Foreign Minister mentioned HM expressed hope 
| reply might be had within 10 days or so, as apparently SAG has other _ 

decisionsawaitingreplythistelegram. 8 |... | 
7 — re __. CHInps 

890F.7962/3-849 : Telegram | re St 7 Pp : 

_ Lhe Minister.in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET _ s . Juppa, March 8, 1949—11 a. m. 
168. Dhahran’s unnumbered March’7.1 If new DAB. agreement not 

concluded by March 15 and there seems little-prospect as Acting For- 
eign Minister now Cairo where text proposed new agreement being 

| sent him for comments by Foreign Office, SAG will take initiative in | 
writing Legation on 15th extending present agreement by 15 days. It _ 
is Shaikh Yusuf’s view new agreement may be concluded within that 

- . * Not printed. a
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time. If it is not SAG will give further extensions until agreement — | 

eoneluded2 poy 8 Oe Re | 

--RelayedtoDhahran 40, 2 oS 

Jane hs -” CItps 

 *"The Dhahran Air Field Agreement was extended 15 days on March 15 (tele- 

| gram 197, March 15, from Jidda, 890F.7962/3-1549, not printed), and on sub- — 

sequent occasions. | : : 

- 890F.7962/3-2649 : Telegram OO a | a Se | 

- The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Saudi Arabia 

SECRET NIACT --Wastneron, April 1,1949—5 p. m. 

US URGENT ts” : Be RS | 

132, Fol is part one of two part message.* Re tentative test revised 

- DAB Agreement as worked out by you, Col O’Keefe? and SAG, re | 

Dhahran’s 107 Mar 24, 110 Mar 26,° plus amendments and corrections, 

| youshld approach SAG along follines:—* = Oe 

- Depts State and Air have studied tentative text carefully and ap- 

preciate care which has gone into drafting, problems involved affect- 7 

ing SAG position Arab world and spirit cooperation shown SAG. 

USG has made important contribution econ development SA by con- 

struction, maintenance and operation Dhahran Airfield which has 

been open past three years commercial traffic at expense USG. Our 

actions making these facilities freely available have demonstrated 

 gerupulous respect USG for SA sovereignty. We are sure that SAG 

appreciates benefits which accrue from operation this SAG owned 

- USG and NME most grateful confidence King evidenced toward US 

~ activities Dhahran and toward CO in. requesting his appt as SA Rep | 
civil av matters DAF. USG regrets it cannot accept this gesture of | 

| friendship goodwill becanse not possible US. mil officer active duty 
serve such capacity. Assure SAG this shld not be construed meaning 

CO DAF cannot undertake these duties but he must do so as officer - 
-USG and not as SAG Rep. NME has learned by experience that 

efficient operation major airport which is jointly used civil mil pur- | 
poses requires single administrator. It is therefore urged King dele- | 

1Part two, sent as telegram 133, is not printed. It contained specific suggested 

| word changes to the text of the tentative Dhahran Air Field Agreements > 

-2. Gol, Richard J. -‘O’Keefe; Commanding Officer of the Dhahran ‘Air Field: ~ 

8 Neither. printeds::. 0 8 Se ee 

7 4 Ambassador Childs conveyed these. instruetions to the Saudi Arabian ‘Foreign: 

Office April. 3 (telegram 248, from Jidda, 890F.7962/4-349; not. ‘printed).:The 

- Ambassador’s note was transmitted to the Department with despatch 89; April 4, | . 

from Jidda (890F.7962/4-449) ; not printed. be ee ee
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gate admin airport USG which will in turn authorize its Rep to act 
in this capacity. US Congress eld not be expected appropriate the » 

| substantial funds necessary maintain and operate an airbase over 
_- which USG exercises only partial control. _ os | 

End of part one. Part two fols. = : 
| BS | | ACHESON 

| 711.90F/4-249 | | 
Lhe Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET | ss Sepa, April 2, 1949. 
| — No. 83 | ee | 

- Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the Department’s — 
telegram No. 93 of March 23, 1949 to Dhahran 1 as well as of the 
Department’s telegram No. 127 of March 28, 1949 to Jidda? and to 

| | confirm the telegram I sent from Dhahran on March 31, 1949 
| (Dhahran’s No. 116) ? reporting my audience with His Majesty on 

March 30th at the Riyadh at which time I set forth the position of the 
_ United States Government as authorized by the Department in re- | 

| _ Spect to various questions raised by His Majesty. | Z a 
I arrived at Riyadh on the morning of March 30th en route to 

_ Dhahran with His Royal Highness Prince Mansour, Minister of 
Defense, and immediately upon my arrival at Riyadh was received 
by His Majesty and spent more than half an hour with him in the 

| _ company of Prince Saud * and Fuad Bey Hamza.‘ 
His Majesty listened to my oral communication most attentively and | 

appeared to receive the assurances with considerable relief and satis- 
_ faction. He requested me to express his appreciation to the United. 

States Government for its message and then said that, while the 
| assurances given him did not fulfill all his desires, he felt it was a good 

beginning. His Majesty added. that his government would naturally 
have to study the question of the proposed treaty of friendship, com- 

Oo merce and navigation but the impression was left with me that the. 
| Saudi Arabian Government would probably welcome the conclusion 

_ of such an agreement and a public.announcement to that effect. I think 
- the significance of the public announcement:was not lost upon’His 

_ Majesty as a means of indicating to the world our close ties with 
Saudi Arabia. | o | 

| * Not printed: it provided.a general framework of United States policy towards Saudi Arabia which was conveyed orally by Ambassador Childs to King Ibn Saud - as reported in the aide-mémoire printed below (711.90F /2-2749). | ' | * Not printed. re oo. | -*Crown Prince Saud. os ne 
“Saudi Arabian Minister of State. a es |
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In accordance with a request by Fuad Bey Hamza, I prepared an | 

gide-mémoire of my conversation, the transmittal of which was , 

delayed until the receipt of a true copy of the Department’s telegram | 

No. 93 as that telegram had been slightly garbled in transmission to 

Dhahran. The Department will note that there has been substituted 7 

for the Department’s paragraph 9 (see paragraph 8 of the aide- mo 

- mémoire) an:appropriate reference to the sending of a Saudi Arabian , 

delegation to the United States for the signing of the proposed treaty 

as outlined in the Department’s telegram No. 127. The Department = 

_ will also note that my aide-mémoire contains a reference to the deci- - 

sion of the United States Government to conclude a long term agree- 

ment regarding the Dhahran Airfield which I thought it appropriate 

to introduce in the light of paragraph 7 of the Department’s telegram | 

Respectfully yours, J. Rives CHILDS _ . 

- Pe . _ Enclosure wee 7 | 

— The American Ambassador (Childs) to the King of Saudi Arabia | 

ee (Lb Saud) | re 

OP SECRET ae bie ee 

ee — Ame-M@More 2 2 

- The American Ambassador stated that he was in receipt of a tele- _ | 

gram from the Department of State in Washington setting forth, | 

as requested by His Majesty, the position of the Government of the 

United States in respect to various questions raised in the recent past 

~The Ambassador added that he had been authorized to inform His 
- Majestyofthefollowing: © Se | 

1, His Majesty’s requests have all received the most careful and — - 

detailed study, both by the Department of State and the National — 

2. The United States Government has been happy to act favorably 

on certain of these requests and the fact that this has not been possible — 

® Paragraph seven pointed out that the Dhahran Airfield had been the subject Be 
| of separate instructions (possibly, telegrams, 132 and 1338,. April’ 1, to Jidda,. Dal. 

| 890F.7962/3-2649 ; latter not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 1583), and has not 

specifically been brought within the scope of this telegram. “It does, however,” 

the paragraph further stated, “provide symbol of close cooperation which this 

Government desires to maintain and increase.” o 
° Telegram 93, to Dhahran, not printed ; but see footnote1, p.1584. = ss 

7 These requests are discussed in a memorandum of January 14 by the Assistant 
Chief, Division of Near Eastern Affairs, Richard H. Sanger, to the Deputy | 

Director of the Office of Near Hastern and African Affairs, Raymond A. Hare 

(711.90F/2-2749) ; not printed.
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| in all cases should not give rise to any uncertainty as to the basic 
| _ friendship which has always characterized the relations between our 

two countries. The recent decision to raise the level of our diplomatic 
representation to Saudi Arabia clearly symbolizes an affirmative ap- 
proach on the part of the United States Government in its relations 
with the Saudi Arabian Government. ae oe 

38. The United States has vast commitments all over the world. The 
National Military Establishment in the allocation of funds, materials, 
and men has had to give top priority to projects which have immediate 
urgency in the protection of the national welfare and the preservation | 
of world peace. At thé same time, a strenuous effort has had to be 
made to keep our military expenditures within the limits of the Ameri- 

| can economy. Consequently, many projects in themselves worthy have 
_ had tobe held in abeyance. — : 

: : 4, There have also been legal obstacles in the way of offering further 
| tangible assistance to Saudi Arabia. The Government of the United 

States does not have permanent statutory authority to send military 
missions to countries outside the Western Hemisphere, except in the 

| cases of the Philippines, Greece, Turkey and China. Legislation is now 
pending which would permit the sending of military missions to other 
countries and the retention of those established under emergency 
powers during the recent war. However, there is no assurance that | 
this legislation will be approved by the Congress. If approved, the _ 
dispatch of any military mission would still be subject to the lim- — 

| itations set forth in paragraph 3 above and the existing political 
| situation. Pe : | | a 

5. His Majesty’s requests must also be considered in the light of 
the existing political situation. In speaking of the existing political 

, _ situation, the United. States Government refers specifically to the 
vexing problem of Palestine. This Government is hopeful that the 

| present armistice negotiations will produce an atmosphere which will 
| permit the United Nations Conciliation Commission to reach a speedy 

- _ and effective settlement while the United States Government is com- _ 
_ mitted to the support of Israel within the framework of the United 

| Nations Resolution of November 29, 1947 ® and subsequent resolutions, | 
it is equally committed to a policy of friendship with the Arab states. 

| It is therefore keenly interested in the return of peace to the whole _ 
area, in order that the countries concerned can proceed with their | 
plans for economic development and the improvement of living 
conditions, 

| " See text in Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part2,p.1709.. = |
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6. The American Ambassador, 1n the light of the general policy 

set. forth above, has been authorized to give the following specific 

assurances to His Majesty: ag i 

‘The United States desires to solidify and amplify the present cor- 

dial relations. The United States Government recognizes fully the | 

‘Saudi Arabian Government and its sovereignty within its present: 

frontiers. Any threat to the sovereignty of Saudi Arabia or its terri- 

torial integrity would be regarded most seriously by the United States 

Government and the United States Government would support before 

the United Nations the independence and integrity of Saudi Arabia. 

in case it should be threatened. | : a 

7. In line with the general policy outlined in President Truman’s 

- inaugural address, this Government desires that the resources of 

Saudi Arabia be developed to the benefit of the Saudi Arabian people. 

One of the best defenses against outside aggression is such develop- | 

ment and the raising of the standard of living within Saudi Arabia. 

- His Majesty has shown his broad vision in this respect and there are a 

a number of projects under way or envisioned which are designed to . 

promote the development of the country. The United States Govern- ae 

ment has already demonstrated its interest in such development both 

| in technical advice and financial assistance. Although the Saudi. 

Arabian Government has not found it possible to take advantage to | 

the. full extent of American financial assistance, the United States | 

| Government stands ready to entertain a request for Export-Import. 

Bank assistance for specific projects. Furthermore, the technical assist- 

‘ance program proposed by the President in his inaugural address may 

make it possible to give favorable consideration to Saudi Arabia’s _ 

- request for a Technical Mission to survey the country’s resources and | 

_ tomake recommendations for their development. | cs 

8. The possibility of a treaty of alliance has been raised in previous 

discussions between His Majesty and the American Ambassador. His. | 

_ Majesty will no doubt recognize that the association of the United | | 

States with nations outside the Western Hemisphere for defense: | 

purposes, as exemplified in the proposed Atlantic Security Pact con- | 

stituted a radical departure from traditional peacetime policies and 

| a new concept and one with which the United States must proceed - 

slowly. The United States Government, has not as yet envisaged the 

| broadening of the defensive security relationship beyond the Atlantic — 

Group. The view of the Department of State is that a basic treaty | 

| of friendship, commerce, and navigation should be the primary ob-’ | 

jective in solidifying relations with Saudi Arabia. As an immediate: 

- * For documentation.on the technical assistance program: proposed by Presi- 
| dent Truman in his inaugural address, see vol.1,pp.757 ff. ep
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| measure it is suggested that a public announcement be made of the 
intention to negotiate such a treaty to supplement the agreement of 

| November 7, 1933.° Provided it were agreeable to His Majesty, and 
that there would be reasonable assurance that the Saudi Arabian 
Government would be willing to accept the basic principles outlined 
In the note from the American Minister to the Minister Plenipoten- 

_ tiary in charge of the Saudi Arabian ‘Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
7 dated December 21, 1945 (No. 296)" this announcement could be made 

at once. This should have the beneficial effect of indicating the growing 
| closeness of the ties between the two countries. 

The Ambassador stated that as regarded His Majesty’s proposal 
, that the Saudi Arabian Government send a delegation to the United 

| States or receive a delegation from the United States for the purpose 
of discussing matters of common interest, the United States considered 
that the conclusion of the suggested treaty of friendship, commerce 

| and navigation might well offer a suitable occasion for sending a 
Saudi Arabian delegation to the United States for the signing in — 

- Washington of-such a treaty. The United States Government would 
be gratified to receive such a delegation headed by His Royal Highness 
Prince Saud or by whomever His Majesty might choose to designate 
for that purpose and the visit would offer a further occasion for the _ 
discussion of topics of mutual interest. Be - 
‘The Ambassador stated that he desired to point out that no refer- 

| ence had been made in the foregoing to the subject of the Dhahran 
| Airfield negotiations in view of the fact that these negotiations are 

current. He added that in the view of the United States Government, 
however, the Dhahran Airfield provides a symbol of the close coopera- | | tion which the United States Government desires to maintain and — 

| increase. As one means to that end, the United States Government 
looks forward during the ensuing twelve months to the conclusion 
of a long term agreement regarding the Dhahran Airfield, 
_9. In conclusion, the American Ambassador stated he had been au- 

| thorized to give special emphasis to the common aims of the United — 
States and Saudi Arabia. The United States is vitally interested in: 

@ Saudi Arabian independence, = i iststs—‘“—sS —- 6. The development by Saudi Arabia of her resources, = = = = | c. Resistance to the threat of communist doctrine. . Be 
The Saudi Arabian Government has an even greater interest in these. 
major points. The United States Government feels that this mutuality. 

* Wor documentation concerning this Agreement, see Foreign Relations, 1933, . 7 Vol. 11, pp. 986 ff. . . So, Pes ™ Not printed ; it: included ‘the supplemental provisions ‘to the 1983 Agreement proposed by the United States, = er a
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of interest forms one of the best possible guarantees of Saudi Arabian 

independence and increasingly close relations with the United States.” 

_ Jmpa, March 30, 1949. | | - 7 SOP Pa : 

In reply: to this aide-mémoire, the Saudi Arabian Foreign Ministry indicated 

it was disturbed that the United States Government was hesistant in giving a. . 

frank reply to Saudi Arabian requests and it felt that the United States “either 

has no confidence in us or has not.yet considered [the] great fundamental mutual 

interests involved.” Regarding the proposed treaty of friendship, commerce, and | 

- navigation, it expressed eagerness to take every action which would lead to. 

the strengthening and confirming of friendly relations between the two govern-_ 

- ments. However, although agreeing to publishing a statement to that effect, it 

considered the conditions stated by the United States prior to the announcement _ 

would put it in a difficult situation (telegram 272, April 14, from J idda, 

890F.7962/4-1449 ; not printed). | ne os a | 

S90F.7962/4-249 Oo Sa | 

The Ambassador in Saudi Avabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State a 

SECRET - - Jmpa, April 2, 1949. : 

Sm: Ihave the honor to refer to my telegrams sent from Dhahran — 

numbers 100, 101, 102, 108, 104, 105 and 106 of March 28, 1949, 107° 

— of March 24, 1949 and 109, 110, iit and 112 of March 26, 1949 4 and | 

to transmit with this despatch the following memoranda of conver- — 7 

gations held at Riyadh regarding the Dhahran Airfield negotiations 

and to give at the same time a brief summary of those negotiations:* 
_ [Here follows a listing of the enclosed memoranda of conversa-. - 

' Due to the pressure of work at the end, no time could be spared for | 

the preparation of extensive records of our extended conversations — 
with Fuad Bey Hamza on the details of the agreement but Colonel — | 

_ O’Keefe and Captain Elkins are preparing an annotated text of the oe 
agreement which will include all relevant observations on the details. 
“No opportunity was had either for an extended account of our final 

audience with His Majesty on March 25, 1949 but ‘an account of this’ _ | 
final audience was reported in my telegram No, 229 of March 26, | 

>'None printed. Pots | 
? Negotiations on the. extension of. the Dhahran Air Field Agreement were _ | 

held at Riyadh from March 18 to 25. A tentative revised agreement was reached 
en March 25, with some points’ remaining te be worked. out, particularly con- 
eerning the operational authority at the field (Article 5). The annotated text. 
of the tentative agreement was transmitted to the Department under cover of . 
despatch 110, April 20, from Jidda (890F.7962/4—2049)} ; not printed. Notes re- _ | 

| garding Civil Air Rights were exchanged April 20, and April 23, renewing the - 
- January 2, 1946, note until March 31,°1950. The notes were transmitted to the. | 

_. Department under cover of despatch 115, April 23, from Jidda (711.90F27/4— | 
2349); not printed... «| oe Fe ne | 

_ "Not printed. OO ne 

501-887-7101 | | |
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I shall, in this despatch, endeavor to outline as succinctly but as _ 
inclusively as possible some of the principal highlights in our 
negotiations. Be 

The Department will recall from my telegram No. 190 of March 14, 
1949 * that I was somewhat disturbed by the Saudi Arabian Govern- 
ment’s decision to take the negotiations out of the hands of Shaikh © 
Yusuf Yassin, Acting Foreign Minister who had, for reasons un- 
known to me, been sent to Cairo, and to transfer the negotiations to : 

| Riyadh for their termination by Fuad Bey Hamza, a principal rival 
of Shaikh Yusuf. I have no means of knowing what was behind the 
Saudi Arabian Government’s decision in this regard and whether it __ 

| had any significance. I do know that in 1946 Fuad Bey had criticized. 
Shaikh Yusuf for what he regarded as undue concessions in the 

| Dhahran Airfield Agreement concluded in the exchange of notes of 
1945 and 1946 and it is reasonable to suppose that Fuad Bey. was de- 
termined to prove to the King that he was capable of driving with | 
usaharderbargainthanhisrival = | 

| ‘It was immediately apparent upon my arrival in Riyadh on 
March 18, 1949 that the Saudi Arabian Government was not disposed 
to accept our text of the proposed agreement in its actual form as a 

7 basis for negotiations. Fuad Bey Hamza was, at first, most concilia- 
_ tory and sought to give the impression that whatever form the agree- 
ment. might take there would be no essential change.in the _ 
administration of the airfield. However, during my conversations. 
with him on the evening of March 21st, I was much disturbed by his 

| hardened attitude and the inferences left that there might be funda-. 
| mental changes introduced. It was on that date that Colonel Richard J. 

| O’Keefe, Commanding Officer at Dhahran, and his legal adviser, Cap- 
tain Elkins, arrived from Dhahran at my request to assist mein the 

| negotiations. ee cs 
The Department will no doubt appreciate that our policy with re- 

gard to Palestine was a heavy handicap in obtaining the continuance 
of the privileges which we had previously enjoyed at Dhahran. More-. 
over, the difficulties which we had experienced in formulating replies~ _ 
to the several requests and inquiries made by His Majesty of us re- 
garding our position and attitude toward Saudi Arabia were a further 

| considerable handicap. Fuad Bey pertinently expressed what. was in 
- the mind of His Majesty when he said Saudi Arabia wasintheposition _ 

of a woman waiting vainly for the United States to consummate its ge 
marriage with Saudi Arabia. _ Be 7 

In view of our previous Palestine policy, the King found it particu-: | 
larly. difficult to renew to us openly privileges ‘at Dhahran which’ 

: might. have been interpreted by other Arab states as an indifference | 
on the part of His Majesty to the Arab cause. The position ‘of the — 

* Not printed. | CO |
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Saudi Arabian Government was represented to-tis that they were 
desirous of continuing to grant. us in effect the same privileges but of 
making it appear to the world in the written instrument that Saudi. 
Arabia wasinfactthemasteratDhahran. =§ # . |. | 

The Department will doubtless appreciate that we were confronted: — 
with some very difficult decisions. First of all, time was running short; 

| secondly, it would have been awkward to have hesitated and to have 
_ asked time for consultation with the Department. After deep reflection, _ | 

it appeared to me that the most desirable course was to trust the sincer- 
ity of the Saudi Arabian position by endeavoring to work out theterms 
of an agreement with them which would give us the privileges which | 

| we desire while preserving the amour propre of the Saudi Arabian 
- Government of which it is justifiably jealous. I sought Colonel 
-O’Keefe’s counsel and he concurred wholeheartedly in this proposal. 
We therefore threw ourselves into the task of reformulating the 
Saudi Arabian counter proposals in a manner which would be ac-_ 
ceptable to us as affording a practical working basis for our air forces 

_ at. Dhahran while preserving the necessary appearances to the world _ 
for the Saudi Arabian Government. I cannot omit at this time te | 

| record the invaluable services rendered by Colonel O’Keefe and | 
Captain Elkins in the extremely difficult and delicate task which we 

| set ourselves. It was Colonel O’Keefe and Captain Elkins, assisted: 
| from time to time by me, who were principally responsible for the 
_ skillful manner in which the Saudi Arabian counter proposals were: __ 

transformed and made into an instrument which would give Colonel’ oe 
O'Keefe and the United States Airforce the necessary operative 
working control at Dhahran. I cannot speak too highly in praise of. 
the work in this regard of Colonel O’Keefe and Captain Elkins. I. 

| know the Department will be gratified, as well as the Department of | 
Air, that we worked together as a closely knit team with such results. 
as I believe may be described as successful in our common view. oe | 

_ _Thave already reported to the Department the fact that the evening. | 
_ of March 21st was a crisis point in our negotiations. I find it difficult: / 

to determine the purpose of Fuad Bey’s obduracy and lack of helpful- 
ness as evidenced in our discussions with him that-evening. I was, in 

_ fact, so confused by his change of attitude that at one time IT even 
entertained what I regarded as a reasonable suspicion that the Saudi. | 

_ Arabian Government was endeavoring to compel us to take the 
_ Initiative in retiring from. the negotiations by raising impossible | 

demands. I am still at a loss to account for Fuad Bey’s attitude in 
_ view ofthe completely changed and completely conciliatory position : 

which he subsequently assumed when I threatened to take my difficul- 
- ties directly to the King. I can only assume that he had overstepped: 

himself in his personal jockeying for position. a |
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I may add that I was so deeply concerned with the turn the negotia- | 
tions took on the evening of March 21st that I drafted a proposed — 
communication to the King which I contemplated getting into the 

_ Shands of Prince Saud. This communication, after draft, read in part 
| as follows: | | an = | 

“As Your Majesty is aware, I have striven, during the two and one- | 
half years in which I have been privileged to be the representative 
of my Government in Saudi Arabia, to develop an appreciation on the 
part of those interested officials of the United States Government in 

| meeting Your Majesty’s wishes for more extended and closer ties 
between our two countries. It is my opinion that the Dhahran Air 
Operation has afforded a striking testimonial to what our two coun- 
tries can accomplish as partners. I believe all signs point to a growing _ 
interest on the part of our National Military Establishment in meeting 
as far as may be practical the wishes of the Saudi Arabian Govern-. | 
ment in respect of binding closer our mutual defense. It was, there- 
fore, because of my feeling that harm might be done the work which _- 

_ we have so patiently endeavored to accomplish in fostering increasing | 
interest in Saudi Arabia on the part of the National Military Estab- 
lishment that I have been reluctant.to forward to my Government | 
the counter proposals made to our proposed Dhahran Agreement until 

| Colonel O’Keefe and I had sought by all pessible means to convince 
: the Saudi Arabian Government of the desirability in our common 

interests of drafting an agreement which we considered to offer a. 
basisofagreement. oe - 

- Your Majesty has always invited the utmost candor on my part and 
it is responsive to the convictions that Your Majesty hasinculcatedin  __ 
me of the desirability of such frankness that I am constrained to 
express my observations thus frankly to Your Majesty on this occasion. a 

It has been said that the privileges exercised by us at Dhahran under | 
_ the present agreement are contrary in times of peace to Saudi Arabian | 

sovereignty and honor. May I be permitted to remark to Your Majesty 
_ that the United States enjoys privileges in British and Portuguese _ 
‘sovereign territory which do not go beyond those which we are seeking 
inanewagreement. _ So OO — | 
Iam decidedly concerned at not only the maintenance of the strong 

_ ties which we have already so happily and constructively formed 
through the wisdom of Your Majesty but my concern extends to also _ 

| the fear that the absence in the agreement on which we have been: 
working of the minimum privileges we are seeking might conceivably 

, prejudice the view of the National Military Establishment as to the — 
| consummation of the more extended forms of mutual aid and might 

force the Department of Air to turn to the development of bases 
where the conditions of operation were more favorable. oo | 
As it may take some days to obtain an answer from Washington, — 

Oe I would request of Your Majesty permission for'me to inform.my | 
_ Government that the existing agreement which now expires.on 
March 31, 1949 has been graciously extended for 15 days in order that 
a sufficient period may be allowed for a decision to be reached without 

: possible disruption of the present airport administration.” Oo 

| | |
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«discussed this with my extremely helpful Arab Secretary, | 

Mohamed Masoud, in the thought that the contents would undoubt- | 

edly be conveyed by him to the King or Prince Saud whatever the 

~ decision I might take with regard to its presentation. Mohamed sug- 

gested that I hold it in suspense. In the meantime, he must have,seen _ | 

Prince Saud as he informed me the next day Prince Saud had inquired 

how the negotiations were going in order to assure me that if he could 

_-be of help he would be glad to throw his weight with the King in 

behalf of an agreement mutually satisfactory to us both. I feel thatit — 

was undoubtedly due to the deep apprehensions expressed by me con- | 

cerning the progress of the negotiations and to the intervention of 

Prince Saud that a turn was taken the next day for the better and 

from that time forward the most conciliatory disposition was shown 

by Fuad Bey Hamza. : a os | 

“Tn consideration of all that I have reported, I hope the Department 

will agree that no other course was left open to us than to endeavor | 

to deal with the problem as was done. An important factor in the de- | 

cision taken was the goodwill we had opened to us in our endeavor — 

to meet the Saudi Arabian desires halfway. I felt very strongly 

that hesitation on our part might well have produced suspicion as 

to our motives and I feel that the results achieved by our own spirit — 

of accommodation exceeded even the most optimistic hopes of Colonel = 

O’Keefe and me when we entered the negotiations at Riyadh, 

: ‘It is hoped that the Department and the National Military Estab- 

| lishment will give immediate consideration to the character of the 

- Jong term agreement which is desired for the future which must be 

negotiated before April 1, 1950..A good deal of experience will be 

gained by Colonel O’Keefe, of course, from the practical operation | 

of the new agreement. [ think one of the. first considerations should : 

_ be the determination of what we are probably prepared to offer Saudi 

_ Arabia for a long term agreement and when I speak of a long term 

agreement, I mean one from ten to twenty-five years. It might be 

helpful for us to have as soon as possible from the National Military 

Establishment an indication of what might be offered ina ten year 

agreement, in a fifteen year agreement and in a twenty-five year agree- 

ment. I believe the presence of Prince Saud in Washington in the | 

course of the next six months will offer an excellent opportunity to a 

work out the final details of a long term agreement and I strongly | 

urge that the fullest advantage be taken of his presence in Wash- 

ington by the National Military Establishment to that end. It is en- 

| tirely possible that my statutory leave may co-incide with. his.visit 

and I think this would be useful. At the same time, I would suggest | 

that if there is such a coincidence in our visits, Colonel O’Keefe be —
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_ brought back to Washington at the same time for consultation to assist 
im the negotiations. I expect to be in Washington beginning about 
“August 15th. It is wholly possible that our negotiations for a treaty 
of friendship. commerce and navigation may be so far advanced by 

| that time that signature will be possible by the end of summer or the _ 
_ beginning of autumn (see despatch No. 83, April 2, 1949). | 

_ Respectfully yours, , J. Rives Cups 

890F.7962/4~649: Telegram = | 7 | 
| Lhe Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET Jip, April 6, 1949—11 a. m. 
254, FonOff yesterday read me letter His Majesty to President being 

mailed to Shaikh Asad of which following summary.1 Intention co- _ 
operate with US in cementing US-SAG relations. Original DAB 

_ agreement made wartime when SAG allied US. Conditions now 
_ehanged and facilities granted then cannot be granted now same form 
because trouble and gossip which would arise SA and neighboring 
countries. As evidence His Majesty’s intention cooperate USG pro- 
posal made appointment O’Keefe as SAG official. Duration new agree- | 

_ ment only one year which is short time. This because situation ME 
has not permitted USG discuss. As these reasons now ended, situation 
should be studied on basis international developments not only for 

| defense DAF but also other matters in connection our relations. Can- 
not express our views until we know reaction our suggestions. If USG | 
feels time has come review whole subject delegates can be appointed = 

| to meet and study problem and draft text agreement. Hopes President 
will give subject deepest and most careful consideration. End summary. 
When Fuad mentioned message to me again Riyadh March 30,? I 

_ Suggested in view communication made King that date under Depart- 
ment’s instruction 98, March 23,3 Dhahran, letter of which contents 
not then disclosed but known to be based on earlier discussions be 
modified taking into account latest developments. He stated he thought. 
message should go forward as written. - an 

Reply President will presumably take account new developments — 
meluding my communication King March 30 and Embassy note April3 
based on Deptels 132, 133.4 | OO ne 

Sent Department 254, repeated Dhahran 70. _ | 
SF | CHILpS 

-.* A translation of the letter, dated March 31 (2 Jumada II 1368), is in the a Department of State files (890F.7962/3-3149) ; not printed. _ 
* Telegram 245, April 2, from Jidda (890F.7962/4-249) ; not printed. — a 
“Not printed ; but see footnote 1, p. 1584. | | a “Latter not printed ; but see footnote 2 to telegram 168 from Jidda, p. 1583. :
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800F.00/5-1049: Telegram” = OC Oo oe 

| The Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to: the Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET. © Daauran, May 10, 1949—3 p. m. | 

159. At- principal audience King today at which I received alone | 

and interpreter. dismissed, Fuad’ serving as such who said: General —sT 

- 4nternational situation and that in which Saudi Arabia involved | 

- gerious both of which causing him serious concern. Because he did not | 

.. «wish his concern become known he had restricted audience. = 

| ‘There was first of all Communism. He had nothing to fear from his 

own people. They respected him as ‘father and: he treated them as | 

such. Communists had been successful in gaining foothold other | 

neighboring countries. He cites Egypt where although Moslem 

brotherhood banned:Communists members still alive. . — Coeehgene sere 

- Phere was secondly innate Shereefian hostility. Yemen flirting with 

- 'Transjordan. and Iraq and SA might be encircled. From letter read | 

to me previous evening by Fuad (Dhahran telegram 1541) Abdullah | 

_ would never give up idea greater Syria. His Majesty said he had reli- 

~ able information Abdullah had stated to Jews he would make con- 7 

-cessions to them in Palestine if they would support him to regain 

Hejaz. ge a ee : ee EE PR 

| Thirdly, there had been cooling off in British attitude towards him. 

As US interests had increased in SA interest of UK had been deflected =|. 

to Iraq and Transjordan. He had not heard so from high responsible 

- UK officials but SA Ambassador in London had gained impression 

‘UK did not favor tripartite arrangements between UK, US and Arab 

States but wished bilateral pactsand USexcluded. © 

There was time when SA could rely on splendid fighting qualities 

Saudi soldiers to defend itself. New modern weapons now meant SA 

defenseless against tanks and military aircraft. These in possession | 

~ of/or available to his enemies while he possessednone. =| OO | 

-- He had in past approached US Government repeatedly for as-— 

~ gistance but he had obtained no satisfaction. He was now coming to US | 

- for the last time to ask our help, adequate armaments and our advice. 

He did not wish US to treat this present approach casually but to — 

give it the great importance he attached to it. He was very seriously _ 

concerned. He could send Crown Prince Saud or Prince FeisaltoUS 

| to make known his views but their visit would advertise unduly his 

- goncern and he wished-to avoid the disastrous consequences of failure 

| of their mission. oe Bo oe es - 

1 Not printed. | ,
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| He proposed I advance date my departure on leave in order proceed 
Washington at oncetoexpediteaction. °° tt a 

| I assured him as I had previously USG by no means indifferent to 
| security SAG and TI reemphasized this. It was easy for decisions to 

_ be reached in SA but USG was immensely complicated. machine, 
which moved slowly. I added I had anticipated King’s request pre- 
vious evening when I had dictated letter to Colonel O’Keefe my only | 

: military adviser in SA asking him to formulate recommendations 
which I might take back with me to Washington in connection with 
standing long term DAF agreement which would take into account 
SA security requirements. I suggested careful preparation of ground 
most important and with all due respect to His Majesty’s suggestion 

| I thought more might: be accomplished in long run through study 
| contemplated than by taking subject up precipitately. - 

_ ‘King said he had fullest confidence in me and for me to follow 
course I thought best but time was pressing. British had not responded — 
to his overtures for tripartite pact after he had refused to give them | 

: air base facilities prior Ambassador visiting Riyadh next week but — 
he would make no commitments to British until he had heard from US. 
_ Strongly urge Department authorize interim reply to King stating 

| my visit to US will be taken advantage of to examine whole field of 
_ USG-SAG relations. We cannot continue to give King brush off in- _ 

definitely. Believe long term DAF agreement offers excellent oppor- 
tunity obtain rights we desire in exchange for training 10,000 mobile 

| airborne Saudi troops for defense DAF. ne | 
| ‘Sent Department 159, repeated London, pouched Jidda, Cairo, 

Damascus, Beirut,Baghdad. =§=S§ —sist«sS i 
| re se 2 FCrtps}- 

890F.7962/5-1249: Telegram 2 | ne oe 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Saudi Arabia a 

TOP SECRET => _- Wasuineron, May 12, 1949—2 p. m. 
182. Eyes only for Childs. Urtel 159, May 10. Dept appreciates diffi- 

| culties involved in your conversation with King and commends your 
skill and initiative in handling this difficult subject. For your info 
only Sec yesterday signed Itr to Sec of Defense requesting NME’s _ 
urgent study of certain proposals which it is hoped we can make to 
SAG relative to study of SA defense needs and expanded DABtrain- 
ing program. Reply to King’s ltr to Pres Truman shld go forward 
shortly. | ne 

oe ACHESON —
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S90F.7962/4-2949 : Telegram 
- me | 

Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Saude Arabia 

‘TOP SECRET ~ PRIORITY Wasutneron, May 19, 1949—4 p. m. | 

| 191. Urtels 272, Apr 14 and 307, Apr 29.1 Re proposed new agree- , 

ment in mentioning basic principles Dept had no intention precluding — 

negots but felt that before announcing intention negotiate it wld be de- | 

| sirable determine whether reasonable chance successful outcome. How- 

ever, in view feelings expressed by SAG, in proposing text public an- ; 

nouncement you shld make clear SAG that US not attempting impose | 

‘“eonditions” prior negot; on contrary US considers both parties free 

agents who approach conversations without commitment other than _ 

that of exploring possibility revising and expanding provisional 

agreement Nov 7, 1983. While 1933 Agreement has operated success- 

fully, relations between two countries have developed to such extent as 

wld justify, in Dept’s opinion, a more comprehensive agreement which 

might serve to solidify further present close relationship to mutual a 

advantage both govts. | ce | | 

| Fol is draft proposed announcement re negots between SA and US: - 

“The govts of SA and US conscious of mutuality of their interests, 

being desirous of strengthening ties of friendship which already exist 

Between the two countries, and recognizing the great increase in their | 

economic intercourse in recent years, have decided to explore possibili- 

ties of revising and expanding their agreement dated Nov 7, 19338 en- | 

— titled ‘Provisional Agreement between the United States of America | 

| and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in regard to Diplomatic and Con- | 

sular Representation, Juridical Protection, Commerce and Navigation.’ 

- This announcement is being released simultaneously by agreement = 

between the two govts concerned at. Wash and J idda (Riyadh).” 

It is proposed that US announcement wld be released by SecState . 

at weekly press conference which usually occurs Wed. Cld SAG ar- | 

| range issuance special communiqué on that day?? Dept wld propose | 

| specific date for release when text announcement agreed to2 

| | _ ne ACHESON 

2 Neither printed : for a summary of telegram 272, see footnote 12, p. 1589; tele- 

| - gram 307 contained Ambassador Childs’ suggestion to take advantage of the pub- | 

lic announcement. proposed in the March 30 aide-mémoire to give expression of | 

: the United States special interest in Saudi Arabia (890F.7962/4—-2949) . 

2The Saudi Arabian Government indicated that it would prefer that the | 

public announcement be postponed until negotiations had. commenced (telegram - 

_- 869, May 27, from Jidda, 890F.7962/5-2749 ; not printed). . a 
8 Ambassador Childs conveyed the contents of this telegram orally to the 

Saudi Arabian Foreign Office on May 21 (telegram 355, from Jidda, 890F.7962/ 

5-2149 ; not printed). — BO :
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890F.7962/5-2349 | ce Se 
The Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Jmpa, May 23, 1949. 
No. 187 Oe : | ee - 

Sir: I have the honor to refer to my telegram No. 159 (Dhahran) | 
| of May 10, 1949 reporting my audience with His Majesty in which he 

again brought up the question of military aid to Saudi Arabia and _ 
3 to transmit herewith the following enclosures: 1. | | a 

[Here follows a listing of the enclosures.] | a - . 
The Department. will appreciate from Enclosure No. 22 that one 

of my principal. preoccupations over the past 18 months has been _ 
conjuring up fresh excuses and explanations as to why we were unable 
to respond to the King’s overtures for closer political relations. I have. 
reached practically the limit of my resources and the fact that His 
Majesty emphasized in his audience with me on May 10th that he 

a was approaching us for the last time on this subject indicates that 
he has just about reached the limit of his patience. To use a colloquial 
expression, “We must make up our minds to fish or cut bait.” : , 

I, of course, appreciate the many valid factors which have stood in | 
_ the way of a more positive response from the Department to the | 

| King’s repeated overtures. I believe also that there is some recogni- 
tion on the part of His Maj esty and of his Ministers of certain very _ 
sound reasons which have mitigated against the giving by us of more 

a satisfactory replies or commitments than we have been able to do. 
| I would suggest that compliance by us with the King’s request for - 

| closer relations may well be in accord with our own strategic inter- 
ests, not only in view of our important economic interests in this ; | 
country but likewise in view of what Saudi Arabia has to offer us at 

_ Dhahran in the way of military airforce facilities. | 
_ The King is prepared to grant us a long term agreement at Dhahran 

| provided we are able and willing to meet his own security require- 
| ments in part or in whole. The King has spoken in the past of arms 

and training for a force of 70,000 men and more recently he has 
spoken of the need of tanks and airplanes. I am not competent to say 

. what the King needs for the maintenance by him of internal security . 
_ and security against his most likely enemies. It has occurred to me — 

| however that we might well combine the consideration of the King’s 
_ own needs with those which we ourselves might need for the defense S 

of the Dhahran Airfield. I believe the King would be inclined to 

* None printed. oe 
*A memorandum of May 12 by Second Secretary Donald C. Bergus reviewing the overtures made by King Ibn Saud over the past 18 months to the United | States for closer political relations including military aid. 

-
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- listen to practical considerations which might be presented to him © 

establishing what his actual needs might be in terms of modern war-  _ 

fareandlocalexigencies. => a oe, sone 9 | 

TI note that Colonel O’Keefe has recommended the sending of a ~ 

survey. team to Saudi Arabia to consider Saudi Arabian’s security 

--- requirements. He suggests consideration be given to the equipping and 

training of some 10,000 Saudi troops. It is my understanding andthat => 

of Colonel O’Keefe that the armaments for these troops would be 

made available to Saudi Arabia on a reimbursable basis and that our 

principal obligation would be the training of these forces. | 

T concur in these recommendations and hope that the work of such 

| a survey team may be so expedited as to permit its findings to be - 

approved by the National Military Establishment and the Department - 

of State and made known to the Saudi Arabian Government intime | 

for us to initiate negotiations for a long term Dhahran Airfield Agree- | 

ment long before March 1, 1950. _ | | | 

| Respectfully yours, J. Rives CHILps | 

811.001 Truman, H.S./5-2349 | a | ae | 

| President Truman to King Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabiat : 

| : Bs - Wasutneron, May 23, 1949. | 

Your Masssty: I have read with great appreciation and pleasure 

your letter of March 31, 1949,’ and welcome the renewed expression 

of friendship contained therein. I am grateful for the frankness with 

which you have spoken, and will avail myself of the privilege ofspeak- 

- ingequally frankly inreturn, =, | es 

I have reviewed the negotiations which have taken place with ree 

gard to the renewal of the Dhahran Airbase Agreement, and am 

happy to find that much progress has been made since the despatch — | 

of your letter and that through the process of friendly negotiation 

“between equals there is reason to believe complete agreement will be | 

reached in the near future. It is my sincere hope that this agreement | 

for a period of one year may be concluded promptly, in order that - 

--we may proceed with plans and negotiations for a long-term agree- | 

ment which would be to the mutual advantage of our two countries. > 

I am directing the Department of State and the National Mili- | 

1Transmitted to Jidda as an enclosure to instruction 25, May 24 (890F.7 962/ | 

5-2349) ; not. printed. The reply was drafted by the Department and sent by 

| Secretary Acheson to the President in a memorandum of May. 10, which stated 

that the reply “avoids any direct mention of the King’s desire for a defense. 

pact” (890F.7962/5-1049). _ a Oe vo 

~ 2Not printed ; for summary, see telegram 254, April 6, from Jidda, p.1594
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tary Establishment to make a careful. study of the whole subject, in 
| | order that negotiations for a long-term agreement can be initiated 
_/ at an early date to ensure a complete exchange of views and reason- 

able chance for fullunderstanding, = | : 
| _ Your Majesty’s reference to Point Four of the inaugural address 

is very much appreciated. As Your Majesty is aware, the type of _ 
| mutual cooperation envisaged in this plan has already been initiated © 

in Saudi Arabia, where American private capital and United States 
technical assistance have already worked to the benefit of all parties 
concerned. It is to be hoped that the program being developed under | 
Point Four can be planned so as to bring to complete fruition the | 
mutual economic interests of the United States and Saudi Arabia, 

‘In closing, I wish to extend my sincere personal wishes for the con- 
tinued health and happiness of Your Majesty and the prosperity of 

| ‘your people. 
) _ Verysincerelyyours, == == =. — Ffarry S. Truman 

| 890F.7962/6—449 Oh oe 
The Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the King of Saudi 

, — Arabia (Ibn Saud) | 

TOP SECRET _ oo | pe 
_ a - ArpE-M#émorre 2 | 

The American Ambassador stated to His Majesty the King of Saudi 
: _ Arabia that he was most happy to give some of the immediate results 

of the earnest studies made by the United States Government having 
| to do with His Majesty’s proposals put forward over the preceding 

| months. _ — ne Oo | 
_ The Ambassador stated that President ‘Truman has received His. 

_ Majesty’s letter of March 31st and that a reply to it had been dis- 
patched from Washington on May 94,1949. The Ambassador had been 
authorized to inform His Majesty that in this letter the President | 
discusses the Dhahran Airfield Agreement. The President further | 
expresses the hope that the one year agreement may be concluded 
promptly so that we may proceed with plans and negotiations for a 
long term agreement. The President states he is directing the Depart- 

| ment of State and the United States National Military Establishment | 

“The aide-mémoire was based on the Department's telegram 201, May 27, to Jidda (890F.7962/5-2649) ; not printed. Ambassador Childs handed the aide- _  mémoire to King Ibn Saud after orally communicating the substance of the a telegram to him. | re CO The aide-mémoire was transmitted to the Department in despatch 152, June 4, , from Jidda; not printed. | me
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to make a careful study in order that negotiations for a long term _ 

agreement can be initiated at an early date. Oo ( 

~The Ambassador observed that the study directed by the President 

has already received the urgent attention of the Department and the 

National Military Establishment and the following reflects the action __ 

and thinking of the United States Government with regard to Saudi 

Arabia: | - | _ 

| 1. In planning an over-all world-wide military assistance program, _ 

Saudi Arabia’s needs have been given the most careful consideration. 

‘Under the program as being proposed to the United States Congress, 

Saudi Arabia would be eligible to obtain United States Government : 

assistance in the procurement of military equipment on a cash _re- 

-imbursable basis. The Ambassador had been instructed to inform His 

Majesty of the foregoing in the greatest confidence and to state that 

Saudi Arabia is the only Arab state scheduled for assistance under | 

this program. _ | | | | | 

2. Because the outcome of the plan set forth above depends on the 

enactment of a legislative program not yet presented to the Congress 

and over which lengthy discussions may well ensue, the Department | 

of State has endeavored to arrive at other ways and means whereby | 

the United States Government can be of help to the Saudi Arabian 

Government. The Ambassador has accordingly been authorized to oe 

inform His Majesty that if His Majesty felt that a useful purpose 

| would thereby be served, the Department of State was willing to 

request immediately that the National Military Establishment assign 

a special group of officers on a temporary basis to Dhahran Airfield. 

These officers would have a dual purpose: | ee | 

- @. In concert with Saudi Arabian officials to make an over-all | | 

study of Saudi Arabian defense needs and to make specific recom-. 
mendations for the organization and equipment of Saudi Arabian 

- defense forces. ae | 

6, To make a study of United States requirements at Dhahran 
Airfield for the purpose of a long term agreement and how these | 

"  yequirements could best be linked and correlated with Saudi | 

~ Arabia’s military needs.” - an oe Sg ge 

8. When this planning group has submitted recommendations and 
these recommendations have been concurred in by the Saudi Arabian 
Government and the United States Government, and if by.that time _ 
the United States and United Nations arms embargo is:still in effect, oe 

| the United States Government would be willing to request permission ae 

- from the United Nations Mediator for shipment to Saudi Arabia of 
equipment for training such defensive forces as are needed for internal | 
security. Should objections exist, arrangements might be made a 

whereby title to equipment would remain with the United States 
until permission would be granted. In any event, it is envisaged that | 

? King Ibn Saud’s approval for the sending of the United States mission to the 
- Dhahran Airfield was conveyed to Ambassador Childs in an aide-mémoire. of 
_ May 31; not printed. A copy of the aide-mémoire was transmitted to the Depart- 

ment in despatch 152. | ° |
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| training would be conducted as part of an enlarged Dhahran Airfield 
program under along term agreement. _ | . . 
4, It is probable that any program would involve the training of 

: a certain number of Saudi Arabian officers in the United States. 
Hitherto, because of United Nations truce resolutions, the United 
States Government has refused to permit the training of officers in _ 
the United States (except for the limited number of Saudi Arabian 
students from Dhahran Airfield being instructed in airport opera- 
tions). Because of the improvement in the Palestine situation, this 
policy has now been modified, subject to the ability and willingness 
of the National Military Establishment to receive such trainees. : 

5. ‘With a program of the type outlined above, it is believed that 
progress can_ be made in achieving the security which His Majesty 
so earnestly desires, and in which the United States Government also 
has a great interest. a : | | 

Rryapu, May 30, 1949, | oe 

890F.7962/7-2049 a 4 | | | | | 

The Chargé in Saudi Arabia (Bergus) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET . on | | Jippa, J uly 20, 1949. 
No 179 | | a a Oo 

Subject: Successful Termination of Dhahran Airfield Negotiations. — 
Sir: I have the honor, with reference to the Embassy’s telegram 

No. 419 of June 23, 1949, to report that the notes embodying the new 
| Dhahran Airfield Agreement were signed and exchanged at 10: 30 a.m. 

on Thursday, June 23, 1949—just three hours before the departure 
7 from Jidda on leave of Ambassador Childs. Oo 

There are enclosed, with reference to the Department’s unnumbered 
| circular instruction of June 25, 1947 [1949],' for the use of the Treaty 

Section of the Office of the Legal Adviser and of other interested offices 
of the Government, the following documents: , 

| 1. Original signed Arabic text of Note No. 10/4/68/2119 of June 23, _ 
1949 from Shaikh Yusuf Yassin, Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs 
to Ambassador Childs. » , — | | 

| 2. Original signed Arabic text of Note No. 10/4/68/2120 of June 23, 
1949 from Shaikh Yusuf Yassin to Ambassador Childs? | 
_8. Certified copy of Ambassador’s reply dated June 23, 1949 to No. — 

, 1 above. SO , , 
4, Certified copy of Ambassador’s reply dated June 23, 1949 to | 

No.2above. — BL, 
| 5. Parchment mat copy of No. 3 above.* | 

6. Parchment mat copy of No.4 above. _ a 

Not printed. 7 | . .
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7 I worked closely with the Ambassador throughout these long, diffi- | 

cult, and at times irritating negotiations. Before the Ambassador’s a 

departure, a discussion of the history of these negotiations was held | 

with him, and we agreed that the following conclusions could be 
drawn from these events as of possible interest to, and future use by, 

the Department: Co 
4. The main source of difficulty would appear to have been the | 

number of negotiators with whom we had to deal. The opening talks 

on this matter were held with Shaikh Yusuf Yassin, Acting Min- — 
ister of Foreign. Affairs in Jidda. These preliminary discussions 
appeared to be most successful, and it is felt that Shaikh Yusuf had - 

been made fully aware of our position and was, in general, sym- : 

pathetic to it. It seemed to us that just exactly the right sort of 
atmosphere had been prepared for beginning the actual clause-by- 
clause negotiation of the Agreement. Shortly after our first suggested 
draft was submitted to the Saudi Arabian Government, however, | 

- Shaikh Yusuf was sent off to Cairo on Arab League affairs, and the 

' Ambassador was informed that the negotiations would be held in 

| Riyadh with Fuad Bey Hamza, Royal Councillor. | | 

There is a distinct possibility that Shaikh Yusuf may well have | 

arranged to get out of the country at the time that the final negotia- _ 

tions were due to commence. Shaikh Yusuf negotiated the previous | | 
Dhahran Airbase Agreement, and it is understood that he was sub- — 

| jected to much criticism by Fuad Bey and others close to the King 

in this matter. Shaikh Yusuf’s critics stated that in the original agree- _ | 

ment he had compromised Saudi Arabia’s sovereignty. The question _ 
of sovereignty is one of those delicate issues that can always provoke 
a sensitive reaction from the King. Whether or not there was‘any | 

design in Shaikh Yusuf’s movements, the fact remains that he was : 

not in Saudi Arabia during the actual negotiations nor did he return | 
until complete agreement had been reached, just in time to sign the 
Saudi Arabian notes on behalf of his Government. Upon his return, 
Shaikh Yusuf was in the excellent position of being able to sympathize 

| with the Ambassador over the many difficulties which the negotiations _ 
| had entailed as well as to make the bland statement that if he had 

been here, the course of the negotiations would have been much _ | 

smoother. ns - So RBS | 
: As reported fully in the Ambassador’s despatch No. 84 of April 2, 

---1949,2.the Ambassador arrived at Riyadh to find the King very much > 
upset over what the Saudi Arabian Government looked upon as im- _ 
plications in our first suggested draft which would serve to under- > 
mine Saudi Arabian sovereignty. It is almost certain that while the — 

7 2 Ante, p. 1589. | _ | | |
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| King’s first apprehensive reactions may well have been spontaneous | 
on his part, Fuad Bey did not fail to play on the King’s uneasiness 
with the end in view of proving to Riyadh circles that Fuad Hamza 
was the most skillful negotiator in the Saudi Arabian Government. — 
After over a week of exhaustive discussions, we finally arrived at.the | 
March 25 draft agreement which was to be augmented by the note 
from the Saudi Arabian Government requesting the appointment of 

~ Colonel Richard J. O’Keefe, USAF, to act on its behalf in the ad- 
-_- ministration of certain functions at Dhahran Airfield. oe - 

| _ The months of April and May were largely taken up by a series of © 
discussions between the Embassy and the Saudi Arabian Government 
regarding proposed amendments by the United States Government 
to the March 25 draft and the Saudi Arabian Government’s comments 

on these amendments. The Ambassador discussed these questions with | 

_ Khairadeen Bey Zirickly, then Acting Head of the Foreign Office. 
Khairadeen was completely unfamiliar with the background of the 

| Rayadh negotiations and thus acted, on the whole, as a mere postbox, 
| transmitting Embassy communications to Riyadh and presenting the 

7 Saudi Arabian Government’s replies, which also came from Riyadh to 
_ the Ambassador. I am quite sure, however, that despite his ignorance 

of the background, Khairadeen did not hesitate occasionally to add 
gratuitous comments to our communications when he transmitted 

, them. This only served to muddy the waters further. __ oo 
The Ambassador again visited Riyadh on Memorial Day, May 30, 

1949 to acquaint the King with regard to the Department’s latest 
_ decision respecting military assistance to Saudi Arabia.’ At that time 

conversations were held regarding the. agreement with yet another 
representative of the Saudi Arabian Government, Khalid Bey 

Gargani, Royal Councillor. Our sole points of difference at that time 
| were the text of article five of the agreement as well as the exact 

wording of the note requesting the services of Colonel O’Keefe. When _ 

Khalid Bey indicated that the Saudi Arabian Government could not | 
accept the United States proposal for the wording of these two points, 

| the Ambassador, upon his return from Riyadh, telegraphed the De- 
partment asking that the Saudi text of article five be accepted and 
that the text of the note regarding Colonel O’Keefe be reworded in — 
such a way as to meet most of the Saudi Arabian objections. The — 

: * Adde-mémoire, May 30, supra. — oe a : 
‘Telegram 377, May 31, from Jidda (890F.7962/5-3149) ; not printed. The 

Department had already instructed Ambassador Childs that as a last resort oO 
the Department and the National Military Establishment were prepared. to 
accede to the Saudi Arabian Government’s request that. Colonel. O’Keefe be © 

, delegated to act in a joint capacity for- the United States and Saudi Arabia: 
provided he did not accept any rank, title, office, pay, or emolument from the 
Maa tintedy Government (telegram 201, May 27, to Jidda, 890 F.7962/5-2649 | a
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Department did not fail to do this and our new proposals were sub- | 

mitted to the Saudi Arabian Government | | 

- Tt was therefore a matter of no little dismay to all of us when on 7 

June 14, 1949 the Foreign Office informed us, without explanation, — 

that our latest proposals were unacceptable.® | oe 

9, At this point the Ambassador felt that the United States Govern- | 

ment had gone as far as it could and did not hesitate so to inform the 

Saudi Arabian Government. The Foreign Office was informed inthe 

strongest terms that it was our belief that up to now we had done our 

best to meet Saudi Arabian desires and had conceded point after 

point.? The American point of view was also presented to the all- 

powerful Minister of Finance, Shaikh Abdullah Sulaiman, and to ~ | 

Prince Mansour, Minister of Defence. These two officials quickly a 

realized our positions and promised to lend every assistance. The De- , | 

partment graciously supported the Ambassador in his position and 

sent a firmly worded telegram to the effect that we could makenomore 

concessions. The Ambassador felt that the time had come to take a 

strong stand. For one thing, the behavior of the Saudi Arabian nego- : 

tiators had been such as to give the impression that they were no longer | 

willing to make any attempt to appreciate the position of the United 

States. Furthermore, it was believed that any additional concessions 

on our part would only give to the Saudis the impression that they 

could expect a weak acquiescence to any of their demands, regardless 7 

ofthereasonablenessofsuchdemands. = 2 —si—‘i‘—sS | 

~The Ambassador’s determined stand did not fail to have its effect. | 

Fuad Hamza, who had left Saudi Arabia for the Lebanon on sick — 

leave, was hastily summoned back to Riyadh. for consultations and | 

then sent to Jidda for further negotiations.’ It might be stated at — | 

this point that the illness which led to Fuad Bey’s departure from _ 

the Kingdom was not diplomatic. Fuad, who suffers from hypertension = 

and nephritis, was certainly not the picture of health when he appeared 

in Jidda. : Sona! re | | 

A final session of negotiations was held on June 21. It was obvious 
that Fuad had received definite instructions to conclude the nego- 
tiations and to come.to agreement.’° After a few face-saving pro- 
testations and a few minor changes in the text of the note regarding = 

- Colonel O’Keefe (changes which would appear to be more favorable, | 

5The proposals were presented in the form-of.a suggested letter prepared by | | ! 
the Department of the Air Force so that it would read from the Saudi Arabian. 
Government to the United States Government (telegram 209, June 8, to Jidda; > 
S96F:7962 /6—349 ; not printed). Co moet 

‘Telegram 400, June 14, from Jidda (890F.7962/6-1449) ; not printed. | 
 *Pelegram 402, June 15, from Jidda (890F.7962/6-1549) : not printed. ~~" ™ | | 

* Telegram 215, June 15, to Jidda (890F.7962/6-1449) : not printed. 
Telegram 409, June 18, from Jidda (890F.7962/6-1849) ; not printed...” : 

* Telegram 412, June 20, from Jidda (890F.7962/6—2049) : not printed. | 

—-B01-887—77——102 | | |
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| rather than otherwise to the United States) agreement was reached. — 
| The Department’s approval to the changes. was received within less 

| than twenty-four hours and the Saudi Arabian Government was so _ 
notified on June 22.11 At this Juncture the Saudi negotiators tele- 
graphed the entire text of both notes to Riyadh for the final approval _ 
of the King. This was forthcoming on the morning of June 23, 1949 

- and the notes were signed and exchanged at about 10:00 a. m. that 
morning; Shaikh Yusuf, who had just returned from Egypt, signing 
on behalf of the Saudi Arabian Government.” All sides breathed a 
sigh of relief after the notes were signed and the Ambassador left 
within a few hours for his well-deserved leave with a clear conscience. 
Fuad Bey returned to Beirut on the next day. | | oe 
_ 8. The Ambassador stated to me before his departure that it was 
his belief that the Saudi Arabs had indulged -in so much sparring 

| because they were fully aware that this one-year agreement was only | 
| a stop-gap arrangement. They wished to arrive at an agreed document 

_ .which could be used, to their advantage, as a basis for the negotia- 
tions which presumably will commence this autumn looking toward 

a long-term agreement. They wanted to give as little as possible in _ 
| this short-term document in the hope that further concessions can be 

gained from the United States Government in the long-term arrange- 
ment in return for language more to the liking of our Government. — 

| In other words, as has so often been expressed by the King, the Saudi 
_ Arabian viewpoint is that once we are in a position to make a firm _ 
- eommitment of some kind with respect to assistance to Saudi Arabia 

in her defense problems, we can count upon receiving every necessary 
facility in this country. Until that time, we can only expect the Saudi 
Arabs to exact as hard a bargain as they can. | 

- 4, It would therefore seem to follow that the Department should _ 
not be too discouraged over what may have appeared to have been 

| quibbling on the part of the Saudi Arabian Government in these nego- 
tiations. I have tried to set forth the Embassy’s analysis of the reasons — 
behind this behavior. At the same time, despite the many surface 
struggles, there was never any indication on the part of the Saudi 

: Arabs of a lessening of their earnest desire to strengthen the ties _ 
between our two countries. It is our belief that the Saudis, if anything, 

| are even more eager to establish close relations with us and thatif we | 
| are able to bring to the forthcoming negotiations for a long-term 

| agreement tangible evidence of a like feeling on our part, we should 

be able to arrive at an arrangement highly satisfactory to both parties. _ 
Respectfully yours, | . _  Donatp C. Brrevs | 

™ Telegram 217, June 20, to Jidda (890F.7962/6-2049) ; not printed. 
® Telegram 419, June 23, from Jidda (890F.7962/6-2349) ; not printed.
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an - _.. [Enclosure 1] pee FO en 

The American Ambassador (Childs) to the Saudi Arabian Acting . , 

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Yassin) Oo 

SECRET Be SS ppa, June 23, 1949. 

Excernency: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your : 

Excellency’s note No. 10/4/68/2119 of June 23, 1949 reading as 

follows: es ce 

_ &J have the honor to transmit to Your Excellency herein below the _ 

articles upon which our two Governments have agreed concerning the | 

means for the use by military aircraft of the United States Govern- 

— - ment of the facilities and services at Dhahran Airfield. It 1s my hope — | 

that your Excellency will agree to this and consider this note and Your 

Excellency’s reply an agreement which will constitute a complete 

accord in this regard. — : ee os | 

“1. The Saudi Arabian Government agrees to grant the transient _ 

aircraft of the United States military forces the following privileges: 

a. Landing rights at the Saudi Arabian Government airport | 

at Dhahran, mentioned throughout this agreement as Dhahran 

| Airfield, for refueling and other technical services such as repair | 

| and maintenance; | rs - a 
| - §. Authority to fly. over those air routes of the Kingdom of | 

| Saudi Arabia which are commonly used by civil aviation aircraft; — ) 

-@, The authority for aircraft to fly and use landing sites within 
, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to perform actual air rescue mis- | 

sions and to give aid to missing aircraft upon notice to the Saudi — 
Arabian Government. In the performance of American and Saudi _ 

| Arabian training air rescue missions, prior clearance will be ob-  __ 
| tained from the Saudi Arabian Government and a Saudi Arabian _ 

Government representative will accompany the air rescue party. oe 
- @. Tn ease land vehicles and crash boats are needed to be used 

| for air rescue missions, authority will be given by the Saudi 
Arabian Government. Be , Se a 

2. The Saudi Arabian Government will permit the United States — 
Government to employ military and technical personnel and sup- _ 

porting aircraft at the Dhahran Airfield for the purpose of perform- 
ing services for transient aircraft of the United States military forces 
provided that the number of military and technical personnel will not | 
exceed five hundred (500) persons, and the supporting aircraft will 
not exceed ten (10) airplanes. > | | oe : | 

| 3. The Saudi Arabian Government agrees to grant to the United 
| States Government the right to employ an additional number of civil- 

ians on the airfield on condition that such civilian employees shall 
be the subject of one of them, or the subject of a third state friendly | 
to. both, and that the number of such’employees shall not be more than 
double the number of military personnel authorized in article 2; and 

_ provided further that such employees will not be personally objection- 
able to the Saudi Arabian Government. The United States Govern- 
ment will submit a detailed statement to the Saudi Arabian : 

| Government concerning such employees. _ | we Oe |
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4, The Saudi Arabian Government agrees to place at the disposal 
of the military and civilian personnel of the United States Govern- 

_ ment those installations and buildings existing at Dhahran Airfield 
as indicated on the attached lists. | | 

5. The United States Government is authorized to administer and 
_ Supervise only those matters connected with United States military — 

aircraft and United States military and civilian personnel employed ~ 
_ at Dhahran Airfield. The American authorities at Dhahran Airfeld 

will not act in other matters except when specifically authorized by — 
the Saudi Arabian Government. | 

6. The Saudi Arabian Government, in its administration of civil 
_ air and related matters, will take necessary action to prevent inter- , | ference with the operations of the United States Government author- 

_ izedunderthisagreement. | | | 
«. The Saudi Arabian Government agrees to offer every possible 

and reasonable aid, within its capabilities which will assist the Ameri- 
can operators in performing weather, radio communication, air rescue | and aircraft traffic services for aircraft of the armed forces of the 

| United States of America. __ | , 
8. The United States Government is authorized to construct any 

installations it deems necessary to be established at Dhahran Airfield 
provided that the construction of such installations will be at the 
expense of the United States Government and that such installations 
after completion become the property of the Saudi Arabian Govern- 
ment. It is agreed that during the period of this agreement such in- 

| stallations shall remain at the disposition of the United States _ 
Government. | | 

_ 9. The United States Government is authorized to extend and im- : 
prove existing runways and taxi strips and to construct new runways 
and taxi strips at Dhahran Airfield in order to meet technical advances 

| in the field of aviation provided that such improvements will be at | 
the expense of the United States Government. The Saudi Arabian 

| Government will instruct the appropriate authorities to prohibit the 
construction of buildings or obstacles in the plain west of the present = 
airfield, and it will also issue instructions to prevent the construction 
of obstacles in the approaches to runways. : : 

10. ‘The United States Government may construct at its own expense 
_ a railway spur from the airfield to connect. with the railroad to the 

city of Dhahran in the event it becomes desirable to do so. This spur, 
with all its facilities and installations, will become the property of 
the Saudi Arabian Government upon termination of this agreement. 

- 11. The United States Government may expand and improve at | 
its own expense the facilities of weather service, radio communications, 
navigational aids and other maintenance facilities as may be necessary. 
The United States Government is authorized to employ radio codes 
at Dhahran Airfield without any restrictions. cB 

_ 12. The United States Government is authorized to alter and repair 
fixed installations at Dhahran Airfield and also to replace equipment 
and supplies which are necessary to the efficient operation and main- 
tenance of the Airfield. _ a 

13. The Saudi Arabian Government. will accord to the United States. 
Government and its military personnel exemption from customs duties, 
Government taxes, or any other charges imposed on equipment, items
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and suppues for the operation and maintenance of the airfield.and — 
_ for the personal use of its military personnel. It is understood that 

_ the United States Government will submit to the Saudi Arabian Gov- 
ernment the official bills of lading and manifests on the equipment, 
items and supplies imported for the operation and maintenance of 
the airfield. SC 7 | 

| 14. The United States Government is granted the privilege of re- | 
ceiving and sending its military mail to and from Dhahran Airfield 
exempt from customs, taxes, or any other restriction, | 

15. The United States Government is authorized facilities for the = 
recreation and well being of its military personnel at Dhahran Air- OO 

- field on condition that such facilities should not violate the customs | 
and laws in effect in Saudi Arabia. . ee | 

16. The United States Government is authorized to engage in appro- | 
_ priate activities for the training of its personnel in military and tech- | 

nical proficiency. : 
17. The United States Government may withdraw, upon the expira- 

tion of this agreement, all equipment and supplies which it has | 
brought to Dhahran Airfield for its operation and maintenance. It is : 
agreed that the United States Government will not withdraw equip- 
ment which has been installed and has become the property of the 

— Saudi Arabian Government. If the United States Government re- — 
places any semi-fixed installations or equipment which have become — 
the property of the Saudi Arabian Government, the replacements | ) 
will then become the property of the Saudi Arabian Government and _ a 

| the replaced items will become the property of the United States 
~ Government. | 7 | | - a | 

18. All United States military personnel, civilian employees and — 
| dependents are bound to obey all applicable laws and regulations of 

the Saudi Arabian Government. Offenses which may be committed 
by military members of the United States military forces at Dhahran — 
Airfield will be subject to United States military law. In the cases of 
offenses committed outside the Airfield, the Saudi Arabian authorities a 
will arrest the offenders and deliver them to the American authorities _ ! 
at the Airfield for their repatriation and punishment. The United 
States Government will set up a claims commission to consider all 

: claims for compensation for injuries presented against military per- . 
sonnel and civilian employees acting in their official capacities by. 
residents of Saudi Arabia. a oe . 

19. Personnel of the United States Government, both military and . 
civilian, will be in the possession of valid identification papers or pass- 7 
ports upon ‘arrival at Dhahran Airfield. In lieu of Saudi Arabian : 
visas, however, if such are not available at the point of departure, | 

| the Saudi Arabian Government will honor competent United States 
Government travel orders. a | oe | 

_ 20. In consideration of the rights and privileges granted by the 
saudi Arabian Government to the United States Government in this | 
lease, the United States Government agrees to provide to the Saudi 
Arabian Government the services as enumerated in articles 21, 22, 28, | 
24, 25, and 26. _ a | - en 

21. The United States will offer training in the maintenance and | 
operation of the Airfield to a maximum at one time of one hundred 
Saudi Arabian students selected by the Saudi Arabian Government. 

| 
| . .
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The Saudi Arabian Government will select. from these students in 
consultation with the United States authorities twenty Saudi Arabian 
students to pursue at United States Air Force Schools in the United 
States advanced technical training in the operation and maintenance 

: of an airfield, under the following conditions: | _— 

| a. Transportation from Dhahran to the United States and 
return will be furnished by the United States Air Force via 
military aircraft at no cost to the Saudi Arabian Government. 
Travel within the United States will be at the expense of the Saudi 
Arabian Government although the United States Air Force will 

| render all advice and assistance to trainees. | 
6. Saudi students will mess at their own expense on a cost basis 

at Officers’ Messes at the established local rates. 7 , 
_ ce. Where quarters are available, they will be furnished on a 

scale equivalent to that authorized officers of the United States 
Air Force. No reimbursement will be made to the United States 

_ for this service. Where quarters are not available, the officer 
_ trainees of the Saudi Arabian Government will make their own 

_ arrangements at no cost to the United States Government. 
d. All training will be at the expense of the United States 

Government. Special clothing and equipment required for the 7 
| prescribed training courses will be furnished for use during the _ 

training course upon a temporary loan basis at no cost to the 
| Saudi Arabian Government. So a 
| e. Commissary, post exchange and similar privileges which 

are ordinarily available to officers of the United States Air Force 
| will be extended to these trainees. | 

| f. Medical care will be furnished when available on the same 
basis as furnished United States Air Force personnel, at no cost 
to the Saudi Arabian Government other than for subsistence. 

22. During the period of this lease the United States Government 
will make available at cost price to the Saudi Arabian Government 
for its state-owned aircraft, in cases of emergency in operation, air- 
craft parts including engines, from its supply stocks at Dhahran Air- 
field when such aircraft parts are available. In the event that these 

7 aircraft parts are not available to Dhahran Airfield, the United States 
Government will assist the Saudi Arabian Government to procure 
them from commercial sources. 

23. The United States Government agrees to return to the Saudi 
Arabian Government upon termination of the lease, the airfield with 
all its fixed installations and other property used in operation and 
maintenance of the Airfield which are the property of the Saudi 
Arabian Government. The Saudi Arabian Government will have the 

| option at that time of purchasing all semi-fixed installation, equipment 
and supplies which are not critical to the needs of the United States. | 

: Government, at a price to be determined by negotiations. | | 
94, The United States will make available to the Saudi Arabian 

| Government, within the capabilities of its facilities in operation at 
Dhahran Airfield, its weather, radio communication, air rescue and 
aircraft operation services for the use of those civilian aircraft which
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are authorized by the Saudi Arabian Government to use Dhahran , | 

Airfield, = Sa a 
25. During the period of this agreement the United States Govern- 

ment will provide at the Dhahran Airfield hospital, within the ca-_ 
pacity of personnel and equipment, dispensary service, medical treat- 

- ment, and dental work for all Saudi Arabian nationals employed by | 
the United States Government at Dhahran Airfield. Moreover, the | 
United States will, in the event of emergency, assist the Saudi Arabian ; 

Government to the extent of its available facilities to combat epidemics — | 
and infecticus diseases in the area. | : 4 
26. The United States Government agrees to maintain in sound ; 

operating condition at its expense all fixed installations at Dhahran 
Airfield of which it makes use or which are at its disposition. os 
- 2%. The period of this agreement is one complete year and termi- 
nates on June 23, 1950, unless before the date of termination another 
agreement between the two Governments is concluded, provided, | 
however, if this agreement is not extended or replaced the United | 
States Air Force shall have-at least ninety days after termination a 
of the agreement to withdraw from Dhahran Airfield.” _ oe 

‘I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I have been 
authorized to convey my Government’s agreement with the foregoing. | 

Javail[ete] = ©. . J. Rives CHILDS 

8 es —» [Subenclosure])° oo! : | 

The Saudi Arabian Government agrees to put at the disposal of the 

United States Government for the duration of this lease all the instal- _ 

lations and buildings existing at Dhahran Airfield with the exception _ 
of the following: | | | | | 

cs The Saudi Arabian Customs Building = | | | : 
The Saudi Arabian Post Office | OF, 
Family Quarters Number 371 | | | | 

| Family Quarters Number 369 | | 
Family Quarters Number 367 | re | 
Family Quarters Number 365 | a 7 
Family Quarters Number 363 | co | 

a Family Quarters Number 3856 : - | | 
Barracks Building Number 127 | . 
Barracks Building Number 128 7 ; oe 

| Barracks Building Number 131 | Be 
~~ Barracks Building Number 132 Se - 
_.. Latrine Building Number180 re | 
. Buildings and installations now occupied and used exclusively by | 
_ _ International Bechtel Corporation | | 
_ Buildings and installations now occupied and used exclusively by 
—. the Arabian American Oil Company © oat . 

Buildings and installations now occupied and used exclusively by 
Trans World Airways Corporation — oe | 

| a 
/
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| oo - -. [Enclosure 2] | ee 

The American Ambassador (Childs) to the Saudi Arabian Acting 
Minster for Foreign Affairs (Yassin) | 

SECRET JIDDA, June 23, 1949. 

Excenttency: JT have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your 
Excellency’s note no. 10/4/68/2120 of June 23, 1949 reading as 

| follows: OS 

“1, During discussions looking to the conclusion of an agreement 
- authorizing certain facilities to the United States Government for 
transient aircraft of its armed forces for landing and maintenance 
operations the question was raised of distribution of responsibility 

| and that of the installations and services referred to in paragraphs 
| four, five, and certain others, between the Saudi Arabian and Ameri- 

can authorities at Dhahran Airfield, with a view to avoiding conflict, 
_ interference, and confusion in the operation. 

2. The Saudi Arabian Government has studied this problem very 
| carefully and has given to it the consideration it merits and came 

finally to the conclusion that a way must be found to coordinate the 
civil and military activities conducted at Dhahran Airfield in order © 

| to achieve unity and efficiency of operation. To this end the Saudi 
Arabian Government perceives that the most satisfactory solution 
would be for Colonel Richard J. O’Keefe to be entrusted to operate 

| in its name for the duration of the Dhahran Airfield Agreement all _ 
problems pertaining to civil aviation which the Saudi Arabian Gov- | 

| ernment would ordinarily administer itself. Colonel O’Keefe in con- 
sequence willbe responsible for and authorized to conduct on behalf — 
of the Saudi Arabian Government all necessary civil aviation opera- 
tions and activities including the following: | 7 

| a. Safe and efficient operation of aircraft. | te 
| 6. Operation of fire and crash equipment. | 

ce. Operation and control of technical equipment. 7 
ad, Reception and distribution of weather services. _ 

| e. Airway traffic control. Oo oo 7 | 
f. ‘Traffic control within the twenty-five mile zone. 

| g. ‘Tower control. | 
hh, Air-to-ground airways communications services, including 

| theuseof Arabic. _ | 
: 2. Ground control of aircraft. So 

j. Clearance of aircraft. | 

3. It is understood that in accordance with the laws of the United 
_ States, Colonel O’Keefe will not hold any rank or title or receive any 
financial remuneration or emolument from the Saudi Arabian 
Government. | a | a — 

4. The Saudi Arabian Government hopes that the United States 
Government will find this agreeable and will notify the Saudi Arabian 
Government of its agreement.” | OS 

|
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TI have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I have been au- 

thorized to convey my Government’s agreement withthe foregoing, 

I avail [etc.] po J. Rives CHILDS — a 

-g11.2390F/8-2549: Telegram | a | 

The Chargé in Saudi Arabia (Hill) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET a ss Sapp, August 25, 1949—10 a. m. 

502, Presented survey group? to King 4 p. m., August 22, in brief 

courtesy call. | oe — | | 

7 p.m. Yusuf Yassin and Fuad Bey Hamza called on us at Badia 

‘Palace and Brigadier General O’Keefe explained his instructions and 

objectives survey group. Hamza asked for brief summary for King a 

and this was prepared following morning August 23 in form aide- 

mémoire.? Be a ne 
King received O’Keefe, Colonel Sherbourne, Captain Hensel * and. | 

myself, 4 p. m., August 23. Seemed in excellent spirits in contrast 7 

quiet tenseness previousday. | 7 | 

After O’Keefe briefly summarized again his instructions and plans, 

King said he wished make statement. Said he wanted relations be- 

tween his country and US to be more than just friendly, wanted , 

them to be as one country, one government, one soil, all SA economic | 

’ life now in hands Americans, his country’s welfare our welfare, there- an 

fore we are as one. a ee | 

_ Hashemites, King continued, are his traditional enemies as we know. 

~ Therefore he desired work of survey group lead towards giving him: 

“military forces equal to or greater than forces Jordan and Iraq. He 

also asked that we draw on our intelligence sources and inform him 

re military strength of these two countries, said he would place at 

our disposal all data he has on this subject. In conclusion he authorized | 

O’Keefe to communicate directly with him on any phase of survey | 

group work. © | : | | - | 

_.. Abundantly evident that King placing greatest hopes and faith on 

real success and visible results from survey group to be accomplished 

in simple, honest, and straight forward fashion and that if this is 

-. not achieved it will be a terrible blow to him. No doubt King recalls _ | 

his statement to Ambassador Childs last May “I am asking you. for 

+The Joint United States Survey Group to Saudi Arabia (JUSSGSA), with 
- Brig. Gen. Richard:J. O’Keefe, U.S:A.F., as its Chief. The group’s mission was 

ot 800, by Ambassador Childs to King Ibn Saud in the May 30 aide-mémoires 

a 1 OaG0R/ 82 jag) tes under cover of despatch 197, August 29, from Jidda 

~*Col. Thomas L, Sherbourne, Jr., U.S.A.F.; Capt. Karl G. Hensel, U.S. Navy.
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help for last time,” (Dhahran telegram. 159, May 10).* King invited 
, entire group for dinner that night. During dinner, he authorized. us 

depart following morning August 24. ar 
Further details by despatch’ ©. -. | | 

. “Ante, p. 1595, & ae oe ; . a . 
, * No. 197, August 29, not printed. 

890F.00/9-2849 | ee Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Ambassador in Saudi. Arabia 
| oe (Childs) 

: TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] September 28,1949. 
I had 15 minutes with the President today, and upon being received 

__ by him asked if he preferred to ask questions of me or he preferred for 
- me to give him a thumb nail sketch of the situation in Saudi Arabia 

and he replied that he was on the point of saying that I do the latter. 
I recalled that three years previously he had received me when I went 
out to Saudi Arabia and he had stated that he did not know anything 
about my diplomatic talents but that I would need a full measure of 
these in the difficult days ahead. I added that if my mission had been 
successful in keeping the boat from being rocked it had been due less 
to my own talents than to the great statesmanship of King Ibn Saud. | 

_ The President interrupted to state that he was himself greatly 
| impressed by the King and that he had gathered the King was the 

greatest of allthe heads of stateintheMiddleEast area, 
I replied that the President’s impression in my opinion was entirely — 

correct. a | | SF 
_ I went on to say that the King, of course, had been greatly disturbed : 
by our Palestine policy. The President nodded his head in agreement. 
I said that despite his great dissatisfaction with our policy in respect | 

| to Palestine he had been enough of a statesman to recognize that there 
was too great a community of interest between the United States and 
Saudi Arabia for him to be deflected from his course of friendship 
with us by what he regarded as a merely temporary development. _ 

| The President commented that the King had been absolutely correct. 
I said that I had myself expressed this conviction to the King, 

~ believing that it was expressive of the President’s own ideas, and the 
President remarked that I had been. correct in so doing. I said that 
we had great economic and strategic interests which were too obvious 
to elaborate on in my survey. I did mention that we had concluded a 
new Dhahran Air Base agreement and that there was a secret survey — 
mission now in Saudi Arabia which would make recommendations
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‘on its return looking to the possible fulfillment of our mutual interests | 

in the way of some mutual assistance agreement. I said that our 

thought was that we could work out a long term air base agreement | 

which would provide for the training of Saudis and their military _ 

equipment on a cash reimbursable basis in a way which might serve | 

our own interests in the defense of the base. I said that it was to be 

regretted, in my opinion, that there had been stricken out in the Mili- - 

tary Arms bill a provision for making it possible for Saudi Arabia 

- ‘to purchase armsinthiscountry. oo oe | 

- The President said he felt that it had been regrettable and that a | | 

way must be found for working out an agreement with Saudi Arabia | 

which would serve our common interests. He said he was.aware ofthe 

survey mission’s presence in Saudi Arabia. BO oo 

[referred briefly to my visit to the West and the inspiration it had 

been to view the work of the Bureau of Reclamation. I was recommend- 

ing as a first step in the application of the President’s Fourth Point 

to Saudi Arabia that arrangements be made for the sending of a 

reclamation engineer and possibly for a United States geological engi- | 

~-neer to Saudi Arabia to make a water survey as the problem was one 

of finding water, rather than one of harnessing existing supplies of a 

 svater. The President expressed: complete agreement with this sug- | 

gestion, and, arising, went over to a map and inquired as to the possi- a 

bility of harnessing some of the water of the Euphrates Valley for 

Saudi Arabia, but upon considering the map said he did not feel this | 

was as practical as he had supposed, owing to the distance involved. | 

Before leaving I touched on the vital necessity to Saudi Arabia to 

maintain its present production of its 400,000 to 500,000 barrels of oil 

per day as its whole economy was based on the receipt of royalties 

on this basis of production. I said there had been talk of cutting 

production to as low as 200,000 barrels a day which would be 

_ catastrophic. BO oo ee ee | 

The President said that, this purpose was very much to the fore, a 

that production had been cut in Texas, and that a study was being | 

made looking to the adjusting of national production and that of | 

imports. He intimated that he was glad to have the views that I had — | 

expressed. mt . ; Cs 

—-- 890F.20/9-2749 : Telegram | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Saudi Arabia a rn 

SECRET § PRIORITY Wasuineton, October 15, 1949—1 p. m. | 

407, MAP Legis as signed Oct 6 does not contain provision Admin 

originally presented Cong authorizing extension mil procurement , 

assistance on. reimbursable basis to nations whose increased. ability " | 

to defend themselves against aggression important to US natl inter- a
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| ests. This provision if enacted wld have authorized Pres consider 
extension reimbursable assistance to SA and several other countries 
(Embtel 573, Sep 27).1 Childs who is thoroughly familiar with back- 

| | ground thru conversations here plans discuss with SAG fol return 
| Jidda. Accordingly, suggest you await Childs’ arrival before inform- _ 

ing SAG recent development. oS 
| However, in event you are questioned by SAG re omission above 

provision you shld say that 1) Provision omitted only after indication 
enactment Legis not otherwise possible present session Cong. MAP 

. Legis now authorizes extension mil aid to a) North Atlantic Treaty 
countries, which heretofore requested assistance, b) Greece, Turkey, 
Tran, Korea, Phil and gen area of China, and ¢) aid in form procure- 

| ment assistance in advance cash purchases by any nation with which 
| _ we are associated in collective defense and regional arrangement (thus 

including Rio Pact countries) ; a 
| 2) Mil aid to SAG continues to be objective of US policy. USG 

| hopes to be able to carry this out by requesting at next session Cong 
| supplementary legis providing reimbursable aid to SAG and other 

| countries. You may assure SAG that USA is exploring every possible 
| means providing mil aid outside MAP legis and pending outcome 

exploration can at least offer SAG informal guidance in contacts for 
: commercial procurement and generally favorable export license _ 

consideration. _ | 
8) If'SAG shld attempt relate MAP to extension DAB you shld 

emphasize that continued SAG-US cooperation at DAB represents _ 
real evidence our mutual mil interests and meanwhile will make 

| possible further training Saudis. oo 
: an , | 7 . . AcHESON 

Not printed; it pointed out the difficulties that would ensue with King Ibn 
Saud if this provision as communicated to the King in the May 30 aide-mémoire, 
p. 1600, were not included in the legislation (890F.20/9-2749). ; 

501.BB Palestine (E)/10-249 | | : 
Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, 

| South Asian, and African Affairs (McGhee) to the Deputy Under 
Secretary of State (Rusk)1 a | 

| RESTRICTED oe [Wasuineron,] October 24, 1949. — 
Subject: Assistance to Saudi Arabia in Developing its Water 

. _. Resources | | a oe 
As you know, the most pressing single problem in the economy of | 

Saudi Arabia is the more scientific use of its limited water resources. 

Drafted by the Assistant Chief, Division of Near Eastern Affairs, Richard 
H. Sanger. , So | mo | oe
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In this connection the Government of Saudi Arabia has repeatedly 

turned to the United States for assistance. With this in mind, through 

the cooperation of the U.S. Air Force and the Bureau of Reclamation | 

of the Department of Interior, I arranged to have Ambassador — | 

J. Rives Childs visit certain reclamation projects in the south western 

part of the United States. Oe - Be | 

Attached is a memorandum dated September 27, 1949 written by | 

Ambassador Childs following his western trip.? In this memorandum | 

he states “As a first step in assisting Saudi Arabia I recommend that 

the Department, under Public Law No. 402, endeavor to arrange with Oo 

the Bureau of Reclamation for the services of a qualified Bureau 

engineer who either by himself or in cooperation with a representative | | 

~ of the United States Geological Survey, should undertake a prelimi- 

nary study and report looking to the development of a plan for the — 

- proper utilization of surface and ground waters for the purpose of | 

- inereasing agricultural production in Saudi Arabia.” Oo | 

Before passing this memorandum on to you I have arranged to 

hold a series of talks with interested officials of the Government in | 

regard to this recommendation. Arrangements have been completed | 

whereby Smith-Mundt Act funds (Public Law No. 402) have been 

approved to provide visits by two ground water geologists to Saudi | 

Arabia to initiate surveys there in the spring of 1950, and the Govern- | 

ment of Saudi Arabia has been so notified. (See attached copy of _ 

— Deptel 405, October 12 to Jidda).* This is a first important step in 

ascertaining the extent of ground water supplies and assisting the 

Saudi Arabians to make better use of their water supplies. It is one 

which not only should lead to a ‘higher standard of living in that a 

country, but may make it possible for Saudi Arabia eventually to 

accept a certain number of refugees from Israel. a - 

Ambassador Childs also recommended that“ the Department give ~ 

consideration in cooperation with the Bureau of Reclamation, to the a 

appointment of a suitable Bureau engineer as Attaché to one of the 

Missions in the Near East, charged with reporting upon and encourag- 

ing the application by the countries of the Near East of those methods _ 

we have successfully applied in the field of water conservation and _ - 

irrigation which might have pertinent application in those countries.” 

_ Ambassador Childs suggested that such an Attaché might be attached 

to the Embassies either in Cairo or Baghdad, or to the Legation at’ 

Beirut, and I agree with his suggestion. I am, therefore, requesting = : 

the Administrative Officers of the Department and the Bureau of. 

Reclamationtoreviewthisquestions =| oe | 

8 Memorandum not found attached to source text.. So | ae | | 

® Not printed. Sn er oo
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811.2390F/11-1749 : Telegram CS So . 

Lhe Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary o f State 

TOP SECRET | | dippa, November 17, 1949—noon. 
_ 668. 1. His Majesty came from Mecca to Hadda to receive me 15th. 
Audience lasted hour and a half. — | 

, 2, After giving him highlights my visit US, HM inquired regard- 
ing plans military mission. I replied O’Keefe and officers in Jidda 

_ awaiting HM’s pleasure. Emphasized findings they had submitted 
| mostly tentative. They wished have HiM’s views in order these might _ 

be considered when report delivered NME. Would be considered by _ 
| NME and State and decision would have to be reached how USG 

might assist SAG in implementing it. 
, _ 8. -His Majesty said he had not had time consider whole report 

but found general principles satisfactory. Program was long-range 
one not to be completed for five years. This very long time and while _ 
it might suit situation vis-4-vis Russia it did not take into account 
his immediate pressing problem. a | | 

4, HM then discussed at great length latter. He said in effect British. 
had begun cold war against him endeavoring to put Syria under 

_  Hashemite jurisdiction in order to put pressure on Ruwali and Anaza _ 
tribes connected with him by blood. British purpose to sever those 

| relations and use those tribes against HM. British had stirred up his 
traditional tribal friends and were inciting Jordan, Iraq and Syria 
against him as well as Shaikhdoms under British control Persian. 
Gulf. In south they were doing likewise in Yemen. They were con- 
stantly alleging they had nothing to do with policies these states and 
principalities, but fact was these policies controlled by British. British __ 
had recently sent note to SAG stating if aggression committed against 

_ Jordan or Iraq British in treaty obligations assist those countries. 
but implying if those countries attack another country British could 
do nothing about it. HM said he had been bringing this situation our 

_ attention long time, and it was now such he had to have some security. 
| 5. I informed HM we fully alive this question, and said on recent 

visit US I had set it forth in almost words he had used. I reminded. 
him assurances we had given Saud on his visit US 1 that USG vitally 
interested in territorial integrity SA, and I had repeated these assur- 

| ances in writing under instructions my government and had informed 
HM USG ready at any time he might request take up with British _ 

| Government any situation causing apprehension to him. We had ful- _ 
filled this agreement on more than one oceasion, and I did not know 

* For documentation on Crown Prince Saud’s visit to the United States in 1947, 
see foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 738 ft. oe SO og |
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any instance in which HM had appealed to us when we had not taken we 

immediate action. When Greater Syrian question came up in recent. 

months we had acted-in Baghdad and Amman. While in US I was _ 

in Department when question Syrian-Iraq federation? arose and I. | | 

could assure HM this had given us deep concern and we had examined ae 

problem particularly in light HM’s reaction in. connection. general: 

problem maintenance peace and security ME. Po 

6. HM said this all very well, but these words. What he wanted, 

if USG interested in security this country, is they take some action 

will guarantee this. If USG not interested it should inform HM so | 

hemaytakecareofhimsel&S 3 © we | 

%, Lendeavored at great length convince HM we were far from 

indifferent status SA, and I had been much gratified by great interest 

expressed to me at home by officials in this regard. - es 

_ 8. HM said he believed interests his country, US and world peace 

all connected together and any threat security his country prejudicial 

all these interests. HM therefore wished invite attention USG these _ 

facts and to fact that secret movements now being put in motion re a 

federation S and I in which it is alleged such federation in accordance 

wishes these countries is directed against safety hiscountry.HMthere- 

fore requested USG present to him its readiness extend assistance. 

which will guarantee him against any serious threatening integrity = 
his country and to notify its ally, Britain, in light of what is men- 

tioned above USG will never approve any alteration present status. 

Arab states and that every state should maintain its boundaries and — 

integrity as is. | ee ee 

_ 9. HM pointed out mere assurances such as we had given him, in- | 
cluding readiness take up with GB matters affecting his security, of. - 

no avail if S and I permitted federate on grounds in accordance wishes 

people those countries. He was certain federation part British plan 

encirclement, and he knew from British sources it was ultimate aim. 

- Hashemites attack SAtorecoverHejaz, | re ee 

10. HM said USG might either authorize me give him assurances — 

he desired, or if preferred, he could send someone Washington to dis- 

cussandobtainthere 
11. HM said Prince Mansour promised in Britain certain arms, __ 

but with arrival O’Keefe British had done nothing fulfillthis promise. 
and it evident British endeavoring every way put pressureon SA 
account closer contacts developing between SAG and USG. 

12. To:sum up, HM wishes some concrete evidence our willingness 
_ and ability persuade British he holds as main culprits to cease policy 

encirlementSA. ©. |... Tg re ye ok 

OS 2 For documentation concerning the proposed Syrian-Iraqi union, see pp. 180 ff. oe
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a 18. Upon conclusion audience, HM asked if I would stay to lunch 
and whether military mission would join us. This arranged and upon 

| arrival O’Keefe and Clarty, HM expressed very warm thanks their 
accomplishments. : | | - 

14. It was agreed foregoing, in view importance, would be reviewed _ 
by Prince Feisal and HM. When text submitted, paragraphs 6 and 8 
read as follows: | Oe 

“6. HM said this all very well but these words. What he wanted — 
was, if posstble, public declaration by US expressive interest terri- 

_ torial integrity SA which I stated we were so interested in. | 
8. HM said if we were so interested, he must have either (1) public 

declaration, or (2) some explicit assurances our readiness aid him.” 

15. Referenee to public declaration excised by Feisal on grounds 
| this might arouse criticism other Arab states SA under USG tutelage. - 

I sent word later Feisal request we guarantee status guo Arab world 
entirely impracticable. More to follow. | a , 

Sent Department 668, Department pass London 96. Pouched 
Dhahran. — ) Do 

Oo oo, Oo | 7 CHiLps 

411.90F/11-1749 : Telegram. a OC ee oe 

| Lhe Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET - - Jippa, November 17, 1949—4 p. m. | 

669. Re Hmbtel 668 November 17, noon. HM sent for me again 
today and I was with him for hour and a half. ee | 
HM said he had decided in view great importance question send _ 

for Fuad Hamza to draft written request SAG which would contain. 
‘an most preeise terms possible what he desired from U.S. for his im- 
mediate security. He said he had spoken to me at Hadda out of full- 
mess of his heart and not hiding his feeling or thoughts. He wished 

_- Fuad frame themimappropriatelanguage. = ts 
_ HM then entered into extended account his relations with British. 
He-said reeent British survey mission? had complained SAG had 
given everything to USG and nothing left for British. Complaint 
‘had also been made that even on Red Sea side SA Americans had 
‘been allowed by King and Foreign Minister to consolidate themselves _ 

| at expense British so that whole country given over to U.S. HM re-: 

+On June 16, London had been advised by the British Foretgn Office that-a 
| three-man British reconnaissance party would be sent to Saudi Arabia to study 

. Saudi Arabian defense needs (telegram 2379, June 20, from London, 8901.20/ 
6-2049; not printed). Fhe Department later informed Jidda ‘that the mission - | 
would survey for the location of three tactical air. force strips and.necessary. 

- | minted) es (telegram 255, J uly 22, to J idda, 890F'.7962/7-2249 ; not
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called his reception British Ambassador and me together while I : 

was still Minister, and said British Government had reproached him | 

and had asked if SAG desired have witness present to check on SAG- 

British relations. British alleged procedure such as had never been 

followed by any ruler previously in ME. OO : 

King said he wished me convey particularly my government his 

desire USG and SAG should be as one. He reviewed again at great 

length policy encirclement of him by Great Britain through Jordan, _ 

- Traq and Yemen and Persian Gulf Shaikhdoms. He read me from 

British note asserting British had no intention allow any diminution 

its influence in Persian Gulf and its retirement from India not to be 

construed as presaging any retirement from Gulf. Oo 

‘I endeavored again marshal every possible argument allay King’s 

insistent concern re his security position, pointing out presence US | 

-- military survey mission SA evidence our interest and concern his © | 

security position. To all my arguments his answer was any action 

which may be taken against S-I federation will be in vain. When I 

am invaded in Hejaz, USG will refer matter to UN and they will be 

~ no. more able to dislodge the attacker than UN has been able to obtain 

compliance by the Jews with UN decisions re Palestine. | | 

HM said he had not been able to sleep after our audience at Hadda | 

as he had been so worked. up in discussing the precariousness of his 

- position. He added “I am talking to you as I have not talked even 

_ with my own sons, Saud and. Feisal. I consider you not only the US 

Ambassador but a member of my own family. I want you to act. in 

that capacity for me. I will give you a plane to take you to. US to 
present to.USG the perilous state of affairs as I see them. I must have 

some protection or some assurance that USG will not stand idly by 

and allow British to encircle me. If Hejaz is attacked I will move 

with my family to west coast, leaving if necessary the eastern part 
of SA with its oil undefended in order to withstand with my resources 

and to die if need be in defense of Hejaz”. 7 oo, 

_ In course audience remarked jocularly “I will be utterly frank with 

| you. US does not care for Ibn Saud but. only for oil in SA”. I said 

I obliged to take issue with HM. I could assure him we vitally in- 

terested house of Saud and he could be sure he enjoyed esteem of 

President and USG as one of world’s great statesmen. (Note this 

remark to me of King when I commented Jidda pier great monument 

to him: “Ruler who does not put interests his people above his own 

personal interests unworthy torule.”) os : 
- [have never found the King under such deep emotion. Iassured him __ 

that if I felt I could do.any good by asking USG to call me home I 

would do so, but I had already made known his point of view to all 

officials whom I had seen in Washington and I was proceeding next | 

501-887—-77——108 |
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week Istanbul for meeting ME chiefs of mission ? where I would see 
Assistant Secretary McGhee and other responsible officials -Depart- 
ment most directly concerned and interested in problem he was discuss- 

| ing, and would present his point there as effectively as I could. a 
- HIM said he had fullest confidence in me and in any course of action 

which I might take to meet the situation as he had described it. He 
was, he repeated, faced by a situation which called for action on our 
partandnotmere words? ~— = > ee 
- Sent Department 669, pouched Dhahran. Department pass London 

a - OO a BO CHILDS 

_ ?.For documentation on the meeting, see pp. 165 ff. rs : So 
*The Department agreed with Ambassador Childs’ approach in telegrams. 668 

and 669, and indicated that the problems he raised in the telegrams would be 
discussed with him at the Istanbul Conference (telegram 446, November 21, to Jidda, 711.90F/11-1749 ; not printed). - oe | 

811.2390F/11-1849 : Telegram es a 

‘The Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET oe _ Japa, November 18, 1949—noon. 
__ 672. Military Survey Group received with me in final audience by 
King yesterday and left early this a. m. for Dhahran. Group plans 
emplane Dhahran for UStwenticth, = 
King informed me in private audience yesterday he was pleased 

with Mission’s work but felt it better to withhold any specific com- 
ments on Mission findings until they had been considered in Wash- 
ington. Mission has made excellent impression and I consider O’Keefe _ 
and members his group deserve greatest praise for thoroughness their _ 
survey and excellent working relations they established with Saudi 
group officersaccompanyingthem. = = = SO 
I felt it extremely impolitic for me to press SAG for any other 

comment on Survey’s findings than those made to me by King that he 
| found principles in general satisfactory. To have pressed for more, 

might have carried an implication of our readiness to implement 
findings which Ithought it most wisetoavoid. 7 
No one has raised with me any question of implementation findings 

and I find, as I had assumed in Washington, SAG apparently un- 
aware developments MAP legislation referred to Deptel 407, Octo- 
ber 15 and both Hill and I have carefully avoided any reference to __ 

| this situation Se 
_ Ido not need to emphasize to Department deplorable effect on our | 
political relations with SAG which would ensue if any eventual im-
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passe reached as regards extension some form military aid to SAG 
in connection long-term lease DAF? ©. eee 

_. Sent:-Department; repeated London 98, Dhahran 206. | 

"Fuad Hamza presented Ambassador Childs with a memorandum on Novem: _ 
ber:-21 which included a request for immediate action on the part of the United 

_ States to strengthen the position of Saudi Arabia, either by the conclusion of a 
political treaty or by facilitating military aid. Highlights of the memorandum 
‘were transmitted to the Department-in telegram 684, November 22, from Jidda 
(711.90F/11-2249) ; the full text was transmitted to the Department in despatch 
No, 232, November 28, from Jidda (890F.00/11-2349). | ee 

120.8 Conferencés/11-2049: Telegram a age al Bogs 

|. The Secretary of State.to the Consulate at Istanbul. 

secReT.  prioriry:. Wasuincron, November 30, 1949—3 p.m. 

351. Contel 272 Nov 29—last para slightly garbled.t For McGhee 
from Hare, Fol your departure Ibn Saud’s most recent conversations 

with Childs re SA security discussed with Wright? for purpose ascer- | 
taining whether it might not be possible for UK in framework its 
present discussions and negots with SAG to take opportunity reassure | 
SAG that UK was deeply concerned with peace and stability in area 
and wld not countenance any action by any country which might 

- Wright said UK had also received similar expressions of SA appre- 
hension on several occasions and that several years ago UK had offered _ 
negotiate. treaty similar to treaties with Jordan and Iraq which, 
thoigh Ibn. Saud might not wish to’ coficlude, might calm fears. | 

Wright did not believe UK would be inclined offer treaty now and had 
hoped current milit missions wld be steadying influence. Wright added 
UK was constantly endeavoring allay fears-of Ibn Saud and Brit reps | 
Amman and Baghdad had frequently discussed situation with Jordan | 
and Iraq. Wright said he wld have no objection if USG wished inform 
Ibn Saud UK was exerting restraining influence on Jordan and 
Iraq and had no.desire disturb existing conditions. 0-6 te 
~ Meanwhile we are today discussing text paras 2 and'3. draft. state- oo 

-ment with Brit Emb-reps Wash and will-communicate further-with 
youand Childssoonest. = = es ve as eerie pte. 

1 Not printed ; but see editorial note, infra. = poles fee at US ees 

? Michael Wright, Superintending Under-Secretary of State in the British 

Foreign Office. |
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| | Editorial Note — | 

Ambassador Childs presented a statement of three paragraphs to 
Yusuf Yassin on December 5, for transmittal to King Ibn Saud. The 
editors have been unable to find a document in Department of State 
files which gives the entire statement. The statement, as given below, — 
is a composite of: telegram 272, November 29, from Istanbul (120.3 

Conferences/11-2949) ; telegram 451, December 2, to Jidda (120.3 _ 
| Conferences/11-2949) ; and telegram 702, December 5, from Jidda 

(890F.20/12-549). The composite follows: , 7 

“(1) We are pleased with the O’Keefe report: It will receive 
most careful study and attention by both the Departments of State 
and Defense with a view to ascertaining how we may help Saudi 

: Arabia to implement it, as evidence of our concern for Saudi Arabia 
and our desire to insure its territorial integrity and_ political 
independence, _ - | 

(2) Problems of Saudi Arabia extensively discussed at Istanbul 
| conference. It was agreed our Ambassadors in neighboring states will 

| work to prevent any situation which might arise which would threaten 
Saudi Arabian integrity, and would report immediately to Washing- 
ton any such situation which might arise. They did not at present 

- find any situation existing which would cause Saudi Arabia concern 
in immediate or foreseeable future. They were all agreed it should be 
continuing aim US to develop particularly close relations with Saudi 

rabia. 8 si , 
_ (8) With respect to His Majesty’s concern re ‘encirclement’ of 
Saudi Arabia, we have informed British Government one of subjects 
discussed at Istanbul was question our spécial relations with Saudi 
Arabia. It was brought out that Saudi Arabian Government over a 
considerable period of time, had expressed concern to US Government 
over possibility of aggression against it by one or more of its neigh- _ 
bors. Brit Govt has informed USG it gave an assurance to SAG in 
Aug to effect it wld use its influence to prevent use of force by one 
ME country against another. USG has been further informed Brit 
Govt policy remains exactly same as at that time. On its part, USG 

° desires to give assurance that it will continue to make clear to Arab 
states concerned that it wld be contrary to policy of USG and to sta- 
bility of area, as well-as inconsistent with principles and purposes of 
UN, for any state to take aggressive measures against another.” _ 

Yusuf Yassin conveyed the following message orally to Ambassador | 
Childs from King Ibn Saud in reply to the above statement: “We | 
are very thankful to you and to United States Government for assur- __ 
ances given us. We are ready to await action by United States Gov- _ 
ernment on O’Keefe’s report” (telegram 707, Decemher 6, from Jidda, 
890F.20/12-649 ; not printed). a a
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 §90F.00/12-849 a a i | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Frederick H. Awalt of the — 

| Office of African and Near Eastern Affairs | , 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasuineton,] December 8, 1949. | 

Participants: Brig. Gen. O’Keefe, USAF | | 

, | NEA—Mr. D. A. Robertson _ | | | 

| ANE—Mr. G. H. Mattison | | 

—  ANE—Mr. F. H. Awalt | 

Problem: To consider means of implementing the O’Keefe | 

recommendations. 
Action Taken: Telegram despatched to Ambassador Childs re- | 

questing his political paper as soon as possible. (Desp. 231, Nov. 22, 

19491 citing political reasons supporting O’Keefe report, received 

— Dec. 9) | | - | 

| Action Required: a : 

1. To cooperate with USAF and the Department of Defense toward | 

obtaining the legislative authority necessary to implement the O’Keefe | 

report. | oe | | 
2, Expedite receipt of Childs’ paper on the political implications of 

military assistance to Saudi Arabia. | | : 

Action Assigned to: NEA,ANE © | ee 
Summary: General O’Keefe called this morning to discuss in 

general terms his recently completed survey in Saudi Arabia. He 

| stated that between September 1 and October 22 he and his party 

travelled 44,000 miles throughout Arabia and collected a fund of 
strategic information which has never before been available. He made | 

recommendations which embrace the training and equipping of a 

Saudi Arabian defensive force totalling 43,000 officers and men, com- 

posed of 28,000 combat troops and 15,000 Air Force support and 

logistics personnel. The equipment contemplated for these forces is 
strictly defensive in character such as rifles, mortars and anti-tank 

guns. No offensive mechanized equipment such as tanks or fighter _ | 
planes is envisaged, although 28 planes of the super DC-3 type, which 
should be commercially available, are being recommended, as wellas5  __ 
C-54’s. The program is estimated to cost the Saudi Arabian Govern- 
ment a total of $107,000,000 spread over a five year period. The project 

| includes plans for some naval facilities which will cost the Saudi 
Arabian Government $8,000,000. The Saudi Arabian Government’s 
expenditures for air equipment will be $19,000,000, and the remainder oe 
is Army costs. General O’Keefe emphasized that all equipment must 

_ be new owing to the very unsatisfactory experience the Saudi Arabian 

Not printed. | a
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Government has had with used materials purchased from the British __ 
which have in many instances proved unusable. He also stated that 
the program will call for 320 Saudi Arabian air trainees, 67 naval 7 

| trainees, and 488 army trainees to be trained in the United States 
during the 5 year period, and that an auxiliary field is projected for | 
the Hail area after two years, _ 7 Oo 

King Ibn Saud has expressed general satisfaction for the plan 
outlined to him by General O’Keefe, but he has reserved full appro-— 
bation. The General expressed the opinion that the King’s fears for 
the safety of his country from invasion by his neighbors was sincere 

| | but ill-founded in fact, owing to the long and vulnerable line of com- 
munications an invader would have to maintain. He stressed the need 
for the force recommended, however, as a steadying influence upon _ 

| Emir Saud’s succession, as well as a means of strengthening Ibn Saud’s 
hand among the other Arab countries, a development which could 
exert a valuable infiuence toward moderation in Near Eastern affairs. | 
He also pointed out that it would be a useful force for our purposes 
intheeventofwarwith Russia. 4 : 
‘Emir Saud told General O’Keefe confidentially that he was heartily | 

in favor of the report’s findings and hoped that prompt action-could 
__ be taken to implement them, adding that the program would serve 

his own interests and security when he succeeded to the throne. General 
O'Keefe is very doubtful that Emir Feisal views United States mili- 
tary assistance with similar favor. ae Co 
The General stated that the Air Force was in the past convinced 

that it was essential that we maintain an air-base in Arabia and it is 
willing to go before Budget to support a request for $19,000,000 of 
United States expenditure for improvement of the air base and its 
training facilities, followed by an additional $8,000,000 per year for _ 
each year we wish to maintain it thereafter. Three alternative plans 
for improving the air base will be discussed in the report: - 

(1) Rehabilitation and expansion of the air base to include new 
barracks to accommodate 1700 people, a railway spur, and extension 
of air strips to accommodate larger planes. This would have an esti- 
mated cost of $28,000,000; ae | - 
- (2) Construction of an entirely new air base on a nearby plain 
which would accommodate any size plane, 6600 personnel, and would 
cost $50,000,000 ; | | | | a 
. (3). Construction of an entirely new air base completely under- 
ground in the Abu Bahr plain 450 miles in the interior to the south and 
west. This project would have an estimated cost of $70,000,000. | 

_ General O’Keefe hoped his report could be done Christmas week and 
ready for transmittal through the Air Chief of. Staff to the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff for consideration. He inquired if Ambassador Childs’ 
paper on the political implications of military assistance to Saudi
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Arabia had arrived. He asked that the Department urge Embassy 

Jidda, to submit it as soon as possible so that it could be incorporated 

into his final report. General O’Keefe, at Mr. Robertson’s request, 

offered to show him all the data he has compiled in order that Mr. 

Robertson might prepare advance information for submission to — 

Mr. Bruce,? S/MDA. In conclusion he expressed his confidence that 

the Air Force wouldapprovehisreport. = a | 

The preliminary data was released under the authority of Major 

General: S. E. Anderson * with the understanding that it was not a 

commitment of the views of the Air Force, but only for information 

- 2James Bruce, Director of the Mutual Defense Assistance Program. | 

-* Director of Plans and Operations, U.S. Air Force Headquarters. 

120.3 Conferences/12-1049 | . 7 - os ; a : . - . - 

The Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | ..... Jmppa, December 10, 1949. 

No. 249 TaN Me ye Lh | 

~Sm:. Ihave the honor to refer to my telegram 702 of December 5, 

1949, noon, and to report that I called on the Acting Minister for 

Foreign Affairs, Shaikh Yusuf Yassin on December 5, 1949, at which 

time I communicated to him not only the special assurances which I | | 

had been authorized to make to His Majesty but gavé him-at the same’ 
time an account of the conclusions which the Istanbul Conference had 

— -yeached.2 — a 

Shaikh Yusuf made no comments himself as he obviously preferred | 
to discuss them with His Majesty. I have already reported in my two | 
telegrams 707, December 6, 1949, 2 p.m. and 717, December 10, 2 p. m.,° 

the gratification with which His Maj esty received the special assur- | 

ances. In a call at the Foreign Office this morning Shaikh Yusuf stated | 
he had two questions to raise with me regarding the Istanbul. Con- 
ference based on the account which I had given him of it. He said he 
was not quite clear in his own mind concerning the viewpoint ex- 
pressed that it would be premature for the United States to consider 
associating itself with any possible regional grouping in this area. 

_ The other inquiry he made was concerned with our attitude toward | 
the proposed Iraq-Syrian union. = : : ne : | 

_. I sketched at some length the historical position of the United _ 
States toward foreign entangling alliances and recalled that this | 

1 Not printed ; but see editorial note, p.1624. a 
* For conclusion No. 6, which dealt with Saudi Arabia, see p. 169. oo oe 
* Neither printed ; but see last paragraph of editorial note, p. 1624. - 

|
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attitude had been responsible for the fact that in the first World War 
we were not an allied nation but an associated power with the other | 

allies. I then pointed out how great a departure it had been for us 
to adhere to the Atlantic Pact and that in the light of our history 
our reluctance should be readily understood not to involve ourselves 
in formal commitments too extensively at thistime. __ 

As regards the attitude of the Conference toward the union of 
Arab states, I said that it was quite understandable that we could 
not oppose such a merger if it should be in accordance with the fully 
expressed wishes of the people concerned and not as a result of force 
or outside intervention. Shaikh Yusuf said that our formula appeared 
to open the way wide open for a union of two or more Arab states but . 
the qualifying clause had the effect of leaving the door not so wide 
open. I said I did not see how any possible objection could be raised by 
any Arab state to the formula which we had agreed wpon at the Confer- 
ence. He seemed to be entirely satisfied by my explanation. 

Respectfully yours, — | _ J. Rives Curbs 

| S90F.20/12-1949 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

: SECRET Jippa, December 19, 1949—10 a. m. 

730. Shaikh Yusuf, Deputy Foreign Minister, called me Foreign 
Office yesterday following audience by him with King at Mecca. HM 
asked if assurances I had given (Deptel 451 December 2 and Embtel 
702 December 5)1 was final answer HM’s message (Embtel 691 No- 
vember 23 and despatch 232 November 23)? or if further reply might 
be expected. 

I said it was my assumption assurances given were intended to 
serve as reply, but I would raise question with Department if desired. 

Yusef Yassin asked if I would do so. 
Yusef Yassin stated he had informed HM there were several ques- _ 

tions pending with USG and some of them still under discussion, 
including question military aid and long term agreement DAF. Yusef 
Yassin recalled DAF agreement concluded for one year with under- 
standing that during such period USG would initiate negotiations 
long term agreement. He pointed out six months had already elapsed 

| and raised question when we contemplated beginning negotiations 
particularly in light reserved attitude Istanbul conference toward 

regional security arrangements ME. | | 

1 Neither printed ; but see editorial note, p. 1624. 
* Latter not printed; but see footnote 1 to telegram 672, November 18, p. 1628.
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| I emphasized Istanbul conference view had no bearing on DAF oe 

negotiations as at Istanbul we were thinking of multilateral regional 

security arrangements and we did not have reference to such unilateral 

arrangements as DAF agreement. I added it was our understanding 

SAG desired military aid in some form to tie in with long term DAF | 

agreement and that until we could determine to what extent former 

might be practical and how far we might go it was our thinking it 

would be premature to enter into long term negotiations. When in 

Washington I found thinking to be that after O’Keefe’s report had 

been studied and decision made we would then be in position to enter 

into long term negotiations beginning about March 1. Once general |— 

principles were agreed upon it was not expected on our part to en- | 

counter any difficulties in drafting long term agreement. oo 

Yusef Yassin appeared to accept this explanation as reasonable and 

stated SAG would await replies to two questions he would like to 

raise with me: ; oe 

1, Are assurances given to be considered as final reply to HM’s 

message ;_ | . oo So 

9. Is USG prepared to enter into negotiations for general settlement 

| of all outstanding questions which had been raised in recent months. | 

- I stated I would transmit questions to Department and asked if in 

general settlement he had reference to questions.(a) treaty friendship, 

commerce and navigation which we had proposed and (6) civil air 

agreement. He replied in affirmative*® = ey are 

Sent Department 730, repeated London 113. Pouched Arab capitals 

and Dhahran. 5 | : re 

’'The Department indicated that the message (see editorial note, p. 1624) 

should be considered as the final word, and that the United States would have no | 

objection to entering upon further negotiations through regular channels (tele- 

gram 475, December 30, to Jidda, 890F'.20/12-1949 ; not printed).



| SYRIA | | oe 

ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED STATES TOWARD RECOGNITION OF 
| - GOVERNMENTS IN SYRIA FOLLOWING A SUCCESSION OF COUPS 

D ETAT oe : So —— a a 

890D.01/4-2549 oo | Oo | | 
_ Memorandum. by the Secretary of State to the President. 

CONFIDENTIAL oo ~Wasurneton, April 25, 1949. 
Subject: Request for Authority to Recognize New Syrian Govern- , 

| ment. — | _ 

On March 30, 1949, the Syrian Government was overthrown without 
| bloodshed in a military coup d'état by units of the Syrian Army led 

by the Chief of Staff, Colonel Husni Zaim2 As the situation now 
stands President Quwatly, Prime Minister Azm, and the former 
Syrian cabinet have resigned. Colonel Zaim has issued a decree 
dissolving the Syrian Parliament, has announced the formation of 
a constitutional committee to draft a new Syrian constitution and | 
electoral law and has stated his intention to hold new elections shortly. 
He has recently announced the formation of a cabinet composed of 
reasonably prominent and responsible leaders. , . 

Colonel Zaim has furthermore affirmed in public declarations and in 
a message to Secretary General Lie of the United Nations his intention 
to honor Syria’s international obligations. He has given at least one 
tangible evidence of his sincerity in this respect in undertaking 

| armistice negotiations with Israel. = a a | 
Since the coup @’état the Department has exchanged information 

with the Governments of Great Britain and France? with regard to 
the question of recognition. The British, French, and American — 
Ministers have indicated their belief that Colonel Zaim is in complete _ 

* Colonel Zaim was Chief of State, Prime Minister, Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
and Minister of Interior in the new regime. 
*The Department of State, on April 15, had informed the Embassy in Paris 

that “eventual recognition Zaim probably inevitable. Dept felt, however, this | 
shid not be hurried for fol reasons: 

“a) We had had experience of recent unfortunate mil dictatorships in Latin 
Amer. We do not wish by too speedy recognition of Zaim inspire or encourage 
Similar movements in other Arab armies, 

“b) We thought neighboring Arab states might well take lead in granting 
_ recognition and understood this connection that Leb Govt on point doing so. 

“e) Dept thought it desirable that Zaim shld form some type of constituted 
Govt other than his purely personal rule as at present existing before US shld 
extend recognition.” (Telegram 1221, 890D.01/4-1549) 

1630
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 gontrol of Syria and that there is no likelihood of his regime being 

displaced in the near future. They also believe that Colonel Zaim will 

honor Syria’s international obligations and that recognition by the | 

western democracies will enable us to keep better informed as to his | 

thinking and to counsel the adoption of constructive policies. Great 

Britain and France have indicated their desire to recognize the new 

regime by Tuesday, April 26, but are waiting to ascertain the course 

of action the United States intends to follow, in the belief that recog- 

‘nition by all three governments should be coordinated. 

Of the Arab states, Saudi Arabia and Egypt have stated they would 

recognize the Zaim government on April 23. Moreover, despite the 

coup @état, Turkey has not purported to interrupt diplomatic re- | 

lations with Syria. ee eR os ee 

~The Department, while not implying approval of Colonel Zaim’s 

method of coming to power, believes that his government fulfills our 
normal criteria for recognition, and that withholding recognition 

beyond the period of time which has already elapsed (now nearly one 
month) would not be in the best interests of the United States. The 

Department is also in accord with the view that recognition by the . | 

United States, the United Kingdom and France should be coordinated 

and should be extended by April 26 or as soon thereafter as is _ 

practicable | oo Oe a es 

Accordingly, it is requested that the Department be given authority | 

to inform Great Britain and France that the United States has decided | 
to recognize the new Syrian Government, and to take appropriate 

steps toward extending recognition after coordinating its arrange- 
| ments in this regard with those governments.® 

BS Dean ACHESON | 

| * The Department, on April 20, had informed Damascus that it was “con- 

sidering recommending to President recognizing Zaim Govt near future. This 
decision based on assumption Zaim will continue maintain and consolidate effec- 
tive control as well as that one or more Arab States will probably extend prior 
recognition. Dept considers delay beyond period perhaps totalling one month 
might be regarded as use of non-recognition as form of political pressure 
which .. . has in past proven ineffective as instrument of policy.” (Telegram 

166, 890D.01/4-2049) - | 
President Truman approved this recommendation in an undated marginal 

notation. — - | | ae | | 

890D.00/4-849: Telegram — a | | 

_ The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria 

CONFIDENTIAL US URGENT  Wasutinoron, April 25, 1949—3 p. m. 

 NIACT. | | | oe 

174. Pursuant to authority recd from Pres. you are instructed after 
coordinating arrangements with Brit and Fr colleagues send to Syrian 
FonOff on Tues Apr 26 or soonest thereafter a note ack[nowledging | | 

| | 
|
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those recd by Leg urtels 215 Apr.8 and 234 Apr 19.1 Fol is suggested 

draft: | / an erence | 7 

: “The Amer Leg presents its compliments to the Syrian Ministry 
for FonAff and, pursuant to instrs from the United States Govern- 
ment, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the Ministry’s note 
no. S-4 dated April 7, 1949, transmitting a copy of the communiqué 
issued by the General Command of the Army and Armed Forces in 

| regard to the factors that led to the recent coup d’état in Syria, as 
well as of the Ministry’s note no. M-6 dated April 18, 1949, informing 
the Leg that a new Cabinet had been formed and giving the names of 
the members of the Cabinet. | os oe - 

The Leg has been instructed to inform the Ministry that the United 
States Govt has noted with satisfaction the public assurances which 

- His Excellency the PriMin, Colonel Husni Zaim, has made affirming 
the intention of the new Syrian Govt to discharge Syria’s obligations 
arising out of all treaties and internat] agreements entered into by 
previous Syrian govts, as:well as its attachment to democratic prin- 
ciples and its intention to hold new elections at an early date. 
_ The Leg avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Ministry 
the assurances of its highest consideration.”  _- ae 

_ Tel urgently date note delivered. Bn 

| , oe SO ACHESON 

1 Neither printed. | 
* This telegram was repeated to London and Paris; copies were sent by airto | 

other Arab capitals, Jerusalem, ‘and Tel Aviv. | an 
' Damascus reported, on April 27, that after coordinating with British and 

. French diplomatic representatives, a note “comprising verbatim text suggested 
in Deptel 174, April 25, delivered Foreign Office 11 o’clock this morning” (tele- | 
gram 246, 890D.01/4—2749). a oo 

| Editorial Note | 

A second military coup in Syria took place on August 14 (see Secre- 
tary Acheson’s memorandum of September 19 to the President, page 
1635). | a | a 

_ Faiz el-Khouri, the Syrian Minister, called on Mr. McGhee. on 
August 15. Harlan B. Clark’s memorandum of their conversation 
expressed the Minister’s hope that “the United States and other great 
powers would not move as quickly to recognize the new government 
as it had with respect to the Zaim Government, and specifically that 
recognition would not be extended until democratic institutions were 
clearly functioning again in Syria. He said that the fact that the 
United States Government, which professed to be a leading exponent 
of the principles of democratic freedom, had unhesitatingly recog- 
nized the dictatorial Zaim Government had greatly surprised people | 

| in the Near East. In the same way they wondered when they saw the 
United States giving unqualified support to the King of Saudi Arabia 

| whose autocratic regime had no semblance to western democratic



systems. Mr. McGhee said we appreciated Faiz Bey’s frank comments 
, in this regard but pointed out that we had given very careful con- 

sideration to all factors involved before extending recognition to the 
Zaim Government. It was certainly true that the United States wished 
to support the development of democratic liberties in the Near East. _ 
but that we had found from long experience that the withholding of 
recognition did not always achieve the desired objective and in fact | 
it sometimes appeared to have the opposite effect. It was also true that 
in giving support to King Ibn Saud we by no means failed to be mind- 
ful of the needs of the Saudi people and were assisting him and indeed | 
even influencing him in ways which would bring benefit to the whole _ 
nation.” (890D.00/8-1549) re re 

- ‘Mr. Clark was an officer of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs. 

g90D.01/9-1749: Telegram = i sss a 

‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria* - 

CONFIDENTIAL _ =—~—- WasHINGTON, September 17, 1949—5 p. m. © 
PRIORITY = = | | ne : _ Pe 

- 420. While deploring summary executions Pres Zaim and PriMin 
Barazi? and cognizant other factors mentioned urtels 540, Sept 133 
and 541 Sept 14,4 Dept has no evidence present civ[ilian] govt impli- 
cated in coup or executions, with possible exception alleged prior / 

_. } This telegram was repeated to London, Paris, Cairo, and J idda and sent by. | 
pouch to Baghdad, Amman, Ankara, Beirut, Jerusalem, and Tel Aviv. _ ae 

* Regarding the coup of August 14, see Secretary. Acheson’s memorandum of 
September 19, p. 1635. . re 
’Not printed; it expressed Minister Keeley’s concern that “in Department’s 

exchange of views with British and French Governments no evidence that con- 
sideration has been given to possibility of expressing to Atassi Government 
regret.at. brutal means by which former regime was liquidated. .... While ‘it 
would be desirable to have British and French Governments join us in. con-- 
demning violence, I feel that whatever may be British and French attitudes 
we shall have to reckon with our own consciences and consequences if by our _ 
silence we tacitly condone such barbarity which unless checked may well serve 
as pattern for further bloodletting in Syria and other Middle Eastern states to. 
detriment of peace and stability for which our interests call.” (890D.00/9-1349) 

*Not printed; it reported information from French and British diplomatic 
| officials at Damascus that their governments had “decided time now propitious 

for recognition: Atassi. Government and have instructed their Embassies Wash-. 
ington to seek US agreement that France, Britain and US missions Damascus | - 
make coordinated communications this sense sometime during current week.” 
It advised further that these officials favored a “simple statement ‘that ‘change 
in. government will in no way alter friendly relations that have. heretofore 
subsisted’.” Minister Keeley concluded that he was unable to share their views 
as to the timing or manner of recognition and expressed his preference for a 
“communication which takes note of formation. of: cabinet in tragic circumstances, 
expresses regret over resort to bloodshed and gives assurances of friendly sup- 
port if cabinet is able to realize its announced intention of guiding nation back ! 
into democratic constitutional channel.” (890D.01/9-1449) me : 

|
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| knowledge Hawrani (Legtel 480).5 On contrary, Leg reports have 
| indicated coup planned and carried out by Army (see for example 

Joint Weeka 38 CL 329 Aug 19)*and corroboratory info this effect re- 
ceived from Brit and other sources. As stated Deptel 141 Apr 5 °* de 
facto control, public acquiescence and respect internatl obligations are 
criteria US recognition policy. Legitimacy no longer determinant fac- 
tor and wld be inappropriate refer in recognition note to tragic circum- 
stances in which govt formed or express regret over resort to bloodshed. 
Such action might also lend itself propaganda thesis US. favored 

| dictatorialregime for Syria. ss esastsi—‘—s~s~s—S 
_ In view Syria’s polit unrest, Dept realizes recognition any Syrian 
Govt involves risk regime may not be permanent. However, it feels | 
continued non-recognition wld hamper Syrian Govt in its expressed 
desire stabilize itself along democratic and constitutional lines. Lack 
official contact with Syrian Govt also prevents adequate diplomatic 

- -prep and assistance to ESM, and non-recognition wld be potential 
source embarrassment USUN in its dealings with Syrian Del at forth- 

, coming GA Session. ee 
. Since reports from Leg and assurances from Syrian Min Wash- 
ington indicate criteria for recognition have been reasonably fulfilled 
insofar as Syrian.situation can presently be judged, Dept preparing 
request President’s auth recognize Syrian. Govt within few days. Dept 
has already given advance notice SAG, Egyptand appropriate western 
countries US actively considering early recognition.  . 

If Pres approves Dept’s recommendation you will be informed 1m- 
med and you shld then consult with appropriate diplomatic colleagues 
concerning timing recognition notes. Suggested text US note being _ 
sent separate tel. - | — Sn 

. re Se ACHESON 

‘5 Dated August 16, not printed; Akram Hawrani was Minister of Justice and 
of Health, Se ; SO Dk 

» °Not printed. on oS , ye 

890D.01/9-1749 : Telegram oo SO a 

‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria 

CONFIDENTIAL WasuinerTon, September 17, 1949—5 p. m. 

PRIORITY _ ce co Be 

421, Deptel 413.1 Fol is suggested text note you will be instructed 
to-deliver when Pres auth received recognize SyrianGovt: © 

“Pursuant to instructions from the United States Government, the 
Legation of the United States of America has the honor to acknow!l- | 

1 Dated September 15, not printed. oe | oe
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edge the note from the Syrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs dated | 
August 16, 1949, informing it of the establishment of a new Syrian 
Government under the Premiership of His Excellency Hashim 
al-Atassi a NE a 

-. The United States Government relies upon the assurances given to 
it by the Syrian Govt that Syria intends to honor its internat] obli- 
gations, and trusts that the friendly relations between our two nations 
will be continued. The promulgation on Sept 11, 1949 of a new electoral 
Jaw reflecting the Syrian Govt’s intention to hold elections and form 
a constitutional govt hasalsobeennoted. ees 
The Leg takes this occasion to assure the Ministry of its highest _ 
consideration.” |. ee a 

If you wish recommend changes tele Dept immed. Full text will be 

issued as press releaseondaterecognition. = = 

890D.01/9-1949 coe 

“Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President 

CONFIDENTIAL = ———— «Ss «SsC s. Wasrneron, September 19, 1949. | 

Subject: Recognition of the Syrian Government. re 

- The Government of President Husni Zaim in Syria was overthrown 
on August 14, 1949, by a group of disgruntled ‘military officers who | 
had participated with him in the coup d@’état of March 30, 1949. These | 
officers, under the leadership of Colonel Sami Hinnawi, executed — 
both President Zaim and Prime Minister Muhsin Barazi but there 
was no further bloodshed during the coup. There is no evidence to 
indicate that any outside power participated in the coup in any way, 
and it seems clear that the officers seizing control were motivated by 
personal grudges against Zaim, dissatisfaction with his alleged failure 

_ to fulfill promises for army reform, and also by a desire to end the _ | 
_ personalized authoritarian rule which President Zaim had established. 

- The Officers conducting the coup immediately turned the Govern- 
ment over to a Cabinet composed of civilians under the premiership 
of Hashim Bey al Atassi, distinguished Syrian elder statesman, and | 

- including the most prominent leaders of the Syrian Populist: Party | : 
_ which had constituted the only effective opposition group in Parlia- 

ment prior tothe coup @état of March30. ee | | 
‘The new Syrian Government has stressed its democratic and civilian | 

character in contrast to the “military dictatorship” of the Zaim Gov-_ | 
ernment, and on September 11, 1949, published an electoral law pro- - | 

_ viding for free elections which it has announced will be held in the | 
near future. The Government has given oral assurances to American 
officials that it will respect all of Syria’s international obligations and. | 

| |
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has stated that Syria is firmly aligned with the western democracies 

against Communism. = = ©. | | | 

The governments of Turkey, Lebanon, Czechoslovakia, Spain, 

Argentina, Afghanistan and Venezuela are reported to have recog- 
nized the new Syrian Government, and Iraq and Hashemite Jordan 
have resumed relations with it. Saudi Arabia and Egypt have not yet 
recognized the new government, but the Saudi Arabian Government 
has stated that its attitude towards Syria is one of friendship. | 

In view of the unrest which has recently characterized Syrian in- 
ternal politics, a decision to extend recognition to any Syrian Govern- 

| ment involves some risk that the. regime ‘may not be permanent. 

However, the normal criteria for recognition of reasonable stability, 

public acquiescence and respect for international obligations seem to 

have been fulfilled in so far as the Syrian situation can presently be 

| judged. - | 

The Governments of Great Britain and France have stated they 

are ready to recognize the new government and desire to coordinate 

| the timing of their recognition with the United States. Several other 

governments wish to take parallel action. == | 

‘Continued suspension of diplomatic relations renders more difficult _ 
the accomplishment of projects in which the western countries are 
interested. Diplomatic preparation to facilitate the work of the Pales- 
tine Conciliation Commission’s Economic Survey Mission, for example, 

cannot be adequately undertaken by our Legation in Damascus in the 
absence of official contact with the new government. | a 

Moreover, I consider it to be in our interest, as well as that of the 
Syrian people, that the present civilian government maintain control 

and carry out peaceful elections providing for a return to constitutional 

| government, and recognition by the great powers will undoubtedly 

have a stabilizing effect on the new government’s position. In addition, 

early recognition will preclude the possibility of embarrassment to 

| our representatives in their dealings with the Syrian Delegation at 

the forthcoming session of the United Nations General Assembly in 

| New York. a . | — 7 ae 

After carefully weighing all factors involved, I therefore recom- 

mend that the United States recognize the Government of Syria within 
the next few days, and request that you authorize the Department to 

| instruct ‘the Legation at Damascus to take appropriate steps to that 

end? | : CS | | Oo 
OS - a | Dean ACHESON _ 

1 president: Truman approved this recommendation in an ‘undated marginal 
; notation. The Department, on September 19, instructed Damascus to “take appro- 

priate action [and?] coordinate with Fr and Brit colleagues in accordance with _ 

procedure outlined Deptels 420 and 421 Sept 17.” (telegram 422, 890D.01/9-1949)
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890D.00/12—2749 : Telegram | 
| | 

The Secretary of State to the Legation in Syria | 

SECRET | Wasurneton, December 27, 1949—7 p. m. — 

536. Reurtel 735 Dec 23.1 It is Dept’s view that since Aug 14 | 

regime vested authority in Constituent Assembly, continued function- | 

ing Assembly with reasonable ability carry out its mandate and par- | 

ticularly with ability establish executive agency capable exercising 

de facto administrative control and discharging internat] obligations 

is essential element continuity Aug 14 regime. If above conditions ful- 

| filled Dept perceives no reason consider diplomatic relations 

interrupted. a De ke 

If you concur and are aware no other objective criteria which shld 

be applied you are authorized continue normal relations Syrian Govt 

officials unless it becomes apparent break in continuity has in fact | | 

occurred. If on basis subsequent events you shld become convinced , 

latter is case you shld request Dept’s instructions re future relations. 

Whenever warranted you are authorized emphasize that USG de- 

cision re continuance or interruption diplomatic relations will be based 

on objective criteria re continuity Aug 14 Govt and will not neces- 

sarily connote either approval or disapproval Syrian Govt aims, 

_ policies, or manner formation” —_ ae - 
Reso 

1Not printed. Damascus, on December 19, had reported that in-a third coup. 

@état “At 6 a.m. today army group under Colonel Adib Shishakli arrested Chief 

of Staff General Hinnawi and now in control city.”. (telegram 717, 890D.00/ 

12-1949) 
. . | 

2This telegram was repeated to London and Paris for information. Damascus 

replied, on December 29, stating that the continuing functioning of the Con- 

stituent Assembly and the fact that the Cabinet, except for Khalid Azm who | 

was both Prime Minister and Foreign Minister, represented various political 

elements in the Assembly, seemed to meet the criteria set forth in the Depart- 

| ment’s telegram 536 ( telegram 749, 890D.00/12-2949 ) - | | | 

501-887—77——104 | 

| 2 
|
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PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS AND POLICIES IN UNITED STATES RELATIONS 
0 WETH TURKEY? _ ae 
- oO | 7 ; | aRE ee _ Editorial Note OO oe 

: -In-an informal action taken on February 4, 1949, the State-Army- 
Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee (SANACC) concurred in 
the redefinition by the Joint Chiefs of Staff of United States long- __ 

| range strategic interests in the military establishments of Greece and 
Turkey as a basis for planning on the extent and type of future 
United States military aid to Greece and Turkey. As set forth in. 
their. memorandum designated document SANACC 358/8, Novem- 
ber 24, 1948 (Foreign Felations, 1948,:volume IV, page 191), the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff defined United States strategic interest in Turkey 
asfollows: = = = = © Oo ee, 

“A Turkish military establishment of sufficient size and effectiveness 
to insure Turkey’s continued resistance to Soviet pressure; the develop- 
ment of combat effectiveness to the extent that any ‘overt Soviet. 
aggression can be delayed long enough to permit the commitment of 
U.S. and allied forces in Turkey in order to deny certain portions of _ 

_ Turkeytothe USSR.” © 

‘The Committee’s action was recorded-in. document. SANACC 358/9, 
February 4, 1949. Ce 

"2 For previous documentation on relations with Turkey, see Foreign Relations, 
1948, vol. Iv, pp. 1 ff. : re es : 

ECA Telegram Files, FRC Acc. No. 53.4 27 8, Paris Repto—Torep Telegrams : Telegram 1 . a 

, The United States Special Representative in Europe for the Economic 
Cooperation Administration (Harriman) to the Administrator for 
the Economie Cooperation Administration (Hoffman) 

SECRET Paris, January 6, 1949—3 p. m. 

Repto 2173. Eyes only for Hoffman and Lovett? from Harriman. 

* These are the serial telegram files of incoming and outgoing Economic Co- 
operation Administration (ECA) cables for the years 1948-1951, as maintained 
by the Administrative Services Division of the BCA and subsequently retired by 
the Mutual Security Agency. These files, which are presently administered by the 
Agency for International Development, are a part of Federal Records Center 
accession number 53 A 278. 

| * Under Secretary of State Robert A. Lovett served as Acting Secretary of 
State until January 21, 1949, when Dean Acheson was sworn into office. 

1638 ,
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In my brief 24 hours in Ankara * I talked with President Inénii,* most | 

of the members. of the cabinet, and a number of the senior govern- 
ment departmental administrators, as well as our people. I have re- 
newed confidence in determination of the Turks and in their effective 
use of American aid under our direction. They realize that they 
must expand their economy to support their army principally in | 
agriculture and mining and therefore they have reversed their pre- 
war attitude toward foreigners, at least as far as we are concerned. 
They recognize they need, not only our physical aid, but even more 
essentially, our technical assistance in developing programs and train- 

_ ingtheirbackward people. - 
‘Ministers are largely energetic, occidentally trained, young men, 

who understand not only the opportunities of Turkey’s undeveloped | 
resources, but the lack of training of their people. We should accept 
their request for guidance in the development of their program which 
they are now incapable of doing alone, in the engineering of specific 
projects and in the development of a training system for the workmen 
and farmers. Our people explained that from their experience the 
‘Turks learn quickly, have.an enthusiasm and determination, spurred | 
on by fear-of Russian aggression. The Turks feel their security lies 
primarily in what they do for themselves and in their hope for Ameri- 
can assistance and support. re 

_ President Inénii. stated he believed that war could be avoided if 
the United States could develop unity among the free countries of 
Europe, which required determination and maximum effort by each 

_ country, and that Turkey would do her part. He emphasized that firm 
_ American. moral support is of even. greater value than material aid. 

_ I left with the feeling that any aid we can afford to give to Turkey 
would be well used. The situation calls for materially strengthening 

_ our ECA mission on the:technical side first to help the.Turks develop 
_ @ program. There are many phases which need to be thoroughly | 

analyzed and welded into a balanced program. There are enormous | 
opportunities in the expansion: of agriculture requiring machinery 
for and training of the farmers and need for construction of primary 
and secondary roads to bring out the products. The mineral and oil 
potentialities require critical analysis for exploitation. The Turks | 
earnestly plead for our advice. I urge that we supply it as a matter | | 
of urgency on the recommendations of Dorr ® in consultation with 
the Ambassador ¢ and General McBride. | Oo | 

"In early January 1949, Ambassador Harriman made brief visits to Greece | 
and Turkey. Regarding his visit to Athens, see p. 237. | *Ismet Inénti, President of Turkey. | 

* Russell H. Dorr, Chief of the Economic Cooperation Administration Mission | | in Turkey. 7 : ; | | | | 
George Wadsworth, Ambassador in Turkey. 

|
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No country of Europe has the will to resist so determinedly nor 
a such an ambition to exploit its resources. With our assistance, and only 

with our assistance, can Turkey become an increasingly effective de- 
terrent to Soviet aggression and a contributor to economic develop- 

ments in Eastern Mediterranean and Europe. . | 

Sent Washington Repto 2173, repeated Ankara Repto 81. Eyes only 

Ambassadorand Dorr, = —— ee OS 

a ee HARRIMAN 

867.00/2-849 : Telegram ESE on a | 

| The Ambassador in Turkey (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | _ Anxara, February 3, 1949—10 a. m. 

87. Following are highlights Admiral Conolly’s discussions Ankara 
January 31-February 2 re subject listed Deptel 82, January 19:* 

1. North Atlantic Pact. Only mention was by President Inonu. 

Referring to Soviet pressure on Norway ? as “a warning to all small | 

nations that for their own good they had best not accept any invita- 

- tion to join”, he commented “it seems significant to us, no great con- 

| flagration develops as planned”. Tt seemed he said “of vital mutual 

interest” that we study together the implications of such events. __ 

2. Royall-Radford conversations® President, Foreign Minister and 

Turkish General Staff officers stressed importance they attached there 

_ to US opening way to Turkish-American General Staff talks designed 

“4 Adm. Richard L. Conolly, Commander in Chief of U.S. Naval Forces in the 
Eastern Atlantic ‘and Mediterranean, visited Ankara from January 31 to Febru- 

ary 2, 1949. Admiral Conolly, accompanied by Ambassador George Wadsworth ; 

. Vice Adm. Robert B. Carney, Deputy Chief ‘of Naval Operations (Logistics) ; 

and members of Admiral Conolly’s staff (Maj..Gen. Arthur McK.. Harper, Brig. 

Gen. William L. Ritchie, and Rear Adm. Joseph F. Bolger) called on Turkish 

President Ismet Indnti on January 31. Foreign Minister Necmettin Sadak, Min- 

ister of National Defense Hiisnti Cakir, Foreign Ministry Secretary General 

Fuad Carim, and several high-ranking Turkish General Staff officers were also 

present with the President. Ambassador Wadsworth’s detailed memorandum of 

the conversation. together with a memorandum by Admiral Conolly entitled 

“Turkish Strategic Planning,” dated February 2, were transmitted to the Depart- | 

ment of State as enclosures to despatch 38, February 3, from Ankara, none 

printed (811.8367/2-349). Earlier information on the proposed visit of Admiral | 

Conolly to Ankara is presented in an editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 

IV, p. 217. : | - | | | _ | 
-2The reference here is presumably to the Soviet declaration of January 29, 

1949, regarding Norway’s relationship with the prospective North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization. For documentation on the North Atlantic Treaty, including the spe: 

| cific incident under reference here, see vol. Iv, pp.1ff. | oo oo . 

® Regarding the visits to Turkey in December 1948 by Secretary of the Army 

Royall and Vice Admiral Radford, see the editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1948, 

votv,p.21% PN
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evolve common (#): initiate with you joint military operational 

planning”.*  , | , | a 
| Admiral Conolly’s position was that, while he had directive from | 

American Joint Chiefs of Staff to conduct American military plan- 
ning in this as in other parts area-his command, he had “no authority _ 
open formal Turkish-American General Staff talks” but that he de- 
sired explore field through exchanges of ideas between Turkish Gen- | 
eral Staff and General. McBride who would act as his intermediary. 
He could not go further without top-level political clearance. _ | 

_. President was obviously disappointed but accepted Admiral’s for-_ 
mula as important forward step. Admiral will work out details of 
new directive to COMAT® when in Washington next three weeks. 

3. Black Sea naval equilibrium. This was considered in discussions a 
between members Admiral Conolly’s and AMAT ® Naval Groups. It 

| was mentioned but not stressed by Turks. Admiral will report thereon 
when in Washington. _ . , | ae 

4. Reorganization AMAT command. Admiral went carefully into 
this matter and will pursue it when in Washington. I suggest Depart- | 
ment obtain directly from his comment and views on mytel _ | 
15 January 8.’ ebasaa be | | a | 

5. There was no discussion with Turks re VOA relay facilities | 
_ (Deptel 33, January 18 *) or British-American aerial mapping proj- a 
ect (Deptel 27 January 17).° _ | ' | 

6. In general, fleet visit Istanbul and Admiral’s visit Ankara have 
_ been eminently successful. In terminating conversation with Admiral, | 

‘A portion of the paragraph printed here was obviously omitted in transmis- | 
sion. According to Ambassador Wadsworth’s memorandum of this conversation | 
(see footnote 1, above), President Inénti recapitulated the most significant por- 
tion of the conversation as follows: — | ! 

“You and your Fleet have honored my country by your visit. We had been | ! 
expecting this, and we welcome it highly. At the same time, with you personally | 
we (and his gesture included the galaxy of Turkish ministers and officers pres- : 
ent) had expected another type of interview. We had hoped to initiate joint | : 
military planning. You, however, answer that we must settle for consultations | 
through General McBride.” a , a | 

* Coordinator of the Armed Forces Groups, American Mission for Aid to Tur- 
key, Maj. Gen. Horace L. McBride. OS | 

©The American Mission for Aid to Turkey. _ 7 | | 
_ "Not printed. In it Ambassador Wadsworth commented favorably on a proposal, 
made earlier by Secretary of the Army Royall, that the coordinated U.S. Army, 
Navy, and Air Force Groups within AMAT be reorganized as sections of a joint — | 

| military mission with a single head. (867.20 Mission/1—849). In October 1949, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff issued a directive establishing the Joint American Military 
‘Mission for Aid to Turkey (JAMMAT). Major General McBride, as senior army Co officer on duty, became Chief of JAMMAT. | 

*Not printed. | | 
| * Not printed. Regarding the aerial mapping project under reference here, see | 

te ee Secretary of State’s letter of May 19 to the Secretary of Defense, p. | 
71. | . |
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President said “your visit has-been precious. We had given subject 
(joint General Staff planning) careful thought before your arrival. 
I will find it right to pursue it with appropriate authorities”. 

Admiral’s comments: “President, probably more than anyone else, 
senses deficiency in strategic direction present Turkish military effort 
but does not realize limited planning abilities his General Staff. He 
clearly wants formal commitment either through political defense 
pact or by formal association of Military Staffs on higher level than 
AMAT contact”. | Be a eo 

7. Will air pouch record conversation with President and Admiral’s 
memo on “Turkish strategic planning”. _ re 

Sent Department 57; repeated London 9 for Admiral Conolly. = 
| BF — -WapswortH 

767.91/2-1649 a - a | Oe 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Near 
—  Kastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite) 

| SECRET 7 _- [Wasutneton,] February 16, 1949. 

: Participants: The Turkish Ambassador 2 
NEA—Mr. Satterthwaite = 8 

| Douglas Bryan?—-GTI _ | 

The Turkish Ambassador, during his call this morning, remarked 
that the question of Turkish-Iranian relations had been raised recently 
in Washington by American officials and in Ankara by the new Iranian 

| Ambassador, Dr. Ghani,’ inthe followinginstances: 2 | 

| 1) “An American colonel”, recently returned to Washington from 
Turkey, had called on the Ambassador and inquired, during the course 
of the conversation, why it was that Turkey had not undertaken to 
improve its relations with its neighbor, Iran. / | 

2) Mr. Ala,* the Iranian Ambassador, had informed the Turkish 
Ambassador of a conversation with Ambassador Wiley *® in which 
Mr. Wiley had expressed the hope that there would be some improve- 
ment in Turkish-Iranian relations. — a a 

3) The new Iranian Ambassador to Turkey, Dr. Ghani, had pro- 
| posed to the Turkish Foreign Office that a pact of mutual assistance 

be negotiated between Turkey and Iran. a | : oe 

| Mr. Erkin stated that he wished to assure the Department that 
Turkish-Iranian relations were cordial and that there was no reason 

| * Feridun C. Erkin. | 
? Officer in the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs. | 
* Dr. Ghassem Ghani, the Iranian Ambassador in Turkey. — 

- “Hussein Ala, the Iranian Ambassador in the United States. 
5 John C. Wiley, the U.S. Ambassador to Iran.
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for anyone to be concerned that these relations were wearing thin or | 
would not continue cordial. He continued that his Government had 
been noncommittal to Dr. Ghani’s approach in regard to the mutual 
assistance pact and preferred, before replying to the Iranians, to first 
ascertain the views of the U.S. Government on the formation of such 

apact. 7 | oO 
I commented that the Department was well aware of the correct | 

and friendly relations presently extant between Iran and Turkey | 
and that, strictly in confidence, the Department’s principal concern 
was that Iranian jealousy of Turkey, engendered because of the greater 
U.S. military assistance being furnished Turkey, might, in the future, 
be manifested in less cordial relations between the two countries. I 
remarked that I believed Ambassador Wiley had this in mind when | 

_ hespoke to Ambassador Ala. re 
_ With reference to the proposed mutual assistance pact raised by the 
Tranians in Ankara, and speaking for myself, I informed Mr. Erkin 
that such a pact seemed unrealistic when considered in the light of the | 
present day situation, especially since the really effective security pacts 
now in existence and in the process of negotiation were based on a 
more extensive regional concept. I undertook, however, to ascertain 
the official views of my Government and promised to communicate 
them tothe Turkish Ambassador attheappropriatetime. = = | 

| ee ... J[osepx] C. S[arrerruwarre] 

ECA Telegram Files, FRC Ace. No. 53 A 278, Paris Repto—Torep Airgrams: Airgram 

Lhe United States Special Representative in Europe for the Economic | 
Cooperation Administration (Harriman) to the Economic Cooper- 
ation Administration. — oo a a 

SECRET Oo — -[Parts,] February 22, 1949. | 
 A-55. On February 19 at lunch, I had a general discussion with 
Foreign Minister Sadak of Turkey! regarding ECA problems in ! 
that country. The Foreign Minister expressed the disappointment of 
his Government at the reduction which had been made inthe figureof == | 
aid for Turkey in ECA’s recent submissions to Congress. I explained : 

_ to him that these submissions have been purely of an illustrative : 
nature and that they were in no sense designed by ECA to prejudge | 
the recommendations which might be made by OEEC in connection | 
with the division of whatever American aid might be available. _ | 

_?During late February and March, Turkish Minister for Foreign Affairs | Necmettin Sadak visited Western Europe. 
| 

|
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| I expressed to the Foreign Minister ECA’s interest in the program 

| of development upon which Turkey has embarked. I said that parts 

_of this program, which had been included in Turkey’s estimates of 

requirements from ECA, were probably ‘beyond the scope of ECA 

financing. I said that I thought it was most important, therefore, that 

Turkey push the negotiation for obtaining funds from World Bank | 

for the purpose of financing certain of these projects. I told the For- 

eign Minister that when I was in Washington recently, I discussed 

this matter with officials of both of these institutions and I stated 

that Mr. Robert Garner, Vice President of the World Bank, is shortly 

coming to Europe and plans to visit Turkey. | | oO 

The Foreign Minister appeared much interested in the above. He 

said that not only did Turkey need funds to finance purchases and 

- gervices from abroad in connection with development programs, but 

that there was also a serious problem involved in securing local funds 

for local investment purposes. He recalled that forty-eight percent 

of the Turkish budget is devoted to defense purposes and he con- 

a trasted this amount with the eight percent of the total budget simi- 

larly allocated in Belgium. He stressed the determination of Turkey, 

as long as present circumstances persist, to maintain herself in a 

posture of defense, but he said that, obviously, the burden involved 

limited the Government’s possibilities for constructive action in other 

directions and, therefore, emphasized the need for foreign assistance. 

I expressed full appreciation of the importance and extent of Turkey’s 

sacrifices. | | 

| | oe Harriman 

a Editorial Note | | . 

| | On March 22 the National Security Council adopted a report to 

President Truman designated NSC 42/1 and entitled “U.S. Objectives 

with Respect to Greece and Turkey to Counter Soviet Threats to U.S. 

_ Security.” President ‘Truman approved the report the following day. 

For the text of NSC 42/1, March 22, see page 269. The circumstances 

attending the preparation and approval of this report are reviewed 

in footnote 2 to NSC 42/1. a | | Oo 

In its original version (NSC 42, March 4, 1949), this report in- 

— cluded several paragraphs recommending negotiations with the Tur- 

kish Government on the building of airfields in Turkey. These _ 

recommendations had originally been advanced in NSC 386, Decem- 

| ber 1, 1948, a report by the Secretary of the Air Force to the National 

Security Council entitled “The U.S. Position with Respect to Turkey
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in the Light of U.S. Security Interests in the Middle East, Particu- 

larly as Respects Air Power and the Greek and Turkish Aid Pro- 
grams,” not printed (S/S-NSC Files, Lot 63 D 851 NSC 36 Series). 

The National Security Council Staff, acting in accordance with the 

instructions of the Council, had taken NSC 36 into consideration in _ 

the preparation of the report presented in NSC 42. According to the 

NSC Action 196, March 22, the National Security Council adopted 

the report subject to the deletions of those paragraphs dealing with | 

the construction of airfields in Turkey. The Council further agreed | 

that the Department of State should submit for Council consideration | 

its latest views on the desirability of seeking such an arrangement. 
(S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files, Lot 66 D 95, NSC Records of 

Action) Os | | _ 

| An early draft of the requested report, prepared by the Policy 

Planning Staff and concurred in by the principal interested officers 

of the Department of State, was ready on April 1 (S/S-NSC Files, | | 

Lot 63 D 351, NSC 42 Series). That early draft was largely thesame 

as the Report by the Department of State to the National Security 

Council, NSC 36/1, April 15, page 1654. | SO eo 
In a memorandum of April 2 to the National Security Council, not | 

printed, Secretary of Defense Louis A. Johnson suggested that the 

Council consider in conjunction with the question of United States air- | 

field construction a project to stockpile aviation gasoline in Turkey. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended that CINCNELM be au- | 
thorized to proceed with negotiations on the stockpiling project, sub- | 
ject to Department of State clearance in view of the political consid- 

- erations involved. (S/S-NSC Files, Lot 63 D 351, NSC 42 Series) | 
The Department of State’s draft report of April 1 on airfield con- 

struction in Turkey was slightly revised to deal also with the question 
of gasoline stockpiling and was circulated to the Under Secretary’s a 
Meeting (regarding the Under Secretary’s Meeting, see footnote 2 to 
NSC 42/1, March 22, Page 269) as document UM D-15/1, April 7. | 
UM D-15/1 was identical with NSC 36/1, April 15, page 1654. The 
Under Secretary’s Meeting of April 11 approved UM D-15/1 (Under | 

_ Secretary’s Meetings, Lot 53 D 250). The Department of State’s re- | 
vised report was submitted to the National Security Council by the 
Secretary of State under cover of a brief transmittal memorandum of 
April 14 and ‘was subsequently circulated to the Council as document _ | 
NSC 86/1, April 15, page 1654. According to NSC Action 205, the 
Council at its meeting on April 21 concurred in the conclusions set oe 

_ forth in the report (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files, Lot 66 D 95, 
NSC Records of Action). The President approved the report the = 

- same day. | | 

The lot files referred to above are described as follows: Lot 63 D 351 . 

is a serial master file of the National Security Council documents and 

| |
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| correspondence and related Department of State memoranda for the 
years 1947-1961,.as maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the 
Department of State. Lot 66 D 95 is a collection of administrative and 
miscellaneous National Security Council documentation for the years 
1947-1963, also maintained by the Executive Secretariat. Lot 53D250 
is a master file of records of meetings, documents, summaries, and 
agenda of the Under Secretary’s meetings for the years 1949-1952, also 

- mnaintained by the Executive Secretariat. 4 

711.67/4-2649 i 
. The President of Turkey (Inéniti) to President Truman? — 

| AwnxKarA, March 31,1949. 

“Mr. Present: Availing myself of the opportunity of the de- 
parture of Mr. Necmeddin Sadak, Minister of Foreign Affairs, to the 
United States of America where he will preside over the Turkish dele- 
gation at the General Assembly of the United Nations and get in-touch 
with leading American personalities in Washington, may I reaffirm to 
Your Excellency through this message the sincere friendship and 
deep admiration which the Turkish people and myself feel for the 
Great American nation and itseminent President. = = = 

I have no doubt that in his contacts and conversations our Minister 
of Foreign Affairs will always receive the most favourable welcome 
and that the close friendship which binds our two countries and the 
sincere collaboration which characterizes their mutual relations shall 
be further promoted and strengthened. I am all the more convinced in 
this belief, as your wise and farsighted policy has never failed to 

| manifest itself towards Turkey with all the interest she inspires. In 
this connection, I should like to lay particular stress on the precious — 

, military aid which has been given to us by the United States in one of 
the most critical periods which the world is going through, and for 
which the entire Turkish nation is imbued with the most profound 
gratitude. eS oo | a 

» With the expression of my best wishes for your personal health and 
happiness as well as the prosperity of the American nation, please 
accept [ete] So ~ _Ismer Inonis 

-1 This letter was delivered to President Truman by the Turkish Foreign 
Minister during a brief courtesy call at the White House on April 13. No record 
has been found of the substance of discussion between the President and the 
Foreign Minister. At his news conference on April 14, President Truman com- 
mented on the brief, courtesy nature of the call; see Public Papers of the Presi- 
dents of the United States: Harry 8S. Truman, 1949 (Washington, Government 
Printing Office, 1964), p.214. , fo
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Secretary's Memoranda, Lot53D444% Co - oo 

--. Memorandum of Conversation, by the. Secretary of State? | _ : 

scorer = (tsi(ss*=<«s*~‘;*S*C*S*C* Waser] April 12, 19489. 
Participants: The Secretary—Mr. Acheson 

| The. Turkish Foreign Minister—Necmeddin Sadak * _ | 
_.. Feridun Erkin, Turkish Ambassador. 
—..... Ambassador Edwin C. Wilson,S/P* 

. ..... J.C. Satterthwaite,Director, NEA = 2). 

, After an exchange of amenities during the. course of. which 
Mr. Sadak said that he had been instructed by President Ismet Inéni 

to transmit to the President: and me the latter’s warmest greetings, 
the Minister said that with my permission he would review the posi- 
tion in which Turkey found itself as a result of the recent signature 
of the North Atlantic Treaty.® In March 1947 the United States Gov- | 
ernment had announced its program in support of the independence 
and security of ‘Turkey.* Subsequent to that. time, this support was : 

_ confirmed through the very effective military assistance which Turkey _ 
has received fromtheU.8.0 0 
Later the formation. of the Western Union took place, and then 
came reports that negotiations would begin looking to a security | 
arrangement with the United States for the North Atlantic area. In 
the autumn.of 1948 conversations took place at Ankara with the U.S. 

_and U.K. Ambassadors in which the Turkish Government raised the __ 
question of Turkey’s. position in the contemplated security arrange- 
ment. The Turkish Government. was informed in reply by written 
memoranda received from the U.S. and U.K. Ambassadors, that while | 
details of the proposed arrangement had not yet been formulated, the 

» 7 This lot is a comprehensive chronological collection of the Secretary of State's 
_ memoranda and memoranda of conversation for the years. 1947-1953, as main- 

tained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State. | 
- * The full text of this memorandum of conversation was transmitted in a 
circular airgram of April 21 to. 21 missions in Europe and the Middle East a 
(711.67/4—2149). The source text is not signed. The memorandum was drafted by 
Joseph C. Satterthwaite, Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African a 
Affairs, and Edwin C. Wilson, member of the Policy Planning Staff. 7 

- * Foreign Minister Sadak, who was the first Turkish Foreign Minister to visit 
the United States, traveled.to New York in early April for the opening of the 2 
Second Part of the Third Session of the United Nations General Assembly 
(April 5-May 18). He visited Washington from April 12 to 15. Regarding his | 
subsequent. call on President Truman on April 18, see footnote 1 to the letter . | 
from Inodniti to Truman, March 31, p. 1646. . Be a : 
“Edwin C. Wilson, member of the Policy Planning Staff, previously served as | | 

Ambassador in Turkey from 1945 to 1948. | | : ma : 
6 For documentation on the negotiation of the North Atlantic Treaty, signed in 

Washington on April 4, see vol. Iv, pp. 1 ff. This documentation includes many | | 
discussions and exchanges during February, March, and April regarding the pos- 
sible inclusion of Turkey inthealliance. = eee 

*For documentation on the initiation of United States military and economic | 
assistance to Greece and Turkey in 1947 (the Truman Doctrine), see Foreign 
Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 1 ff. ee | Oe 

7 
| | 

|
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conception was clearly a geographical one, restricted geographically | 
in scope to countries of the North Atlantic region. Specifically the 
Turkish Government was informed that Italy would not be included. 
Subsequently, however, it was learned that Italy and the territory 
in North Africa comprising the Algerian departments of France 
would in fact be brought within the scope of the North Atlantic Pact.’ 

This new situation created serious problems for the Turkish Gov- 
ernment and caused confusion and perturbation in Turkish public 

| opinion. The Turkish Government having been previously informed 
that the contemplated pact would be limited geographically in scope | 
and that Italy would not be included, had so informed the Turkish 
National Assembly. The Turkish Government and Turkish opinion 
were satisfied with this situation, since the geographical conception 
of a North Atlantic Pact was readily understandable, and this, of 
course, left the door open for later consideration of a Mediterranean 
security arrangement within which Turkey might hope to find an 
appropriate place together with other Mediterranean countries. 
The announcement that the geographical basis of the pact had been 

completely altered and that Italy, a Mediterranean country, was being 
brought into the pact, completely upset the situation so far as the 
views and plans of the Turkish Government were concerned and, as 

, stated, caused deep uneasiness on the part of Turkish public opinion. 
It was difficult to avoid the impression that Turkey, in the most 
exposed position of all European countries as regards pressure and pos- _ 
sible attack from Soviet Russia, was being abandoned and left outside 
the thinking of the Western powers as regards security arrangements. 

This seemed all the more incomprehensible to the Turkish Govern- 
| - ment and people inasmuch as Turkey had been undergoing constant 

Soviet pressure and threats since the spring of 1945 when Soviet 
Russia denounced its nonaggression pact with Turkey and made de- 
mands affecting Turkish territory and bases in the Straits. Since that 

| time Turkey has been supporting heavy sacrifices by maintaining a 
large armed force to withstand Soviet threats, at the cost of what is 
becoming an unbearable burden upon Turkey’s economy and finances. 

— The fear began to creep into Turkish minds that with the negotiation 
of the Atlantic Pact the United States had altered its position regard- 
ing Turkey and that it no longer maintained the powerful interest 
in the maintenance of Turkey’s independence and integrity which had 
characterized the attitude of the United States Government since | 
1946. Soviet propaganda, it might be added, had not been slow to 
make the most of this situation. | | 

* Regarding the conversations and memoranda under reference in this para- _ 
graph, see telegram 839, November 26, 1948, and despatch 483, December 23, 1948, | 
both from Ankara, Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 11, pp. 294 and 332. |
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‘Mr. Sadak said that he was frankly at a loss to know what explana- 

tion he could give to the Turkish Parliament. and public. He would | 

greatly appreciate any help that I might be able to give him. 

In reply I said that I thought it might be of assistance in explaining 

the position of my government to review the recent history of Turkish- 
American relations. The security of the Middle East was one of the 
most important problems with which the Department was confronted 7 

- goon after I became Under Secretary in 1945. In 1946 the Soviet de- 
mands on the Turkish Straits were made. The Department and the 
President took such a serious view of these demands that for a large | 

part of a week it was necessary for me, as Acting Secretary of State, 

‘to devote almost all my time to the consideration of this problem. | 
- Under the instructions of the President, daily meetings were held with 

the Secretaries of ‘War and the Navy and with the Army, Navy, and 
Air Force Chiefs of Staff. The conclusion was reached that the real _ 
purpose of the Soviet demands was the domination of Turkey and 
that this would be contrary to the vital interests of the U.S. As a 

-- result a strong position was taken by the U.S. Government in support 
of Turkish independence with the full knowledge of the possible con- | 
sequences. The President considered this the most important decision __ 
he had made subsequent.to the bombing of Hiroshima® =| | | 

_ _In March 1947 the British Ambassador informed General Marshall — 
that the British Government on economic grounds would have to 
withdraw its support of Greece and Turkey. Again the President and 
the Department attached the highest importance to this development. _ 
This time consultations were held not only with the Secretaries of 
War and the Navy and the Service Chiefs of Staff but also with 20 
leaders of the Congress. The latter were informed of the significance 

| of the situation and the vital interest of the U.S. in preserving the 
integrity and independence of Greece and Turkey. They fully agreed, 
legislation was prepared and Congress approved the Greek-Turkish | 
Aid Program. oo a ae 

Subsequently it became apparent that in spite of some recovery | 
in Western Europe the situation was deteriorating there to such an. | 
extent that all our hopes and plans for world peace and security would 
be of no avail unless we came to the assistance of Western Europe. As ) 
a result the European Recovery Program, the formation of the West- 
ern Union, and now the North Atlantic Treaty had come to pass. 
_ I assured Mr. Sadak that in the President’s thinking and in mine 
the vital importance to the U.S. of the independence and integrity 

_. * For documentation on the attitude of the United States towards the demands oe 
of the Soviet Union for the revision of the. Turkish Straits regime and other 
matters .affecting Turkish-Soviet relations in 1946, see Foreign Relations, 1946, 
vol. vil, pp. 801 ff. The final reference in. this paragraph is, of course, to the 
dropping of an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, on August 6, 1945. | |
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of Turkey was in no way diminished as a result of these developments. 
The ‘President’s speech of March 1947,° his subsequent statement on 
the occasion of Turkish Independence Day in October 1948 *° and my 
two statements * in which Turkey was-specifically mentioned in con- 

- nection with the signing of the North Atlantic Pact should assist 
him to explain to the Turkish public that such was the case. I had 
discussed this problem a dozen to twenty times with the President 
and knew that in his thinking the importance to the U.S. of the | 
independence and integrity of Turkey was in no-wise diminished as 
a result of these developments in Western Europe. = | 

Mr. Sadak thanked me for these assurances. He said he was keenly 
aware of the very heavy burdens I was carrying and did‘not wish to 
add to them. He still, however, was troubled as to what explanation _ 
he could give to the Turkish Assembly and the Turkish public. Two 
years ago Turkey had stood in the very forefront of U.S. preoccupa- 
tions as regards security questions. Recently, however, the U.S.. had 

| transferred its interests to the West European countries, and-had now 
gone further in guaranteeing their security than it had in the case 
of Turkey. As regards the West European countries, the U.S. was 
pledged to come immediately to their aid if they were attacked; no 

| such pledge existed as regards Turkey. If there were:any consistency 
or logic-in international relations, then it would seem-that Turkey, | 
the first object of U.S. solicitude insecurity matters, would have been 
the first to be given the protective cover of a guarantee. But this had 
not proved to-be the case. If, as I had stated, the U.S. position toward 
Turkey had not changed, why had it been impossible for this Govern- 
ment to extend the Atlantic Pact to include Turkey, or for my govern- 
ment at least to consider the extension of a similar guarantee to an 

| ‘Eastern Mediterranean Pact?** Could he have the assurance that 

~° The reference here is to the address of President. Truman before Congress on 
March 12, 1947, regarding recommendations on military and economic-assistance 
to Greece and Turkey. For the text, see Department of State Bulletin, Supple- 
ment of May 4,:1947, p:-829,-or Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 
States: Harry 8. Truman, 1947. (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1963), 

- For the text of President ‘Truman’s statement on the National Holiday of 
Turkey, October. 29, 1948, see ibid., 1948 .(Washington, Government Printing | 

| Office, 1964), pp. 915-916. _ ee ge 
1 Whe references here are presumably to the Seeretary of State’s radio address 

of March 18 on the meaning.of the North Atlantic Pact (Department of State 
: Bulletin, March 27,.1949, pp. 384-388) and his statement to the press regarding 

U.S: interest in ‘the security of areas outside the North Atlantic Community, 
issued to the press on March 23 (ibid., April 3, 1949, p.428).° 0 
“During a conversation with Ambassador Erkin on February 17, regarding 
Turkish interest in a proposed American declaration on security interests in 
Greece, Turkey, and Iran -and’ the eventual creation: of a. Mediterranean. Pact, 

| Secretary of State Acheson explained that the. United States could not currently 
give consideration to stich regional ‘security groupings. For text of the memoran- | 

| dum of this conversation, see:vol.. 1V, peDVTon i |
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in the event of aggression against his country Turkey would not be 
abandoned bythisGovernment? .. ._—s re 
I told the Minister that there were in my opinion three factors _ 

which should help him to.assure the Turkish people that the U.S. _ | 
Government had not lost interest in them or changed its position 

toward Turkey. First, there was the series of statements by the Presi- 
dent and myself already referred to beginning in 1946 at the time of 
the Soviet demands on the Turkish Straits up to those made in con- 
nection with the signing of the Atlantic Pact. Secondly, there wasthe = 
important military assistance rendered the Turkish Government by 
the U.S. Ina few days a new military assistance bill would be pre- 
sented to Congress. From the hearings in Congress on this bill it 
would be made clear that a substantial amount of this assistance was 
intended for Turkey. This would give evidence of continuing U.S. | 
interest in Turkey. Thirdly, in the President’s thinking the economic : 
development of the Middle East, particularly of Greece, Turkey, 

- Tran and the Arab States, complemented the European Recovery 
Program. U.S. assistance in this respect also would make evident U.S. | 
interestinthatregion, 8g a | 
__ As for the invitation extended to Italy to become one of the North | 
Atlantic Treaty countries, I pointed out that this had been done not 
merely to please that country or France, but was a logical develop- 
ment. France had argued that Italy has been the back door into France. 
through which throughout. history attacks had been made upon it. 
It was only after this back door had been closed through the decision | 
to include Italy that France's attitude had changed with reference to 
her own security problems. and that it had been found possible to 
reachasettlementin WesternGermany. ©... ©. 
_. For the first three days of next week, I continued, I would probably _ 
be on the witness stand before the Congressional Committees as a : 
witness on the North Atlantic Treaty. The attitude of the Committees | 

_ toward witnesses on an important foreign policy matter of this kind 
was often not. unlike that a prosecutor to a witness in a jury trial 
in a moral turpitude case. I would face cameras, microphones and the 
bright lights of television. It was very important in the cross-examina- 
tion to which I would be subjected that I should be completely frank  — 

‘In explaining whether in fact any further commitments were in con- __ 
_templation by the U.S. Government at this time. It was. important 
to avoid delays or difficulties which might arise in the consideration 
bytheSenateofthePact. 
, Moreover, it was not, the President’s feeling that. with the ratifica- 7 
tion of the Atlantic Pact the implementation of our policy toward 
Europe and the Near East would be completed, Rather the U.S. would 
continue to study with close attention such further steps which might _
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| be taken to strengthen international security. I hoped, therefore, that 
the explanation which I had given him would make it possible for 
Mr. Sadak to assure the Turkish Parliament and public of the fact 

| that the U.S. had not changed its position toward Turkey, = | 
‘Mr. Sadak thanked me again but asked for his own private infor- 

mation if he was correct in assuming first, that the U.S. had not 
changed its position with regard to the importance of supporting the 
integrity and independence of Turkey, and that if Turkey were the 

| subject of aggression the U.S. would be by its side. Secondly, he asked, __ 
would the U.S. continue its study of further steps on behalf of inter- 
national security, such as the extension of the Atlantic Pact, or alter- 
natively the possibility of supporting an Eastern Mediterranean 

| group, and was there therefore a possibility. that Turkey might be 
brought. in some such way into a contractual security arrangement 
with the U.S. in the near future? Oo | a | 

| - To Mr. Sadak’s first question I said that to the best of my belief, 
and having in mind the background of relations between the two 
countries, he had accurately stated the situation. Obviously, however, 
I could not undertake any commitment on behalf of the U.S. Govern- 
ment. I was sure that Mr. Sadak appreciated the constitutional 
processes of this country. With reference to his second question I said 

| that developments would presumably depend on events. If Soviet pres- 
sure on Germany, for instance, should be redirected in some other _ 

- direction, then it would be quite possible that the U.S. might find it 
: - necessary to review the possibility of taking some steps in that direc- 

tion. On the other hand, it was not impossible that the Soviet. Govern- 
ment might turn to strengthening its position in the satellite 
countries, and this might lead us to examine other possible steps. _ | 

7 Mr. Sadak asked if I could say, simply to guide him in his own 
_ thinking, whether I thought that a further step might be taken in 

a relatively short time, say within a year, which might lead to bring- 
| ing Turkey into some contractual security arrangement with the US. 

I said that in all frankness I thought there was little likelihood of 
this. We must make progress slowly and prudently in this field of 

| international security arrangements. In any case, however, the whole 
| situation would be under constant study and review by the 

_ Department. 7 - a 
- Furthermore I felt that it was unwise and dangerous, and I was 
gure Mr. Sadak would agree with me, to attempt to give unduly 

| optimistic or encouraging indications to others merely out of a desire 
to be polite. One of the most marked characteristics of President 
Truman was that once his word was given there was no going back 
on it; it was therefore doubly important to be prudent and sure of 

| our ground before undertaking to give assurances. | |
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Mr. Sadak thanked me for this frank explanation of our position. _ 

He felt that our exchange of views had been most helpful, and ven- | 
tured the opinion that on his return to Turkey he “might” be able to 

render a “fairly optimistic” report." oo oe | 

- Before parting Mr. Sadak said that he would also like to discuss | 

- eertain economic problems of importance to Turkey, but that he did | 

not feel that he should burden me with them. He asked to whom I 
could recommend him. I suggested that he discuss these problems with 

Assistant Secretary Thorp ** and Mr. Satterthwaite and assured him 
that the necessary arrangements would be made. | ae | 

During this interview, which lasted one hour and a half, Mr. Sadak | 

_ spoke in French and Ambassador Wilson served as interpreter. | 

43 A memorandum of conversation by Carlisle H. Humelsine, Director of the | 
Executive Secretariat, April 15, 1949, summarizing the Secretary of State's . 
daily staff meeting of that date, includes the following item on the Secretary’s - 
meeting with Foreign Minister Sadak: ss, 7 : Be 

‘In connection with the above discussion [on budget requests], the Secretary | 

| reported on his meeting with.the Foreign Minister of Turkey. He told how dis- a 
couraged the Foreign Minister was at the beginning of their conversation and 
of the various matters that he covered with the Foreign Minister, The Secretary - 
made the point that.at. the end of the conversation he felt. that the Turkish 
Foreign Minister was relieved and satisfied that the United States was deeply 
interested in Turkey and was not using the country merely as a means to an 
end. He said that one of the most, difficult questions that the Turkish Minister 
had put to him was the obvious one to the effect, ‘Will the United States fight if 
the Russians attack Turkey?’ In answering this, the Secretary made the point 
that this was a decision that was largely in the hands of the President and that 
he must realize that it was very difficult to give a direct answer to this type 

. of inquiry but that he, the Secretary, wanted to point out two of the most im- 
_ portant characteristics of President Truman: (1) that he never went back 

on a friend, and (2) that Mr. Truman never overpromised. The Secretary said 
he thought that this made quite an impression on the Turkish Foreign Minister. 
It was decided that very careful attention would have to be paid to the problem’ 
of Turkey in all our discussions.” (Secretary’s Daily Meetings, Lot 58 D 609, 
Secretary’s Staff Meetings) This lot is a chronological collection of the records 
of the Secretary of Statte’s daily meetings with top Department of State officials 
for the years 1949-1952, as maintained by the Special Assistant to the Secretary 
of State. | 

* Willard L. Thorp, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. Re | 
: garding Foreign Minister Sadak’s meeting with Thorp on April 13, see telegram 

182 to Ankara, infra. | | “ ; 

840.50 Recovery /4-—-1449 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey 

CONFIDENTIAL = =—C Wasson, April 14, 1949—6 p. m. 
132. In requested meeting with Thorp yesterday Sadak requested 

increased US financial aid citing serious financial position Turk Govt 
result. continuing defense burden making most difficult internal financ- 

| ing ECA and anticipated IBRD projects. Requested US grant addi- 
tional $20 million under military aid program to finance current con- | 

| 501-887—77——105 |
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sumption items including POL which otherwise payable from defense 

budget thus facilitating internal financing development projects. 

Sadak emphasized $30 million additional to regular military aid. Emb 

comments necessity such additional assistance requested. 

- Sadak further requested US support in anticipated approach by 

Turk Govt to US private money market for loan probably less than 

$70 million with principal objective provide dollar exchange for im- 

ports by Turk private enterprise. Dept offered endeavour create favor- 

able atmosphere in banking circles for Turk discussions this subject 

but not hopeful outcome.* : oe . : 

BF : ae ACHESON 

1A more detailed memorandum of conversation concerning the meeting de- 

scribed in this telegram is included in file 867.51/4-1349. Also present for this 

meeting were Paul H. Nitze, Deputy to Assistant Secretary of State Thorp; 

| Joseph C. Satierthwaite, Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African 

Affairs; Wilfred Malenbaum, Chief of the Division of Investment and Economic 

Development ; and Charles Robert Moore, of the Division of Commercial Policy. 

Foreign Minister Sadak was accompanied by Biilent Yazici, Financial Counselor 

of the Turkish Embassy, and Necdet Kent, Private Secretary to Foreign Minis- 

ter Sadak. a , | 
_ In New York on: April 15, Foreign’ Minister’:Sadak, Financial Counselor 

Yazici, and Mr. Kent, accompanied by Mr. Moore, had conversations with Allen 

Sproul, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and. with senior 
officers of the National City Bank of New York, the Bankers Trust Company, the 

Guaranty Trust Company, and the Chase National’ Bank. The Foreign Minister 

explored the possibilities for a $50 million bank loan to Turkey. The bank 
officials indicated that'a loan would be possible only if it were guaranteed by 
gold or by the Export-Import Bank or the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development. Mr. Moore’s memorandum, dated April 20, reviewing these 
conversations, is included in file 967.51/4-2049. A brief report onthe conversa- 

tions was also transmitted in telegram 138, April: 20, to “Ankara,: not printed 

| (867.51/4-2049). 

§/S-NSC Files, Lot 63D 351, NSC 86 Series a o 

Report by the Secretary of State to the N ational Security Council 4 

TOP SECRET.  . -Wasurineron, April 15, 1949. | 

NSC 36/1 BS Be 

ConsTRUCTION or AIRFIELDS AND STOCKPILING oF AVIATION GASOLINE 

| IN TURKEY = 7° 9-200 

| SS ppopeEM | 

1. Should the. U.S. seek arrangements with the Turkish Govern- 

ment for the construction of airfields or for the stockpiling cf aviation 

gasoline in Turkey? _ OE 

 2The conclusions set forth in this report were concurred in by the National 
Security Council at its meeting on April 21. The President approved the report 

the same day. For a review of the circumstances attending the preparation of 

this report, see the editorial note, p. 1644. | : a
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oo DISCUSSION ne 

9. The question of seeking an arrangement with the Turkish Gov- 
ernment for the construction of airfields in Turkey adequate for the 

operations envisaged in U.S. strategic plans and for the stockpiling | 

of aviation gasoline in Turkey must be considered in the light of the 
fact that it has not been possible to include Turkey in the North At- — 
lantic Treaty. Moreover, we have not been willing at this time, as - 
desired by Turkey, to encourage or support a Mediterranean pact. 
In the face of our unwillingness, so far, to give a guarantee or other _ 
formal assurance that the U.S. will safeguard Turkey’s territorial © | 

- integrity, and having regard to Turkish disappointment in this re-— 
spect, it would be unwise for the U.S. Government to urge upon 
Turkey any action which would expose it to increased pressure from | 
the Soviet Union. ee 7 - 
3. The construction of these airfields and the stockpiling of aviation 

- gasoline would be regarded by the Soviet government as a threat to_ 
the security of the U.S.S.R., and would stimulate further Soviet pres- 
sure on Turkey and perhaps Iran. Furthermore, it is clear that the 

Soviet Union is watching carefully for any developments which could | 

be exploited to support the Soviet thesis that the North Atlantic: 
Treaty is aggressive in intent and operation. The construction at this. 

_ time of forward air bases in Turkish territory might be an important : 
factor in leading the Soviet Government to the erroneous conclusion | 
that the Treaty is not solely defensive in character. It would also_ 
cause doubts among a considerable number of persons in other coun- 

tries as to whether.the Treaty has a-truly defensive character, =| 

Bo ONCLUSIONS 

4. It would be unwise at this time to seek an arrangement with the . 
Turkish Government for the construction of the airfields envisaged 
in NSC-86, or for the stockpiling of aviation gasoline referred to in 
the communication of April 2, 1949 from the Secretary of Defense to 
the Executive Secretary oftheNSC.* °° | 

5, The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that the construction of these. 
airfields and the stockpiling of aviation gasoline in Turkey would be | 
in accordance with U.S.: strategic requirements. Therefore, the De-- 
partment of State should keep the matter under continuous review . | 
with a view to reconsideration by the National Security Council when. 
more favorablecircumstancesjustify, = = = a 

“*Memorandum for the National Security Council from the Executive Secre- | 
, tary, April 4, °1949, subject: “Stockpiling of Aviation Gasoline in Turkey”.: 

_ {Footnote in the source text. Regarding the memorandum under reference here, 
See the editorial note, p.1644.) 000 re |
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711.67/4-2649 | | | 

| President Truman to the President of Turkey (noni) * : 

[Wasurtneron,] April 26, 1949. 

Excermency: I have received with deep appreciation the cordial — 

| letter which Your Excellency was kind enough to send me through 

| the intermediary of your distinguished Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Mr. Necmeddin Sadak. | aS 

Your Excellency’s gracious reference to the friendship and admira- 

tion which the Turkish people feel for the people of the United States 

gave me particular pleasure. As you are no doubt aware, these senti- 

| ments are fully reciprocated by me and by my fellow Americans. . 

It was likewise a source of satisfaction to learn from Your Excel- 

lency of the Turkish nation’s gratitude for the military assistance | 

rendered by the United States during this critical period in history. 

The enactment of the Turkish Aid Program in 1947 marked a new 

departure in Turco-American relations. No longer physically remote 

from each other, thanks to the advances of modern science, and ani- 

mated by the common ideals of the United Nations Charter, the two 

republics then and there showed their determination to stand together, 

| to the end that the forces which have exterminated human rights and 

liberties in such large sections of the globe might be halted, and their 

further aggressive expansion checked. In my address to Congress on 

March twelfth of that year, I said: | ee 

“T believe that it must be the policy of the United States to support 

free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minori- 

ties or by outside pressures. _ 
“I believe that we must assist free peoples to work out their own 

destinies in their own way.” ? | ) 

- 7 This letter was a reply to President Inénti’s letter of March 31, p. 1646. At the 

time he delivered President Inénii’s letter to President Truman, Turkish Foreign _. 

Minister Sadak indieated that he would be happy to take back with him to 

Turkey any reply which President Truman might wish to make. Sadak also indi- 

. cated that the exchange of letters might be released to the press in Turkey. | 

This letter was delivered to Sadak on April 26, the day before his departure for 

Turkey. Airgram A-120, April 29, to Ankara, not printed, which informed the 

Embassy of the texts of letters exchanged, stated that the Department of State 

had no objection to the release of the letters for publication (711.67/4-2949). 

- Foreign Minister Sadak subsequently released the texts of the letters to the 

Turkish press on May 11. In his telegram 220, May 14, from Ankara, not 

printed, Ambassador Wadsworth reported having been asked by Foreign Minis- 

ter Sadak to inform Secretary Acheson that President Inénii was very pleased. 

with the letter from President Truman. Wadsworth further reported that the 

| Turkish Grand National Assembly and a caucus of the Turkish Republican 

People’s Party had enthusiastically received news of the letter. Wadsworth. | 

observed further that he noticed a strongly developing spirit. of optimism on 

U.S.-Turkish relations in his talks with Turkish political leaders and in his 

reading of the Turkish press. (867.00/5-1449) 
2 Regarding the address quoted here, see footnote 9 to the Secretary of State’s 

memorandum of conversation of April 12, p. 1650.
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- Lrepeat these words because they reflect my feelings and the policy 

. of my government today as accurately as they didthen. _ ee | 

Mr. Sadak’s intelligence, broad experience and constructive ap- 

- proach to world problems have ‘been greatly appreciated by the 

Secretary of State and myself, as well as by other American officials | 

with whom he came in contact during his recent visit. I am sure, Mr. 

- President, that he is leaving this country with a true understanding | 

of the policies and problems of the United States Government in this 

troubled time. | , 
I am confident too that Mr. Sadak leaves with the realization that 

the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty in no wise diminishes the 

concern felt in the United States for the maintenance of the independ- 

ence and integrity of Turkey and other free nations outside the At- | 

lantic area; but rather, by strengthening the collective security of the 

Atlantic Treaty countries, the creation of this pact serves to enhance 

Turkey’s security as well. Through it, the principles first enunciated 

with respect to Greece and Turkey are further implemented with re- 

spect to other freedom-loving peoples of the community of nations. | 

“With assurances of my warmest wishes for your personal health | 

‘and happiness, as well as for the continued welfare of the Turkish | | 

people, — a | | : 

I remain, with great respect, - 

Very sincerely yours, — Harry S. Truman 

| 867.20/4-2649 | | 

The Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp) to 

| the Turkish Ambassador (Erkin) | | 

| | [Wasuineron,] April 26, 1949. 

- ‘Excerrency: I have the honor to refer to my recent conversation 

| with His Excellency the Foreign Minister of Turkey, Mr. Necmeddin 

Sadak,1 during the course of which Mr. Sadak requested that the a 

‘United States Government assist the Government of Turkey in bear- — 

ing the burden of its national defense establishment by increasing 

the funds proposed for allocation under the Military Assistance Pro- 

gram by thirty million dollars, this amount to be utilized for items | 

of current military consumption otherwise payable from the Turkish 

national budget. - oe | 

As you and Mr. Sadak are aware, the President will soon propose | 

formally to the Congress that the United States Government extend 

1 Regarding the conversation under reference here, see telegram 132, April 14, 

to Ankara, p. 1653. |
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“military assistance to certain countries, including Turkey, during the 
coming Fiscal Year. The policy governing the extension of this aid, 
which has been developed along the lines of the existing Aid to Turkey 
“Program, is that it should provide to the recipients capital items of 
military equipment which they could not otherwise purchase or 

_.produce for themselves. . a 

_ The United States Government considers that the cost of consumable 

military goods such as those mentioned by Mr. Sadak in our con- 
versation should be considered as part of the regular charges against 
the general resources of the state concerned and that any foreign 

assistance which may be needed in meeting those costs should be — 
provided as part of a program for strengthening the economic posi- 
tion of the country as a whole rather than through a special military 
aid program. With the single temporary exception of Greece, this is 
the policy which the United States has been following and will con- 
tinue to follow with respect to all other countries participating in the | 
European Recovery’ Program. Where current expenditures for the 
maintenance and subsistence of the armed forces of these European 
nations have adversely affected their general economic and balance of | 
‘payments ‘position, this has been taken into account in calculating 
their economic assistance requirements under the European Recovery 
Program. It is believed that this basic policy is sound and that the | 
needs presented by Mr. Sadak should be studied from this point of 
view. | 

Exclusive of the policy considerations outlined above, the Military 
Assistance Program presently under consideration by the Congress 
thas reached a stage where it is impracticable for many reasons to 
incorporate in it any new items. a | 

The established policy governing the Military Assistance Program 
and the impracticability of adding to the size of the program at 
this time should not be interpreted as meaning that the United — 
States Government is unsympathetic to any real needs of the Turkish 
Government. The problem facing the Turkish Government, as set _ 
forth by Mr. Sadak, has been discussed with officials of the Economic 
‘Cooperation Administration, with the view to determining what as- 
sistance, if any, could be given by that Administration. While nocom- 
mitment can be made, officials of that Administration have indicated 
their willingness to consider any new factors regarding Turkey’s 
economic situation which Turkey may desire to submit to the Orga- 
nization for European Economic Cooperation, and through the OLKEC 
to the Economic Cooperation Administration in Washington, which 

-Inay make it possible for them to support an increase in the ECA | 

allocation to Turkey. — | Oo



. It is, therefore, suggested that Mr. Sadak may wish to arrange for | 

the competent Turkish authorities to discuss the matter with the ECA 

representative.in Turkey with a view to preparing a complete state- | 

‘ment of facts which meets the necessarily exacting standards set by 

the OEEC and the ECA, to serve as a basis for a re-appraisal of 

Turkey’s economic situation by these agencies. Lee 

: Accept [ete] _. FWrrarp L. Torr | 

840.50 Recovery /4-2949: Telegram | | | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey 

CONFIDENTIAL ——<“::~S:C:CS Was tron, A. pil 29, 1949-6 p. m. | 

156, Next fol tel contains text note handed Erkin by Thorp Apr 26" 

in reply Sadak request additional mil aid reported Deptel 132 Apr 14. 

_ _Erkin expressed fear OEEC countries would be unsympathetic to 

additional Turk request for ECA aid since acceptance such request 

would reduce their own shares. He appealed for reconsideration our | 

position and asked that Turkey be placed same basis as Greece “for 

political reasons”. ol: 

Dept and ECA officials present said always glad consider Turk 

views but cld not hold out hope our position this question might be 

changed. We believed OEEC would not be unsympathetic revised — 

Turk request provided it carefully worked out and justified. Empha- | 

sized importance of Turks establishing adequate staff Ankara to 

assemble and present thoroughly documented case. Urged close con- | 

- gultation with Dorr. Said we believed Turkey had good grounds for 

requesting increased aid but ECA had hitherto been unable accord | 

it because Turks had failed present sufficient facts in proper form. 

Turk Financial Counselor? pointed out some of consumable mil 

items for which Sadak requested additional aid would not affect 

balance of payments since they would be produced in Turkey. Argued 

this would mean OEEC wld reduce aid by corresponding amounts 

and Turkey would thus fail obtain relief for budget, which was part 

| of purpose Sadak’s request. We replied revised request ECA aid 

shld not contain items to be produced in Turkey but shld reflect overall 

import needs Turkish economy in turn reflecting impact on Turkey’s 

economy of necessarily large domestic mil expenditures. In answer to 

specific question we said request for ECA assistance need not: be re- 

stricted to import items going into development proj ects but might 

contain industrial raw materials etc or even consumer goods definitely 

- 1Phe text of the note under reference here is printed supra. a . oy 

| - *Billent:¥azici = eS Se os
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not of luxury classification if assistance on these items justifiably 
required. | re | | 
 Foregoing for your background use. Pls show to Dorr. oo 
: oS a a ACHESON — 

711.67/5-549 | oo - 
- Department of State Policy Statement® = = 

SECRET - | oo [Wasuineton,] May 5, 1949. | 

a | ‘TuRREY | oe a 
A. OBJECTIVES | | 

—_ - Qur fundamental objective in the eastern Mediterranean and | 
Middle East is to promote peace and stability. This requires that we 
endeavor to prevent rivalries and conflicts of interest in that area from 
developing into open hostilities which might eventually lead to a | 
third world war. In the case of Turkey, we are committed toa peace- 
time policy of military and economic assistance with the object of 

| preserving that nation’s independence and maintaining it in its present 
role of bulwark against Soviet expansion in the Near and Middle East. 
As a corollary, any effect which US aid may have in building up 
Turkey’s military strength will to that extent tend to make available | 

| to the US and to our allies the use of this vitally strategic area as a 
base of operations in the event of war, and conversely to deny the 

_ Soviet Union and its satellites access to its land and resources. 
A second US objective toward Turkey is to assist, by appropriate 

means, that government’s determined and successful efforts to achieve | 
a fuller democracy and & more productive economy, and thus to 
counteract the infiltration of Communism and Soviet influence not | 
only in Turkey but in adjacent countries to the south and east. | 

| oS B. POLICIES oo | 
The cornerstone of Turkish foreign policy in recent years has been 

traditional and unflinching resistance to Russia. Since the war, the 
USSR has caused deep apprehension in Turkey by intermittent pres- 
sure for a dominant role in the control of the Turkish Straits, by its | 
claims to Kars and Ardahan, and by carefully contrived border inci- 
dents and troop movements on Turkey’s Bulgarian and Caucasian © 

*The Department of State Policy Statements were concise documents sum- 
marizing the current U.S. policy toward a country or region, the relations of 
that country or region with the principal powers, and the issues and trends in 

_ that country or region. The Statements provided information and guidance for 
officers in missions abroad. The Statements were generally prepared by ad hoc 
working groups in the responsible geographic offices of the Department of State 
and were referred to appropriate diplomatic missions abroad for comment and 
criticism, The Statements were periodically revised.
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frontiers, to the accompaniment of press and propaganda diatribes 

from Moscow. Although there have been no new demands in recent. 

months, none of the demands made by Moscow has been retracted. In | 

| the circumstances, the Turks feel that they are obliged to keep more 

men under arms and out of productive labor than their present. 

, economy can well support. - 

1. Political | | | | 

_ The present US policy of active assistance to Turkey had its incep- | 

tion when the British, on February 24, 1947, informed the Secretary of 

State that as of March 31, 1947, the UK would be obliged to dis- 

continue the military, economic and advisory assistance which it had 

been giving to Greece and Turkey. The latter government had on 

- yarious occasions applied to the US for financial aid, but until the 

| enactment of Public Law 75 (the Greek-Furkish Aid Act) we lacked 

the facilities for acceding to these requests. During the first year after 

the passage of this legislation (May 22, 1947) , we instituted a military, 

naval and air force modernization and training program, as well as | 

a limited public roads program, making available to ‘Turkey by out- 

right grant equipment and services of a value of $100,000,000.2 The — 

Aid Program is now well into its second year, under the legislative 

authority of Title III, Public Law 472, with an additional allotment, 

| under present estimates, of between $50,000,000 and $75,000,000. Of | 

the total for the two years, $106,864,476 had been encumbered as of | 

January 31, 1949. It is hoped that the US military assistance will 

result. in the formation of a more compact and effective national 

defense structure of decreased manpower but with greater mobility _ 

and firepower, and thus make an effective contribution to Turkey’s 

determination to resist Soviet pressure as well as releasing manpower 

badly needed for economic development. oo 

| There are no serious outstanding political issues between the US 

and Turkey. Despite certain misunderstandings, our relations are | 

currently sound and based upon mutual awareness of our common 

cause. Prior to the inauguration of the US-Turkish Aid Program, 

‘We gave Turkey our active diplomatic support in rejecting Soviet 

2 or documentation on the origin of United States military and economic 
aid to Greece and Turkey in 1947 (Truman Doctrine), including the events | 

and measures referred to here, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 1 ff. 

| On November 28, 1949, President Truman trtnsmitted to Congress. the eighth 

quarterly report on United States military assistance to. Greece and Turkey. 

- The report, which covered the period from April 1 to June 30, 1949, and in- | 

eluded cumulative statistics on the program, reviewed military assistance to 

Turkey and the organization of the American Mission for Aid to Turkey. ‘The 

report indicated that military assistance valued at over $28. million had been 

delivered to Turkey from January 1 to June 30, 1949. For the text of the report, 

see Eighth Report to Congress on. Assistance to Greece and Turkey for the 
Period Ended June 30, 1949, Department of State Publication 3674, Economic 
Cooperation Series 22 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1949).
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demands for joint control of the Straits, and-our moral support in 
resisting the Kars-Ardahan and Georgian claims put forward quasi- 

| officially by Moscow: © a 
We have encouraged Turkey’s policies of active participation in _ 

the affairs of the United Nations, the maintenance of its 1939 alli- 
ances with the UK and France, and its desire to seek in so far as 
possible the friendship of all nations, including the USSR. Turkey. 
feels itself to be in an exposed and precarious situation, however, 
and: is- constantly seeking reassurances regarding its security. The. 
Turkish Ambassador early sought US support for Turkey’s adherence 
to the North Atlantic pact, but, as the situation developed, Turkey 
was deemed ineligible for membership because of the complications 
that would ensue if the alliance were extended beyond the Western 
European-North Atlantic area. Both the US and the UK recognized, 
however, that the.conclusion of the pact might have undesirable 

_ ‘repercussions on Turkey as well as other nations such as Greece 
and Iran necessarily excluded from its scope. Not only these nations 
but the USSR might construe such an omission as an indication 
that aggression against those states would not cause any serious re- 
action on the part of the major Western powers. The US and UK, 
therefore, considered an attempt to counteract this dangerous possi- 
bility by the issuance of special declarations which, in the case of 
Turkey, would serve to supplement and reemphasize President | 
Truman’s statement of October 29, 1948.2 When we intimated this | 

possibility to the Turks, they took the position that only the US, the 
UK and possibly France should be parties to a declaration since | 
nothing was to be gained by a statement regarding Turkey’s security 
emanating from the smaller European nations. Since the announce- 
ment of the North Atlantic Treaty, the Secretary of State has twice 

referred publicly to our continuing interest in Turkey,‘ and the Presi- 
dent again adverted to it in his speech at the Treaty signing cere- 
monies.® No further formal declarations are planned at the present 

time. ; | | | | 
- Meanwhile, Foreign Minister Sadak has been actively exploring the | 
possibilities of establishing a Mediterranean pact, similar in principle | 
to the North Atlantic alliance. During February 1949, he journeyed 

to London, Paris and Brussels, but his conversations with Bevin, 

8 Regarding the statement under reference here, see footnote 10 to the Secre- oe 
tary of State’s memorandum of conversation of April 12, p. 1650. | 

_ *See footnote 11 to the Secretary of State’s memorandum of conversation of 
April 12, ibid. : | | : 
- S¥For the text of President Truman’s address on the occasion of the signing 
of the North Atlantic Treaty, April 4, 1949, see Department of State Bulletin, 
April 17, 1949, pp. 481-482, or Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 
States: Harry 8. Truman, 1949, pp. 196-198. OO Be
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Schuman and. Spaak® were largely inconclusive. We informed. 

the Turkish Ambassador that we were not prepared, at this time, | 

to take a position either for or against such a regional grouping. Sadak ~ : 

has publicly reiterated Turkey’s willingness to join a Mediterranean 

pact as a supplementary means of safeguarding peace in the Middle 

East. Despite Turkey’s exclusion, he hailed the North Atlantic Treaty 

as a measure “that will bring confidence to European nations and thus — 

help to prevent war.” | So 

‘We have welcomed Turkey’s participation in the European Re-— 

covery Program and are making available ECA funds in limited | a 

- amounts on a credit basis. Entering the war late, the Turks escaped © 

destruction of their productive facilities, and hence no problem of © 

reconstruction is involved. As a contributor, however, Turkey is in a 

position to play a significant part in European recovery by increasing - 

production and export of certain commodities. _ | a 

American educational and philanthropic institutions, such as Robert | 

College, missionary hospitals and schools in the provinces, the Ameri- 

can College for Women and the Admiral Bristol Hospital at Istanbul, 

have for many years made significant contributions to Turkish-Ameri-_ 

can understanding. Through them, and thanks to the general awareness 

of our consistently non-imperialistic foreign policy, a growing number | 

of young Turks, some of whom now occupy influential positions in a 

the government, have become enthusiastic disciples of the American 

liberal tradition and are determined that the political institutions of | | 

their Republic shall evolve along democratic western lines. It is partly | 

for this reason that Turkey is the only country in this area in which 

Communism has made no headway. As soon as the Smith-Mundt and 

Fulbright Acts’ are fully implemented, we will be in a position to_ 

pursue these and similar activities on an inter-governmental basis. 

In particular, the established American educational institutions | 

should receive our full support, including financial aid if needed. | | 

9, Economic os | —— 7 _ 

| Our economic policy in Turkey is to promote economic progress 

without. domination, a general increase in production, and the expan- 

8 British ‘Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Hrnest Bevin, French Min-. 

ister for Foreign Affairs Robert Schuman, and Belgian Prime Minister and 

Minister for Foreign Affairs Paul-Henri Spaak., a 

- The references here are to the United States Information and Educational 

Act of January 27, 1948, Public Law 402, 80th Congress, 2d Session, popularly. 

known as the Smith-Mundt bill, and the Act of August 1, 1946 to amend the | 

Surplus Property Act of 1944, Public Law 584, 7 9th Congress, 2d Session, known. 

as the Fulbright Act, which authorized the Secretary of State to use currencies 

acquired abroad from the sale of surplus property for educational purposes. 

For the texts of the two laws, see Senate Document No. 128, Sist Cong., ist 

Sess., 4 Decade of American Foreign Policy: Basic Documents, 1941-49 (Wash- 

ington, Government Printing Office, 1950), pp. 1224-1236. _ _
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sion of multilateral world trade consistent with the principles of the 
Charter for an International Trade Organization. Primary US spon-  __ 
sorship and financing of cooperative international economic measures, _ 

| and the increasingly close political and economic ties between the 
two countries in the face of a common threat should favor US efforts 
to obtain Turkish cooperation. One obstacle to obtaining such coopera- 

_ tion, aside from those created by general world economic and political 
conditions, lies in the intensely nationalistic spirit of the Turks, now 
slowly receding. Furthermore, many Turks fear and distrust the con- ) 
sequences of active foreign participation in the economic life of their 
country, a reaction undoubtedly traceable to the humiliating period 
of the Ottoman Capitulations. Their extreme sensitivity to any sug- 

_ gestion of an encroachment on their sovereignty must also be borne 
in mind. BT 

| We should encourage Turkey to keep to the fore the objectives | 
sponsored by the US in the ITO Charter and in the General Agree- 
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)® and to adopt measures con-_ 
sistent with these objectives as Turkish and world conditions permit. 
We should urge it to ratify the Charter, which it has signed, and we 
believe it will do so after ratification by the US, in view of its demon- 
strated desire to participate in international cooperative measures : 

: supported by the leading western powers, particularly the US. We 
should also encourage the Turks to accede to the GATT. | | 

_ While the granting of licenses for imports from the US has been 
drastically limited due to the dollar shortage, imports from other 
countries in many cases have been maintained or increased as a result 
of bilateral agreements and compensation or barter deals. We recog- 
nize that present world conditions make discrimination of this kind 
virtually inevitable and are not protesting it unless in specific cases 
the discrimination appears avoidable. We are hopeful that it will dis- 
appear as conditions permit the Turkish Government to adopt more 

| liberal trade policies which we believe that it desires to do. 
| We should seek to avoid the recurrence of situations such as devel- 

oped last year in connection with Turkey’s efforts to regain its major 
| pre-war export market for tobacco in Germany. JEIA’s® intention 

to meet German requirements through purchases of US surplus 
tobacco, to the virtual exclusion of ‘Turkish tobacco, raised serious | 
doubts in the minds of the Turks as to the sincerity of our avowed aims 

_ in promoting ERP, as well as to our desire to strengthen the Turkish 
economy. Recent arrangements through the ECA provide for the pur- | 

® For documentation on United States policy with respect to international | 
trade and investment, the International Trade Organization, the General Agree- 
ont on Tariffs and Trade, and the conference at Annecy in 1949, see vol. I, pp. 

° The Joint Export-Import Agency of the U.S.-U.K. Zones of Occupation of | 
Germany. .
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chase by the German Trizone of $11.5 million of Turkish tobacco dur- | 

ing the period January 1, 1949 through June 20, 1949, and other ERP | 

countries have programmed large quantities of Turkish tobacco for 

import so that we believe Turkey’s fears have now been allayed. Situa- Oo 

tions such as the above tend to strengthen the hand of the element in | 

- Turkey which shrinks from increased involvement of Turkey in the — 

international cooperative measures of the western powers. 

‘We would like to negotiate a treaty of friendship, commerce and | 

navigation with Turkey as a modern comprehensive successor to our 

present treaties of Commerce and Navigation (1929) and Establish- 

, ment and Sojourn (1931). However, until there is a likelihood that 

Turkey will accept the provisions relating to national treatment which | 

we have incorporated in other recent treaties there appears to be little | 

~ to be gained by a new treaty. | 

In contrast to other countries in the Middle Kast, Turkey has been 

able to acquire and maintain substantial gold resources and to manage 

its exchange and fiscal affairs in a conservative manner. Since any | 

economic and financial deterioration would weaken Turkey’s strategic 

_ position in the Middle East, it is our policy to help maintain its 7 

financial stability, and to provide maximum technical assistance to 

“the Turkish Government on financial matters. In determining the 

extent to which Turkey should utilize its own resources before re- 

questing assistance from the International Bank and the US Govern- | 

ment, including ECA, we have accepted Turkey’s contention that 

substantial reserves of gold must be available in case of a military : 

emergency. | | 

The Central Bank of Turkey is understood to hold about $3.4 mil- . 

lion worth of gold bars, identifiable as looted from Belgium and ap- 

parently acquired from Germany (perhaps unknowingly through Bee 

_ substitution in a shipment sent from Switzerland via Germany). Our _ 

policy with respect to Turkey in this matter isthe same as our policy sy 

 -vis-R-vis other countries similarly situated. We, in concert with the =. 

- - UK and France, had proposed that the Government of Turkey deliver ~ 

to the Gold Pool the equivalent of the looted gold held by the Central 

Bank. The action proposed by the Turkish Government in answer 

to that note was not regarded as adequate and conclusive. Therefore, — | 

tn association with the UK and France in October 1948, we proposed 

to the Turks a meeting of experts of the four countries to consider the 

restitution of looted gold and the liquidation of German assets in 

Turkey. A formal reply to this note has not yet been received. We 

will continue to press for such a meeting with the view to reaching __ 

an over-all settlement with the Turkish Government on these long 

outstanding interrelated problems. In the meantime, Turkey remains
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| - subject to the Treasury Department’s restrictions on the purchase of 
_ gold under the Gold Declaration of 1944.1 OS 
_ We believe that Turkey possesses the potentialities for economic 
_ development which, if carried out along sound lines, will raise the 
_ low standard of living of the Turkish people and improve the coun- 

| try’s international economic position, thus contributing to the mainte- 
_nance of Turkey’s stability and making the country better able to 

_ Support the military burdens which the US at present is helping to 
_«arry. We also believe that. Turkey can contribute to European re- 
covery through increased production and export of foodstuffs and 

. minerals. Increased production of chrome is of especial interest to the 
US. It is our policy to lend our support, through ECA, the Interna- 
tional Bank, and the Export-Import Bank, to the financing of de- 

_ velopment projects which we find to be realistically related to the 
. potentialities and requirements of the Turkish economy. We attach 
. particular importance to Turkey’s participation in the European — 
_ Recovery Program, and we should continue to urge that Turkey’s _ 
_ ECA programs be given sympathetic consideration. a 

| We should encourage the Turkish Government to take measures to 

_ attract private investment, both domestic and foreign, recognizing 
_ that continued movement away from “étatism” will be slow and will 
_.be conditioned by the ability of private capital to demonstrate that it 
can contribute to Turkey’s development. _ . | — 

| _. We should discourage the Turkish Government from further — 
ostentatious adventures in production for which the country is not 

_ ready, and should emphasize the importance of better agricultural 
_ methods, improved transportation, and the training of Turkish tech- 

| _nicians at home and abroad, through apprenticeship as well as by 
, formal schooling. As funds become available for the execution of the 
_ program envisaged in “Point Four” of the President’s Inaugural 
.. address,!? we should provide assistance to facilitate and supplement 
_ such training programs. | 

"© For documentation on the measures taken during 1948 for the disposition'of - 
gold looted by Germany during World War II, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. I, 
pp. 8538 ff. | - . 

- 4On May 25, 1949, the Export-Import Bank of Washington approved two 
credits to Turkey totaling $8 million: one credit to the Turkish State Railways 

- and Ports Administration for $3,750,000 to finance the purchase of rails, ac- 
_ cessories, structural steel, and railroad ties in the United States, and another 
' eredit of $4,250,000 to the Turkish State Seaways and Harbors Administration 

.-. to cover the design, construction in the. United States, and towing to Turkey 
of a floating drydock and a floating crane. Four smaller Export-Import Bank 

~ credits amounting to more than $2 million were also approved during 1949. 
_- Details of these credits were reported upon in the Highth and Ninth Semiannual 
Reports to Congress of the Export-Import Bank, covering the periods January— 
June and July—December 1949. oo, ne 

* For documentation on the genesis of the Point Four (technical assistance) 
program, see vol. 1., pp. 757 ff. .
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- We have received numerous requests from. various Turkish Gov- 

ernment departments for American experts to make surveys pre- : 

- Hminary to the execution. of economic projects and reforms in . 

governmental organization. We ‘should do our best to meet these re- 

quests, with “Point Four” funds or otherwise, when their obj ectives, 

terms, and conditions appear sound. The Turks, however, have all | 

too frequently lost the benefits of the expert advice provided by US 

and other technicians in the past by delay. or inaction on the recom- 

mendations that have been made. We should, therefore, encourage 

them to seek assistance in the execution as well as in the formulation | 

of programs. The work’ of the US Public Roads Administration in | 

- administrative guidance and on-the-spot training, within the Turkish 

Department of Roads and Bridges and in the field, is an example of _ 

, the kind of technical assistance we think is most effective. 

. Turkey and Greece. are strategically located across normal air 

routes between eastern Europe and the Middle East. US. aviation 

policy calls for coordinated US and UK diplomatic encouragement 

of Turkish efforts to. halt. by legal means commercial air operations | 

of satellite aircraft into and through. Turkish territory"® 

| SG) RELATIONS WITH OTHER STATES iw 

Since the war Turkey. has been under severe though intermittent — 

pressure from the USSR, which seeks as one of its primary objectives 7 

the establishment in Ankara of a “friendly” government on the 

Polish or Rumanian model. ‘Thanks to the almost total. absence of 

native Communist. eléments, the determined will to resist of the 

homogeneous Turkish people, and above all, to active Anglo-American 

. support, Turkey today is one of the few. countries on the Soviet: 
periphery that. have been able effectively to withstand Soviet pres- 

cures, The tensions thus created dominate Turkey’s relations with the 

great powers and. with its neighbors, both within and without. the 

Although. relations with the US are of paramount importance in 

- ‘Turkey’s foreign affairs, we have nevertheless encouraged the Turks . 

‘to maintain close and: cordial relations with the UK and France on | 

‘the basis of the 1939 treaties with those countries. As regards Greece 
and Iran, its neighbors to the west and east, Turkey has shown a 

sympathetic attitude in their efforts to cope with Communist aggres- 

-sion but has avoided 'any firm commitments to them or any gestures 

which might furnish the USSR. with the propaganda theme of provo- | 

cation, Relations with Iran are.generally good, although the Iranian 

| Government. has occasionally; shown sensitiveness over the. extent: ot 

“.. 3 Por documentation on ‘United States civil aviation policy toward ‘Eastern 

Europe and the Soviet Union, see vol. v, pp. 184 ff. ee ee eee
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US aid to Turkey. Soviet propaganda has played up Turkey’s alleged 
desire to acquire Persian Azerbaijan. — | | 

The Turkish Government has sought to strengthen its relations 
with the several Arab States, and has entered into treaty relations 
with Iraq, Lebanon and Transjordan. On the explosive Palestine issue, 
Turkey expressed sympathy with its Moslem brothers of the Arab 
League to the extent of voting against partition in the General Assem- 
bly, but has made it plain that it will not allow. that issue to jeopardize — 
its close collaboration with the US. When partition became a fact, 
Turkey adhered to its UN obligations by accepting membership in the 
Palestine Conciliation Commission, created by resolution of the Gen- 
eral Assembly on December 11, 1948. Turkey has decided to recognize 
Israel de facto, deferring de jure recognition until the work of the 
Commission is terminated, and bars which previously hindered Jewish 

| emigration from Turkey have been lifted. If the trend of the current 
exodus continues, Turkey’s Jewish minority of approximately 75,000 
may eventually be reduced to insignificant proportions.4 | 

, A minor problem which may in time assume larger proportions is © 
Syria’s claim to the Alexandretta region, known in Turkey as the 
Hatay. The transfer of this area to Turkey by the French mandatory 
in 1939 has never been recognized by Syria. Intermittent attempts to 
negotiate the Hatay question have thus far proved fruitless, owing to 
the intransigence of both sides. - 

A slight improvement is discernible in the relations between Bul- garia and Turkey. During the course of 1948 a series of incidents and 
reprisals raised the political tension almost to the breaking point. 
Diplomatic Chiefs of Mission and service attachés of both countries 
were recalled and Turkish-Bulgarian relations came to'a virtual stand- still. In late February, however, a new Bulgarian minister presented | 
his credentials to President Inénii.- | 

Relations with other Communist-dominated Balkan states have fol- 
lowed a similar though less spectacular trend. Hungary, Yugoslavia 
and Rumania at one time recalled their Chiefs of Mission from 
Ankara in what appeared to be a concerted anti-Turk campaign, but: new representatives from these three countries have now been ac- credited and diplomatic relations are currently correct but cool. | 

~ gD, ROLECY EVALUATION CS 
‘US support, both moral and ‘material, has been an indispensable | factor in the stiffening of Turkey’s resistance. If the Turkish Govern- 

ment had had to rely solely on its own limited resources, it would in _ 
all likelihood long since have -been obliged to make concessions to the 

Por fecumentation on United States policy: with respect to the new state | of Israel, see pp. 594 ff. - Se: mo . . 

, .
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USSR. Our policy with regard to Turkey up to the present can there-_ | 
fore be regarded as successful in helping to achieve our broad objec- | 
tives. Turkey is oriented toward the western democracies, and fully 
alive to the necessity of continued US support if its political inde- 
‘pendence and territorial integrity are to be preserved. Moreover, since 
the survival of Turkey as an independent, stabilizing element in the 
‘Middle East is of prime importance to us, it is imperative that such | 
westward orientation be maintained. We should therefore be especially 
vigilant not to allow any situation to arise which might weaken 
Turkey’s intention to resist because of doubts of our determination to 

_ continue our assistance. We should avoid any action, through public 
declarations or otherwise, which might give the USSR and Turkey 
the impression that we are more immediately concerned with the secu- | 

_ rity of other countries or groups of countries than we are with that of 
Turkey. This should not be lost sight of now that the North Atlantic 
‘Treaty has been negotiated. While the Secretary’s press statement of _ 

_ March 23 * reassured the Turks that US interest in their security had 
in no wise been lessened by the North Atlantic Treaty negotiations, = = = =| 
they obviously regard a declaration as far less of a guarantee than a 
pact would be. re | - 

It is clear that Turkey views with grave concern its nonparticipa- | 
tion in the North Atlantic Treaty. The Turkish Government feels 
that the inclusion of Italy in the Treaty has destroyed the argument oe 
that Turkey’s exclusion is based on purely geographic reasons, and 
underlines the position of Greece and Turkey as the only free Euro- 

_ pean nations wishing to join the pact not admitted. The Turks have 
_ expressed fears that this situation will encourage the Russians to in- 

_ erease pressure on Turkey in the belief that they can do so without 
serious reaction on the part of the US or the western European powers, 
and will weaken the unified determination of the Turkish people to | 
resist Russian pressure. | | oo 7 , 

In carrying out our economic policy we have received encouraging: 
_ cooperation from the Turks. Such cooperation is based not only on 

recognition of the increasing importance of the US to ‘Turkey’s | 
independence and economic development but on recognition of the 
fact that our economic policy seeks to create conditions which are a 
also in the interests of Turkey. So long as the US exerts constructive — 
leadership in the field of international economic cooperation, we be-~. 

_ lieve ‘that we can count on Turkey’s support. While there has been — 
_ some criticism’ in, American business circles of apparent Turkish 

ineptitude in business relations, and improvement in such methods | 

~ © Department of State Bulletin, April 8, 1949, p.428, 0 ny 

501-887—77—_—106
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is to be desired, this problem is not of sufficient importance to justify 
a reconsideration of the fundamental premises upon which American 

-aidto Turkey isbased. > ct | — 
_ In order to strengthen cur present effective policy with respect to 
Turkey, consideration should be given to further support along the 
following broad lines: (1) resistance, by action in the UN or by 

_ other appropriate means, to all diplomatic offensives of the Soviet 
Union directed against the territorial integrity of Turkey or toward 

| any change in the status of the Straits which would adversely affect 
-Turkey’s position; (2) continuation of military assistance to Turkey, 
under legislative provisions; (8) consideration of Turkey’s desire to 
join the Atlantic Pact, or of creating some other defensive regional _ 
arrangement including Turkey; (4) active support of Turkey in ob- 
taining necessary economic assistance, primarily from international 
and private sources but including ECA credits consonant with the 
general policies and purposes of ERP; (5) intensive assistance under 
“Point Four” of the President’s Inaugural speech; and (6) keeping 
the American public informed concerning the current situation in 
Turkey and its implications with respect to our national security, so 

_ that US public opinion will be receptive to further positive action in 
support of Turkey, should such action’ be necessary and desirable. 

867.20/5-1149: Telegram 
The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

of State 

‘SECRET : a ae ' . Lonpon, May 11, 1949—5 p. m. 

1831. Rumbold+ gave us today following information concerning 
‘conversation Bevin had with Turkish Foreign Minister Sadak here © May6: oe ee a 

| _ Sadak enquired whether Bevin had anything to say regarding 
‘Turkish position in security system which Western Powers in process 

| creating. Sadak said, in view Turkish disappointment, on return 
Turkey he would have to make some statement regarding results his 
visits US and Britain. In reply Bevin said US and UK had gone as 
far as they could at moment in safeguarding interests of Turkey. 
Bevin went on say Sadak could be sure that declarations regarding 
Turkey made by Secretary Acheson and himself in connection Atlantic _ 
Pact signing had prior approval of respective Chiefs of Staff. Bevin 
‘told Sadak Turkey better off under Truman Doctrine with substantial 

ome Horace Rumbold, Head of the Southern Department, British Foreign 
ce. — a - :
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"flow supplies than under pact where Turkey would have to await Con- 

--__ gressional approval before obtaining equipment. Bevin said important 

point is ratification of pact by Congress and nothing should be done | 

or said to make Secretary Acheson’s task more difficult. Bevin added 

that care must be taken as to public statements so as not to overstrain 

good will of Congress. Sadak stated he was aware of this and would 

‘bear it in mind : that Secretary Acheson had spoken to him in same 

- Sadak asked assurance that Turk’s position so far as security con- 

-cerried would be reexamined as soon as Atlantic Pact ratified. Bevin 

replied he would make no promise but had every hope Turkey would 

- find satisfaction in due course. OO a 

Bevin agreed with Sadak European situation improved over year 

_ ago, particularly France. Bevin said we must continue firm and cau- 

tious policy towards Russia. He thought Greek guerrilla “peace 

offers” probably part of peace offensive. Finally Bevin, in reply to | 

enquiry by Sadak, indicated Turkey would be included in Council of : 

Europe possibly before August session Strasbourg. Rumbold said | 

full text above conversation being airmailed British Embassy Wash- 

“ington with instructions to inform Department. = = = 

-~ Sent Department, repeated Ankara27, = ae 

BO Pe 
-  Douenas 

| 867.014 /5-1949 
Da 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Johnson) 

“OP SECRET [Wasurneron,] May 19, 1949. 

~My Dear Mr. Secretary: In a letter to the Secretary of Deiense, 

| ~ dated January 3, 1949, this Department concurred ina proposal for 

an aerial mapping survey of Turkey to be carried out. under: an. ar- 

ee rangement by which the British would proceed with the photographic | 

~ program, and the United States would undertake the radar control, 

_- subject to the approval ofthe Turkish Government. 

_ Ina memorandum from General Loper,? dated April 12, 1949,* this 

- ‘Department was informed that the British Chiefs of Staff have pro- — 

posed that the USAF provide both control and photography of a 

Section or sections of Turkey. They also pointed out that it would 

not be possible for the RAF to begin work over Turkey until the late 

_ spring of 1950, but that, meanwhile, RAF facilities at Cyprus could — 

Sanoe printed’) Be BD es 7 | 

| of Soe Gen. Herbert B. Loper, Photographic and Survey Section, Joint Chiefs
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be placed at USAF disposal at an earlier date. General Loper’s memo- 
randum stated that this change was not considered as a substantial 
modification of the original proposal of the Secretary of Defense, 
and suggested that a proposal be presented to the Turkish Government 
with a view to the USAF beginning operations during the calendar 

year 1949. | | 
| . It appears to the Department of State that the proposal of the 

British Chiefs of Staff does, in fact, constitute a substantial modifica- _ 
tion of the original proposal, since it would presumably involve ex- | 
tended flights by USAF planes in survey flights over Turkey. Mr. For- 
restal’s letter, upon which the agreement of this Department was 
based, was not understood to mean that the use of United States 
aircraft was involved in that proposal. From the point of view of this 

. Department, the use of both American and British air force planes in 
| this project is more disadvantageous than a survey by only one of 

the two air forces. 
Since the agreement by this Department to the original proposal 

was given in January, the National Security Council has considered 
the strategic requirements of the United States in Turkey. NSC 36/14 
concluded that it would be unwise at this time to seek an arrangement 
with Turkey for the construction of airfields and the stockpiling of 
aviation gasoline and gave the reasons therefor. In the opinion of this 
Department, the policy set forth in NSC 36/1 is applicable to this 

project. 7 
_ _ In addition, the Department believes that such action at this time 

would provide Soviet propaganda with a dangerous weapon and 
might enable them to convince a considerable section of world opin- 

ion. that this country was planning aggressive action against the 

Soviet Union. The possible effect of this step upon the Soviet estimate 
of our intentions can also-not be ignored. | 
_ For the above reasons, but without prejudice to future considera- 
tion at a more opportune time, this department does not believe that 
it would be advisable to proceed at present with the project for an 
aerial mapping survey of Turkey. | 7 | 

Sincerely yours, | JamMEs KE. WEBB 

- * The letter of December 18, 1948, from then Secretary of Defense James V. 
Forrestal to the Secretary of State, not printed. | 

* Dated April 15, p. 1654. - | 
*In-a letter of October 25, 1949, to the Secretary of State, not printed, Sec- | 

. retary of Defense Johnson expressed concurrence in the Department of ‘State’s 
view that the proposed photographie mapping project for Turkey. to be carried 
out by the United States and British aircraft be held in abeyance for the time 

, peing (867.014/10-2549). |
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$67.51/6-749: Telegram | —_ | 

The Ambassador in Turkey (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET AnxKarA, June 7, 1949—3 p. m. : 

- 956. Following message (supplementing mytel 194, April 30+) is — 

based on Polk’s ? preliminary review Turk finances. He received. ready | 

cooperation Ministers Finance, National Defense, Foreign Affairs, — 
Economics and others. _ | | 

1. Turk budget difficulties serious and likely continue so at. least 
three years due combination high expenditures on defense and devel- 
opment programs (under archaic revenue system only now amended 
for progressive revision beginning 1941[1949?]). | 

| 9. Probable that government will cut defense budget in 1950 below 
inadequate 1949 level. Minister National Defense stated his ministry 
slated bear major part projected total budget reduction circa LT 200 
million. This might mean cutting defense budget by some 20 percent | 
present total or almost LT 100 million. Note: Of LT 461 million 

present budget, 39 percent is needed to maintain 337,000 enlisted men — | 

at strikingly low figure of LT 527 per man per year. An additional 
35 percent is required for 23,000 officers, 9,000 noncoms and 1,700 
civilians. We find little possibility materially reduce expenditures 7 
covered by remaining 26 percent. | | 

3. Current budget, which seems maximum possible present Turk 
effort, fails provide funds for following vital military needs (round 
figure estimates based on detailed figures given Polk): _ | 

a. Nonrecurrent expenditure at [LT?] 200 million for new 
construction (notably airports, ammunition depots, POL storage, 
training schools and repair shops for transport). : | 

| 6. Nonrecurrent expenditure LT 350 million for stocks of food, 
clothing and oil to support an expanded army in event of war. 

- (Note: this figure is calculated on basis total mobilization of | 
1,500,000 men.) | | 

| c. Recurrent annual expenditure of additional LT 50 million 
for maintenance military equipment. a | 

4. Investigation details of defense budget reveals no significant 
projected expenditure for non-military matériel imports (unless some 
$4 million POL can be so considered). Consequently we assume ECA 
could not under present policy (see Repto circular 190 April 20*) 

*Not printed. In it Ambassador Wadsworth reviewed the current financial 

and budgetary problems in Turkey in some detail and concluded by recommend- | 
ing a minimum of $20 million in additional direct military aid on the under- 

_ gtanding that the Turkish defense budget be not simply maintained but increased 
to ensure prompt realization of special projects of mutual interest to the Turkish | 
Ministry of Defense and the American Mission for Aid to Turkey. Major General - 
McBride concurred in the recommendation. (840.50 Recovery/4—3049) Tele- | 

| gram 195, April 30, from Ankara, not printed, reported that ECA Chief of Mis- 
sion Dorr recommended additional economic aid of perhaps $30 million to in- . 
crease the supply of consumer goods and to ease the current budget deficit 
(840.50 Recovery /4—3049). , | oe 

| # Judd Polk, Treasury Representative in the Middle East. | 
* Not printed. |
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afford any substantial relief. (Vote: budget provision for lira ex- 

| penditures on locally procured consumption goods include food LT 

125 million; clothing 49 million and fuel 18 million.) oe 
5. In general, we see present budgetary difficulties threatening es- 

sential progress strategic program and recommend serious considera- 
tion early implementation following suggested relief measures: 

~~ (a) Direct grant in aid in minimum amount $20 million (see 
- - wrytel 194 April 30, paragraph 13). - BO 

| | (0) General authorization for AMAT to defray, within limits : 

of such grant, cost of imports now authorized in present defense 

budget and also cost: of such nonbudgeted items (including 
- . building materials and labor) as it deems essential to orderly . 

~ progressMAPL © 0 
_. (@) Placing Turkey on grant basis for ECA aid, to avoid ex- 

“cessive. foreign exchange and budgetary burden when service _ 

~ “begins, ‘as well as to provide counterpart funds. Latter would 
facilitate implementing projects and encouragement sound fiscal . , 

policy. (Vote: Dorr concurs in this recommendation.) — | : 

Polk will prepare preliminary supporting report in Cairo, mailing 
, copies directly to Department and Treasury. I strongly recommend 

his early return to continue survey (unfortunately cut short by Treas- 

ury instruction in Deptel 186 May 18+). He has received ‘fullest co- 

operation from Turk Ministers and fiscal authorities who have urged. 

and expect his return. We are persuaded this is unique opportunity 

establish true financial picture. Dorr strongly concurs on basis pros- 

pective major contribution ECA objectives. | : 
- Sent Department 256 ; repeated Cairo 23 for Polk. a 

| SO W ADSwoRTH 

| « Not. printed. ns So a 

867.00/6-2849: Telegram | : 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey _ 

CONFIDENTIAL  ~— WASHINGTON, June 80, 1949—6 p. m. 

247. Ur 2921 read with interest in view sensational AP despatch 
June 27 announcing “major political crisis punctuated by hints of | 

revolution over Govt’s internal policies broke suddenly in ‘Turkey to- — 
night” and peppered with such phrases as “inciting people to revolt”, 

_ “terroristic atmosphere”, “emergency GNA session to cope with revo- | 

1 Telegram 292, June 28, from Ankara, not printed, reported that the Turkish 
Democratic Party, the major opposition party in Turkey, had adopted a con- 
vention resolution urging that electoral irregularities in the forthcoming 1950. 
national elections be met with “legitimate self-defense.” The Turkish Govern- 
ment had subsequently issued a communiqué promising free and unfettered 
elections but warning against the efforts of the Democratic Party to creafe an 

atmosphere of “disquiet.” (867.00/6-2849 )
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- lutionary movement”, etc. Ur further evaluation of potential danger 

in present'situation requested. - 

‘Tf you think desirable at this juncture you may seek audience 

Inénii and. stress in friendly manner USA’s interest in orderly de-_ 

velopment democratic processes.” | | pe 

-  2Tn his telegram 296, July 1, from Ankara, not printed; Ambassador Wads- 

worth observed that the. “alarmist language” of the Associated Press despatch 

was entirely unwarranted and that there was no “revolutionary movement.” He 

did not believe.an audience with the President was desirable. (867 .00/7-149) = 

-— $40.50 Recovery/6-749:Telegram oe 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey i 

SECRET _ OO WasHinerton, July 1, 1949—2 p. m.. 

950. 1. Despite your appraisal budgetary and defense problem 

outlined Embtel 256, June 7, present situation re possibility additional | 

grant-in-aid for Turkey same as indicated. Deptels 156°and 157 

Apr 29.* Polk’s report not yet.received, but do not anticipate it cld. 

change matters. | i | 

~ 2, Cannot say whether Turks will be given ECA grants rather than 

loans for fiscal 1950; however, from informal conversation with ECA 

prospects not bright. In any case estab of grant basis wld not alleviate 

current local currency problem or provide counterpart funds not avail- 

able under loan system or “facilitate implementing projects” unless. 

latter means that ECA wld have more effective voice in allocating 

funds for development. To extent goods obtained with ECA loan 

funds are sold in Turkey and not used for govt acct, Turk Govt 

receives counterpart in liras which it can freely spend for any purpose. | 

Moreover, Turk Govt does not have to obtain lira counterpart by | 

taxation or borrowing to cover ECA imports for own acct. If Turkey 

put on grant basis counterpart for all imports, including those on 

govt acct, would have to be deposited. Five percent wld be reserved for 

US Govt expenditures and remainder eld not. be spent without US 

approval. This involves review in Washington, including establish- _ | 

mentofpolicybyNAG, © 
8, You can discuss Polk’s return with Glendinning who is accom- _ 

 panying Sec TreastoAnkaraviaCairo? = - 

7 | OO a ACHESON | 

1Telegram 156 is printed, p. 1659. Telegram 157, not printed, transmitted the | 

text of the note of April 26 from Assistant Secretary Thorp to Ambassador Erkin, 

p. 1657 (867.20/4-2649). | . | | . 

2, Dillon Glendinning, Acting Secretary of the National Advisory Council on 

International Monetary and Financial Problems (NAC). Regarding the visit 

of Secretary of the Treasury John W. Snyder to Ankara in July, see despatch 239, 

July 25, from Ankara, infra.
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867.51/7-2549 _ | 
Lhe Ambassador in Turkey (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State 

‘CONFIDENTIAL Anxara, July 25, 1949. 
No. 239 | | | Se 

| Subject: Secretary Snyder’s Ankara Visit, July 18-20: Turkey’s 
| need for Financial Assistance; Transmitting Memorandum of 

Conversation with President Inénii and Other Papers. 
| Sir: Key-note of the official discussions held during this warmly 

welcomed visit of the Secretary of the Treasury, I have the honor _ 
to report, was struck by President Inénii. He said inter alia: 

Our two countries’ common problem is defense against Soviet 
: Russia... .1 - 

__ In astruggle such as this, for common cause, it is not sufficient that 
Turkey be armed with military weapons only. Financial weapons are 
also needed... . | 

For the next two to three years we shall be in great financial diffi- 
culties. It is doubtful that we shall find a remedy within our own | 
means.... a | 

. Every day our deficit is growing. Once financial equilibrium is _ 
upset, the national economy, without which the armed forces cannot. | 
subsist, must go from badto worse. | 

These quotations are excerpts from the Secretary’s conversation 
| with the Turkish President. A full memorandum thereof, prepared 

from notes taken by me at the time, is enclosed.? It has Mr. Snyder’s 
approval. Its full text will, we feel sure, be read with interest in the 
Department. 7 

Currently Turkish-proposed remedies for the situation there de- 
| scribed are: 1) continuance of the Truman-Doctrine-inspired 

Turkish Aid Program, and 2) a stepping-up of ERP assistance to the 
end that Turkey’s military establishment be assured an adequate 
sustaining economy. | ~ 

| Last year (FY 48-49) Turkey received ECA allocations totaling 
$44.6 millions: 50 percent for agricultural equipment; 44 percent for 
coal, power and road development; nothing for “consumables”. For 
FY 49-50 it programmed, for submission to OEEC, $85.8 millions 
(54 percent thereof for continuance of these projects) and $25.5 for 
“consumables” (70 percent for oil products). | 

| Since submission of this 1949-50 program, reports of serious crop — 
failure have been confirmed. Consequently, a supplementary submis- 

* Omissions in this document are indicated in the source text. 
* The memorandum is not printed. During this conversation, Secretary Snyder 

was accompanied by Assistant Secretary of the Treasury William McChesney 
Martin, Jr., and Ambassador Wadsworth. President Indnii had with him Finance 
vine ee pon Rustu Aksal and Foreign ‘Ministry Secretary | General Faik
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sion has been filed. It requests $20 millions for necessary wheat im- 
ports from hard-currency countries (i.e. 200,000 tons plus freight). — 

- It is the granting of the total of these two figures for “consumables”, | 

i.e. $45.5 millions, which the Turkish authorities now stress as being | 

essential to sound sustaining of the country’s economy. aT 

- 'This latter was the burden of the Prime Minister’s remarks during 

the brief half-hour’s courtesy call which Mr. Snyder paid him on © 

arrival in Ankara July 18. To specific queries the Prime Minister 

replied: 

Latest estimates put Turkey’s crop-year need for wheat imports at 

400,000 tons, i.e. twice the figure cited above. It was believed that 
100,000 tons could be obtained from Syria. | ) | | 
Preliminary budget estimates for 1950 had established that esti- 

mated 1949 expenditures must be cut by some Ltgqs. 200 millions (15 

percent) if balanced budget isto beachieved. = | | 
Unless help were forthcoming, he failed to see how the current rate __ 

of military expenditure could be maintained. Ministry of National : 

Defense appropriations alone now represented 33 percent of the total | 

budget. It was only there that substantial saving could be made; and 

that would necessitate substantial reduction in the size of the armed | 

forces. ae os _ : | 

Mr. Snyder and I sensed that these remarks, interspersed among 

the compliments of a formal courtesy call, were but an opening gambit | 

for fuller presentation of the Turkish case. OO 
Such presentation, from the angle of the Government’s financial 

position, was given the following morning in an hour-and-a-half con- 8 

versation. with the Minister of Finance. It was concluded at noon by 
President Inénii in the conversation highlighted above. 

‘Relative to the conversation with the Minister of Finance, I en- | 
close copies of two papers prepared by Mr. Judd Polk, Treasury | 

Representative for the Near East: 1) a Memorandum of the conver- 
sation itself; and 2) a “Brief Statement of Turkey’s Financial 
Problem” prepared by Mr. Polk for Mr. Snyder’s confidential 
information.® | | | a 

Highlights of the latter, in addition to an interesting exposition of 
budget, taxation and debt figures, were the following: 

Of TL 9 billions of Government expenditures in the last ten years, 
half have been directly or indirectly for military purposes. The budget | 
isstillawarbudget.... © © | | | 

- Possibilities of sales of bonds to the public are very limited... . | 
- -In the circumstances, it looks as though the TL 200 million deficit 

can be eliminated only if the military budget is cut. oe 

Similarly, Mr. Polk’s “Statement” stresses that “The planned _ 

modernized military establishment probably cannot be achieved unless _ 

® Neither of the documents under reference here is printed. |
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the Government’s internal revenues can be increased.” Other pertinent 
highlights were: | OO re 
- The credit position of the Government has been seriously impaired. 
(Note: Four chief contributing factorsarecited.) = = = °°. 

| It is very doubtful that the budget deficit 1949 can be covered by 
non-inflationary finance. 7 | ee 

Considerable internal financial relief may be forthcoming in the 
next year if ECA assistance includes grants or loans to cover in- 
creased consumption-goods imports. ne Rs 

Following these three official conversations and certain informal 
briefing by members of the Embassy and Aid Mission, Mr. Snyder 
held a short press conference of which an approved transcript is 
enclosed.* It was of a general nature, Mr. Snyder declining to reveal 
any details of his Ankara conversations and avoiding direct reply to 
such questions as: “Do you believe there are any plans for the re- 

| _ adjustment of currenciesin Europe?” — re 
He left Ankara for Cairo early the following morning, July 20, in 

| his official airplane. The Minister of Finance was among those present 
at the airport to bid him farewell. | | 

Official Turkish reaction to the visit was excellent. Mr. Snyder, | 
while emphasizing that he could make no commitments, had shown 
keen interest in and sympathetic understanding of Turkey’s problem 
of interrelated finance, economy and national defense. To President 
Inénii. he had given an undertaking that he would “be happy to pre- 
sent it personally to President Truman”. = | 

Press reaction; to paraphrase a careful memorandum on the subject 
prepared by the Embassy’s Public Affairs Officer, was one of close 
and constant interest, reflected in daily. front-page headlines and a 
spate of editorial comment necessarily chiefly of speculative character. 
While his few public remarks were accurately quoted, there was con- 
siderable interlineation suggesting that Mr. Snyder’s discussions had 
dealt with matters of highest moment to the country’s future wel- 
fare—from loans and capital investment to currency depreciation and 

direct financial support. . 
Personally, I enjoyed and profited much from the visit. In particu- 

lar, I was able to discuss at some length with Mr. Snyder and Assistant 

Secretary Martin the subject matter of my telegrams no. 194 of 

April 30° and no. 256 of June 7, last, and the Department’s reply, | 

no. 250 of July 1. This despatch may be considered as a supplementary 
presentation of the recommendation considered therein that Turkey’s 
need for financial assistance continue to receive the Department’s — 

careful consideration. | | 

‘Not printed. | | : - | . | 
5 Not printed, but see footnote 1 to telegram 256, June 7, from Ankara, p. 1673.



- Tam glad to report in this latter connection that Secretary Snyder _ | 

before leaving Ankara directed Mr. Polk to complete his current study 

‘of Turkey’s finances and authorized him to visit the country at least 

twice a year to keep abreast of current developments... 

Respectfully yours, | Goren WapsworTH | 

867.00/9-1549 oe we | - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 

for Near Eastern and African Affairs (McGhee) | 

‘CONFIDENTIAL — _ [Wasutneton,] September 15, 1949. | 

Participants: Satvet Lufti Tozan, Turkish businessman _ eo 

| Mr. McGhee—Assistant Secretary  —— os 
. Mr. Hare—Deputy Assistant Secretary* = 
eo _ Mr. Moore—GTI? _ te 

General Hoag, former Chief of the United States Air Force Group 
in Turkey, telephoned me several days ago to ask if someone in NEA 

could receive Mr. 'Tozan. As Mr. Tozan was calling on Mr. Hare this 

_ morning, Tarranged toseehimforafewmoments. = =. | 
- After discussing in general terms some of the problems facing 

- Turkey, Mr. Tozan mentioned that the Patriarch Athenagoras * had 

given him a letter to Mr. ‘Acheson and had also given him a verbal | 

message to the Secretary in the event that the latter could receive 
‘him. It was explained that the Secretary was extremely busy at 
this particular time and I stated that if Mr. Tozan would give me 
the letter, I would be glad to see that it reached the Secretary, and 
‘pass on as well any message which the Patriarch had for the Secre- | | 
tary. This seemed satisfactory to Mr. Tozan, who stated that he would — 

- send me the letter* and that the message he had been asked to give 

- 1Raymond A. Hare, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern > 
and African Affairs. | Co, | | | oo | 

2 Charles R. Moore, of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs; | 
‘from October 8, Officer in Charge of Turkish Affairs in the Office of Greek, 
Turkish, and Iranian Affairs. | a 

> Athenagoras I, Archbishop of Constantinople and Ecumenical Patriarch. | 
4Patriarch Athenagoras’ brief letter, dated July 29, 1949, which was. delivered 

zat the Department of State by Mr. Tozan on September 16, contained an intro- 
duction for Mr. Tozan and the following personal message to the Secretary. of | 
State: BS ae oo , ce a — 

— “We feel most thankful for the most valuable help which the great and beloved 
‘American Nation is granting to Turkey in these trying times and while she is by 
ther special position and will the bulwark of democracy and peace in the Near. 
Kast. May our Lord allow your noble Nation to continue the dispensation of the 
aid to this Country and its worthy people not only for military purposes but also 
for its economical and agricultural requirements. —_ - co 
‘We pray the Almighty to keep you under His grace and guidance and to 

bless your endeavours in favour of beloved America and Mankind.” (867.00/ : 
9-1649) |
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the Secretary was that the Patriarch was working along the lines he 
had agreed upon,° and that he was very satisfied with the results. 

Mr. Tozan further stated that he also brought to the Secretary the 
good wishes of the Turkish Prime Minister, Mr. Gunaltay, who asked 
that he likewise acquaint the Secretary with Turkey’s serious financial 
problems. The Prime Minister felt that Turkey required a loan of 
$200,000,000 for its army, in addition to the aid which it was already 

| receiving from the United States. The Prime Minister recognized our 
problem in acceding to such a request, but hoped that perhaps a pri- _ 
vate loan in this country could be arranged as Turkey had many re- 
sources, such as minerals and petroleum, to back up a loan. I said that I 
would refer the Prime Minister’s statements to the Secretary, but that 
Mr. Gunaltay could be sure that we were giving much thought to 
Turkey’s financial problems. I added that the doors of the Interna- 
tional Bank and the Export-Import Bank were undoubtedly open for 
consideration of any specific projects the Turks might want to propose. __ 

Mr. Tozan stated that the Prime Minister wished also to refer to 
the omission of Turkey from the Atlantic Pact and to express the 
hope that some means could be found to meet Turkey’s desires on this 
score, perhaps through adherence by the United States to the Treaty 
of Alliance existing between the United Kingdom, France and 
Turkey.* I indicated that we were mindful of Turkey’s views on the 
subject of a pact and were, of course, taking them into consideration in 

| ~ our general consideration of the problem. : 
Mr. Tozan stated that he also had a message from the Prime 

Minister for Mr. Garner? of the International Bank to the effect that 
the Turkish Government agreed to the conditions imposed by the 
Bank and wished it to send a Mission to Turkey. It was suggested 
that Mr. Tozan get in touch directly with Mr. Garner. a | 

_ Mr. Tozan emphasized that he had no official connection with the 
Turkish Government, but that he was well acquainted with many of 
the leading governmental officials and, because of his known services 

_ to the Allied cause during World War IT and his own position, he 
had been asked as “homme de confiance” to transmit the messages 
referred to above. | | | 

*In the source text at this point the additional words “with the Secretary 
when he last saw him” have been crossed out. A memorandum of October 3 from 
Assistant Secretary of State McGhee to the Secretary of State, not printed, | 
explaining the nature of the Patriarch’s oral message, bears the following hand- 
written marginal notation by Lucius D. Battle, the Special Assistant to the 
Secretary of State: “Mr. Secretary[:] This may refer to an ‘agreement’ with 

: Gen Marshall. No one is sure what is meant.” (867.00/9-1649) 
*The British-French-Turkish Treaty of Mutual Assistance, signed at Ankara 

| on October 19, 1939; for text, see League of Nattions Treaty Series, vol. cc, p. 167. 
* Robert L. Garner, Vice President of the International Bank for Reconstruc- 

tion and Development.
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867.014/10-749 - a a ol! | 

Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Director of the Office of Greek, 

Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jernegan) | oe 

TOP SECRET ss PWasnineton,] October 7, 1949. 

Lord Jellicoe? said that the Embassy had received an instruction 

from London to inquire regarding our attitude toward the British . | 

request for our support of their projected request to the Turkish 

Government for permission to carry out certain photo reconnaissance | 

flights in Turkey. I explained that we had received this request some . 

time ago through military channels and had recently gotten off a 

reply to the Secretary of Defense.? I anticipated that the British 

military authorities in London would soon receive a formal ‘reply 

from Admiral Conolly. However, to enable the British Embassy to 

answer the Foreign Office inquiry I said that Lord Jellicoe could . 

report that the Department of State agreed to support the British 

request when made to the Turkish Government and that we would send 

an appropriate instruction by air mail to Ambassador Wadsworth. 

The Ambassador would be instructed to consult his British colleague 

and make such representations to the Turks as might seem appropri- 

ate. The only condition which we imposed was that this action on — 

our part should not in any way commit us to participation in the 

| photo reconnaissance operation nor to any future joint consultation 

or planning with the Turkish authorities. I said I assumed our mili- 

| tary people would be glad to discuss the results of the reconnaissance 

with the British military authorities but would not wish to be in- | 

- volved in any discussions or staff talks with the Turks. 
As a matter of possible interest, Lord Jellicoe told me that the 

areas which it was proposed to include in the photo reconnaissance 

were (1) the principal Turkish ports (2) the coastline from the Straits | 
to the Syrian frontier, and (3) the road and rail communications 
leading to the Syrian frontier. He said that he deduced from this that 
the principal purpose of the reconnaissance was to prepare for even- 
tual denial operations, through aerial bombing and otherwise, in the 

event of a Soviet occupation of Turkey and, possibly, to prepare for / 
defense against Soviet landings or to facilitate possible eventual allied 
landings along the Turkish coast. I agreed that these seemed reason- | 
able deductions but added that I had not previously inquired into the 

‘ Second Secretary of the British Embassy in the United States. oO | 
- >The communications under reference here, the memorandum of August 23 by 

Brigadier General Loper and the letter of October 4 from Deputy Under Secre- 
, tary of State Dean Rusk to Secretary of Defense Johnson, are not printed- 

(867.014/8-2349). OO CS a oo , |
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details of the proposed operation since it was to be a purely British 
affair and since I had been assured that it would be on a relatively 
limited scale and would not involve the widespread use of ground 
personnel such as would be required by the earlier proposal for a 
complete Anglo-American aerial mapping job on Turkey. I reminded _ 

| Lord Jellicoe that we-had objected to the proposed mapping 

enterprise. ne oO a | 

711.67/10-1349 oe | 3 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Greek, 
a _ ‘Lurkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jernegan) — | | 

SECRET | —. -,s PWasuineron,] October 13, 1949. 

- At lunch at the Turkish Embassy today, Ambassador Erkin took 
me.aside to ask whether we were ready to give him any reaction to the 
question he had recently posed to Assistant Secretary McGhee and | 
Under Secretary Webb regarding the inter-relationships which might 
be created between the United States and Turkey as a result of the 
Anglo-French-Turkish treaty of alliance and the new defense arrange- 
ments between the United States and Britain and France under the 
North Atlantic Treaty. I replied that we had referred this matter for 

_ preliminary consideration by the Office of the Legal Adviser, but the 
initial reaction of. that Office had been so inconclusive that I did not 
feel we were yet in a position to give the Ambassador even an informal 

| expression of our views. Furthermore, his inquiry and other recent 
developments had inspired the Department to review the whole ques- 
tion of possible interlocking defense arrangements, with special atten-. 
tion to the area of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Near East. I | 
pointed out that in addition to the Anglo-French treaty with Turkey, 
there. were also British treaties with Iraq, Egypt and Jordan, and 
possibly other similar treaties elsewhere, We had decided it was desir- 
able to get the whole picture. | re CS 

* During a courtesy call on Assistant Seeretary-of State McGhee on Septem- _ 
ber 26, Ambassador Erkin commented on the fact that the British-French- | 
Turkish Treaty of Mutual Assistance of 1939 had recently been reaffirmed to Tur- 
key by the: other two countries: He asked what the position. of the United. States - 
would be under the North Atlantic Treaty in the event that Britain and France, by 
virtue of an attack on Turkey, were brought into war in the carrying cut of 
their treaty obligations to Turkey... Assistant Secretary: McGhee promised to 
get the views of others in the Department and inform ithe Ambassador. (Memo- 
randum of conversation by McGhee, September 26, 1949: 840.20/9-2649) Am- 
bassador Erkin raised the same question during a conversation with Acting 
Secretary of State James HE. Webb on September 30. The Acting Secretary 
explained that the question would have to be given very careful consideration in. 
the Department. (Memorandum of conversation by Webb, September 30, Secre- 
tary’s Memoranda, Lot 53 D 344) . |



_ With reference to my last remark, the Ambassador hastened to point 

out that-his inquiry had related only to the Turkish position and that 

he considered Turkey to be on a very different basis, in its relationship 

with the United States, from Iraq or other Arab states. I assured him 

that we did consider Turkey as a rather special case and that I did 

not mean to imply that we would approach Turkey in exactly the same 

way as we might approach our relations with Iraq. I added, however, 

that Greece was in virtually the same position as Turkey and I men- - 

tioned that Mr. Tsaldaris had recently raised again with me the 

question of the inclusion of Greece in some more formal treaty arrange- 

ment with the United States.’ Ambassador Erkin agreed that Greece 

was in substantially the same position as Turkey. - | 

_ -He asked me if we had spoken to the British or French in connection ~ 

with the question he had raised. I said that we had not, since we wanted 

to consider the matter very carefully just among ourselves before 

posing any questions to other members of the Atlantic Pact. The | 

‘Ambassador hurriedly agreed that this question should not be raised 

on an Atlantic Treaty basis, since, he said, such countries as Belgium | 

_ and the Netherlands would certainly not wish to be involved in addi- 

tional responsibilities outside of the western European region. He _ 

believed that any conversations on the subject should be confined to 

direct communication between the United States on the one hand and | 

- Britain and France on the other and should not be introduced into - 

the machinery of the North Atlantic treaty. He went on to say that 

in reporting his conversations at the Department he had suggested 

to his Foreign Office that the Turkish Ambassadors in London and 

Paris should be informed so that they might.be prepared. for any 

discussions with the British and French Governments. He implied that | 

the Turkish Government had not as yet discussed the question with the | 

British or Freich but from his manner I was inclined to suspect that 

some sort of informal approach may have been made. . * — —_ 

2 Regarding the views of Greek Foreign Minister Constantine Tsaldaris on the 

desirability of an eastern regional defense alignment embracing Greece, Turkey, 

and perhaps Yugoslavia and the comments thereon by the Secretary of State, 

| see the latter’s memorandum of conversation, October 28, p, 447. See also telegram 

2027,.November 21, to Athens, repeated to Ankara and Belgrade, p. 460, reporting 

upon a conversation between Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Hare and 

_ Greek Ambassador Vassili Dendramis on the same subject. Be
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| 767.9111/11-1549 oe a | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Greek, 

| Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jernegan) 

TOP SECRET | _ [Wasuineron,] November 15, 1949. 

During a long conversation last night1 the Turkish Ambassador 
remarked that some time ago the Iranian Ambassador in Washington 

had suggested to him the desirability of a mutual defense pact be- 
tween Iran and Turkey. At about the same time, the Iranian Am- 

; bassador in Ankara had raised the question with the Turkish Foreign 
Office. The substance of the Turkish reply in both cases had been that 
such an alliance would seem to have no real advantage unless it were 
coupled with a similar relationship with the United States or had 
an American guarantee. Lacking such a guarantee, the pact would 
merely provoke the USSR without gaining any tangible benefit for 
the participants. | | | OB 

_ Ambassador Erkin said that he had thought this settled the matter, 
but quite recently, when the new Turkish Ambassador presented his 
credentials in Tehran, the. Iranian authorities had again made the 
same proposal, Mr. Erkin intimated that the Turkish answer would 
be the same, and he expressed some surprise that the Iranians should 
renew their suggestion in the light of the previous Turkish attitude. 
I remarked, humorously, that this was far from the only instance in 
which a government had made repeated suggestions or requests in the 
face of repeated rejections, Bo a 

I went on to say that the Iranian Government at one time mentioned _ 
to us its idea of a Turkish-Iranian pact. We had replied that we could 
neither encourage nor discourage any such arrangement. We con- 
sidered it was a matter for the two governments themselves to decide 
in the light of their own judgment as to their own best interests. So 
far as any American association might be concerned, however, we | 
could take no position at all except for the present we did not feel 

able to enter into any new special arrangement with foreign countries. 
I said this was still our position at the moment. _ ee | 

1In another portion of this same conversation, reported upon in a separate 
memorandum of conversation, not printed, Ambassador Erkin renewed his in- | 

| quiry regarding the possible effect of the North Atlantic Treaty on American- 
Turkish relations in the light of the existing British-French-Turkish Alliance. 
Jernegan explained that the question was still under study. Erkin observed that 

. the Turkish Foreign Ministry had become intensely interested in the question and 
kept bombarding him with instructions to press for action. (711.67/11-1549)
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| Editorial Note | | 

The United States Chiefs of Mission in the Near East met in con- | 
ference in Istanbul, Turkey, November 26-29, 1949, under the chair- | 
manship of Assistant Secretary of State‘for Near Eastern, South _ | 

Asian, and African Affairs: George.C. McGhee. The conferenge. con- 

gional trends, United States strategic,planning, and the future role 
of the United States in the Near East. For documentation on the con- | 
ference, see pages 165 ff. | wok Tobe 8 a Be) 

While in: Istanbul, Assistant. .Secretary. McGhee-exchanged visits 
with Governor Fehrettin Kerim Gékay of Istanbul on November 28 
and 29 and: with:Patriarch Athénagoras on November 29 and 30. Memo-. | | 

randa. of conversation on. the. visits were. transmitted to the -De- 
partment of. State as enclosures to, despatches 293, December.5, == 
and 3800,:December 12, from Ankara, neither. printed ..(867.404/ : 
12-549 and 867.00/12-1249). OE OEP lag ne get 

Following the Istanbul conference, Assistant Secretary McGhee - 
visited Ankara on December 1 and 2. He had a long conversation with _ | 
Foreign Minister Sadak, was received by President Inénii, and talked. 
informally with a number of Turkish cabinet members.. Records of 
the substance of these conversations have not been found... ©...) . 

a Poo, Editorial Note... | ee | 

On December 5, 1949, Turkish Ambassador Feridun Erkin called _ | 
on Deputy Under Secretary of State Dean Rusk to inquire once again 
regarding the interrelationships which might obtain between. the 
United States and Turkey as a result of the British-French-Turkish. 
Treaty of Mutual Assistance of 1939 and the new defense arrange- | 

- ments between the United States, Britain, and France under the North 

Atlantic Treaty. Regarding the Ambassador’s earlier inquiries, seethe __ 
- memorandum of conversation by Jernegan, October 18, page 1682. 

Deputy Under Secretary Rusk explained the difficulties of the Depart- 
ment of State in arriving at a clear-cut juridical picture of the inter- 
locking relationships of the United States around the world. Rusk 
could say no more than that the Department was continuing its studies | : 
of the question. For the moment it appeared to him that the adherence. | 
of Britain to the North Atlantic Treaty, taken in conjunction with 

the existing Anglo-French-Turkish Alliance, hada positive.effect on 
Turkey’s security position. For the full text of Rusk’s memorandum 
of this conversation, see volume IV, page 859.00 i si | 

| 501-887—77——107 |



SOUTH ASIA 
EFFORTS TO RESOLVE THE DISPUTE BETWEEN INDIA 
AND PAKISTAN OVER KASHMIR;? VISIT OF INDIAN 

| PRIME MINISTER NEHRU TO THE UNITED STATES: 

501.BC Kashmir/1-449 | oo SO 

a The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

SECRET i. . -‘Wasuteeron, January 4, 1949. 
My. Dear Mr. Secrerary: The problem of supplying military 

personnel for observing the cease fire and truce between India and- 
Pakistan which I raised in my letter of December 29, 1948 ? has now 
become an urgent one. - Oo 7 

Although a number of details remain to be worked out, the Govern- 
ments of both countries have accepted the proposals of the UNCIP for 
a cease fire, truce and the principles to govern the conduct of a plebi- 
scite, and have already voluntarily put the cease fire agreement into’ 
effect as of 12 o’clock midnight January 1, 1949. It is of course, im- 
portant that there be no serious violations or alleged violations of the 
cease fire and that the synchronized withdrawal of the armed forces 
of both countries proceed as rapidly as possible. For this it is essential 

. that the machinery for observing the cease fire and truce, under the 
supervision of the Commission be placed in operation with the least 
possible delay. - ae a 
We are therefore called upon to make an immediate reply to the 

request of the Secretary-General of the United Nations that the 
United States furnish twenty officers under the conditions set forth in 
my previous letter, _ a oe 

The Commission itself intends to return to the Indian subcontinent 

some time before January 20th to begin its task of general supervision 
of the agreements. ~ Oe a oe Oo 

It is our understanding that the Commission’s Military Adviser, 
General Delvoie, and the Special Representative of the Secretary- 
General,’ who are now in India, are proceeding with plans for the 
employment of observers and have requested that they be made avail- 

* Continued from Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, pp. 265 ff. 
? Not printed. . a . - 
* Erik Colban, Personal Representative of the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations (Lie) and Principal Secretary. of the United Nations Commission for 
| India and Pakistan (UNCIP). : | 

, 1686 |
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able at the earliest possible ‘moment: We have reason to believe that 

the Commission at its January 5th meeting may call upon the Govern- | 

ments previously approached to supply a small advance corps of. | 

observers, which would include from two to four United States officers, 

to report for duty in New Delhi by January 15th if possible and to’ 

request that the balance be supplied by January 25th orassoonthere-- | 

afteraspossible es Ce : : 

‘I would therefore appreciate your advising me whether it will be : 

_ possible for the NME to furnish the officers and if so whether they can. 

be made available by the dates indicated* =~ oe co 

' Sincerely yours,  - se Ropert A, Loverr 

40On January 13 Secretary of Defense Forrestal informed the Department of 

State that he had instructed the Departments of the Army and of the Air Force to . 

collaborate in acceding to the request of the United Nations and that every effort. 

would be made to send immediately a small advance group of U.S. military 

observers to assist the UNCIP, | . . | a 

345,00/1-440 os rr ae eg ee 

M emorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary o f State | 

SECRET [Wasutneton,| January 4, 1949. | 

Participants: The Acting Secretary of State.Mr.Lovett = | 

i> Ambassador Huddle, the US Representative on the - 

-. =. ‘United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan 

: Mr. Thurston—SOA ee 

Ambassador Huddle stated that he was leaving for New York on : 

January 5 to resume his duties with UNCIP and asked whether I 

had any instructions for him or any questions to ask in respect to the 

work which he had done in connection with the Kashmir dispute. I 

stated that I was familiar with the problem through the various memo- 

| randa which I had seén on the subject and that I had no particular 

questions to ask or instructions to give. I then added that Twas con- 

cerned with the way in which we were constantly being pressured from | 

all directions to take leading parts in virtually all spheres of UN | 

activity and made reference in this connectidn to Palestine, Indonesia | 

and Kashmir, as well as our having a number one position in such 

_ UN organisations as FAO. We have found by experience, I stated, 

that when we comply with what seems to be a simple request we find - 

that it is a facade behind which a hundred other demands are made | 

upon us—for personnel, equipment, jeeps etc. We don’t want to spread | 

ourselves too thinly and we would prefer to keep our commitments
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Ambassador Huddle stated that:he was sympathetic with this point 
of view and that he was aware that in all probability about: 60% of - 
the expenditures of UNCIP had had to-be borne :both: directly. and. 
indirectly by the US, and he mentioned the US Air Force plane which. 

) had been loaned. to him. when the Commission was. in India, but. | 
| stressed that he did not think:that:the work-would have suceeeded af 

the airplane had not been available. He referred to the question of.a- 
Military Adviser to UNCIP.and the fact that Belgium.had recently 

| _ made available to the Commission a:high ranking “Iit.:General. for. 
this position. He expressed the hope: thatthe Department: would. do. 
everything within: its power to indicate to the. governments of-Indian 
and Pakistan, now that they have agreed to the establishment ot. 
peace machinery, that~ we- were‘ willing to-make:- eur contribution to 

| the. successful, operation of this machinery and that.in particular we 
should call upon the National Defense establishment-to provide twenty. 
military observers for the Kashmir cease-fire and truce: Ambassador’ 
Huddle said that he hoped that-the military would be able to make | 

| available four officers almost immedately to go out to the subcontinent. : 
He added that-in view of the cooperative spirit [in] which India-and 
Pakistan had implemented the cease-fire arrangements it may not be _ 
necessary for-these military observers to remain there very long. One 

| reason why we-are called upon.to,take the. responsibility is that Brit- 
ish observers are not desired by India, he added. He pointed out that : 
Canada, Belgium, and perhaps some of the Scandinavian countries | 
would also contribute observers. | a | 

| I told Ambassador Huddle that I had just signed a letter to Secre- | 
tary Forrestal ? stressing the urgency of the Military Observer ques- 
tion in respect of Kashmir. Ambassador Huddle went on to discuss 
the question of a selection of a Plebiscite Administrator for Kashmir 

| and said that there was a likelihood that some prominent American 
might be approached by the.UN to take this job. I stated that while 
we should prefer not to see an American chosen, if the parties con- 
cerned want one, we shall go along. Ambassador Huddle stated that | 

| both India and Pakistan had expressed a definite desire for an Ameri- 
can for the Plebiscite Administrator.  __ re | 

_ We discussed for a few minutes which American might be suitable 
as Plebiscite Administrator. We agree that General Eisenhower could. 
not be considered and in regard to Senator La Follette ® and General 
Wainwright * I mentioned that. neither was in good health. I stated 
that there may be some prominent Americans available this year who 

| * Supra eS 
* Former Senator Robert M. La Follette, Jr., of Wisconsin. | 
‘Gen. Jonathan M. Wainright, U.S. Army (Ret.). .
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would not have been available last year and mentioned Senator Hatch ° 

in this context. Paul McNutt * was mentioned by Ambassador Huddle, 
and I indicated that he may be worth consideration. I expressed my | 

- understanding that. should an American be chosen, the Department’s 
recommendation would be prerequisite. I indicated concurrence with . 

Ambassador Huddle’s view that it was probably better not to have an | 

active military officer as:‘Plebiscite Administrator. ms 

Mr. Thurston stated that congratulatory messages to the Indian and 
Pakistan Prime Ministers with respect to the Kashmir settlement | 
had. been prepared for my signature, and that it was believed desir- 

able to give these governments a pat'on the back for their construc- 
tive action in cooperation with the UN. I concurred with this and 
asked that the messagés be sent tome by-the regular channels. — 

In conclusion I commended Ambassador Huddle for his labors of 
that: last few months in connection with the Kashmir problem... a 

.® Former Senator Carl A. Hatch, of. Kansas... © 2. Soe gel ag 

* Paul V. McNutt, Ambassador to the Philippines, 1946-1947, 

- On January 5 the United Nations Commission for India and Pakis- 

tan adopted a resolution setting forth the principles to govern a 
__ plebiscite in which the inhabitants of the state of Jammu and Kashmir | 

would decide whether to accede to India or to Pakistan. For text of | 

the resolution and related documentation, see United Nations, Official | 

Records of the Security Council, Fourth Year, Supplement for 

January 1949, pages 23-26, and Special Supplement No, 7, the latter 
cited hereafter as SC, 4th yr., Special Suppl. No. 7. For additional | 

information, see United States Participation in the United Nations: , 
_ Report by the President to the Congress for the Year 1949 (Depart- 

ment of State publication 3765), pages45-48. 0 © - 

501.BC Kashmir/1-1949: Telegram Ee Fe 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary | 

SECRET  .. ..., Lonpon, January 19, 1949—7. p. m. 

238. Department cirtel January 18, 7 p. m.1 When Embassy men- , 
tioned casually to Patrick? today fact Department. considering dis- | 
continuance informal arms embargo to GOI and GOP, Patrick opined | 

1 Not printed. | a 
* Sir Paul Joseph Patrick, Assistant Under-Secretary of State, India Office...
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. on strictly personal basis that in his view best psychological moment 
for discontinuance might be signature truce agreement. Patrick be- | 
lieves truce agreement and all other phases Kashmir problem should 
be pressed forward unremittingly and if this done he thought that 
with luck agreement might be signed by end February. Patrick ex- 
plained that UK had never actually imposed arms embargo but instead 
has been telling each dominion what it gave other. He thought this 
practice would be continued but total arms released to GOI and GOP 
by UK have been only “trickle” and in apportioning arms UK has 

| taken into account “only to very limited extent” fact GOP has. not 
received its fullshareofoldGOlTarms. . =. ss ce 

- 9, Patrick mentioned that he was “worried” by communication 
(A-110,3 January 19) circulated by Pakistan High Commissioner here | 
giving conditions under which GOP. accepted UNCIP proposal. He 

| thought this statement, which insists that Azad * forces will not be 
disbanded and that Azad Kashmir Government would continue to 

administer territory now under control: Pakistan. Army, contains con- 
siderable “explosive material.” GOI obviously expects Azad forces to 
be disarmed and Patrick thought that if-forces not disbanded they 
can not be disarmed. Hope situation, as Patrick sees problem is that 
right kind PA can issue orders and get them obeyed. What is essential 
now is to avoid either public or private discussions in theory between 

~GOI and GOP and in this connection Patrick said he thought that 
UK High Commissioner both Delhi and Karachi would be instructed 

| today to express this view in connection with Pakistan communication, 
Delhi making clear British hope that GOI will let Pakistan com- . 
‘munication pass without comment. | : | oo, oe 

Sent Department 238, repeated Karachi 3,New Delhi7.. - _ 7 
| ee os  Honaes 

| -* Not printed. OO co a i ae 

- “Trregular Pakistani and tribal forces in the Pakistan-controlled areas of 
Jammu and Kashmir state. :  —. — Fn, | 

745.45F/1-2449: Telegram _ | - oe 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET New Dexut, January 24, 1949—2 p. m. 

119. Deptel 35, January 14.1 We believe arms embargo should now | 
be dropped as soon as possible and in same quiet way it was imposed. 
In our view this action need not be linked with any specific develop- 
ment such as appointment of PA or signing of truce agreement. On 
contrary we would hope that Department would advise GOI and GOP 
representatives that action is being taken because we have.confidence 

| + Not printed. © Be ne
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in good faith and desire of both parties to reach peaceful settlement _ 

Kashmir dispute. At same time it might be made clear that if for any 

yeason. fighting should again break out embargo would probably be | 

_ reinstituted. We assume also Department would give both parties to 

understand. that US. does not have large quantities arms available. | 

_, Sent Department 119, pouched Karachi. a — 

501.BC Kashmir/3-1149: Telegram ops ay 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

SECRET i Wastnoton, March 11, 1949—noon. 

811. Embtel 765 Mar 2.1 FYI repeal embargo now being prepared 

- Pres’s consideration having been cleared Secys State and Defense => 

Dept anticipates: early favorable action Pres. Due limitations avail- 

ability arms this’country, however, repeal will have little effect our 

supplytoGOIandGOP. Resa OES 
Dept currently being pressed for arms procureinent assistance and | 

supply from Govt sources by GOI, GOP and Afghanistan. In order 

‘better appraise their needs Dept would appreciate such info as Emb | 

- -€an obtain informally re UK arms deliveries these countries. = 

| Dept also interested knowing whether CRO decision to no longer 

inform each Dominion of UK arms deliveries to other signifies any 

~ basic change UK policy re supply arms to GOI and GOP. Pea 7 

" -Rptd to New Delhi, Karachi, Kabulasagam. 

. : * Not printed. . wy Beg - we . ; . - me - - - FES my 

501.BC Kashmir/3=2449: Telegram: Z 2 rn. | 

Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 9 

SECRET Us URGENT = Wassrneron; March 26, 1949—3 p.m. 

948. Kascom 63. coe ae 

1. Para one Comkas 26.2 We agree Nimitz consultations with | 

UNCIP ? and parties re plebiscite details can begin only after signa- 

: ture truce agreement and satisfactory ‘progress in implementation | 

thereof as set forth relevant document UNCIP second interim report. 

- 1 Repeated to Karachi as 79, London as 1054, and the United States Mission to 

the United Nations as 191. | : ie as 

2 Dated March 24, 1949, not printed. 

2 Meet Adm. Chester W. Nimitz, U.S.N., had been nominated on March 21 by 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations to be United Nations Administrator | 

of the projected plebiscite. | |
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/ ~ It is also clear Nimitz can enter formally upon his duties as PA in 
Kashmir only after truce arrangements have been carried out. 

| 2. In initial conversations with Dept officials N imitz indicated 
| strong desire to leave almost at once for subcontinent with party of 

| principal assistants and to make effort hold plebiscite before Nov 1. _ 
Upon being informed of relationship his schedule to current progress 
truce negotiations and implementation thereof as well as ‘of report 
just received through SYG that UNCIP estimate earliest possible pleb- 
iscite date is summer 1950, he expressed disappointment at prospec- _ 
tive delay but also determination to see job through to end. Though | 
somewhat concerned with. possibility .truce. might be broken should 
interval before plebiscite be too long, he fully appreciates that UNCIP 
estimate based on: more authoritative knowledge than anyone here | 
possesses. He hopes however that. speedy action can be taken to re- 

| solve present truceimpasse. «5 BR 
_ -3..With Nimitz ready.for action. question has arisen -whether he 
should not ‘proceed forthwith subcontinent to throw -his prestige into 
present truce deadlock. Presumably UNCIP could under para eight 
‘UNCIP res Jan 5 callupon PA for such assistance. | 
4 Dept view is that while possibility envisaged para three above 

should not be entirely excluded it would be preferable for. UNCIP 
on its own to take speedy and decisive action on truce agreement utiliz- 
ing psychological impact. Nimitz. nomination and his readiness to 
appear on scene as strong new factor in situation. For Nimitz to get 
involved in truce negotiations now would involve risk-of debasing the 
coinage of his prestige in a field of activity other than.‘his central 

| task of organizing and conducting the plebiscite. 
| 5. With foregoing in mind you are requested take initiative in 

UNCIP to end that UNCIP press GOI and GOP to acceptance 
reasonable compromise along following lines: 1) GOP to abandon | 
proposals for retention its troops Kashmir for training Azad elements 
and to comply with clear intention that its troops begin. withdrawal 
immediately ; 2) GOT desist its demand for immediate disbandment 
and disarmament Azad troops; 3) GOI to put into effect immediately 
upon beginning of Pak troop withdrawal a program of withdrawal 
by stages bulk of its troops; 4) GOP to abandon insistence that Pak 
GHQ maintain operational .control over. Azad troops; .5).-GOTI. to 
accept with respect. to Azad territory clearly intended meaning “local | 
authorities” to mean local Azad elements and not reps Abdullah Govt; | 
6) to give these substantive issues priority ahead of-such. technical 
questions as cease-fire line and to consider agreement on them and 
implementation thereof as suflicient- basis. for - going ahead. with 
plebiscite. | ee
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_ Our view here is that positions both GOI and GOP are extreme and 

in contravention terms Aug 13 Res. It should be impressed on GOP 

that if they wish early plebiscite they should agree begin immediate | 

withdrawal their troops. As for GOI it could be pointed out that 

formal appointment PA will enable him undertake arrangements for 

large scale disarmament and disbandment Azad troops, =” 

6. When GOI and GOP Chargés d’Affaires called on Nimitz 

March 25 he made clear to them that he was anxious to get on with 

job and that delays in truce agreement wereholdinghimup. 

_ “» Nimitz has asked for time-table estimate from US Rep UNCIP 

on following points: 1) signature truce agreement; 2) date on which 

PA can assume duties in Kashmir; 3) plebiscite date. He would also 

like to know whether UNCIP has prepared studies on electoral pro- — 

cedures in India with particular ref to such referenda as those held 

in NWFP and Sylhetin 1947, 
8 On March 24-25 Nimitz conferred President SecState and other 

officials. He plans confer SYG three days beginning March 28 and to 

return Washington forvisit thereafter, © 

9, Nimitz has requested that his designation for cable purposes be | 

PlebAd@ PODER ie oat Fine 8 Gate gad ot “Actson 

~~ 4 Memorandum of conversation, March 25, 1949, not printed (501.BC Kashmir). 

501.BC Kashmir /3~2849 : Telegram .. | - St FO | / a 7 oe 

‘The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State a 

SECRET = New Dexut, March 28, 1949—9 p. m. 

--377. Comkas 29. USDel agrees Department’s view paragraph 4 

Kascom 63.1 Department will realize ability UNCIP take “speedy and 
_ decisive action on truce agreement” has hitherto been circumscribed 

by recognition truce essentially matter for two governments and that = 

moment had not come for UNCIP take any action in nature ulti- 

-matum. It was hoped pace would be accelerated from moment PA | 

nominated and there are indications Nimitz appointment having de- 

sired effect. UNCIP does not regard present truce delay as “deadlock” 
or “impasse” but regards present phase one. of bargaining while 

simultaneously Indian political circles which loath to loose, [lose?| 

hold of Kashmir will have be reconciled with more practical minded _ 

military elements which are actually desirous prompt truce agreement. 

’ Supra. | } fay an
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. 2. Reference numbered subsections paragraph 5 Kascom 63: (1) 
| and (4): USDel has taken position and UNCIP agrees that GOP 

must abandon these proposals if India insists in favor some com- 
promise. However, here abandonment proposals would not meet diffi- 
culty since UNCIP and both governments would still be concerned 
about maintenance law and order territory to be evacuated by Paki- 
stan and possible difficulties arising from presence Azad area uncon- 
trolled and uncoordinated Azad Army. _ Be 

(2) GOT is not demanding immediate disbanding and disarming 
Azad troops having agreed that this will not occur during truce period | 
but only after plebiscite period. ae 
~ (3) Stages withdrawal Indian troops not yet discussed in detail 
between UNCIP and GOI as dependent upon initial Pakistan 
withdrawal. nn a ee 

| (5), GOT originally acquiesced in UNCIP interpretation of “local 
authorities” meaning local Azad elements. GOI has never proposed 
that representatives Abdullah Government be included in administra- 

_ tion Azad area recognizing that this not envisaged by UNCIP. - 
- (6) Establishment: cease-fire line is basic issue. Discussions have 
gone ahead while awaiting GOI’s views other above substantive issues 
on theory that implementation any part truce would hardly be possible 
until cease-fire line fixed because of increased danger of incidents. if 
line remained undefined and because line would seem necessary point 
of departure in arrangements for troop evacuations. Cease-fire line _ 
has ever [never?] been purely technical question and parts it are now 
in dispute and have acquired political aspects. | 

3. Re paragraph 7 Kascom 63: (1) We intend press for signature 
truce agreement by April 15 (see also Comkas 28 March 282). 

(2) Believe PA who must be formally appointed to office by govern- 
ment Jammu-Kashmir can assume duties in states shortly following | 
date truce agreement. Timing and publicized purposes arrival impor- 
tant for reasons discussed Comkas28. Oo 

_ (8) Date plebiscite while initially depending upon decision by 
commission that conditions for a free and impartial plebiscite have 
been achieved will also have to be considered in connection Kashmir 
climate which precludes plebiscite in winter. Therefore except in un- _ 
likely event plebiscite could be held before winter this year April or 
May 1950 would be good target date. = ——- | a | 

(4) UNCIP Secretariat has been engaged some time preparation 
various studies electoral procedures, power PA, special plebiscite 
problems. Is endeavoring obtain documents relating referenda NWFP 
and [garble]. UNCIP subcommittee has obtained information elec- | 
toral coriditions Azad area, Se | | 

. Sent Department 377, pouched Karachi. = sit 

| | HENDERSON 
?Not printed. OO



501.BC Kashmir/3—3049 : Telegram ea RE _ a 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET New Derut, March 30, 1949—5 p.m. | 

~ . 381: Comkas 30. Following are principal points formal GOT truce 

proposals: 7 
7 

1. Reestablishment J and K administration over northern Kashmir, | 

- including Kargil, Skardu Astor and maintenance Indian Army garri- 

sonstheseareas; MP 

. Q, Disbandment. and disarmament Azad forces as “essential both to | | 

fulfilment by GOI of their obligations under Bl and 2 of Part I 

| and. creation of | conditions which would ensure free impartial 

: “°3" Creation civil armed force of 2500 with one-half armed; one-half 

of force to be composed of Muslim and non-Muslim residents of area 

“who-do not follow political creed. of A[zad].K[ashmir]”; force to be | : 

commanded by neutrals appointed by Commission. a 

4, Program for withdrawal bulk GOI forces over 3-month period, 

 Jeaving “one line communications area HQ” and one infantry division 

fulfilment this program to be “eontingent upon” points 2,3." So | 

| ” Following USDel’s preliminary comments seriatim : : 

_ 1. These are as now administered by GOP through political agent — | 

Gilgit and garrisoned by 1000 Baltistan scouts under command Gilgit: 

scouts, and small Pakistan forces in Bunji. Population 100% Mush. 

- Doubtful whether they or GOP would accept Indian rule. 

9 This is first time GOI has proposed disbandment Azad forces _ 

during truce period as condition withdrawal GOI troops. This not 

contemplated August 13 resolution but was timed for consideration 

after truce carried. and we intend urge commission make clear GOI 

| position untenable.. | | oo . | a 

3, There now functions in Azad area civil police with stated strength 

of 1100, all Muslims. While this might be expanded perhaps even to 

| exceed 2500, believe proportion non-Muslims should approximate 

proportion total population. Highly doubtful that any Muslim resi- 

dents, present or former, are not in sympathy with AK aims. 7 

‘Tt now appears necessary for Commission to present compromise 

proposals for truce and we intend propose this course when commission 

| -meetstoday. Oo | | Oo a 

~ Lozano * and Kerchove * returned March 29 from satisfactory talks 

| with Zafrullah * and Gurmani‘inKarachi. ©) 

Be ae Henderson 

| _ * Alfredo Lozano, Colombian representative on the UNCIP. : oy weet 

3 Robert van. De Kerchove d’Hallebast, Belgian representative on the UNCIP. 

- §Cnaudhri Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan, Minister of Foreign Affairs and. 

Commonwealth Relations, Government of Pakistan. = a 

.  Mushtad Ahmad Gurmani, Minister of Kashmir Affairs, Government of |
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501.BC Kashmir/3-3149 : Telegram a 
a _ Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India — 

SECRET 7 Wasuincton, March 31, 1949—6 p. m. 
_ 264, Having-obtained Pres’s approval, Dept on Mar 29 orally ad- 
vised reps India and Pak Embs (and informed Brit Emb) that, in 

| view progress Kashmir negots and. improvement India-Pak rela- | 
tions generally, arms embargo has been discontinued, Dept empha- 
sized to India and Pak reps, however, that while Dept not unmindful | possible GOI and GOP long-range mil requirements, GOlandGOP 
should not now entertain hopes early receipt significant quantities war | material as result repeal embargo. They were further advised re limi- 
tation availability arms this country and present necessity giving 
priority west Europe and told that principal immediate effect repeal 
will be to permit licensing export only such material as GOI and GOP 
can arrange procure private sources this country and from transfer, 
re-transfer or sale such items as may still remain under control OFLC. 

Sent New Delhi, 264, rptd Karachi, 84, London 117,00 i 
, | | - | ACHESON 

840.284 149 
‘Lhe British Ambassador (Franks) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET. BF CT 
No. 164 G4/49/49 et the ge . an | | Ref: G4/49/49 0 
_ His Majesty’s Ambassador for the United Kingdom presents his | | compliments to the Secretary of State and has the honour to invite 
his attention to the following matter concerning the supply of ammu- nitiontoIndiaand Pakistan, = =. |... 

2. The Government of Pakistan wish to purchase from His Majesty’s Government in the United ‘Kingdom 200,000 rounds of 
@ mm..ammunition for the Sherman tanks with which their Armoured Brigade is equipped. The United Kingdom has consider- 
able stocks of this ammunition and is in a position to supply Paki- 
stan’s requirements after meeting all United Kingdom needs-and the 
demands of the Western Union defence organisation. These stocks 
are all of Lend-Lease origin and the consent of the United States = 
Government is therefore necessary for their shipment. - | __3. In considering this request from the Government of Pakistan, | | His Majesty’s.Government have had in mind the fact that the Paki- - | stan forces are equipped with weapons of British or American types and at present have to rely entirely on the same sources for all 
ammunition. a
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‘4, At the time of partition, it was agreed thatthe stocks of 75mm.” 
ammunition held in the subcontinent should .be divided between - 
India and Pakistan in the proportion of two-thirds to India and one-_ 
third to Pakistan. However, the depots in which this ammunition. | 
was held were practically all located in India and political, labour 
and transport difficulties have made the delivery of Pakistan’s share | 
impossible. | 

5. In these circumstances, Pakistan tinds-nerself with a dangerous 
_ deficiency in her defence organisation. Pakistan has considerable mili- | 
tary commitments in the defence of the north-west frontier and the 
control of the tribes in that area. Her requirement of 200,000 rounds | 
is considered to be reasonable in that context alone. Ee 

6. His Majesty’s Government have in the past been concerned lest 
any ammunition supplied to Governments of Pakistan or India might 
be used in hostilities in Kashmir, » concern-which the United States | 
Government have no doubt shared. So far as is known, however, heavy © 
tanks have not been used in Kashmir by Pakistan and, in any case, a 
cease-fire has now been established there. RE pe 

%. There is the further consideration that the existing disparity in 
military strength between the two Dominions has its own dangers. | 
In particular, His Majesty’s Government are concerned that Pakistan 
should not have cause to turn to Soviet sources of supply for her mili- 
tary requirements. There have already been uncontirmed reports that. | 
she is buying in Czechoslovakia, but His Majesty’s Government do 
not in fact consider that she is likely to apply to Soviet. sources except 
as a. last resort in the event of a refusal on the part of the United 
Kingdom or the United States to meet what she considers to be her 
legitimate requirements. | 
8. For the reasons which have been stated ‘above His Majesty’s 

Government have come. to the conclusion that the Pakistan Govern- 
ment’s request is a. reasonable one which ought to be met. His Majesty’s. 
Government: would therefore be grateful ‘for the agreement of the. 
United States Governmentito the transfer to Pakistan of up to:200,000° 
rotnds of 75 mm. ammunition of Lend-Lease origin.’ °° 

9. There is also an outstanding demand on His Majesty’s Govern- 
- ment from the Government of India for. 50,000 rounds of the same. 
ammunition. This demand has hitherto been refused on the ground 
that the calculation of the requirements of Western Union countries 
had not been completed. While, in general, India is in a better position 
in this matter than Pakistan, having larger stocks of ammunition and" | 
facilities for the manufacture of some natures of ammunition, it is 
felt that it would be extremely difficult to deny to her this small | 

supply if the demands of Pakistan were to be met. It is hoped, there-
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fore, that the United States Government will be prepared to agree 
that the Indian request should nowbemetaswell*’.  Wasutiveron, st April1949. 9 

In a note-of June’3, 1949, not printed, the Acting Secretary of State replied: 
to the British: Ambassador that the United. States agreed. to the proposed 
retransfer (845.24/4-149) "7 oF an / 

| oo  ditorial Note ree 

-For the text of proposals presented on April 15 by the United. 

Nations Commission .for India and Pakistan to the Governments of 

| India and Pakistan for implementation of the Commission’s: resolu- 
| tion of August 13, 1948, and for related documentation, see SC, 4th 

yr., Special Suppl, No.7, pages 102 ff. 

501.BC Kashmir /4—-1649 : Telegram | — re oo 

~The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET ee ae New Denn, April 16, 1949—noon. 

431. Comkas 37. Commission is submitting simultaneously to both 
governments April 15 following formal proposals for truce agree: 
ment requesting acceptance within three days. Lozano and. Legui- - 

| zamon + returning briefly Delhithis purpose:  =¢ 2 os, 

1. Pakistan Army withdraws within seven weeks accordance sched- 
ule established by military adviser and included in document: 

| 2. Indian Army withdraws within three months accordance sched- | 
| ule proposed to GOI and to be released to GOP and public upon its 

approval by GOI. ae a 
3. Commission has fixed cease-fire line based on actual positions at_ 

| time cease-fire and excluding Indian occupation northern area. Mili- 
| tary adviser authorized decide local adjustments without appeal. Com- 

mission will have observers northern area and if Commission believes. 
necessary for defense this territory it may agree that GOI post garri-. 
sons at specified points., , Be | 

4. Minor provisions re lifting land mines, roads, release POW’s, 
repeal emergency laws, et cetera. | a Se : 

Over opposition and negative vote USUN [U.S., U.N.] Commis- 
sion decided not link with above agreement any provisions for pro-._ 
gressive reduction Azad forces. USDel also favored shorter interval _ 

_ between completion withdrawal all Pakistan Army and bulk Indian 
Army. | | _ Do ay . | | 

_ Sent Department 431, Rangoon 16, London. Pouched Karachi. 
- HENDERSON 

Carlos A. Leguizamén, Argentine representative on the UNCIP. _
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| 501:BC Kashmir/4-2049: Telegram 
| The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

sores Ss*t*~<~Sstst Ss New Deze, April 20, 1949-1 pom. 

449, British High. Commissioner! yesterday, told me that Bajpai* 

~ <in conversation on April 18 had been quite critical of UNCIP because 

it showed. weakness, vacillation and. hesitancy, grapple firmly with 

problems facing it. ‘I consider Bajpai’s criticism really unfair since. 

GOL, by its delaying tactics shares responsibility for UNCIP’s failure, 

thus far in producing truce agreement. 1 saw Bajpai briefly April.18 

| as he was preparing to ‘depart for London. ‘Lozano of UNCIP was | 

just leaving his office. Bajpai opened our conversation by stating his | 

unhappiness re recent Kashmir developments, Pakistan was displaying | 

extreme stubbornness and determination stick to the letter existing | 

agreements, rather than cooperative spirit displayed by both sides at | 

time of ‘cease-fire. For instance Pakistan was insisting -truce agree- 

ment not mention disposition Azad forces. Technically they could | 

probably defend this attitude. Nevertheless elimination this thorny 

problem in truce agreement would have been helpful over long term. 

India’s decisions regarding withdrawal must be based:to extent on 

disposition Azad forces, a | 

Bajpai also referred to situation Northern Kashmir where he said: | 

apparently Pakistanis, in withdrawing from certain territory: had left 

arms with groups friendly to Pakistan. These groups could therefore : 

dominate this territory unless India permitted introduce at several: 

-- points forces for maintaining local law and order. UNCIP did not 

wish Indian forces to enter this territory, on ground that their entry , 

- might be resisted by the Pakistan organized groups. Tndia regarded’ 

organization by Pakistan of such groups as contrary to spirit of stand- 

| ing agreements. 4 Bn eS 

Bajpai showed me copy of India’s reply to UNCIP which was long: | 

and involved and which I hesitate to outline since it can be described 

| - more precisely by American member of UNCIP. Reply was, for most 

part, of negative character. Bajpai indicated during our conversation, | 

without saying so categorically, that it would be impossible sign truce 

agreement before return Nehru* about May 7. I made no comments 

to Bajpai’s complaints other than to express regret at slowness of 

negotiations since I feel that we should not enter into discussions which. 

fall in UNCIP’s field. RR 

| . | re . Henperson 

+Lt. Gen. Sir Archibald Nye. a | cor ee | 

2Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai, Secretary-General, Ministry of External-Affairs, | 

Government of India. | 

: ~ 8 Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of India. |
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| 501.BC Kashmir/4—2249 : Telegram | — 

| Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

: SECRET | | _ New Dent, April 22, 1949—8 p. m. 
456. Comkas 38, Following principal points replies both govern- — 

| ments April 15 proposals for truce agreement (see Comkas 37,2 
— Aprilt6)s 

. GOT objects (1) Absences references disarming, disbanding Azad 
forces; (2) Plan of Indian withdrawal which GOI alleges does not 

_ sufficiently take into account Indian responsibility for security of 
State. GOI seeks to condition withdrawals on reduction Azad forces; 
(3) Commission formula re sparsely-populated areas of north renew- | 
ing request to post garrisons throughout area now;. (4) Proposals re 
free use roads and waterways in State and release political prisoners, 
both of which GOI argues, are not contemplated by Part II of 
August 13 resolution, = ee 
GOP objects (1) 7-week period for Pakistan Army. withdrawal 

which they argue precludes “synchronization” with bulk Indian with- 
drawal which is to be completed in 3 months; (2) Commission formula. 
re northern area which GOP argues is contrary provisions Part II, _ August 13 resolution. _ oo an Oe 

Thus, neither response acceptable but GOP representative states it 
“accepts” proposals with stated exceptions whereas GOI reply makes 

| no reference either acceptance or rejection. 7 , oe 
Commission now making some revisions these proposals both gov- 

ernments end week with urgent request immediate unconditional ac- 
| ceptance and refusal engage in further discussions or clarifications. 

In revisions, Commission not departing from essential points previous 
proposals nor framework August 13 resolution. Indian schedule with- 
drawal modified and provision made to permit revision withdrawals 
both sides if both governments agree plans for. reduction forces re-. 
ferred to point 4 of January 5 resolution. Discussions these matters 
tobegin immediately upon conclusiontruce. =... ae 

- -——, ReEmbtel 457,? USDel believes Nimitz best able decide his move-. 
ments basis situation prevailing time his planned departure and pur- 
pose his. visit. Notwithstanding Commission feeling reftel reluctant. 

| suggest he postpone departure assuming he-clearly understands. diffi- 
culty his position in Subcontinent if truce agreement, not. concluded. 
before orsoon afterhisarrival? © =. et 

* Telegram 431, p. 1698, - Be Se 
* Dated April 16, not printed. | * Telegram 108, Kascom 72, April 25, to Karachi read as follows: “Nimitz has i 

requested Dept inform Embs Karachi, Delhi date his departure now uncertain. 
and is dependent upon status truce agreement ... PlebAd will-indicate when | 

. he is able‘to set. firm date departure. . .-.” (501L.BC Kashmir/4-2549) .  -.-
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_ Entire. Commission plans remain,-Rawalpindi till conclusion truce _ 

agreement... Hence prompt. communications between USDel and De- 

partment dificult ge | 
‘Sent Department: 456, Rangoon 17; pouched Karachi, repeated. 

London. . er oe | 
ANDERSON | 

501.BC Kashmir/4-2949 : Telegram | Po a Ee ne 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State. | 

SECRET .- -. er New .DrE.H1, April 29, 1949-10 ‘/p. m 

| 476, Comkas 39. Commission presenting simultaneously both gov- _ 

| ernments April 28:its “truce terms” requesting “unreserved acceptance” 

with no further discussions and with one week time limit-for reply.* _ 

Lozano will present: to GOI in Delhi and Macatee? to GOP in 
Rawalpindi, = BE eg | 

As anticipated Comkas 38,3 terms consist of April 15 proposals. 

revised and clarified to take into account previous replies both gov- 
ernments, together with revised schedule withdrawal Indian forces 
worked out by DelGOI [Delvoie] and addition of provision that 
seven week time limit withdrawal Pakistan troops may be extended . 
to three months if decisions reached in seven weeks on reduction’ 
Azad forces. oe Oo ann | | 

Principal difficulty has been created by provision April 15 pro- 
posals, which USDel opposed, that if, defense of northern area of 
state necessary, Commission may agree to GOI posting garrisons 
there. In last few days GOP has made several oral and written pro- 
tests that any Commission agreement permit stationing Indian garri- 
sons this area would contravene II B 2 of August 13 Resolution.‘ . | 
Latest letter from GOP virtually states that if the provision retained _ 

in new proposals, GOP will not accept them. These communications | 
have had unfortunate counterproductive effects on rest of Commis- 
sion which USDel had found hard to combat and have made more. 
difficult‘any modification previous proposalsthis point. = 
However, USDel received information that only reason GOP ob- 

jection was complete lack faith in Lozano and Leguizamon and fear, 
that they would force Commission to agree stationing troops this 
area near future. USDel therefore successful in persuading Commis-. 

1 For the text of the truce terms, and for related documentation, see SC, Jth yr, | 
Special Suppl. No.7, pp. 111 f— 

* Robert B. Macatee, of the United States Delegation, Vice Chairman of, the . | ON er mneatee. OF Ene Einited, Stakes, Derege tion, \ sain _ the. 

> Telegram 456, supra. 5 eS Te 
4¥or documentation relating to the UNCIP resolution of August 13, 1948, see 

Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, pp. 265 ff. es 

501--887—77——108
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sion modify truce terms to provide‘that without prejudice to Com- 
mission delegating its powers to PA;-if the Commission and/or PA 
should conclude that it was necessary.for defense of northern area, 

| Commission and/or PA may agree stationing Indian garrisons speci- 
fied points. USDel believes that truce terms represent fair compromise 
which either government would be ill-advised reject. : 

Different but consistent letters will accompany terms to replace 
necessity oral discussions by explaining briefly certain points ‘about. 
which ‘governments had expressed concern in replies’ April 15 
proposals. - | - 
Re Kascom 72 * USDel convinced unwise introduce PA into truce — 

negotiations this point until replies received both governments truce 
. terms. If. replies negatiye we will advise further. Present trend 

thought Latin American members is that if replies negative next step 
| would be refer problem to SC. USDel believes this premature. If this’ 

developed as firm view of other members USDel would favor as al: 
ternative introduce PA intotrucenegotiations.5 
Inform Nimitz. ~~ a pie ge, , 

| Sent Department 476, Rangoon 18; repeated London. Pouched 
Karachi 9000 

Pot oe | Alen pErson 

> Not printed. ns | re ee 

BOLBC Kashmir/4-2949: Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State | : 

SECRET US URGENT NIACT New Devut, April 29, 1949—7 p. m. 
| 481. In absence Nehru and Bajpai I fear there is little which Em- 

bassy can do effectively and by endeavoring bring pressure on Indian 
officials as suggested Comkas 40,1 April 29-shall be uselessly abandon- 
ing advantageous position we have hitherto held of non-interference 
in negotiations between UNCIP.and GOI. This position once aban- 
doned cannot be regained. We would not like abandon it unless we | 
felt sacrifice would yield worthwhile results. aan wo 

Only two officials are here with whom we could appropriately talk—___ 
Ayyanger Minister Communications acting temporarily as Minister 
External Affairs and KPS Menon who is actually in charge Ministry. __ 
Neither official has any powers his own re Kashmir and transmis- _ 

| sion by them to Nehru and Bajpai of representations on my part. 
_ would not it is believed affect final decision. US is already bearing | 

| _ more than its share responsibility with American member. on _ 
UNCIP and with American plebiscite administration...” - | 

| 1 Not printed. ; BS
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After listening Lozano’s oral explanations today we inclined agree . 

that latest truce terms are as fair as any which can be-evolved: and. 

that if they are rej ected there is little moré“UNCIP ‘can ‘do in this” 

regard. a Sp SATOH tains 6 8 oe PEE Se wit 

‘We wondering whether in view atmosphere generated London dur- | 

ing recent commonwealth conference, UK which has not been com- 

pelled share any great responsibility of late this matter might not 

well be in best position point out to Nehru and Bajpai, weekending: 

with Mountbatters,? importance acceptance. We do not believe ‘de- 

tailed knowledge of truce proposals necessary for British in making 

representations although they should ‘of course be in possession of 

essential facts as set forth in Comkas 39.2 REST sca SESS 

“If Department feels regardless consideration advanced above’ we 

- should approach GOI we shall do all we can upon receipt appropriate | 

Sent Department, repeated London. Repeat to Karachi if desired. 

i Karl-Mountbatten of Burma, former Viceroy and former. Governor General of. | 

Merelégtam 476, supra) ON SER a 

--§01.BC Kashmir/4-3049: Telegram | | . Oy bed enw shed Seas 

~The Chargé in Pakistan (Doolittle) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET KK aracit, April 30, 1949—4 p. m. 

437, UNCIP proposals April 28 still contain three features which — 

GOP was unable accept in April 15 proposals viz (a) suggestion that — | 

India may certain circumstances post troops northern Kashmir (0) 

‘lack assurance withdrawal troops would be so ordered that at no time. 

would either sidé have such preponderance as to tempt aggression or , 

cause tension concern on other side truce line (c) reference sovereignty | 

dammu and Kashmir state. Regarding position trust in PA, GOP 

would reluctantly accept (b) and (c) but agreement principle station 

GOL troops beyond cease-fire line would vitiate Pakistan case. Further 

to view GOP to which Embassy agrees GOP surrender this point 

- would enrage Azad Kashmiris Pathan tribes and Pakistan people 

| themselves and. even compromise stability Pakistan Government. 

- Thompson,? who arrived India April 27 (mytel 129, April 257) _ | 

persuaded USDel proposals about to be released bound fail above 

, reasons and contravened UNCIP’s own earlier proposals. He sug- _ 

gested formula “command [C ommission?| or PA event threat safety 

1 Charles Oliver Thompson, second secretary and consul at Karachi, Pakistan. 

2 Not printed. , | a
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| territorial integrity these areas might take such measures necessary 
_ provide.adequate defense security” would meet legitimate Indian 
interest and not prejudice Pakistan. USDel presented this formula 
but Commission refused not on basis unfair inadequate, but merely 
as unlikely win acceptance GOI so decided present proposals which | 
every reasonexpect surely fail, = Be 
GOP. April 29 made counter proposal that in view certain failure 

present proposals Commission arrange urgent meeting Geneva Nehru 
Nimitz Liaquat.* object conclude truce agreement without requiring | 
either Pakistan India record negative vote present proposals. Under-. 
stand Zafrullah being asked contact USGADel and Department win 
support this end. Embassy favors any move likely break present dead- 
lock. We regard present proposals as unrealistic extremely unfortu- | _ nate. Embassy understands, however, Commission will first insist — 
receiving replies by which time probably too late arrange Geneva, 
meeting, ee a 
Reference Comkas message Embassy 136, April 30¢ suggestion 

Nimitz throw weight behind Commission’s present formula regarding | 
possible posting India troops northern areas. Embassy convinced such 

| action Nimitz part would gravely prejudice his position would damage 
American prestige. / 
Embassy reluctantly records impression UNCIP status as objective 

arbitral body weakened due seeming readiness accept extraneous GOI 
| claims tended forfeit India respect Pakistan confidence. Only USDel 

still regarded by GOP as objective and as having more than super- 
ficial grasp Pakistan position. Loss Huddle as Commission’s strongest. 
most objective member regretted. Under circumstances if present pro- | 
posals unacceptable, which Embassy believes case so far as GOP con- 
cerned, and if Geneva meeting impossible arrange, we suggest UNCIP 
delegate arbitral functions to Nimitz who would meet GOI-GOP rep- 
resentatives at conference table: neutral place such as Kandy,, Ceylon 
and hammer out truce agreement based on broad principles which 
would not tie hands PA. In our opinion UNCIP predilection appease: 
India rather than produce.formula based on knowledge justice fair. 
play mainly-responsible for inability achieve truce‘agreement before __ 
now. Further great delay would increase difficulty maintain cease-fire. - 
endanger prospects ultimate plebiscite. 2. eo . 

Sent Department 137. Pouched USDel New Delhi,London... .. 
Doon rrrnr 

* Liaquat Ali Khan, Prime Minister of Pakistan, =” . - | ‘Not printed. © - ae | 

|
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“pOLBC Kashmir/3-249: Telegram 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy inIndiat 

SECRET NIACT URGENT = WasuHineTon, May 2, 1949—6 p. m. 

: 395. Following reflects Dept thinking re current UNCIP efforts _ 

negotiate truce. Since Comm feels its final proposals reasonable and 

equitable as possible, personnel Embs Delhi Karachi shld avoid being - 

drawn into discussion merits demerits specific Comm proposals. Im-_ | 

portant point is that truce agreement be reached so that part III 

Kashmir settlementcanbeimplemented. 9° © : 

- Both Embs shld therefore ‘without formal approach GOI-GOP _ 

utilize every suitable opportunity before May 5 deadline impress offi- 

cials both Govts desirability and even necessity immediate conclusion 

truce agreement so that Govts may give effect oft-stated desire bring . 

about early solution Kashmir problem. Shld stress truce agreement 

is but one intermediate step in series of actions under UN auspices 

directed toward equitable substantive settlement Kashmir dispute and — 

- acceptance'‘proposals even though ‘not completely satis either party _ 

will allow PlebAd begin work toward final settlement. = 

-- Possible unfavorable consequences rejection truce proposals one or 

both parties shld be stressed. Confronted rejection ‘its proposals 

UNCIP may conclude reference matter SC only remaining alternative. | | 

Such action wld further delay settlement and largely negate prestige 

accruing two Govts from Jan 5 agreement. Moreover, further pro- 

tracted delay might place Admiral Nimitz untenable position. | 

Believe possibility Nimitz acting as arbitrator or otherwise enter- = 

ing truce ‘negotiations shld for present be minimized and even were 

Nimitz agreeable his services this capacity shld be reserved as possible 

last resort shld UNCIP negotiations finally collapse? 
| ~ Dept considers approach Embs Wash ineffective this time (Kara- 

chi’s136 Apr30;rptdDelhias19*). © | 
| Re Delhi’s 481 Apr 29 and Dept’s Kascom 73 Dept believes informal 

“approach suggested above will complement approach suggested to 

UK (Dept’s 1478 Apr 30 to London and London’s 1680 May 1 rptd | 

Delhi 45 Karachi 21)‘ and is not subject objections to formal approach 

Govts Delhi, Karachi outlined Delhi’s 481. Shld UK not approach two 

PriMins as suggested Dept believes still desirable Embs point out 

~ 1 Repeated to Karachi as 118 and to London as:1486.. - ce ata 7 ye 

_. Notation on the file copy: “Portions this message relating to Adm. Nimitz 
discussed with him and.approved by him.”. = CS hh we Lge, 

®Not printed. | | 
* Telegrams Kascom 73, 1478, and 1680 not printed. -
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| to officials both Govts above possible consequences failure accept: truce 
proposals, | ee - 

Delhi pass Macatee. ns | 
a oe es te | . ACHESON 

| 501.BC Kashmir/5-349: Telegram re 
7 Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 

SECRET | US URGENT a New Dexut, May 7, 1949—3 p. m. 
327. Kascom 75, for Macatee. In event truce proposals rejected 

‘by one or both parties Dept strongly of. opinion negots shd not be 
broken off and requests that you bend every effort. forestall such — 

| action, From: here only feasible alternatives to continued negots by 
Comm would appear to be (1) reference deadlock to SC or (2) re- 
questing intervention Admiral Nimitz. Although reference to SC not 
excluded Dept. believes such action would involve. extensive delay 
detrimental both to settlement of case and to Nimitz’ position and 
might not break deadlock. As for intervention by Nimitz both he 
and Dept increasingly convinced he shld not dissipate reservoir of 
good will through such negots. Even when truce agreement com- _ 

| pleted Nimitz faces difficult negots re Part III Comm res; 
In view difficult. position in which Comm wld be placed in event 

rejection truce proposals which Comm announced represented “final” 
proposals Dept believe injection new element required permit Comm 

. gracefully continue negots. This connection it occurs Dept that re- 
turn of Huddle who not committed present proposals might provide 
this new element. Dept aware return Huddle might present delicate 

_ situation vis-A-vis other members Comm but believes situation of 
sufficient gravity to disregard personal feelings this respect. - 

Accordingly Dept communicating Huddle to be prepared if he 
agreeable return to Comm immed upon notice that effect to assist 
Comm in continuing negots. — a ee | 

Your reaction this proposal appreciated. Meanwhile request you do 
all possible prevent precipitate actionby Comm. oe | 

Delhi please make every effort. transmit this msg Macatee soonest. 
| | ne SO _-  AcHEson 

* Repeated to Karachi as 121, London as 1500, and Rangoon as 93. The following 
| paragraph was added to the message to Rangoon: ae 

“For Ambassador Huddle: Dept considers most essential Comm not break off 
negots in event rejection truce proposals. Hopes that. if necessary you will find 

- it possible return Comm in effort continue negots along new channels.” | Se |
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501.BC Kashmir/5-749 : Telegram ch ne ntfs 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET US URGENT = = > New Deiui, May 7, 19493, p.m. 

-- §21. 1. I. saw Bajpai noon today. He told me answer re Kashmir | 

truce proposals would. almost certainly be no. He meeting Nehru this 

| afternoon to submit his recommendations which are in accord those of 

Ayyangar, ETE de 
9, Rejection on two counts: (a) India cannot agree to schedule of 

- withdrawals without more. definite assurances.re disarming and dis-  __ / 

banding bulk Azad forces ; (b) India cannot accept what appears be 

UNCIP position that northern areas continue remain under control _ 

local authorities established by and loyal to Pakistan unless UNCIP 

or administrator find Indian forces necessary ward. off threat from 

without, It was GOI’s understanding that. UNCIP last year had 
taken position northern areas quite different from Azad territory but | 

in practice difference seemed slight since proposal is apparently that 

both territories are to be governed by Pakistan puppets. , 

3. Bajpai expressed deep regret at inability recommend acceptance 

proposals particularly since UNCIP seemed feel it had nothing left | 

offer in case rejection. He supposed matter would go back SC and | 

there would be again acrimonious discussions which would serve no — 

| useful purpose: rc i roe . oye oe 

4, I expressed regret*pointing out disadvantages to all parties in 

~~ ease deadlock. I was unable discuss merits and convinced UNCIP had | 

-_ Jooked at matter from all angles and it had made what it considered | 

| be fairest proposals possible in complex situation. Oo | 

| 5, Bajpai said India would undoubtedly be charged again desire 

sabotage plebiscite. Such charges ridiculous since India would not have 

agreed in first place to plebiscite if it had not been willing have one. 

Plebiscite must however be under conditions which would give GOP 

Kashmir? full opportunity expresstheir wilh | 

6, Answer will probably be given within 24 hours. | 

Sent Department 521, repeated London, pouched Karachi. | 

Sn Oo | HENDERSON | 

4 This is presumably a reference to the Pakistan-controlled sectors of Kashmir _ 

state. These sectors were generally spoken of as “Azad Kashmir.” | oo.
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501.BC Kashmir/5-749 : Telegram oo re 
Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET "© US URGENT _ New Detut, May 7, 1949—2 p. m. 
520. At conclusion my talk with Bajpai today (mytel 521+) he 

said he would like again express to me on purely personal basis his 
own opinion that although he feels India should go ahead with plebi- 
scite if Pakistan insists, plebiscite will not solve Kashmir problem. | 
If either side wins, all Kashmir difficulties arising from refugees dis- 

| gruntied minorities and so forth will plague Southern Asia for years. 
Partition would be soundest solution: Unfortunately Pakistan con- 
tinues blindly and emotionally to insist on plebiscite and all of 
Kashmir. He is not in position suggest partition since Pakistan would 

7 construe such suggestion as fear that India would lose plebiscite. It 
was unfortunate that more attention was not being paid to events sure 
follow allocation of whole territory to either Pakistan or India fol- 

_ lowing plebiscite, Oo ee 
ESE ne I _ HeEnperson | 

7 cc i eee 

501.BC Kashmir/5-1049 i 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. F. D. Collins o f the Division of 

5 South Asian Affairs a 

SECRET tst~<tststsSs Wasco] May 10, 1949. 
Participants: Mr. Michael Walker, First Secretary, British Embassy 

os Mr. E.G. Mathews,.Chief, Division of South Asian 
. . .. Affairs a 
.-... Mr. F.D. Collins, India Section © =. 

Mr. Walker, at. the request of his government, visited the Depart- 
| ment and presented a telegram containing the following views of the 

Commonwealth Relations Office regarding the current status of Kash- 
mir truce negotiations: oe a 
_ 1) We believe that UNCIP have adopted correct course in present- 
ing their truce proposals to Governments of India and Pakistan for 
acceptance as they stand with a time limit and in declining to engage 
in further discussions. We judge from our contacts with Indian and 
Pakistan Ministers and officials in London that both Governments | will find it difficult to reject proposals provided that Commission main- 
tain their position firmly. It is unlikely that either Government is 
prepared to take risk of being reported to Security Council by Com- 
mission as responsible for breakdown. Indeed we doubt whether it will be possible to get agreement on this as on other points without implied 
use of this threat. |
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_ 9) Jn the event. of one or both Governments rejecting Commission’s 

proposals we do not see what more Commission can do. They are now 

themselves deeply committed on all points which arise on Truce Agree- 

ment. They would have obvious difficulty in obtaining acceptance of 

| any departures from their present proposals which either Government 

- gonsider to: be to their detriment. Moreover, if they now withdraw 

from position that further discussion would not be fruitful, neither 

Government would believe that they mean business if they take up any 

fresh stand. pT ee | 

8) We agree that we should like to avoid reference of matter by _ 

| Commission to Security Council. This is however course which might 

have to be adopted in last resort. In any case there is tactical value : 

in its possibility being kept before both parties; = oo | 

“4) In the circumstances we suggest for State Department’s con- 

sideration that in event of one or both parties failing to accept present 

proposals and Commission: proving unable to shake them, least ob- 

jectionable course would be for Commission to invite Admiral Nimitz 

under paragraph 8 of their Resolution of 5th January to take over 

their functions in respect of negotiations of Truce Agreement. We 

appreciate State Department’s doubts about this, but feel that in 
accepting this invitation Admiral Nimitz could make it clear that he | 

ig uncommitted to various suggestions and proposals made by the 

Commission for implementation of their Resolution of 18th August 

or to the various clarifications given by Commission of their: Reso- 

- Jutions of .13th August and 5th January. He could then, start with 

) clean slate. Problems which will confront him in organising plebiscite 

are just as likely as deadlock on Truce Agreement to involve him in 

difficulties with one or both parties and we would see little advantage 

in his services being kept in reserve. It:is in any casé difficult to sepa- 

rate questions which arise on Truce Agreement from those arising in 

creation. of conditions for fair plebiscite e.g. withdrawal of Indian 

troops and policing of Azad Territory. Admiral Nimitz might find 

his task as Plebiscite Administrator less difficult if he has had handling 

of these two questions from outset. © 
5): Moreover, if Admiral Nimitz undertook this task and by, his 

_ firmness. succeeded in getting a.settlement that would in our view en- 

hance his prestige fromthe start. te ah 

?\Mr. Walker was informed that the’ Department hopes. that both | 
- parties will agree to the Commission’s truce proposals but in the event _ 

of a rejection by one or both it might be possible that such rejections 

would contain provisions whereby the Commission would be in a posi- 

tion to continue their efforts at negotiation (subsequent information 

as of this date would indicate that both countries may accept the Com- 

| mission’s truce proposals with certain reservations). We were hopeful 

that it would not be necessary: for the Commission to refer the issue _ 

- to the Security Council. With respect to Admiral Nimitz being called 

-. by the Commission-to take over their functions in respect of nego- 

tiations for a truce agreement (re point 4 above) the Department _ 

still held to the view that his services should be reserved for the
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difficult job of organizing and conducting the plebiscite. We were 
inclined to feel that in the event that Admiral Nimitz were to take 
over as truce negotiator he would be committed to a certain extent 

by the previous proposals made by the Commission, as the January 5 _ 
| resolution formed the basis of agreement. on principles between the 

two parties. a a BF 
Although we realize that the Commission may be finally confronted __ 

| with a choice between reference to the SC and calling upon Admiral , 
Nimitz we did not feel at this stage we could recommend one step in . 
preference to the other, particularly since so much would depend upon — 
the contents of the replies from the GOI and the GOP. Mr. Walker 
was told that the Department would be glad to keep the British in- 
formed as to our subsequent thinking on thisissue. = | 

| 501.BC Kashmir/5-2249 a ee 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of South 

Asian Affairs (Mathews) 

SECRET = 9 [Wasuineron,| May 22, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. B. R. Sen, Minister-Counselor, Indian Embassy __ 
- | Mr. J. C. Satterthwaite, Director for Near Eastern and 
Se African Affairs . | Be 
- | Mr. E. G. Mathews, Chief, Division of South Asian 

| Affairs 7 a | | 

Mr. Sen, Minister-Counselor of the Indian Embassy, called at noon 
today at his request to explain to Mr. Satterthwaite his Government’s 
reaction to the latest truce proposals of UNCIP. His Government 

_ found these proposals unsatisfactory in that-they-contain no-provision 
for the disarming and disbanding of Azad Kashmir forces and no 

: definite authorization for the stationing of Indian troops in the moun- 
_tainous northern areas of Kashmir. Mr. Sen pointed out: that the GOI 

_ had attached great importance to these two: matters even before the 
UNCIP Resolution of August 13, 1948. Unless appropriate provi- 
sions were made on these points, India could-not discharge its responsi- 
bility to prevent internal disorder in and external aggression against | 
Kashmir. He mentioned also that: the stationing of Indian. troops in | 
northern Kashmir was necessary to prevent infiltration from the north. | 

As there was no provision for the disbanding of.Azad troops, the _ 
GOL feels that the residual thirty battalions with supporting units — 
to be left in Kashmir under the terms of the proposal are inadequate. 

: _ The GOT considered that the withdrawal of Indian troops and the» 
disbanding and disarming of Azad forces should be concurrent. Mr. 
Sen was unable to state whether his Government had rejected the
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proposals for the foregoing reasons or had accepted the proposals 

with qualifications along the foregoing lines. However, he had been 

instructed to inform the Department of his Government’s views as it 

~ appears that UNCIP would refer the Kashmir dispute back to the SC. | 

Mr. Satterthwaite stated that he was not in a position to discuss - | 

~ the specific points of the UNCIP proposals but that he could say that 

it was the impression of the Department’s experts that the proposals 

as a whole seem equitable and reasonable. Mr. Mathews added that 

the proposals were not perfect and they did not make every concession — 

‘desired by either the Indians or the Pakistanis but that they did seem 

to reach a good compromise. Mr. Satterthwaite then said that the De- | 

partment was very much-disappointed to learn that the GOT had not 

accepted the proposals as we had hoped that it would be possible to 

| proceed expeditiously toward a settlement of the Kashmir dispute. _ 

Mr. Sen replied that he was aware of the Department’s interest in 

an early settlement of the Kashmir dispute and that he understood 

our feeling of disappointment. He did, however, want to explainto 

us the reasons which had impelled India to object to certain provisions 

of the UNCIP proposals. He again stressed the military aspects of 

the situation, pointing out éter alia that Pakistan could move troops 

into Kashmir very quickly from its territory whereas India’s lines | 

of communication into the state were much more lengthy and difficult. — 

‘Mz. Mathews commiented that there was a feeling among those of- 

ficers of the Department working most closely on the Kashmir matter 

that there had been a change of attitude and atmosphere since last — 

December and January when the cease fire in Kashmir was effected. 

At that time there had seemed to be a determination on the part of = 

both India and Pakistan to proceed quickly toward a settlement of © 

_ dispute and mutual confidence that this settlement could be arrived ee 

at by peaceful means. It now appeared that the confidence of the GOT ~ 

ih a peaceful settlement had diminished. Mr. Sen demurred empha- 

sizing once again that the GOI was not now taking a new position 

but was merely restating points which it had raised as long ago as 

last August. He went on to say that the attitude of the GOP toward _ 

the disarming and disbanding of ‘Azad forces was very uncooperative 

and that the GOT felt strongly that provisions relating to this prob- 

lem should be included in the truce agreement lest the GOP subse- 

quently take the position that it could not or would not assist in the 

| yeduction of Azad forces. If India was to have only thirty battalions 

in Kashmir, the Azad forcesmustbereduced. = Ses 

Mr. Satterthwaite remarked that thirty battalions seemed a rather 

stibstantial number of troops and that this force should be able to 

maintain order. Mr. Sen replied that the difficult terrain of Kashmir 

required that troops be widely dispersed and that consequently a 

p
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sizable force was essential. Referring to the fears expressed by Mr.Sen 
to the fact that the Azad forces might not be disarmed and disbanded, 
Mr. Mathews gave as his offhand opinion, subject to later confirmation, 
that the resolutions of the SC and UNCIP contained adequate safe- 7 guards to insure a, reduction in the number of Azad troops. He went on to say that the Department was fully aware of this problem, which was | only one of many which would have to be solved before conditions permitting the holding of a: plebiscite could be established. It was | obvious that not all of these problems could be solved at the same time and. the truce agreement, in. the Department’s view, was simply one of a series of steps which had to be taken. in moving toward a peaceful solution of the Kashmir problem. We had hoped, therefore, that there would be a disposition on the part. of both India and Pakistan to regard the truce agreement: in thatlight.... ne Mr.. Mathews then recalled Mr. Sen’s earlier statement that it .ap- peared that UNCIP would refer the Kashmir dispute back to the SC. He said that the Department hoped: that this. would not. be necessary and that.it would be possible for UNCIP to continue its negotiations _ on the subcontinent. Mr. Sen replied that his Government "was not Pressing for the return of the matter to the SC but thathehad.assumed _ this would be the next step since UNCIP had indicated that its latest proposals were final. Mr. Satterthwaite. stressed the. desirability of avoiding a referral to-the SC pointing out. that this. would give-in- _ ¢reased. prominence to. the fact that India and Pakistan had: failed to agree upon truce arrangements, This could only have an unsatisfactory effect upon the wider interest of the two countries. Mr. Mathews men- | tioned that the International Bank and the International Monetary Fund would be very. much concerned. by any indication that progress | toward the ‘settlement, of the Kashmir dispute had been impeded and that this: would: certainly have a bearing upon the two institutions? attitude. toward India’s approaches for loans and further drawings. Mr. Sen replied that he realized that there would be unfortunate reper- | cussions to the failure to agree upon truce terms, but he did not think that these would. seriously affect. the attitude toward India’s credit | needs. of the International Bank ortheFund. __ ce 
‘Mr. Satterthwaite then commented that it would be unfortunate if the impression were created, that the GOI was turning away from 

peaceful procedures for the settlement of the Kashmir dispute. Mr. Sen responded in the sense that, Prime Minister Nehru’s devotion to peace _ and the general character and objectives of the GOI would make such 
a development impossible. a 
_. Mr. Satterthwaite expressed appreciation for the very helpful in- | formation which Mr. Sen had Siven,
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501.BO: Kashmir/52649+Telegram = 8 8 

"The Acting Seoretary of State to the HmBassy in India = 
SHORET = 5 0 RE WAsHINGTON, May 29,°1949. 

discuss US position’re Kashmir along follines: 9 °° | 

_ Dept shares Bajpai’s apprehension that possible results of inescap- 
able relationship between Kashmir dispute and Ind Pak credit’ stand- , 
ing may ‘be misinterpreted“in certaitt Ind quarters as US attempt use. 
its credit-granting power to bring pressure on GOI. As Bajpai aware 
US has scrupulously avoided attempts bring pressureon GOI by this 
means or any other. Hard fact remains that shld Kashmir situation 
deteriorate to point at which resumption hostilities becomes strong 
possibility, Dept ‘will be faced’ with difficult decision’ re degrée its | 
support of assistance to both Ind Pak from Point Four and Smith- oe 

Mundt programs, Ex-Im Bank, IBRD and IMF. Resources all these _ - 
sinall ‘in relation global demands and must be put to most productive 
use. In face strong possibility that Ind Pak might resume fighting in : 
Kashmir or on broader scale, Dept:cld hardly give assurances sub- 
continent wld be suitable area: foreffective use these resources. © - - | 
From beginning Dept has been’ deeply concerned re two aspects | 

Kashmir dispute: its threat to stability and progress in South Asia | 
and its effect upon US-Ind relations. Throughout 1948 Kashmir dis- 
pute was serious obstacle to development. US-Ind coop in various. 7 

fields. After cease fire effected and until quite recently Dept able take 
position within US Govt that dispute proceeding to peaceful settle- 
ment and no longer constituted obstacle. As consequence considerable 
progress has been made in preparing way for tangible US coopera- 
tion with Ind. This progress now jeopardized. So 
Important factor this connection is attitude US press and public. | 

At time cease fire effected and subsequently US Govt officials and 
press have frequently cited Ind Pak as peace loving nations which 7 
have effectively utilized UN machinery toward solution difficult prob- | 
lem. Shid efforts achieve truce agreement fail, US press reaction will | 
almost certainly be adverse to both Ind Pak and questions may be. 

-- raised re future stability ofsubcontinent. = 
‘While Dept believes latest UNCIP proposals equitable reasonaBle . 

compromise, it less concerned with Ind rejection these specific pro- 

posals than with loss momentum toward settlement which. was so 

1 Not printed. It reported. on Ambassador Henderson’s conversation with Bajpai | 
the previous morning. Bajpai stated. that India. appreciated everything. that. 
the United States had done and was trying to do in helping to solve the Kashmir : 
problem. He emphasized India’s eagerness to contribute toa peaceful settlement 
of the dispute. (501.BC Kashmir/5-2649)'° Pa AE aT RE RED a
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hearteningly evident last Dec Jan. Ind Pak attitudes then seemed re- 
_ flect confidence peaceful solution whereas now GOI emphasis on mili- 

tary position in its comments on UNCIP proposals may be construed 
as indication GOI expects resumption hostilities. Although Dept re-. _ 
mains convinced neither Ind nor Pak desires renewed hostilities, it 

must face fact that current lack of progress toward peaceful settle- 
ment prolongs precarious situation, = ts 

: Bajpai restatement GOI continued anxiety contribute peaceful 
settlement. encourages Dept to hope that way out present impasse will 
befoundnearfuture = = | | ; 

501.BC Kashmir/6-149 : Telegram - , SS | a 

_ Lhe Chargé in Pakistan (Doolittle) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET — | Karacur, June 1, 1949—5 p. m. 
190. Following principal points GOP reply UNCI[P] proposals , 

April 28:0 0 | 

1. Accept cease-fire lineetc.asproposed. 8 8 8 ss oo 
2. Proposal ID [/nd?] re.northern areas is not in accord UNCI[P] 

resolution August 13, 1s unnecessary, and is likely create unrest 
insecurity, _ - 

3, Pakistan has been denied information re schedule troop with- 
drawal and proposals appear nullify provision for synchronized with- 
drawal promised by command create disequilibrium after 7 weeks. __ 

.4¢ Plebiscite Administrator should be appointed soonest but with 
or without appointment, should participate all discussions re disposal 
Azad, Indian and State forces. | ae 7 oo 

5. Reply concludes as. follows:. “The Pakistan Government are 
sincerely desirous of advancing to the plebiscite stage as early as pos-_ 
sible and to this end they wish to assure the Commission of their 
wholehearted cooperation in the tasks devolving upon the Commis- 
sion and the Plebiscite Administrator. In pursuance of this policy 
they are anxious that the truce agreement leading to. the withdrawal 
of the armed forces should be concluded at as early a date 
as possible. Since this is an essential preliminary to the holding 
of a plebiscite they have, as the Commission is aware, carried out 

_ - Important part of their obligations in effecting’ the withdrawal of © 
tribesmen and of almost all Pakistan nationals who had entered the — 
State for the purpose of fighting. They are also ready to withdraw all 
Pakistan troops from the State of Jammu and Kashmir under the 
terms of the Commission’s resolution of 13 August, 1948, as elucidated © 
to the Pakistan Government. The Commission will, no doubt, appre- 

| ciate that without knowing the schedule of withdrawal of the Indian. | 
forces on the basis of which the synchronized withdrawal of the two 
armed forces could be arranged, the Pakistan Government are not 

. in a position to take a decision on the Commission’s truce terms, the . | 
| central feature of which is the withdrawal programme of the two.
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armed forces. They trust that they would soon be put in a position in 

which they can take sucha decision.” : So — 

“Sent Department 190, repeated Delhi 34; pouched Rangoon; re- | 

peated London 17. | oe, as Oo: 

_ rr , — - DooLrrrLe. | 

501.BC Kashmir/6-349: Telegram _ | 

oo ‘The Acting Secretary of State to the E mbassy in India* — 

gporer  NIACT | Wasuineron, June 3, 1949—noon. | 

399. Kascom 82. For Macatee. Although Dept has been of view in 

event rejection truce terms UNCIP shld endeavor continue negots it 

now feels recent developments may make such UNCIP efforts of no | 

avail. Shld UNCIP share this view Dept suggests you propose In 

UNCIP consideration be given possibility that truce disagreement, be 

submitted with consent of two parties to arbitration by impartial third 

party. Dept believes such procedure preferable this stage to reference | 

issue SC. This connection Dept offers folcomments: - ee 

1. Basic reason failure truce agreement thus far appears duemutual 

suspicions and unwillingness both parties voluntarily accept compro- | 

mise. Submission issue to arbitrator wld provide way out for 2 Govts — 

_ from positions to which now committed and relieve them responsibility 

explaining acceptance any politically undesirable conditions. 

| 9, Role arbitrator wld be limited to arbitration of truce only and 

wid not extend. to other issues. Fol arbitration of truce remainder — 

settlement wid be carried forward along previously agreed lines. 

3. Essential requisite settlement by arbitration is agreement In 

advance. both parties accept arbitrator’s decision. oo 

| 4, Arbitrator wld presumably operate within framework Aug 135: 

Res but wld not be bound by any proposals UNCIP re truce. a 

5. Dept believes assuming 2 parties agreeable UNCIP cld arrange. 

arbitration this issue without reference SC. a mS 

6. In event UNCIP decides adopt above approach it shld take vigor- 

ous stand urging acceptance thereof on GOP-GOI. Prebably aiso 

desirable UNCIP recommend member Govts they also urge GOI-GOP 

acceptance. | Oe Se ey = 

| 7. Shld UNCIP agree this proposal Dept wid have no preference as 

to individual selected as arbitrator, but foresees possibility parties 

and UNCIP might turn to Nimitz. Dept bas not approached Nimitz | 

| this subj but has reason believe that while not seeking position of 

| arbitrator this specific issue he wid not refuse serve if formally invited | 

| by UNCIP thru SyG, FYI which you use discreetly 1f necessary 

| Dept 1s informed Nimitz wld not wish serve as mediator truce ‘Issue — 

| believing he wid face same difficulties which confronted UNCIP. 

Deptagrees. Oo ne 

| 1 Repeated to Karachi as 159 and London as 1916. |
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| Dept views with increasing concern. récent statement and actions 
both parties, but particularly on part of GOI, which do not con- 

_ tribute’ atmosphere needed: peaceful settlement Kashmir : issue. and 
believes appointment arbitrator may contribute creation such atmos- 
phere. Dept awaiting text replies two Govts truce proposals. 

Delhi please pass Macatee tirgently by courier if necessary. 
i mo eo ee a Weep. 

501.BC Kashmir/6-549 : Telegram a - . 
Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State. 

secret vmonrry, New Deximr, Sime 5, 1940-3 p.m, . 687, Comkas 47,,From Maeates. Following summarizes five-page GOL reply truceterms. gs eee 
i. Azad forces. GOT still insists that previous assurance re disband- ing: disarming Azad forces.be.made clear and decision reached within 

seven weeks. Complains that, if not, presumably plebiscite arrange- | ments would proceed anyway obviously inconsistent with objective 
free plebiscite. Thus of “utmost importancé” that“ ° ee 

(4). GOP agree now to disbandment Azads;= = 
__ (8) Discussions re details begin immediately after truce and _ decisionstaken soonest; = = ne 

_ (¢) Phasing Indian withdrawals should depend on progress 
| made with actual disbandment Azads. oo oe : | 

| _ 2. Northern areas. Because Pakistani armed locals. are danger to internal security of area, are infiltrating valley and can interfere with trade routes, GOT insists acceptance principle Indian troops garrison _ important points, these to be decided later. Question administration area left over for now. | oa a 
3. In view above, GOI feels comment unnecessary other terms. Re- gret cannot accede request unreserved acceptance. Now up to Commis- | sion decide whether will revise terms, _ oo 

a Following summarizes eleven-page GOP reply: > | | 7 
1. Accepts provisions cease-fire line with understanding that any adjustments by MA will be local and minor. OS 

2. Provision re northern area: oe, | ae 
| (a) Not in accord August 13 Resolution; = = 8 = _ - (6) Conflicts with prior Commission assurance that no Indian : _ Inilitary would be permitted evacuated territory; © .. | . (¢) Unnecessary because no real possibility incursion tribes- | __ Men or foreign invasion and trade routes run either through - Indian or Pakistan-held areas; = (ti (tttsti~S eS 

(d) Pakistan in better position safeguard security Areas 
(¢) Proposal likely create unrest in security area. .
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- 8. Provisions for withdrawal troops do not fulfill Commission 

pledge for synchronization. In absence information re time stages and — 

bulk Indian troops, GOP cannot be expected make decision on terms. 

(This is crux Pakistan position.) oo 

4. GOP understands Nimitz will arrive soon and appointed soon as 

possible and would take part in discussions disposal Azad and state | 

forces. Actual reduction Azads would only occur after Part IT 

implemented. Co | | co 

5. Reference to sovereignty of state should be omitted. | 

Replies show increasing cleavage between GOI and GOP views; 

only parallel to be found is that each hopes for revision of terms in 

light own views thus technically not closing door further negotiations 

but actually making such negotiations more difficult. - | 

Sent Department 637, pouched Karachi, repeated London. | 

[Macatee.] , | 

7 | On | HENDERSON 

501L.BC Kashmir/6-949 : Telegram a : : | | 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY | New Deut, June 9, 1949—10 p. m. 

648. Comkas 48. — | Se | | 

1. Re Kascom 82,: June 3, present thinking USDel is that UNCIP 

| action should be: a ae | | 

(1) Fixing cease fire line separable and urgent. Since GOP agrees _ 

give authority MA decide disputed points, Commission should seek 

immediately same agreement GOT without prejudice claims northern | 

area. a Ee ee | 
(2) Invite both governments send representatives: Srinagar or 

Simla meet together under auspices Commission to seek agreement 

| truce. Without confining discussion Commission would suggest agree- 

ment possible on following basis: co | oe 

(a) On northern area positions so diametrically opposed at- | 

tempt compromise formula useless and both governments agree _ 

-. Jet Nimitz decide. © a 
(6) Both governments agree that there be large scale reduc- 

_. tion Azad forces and JK forces, that discussions this end be | 

- started immediately, and decisions taken and implemented soon as 

| possible. Whether implementation could occur during truce would 

| _ depend decisions reached. | . | 

: (c) GOI agree schedule withdrawal bulk its forces and in any | 

pS event agreed or proposed schedule be disclosed GOP. RT 

| _ (d) Both governments accept rest of truce terms. a 

_ (8) In event above step fails either by rejection proposal by either 

government or by lack early results Commission would propose to 

| Apelegram 899, p. 1715. ae | | 

501-887—77——109 | | |
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both governments name arbitrator, who as envisaged reftel, would 
seek work out truce with authority decide any point governments un- 

| able agree. He would use August 13 resolution as basis and his in- 
terpretation would be final. He would not be bound by Commission’s 
truce proposals. | | | 

(4) Tf one or both governments reject arbitrator Commission would 
immediately place case again before SC with report containing its 
recommendations. | 

2, Although Commission would propose only steps one and two, it 
would at same time inform both governments intention take steps 
three and four in event rejection or failure. Its invitation to joint 
meeting would be given to press and subsequent exchange of cor- 
respondence would be published. | 

3. USDel believes proposal re joint meeting GOI-GOP essential 
before it can consider Commissions’ mediating obligations discharged, 
and is more in nature attempt get parties together rather than con- 
tinuance negotiations. Aware acceptance proposal may give both gov- 
ernments, particularly GOI, opportunity procrastinate, USDel would 
endeavor have UNCIP call halt at first signs bogging down. 

_ 4. In view necessity arbitrator having sound knowledge history of 
dispute, USDel considers that only Nimitz, Colban, personal repre- 
sentatives SyG, would have necessary qualifications. While Nimitz 
harder to refuse, he would run grave risk his prestige as PA adversely 
affected should such refusal be forthcoming, which USDel deems 
strong probability. Should Colban be refused SC could, then name 

5. UNCIP to consider USDel’s plan June7. 
_ 6. Nehru’s Srinagar speech and recent action Indian Assembly 
have given rise within UNCIP further doubts bona jides GOT pro- 

| testations her desire follow through her commitments re plebiscite. 
All members Commission, however, are convinced further effort 
should be made and Commission now engaged discussion nature that | 
effort. , | 

7. Czech member UNCIP, Chyle, has had private talks with Sheikh 
| Abdullah ? and other members Kashmir Government during past ten 

days. UNCIP members have no legitimate reason deal with Kashmir 
Government and he volunteers no information re nature of talks. 
Curious onlookers within UNCIP speculate that he may be discuss- 
ing possibility independence Kashmir with backing Soviet bloc. 
Significant however, most his proposals seem directed toward | 
procrastination and delaying arrival Nimitz. His conduct at meeting - 
Commission in general correct and cooperative, but there are signs that _ 

* Sheikh Mohamad Abdullah, Prime Minister of J ammu and Kashmir, —_-
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under his veneer he is conceited, aggressive, imperious, impatient of 

opposition. Professes his determination, however, UNCIP should — 

exercise patience both governments continue efforts mediation truce. 

~ Sent Department 648, pouched Karachi, Rangoon, London. a 
ee Wa | | 7 oo ‘HENDERSON 

501.BC Kashmir/6-1149 : Telegram | | ee : 

- The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET : |New Detut, June 11, 1949—noon. | 

~~ 662. (1) Recent events as well as our evaluation of Nehru’s character 

and of influences surrounding him incline us to view that at present he 

‘is not sure that he wants an immediate truce agreement. He seems to 

be hesitating to take any steps just now which might lead towards — 

holding of early plebiscite. We believe that certain advisers such as 

-_ Bajpai who have special interest in India’s international position are 

anxious that India should not gain reputation of failing to-live up to 

its commitments and that it should therefore go on towards plebiscite 

provided holding would be in circumstances which would not make 
- them too vulnerable to attacks from nationalistic critics. Other 

advisers such as Ayyangar who have consistently opposed any conces- . 

sion are trying persuade Nehru that plebiscite in near future in cir- 

‘cumstances likely to prevail might lead to loss all Kashmir and disaster _ | 

~ to him and Congress Party. Nehru seems therefore to be veering be- 

‘tween desire for world acclaim as great political figure willing to 

resort to peaceful methods in finding solution international disputes 

and desire for popularity in India as strong man who will not permit 

foreign pressure persuade him sacrifice national interests. During re- 7 

‘cent weeks nationalistic group has been in ascendency and group | 

interested in foreign relations which has no political backing what- 

- goever has been compelled move with great caution. Nehrw’s sense | 

loyalty to old comrade Abdullah strengthens hand nationalistic group. | | 

In view Nehru’s character we consider his recent unconciliatory and | 

even provocative utterances as indicative of uncertainties rather than | 

decisiveness. — — | | | - 

_ (2) Minimum goal nationalistic group is partition with India | 

holding areas now occupied by it plus northern territory. Some ultra- 
nationalists would be quite prepared enter into war with Pakistan in 
order obtain all Kashmir. They would hardly dare at this stage make 

suggestion such character to Nehru. | | 2 | 
(3) With situation as it appears to be we should exercise caution 

in endeavoring bring pressure on Nehru and such as we might bring | 

should be from his best source and couched in lofty language which 

would appeal to Nehru’s amour propre. | | 

| |
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(4) If UNCIP should decide make clear-cut formal suggestion to 

GOI that it submit matter of truce to arbitrator and if it makes public | 

this decision occasion might be found for President to make such an 

appeal through Embassy. British High Commissioner * tells me that 

in response to inquiry from his government as to how UK might best _ 

assist in prevailing on Nehru to agree to such an UNCIP suggestion 

he was recommending an appeal from Attlee? through him to Nehru. 

Attlee frequently makes appeals to Nehru through this channel. Heis, _ 

however, personally acquainted with Nehru. Although President does 

not know Nehru personally, nevertheless an appeal from him parallel 

to the Attlee appeal might be helpful. Any appeal sent to India should 

of course accompany a similar appealto Pakistan. _ | 

Sent Department 662; pouched Karachi 22, Srinagar for USDel; 

| repeated London. | - oe 
| | , | oe oe | HENDERSON 

 2Lt, Gen. Sir Archibald Nye. a | , | 
2 Clement R. Attlee, British Prime Minister. . | | _ 

501.BC Kashmir/6-1849: Telegram - ae . _ 

. The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | - New Dexut, June 18, 1949—11 a. m. 

_ 688. 1. Lozano told me June 17 that he has practically completed 
discussions with GOI re truce and flies Kashmir June 19 with letter 
from GOI outlining certain understandings on basis of which it is 
willing to accept UNCIP’s truce proposals. He feels some possibility 
that UNCIP will be willing to enter into such understandings and 
then to endeavor persuade GOP also to accept truce proposals on con- _ 
ditions acceptable to UNCIP. re 7 

_ 2. T have not seen GOI’s letter. Following is my. understanding its 
outstanding points gained frommytalk with Lozano.  —— : 

(a) Re Azad forces: GOI will be satisfied if UNCIP can assure 
it that if within seven weeks after beginning truce period Azad 
forces not disbanded, UNCIP will indicate that arrangements for 
plebiscite referred to in paragraph 2. UNCIP resolution January 5 
have not yet been completed. Lozano said that such understanding 

| between GOI and UNCIP would mean plebiscite could not be held 
| until disbandment Azad forces and would merely have effect of pro- 

longing truce period until such disbanding has taken place.  - 
| (6) Re northern territories: GOI must have understanding that 

| it can place small garrisons in three or four specified points along 
Kunchenjunga River. Lozano said these points were admittedly under 
control GOI at time cease-fire and apparently were removed. from 
control GOI by General Delvoie when straightening out lines. He 
believes this request reasonable and one which should be accepted by
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Pakistan, particularly since Pakistan is insisting that it should con- 

trol all territory held by it at time cease-fire. GOT also insists that there | 

be understanding that 1t have right to send forces into northern terri- | 

tories to restore peace and order in case violent disorder should take 

place. Lozano said 1t would be extremely difficult to prevail on Paki- 

stan to accept this understanding, particularly since GOL would be in 

position—although it was not specified. [specifically ?] so stated—to . 

decide for itself whether any disorders: which might take place are 

sufficiently important to warrant troops. On other hand he thought it 

could be pointed out to GOP there was little likelihood serious internal | 

disorders would occur since overwhelmingly Muslim population 

appears to be satisfied with present Pakistan controlled regime, and 

if GOL should send forces when in opinion UNCIP or plea adminis- 

trator extent of disorder did not warrant such action, GOI could 

be charged with violating spirit of truce. | | 

_ (c) Re disclosure to GOP before acceptance by it truce proposals 

of scheduled GOI withdrawals. GOI refused to permit disclosure of 

such military secrets to GOP but Bajpai was recommending to Nehru 

that GOL would not object if UNCIP should inform GOP, in case 

full understanding should be reached between GOP and UNCIP with 

regard all other points of truce proposals, what Indian troops dis- 

tribution must be at end three months period. Lozano believed Nehru | 

would agree and he felt that such a solution should be satisfactory to 

Pakistan, — | | 

(d) Lozano said that during conversations he had not indicated to 

~ GOI points made in Pakistan’s reply to truce proposals. First hurdle. 

now to obtain agreement UNCIP to Indian suggestion, and second 

to reach understanding with Pakistan. He believed that GOT hoped 

UNCIP would agree to its present suggestion but would probably be 

relieved if Pakistan continued to reject truce proposals. — 

| | | - | HENDERSON 

501.BC Kashmir/6-1849 : Telegram 
| 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 

SECRET  NIACT Wasuineton, June 18, 1949—l1 a.m. _ 

435. Kascom 88. Fol reflects Dept thinking re GOI ‘“anderstanding” | 

contained GOT ltr summarized Delhi’s 688, Junel8: | 

(1) GOI points do not represent real change GOI position. and 

appear designed to have Comm interpret GOI position as acceptance 

Comm’s proposals leaving GOP bear onus rejection. 7 

(2) On basis present info provisions GOI ltr Dept recommends 

you strongly oppose Comm acceptance thereto. If pushed to vote you 

shid state that you must vote negatively and if US position defeated 

you would have to reserve US right to explain its position in minority | 

report and in SC. 

- -Dept believes as logical next step ‘Lozano Delhi conversations 

| should be balanced by immediate approach Comm Rep GOP request- 

/ 2 Repeated to Karachi as 188 and London as 2188.
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ing any modification their views Comm’s truce proposals and. fol 
| reply from GOP Comm shld consider replies both parties. Approach 

outlined Point d Delhi’s 688 not believed to be proper approach and 
cld be interpreted GOP as unequal treatment by Comm. Oo 

__-» Inevent Comm feels replies both parties unacceptable ‘Dept believes 
US Rep shld propose UNCIP adopt resolution calling upon parties 
acceptance arbitration truce. Dept views re arbitral approach fol sepa- 
rate communication. | 

Re (2) above Dept objections directed principally at fol points: 

(a) Disbandment Azad forces contemplated plebiscite period | 
rather than under Part 2 Aug 18 resolution. If GOI wishes advance 
disbandment Azad forces to truce period it shld agree likewise ad- 
vance final disposal Indian and state armed forces as originally pro- 
vided Para 4a Jan 5 resolution. 

(6) Dept believes decision stationing GOI forces northern areas 
cannot be left in hands GOI and maximum concessions to GOL this 
respect contained in UNCIP proposals 28 Apr. 
_(c) Dept cannot agree that in framework peaceful settlement 

Kashmir dispute withdrawal Indian forces constitutes “military 
secret.” Dept believes GOP shld be given full disclosure GOI 
withdrawals. | 

Rptd to Karachi and London. | | 
: AcHESON 

901.BC Kashmir/6—2549 : Telegram 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India 

SECRET WasHINeTon, June 25, 1949—9 p. m. 
449. Kascom. Dept convinced shld UNCIP negots presently con- 

templated fail arbitration of truce shld be pressed on parties by 
UNCIP as most practicable solution impasse. Dept strongly believes 
UNCIP shld propose this solution rather than permit case return SC 
and is prepared give vigorous diplomatic support UNCIP this pro- 
posal. Dept understands UK of similar view and informed Attlee 
prepared urge such solution personally on Nehru. Support other like- 
minded Govts including those represented on UNCIP wld of course 
be helpful. | | 

_ Dept has explored fully with Nimitz informal basis possibility his 
acting as truce arbitrator. Nimitz does not wish arbitrate this issue 
believing in so doing he might prejudice his position as PA. However, 
he wld reluctantly agree accept job shld both parties select him. Dept 

* Repeated to Karachi as 198 and London as 2199.
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therefore suggests in order meet Nimitz views and avoid impression 

pushing him on parties UNCIP shld it decide urge arbitration of 

truce shld include Nimitz as one in panel of names from which parties 

eld select arbitrator. In that event UNCIP and neutral Govts wld feel | | 

free shld parties not agree on arbitrator in first instance to urge accept- | 

“ance compromise candidate on list. If possible all candidates on panel - | 

shld be acquainted with issues to avoid undue delay in arbitration , 

and not already prejudiced in eyes either party. Dept suggests Delvoie 

as acceptable candidate. Also Gen Malony,? Nimitz’ deputy, well versed es 

on issues and although closely identified with Nimitz his selection wld 

serve preserve Nimitz solely for plebiscite job. | | | 

: | | ACHESON 

2 Maj. Gen. Harry J. Malony, U.S.A. (ret.). _ a | 

501.BC Kashmir/6-2949: Telegram | | 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Doolittle) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Sos  ——,- Karacut, June 29, 1949—10 a. m. © 

249, Comkas 59. Following are results meetings UNCIP delegation 

with GOP officials: | | 

1. GOP maintains position as stated letter May 30," reemphasizing 

impossibility either accepting or rejecting truce terms in absence in- 

formation re Indian withdrawal plan. | | | 

2. GOP unmoved by delegation’s several arguments such as that | 

Pakistan acceptance would improve Pakistan position before world 

opinion help prevent in SC any solution other than plebiscite, etc. 

3. Zafrullah said nothing had happened induce GOP modity earlier 

position; on contrary much had happened make GOP much more dis- | 

trustful, fearful of GOI than ever before. Seemed clear from these 

and corollary remarks that GOP acceptance doubtful even if GOI | 

withdrawal plan given and found satisfactory. a | 

| 4. Pakistan officials convinced GOI will never accept truce terms, 

even if GOP did and that GOI will do utmost prevent any plebiscite. 

5. General impressions are: GOP seems feel usefulness further 

mediation nearing end; would appear welcome arbitration (although 

this mentioned only in passing) ; not reluctant dispute go again to SC. 

Mission returning Srinagar June29. | a 

- - USDel will urge UNCIP agree proposed arbitration as next step 

| (reDeptel 449 ? to New Delhi, repeated to USDel as Kascom unnum- 

p bered). Feel unavoidable [sic] undesirable omit Colban from panel 

1The reply of the Government of Pakistan was summarized in telegram 190 

| from Karachi, June 1, p. 1714. 
? Supra. : — 

| | 

po 
| 

; 

|
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since he aware his name been considered in UNCIP and he more — 
acquainted with issues than Delvoie. | 

Sent Department 249, pouched Delhi. 

7 DootTrLE 

501.BC Kashmir/7-549 : Telegram | 

_ Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State. 

SECRET § PRIORITY New De tut, July 5, 1949—9 a. m. 
750. Comkas 60. All members except Czechoslovak now take same _ 

view Indian reply USDel (Comkas 54) and Department (Kascom 
88)? and convinced useless reopen negotiations. 

Argentine, Belgian, Colombia while agreeing desirability arbitra- 
tion, present strongly inclined vs Commission proposing it. They 
completely certain GOI would refuse and hence feel a rejected Com- 
mission proposal would make difficult if not impossible for SC make 
same recommendation. Although feels some truth this point USDel 
may still be able obtain Commission’s agreement proposed arbitration. 

As immediate, separate and urgent step, Commission decided today 
_ ask governments send military representatives meeting Karachi with 
Truce Subcommittee try agree cease-fire line. Line accompanying truce 

| terms with gaps filled by MilAd will be proposed as basis. At joint 
- meeting will also propose set up permanent joint military committee 

with MilAd chairman deal matters re cease-fire. — | | 
Sent Department 750, repeated London, pouched Rangoon, Karachi. 

| HENDERSON 

1Not printed. | | 
* Telegram 435, p. 1721. | 

501.BC Kashmir/7—-849 : Telegram — | 
he Secretary of Siate to the Embassy in India | 

SECRET = USURGENT  _ prioRITY WASHINGTON, July 8, 1949—6 p.m. | 
478. Kascom 93. Dept continues believe UNCIP if at all possible | 

shld avoid reference case SC because such action wld (1) result rehash __ 
entire situation (2) provide opportunity Soviet obstruction (Mos- 
cow’s 26? to Delhi, 10 to Karachi) (8) further delay solution. More- 
over, Dept believes proposal by UNCIP supported by direct appeals 
from UK, US and possibly other member Govts UNCIP shld prove 
as effective as SC recommendation and no assurance in view veto and 

_ other possibilities SC wld actually adopt such proposal. 

* Repeated to Karachi as 222. , | 
* Not printed.
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If notwithstanding above considerations case reverts SC Dept does 

not believe (Comkas 60 J uly 5%) SC action wld be prejudiced by fact 

- UNCIP proposal for arbitration truce had been rejected. | 

Suggest in informal talks Arg, Belg and Colom you indicate US 

prepared give strong support UNCIP proposal arbitration truce. Be- 

lieve it not advisable you inform these Reps contemplated UK — 

-démarche. You might also refer GOI desire election to SC as factor 

which may favorably influence GOI reply. Dept envisages GOL at- 

tempt delay definite reply through discussion terms reference arbi- 

trator and to prevent this Dept believes UNCIP proposal shld include 

specific terms reference for arbitrator. (Kascom 82, June 8)* Whole — 

proposal shld be presented for acceptance without modification. . | | 

| 
ACHESON 

’ Telegram 750, supra. a | 

* Telegram 399, p. 17 15. oe 

501.BC Kashmir/7-2749: Telegram 
| 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Doolittle) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | | / Karacuyi, July 27, 1949—1 p. m. | 

—— 806. J oint military talks Karachi resulted in full agreement on | 

cease-fire line Kashmir.* Agreement subject ratification both govern- 

ments but Williams has been assured by both delegations that ratifica- 

tions will be immediately forthcoming. ‘Truce subcommittee departing | 

Karachi July 28 for Srinagar via Delhi. Williams feels that success 

Karachi talks will probably cause members UNCIP wish invite both 

governments joint political talks, which may leave US arbitration 

proposal in abeyance pending results such talks. He doubts that if | 

invited either government will decline and considerable delay will | 

ensue with positive results doubtful. We ogree fully Delhi’s views in 

their 840,? July 25, on this point and feel suggested procedure presen- 

tation arbitration appeal could apply equally to Pakistan. Due Rama- | 

zan fast have not been able maintain usual close touch Pakistan 

officials but know internal situation not improved (Delhi 841 ? July 26) 

by Liaquat compromise West Punjab League causing resignation | 

Governor Mudie. Whether next step is arbitration or joint meeting, ) 

it should be taken quickly order benefit atmosphere brought about by 

above accord. — | | 

| Sent Department, repeated Delhi 55 for Macatee. oe 

| | DooLrrrLE 

—1¥Wor the text of the agreement, see SC, 4th yr., Svectal Suppl. N 0. 7, pp. 126 ff. 

2 Not printed. 
| 

| 

| 
| 

| |
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501.BC Kashmir/7—2949 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in India (H enderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET PRIORITY New Dexut, July 29, 1949—10 a. m. 
| 851. 1. I called on Bajpai, Director General Foreign Affairs, twenty- 

eighth at his request. He said he wanted discuss serious matter. Prime 
Minister and other members government disturbed at reports received 
from returning Indian representatives and other Indian visitors in | 
US to effect US representatives to UN from Austin down as well as 
Nimitz and his associates seemed be forming impression GOI was not 

, acting in good faith re Kashmir and through various subterfuges and _ 
evasions was endeavoring avoid plebiscite. It seemed likely attitude 
USDel and other Americans connected with UN was reflection attitude 
State Department. Furthermore, Birls 1 had obtained impression State 
Department seemed regard India as primarily responsible for failure 

_ achieve truce agreement. He hoped that if State Department had 
feelings this kind it would express them frankly through me to him, 
pointing out at same time what India had done or failed do to give 
rise to them. If really friendly understanding was to be maintained 

| ' between India and US, frankness was essential. He hoped US would 
_ hot fall into British habit taking evasive attitude when unpleasant or | disagreeable matters developed. Frank statement on part State De- 
partment of what it considered be India’s shortcoming re Kashmir 
would not be considered intrusion since they were being invited. He 
would particularly like know specific actions which US felt India 
should take to demonstrate good faith. He was fearful that if spirit of 

_ Suspicion of Indian motives continued be manifested by intimations 
and hints on part US officials and representatives, hoped for effect of 
Nehru visit would not be realized and kind relations between our two 7 
countries for which he was wholeheartedly striving would not be 
achieved. | 

2. I replied I was not aware there had crystallized in State Depart- 
ment belief that India was not acting in good faith. It was only 
natural, however, that doubt should be raised in minds of various 
members State Department and perhaps among various US repre- 
sentatives to UN re India’s intentions because (a) India had not 

| _ Shown kind of conciliatory attitude which was likely promote speedy 
holding of plebiscite; (6) it was well-known that in certain Indian 
official circles, partition was preferred to plebiscite; (c) since India 
was in possession most desirable portions Kashmir, postponement of 
plebiscite seemed more disadvantageous to Pakistan than India. I 
reminded him that on number occasions I had frankly told him how 

* Possibly Ghanshyam Das Birla, Indian industrialist.
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| disturbed India’s friends in Washington were at what seemed be 

| unconciliatory attitude both India and Pakistan. Furthermore, exist- | 

ence Kashmir problem was cause of discouraging frustration to those | 

officials American Government anxious promote relations between US 

and India and assist in promoting stability and prosperity south Asia. | 

For instance it seemed almost hopeless for US be able lend really 

effective economic assistance to India so long as running sore of Kash- 

mir problem was eating into India’s financial position and undermin- — 

ing political economic stability of South Asia. I had been somewhat 

embarrassed by my failure receive from Washington replies Defense 

Secretary Patel’s questions re possibility receiving certain military | 

equipment, et cetera. I did not know why these questions had not been | 

answered. I was convinced, however, that Department was postponing : 

from day to day making decisions re them in hope breaking of Kash- 

mir deadlock between India and Pakistan would remove certain 

negative factors which could not be ignored at present. When Pakistan - 

and India were at each others throats, US placed virtualembargoarms = 

to both countries since it did not wish one use American equipment in 

fight against other. When cease-fire was announced, we lifted embargo 

but subsequent developments have caused us again hesitate lest mili- | | 

tary equipment given one country might be used against other. These 

represent only two illustrations of handicaps imposed by Kashmir | 

deadlock on American officials working on south Asian matters. On 

- other hand, it was difficult for US as I had pointed out in previous 

conversations to suggest specific conditions under which India might 

accept truce since US could not by-pass UNCIP with suggestions of 

its own. | SO 

3. Bajpai again insisted it was important that US talk with com- 

plete frankness with GOI re this matter. Existence of UNCIP or 

reference of Kashmir dispute to UN should not be allowed interfere 

with direct diplomatic conversations. We must also consider relations 

between US and India. Full understanding between our two countries / 

achieved through direct talks should be of advantage to UN. | 

4, I told him I would convey substance our conversation to Wash- 

ington and ask Department furnish me, for transmission to hin, 

frank statement replete with as many details might be considered ap- 

propriate and helpful. | | | : 

5. He said he would be grateful if I would do so. He hoped my 

| ~ request would be couched in language which would not give offense 

| since his approach to me was not to produce argument but promote 

understanding. He was particularly anxious that matter should be 

handled between himself and me and not through Madam Pandit since 

he feared her version of conversation might have effect opposite to 

| that which he was sure we both desired. | . 

| | 
| 

| |
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6. I realize Department’s difficulties in preparing statement of char- 
acter desired by Bajpai. An utterly frank statement might mortally 
offend Nehru who is almost morbidly sensitive to criticism which 
might reflect on his motives or good faith. On other hand, I feel we 
should not fail register our disappointment at attitude displayed by 
India re truce negotiations. Without questioning good faith GOI, it 
might be possible give instances in which India has assumed. what 
seems to me be a legalistic and technical attitude not likely produce 
kind of atmosphere in which friendly agreements are made. We should 
exercise care, however, not to present kind of statement which would 
invite argumentative reply and might lead us into profitless wran- | 
gling. In any event it seems important statement be worded in such 
manner as prepare way for President’s contemplated message to 

Nehru on arbitration. 
Pouched Srinagar for USDel. a 

ee | | HENDERSON 

501.BC Kashmir/7-8049 : Telegram | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET PRIORITY WasHIncTon, July 30, 1949—3 p. m. 

2686. Pls deliver fol personal msg from Sec for Bevin.? I am sure 
that you share my gratification at the successful outcome of the Ind- 
Pak mil mtg at Karachi. Agreement on a definitive cease-fire line is 
a significant step forward which shld, temporarily at least, reduce the 
tension in Ind and Pak which was causing you concern at the time your 
personal msg of July 22 * was dispatched. It is, of course, essential that _ 

| the UNCIP take advantage of this favorable development by sub- 
| mitting to the parties at an early date a concrete proposal for the 

solution of the remaining truce problems. _ 
Although we wld prefer that the Comm immediately submit our 

proposal of arbitration, we recognize that the success of the Karachi 
talks will incline certain members of the Comm to revert to the idea 
of recommending a high level, Ind—-Pak polit mtg. Our view is that 

| it is doubtful that both parties wld agree to polit talks and more 
| doubtful that these talks, if held, wld be productive. Mr. Macatee will 

press this view in the Comm, but it is quite possible that he will be __ 
| unable to prevent the formal proposal of a polit mtg to Ind and Pak. 

_ Shid this proposal be rejected by one or both parties or shld the | 
mtg prove unproductive, we are confident that the Comm wld then 

_ * Repeated to New Delhi as 534, Karachi as 258, and the U.S. Mission to the 
United Nations as 399. 7 : | 

* Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 
* Not printed.
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turn to arbitration. Mr. Macatee reports that all his colleagues now 

recognize the merit and practicability of the arbitration procedure anc 

are prepared to support our proposal if the polit talks fail. — a 

We have carefully weighed your suggestion (a) in the light of the 

_ present position. I doubt that it wld be advisable for us to intervene 

with direct approaches to the parties just when the Comm has suc- 

ceeded in bringing them into agreement on the cease-fire line. More- 

over, we believe that the risk of rejection wld be greater if 

arbitration were proposed by our two Govts than if embodied in a 

recommendation of the Comm which we supported. Oo : 

The action proposed in your suggestion (6) wld appear unnecessary) 

as the Arg and Belg Reps have already assured Mr. Macatee that they 

| will support arbitration. It is true that this support may become effec- | 

tive only after a proposal of joint polit talks has failed, but our two 

— Govts cld hardly make dipl démarches to prevent the Comm from 

exploring the possibilities of further direct negots between Ind and 

Pak. I might say in that connection that Amb Austin has discussed _ 

- with the Arg Alternate Rep SQ, Dr. Mufioz, our proposal of arbitra- 

tion and our intention to give this proposal, when made by the Comm, 

our strong dipl support. He suggested to Dr. Mufioz that his Govt | 

might like to dolikewise. Oo 7 - | 

As regards your suggestion (c), Mr. Macatee has standing instruc- 

tions to obtain adoption of our arbitration proposal by the Comm as 

soonas possible. => | | | | 

-. You may also be interested to know that I have discussed with the 

Pres our interest in the peaceful settlement of the Kashmir dispute. _ 

The Pres has agreed to dispatch, immediately after the Comm has | 

submitted the arbitration proposal, a personal appeal to the PriMins 

of Ind and Pak urging acceptance of the Comm’s recommendation. | 

The parallel approach planned by PriMin Attlee will be very welcome, 

and helpful. oo . | a | 

- Although we may have to acquiesce in further delay, I am still 

hopeful that the Comm will recommend arbitration to Ind and Pak, | 

and that with the support of our two Govts and possibly that of other 

— Govts, the parties will accept this proposal. | | 

7 a Oo ACHESON 

501.BC. Kashmir/7—2949 : Telegram 
a 

. _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India | 

SECRET | Wasuineton, August 5, 1949—7 p. m. | | 

584. Urtel 851 July 29. Fol paper prepared in Dept as basis for 

response to Bajpai. You may make such deletions and changes as 

| you deem advisable. In view informal character Bajpai approach Dept 

| 
| | 

|
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believes preferable reply be made orally but no objection your leaving 
memo of conversation if you feel it desirable. Pls inform Dept action 
taken, mentioning any substantial departure from fol text: 

“US officials in Wash and NY have on numerous occasions expressed 
to Indian officials and other responsible Indians concern over the slow | progress toward a settlement of the Kashmir dispute. The Dept learns with regret that these expressions of concern have been misinterpreted 
as indications that this Govt questions the good faith of the GOI in 
its approach to the Kashmir problem. The Dept remains convinced that both India and Pak desire a peaceful solution of the problem, and | US officials have endeavored to emphasize this fiindamental conviction — in all discussions of the Kashmir question. | 

‘The concern of this Govt stems from its support of the objectives of peace and orderly progress in the Indian subcontinent to which the 
GOI is dedicated. The principal threat to the attainment of these objectives is the continued existence of the Kashmir dispute. The cease fire on Jan 1, 1949 encouraged the Dept to believe that this threat might be removed at an early date. Subsequent slow progress toward a truce agreement has been disappointing and has inevitably aroused apprehension within this Govt of an indefinite prolongation of the 
uspute, , = “Factors attributable to both parties have accounted for the slow pace of the Kashmir negots. Among these may be included the em- | phasis placed by the GOI on the legal and mil-security aspects of the problem, . | ) a 
“Tn referring to the GOI’s emphasis on its legal rights in Kashmir, the Dept wishes to make clear that it is not herein addressing itself to the validity of the Indian interpretation of those rights. It is suggested, however, that greater flexibility on strictly legal points wld facilitate solution of the problem. re 

| “The Dept was struck by the preponderance of security considera- tions in the GOI’s reply to the Apr 28 truce proposals of the UNCIP. 
Stress on mil-security factors makes it appear that the GOI lacks con- fidence in the UN’s ability to implement a peaceful settlement of the dispute. To the extent that India’s preoccupation with mil-security factors may derive from concepts of the strategic importance of Kash- mir, the Dept wld observe that strategic considerations in Kashmir become significant only in the event of war between India and Pak or of invasion of the Indian subcontinent. The Dept cannot believe that responsible statesmen in either India or Pak hold the disastrous view that their two countries will resort to war to resolve their differences. 
Shid there be external aggression against the subcontinent, the stra- tegic value of Kashmir wld-depend, not on its polit affiliation, but on | the degree of cooperation between India and Pak in resisting the | invader. 
“The refusal of the GOI, in connection with the Comm’s truce pro- posals of Apr 28, to permit the UNCIP prior to signature of the truce agreement to inform the GOP of the Indian sched of troop withdrawals reflects emphasis on both security and legal aspects. No 

major Indian interest seems to have been served by this insistence _ on its legal position unless the probability of renewed hostilities in Kashmir were assumed. If the GOI did make this assumption, the
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Dept believes that it was led to do so by its over-emphasis on security | 

factors, as neither the UNCIP, its mil observers nor this Govt con-_ 

sidered a resumption of fighting probable. . 

“The Dept reiterates its conviction that both India and Pak desire / 

a peaceful settlement of the Kashmir dispute. The recent agreement | 

on a definitive cease fire line affords further evidence of the good faith 

of both parties. The Dept strongly hopes that the GOI and the GOP 

will take advantage of this advance and press forward to the conclu- 

sion of an over-all truce agreement. ‘To that end and in response to 

| the friendly and constructive inquiry of the MEA, the Dept has set | 

forth in the preceding paras its frank views on certain aspects of the | 

GOW’ approach to the Kashmir problem. ‘It 1s hoped that the MEA 

will accept these comments in the friendly spirit in which they are 

offered, and that they will serve to remove any misunderstandings 

which may have arisen with respect to the Dept’s position.”* 

Dept gratified by your prompt and forceful presentation US posi- 

tion in initial reply to Bajpai. Dept paper omits certain points which 

you properly emphasized in order make Dept presentation more palat- | 

able in event brought Nehru’s attention. Paper is necessarily general to 

avoid compromising US position as member UNCIP. - 

Shld Bajpai press you for other examples GOlI-created difficulties 7 

| you cld cite position on northern areas as example security emphasis | 

and séating Kashmir Reps in Constituent Assembly as example legal | 

emphasis. Shld he justify security emphasis by pointing to existence 

Azad forces, you might remind him that GOI agreed to UNCIP 

Jan 5 Res which deferred this problem to plebiscite period. Moreover, 

UNCIP has in Dept opinion shown full regard for necessity main- — | 

taining balance between Azad forces and GOL and State forces during 

truce period? = ~ | ne 

“Dept has not discussed Bajpai’s approach or reply with Brit or 

with Indian Emb. Shid you consider desirable inform Brit, advise 

Dept. Pe Des : Hs 

Bn ee ee _ ACHESON | 

-1Qn August 9 Henderson handed to Bajpai an unheaded memorandum which oo 

followed closely the language suggested here, with the addition of this passage | 

following the first sentence of the third paragraph: “It should be recalled at 

this point that the United States Government has not hesitated to express its- 

| concern to both parties and it has done so frequently to Indian and Pakistan 

| officials alike. In this document, however, which results from an informal dis- 

cussion in regard to the United States attitude towards the Indian approach to 

the Kashmir problem, only those factors relating to the position taken by the 

Government of India are mentioned.” (501.BC Kashmir/ 8-1049) © | 

- 23n despatch No. 690, August 10 (in amplification of telegram 911, not printed), 

Henderson reported that Bajpai “seemed not too pleased with what I had to tell 

him. He remains of the opinion that the Department has not given his Govern- 

ment full credit for the concessions which he considers that it has made... .” 

Henderson added that he thought that the exchange of views had been useful in 

demonstrating “that we do not accept without critical evaluation the Indian 

- Government’s own estimate of its position.” He was uncertain what Nehrwu’s | 

reaction might be, but even if he should take offense, Henderson was “convinced 

that we could not in all honesty have made a more disarming or milder 

reply... .” (501.BC Kashmir/8-1049) 

| |
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8§45.00/8~-1549 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET New Dexur, August 15, 1949—3 p. m. 
924. 1. At Nehru’s request, I called on him at noon August 18. It 

was so arranged that I saw Bajpai, Secretary of External Affairs, 
before meeting Prime Minister. Bajpai handed me a document ? pur- 
porting to set forth reaction Ministry External Affairs with respect 
to the views of Department regarding India’s attitude towards Kash- 
mir which I had conveyed to him on August 9. He said Prime Minister 
felt keenly about matter and wanted to discuss it with me privately. 

2. Although Nehru greeted me affably his whole attitude changed 
when be began discussing Kashmir. ... He said he was tired of 
receiving moralistic advice from US. India did not need advice from 
US or any other country as to its foreign or internal policies. His 
own record and that of Indian foreign relations was one of integrity 
and honesty, which did not warrant admonitions. He did not care to 

a receive lectures from other countries. So far as Kashmir was concerned 
he would not give an inch. He would hold his ground even if Kashmir, 
India and the whole world would go to pieces. Perhaps he was being 
emotional but he was justified in feeling deeply about Kashmir. He 
would not be swayed by talks or persuasion. He was under too deep 
obligations to Kashmir. He would give state up, only in case Kashmir 
people should freely express their desire not to remain a part of India. 
The Kashmir issue affected underlying philosophy of India which 
was that of a secular progressive state all citizens of which could 

| participate in national life without discrimination because of race, 
color or religion. This philosophy was opposed to that of Pakistan _ 
which was theocratic state. Pakistan was maneuvering with purpose 
that people of Kashmir should decide their future on basis of Paki- 
stan philosophy rather than that of India. India was determined that 

| any expression of will of people of Kashmir regarding their future 
| should be based on political factors not on religious hatreds. Plebi- 

scite based on political considerations would be moral victory for 
India even if it should lose. One based on religious passions, no matter 

_ who won would arouse hatreds which could injure structure of Indian 
state. | | 

After about ten minutes of this Prime Minister calmed down and 
spent another 50 minutes outlining developments of recent years in | 
and relating to Kashmir. Memo describing more detail conversation 
going forward by air mail.2 | 

* Not printed. :
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3. L was not entirely unprepared for Prime Minister’s tirade; Sb 

I said nothing, remained calm and looked him straight in the face. 

In latter part of his talk, he used conversational tone of voice and | 

| turned on his well-known charm. In finishing he said he hoped I 

would not mind if he had been perhaps “somewhat over-forceful” in 

his opening remarks. I replied that if his remarks reflected his state | 

of mind it was better that he should have made them; that we were 

- not likely to arrive at an understanding if we entirely concealed our 

emotions or failed to express frankly our views during conversations 

on important subjects. It might be just as well, however, if I should | 

regard some of his remarks as made for my personal benefit, not for 

conveyance as official statement to my government. He said he would _ 

leave that to my judgement. He would not like for anything which 

he had said to injure our relations. Oe - | | 

4. I pointed out State Department had expressed its views because its 

it had been asked to do so by Bajpai. For it not to have done so when 

| invited would have been unfair to India, to itself, and to cause of 

peace. Presentation of one’s views when requested could not be con- 

) sidered as offering of free advice. Furthermore, there was nothing | 

in views as expressed which cast any reflection on honesty and in- 

tegrity either of Nehru or of GOI. Therefore, I failed to see pertinency ; 

| of some of his remarks. The Prime Minister admitted the truth of 

what I had said. ST | | 

5. I said I would try to transmit to Washington fair summary of 

what he had said. I was afraid I would not be as eloquent an advocate 

of the Indian side of the Kashmir problem as he. Even though his 

coming visit to the US was of nonpolitical character, it might be use- | 

ful if he could find occasion to explain his position with regard 

Kashmir just as frankly to responsible members of American Gov- 

ernment as he had to me. He said would probably do so. a 

6. Summary of document given me by Bajpai set forth in another 

telegram. Copy going forward by pouch. 

Co HENDERSON 

| 501.BC Kashmir/8—2549 : Telegram | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* | | 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasnrneron, August 25, 1949—8 p. m. 

| 592. Fol is text appeal by Pres Truman which you shld deliver to 

respective PriMins GOI GOP shortly fol presentation by UNCIP to 

those Govts of its arbitration proposal, if possible on same day. Shid 

| 1 Repeated to Karachi as 301, London as 3604, and the U.S. Mission to the 

| United Nations as 439. 

| 501-887—77——110
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PriMins be unavailable msg shld be delivered FonOffs not later than 
24 hours after Comm’s presentation its proposal. 

Begin verbatim text | 

My dear Mr. Prime Minister: 
The UN Comm for India and Pakistan has recommended that your 

Govt and the Govt of (Pakistan) (India) refer to arbitration the 
determination of truce terms in the State of Jammu and Kashmir2 
Because of the great importance which my Govt attaches to an early 

| settlement of the Kashmir dispute, I am addressing this message to you - 
in that connection. | : 

Asia is today in the midst of a great social and polit revolution. 
Unhappily, that revolution has in most areas been attended by wide- 
spread violence which has disrupted the lives of tens of millions of 
peoples and the economies of whole nations. In the Indian subconti- 
nent, by contrast, essential changes have been and are being made with 
only localized disturbances, quickly brought under control. It is of 
crucial importance to the subcontinent, to Asia, and to the world as 
a whole that this peaceful and orderly progress be maintained. | 

You will, I am sure, agree that peace and cooperation between your 
country and (Pakistan) (India) are essential to the continuance of 
social and political progress in the subcontinent. The Kashmir dispute 
is the greatest threat to such peace and cooperation. My Govt is, there- 
fore, deeply interested in an‘early peaceful settlement of this dispute. 

Progress toward a peaceful settlement has been impeded during the 
last several months by the inability of your Govt and the Govt of 
(Pakistan) (India), with the assistance of the UN Comm, to agree 
through negot on the terms of a truce in Jammu and Kashmir. With- 
out minimizing the issues which have prevented a negotiated truce 

| agreement, I do venture the opinion that these are not so critical that 
they shld be permitted any longer to impede an advance toward the 
ultimate goal of an over-all solution of. the Kashmir problem. The 
estab of a truce is in the nature of an intermediate step which will 
make it possible to give effect to the Commission’s Resolution of 

| January 5,1949. re oe | -— 
In the interest of your own nation and in the interest of the world 

community, I urge you to accept the recommendation for arbitration _ 
of truce terms now placed before your Govt by the UN. I am:address- 
ub 2 similar communication to the Prime Minister of (Pakistan ) 

ndia). | 
Will you please accept my best wishes for your continued health and 

success, and for the welfare of your great country and people 
Sincerely yours, (signed) Harry S. Truman ? 

E'nd verbatim text | 
| _ . ACHESON 

* Yor the text of the memorandum approved by the Commission on August 26, 
see SC, 4th yr., Special Suppl. No. 7, p. 141. | 

* Notation on file copy: “Text of message personally approved by the President July 11, 1949 on memorandum from the Secretary dated July 7, 1949.” a ,
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501.BC Kashmir/8—2949 a | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

SECRET. [Wasuineron,| August 30, 1949. 

Participants: Madame Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Ambassador of 

/ India | | | 

OS Mr. Dean Acheson, Secretary of State _ | | . 

Mr. George McGhee, Assistant Secretary of State 

Mr. 'T. N. Kaul, First Secretary, Embassy of India 

| Mr. Joseph 8. Sparks, SOA | | 

In identifying the Note? which I handed to Madame Pandit I said | 

| that in conversations which I had had with the President concern- 

ing the situation in China and the Far Kast it had been apparent to | 

both of us that the Ambassador’s brother, the Prime Minister of | 

| India, had emerged as a world figure of great influence and that we 

looked to him to assume the leadership in the rehabilitation of Asia. | 

I said that in this role the entire world now had a claim upon him as 

one of its great statesmen and that we deeply hoped that in recelving 

the President’s personal appeal the Prime Minister would give the 

most careful consideration to the proposals of the United Nations 

Commission that the truce agreement should be submitted to arbitra- 

_ tion. In particular I pointed out our concern that the great prestige 

which the Prime Minister enjoys throughout Asia should be even — 

further fortified and in no way impaired by the manner in which he 

reactedtothe Kashmir problem. = CO 

. Madame Pandit said that she was deeply appreciative of the things 

- Thad said about the Prime Minister. She said that whereas she could — 

of course not comment on his reaction to the proposal contained in 

the Note she did know that her brother more than any man in the 

world had been concerned by and worked for the solution of the 

- Kashmir problem and that he would give the most serious thought 

to any proposals which emanated as this one so obviously did (in view 

of the American record throughout the history of the problem) from 

a truly friendly source. She said that she did not know about “leader- 

| ship” but she did know that the Prime Minister and India were 

| extremely anxious to cooperate in every way possible with the rest 

| of Asia and to work in the closest possible relationship with the United 

| States. In her opinion the importance of the Kashmir problem was 

_ fully understood in India and she was certain that the United States 

was aware of the complexity of the problem from an emotional, as 

well as economic, point of view. She fervently hoped that this situa- 

tion could be “gotten out of the way” and that true understanding 

| 1A copy of President Truman’s message to Prime Minister Nehru is included 

in telegram 592, supra. 

; 
|
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, could be developed between India and Pakistan as well as between 
India and the rest of the world. In particular she mentioned the 
speech which the President had made last evening in Philadelphia 
and said that she had been struck by the close similarity between the 
things being said by the President and by the leaders of India.” | 

* For the text of the President’s address at the American Legion convention in 
Philadelphia, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry 
S. Truman, 1949 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 446. 

501.BC Kashmir/9—849 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State — 

| SECRET NIACT New Deut, September 8, 1949—5 p. m. 
PRIORITY a | | 

1048. Bajpai handed me copy Nehruw’s reply to President which he 
telegraphed today to Indian Embassy for delivery to President. I am 
sending text since it might be helpful for President and Department 
know nature reply in advance. : | | 

Text follows: | | . 

“My dear Mr. President, | | i. 
I thank you for your letter of the 30th August which your Ambassa- 

dor presented to me on the 31st August. In view of the importance of 
its subject matter, I had to consult my colleagues and the Governments 
of Jammu and Kashmir. This will explain the slight delay in trans- 
mitting to you my reply. - 

| 2. I greatly appreciate the friendly solicitude which prompted you 
to write and particularly welcome your frankness because it enables 
me to write with equal candour. Since India became independent, and 
the creation of Pakistan was part of the scheme of transfer of power 
by Great Britain, we, in India, have been conscious of the need for 
peace and cooperation between ourselves and Pakistan. One striking 

| example of the genuineness of our desire to be friendly to Pakistan 
was the transfer to its Government of the equivalent of approximately | 
150 million dollars at a time when we knew that Pakistan was aiding, 
abetting the invasion of Jammu and Kashmir and might use this 
money to further this aggression against India. I could cite other 
instances but do not wish to overweight this letter with detail. | 

3. Kashmir undoubtedly is a cause of acute tension between 
Pakistan and us. But, as we have already pointed out to your Am- 
bassador, there are other causes as well, the root cause being the 
emotional climate of Pakistan whose people are being constantly en-— 
couraged by its government and leaders to pursue a policy inspired 
by fear of and hatred towards India in the false belief that India 
seeks to destroy this new state. Apart from other considerations, it 
is not to India’s interest to have any such aim. Her paramount need 
is peace in the world, of which the maintenance of friendly relations
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with her neighbours is an essential condition. In particular, the main- 

tenance of such relations with Pakistan is of the greatest importance 

because of historical, geographic, economic and other factors. 

4. You have referred to the inability of my Government and the 

- Government of Pakistan to agree through negotiations with the as- — 

sistance of the United Nations Commission on terms of truce in 

Jammu and Kashmir. We have, since the Commission first. visited 

this sub-continent last year, given manifold proof of active coopera- 

tion with that body. The last example was our readiness to discuss 

truce terms, under the auspices of the Commission, with representa- 

tives of Pakistan. It was a matter of painful surprise to us that the oe 

Commission decided to abandon the idea of a conference, im our | 

view, primarily because Pakistan refused even to discuss some matters 

to which we attach importance, particularly the large-scale disband- 

ing and disarming of so called ‘Azad Kashmir’ forces, a step to — 

which, according to assurances given Us, Commission has agreed. 

As we have repeatedly stated to Commission, firm decisions to imple- 

ment this assurance are condition precedent to withdrawal of our 

- forces. Without satisfactory arrangements for large scale disbanding 

and disarming of ‘Azad’ forces, withdrawal of Indian forces will 

| eravely imperil security of portion of the state held by us. And, 

unless there is this large-scale disbanding and disarming of ‘Azad’ 

forces, the conditions for a free and impartial plebiscite cannot come | 

| into being. _ oo | 

5, As regards Commission’s proposal for arbitration, I should like 

to state, at the outset, that India is not opposed to principle of ar- 

- bitration. Arbitration is, under Article 83(1) of Charter of United — | 

Nations, one of the methods of achieving a peaceful solution of a — 

- dispute which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international 

peace and security, and India is a firm believer in principles embodied 

in Charter. The reference to arbitration should, however, be of a | 

precise and defined issue which, if settled by the method, will have 

effect of creating conditions for ending a dispute that threatens 

international peace and security. The proposal for arbitration as pre- 

sented to us by the Commission does not satisfy the necessary condi- 

tions and we have found ourselves unable accept it for reasons which 

are briefly set out below: — 

(1) According to interpretation given to us, the arbitrator 

would have authority not only to arbitrate but would also be free | 

to determine points on which he should arbitrate. So far as 

Government of India are aware, this procedure is novel and with- 

out precedent and could hardly be justified. 

| - (2) The main difference between us and the Government of | 

Pakistan is about disbanding and disarming of ‘Azad Kashmir 

| forces. The Commission has given us an assurance that there is to | 

| be large-scale disbanding and disarming of these forces. If steps 

| to implement assurance are not taken immediately, it will be 

} impossible for us, consistently with necessity of safeguarding 

portion of Jammu and Kashmir state against a repetition of 

| horrors of invasion of the valley in October, 1947, to withdraw the 

| bulk of our forces. Moreover, if there is to be no large-scale dis- 

| 

;
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bandment and disarming of Azad Kashmir forces, one of essential 
conditions for holding free and impartial plebiscite will not be 
satisfied. As we explained to Commission’s principal representa- 
tive, Dr. Lozano, when he discussed with us the draft of what 
subsequently became Commission’s resolution of 5th J anuary, 
1949, with such large number members of ‘Azad Kashmir forces? 

- under arms, it will be impossible for a substantial number of per- 
sons normally resident in so-called Azad-Kashmir area who are 
now refugees, to express their opinion freely re future of the State. 
The large-scale disbanding and disarming of ‘Azad-Kashmir’ 
forces is, therefore, not a matter for arbitration but for affirmative 
and immediate decision. | 

6. I would also like to draw your attention to fact that since the 
assurance re disbanding and disarming of ‘Azad-Kashmir’ forces was 
given to us by Commission, number of these forces has been increased 
by Pakistan considerably. For all practical purposes, they forma part | 
of Pakistan Army. The mere withdrawal of the regular Pakistan 
Army from territory of Jammu and Kashmir State will thus leave a | 
large and well trained army under Pakistan leadership behind in the 
State territory. That will be contrary to basis of resolution of UN _ 
Commission of 13th August, 1948 and will create a new situation full 
of peril to the State. It is for this reason that we have laid stress on 
inter-dependence of phasing of the withdrawal of their forces from the 
erate with the disbanding and disarming of the ‘Azad-Kashmir’ 

| orces, : 
_¢. In conclusion I wish assure you that India does not wish the 
Kashmir or any other dispute be settled by the sword. She will always 
be ready to consider a solution by any method that would lead to a 
peaceful settlement of the entire dispute. 7 | 
May I ask you, Mr. President, to accept the best wishes of the 

Government and people of India for the great nation of which you 
are the chosen head and, for yourself, the assurance of my most frendly 
sentiments and my highest consideration. | | 

Yours sincerely, signed Jawaharlal Nehru.” 

_ HenprErson 

501.BC Kashmir/9-849 ;: Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in India (H enderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET NIACT New Detut, September 8, 1949—9 p. m. 
| PRIORITY | ) 

_ 1044. 1. When I saw Bajpai this afternoon at his request he handed 
me copy of Nehru’s reply to President submitted in Telegram 10438, 
September 8 and also text GOI reply to UNCIP * summary of which 
will be forwarded in subsequent telegram. Both dated today. 

*For the text of the letter dated September 8 from the Secretary-General of | 
the Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, to the Chairman of the 
Now Dds at Commission for India and Pakistan, see SC, 4th yr., Special Suppl.
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-—-Q, After Thad glanced through documents he said he wished stress 

(a) their friendly tone and (6) fact they still left door open to ar- | 

bitration. He added Prime Minister was sorry his expression of sur- 

prise during speech [at] All&h4bad had apparently given impression 

he was irritated at receipt appeals. He insisted Prime Minister appre- 7 

ciated motives behind appeals and has accepted them as indication | 

friendly interest US and UK in problem of south Asia. | | 

3. I said it seemed to me Indian press and public must have ob- | 

tained impression that Prime Minister was displeased; otherwise I . 

could not account for critical attitude Indian press has subsequently | 

taken this regard. He said both Prime Minister and he deeply re- | 

gretted line press had taken. They were particularly unhappy at dlis- 

torted leaks that had appeared this morning’s papers. a 

4, I told him I was sure he had considerable responsibility for the 

friendly tone of Prime Minister’s reply. After some hesitation he 

~ admitted he had long conversation which lasted until small hours of 

morning. He said Governor General? perhaps more than anyone else 

deserved credit for fact door was still left open for arbitration. 

5, Continuing in personal vein Bajpai said he did not believe how- 

ever that any good purpose would be served in further attempts at 

arbitration under auspices of UNCIP. He was convinced the UNCIP 

had made its final contribution by obtaiming cease fire. It could not, 

however, contribute further to solution. He hoped therefore in view 

unbreakable deadlock on disbandment Azzad forces UNCIP could be | 

a wound up soon leaving perhaps some observers to supervise cease fire 

- and to continue line demarcation. 

He could state categorically that India would never initiate resort | 

toarmstosolve problem. | 

| | 6. Speaking only personally and without authority from his gov- 

ernment he earnestly hoped SC could explore further arbitration or 

preferably mediation. Arbitration or mediation however should not 

, be limited to question of truces since that avenue apparently hopelessly _ 

blocked by attitude Pakistan re Azzad forces. Mediation could cover 

much wider range including even final solution Kashmir problem. He _ 

wished again stress that this was personal view expressed by him to 

: me and not suggestion on part his government. | 

| 7. As I was preparing depart, Bajpai remarked we were both dedi- | 

| cated to purpose strengthening friendly relations between India and 

| US. Such relations were in the mutual interest our respective countries. 

| In interpreting American approaches to his government he had this 

| purpose in mind and he sincerely hoped that in commenting to my 

| government re exchanges such as those we were discussing ITwouldbear _ 

| ? Shri Chakravarti Rajagopalachari. | 

|
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In mind basic underlying friendship of India for US. I obtained 
impression from his remarks and attitude he desired me understand he 
was trying to smooth over what had probably been for him trying 

situation and wanted my cooperation as far as my government was 
concerned. | | a Oo 

Sent Department 1044, repeated London. » - 
| | os HENDERSON 

501.BC Kashmir/9-849 : Telegram SO | 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Wolf) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET § PRIORITY Karacui, September 8, 1949. 

879. To Director of Intelligence USAF, Washington, ‘D.C., Kab 
| 23, pass to State Department as 379. At 8 p. m. this evening at my 

residence Foreign Office Protocol Officer handed me personally an 
original letter to President signed by Prime Minister at 7:45 p.m. _ 
accepting on behalf of his government latest proposals of UNCIP 
for arbitration truce agreement relating to state of Jammu and 
Kashmir by Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz. He requested me to 
open and read it in his presence, which I did. He then asked me to 
cable at once its contents to my government and requested that the 
Department should provide the Pakistan Ambassador immediately 
with a copy so that the latter might request an opportunity formally 
to present such copy of the letter to the Secretary of State pending 
delivery of the original to the President. He emphasized that the 
matter was to be considered urgent and top secret and that it was the 
wish of Pakistan that no publicity should be given even to the fact that 
the Prime Minister had replied to the President until UNCIP had 
received reply of Pakistan to its proposals and had given publicity 
thereto. Pakistan’s Ambassador will receive similar instructions re 
secrecy from Foreign Minister. — 

1. The text of the letter reads as follows: “My Dear Mr. Presi- 
dent, I thank you for your message of August 30, 1949, urging the 
acceptance of the recommendation by the United Nations Commis- 
sion to refer to arbitration the determination of the truce agreement 

_ relating to the state of Jammu and Kashmir. The Pakistan Govern- 
ment greatly appreciates the keen interest you have shown to the early 
settlement of the Kashmir dispute, which has been pending for so 
long between India and Pakistan. I agree with you that the Kashmir 
dispute is the greatest threat to peace and cooperation between India 
and Pakistan which are essential to the maintenance and continuance 
of social and political progress in the sub-continent. | 

2. ‘The geographical and strategic pesition of Kashmir in relation to 
Pakistan, the flow of its rivers, the direction of its roads, the channels 
of its trade, the historical, economic and cultural ties which bind its
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peoples to Pakistan, link Kashmir indissolutely with Pakistan. Nature | 

has so to speak fashioned the two together. Pakistan could, therefore, 

have claimed in reason that Kashmir should accede to Pakistan with- 

out question. From the very beginning, however, Pakistan’s stand has 

been that the dispute should be peacefully settled through the demo- 

cratic method of a free and impartial plebiscite of the citizens of the 

state of Jammu and Kashmir. On the other hand, India has sought to 

coerce Kashmir into the Indian Union by force of arms and is today in | 

military occupation of the greater part of the more populous areas of 

Jammu and Kashmir against the will of its people. , | 

8. No doubt India has paid lip service to the principle of a plebiscite 

but in practice she has throughout obstructed every attempt on the 

part, first of the Security Council and later on of the United Nations 

Commission to define and establish the conditions that would guaran- 

tee a fair and impartial plebiscite. Pakistan’s efforts have been directed __ 

towards securing and promoting these conditions. One of the essential 

conditions for organizing and holding a fair and impartial plebiscite 

is the withdrawal of the Indian armed forces from the territories of 

the state. India has hitherto resisted every effort made by Security 

Council and later on by the United Nations Commission to bring about 

that result and difficulties that the Commission has lately encountered 

in promoting an agreement on the truce terms are related mainly to 

this aspect of the problem. Having been baffled almost at every turn in 

- gecuring India’s agreement to truce terms based on part 2 of the © 

Commission’s resolution of 13 August, 1948, the Commission has now | 

made its latest proposal for arbitration. | ) 

4. My government have naturally given the most earnest and sym- 

pathetic consideration both to the terms of the proposal itself and 

the message that you have sent to me. Had the proposal not hinged 

round the eminent personality of Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz 

and had it not been so emphatically sponsored by the President. of 

the United States my government would have felt considerable hesi- | 

tation in accepting it mainly on the score that the decision of any 

other arbitrator on the points in dispute between the parties relating | 

to the truce might have been rendered of no effect by India’s failure to 

implement it in practice. We feel, however, that that apprehension is 

) largely met by the qualities and personality of the proposed arbitra- 

tor and may be taken to be completely eliminated by the keen interest _ | 

/ that you are taking and will, I hope, continue henceforth to take in 

this matter. We rely upon Admiral Nimitz supported by your great 

authority to ensure that his decision shall be faithfully and promptly | 

| carried into effect so that he can immediately proceed towards the 

| definition and assumption of the powers that he considers necessary 

| for the organization and holding of a free and impartial plebiscite, 

| powers that are guaranteed to him by the Commission’s resolution of 

: 5 January 1949. | | | 

| 5. As you have remarked, Asia 1s today in the midst of a 

great, social and political revolution. 'The direction and outcome 

of that revolution will be determined by the faith which the people _ 

| of Asia acquire in the practical efficacy of the democratic principles 

| for which the United Nations stands. A just and peaceful settlement 

| of the Kashmir dispute accordance with the frequent expressed wishes | 

| 

| | |
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of its people will be a vindication of those high principles and a : 
reaffirmation of the faith of the people of Asia in the cause of 
democracy. | 

6. In view of these considerations, I am glad, Mr. President, to , inform you that my government have accepted the latest proposal of 
the United Nations Commission for arbitration of the truce agreement 
by Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz. _ 

Will you please accept my best wishes for your continued health 
and success, and for the welfare of your great country and people. 
Yours sincerely,” | | 

The original of letter will be transmitted by courier leaving Karachi 
Friday, September 9. Embassy not yet informed re reply to Attlee. 

Wor 

501.BC Kashmir/9-1449 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. F. D. Collins o f the Division of 
| South Asian Affairs 

SECRET [Wasurneton,] September 14, 1949. 
Participants: Mr. M. E. Dening, Head of the Southeast Asian Dept., 

British Foreign Office 
Mr. C. A. Meade, Counselor, British Embassy 
Mr. C. Michael Walker, First Secretary, British 
Embassy | 

Mr. G. C. McGhee, Assistant Secretary, NEA : 
| Mr. R. A. Hare, Deputy Assistant Secretary, NEA 

Mr.8. K. C. Kopper, NEA 
| Mr. 'W. Allen, UNP 

Messrs. E. G. Mathews, D. D. Kennedy, R. E. Usher 
and F. D. Collins, SOA 

“At the suggestion of the British Embassy, Mr. Dening, British 
Foreign Office, accompanied by Messrs. Meade and Walker, visited 
NEA for discussions involving a number of problems of current inter- 
est to the UK and to the US. | 

Mr. Mathews, after alluding to the recent clarification given by the 
Commission following the Indian rejection of arbitration, stated we 

| doubted whether a rewording of the Commission’s recent proposal 
would have any material effect upon the GOI. Mr. McGhee inquired — 
as to whether clarification of the points raised in the Indian reply 
would be of help and Mr. Dening indicated that it would only be of 
help in the event that Nehru had changed his mind and realized that 
he had gone too far. Mr. Dening then referred to the Attlee reply to 
the negative response on the part of the GOI to the arbitration appeal | 
and indicated that he thought the British answer which in brief con- 

| sisted of an expression of disappointment could have been stronger.
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Mr. Dening remarked that it would be a pity if the Indians felt that | 

we were accepting their negative response and that we did not con- 

template doing anything further on this matter. He stated further 

that the British have considerable doubts regarding a reference of the. 

Kashmir issue to the Security Council, adding that old wounds would _ | 

- probably be torn open when the discussions began in the Security _ 

Council. | | 
Mr. Dening mentioned that the recent legal opinion of the British 

| to the effect that the accession of Kashmir to India could be seriously | 

questioned in view of the Stand-Still Agreement which Kashmir had | 

concluded with Pakistan was a bit late and that he did not see that 

the UK or anyone else at this time could effectively make use of this. Oe 

| Mr. McGhee inquired as to what we should recommend that the 

President say when receiving the Indian negative reply (the Indian | 

reply had not as yet been delivered to President ‘Truman, but was | 

subsequently delivered at 12:45 p. m. on September 15). Mr. Dening © 

- indicated that he thought it would be helpful if we could express the | 

hope that in view of clarifications by the Commission to the GOI oe 

that they would reconsider their negative answer to the Commission’s | 

arbitration proposal.* | 

At this point it was mentioned that such an approach might be 

- more effective by the American Embassy in New Delhi where they 

could talk directly with the GOI and express the same hope of India’s 

' reconsidering. Mr. Dening mentioned that the British contemplated 

taking advantage of this opening to further point out to the Indians 

- the desirability of their accepting the arbitration proposal andthatin | 

view of this and the possibility of a similar approach by the US he 

believed we should await further developments in the next few days 

| - before deciding on any further action which might have the effect of a 

| reference back to the Security Council. | ee 

‘Mr. McGhee asked the question, “If India turns down the Com- 

| mission’s arbitration proposal are we agreed on the next step ¢”? Mr. 

Dening replied that there appeared to be little left short of reference | 

| to the Security Council but that the thought of reference to the Secu- 

| rity Council by the British Government was “horrible”. The discus- 

sion then centered on what the US and UK might do in the event 

| the issue was referred to the Security Council. It was pointed out 

- that we could recommend to the Kashmir Commission that they word _ 

| their report in such a way so as to recommend that the Security Coun- 

: cil, in dealing with the Kashmir issue, would confine itself to proce- 

|. dural recommendations and avoid any substantive recommendations. 

| 1Telegram 642 to New Delhi, September 15, recommended to the Embassy an 

| approach to the Government of India to request reconsideration of their position | 

| on arbitration (501.BC Kashmir/5-2649). | | 

|
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The British were asked what their viewpoint was with respect to 
| partition, considering the recent Nehru—Nye conversations in which 

| the question of partition came up. Mr. Dening replied that the British 
had given long and careful consideration to various partition pro- 
posals but felt that the crux of the matter was the Vale, and that by 
recommending partition you merely compress the problem into the 
question of the “Vale of Kashmir”. In addition there was the very 
decided objection which Pakistan would raise to any partition pro- 
posal. Mr. Mathews indicated that the US, as a member of UNCIP, 
would find it difficult to take any initiative in support of partition | 
as UNCIP was committed by its January 5 resolution to preparing 
for a, plebiscite. : | 

Secretary’s Memoranda, Lot 58 D 4442 a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State | 

, RESTRICTED [Wasutneron,| September 15, 1949. 

Participants: Sir Zafrulla Khan, Pakistan Foreign Minister 
Mr. M. A. H. Ispahani, Pakistan Ambassador 

| Mr. Acheson—S 
Mr. McGhee—N EA | 
Mr. Fox—SOA | 

Sir Zafrulla and Ambassador Ispahani called this afternoon at their 
request. Sir Zafrulla said that he had come to talk to me mainly about | 
Kashmir. He said that in view of India’s unfavorable response to the 
-~UNCIP proposal for arbitration the Government of Pakistan was _ 
very concerned over the outlook for a settlement. Pakistan felt that 
India was resisting every attempt to move forward toward a fair ~ 
plebiscite. He was afraid now that there would be interminable delay, 
during which time there was danger that some indiscreet act on one 
side or the other would touch fire to an atmosphere that was becoming 
explosive. He said that Pakistan had not hesitated in accepting the 
UNCIP proposal for arbitration. In this dispute Pakistan thought 
that India was wrong; but India believed that Pakistan was wrong, 
and arbitration, therefore, was called for. He said that Pakistan relies 
upon the eminent personality of Admiral Nimitz to ensure that a fair | 
settlement is faithfully carried into effect; and that, since this is now 
supported by the great authority of the President, he hoped that 
we would endeavor to press for a quick settlement. 

I replied that this Government shared Pakistan’s concern in this 
matter, as was evidenced by the President’s letter. I said that we were | 

_ * Lot 53 D 444 is a comprehensive chronological collection of the Secretary of 
State’s memoranda and memoranda of conversation for the years 1947-1953, as 
maintained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State.
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very pleased over Pakistan’s acceptance of the arbitration proposal, 

| and greatly disappointed by the reply we had received from India. I~ 

continued to the effect that we were not yet certain, however, that | 

‘India has completely rejected the arbitration proposal, and that so 

long as there was any possibility that India might accept we hoped that 

no one would release any statements that might tend to make the 

Government of India more firm in its refusal. s | 

Sir Zafrulla then said that a second point he wished to mention 

to me was the issue that had arisen between Pakistan and Afghanistan 

over the status of the Frontier tribes; and he then reviewed at some 

length the background of this controversy and the attitude of the 

Government of Pakistan toward it. He indicated that Pakistan was - 

at a loss to understand clearly what Afghanistan wanted, or how | 

Pakistan could best approach a settlement. oe | 

| | __ 

501.BC Kashmir/9-1949 - - oe a | 

Memorandum of C onversation, by Mr. F. D.C ollins of the Division of 

os Oo South Asian Affairs — | a 

- SECRET a [Wasuineton,] September 19, 1949. 

Participants: Mr. M. E. Dening, Head of the Southeast Asian Dept., 

ae _ British Foreign Ofiice a re 

| Mr. C. M. Walker, First Secretary, British Embassy 

: OM G. C. McGhee, Assistant Secretary, NEA 

| - Mr. E. G. Mathews and Mr. F. D. Collins, SOA 

| - Mr. W. Allen, UNP ~ a 

| a 7 Mr. R. A. Hare, Deputy Assistant Secretary, NEA 

Mr. Dening began the conversations by alluding to a recent gather- | 

| ing attended by Foreign Minister Schuman, Foreign Minister Bevin, 

| Ambassador Franks, and Secretary of State Acheson and mentioned 

- he believed Mr. Bevin and Sir Oliver Franks discussed privately the | 

| ‘Kashmir problem with the Secretary of State.” a 

| . Mr. Dening stated Mr. Bevin had sent a telegram to Prime Minister _ 

| Attlee expressing regrets at the UK support of India for the SC 

yo and urging that the Prime Minister send a message to Nehru point- 

: | ing out the difficulties: which the UK would face in the support of | 

| India’s candidacy and that the UK would be free to determine its 

' own attitude if the Kashmir case came up in the Security Council. 

! Mr. Dening said that such a message would be an implied threat which 

| | might. have-the effect of India’s reconsidering her present position on 

ihe three Foreign Ministers and their staffs held several conversations in 

if Washington in September on Germany and other questions, but no record of 

! a separate discussion of the Kashmir problem has been found. | 

| 
|
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| the Kashmir issue. He added that he was not sure that Mr. Attlee _ would go along on this suggestion. (Department subsequently in- 
formed message not sent.) | | | Mr. McGhee inquired as to whether anything further could be done 
before the Kashmir case came up in the SC. Mr. Mathews mentioned 
that we were considering the possibility of the Secretary issuing a . statement at his Press Conference in which he would express the 
United States’ disappointment at India’s rejection of UNCIP’s arbi- 
tration proposal. Mr. Dening mentioned that he had made a courtesy 
call this morning on the Pakistani Ambassador, Mr. Ispahani, who 
in the conversation brought up the Kashmir issue and indicated Paki- 
stan’s disappointment in the delays which were being encountered. | The question was then raised as to the timing of the presentation of the Kashmir case before the SC, and the feeling prevailed that the sooner the case could be brought before the SC the better. It was _ agreed that it would be preferable for the Commission not to proceed to Geneva but to complete their report quickly in Srinagar and proceed to New York. Mr. Dening observed that the presentation of the case in the SC would probably coincide with the Nehru visit to the US and possibly Liaquat’s visit to Moscow. 
Mr. Dening was queried as to whether the British felt that assum- ing the case came before the SC that the arbitration approach was still the best means to solve the Kashmir problem. Mr. Dening re- plied by saying that he felt that 9 condemnatory resolution by theSC would be of no use and that to attempt to impose a settlement would not succeed. He added that the SC might go as far as their resolution on Indonesia with the hope that India might reconsider her views. , Mr. Dening went on to add that if you don’t try arbitration you have the problem of renegotiating resolutions embodying the principles _ upon which a settlement could be made and that Pakistan would not look with favor upon any such proposal. : | Mr. Mathews mentioned that it was quite clear in view of the second reply of the GOI to the Commission that the former was opposed to arbitration. Mr. Dening quoted from a London telegram to the _ effect that the UK was now willing to focus their ideas.on how the arbitration proposal might be dealt with once the case was referred to the SC and that question of the legality of Kashmir’s accession was | still occupying the attention of the British. In reply to an observation that there would be no point in putting India in the position of refus- ing to carry out a SC directive, Mr. Dening replied that you could put India in the position that the Dutch were with respect to Indo- nesia, but they may not show the good sense which the Dutch finally 

demonstrated. | | a
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The question of how the Kashmir case would develop in the SC 

was raised, and it was indicated that India might wish to revert to 

her position when the case was first brought before the SC in which | 

she asked the Council to label Pakistan as the aggressor and cited 

her legal position. In the event India approached the SC along these — | 

lines Pakistan might reply by questioning her legal position in view 

of Pakistan’s Stand-Still Agreement with Kashmir. A feeling pre- 

vailed that if India’s legal position was shaken she might reconsider 

and be in a more compromising mood. However, if the case were re- : 

ferred to the 1.C.J. for a decision this would have the effect of delaying — 

a settlement which would be very undesirable. It might be further | 

complicated by I.C.J.’s decision in favor of India. oe | 

It was agreed that we would recommend: (1) That the Commis- 

sion speed up the conclusion of its report. (2) That efforts be made 

when the case came before the SC to stress the procedural aspects , 

and not have the Council engage in substantive talks. (3) That it 

would be desirable to keep the Kashmir issue apart from other issues 

such as the Punjab Water Rights and the Refugee Property Problems. _ 

In reply to a question as to what the British felt the Russians might _ | 

do when the case came before the SC, Mr. Dening expressed the 

opinion that the Russians would either abstain or take any action — 

which would tend to complicate and delay the settlement of the prob- | 

lem. It was agreed that the UK and the US would continue to maintain 

close contact and to exchange views on the Kashmirissue. , 

501.BC Kashmir/9—2149 ;: Telegram | | - 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* 

SECRET : Wasuineron, September 21, 1949—7 p. m. | : 

| 656. Kascom 116. Dept agrees the most fruitful course UNCIP can | 

now pursue is return case SC with suggestions as to most suitable 

action SC cld take in order to provide machinery for settlement. Dept | 

has given further consideration to UNCIP and SC action and this tel 

supersedes Kascom 112? to extent they inconsistent. | 

- In Depts view important seek limit SC discussion to procedures for 

advancing settlement avoiding debate substance issues. Believe best | 

course wld be approval by SC of Res with fol recitals: | | 

(1) reaffirmation cease-fire line and important its continued cbserv- 

ance 5 | 

- 4 Repeated to the United States Mission to the United Nations as 491, London 

as 3433, and Karachi as 350. 
~ 

® Not printed. 
| 

| | 

| 

|
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(2) reaffirmation of agreement to decide future of state by -pleb, 
principles of which have been agreed to in UNCIP Jan 5 Res; 

(3) notation that unresolved pre-pleb issues revolve around de- 
militarization of state; | 

(4) notation that GOP accepted Comm proposal arb these issues 
and GOI stated not opposed principle of arb. 

Res cld then state conclusion that continued efforts shld be made 
thru UN machinery to resolve these narrow issues and cld provide 
that: | | 

(1) PA Designate shld proceed to subcontinent to use his good 
offices to bring about agreement between parties in respect to a settle- 
ment of the outstanding issues of demilitarization or to methods of 
reaching such settlement including arbitration, taking into account 
but not being bound by Comm action on this subject 5. Co , | (2) he be authorized arb such remaining points of difference as | parties then agree may be subject arb; 

| (3) pending efforts this end Comm shld remain available for such 
work as SC may decide. Be 7 | 

_ Chances limiting SC debate and directing action along above lines 
: wld be greatly increased if Comm itself eld recommend SC adopt this 

course. This Tel being sent for your comments and those of embs and 
as holding device prior consultation with Nimitz in so far as he in- 
volved. Will cable his reaction. ae | a 

Unless decision already taken move Geneva please seek have Comm 
complete report in subcontinent. Dept believes Geneva move likely to 
cause delay and loss working majority thru visits of the Members to 
home capitals. SO a | 

; 7 Wess 

501.BC Kashmir/10-1249 : Telegram | : | 
Lhe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET § PRIORITY New Dexut, October 12, 1949—9 a. m. 
1227. 1. UK office showed US privately several days ago copy 

lengthy mail instruction sent British Embassy Washington re Kash- 
mir, This instruction appears to have been written with knowledge of 
procedure recommended Kascom 1127 but not 116.2 We assume views 
contained therein already discussed with Department. 

2. We concur emphatically with British that GOT is searching for 
new basis settlement which would permit departure from terms SC 
and UNCIP resolutions and that it is thinking of following possi- 
bilities: (a) partition; (0) single mediator other than the plebiscite 

* Not printed. - 
* Telegram 658, September 21, supra.
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administrator; and (ce) over-all arbitration of major issues between 

- Pakistanand India. _ re | 

3. We also agree with underlying thought arbitration technique 

which was accepted by Pakistan and not excluded by GOI and which 

was urged by President and Attlee should not be summarily aban- 

Joned. If GOT is able to reject without further disadvantage to itself 

so reasonable a proposal as that which UNCIP advanced and Presi- 

dent, Attlee supported it may result in tendency GOI consider it can 

afford disregard views expressed to itby usonother matters. 

4. As indicated in Embtel 1150 * September 27% we are by no means 

satisfied, however, that all efforts should continue to be directed to 

goal of eventual plebiscite even though it be assumed GOP would not 

now accept any other solution. Here in Delhi very few indeed believe 

there ever will be a plebiscite under UN auspices in Kashmir. In ~ 

Srinagar, where a crude and damaging campaign against UNCIP | 

has been in progress, opinion is even more emphatic on this point. It 

+3 clear Sheikh Abdullah will go to great length avoid UN plebiscite © 

and that he has enormous influence on Nehru regarding Kashmir. In ; 

_- view foregoing we repeat view expressed in reftel that if GOL is to be 

brought to plebiscite on any but its own terms much greater pressure 

will have to be exerted through SC or otherwise. — 

| 5. If renewed efforts in SC fail to make progress towards settle- 

ment on basis UNCIP resolution problem of how to shift efforts to 

a new basis of settlement would become urgent. One possibility which 

has emerged in informal talk with British here would be for UN repre- 

sentative, perhaps Nimitz, come to Subcontinent as fact-finder and 

report back to SC. If he found conditions Kashmir and attitudes two _ 

- governments such that plebiscite would not be held or if held might 

not provide lasting solution SC could then turn to other methods. 

6, Foregoing does not mean Embassy not in sympathy with another 

effort to bring about demilitarization of state by arbitration and 

achievement truce agreement. On contrary, we feel because of con- 

| siderations mentioned paragraph 3 US should support this despite 

| slim prospects success and that if it fails record should clearly show 

who responsible for failure. But we do feel strongly way should be 

left open for broader application arbitration technique or for shift to 

different method of settlement. | | 

Sent Department 1227, pouched Karachi, Department pass London, __ 

Geneva from Delhi. | | | 

| | | 7 Donovan 

| - * Not printed. _ a | | | 

— 501-887-—77——111 
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Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

| SECRET | oO _ [Wasuineton,] October 13, 1949. 
Participants: The President _ | | oe | o | Secretary Acheson __ oe 

| Prime Minister Nehru 7 - | Sir Girja Bajpai | | The President received Prime Minister Nehru at 4:30 this after- noon. Sir Girja Bajpai and the Secretary of State were present. The _ interview lasted three quartersofanhour, = 
The President hoped that the Prime Minister was. enj oying his © visit, expressed his desire that he should have a real opportunity to see and know the people throughout the country, and assured him that he would have a warm and enthusiastic welcome. The Prime | Minister spoke feelingly of the impression which the visit was making © upon him. | | | - | _ The President referred to his deep concern for the welfare of the Indian people and of the people throughout Asia who were facing — problems of the greatest magnitude. He spoke of the difficult transi- _ tion being made in Indonesia, throughout Southeast Asia and in India, and expressed the earnest hope that this transformation could be made peacefully and speedily. | 7 — The Prime Minister noted that a great change had come over all _ the Asian peoples. They no longer accepted poverty and misery with resignation and believed that an organized effort was capable of im- proving their situation. All of this great change was being expressed politically through the growing nationalism in Asia. It was this | nationalism which had completely outmoded the colonial status. Wherever it came in conflict with colonialism there was trouble. _ Wherever that obstacle was removed, progress was possible although — other difficulties still existed. The President observed that we in this country have been through the same experience. We had found that the solution of the colonial problem was not the end. It had taken a great civil war to teach us that we must live peacefully together and | it had taken involvement in two world wars to bring home to us that we could not be independent of peoples beyond our shores. He _ devoutly trusted that the people of India would not have to repeat . our experience. The Prime Minister agreed and asserted his determi- | | nation that the problems which confronted India must be solved with- out conflict. He stated that perhaps the most pressing of the Indian problems had to do with the relation of people to the land. He said that over the past few decades both the total number and the per- centage of people living on the land and living by agriculture had
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increased, and that it was necessary to reverse this trend to increase | 
industrialization and to increase the productivity of agriculture. He | 
thought that the critical time was in the next few years and he men- 
tioned he had spoken to the Secretary of State last evening about - 
the Indian desire to acquire a stockpile of approximately one million 
tons of wheat. The importance of this was both to reassure the people 
that the food supply was secure and also to bring about a reduction 
in the price of wheat which had a controlling influence on all other 
prices in India. re er ee 

| The President observed that twenty years ago half of our popula- | 
tion lived by agriculture whereas now only twenty-nine percent did 
go. However, we had increased both the production rate and the total — 
output of agriculture. We were now faced with the possibility of ee 
agricultural production in excess of the present purchasing power _ 
in the world. He mentioned that if the peoples of India and China > 
could purchase an amount of cotton equal to one ounce per person 
there would be an actual shortage of cotton. He said that we would be 
glad to cooperate with India in our mutual interest in the matter 
referred to by the Prime Minister. | | | 

Kashmir | oo | | a 

- The President referred to the Kashmir situation as one of the prob- 
| lems which he hoped fell within the Prime Minister’s determination 

to solve without conflict. The Prime Minister assured the President | 
that this was so. He reviewed the circumstances which led to his belief | 
that an important and perhaps basic element in the Kashmir situa- 
tion was to solve this problem on other than an adherence to one nation 
or another on a religious basis. He thought that determination on a 
religious basis would have a deeply unsettling effect upon the Moslems 
living in India and upon the Hindus living in Pakistan. He discussed 
the Indian conception of the secular state which the President said | 
was thoroughly in accord with American institutions and ideas. The | 

| President. again stated that his only concern was to be of assistance in 
the common aim of maintaining the peace and obtaining a just 
settlement. — | | | Ee EEE | 

Olina | Cs | 
| The conversation then turned to the situation in China. The Prime 
| - Minister expressed his view that the basic situation in China was 
| that the agrarian revolution, which had begun many years ago but 
| had been intensified in 1911, had been so mishandled by the Kuomin- | 

tang that power had fallen by default in the hands of the Communists. | 
He thought that. they were not desired in China but were accepted in | 

| the absence of any other apparent force interested in dealing with the | 
| problem. He thought that Communism was alien to the Chinese mind
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| and that foreign domination would be deeply resented. He believed 

| that the course of events would restore Chinese nationalism as a gov- 

erning force and would weaken the subservience to Moscow. - ; 

| In regard to recognition, he thought that India’s proximity to China 

put India in a somewhat different position from that of other coun- 

tries and indicated a leaning toward early recognition. The President 

| hoped that this was a matter in regard to which the non-Communist 

countries could consult and if possible concert their action. The Prime 

Minister agreed that there should certainly be consultation. oe 

B45.002/10-1949 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Joseph S. Sparks, Adviser to 

the United States Delegation at the United Nations 

TOP SECRET [New Yorx,] October 19, 1949. 

Participants: Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, Indian Delegation 

Sir Girja Bajpai, Secretary-General of the Indian 

| Ministry of External Affairs 

Ambassador Warren R. Austin, United States Delega- 

tion 

| Ambassador Philip C. Jessup, United States Delega- , 

| | tion 

- Mr. Joseph S. Sparks, United States Delegation 

| Withdrawing to the study in his apartment from a small reception  __ 

in honor of Prime Minister Nehru, along with the participants listed | 

above, Ambassador Austin opened the conversation by saying that | 

whereas he certainly did not wish to impose upon the Prime Minister’s 

time we were anxious to be of any service which we could and to dis- | 

| cuss any matters which the Prime Minister might care to raise oron 

which he might have questions in this early portion of his important 

and memorable visit to the United States. _ | 

- The Prime Minister immediately launched into a full discussion of 

Indian and United States relations with Russia as he understands | 

them. He did so in a tone and attitude of equality and partnership 

of understanding and purpose between India and the United States. 

, He said that he did not know that he could say that all of the people : 

of India felt toward Russia as the people of the United States do but 2 

that India has lost all faith in Russia and in the dependability of | 

Russia’s words. He traced in detail the Indian experience with Com- | 

munism, saying that prior to the Second World War there was little 

| or no Communism in India but that during the war the British, in 

their search for some element of popular support among the people _ 

and at a time when the Congress leaders were in jail, encouraged the |
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development of a strong communist party which would assist in the a 

war effort because of Russia’s involvement in the war. Although he | 

said that the British now regretted their actions, their result was that 

the Communist party in India emerged from the war greatly strength- 

ened and expanded. He stressed that Communism had enjoyed a great 

deal of good will in India because of the progress which Indians 

understood had been made in Russia and particularly in Central Asia, | 

because of the poverty in India, and because of the agrarian nature | 

of India’s population. Following the gaining of India’s independence, | 

however, the Communists had turned on the Indian Government under 

guidance from Moscow and had alienated the people by resorting to 

large scale violence. The reservoir of good will which the Communists 

had enjoyed had thus been dissipated as the Indian people came to , 

realize that the Communists stood not for the pure Marxist Commu- 

nist theories but for destruction and violence. a 

~The Prime Minister said that his Government had sufficient strength 

to deal with the physical threat to its existence which the Communists ae 

posed, and that already the Communist party was splitting within 

- Gtgelf between those who wish to continue its program of violence | 

and those who realize what they were losing by such violence. In this © 

connection, he mentioned that the situation in China did not represent 

a real danger to India in the sense of external aggression which India 

was already strong enough to withstand but was a danger in the degree 

to which Communist victories in neighboring countries encouraged 

the Communists in India and led others to believe in the possibility of 

their success. : | _ | | 

Pandit Nehru said that he felt the important element in dealing | 

with Communism was the nature of “our approach” to the problem 

and that he felt this approach should be psychological and indirect in- 

stead of direct. Ambassador Austin asked if he meant education by 

“indirect approach”. The Prime Minister replied that education was ! 

important but that that was not quite what he had in mind. He said 7 

that if the Ambassador would pardon him for being critical of the 

United States it was his feeling that we too frequently dealt with the 

Russians in their own chosen weapons of name-calling, deprecation, 

and verbal belligerency and that the Russians were very hard to beat | 

in this field because of their adeptness in the utilization of the weap- | 

ons. He believed that such direct approaches should be avoided and | 

that a sort of “mental jiujitsu” would be more productive. He added > 

that of course in case one were faced with actual aggression, it would 

be necessary to resist, but that was not the situation now. : : | 

When Ambassador Austin asked if Pandit Nehru felt that grounds 

for cooperation existed with Russia, Nehru said that he thought there ) 

was very little basis for cooperation under the present circumstances,
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but that for the sake of our own public reactions we must never admit _ 
openly our belief in the lack of a basis for cooperation and must make _ 
every gesture possible of apparent cooperation. He said that the United 
States policy of attempting to contain Communism had not been with- 
out its success and mentioned in particular and approvingly. both the | 
Berlin incident and the Marshall Plan, but he felt that in the ideo- 
logical realm we should make a greater show of attempted coopera- 
tion. Ambassador Austin said that he was in complete agreement with 

_ the Prime Minister, but believed that we did make every such show 
of cooperation. He said that we repeatedly stated and that it is true 

_ that our objective is the promotion of agreement and not the promo- 
tion of disagreement and that our policies and actions are in accordance 
with this objective of agreement. In particular the Ambassador told 
of his experiences in the last few days in the meetings of the Permanent 

_ Representatives to the United Nations of the five major powers which 
he had called in his capacity of President of the Security Council. 
He told of the problems encountered with Mr. Malik in these meetings 
which were held for the purpose of encouraging the cooperative ap- 
proach to problems before the Security Council and of how Malik had 
finally agreed to the idea of the meetings only to launch a vicious 
attack on the participating members a few hours later before the 

7 Security Council. The Ambassador asked “What can you do with such 
| people?” | ee 

Ambassador Jessup said that he felt that we were following very 
much the suggested line of the Prime Minister in our recommended 
handling of the Chinese complaint to the General Assembly. We hope 
that a resolution will be adopted by the General Assembly which will 
reassure the Chinese people that the world has not forgotten them and 

| is dedicated to the evolution of a truly representative government in _ 
China without interference from any external sources. At the same 
time the resolution should avoid any overt condemnation of the role | 
played by the Russians up to the present time in China. a 

Nehru said that according to his information, which he believed to 
be reliable, there was already a very real split among the Communists 
in China between those more ideologically subservient under Mao Tse 
‘Tung’s leadership who sought to hue strictly to the Moscow line and 
those under Chou-En-Lai who wanted to build up international con- 
tacts and cooperation in trade. He said that he felt that China was 

| experiencing a comprehensive agrarian revolution quite aside from 
the Communist influence and that it was only the weakness of the | 
national leadership which permitted the Communists to capitalize on | 
the agrarian revolution to seize leadership. | | 

“For minutes of these meetings of October 17 and 18, see vol. II, pp. 324 ff. 
* For documentation regarding the resolution on China, see ibid., pp. 144 ff. __ :
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| It was the Prime Minister’s opinion that the objective should be | 

to divert the Communists away from Moscow leadership as quickly 

as possible. Because of the distance of China from Moscow, the size 

of the country, and most of all the phlegmatic characteristics of the 

people who were poverty stricken rather than Communistic, hungry 

rather than nationalistic and politically insensible rather than con- 

scious, it was. Nehru’s belief that Russia in any event could not long” 

‘dominate China and that a situation “stronger than a Titoism” would | 

grow up. He did believe, however, that the difficulties being experi- 

enced by the Communists which were outlined by Ambassador Jessup 

should be augmented as much as possible. In this connection he felt | 

that as long as recognition was withheld and the Communists had not 

taken all of China (though he felt nothing could prevent them from | 

doing so in the near future if they wished), the Communists could | 

blame the failure to achieve fulfillment of the many promises which 

they had made for an improved life on the state of war that existed 

and on the “foreign devils’ who were responsible for it. Once they | 

were unable to do this, he felt that their problems would be increased 

and fissiparous tendencies among them would grow. | a 

Ambassador Jessup wondered if it would not be a mistake to recog- 

nize the successes of the Communists so readily and if such recog- 

nition might not be discouraging to the forces opposing Communism 

elsewhere. He mentioned in particular the situation existing in the | 

| border areas such as Manchuria, Sinkiang, Korea, Mongolia, the 

: agreement which the Russians had already made with. Manchuria, 

and the return of the machinery, in its original crates to Manchuria, | 

| as evidences of Russian confidence in achieving domination over the 

area. Pandit Nehru thought that the successes of the Communists had - 

already been considerable and that it would not be possible to post- | 

pone their recognition indefinitely though it might be possible for a 

few months. _ | | | a 

Ambassador Austin raised directly the question with which the 

United Nations might be confronted in the near future with the ap- | 

| - pearance at Lake Success of a Communist Chinese delegation spon- 

- sored by the Russians and seeking to oust Tsiang in order that a a 

Communist might be representing China when the Chinese complaint 

against Russia came before the General Assembly. Nehru said that he 

| felt that if the Chinese Communists asked to be heard on the subject - | 

- it would be very difficult: to deny them the privilege of being called 

as witnesses. Ambassador Jessup said that we might well face this 

) problem when the Communist delegation applied for visas to come to 

_ the United States. He said that if we denied these visas on the basis 

: that we had already issued visas to representatives of China to the : 

| 

| 
| 

. 

: 
|
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| United Nations, the matter might well be referred by the Russians 
to the Secretary-General. This would place the Secretary-General in | 
an extremely embarrassing position. Nehru felt it would be difficult 
to postpone the recognition of the Communists very long and referred 
to the rapidity with which the new government in Syria had been 
recognized after its recent coup d’état. Ambassador Jessup pointed 

| out that the cases were not analogous and that there were still many 
territories in China under the control of the government recognized by 
the government of China. Nehru felt that the United Nations would 
have to recognize the Communist government when a large number of 
its Members had done so, but he spoke of the Communists only in the 
capacity of “witnesses” in the consideration of the Chinese charges 
against Russia. | 
Ambassador Austin spoke of his personal experiences in China and 

said that it was his belief that no government could live in China | 
without external assistance and support and that whereas this support 
had formerly meant that of one or more of the Western European 
powers today it was the United Nations as a whole whose recog- 
nition and support any Chinese government must have if it is to 
survive, Pandit Nehru did not fully accept this point of view ashe _- 
felt that the fundamental change in China was the agrarian revolu- | 
tion. He did not think that there was any possibility of disintegration 
of central administration into the type of war lord heterogeneity pos- 
sible before the agrarian revolution and that whereas a new govern- | 
ment might not be able to subsist over an extended period of time 
without external recognition and assistance it probably could so exist 

| for a period of at least a few years. The Prime Minister did not speak 
once of a seated delegation of Chinese Communists in the United 
Nations, and it would appear that he was not thinking in terms of | 
recognition in a matter of days or perhaps even weeks or months. 

7 Ambassador Austin referred to the Russian resolution and the sub- 
stitute resolution which the United States and the United Kingdom 
would submit, and concerning which we strongly hoped that there 
would be a minimum of abstentions. He explained the important dif- | 

| ference in the nature of the current Russian resolution and that of — | 
any previous attack which had been made by the Russians. For the 
first time the Russian Government was directly accusing the Govern- 
ments of the United States and the United Kingdom rather than iso- __ 
lated groups within Russia or the United States. The Ambassador 
explained the strong psychological cooperative nature of the substitute 
resolution which would be submitted, and said that it was a funda- 
mental statement of principle which should attract and justify the 
support and faith of all peoples everywhere. )
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501.BC Kashmir/10-2049 : Telegram . O . | ee | 

ss The Secretary of State to the Consulate at Geneva* | 

SECRET : WASHINGTON, October 20, 1949—8 p. m. | 

1381. Kascom 125. For Macatee. Fol are conclusions and recom- 

mendations which Dept wld like to see included in UNCIP report, 

accompanied by rationale on which they are based. Portions this 

rationale might be included UNCIP report and may prove useful — 

obtaining favorable consideration by other members UNCIP of sug- 

gested conclusions and recommendations. oe 

Conclusions | 7 

In light of the above review its activities Comm has reached fol 

conclusions : | | a | - 

1. That Comm has been unable within framework its Res 13 Aug? 

and 5 Jan to effect agreement between GOI and GOP on demilitariza- — 

tion Jammu Kashmir State and therefore it has not yet been possible — 

establish conditions necessary holding of plebiscite within framework | 

those Res; | a | 

‘9, That demilitarization of State is desirable in order permit pacific | 

settlement dispute ; | - | | 

3. That Comm has exhausted possibilities mediation dispute within 

framework its present terms of reference contained SC Res 20 Jan and 

91 April, 1948; * | : | | | 

| 4. That early settlement dispute between India and Pak over 

Kashmir is nevertheless imperative; and. that it is important that 

 Gonditions be estab at an early date which will permit carrying out. 

pleb by which will of people as to future of State may be freely and 

| impartially ascertained. — | . | 

& That since GOP accepted the Comm’s proposal for arbitration of 

the issues relating to truce and GOI made clear that it has no objection _ 

| to the principle of arbitration, further consideration shld be given 

to the employment of this procedure. | | 

---g. That in its opinion appointment by SC of a single individual with 

broad auth to seek bring parties together on issues which divide them _ 

offers practical procedure for advancing settlement this problem. 

- Recommendations 
| 

In light above conclusions Comm suggests for SC consideration fol 

course of action : | ce . | 

p 1. That SC request the parties to take necessary measures to ensure | 

that agreements already reached re cease-fire be scrupulously observed. 

2, That SC appoint single individual as its Rep with broad auth 

to seek bring parties together on issues which divide them, taking into © 

account in performance of his task (a) basic principles already ac- | 

bo ‘1 Repeated to London as 3783, Karachi as 400, and New Delhi as 735. _ | 

| 2 For documentation on the work of the UNCIP in 1948, see Foreign Relations, | 

: 1948, vol. v, Part 1, pp. 265 ff. | - | | 

- *¥For documentation on consideration of the Kashmir question by the Security 

| Council in 1948, see ibid. 
|
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cepted by parties in UNCIP Ress; and (4) importance of early estab of conditions which will permit carrying out pleb by which will of — people as to future of State may be freely and impartially ascertained. . 8. That SC after consultations with parties determine terms of . | reference of its Rep including the scope of his auth to resolve by arbi- tration outstanding issues relating to demilitarization of State. : 
Lationale | | | | a 
Attainment by UNCIP of demarcation cease-fire line in Kashmir | a is solid accomplishment and first recommendation is designed to pre- 

serve it. | oe ae | | 
It is desirable that UNCIP not abandon principle of pleb at this 

stage. However, since overall pleb may ultimately be found unneces- 
sary and impossible, above recommendations seek to avoid specifying _ 
exact nature of pleb and do not preclude possibility of some modifica- 
tion of an overall pleb. — | : a 
Meanwhile demilitarization of state is desirable in order to reduce 

possibility of violation of cease-fire and also contribute to more pacific 
atmosphere necessary to proceed toward final settlement. Moreover 

| both sides continue to adhere to principle that demilitarization is 
desirable. oo | 

Dept believes that UNCIP difficulties in achieving agreement on _ 
demilitarization resulted largely from artificial division this question | 
into truce and pleb periods as set forth UNCIP Ress 13 Aug and - 
© Jan and believes this artificial division shld be removed in future 
attempts solve this problem. - 

In view GOP acceptance arbitration proposal and GOI statement. 
it does not object in principle to arbitration, Dept believes UNCIP | 
can not logically avoid suggesting that possibilities settlement de- 

| militarization issues by arbitration be further explored. Approach 
suggested in recommendation 3 has advantage of requiring UNCIP 

| neither to recommend arbitration exclusively nor itself to abandon — 
| possibilities remaining in this approach. The exact terms of reference — 

for further approach this problem wld be left to SC in consultation | 
with parties. | | | | : Finally UNCIP experience wld seem indicate further attempts solve | 
Kashmir problem might be more effectively handled under direction | 
of a single individual. Designation this individual wld be, under 

, recommendations, left discretion of SC. - | a 
You will observe that these recommendations differ from those — 

tentatively agreed upon during your recent consultations in Dept. 
Dept feels, however, that while placing due emphasis on arbitration | 

for demilitarization issues pleb as already agreed objective at same | 
time they provide broad framework within which any other procedure : 
of settlement may be pursued. - ee ne
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FYI, since Canada will assume SC presidency Dec 1 critical dis- 
cussion UNCIP report may occur about that time, thus providing 
possibility coordination SC procedures with Commonwealth approach - 
now being explored with Canada. | | | 

Oo ~ en ACHESON _ 

501.BC Kashmir/10-3149 : Telegram | / OO | 

 -* The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom | 

SECRET te _ Wasuineron, October 31, 1949—7 p. m. | 

3914. Fol msg from Bevin presented Secy by Brit Amb Oct. 20. 
“T understand that there is a possibility that the Kashmir Comm 

in submitting their report to SC may abandon their arbitration pro-. 
posal in favor of proposal for appointment of a conciliator. I think 

_ I shld tell you that I fear that a recommendation to the Council on | 
these lines wld take us no further towards a solution of the Kashmir | 
problem and wld indeed be a retrograde step. I hope therefore that | 
the US Rep will be able to persuade the Comm to stand firm on their 

: arbitration proposal and to commend it in their report to the Council. 
- 2, From reports which we have recd from our High Commissioner 

in New Delhi, we feel sure that the Indian Govt now hope to persuade 
the SC to substitute partition on terms acceptable to them for settle- 
ment by plebiscite. For reasons which we have set out at length in | 

_ recent msgs to the St Dept, we are sure that Pakistan will not agree - 
to abandon the basis for settlement contained in the SC’s Res on~ 

21st April 1948, nor do we consider that the Council wld be justified | | 

at this stage in calling on them to do so. on 
8. Both Govt’s are-committed to settlement by plebiscite and to the 

| arrangements for bringing about conditions in which a fair and im- | 

partial plebiscite can be held in the Comm’s two Res. They are also . 
both committed to arbitration as a way of settling the differences of | 
opinion at present standing in the way of a truce agreement. The SC | 
are therefore tactically in a strong position to press modified arbitra- __ 
tion proposals designed to meet objections raised by India to present. | 
proposals. ey : | as | 
4, Apart from these considerations, however, there is the major _ | 

consideration of the effect on Pakistan of abandonment of arbitration | 
at this stage. As you know, the PriMin, like the Pres, has committed : 

- himself in support of arbitration as the best means of settling the 
present deadlock in his mesg to the Indian and Pakistan PriMins. If 
the Kashmir Comm and the SC now abandon arbitration it will in- 

— evitably be regarded by the Pakistan Govt as a surrender by the UK |
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| and the US Govts to Indian pressure. The effect of this wld be par- 
ticularly unfortunate as it wld coincide with Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan’s 

, yisit to Moscow.” — : | | | 

| _-ACHESON | 

501.BC Kashmir/12~1649 : Telegram 

The Umted States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 
the Secretary of State | 

SECRET New York, December 16, 1949—1 p. m. . 

| 1440. Same group as reported in our 1433 of December 15, plus 
McNaughton? had lengthy meeting today of which following are 
‘principal points. ; 

McNaughton agrees that plebiscite objective should be strictly ad- 
hered to and no mention made of other solution such as partition 
unless by parties. Smith? personally seems sympathetic toward 
Bajpai’s proposed partition—plebiscite solution but agrees it should | 
not be brought up by McNaughton with parties now. McNaughton 
emphasized that Pakistan weakening on partition as reported by 
Frank Symonds‘ shows promise for future compromise, but should 
be brought up only by Pakistan. oe | | 
McNaughton seems willing to go as far into substance as circum- 

stances warrant in talking with parties, but will concentrate at this 
stage on demilitarization, leaving out, on our advice, matter of ulti- | 
mate objective, plebiscite, so far as possible. He does not have great 
hope of going much beyond possibly getting agreement in principle 

| on demilitarization and northern area, but does not rule out entirely 
achievement of such results as might make unnecessary appointment 
of SC representative recommended in UNCIP’s report. In this case, 
he thinks scope of plebiscite administrator’s activity could be moved _ 
-somewhat back into terrain of mediator arbitrator, _ 

Consensus was that Bajpai’s failure directly to mention Pakistan’s 
-alleged lack of status in Kashmir was significant and showed con- 

*Not printed; it reported that Canadian, United States, and British repre- 
sentatives had discussed various facets of the Kashmir dispute and had noted 
some possibility that agreement might be reached on the issues of Azad forces | 
and Indian and Pakistani withdrawals. The consensus was that on these points: 

_ the positions of the two parties were not irreconcilable. (501.BC Kashmir/ | 

arr ed A. G. L. MeNaughton, a member of the Canadian Delegation to the 
United Nations, who during December was President of the Security Council. 

8 Presumably A. C. Smith, a member of the Canadian Delegation to the United 

NE oak Symonds, a reporter for The Times of India, New Delhi. _ DO
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| ciliatory attitude. Curson® read telegram from Noel Baker ° saying 

| that latter had discussed legality of accession with Bajpai in London, 

had advised Indians against raising it in view of strong argument 

Pakistan has against legality, and thought Bajpai “took the hint”. 

McNaughton here remarked that he felt that Indians desire to forget 

past and move on to solution and felt that this, in addition to Symonds’ 

report and Zafrullah’s as yet confidential reasonableness about Azad 

disbandment gave prospect of solution. OP 

- McNaughton wondered whether he might tell Indians about Paki- 

stan concession on Azad’s and ask them to be equally reasonable on | 

withdrawals and northern area. We cautioned him not to give Paki- 

stan’s position away and he accepted the point. He felt, however, that | 

after talking with General Delvoie regarding the northern area mat- 

ter, he could convince Indians they had no valid point in that respect , 

and should abandon their demand for garrisoning and administering | 

area. — oe eS 

- McNaughton felt that arbitration should not be mentioned at this | 

stage since he understood from Canadian representative, New Delhi, 
that Nehru allergic to word. We dissented on ground that India | 

should be shown full force of UNCIP report at outset. | | | 

--_[t was agreed upon McNaughton’s suggestion that fact of our meet- 

7 ings should be held in utmost secrecy. He wanted US—-UK advice and 

felt “board of strategy” thus formed would be most useful working 

anonymously. | cn! 

Canadians are receiving this afternoon visit from Bajpai, Rau’ 

and Abdullah, and after general discussion decided to treat visit as 

purely courtesy call, reserving substantive talks for Bajpai and Rau | 

alone. | Be 

| - Our impression, especially from remarks of Hopkins,’ is that in view 

of basic conflict of GOP and GOI objectives—overall plebiscite vs. 

plebiscite cum partition—Canadians may further on again bring up 

matter of compromise, including territorial adjustments on basis of 

prior agreement between parties, pattern of plebiscite results, or other 

variation of theme. Campbell® of British also seemed interested in | 

: such compromise although Curson’s instructions from London are | 

clear that until further notice UK wants overall plebiscite line held. | 

°B. R. Curson, of the Commonwealth Relations Office, an adviser to the British | 
| Delegation to the United Nations. oe 

Philip J. Noel-Baker, British Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations. 

a * Sir Benegal Rama Rau, Permanent Representative of India at the United 

| Ne Hopkins of the Canadian Delegation to the United Nations. 

| -. *Gordon Thomas Calthrop Campbell, Second Secretary at the British Mission 

| to the United Nations. 4
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501.BC Kashmir/12-1949 : Telegram : | 

‘Lhe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to - 
the Secretary of State | | | | 

TOP SECRET | c | - | New Yorx, December 19, 194910: 05 p. m. 

1452. Following is text of Indian position as revised in light of 
McNaughton’s conversation with Bajpai this afternoon. 

Revised Pakistan position will follow tomorrow since conversation 
| with Zafrullah terminated too late for copy to be made available to 

. “What follows ‘is a brief statement of the attitude taken by the 
‘delegation of India in respect of the Kashmir question as under- 
stood by the President following the SC’s resolution of Saturday, _ 

: 14[77] December, under which the President was authorized to con- | 
| sult with the parties and to report subsequently to the Council. 

1. It is important that the necessary enlargement of the area 
| of agreement take place as soon as possible, so that the necessary 

basis will be established for dealing with this question if possible 
before the end of 1949. a | - , | 

| 2. The problems to be resolved may be dealt with seriatim under , 
the headings: (a) Azad forces, (6) demilitarization, (c) the 
northern area. These problems relate basically to the establish- 
ment of conditions under which, in the language of Part ITI of the 
Commission’s resolution of 13 August 1948, ‘the future status of __ 

| the state of Jammu and Kashmir shall be determined in accord- - 
ance with the will of the people.’ : 

3. So far as demilitarization is concerned, assuming that the 
_ disbandment and disarmament of the Azad Kashmir forces were 

| included, the fullest regard would have to be had to reasonable 
| security considerations. | 

4. So far as the ‘Azad Kashmir forces’ are concerned, their dis- 
bandment and disarmament must be included in any program for 
progressive demilitarization. | oo 

5. So far as the ‘northern area’ is concerned, India’s position is 
| that India should have the right to garrison certain points for 

, security reasons; i.e., as a protection against the activities of 
tribesmen from outside Jammu and Kashmir over whom Pakistan 

_ had originally maintained that she could exercise no effective 
| control. : 

| 6. Subject to the provisions of Paragraph 7 below, any future 
| negotiations respecting a settlement of the Kashmir question 

which may need to be undertaken in the subcontinent should be 
- carried on by a single individual. | 

1¥or the discussion leading to the adoption on December 17 of a Norwegian ; 
proposal that the President of the Security Council (McNaughton) “should 
meet informally with the two parties and examine with them the possibility of 
finding a mutually satisfactory basis for dealing with the Kashmir problem”, 
see United Nations, Official Records of the Security Council, Fourth Year, No. 53, | 
pp. 1-8. | - |
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-. . % Such a representative of the UN, assuming that an agreement 
in principle may be reached on the basis of demilitarization, etc., 

_ should be given broad powers of mediation to enable the two par- 

ties to resolve any differences which might arise between them. | 

Such a UN representative should not have authority to arbitrate 
matters of military security.” : | 

501.BC Kashmir/12-2049 : Telegram. . sells. | ce : oy a | | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

a the Secretary of State OB 

| ‘TOP SECRET New. Yorx, December 20, 1949—12: 52 p. m. 

— 1454. Following is text of Pakistan position as revised after 

“McNaughton’s conversation with Zafrullah yesterday afternoon refer- 

| ence mytel 1452o0fDecember19:.0 | | | 

“1, Tt is important to preserve the measure of agreement already | 
reached between the two governments as represented by the two reso- 

lutions of the commission dated 13 August 1948 and 5 January 1949, 

- which have been accepted by the two governments and which taken 
together cover all the stages from cease fire to the holding of the 

plebiscite. - | | ee 

| 9. The differences between the two governments relate to matters of 
detail.regarding the implementation of Part IT of the commission’s 

| resolution of 13 August 1948. Since these differences could not be re- 

solved by mediation, the best and most expeditious manner of dealing — | 

with them is to submit them to arbitration. | - 

3. These differences relate to: So ae - 

(a). Withdrawal of the armed forces of India and Pakistan ; 

_ (6). Azad forces; and : | | ae 

(c). Northern areas.) a 

The programme of demilitarization envisaged in the commission’s 

resolutions of 18 August 1948 and 5 January 1949 consisted of the 

- truce stage in which Pakistan forces and the bulk of the Indian forces - 

| were to withdraw and the plebiscite stage in which the plebiscite 

| administrator was to determine the final disposal of the remaining 

| Indian and State forces on the one hand and the Azad Kashmir forces 

onthe other. a 
The programme of demilitarization, whether taken in two distinct 

| stages or combined into one stage covering the final disposal of all — | 

-. armed forces in the State, should proceed in such manner that the 

| balance of security as between the areas on either side of the cease-fire 

line remains undisturbed and should lead to the establishment of con- 

ditions in which a free and impartial plebiscite can be held. _ 
| _ . - . co ; . oe oe . Pe 

| 4, If India is not agreeable to arbitration of the points of difference 

| enumerated above, an effort should be made to reach an agreement 

| 
.
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7 on them as soon as possible so that the dispute is resolved before the 
end of 1949, OS Se ST Be | - 
_ 5. There is no objection to the replacement of UNCIP by.a single 
representative of UN with full authority to implement the provisions 
of the two resolutions of the commission already accepted by India 
and Pakistan, = | Co oe 

6. Another method of expediting a settlement would be to telescope | 
the two stages of demilitarization referred to above. Under such an 

_ arrangement the plebiscite administrator would be authorized to pro- 
ceed to Kashmir at once and exercise in addition to his powers as 
plebiscite administrator the authority to effect the demilitarization of 
the State. He should also be given authority to arbitrate in matters 
of detail in the implementation of the agreement.” 

| en o | AUSTIN 

501.BC Kashmir/12~-2249 : Telegram - | . | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to oo the Secretary of State . , : | 

| ‘TOP SECRET 7 ; - _ New Yorx, December 22, 1949—7: 19 p.m. 
1467. There follows the text of the most recent revised draft 6 

point Canadian proposal which McNaughton hopes to submit to the 
_ parties by tomorrow. Immediately following this is a tentative Point 7 

which McNaughton has discussed with Bajpai and Zafrullah today 
on a very tentative basis. In response to McNaughton’s inquiry re- 
garding the advisability of incorporating this point in his proposal, 
we have informed the Canadians that if agreement is reached between 

| the parties on this point, we think it should certainly be included, but 
that if agreement is not reached we think it inadvisable at this stage. 

“1. The principal considerations underlying the following proposals 
of the President of the SC of the UN are: — 

| (a) To determine the future of Jammu and Kashmir by the 
democratic method of a free and impartial plebiscite, to take 

_ place as early as possible; | | 
(6) Thus to settle this issue between the Governments of India 

and Pakistan in acccordance with the freely expressed will of the 
inhabitants, as is desired by both governments; _ oo | 

(c) To preserve the substantial measure of agreement on 
fundamental principles which has already been reached between | 

» the two governments under the auspicesofthe UN: | 
(d) To avoid unprofitable discussion of disputed issues of the  - 

_ past, and to look forward into the future towards the good- | 
_ neighbourly and constructive cooperation of the two great nations. 

2. There should be an. agreed programme of progressive demilitari- 
zation, the basic principle of which should be the reduction of armed 

| forces on either side of the cease-fire line by withdrawal, disbandment
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ond disarmament in such stages as not to cause fear at any point of | 

time to the people on either side of the cease-fire line. The aim should 

‘be to reduce the armed personnel in the state of Jammu and Kashmir 

‘on each side of the cease-fire line to the minimum compatible with the 

maintenance of security and of local law and order, and to a level 

sufficiently low and with the forces so disposed that they will not _ 

constitute a restriction on the free expression of opinion for the pur- 

poses of the plebiscite. | Co | 

(a) The programme of demilitarization should include the 

withdrawal from the state of Jammu and Kashmir of the regular 7 

forces of Pakistan; and the withdrawal of the regular forces of 

--India not required for purposes of security or for the main- 

tenance of local law and order on the Indian side of the cease-fire | 

~ line; also the reduction, by disbanding and disarming, of local _ 

forces, including on the one side the armed forces and militia of 

the state of Kashmir, and on the other, the Azad forces. | | 

(bo) The northern area should also be included in the above _ | 

__- programme of demilitarization, and its subsequent administration 

| - -ghould, subject to UN supervision, be undertaken by the local 

inhabitants. oe | | | | 

8 The Governments of India and Pakistan should reach agreement | 

on the following points in New York: | | | 

| (a) The Government of Pakistan should give unconditional 

| assurance to the Government of India that they will deal effec- 

tively within their own borders with any possibility of tribal : 

incursion into Jammu and Kashmir to the end that, under no 

 eircumstances, will tribesmen be able unlawfully to enter the 

| state of Jammu and Kashmir from or through the territory of 

. Pakistan, it being understood that the UN military observer will , 

be constantly informed of the above arrangements and that these 

arrangements will continue to be maintained or enlarged as the 

| military observer may deem necessary. co 

(b) The Governments of India and Pakistan should confirm 

| the continued and unconditional inviolability of the “cease-fire 

_ . jine”™. — oe 
: (c) Agreement should be reached on the basic principles of de- 

militarization outlined in Paragraph 2 above. oe 

(d) Agreement should be reached on the minimum forces re 

. quired for the maintenance of security and of local law and order, 

| and on their general disposition. 
| 

| (ec) Agreement should be reached on a date by which the reduc- 

; tion of forces, to the level envisaged in Paragraph 2 above, 1s to 

| be accomplished. oe a | | 

(f) Agreement should be reached on the progressive steps to 

—_ be taken in reducing and redistributing the forces to the level en- | 

, visaged in Paragraph 2 above. a ee 

; 4. In respect to the foregoing matters, the Governments of India 

: and of Pakistan should further agree that a UN representative, to 

| be appointed by the SYG of the UN in agreement with the two gov- 

| ernments, should supervise the execution of the progressive steps in 

| 501-887—77-——112__ . 
|
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| reduction and redistribution of armed forces and that it should be the responsibility of this UN representative to give assurance to the __ people on both sides of the cease-fire line that they have no cause for fear at any stage throughout the process. This UN representative __ sShouldhavetheduty, =~ — 
(a) Of interpreting the agreements reached between the parties _ pursuant to Paragraph 3,. subparagraphs (c), (d), (e) and (f) | above, and | SO | 7 (6) Of determining, in consultation with the Governments of _. India and Pakistan respectively, the implementation of the plans — for the reduction and redistribution of armed forces referred to in Paragraph 3 (f) above... — a 

_5. The UN representative should be authorized to place his good 
offices at the disposal of the Governments of India and Pakistan on 7 any issues between these governments in which they may agree to use his services. — a oe On - __6. When the agreed program of demilitarization has been accom- plished to the satisfaction of the UN representative, the plebiscite | administrator should proceed forthwith to exercise the functions as-. signed to him under the terms of UNCIP resolution of 5 January 1949 which, together with UNCIP resolution of 13 August 1948, was accepted by the Governments of India and Pakistan and which are now reaffirmed by these governments except insofar as the provisions _ therein contained are superseded by the relevant provisions of this document. | a - | Ss 

¢. It is understood to. be probable that the results of the plebiscite 
will evidence that in certain local areas contiguous to the territories of India or of Pakistan there will be majorities predominantly in | favour of joining with the neighbouring state. In such cases, and with | | a view to the satisfaction of the local inhabitants concerned, and to promotion of stable and friendly relations between neighbouring states, it will be open to the UN representative to propose appropriate | adjustments in the boundaries between the state of Jammu and Kashmir and of India or of Pakistan, as the case may be, depending on the over-all result of the plebiscite. | 
The determination of any such proposals so raised by the UN rep- resentative will be subject to the procedure authorized in Paragraph 5 above.” | | | 

| AUSTIN 

845.00/12-2649 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in India (H enderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET New Detut, December 26, 1949—6 p.m ~ 
1605. At Nehru’s request I called on him this afternoon. He greeted 

me courteously and although polite and restrained betrayed consider- 
able feeling. He pointed out how his Christmas had been spoiled by 
message from Bajpai outlining McNaughton’s proposals re Kashmir |
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-_-He regretted Government of India had been compelled to instruct | 

Bajpai turn them down. This decision made after long discussions 

among GOI leaders, including representatives from Kashmir Govern- 

‘ment. During conversation he read aloud text instructions to Bajpai 

and expounded to considerable extent on them. Among objections to 

proposals were: | 

1. They placed India and Pakistan on same footing in. Kashmir, 

something which previous resolutions and decisions of UN bodies had 

not done. For instance they balanced withdrawal Pakistan troops with 

Indian troops and partial disbandment Azad forces with that of 

- Kashmir State forces and militia. a | | 

“9. Government of India had always contended that after. with- 

drawal Pakistan forces who were in Kashmir illegally and. total 

disbandment of Azad forces which had no standing whatsoever, it — | 

would withdraw Indian forces leaving enough only to protect popula- — 

tion. Government of India could not agree to use of remnant of Azad 

forces acting as police in so-called Azad territory. It could not thus 

recognize legal position of any Azad forces whatsoever. After with- 

drawal Pakistan and Azad forces from Azad territory Government — ; 

of India wanted local police force set up. This force might include _ 

| members of former Azad’ forces but no contingents or units. Sug- 

‘gestion that Kashmir state forces and militia should also disband 

strikes entirely novel note. These forces had been in existence long | 

before Government of India troops entered Kashmir and had not 

| materially increased in size. There were only about 9000 state forces 

and 6000 militia. Neither contingent was prepared to carry on war- | 

fare. They had not been trained or disciplined for this purpose. Their 

job was merely that maintaining local law and order. There could 

be no excuse for disbanding old organizations like them. : 

| 3 Government of India was also surprised at proposal relating to’ 

northern territories. It had requested withdrawal all Pakistan forces. 

and setting up civilian administration of area by Government of 

a India, It had not, however, insisted on installing civilian administra- 

- tion in whole territory but had indicated it would be satisfied if given 

| control certain key points from which it could prevent infiltration of : 

hostile parties into rest of Kashmir. Proposal suggested withdrawal 

. of Pakistan forces and control territory by Gilgi and Balti scouts. 

| These scouts were without argument units of Pakistan Army so pro- | 

| posals were really self-contradictory. Government of India could not 

agree to any proposals which did not provide for withdrawal of all 7 

Pakistan forces and forces subordinate to Pakistan from all of — 

| Kashmir. It could never recognize that such forces had any right in 

| a country they had entered by aggression. | a - 

4. He could not understand paragraph in proposals suggesting | 

that mediator in addition to interpreting agreement entered into as a . 

result of these negotiations might also concern himself with other 

_ matters. This paragraph seemed ambiguous. He thought it would be | 

unfortunate for a mediator to be appointed unless he clearly had right 

2 to consider broad question of future Kashmir. 

| Prime Minister said he was all the more disappointed at character 

| proposals since had thought that Washington, Ottawa and London . 

| a | 

| |
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| had been given Government of India views during his recent visits. 
They therefore must have known that suggestions this character could 

| not be acceptable to Government of India. | | 
He said he was giving his views also to British High Commissioner 

who entered anteroom as I left. a : 

, | HENDERSON © 

501.BC Kashmir/12-2749 : Telegram | . 

Lhe United States Deputy Representative at the United Nations 
(Gross) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET a New York, December 27, 1949—1 : 29 p. m. 
_ 1472. Following is text of Indian letter containing written reply 7 

to McNaughton’s proposal, handed him last night by Bajpai, Rau and 
| Abdullah. McNaughton said Bajpai and Rau appeared embarrassed 

and close to apologetic while feathers were sticking out of Abdullah’s 
mouth. | | | 

“Dear Gen. McNaughton, | | 
‘The proposals regarding the settlement of the Jammu and Kashmir 

dispute which you communicated to us on the mid-night of 23rd De- | 
cember were transmitted four hours later to the Government of India. | 
Owing to the unfortunate delay in the transmission of an important | 
part of our telegram, the reply of our government has been somewhat - 
delayed. Their views on the proposals have, however, now been re- 
ceived and I hasten to communicate them to you. 

2. My government recognize the care that you have devoted to the 
formulation of your proposals. After the fullest consideration, how- 
ever, they have come to the conclusion that : , | 

| (a) The proposals fail to take account of the relative positions 
| of India and Pakistan in this dispute, and | 

_ _ (6) In material respects, they do not preserve the agreements 
| already reached under the auspices of the UN. 

3. As you are aware, from your own initimate association with the 
| discussion of the Kashmir dispute by the SC and our recent conversa- 

tions, the position of the Government of India has always been that 
Pakistan is the aggressor and cannot, therefore, be regarded as being 
on a footing of equality with India. They have held and urged this 
opinion on the Council and its Commission, not in any spiritofnarrow | 
legalism but because of their conviction that, in the consideration of 
all disputes that may come before the Council, moral considerations 7 
should be paramount. The Government of India cannot help thinking 
that the new approach in the proposals to the problem of demilitariza- 
tion as also the question of the northern areas does not recognize this 

| fundamental difference between the positions of India and Pakistan. 
_ This is even truer of the-respective positions of the Government of : 

Jammu and Kashmir, whose sovereignty over the whole state has been 
recognized by the UNCIP, and the so-called Azad Kashmir Govern- 
ment which even the government of Pakistan has not recognized,
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4, The specific points, which my government have made about the 

proposals are: | oe 

1. That the so-called Azad Kashmir forces should be disbanded | 

and disarmed. This was repeatedly represented to the UNCIP, | 

frst in the course of the conversations that took place between the 

- Prime Minister of India and Messrs. Lozano and Colban on the 

90th and 22nd of Dec., 1948, respectively and later in the discus- 

sion and correspondence between the Government of India and 

the Commission in 1949 on the subject of the truce. In the latter 

| connection I would invite your attention to paragraph 1 of Sir 

G. S. Bajpai’s letter No. 165-PASG/49, dated [10th March, 1949, 

to His Excellency Monsieur Carlos A. Leguizamon, then Chair- 

man of the Commission, and to paragraph 2 of the memorandum 

| forwarded under his letter No. 210-PASG/49, dated]? 28th 

‘March 1949, to His Excellency Monsieur Robert Van de Kher- | 

| chove who succeeded Mon Leguizamon as chairman. In the aides 

mémoires and the memorandum the dangers of not disbanding 

and disarming the so-called Azad Kashmir forces were fully ex- 

plained. In the memorandum we made detailed proposals for the | 

creation of a civil armed force to maintain law and order in the 

so-called Azad Kashmir territory. My government feel that this 1s 

all that is necessary for the maintenance of law and order and of 

- internal security in this territory. | | 

TI. Paragraph 2(a) of the proposals provides for ‘the reduction 

. by disbanding and disarming of local forces, including on the 

| one side the armed forces and militia of the state of Kashmir, and | 

| on the other the Azad forces’. This puts the Government of 

| Jammu and Kashmir and the so-called Azad Kashmir authorities 

| on an equal level. Moreover, at no time previously has it been 

suggested that Kashmir state forces should be disbanded or © 

| disarmed. . Oo 

| ‘UIT. My government wish to emphasize that the proposals ae 

| put the northern area, administratively and militarily, in the same 

| position as the so-called Azad Kashmir territory. It has been 

! admitted all along that the sovereignty of the Jammu and 

Kashmir state should be accepted over the whole area of the 

state. If Pakistan irregular forces such as the Gilgit or the Bal- 

| tistan scouts remain in the northern area, the sovereignty of 

| the state will be violated militarily. Further, if as suggested, the 

: _ * administration of this area is to remain in the hands of the exist- 

| ing local authorities, which have been created by Pakistan and | 

: are aided by Pakistan officials, the sovereignty of the J ammuand 

| - Kashmir state in this area will be equally violated in the ad- 

| ministrative field. There is no justification either for the retention 

| of Pakistan irregular forces, such as the Gilgit and Baltistan 

| scouts or for the continuance of the existing administrative au- 

-_-thorities in this area. As requested in the Prime Minister’s letter 

of the 20th August on the subject of this area to the then chairman 

| ~ of the commission, Mr. Korbel, responsibility for the defence of 

| this area should revert to the Government of India and for its 

| - 

2 Bracketed portion supplied from another text. | 

| | | 

| : 
| 

.
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_ administration to the Government of Jammu and Kashmir. The only reason that the majority of the commission have given for 
not complying with the Prime Minister’s request (which the | commission itself had promised to consider at the time of the _ implementation of the resolution of the 15th August) is that the 
entry of Indian forces into this territory would lead to an exten- | sion of military activity. In the first place, if, as is proposed in 
the commission’s resolution of the 13th August, 1948, Pakistan . troops are withdrawn from this area, there is no reason why the 
garrisoning of selected points in this area should involve an : extension of military activity. Such military resistance as may 

__ be offered to Indian forces in this area could be offered only by 
forces which Pakistan has raised against the spirit of the assur- 
ance that Pakistan would not be allowed to consolidate any part 
of the territory of the state under its control to the disadvantage 
of the state. These forces must be withdrawn. No resistance need | be expected from the local population which has never been hos- 
tile to the state. =. | 

IV. My government consider paragraph 6 of the proposals re- lating to the functions of the UN representative to be vague and _ liable to be interpreted as being restricted by matters contained in paragraph 4 of the proposals. | | 
5. For the foregoing reasons my government have found themselves unable to accept the proposals. Yours sincerely, (signed) B. N. Rau.” 

| , | Gross | 
——--845.00/12-2849 ; Telegram | a | 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary o f State 

SECRET | New Dexuz, December 28, 1949—1 p. m. 
1609. Member UK office has shown us telegram reporting HiCom’s 

conversation with Nehru on 26th. Nehru gave him same explanation | 
Government of India rejection McN: aughton proposals as outlined my 

| 1605 December 26th. It appears principal participants in GOI dis. 
cussions leading up to rejection were N ehru, Governor General Patel 

oe and Bakshi (Kashmir Deputy Prime Minister). | | | 
In lengthy discussion which ensued Nye took line with Prime Min. 

ister that there were only four possibilities: war, continued stalemate, 
mediation and arbitration. As first two were unthinkable it remained | 
to discuss latter two. Nehru was advocating mediation but he should 
remember McNaughton was in fact now acting as mediator. GOI’s out- 
of-hand rejection McNaughton’s proposals was in itself evidence of 
not willing compromise or take conciliatory attitude necessary for 
successful mediation. Therefore GOI, which desired settlement, should 
accept arbitration. ee 
Nehru apparently gave Nye no encouragement whatever. _ |
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 Nye’s evaluation of conversation was that Nehru was thinking im | 

terms of partition although he did not mention it at this talk. Nye felt | 

that although GOI rejection McNaughton proposals was based on | 

- gincere belief in merits Indian case nevertheless uncompromising posi-_ 

tion was in part at least tactical and designed to lead to consideration | 

of partition. He concluded that if SC stood firm there was at least | 

possibility GOI might soften its attitude somewhat towards arbitra- : 

tion of demilitarization issues and so make it possible proceed to over- | 

all plebiscite. _ re | | 

| We feel UK office here has consistently been overoptimistic on 

likelihood GOI acceptance of arbitration and we see no basis for ex- | 

_pecting GOI will modify its stand. We fear McNaughton’s proposals 

will encourage Pakistan to remain obdurate on overall plebiscite as 

will current British line. If GOI rejection McNaughton’s proposals Oo 

made public it seems to us SC debate likely reveal strongly pro- | 

Pakistan bias and difficulty of shift to other basis of settlement will 

be intensified. We remain convinced there will be no overall plebiscite 

| unless it be one carried out on India’s own terms, 1.e., prior withdrawal 

of Pakistan control over all Jammu-Kashmir and that India is pre- 

pared to thwart UN rather than give way. So far as we are aware | 

_ Nehru gave not slightest reason in London, Washington or elsewhere 

which might afford grounds for optimism that GOI will modify its 

attitude. After all, India is now in possession of most of Kashmir and 

is convinced its legal position there is unassailable. We are inclined | 

believe that if deadlock promises be long duration GOI may proceed _ 

| further, absorbing all areas Jammu-Kashmir under its control into 

- -—India—it may call Constituent Assembly Kashmir during 1950 and | 

even begin to prepare for some expression of choice by population 

these areas. ee : : a 

Oo a en a | HENDERSON _ | 

 501.BC Kashmir/12-2849: Telegram _ | | 

' The United. States Deputy Representative at the United Nations 

(Gross) to the Secretary of State — - 

cop secrer —- New Yorn, December 28, 1949-—3:44 p.m. 
| 1478. Following is text of Pakistan reply to McNaughton’s pro- 

| posals confidentially made available to us: a 

“My Dear General: I have the honour to refer to the proposals 
which you handed over to me on 22 December 1949, concerning settle- 
ment of the question of Jammu-and Kashmir and to say that the 

| Government of Pakistan have authorised me to communicate their — 

/ acceptance of these proposals subject to the amendments set out in | 
| annexure I. As you will be pleased to observe, these amendments do :
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not seek to alter your proposals and were suggested to bring out more 
clearly the objective you have in view. They are confined to such of 
the amendments originally proposed by us as you were agreed might 
well be accepted as clarifications of intent. A memo explaining the 
amendments is enclosed (annexure II). Please accept the assurances 

| of my highest consideration. (Signed) Zafrullah Khan. 
Annexure I; amendments proposed by Pakistan to General Mc- 

| Naughton’s proposals of 22 December 1949: | | 

__1. Paragraph I(@). For the words ‘the future of Jammu and 
Kashmir’ substitute the following: ‘The question of the accession 
of the state of Jammu and Kashmir to India or Pakistan’. 

2. Paragraph 2. At the end of sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph , 
2 add the following: ‘The final disposal of all forces remaining 
in the state will be determined by the PA under UNCIP’s resolu- 
tion of 5 January 1949’. a 

3. Paragraph 3. Omit the words ‘to the Government of India’ 
_ in the first sentence of sub-paragraph 3(a). 

4. Paragraph 4. Add the following as sub-clause 4(c) : ‘of ob- 
taining an assurance from the appropriate authorities on either 
side of the cease fire line and of making it publicly known through- | 
out the state of Jammu and Kashmir that peace, law and order : 
will be safeguarded and that all human and political rights will - 
be guaranteed’. | a | 

| ). Paragraph 5. Put a full stop after the words ‘India and | 
Pakistan’, and substitute the immediately following words ‘and 
which’ by the words ‘these resolutions’. | 

6. Paragraph 6. Omit the words ‘and enduring’. 

| Annexure IT; explanations of amendments proposed by Pakistan in 
annexure I: oe 

1. Paragraph 1(@). The phrase employed in the original is 
| | vague. The amendment seeks to substitute the accepted language — 

of the preamble to the SC’s resolution of 21 April 1948, and of | 
clause 1 of UNCIP’s resolution of 5 January 1949. | | 

2. Paragraph 2. As is apparent from its heading, paragraph 2 
of the proposals deals with ‘demilitarisation preparatory to the 

: plebiscite’. The proposals do not affect the arrangements already 
arrived at with regard to the plebiscite stage. The concluding 

_ Sentence of paragraph 5 of the proposals provides that ‘the func- 
tions and powers of the PA remain as set forth in UNCIP’s | 
resolution of 5 January 1949’. These functions include the final 
disposal of all forces remaining in the state (vide clause 4). The 
amendment makes it clear that the final disposal of all forces 
remaining in the state after the programme of demilitarisation 

_ envisaged in paragraph 2 of the proposals has been carried out 
will be determined by the PA under UNCIP’s resolution of 
5 January 1949. . . | 

3, Paragraph 3. The use of the words ‘to the Government of 
India’ in sub-paragraph 3(a) might lead to difficulties and is open 
to serious objection. The assurance sought could be expressed in 
the terms or to the UN. | |
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- 4, Paragraph 4. The amendment seeks to incorporate clause 

- B-3 of part II of UNCIP’s resolution of 13 August 1948 in the | 

proposals. - Oo | . | 

_ ” 5. Paragraph 5. This is only a drafting change. | | 

6. Paragraph 6. The use of the words ‘and enduring’ might 

give rise to misunderstanding as to the scope of the proposal.” 

| Gross | 

501.BC Kashmir/12-2949: Telegram | | | 

The United States Deputy Representative at the United Nations 

(Gross) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET New Yorn, December 29, 1949—2: 30 a.m. 

1481. Remytels 1467, December 22 and 1469, December 23." Bajpai 

informed McNaughton late today [December 28] that he had received 

new instructions from Delhi permitting him to modify GOI reply to 

Canadian proposals so as to avoid insistence on legality GOI position | 

and to make specific suggestions ‘for amendments to proposals. He- 

did not reveal nature or extent these amendments, but promised to 

deliver revised reply Thursday a.m. He indicated GOI felt it desirable 

_ replies of parties not be made public this stage. He further stressed — 

GOI desire that McNaughton continue his efforts to mediate. | 

McNaughton agreed that replies of parties would not be circulated | 

to Security Council tomorrow but intends to proceed with his plan 

~ to table his proposals and still feels strongly other members of Council - 

will indicate their support of them. eo | 

| In light this apparent modification GOI attitude, McNaughton now 

' less reluctant continue his current efforts, provided GOI adheres to 

intention as stated to McNaughton and refrains from interjecting | 

question GOP guilt. We outlined possible procedure for keeping 

| McNaughton in the case by relying on December 17 resolution and 

on Article 33 of Charter in order to avoid a new resolution appointing 

him rapporteur, thereby opening door to Soviet double veto. | 

| _ Article 33 approach had some appeal for McNaughton. He assured 

| us that although Canadians would welcome an opportunity to over- | 

| ride double veto he will seek to avoid having this problem arise. _ 

| McNaughton added that Canada is so opposed to the double veto that — | 

| . his ruling as President may have to reflect that fact. He agreed that . 

i if question of his continuance should be forced to a vote our argument 

can effectively be pressed that the will of the parties acting under 

: Article 33 may not be thwarted by negative vote of any permanent 

| member. ce oe 

_ | a 

| - 17elegram 1469 not printed. : | | 

| | | | |
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- Cadogan clearly indicated that UK would not be in a position to 
override double veto in this case. He was not convinced that Decem- 
ber 17 resolution, if carefully analyzed, would be basis for continued - 

| action by McNaughton of and by itself. He added that it ‘was not 
_ so clear-cut as AEC case before him as President. (In subsequent con- 

versation, Ordonneau, France, found US approach appealing and was 
most concerned that double veto angle should not arise. Ordonneau 
added that if matter of McNaughton’s continuance is presented lightly 
and skillfully, Russians will look for no difficulties not clearly pre- 

| sented to them and will therefore not oppose. ) | | 
By | Gross 

501.BC Kashmir/12-2949 : Telegram — . oO , | 

Lhe United States Deputy Representative at the United Nations 
(Gross) to the Secretary of State — | 

‘TOP SECRET _ . oo New York, December 29, 1949—2: 24 p. m 
1482. Mytel 1467, December 22. Following are GOI amendments 

| to McNaughton’s proposals . . .: | 
| “I. Revise sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 2 as follows: ‘(a) the - | _ programme of demilitarization should include the withdrawal from the state of Jammu and Kashmir of the regular and irregular forces | of Pakistan; the disbanding and disarming of the Azad Kashmir | forces; and the withdrawal of the regular forces of India not required _ for purposes of security or for the maintenance of local law and order So on the Indian side of the cease-fire line.’ | 

_ AL. Delete sub-paragraph (5) of paragraph 2 and _ substitute: 
‘(6) After the withdrawal of Pakistan forces referred to in sub- paragraph (a@)—(1) the responsibility for the defence of the northern areas shall vest in the GOI; and (II) the responsibility for the | administration of the northern areas shall vest in the Government of Jammu and Kashmir who will guarantee that there shall be no | victimization of the inhabitants of the area.’ 

Til. In sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 3 for ‘tribal incursions’ 
substitute ‘incursions by tribesmen of Pakistan nationals’ and for 
‘tribesmen’ substitute ‘tribesmen or Pakistan nationals’. oe 

IV. Revise second half of paragraph 4 as follows: ‘and that it should be their responsibility of the UN representative to give assur- _ ance to the people on both sides of the cease-fire line that they have ° no cause for fear at any stage throughout the process. In addition to _ the functions assigned to him in paragraphs 3 and 6, the UN repre- sentative should have the duty.’ a . 
V. In sub-paragraph (6) of paragraph 4 for ‘respectively’ sub- stitute ‘as the case may be’ and at the end of the sub-paragraph add ‘and of the guarantee referred to in paragraph 2(0).’ er 
VI. In paragraph 6 for the words ‘to make any suggestions to the 

Governments of India and of Pakistan’ substitute ‘to make to the _
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Governments of India and of Pakistan and to the SC any suggestions’ ; 
and at the end of the paragraph for ‘their disposal’ substitute ‘the dis- | 

posal of the two governments for the purpose.” | 

Communication from B. N. Rauadds: “These are the main amend- | 

ments; there may have to be minor or consequential amendments, 

which we think it unnecessary to detail at this stage.” | | 
| Gross 

| Editorial Note | | | 

| McNaughton made an interim report at the Security Council meet- 

| ing on December 29. For text, see United Nations, Oficial Records of 

the Security Council, Fourth Year, No. 54, pages 4-8. | 

—501.BC Kashmir/12-3149 : Telegram | oo 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

the Secretary of State | 

SECRET . New Yorx, December 31, 1949—1: 20 p. m. 

1492. McNaughton called meeting with Cadogan and Gross late on : 

December 30, Following is summary, meeting fully reported in memo- 

randum. Gross described his interview with Bajpai and Rau reported 

in our 14901 of December 30. McNaughton described conversation in 

which Zafrullah acting as a Foreign Minister pushed almost beyond 

endurance spoke feelingly of inability to restrain his people much | 

longer. He felt UN sought any kind of agreement, not justice. Could 

imagine a “Sampsonian Act” by which Pakistan would destroy herself, | 

India and stability in Far East, but it would be death with honor. | 

| - Cadogan and McNaughton felt this was more than tactical outburst. 

| In exchange of letters McNaughton has indicated to Zafrullah his | 

| unwillingness to insist that any amendment to proposals should be | 

) consistent with them, because parties can agree to change them. 

| Re next step, McNaughton feels force of SC opinion shouldbe given | 

| chance to work on parties. He has told them he wants government, : 

| not delegation views on amendments. Sees the block in lack of agree- — 

| ment on demilitarization. Pressure is necessary in New Delhi, but 

| - Nehru should be left ways of negotiating without loss of face. | 

| After this month he proposes simply to be channel of communication | 

between parties until SC may act to give him mandate to go on. His 

| price as he states it to parties would then be agreement on demili- 

| tarization. It was generally agreed McNaughton should be kept in 

| 1 Not printed. | 

| | 7
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| case. He does not insist on formal action by SC, but renewed 
| indication of members’ support and desire of parties. He will be out 

of city until January 9. | a 
Cadogan reported that Malik (USSR) confirmed indications in his 

speech he would not veto motion to keep McNaughton in case. , 
| AUSTIN



- AFGHANISTAN | | | . 

| DISCUSSION WITH AFGHANISTAN CONCERNING AFGHAN REQUESTS 

| - FOR FINANCIAL AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE* _— | 

890H.24/2-1149 - | Sn | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard S. Leach of the 

Division of South Asian Affairs | 

SECRET __- [WasurnerTon, |] February 11, 1949. 

In the course of a conversation at the Department today Mr. Aziz? | 

again referred to the urgency of Afghan need for military equip- | 

ment. He said that he had been asked to do this by the Afghan | 

Ambassador.® | 7 

Mr. Aziz again raised the question of the priority position of 

E _ Afghanistan among the various claimants for US military supplies 

| and was told that no definite information was available on this point, | 

| but that if any assistance at all could be given by the US it would be 

on an extremely modest scale. In response to a query by Mr. Aziz as 

| to whether there was a continuing interest by the US in Afghan 

| security the writer indicated that there was such a continuing inter- 

est; that the US would make a sympathetic study of specific require- 

ments when these were brought to its attention; that it appeared a 

currently that this study could not go forward until the Department 

| has received comments from the US Military Attaché at Kabul onthe | 

Afghan defense proposals, which are understood to be in the course © 

| of transmission. When these comments are at hand the ‘Department 

| will study them, and endeavor to obtain the views of experts who 

pS can bring together a knowledge both of Afghan military units and 

| of equipment of corresponding US units. It may then be possible to 

| define in terms of American standards what would be a reasonable | 

| organization for internal security in Afghanistan and what its equip-— | 

| ment ought to be. | 

| | 1¥or previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. v, Part 1, 

Pr Abra Hai Aziz of the Afghan Economic Mission at Washington, First Under- 

secretary of National Hconomy. : 

| ® Sardar Mohammad Naim. 
| 

4Hinal action on the Afghan request for military equipment was delayed 

| through 1949. On July 27, 1949, in telegram 117 to Kabul, not printed, Secretary 

| of State Acheson instructed the Embassy that in view of the dispute between 7 

| Afghanistan and Pakistan over the North West Frontier Province and Tribal 

| Areas, it should leave the initiative on the final arms list to the Afghans 

| (890H.24/5-3149). 
. 

| | | | W777 

|
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_ Mr. Aziz urged that this step be taken as soon as possible so that 
Afghan counterviews might be discussed. He reiterated the Afghan 
intention to equip itself for purposes of internal security only and 

| indicated that the present state of the Afghan forces was critically 
weak, oe - Bo 
Although stressing the non-aggressive nature of Afghan military 

plans, Mr. Aziz said it was the hope of Afghan officials that the | equipping of the armed forces could be carried out in such a way as 
to integrate these forces into plans for operations by guerrilla units in | the event of outside attack. _ — en 

890H.51/9-1949 : Telegram . . 

The Ambassador in Afghanistan (Dreyfus) to the Secretary of State 

PRIORITY CONFIDENTIAL = —-_ Kapur, September 19, 1949—2 p. m. 
217. Recent talks with Majid+ Minister of National Economy con- 

firms Embassy belief that loan urgently needed and economically 
sound. US goodwill being j eopardized by what appears to Afghans as 
unreasonable delay in considering loan. Present widespread criticism | 
of MK? and American efficiency voiced by Majid seriously under- 
mining US prestige. For approximately $20,000,000 spent only tan- 
gible returns Afghanistan has are one short road, one diversion dam __ 
and one incomplete canal. — | 

Justly or unjustly MK cannot avoid being scapegoat for Afghan | 
critical economic situation. Abandoned MK camps will stand as monu- 
ments of American inefficiency. Arghandab and Kajkai dams would 
be monuments American ability. Only loan making possible continued 

| _ MK employment and completion Helmand project can avoid reduced 
US prestige and cooling of present cordial Afghan-US relations. 
| | | , - Dreyrus : 
_ > Abdul Majid Khan. | ae * Morrison—Knudsen, Afghanistan, an American construction firm working on 7 contract to the Government of Afghanistan.
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890H.51/12-1549 a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard 8. Leach of the a 

oe Division of South Asian Affairs 

RESTRICTED _. [Wasuineron,] December 15, 1949. 

Subject: Callon Mr. Mathews by Mr. Chouaib, Chargé d’Affaires of 

. the Afghan Embassy. . bee ee 

Participants: Mr. Chouaib; Afghan Embassy = a 

, | SOA—Mr. Mathews? | a | 

| Mr. Leach agit eons gal | 

Problem: None» 
Action Required: None | : | 

In calling on Mr. Mathews today Mr. Chouaib said he had come to 

| express his Government’s and his own personal gratification over the | 

recent extension of an Export-Import Bank credit to Afghanistan.’ | 

| _. He said he wished to reflect the friendly feelings of his Government 

not in a “diplomatic way” as heretofore but to register them from the 

heart. He also wanted to convey his own and his Government’s appre- oe 

ciation of the hard work which had gone into study on the loan on the | 

part of numerous Department representatives. _ | : 

- He said that the announcement of the loan was of great value to. 7 

_ his Government in improved national morale and weuld serve to rein- 

force his Government’s basic desire to align itself with the Western 

democracies. He expressed the hope that the US, as a great power, | 

would never need help but he felt that if difficulties occurred for us | 

Afghanistan would welcome an opportunity to demonstrate her wish 

to reciprocate the assistance the US had extended to his country. | | 

* Mr. Mathews responded to the effect that the loan had been justified 

through the joint efforts of many Afghan and US officials, and said 

he hoped we could continue to work together for the social and eco- 

nomic betterment of conditions in the area and its general stability. a 

a 1 Mohammad Chouaib, Counselor of Embassy. — - | 

| 2Wlbert George Mathews, Director, Office of South Asian Affairs. . 

. , >On March 21, 1949, the Afghan Minister of National Economy submitted an 

unofficial report” to the Export-Import Bank. A formal loan application was 

submitted on August 15 (890H.51/12-2849). On November 23, the Bank approved 

| a loan of $21,000,000 to cover construction costs of Kajakai Dam, completion of 

: the Boghra canal system, and such subsequent. river development and irrigation | 

projects in the Helmand and Arghandab valleys as might later be approved by a 

the Bank. (890H.51/11-849 ) | — : | | 

S | | |



a AFRICA _ 
CONFERENCE AT TANGIER, MOROCCO, OF AMERICAN 
CONSULAR OFFICIALS IN NORTH AFRICA, JUNE 6-10, 
1949 | | BF 

125.0081 Conferences/6-1349 

Lhe Chargé in Morocco (More) to the Secretary of State — 

| SECRET oo Taner, Morocco, June 13, 1949. 
No. 129 . | | 

| Sir: Ihave the honor to transmit herewith a report on the politi- | 
cal items on the agenda of the North African Conference! held at 
this Legation on June 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1949 pursuant to the Depart- 
ment’s instructions. The officers who attended the Conference are | 
listed in Enclosure 1. _ 

It was my privilege to preside at the opening session, after which 
Mr. Earl L. Packer, Consul General at Tunis, acted as Chairman. I 
designated Mr. Albert W. Sherer, Jr., of the Legation, as Drafting 
Officer and he was greatly assisted by Mr. Ridgway B. Knight, of the 
Embassy at Paris, as well as by the Chairman and other officers in 
preparing the report, all sections of which were unanimously — 
approved. — | 

The Legation’s despatch no. 130 dated June 13, 1949 includes a 
discussion of the other items on the agenda. | 

_ Respectfully yours, | Botarp Morr 

[Enclosure 1] — : | 

| List or Orricers ATTENDING | | 

TunisChairman Earl L. Packer Consul General _ - 
John A.Sabini =. ViceConsul—PAO 

Algeria George Tait | Consul General | 
Thomas L. Nicholson Vice Consul—PAO | 

Casablanca C. Paul Fletcher ConsulGeneral | | 
Robert M. Beaudry = Vice Consul—_ PAO 

Rabat Maurice Pasquet Consul 

| *This conference was similar to other regional conferences periodically con- 
ducted abroad by the Department of State. For documentation on the Near 
Hastern regional conference for diplomatic and consular officers held in Istanbul, - 
November 26-29, see pp. 165 ff. | | . 

1780
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— Tripoli Orray Taft, Jr. Consul | 

- Department of Harry A.Schwartz Assistant Chief, Division 

State African Affairs 

| John R. Kennedy Assistant Chief, Division 

| Foreign Reporting | 

a Services 

| | Mrs. Ruth C. Sloan Public Overseas Program 
Staff oe 

Departmentof | PaulHawk Office of International | 

Commerce | Trade : | 

Paris John L. Stewart First Secretary and Con- 

a | — . sul (Agricultural At- 
/ | | | | taché) , | 

Ridgway B.Knight SecondSecretaryand | 

Madrid — - CharlesSitler = Labor Attache ’ 

Cairo A Philip W. Ireland First Secretary and Con- 

Tangier (The following officers of the Legation attended some or all | 

: of the sessions) : - | ce 

es BolardMore _—sC Chargé d’Affairesa.i. _ a 

an - Robert M.Sheehan — Second Secretary and Vice 

| Drafting Officer: Albert W. Sherer, Jr. Second Secretary and Vice , 
| Ch Co ~ Consul | a | 

' eh _. Elmer E. Yelton_ Third Secretary and Vice 

po | | a ~ Consul OO 

ae Converse Hettinger § Third Secretary and Vice | 

| . 8 ee Consul oe , 

. | Fred K. Blackburn = Resident Radio Engineer _ a 

- GeorgeE.Palmer = Vice Consul 

—  RobertG.Caldwell Attache | | 

Margaret M. Barrett Research Analyst 

Bernice Cloutier Librarian USIS a 

| | Colonel Marion Carson Military Attaché = 

| Po - Captain John P. Air Attaché ~ | | 

7 Bedford - | oo | 

a - - - - -  EEnelosure 2] _ SO ee | 

: - pe  Rerorr on Poxrrican ProsieMs os | 

| . _APPRAISAL OF PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION IN NORTH AFRICA . 

| I French policy | oe ee rr | 

Jt was the sense of the meeting that the record of French reform 

achievements in North Africa since the 1948 North African meeting 

| has been definitely discouraging—in particular, it was unanimously . 

_ agreed that the programs of minimum reforms which had been drafted | 

_ by the French during the summer of 1947 have largely, and at least | 

| temporarily, been abandoned in fact if not in theory, especially in 

;  -501-887-—77-—118_ | | |
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Morocco. Concern was expressed that the French authorities have 
allowed themselves to become overconfident as a result of the apparent 
calm reigning in North Africa. Different theories were expressed with 

| reference to the effect of plentiful crops on both French policy and _ 
nationalist activities. It was, however, agreed that the French authori- 
ties would be making a grave mistake should they believe that eco- 
nomic well-being alone is sufficient to replace political evolution and 

| sufficient to assure long term stability. On the contrary, the Conference 
unanimously endorsed the reform programs with time-tables adopted 
in 1947 and 1948 and further agreed that France should and could 
usefully exploit these favorable economic circumstances in order to | 
implement such a liberal and constructive policy. Such concessions 
would thus appear voluntary rather than forced, and consequently 
should have the maximum effect on Moslem public opinion. _ | | 

: Several different patterns were recognized as existing in France 
vis-a-vis the North African problem: | | a 

| a) Foreign Office and other official thinking: generally confident 
that the situation has so improved as to render further reforms un- 

| necessary at this time. Furthermore, this element in some instances 
, resents American discussion of such problems as impinging on French 

sovereignty. | CO 
. 6) General Public Opinion: The French public regardless of party 

_ affiliation is traditionally nationalist and conservative when colonial 
problems are involved. Compared to 20 and 10 years ago, there has been | 
a slight evolution; in particular the cost in treasure and in manpower 
of the Indo-Chinese war has tended to illustrate the depth of present- _ 

: day nationalist aspirations and the necessity intelligently to deal - 
: therewith. Yet evolution has been slower than the march of events and 

the Conference does not believe that a sufficiently strong current of 
public opinion would originate in France sufficiently soon alone to _ 
compel the French Government to adopt the programs of evolution 
thought to be necessary by thismeeting. __ 

¢) French Political Parties* and Politicians: The political parties 
reflecting public opinion and conscious of electoral necessities, have 
not yet adopted specific programs of concrete liberal action. How- | 

| ever, they generally accept a vague and undefined French Union which — 
would, by some slight of hand, eliminate the faults and weaknesses 

| _ of the old French Empire and yet remain a political organization 
centered on France. Fortunately it would appear that a number of 

| important French politicians in key positions realize the urgency of | 
| the basic problem confronting France and have already engaged in 

missionary work within their organizations. In particular the Con- 
ference noted the already expressed opinion of important MRP ele- 
ments that France should soon negotiate new agreements with 

_ Morocco and Tunisia inspired by the March 8th agreements between 

| *Unless otherwise stated throughout this paper, the term political parties does 
not include the Communists. [Footnote in the source text.] oe .
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President Auriol and Bao Dai concerning the Vietnam. (see Appen- 

dix A)? SE —_ et oe 

It was also reported that prominent socialist leaders are actively 

campaigning for early implementation in fact of the well-known 

socialist progressive theories concerning dependent peoples. — | | 

The meeting unanimously agreed that regardless of France’s de- 

sires, her policy in North Africa would necessarily be affected to an 

unknown extent by both the Vietnam agreements and developments 

- in neighboring Libya. Special mention was made of the impact of the | 

Cyrenaican proclamation of “independence”. pe AES 

Il French reforms since 1948 meeting a care 

: [Here follows a discussion of the situation in Morocco, Tunisia, and — - 

Algeria with regard to proposed reforms in the fields of elections, 

education, andadministration.]. = | fee Be 

III Reasons for apparent decrease in nationalist activity since June, 

I 
It was unanimously agreed that in Morocco and Algeria such ac- 7 

tivities have in recent months been less apparent than at any other — 

time since the end of the war, but that very recently there has been | 

a, new spurt of activity in Tunisia where the Bey himself appears | 

to have become somewhat involved with the Neo-Destours. It was | 

believed, however, that the current situation does not imply a decrease 

| in the aspirations of the nationalist leadersinvolved. = | 

Several reasons were advanced as. contributing tothissituation: 

1. Anexcellentcropyear, > | Pg es ER 
2, Lack of faith in the value of Arab League leadership and assist- 

ance after the Palestine fiasco. : | | a 
3. Increased doubts as to United States support. es - 

4, Somewhat increased French prestige resulting from her gradual — | 

economic and political rehabilitation—however uneven this may be | 

| in various fields. RB ges (ECE De | 

‘It was also noted that the activity and influence of the Moghreb 

Office in Cairo had sharply declined. Such decline appeared to arise, 

ina large degree, from its discouragement at Arab failures concerning | 

Palestine militarily and before the UN, and from the realization that = 

the decrease in French North African tension and the emergence of | 

new leadership in the North African countries had deprived the 

Cairo group of its importance. In particular the Arab League had not | 

realized the decline in Abdel Krim’s importance since he left for _ 

-2The ‘appendices to this paper are not printed. Appendix A was asummary ~* 

of the principal points of the exchange of letters of March 8 between French | . 

President Vincent Auriol and Vietnamese Chief of State Bao Dai. For docu- 

mentation regarding the agreements, see vol. vu, Part 1, pp. 4 ff. -
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exile 22 years ago. It was also noted that many of the Moghreb leaders 
in Cairo had either declined in personal influence, as has Habib 

| | Bourghiba, or have left Egypt as have Abdel Khalek Torres, and 
Allal al Fassi. ee | | 

It was thought that the decrease in nationalist activity above men- 
tioned may be more apparent than actual and it was agreed that any 
resulting lesser emphasis on the necessity for reforms would be detri- 
mental to the long-term interests and stability of the area. As pre- 

: viously stated, the Conference is of the opinion that this reduced 
| tension should facilitate the implementation of evolutionary 

| programs. | ne | 

IV The Arab League and nationalist plans for bringing North — 
African problem before the United Nations | 

It was unanimously agreed that it was unlikely that the French 
“North African situation would be introduced into the forthcoming 
September meeting of the United Nations General Assembly. It was 

_ recognized that the Arab League remains interested in North Africa 
: (especially Azzam Pasha, who because of his participation in the 

early Libyan independence movement, feels especially close to Libya 
and to a lesser degree to French North Africa.) In particular it was 
believed that the indifferent support received by the Arab ‘League 
countries from Morocco and Tunisia during the hostilities in Pales- 
tine caused some cooling in the member states’ interest in French 
North Africa for the immediate present. It was also suggested that 

_ member states’ interest had been further dampened by their present 
preoccupation with political and economic problems. arising from - 

| the creation ‘of the Israeli State and from the influx of Arab refugees 
_ from Palestine. In the light of the Arab States’ attitude and of the 

_ League’s currently reduced prestige and its present trend towards 
concentration on economic and cultural activities, the Conference 
believes that the League would undertake support of the French 
North African cause at UN only if a reasonably good possibility 
existed for a result satisfactory to Azzam Pasha and the member 

| states. It was considered possible that the Philippines would be will- 
ing to introduce the question but would probably not do so without the 
agreement and supportofthe ArabStates. = = © | 
V Libya a ee 

It was the sense of the meeting that France for reasons of national 
prestige and because of the possibility of mineral wealth in the area 
would continue to make every effort to hold the Fezzan. It was fur-— 

- ther unanimously agreed that France would in all likelihood continue 
actively to support some form of Italian administration for Tripoli- | 
tania,forthefollowingreasons: . = == i(asti‘isOS oe
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| a) Any form of Italian administration would in all probability 

be comparable to French methods in the neighboring territories thus 

preventing invidious comparisons. | 
- 6) The mere fact of returning a colonial area toa continental Kuro- 

pean nation contrary to the trend in evidence since the war would be | 

considered by the French as a vindication of their colonial policy. | 

c) Independence, however nominal, or trusteeship of any power 

likely to honor the terms of the trusteeship agreement would be ob- | 

noxious to France. . | | i 

- The Conference further agreed that British or American trustee. 

| ship with the ensuing quasi certainty that the trust territories would | 

be granted their independence at the end of the trusteeship period 

would serve to oblige France to institute in French North Africa a 

reform program of the type advocated by the United States. 

While it was the sense of the meeting that full and complete inde- | 

pendence would probably exert the same influence, it was thought 

possible that the French might stall for a few years in the hope that : | 

the new countries unprepared for their. new responsibility would so — 

misconduct their own affairs as to make French administration in 

French North Africa appear in a favorable light. _ | ; oo 

The Conference strongly believed that in the event some form of 

Italian administration were instilled, Arab armed resistance and 

bloodshed would ensue. The impact of such fighting on neighboring 

Tunisia and French North Africa would lead to unrest and perhaps a 

riots though the French forces stationed in North Africa would 

probably be able rapidly to suppress such disorders. In this connection — | 

current reductions in garrison strengths were noted as well as French 

‘concern over the adequacy of the remaining effectives for maintaining | 

order. | | - 

- Material based on Consul Orray Taft’s remarks about Libya is 

contained in Appendix C.® | | | 

VI Communist activities . 

It was the unanimous opinion of the Conference that temporary 

tactical changes in the party line for French North Africa in no way 

alters the ultimate objective of Stalinist Communism : the separation . 

of these dependent areas from the so-called “imperialistic exploiting 7 | 

nations” and eventually their integration into the orbit of Moscow. | 
In order to achieve this long term objective, it was accepted that | oo 

the oft-announced communist revolutionary program for colonial 
areas would be followed. — OS 

a) During the first phase the communists can be expected actively 
to support the various nationalist pro-independence movements re- | 

_ § Appendices not printed. |
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_ gardless of their social policies and notwithstanding any and all 
rebufis which they may receive from nationalist or other groups in 
these countries. The use of the words “independence” or “independence | 
within the French Union” or “liberty” was said to be based on com- 
munist needs for their propaganda within French and other such 

7 contingencies as the likelihood of the communists coming to power in | 
__-France and thus not to affect basic policy which remains the separation 

of the colonial area from the mother country so as both to weaken the 
“imperialistic power” and prepare the ground for the second phase 
of the communist blue print. 

| This second phase calls for the “social revolution” at which time the _ 
nationalist-bourgeois temporary allies would be ruthlessly eliminated 
and the “dictatorship of the proletariat” instituted. The latter, of 
course, means the dictatorship of the communist party and complete 
subservience to the Kremlin. | | | 

| A. Morocco 7 - 
The meeting noted the recent change in the party line in Morocco 

when the expression “independence within the French Union” was 
replaced by “liberty”. It was believed that now, when the Communist 
Party has, at least momentarily, abandoned hope of capturing the 
French Government through the ballot box the Communist Party 
of Morocco can be expected to adopt once again the slogan of full | 

| independence. __ | ee 
The Istiqlal Party, which includes the overwhelming majority of _ 

Moroccan nationalists, maintained during the year its past policy of | 
refusing cooperation with the communists and participation in any | 
joint “front” organization. Some concern, however, was expressed 
that should the French maintain their intransigeant and discrimi-— 

| natory attitude on nationalist as compared to communist activities, 
the nationalists might eventually be led to cooperation with the 
communists. | a 

The main communist efforts were described as directed toward the 

European and Moslem proletariat in Casablanca where the CGT, com- 
pletely under communist control, is a precious auxiliary. Propaganda 
efforts among agricultural workers were said to be sporadic and none | 
too effective, the major slogan being higher pay with little if any 
agitation for division of property or a land reform. 7 
Communist catering to the Moslems was illustrated by a reference — 

_ to their new committee which includes several Moslems more than last | 
year. These Moslems have taken the place of prominent European 
labor leaders. | | , 

_ Considerable concern was expressed by the Conference over the 
apparent under-estimation by the Residency of the strength of 
communism. oe | |
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B. Algeria | a Oo 

Importance was granted to several recent reports that the Algerian 7 

communist party had established a close working relationship with . 

‘the “Amis du Manifeste” of Ferhat Abbas. Some of these reports 

even indicate that a number of the Manifeste leaders are in the pay 

of the communists and controlled by them. a a 

It was not felt that a similar evolution had occurred in the “Mouve- 

‘ment pour le Triomphe de la Liberté et la Democracie” (MTLD) of | 

 Messali Hadj. As in 1947 and 1948 the difficulty of evaluating the | 

relative strength of these two nationalist movements was recognized. = 

Indeed, since 1945 there has been a continuous see-saw with one or | 

the other of these parties dominating the other for brief periods. | | 

The Conference was informed that Governor General Naegelen was 

fully aware of the communist danger and was rooting out communist 

influence wherever possible. - | | 

The party is continuing to strive, with some success, especially in 

the “cultural” field, for the establishment of communist-nationalist 

Moslem front organizations. The party line remains “the creation of 

an Algerian republic” with lessening emphasis on “within the French 

Union”. | | - 

- » The Communist strongholds in Algeria are to be found in the large | 

urban centers principally in the Department of Oran which now has) > 

the distinction of having the only communist mayor in all of Algeria | 

(Sidi Bel Abbes). In the recent cantonal elections held on March 20th | 

and 27th, 1949 the strength of the anti-communist “entente” between 

the French political parties was such that a severe defeat was inflicted 

upon the communists without the necessity of an official coalition as 

in the previous municipal elections. In the second electoral college | 

(non-citizens) the crushing defeat suffered by the communists is im- 

possible to interpret in view of the admitted manipulation of electoral | 

results in some areas. ee | 

CC. Tunisia | | 

In view of the contrary situation prevailing in Morocco the Con- | 

- ference was encouraged to note that the Residency at Tunis appears to 

be seriously concerned by communist developments and the potential | 

communist threat. This attitude is in sharp contrast to the attitude — 

_ reported in 1948 when French officials were inclined to dismiss the 

communists with the irrelevant and all too frequently heard statement. 

that “Islam and Communism do not mix”. a a | 

Civilian, army and navy authorities are submitting the local com- 

- munist party to greater surveillance. Communist literature is banned | 

from the Ferryville arsenal and General Duval, commander of troops, 

has taken legal steps against the communist organ “T) Avenir” for the 

publication of an item of military importance. a
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The party line was reported as modified since January 1949 al- 
| legedly by orders emanating from Moscow and communicated through 

the French Communist Party. Essentially there appears to be greater 
insistence on attaining collaboration between leading nationalists and 
the communists. To date, however, this cooperation has been manifest 
in connection with a few strikes and also in connection with the com- 
munist sponsored Peace Congress held at Paris on April 20, 1949. — 

. Nationalists were represented in the Tunisian delegation and subse- 
quently a joint local committee was organized to implement the Con- _ 

: gress’ resolutions. : 
The Conference recognized that in Tunisia as elsewhere in French 

North Africa the relationship between nationalists and communists 
_ depends on world events and on the world power ratio more than on 

purely internal considerations. | : 
, Surprisingly enough it was noted that the communist press has 

_ recently attacked the nationalist press in Tunisian and the nationalist 
| leaders in Morocco in apparent contradiction to the “greater unity” 

party line. , | —— : | 

| 125.0081 Conferences/6-1349 | | - | 
Lhe Chargé in Morocco (More) to the Secretary of State 

| | : [Extracts] . - 

CONFIDENTIAL > . Tanorer, Morocco, June 138, 1949. 
No.130 | | 

_ Sir: [Here follow two paragraphs similar to those in despatch 
No. 129, supra. ] 

I believe that all the officers who attended this Conference found 
it very useful as it permitted an exchange of valuable information _ 
and personal views among a larger group of officers and covering a 

_ More extensive agenda than at the previous two conferences in Paris. 
Respectfully yours, a Borarp More 

| [Enclosure 2]? | 

; Norra Arrican Conrerence, Tanorer, June 6-10, 1949 

I. LABOR PROBLEMS IN FRENCH NORTH AFRICA | | 

_ A. Appraisal of labor reporting _ | 
The importance of labor reporting in accordance with FSS 314, 

January 16, 1945,? as presented by the representative of the Depart- 
_ ment of Labor, was fully realized by the meeting. This is especially 

> Enclosure 1 was the same as enclosure 1 to despatch No. 129, supra. 
* Not printed. |
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true today when American labor unions are fully cooperating with the 

Government in the present vital phase of the struggle between democ- | 

racy and dictatorship. It was pointed out that labor information is 

frequently included in political reports. It was recognized that more | 

_ systematic reporting is, of course, desirable especially concerning the 

background, points of view, and strengths of the North African labor 

movements, the personalities of the more important leaders, regular 

reports on such things as unemployment, industrial relations, labor | 

and related. social legislation, wage rates, and hours. While many of 

these subjects receive occasional treatment it was agreed that the local 

staffs were insufficient for the adequate fulfillment of such a compre- | 

hensive program at regular intervals, unless other work were to suffer. 

It was agreed to request the Department to study the possibility of 

eranting assistance in one form or another. However, the meeting 

suggested that the appointment of a regional labor attaché for 

Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia would be the most desirable solution — 

if personnel and funds permit. It was pointed out that such an officer 

versed in labor matters and familiar with North Africa would not 

only make constant and useful comparisons between the three areas | 

in addition to reporting on each component, but could also supply | 

the political and economic officers with valuable data. It was unani- 

- mously agreed that the labor attaché and political officers should | 

cooperate intimately in view of the obvious close connections between 

labor problems, politics and more particularly communism. | 

‘It was agreed that copies of despatches and airgrams dealing with — 

labor matters (as well as with any subject of general import) would 

continue to be sent by each North African office to the others. It was 

also agreed that the Embassies at Paris and Madrid should be re- | 

quested to supply the North African offices with copies of papers | 

reporting on general labor developments which could be helpful in | 

following local trends. — 

B. Methods for spreading information on US labor activities | 

While it was considered desirable that information as to the stand- 

| ard of living and working conditions of American workers be dis- 

tributed in French North Africa, concern was expressed that indis- 

criminate propaganda of this type might prove to be a boomerang and 

~ increase the dissatisfaction of native workers who have no prospect of 

achieving similar standards for generations to come. Furthermore, it_ a 

was recognized that such injudicious propaganda would arouse the 

hostility of the local authorities which would charge the United States — | 

with increasing and perhaps fomenting unrest. an 

| Tt was the sense of the meeting that as USIS activities develop 

| ‘nformation on the US labor movement and activities should receive
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distribution within such limits both as to character and value as the principal officer may deem appropriate. | : 
C. Ways in which the State and Labor Departments may be more | useful to the Offices in regard to labor matters 7 

It was unanimously agreed that documents relative to the US labor scene would be of much greater interest if received in translated form. It was suggested that a limited and judiciously selected number of such | _ translated papers would be of distinctly greater use than a more com- _ prehensive selection in English. It was recognized that the distribu- tion of such material in Arabic would be unfavorably viewed by the Residency at Rabat. The same objection, however, was not revealed at Tunis in view of the official status of a large Moslem Federation (the UGTT). In Algeria knowledge of the French language is so extensive | | as to render Arabic texts largely unnecessary. The Conference believed that should it be impossible to supply Arabic translations, French texts would be extremely useful everywhere in North Africas It was also suggested that the Office of Intelligence Research could | usefully supply the North African Posts with any studies prepared _ on the French labor movement and more specifically on the present _ Status of French labor organizations and their inter-relationships, _ 
D. Influence of Communism on the labor movements in French North oe — Africa [ee Oe a 

| 1. French Morocco. ae | | 
The communist controlled CGT is the only organized labor move- ment in French Morocco. Although Moslem representation is being | increased in the councils of the CGT, the movement is directed by | European and principally French communists. __ | | , The French authorities appear to fear communism less than na- tionalism. Consequently they have long opposed the formation in Morocco of Moslem labor unions. Recently a French proposal was made, but with the proviso that 90% of the officers be Frenchmen. This proviso was deplored as tending to facilitate communist infiltration in any such new movement. This French consent, however, has remained — theoretical as the Sultan has refused to sign the necessary dahir. _ 
2. Algeria | | | 
The labor movement in Algeria is considerably more important than that in Morocco, largely due to a considerably more numerous Euro- pean proletariat and a larger mass of Moslem laborers with some education. The CGT, by far the largest labor movement in Algeria, 1s completely communist controlled. Minute Christian (CFTC) and _ force Ouvriére unions exist. The development of these anti-commu- nist federations is handicapped, however, by severe lack of funds and a corresponding shortage of organizers, —_ | |
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3. Tunisia - oma es | 

The ‘Tunisian labor movement was found to be more complex than 

anywhere else in North Africa. | | 

| | a) The Union Générale des Travailleurs Tunisiens (UGTTL) | 

"hig three year old purely Moslem group is both the most © 

numerous labor movement (with about 75,000 members as com- | 

- pared with about 50,000 a year ago) and a political vehicle for 

the Neo-Destour nationalist party (while this party 1s tolerated | 

it does not exist legally). It was reported that communist efforts | 

---- tq obtain adherents from the UGTT had been a failure and that => 

- unity of action by the UGTT with the communist controlled union 

(the USTT) was limited to parallel action in respect to individ-_ | 

| ual strikes and to action in respect to the Paris “Peace Congress”. | 

Both the UGTT and USTT are among the organizations which 

joined in the sending of a delegation to the Paris “Peace Con- 

| gress” and in the formation of a post-congress committee to con-_ - 

- ¢inue its work. The UGTT’s long-pending application for 

membership in the WFTU was recently accepted by the latter 

(after the CIO, British and Dutch unions broke away) ; so far | 

the UGIT has neither repudiated nor confirmed the WETU 

action. It appears to desire access to a forum in an international 

- organization in order, if desired, to expound the Nationalist cause | 

| and it may consequently hold open for some time to come the 

door to that forum. It was generally agreed that this situation 

bears careful watching in view of the known communist skill | 

| in exploiting temporary unity for their own more permanent ends. | 

6) The communist controlled labor union organization (Union — 

des Syndicats des Travailleurs de Tunisie—USTT) was re- 

ported as losing ‘strength rapidly to the UGTT. Its current 

- strength was now estimated as between 12 and 20 thousand (some 

a 98 thousand less than a year ago). The cleavage between these 

_ two groups was shown lately by the UGTT’s refusal to partici- | 

pate in a May Day Parade with the USTT. . a 

~~ ¢) The CGT-FO (Confédération Générale de Travai—F orce 

- Owvriére) remains of little importance, numbering only approxi- | 

mately 2-8 thousand members. oO | | 

| d) The Christian Federation of Workers (Confédération 

Francaise des Travailleurs Chrétiens—CFTO). A small labor 

: movement which groups approximately 2-3 thousand members, — 

essentially white collar workers and government employees. 

4, Spanish Morocco and f nternal [International] Zone of Tangier 

There is no labor organization in the International Zone of Tangier. 

- Spanish Morocco does not have bona fide labor unions. Employers, - 

employees and the Government participate in the Spanish Syndicate . 

| system. Their officers are members of the Falange and of course the — 

| communist influence is combatted forcefully and systematically. | 

EK. Strikes 
— | 

It was noted that a flurry of strikes has recently spread across 

| French North Africa. It was the sense of the meeting that while the 

| communists have been partially responsible, these strikes resulted also 

| | | |
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in part from genuine labor demands due to the increase in the cost of 
living. | TA A Bs | 

Il. AGRICULTURE | 
| The Conference noted the importance of agriculture as a factor 

in North African political and economic problems. While it was recog- 
| nized that any fundamental alteration of existing inequalities be- 

tween French and Arab agricultural enterprises is primarily a ques- 
a tion of French policy, it was also recognized that the admittedly 

unfavorable position of Arab farmers could be improved through 
_USIS and Point 4 programs. Further reference to such programs will 
be made later in this report. — : 

| UI. INFORMATION AND CULTURAL PROGRAM FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1950 
After full presentation of the organization of the USIS both in © 

Washington and in the North African Posts, the Conference agreed 
| on the advisability of disseminating information concerning certain _ | non-controversial subjects such as health, sanitary measures, educa- | tion, and agricultural methods. While it was believed that informa- 

tion concerning the American way of life can be supplied, it was 
considered essential that caution be exercised. Indeed, not only do 

_ the North African populations have little chance of attaining com- , 
parable standards in the foreseeable future but such undiscriminat- 
ing information would also cause complications with the French 
authorities who would view such activities as sources of dissatisfac- 

7 tion and unrest. The French would also resent and oppose any policy 
which could be interpreted as developing the popularity of the United 
States at the expense of France. It was agreed on the one hand totake 

| a positive attitude with the local authorities endeavoring to convince 
them of the usefulness of our programs; on the other hand it was 

: accepted that satisfactory relations with the French were essential 
| to avoid systematic sabotage. 

With reference to the European element in North Africa, several 
specific objectives were mentioned: : 

(a) Propaganda similar to that used in HKurope in the cold war , | with a view to convincing the hon-communist, fence-sitting elements that they should belong to and actively partcipate in the Atlantic community. : | | (5) In view of the wide-spread ignorance of ECA purposes and © | mode of operation it was unanimously agreed that means to remedy | this state of affairs should be granted a high priority by the USIS. (c) The meeting also recommended that efforts should continue unabated to expose communism and describe both clearly and simply the truth about the Soviet world. It was recognized that arguments - pertaining to the Russian standards of living would not be specially effective on the underprivileged Moslem masses. N evertheless, even | this aspect may be of some use as the Moslem is more likely to turn in his own interest towards the wealthier and more powerful group of
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nations. It was also thought that stress of the difference between 

- Soviet claims and actual worker conditions in the USSR would serve 

auseful purpose. | | 

As to media it was generally felt that in addition to the press, motion | 

pictures would be very effective in view of the high illiteracy among . 

the Arabs. Literature in Arabic was deemed necessary for Morocco | 

where very few Moslems speak French. In Algeria, however, it was 

noted that French was nearly universally spoken and that the rate of | | 

literacy in French was approximately the same as in Arabic. Tunisia. 

was found to occupy an intermediate position. It was also believed 

that Arabic translations of certain well-selected books would be highly | 

useful among educated Moslems. Special mention was made of “I | 

Chose Freedom”, the Arabic edition of which appeared unfortunately | 

to be exhausted. It was noted that the agreement with the French con- 

cerning the Tangier relay station limits our USIS radio activities from | 

Tangier, which post, however, is not technically adapted to broadcast 

‘in the French North African area. It was ascertained, however, that | / 

Egyptian short wave broadcasts were received thus presenting the 

possibility of USIS material being broadcast from Cairo to North 

_. Africa. It was recommended, however, that no material be used of a 

nature which would obviously be irritating to the French. | 

‘Ty. PRESIDENT’S POINT FOUR PROGRAM IN NORTH AFRICA ® | 

The meeting was interested to receive information on the Point Four 

Program and to learn of its relationship to the other foreign eco- 

nomic and cultural development activities undertaken by the U.S. | 

Government. It was pointed out that the primary objective of the 

Economic Cooperation Administration was the economic rehabilita- _ | 

tion of Western Europe insofar as possible prior to June 30, 1952, 

whereas that of the Point Four program concerned problems of wider | 

scope (social welfare, education, health, etc.) and longer range. It was 

further stated, however, that ECA, because of its interest in economic 

stability after 1952 is also interested in the economic development of 

| dependent areas and thus in certain cases would have concurrent inter- 

est in the health, welfare, educational, agricultural and other economic — 

activities, of the Point Four Program. One example of such concurrent 

| activity might.be the Thomas Campbell Wheat Plan (Appendix A).* 

It wag understood by the Conference that Point Four is still mthe = 

_ formative stage and that recommendations concerning development 

_ programs from officers in the field would be welcomed by the Govern- | 

ment agencies responsible for its administration and coordination. It 

was further understood that the relationship of the Point Four pro- | 

~ 8 For related: documentation on the Point Four program, see vol. 1, pp. UBT ff. 
-4Not printed. | EE ES ENS 

| 
| | - | |
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, gram to the United Nations was under discussion and the opinion was 
expressed that the implementation of the program in French North 
Africa would, perhaps, be easier under UN auspices than under US 
auspices because of the sensitive French attitude toward US activities 

| in North Africa. os : | 
_ It was understood by the Conference that the major portion of any 
fund appropriated for the Point Four program would be used for 
technicians who would assist dependent areas in projects designed to 
improve living conditions in order to encourage investment in those 
areas. Initiative and self-help are expected from the interested coun- 

| tries (forexample: France in the case of FNA). 
_ Since the Point Four program is an integral part of American fo1- 

_ eign policy the desire was expressed that officers in the field should be 
kept informed as much as possible so that they may be of maximum 

| assistance. It was believed that the Tangier International Zone would 
offer a good starting point for the implementation of the program in 

| North Africa. There is at present in the International Zone an anti- 
| tuberculosis drive which is receiving the enthusiastic support of the 

Zone’s Administrator and of the eight European powers represented 
in Tangier. It was also suggested that if experimental farms are con- 
templated under the program, it would be far easier to obtain local | 
support in Tangier than in the other Zones of Morocco, Tunisia or - 
Algeria. | ae a 

| Oo V. ECONOMIC PROBLEMS IN NORTH AFRICA a 
After an extensive review of economic reporting by the officers 

representing the reporting activities in the Departments of State, 
| Agriculture, and Commerce, and by the field offices, various specific 

economic problems were considered. a 
_ A. Present policy in French North Africa with respect to investments | 

| of American private capital | | 7 | 

1. Morocco — 7 oe | | a 

It was found that theoretically opportunties exist for American 
private capital more particularly in the extractive industries. It was 
reported that the policy of the Residency called for equal partici- 
pation by Moroccan, French and American (or any other nationality) 
capital. This policy, however, was described as being flexible and men- 

_tion was made of the recent agreement between the Newmont 
| Mining Corporation and Zellidja which provided for 49% American _ 

participation, _ } | 
The meeting concluded that the only definite policy forbids control 

of an important local corporation by other than French interests. | 
2. Tunisia | | 
Investment possibilities in the Regency were found to be less ex- 

tensive at the present time than in Morocco, even though it was recog-
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nized that this situation might be radically altered should the cur-- | 
rently planned oil exploration and exploitation contracts be signed — 
and exploration yield positive results. _ ee | 

The policy as to corporate control was found to be more liberal in 
- Tunisia where the Gulf and Shell companies recently established | 

prospection subsidiaries in which control did not rest with the French. , 
‘However, this policy cannot be accepted as firm in view of the political __ 

storm which this provision created in Paris, a result of which the 
draft agreements between the oil companies and the Regency have not | 

yet been signed. oe. | | Se 

3. Algeria - | | | 

Investment possibilities in Algeria were described as most limited. 
As Algeria is part of Metropolitan France the same financial and _ 

fiscal policies obtain. French policy with regard to corporate enter- 
prises in both Metropolitan France, Algeria, and the overseas terri- 
tories calls for French control. It was also realized that a contrary 
policy would cause suspicion and protest among Frenchmen of all | 
political opinions still afraid of foreign designs on their overseas 
domain. 7 a oe 

It was the unanimous opinion of the Conference that France’s 
insistence on French control constituted one of the main obstacles to 
extensive private American investments in North Africa. | 

Another deterrent was described as being French fiscal control 
which prevents the transfer out of the franc area of profits. The hope | 
was expressed that such control would be relaxed as France’s re- - 

- habilitation proceeds. However, there were several indications that 
the French authorities are willing to allow such remittances in kind 
(more particularly in the extractive industries). For the time being 

at least, individual negotiations are necessary in each case. ee 

 B. Administration of ECA program and of counterpart funds and 

advisability of assignment of an ECA representative — | | 

While recognizing that the bilateral ECA agreement has defined 

the term “France” as including inter alia the three North African 

entities, it was the unanimous opinion of the meeting that allocations 

- of ECA funds (both dollars and counterpart) should be segregated 
for each area. It was also recommended that the North African offices | 
be kept informed currently of such allocations in order to facilitate 
local reporting on “end use”. = Se 

‘While fully aware of the personnel difficulties confronting the ECA 

Mission to France and while anxious to follow as closely as possible 
| the “end use” of ECA assistance, all officers present recommended | 

| that an ECA representative from Paris visit the North African posts - 
at regular intervals. It was also recommended that the same official 

be intrusted with this responsibility over a period of time as his use- | 
fulness and efficiency should increase as his familiarity with the area 

| and its problems develops. In view of the limited amount of informa- 
- tion concerning all phases of ECA it was recommended that the above 

| | 
| 

L | | | 

So
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representative act also as a liaison officer and come specially prepared 
to discuss all latest ECA problems with the principal officers. It was 
urged that ECA officials other than the North African representative 
above-mentioned, who may visit the area, call at the Consular offices 
and volunteer whatever information they may be able to impart. 

It was found that in general little if anything is known in North 
Africa (in French as well as in Moslem circles). about ECA, its 
methods and its purposes. As reported in the USIS section of this 
paper, it was unanimously recommended that the dissemination of 
such information receive a high priority among the objectives of the 
USIS program. | | OO 

| In order to assist the officers in the field the following requests for 
| | specific material were made: 

1, The mimeographed weekly bulletins “Aide Américaine 3 la 
_. France” from ECA (Paris) should be distributed. It was also sug- 

| gested that local USIS offices obtain material from ECA ( Paris) and 
prepare bulletins for each country for distribution to individuals as 
well as to the press. Perhaps less technical and more popular appeal | 
might be stressed in such papers. The “Aide Americaine 4 la France” 
has been found to be extremely educative and valuable in combatting 
communist propaganda in Army circles. | 

_ 2. In view of past experience it was found that the French Govern- 
‘ment in Paris should issue instructions to the French Residents Gen- 
eral and Governor General to the effect that ECA representatives are 
authorized to make such checks as they deem necessary in the operation | 

_ of that program in the territories concerned. 

Due note was made of the request of the ECA Mission (Paris) that 
the officers in North Africa report freely any comments which they 
may care to formulate concerning local use of ECA assistance. It was : 
also noted that ECA (Paris) has asked for recommendations regard- 
ing projects believed to be worthy of ECA consideration. 

VI. CONSULAR AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS IN FRENCH NORTH AFRICA 
A. Housing a a a 

A brief description of the housing conditions at each of the several __ 
posts in French North Africa was furnished. There was unanimous 
agreement that housing conditions present a very serious morale as | 
well as functional problem. Tangier is the only post in French North 
Africa where sufficient apartments or houses are available for the 
staff, due to very recent improvements in the housing situation. There 
has been a great deal of correspondence between the field offices and 
the FBO (Paris), as well as FBO (Washington). The absence of 
results from the principal officers’ efforts to solve this serious problem 
was deplored. There was general agreement that the housing problem 
has not received sufficient consideration from the authorities re-
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sponsible for the adoption and implementation of an FBO program 

in French North Africa and that American representation in FNA 

will continue to be handicapped until appropriate action is taken. 

Hope was expressed that the Department would take immediate de- | 

cisions and inform the officers concerned. | 

B. Security — | | 

C. Possibility of personnel in Algeria and Tunisia benefiting from — 
Tangier exchangerate - | | 

Dd. Greater incidence of criticism and evaluation by Department of | 

- reports and despatches from field whe 

The meeting was in unanimous agreement that criticism and evalua-— 

tion of despatches and reports had in the past proved of great assist- 

ance to the drafting ofiicers. It was felt, however, that if at all possible, 

more reports and despatches should be evaluated and the field in- 

formed of such evaluation more promptly. | 

501-887-7714 7 | 

: oe



| ETHIOPIA 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND ETHIOPIA 
RESPECTING A MUTUAL AID SETTLEMENT? 

Current Economic Developments, Lot 70 D 467 2 . 

| Current Economic Developments * 

: [Extract] : 

SECRET _ [Wasutineton,] May 31, 1949. 

On May 20, 1949 the US and Ethiopia signed an agreement for 
| the final settlement of lend-lease reciprocal aid and financial claims | 

of each government against the other arising out of World War IL. 
Under this agreement, Ethiopia will pay the US $200,000, which is | 

| considered as payment for lend-lease goods of civilian utility re- 
maining in inventory on V-J Day. At the designation of the US, and 
upon mutual agreement, these funds will be used, in Ethiopia, for — 
the following purposes, or any combination thereof: 1) delivery of 

_ real property and improvements thereto; 2) educational and cul- 
| tural programs of benefit to both countries; and 3) defraying US 

government expenses. Ethiopia will pay to the US any unused balance 
of the $200,000 within five years and ninety days after the date of 

| the agreement. : | | 
US lend-lease aid to Ethiopia totalled approximately $5,152,000, - 

the overwhelming proportion of which was expended during ~— 
hostilities. — | a 

. * Signed at Addis Ababa on May 20; for text, see Department of State, Treaties | 
and Other International Acts Series (TIAS) No. 1931, or 63 Stat. (pt. 3) 2446. a 

*Lot 70 D 467 is a master set of the Department of State classified internal - 
publication Current Economic Developments for the years 1945-1969, as retired 

| by the Bureau of Economic Affairs, | 
* Prepared by the Policy Information Committee of the Department of State. 
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DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE UNION OF - 

SOUTH AFRICA CONCERNING THE ADVERSE EFFECT ON UNITED | 

STATES SHIPPING OF IMPORT CONTROLS IMPOSED BY THE 

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA; MATTERS RELATED TO THE UNION’S 

REQUESTS FOR UNITED STATES FINANCIAL AND MILITARY 

_ ASSISTANCE } | : | ee 

848A.5151/1-549 | ae ; 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 

a for Economic Affairs (Thorp) 

| os —— --- [Wasuineton,] January 5, 1949. 

Participants: Mr.Thorp,E 7 | | | 

oO Mr. Andrews, Minister, South African Legation 

Mr, Eustace, Counselor, South African Legation | 

Mr, Horrocks, Commercial Attaché a ) 

| My Baker,ED i aes—‘“‘“‘<=COsrwsws 

| | | Mr. Lewis,CP — pes es wees | 

Mr. Rosenson, FN- | | | 

Mr. Shullaw, BC | | | 

_ Mr. Blankenheimer,Commerce _ | 

Oo Mr. Berkmeier,Commerce OT 

| - Mr. Andrews called on me today at my request. 1 told him that this — 

| Government was fully appreciative of the situation which had > | 

prompted South Africa to impose import controls. I said, however, 

that there was one particular problem arising from the application 

of these controls which had caused a number of representations to be | 

made to the Department and which we consider as a very serious 

matter. I said that I had reference to the effect of the controls on US. © 

shipping. I told Mr. Andrews that however unintentional, the effect _ 

of the regulations was discriminatory against American shipping. I | 

said that apart from considerations of principle we objected to the : 

| practical effect which these controls would have on our shipping 

services to South Africa. In no other case where controls had been 

imposed by a country in my experience had the effect been to virtually — 

destroy existing shipping patterns. ee ae | 

[told Mr. Andrews that I did not feel a discussion would be useful 

until after he had had an opportunity to study the aide-mémoire sum- | 

| | 1799
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| marizing our views which I then handed to him. I explained that our 
Legation at Pretoria had been instructed to convey the same informa- 
tion to the South African Government. | 

Mr. Andrews in replying said that he was sure that we realized 
South Africa had applied import controls only with the utmost re- 
luctance. He said that the matter of controls had really been initiated 
on August 10 when he had called on the Department to inform this 
Government that such controls might be necessary in the event that 
efforts on the part of the South African Government to discourage 
excessive buying by South African importers were unsuccessful. Mr. 

: Andrews said that the question of saving dollar expenditures for 
freight charges was a part of the general savings which South Africa — 
was attempting to effect through the import controls. He added that 
there was only one real solution to the problem and that was sug- 

| gested in his conversation with. Departmental officers on August 10.? 
| I replied that I believed I knew what he had reference to and that 

: I felt that this might not necessarily be the answer to the problem 
since unless South Africa’s imbalance was a matter of extraordinarily 
temporary nature the action he referred to would be only a palliative. 
Mr. Andrews replied by saying that his idea was that if South Africa 
were to receive a loan it would be possible to modify certain aspects 

| of the controls which had aroused complaints. | - oe 
I said that while I was aware in general of the South African inter- 

_ est in this matter I did not feel myself in a position to discuss it. In 
| any case I pointed out that we believe the question of the effect of 

the controls on shipping is a separate problem. Mr. Andrews told me 
as he was leaving that he had had instructions from his Government 

_ to make a formal request for an Export-Import Bank loan next week. 

| a a [Enclosure] _ : , a 

- oo AwE-Mémorre | 
Reference is made to the Exchange Quota Regulations imposed by 

the Government of the Union of South Africa on November 5, 1948 
and, in particular, to the effect of these regulations on shipping lines - 
of the United States. The application of the regulations in such a 
manner as to require that dollar freight payments be deducted from 

“The aide-mémoire, printed below, was dated J anuary 6 and carried the mar- ginal notation “Original handed to Minister Andrews by Mr.. Thorp, 1/6/49 at 
4 p. m.” This casts some doubt. as to the accuracy of the January 5 date . | shown on the source text of this memorandum of conversation. __ , . Stn ea naam of this conversation has been found in the Department of
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the importer’s exchange quota will seriously impair the ability of the 
American shipping lines to continue the service which they have gone 
to such unusual efforts to build up and which has been of mutual bene- 
fit to the United States and South Africa. The adverse effect. of the | 

'_ regulations is intensified by the announcement by shipping lines of oO 
certain other countries that they will accept payment in sterling or | 

South African pounds, whereas under South African regulations such _ 

| action is not permitted to American shipping lines. © | 7 | 
This Government, therefore, has requested the American Legation 7 

at Pretoria to make strong representations to the Government of the | 
Union of South Africa, stressing the concern which this Government 
feels at the effect the exchange regulations as presently applied will | 
have on American shipping. Concern is prompted in the first instance 

| by this Government’s strong conviction that artificial changes in ship- 
- -ping patterns brought about by exchange regulations are undesirable 

in principle and harmful to world trade, and that convertibility of | 
exchange in the case of transport should be kept outside the exchange _ 
regulations. a | | oe 

- This Government also feels that curtailment of American shipping 
may seriously impede prompt shipment to the Union of many essential a 

~ manufactured goods and raw materials in short supply in the Union. 
- Furthermore, such curtailment would have an adverse effect on South 

African exports to the United States, since the bulk of these exports 
is carried in American ships. Ships of other third countries do not _ 
maintain direct route to the United States and apparently have little | 
interest in this trade. Therefore, should American shipping be forced So 
to curtail or abandon operations as now seems imminent, the South 
African dollar position might be further weakened by the inability of 
the Union to maintain even the current level of exports to the United | 

States during the period when it is understood that every effort is 

being made to increase such exports. Thus assured continuation of 
‘American shipping services should be in the interest of the Union’s 
economy from the long-term standpoint. — | a 

The American Legation at Pretoria has been informed by the Union | 

authorities that in framing the regulations savings in dollar freights 
were visualized, but that no discrimination against American shipping 

was intended. In view of the actual discriminatory effect of the regu- | 
lations, therefore, this Government fails to see the reason for the | 

refusal of the Union Government to consider alleviatory measures. : 
The suggestion made by Dr. Holloway * in conversations with mem- 

bers of the Legation staff in Pretoria to the effect that if South Africa 
were to obtain an Export-Import Bank loan it might be in a position 
to modify the restrictions, especially as they affect freight payments, 

3 John Edward Holloway, South African Secretary for Finance. | | 

| 
| 

| ,
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has been noted. The apparent use of the exchange regulations as a lever 
| to facilitate an Export-Import Bank loan has been most unfavorably 

received here. | | 
| The American Legation at Pretoria has been instructed to advance 

certain proposals to the Union Government which it is believed take | 
cognizance of the South African dollar position and are entirely 

| Justified in the circumstances. This Government feels that the main- 
tenance of shipping services is as essential to the economies of both 
our countries as the maintenance of import trade and that provision 
should be made at least to keep American shipping on a par with 

: shipping of other third countries so far as any action of the Govern- | 
ment of the Union of South Africa isconcerned. _ | | 

WasHINcTon, January 6, 1949. | | 

848A.5151/2-1149 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in the Union of South Africa (Winship) to the 
, oe ; Secretary of State a 

| 

CONFIDENTIAL | CAPETOWN, February 11, 1949—4 p. m. | 

: 11. Accompanied by Dickerson, I saw Holloway and Steyn ? this 
| morning and they provided orally substance of reply I shall receive 

from External Affairs within next 2 or 8 days to repeated representa- 
tions made in accordance Deptel 2, January 4:° | 

As from April 1 (end of current quota quarter) all shipping charges 
oe will be deducted from import quotas regardless currency in which paid, | 

with exception that vessels of South African registry shall be exempted 
from this provision (now approximately 8 South African Marine 
and 2 Union Castle). Additionally South African Marine’s charter 

| _ position will be permitted to continue to degree necessary maintain 
fortnightly sailings to United States. No South African or other ex- 
cepted line will be permitted increase sailings to United States above _ 
schedule currently prevailing and no such line will be allowed enter 
this trade. In other words, it is intended maintain status quo but not 
Increase advantage of excepted lines, and evidence that line has 

| been plying United States-South Africa must be provided by anyone | 
endeavoring profit from exception mentioned. No further chartering 
and no switching of routes from sterling to nonsterling areas to take 
advantage thereof will be permitted. | 

Officials mentioned emphasized right of South Africa accord flag 
protection its vessels and, after I had indicated dissatisfaction with 

? Charles BE. Dickerson, Jr., Counselor of Legation at Pretoria. 
* Dr. Colin Fraser Steyn, South African Minister of Labor. 
* Not printed.
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foregoing, they stated confidentially (which will not appear in formal _ 

note under preparation) that as matter of internal policy, Ministers 

concerned had decided exception referred to would only apply until 

about June 1, or at latest June 30, after which all lines of whatever 

| flag would receive parity treatment as above without exemption in 

favor vessels of South African registry. South African Marine and | 

Union Castle are being notified of this now. Be | : 

| Public announcement in sense of paragraph 2 this telegram may 

; be expected early next week and it should not be released in United 

States in any circumstances before appearing here as this would cause 

great and obvious embarrassment South African Government. | | 
- Paragraph 3 remains highly confidential and Farrell and Lewis * 

have been so informed. They have also been informed of entire message a 
and express view South African authorities could go no further at 

this time. To ensure no leaks they are refraining from even cabling _ | 

New York until publicannouncement madehere. | ree 
Text of note mentioned will be forwarded when received. oo | | 

a a vb eo Bo . WINSHIP — | 

. *James A. Farrell, JL., president of Farrell Lines, Inc. of New York City, and 

Arthur R. Lewis, Jr., president of Robin Line. | . / 

848A.002/5-049 cea Oo os 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of European Affairs | 

(Hickerson) to the Under Secretary of State(Webb) 

_ ) | [Wasuineron,| May 16, 1949. 

Mr. Erie Louw, Minister of Economic Affairs and Mines in the 

South African Government and head of the South African UN Dele- — 

' gation, has an appointment to see you at 11:30 a. m. on May 174 

pie Mr. Louw was the first South African Minister to the United States 

io and held a number of diplomatic posts prior to re-entering the South 

African Parliament in 1937. A biographic sketch is attached.? The 

- Nationalist Party, of which he is a member, came to power as a result 

of the General Election in May, 1948. | | 

‘It is conceivable that the following topics may be bought up by 

_ Mr. Louw in the course of his visit: 7 oO oe 

Complaint in UN by India Against Treatment of the Indian Minority a 

, tn South Africa. | - eS | 

The South African Delegation to UN has argued that the UN has | 

no jurisdiction in the dispute between India and South Africa concern- 

ale No record of this conversation has been found in the Department of State 

* Not printed. | | | | | 

| | |
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ing the treatment of the Indian minority in South Africa. During the 
present session of the UN General Assembly we have not taken a lead- | 
ing part and have favored a simple resolution inviting the two parties | 

_to endeavor to resolve their dispute by direct means of their own 
choice. Such a resolution has been adopted by the Assembly. The | 

: South African Government is aware of our moderating influence in 
earlier discussions of this problem and can have no complaint about 

| our attitude at the Third Session. . . | 

| South African Application for a $100,000,000 Exlm Bank Credit. . 

South Africa made a formal application for a loan in January 1949. 
The ExIm bank requested the South African Government to supply 
certain additional information to clarify the issues involved in con- 
sideration of such a loan. This additional information was supplied 
by the South African Government late in April and is now being 

_ studied. Mr. Louw has an appointment to discuss the loan application 
~ with ExIm Bank officials on May 17. _ | | 

| ~ While it is likely that he will refer to the subject, no comment on 
our attitude toward the loan, other than that the application is being 
considered, would appear to be required. : 

| Shipments of Manganese to the United States. — | 

This matter will be discussed with Mr. Louw when he calls on Mr. 
Brown,’ Director of ITP, on May 17. In the event that the subject | 

| is introduced by Mr. Louw, the following is a summary of the present 
situation : , ) | 

In September, 1948 when this Government initiated several pro- 
grams to increase its receipts of manganese it appeared that lack of 
railway cars was retarding shipments from South Africa. We there- 

_ fore supplied steel to Canada in order to expedite delivery of cars 
ordered by South Africa in that country. Figures for the first four 
months of this year show an increase in exports of manganese. It is 
disturbing, however, to note that the United States is receiving a 
smaller proportion of the total exports than in 1948. , 

_ South African Import Controls. , | 

This subject will also be discussed with Mr. Louw when he calls on - 
Mr. Brown. In the event that the matter is mentioned by Mr. Louw, 
the following is a summary of the present situation: a 

| The South African Government imposed import controls in Novem- 
| ber, 1948 on imports from hard currency countries. Because of a de- 

terioration in the sterling position, the South African Government is _ 
extending controls to purchases from the sterling area after June 30, 
1949. Present indications are that these controls will be discriminatory 

* Winthrop G. Brown, Director of the Office of International Trade Policy. |
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against imports from the dollar area as opposed to imports from the 

sterling area. We feel that South A frica’s sterling position isno better 

than her dollar position at the present time, and therefore we consider | 

such discrimination unjustified. . oe 

Shipping Situation. | | | . 

Tn connection with the application of import controls by South 

Africa, United States shipping has been adversely affected by the fact 

that freight charges are not deducted from dollar import quotas allo- 

cated to South African importers when South African owned 01 

chartered ships are used. As a consequence importers have specified — 

shipment on South African vessels. | 

We consider that our shipping services to South Africa are of | 

mutual benefit and feel that import controls should not be applied in 

‘such a manner as to disrupt existing transportation patterns. For 

that reason we have welcomed the South African assurance that the 

| preference enjoyed by South African shipping will be terminated on — 

June 30, 1949. It is recommended that you express the foregoing © 

— sentiments with regard to shipping to Mr. Louw. oe 
: 

 $484.20/8-1749 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State | 

| os - | (Webb) a 

| SECRET [Wasutneron,] August 17, 1949. | 

_ Mr. F. C. Erasmus, Minister of Defense in the South African Gov- | 

, ernment, accompanied by General L. Beyers, Chief of Staff of the 

| South African Defense Forces, and the South African Ambassador, 

Mr. H. T. Andrews, called on me at his request today. 

| After expressing appreciation for the arrangements which had 

been made for his visit, Mr. Erasmus made a brief statement on South 

African defense planning. He stated that South Africa had occupied 

a strategic position on the sea lanes during the last war and could 

Po do so again, particularly if control of the Mediterranean and Suez 

| Canal were lost in some future war. Mr. Erasmus commented, in pass- 

i ing, that South Africa was not a member of the Atlantic Pact,’ 

; although this did not mean that his country would not have liked to 

have participated. He also mentioned the substantial uranium re- 

: sources of South Africa which enhanced its strategic position. te 

| “Mr. Erasmus said that South Africa wished to be in a position to 

make a useful contribution in the event of war, and for that reason 

| 15. Harold Shullaw of the Division of British Commonwealth Affairs also 

| — participated inthis conversation. _ _ | _ 

For documentation on the negotiation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 

| tion, see vol. Iv, pp. 1 ff. | . | , 

| | ) |
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| he had visited the United Kingdom and was now in the United 
States in an effort to obtain certain military equipment. He indicated. 
that his Government would probably obtain some destroyers and 
jet fighter aircraft from the United Kingdom. He went on to say 
that his Government hoped to obtain bombers and other equipment 
such as tanks from the United States. He said that South Africa, be- 
cause of her limited manpower and financial resources, was for the 
Most part seeking only training equipment which would enable 
trained South African forces, in the event of hostilities to go into 
action in Egypt, or elsewhere, earlier than would otherwise be the 
case. | | 

Mr. Erasmus went on to say that his Government’s financial posi- a 
tion, at the present time, would not permit payment for equipment 
required. In reply to my question whether the problem was basically 
one of South Africa’s current dollar shortage, Mr. Erasmus indicated 

_ that the difficulty was both a question of the dollar shortage and lack 
of funds. | 

I pointed out that the flexible provision permitting the President to 
make military equipment available on a cash or deferred payment 
basis to other countries, such as South Africa, had been eliminated — | 
from the legislation. I did say, however, that the MAP legislation, 

| when enacted, would provide a basis on which we could continue to 
build a security system on a broader basis. I said that T was sure Mr. 
Krasmus would appreciate that, given limited supplies, it was neces- 
sary to utilize them at those points where the danger was greatest. 
In strengthening the defense of Western Kurope, however, we were, : 
by discouraging aggression, contributing indirectly to the security of 
other countries including South A frica. | | 

a Mr. Andrews remarked that as he saw the problem it was a question 
of sufficient flexibility in the military aid programs of the United 
States to permit. assistance to additional countries such as South 
Africa. He recognized that it was impossible to anticipate the final : 
shape which the MAP legislation would take. He went on to say that | 
the uranium resources to which Mr. Erasmus had alluded also pro- 
vided a guid pro quo for the military assistance which South Africa 
was seeking. | | os | 7 a 

I remarked that the development of these uranium resources would — 
furnish South Africa with dollars which would enable her to take 

_ advantage of any increase in flexibility in our aid programs. I re- 
_ marked, however, that the amount intended for use at the President’s 

discretion in the MAP legislation as originally drafted was already | 
_ covered by commitments which could be anticipated in such placesas 

the Philippines and Austria. Restoration of this provision to the pres- 
ent legislation would not provide the basis for immediate assistance to :
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~~ South Africa. In this connection, I said that it appeared very unlikely 

to me that there would be any prospect of being able to assist South 

Africa inthenext nine months, i ES 

Mr. Erasmus said that he understood the situation and sought only 

to bring to the attention of the United States the strategic significance | 

of South Africa. He said that he felt now, after his talks with our OO 

Defense officials, that the United States did appreciate this fact. I | 

told him that we would be glad to have further talks with his people on 

this subject and in reply to his question, said that the proper approach 

| was through the State Department. | a 

~ General Beyers did not participate in the discussion except to refer 

briefly to South African apprehensions because of Indian penetration 

in East Africa, on AE | oo 

848A.51/10-1449 . OC a | | 

The Ambassador in the Union of South Africa (Winship) to the 

| — Secretary of State — | a 

oy —_ [Extracts] = / | 

CONFIDENTIAL | Pretoria, October 14, 1949. 

No. 344 Oa be a a os 

Sir: Ihave the honor to refer to my despatch No. 87, dated June 29, ) 

1949, from Cape Town, regarding the proposed visit of Finance _ 

Minister Havenga to the United States, and now to report on his ) 

return and his attitude on the South African loan negotiations. Other 

references in this connection are to the Embassy’s despatches Nos. 813 | 

_ of September 28, 1949, and 329 of October 7,1949.? - | 

At my request Mr. Havenga received me yesterday morning and as 

~ ysual was most friendly and cordial, but when the conversation turned | 

to the Export-Import Bank and Washington loan negotiations he 

showed definite evidence of disappointment if not resentment. , | 

He told me that upon his arrival in Washington he was optimistic, 

poe believing that the ground work had been done and that a loan of at 

| least 50 million dollars would be extended. The Minister stated that 

| it was agreed that the loan would be used for capital goods purchases 

| in the United States for the South African Railroads and Harbours, | 

Tscor and Escom. - | _ - : 

| His first discussions with Mr. Gaston? appeared to be fairly satis- 

factory but on his return to Washington he was unable to see Mr. 

Gaston, and had to talk with another officer of the bank who seemed = 

to know little or nothing of the previous conversations ; Mr. Havenga 

- ‘Not printed. — a Oo 7 | 

2 Neither printed. 
? Herbert H. Gaston, Board of Directors, Export-Import Bank.
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said he was annoyed and discouraged at having to begin at the — 
beginning again. . | | | He told me he had chided some of the officials he had met by pointing 

_ out that they apparently had no machinery for loans to sound coun- 
tries, but excellent machinery for giving away millions! 

He said that now all negotiations with the ExIm Bank had been 
suspended, that he would not approach the World Bank, and that he 
would not attempt to float a public loan in the United States. 

He believes that he has made very valuable contacts in New York, 
and that future credits through private banks can be arranged to meet 
South A frica’s needs. He also feels that the way is open for an increase 
of American investment in Union industries. | 

There is little doubt that Messrs. Havenga and Holloway knew 
what the requirements of the ExIm Bank were before leaving Pretoria. | 
On the other hand, they intimated to me that they believed they could 
by their presence in Washington find a way around these. | 

At my request the Counselor of the Embassy also called on Dr. 
| de Kock, Governor of the South African Reserve Bank, yesterday 

morning to put various questions to him concerning the foregoing loan 
negotiations, . . . 

Dr. de Kock said that when Mr. Havenga left New York he had 
arranged no loan at all with private banking circles there. While _ 

_ Mr. Havenga was on the boat crossing to England, Dillon Read and 
Company renewed exploratory discussions with certain banking houses 
in New York and obtained their agreement to participate in the 10 
million dollar revolving credit or “overdraft” which has now been 
announced here, whereupon a high official of Dillon Read flew to 
England and met Mr. Havenga on his arrival there. The arrangement | 
was then completed. The interest rate on this credit is 14% for the 
credit itself plus 83% on any amount drawn. Thus, if the wholeamount 

_ Were immediately drawn the rate would total 314%. Dr. de Kock said | 
that when Messrs. Havenga and Holloway were having discussions 
with New York bankers, as nearly as he can Judge there was mis- | 
understanding on both sides with regard to what was being discussed. 
The South Africans seemed to think a fixed loan with bond issue was 
had in mind, whereas the New York bankers were actually thinking | 
in terms of a “line of credit”, which is what has now emerged. 

_ Dr. de Kock’s opinion is that Mr. Havenga really feels that his 
announcement was of signal importance inasmuch as this 10 million 
dollar credit represents the first trickle of money of this sort ever 
obtained from the United States. Mr. Havenga is pleased, according 
to Dr. de Kock, to have obtained it and they both feel as above | 
indicated, that more on the same basis can be had without very much
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difficulty. Dr. de Kock appears to expect to go to the United States 

toward the end of November or early in December and thinks that , 

by approaching directly such banks as the Chase National Bank, the 

National City Bank, and the Bank of Manhattan, he may be able to 

obtain, as suggested, additional credits. on similar terms from | 

one or more of them without using an intermediary such as_ 

_ Dillon Read... . | 

Dr. de Kock said that he feels South Africa is now on top | 

_ of its balance of payments position. The control measures which have 

been progressively applied are having their effect and it will have 

been noted that the gold and foreign exchange holdings of the Reserve 

Bank have moved upward slightly over the past six weeks. This, he 

feels, will strengthen his hand if and when he goes to New York 

and seeks further credits. Furthermore, if he can show that the issu- 

ance of import permits is based almost entirely on actual money 1n 

hand and not on hopes of money which may or may not be forth- 

coming, this should impress favorably the American financial 

community. » a | 

Respectfully yours, - oe Nortu WINSHIP | 

| 
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- - 4287, 1289, 1291, 1301-1802,|'.- «1209, : 1214-1215, 1219, 1223, 
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oO 1350, 1355, 1861, 1877-1880,; 1879-1380, 1415,, . 1437-14388, | 
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Turkish role, 611, 748, 793, 801, 879, 836,841, 897, 906-908, 940-941, 

| 912-913, 924, 1018, 1032, 1039, | 969-970, 983, 984n, 990, 1013, . | 

1070, 12341, 1247, 1275, 1285-| 1058, 1065n, 1070,. 1077, 1123, | 
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- YS. position, 140-141, 145-146, 174, French role, 835-836, 1070, 1157, 

177, 209, 599, 604,.609, 611-612,| 1258 Sep nat se a 

622, 624, 626n, 638-640, 653-|.. Israeli position, 631n, 644, 669-670, | 

654, 668-669, 680-684, 690, 682-| 709; 712, 761-762, 829-831, 833- 

698, 695, 720n, 734, 754, 765,) 0.) . 834, 887-838, 841+842, 848, 855— 

ATL, TT72n,,783n, 801, 808, 805-, ~ 857, 863, 876-877, 880-881, 882- 

ae 807, 819-820, 833, 851n, 8538n,, 898, 900, 902-904, 907-908, 913- | 
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 * 4408,. 1110, 1116, 1127, 1146, | - 1035, 1044-1045, 1047-1049, — 

44580, 1155, 1159-1162, 1164-| - ~ 1058, 1060, .1064-1070, > 1075—. : 

.. 1165, 1167, 1181,..1196, 1210, | 1076, 1086, 1087, 1094, 1097, | 

4948. 1215, 1217-1221, 1223-| 1103, 1105-1107, 1109, 1121-~° 
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| oe 1105, 1118-1114, 1129, 1170-| Turkish position, 996, 1514, 1668 7 

| «44472, 1175-1176, 1194, 1201,; U.S. position, 640, 658-659, 722-723, a 

- - 1222, 1234, 1245, 1249, 1268, 739, 741-742, 771, 804, 835, 879— 

| 4278-1274, . 1277, 1292-1293, 2 881, 988-989, 995-996, 1003- — | 

| 1855, 1867, 1409-1410, 1480-| 1005, 1008, 1015, 1021, 1028, 

. 1432, 1488, 1488, 1518, 1525, 1334, 1870-1372, 1383-1887, | 

— --1§830-1531,. 15320, 1588, 1547,| © =—-_- 1894, 1899-1403, 1418, 1429, 

a 1552-1558, 1586 : 4481-1482, . 1451-1454, 1462, 

-. Resolution 212 (III), 1500-1502 | 1498-1502, 1511-1512, 1514, 

Resolution of May 14, 1948, 14381, 1520, 1522-1523, 15380-1532, — 

: | 1467 : od 1537-1539, 1551-1552, 1554 . 

| Resolution of Nov...19, 1948, 215, U.N. Mediator (see also Bunche), 

| 664, 677, 829-831, 862, 899, 971, 138-139, 603, 611-612, 615-617, | 

1157, 1482 an «621-622, 628, 636, 641, 649-650, 

Resolution 194: (III), Dee. 11, 1948, «654-656, 664, 667, 669, 692, 698- 

64, 597, 601, 617, 620, 624, 653, ) 700, 718, 723-724, 730-731, 809, 

a 659, 661, 680-683, 705, 7180, 7238, 1104, 1241-1242, 1255, 1303-1304, A 

29, 736-737, 739, 750-751, 755-| ____ 1481 on - 7 

CO 756, 758, 761, TTL-T73 “78-783, U.N. military observers, 597, 610, 629- 

7 908 G OAD C. > 7). 801, 812-814, 817, 820, 823-824, 

_ 830, 833, 839, 848-844, B51n, 844’ 845, 864-865, 999, 1055, 1101, 
. - 856-859, 870, 876, 880-881, 1147, 1240 , oo , | 

a . 883n, 891, 894-897, 900, 902-903, U.N. Relief and Works Agency for | 

. 904n, 911-912, 919, 925, 927- Palestine Refugees, establish- | 

- 928, 930-933, 935, 949, 956, 959, | ment and activities of, 1501-1502, — 
- 963, 966n, 973-974, 991,. 993-994, 1514, 1529-1530, 1533, 1549-1550, 

nos 996-998, 1008, 1015-1016, 1019, 1563 . - cet 

. , 1034, 1041n, 1048, 1052, 1060- U.N. Relief for Palestine Refugees, Co 

1061, 1064, 1073-1074, 1098n, | | 642, 654, 665, 830, 936, 938-940, 
1102-1104, 1106, 1122-1124,) - 959-960, 971, 986, 991, 1013, 1038, 

Loe 1128-1129, 1135, 1143, 1149-|  —S=—1189, 1157, 1181, 1186, 1193, 1196, 

| - 1151, 1154, 1161-1162, 1169-| jose! tate 1220, 1260, 1272, 1282— 
170. 1175- | , 1817, 1334, 13843-13844, 1363, 7 

0 ate 950’ 1996 1930. | __-:1870, 1872, 1880, 1400, 1402, 1404, : 
| os 4931. 1936. 12 40-1244 ? 1246n 1448, 1415n, 1422, 1443-1444, 

| | , er , rn | 1453-1454, 1459-1461, 1464, 1467 7 
1248, 1252, 1256-1257, 1260,| | | , Tae 44aue ’ . 

| , ~? 7 , 1469-1470, 1473-1475, 1477, 1481, 
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: = 1383, 1385, 1425, 1432, 1437- 612, 614, 616-617, 621-622, 649- _ 

ne: —. 1488, 1450, 1453, 1457, 1466-} 650, 654-655, 687, 698-700, 704, 

| _ 1467, 1479, 1489, 1498, 1500, . 785, 816-817, 844, 869, 884-885, | 

: 1526, 1530, 1668 | . 918-919, 930-931, 9383-934, 1278 

Resolution 273 (III), May 11,1949,| | Arms embargo, lifting of, 148, 225- 

regarding Israeli. membership, 226, 1255, 1262-1268, 1269-1271, oo 

| 998, 1129 : oo 1274-1275, 1277-1280, 1284,
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